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Michael A. Lacasse,
Conference Chairperson / Président de la conférence

Bienvenue
Au nom du Conseil national de recherches du Canada
et du comité organisateur, j’ai le plaisir de vous
accueillir à la 8e Conférence sur la durabilité des
composantes et des matériaux de construction
(8dcmc) et à l’Atelier W78 sur la technologie de
l’information en construction

Cette conférence aborde un grand nombre de
problèmes sérieux auxquels se heurtent chercheurs et
techniciens en ce qui concerne la durée de vie et la
gestion de l’actif. Y seront présentées 280
communications sur les dernières nouveautés
technologiques dans le cadre de plus de 50
présentations orales et par affiches, ainsi qu’à environ
25 ateliers et réunions parallèles organisés dans le
cadre de la conférence. En tout, plus de 15 groupes
de travail et commissions CIB, RILEM ou ISO ont
choisi Vancouver comme site de leur réunion ou
atelier annuel.

Le comité organisateur de la 8dcmc et le secrétariat
de la conférence ont préparé pour vous un événement
professionnel de haute qualité au cours duquel nous
sommes persuadés que vous trouverez de
nombreuses occasions de réseautage, d’échanges
technologiques et de discussion entre collègues.
Prenez le temps de vous amuser dans le magnifique
décor de Vancouver.

Si vous avez besoins de quelque aide que ce soit, les
organisateurs se tiendront à votre entière disposition
tout au long de la conférence.

Bienvenue à Vancouver!

Welcome
On behalf of the National Research Council of Canada
and the 8DBMC Organising Committee, it is my
pleasure to welcome you to the 8th International
Conference on Durability of Building Materials and
Components and the CIB W78 Workshop on
Information Technology in Construction.

This conference addresses many of the significant
issues facing researchers and practitioners in the area
of service life and asset management, and offers 280
contributions on the most recent technological
advances at over 50 poster and oral sessions, as well
as at approximately 25 workshops and meetings
organised in conjunction with the conference.  In total,
over 15 CIB, RILEM or ISO working groups or
commissions have made Vancouver their site for an
annual workshop or meeting.

The 8DBMC Organising Committee and Conference
Secretariats have done their very best to create a
professional event of the highest standards and we
are sure that this conference will provide you with a
host of opportunities for networking, technology
transfer and discussions with colleagues.  Please take
time to enjoy yourself in the unique setting of
Vancouver, British Columbia.

You may rest assured that the organisers will remain
at your disposal throughout the Conference for
whatever help and assistance you may require.

Welcome to Vancouver.
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Conference Themes
The conference focuses on the approaches, methods, techniques, tools, systems and technology used to
develop knowledge on service life and durability of construction and building materials, components and
systems and the integration of this information towards asset management.

• Service life prediction – Materials characterization, durability of assemblies and generic methods.
• Service life tools – Probabilistic and reliability methods.
• Maintenance management of building assets and assemblies.
• Life cycle costing and economic issues.
• Performance requirements – CIB W60 Workshop: Serviceability of buildings.
• Design for durability, life cycle analysis and sustainablilty.
• Development of guides and standards.
• Information technology in construction – CIB W78 Workshop: Service Life – Asset Management Integration.

Service Life - Asset Management Integration

Record and monitor
condition of building
materials, components
and assemblies

Determine the
probability of failure
and consequences
of damage

Collect and analyse
necessary laboratory and
field data to develop
performance curves

Manage and integrate data and
information related to service life
prediction and asset management

Performance
and User

Requirement
Models

Service Life
Prediction
Methods

Probabilistic
and Reliability

Methods

Asset and
Maintenance
Management

Establish criteria for
evaluation of performance
and quantifies desired
performance levels

Information
Technologies in

Construction

Record and predict
operations and
maintenance costs
from cradle to grave

Life Cycle
Economics
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Scientific Program / Programme scientifique
Oral Plenary Presentations
Presentations will be 20 to 25 minutes long depending on the particular session and the requirements of the
session chair. Paper sessions are demanding for the audience due to the short amount of time within which
those attending must process both aural and visual information. As a result, authors should make every
possible effort to facilitate this process. Meeting rooms will be made available to both meet with session
chairs and arrange for slide or overhead review.

Oral Poster Presentations
Posters will be on display for the entire conference to allow for a greater number of delegates to view the
author’s work. Presenting authors will be offered 10–12 minutes to outline their work. Prior to the start of the
poster session, authors will be required to meet with their session chairs in the assigned room as an aid to the
chair to co-ordinate the session. Check the information booth announcement board in the main conference
lobby for the location of the meeting room. Chairs will provide last minute instructions and other pertinent
details regarding the presentation.

How to Read the Program
The Scientific Program is arranged chronologically by hour and day of the week over the remaining pages. We
have tried to make the program “user friendly” by adding the following three features to facilitate your
understanding and use of the Program.

Session Numbering System
Every session has been assigned a number. The first three digits represent the day of the week:
100 = Monday; 200 = Tuesday; 300 = Wednesday; and 400 = Thursday.

The next set of numbers represent the order of paper presentation in each session.

In the case of oral poster sessions, the poster boards are numbered sequentially from 1–100. The numbers
following the session number indicate the poster board number.

Example – Oral Plenary Presentation Example – Oral Poster Presentation

Example – Proceedings Reference Number
Following each paper title; author; and affiliation, a number appears in brackets. This number refers to the
paper number in the Conference Proceedings.

Example –

101.1 INVESTIGATION OF CONCRETE JETTIES AT CFB ESQUIMALT AND PREDICTION OF FUTURE SERVICE
LIFE, G. OVSTAAS1, D.R. MORGAN2, 1G. Ovstaas & Associates, Victoria and 2AGRA Earth &
Environmental, Vancouver, BC, Canada (5)

Day (Monday)
Session

Paper Presentation

1 0 1 . 1

Day (Tuesday)
Session

Poster Board Number

2 0 9 . 3 4

Proceedings cross-reference
number

2



Conference-at-a-Glance

Session 100 Regency C
Opening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening Plenary

Christer Sjöström
Service Life of BuildingsService Life of BuildingsService Life of BuildingsService Life of BuildingsService Life of Buildings
and Building Products –and Building Products –and Building Products –and Building Products –and Building Products –
TTTTTowarowarowarowarowards Applicationds Applicationds Applicationds Applicationds Application

Session 101 Plaza W
Service Life Prediction ofService Life Prediction ofService Life Prediction ofService Life Prediction ofService Life Prediction of
Concrete StructuresConcrete StructuresConcrete StructuresConcrete StructuresConcrete Structures

Session 102 Plaza E
Environmental CharacterizationEnvironmental CharacterizationEnvironmental CharacterizationEnvironmental CharacterizationEnvironmental Characterization
and Modellingand Modellingand Modellingand Modellingand Modelling

Session 103 Plaza C
Maintenance management ofMaintenance management ofMaintenance management ofMaintenance management ofMaintenance management of
building assemblies andbuilding assemblies andbuilding assemblies andbuilding assemblies andbuilding assemblies and
facilities (1)facilities (1)facilities (1)facilities (1)facilities (1)

Session 104 Regency C
IT and the ConstructionIT and the ConstructionIT and the ConstructionIT and the ConstructionIT and the Construction
Process (1)Process (1)Process (1)Process (1)Process (1)

Session 105 Plaza W
Service Life Prediction ofService Life Prediction ofService Life Prediction ofService Life Prediction ofService Life Prediction of
Concrete Structures (2)Concrete Structures (2)Concrete Structures (2)Concrete Structures (2)Concrete Structures (2)

Session 106 Plaza E
Building Façades andBuilding Façades andBuilding Façades andBuilding Façades andBuilding Façades and
Components (1)Components (1)Components (1)Components (1)Components (1)

Session 107 Plaza C
Maintenance Management ofMaintenance Management ofMaintenance Management ofMaintenance Management ofMaintenance Management of
Building Assemblies andBuilding Assemblies andBuilding Assemblies andBuilding Assemblies andBuilding Assemblies and
Facilities (2)Facilities (2)Facilities (2)Facilities (2)Facilities (2)

Session 108 Regency C
IT and the Construction Process (2)IT and the Construction Process (2)IT and the Construction Process (2)IT and the Construction Process (2)IT and the Construction Process (2)

Session 109 Regency W
Durability of MaterialsDurability of MaterialsDurability of MaterialsDurability of MaterialsDurability of Materials

Session 110 Regency W
Corrosion Resistance andCorrosion Resistance andCorrosion Resistance andCorrosion Resistance andCorrosion Resistance and
Durability of ConcreteDurability of ConcreteDurability of ConcreteDurability of ConcreteDurability of Concrete

Session 111 Plaza W
Development and Use of GuidesDevelopment and Use of GuidesDevelopment and Use of GuidesDevelopment and Use of GuidesDevelopment and Use of Guides
and Standardsand Standardsand Standardsand Standardsand Standards

Session 112 Plaza E
Building Façades andBuilding Façades andBuilding Façades andBuilding Façades andBuilding Façades and
Components (2)Components (2)Components (2)Components (2)Components (2)

Session 113 Plaza C
Life Cycle Costing andLife Cycle Costing andLife Cycle Costing andLife Cycle Costing andLife Cycle Costing and
EconomicsEconomicsEconomicsEconomicsEconomics

Session 114 Regency C
Computer-IntegratedComputer-IntegratedComputer-IntegratedComputer-IntegratedComputer-Integrated
ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction

Session 115 Regency W
Maintenance Management andMaintenance Management andMaintenance Management andMaintenance Management andMaintenance Management and
Life Cycle CostingLife Cycle CostingLife Cycle CostingLife Cycle CostingLife Cycle Costing

Session 116 Regency W
Decision-Support SystemsDecision-Support SystemsDecision-Support SystemsDecision-Support SystemsDecision-Support Systems
Product & Process ModellingProduct & Process ModellingProduct & Process ModellingProduct & Process ModellingProduct & Process Modelling

Session 200 Regency C
Opening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening Plenary

Surendra P. Shah
High Performance Concrete:High Performance Concrete:High Performance Concrete:High Performance Concrete:High Performance Concrete:
Strength versus DurabilityStrength versus DurabilityStrength versus DurabilityStrength versus DurabilityStrength versus Durability

Session 201 Plaza W
Durability of Brick Masonry,Durability of Brick Masonry,Durability of Brick Masonry,Durability of Brick Masonry,Durability of Brick Masonry,
Stone and TileStone and TileStone and TileStone and TileStone and Tile

Session 202 Plaza E
Durability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and Wood
Components (1)Components (1)Components (1)Components (1)Components (1)

Session 203 Plaza C
Study on Strength andStudy on Strength andStudy on Strength andStudy on Strength andStudy on Strength and
Durability of ConcreteDurability of ConcreteDurability of ConcreteDurability of ConcreteDurability of Concrete

Session 204 Regency C
Virtual Reality and Human-Virtual Reality and Human-Virtual Reality and Human-Virtual Reality and Human-Virtual Reality and Human-
Computer InteractionComputer InteractionComputer InteractionComputer InteractionComputer Interaction

Session 205 Plaza W
Durability of polymer-basedDurability of polymer-basedDurability of polymer-basedDurability of polymer-basedDurability of polymer-based
materials (1)materials (1)materials (1)materials (1)materials (1)

Session 206 Plaza E
Durability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and Wood
Components (2)Components (2)Components (2)Components (2)Components (2)

Session 207 Plaza C
Corrosion of ConcreteCorrosion of ConcreteCorrosion of ConcreteCorrosion of ConcreteCorrosion of Concrete

Session 208 Regency C
Design SystemsDesign SystemsDesign SystemsDesign SystemsDesign Systems

Session 209 Regency W
Building Façades andBuilding Façades andBuilding Façades andBuilding Façades andBuilding Façades and
Components: Life Cycle CostingComponents: Life Cycle CostingComponents: Life Cycle CostingComponents: Life Cycle CostingComponents: Life Cycle Costing

Session 210 Regency W
Innovative MaterialsInnovative MaterialsInnovative MaterialsInnovative MaterialsInnovative Materials

Session 211 Plaza W
Durability of Polymer-BasedDurability of Polymer-BasedDurability of Polymer-BasedDurability of Polymer-BasedDurability of Polymer-Based
Materials (2)Materials (2)Materials (2)Materials (2)Materials (2)

Session 212 Plaza E
Durability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and WoodDurability of Wood and Wood
Components (3)Components (3)Components (3)Components (3)Components (3)

Session 213 Plaza C
Corrosion of Concrete (2)Corrosion of Concrete (2)Corrosion of Concrete (2)Corrosion of Concrete (2)Corrosion of Concrete (2)

Session 214 Regency C
Product ModellingProduct ModellingProduct ModellingProduct ModellingProduct Modelling

Session 215 Regency W
Studies on Strength andStudies on Strength andStudies on Strength andStudies on Strength andStudies on Strength and
DurabilityDurabilityDurabilityDurabilityDurability

Session 216 Regency W
Computer-IntegratedComputer-IntegratedComputer-IntegratedComputer-IntegratedComputer-Integrated
ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction
IT in ConstructionIT in ConstructionIT in ConstructionIT in ConstructionIT in Construction
Virtual RealityVirtual RealityVirtual RealityVirtual RealityVirtual Reality

Session 400 Regency C
Opening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening Plenary

Charles Eastman
Information ExchangeInformation ExchangeInformation ExchangeInformation ExchangeInformation Exchange
Architectures for BuildingArchitectures for BuildingArchitectures for BuildingArchitectures for BuildingArchitectures for Building
ModelsModelsModelsModelsModels

Session 401 Plaza W
Design and Specification forDesign and Specification forDesign and Specification forDesign and Specification forDesign and Specification for
Durable ConcreteDurable ConcreteDurable ConcreteDurable ConcreteDurable Concrete

Session 402 Plaza E
Design for DurabilityDesign for DurabilityDesign for DurabilityDesign for DurabilityDesign for Durability

Session 403 Plaza C
Sustainable DesignSustainable DesignSustainable DesignSustainable DesignSustainable Design

Session 404 Regency C
Generic Methods in Service LifeGeneric Methods in Service LifeGeneric Methods in Service LifeGeneric Methods in Service LifeGeneric Methods in Service Life
PredictionPredictionPredictionPredictionPrediction

Session 405 Regency C
RapportageRapportageRapportageRapportageRapportage
––––– 8dbmc8dbmc8dbmc8dbmc8dbmc
––––– “IT Futures”“IT Futures”“IT Futures”“IT Futures”“IT Futures”

Session 406 Regency C
Closing PlenaryClosing PlenaryClosing PlenaryClosing PlenaryClosing Plenary

Monday,
May 31

Tuesday,
June 1

Wednesday,
June 2

Thursday,
June 3

Session 300 Regency C
Opening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening PlenaryOpening Plenary

Dudley R. Morgan
Service Life: Lessons LearnedService Life: Lessons LearnedService Life: Lessons LearnedService Life: Lessons LearnedService Life: Lessons Learned
from Existing Structuresfrom Existing Structuresfrom Existing Structuresfrom Existing Structuresfrom Existing Structures

Session 301 Plaza W
Roofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials and
Components (1)Components (1)Components (1)Components (1)Components (1)

Session 302 Plaza E
Performance and ServiceabilityPerformance and ServiceabilityPerformance and ServiceabilityPerformance and ServiceabilityPerformance and Serviceability
of Buildings (1)of Buildings (1)of Buildings (1)of Buildings (1)of Buildings (1)

Session 303 Plaza C
Life Cycle Models andLife Cycle Models andLife Cycle Models andLife Cycle Models andLife Cycle Models and
Facilities ManagementFacilities ManagementFacilities ManagementFacilities ManagementFacilities Management

Session 304 Regency C
Decision SupportDecision SupportDecision SupportDecision SupportDecision Support
Systems (1)Systems (1)Systems (1)Systems (1)Systems (1)

Session 305 Plaza W
Roofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials and
Components (2)Components (2)Components (2)Components (2)Components (2)

Session 306 Plaza E
Performance and ServiceabilityPerformance and ServiceabilityPerformance and ServiceabilityPerformance and ServiceabilityPerformance and Serviceability
of Buildings (2)of Buildings (2)of Buildings (2)of Buildings (2)of Buildings (2)

Session 307 Plaza C
Probabilistic and ReliabilityProbabilistic and ReliabilityProbabilistic and ReliabilityProbabilistic and ReliabilityProbabilistic and Reliability
Methods (1)Methods (1)Methods (1)Methods (1)Methods (1)

Session 308 Regency C
Decision-Support Systems (2)Decision-Support Systems (2)Decision-Support Systems (2)Decision-Support Systems (2)Decision-Support Systems (2)

Session 309 Regency W
Sustainable DesignSustainable DesignSustainable DesignSustainable DesignSustainable Design

Session 310 Regency W
Design for Durability andDesign for Durability andDesign for Durability andDesign for Durability andDesign for Durability and
Generic MethodsGeneric MethodsGeneric MethodsGeneric MethodsGeneric Methods

Session 311 Plaza W
Roof MaintenanceRoof MaintenanceRoof MaintenanceRoof MaintenanceRoof Maintenance
Management (3)Management (3)Management (3)Management (3)Management (3)

Session 312 Plaza E
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)

Session 313 Plaza C
Probabilistic and ReliabilityProbabilistic and ReliabilityProbabilistic and ReliabilityProbabilistic and ReliabilityProbabilistic and Reliability
Methods (2)Methods (2)Methods (2)Methods (2)Methods (2)

Session 314 Regency C
Process ModellingProcess ModellingProcess ModellingProcess ModellingProcess Modelling

Session 315 Regency W
Life Cycle Analysis and GenericLife Cycle Analysis and GenericLife Cycle Analysis and GenericLife Cycle Analysis and GenericLife Cycle Analysis and Generic
MethodsMethodsMethodsMethodsMethods

Session 316 Regency W
Design SystemsDesign SystemsDesign SystemsDesign SystemsDesign Systems
Life Cycle Analysis andLife Cycle Analysis andLife Cycle Analysis andLife Cycle Analysis andLife Cycle Analysis and
Facilities ManagementFacilities ManagementFacilities ManagementFacilities ManagementFacilities Management

Coffee Break

Lunch

08:30 – 09:30

09:45 – 12:00

13:30 – 15:30

Posters

15:45 – 17:45

Posters
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Sessions in shaded areas
are CIB W78 workshops.

Coffee Break



Friday,
June 4

Monday,
June 7

Sunday,
June 6

Saturday,
June 5

CIB TG 20
Geographic InformationGeographic InformationGeographic InformationGeographic InformationGeographic Information
SystemsSystemsSystemsSystemsSystems
8:30 – 11:308:30 – 11:308:30 – 11:308:30 – 11:308:30 – 11:30
Cypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress Room

CIB W60
Performance ConceptPerformance ConceptPerformance ConceptPerformance ConceptPerformance Concept
in Buildingin Buildingin Buildingin Buildingin Building
9:00 – 13:009:00 – 13:009:00 – 13:009:00 – 13:009:00 – 13:00
Peacocks LoungePeacocks LoungePeacocks LoungePeacocks LoungePeacocks Lounge

CIB W80 RILEM
175-SLM
Prediction of ServicePrediction of ServicePrediction of ServicePrediction of ServicePrediction of Service
Life of BuildingLife of BuildingLife of BuildingLife of BuildingLife of Building
Materials andMaterials andMaterials andMaterials andMaterials and
ComponentsComponentsComponentsComponentsComponents
13:15 – 17:3013:15 – 17:3013:15 – 17:3013:15 – 17:3013:15 – 17:30
Cypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress Room

CIB W83
Roofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials and
SystemsSystemsSystemsSystemsSystems
9:00 – 15:309:00 – 15:309:00 – 15:309:00 – 15:309:00 – 15:30
Grouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse Room

ISO TC 59/SC 3
Functional/UserFunctional/UserFunctional/UserFunctional/UserFunctional/User
Requirements andRequirements andRequirements andRequirements andRequirements and
Performance inPerformance inPerformance inPerformance inPerformance in
Building ConstructionBuilding ConstructionBuilding ConstructionBuilding ConstructionBuilding Construction
9:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:00
Stanley RoomStanley RoomStanley RoomStanley RoomStanley Room

ISO TC 59 / SC 4
DimensionalDimensionalDimensionalDimensionalDimensional
TTTTTolerances andolerances andolerances andolerances andolerances and
MeasurementMeasurementMeasurementMeasurementMeasurement
Time : TBDTime : TBDTime : TBDTime : TBDTime : TBD
Seymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour Room

Municipal
Infrastructure
Investment Planning
(MIIP)
9:00 – 16:009:00 – 16:009:00 – 16:009:00 – 16:009:00 – 16:00
Regency CentreRegency CentreRegency CentreRegency CentreRegency Centre

CIB/ISO/STEP/IAI/ICIS
Information FrameworkInformation FrameworkInformation FrameworkInformation FrameworkInformation Framework
for Constructionfor Constructionfor Constructionfor Constructionfor Construction
9:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:00
Balmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral Room

ISO TC 59
Building ConstructionBuilding ConstructionBuilding ConstructionBuilding ConstructionBuilding Construction
Time : TBDTime : TBDTime : TBDTime : TBDTime : TBD
Cypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress Room

ISO TC10/SC8/WG13
Computer-AidedComputer-AidedComputer-AidedComputer-AidedComputer-Aided
Design (CAD)Design (CAD)Design (CAD)Design (CAD)Design (CAD)
TTTTTechnique - Use ofechnique - Use ofechnique - Use ofechnique - Use ofechnique - Use of
Computers for theComputers for theComputers for theComputers for theComputers for the
Preparation ofPreparation ofPreparation ofPreparation ofPreparation of
ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction
DocumentationDocumentationDocumentationDocumentationDocumentation
9:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:00
Stanley RoomStanley RoomStanley RoomStanley RoomStanley Room

ISO TC 59 / SC 13
Organisation ofOrganisation ofOrganisation ofOrganisation ofOrganisation of
Information aboutInformation aboutInformation aboutInformation aboutInformation about
Construction WorksConstruction WorksConstruction WorksConstruction WorksConstruction Works
Time: TBDTime: TBDTime: TBDTime: TBDTime: TBD
Cypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress Room

ISO TC 59 / SC 14
Design Life ofDesign Life ofDesign Life ofDesign Life ofDesign Life of
BuildingsBuildingsBuildingsBuildingsBuildings
9:00 – 19:009:00 – 19:009:00 – 19:009:00 – 19:009:00 – 19:00
Seymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour Room
Grouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse Room

Thursday,
June 3

Sunday,
May 30
CIB W86
Building PathologyBuilding PathologyBuilding PathologyBuilding PathologyBuilding Pathology
9:30 – 13:009:30 – 13:009:30 – 13:009:30 – 13:009:30 – 13:00
Balmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral Room

CIB W94
Design for DurabilityDesign for DurabilityDesign for DurabilityDesign for DurabilityDesign for Durability
9:30 – 13:009:30 – 13:009:30 – 13:009:30 – 13:009:30 – 13:00
Peacocks RoomPeacocks RoomPeacocks RoomPeacocks RoomPeacocks Room

CIB W86/W94
Joint MeetingJoint MeetingJoint MeetingJoint MeetingJoint Meeting
14:30 – 17:0014:30 – 17:0014:30 – 17:0014:30 – 17:0014:30 – 17:00
Peacocks RoomPeacocks RoomPeacocks RoomPeacocks RoomPeacocks Room

8dbmc Steering
Committee
19:00 –19:00 –19:00 –19:00 –19:00 –
Windsor RoomWindsor RoomWindsor RoomWindsor RoomWindsor Room

Forintek
Coordinating researchCoordinating researchCoordinating researchCoordinating researchCoordinating research
in moisture protectionin moisture protectionin moisture protectionin moisture protectionin moisture protection
for durable woodfor durable woodfor durable woodfor durable woodfor durable wood
constructionconstructionconstructionconstructionconstruction
8:30 – 12:008:30 – 12:008:30 – 12:008:30 – 12:008:30 – 12:00
Windsor RoomWindsor RoomWindsor RoomWindsor RoomWindsor Room

CIB TG 22
Environmental DesignEnvironmental DesignEnvironmental DesignEnvironmental DesignEnvironmental Design
Methods in MaterialsMethods in MaterialsMethods in MaterialsMethods in MaterialsMethods in Materials
and Structuraland Structuraland Structuraland Structuraland Structural
EngineeringEngineeringEngineeringEngineeringEngineering
13:00 – 17:0013:00 – 17:0013:00 – 17:0013:00 – 17:0013:00 – 17:00
Cypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress Room

ISO TC 59/SC 3
Functional/UserFunctional/UserFunctional/UserFunctional/UserFunctional/User
Requirements andRequirements andRequirements andRequirements andRequirements and
Performance inPerformance inPerformance inPerformance inPerformance in
Building ConstructionBuilding ConstructionBuilding ConstructionBuilding ConstructionBuilding Construction
9:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:00
Stanley RoomStanley RoomStanley RoomStanley RoomStanley Room

ISO TC 59 / SC 4
DimensionalDimensionalDimensionalDimensionalDimensional
TTTTTolerances andolerances andolerances andolerances andolerances and
MeasurementMeasurementMeasurementMeasurementMeasurement
Time: TBDTime: TBDTime: TBDTime: TBDTime: TBD
Seymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour Room

CIB W83
Roofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials andRoofing Materials and
SystemsSystemsSystemsSystemsSystems
9:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:009:00 – 17:00
Grouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse Room

CIB W78
InforInforInforInforInformation Tmation Tmation Tmation Tmation Technologyechnologyechnologyechnologyechnology
in Constructionin Constructionin Constructionin Constructionin Construction
9:15 – 14:309:15 – 14:309:15 – 14:309:15 – 14:309:15 – 14:30
Peacocks LoungePeacocks LoungePeacocks LoungePeacocks LoungePeacocks Lounge
Balmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral Room
Peacocks RoomPeacocks RoomPeacocks RoomPeacocks RoomPeacocks Room

ISO TC 10 / SC 8
ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction
DocumentationDocumentationDocumentationDocumentationDocumentation
10:00 – 17:0010:00 – 17:0010:00 – 17:0010:00 – 17:0010:00 – 17:00
King George RoomKing George RoomKing George RoomKing George RoomKing George Room

Tuesday,
June 8

Monday,
May 31
CIB TG 33
Concurrent EngineeringConcurrent EngineeringConcurrent EngineeringConcurrent EngineeringConcurrent Engineering
in Constructionin Constructionin Constructionin Constructionin Construction
Time: eveningTime: eveningTime: eveningTime: eveningTime: evening
Grouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse Room

IRAP
Construction SectoralConstruction SectoralConstruction SectoralConstruction SectoralConstruction Sectoral
GroupGroupGroupGroupGroup
15:00 – 19:0015:00 – 19:0015:00 – 19:0015:00 – 19:0015:00 – 19:00
Balmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral RoomBalmoral Room

Tuesday,
June 1
CIB W78
InforInforInforInforInformation Tmation Tmation Tmation Tmation Technologyechnologyechnologyechnologyechnology
in Constructionin Constructionin Constructionin Constructionin Construction
18:30 – 22:3018:30 – 22:3018:30 – 22:3018:30 – 22:3018:30 – 22:30
Grouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse Room
Dinner CruiseDinner CruiseDinner CruiseDinner CruiseDinner Cruise

ISO TC 59 / SC 2
TTTTTerererererminology andminology andminology andminology andminology and
Harmonization ofHarmonization ofHarmonization ofHarmonization ofHarmonization of
LanguagesLanguagesLanguagesLanguagesLanguages
Time: TBDTime: TBDTime: TBDTime: TBDTime: TBD
Stanley RoomStanley RoomStanley RoomStanley RoomStanley Room

ISO TC 59 / SC 14
Design Life ofDesign Life ofDesign Life ofDesign Life ofDesign Life of
BuildingsBuildingsBuildingsBuildingsBuildings
9:00 – 18:009:00 – 18:009:00 – 18:009:00 – 18:009:00 – 18:00
Seymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour RoomSeymour Room
Grouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse RoomGrouse Room

ISO TC 59 / SC 15 /
WG (proposed)
PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance
Descriptions for SingleDescriptions for SingleDescriptions for SingleDescriptions for SingleDescriptions for Single
Family HousingFamily HousingFamily HousingFamily HousingFamily Housing
DurabilityDurabilityDurabilityDurabilityDurability
13:00 – 16:0013:00 – 16:0013:00 – 16:0013:00 – 16:0013:00 – 16:00
Cypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress RoomCypress Room

Workshops-at-a-Glance
Wednesday
June 2

TBD: To Be Determined

4
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Sponsor of the Day
6WDQGDUGV�&RXQFLO�RI�&DQDGD

08:30 - 09:00 Official Opening and Plenary Session Regency Centre

09:00 - 09:30 Invited Speaker, Dr.-Prof. Christer Sjöström Regency Centre

09:30 - 09:45 Coffee Break Regency Foyer

09:45 - 12:00 Concurrent Sessions Regency Centre,
Plaza - East, Centre, West

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch Regency East

13:30 - 15:30 Concurrent Sessions and Poster Sessions Regency Centre, West
Plaza - East, Centre, West

15:30 - 15:45 Coffee Break Regency Centre

15:45 - 17:45 Concurrent Sessions and Poster Sessions Regency Centre, West
Plaza - East, Centre, West
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08:30 - 09:30
100 PLENARY Regency Centre

Chair Michael Lacasse, Canada Président
Co-Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Co-président

INVITED SPEAKER
Dr. - Prof. Christer Sjöström

SERVICE LIFE OF BUILDINGS AND BUILDING PRODUCTS – TOWARDS APPLICATION
Royal Institute of Technology, Gävle, Sweden

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
101 ORAL Plaza West

Service Life Prediction of Concrete Structures (1)

Chair Dudley R. Morgan, Canada Président
Co-Chair Ton Siemes, The Netherlands Co-président

101.1 INVESTIGATION OF CONCRETE JETTIES AT CFB ESQUIMALT AND PREDICTION OF
FUTURE SERVICE LIFE, G. OVSTAAS1, D.R. MORGAN2, 1G. Ovstaas & Associates, Victoria
and 2AGRA Earth & Environmental, Vancouver, BC, Canada (5)

101.2 AN ENGINEERED MODEL FOR SERVICE LIFE OF MARINE CONCRETE STRUCTURES,
H.T. CAO, V. SIRIVIVATNANON, CSIRO, North Ryde, Australia (9)

101.3 SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES, BASED ON IN-
SERVICE CHLORIDE PENETRATION PROFILES, L. SCHUEREMANS, D. VAN GEMERT,
Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium (8)

101.4 ESTIMATION OF SERVICE LIFE OF CONCRETE PIPES IN SEWER NETWORKS,
W. KAEMPFER, M. BERNDT, Bauhaus University of Weimar, Germany (4)

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
102 ORAL Plaza East

Environmental Characterization and Modelling

Chair Svein E. Haagenrud, Norway Président
Co-Chair Peter Norberg, Sweden Co-président

102.1 AN AUSTRALIA-WIDE MAP OF CORROSIVITY: A GIS APPROACH, I.S. COLE, G.A. KING,
G.S. TRINIDAD, W.Y. CHAN, D.A. PATERSON, CSIRO, Melbourne, Australia (84)

102.2 MAPPING RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS ON FAÇADES USING SURFACE
DEPOSIT GEOMETRY, B. ATKINSON, P. SNAPE, UNITEC Institute of Technology, Auckland,
New Zealand (88)
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102.3 MODEL TO TRANSFORM MEASURED CLIMATIC DATA FROM A LOCAL LEVEL TO A MICRO
LEVEL: TEMPERATURES, B. ERIKSSON, K. WESTBERG, Royal Institute of Technology,
Gävle, Sweden (85)

102.4 MOISTURE CONTROL IN BUILDINGS - HOW CAN VARYING OUTDOOR CLIMATE BE
ALLOWED FOR?, E. HARDERUP1, P.I. SANDBERG1,2, 1Lund University, Lund, and 2Swedish
National Testing and Research Institute, Borås, Sweden (86)

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
103 ORAL Plaza Centre

Maintenance Management of Building Assemblies and Facilities (1)

Chair Erik Brandt, Denmark Président
Co-Chair Qiping Shen, Hong Kong Co-président

103.1 DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED CONSERVATION AND MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT REGIME FOR HISTORIC MODERN MOVEMENT BUILDINGS, B.M. MAJOR,
Mill House Magna Ltd, Mayland, UK (153)

103.2 CONDITION SURVEY AS FORMAL AND PRACTICAL TOOL IN FACILITIES MANAGEMENT,
S. NES, P.J. HOVDE, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway
(155)

103.3 PREPARATION AND PRIORITIZATION OF MAINTENANCE PROGRAMMES, M.R. JOHNSON1,
D.P. WYATT2, 1Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, London and
2University of Brighton, UK (152)

103.4 OVERALL SURVEY OF BUILDINGS - PERFORMANCE AND MAINTENANCE,
B. MARTEINSSON, B. JÓNSSON, The Icelandic Building Research Institute, Reykjavik, Iceland
(154)

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
104 ORAL Regency Centre

IT and the Construction Process (1)

Chair Martin Betts, UK Président
Co-Chair Ziga Turk, Slovenia Co-président

104.1 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE STRATEGY OF A MIDDLE-SIZED CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, S.F. SLAVENBURG, T.M.H. VAN STRATEN, Slavenburg's Bouwbedrijven
B.V., Schiedam, The Netherlands (227)

104.2 INTEGRATION OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS, A. UDAIPURWALA,
A.D. RUSSELL, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada (225)

104.3 SIMULATION OF CONSTRUCTION OPERATION WITH DIRECT INPUTS OF PHYSICAL
FACTORS, L.C. CHAO, National University of Singapore, Singapore (219)
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104.4 INCREASING ON-SITE PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH WIRELESS COMPUTER CONTROL,
A.H. BOUSSABAINE, B.R. GREW, D. CURRIN, University of Liverpool, UK (218)

104.5 AN ARCHITECTURE FOR HEAVY DUTY MACHINE CONTROLLERS - FORESEEING
AUTOMATED ROAD CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTS, P. SOUSA, J.P. PIMENTÃO,
R. GONÇALVES, A. STEIGER-GARÇÃO, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Monte de Caparica,
Portugal (228)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
105 ORAL Plaza West

Service Life Prediction of Concrete Structures (2)

Chair Ton Siemes, The Netherlands Président
Co-Chair Dudley Morgan, Canada Co-président

105.1 SERVICE LIFE DESIGN FOR THE WESTERN SCHELDT TUNNEL, R. BREITENBÜCHER1,
C. GEHLEN2, P. SCHIESSL3, J. VAN DEN HOONAARD4, T. SIEMES5, 1KMW/Philipp Holzmann,
AG, Frankfurt, 2Institut für Bauforschung Aachen and 3Technical University of Munich, Germany;
4Rijkswaterstaat, The Hague and 5TNO Building and Construction Research, Rijswijk, The
Netherlands (1)

105.2 PROPERTIES OF, AND SERVICE LIFE PREDICTIONS FOR, HIGH PERFORMANCE
CONCRETE IN TRANSPORTATION STRUCTURES, J. RYELL1, M.D.A. THOMAS2,
P.R. TRUNK3, 1Trow Consulting Engineers Ltd, Brampton, 2University of Toronto and
3St. Lawrence Cement, Mississauga, ON, Canada (7)

105.3 THE REAL SERVICE LIFE OF ROAD BRIDGES IN SWEDEN - A CASE STUDY,
G. RACUTANU, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden (6)

105.4 DEGRADATION MECHANISMS AND SERVICE LIFE OF CONCRETE SLABS OF COMPOSITE
BRIDGES, J.-C. DOTREPPE, University of Liège, Belgium (2)

105.5 SERVICE LIFE AND SAFETY PREDICTION OF CONCRETE SLABS AT FILLING STATIONS,
S. GUNNARSSON, J.D. WOERNER, Darmstadt University of Technology, Darmstadt, Germany
(3)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
106 ORAL Plaza East

Building Façades and Components (1)

Chair Svend Svendsen, Denmark Président
Co-Chair Peter Norberg, Sweden Co-président

106.1 REACTING TO DURABILITY PROBLEMS WITH VANCOUVER BUILDINGS, M.D. LAWTON,
Morrison Hershfield Limited, Ottawa, ON, Canada (92)

106.2 DURABILITY OF WALL SYSTEMS CONTAINING HOUSEWRAP, E.J. BOSACK,
E.F. BURNETT, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA (89)
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106.3 IMPACT OF STUD GAUGE ON SERVICE LIFE - MVSS WALL, S.V. THOMPSON, Halsall
Associates Limited, Toronto, ON, Canada (99)

106.4 DYNAMIC BUFFER ZONE -- DBZ, C.B. MAKEPEACE1, R. OGLE2, R. NELSON3, 1 Alberta Public
Works, Supply and Services, 2 Building Science Engineering Ltd and 3Ray Nelson & Associates,
Edmonton, AB, Canada (93)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
107 ORAL Plaza Centre

Maintenance Management of Building Assemblies and Facilities (2)

Chair Qiping Shen, Hong Kong Président
Co-Chair Per Jostein Hovde, Norway Co-président

107.1 SERVICE LIFE PRACTICE THE CORNER STONE OF BUILDING ASSET MANAGEMENT,
D.P. WYATT1, A, LUCCINNI2, 1University of Brighton, UK, 2Politecnico di Torino, Italy (159)

107.2 ASSET GOVERNANCE IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT FOLLOWING CCT: THE MULTI-CLIENT
DICHOTOMY, S. BEWRY, R. KENLEY, University of Melbourne,Victoria, Australia (147)

107.3 A TOOL FOR BUILDING REFURBISHMENT AND ITS APPLICATION, M. FIORI, S. CROCE,
Politecnico di Milano, Italy (150)

107.4 DETERIORATION PATTERNS FOR MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT - A METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACH, I.M. SHOHET, Y. ROSENFELD, M. PUTERMAN, E. GILBOA, Technion - Israel
Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel (157)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
108 ORAL Regency Centre

IT and the Construction Process (2)

Chair Rob Howard, Denmark Président
Co-Chair Martin Betts, UK Co-président

108.1 ANALYSIS OF PHENOMENOLOGICAL PERCEPTIONS OF EFFECTIVENESS OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN COMPUTERISED MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT,
P. CLARKE1, J. CLARKE2, 1University of Technology and 2University of Sydney, Australia (220)

108.2 GENERIC IT TRAINING: A PROCESS PROTOCOL MODEL, J.S. GOULDING, M.A. ALSHAWI,
University of Salford, UK (222)

108.3 I.T. SURVEY WITHIN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY OF HONG KONG, K.G. FUTCHER1,
S. ROWLINSON2, 1University of Loughborough, UK; 2University of Hong Kong, China (221)

108.4 SURVEY OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE SAUDI
ARABIAN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, M.J. O'BRIEN, N.M. AL-BIQAMI, University of
Nottingham, UK (223)

108.5 A SURVEY OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE CANADIAN CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY, H. RIVARD, Concordia University, Montreal, QC, Canada (224)
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13:30 - 15:30
109 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Durability of Materials

Chair Per Jernberg, Sweden Président
Co-Chair Abid Abutair, N. Ireland Co-président

109.1 LONG TERM MIGRATION OF SILICONE INTO STONE AND ITS PREVENTION,
M. NAKAYAMA, M. SASAKI, Kajima Technical Research Institute, Tokyo, Japan (56)

109.2 EVALUATION OF SITE CONTROL TECHNIQUES TO ASSESS THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
SURFACE TREATMENTS ON MASONRY, L. BINDA1, G. BARONIO1, B. LUBELLI1,
P. ROCCA2, 1Polytechnic of Milan and 2ICITE-CNR, Milan, Italy (51)

109.3 COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CLEANING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO ANCIENT CONCRETE,
E. MARIE-VICTOIRE, A. TEXIER, Ministère de la Culture, Champs-sur-Marne, France (55)

109.4 MAPPING OF VISUAL DECAY FORMS AND INFRARED IMAGING OF STONE STRUCTURES
FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND MONITORING STUDIES, A. TAVUKÇUO• LU,
E.N. CANER-SALTIK, Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey (58)

109.5 PREDICTION OF WOOD DECAY IN THE EXTERIOR WALL OF WOODEN HOUSES BY THE
DETERIORATION OF NAILS, H. IMAMURA1 M. KIGUCHI2, 1Wood Technological Association of
Japan, Tokyo and 2Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute, Tsukuba, Japan (70)

109.6 DURABILITY OF WOOD, K. ÖDEEN, J. NORÉN, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm,
Sweden (73)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
110 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Corrosion Resistance and Durability of Concrete

Chair Zoubir Lounis, Canada Président
Co-Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Co-président

110.7 THE USE OF GALVANOSTATIC PULSE MEASUREMENTS TO DETERMINE CORROSION
PARAMETERS, D.W. LAW, S.G. MILLARD, J.H. BUNGEY, Liverpool University, Liverpool, UK
(30)

110.8 CORROSION MONITORING USING A NEW SENSOR SYSTEM FOR INSTALLATION INTO
EXISTING STRUCTURES, M. RAUPACH, S and R Sensortec GmbH, Aachen, Germany (35)

110.9 PREDICTION OF CONCRETE CRACK OPENING CAUSED BY REINFORCING BAR
CORROSION, Y. KITSUTAKA1, N. NAKAMURA2, 1Tokyo Metropolitan University and 2Japan
Testing Center for Construction Materials, Tokyo, Japan (29)

110.10 DURABLE CONCRETE THROUGH SKIN TREATMENT WITH CPF, J. SOUSA COUTINHO,
Oporto University, Oporto, Portugal (43)

110.11 QUALITY CONTROL PROBLEMS IN HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE STRUCTURES,
K.A. MACDONALD1, D.O. NORTHWOOD2, 1Braun Intertec Corporation, Minneapolis, MN, USA;
2Ryerson Polytechnic University, Toronto, ON, Canada (41)
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15:45 - 17:45
111 ORAL Plaza West

Development and Use of Guides and Standards

Chair Christer Sjöström, Sweden Président
Co-Chair G. Adaire Chown, Canada Co-président

111.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR DURABILITY AND ON-GOING PERFORMANCE IN CANADA'S
OBJECTIVE-BASED CONSTRUCTION CODES, G.A. CHOWN, National Research Council
Canada, Ottawa, ON, Canada (143)

111.2 INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR SERVICE LIFE PLANNING OF BUILDINGS,
G.J. FROHNSDORFF1, C. SJÖSTRÖM2, G. SORONIS3, 1National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, USA; 2Royal Institute of Technology, Gävle and 3Swedish
Building Standards Institution, Stockholm, Sweden (144)

111.3 SERVICE LIFE PERFORMANCE AUDIT: MEETING CLIENT REQUIREMENTS FOR DURABLE
BUILDINGS, G.W. MOSS, Building Performance Group Ltd, London, UK (146)

111.4 ESTIMATING SERVICE LIVES USING THE FACTOR METHOD FOR USE IN WHOLE LIFE
COSTING, K. BOURKE1, H. DAVIES2, 1BRE Ltd., Center for Whole Life Performance and
2Hywell Davies Consultancy, Garston, UK (142)

111.5 LIFE CYCLE COSTING FOR A DESIGN LIFE STANDARD, A.F. BENNETT1, I.C. PAGE1,
K. BOURKE2, S.N. TUCKER3, T. NIREKI4, 1Building Research Association of New Zealand;
2Building Research Establishment, UK, 3CSIRO, Australia, 4Tsukuba Building Test Laboratory,
Tsukuba, Japan (141)

111.6 SERVICE LIFE PLANNING OF BUILDING COMPONENTS, G. HED, KTH (Royal Institute of
Technology), Gävle, Sweden (145)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
112 ORAL Plaza East

Building Façades and Components (2)

Chair Eric F. Burnett, USA Président
Co-Chair Svend Svendsen, Denmark Co-président

112.1 ASSESSING THE SERVICE LIFE OF BUILDING ENVELOPE CONSTRUCTIONS,
C. RUDBECK, Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark (98)

112.2 COUPLED HEAT AND MASS TRANSFERS IN BUILDING MATERIALS, A.N. NOUMOWE1,
T. OHKUBO2, M. MAKATAYAMA2, K. WATANABE2, 1Université de Cergy-Pontoise, France;
2Building Research Institute, Tsukuba, Japan (87)

112.3 A DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN, E.H. DE GROOT,
S.M. MALLORY-HILL, R.H.M. VAN ZUTPHEN, B. DE VRIES, Eindhoven University of
Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands (90)

112.4 SURVEY OF THE DURABILITY OF FAÇADES OF 4000 DWELLINGS IN NORTHERN
PORTUGAL, V. PEIXOTO DE FREITAS, M. SOUSA, V. ABRANTES, University of Porto,
Portugal (97)

112.5 INVESTIGATION ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF POLYMER-CEMENT COMPOSITES IN ETICS
RENDERINGS, F. VALLEE1, M. RUBAUD2, N. BLANCHARD2, A. GANDINI3, 1CSTB, St-Martin
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d'Hères, 2CSTB, Marne-la-Vallée, 3École Française de Papeterie et des Industries Graphiques,
St-Martin d'Hères, France (100)

15:45 - 17:45
113 ORAL Plaza Centre

Life Cycle and Economics

Chair David P. Rowe, UK Président
Co-Chair Arne Nesje, Norway Co-président

113.1 ACCRUED VALUE ASSESSMENT - A DYNAMIC APPROACH FOR INVESTMENT APPRAISAL
AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT, T.C. PLENTY, S.E. CHEN, W.D. McGEORGE, University of
Newcastle, Callaghan, Australia (167)

113.2 FORECASTING REHABILITATION EXPENDITURES: THE SHQ SOLUTION,
R. CHAMBERLAND, Société d'habitation du Québec (SHQ), QC, Canada (161)

113.3 CONSIDERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES WHEN RENEWING FACILITIES AND
INFRASTRUCTURE, S.F. PULLEN, University of South Australia, Adelaide, Australia (169)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
114 ORAL Regency Centre

Computer – Integrated Construction

Chair Grahame Cooper, UK Président
Co-Chair Anders Ekholm, Sweden Co-président

114.1 INFORMATION STRUCTURE FOR INTEGRATION OF FACILITY PROJECTS AT
OPERATIONAL AIRPORTS, J.P. NEEDHAM, E.L. MURPHREE JR., George Washington
University, Washington, DC, USA (213)

114.2 FIRST EXPERIENCES WITH AN INCEPTION SUPPORT MODELLER FOR THE BUILDING
AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, S.S. OZSARIYILDIZ, F.P. TOLMAN, TU-Delft, The
Netherlands (214)

114.3 INTEGRATION OF PLANNING AND CONTROL ACTIVITIES FOR BUILDING AND
CONSTRUCTION: EXPERIENCING STANDARDS, R. JARDIM-GONÇALVES, P. SOUSA,
J.P. PIMENTÃO, A. STEIGER-GARÇÃO, A. GRILO, L. TADEU, Universidade Nova de Lisboa,
Portugal (209)

114.4 LEXIS, AN AEC INDUSTRY LANGUAGE, H. G. LESLIE, Commonwealth Scientific and Industry
Research Organisation, Sydney, Australia (211)

114.5 KNOWLEDGE-BASED PRODUCT DATA SERVER FOR CONCURRENT ENGINEERING,
P. KATRANUSCHKOV, R.J. SCHERER, Dresden University of Technology, Dresden, Germany
(210)
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15:45 - 17:45
115 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Maintenance Management and Life Cycle Costing

Chair John Christian, Canada Président
Co-Chair Ivan S. Cole, Australia Co-président

115.12 EPIQR - A NEW SURVEYING TOOL FOR MAINTENANCE AND REFURBISHMENT,
E. BRANDT1, K.B. WITTCHEN1, A. FAIST2, J.L. GENRE2, 1Danish Building Research Institute,
Hoersholm, Denmark; 2Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne, Switzerland (148)

115.13 A PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT OF COMPONENTS MAINTENANCE,
M. DE GRASSI, B. NATICCHIA, University of Ancona, Italy (149)

115.14 A COMPUTER-AIDED PRIORITISATION FRAMEWORK FOR PLANNED MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT, Q.P. SHEN, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Kowloon, Hong Kong (156)

115.15 PC/GIS BASED SYSTEM FOR MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT OF HISTORIC (WOODEN)
BUILDINGS - MMWOOD, S.E. HAAGENRUD1, B. ERIKSSON2, C. SJÖSTRÖM2, T. SKANCKE3,
1Norwegian Building Research Institute, Oslo, Norway; 2Royal Institute of Technology, Gävle,
Sweden; 3NORGIT, Fredrikstad, Norway (151)

115.16 MODELLING RUNNING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR LIFE CYCLE COSTING
APPLICATIONS IN BUILDINGS, A. AL-HAJJ, Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, UK (160)

115.17 STONE CLEANING: DEVELOPMENT OF A LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL, R.A. LAING,
A. AL-HAJJ, J. BALL, J. SCOTT, M.E. YOUNG, Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, UK (164)

115.18 CONDITION SURVEY OF TORONTO'S HIGHRISE RENTAL STOCK, S.J. MARSHALL1,
G. GENGE2, 1Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Ottawa, ON and 2Gerald R. Genge
Building Consultants Inc., Sutton West,Canada (165)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
116 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Decision-Support Systems/Product & Process Modelling

Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Président
Co-Chair Robert Woodbury, Australia Co-président

116.19 EXPLORING THE APPLICATION OF CASE-BASED REASONING TO COMPUTER-ASSISTED
CONSTRUCTION PLANNING, J.H. RANKIN1,2, T.M. FROESE1, L.M. WAUGH3, 1University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada, 2Construction Technology Centre Atlantic,
Fredericton, NB and 3University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, NB, Canada (242)

116.20 AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE MAIN INFORMATION DIMENSIONS OF CORPORATE REAL
ESTATE MANAGEMENT, J.L.R. LOPES, University of Reading, UK (241)

116.21 METAGAME ANALYSIS FOR DETERMINING CONSTRUCTION METHODS, T. KANETA,
S. FURUSAKA, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan (238)

116.22 USE OF AUTOMATIC KEYPHRASE GENERATION FOR CREATION OF A CONSTRUCTION
THESAURUS, B. KOSOVAC1, D.J. VANIER2, 1University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC and
2National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, ON, Canada (240)
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116.23 SL/AM-IT: A CD-ROM BASED, INTERACTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SERVICE LIFE
PREDICTION, D.J. VANIER, M.A. LACASSE, D.R. PAYER, National Research Council Canada,
Ottawa, ON, Canada (244)

116.24 PRODUCT MODELING FOR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, A. GHANBARI, T.M. FROESE,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada (264)

116.25 SPICE: IS A CAPABILITY MATURITY MODEL APPLICABLE IN THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY?, M. SARSHAR, M. FINNEMORE, R. HAIGH, J.S. GOULDING, University of Salford,
UK (271)

116.26 THE PRACTICAL NEEDS OF INTEGRATING SCOPE, COST, AND TIME, S. STAUB,
M. FISCHER, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA (275)
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08:30 - 09:15 Invited Speaker, Dr.- Prof. Surendra P. Shah Regency Centre

09:15 - 09:45 Coffee Break Regency Foyer
Sponsored by: Canadian Portland Cement Association

09:45 - 12:00 Concurrent Sessions Regency Centre,
Plaza - East, Centre, West

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch Regency East

13:30 - 15:30 Concurrent Sessions and Poster Sessions Regency Centre, West
Plaza - East, Centre, West

15:30 - 15:45 Coffee Break Regency Centre
Sponsored by: Canadian Standards Association

15:45 - 17:45 Concurrent Sessions and Poster Sessions Regency Centre, West
Plaza - East, Centre, West

18:30 Technical Tour/Dinner Cruise Coal Harbour Marina
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08:30 – 09:15
200 PLENARY Regency Centre

Chair Michael Lacasse, Canada Président
Co-Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Co-président

INVITED SPEAKER
Dr. - Prof. Surendra P. Shah

HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE: STRENGTH VS. DURABILITY
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA

________________________________

09:45 – 12:00
201 ORAL Plaza West

Durability of Brick Masonry, Stone and Tile

Chair Lugia Binda, Italy Président
Co-Chair Erik Brandt, Denmark Co-président

201.1 PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF MASONRY DETERIORATION DUE TO
SALT CRYSTALLIZATION, L. BINDA, E. GARAVAGLIA, C. MOLINA, Polytechnic of Milan, Italy
(50)

201.2 COMPARING LABORATORY AND FIELD DURABILITY TESTING OF STONE, B.
WONNEBERGER, S.A. BORTZ, Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates Inc., Northbrook, IL, USA (59)

201.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO EVALUATE BUILDING ELEMENTS SERVICE LIFE: FIRST
RESULTS ON BRICKWORK, P.N. MAGGI1, M.G. REJNA1, B. DANIOTTI1, F. RE CECCONI1,
T. POLI1, G. RIGAMONTI1, A. JORNET2, T. TERUZZI2, 1Polytechnic of Milan, Italy; 2Scuola
Universitaria Professionale della Svizzera Italiana, Canobbio, Switzerland (54)

201.4 SURVEY RESULTS REGARDING ATTITUDE TOWARDS STONECLEANING OF BUILDING
SANDSTONES, M.E. YOUNG, J. BALL, R.A. LAING, Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, UK
(60)

201.5 CHARACTERISATION OF MATERIALS USED IN THE REPLACEMENT OF SCULPTURES IN
HISTORICAL MONUMENTS, F. BOUTIN, P. BROMBLET, Laboratoire de Recherche des
Monuments Historiques, Champs-sur-Marne, France (52)

________________________________

09:45 – 12:00
202 ORAL Plaza East

Durability of Wood and Wood Components (1)

Chair Charlie Carll, USA Président
Co-Chair Jennifer O’Connor, Canada Co-président

202.1 DURABILITY ASSESSMENTS OF WOOD-FRAME CONSTRUCTION USING THE CONCEPT
OF DAMAGE-FUNCTIONS, M. NOFAL, M.K. KUMARAN, National Research Council Canada,
Ottawa, ON, Canada (72)

202.2 MODELS FOR TIMBER DECAY AND TERMITE ATTACK, R.H. LEICESTER, G.C. FOLIENTE,
CSIRO, Melbourne, Australia (71)
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202.3 THE RESIDUAL STRENGTH OF TIMBER DEGRADED BY WOODWORM INFESTATION,
J.R. GILFILLAN, D. CHRISTIE, S.G. GILBERT, Queen's University, Belfast, UK (67)

202.4 PREDICTION OF THE IMPACT OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON TIMBER COMPONENTS: A GIS-
BASED APPROACH, I.S. COLE, G.S. TRINIDAD, W.Y. CHAN, CSIRO, Melbourne, Australia
(65)

________________________________

09:45 – 12:00
203 ORAL Plaza Centre

Study on Strength and Durability of Concrete

Chair Surendra Shah, USA Président
Co-Chair Claude Bedard, Canada Co-président

203.1 ASSESSMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF IN-SITU STRENGTH OF CONCRETE,
K.C.G. ONG, N. NANDAKUMAR, National University of Singapore, Singapore (21)

203.2 CONCRETE, THE DURABLE BUILDING MATERIAL, M.R. SHIRLAW, Canadian Portland
Cement Association, Ottawa, ON, Canada (42)

203.3 MICROSTRUCTURE OF AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE SUBJECTED TO
CARBONATION, F. MATSUSHITA1, Y. AONO1, S. SHIBATA1, T. KAMADA2, 1Sumitomo Metal
Mining Company Ltd, Yokohama and 2Sumitomo Metal Mining Company Ltd, Ichikawa, Japan
(15)

________________________________

09:45 – 12:00
204 ORAL Regency Centre

Virtual Reality and Human-Computer Interaction

Chair Rob Howard, Denmark Président
Co-Chair Anders Ekholm, Sweden Co-président

204.1 THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED LIFE CYCLE COSTING MODEL USING OBJECT
ORIENTED AND VR TECHNOLOGIES, A. AL-HAJJ1, G. AOUAD2, 1Robert Gordon University,
Aberdeen and 2University of Salford, Manchester, UK (276)

204.2 PROPERTIES OF THE VIRTUAL BUILDING, P. CHRISTIANSSON, Aalborg University, Aalborg,
Denmark (277)

204.3 VIRTUAL CONSTRUCTION FOR AUTOMATED SCHEDULE GENERATION, W.Y THABET,
R.R. WAKEFIELD, A.F. WALY, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA (280)

204.4 VIRTUAL REALITY AS A DESIGN AND VISUALISATION TOOL IN THE HOUSEBUILDING
INDUSTRY, J.K. WHYTE, N.M. BOUCHLAGHEM, A. THORPE, Loughborough University,
Loughborough, UK (281)
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13:30 – 15:30
205 ORAL Plaza West

Durability of Polymer-Based Materials (1)

Chair L. Stewart Burn, Australia Président
Co-Chair Per Jostein Hovde, Norway Co-président

205.1 A NEW TYPE OF CLEAR COATING SYSTEMS FOR WOOD, K. MOTOHASHI, Building
Research Institute, Ministry of Construction, Tsukuba, Japan (80)

205.2 NEW PREDICTION METHODS OF SERVICE LIFE OF POLYMERIC FINISHING MATERIALS,
T. FUKUSHIMA, Building Research Institute, Ministry of Construction, Tsukuba, Japan (78)

205.3 SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION OF POLYMERIC BUILDING MATERIALS USING THE “ACID
DEW AND FOG TEST", U. SCHULZ1, P. TRUBIROHA1, T. BOETTGER2, H. BOLTE2,
1Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und prüfung (BAM), Berlin and 2Universität Leipzig,
Germany (81)

205.4 DEVELOPMENT OF A DURABILITY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR ASSESSING THE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR CONCRETE, R.S. BASSI, Building Research Establishment,
Watford, UK (75)

________________________________

13:30 – 15: 30
206 ORAL Plaza East

Durability of Wood and Wood Components (2)

Chair Robert Leicester, Australia Président
Co-Chair Jennifer O’Connor, Canada Co-président

206.1 MEASURING MOISTURE CONTENT IN WOOD WITH BUILT IN PROBES 20+ YEARS
EXPERIENCE, E. BRANDT, M. H. HANSEN, Danish Building Research Institute, Hoersholm,
Denmark (63)

206.2 IN-SERVICE MOISTURE CONTENT OF HARDBOARD LAP SIDING IN SOUTHERN FLORIDA,
C. CARLL, A. TENWOLDE, V. MALINAUSKAS, M. KNAEBE, P.G. SOTOS, USDA, Forest
Service, Madison, WI, USA (64)

206.3 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF SORPTION PROCESSES IN TIMBER BASED ON
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS, G. DAI, K. AHMET, University of Luton, UK (66)

206.4 THE PROBLEM OF THE DURABILITY OF MATERIALS USED IN THE REHABILITATION OF
HISTORIC TIMBER ROOFS, C. BERTOLINI CESTARI, C. CRAVERO, S. CURTETTI,
C. LOMBARDI, Polytechnic of Turin, Italy (61)
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13:30 – 15: 30
207 ORAL Plaza Centre

Corrosion of Concrete (1)

Chair P.A. Muhammed Basheer, N. Ireland Président
Co-Chair Adrian Long, N. Ireland Co-président

207.1 STEEL CORROSION IN CONCRETE: A COMPREHENSIVE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND
PRELIMINARY RESULTS, C.Q. LI, M. CLEVEN, F. ISAAC, Monash University, Clayton,
Australia (32)

207.2 CHARACTERISING CHLORIDE PENETRATION RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE,
V. SIRIVIVATNANON, R.P. KHATRI, CSIRO, Sydney, Australia (37)

207.3 A SIMPLIFIED METHOD TO ESTIMATE CORROSION RATES - A NEW APPROACH BASED
ON INVESTIGATIONS OF MACROCELLS, M. RAUPACH1, J. GULIKERS2, 1Schiessl &
Raupach, Consulting & Engineering, Aachen, Germany; 2Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management, Utrecht, The Netherlands (36)

207.4 ELECTROLYTIC RESISTIVITY OF COVER CONCRETE: RELEVANCE, MEASUREMENT AND
INTERPRETATION, R. WEYDERT, C. GEHLEN, Technical University of Aachen, Germany (39)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
208 ORAL Regency Centre

Design Systems

Chair Per Christiansson, Denmark Président
Co-Chair Robert Woodbury, Australia Co-président

208.1 PROJECT MANAGEMENT ISSUES IN REMOTE CAD OUTSOURCING, G.L.M. AUGENBROE1,
S.R. LOCKLEY2, 1Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA; 2University of Newcastle
upon Tyne, UK (245)

208.2 THE DYNAMIC DEFINITION OF DESIGN ELEMENT SPECIFICATIONS VIA A PRODUCT
SUPPLIER DATABASE WEB-SITE, J. UNDERWOOD, M.A. ALSHAWI, G. AOUAD, T. CHILD,
I. FARAJ, University of Salford, UK (252)

208.3 AN INTERNET-BASED DISTRIBUTED BUILDING DESIGN SERVICE FRAMEWORK,
C.S. HAN, J.C. KUNZ, K.H. LAW, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA (248)

208.4 TOWARDS MODEL BASED DESIGN - A CASE STUDY: THE MODULAR DESIGN SYSTEM,
E.D. GRIFFITH, D.K. HICKS, K.D. McGRAW, M.P. CASE, US Army Construction Engineering
Research Laboratories, Champaign, IL, USA (247)

208.5 EXPLORING AND COMPARING DESIGNS: THE SAME GAME? R.F. WOODBURY, S. DATTA,
T-W. CHANG, A.L. BURROW, University of Adelaide, Australia (253)
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13:30 - 15:30
209 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Building Façades and Components: Life Cycle Costing

Chair Per Jernberg, Sweden Président
Co-Chair Georg Soronis, Sweden Co-président

209.27 REDUCTION OF CRACKS IN PLASTER REVESTMENT, A. MÜLLER, R.H. ROMAGNA,
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, Florianópolis, Brazil (95)

209.28 EVALUATION OF THE LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE OF WATER REPELLANTS ON
RENDERED AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE, H. KUS, P. NORBERG, Royal Institute of
Technology, Gävle, Sweden (91)

209.29 ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT OF MOISTURE CONTENT IN POROUS BUILDING
MATERIALS, P. NORBERG, Royal Institute of Technology, Gävle, Sweden (96)

209.30 FOUNDATION FAILURES IN NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION, R.R. MARSHALL, Halsall
Associates Limited, Toronto, ON, Canada (94)

209.31 REAL ESTATE RENOVATION DECISIONS BASED ON COST APPROACH APPRAISING
PRINCIPLES, I. PŠUNDER, University of Maribor, Slovenia (168)

209.32 REHABILITATION AND THE COSTS TO SUSTAIN DWELLING SERVICES, I.M. JOHNSTONE,
University of Auckland, New Zealand (162)

209.33 FORECASTING THE RUNNING COSTS OF SPORT AND LEISURE CENTRES,
R.J. KIRKHAM, A.H. BOUSSABAINE, R.G. GREW, S.P. SINCLAIR, University of Liverpool, UK
(163)

209.34 DETERMINING THE IMPACT OF QUALITY UPON LIFE CYCLE COSTS, L.A. NEWTON,
A.J. CHRISTIAN, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, NB, Canada (166)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
210 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Innovative Materials

Chair Abid Abutair, N. Ireland Président
Co-Chair Mostafa Nofal, Canada Co-président

210.35 COMPOSITE SCRIM REINFORCED-CEMENTITIOUS BOARDS: ACCELERATED AGING AND
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION, G.J. VENTA, J.F. PORTER, M. PIERSON, Bay Mills Limited, St.
Catharines, ON, Canada (49)

210.36 DURABILITY OF HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE CONTAINING PALM OIL FUEL ASH,
A.S.M. ABDUL AWAL, M. WARID HUSSIN, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Johor Bahru, Malaysia
(44)

210.37 CONCRETE PRODUCTS USING FINE AGGREGATE RECYCLED FROM WASTE CONCRETE
PRODUCTS, Y. HOSOKAWA, Kitasato University, Aomori, Japan (45)

210.38 DURABILITY OF POLYMER MODIFIED AND IMPREGNATED GYPSUM, B. SAYIL1,
A. ÇOLAK2, 1Istanbul Technical University and 2Institute for Building Materials and Physics,
Istanbul, Turkey (46)

210.39 BEARING STRENGTH OF CONCRETE CONTAINING POLYSTYRENE AGGREGATE,
R. SRI RAVINDRARAJAH, University of Technology, Sydney, Australia (48)
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210.40 THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYSTYRENE AGGREGATED GYPSUM BLOCKS,
B. SAYIL, E. GÜRDAL, Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey (47)

210.41 CHARACTERISATION OF IMPACT DAMAGE IN FIBRE-REINFORCED CEMENT
CORRUGATES, B. NAJI1, D. ALBURY2, 1James Hardie & Coy, Camellia and 2University of
Technology, Sydney, Australia (19)

210.42 EXPERIMENTATION ON PHYSICAL DURABILITY OF MULTILAYER PANELS CAST IN SITU,
R. MONTAGNA1, M.G. PAURI1, U. SCARTOZZI2, 1Ancona University, Ancona and 2Ancona
University, Grottammare, Italy (17)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
211 ORAL Plaza West

Durability of Polymer-Based Materials (2)

Chair Kenji Motohashi, Japan Président
Co-Chair Larry W. Masters, USA Co-président

211.1 CORRELATION OF THE EFFECTS OF ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL WEATHERING AT
ELASTOMERIC BUILDING SEALANTS, H. BOLTE, T. BOETTGER, University of Leipzig,
Germany (76)

211.2 THE EFFECTS OF HEAT AGING ON ACRYLONITRILE-BUTADIENE-STYRENE (ABS)
BLENDS, B.E. TIGANIS, L.S. BURN, CSIRO, Victoria, Australia (82)

211.3 CERAMIC TILE FINISHING SYSTEMS FOR EXTERIOR USING ORGANIC ADHESIVES,
T. KONDO1, K. MOTOHASHI2, T. NAKAI3, E. TAKADA4, 1Shimizu Corporation, Tokyo, 2Building
Research Institute, Ministry of Construction, Tsukuba, 3Kaneka Corporation, Tokyo and 4TOTO
Ltd, Gifu, Japan (79)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
212 ORAL Plaza East

Durability of Wood and Wood Components (3)

Chair Robert Leicester, Australia Président
Co-Chair Erik Brandt, Denmark Co-président

212.1 DOCUMENTATION OF CORRECT USE OF WOOD PROTECTION BY DESIGN,
 M. VESTERGAARD, Danish Technological Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark (74)

212.2 DESIGNING FOR DURABLE WOOD CONSTRUCTION: THE 4 DS, D.G. HAZLEDEN1,
P.I. MORRIS2, 1HouseWorks Building Science Inc. and 2Forintek Canada Corporation,
Vancouver, BC, Canada (69)

212.3 PROTECTION OF WOOD BY DESIGN, M.H. HANSEN, A. NICOLAJSEN, Danish Building
Research Institute, Hoersholm, Denmark (68)

212.4 DURABILITY OF RENOVATED AND PAINTED WOODEN WINDOWS, E. BRANDT, Danish
Building Research Institute, Hoersholm, Denmark (62)
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15:45 - 17:45
213 ORAL Plaza Centre

Corrosion of Concrete (2)

Chair Byung Hwan Oh, Korea Président
Co-Chair Adrian Long, N. Ireland Co-président

213.1 IN-SITU ASSESSMENT OF CORROSION INDUCED DAMAGE OF THE DICKSON BRIDGE
DECK, R. FAZIO1, M.S. MIRZA1, E. Mc CAFFERTY2, R.J. ANDREWS2, P.A.M. BASHEER2,
A.E. LONG2, 1McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada, 2Queen's University of Belfast, Northern
Ireland, UK (26)

213.2 THE EVALUATION OF FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF RC BEAMS DAMAGED BY REBAR
CORROSION, H.S. LEE1, T. KAGE2, T. NOGUCHI3, F. TOMOSAWA3, 1Hanyang University,
Seoul, Korea; 2Ministry of Construction, Tsukuba and 3University of Tokyo, Japan (31)

213.3 DURABILITY OF CRACKED FIBRE REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES EXPOSED TO
CHLORIDES, E.J.D.P. HANSEN, T. EKMAN, K.K. HANSEN, Technical University of Denmark
(DTU), Lyngby, Denmark (27)

213.4 PREDICTION OF CORROSION RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES, B.H. OH,
Y.G. CHO, S.W. CHA, B.S. JANG, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea (34)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
214 ORAL Regency Centre

Product Modelling

Chair Godfried Augenbroe, USA Président
Co-Chair Ziga Turk, Slovenia Co-président

214.1 IAI AND IFC - STATE-OF-THE-ART, A. KIVINIEMI, VTT Building Technolgy, Espoo, Finland
(207)

214.2 CO-ORDINATION OF CLASSIFICATIONS FOR PRODUCT MODELLING AND ESTABLISHED
BUILDING CLASSIFICATIONS, A. EKHOLM, Lund Institute of Technology/Lund University,
Lund, Sweden (236)

214.3 EXAMPLES OF PRODUCT MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS IN CONSTRUCTION, R. AKBAS,
M. FISCHER, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA (263)

214.4 HIGHLIGHTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF INDUSTRY FOUNDATION CLASSES,
T. LIEBICH1,2, J. WIX2,3, 1Thomas Liebich Consultancy, München, Germany; 2AEC3 Ltd,
Thatcham and 3Jeffrey Wix Consultancy, Thatcham, UK (265)

214.5 CONSTRAINTS OF PRODUCT MODELLING APPROACH IN BUILDING, Z. TURK, University of
Ljubljana, Slovenia (266)
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15:45 - 17:45
215 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Studies on Strength and Durability

Chair Peter Norberg, Sweden Président
Co-Chair Bengt Eriksson, Sweden Co-président

215.43 DURABILITY OF MORTAR LININGS IN DUCTILE IRON PIPES, I.S. MELAND, SINTEF,
Trondheim, Norway (16)

215.44 EFFECT OF WATER STORAGE TIME ON FROST RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE,
K. NORDSTRÖM, G. FAGERLUND, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund, Sweden (20)

215.45 FIRE DURABILITY OF VOLCANIC PUMICE CONCRETE WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
THIN WALLED FILLED SECTIONS, K.M.A. HOSSAIN, Papua New Guinea University of
Technology, Lae, Papua New Guinea (14)

215.46 EFFECT OF MATRIX PROPORTIONS AND CURING TEMPERATURE ON THE PHYSICAL,
MECHANICAL AND DURABILITY PROPERTIES OF LIME-NATURAL POZZOLAN PASTE,
A. ÇOLAK, B. SAYIL, Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey (11)

215.47 SO2 ENVIRONMENT DEGRADATION OF SYNTHETIC PASTES OF PORTLAND CEMENT,
C. SABBIONI1, G. ZAPPIA1, C. RIONTINO1, M.T. BLANCO-VARELA2, J. AGUILERA2,
F. PUERTAS2, A. PALOMO2, K. VAN BALEN3, E.E. TOUMBAKARI3, 1National Research Council,
Bologna, Italy; 2Ist. Eduardo Torroja de Ciencias de la Construcción, Madrid, Spain; 3Katholieke
Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium (24)

215.48 SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION OF FLAT ROOFS WITH POLYMER MODIFIED BITUMINOUS
WATERPROOFING MEMBRANES, A. TISO1, S. CROCE2, E. DE ANGELIS2, 1DIC, UCLA -
CONICIT, Venezuela; 2Politecnico di Milano, Italy (103)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
216 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Computer Integrated Construction
Information Technology in Construction

Virtual Reality

Chair Martin Betts, UK Président
Co-Chair Grahame Cooper, UK Co-président

216.49 A COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION PROJECT TOWARD
COMPUTERIZATION OF TOTAL INFORMATION, Z. MA, J. CHEN, Tsinghua University, Beijing,
China (212)

216.50 A PROTOTYPE DISTRIBUTED CIC SYSTEM BASED ON IAI STANDARDS, A.L. GORLICK,
T.M. FROESE, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada (208

216.51 CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION ACCESS THROUGH A "MALLEABLE FRAME", Y. ZHU,
R. ISSA, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA (215)

216.52 THE PROJECT REPORTER: MULTIMEDIA PROGRESS REPORTING FOR CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS, I.M.H. SAAD, Bradley University, Peoria, IL, USA (226)

216.53 UTILITY ASSESSMENT OF ELECTRONIC NETWORKING TECHNOLOGIES IN
CONSTRUCTION, M. ABDUH, M.J. SKIBNIEWSKI, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA
(216)
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216.54 IMPROVING CONSTRUCTION COMMUNICATION: THE IMPACT OF THE ON-LINE
TECHNOLOGY, K. AL-RESHAID, N. KARTAM, Kuwait University, Safat, Kuwait (217)

216.55 AN AUTOMATED MODEL FOR GENERATING A SHORT INTERVAL SCHEDULE, A.F. WALY,
W.Y. THABET, R.R. WAKEFIELD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg,
VA, USA (229)

216.56 LEARNING CONSTRUCTION IN VIRTUAL WORLDS, F.F. NG, K.W. CHAU, University of Hong
Kong, China (279)

216.57 THE VIRTUAL BUILDING - THE IMPLICATIONS OF ITS PREPARATION DURING THE
DESIGN PROCESS, A.D. DAWSON, Deakin University, Geelong, Australia (278)
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08:30 - 09:15 Invited Speaker, Dr. Dudley R. Morgan Regency Centre

09:15 - 09:45 Coffee Break Regency Foyer
Sponsored by Standards Council of Canada

09:45 - 12:00 Concurrent Sessions Regency Centre,
Plaza - East, Centre, West

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch Regency East
Invited Speaker, Wim Bakens, Secretary General, CIB

13:30 - 15:30 Concurrent Sessions and Poster Sessions Regency Centre, West
Plaza - East, Centre, West

15:30 - 15:45 Coffee Break Regency Centre
Sponsored by Forintek

15:45 - 17:45 Concurrent Sessions and Poster Sessions Regency Centre, West
Plaza - East, Centre, West

19:00 Conference Dinner Regency East
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08:30 - 09:15
300 PLENARY Regency Centre

Chair Michael Lacasse, Canada Président
Co-Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Co-président

INVITED SPEAKER
Dr. Dudley R. Morgan

SERVICE LIFE: LESSONS LEARNED FROM EXISTING STRUCTURES
AGRA Earth & Environmental Limited

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
301 ORAL Plaza West

Roofing Materials and Components (1)

Chair Ralph Paroli, Canada Président
Co-Chair Brian Kyle, Canada Co-président

301.1 PERFORMANCE OF TAPE-BONDED SEAMS OF EPDM MEMBRANES: RESISTANCE TO
PEEL-CREEP, W.J. ROSSITER, JR., M.G. VANGEL, K.M. KRAFT, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, USA (106)

301.2 WATERPROOFING DURABILITY: A SURVEY OF SEVERAL APP MODIFIED ROOF
MEMBRANES IN SERVICE FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS IN EUROPE, PM. SARTORI,
M. BECUZZI, ICITE-CNR, Milano, Italy (109)

301.3 COMPARATIVE TESTING AND RATING OF THIRTEEN THERMOPLASTIC SINGLE PLY
ROOFING MEMBRANES, C.G. CASH, Simpson Gumpertz & Heger Inc., Arlington, MA, USA
(101)

301.4 PERFORMANCE OF STRAINED BITUMINOUS WATERPROOFING MEMBRANES UNDER
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE, N. SAHAL, E. ÖZKAN, Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul,
Turkey (108)

301.5 NATURAL AGEING OF WATERPROOFING MEMBRANES, PM. SARTORI, M. BECUZZI,
C. POLLASTRO, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Milano, Italy (110)

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
302 ORAL Plaza East

Performance and Serviceability of Buildings (1)

Chair Gerald Davis, Canada Président
Co-Chair Marlene Hermans, The Netherlands Co-président

302.1 PERFORMANCE CONCEPT IN PROCUREMENT OF DURABILITY AND SERVICEABILITY OF
BUILDINGS, G.K.I. ANG1, D.P. WYATT2, 1Government Building Agency, The Hague, The
Netherlands; 2University of Brighton, UK (173)

302.2 ENSURING BUILDING SERVICEABILITY AT THE DESIGN STAGE, R. BECKER, TECHNION -
Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel (175)
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302.3 MANAGING THE LIFE CYCLE REQUIREMENTS OF FACILITIES, P. HUOVILA, VTT Building
Technology, Espoo, Finland (179)

302.4 WHOLE LIFE PERFORMANCE STRATEGY: BEYOND INCREMENTAL COST AND SERVICE
LIFE, D.P. ROWE, University of Bath, UK (180)

302.5 ARE FACILITIES MEASURING UP? MATCHING BUILDING CAPABILITIES TO FUNCTIONAL
NEEDS, G. DAVIS, F. SZIGETI, International Centre for Facilities, Ottawa, ON, Canada (177)

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
303 ORAL Plaza Centre

Life Cycle Models and Facilities Management

Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Président
Co-Chair TBA Co-président

303.1 A BUILDING LIFE-CYCLE INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR TRACKING BUILDING
PERFORMANCE METRICS, R.J. HITCHCOCK, M.A. PIETTE, S.E. SELKOWITZ, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA (257)

303.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRY FOUNDATION CLASSES FOR FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT, J. WIX1, K.Q. YU2, P.S. OTTOSEN3, 1AEC3/Jeffrey Wix Consulting, Thatcham,
UK; 2Timberline Software Corporation, Beaverton, OR, USA; 3Aalborg University, Aalborg,
Denmark (262)

303.3 INFORMATION ANALYSIS FOR ROOFING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
INTEGRATED SYSTEM, M.A. HASSANAIN1, T.M. FROESE1, D.J. VANIER2, 1University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, BC and 2National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, ON, Canada
(256)

303.4 REVERSE PROPAGATION OF DATA FOR BUILDING MANAGEMENT, R.W. HOWARD,
Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark (258)

303.5 COMPUTER SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE TO SUPPORT AUTOMATED BUILDING
DIAGNOSTICS, D.P. CHASSIN, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, WA, USA
(255)

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
304 ORAL Regency Centre

Decision Support Systems (1)

Chair Per Christiansson, Denmark Président
Co-Chair Grahame Cooper, UK Co-président

304.1 MANAGING AND EXPLOITING KNOWLEDGE ASSETS IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY,
D. BLOOMFIELD1, I. FARAJ1, P. JARVIS2, C. ANUMBA3, 1BRE Ltd, Garston, 2University of
Edinburgh and 3Loughborough University, Loughborough, UK (232)

304.2 OPERATIONS DOCUMENTS: ADDRESSING THE INFORMATION NEEDS OF FACILITY
MANAGERS, M.J. CLAYTON, R.E. JOHNSON, Y. SONG, Texas A&M University, College
Station, TX, USA (234)
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304.3 CONSTRUCTABILITY KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE DATABASE SYSTEM, N. KARTAM,
K. AL-RESHAID, H. ASKAR, Kuwait University, Safat, Kuwait (239)

304.4 AN INNOVATIVE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR INTER-WORKING BETWEEN DISSIMILAR EDM
SOLUTIONS, Y. REZGUI, G. COOPER, M. VAKOLA, University of Salford, UK (243)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
305 ORAL Plaza West

Roofing Materials and Components (2)

Chair Walter Rossiter, USA Président
Co-Chair Ralph Paroli, Canada Co-président

305.1 IMPROVING THE DURABILITY OF FLAT ROOF CONSTRUCTIONS, C. RUDBECK,
S. SVENDSEN, Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark (107)

305.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE EVALUATION OF COIL COATED STEEL SHEET
SERVICE LIFE, F. RE CECCONI, F. RAVETTA, Polytechnic of Milan, Italy (105)

305.3 EFFECT OF APPLICATION TEMPERATURE ON ADHESION OF MODIFIED BITUMEN
MEMBRANE ASSEMBLIES, A.K. CHERNOTOWICH, K.J. BRZOZOWSKI, H.E. FULCHER,
W.P. Hickman Systems, Inc., Solon, OH, USA (102)

305.4 EXTENDING THE DURABILITY OF WINDOW WASHER RUNWAYS, J. HENSHELL,
P.L. BUCCELLATO, Henshell & Buccellato, Consulting Architects, Red Bank, NJ, USA (104)

305.5 THE EFFECTS OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON POLYCARBONATE GLAZING,
G.F. TJANDRAATMADJA1, L.S. BURN1, M.C. JOLLANDS2, 1CSIRO and 2Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology, Melbourne, Australia (83)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
306 ORAL Plaza East

Performance and Serviceability of Buildings (2)

Chair George Ang, The Netherlands Président
Co-Chair Gerald Davis, Canada Co-président

306.1 THE USE OF PERFORMANCE AND DURABILITY DATA IN ASSESSMENT OF LIFE TIME
SERVICEABILITY, T. ANDERSEN, E. BRANDT, Danish Building Research Institute, Hoersholm,
Denmark (172)

306.2 LIFE CYCLE APPRAISAL OF BUILDING ELEMENTS BY MULTIPLE PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS, M. AYGUN, Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey (174)

306.3 BUILDING PERFORMANCE STARTS AT HAND-OVER: THE IMPORTANCE OF LIFE SPAN
INFORMATION, M.H. HERMANS, Damen Consultants, Rotterdam, The Netherlands (178)

306.4 COMMUNICATING PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS - TOOLS FOR TRANSFERRING
CLIENT-ORIENTED MAINTENANCE INFORMATION, A.A.J. DAMEN, M.H. HERMANS, Damen
Consultants, Rotterdam, The Netherlands (176)

306.5 SECURING SUSTAINABLE BUILDING AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT THROUGH
PROCUREMENT OF SERVICEABILITY, D.P. WYATT, University of Brighton, UK (181)
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13:30 - 15:30
307 ORAL Plaza Centre

Probabilistic and Reliability Methods (1)

Chair Zoubir Lounis, Canada Président
Co-Chair Konrad Moser, Switzerland Co-président

307.1 DURACRETE: SERVICE LIFE DESIGN FOR CONCRETE STRUCTURES, T. SIEMES1,
C.EDVARDSEN2, 1TNO Building and Construction Research, Delft, The Netherlands; 2Consulting
Engineers and Planners AS (COWI), Lyngby, Denmark (125)

307.2 A STOCHASTIC APPROACH TO THE FACTOR METHOD FOR ESTIMATING SERVICE LIFE,
L.I. AARSETH, P.J. HOVDE, NTNU, Trondheim, Norway (116)

307.3 DURABILITY ASSESSMENT OF BUILDING SYSTEMS, J. LAIR1, J.F. LE TENO1,
D. BOISSIER2, 1Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment (CSTB), Grenoble et 2Centre
Universitaire des Sciences et Techniques (LERMES/CUST), Clermont-Ferrand, France (121)

307.4 MATERIAL INDUCED STRUCTURAL DETERIORATION AND MAINTENANCE STRATEGY,
C.Q. LI, Monash University, Clayton, Australia (122)

307.5 MEDIC - A METHOD FOR PREDICTING RESIDUAL SERVICE LIFE AND REFURBISHMENT
INVESTMENT BUDGETS, F. FLOURENTZOU1, E. BRANDT2, C. WETZEL3, 1École
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland; 2Danish Building Research Institute,
Hoersholm, Denmark; 3Fraunhofer Institut für Bauphysik, Holzkirchen, Germany (119)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
308 ORAL Regency Centre

Decision-Support Systems (2)

Chair Robert Woodbury, Australia Président
Co-Chair Per Christiansson, Denmark Co-président

308.1 USING IMAGES PATTERN RECOGNITION AND NEURAL NETWORKS FOR COATING
QUALITY ASSESSMENT, L.-M. CHANG, Y.A. ABDELRAZIG, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
IN, USA (233)

308.2 AN INTEGRATED DECISION-SUPPORT SYSTEM MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVES, A. DIKBAS, B. MORTEN, S. BAYRAMOGLU, I. YITMEN,
Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey (235)

308.3 DATA WAREHOUSING IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY: ORGANIZING AND
PROCESSING DATA FOR DECISION-MAKING, I. AHMAD, C. NUNOO, Florida International
University, Miami, FL, USA (230)

308.4 SLAB FORMWORK DESIGN USING GENETIC ALGORITHM, H. AL-TABTABAI, A.P. ALEX,
R. JAMES, University of Kuwait, Safat, Kuwait (231)

308.5 COST ESTIMATION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE (HPC) HIGH-RISE COMMERCIAL
BUILDINGS BY NEURAL NETWORKS, C.F. FANG, T.M. FROESE, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada (237)
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13:30 - 15:30
309 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Sustainable Design

Chair Angelo Lucchini, Italy Président
Co-Chair TBA Co-président

309.58 SUSTAINABLE DESIGN FOR BUILDINGS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, A.R. MAKENYA1,
G. SORONIS2, 1KTH-Royal Institute of Technology, and 2Swedish Building Standards Institution,
Stockolm, Sweden (197)

309.59 EVALUATING THE SUSTAINABILITY OF ALTERNATIVE WINDOW AND PROPRIETARY
GLAZING SYSTEMS, A.W. BROWN1, S.J. ALLWINKLE2, G.F. WEIR3, 1Heriot Watt University,
2Napier University and 3Blyth & Blyth, Edinburgh, UK (189)

309.60 TENETS OF SUSTAINABLE ROOFING, T.W. HUTCHINSON1, K. ROBERTS2, 1Legat Architects,
Chicago, IL, USA; 2Glanville Consultants, Abingdon, UK (196)

309.61 PRODUCT FEATURES THAT INFLUENCE THE END OF A BUILDING, N.M.J. GUEQUIERRE,
J. KRISTINSSON, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands (194)

309.62 ANALYSIS OF DISMANTLING VS. DEMOLITION - VISION OR REALITY, C. BOYLE1,
B.R. KYLE1, A. NESJE2, 1Public Works and Government Services Canada, Hull, QC, Canada;
2SINTEF, Trondheim, Norway (188)

309.63 SUSTAINABILITY BY STRENGTHENING THE RELATION BETWEEN DISCIPLINES
INVOLVED, S. DURMISEVIC, S. SARIYILDIZ, E. DURMISEVIC, J. BROUWER, Delft University
of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands (193)

________________________________

13:30 - 15:30
310 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Design for Durability and Generic Methods

Chair Per Jernberg, Sweden Président
Co-Chair TBA Co-président

310.64 A NATURAL PROGRESSION: NEGLECT TO DECAY, D.P. WYATT, University of Brighton, UK
(205)

310.65 IMPROVEMENT OF TRADITIONAL BUILDING MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES, A.B. NGOWI,
University of Botswana, Gaborone, Botswana (201)

310.66 QUALITY CONTROL WITH THE ASSURANCE OF NORMATIVE PRECISION OF
GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS IN ERECTION OF ONE-STOREY FRAMED BUILDINGS,
J. PARASONIS, Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, Vilnius, Lithuania (202)

310.67 DESIGN FOR DURABILITY - A PRACTICAL APPROACH, E. ROBERTSEN, Narvik Institute of
Technology, Narvik, Norway (203)

310.68 OVERVIEW AND NOTIONAL CONCEPTS ON PERFORMANCE AND SERVICE LIFE,
P. JERNBERG, Royal Institute of Technology, Gävle, Sweden (132)

310.69 FIELD STUDIES CONCERNING THE SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION, I. GOSAV, Technical
University "Gh. Asachi", Ia• i, Romania (130)
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310.70 PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF BUILDING MATERIAL STRAIN, O.V. SINYAYEV,
Cherepovets State University, Cherepovets, Russia (139)

310.71 DURABILITY OF SOIL CONTAMINATED BY OIL, Y.J. AL SHAKARCHI, H. ABDOUL RASOOL,
University of Baghdad, Iraq (128)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
311 ORAL Plaza West

Roof Maintenance Management (3)

Chair Walter Rossiter, USA Président
Co-Chair Brian Kyle, Canada Co-président

311.1 DECISION-SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR SERVICE LIFE ASSET MANAGEMENT: THE BELCAM
PROJECT, Z. LOUNIS1, D.J. VANIER1, M.A. LACASSE1, B.R. KYLE2, 1National Research
Council Canada, Ottawa, ON and 2Public Works and Government Services Canada, Hull, QC,
Canada (114)

311.2 CONDITION ASSESSMENT OF FLAT ROOFS , INCLUDING THE USE OF EXPERT SYSTEMS,
G. SAUNDERS, A. GOODIER, Building Research Establishment Ltd, Watford, UK (115)

311.3 IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN ROOFING ASSETS MANAGEMENT: EXPERIENCES
FROM THE US ARMY, D.M. BAILEY, I. ADIGUZEL, U.S. Army Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory, Champaign, IL, USA (111)

311.4 PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE - WHAT SHOULD BE IN A CONDITION DATABASE,
B.H. HERTLEIN, STS Consultants Ltd, Vernon Hills, IL, USA (112)

311.5 EFFECTIVE ROOF MANAGEMENT - UNDERSTANDING THE LIFE CYCLE OF YOUR ROOF
SYSTEMS, C.P. HODGES, Facility Engineering Associates, Fairfax, VA, USA (113)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
312 ORAL Plaza East

Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)

Chair Kathryn Bourke, UK Président
Co-Chair Edwin Bartlett, UK Co-président

312.1 LCA AS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT IN THE DUTCH BUILDING DECREE BY 2001,
N. SCHOLTEN, TNO Building and Construction Research, Delft, The Netherlands (186)

312.2 IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES ON COATING USED FOR
OFFSHORE FABRIC MAINTENANCE: A LCC ANALYSIS, A. AL-HAJJ1, N. THOMPSON2,
1Robert Gordon University and 2Salamis (Marine and Industrial) Limited, Aberdeen, UK (182)

312.3 RELIABILITY AND WHOLE LIFE PERFORMANCE: INTEGRATING THE SUPPLY CHAIN,
E.V. BARTLETT, M.R. CLIFT, Building Research Establishment, London, UK (183)

312.4 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT AND THE DESIGN AGENDA: THE STANDARDS IMPERATIVE,
A.R. MAKENYA1, D.P. WYATT2, G. SORONIS3, 1KTH-Royal Institute of Technology, Stockolm,
Sweden; 2University of Brighton, UK; 3Swedish Building Institution, Stockolm, Sweden (185)
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15:45 - 17:45
313 ORAL Plaza Centre

Probabilistic and Reliability Methods (2)

Chair Ton Siemes, The Netherlands Président
Co-Chair Konrad Moser, Switzerland Co-président

313.1 EVALUATING THE RELIABILITY OF STRUCTURAL MASONRY ELEMENTS USING THE
RESPONSE SURFACE TECHNIQUE, L. SCHUEREMANS1, D. VAN GEMERT1, M. MAES2,
1Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium; 2University of Calgary, AB, Canada (124)

313.2 FAILURE PROBABILITY OF DETERIORATING REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS, B. TEPLÝ,
D. NOVÁK, Z. KERŠNER, W. LAWANWISUT, Technical University of Brno, Czech Republic
(126)

313.3 DEVELOPMENT OF A RELIABILITY-BASED DURABILITY DESIGN METHOD FOR TIMBER
CONSTRUCTION, G.C. FOLIENTE1, R.H. LEICESTER1, I.S. COLE1, C. MACKENZIE2, 1CSIRO,
Melbourne and 2Timber Research and Development Advisory Council, Brisbane, Australia (120)

313.4 TOWARDS THE PRACTICAL EVALUATION OF SERVICE LIFE - ILLUSTRATIVE
APPLICATION OF THE PROBABILISTIC APPROACH, K. MOSER, Swiss Federal Laboratories
for Materials Testing and Research, Duebendorf, Switzerland (123)

313.5 DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION MODELS FOR SEWER DETERIORATION,
D.M. ABRAHAM, R. WIRAHADIKUSUMAH, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA (117)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
314 ORAL Regency Centre

Process Modelling

Chair Martin Betts, UK Président
Co-Chair Godfried Augenbroe, USA Co-président

314.1 REFOCUSING PROJECT DELIVERY SYSTEMS ON ADDING VALUE, B.L. ATKIN, The Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden (268)

314.2 PROCESS MODELLING FOR PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF FACILITIES:
A RE-ENGINEERING APPROACH, P.M. OJWAKA, Tampere University of Technology,
Tampere, Finland (274)

314.3 INDUSTRY FOUNDATION CLASS MODELING FOR ESTIMATING AND SCHEDULING,
T.M. FROESE1, K.Q. YU2, 1University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada; 2Timberline
Software Corporation, Beaverton, OR, USA (270)

314.4 MODEL BASED CONSTRUCTION PROCESS MANAGEMENT, J. LAITINEN, YIT Corporation,
Helsinki, Finland (272)

314.5 MEASURING INFORMATION INTEGRATION IN PROJECT TEAMS, B.L. ATKIN, The Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden (267)

314.6 COST-LOADED PRODUCTION MODEL FOR PLANNING AND CONTROL, M. FISCHER1,
F. AALAMI1, C. KUHNE2, A. RIPBERGER2, 1Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA; 2Technical
University Munich, Germany (269)
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15:45 - 17:45
315 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Life Cycle Analysis and Generic Methods

Chair Kathryn Bourke, UK Président
Co-Chair Arne Nesje, Norway Co-président

315.72 USE OF SERVICE LIFE DATA IN LCA OF BUILDING MATERIALS, S.M. STRAND,
P.J. HOVDE, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway (187)

315.73 BUILDING DURABLE AND SUSTAINABLE THE DUTCH WAY AND THE CONSEQUENCES
FOR THE HEALTHY INDOOR CLIMATE, M. HAM, A. VAN BRONSWIJK, Eindhoven University
of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands (184)

315.74 EVALUATION OF FUNCTIONALITY OF BUILDING COMPONENTS APPLICABLE TO SERVICE
LIFE DESIGN, M.G. REJNA, Polytechnic of Milan, Italy (138)

315.75 QUALITATIVE SIMULATION FOR ASSESSMENT OF CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL COMPATIBILITY
AMONG BUILDING COMPONENTS, B. NATICCHIA, University of Ancona, Italy (136)

315.76 EMPIRICAL VS. THEORETICAL LIFE PREDICTION FOR SUBFLOOR STRUCTURAL
CONNECTORS, P.W. HABERECHT, C.D. KANE, Building Research Association of New
Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand (131)

315.77 DEGRADATION ANALYSIS BY STATISTICAL METHODS, B. LEIRA, J. LINGÅRD, A. NESJE,
E. SUND, S. SAEGROV, SINTEF, Trondheim, Norway (134)

315.78 SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION FOR FLOOR COVERINGS, J. PAULSEN, Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden (137)

315.79 CRITICAL LOSS OF PERFORMANCE - WHAT FAILS BEFORE DURABILITY, A.M. AIKIVUORI,
VTT Building Technology, Oulu, Finland (127)

________________________________

15:45 - 17:45
316 POSTERS/AFFICHES Regency West

Design Systems
Life Cycle Analysis and Facilities Management

Chair Anders Ekholm, Sweden Président
Co-Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Co-président

316.80 EXPERT VALIDATION OF TALL-D: A KBS FOR TALL BUILDINGS DESIGN, M. RAVI,
C. BÉDARD, Concordia University, Montreal, QC, Canada (251)

316.81 A SEMANTICALLY RICH REFERENCE MODEL FOR BUILDING DESIGN, M.J. O'BRIEN,
A. BAIG, University of Nottingham, UK (250)

316.82 SYDOX/MATCOMP/Xi: AN INFORMATION SYSTEM ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF
CONSTRUCTION ACTORS, M. MOMMESSIN1, A.F. CUTTING-DECELLE1, A.M. DUBOIS2,
J.E. DUBOIS3, 1Université de Savoie, ESIGEC/LGCH, Le Bourget Du Lac, 2CSTB, Sophia-
Antipolis and 3Université de Paris VII/ITODYS, Paris, France (273)

316.83 INTEGRATION OF PARAMETRIC GEOMETRIC MODELING AND CONSTRUCTION
SIMULATION, K.M. NASSAR, Y. BELIVEAU, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
VA, USA (249)
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316.84 IMPROVING THE BRIEF THROUGH INFORMATION AND PROCESS MODELLING,
F. YUSUF1, M.A. ALSHAWI2, 1Mara Institute of Technology, Shah Alam, Malaysia; 2University of
Salford, UK (254)

316.85 IMPLEMENTATION OF A DYNAMIC INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR DESIGN, S. FRIDQVIST,
Lund University, Lund, Sweden (246)

316.86 LIFE-CYCLE COST DESIGN METHODS AND TOOLS, S. PULAKKA, VTT, Building Technology,
Espoo, Finland (260)

316.87 INTEGRATING PERMANENT EQUIPMENT TRACKING WITH ELECTRONIC OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS, D. WIRT1, W.E. SHOWALTER2, G. CROUCH2, 1Anderson and
Associates and 2Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA, USA (261)

316.88 THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS IN BUILDING
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT BASED ON INTERVIEWS, M. NAARANOJA, Vaasa
Polytechnic, Vaasa, Finland (259)
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08:30 - 09:15 Invited Speaker, Prof. Charles M. Eastman Regency Centre

09:15 - 09:45 Coffee Break Regency Foyer
Sponsored by: Canadian Standards Association

09:45 - 12:00 Concurrent Sessions Regency Centre,
Plaza - East, Centre, West

09:45- 14:30 W78 Charettes "IT Futures" Peacocks Lounge
Balmoral, Peacocks Room

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch Regency East
13:30 - 15:15 Rapportage : 8DBMC "IT Futures" Regency Centre

15:15 - 15:45 Coffee Break Regency Foyer

15:45- 16:45 Closing Plenary Session Regency Centre
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08:30 - 09:15
400 PLENARY Regency Centre

Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Président
Co-Chair Michael Lacasse, Canada Co-président

INVITED SPEAKER
Professor Charles M. Eastman

INFORMATION EXCHANGE ARCHITECTURES FOR BUILDING MODELS
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
401 ORAL Plaza West

Design and Specification for Durable Concrete

Chair Konrad Moser, Switzerland Président
Co-Chair Mostafa Nofal, Canada Co-président

401.1 DESIGN OF CONCRETE TO RESIST CARBONATION, P.A.M. BASHEER, D.P. RUSSELL,
G.I.B. RANKIN, Queen's University of Belfast, UK (40)

401.2 EFFECT OF REPEATED LOAD ON MICRO STRUCTURE AND CARBONATION OF
CONCRETE AND MORTAR, K. TANAKA1, J.H. JEON1, T. NAWA2, H. HASHIDA3, 1Tokyo
Institute of Technology, Yokohama, 2Hokkaido University, Sapporo and 3Shimizu Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan (25)

401.3 GAS PERMEABILITY OF CONCRETE: DEFINITION OF A PRECONDITIONING PROCEDURE
FOR MEASUREMENTS AND CROSSOVER TRIALS, D. QUENARD1, M. CARCASSES2,
1CSTB, Saint Martin d'Hères, Grenoble and 2LMDC-INSA-UPS, Toulouse, France (23)

401.4 DURABILITY OF AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE, E. BOHNER, K. ÖDEEN, Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden (10)

401.5 INFLUENCE OF EARLY AGE THERMAL CRACKING ON DURABILITY OF MASSIVE
CONCRETE STRUCTURES IN MARINE ENVIRONMENT, G. DE SCHUTTER, University of
Ghent, Belgium (12)

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
402 ORAL Plaza East

Design for Durability

Chair David Wyatt, UK Président
Co-Chair Kathryn Bourke, UK Co-président

402.1 A SYSTEMATIC VIVENDI FOR DESIGN FOR DURABILITY, A. LUCCHINI1, D.P. WYATT2,
1Politecnico di Torino, Italy; 2University of Brighton, UK (200)

402.2 BUILDING DURABILITY - KNOW WHAT YOU KNOW OR LET'S USE THE KNOWLEDGE WE
ALREADY HAVE, BEFORE WE IMPROVE UPON IT, W.H. GUMPERTZ, D.A. RUTILA, Simpson
Gumpertz & Heger Inc., Arlington, MA, USA (199)
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402.3 DESIGN FOR DURABILITY? - A SPECIFIER OBSERVED, S. EMMITT, Leeds Metropolitan
University, Leeds, UK (198)

402.4 OPTIMISATION OF THE LIFE SPAN OF BUILDING COMPONENTS, H. TEMPELMANS PLAT,
Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands (204)

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
403 ORAL Plaza Centre

Sustainable Design

Chair Georg Soronis, Sweden Président
Co-Chair Claus Rudbeck, Denmark Co-président

403.1 DESIGNING FOR DISASSEMBLY TO EXTEND SERVICE LIFE AND INCREASE
SUSTAINABILITY, P. CROWTHER, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
(190)

403.2 THE ADOPTION OF HONG KONG'S ECO-LABELLING SCHEME FOR BUILDINGS,
H.A. DAVIES, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Kowloon, Hong Kong (191)

403.3 THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF INSULATION, N.A. HENDRIKS, J. DE HOOG, Eindhoven
University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands (195)

403.4 GREENING OF CANADA'S NATIONAL MASTER SPECIFICATION, T. DUNBAR, B.R. KYLE,
Public Works and Government Services Canada, Hull, QC, Canada (192)

________________________________

09:45 - 12:00
404 ORAL Regency Centre

Generic Methods in Service Life Prediction

Chair Svein Haagenrud, Norway Président
Co-Chair Geoffrey Frohnsdorff, USA Co-président

404.1 SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION AND ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF PARKING GARAGE
OPTIONS, A. WISEMAN, B.R. KYLE, Public Works and Government Services Canada, Hull, QC,
Canada (140)

404.2 DURABILITY ASPECTS OF FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITES, S.J. BHIDE, M.M. ZURALE,
MAEER'S Maharashtra Institute of Technology, Pune, India (129)

404.3 INVESTIGATIONS OF MASS AND ENERGY FLOW IN EXISTING BUILDINGS, H. KLOFT,
J.-D. WÖRNER, Darmstadt University of Technology, Darmstadt, Germany (133)

404.4 ASSESSING THE REMAINING SERVICE LIFE OF EXISTING BUILDING COMPONENTS FOR
INSURANCE, P.D. MAYER1, P. WORNELL2, 1Housing Association Property Mutual and 2Building
Performance Group, London, UK (135)

404.5 TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COST, D.K. SMITH, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Washington,
DC, USA (170)
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13:30 - 15:15
405 8DBMC Rapportage Regency Centre

“IT Futures” Rapportage

Chair Michael Lacasse, Canada Président
Co-Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Co-président

________________________________

15:45 - 16:45
406 CLOSING PLENARY SESSION Regency Centre

Chair Michael Lacasse, Canada Président
Co-Chair Dana Vanier, Canada Co-président
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AALAMI, F...................................................... 314.6
AARSETH, L.I. ............................................... 307.2
ABDELRAZIG, Y.A. ....................................... 308.1
ABDOUL RASOOL, H. ................................310.71
ABDUH, M. ..................................................216.53
ABDUL AWAL, A.S.M..................................210.36
ABRAHAM, D.M. ........................................... 313.5
ABRANTES, V. .............................................. 112.4
ADIGUZEL, I. ................................................. 311.3
AGUILERA, J. ..............................................215.47
AHMAD, I. ...................................................... 308.3
AHMET, K. ..................................................... 206.3
AIKIVUORI, A.M. .........................................315.79
AKBAS, R....................................................... 214.3
AL SHAKARCHI, Y.J. ..................................310.71
AL-BIQAMI, N.M. ........................................... 108.4
AL-HAJJ, A. .................................................115.16
      ......................................... 115.17; 204.1; 312.2
AL-RESHAID, K................................216.54; 304.3
AL-TABTABAI, H. .......................................... 308.4
ALBURY, D. .................................................210.41
ALEX, A.P. ..................................................... 308.4
ALLWINKLE, S.J. ........................................309.59
ALSHAWI, M.A. . .................. 108.2; 208.2; 316.84
ANDERSEN, T............................................... 306.1
ANDREWS, R.J............................................. 213.1
ANG, G.K.I. .................................................... 302.1
ANUMBA, C................................................... 304.1
AONO, Y. ....................................................... 203.3
AOUAD, G. .........................................204.1; 208.2
ASKAR, H. ..................................................... 304.3
ATKIN, B.L. .........................................314.1; 314.5
ATKINSON, B. ............................................... 102.2
AUGENBROE, G.L.M.................................... 208.1
AYGUN, M. .................................................... 306.2
BAIG, A. .......................................................316.81
BAILEY, D.M.................................................. 311.3
BALL, J..............................................115.17; 201.4
BARONIO, G.................................................. 109.2
BARTLETT, E.V............................................. 312.3
BASHEER, P.A.M...............................213.1; 401.1
BASSI, R.S..................................................... 205.4
BAYRAMOGLU, S......................................... 308.2
BECKER, R.................................................... 302.2
BECUZZI, M........................................301.2; 301.3
BÉDARD, C. ................................................316.80
BELIVEAU, Y. ..............................................316.83
BENNETT, A.F. ............................................. 111.5
BERNDT, M. .................................................. 101.4
BERTOLINI CESTARI, C. .............................206.4
BEWRY, S. .................................................... 107.2
BHIDE, S.J..................................................... 404.2
BINDA, L. ............................................109.2; 201.1
BLANCHARD, N............................................ 112.5

BLANCO-VARELA, M.T.............................. 215.47
BLOOMFIELD, D. ......................................... 304.1
BOETTGER, T. .................................. 205.3; 211.1
BOHNER, E................................................... 401.4
BOISSIER, D................................................. 307.3
BOLTE, H. .......................................... 205.3; 211.1
BORTZ, S.A................................................... 201.2
BOSACK, E.J. ............................................... 106.2
BOUCHLAGHEM, N.M. ................................ 204.4
BOURKE, K........................................ 111.4; 111.5
BOUSSABAINE, A.H. ...................... 104.4; 209.33
BOUTIN, F..................................................... 201.5
BOYLE, C. ................................................... 309.62
BRANDT, E. ..................................... 115.12; 206.1
      ...........................................212.4; 306.1; 307.5
BREITENBÜCHER, R................................... 105.1
BROMBLET, P. ............................................. 201.5
BROUWER, J.............................................. 309.63
BROWN, A.W.............................................. 309.59
BRZOZOWSKI, K.J....................................... 305.3
BUCCELLATO, P.L....................................... 305.4
BUNGEY, J.H................................................ 110.7
BURN, L.S. ......................................... 211.2; 305.5
BURNETT, E.F.............................................. 106.2
BURROW, A.L............................................... 208.5
CANER-SALTIK, E.N.................................... 109.4
CAO, H.T. ...................................................... 101.2
CARCASSES, M. .......................................... 401.3
CARLL, C. ..................................................... 206.2
CASE, M.P. ................................................... 208.4
CASH, C.G. ................................................... 301.3
CHA, S.W. ..................................................... 213.4
CHAMBERLAND, R...................................... 113.2
CHAN, W.Y......................................... 102.1; 202.4
CHANG, L.-M. ............................................... 308.1
CHANG, T-W................................................. 208.5
CHAO, L.C..................................................... 104.3
CHASSIN, D.P. ............................................. 303.5
CHAU, K.W.................................................. 216.56
CHEN, J....................................................... 216.49
CHEN, S.E..................................................... 113.1
CHERNOTOWICH, A.K................................ 305.3
CHILD, T........................................................ 208.2
CHO, Y.G. ..................................................... 213.4
CHOWN, G.A. ............................................... 111.1
CHRISTIAN, A.J.......................................... 209.34
CHRISTIANSSON, P. ................................... 204.2
CHRISTIE, D. ................................................ 202.3
CLARKE, J. ................................................... 108.1
CLARKE, P.................................................... 108.1
CLAYTON, M.J.............................................. 304.2
CLEVEN, M. .................................................. 207.1
CLIFT, M.R. ................................................... 312.3
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ÇOLAK, A. ......................................210.38; 215.46
COLE, I.S. ............................... 102.1; 202.4; 313.3
COOPER, G................................................... 304.4
CRAVERO, S................................................. 206.4
CROCE, S.........................................107.3; 215.48
CROUCH, G. ...............................................316.87
CROWTHER, P. ............................................ 403.1
CURRIN, D. ................................................... 104.4
CURTETTI, S................................................. 206.4
CUTTING-DECELLE, A.F. ..........................316.82
DAI, G............................................................. 206.3
DAMEN, A.A.J. .............................................. 306.4
DANIOTTI, B.................................................. 201.3
DATTA, S....................................................... 208.5
DAVIES, H. .................................................... 111.4
DAVIES, H.A.................................................. 403.2
DAVIS, G........................................................ 302.5
DAWSON, A.D.............................................216.57
DE ANGELIS, E...........................................215.48
DE GRASSI, M. ...........................................115.13
DE GROOT, E.H............................................ 112.3
DE HOOG, J. ................................................. 403.3
DE SCHUTTER, G. ....................................... 401.5
DE VRIES, B.................................................. 112.3
DIKBAS, A...................................................... 308.2
DOTREPPE, J.-C. ......................................... 105.4
DUBOIS, A.M...............................................316.82
DUBOIS, J.E. ...............................................316.82
DUNBAR, T.................................................... 403.4
DURMISEVIC, E..........................................309.63
DURMISEVIC, S..........................................309.63
EASTMAN, C.M ............................................ 400.0
EDVARDSEN, C............................................ 307.1
EKHOLM, A. .................................................. 214.2
EKMAN, T. ..................................................... 213.3
EMMITT, S..................................................... 402.3
ERIKSSON, B...................................102.3; 115.15
FAGERLUND, G..........................................215.44
FAIST, A.......................................................115.12
FANG, C.F. .................................................... 308.5
FARAJ, I..............................................208.2; 304.1
FAZIO, R. ....................................................... 213.1
FINNEMORE, M. .........................................116.25
FIORI, M......................................................... 107.3
FISCHER, M. ........................ 116.26; 214.3; 314.6
FLOURENTZOU, F. ...................................... 307.5
FOLIENTE, G.C..................................202.2; 313.3
FRIDQVIST, S. ............................................316.85
FROESE, T.M.................................116.19; 116.24
      .............................. 216.50; 303.3; 308.5; 314.3
FROHNSDORFF, G.J. .................................. 111.2
FUKUSHIMA, T. ............................................ 205.2
FULCHER, H.E.............................................. 305.3
FURUSAKA, S.............................................116.21

FUTCHER, K.G............................................. 108.3
GANDINI, A. .................................................. 112.5
GARAVAGLIA, E........................................... 201.1
GEHLEN, C. ....................................... 105.1; 207.4
GENGE, G.R. .............................................. 115.18
GENRE, J.L. ................................................ 115.12
GHANBARI, A. ............................................ 116.24
GILBERT, S.G............................................... 202.3
GILBOA, E..................................................... 107.4
GILFILLAN, J.R. ............................................ 202.3
GONÇALVES, R. .......................................... 104.5
GOODIER, A. ................................................ 311.2
GORLICK, A.L............................................. 216.50
GOSAV, I. .................................................... 310.69
GOULDING, J.S............................... 108.2; 116.25
GREW, B.R. .................................................. 104.4
GREW, R.G................................................. 209.33
GRIFFITH, E.D.............................................. 208.4
GRILO, A. ...................................................... 114.3
GUEQUIERRE, N.M.J. ............................... 309.61
GULIKERS, J. ............................................... 207.3
GUMPERTZ, W.H......................................... 402.2
GUNNARSSON, S........................................ 105.5
GÜRDAL, E. ................................................ 210.40
HAAGENRUD, S.E. .................................... 115.15
HABERECHT, P.W. .................................... 315.76
HAIGH, R..................................................... 116.25
HAM, M........................................................ 315.73
HAN, C.S. ...................................................... 208.3
HANSEN, E.J.D.P. ........................................ 213.3
HANSEN, K.K................................................ 213.3
HANSEN, M.H.................................... 206.1; 212.3
HARDERUP, E.............................................. 102.4
HASHIDA, H.................................................. 401.2
HASSANAIN, M.A. ........................................ 303.3
HAZLEDEN, D.G........................................... 212.2
HED, G. ......................................................... 111.6
HENDRIKS, N.A............................................ 403.3
HENSHELL, J................................................ 305.4
HERMANS, M.H................................. 306.3; 306.4
HERTLEIN, B.H............................................. 311.4
HICKS, D.K.................................................... 208.4
HITCHCOCK, R.J. ........................................ 303.1
HODGES, C.P............................................... 311.5
HOSOKAWA, Y........................................... 210.37
HOSSAIN, K.M.A. ....................................... 215.45
HOVDE, P.J...........................103.2; 307.2; 315.72
HOWARD, R.W............................................. 303.4
HUOVILA, P. ................................................. 302.3
HUTCHINSON, T.W. .................................. 309.60
IMAMURA, H................................................. 109.5
ISAAC, F........................................................ 207.1
ISSA, R. ....................................................... 216.51
JAMES, R. ..................................................... 308.4
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JANG, B.S...................................................... 213.4
JARDIM-GONÇALVES, R.............................114.3
JARVIS, P. ..................................................... 304.1
JEON, J.H. ..................................................... 401.2
JERNBERG, P.............................................310.68
JOHNSON, M.R............................................. 103.3
JOHNSON, R.E. ............................................ 304.2
JOHNSTONE, I.M. ......................................209.32
JOLLANDS, M.J. ........................................... 305.5
JÓNSSON, B. ................................................ 103.4
JORNET, A. ................................................... 201.3
KAEMPFER, W.............................................. 101.4
KAGE, T. ........................................................ 213.2
KAMADA, T.................................................... 203.3
KANE, C.D. ..................................................315.76
KANETA, T. .................................................116.21
KARTAM, N. .....................................216.54; 304.3
KATRANUSCHKOV, P.................................. 114.5
KENLEY, R. ................................................... 107.2
KERŠNER, Z. ................................................ 313.2
KHATRI, R.P.................................................. 207.2
KIGUCHI, M. .................................................. 109.5
KING, G.A. ..................................................... 102.1
KIRKHAM, R.J. ............................................209.33
KITSUTAKA, Y. ............................................. 110.9
KIVINIEMI, A.................................................. 214.1
KLOFT, H....................................................... 404.3
KNAEBE, M. .................................................. 206.2
KONDO, T...................................................... 211.3
KOSOVAC, B...............................................116.22
KRAFT, K.M................................................... 301.1
KRISTINSSON, J.........................................309.61
KUHNE, C...................................................... 314.6
KUMARAN, M.K. ........................................... 202.1
KUNZ, J.C...................................................... 208.3
KUS, H. ........................................................209.28
KYLE, B.R....................................................309.62
      ........................................... 311.1; 403.4; 404.1
LACASSE, M.A.................................116.23; 311.1
LAING, R.A. ......................................115.17; 201.4
LAIR, J. .......................................................... 307.3
LAITINEN, J. .................................................. 314.4
LAW, D.W. ..................................................... 110.7
LAW, K.H. ...................................................... 208.3
LAWANWISUT, W......................................... 313.2
LAWTON, M.D............................................... 106.1
LE TENO, J.F................................................. 307.3
LEE, H.S. ....................................................... 213.2
LEICESTER, R.H................................202.2; 313.3
LEIRA, B. .....................................................315.77
LESLIE, H.G. ................................................. 114.4
LI, C.Q.................................................207.1; 307.4
LIEBICH, T..................................................... 214.4
LINDGÅRD, J. .............................................315.77

LOCKLEY, S.R.............................................. 208.1
LOMBARDI, C. .............................................. 206.4
LONG, A.E..................................................... 213.1
LOPES, J.L.R. ............................................. 116.20
LOUNIS, Z. .................................................... 311.1
LUBELLI, B.................................................... 109.2
LUCCHINI, A. ..................................... 107.1; 402.1
MA, Z. .......................................................... 216.49
MACDONALD, K.A. .................................... 110.11
MACKENZIE, C............................................. 313.3
MAES, M. ...................................................... 313.1
MAGGI, P.N................................................... 201.3
MAJOR, B.M. ................................................ 103.1
MAKATAYAMA, M. ....................................... 112.2
MAKENYA, A.R................................. 309.58 312.4
MAKEPEACE, C.B........................................ 106.4
MALINAUSKAS, V. ....................................... 206.2
MALLORY-HILL, S.M.................................... 112.3
MARIE-VICTOIRE, E. ................................... 109.3
MARSHALL, R.R......................................... 209.30
MARSHALL, S.J.......................................... 115.18
MARTEINSSON, B. ...................................... 103.4
MATSUSHITA, F........................................... 203.3
MAYER, P.D.................................................. 404.4
Mc CAFFERTY, E. ........................................ 213.1
McGEORGE, W.D......................................... 113.1
McGRAW, K.D. ............................................. 208.4
MELAND, I.S. .............................................. 215.43
MILLARD, S.G............................................... 110.7
MIRZA, M.S. .................................................. 213.1
MOLINA, C. ................................................... 201.1
MOMMESSIN, M......................................... 316.82
MONTAGNA, R..........................................  210.42
MORGAN, D.R. .................................. 300.0; 101.1
MORRIS, P.I.................................................. 212.2
MORTEN, B. ................................................. 308.2
MOSER, K. .................................................... 313.4
MOSS, G.W................................................... 111.3
MOTOHASHI, K. ................................ 205.1; 211.3
MÜLLER, A.................................................. 209.27
MURPHREE, JR., E.L................................... 114.1
NAARANOJA, M. ........................................ 316.88
NAJI, B......................................................... 210.41
NAKAI, T........................................................ 211.3
NAKAMURA, N. ............................................ 110.9
NAKAYAMA, M. ............................................ 109.1
NANDAKUMAR, N........................................ 203.1
NASSAR, K.M. ............................................ 316.83
NATICCHIA, B................................ 115.13; 315.75
NAWA, T........................................................ 401.2
NEEDHAM, J.P. ............................................ 114.1
NELSON, R. .................................................. 106.4
NES, S. .......................................................... 103.2
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NESJE, A. .......................................309.62; 315.77
NEWTON, L.A. ............................................209.34
NG, F.F. .......................................................216.56
NGOWI, A.B.................................................310.65
NICOLAJSEN, A............................................ 212.3
NIREKI, T. ...................................................... 111.5
NOFAL, M. ..................................................... 202.1
NOGUCHI, T.................................................. 213.2
NORBERG, P. ................................209.28; 209.29
NORDSTRÖM, K.........................................215.44
NORÉN, J. ..................................................... 109.6
NORTHWOOD, D.O....................................110.11
NOUMOWE, A.N. .......................................... 112.2
NOVÁK, D...................................................... 313.2
NUNOO, C. .................................................... 308.3
O'BRIEN, M.J....................................108.4; 316.81
ÖDEEN, K...........................................109.6; 401.4
OGLE, R......................................................... 106.4
OH, B.H.......................................................... 213.4
OHKUBO, T. .................................................. 112.2
OJWAKA, P.M. .............................................. 314.2
ONG, K.C.G. .................................................. 203.1
OTTOSEN, P.S.............................................. 303.2
OVSTAAS, G. ................................................ 101.1
ÖZKAN, E. ..................................................... 301.4
OZSARIYILDIZ, S.S. ..................................... 114.2
PAGE, I.C....................................................... 111.5
PALOMO, A. ................................................215.47
PARASONIS, J. ...........................................310.66
PATERSON, D.A........................................... 102.1
PAULSEN, J. ...............................................315.78
PAURI, M.G. ................................................210.42
PAYER, D.R.................................................116.23
PEIXOTO DE FREITAS, V............................112.4
PIERSON, M................................................210.35
PIETTE, M.A. ................................................. 303.1
PIMENTÃO, J.P..................................104.5; 114.3
PLENTY, T.C. ................................................ 113.1
POLI, T........................................................... 201.3
POLLASTRO, C............................................. 301.5
PORTER, J.F...............................................210.35
PŠUNDER, I. ...............................................209.31
PUERTAS, F................................................215.47
PULAKKA, S. ...............................................316.86
PULLEN, S.F. ................................................ 113.3
PUTERMAN, M.............................................. 107.4
QUENARD, D. ............................................... 401.3
RACUTANU, G. ............................................. 105.3
RANKIN, G.I.B. .............................................. 401.1
RANKIN, J.H................................................116.19
RAUPACH, M. ....................................110.8; 207.3
RAVETTA, F. ................................................. 305.2
RAVI, M........................................................316.80

RE CECCONI, F. ............................... 201.3; 305.2
REJNA, M.G..................................... 201.3; 315.74
REZGUI, Y..................................................... 304.4
RIGAMONTI, G. ............................................ 201.3
RIONTINO, C. ............................................. 215.47
RIPBERGER, A............................................. 314.6
RIVARD, H. ................................................... 108.5
ROBERTS, K............................................... 309.60
ROBERTSEN, E. ........................................ 310.67
ROCCA, P. .................................................... 109.2
ROMAGNA, R.H. ........................................ 209.27
ROSENFELD, Y............................................ 107.4
ROSSITER, JR., W.J. ................................... 301.1
ROWE, D.P. .................................................. 302.4
ROWLINSON, S............................................ 108.3
RUBAUD, M. ................................................. 112.5
RUDBECK, C. .................................... 112.1; 305.1
RUSSELL, A.D. ............................................. 104.2
RUSSELL, D.P. ............................................. 401.1
RUTILA, D.A.................................................. 402.2
RYELL, J. ...................................................... 105.2
SAAD, I.M.H. ............................................... 216.52
SABBIONI, C............................................... 215.47
SAEGROV, S. ............................................. 315.77
SAHAL, N. ..................................................... 301.4
SANDBERG, P.I............................................ 102.4
SARIYILDIZ, S. ........................................... 309.63
SARSHAR, M. ............................................. 116.25
SARTORI, PM. ................................... 301.2; 301.5
SASAKI, M..................................................... 109.1
SAUNDERS, G.............................................. 311.2
SAYIL, B. ...........................210.38; 210.40; 215.46
SCARTOZZI, U. .......................................... 210.42
SCHERER, R.J. ............................................ 114.5
SCHIESSL, P. ............................................... 105.1
SCHOLTEN, N. ............................................. 312.1
SCHUEREMANS, L. .......................... 101.3; 313.1
SCHULZ, U.................................................... 205.3
SCOTT, J..................................................... 115.17
SELKOWITZ, S.E. ........................................ 303.1
SHAH, S.P. ................................................... 200.0
SHEN, Q.P. ................................................. 115.14
SHIBATA, S................................................... 203.3
SHIRLAW, M.R. ............................................ 203.2
SHOHET, I.M. ............................................... 107.4
SHOWALTER, W.E. ................................... 316.87
SIEMES, T.......................................... 105.1; 307.1
SINCLAIR, S.P. ........................................... 209.33
SINYAYEV, O.V. ......................................... 310.70
SIRIVIVATNANON, V. ....................... 101.2; 207.2
SJÖSTRÖM, C......................100.0; 111.2; 115.15
SKANCKE, T. .............................................. 115.15
SKIBNIEWSKI, M.J. .................................... 216.53
SLAVENBURG, S.F...................................... 104.1
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SMITH, D.K.................................................... 404.5
SNAPE, P....................................................... 102.2
SONG, Y. ....................................................... 304.2
SORONIS, G......................... 111.2; 309.58; 312.4
SOTOS, P.G. ................................................. 206.2
SOUSA COUTINHO, J................................110.10
SOUSA, M. .................................................... 112.4
SOUSA, P. ..........................................104.5; 114.3
SRI RAVINDRARAJAH, R. .........................210.39
STAUB, S.....................................................116.26
STEIGER-GARÇÃO, A. .....................104.5; 114.3
STRAND, S.M..............................................315.72
SUND, E.......................................................315.77
SVENDSEN, S............................................... 305.1
SZIGETI, F..................................................... 302.5
TADEU, L....................................................... 114.3
TAKADA, E. ................................................... 211.3
TANAKA, K. ................................................... 401.2
TAVUKÇUO• LU, A....................................... 109.4
TEMPELMANS PLAT, H. ..............................402.4
TENWOLDE, A. ............................................. 206.2
TEPLÝ, B. ...................................................... 313.2
TERUZZI, T.................................................... 201.3
TEXIER, A...................................................... 109.3
THABET, W.Y...................................204.3; 216.55
THOMAS, M.D.A. .......................................... 105.2
THOMPSON, N. ............................................ 312.2
THOMPSON, S.V. ......................................... 106.3
THORPE, A.................................................... 204.4
TIGANIS, B.E................................................. 211.2
TISO, A. .......................................................215.48
TJANDRAATMADJA, G.F.............................305.5
TOLMAN, F.P. ............................................... 114.2
TOMOSAWA, F. ............................................ 213.2
TOUMBAKARI, E.E. ....................................215.47
TRINIDAD, G.S...................................102.1; 202.4
TRUBIROHA, P. ............................................ 205.3
TRUNK, P.R................................................... 105.2
TUCKER, S.N. ............................................... 111.5
TURK, Z. ........................................................ 214.5
UDAIPURWALA, A........................................ 104.2
UNDERWOOD, J. ......................................... 208.2
VAKOLA, M.................................................... 304.4
VALLEE, F. .................................................... 112.5
VAN BALEN, K. ...........................................215.47
VAN BRONSWIJK, A. .................................315.73
VAN DEN HOONAARD, J.............................105.1
VAN GEMERT, D. ..............................101.3; 313.1
VAN STRATEN, T.M.H. ................................ 104.1
VAN ZUTPHEN, R.H.M................................. 112.3
VANGEL, M.G. .............................................. 301.1
VANIER, D.J. ...............................................116.22
      ......................................... 116.23; 303.3; 311.1
VENTA, G.J. ................................................210.35

VESTERGAARD, M...................................... 212.1
WAKEFIELD, R.R. ........................... 204.3; 216.55
WALY, A.F........................................ 204.3; 216.55
WARID HUSSIN, M..................................... 210.36
WATANABE, K.............................................. 112.2
WAUGH, L.M............................................... 116.19
WEIR, G.F. .................................................. 309.59
WESTBERG, K. ............................................ 102.3
WETZEL, C. .................................................. 307.5
WEYDERT, R................................................ 207.4
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Technical Tour
A technical tour and dinner cruise of Vancouver
Harbour on the MV Britannia has been arranged for
delegates on the evening of Tuesday, June 1. The
cruise starts at Stanley Park and follows the south
shore of Vancouver’s Inner Harbour. The view to the
north is of the dramatic mountains that frame the
harbour. To the south we will pass Canada Place.
Beyond that we enter the working port where
container ships, bulk carriers, and another cruise
terminal at Ballantyne Pier, recently rebuilt, all play a
role in supplying Canada with its needs and exporting
its products. The cruise continues continues under the
Second Narrows Bridge towards Deep Cove and
Indian Arm, where residential and park areas of
Vancouver can be seen. Simon Fraser University sits
on the hill to the south as we turn back to follow the
north shore, with its bulk commodity terminals for
coal, grain and sulphur. This shore also has the
shipbuilding and repair facilities, including the new
fast ferry facility. We pass close to Lions Gate
suspension bridge and follow the edge of Stanley
Park back to the dock.

Here are directions to Coal Harbour,
by foot (20 min):

Turn right out of the hotel driveway. Walk up to
Georgia Street (first set of lights) and turn right.
Proceed along Georgia Street (West) for eight blocks
and turn right at Denman Street. Harbour Cruises will
be on your left at the foot of Denman Street (down the
ramp onto the dock).

Departure: 18:30 hrs

Visite technique
Le mardi soir, 1er juin, une visite technique et un
dîner-croisière dans le port de Vancouver ont été
organisés au nom des délégués. La croisière part du
parc Stanley et suit la côte sud de l’arrière-port de
Vancouver. Au nord, on peut admirer les montagnes
qui encadrent le port. Au sud, nous passerons devant
Canada Place. Au-delà, nous entrons dans le port
proprement dit où les porte-conteneurs, les vraquiers,
un autre terminal de paquebots de croisière au
Ballantyne Pier, récemment construit, contribuent tous
à répondre aux besoins d’approvisionnement du
Canada et à exporter ces produits. Nous passons
ensuite sous le pont Second Narrows vers Deep Cove
et Indian Arm d’où l’on peut voir certaines zones
résidentielles et parcs de Vancouver. L’Université
Simon Fraser est située sur la colline derrière nous
lorsque nous retournons vers l’ouest en suivant la
côte Nord. Ici, nous verrons les terminaux de
marchandises en vrac, charbon, céréales, soufre. Ce
rivage comprend également les installations de
construction navale et de réparation, en particulier les
nouvelles installations du traversier rapide. Nous
longeons le pont Lions Gate et suivons le bord du parc
Stanley au retour vers le quai.

Voici les directions pour piétons pour se
rendre à Coal Harbour (20 min) :

Tournez à droite rendu à l’extérieur de l‘hôtel et
rendez-vous à la rue Georgia (premier feu de
lumières) et tournez à droite. Suivez la rue Georgia
(ouest) pour huit (8) coins/rues et tournez à droite sur
la rue Denman. Harbour Cruises est situé à votre
gauche au bas de la rue. (prenez la rampe pour se
rendre sur le quai d’embarquation).

Départ : 18 h 30

HARBOUR CRUISES
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An overview of the
harbour facilities will
be provided by
Peter Smith, of
AGRA Simons,
Vancouver.

Une description des
installations
portuaire sera
donnée par
Peter Smith, AGRA
Simons, Vancouver.



Conference
Information

On-Site Registration
The Conference Secretariat will operate a registration
and information desk located on the Hyatt Regency’s
Convention Level on the following dates and times:

Sunday, May 30 1400 - 1900 hrs
Monday, May 31 0700 - 1800 hrs
Tuesday, June 1 0730 - 1800 hrs
Wednesday, June 2 0730 - 1800 hrs
Thursday, June 3 0730 - 1630 hrs

Fees
Fees include applicable taxes for non-Canadian
residents.

Regular Participant $1300 Can.
Student $600 Can.
Accompanying Person $200 Can.

Regular participants and students are entitled to
attend all scientific oral and poster sessions, the
welcoming reception, daily lunches, the
conference dinner, the technical tour including
dinner, receive a copy of the Conference
Proceedings, delegate list and Final Program.

Program for Accompanying Persons
A hospitality lounge including daily refreshments will
be made available to all registered accompanying
persons throughout the conference. The accompanying
persons’ registration fee covers access to the lounge,
the welcoming reception, the technical tour including
dinner and the conference dinner. Tourism counsellors
will be available daily from 09:00 – 17:00 hours in the
hospitality lounge, located on the Fourth floor in the
Cavendish Room, to provide information on the
various tourist opportunities available in Vancouver
and the region.

Accommodation
Check-out is 12 noon.

Renseignements sur la
conférence

Inscription sur place
Le secrétariat de la conférence tiendra un bureau
d’inscription et d’information au niveau du Centre des
congrès du Hyatt Regency aux dates et heures
suivantes :

Dimanche 30 mai 14 h – 19 h
Lundi 31 mai 7 h – 18 h
Mardi 1er juin 7 h 30 – 18 h
Mercredi 2 juin 7 h 30 – 18 h
Jeudi 3 juin 7 h 30 – 16 h 30

Frais
Les frais comprennent les taxes applicables pour les
résidents non canadiens.

Participant régulier 1 300 $ Can

Étudiant 600 $ Can

Personne accompagnante 200 $ Can

Les participants réguliers et les étudiants ont droit
d’assister à toutes les séances scientifiques
d’exposés oraux et de présentation par affiches,
à la réception d’accueil, aux déjeuners quotidiens,
au banquet de la conférence, à la visite technique
comprenant le dîner et de recevoir un exemplaire
des actes de la conférence, la liste des délégués
et le programme final.

Programme pour les personnes
accompagnantes
Un salon de réception et des rafraîchissements durant
toute la journée seront accessibles à toutes les
personnes inscrites qui accompagnent d’autres
participants durant la conférence. Les frais
d’inscription des personnes accompagnantes
incluront, en plus de l’accès au salon de réception, la
réception d’accueil, la visite technique, comprenant le
dîner et le banquet de la conférence. Des conseillers
en tourisme seront accessibles tous les jours de 9 h à
17 h dans le salon de réception Cavendish au 4e étage
afin de fournir de l’information sur les diverses
possibilités qu’offrent Vancouver et la région.

Hébergement
L’heure de départ à 12 heures.
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Social and Meal Program
Sunday, May 30 Welcoming reception

Perspectives Level
Monday, May 31 Lunch

Regency East
Tuesday, June 1 Lunch

Regency East
Technical Tour / Dinner
MV Britannia

Wednesday, June 2 Lunch
Regency East
Dinner
Regency East

Thursday, June 3 Lunch
Regency East

* Refreshment breaks will be scheduled in mid-
morning and mid-afternoon each day of the
conference in the Regency Foyer.

Welcoming reception
A welcoming reception will be held for all delegates
and accompanying persons beginning at 18:00 hrs
on Sunday, May 30, Perspectives Level.

Technical Tour – Dinner Cruise
On the evening of Tuesday, June 1st (18:30 hrs),
a technical tour and dinner cruise on the MV Britannia
of Vancouver Harbour has been arranged for
delegates and registered accompanying persons.

Conference dinner
On the evening of Wednesday, June 2 (19:00 hrs),
a conference dinner has been arranged for delegates
and accompanying persons in the Regency East
Ballroom.

General Information

Audio Visual Equipment
Overhead, slide projectors, flipcharts and one full
multi-media projector for Powerpoint presentations
will be provided at all conference sessions.
Presenters who require additional equipment other than
the equipment being provided by the Conference are
to make arrangements, at their expense, directly with
the official audio-visual supplier.

TelAv Audio Visual Services
Tel: (604) 255-1151
Fax: (604) 255-0225
Contact : Mr. Michael Fuoco

Fonctions sociales et repas
Dimanche 30 mai Réception d’accueil

Perspectives Level
Lundi 31 mai Déjeuner

Regency East
Mardi 1er juin Déjeuner

Regency East
Visite technique / Dîner
MV Britannia

Mercredi 2 juin Déjeuner
Regency East
Dîner
Regency East

Jeudi 3 juin Déjeuner
Regency East

* Les pauses-rafraîchissements sont prévues en
avant-midi et en après-midi chaque jour de la
conférence.

Réception d’accueil
Au moment de l’inscription le lundi 30 mai au Hyatt
Regency Hotel, une réception d’accueil aura lieu pour
tous les délégués et les personnes accompagnantes
dimanche le 30 mai au niveau Perspectives.

Visite technique et dîner-croisière
En soirée le mardi 1er juin (18 h 30), une visite
technique et un dîner-croisière dans le port de
Vancouver ont été organisés pour les délégués et les
personnes accompagnantes inscrites.

Dîner de la conférence
Le soir du mercredi 2 juin (19 h), un banquet aura lieu
pour permettre aux délégués et aux personnes
accompagnantes de se rencontrer.

Renseignements généraux

Équipement audiovisuel
Des rétroprojecteurs, des projecteurs de diapositives,
des tableaux à feuilles mobiles et un projecteur
multimédia pour les présentations en Power Point
seront fournis dans toutes les séances de la
conférence. Les présentateurs qui ont besoin
d’équipement supplémentaire autre que celui fourni
par la conférence doivent prendre des dispositions à
cet effet, à leurs frais, directement auprès du
fournisseur audiovisuel officiel

TelAv Audio Visual Services
Tél.. : (604) 255-1151
Téléc. : (604) 255-0225
Contact : M. Michael Fuoco
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Badges
All conference participants and accompanying
persons will be issued a name badge at the on-site
registration desk. These must be worn at all times to
gain access to the scientific sessions, posters, meals,
social functions and accompanying persons’ lounge.

Foreign Exchange and Banking Facilities
Foreign exchange and regular banking services are
available in the Royal Bank Building connected to the
Hyatt Regency Hotel. Hours are Monday to Friday,
8 am to 5 pm. Exchange rates can be found at
www.xe.net/currency.

Many other banks are located within walking distance
of the conference venue and all have automatic teller
machines that can be accessed 24 hours a day by
account holders and some credit cards.

Language
The official conference language is English. There will
be no simultaneous interpretation service provided
during the conference.

Liability
The Conference fees DO NOT include provisions for
the insurance of participants against personal injuries,
sickness, theft or property damage. This also applies
to any event held in conjunction with the official
conference program. Participants and accompanying
persons are advised to arrange for insurance they
consider necessary. The Conference Organizing
Committee, the Secretariat, sponsors and agents
acting on behalf of the conference do not assume any
responsibility for loss, injury or damage to persons
or belongings, whatever their cause may be.

Messages
Individuals wishing to contact registered
delegates at the conference venue may telephone
(604) 683-1234 to leave a message during regular
conference business hours. There is no paging of
delegetes but all messages will be posted at the
conference registration desk located outside the
plenary room on the hotel’s convention level.

Smoking Policy
Smoking is prohibited in all plenary, poster session
areas, workshops, meals and the opening reception.

Anyone wishing to smoke may do so in the hotel’s
front lobby or outdoors.

We thank you for your understanding and co-
operation.

Insignes
Tous les participants à la conférence et les personnes
accompagnantes recevront au bureau d’inscription
sur place une insigne avec leur nom. Ils doivent les
porter en permanence afin d’accéder aux séances
scientifiques, aux affiches, aux repas et aux fonctions
sociales et au salon des personnes accompagnantes.

Change et services bancaires
Des services de change et des services bancaires
réguliers sont accessibles dans l’immeuble de la
Banque Royale relié à l’hôtel Hyatt Regency. Les
heures d’ouverture sont du lundi au vendredi, de 8 h à
17 h. On peut trouver les taux de change sur le site
www.xe.net/currency

Il existe de nombreuses autres banques non loin du
lieu de la conférence qui possèdent toutes des
guichets automatiques que les détenteurs de compte
et de certaines cartes de crédit peuvent utiliser
24 heures sur 24.

Langue
La langue officielle de la conférence est l’anglais.
Durant la conférence, il n’y aura pas de services
d’interprétation simultanée.

Responsabilité
Les frais d’inscription à la conférence ne comprennent
pas les dispositions d’assurance des participants
pour les blessures personnelles, la maladie, le vol ou
le dommage aux biens. Cela s’applique également à
tout événement se déroulant parallèlement au
programme officiel de la conférence. Il est conseillé
aux participants et à leurs personnes
accompagnantes de prévoir les assurances qu’ils
jugent nécessaire. Le comité organisateur de la
conférence, le secrétariat, les commanditaires et les
agents agissant au nom de la conférence n’assument
aucune responsabilité à l’égard des pertes, blessures
ou dommages aux personnes ou aux biens, quelle
qu’en soit la cause.

Messages
Les personnes qui souhaitent communiquer avec les
délégués inscrits à la conférence peuvent téléphoner
au (604) 683-1234 pour laisser un message pendant
les heures normales de la conférence. Il n’y a pas de
service de recherche de personnes mais tous les
messages seront affichés au bureau d’inscription de
la conférence situé à l’extérieur de la salle plénière au
niveau des salles de congrès de l’hôtel.
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Speaker Preview Room
For presenters using 35 mm slides for their
presentations, a slide preview room will be made
available during the conference business hours.

Taxes
A federal tax (GST) of 7% is applied to most goods
and services in Canada and is similar to a value-
added tax to those that exist in Europe. In addition, a
provincial tax in B.C. of 10% is also applied to most
goods and services. Non-residents can apply for a
GST rebate on most goods purchased for use outside
Canada.

Details are included in the booklet entitled “GST
Rebate for Visitors” published by Revenue Canada,
Customs and Excise, which will be available at the
hotel registration desk.

Tourist Information
For information on Vancouver and its attractions,
please call 1(800) 663-6000 or visit the tourism
counsellors in the Cavendish Room (4th level).

Proceedings
Additional copies of the 8dbmc Proceedings may be
purchased as a set of four volumes for $ 325.00.
Volume Four (Information Technolgy in Construction:
CIB W78 Workshop) may be purchased separately for
$ 100.00.

Anyone wishing to purchase the Proceedings
following the conference should complete the order
form and return it to the Research Press at the
address indicated on the form.

Politique antitabac
In est interdit de fumer dans les salles de réunion,
salle d’affichage, salle de repas et à la réception
d’ouverture, y compris les dans la zone d’inscription.

Pour ceux qui veulent fumer, s.v.p. utilisez le foyer
principal de l’hôtel ou à l’extérieur.

Nous vous remercions de votre collaboration.

Salle de visionnement pour les conférenciers
Les intervenants qui utilisent des diapositives de
35 mm pourront accéder à une salle de visionnement
de diapositives pendant les heures normales de la
conférence.

Taxes
Une taxe fédérale (TPS) de 7 p. 100 s’applique à la
plupart des produits et services au Canada et est
assimilable aux taxes à la valeur ajoutée qui existent
en Europe. De plus, une taxe provinciale de 10 p. 100
propre à la Colombie-Britannique s’applique
également à la plupart des produits et services. Les
non-résidents peuvent demander une exemption de la
TPS sur la plupart des produits achetés pour une
utilisation extérieure au Canada.

Vous trouverez des détails dans la brochure intitulée
« Remboursement de la TPS aux visiteurs », publiée
par Revenu Canada, Douanes et Accise, que l’on
pourra se procurer au bureau d’inscription de l’hôtel.

Information touristique
Pour obtenir des renseignements sur Vancouver et
ses possibilités, appeler 1-800 663-6000 ou informez-
vous auprès des conseillers en tourisme dans la salle
Cavendish (4e étage).

Actes de la conférence
Des copies supplémentaires, des Actes de la
conférence peuvent être achetées pour 325 $ Can.
Le volume numéro 4 (Information in Construction: CIB
W78 Workshop) peut être acheter séparément pour
100 $ Can.

Tous ceux qui veulent se procurer des Actes après la
conférence doivent remplir le formulaire de Research
Press inclu dans la trousse de délégué et de le
retourner à Research Press à l’adresse indiquée sur
le formulaire.
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Conference Secretariat

Executive Secretariat
Dr. Michael A. Lacasse, Conference Chairperson
Tel: 1(613) 993–9715
Fax: 1(613) 954–5984
E-Mail: Michael.Lacasse@nrc.ca

Dr. Dana J. Vanier, Conference Secretary
Tel: 1(613) 993–9699
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Conference Secretariat
Mr. Pierre Lamoureux, Conference Manager
National Research Council Canada
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Preface

Asset managers are faced with many difficult decisions regarding when and how to maintain
and repair their constructed facilities.  The reasons behind these difficult decisions are the
growing fiscal constraints, an increasing maintenance deficit and a substantial repair backlog.
 In addition, asset managers’ resources are being challenged from all sides: they are also
being asked to cut cost, privatise operations, outsource responsibilities, reduce maintenance
and increase efficiency.  These problems are exacerbated by the lack of: (1) usable data, (2)
information and knowledge related to maintenance, (3) repair and service life prediction
techniques, and (4) tools to assist the asset manager to make proper inspection, maintenance,
repair and replacement choices.

Many of these problems would be solved if more information exchange were present in the
construction industry regarding service life and asset management.  Many organisations have
in recent years recognised the scope of the problems facing asset managers.  Unfortunately
existing opportunities offer only partial solutions to many of the problems in asset
management.  Hence there is a pressing need for research and development in this field.  For
example: (1) what maintenance data are required to predict service life of materials and
components, (2) what are the life cycle costs of maintenance and repair alternatives, (3) what
techniques are available for service life prediction, (4) how can performance be quantified
using objective and representative indicators (5) how can the likelihood of failure be
calculated and the consequences of failure be identified, and finally, (6) how to integrate this
information to allow asset managers to make cost-effective and objective decisions on
maintenance, repair and renewal alternatives?

It is within this framework that the conference themes were chosen and to which many
authors have provided significant contributions to the advancement of their respective
research fields.  The collected body of works, presented herein, focuses on topics related to
integrating existing knowledge together with the more recent contributions on service life
and durability of construction and building materials, components, and assemblies. 
Particular emphasis has been placed on information technologies in construction and its=
role in integrating knowledge through classification schemes, product models, information
retrieval systems and collating and dissemination technologies.

The proceedings have been published in four volumes.  The first volume, “Service Life and
Durability of Building Materials and Components” contains four parts each reflecting those
contributions made to the durability of specific building materials, namely: concrete,
masonry, wood, and polymers.  Within the part on concrete materials, there are several sub-
sections including service life prediction of concrete structures, strength and durability,
corrosion, and papers on issues related to design and innovation.  The second volume
“Durability of Building Assemblies and Methods of Service Life Prediction”, contains six
parts, the first three of which provide those papers related to environmental characterisation,
building facades, and roofing materials and components.  Within this last area, roofing
maintenance management has likewise been included as this provides the collected works
in the area of roofing as a distinct part of the proceedings.  The final three parts of this



volume focus on methods of service life prediction, including probabilistic and reliability
methods, generic methods, and lastly, development and use of guides and standards. 
“Performance, Service Life Prediction and Sustainable Construction” is the third volume in
which the collected works are presented in four parts, starting with maintenance
management, and followed by life cycle costing and economics, performance and
serviceability of buildings (CIB W060 workshop), and life cycle analysis and sustainable,
durable design.  The final volume “Information Technology in Construction”, represents
those papers submitted to the CIB W78 workshop of the same name and is prepared in eight
sections including computer-integrated construction, the construction process, decision-
support systems, design systems, life cycle models, product modelling, process modelling,
and virtual reality.

Collectively these contributions provide a selected overview of approaches, methods,
techniques, tools, systems and technology used to develop knowledge on the service life
durability of construction and building materials, components and assemblies and the
integration of this information towards asset management.  As such, it is hoped the many
who have contributed to these proceedings, as well as those who in the future will partake
in perusing its many pages, will gain in an understanding of the issues, a knowledge of the
techniques, some insight into the research, and healthy discernment of useful technologies.

Finally, in editing the various papers and thereafter preparing them for final copy, the editors
have made every effort to produce a faithful reflection of the authors’ contributions based on
their revised manuscripts.  However, as might be expected in proceedings of this size, and
irrespective of their many efforts, the editors concede that unfortunately, but ultimately, there
are likely to be found errors and omissions.  These we genuinely regret and would like to
express in advance our apologies for any such oversights.

M. A. Lacasse and D. J. Vanier,
Editors, 8DBMC
Ottawa, 1999



Foreword

This conference represents the 8th triennial in a series, in which the previous seven were held
in Ottawa (1978), Gaithersburg (1981), Espoo (1984), Singapore (1987), Brighton (1990),
Omiya (1993), and Stockholm (1996).  The evolution of these collected works over the past
two decades attest to the persistent and incessant pursuit of knowledge  on the durability of
materials, components and assemblies whether in regards to fundamental or applied research,
or the most recent technological innovations.  These conference proceedings have been
representative of the state-of-the-art on service life prediction methods and the durability of
constructed facilities.

More recently, attention has been placed on deriving from these sources of information, a
means of providing practitioners with ready access to the vast body of knowledge
encompassed within studies on the “durability of materials”.  Moreover, recent advances in
information technologies permit its use as an integration tool and dissemination device, and
a suitable interface to the current and evolving needs of practitioners.  It is in this context that
the 8DBMC provides a unique venue for exhibiting the most recent innovations in
information technologies as a tool to link various research fields associated with service life
prediction. 

Consequently, this set of conference proceedings focuses on topics related to integrating
existing knowledge together with more recent contributions on service life and durability of
construction and building materials, components and assemblies.  This includes work in the
area of service life prediction methods and modelling, field studies and evaluation methods,
degradation mechanisms, material characterisation, and other related items.  It is also
concerned with providing a forum for new knowledge in the area of service life directly
related to life cycle economics, maintenance management, performance requirement
modelling, probabilistic and reliability methods, as well as, promoting the integration of this
knowledge towards practical applications with emphasis on the use of information
technologies as an integration tool.

These proceedings will be of interest to construction researchers, practitioners and designers
concerned with service life prediction and durability as well as asset mangers interested in
obtaining knowledge about the most recent innovations currently being considered as
management tools.  Information technologists will find considerable scope towards the
application side of their emerging technologies.



These volumes are therefore a singularly valuable set of documents and a worthy addition
to the previous collected works and to the annals of the Institute for Research in
Construction.

Sherif Barakat
Director General
Institute for Research in Construction
National Research Council Canada
Ottawa, 1999
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Christer Sjöström was appointed Professor to the Chair of Building Materials
Technology, with special emphasis on the long term performance of materials, at the
Centre of Built Environment, KTH Gävle, Sweden, in 1998.  Dr. Sjöström has a long
experience in R & D on various aspects of building materials and building technology.
He was President of CIB from 1995-1998, and he still serves CIB as immediate past
President and Board Member.  He has authored, co-authored and edited numerous
articles, reports and books on the durability and service life of building products and
buildings and on neighbouring subject areas.  He is actively engaged in ISO TC59/SC 14
Design Life, which focuses on standardising principles and processes that apply when
planning the design life of construction works.  During the 1980’s he chaired the Nordic
research co-operation on durability of building products and was also chairman of the
CIB W80/RILEM activities on service life prediction of building materials and
components

Centre of Built Environment, KTH (Royal Institute of Technology), Sweden

The Centre of Built Environment is part of the faculty of Architecture, Surveying and
Civil Engineering at KTH. The Centre is situated in the city of Gävle some 170 km north
of Stockholm.

The main activities of the Centre are thematic research and post-graduate training in the
fields of building materials technology, indoor climate, real estate management, housing
and physical planning, remote sensing of buildings and building measurements. Most of



the R&D-projects are conducted in close co-operation with stakeholders in the
construction and built environment sector and have often an international character.
Researchers from the Centre are commonly engaged in international co-operation through
organisations like CIB (International Council for Research and Innovation in Building
and Construction), RILEM (International Union of Testing and Research Laboratories for
Materials and Structures), CIE (International Commission on Illumination), IEA
(International Energy Agency) and the European Union’s research programmes.

The Centre has several outstanding laboratories and field experimental facilities in the
areas of materials technology, indoor environment, human reactions and air quality, wind
environment and remote sensing.
The research is organised in five divisions, which are to a large extent multidisciplinary
in their R&D-approach. The divisions are:

1) Indoor climate and ventilation: Ventilation and air quality, applied psychology, and
aerodynamic studies

2) Materials technology: Materials and building products, service life prediction and
data, maintenance and facilities life cycle management

3) Building analysis and housing quality: Statistical methods in building research,
aspects of information technologies, environmental assessment of buildings and built
environment, housing quality

4) Building and real estate economy: Business administration and economics with
focus on the real estate companies

5) Information technology for land, buildings and infrastructure: Remote sensing of
energy conservation status of buildings and structures, surveying, deformation and
industrial measurements.
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K1 SERVICE LIFE OF BUILDINGS AND
BUILDING PRODUCTS - TOWARDS
APPLICATION

C. Sjöström
Centre for Built Environment,
Royal Institute of Technology,
Gävle, Sweden

Abstract

The R&D area service life and durability of materials and building products have
today reached maturity. The application of service life knowledge in engineering and
in management of buildings and the built environment is the great challenge and
should be a focus in future service life research.
The pursuit of Sustainable Development puts into the limelight such issues as life
cycle assessment of materials and building products, recycling of materials, use of
substitute raw materials etc., and increases the demand for knowledge on degradation
factors and processes, life cycle costs and service life data. The concept probably
presents the best argument ever for the R&D area covered by 8DBMC.
In the article is accounted for the process leading up to an Agenda 21 for Sustainable
Construction and some of the consequences this should have on service life research.
It is argued for pre-normative research in support of the ongoing standardisation in
the area Design Life of Building conducted within ISO TC59/SC14. Standardisation
presents one of the better ways to enter research results onto the market.

Keywords: Service life, buildings, building products, sustainable development,
sustainable construction, standardisation
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1 Introduction

The subject area durability and service life prediction of materials and building
components has gradually become a scientific field of its own.  Indeed, this area,
based on materials physics, materials chemistry and building technologies, also
strongly relies on a number of other areas of science and technology.  For example,
meteorology and environmental sciences play a decisive role in the characterisation
and modelling of the degradation environment as does modern information
technologies.  The use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) may, for example,
assist in the modelling of any aspect of buildings or stock of buildings that have a
spatial distribution, such as the distribution of materials or of degradation factors.
Service life data represents the “hard facts” that are necessary for the service life
planning of buildings, for any rational maintenance management of built assets, or for
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) and Life Cycle Costing (LCC) studies.  Indeed, this
fundamental information “block” constitutes an essential part of the knowledge
foundation in striving to achieve sustainable development in building and
construction.

This intriguingly interesting and rewarding field for research has reached
maturity.  One focus in research in the last decades has been the development and
harmonisation of methodologies for the assessment of the working life of building
products.  Much has been achieved and much remains to be done in this area,
however, this work has greatly helped create a common platform for R&D of new
products and the enhancement of existing ones.

If it is agreed that this area of expertise has today reached a certain maturity,
then the greater challenge today, and the focus for future studies, must be on the
application of this knowledge to developing engineering tools for durability and
service life and applying these to the management of buildings, facilities and indeed
the built environment.

Progress towards integrating R&D results to practical use is also reflected
through this series of “Durability Conferences” (i.e. DBMC’s).  The earlier
conferences in the series primarily gathered research contributions consisting of more
or less pure research papers that dominated over those papers offering examples of
practical applications of service life knowledge.  However, the more recent
conferences have attracted a relatively greater number of practitioners, and a gradual
shift towards presentation of engineering solutions and integration of knowledge on
durability data is increasingly evident in the subsequent DBMC’s.  Papers offering
more holistic and systematic approaches to service life prediction are now appearing
in many areas to which service life methods are applied.

The 8DBMC conference very clearly signals such recent developments.  The
conference topics are presented under the main theme “Service Life – Asset
Management Integration” and this, as should be expected, places the 8DBMC at the
very center of the progress.
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2 Trends and driving forces

In the Preface to the 7DBMC Proceedings some of the reasons or explanations
to this positive development of the R&D area were pointed out - improvements in
testing procedures, better analytical tools and methods, and a common
computerisation and modern information technologies were singled out as examples.

The research on service life prediction has by tradition been strongly tied to
specific materials and product areas to which can be attributed, quite obviously, some
positive aspects.  For example, those conducting the R&D are normally true experts
in their respective materials and product fields.  But there is also a negative side.  It
has meant that methods and approaches on the assessment and declaration of
durability and service life have come to vary between product areas; those researchers
focusing on steel products apply their particular concepts; those in concrete or wood
technology develop their own approaches.  However, regardless of which methods are
applied, a designer must insure that all these different materials and products function
together in a building such that it may maintain its technical performance during its’
intended working life.  Hence, the building designer, who cannot be an expert on all
the different materials and product areas, has, to a certain extent, been left at lost by
this type of research.

The most important driving force for the change that is now occurring in the
area of service life and asset management emanates from increasing demands from
clients, building owners, and society as a whole, on accurate and the presentation of
user-friendly service life data.  The basis for the present demand is the current focus
on resource conservation and environmental concerns, reliability of building products,
considerations on health and safety, and finally, but not least, the fact that in most
industrialised countries a main interest is the maintenance, development and
refinement of the existing built environment.

3 Resource conservation and sustainable construction

The concept of Sustainable Development puts into the limelight such issues as
life cycle assessment of materials and building products, recycling of materials, use of
substitute raw materials etc., and as well, increases the requirement for knowledge on
key elements such as degradation factors and processes, life cycle costs and service
life data.  This further development of this concept probably presents the foremost
argument for the R&D area covered by the 8DBMC.

3.1 Sustainable development
Ever since the Rio Summit in 1992 when the Agenda 21 was formulated, the

concept of Sustainability and Sustainable Development has slowly but surely
penetrated the discussions on the future direction and progress of all sectors of our
society.  Sustainable Development was defined in the Brundtland Report (1987) as a
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs”.  It projects an attitude to and ambition
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for change and development of society that genuinely merits the definition of a
paradigm shift.

The pursuit of sustainable development brings the built environment and the
construction industry in focus.  This sector of society is of such vital innate
importance to the well being of a society that most other industrial sectors of the
simply fade in comparison.  Proper housing and the necessary infrastructure for
transport, communication, water supply and sanitation, energy, commercial and
industrial activities to meet the needs of the growing world population pose the major
challenge.

In each country, the built environment normally constitutes more than one half
of the real capital and construction represents a major part of the GNP.  More
specifically, 10 - 12% of GNP is representative of the construction sector contribution
to the economy of the European Union (EU), as was stated by Dr. Christian
Patermann1 in his speech to the CIB2 World Building Congress in June 1998.  From
time to time in individual countries the construction sectors share of GNP may appear
as high as one quarter.  With some 30 million employees in the EU, construction is
the single largest industrial sector.

It is also a fact that the construction industry and the built environment are the
main consumers of resources - energy and materials.  Within the EU, buildings are
estimated to consume approximately 40% of total energy - and also to be responsible
for some 30% of CO2 emissions, and to generate approximately 40% of all man-made
waste.

3.2 The process ahead – An agenda 21 for sustainable construction
CIB, as the leading international organisation for research collaboration in

building and construction, recognised early the importance of environmental concerns
and commitment in all its multifaceted activities.  New Working Commissions (WCs)
and Task Groups (TGs) appeared during the 1980s having scopes that had the most
direct relevance to environmental issues.  Prediction of Service Life of Building
Materials and Components (W080), Design for Durability (W094), Energy
Conservation in the Built Environment (W067), Water Supply and Drainage (W062),
and Indoor Climate (W077) may be cited as a few examples of Working
Commissions, established during the 1980s, that today are key players in the
sustainable development concept of the organisation although that was not their prime
cause for originally bringing them together.

CIB Working Commission W080 - from the very start a joint activity with
RILEM3 - has been and is a key-player in furthering the R&D-area on durability and
service life of building products.  W080, has since 1993, together with W094, worked
closely with ISO4 technical committees to elaborate standards (see below) on the
Design Life of Buildings.
                                                          
1 European Commission and responsible for the Key Action “City of Tomorrow and Cultural Heritage”
within the European Unions’ 5th Framework Programme for Research
2 International Council for Research and Innovation in Building and Construction
3 International Union of Testing and Research Laboratories for Materials and Structures
4 International Standards Organisation
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In the early 1990s a number of CIB activities were initiated, in which work
programmes were expressly aimed at contributing towards achieving a more
sustainable built environment.  For example:
• TG08 was established in 1992 and in 1998 was transformed into the working

commission W100 on Environmental Assessment of Buildings;
• TG16, established in 1993, on Best Practice for Sustainable Construction;
• TG22, established in 1996, on Environmental Design Methods in Materials and

Structural Engineering, is a joint CIB/RILEM activity;
• TG38, established in 1998, on Urban Sustainability.

3.3 The CIB World Building Congress 1998, Gävle, Sweden
In 1995 CIB made the decision to take a definite step to make Sustainable

Construction the focal point of its three years of activities that culminated with the
1998 World Building Congress in Gävle, Sweden.  The Congress Theme was
“Construction and the Environment”.  The ambition from the very start was to make
the Congress an important vehicle in the work process to introduce and reinforce the
Theme in all CIB activities, and also to be the stepping stone for the next goal - a
global collaboration to reach a sustainable future in the construction sector.  The need
for an internationally agreed upon “Agenda on Sustainable Construction” to help
guide work to implement the principles of sustainability in the construction sector
was considered a prime objective and the 1998 CIB World Building Congress was
assigned a key role in this process.

This new modus operandi of CIB, that is to select for a given period one to three
themes that have been identified as being of vital importance to the construction
sector and to define the outcomes that should be set as targets, has been called the
“Pro-active Approach”.  It should be seen as a complement to the traditional
“Response Approach”, through which, traditionally, CIB has responded to the
initiatives of single groups of members, by establishing Working Commissions and
Task Groups.

As an interlude it can be mentioned that a new theme has emerged, and which is
added to that of Sustainable Construction, to which the current CIB initiatives will be
focused between 1998 and the CIB World Building Congress in 2001.  This new
theme is to provide industry with an annotated inventory of the state-of-the-art of
verified models of various aspects of building performance and the critical issues that
need to be addressed in Performance Based Codes and Standards.  It is not difficult
for the initiated reader to see how these two themes interact.

To attain the goal of global collaboration and the broadest possible international
consensus on the Agenda 21 for Sustainable Construction, CIB established close
co-operation in arranging the Congress with other renowned international
organisations – RILEM, CERF5, ISIAQ6 and IEA7 - and these organisations were also
partners in producing the Agenda 21 for Sustainable Construction.

                                                          
5 Civil Engineering Research Foundation, USA
6 International Society of Indoor Air Quality and Climate
7 International Energy Agency – Energy Conservation in Building and Community Systems Programme
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At the Congress, all the important aspects of Sustainable Construction were
addressed at five different symposia (CIB World Building Congress 1998) arranged
by CIB together with the partner organisations.  The largest of the five symposia
addressed “Materials and Technologies for Sustainable Construction” and attracted
some 110 scientific papers of which a majority focused the topic service life and
durability.

3.4 The agenda for sustainable construction – What are the objectives?
CIB Working Commission W082 some years ago started an international

project to compare the visions and perceptions of sustainable development and the
future of construction as they were held in different countries.  The overriding
question that the project sought to answer was: “what will be the consequences of
sustainable development on the construction industry by the year 2010?”.  The project
was concluded just in time to be reported (Bourdeau et al. 1998) at the Gävle
Congress.

By way of introduction, a principle issue to be considered by the different
national groups participating in the project was the definition of the term Sustainable
Construction.  It is not surprising that there were widely divergent views and
interpretation as between countries, with marked differences between those countries
having developed market economies, transition economies and developing countries.
The mature economies are in a position to devote greater attention to the creation of a
more sustainable building stock by upgrading, new developments or the invention and
use of new technologies whereas, naturally and hopefully, the developing economies
focus more on social equity and economic sustainability.

No one denies that environmental concerns have broadened over the last two
decades.  Initially environmental engagement meant reacting on clear and visible
catastrophes such as dead fish on the shores etc. whereas we have slowly begun to
realise that any excessive, or inefficient, consumption of resources is actually no more
and no less than an abuse of the environment.

The understanding or interpretation of sustainability in building and
construction has likewise undergone change over the years.  In the beginning the
emphasis was on how to deal with the issue of limited resources, especially energy,
and on how to reduce the impacts on the natural environment.  Also a decade ago, the
emphasis was placed on the more technical issues in construction such as materials,
building components, construction technologies and on energy related design
concepts.  Today, an understanding of the significance of the non-technical issues is
growing and it is increasingly apparent that these so-called “soft issues” are at least as
crucial for a sustainable development in construction as the more technical aspects.
Indeed, economic and social sustainability must be accorded explicit treatment.

More recently, cultural issues and implications of cultural heritage of the built
environment have come to be observed as pre-eminent aspects in sustainable
construction.  The Key Action “City of Tomorrow and Cultural Heritage” within the
European 5th Framework Programme (1998–2002) is an interesting and major
example of this view on sustainable development of the construction sector and the
built environment.
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All the important aspects of service life of buildings and building products must
be seen in this context.  Sustainable Construction forms a basis for establishing the
criteria for performance and user requirement models.  The Agenda 21 on Sustainable
Construction is intended to be a global intermediary between those general Agendas
in existence, i.e. the Brundtland Report and the Habitat Agenda, and the required
national/regional Agendas for the built environment and the construction sector that
currently exist or are in the course of development.

So, what is the main added value of this Agenda 21 for Sustainable
Construction?  It should be a conceptual framework that enables other agendas on a
local or sub-sectorial level to be compared and co-ordinated.

The three principal objectives for this Agenda 21 for Sustainable Construction
are:

• to create a global framework and terminology that will add value to all national or
regional, and sub-sectorial Agendas;

• to create an Agenda for activities in the field undertaken by CIB and its
specialised international partner organisations;

• to provide a source document for definition of R&D activities.

It is designed to be of added value to every organisation that wants to develop
its own agenda for a part or an aspect of the built environment and the construction
industry.  The co-operation with the partner organisations RILEM, IEA, CERF and
ISIAQ has thus been of vital importance.

3.5 Structure and contents
The Agenda 21 for Sustainable Construction is being published at

approximately the same time as this Conference takes place.  The interested reader
should of course take steps to get his or her own copy.  The Agenda is also available
at the CIB homepage www.cibworld.nl.

The Agenda 21 for Sustainable Construction brings to light the concepts of
sustainable development and sustainable construction, the construction industry
concerns and its impacts, to the background of international agreements such as the
Kyoto and Rio summits.

The characteristics of the construction process, i.e. the process itself, building
operation, stakeholder’s interest, etc., is the point of departure for the analysis of the
necessary changes implied by a sustainable development.  The challenges as to
market demand, functionality of buildings and structures, resources, construction
process improvement, urban issues and social aspects are duly accounted for.

The main issues and stakes of Sustainable Construction are described on the
levels of the current product (level of service, indoor environment quality, etc.), urban
impacts, resource consumption (land, energy, materials, water), the manufacturing of
products, environmental loads, and social, health and economic aspects.

The resulting Agenda 21 concludes by offering Challenges and Proposed
Actions for Sustainable Construction in the 21st century.
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4 International standardisation on the design life of buildings

Let us move from the overruling concepts of Sustainable Development and
Sustainable Construction and closer to engineering and practical implementation of
research results.

Standardisation and standards is a good example of a means to put R&D to
practical use.  This was recognised early on by organisations such as CIB and
RILEM, and these organisations have played decisive roles by producing international
consensus documents that frequently serve directly as drafts to be considered for
standardisation.

The European Construction Products Directive (CPD), launched in 1989 (The
Council of the European Communities 1988), is an example a consensus document
and it serves to underline the importance of service life data and the assessment of the
performance of buildings and building products.

The Directive identifies six essential requirements that construction works
should meet.  In essence there is nothing new or revolutionary with the basic
requirements as such.  The novelty is that the Directive states that a construction
works should meet the requirements during its intended working life.  This in turn
requires buildings to be planned for service life and all building products permanently
mounted in the building to be declared as to their service life.

To fully implement the CPD, building product standards should, in essence,
include descriptions of methods to assess the product durability and long term
performance.  In some material or product areas this may be relatively easy, in others
knowledge gaps will produce barriers.  The CPD also takes into consideration the
requirements for environmental concerns.

Similar arguments for and demands on building service life planning occurred
during the same period of time in several other parts of the world.  In 1993 the ISO
started a standardisation work focussing on the Design Life of Buildings, that today is
denoted as ISO TC59/SC14.  The full background to, the aims and work status of this
work is described in detail by Sjöström (1998) and by Frohnsdorff et al. (1999).  The
latter article appears in the proceedings of this conference so there is no need to in
this keynote paper to account for any of the details of the standardisation work - only
to conclude that the ongoing standardisation presents intriguing challenges to service
life research.

5 Summary, some concluding remarks and challenges

The R&D area durability and service life of building products has reached
maturity.  A common basic platform for R&D as regards prediction methodology,
quality assurance, and terminology is in operation.  A focus in future R&D
programmes ought to be the application and integration of service life knowledge in
planning, design and management of buildings.  R&D programmes should take into
account the interdisciplinary character of service life research.
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The ongoing standardisation in the areas Design Life of Buildings conducted
within ISO TC59/SC14, and connecting to the ISO 14040 and ISO 9000-series,
includes major R&D challenges with an emphasis on development and adaptation of
research results.  Pre-normative research in support of the standardisation work is
needed and standardisation is probably one of the better ways to enter research results
onto the market.

The pursuit of sustainable development and sustainable construction presents
the best ever arguments for R&D on durability and service life of buildings and
building products.  The built environment and the construction industry constitute the
sector in focus when promoting a sustainable development, and service life research
might in that context deliver parts of the necessary “hard data” for resource
optimisation in building and construction planning and management, and any valid
LCA or LCC.
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ACBM Center

In 1989, the National Science Foundation (NSF) established a Science and Technology
Center of Advanced Cement-Based Materials (ACBM), one of twenty-four
comprehensive science and technology centers. This award recognizes the need for
integrated, basic research on cement-based materials because of their importance to the
economy. The knowledge gained in this area will not only enable industry to develop
more cost-effective cement-based materials for infrastructure rehabilitation but will also
improve the competitiveness of the U.S. in developing new products such as
manufactured building components and heat and abrasion resistant parts for tools and
electronic devices. Spurred by the urgent need to rebuild our nation's infrastructure and
stimulated by the innovations coming from other countries, concrete is being squeezed,
spun, mixed with tiny synthetic fibers, and chemically transformed into materials that are
tougher, more durable, quicker to set, and more resistant to the environment.

One of the challenges facing our nation as we enter the next century is rehabilitating our
infrastructure. The National Science Foundation Center for Science and Technology of
Advanced Cement-Based Materials (ACBM) is positioned at the threshold of a
revolutionary stage in concrete technology.  Improvements in cement-based materials
will benefit not only highways, bridges, and hazardous waste disposal systems, but can
offer innovative solutions for Arctic and offshore construction, low cost building
materials for developing countries, and composites with specific properties for
manufactured products. A better understanding of this complex material and the
development of stronger, tougher, and more durable cementitious materials can make a
substantial contribution to the quality of life and contribute to the success of U.S. industry
in world markets.

The ACBM Center has built a powerful research consortium of scientists and engineers
dedicated to interdisciplinary research and graduate education in cement-based materials.
The Center employs a comprehensive, coordinated, materials science approach to link the
fundamental scientific issues with the critical problems in the field. As a National Science
Foundation Science and Technology Center, the ACBM Center has been challenged to
explore opportunities in research and development. The Center has solicited industry
input on research directions and made significant progress in initiating programs to foster
the transfer of knowledge. Through research, education, and cooperation with industry
and public agencies we hope to stimulate the pace of innovation.
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K2 HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE:
STRENGTH VS. DURABILITY

S. P. Shah, K. Wang and W. J. Weiss
NSF Center for Advanced Cement-Based Materials
Department of Civil Engineering
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Abstract

A long-term investigation is currently being conducted at the NSF Center for
Advanced Cement-Based Materials (ACBM) to examine the long-term durability of
concrete.  This paper provides an overview of recent results to illustrate the influence
of mixture proportioning on permeability, mechanical properties, and early-age
shrinkage cracking. The permeability study investigated a large array of concrete
mixture proportions with various aggregate volume fractions, gradings, and
maximum sizes for several different water-to-cement ratios (w/c).  The effects of
dilution, tortuosity, interfacial transition zone, and percolation on the permeability of
concrete are discussed.  In addition, a relationship between crack width and water
permeability of concrete was investigated.  Restrained shrinkage testing has been
performed to understand the influence of mechanical properties on early-age cracking,
especially for mixes with chemical and mineral additives.  Results are provided to
illustrate the influence of the water-to-cement ratio, silica fume replacement, latex,
and a shrinkage reducing admixture; on strength, permeability, and restrained
shrinkage cracking.  These results illustrate that a specification based solely on
strength may not ensure a durable concrete.  It is proposed that three criteria: strength,
permeability, and cracking resistance; are necessary to design a durable concrete.

Keywords: aggregate volume fraction, cracking, high strength concrete, latex, mix
design criteria, normal strength concrete, permeability, shrinkage, silica fume, water-
to-cement ratio
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1 Introduction

Originally, high strength concrete (HSC) was specified for use in high-rise
buildings and long-span bridges because it had reduced weight and increased load
carrying capability.  Recently however, use of HSC has spread to underground mass
transit facilities, airport facilities, waste water treatment systems, offshore oil
platforms, and marine structures; fueled primarily by durability concerns.  Research
has identified that the majority of concrete durability problems are related to the
resistance of concrete to permeation of water and chemical ions, examples of which
include: corrosion of reinforcement, freezing-thawing damage and alkali-silica
reaction.  The mechanisms responsible for increasing the strength of HSC typically
also decrease permeability.  As a result, it becoming increasing commonly to find
HSC specified when durability is the primary concern.  However, does the use of
HSC always result in more durable structures?  The use of HSC has been
accompanied with new problems associated with increased cracking sensitivity in
structures with a large surface area.  This forces us to question whether a criterion
based on either strength or permeability is enough for the specification of durable
concrete.

This paper presents an overview of results from several ongoing ACBM
research projects dealing with concrete permeability, mechanical properties, and
restrained shrinkage cracking.  The paper relates the permeability of concrete
mesostructure and crack characteristics.  It also illustrates the shrinkage cracking
potential for mixes composed with different water-to-cement ratios, silica fume, latex,
and a shrinkage reducing admixture (SRA) on concrete properties. The research
suggests that at least three criteria: strength, permeability, and cracking resistance;
should be considered simultaneously in concrete mix design to achieve durable
concrete.

2 Concrete permeability

2.1 Permeability and mixture proportions
The permeability of concrete is a key factor that influences the durability of

concrete. Concrete permeability is dependent on the permeability of its each
constituent material and their geometric arrangement.  The permeability of cement
paste is influenced primarily by pore structure (porosity, size, and connectivity),
which is a function of the water-to-cement ratio (w/c) and the degree of hydration.
The aggregates that are commonly used in concrete typically have a much lower
permeability than the cement paste.  However, the aggregates influence the
permeability of the composite concrete in four ways: dilution, tortuosity, interfacial
transition zone (ITZ), and percolation (Figure 1) (Wang et al. 1998).  A description of
each effect is provided in the following section.
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DILUTION TORTUOSITY ITZ PERCOLATION

flow

Fig.1: Effects of concrete mesostructure on permeability

The dilution effect occurs because the aggregates are less permeable than the
paste.  As a result, the aggregate particles block the flow paths, effectively reducing
the permeable area in a cross-section of concrete.  The degree of dilution depends on
the actual aggregate permeability and volume fraction (VF).  If we assume the
aggregate is impermeable and a linear parallel ion flow exists, the conductivity of
concrete (σ), which is directly associated with permeability, can be represented using
the equation: σ = σp (1-VF), where σp is conductivity of cement paste, and VF is
aggregate volume fraction (Garboczi et al .).

The tortuosity effect occurs as a result of the impermeability of the aggregates
which forces flow around the aggregate particles; thus increasing the length of flow
paths and reducing the flow rate.  The degree of tortuosity is dependent on aggregate
size and spacing.  Combining the tortuosity effect with the dilution effect, the
conductivity of concrete can be expressed by the Bruggeman equation:
σ = σp (1-VF)3/2.

The interfacial transition zone (ITZ) which develops between the aggregate and
concrete also influences permeability.  The ITZ properties are primarily influenced by
the aggregate and w/c of the cement paste.  The volume of ITZ is related to the
aggregate volume fraction while the shape, size, and orientation of the aggregate
particles influence the thickness and strength of the ITZ.  To account for the influence
of the ITZ, Garboczi et al. developed an analytical expression (m).  The m term is a
function of aggregate size (α ), cement paste conductivity (σp), ITZ thickness (hITZ),
and ITZ conductivity (σITZ).  After incorporating the ITZ factor, the concrete
conductivity can be expressed as σ = σp (1 ± m VF).

The term percolation describes the flow path that connects the ITZ’s.  The
degree of percolation depends primarily on the aggregate volume, size, and spacing.
Winslow (1994) reported that percolation occurs in mortars when the sand volume
fraction reaches 0.5.  Mclachlan (1990) modified the Bruggeman theory in a model
for the conductivity of a composite: σ = σp (1-VF/VFc) 

m•VFc, where VFc is the
volume fraction at percolation and m is the same as above.

The dilution and tortuosity effects reduce concrete permeability while the ITZ
and percolation effects increase permeability.  However, if these factors are combined
it becomes unclear as to which factor is the most dominant in concrete.  To further
explore the relationships between concrete mix proportion, mesostructure, and
permeability, ACBM researchers have investigated a large array of mix proportions
that cover a large range of aggregate volume fractions (0%<VF<78%) without having
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considerable segregation (Wang et al. 1998).  Four different gradings, two different
maximum sizes of aggregates and three different w/c (0.38, 0.45, and 0.52) were
used.  The rapid chloride permeability test was used as a measure of permeability.
Figures 2-4 (Wang et al. 1998) describe the relationship between w/c, aggregate
volume fraction (VF), compressive strength, and rapid chloride permeability.
Currently, the actual structure of these concretes is being investigated using image
analysis techniques in addition to a three-dimensional reconstruction model.  Using
this type of an approach will make it possible to assess the influence of coarse
aggregate volume fraction, total aggregate surface area, coarse and fine aggregate
ratio, location of aggregate particles, and distance between aggregates.  This approach
is being combined with statistics to develop a model to predict the permeability of
concrete.
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Fig. 4: Effect of volume fraction of coarse aggregate on permeability

From these graphs, the following observations can be made:

(a) concrete compressive strength exhibits a linear relationship with w/c (Fig. 2);
(b) no direct relationship exists between rapid chloride permeability and w/c (Fig.3);
(c) a linear relationship exists between coarse aggregate volume fraction and rapid

concrete permeability (Fig. 4).

These results imply that the aggregate volume fraction is more directly related to
permeability than the w/c for NSC.  This suggests that using the w/c as the sole mix
design criterion may provide the desired strength but not necessarily the desirable
level of permeability.  Using linear regression, the rapid chloride permeability of
concrete can be approximated using the following equation (Wang et al. 1998):  

log (Q) ≅ 5.5 + 0.435(w/c) - 1.55(Vf)

in which Q is the total charge passed in coulombs, w/c is the water-to-cement ratio
and (Vf) is aggregate volume fraction.  This equation illustrates that aggregate volume
fraction has a more dominant influence on concrete permeability than the w/c.  The
maximum size of aggregate and location of concrete specimen exhibit a little effect
on the permeability values, while aggregate grading appears to be insensitive (Wang
et al. 1998).

Figure 4 implies that neither the w/c or ITZ had a strong effect, however, the
dilution effect appears to strongly influence the rapid chloride permeability
measurements.  A similar trend was observed for mortar specimens in which the
normalized conductivity decreased linearly with the sand volume fraction, indicating
that the dilution effect dominates permeability (Shah and Mason 1998) (Figure 5).
The normalized mortar conductivity is defined as the ratio of the mortar conductivity
and the cement paste conductivity, σmortar/σpaste.  To investigate the effect of ITZ, a
computer model simulation was conducted by using a factor, Kappa. Here,
Kappa = [σmortar/σpaste]/[(1-Vf, sand)

3/2] and Kappa = 1 indicates no appearance of ITZ
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effect.  Figure 6 shows that ITZ affects mortar conductivity in two different ways.
One effect comes from the high porosity of the ITZ, which causes Kapp to increase
with sand volume fraction.  The other effect results from the change of w/c in bulk
cement paste.  Because of the ITZ, where w/c is higher than that designed for mortar,
the w/c in bulk cement paste becomes lower than designed for mortar.  Thus,
Kapp = σbulk/σpaste decreased with sand volume fraction.  Preliminary results suggest
that the two effects are similar in order of magnitude, yet opposite in sign.  Therefore,
they offset and no ITZ effect appears in the final conductivity result (Figure 6).
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Fig. 5: Effect of volume fraction of sand on conductivity of mortar (w/c=0.4)
(Shah and Mason 1998)
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It is likely that the ITZ effect may be reduced in HSC as a result of improved
aggregate interface properties.  In addition, the effects of dilution, tortuosity, and
percolation will be reduced as the permeability of cement paste approaches that of
aggregate.  As a result, the permeability of concrete is probably best controlled by
controlling the permeability of the cement paste.  The work of Powers and Brownyard
(1948) demonstrated that a decrease in the w/c was accompanied by lower porosity.
As the porosity decreases, the pore size decreases and the pores disconnect which
results in a decrease in permeability.  The addition of mineral admixtures, especially
silica fume, can improve both the pore structure and ITZ resulting in a drastic
permeability reduction.  For example, consider three concrete mixes: w/c = 0.5, w/c =
0.29, and a 15% silica fume replacement with a w/b = 0.29 (water-to-binder ratio in
which binder is cement + dry silica fume)(Weiss et al. 1998).  As the w/c is decreased
from 0.5 to 0.29, the rapid chloride permeability decreases from 11,322 to 2,967
coulombs.  Replacing 15% of the cement with silica fume results in a further
reduction of the rapid chloride permeability from 2,967 to 254 coulombs (more
details are provided in section 4).

2.2 Permeability and crack width
Using the considerations mentioned above, a well proportioned concrete mix

can be designed to have a low permeability.  However, concrete is one of the few
materials which is typically designed to crack in normal loading and service
conditions.  Additional cracking often develops due to improper curing, finishing, and
placement techniques.  Cracks in concrete provide a path, which can accelerate the
ingress of corrosive agents that accelerate the deterioration of the structure.  However,
difficulties associated with generating the desired cracking patterns and determining
an appropriate method to measure permeability have limited research in the
permeability of cracked concrete.  Frequently, the maximum allowable crack width is
based on past experience and general ‘rules-of-thumb’ for different applications (ACI
1989).
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Fig. 7: Effect of crack width on concrete permeability (Wang et al. 1997)
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Researchers at ACBM (Wang et al. 1997) have used closed-loop testing to
control the size of a crack that develops in a tensile splitting test.  By controlling
crack width the specimens can be unloaded and the water permeability of the cracked
concrete sections can be measured.  The relationship between water permeability and
crack opening is plotted in Figure 7.  It can be seen that if the crack opening
displacement is less than 50 microns the crack had little effect on the water
permeability coefficient.  However, as the crack opening displacement increased from
50 microns to approximately 200 microns, the water permeability increased rapidly.
Cracks greater than 200 microns appear to have a steadily increasing water
permeability rate.  More recently a study was conducted comparing NSC and HSC
(Aldea et al.).  After cracking, the difference in permeability values for NSC and HSC
becomes less significant.

3 Early age cracking in concrete

Cracking frequently develops in concrete structures as a result of restrained
shrinkage.  Shrinkage describes a volume contraction that occurs as a result of
moisture loss or temperature reduction.  If this movement is prevented by restraint,
tensile stresses develop.  Cracking occurs when these stresses exceed the material’s
resistance.  Research at ACBM has focused primarily on shrinkage that occurs as a
result of moisture loss.  Structures with a large surface area to volume ratio are
particularly sensitive to drying shrinkage since they lose water the most rapidly.
Examples of such structures include: highway pavements, industrial floors, parking
garages, and bridge decks.

The free shrinkage strain (without restraint) of concrete typically ranges
between 400 and 1000 x 10-6, depending on the mix composition.  If we compute the
stress that develops as a result of restraint by using the free shrinkage strain, elastic
modulus, and a strength of materials approach (σ = εE), the stresses developed
typically exceed the tensile strength of concrete; however, cracking may not occur.
This difference can be explained by creep relaxation that reduces the stresses over
time.  The actual stress level in concrete is the difference between the tensile stress
induced by drying shrinkage and the stress relief due to creep as shown in a
simulation for NSC and HSC (Fig. 8).

Research at ACBM is focused on developing both experimental procedures and
theoretical models to assess the potential for shrinkage cracking.  Restrained ring and
slab specimen geometries have been used in the experimental program.  The ring test
provides a high degree of restraint while eliminating the effects of end conditions,
thereby simulating an infinite strip of concrete (Grysbowski and Shah 1990).  The
slab specimens can be used to simulate a slab of finite length with or without
subgrade friction (Weiss et al. 1998).  Theoretical modeling consists of two main
components: stress development and failure analysis.  A coupled shrinkage and creep
formulation has been developed to calculate the internal stresses that develop over
time (Yang et al. 1996).  The failure analysis is based on a fracture mechanics failure
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criterion that relates the materials resistance (R-curve) to the energy supplied by
shrinkage to drive the crack (G-curve).  Failure is assumed to occur when two
conditions are satisfied: an energy balance (G = R) and an equivalent energy rate for
the same crack length (∂G/∂(∆a) = ∂R/∂(∆a))(Shah et al. 1995).  Results of this model
compare favorably with experimental observations (Shah et al. 1995; Wiegrink et al.
1996).

Fig. 8: Simulation of Stress Development for NSC and HSC Considering
Creep Relaxation (Weiss et al. 1998)

Fig. 9: The relationship between 28 day
comp. strength and the age of
cracking

Fig. 10: Relationship between age
of cracking and crack
width
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Figure 9 has been developed to illustrate the influence of increased compressive
strength on the age of first cracking using the results of several recent studies (Shah et
al. 1995; Shah and Wang 1997) (note: latex and SRA mixes do not appear).  Specific
details on the mix constituents, mix proportions, and curing conditions are available
in literature.  A trend exists to imply that an increase in the strength of concrete
results in an increased potential for early age cracking.  Possible explanations for the
increased shrinkage cracking potential may include increased brittleness, increased
microcracking, decreased creep relaxation, and higher autogenous shrinkage.  As
illustrated in section 2, the width of the crack that develops plays a key role in
determining the permeability.  An optical microscope was used to investigate the
width of the shrinkage crack.  Figure 10 illustrates that wider cracks result when the
specimen cracks at an earlier age.

4 Influence of mix design on strength, permeability, and shrinkage cracking

The compressive strength and water-to-cement ratio (w/c) of concrete have been
widely utilized in international specifications for structural design, mix design, and
quality control during construction.  This often misleads engineers into thinking that
strength and w/c are sufficient parameters to specify the performance of concrete.
Actually, the majority of concrete structures failure as a result of durability related
problems rather than insufficient strength.  Recently, there has been a shift in concrete
mix design from a strength approach to an integrated approach that involves both
strength and durability.  As stated earlier, the durability of concrete is closely related
to its resistance to permeation of water and chemical ions; therefore, permeability of
concrete is often used as an index for durability of concrete.  Since HSC generally
demonstrates an increased strength and a decreased permeability, it is thought to be a
durable material.  However, as discussed in section 3, HSC may not be durable due to
a high risk to early age shrinkage cracking.

A recent study demonstrated that admixtures can significantly alter the
performance of concrete without changing the w/c or strength.  Six mixture
proportions (Table 1) were selected to illustrate the effect of w/c (0.5 and 0.29), a
styrene-butadiene latex, a shrinkage reducing admixture (SRA), and silica fume
replacement.  Each mix used identical aggregate type, grading, and volume fraction.
The experimental measurements included mechanical properties, rapid chloride
permeability, and early age shrinkage cracking.  Further information on the details of
this study is available in literature (Weiss et al. 1998).
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Table 1: Concrete mixture proportions and material properties
(Weiss et al. 1998)

w/c=0.5 w/c=0.5
2% SRA

w/c=0.29 w/c=0.29
2% SRA

w/c=0.29
latex

w/b=0.29
silica fume

Cement 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85
Coarse aggregate 2.00 2.00 1.52 1.52 1.74 1.57

Fine aggregate 2.00 2.00 1.52 1.52 1.74 1.57
Water 0.50 0.48 0.28 0.26 0.28 0.28

Superplasticizer
(solid)

- - 0.018 0.018 - 0.026

SRA - 0.02 - 0.02 - -
Silica Fume (solid) - - - - - 0.15

Latex (solid) - - - - 0.10 -
Water/binder ratio 0.50 0.50 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29

Aggregate volume (%) 65% 65% 65% 65% 65% 65%

Compressive strength
at 28 days, dry (Mpa)

30.4 30.5 68.1 59.1 47.2 70.8

Compressive modulus
at 28 days, dry (Gpa)

22.6 21.8 34.5 32.3 26.4 32.3

Rapid chloride perm.
(Total Charge, Coul.)

11,322 8,754 2,967 2,261 2,509 254

As anticipated, mixes with a lower w/c exhibited an increase in compressive
strength.  As previously discussed (section 2), a decrease in the w/c also corresponded
to a reduction in rapid chloride permeability while the mix which contained silica
fume showed the lowest permeability.  Mixes with SRA and latex exhibited lower
permeability than the reference mixes despite having similar or lower compressive
strengths.  Figure 11 shows the free shrinkage of the six mixes, while Figure 12
shows the age of first cracking for restrained shrinkage ring specimens.  It can be
observed that the shrinkage behavior of the mixes fell along two distinct trends.  The
mixes with a high initial rate of free shrinkage (w/c = 0.5, w/c = 0.29, w/b = 0.29)
cracked the earliest, while the mixes with a lower initial rate of free shrinkage (SRA
and latex) showed a substantial reduction in shrinkage cracking potential.  The
following section summarizes the influence of each mix constituent on the material
behavior.

Water-to-Cement Ratio: When the w/c ratio was reduced from 0.50 to 0.29, the
compressive strength of concrete approximately doubled, the elastic modulus
increased by approximately 50%, and chloride permeability value decreased to
nearly 1/3.  Despite substantial differences in long term shrinkage, both w/c’s had
a similar initial rate of free shrinkage.  The w/c = 0.29 cracked earlier than the
mix with a w/c = 0.50.

Silica Fume Replacement: The mix that contained silica fume replacement
(w/b = 0.29) demonstrated a lower initial strength and elastic modulus despite
having a similar strength at 28 days.  Despite having a similar initial rate of free
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shrinkage, the silica fume concrete had a lower ultimate shrinkage and cracked
earlier than the mix without silica fume (w/c = 0.29).  The replacement of silica
fume showed a significant reduction in rapid chloride permeability (1/10).

Latex Modification: The addition of 10% latex resulted in a nearly 40% reduction in
strength, a 20% reduction in elastic modulus, a 10% reduction in permeability,
and a significant reduction in free shrinkage.  The latex-modified concrete showed
high resistance to shrinkage cracking.

Shrinkage Reducing Admixture: The use of a SRA significantly reduced free
shrinkage for both water-to-cement ratios.  The w/c = 0.5 mix showed similar
properties with and without SRA, however, the addition of SRA reduced concrete
strength and elastic modulus by approximately 15%.  Both SRA mixes
demonstrated a reduction in rapid chloride permeability and reduced potential for
shrinkage cracking.

These results clearly illustrate that no absolute relationship exists between
concrete strength, permeability, and cracking resistance.  A HSC may not have
desirable overall durability, despite having very high strength and low permeability.
Excellent cracking resistance results from the combined effects of a low shrinkage
rate, high creep relaxation, and high toughness.
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Fig. 11: Measured free shrinkage for
mixes from Table 1
(Weiss et al. 1998)

Fig. 12: Age of cracking for mixes
from Table 1
(Weiss et al. 1998)

Shah and Wang (1997) proposed that to achieve a durable concrete, three
criteria may need to be considered in concrete mix design.  The three criteria are
strength, permeability, and crack resistance.  A strength criterion ensures that concrete
is able to resist designed stress without failure.  A permeability criterion ensures that
concrete has a limited flow penetration rate, minimizing vulnerability to water/ion-
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related attacks during a designed period of service life.  And a crack resistance
criterion ensures that concrete has a minimum capability to resist the cracking due to
environmental conditions, such as thermal and moisture shrinkage.

A great deal of work has been performed regarding strength and permeability
criteria, however, limited work has been done regarding quantitatively describing the
cracking resistance of concrete.  With an increasing number of concrete structures
exposed to aggressive environmental conditions and the desire for increase
performance, it is urgent that reliable criteria are established for the specification of
concrete mixes with improved overall durability.

5 Concluding remarks

The present paper provides an overview of results from ongoing research
projects being conducted at ACBM in which the features of HSC and their influence
on concrete performance have been presented in some detail.  The relationships
between concrete mesostructure, permeability, cracking, and durability are discussed.
The research results indicate that HSC, with a low w/c ratio and high cement content
may be more susceptible to early-age cracks than traditional NSC.  This implies that
despite having higher strength and lower permeability, HSC may not have desirable
overall durability.  In addition, it is suggested that strength is not the optimal
specification parameter when durable concrete is desired, especially when specialty
mineral and chemical additives are used.  It is proposed that three criteria should be
considered to produce durable concrete.  These factors include strength, permeability,
and cracking resistance.
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Abstract

There are two basic approaches to the prediction of the service life of existing
structures:  the experiential approach and the modeling approach.  The experiential
approach has been criticized on account of modern concretes often differing
substantially from the concretes with which aged structures were made.  There are
however, also limitations in the modeling approach and so this paper, by way of
examination of case histories, provides lessons that can be learned for service life
predictions using the experiential approach.  Finally, the importance of adopting a
holistic view in design and service life prediction of reinforced concrete structures is
emphasized.

Keywords: Service life, durability, design, corrosion, rehabilitation, chlorides

1 Introduction

When an owner invests in the construction of a reinforced concrete structure,
the design engineer usually provides the owner with an expectation as to the service
life of the structure.  Thus a bridge for a secondary road may be designed with a 25 to
30 year life expectancy; and a commercial high rise building may be designed with a
40 to 50 year life expectancy.  Major civil works such as the Confederation Bridge
connecting New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island in eastern Canada or the
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Channel Tunnel crossing between England and France are designed to provide a
service life of 100 years or more.

The challenge is for the design engineer to develop a design, and for the
contractor to build a structure, which will satisfy the owner’s expectations for service
life.  How can the owner be provided with assurances that service life requirements
will be met?  Predictions as to the service life are usually based on one of the
following approaches:

a) Experiential approach, i.e. knowledge gained from the observed behaviour of
existing aged reinforced concrete structures in an exposure environment
similar to that predicted for the structure in question.

b) Modeling approach, i.e. predictions based on mathematical modeling of
expected deterioration mechanisms, sometimes augmented by data generated
by accelerated testing.

Both approaches have their pros and cons.  The experiential approach has been
criticized by those who note that the concrete making materials and mixtures being
used today are not the same as those used for reinforced concrete construction in the
first part of the century, or indeed even in the last two to three decades.  There is
some validity to this argument.  Air entrainment of concrete was not in common use
until the 1950’s.  Surperplastizing admixtures did not become available until the
1970’s and silica fume only started to find frequent use in concrete in the 1980’s.
Consequently modern high performance concretes being used today differ
significantly from concretes used in the earlier part of the century.  Thus service life
determined from examination of the performance of existing aged concrete structures
should be used with caution when predicting the service life of structures being built
at this time.

As a consequence of these limitations in the experiential approach, a large
research industry has evolved in various industrialized nations around the world,
developing various models to predict service life.  There have been dozens of
international symposia and conferences, with many hundreds of publications on this
subject (Gjorv et al 1998; Houston 1994; DBMC 1978; Malhotra 1991; Malhotra
1994).  Much of this effort has been directed at developing models for prediction of
either the rate of chloride ion ingress into concrete, or the rate of carbonation of the
concrete.  This is because experience has demonstrated that depassivation of the
embedded reinforcing steel, either by penetration of chloride ions or carbonation, with
subsequent corrosion induced cracking, spalling and ultimately loss of structural
capacity, are the predominant factors controlling service life in much of our
reinforced concrete infrastructure.  Such service life prediction models unfortunately
also have their limitations, since other mechanisms of deterioration can also influence
service life.  Examples include disintegration of the concrete from sulphate attack,
alkali aggregate reactivity, or other more rare processes e.g. delayed ettringite
formation or thaumasite formation.  Also, structures can suffer form other
deterioration mechanisms such as fire damage, impact damage, erosion, abrasion,
fatigue, leaching, chemical attack, etc., which can shorten service life.  Rate
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phenomena for such deterioration processes have been generally less extensively
studied (compared to chloride ion intrusion) and consequently predictions for service
life of concrete structures affected by such influences are typically based on either
accelerated testing methods or the experiential approach.

In conducting service life prediction, irrespective of whether the experiential or
modeling approach is taken, it is important that a holistic view be taken of the loads,
forces and environmental exposure conditions to which the structure is likely to be
subjected, as advocated by Mehta (1991) .  If this is not done, then there is a danger
that concentration during design on only one or two influencing factors, to the
exclusion of others, may result in the ignored factor(s) markedly diminishing the
service life of the built structure.

In spite of the aforementioned limitations of the experiential approach, it is
believed that valuable lessons can be learned from examination of the behaviour of
existing structures.  Why is it that certain reinforced concrete structures built in
Georgia Strait in British Columbia, in the 1920’s are still in excellent condition after
75 years or more of marine exposure? Whereas structures built in the 1970’s
subjected to the same exposure environment have had to undergo major remediation
for reinforcing steel corrosion induced damage after only 15 to 20 years in service.
Why are certain repaired reinforced concrete structures, for which the design engineer
had predicted a service life of 25 to 30 years, failing in as little as 8 years?  The case
history examples which follow should help to shed some light on these questions and
provide some guidance to design engineers and contractors faced with the challenge
of building new structures or repairing existing structures which must meet the
owner’s expectations for service life.

2 Canada Place Trade and Convention Centre Vancouver Harbor, BC

Between 1923 and 1927 the Canadian Pacific Railway constructed a large
reinforced concrete pier in the inner harbor area of Vancouver, known as Pier B-C.
Details of the construction of this pier were published in a now defunct journal, The
Canadian Engineer (1940).  The original pier consisted of a 35 mm wide central
berm projecting 330 m from the shore, surrounded by a deck supported by cast-in-
place sea walls and approximately 6000 reinforced concrete piles which were precast
on site.  The overall dimensions of the pier were approximately 395 x 100 m.

The tapered precast concrete piles were embedded in the berm and harbor
sediments using a combination of water jetting through a central hollow core and
steam pile driving.  Details regarding the production of these piles were given in the
article in The Canadian Engineer.   The piles were made with CSA Type 10 (ASTM
Type 1) normal portland cement; as CSA Type 50 (ASTM Type V) sulphate resisting
cement had not yet been developed.  The Type 10 cements used in those days had a
coarser grind and lower C3S/C2S ratio than modern Type 10 cements.  The
consequence of this was that they had a lower rate of early strength development and
thus in order to meet the specified 4000 psi (28 MPa) at 28 strength, they required a
higher cement content than is typically used in modern concretes.  The average
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compressive strength for these steam cured, precast concrete piles was 4400 psi (30
MPa) at 28 days.

Between 1978 and 1980 a detailed evaluation of the condition of the Pier B-C
was conducted by the author’s company, in order to assess its suitability for
incorporation into the new Canada Place Trade and Convention Centre, planned for
construction on the site in time for Expo’86.  As part of this process, an extensive
investigation was carried out of the condition of both in-place piles and piles pulled
out of the berm (Morgan and Gunnyon 1985).  This study included visual
examination, coring, determination of chloride ion profiles and depth of carbonation,
and measurement of compressive strength.  The following observations were made:

• With the exception of a few piles which had been cracked during pile-driving (as
noted in The Canadian Engineer) the piles were observed to be in excellent
condition after over 50 years in service.  (They are now over 70 years old and are
still in excellent condition);

• The concrete cover to rebar was generally a minimum of 65 mm and at corners at
least 75 mm;

• The depth of surface carbonation was typically only 2 to 3 mm;
• The reinforcing steel was completely free of corrosion in the buried, submerged,

intertidal and splash zones;
• In 1978, after over 50 years in service, the compressive strength of cores extracted

from the piles ranged between 7800 psi (54 MPa) and 10,000 psi (69 MPa) and
averaged 9100 psi (63 MPa).

By contrast the cast-in-place reinforced concrete elements in the structure such
as pile caps, beams, deck slab, sea walls, etc., which typically only had a 3000 psi (20
MPa) specified strength had not faired as well.  After over 50 years in service the
compressive strength of the concrete in these elements was more typically in the 5100
to 5800 psi (35 to 40 MPa) range.  The use of a lower strength concrete with
consequent higher permeability, together with numerous examples of inadequate
cover to reinforcing steel and in some instances incomplete consolidation (e.g. pour
lines, honeycombing etc.), had led to corrosion induced cracking and spalling.  This
resulted in a requirement for some $2 million of remedial work to reinstate the
structure to a condition suitable for use as a substructure for the Canada Place Trade
and Convention Centre.  The combination of a design decision (to use the lower
strength concrete in these cast-in-place elements) and some less than stellar
construction practice were responsible for the shortened service life in these elements.

In examining the 6000 precast concrete piles there was no evidence of salt water
erosion or chemical attack; in many of the piles the original form-board markings
were still evident after marine growth had been scraped away in the submerged and
intertidal zones.  By contrast, some lesser quality (likely 3000 psi concrete) cast in
place piles, which had been used to replace precast piles which had been cracked
during pile driving, had not faired as well.  They displayed pronounced hourglassing
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in the intertidal zone from the combined effects of mechanical abrasion by wave
action and log debris trapped under the piers and chemical attack from marine salts.

In summary, the lessons to be learned with respect to service life from this
structure are as follows:

• Ensure that reinforced concrete subjected to marine exposure has a sufficiently
high cementing materials content and a sufficiently low water/cementing
materials ratio (0.40 max).

• Ensure that there is sufficient cover to the reinforcing steel (60 mm min.) and that
the concrete is properly consolidated and cured.

• The use of CSA Type 10 (ASTM Type 1) portland cement is appropriate for
marine structures, provided the concrete meets the above requirements and has a
sufficient compressive strength for erosion/abrasion resistance.  A minimum
compressive strength of 35 MPa at 28 days is recommended given the higher
C3S/C2S ratio and higher rate of early strength gain (and by corollary lower rate of
later age strength development of modern CSA Type 10 (ASTM Type 1) cements.
The use of a CSA Type 50 (ASTM Type V) cement is not needed or
recommended in marine concretes.

• The above recommendations are consistent with the requirements in the current
CSA A23.1-94 standard.

In closure, re-examination of the repaired concrete substructure at the Canada
Place Trade and Convention Centre in 1996, over 70 years after the structure was
built, showed that the precast concrete piles were still in excellent condition.  There is
every indication that these piles are capable of providing a 100 year service life
without a need for major intervention.  The repaired cast-in-place reinforced concrete
elements were also observed in 1998 to still be in good condition, some 15 years after
completion of the repairs.  Service life modeling and experience however, indicate
that some renewed repairs will likely be required in these cast-in-place elements
before the structure reaches 100 years in age.

3 Marine structures, Georgia Strait, BC

The author’s company has been involved in the evaluation and rehabilitation of
numerous reinforced concrete jetties, wharves, sea-walls, caissons, load-out facilities,
light stations, ferry terminals and other reinforced concrete structures in Georgia
Strait in British Columbia over the past three decades.  A general observation is that
many of the structures built in the first half of the century are displaying substantially
better service life than structures built in the 1960’s and even 1970’s.  Many of these
newer structures have developed massive corrosion induced cracking, delamination
and spalling and a loss of structural capacity as a result of loss of effective cross-
sectional area of reinforcing stirrups and primary tension steel.  The authors’ company
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has been involved in the rehabilitation of many of these newer structures, some of
which have been in service for as little as only 15 to 20 years.

This begs the question:  What did design engineers (and contractors) in the first
half of the century do right that engineers in the second half of the century appear to
have done wrong?  It is believed that the less than adequate service life demonstrated
by many of these modern reinforced concrete structures can be attributed to a failure
of the design engineers (not necessarily individually, but collectively) to take a
holistic view of serviceability.  For example, as recently as 1997, the National
Standard of Canada, CAN 3-A23.1-M77 required concrete subjected to infrequent
wetting by seawater or continuous immersion in seawater to only have a minimum
compressive strength of 30 MPa at 28 days maximum water/cement ratio of 0.50 by
mass.  It further recommended the use of a CSA Type 50 sulphate resistant portland
cement for concrete subjected to seawater exposure.

The above recommendations for use of a CSA Type 50 appear to have been
based on observations that in the marine environment lower strength concretes made
with CSA Type 10 cements could develop hourglassing in the intertidal zone.  The
common wisdom of the time was that chemical attack by the sulphates and other salts
in the seawater were the prime causes of such hourglassing (deterioration and loss of
concrete in the intertidal zone) and that the use of a Type 50 sulphate resisting cement
would solve the problem.  Therefore many of the marine structures constructed on the
Pacific and Atlantic coasts of Canada during the 1960’s and 1970’s were built with
CSA Type 50 cements.  What has now emerged is that many of these structures have
developed a premature loss of service life and have had to be rehabilitated sometimes
after as little as only 15 to 20 years in service.  While these structures have generally
not developed hourglassing deterioration, chloride ion induced corrosion of the
reinforcing steel, with consequent concrete cracking, delamination, spalling and
reduction in structural capacity has occurred.

What failed to be recognized by the code writing bodies of the time was the
(now well known) observation that Type 50 sulphate resisting cements are very poor
at inhibiting chloride ion intrusion, compared to normal Type 10 portland cements.
This problem has manifested itself world-wide, particularly in the Middle East, where
high temperatures have accelerated the corrosion deterioration process.  Fortunately
the problem has become recognized and has now been corrected by CSA.  In the
CAN/CSA-A23.1-M90 edition of the standard the minimum quality of concrete for
marine construction was increased, requiring a minimum 28 day compressive strength
of 35 MPa (5075 psi), a maximum water/cementing materials ratio of 0.40 and the
use of a portland cement with a maximum C3A content of 10% and minimum C3A
content of 4%.  The footnote to the CSA clause states that:  The upper limit provides
protection against sulphates and the lower limit against corrosion of the
reinforcement by chlorides.

Local Type 10 cements characteristically satisfy these limits.  These same
clauses prevail in the current CSA A23.1-94 standard.  The expectation is that
structures exposed to a marine environment built in strict accordance with the current
CSA requirements, will provide performance at least equal to that provided by the
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precast concrete piles built by CP Rail in the 1920’s, at what is now Canada Place in
Vancouver.  The lesson to be learned from these structures is that it is important to
take a holistic view of design.  A failure to recognize all the intrinsic and extrinsic
influencing parameters can result in markedly reduced service life.

4 Hospital parking structure in Burnaby, BC

A hospital parking structure was built in Burnaby, BC in 1975.  It consisted of
five unheated floors of above grade parking.  Being on a hillside, vehicular traffic
entered the parking structure at the fifth floor level and spiraled down to the first
floor, slab-on-grade level.  Typical structural details comprised reinforced concrete
suspended slabs with drop panels at column locations.  The total area of suspended
slabs is about 10,800 m2. Typical bay sizes are about 9 x 8 m.  A 25 MPa design
strength concrete was used for the suspended slabs (Neill 1989).  The standards for
parking structures prevailing at the time did not require the use of a higher grade of
concrete, or a waterproofing membrane on the trafficked surface, and none was used.

By 1986, after only 11 years in service, the suspended slab, which is subjected
to “tracked in” water, snow melt and deicing salts, was displaying significant signs of
reinforcing steel corrosion-induced deterioration.  Deterioration was visually most
pronounced at the fifth floor (parkade entrance) level and diminished progressively at
the lower parking levels.  In effect the deterioration pattern provided a statement
regarding traffic patterns and density, being more pronounced in the driveways, than
in parking stands.  Deterioration was manifested in the form of cracking,
delaminations, spalling, pot-holes and rust-staining at exposed reinforcing steel
locations.

In 1986 the author’s company was retained to conduct a condition survey of the
structure, prepare remedial specifications and monitor remedial work.  The condition
survey involved the usual methodologies:

• Visual survey and mapping of defects;
• Delamination survey;
• Copper/copper/sulphate half cell potential survey;
• Chloride ion profiling;
• Depth of carbonation measurements;
• Determination of compressive strength and density of cores extracted from the in-

place concrete;
• Petrographic examination of extracted concrete cores;
• Microscopical determination of parameters of the air void system.

The results of the half-cell potential survey are summarized in Table 1 which
follows.  ASTM C876 states that for half-cell potential readings greater than –0.35V
there is a greater than 90% probability that reinforcing steel corrosion is taking place
at the level of the reinforcing steel.  From Table 1 it can be seen that the probability of
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corrosion was highest in the fifth floor slab, diminishing progressively at the lower
floor levels.  This was consistent with visual observations of cracking, delamination,
spalling and rust stains.

The chloride ion contents in the deck were measured at several locations on
each level of the deck slabs at two depths per location.  Test results are summarized
in Table 2.  The range in total chloride ion content, expressed as a percent by mass of
concrete is given.  If a chloride ion content of 0.03% by mass is adopted as an
approximate amount capable of inducing corrosion, (the so-called threshold limit)
(Neill 1989), then it can be seen that virtually all the concrete had chloride levels
above this limit.

Table 1: Half-cell potential survey summary for suspended slabs

Parking
Level

% Readings Greater
Than –0.35 V

% Readings Between
–0.20 to 0.35 V

% Readings Less
than –0.20 V

5
4
3
2

23.2
  4.8
  1.4

0

41.4
24.7
21.0

0

35.4
70.5
77.6
100.0

Table 2: Chloride ion profile summary

Structural Element
Floor
Level

Depth of
Sample
(mm)

Range in Total Chloride
Ion Content Expressed as

% of Mass of Concrete

Suspended Slab

Suspended Slab

Suspended Slab

Suspended Slab

Wall

Wall

5

4

3

2

2

2

4-20
20-40

4-20
20-40

4-20
20-40

4-20
20-40

4-20

20-40

0.101-0.151
0.057-0.130

0.062-0.132
0.053-0.105

0.055-0.106
0.044-0.079

0.049-0.057
0.047-0.053

0.022

0.024

The pachometer survey showed that the concrete cover to the top reinforcing
steel in the suspended slab varied from zero to 50 mm, with the majority of bars
having a cover of less than 25 mm.
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From the condition survey it was concluded that the primary cause of premature
deterioration was the lack of adequate cover to the reinforcing steel, compounded by
the use of a 25 MPa quality concrete and the lack of a protective trafficable grade
membrane to reduce the rate of chloride intrusion into the deck.  This parking
structure was not unique for its vintage.  Parking structures throughout Canada at the
time were experiencing a plethora of similar problems.  In response to the almost
endemic nature of the problem, the Canadian Standards Association formed a Parking
Structures Committee, which in 1987 published the CSA S413 Parking Structures
standard (available as S413-94).  In this standard the minimum required compressive
strength was increased to 35 MPa, and the maximum allowable water/cement ratio
was reduced to 0.40.  In addition, this standard now requires the use of a suitable
trafficable grade membrane and, in severe exposure conditions, the use of either
epoxy coated top bars, or a corrosion inhibitor, in addition to the membrane.

Because of a limited budget, the Owner of the structure elected to only repair
those parts of the structure displaying one or more of:  delaminations, cracking and
spalling; high half-cell readings; exposed reinforcing steel.  No budget was available
for the installation of a membrane.  In 1998/99 some 1530 m2 of the 10,800 m2

suspended slabs (i.e. about 14% of the area) of the parking structure was repaired.
Concrete in the affected areas was removed using hydrodemolition operated at
pressures up to 240 MPa.  Repairs were done with a silica fume modified concrete
which would satisfy the requirements of the current CSA A413-94 standard.  The
mixture design used is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Concrete mix design and typical physical properties

Concrete Mix Proportions Concrete Plastic & Hardened Properties

Material
Mass for 1m3

Yield (kg)
Property Value

Portland Cement

Silica Fume

14 x 5 mm Aggregate

Sand

Water

Water Reducing
Admixture

Superplasticizer

340

25

1140

710

147

1.2 litres

1.8 litres

Air Content

Slump

Compressive Strength

7 Day

28 Day

Silica Fume/Cement

Water/Silica Fume + Cement

6.0%

60 mm

36 MPa

48 MPa

7.4%

0.40
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The average 28 day compressive strength was 48 MPa.  Minimum cover in
repaired areas was 40 mm.

In 1998, after some 10 years of service, the parking structure was re-examined.
The repaired areas were observed to be in excellent condition.  Deterioration was,
however observed to have occurred in the original non-repaired areas around the
repaired areas.  This was not surprising, given the quality of the original concrete, the
high level of chloride contamination at the level of the reinforcing steel and the
continuing availability of water, deicing salts and oxygen to drive the corrosion
process.

Some have described such corrosion around patches as a ring or halo effect and
attributed it to changing anodic and cathodic regions in the reinforced concrete
suspended slabs as a result of the installation of repair patches.  It was however,
interesting to note that similar types and amounts of deterioration had developed in
original, non-repaired concrete in completely separate (electrically isolated) slabs,
which had not undergone any patch repairs in 1988.  In effect, this author believes
that perhaps too much is made of the ring or halo effect in the continuing
deterioration of repaired structures.  While there is little doubt that installation of a
repair using a good quality, low permeability repair concrete (such as the silica fume
concrete used in this repair) will transform a previously anodic (corroding) region into
a passivated, cathodic region, and the surrounding (previously largely cathodic region,
prior to implementation of the repairs) now can become anodic, it is questionable
whether the installation of the repair has really accelerated the rate of overall
deterioration of the structure (Morgan 1996).  The behaviour of the adjacent non-
repaired slabs indicates that the structure was simply following along in the normal
rate of corrosion induced deterioration cycle, as predicted by the Tuutti (1980) or
equivalent models.

Given the high level of chlorides in the original concrete, the only way in which
the corrosion process could have been mitigated in this structure would have been by
either completely drying out the concrete to remove the electrolyte (alkaline pore
water solution) facilitating the corrosion process, or by cathodic protection.  Drying
out the concrete is not realistically practical (as will be demonstrated in the next case
history example) and cathodic protection was not an acceptable option to the Owner
in this particular case, because of budget constraints.  Thus, in this case history
example the Owner was advised of the expectation for on-going corrosion induced
deterioration in non-repaired parts of the structure and advised to budget for repair of
such areas in future years.  This is what is now being done.

5 Parking structure, Ottawa, Ontario

In 1994, the author participated in a Canadian Mortgage and Housing
Corporation (CMHC) and National Research Council (NRC) cross-Canada Seminar
Series on Cost Effective Concrete Repair  (Houston 1994).  This seminar, presented at
seven different cities in Canada, had as a main theme the enhancement of service life
of parking structures.  Topics covered in the seminars included design, construction,
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evaluation and rehabilitation of parking structures.  Mechanisms of deterioration of
parking structures were examined in detail, as were remedial solutions.

When the seminar was being given in Ottawa, one of the attendees, a structural
engineer, invited the author and other seminar speakers to view the parking structure
in the hotel where the seminar was being presented.  The parking structure consisted
of several underground floors of reinforced concrete construction, an entire city block
in size.  It was a fully enclosed, heated structure, built in the 1970’s.  In the mid
1980’s extensive repairs were carried out to the upper parts of the suspended slabs in
the structure as a result of corrosion induced deterioration.  This corrosion damage
was attributed to deicing salts being tracked into the structure by vehicles (Ottawa is
the Snow Capital of the World and makes extensive use of deicing chemicals in its
roads in the winter).

Repairs, not dissimilar to those carried out on the Burnaby, BC hospital parking
structure already described, were carried out, but with some significant differences,
viz.

• A conventional (not silica fume modified) repair concrete was used in the patches
on top of the decks;

• A thick, rubberized asphalt trafficable grade waterproofing membrane was
installed over the entire top decks after completion of the patch repairs;

• A breathable, white latex-based paint was applied to the soffit of the suspended
slabs (mainly to enhance light reflectance and improve brightness in the parkade);

• A warm, dry environment was maintained in this heated, dry interior parkade.

Given the above conditions, the engineer had expected that the repaired
structure after 8 years would still be providing good performance.  Certainly the top
deck was observed to be in excellent condition.  The waterproofing membrane was
performing well and there was no evidence of any leakage through it, or any
deterioration in the top decks.  On the underside of the suspended slabs it was
however, a different story.  Remedial work was required to deal with wide-spread
corrosion-induced soffit delaminations which had developed throughout the structure.
The engineer reported that the delaminations tended to be concentrated underneath
areas where previous top deck patches had been conducted (there had been no need to
repair any soffit areas 8 years before, as they previously displayed no deterioration).

The lessons to be learned from this case history example are as follows:

• Installation of a good waterproof trafficable grade membrane will extend the
service life of repaired top-deck areas.

• Rearrangement of anodic and cathodic regions, when chloride salts are present,
can result in soffit deterioration.

• Even in an aged, dry, heated interior parking structure, there can still be sufficient
residual moisture (alkaline pore-water water solution) in the concrete to enable
the corrosion process to continue.
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This case history example serves as a warning to engineers designing remedial
systems:  they should not promote the remediation as being a permanent-fix; rather
they should recognize that repaired structures will continue to deteriorate.  They
should conduct service life prediction analyses so that the Owner can be provided
with an expectation as to future remediation requirements and budget accordingly.

6 Nuclear reactor cooling towers, USA

In 1990, the author conducted an evaluation of a forced-draft cooling tower at a
nuclear reactor complex in the Southern USA.  The structure was one of nine such
units at the nuclear facility.  Each unit was about 90 m in diameter and 16 m high to
the fan deck and had 16 approximately 9 m diameter forced draft ventilation fans.
The structure was a proprietary system, constructed of a combination of cast-in-place
and precast concrete elements.   Similar structures had been constructed and were in
service in various places in the USA for many years, mainly at coal-fired power
generation plants.  The design compressive strength was 35 MPa for precast elements
and 28 MPa for cast-in-place concrete components.   At the time of investigation the
unit was 8 years old.  Three of the other units were only 5 years old at the time.

While the 5 year old units were observed to still be in reasonably good
condition, the 8 year old structure was observed to be in a pronounced state of
deterioration.  Corrosion induced cracking, delamination and spalling was widespread
throughout the structure, both in cast-in-place concrete elements, such as fan deck
support beams and columns, walls, and beams, and precast elements such as fan deck
T beams, ventilation louvers, distribution basins and flumes.  The condition survey
found widespread corrosion induced cracking, delamination and spalling of these
reinforced concrete elements.  In addition there was also evidence of chemical attack
of the concrete matrix, particularly in parts of the structure subjected to continuous
wetting and drying and crystallization of salts, such as the precast concrete
evaporation louvers.

Evaluation methodology included:

• Mapping all locations of cracking, corrosion staining, delamination, spalling and
chemical degradation of concrete;

• Half-cell potential measurements throughout the structure;
• Carbonation surveys;
• Chloride ion profiling.

The conclusion reached from the assessment was that the structure was in need
of major intervention within at most two years if structural collapse of parts of the
structure were to be prevented.  Also, recommendations for remedial measures to
extend the service life of the structure were provided.  The observed relative
difference in performance between the 5 year old and 8 year old units was input into
the service life prediction model.  It was apparent that at 5 years the corrosion process
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in the structure was still in the initiation stage, as shown in the Tuutti (1980) model in
Fig. 1.  Deterioration thereafter was however, very rapid in the aggressive conditions
that prevailed and by 8 years corrosion of reinforcement was well advanced in the
propagation stage of the Tuutti model.  Service life prediction analyses indicated that
even with major intervention, the likely life of the structure, before it should be taken
out of service was no more than about 10 to 12 years.

Fig. 1: Sequence of the corrosion process of steel in concrete

Review of the behaviour of other aged structures built elsewhere with this
proprietary system, and cooled with potable quality water indicated that service life of
about 30 years or more could reasonably be expected before a need for substantial
remediation.  Why then was this particular structure deteriorating so severely in as
little as 8 years?  The difference lies in the quality of the water used to cool the
nuclear reactors, which then is cooled in these forced-draft cooling towers.  This
nuclear reactor is in the desert and the water selected for use, because of shortages of
available fresh water, was treated sewage effluent.  The water contained high
concentrations of chlorides, sulphates and nitrates.  Also, the water was hot on
emerging from the nuclear reactors.  This, together with constant wetting, evaporation
and drying, to which many of the cast-in-place and precast concrete elements were
subjected, created a horrendous environment for corrosion induced deterioration and
chemical attack.  Remedial measures have been adopted to keep the structures in
service until such time as replacement structures can be built.

The lesson to be learned from this case history example is that it is not sufficient
to simply rely on experiential performance of other similar structures to design new
structures.  If the holistic view of design advocated by Mehta (1991) had been
adopted warning bells would have sounded regarding the proposed cooling water for
this structure and either an alternative source of more benign water would have had to
be found, or a structure with markedly enhanced durability characteristics would have
had to be designed and built.
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7 Shipping berth faces, Port of Montreal

Many of the several kilometers of shipping berth faces at the Port of Montreal in
Quebec were constructed in the 1910’s through 1920’s.  Construction details vary, but
many berths were constructed of mass concrete, cast-in-place on timber cribs in the
St. Lawrence River.  The original mass concrete was, of course, not air entrained (air-
entrainment did not start to be used in Canada until the 1950’s.)  Also, many of the
aggregates used have now been demonstrated to be susceptible to alkali aggregate
reaction (AAR).  Please note that AAR was not recognized as a mechanism of
concrete distress until the late 1930’s (Stanton 1940).

As a consequence of the combined effects of freezing and thawing and alkali
aggregate reaction, these mass concrete berth faces suffered substantial deterioration,
primarily manifested in the form of cracking, spalling, rubblizing and fall-out of
concrete from vertical berth faces.  In the 1960’s a major program of berth face
rehabilitation was undertaken by the Port of Montreal.  This work was undertaken
using a mesh-reinforced, sand/cement (gunite) dry-mix shotcrete.  Deeper holes were
first filled with the dry-mix shotcrete (dental shotcrete), the mesh installed, using
shallow pinning to fix the mesh, and the dry-mix shotcrete installed to a thickness of
about 150 mm, and finished to an equivalent-to-cast-concrete appearance.

By the 1990’s, some 30 years after completion of these remedial works, the
repairs on a number of the berth faces had deteriorated to the extent that new remedial
works had become necessary.  The repairs had started to fail, not because the
sand/cement dry-mix shotcrete was failing (it was actually in remarkably good
condition after some 30 years of exposure in this harsh environment), but because of
continuing deterioration in the original inherently non-durable, frost and AAR
susceptible concrete.

In areas, other than where there had been deep dental shotcrete repairs,
continuing rubblizing of the concrete behind the shotcrete repairs eventually resulted
in the mesh reinforced shotcrete simply hanging in loose sheets on the berth face.
With only shallow pinning of the mesh, there was nothing anchoring the shotcrete
back into the mass concrete and sheets of shotcrete had begun to fall from the berth
face.

In 1995 a large prototype repair was conducted on one of the shipping berths
(Morgan 1998).  The design concept for this remedial work involved treating the
existing berth face as a rubble slope and installing a grouted anchor tie-back system
with a fibre reinforced, air entrained, wet-mix silica fume shotcrete facing system.
This system was designed so that it could function structurally, independent of any
reliance on bond to the substrate concrete (or for that matter continuing deterioration
of the original concrete).  Additional service life of at least 50 years is predicted for
this new repair system.

The lesson to be learned from this case history example is that even with the use
of good, durable repair materials, the existing original concrete, if inherently non-
durable (e.g.  vulnerable to freeze/thaw deterioration and AAR degradation in this
case) can continue to deteriorate.  Thus remediation designs should recognize this and
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provide structural solutions which take into account the decay process, if long service
life of the repairs is to be achieved.

8 Closure

While the experiential approach to service life prediction has limitations
(primarily because of the differences between modern concretes and earlier
generation concretes) there are nevertheless valuable lessons that can be learned from
examination of the behaviour of existing aged structures in a specific environment.  It
is hoped that the lessons learned from examination of existing structures cited in this
review will be of value to designers of new structures.  In particular, the importance
of adopting a holistic approach for the design and construction of new structures and
repairs and for service life prediction, is a lesson that has great value.
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Abstract

The work in building product models, beyond the need to develop the appropriate
semantics for representing building data, needs to address the information flow issues
arising from the current procedures of architecture, engineering and construction
practice. Offered here are four scenarios common to building practice and an analysis
of the information flow issues arising from the need to support these scenarios. The
issues arising from such studies are named Information Exchange Architectures. The
study of Information Exchange Architectures is posed as an area requiring much
study if data exchange technologies are to be used in everyday practice.

Keywords: STEP, data exchange, building models. process models

1 Introduction

A growing number of building product models have been developed that
respond to information exchange needs in different aspects of the overall building life
cycle. Here, I am referring to the ISO-STEP building models, including CIMsteel
(CIMsteel 1993), Building Elements Using Explicit Shape Representation (Part 225
1996), Part 106, the Building Construction Core Model (BCCM 1996), COMBINE
(Augenbroe 1995) and also the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) (IAI 1997), which
also used STEP implementation technologies. Most of these modeling efforts have
focussed on the semantics of the data model itself. They have addressed many of the
difficult issues of data modeling, such as the growing levels of detail that must be
addressed throughout the design process, the need to dynamically associate packages
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of performance attributes with various objects, often at the instance level, in response
to contextual performance issues. Overall, much progress has been made in
developing practical solutions to the semantic structuring of building product models.
A growing number of these building models are being used, especially CIMsteel and
the IFC.

On the implementation side, most of these models rely on the STEP Standard
Data Access Interface (SDAI) (Part 22 1993) that defines a code library that supports
reading from and writing to a STEP part model. Almost all implementations rely on
exchanges based on one application writing to a file and the second application
reading from that file. This results in the following exchange scenario:

A user extracts from a building application the data in the application that is to
be exchanged with another application. An interface to the application writes
out the data according to an EXPRESS schema. That format is then interpreted
by an interface to a second application that has been paired with the sending
one.  It extracts the data in the neutral format and loads it into second
application, which can now be executed.

For later reference, I call this the Standard Exchange Scenario. The Standard
Exchange Scenario is very general and is defined in terms of data exchange, rather
than information exchange. Yet I believe that this form of exchange has very limited
use within the building life cycle. Effective sharing of building data requires that we
support the processes in which data exchange is embedded. These processes involve
possibly complex information exchanges, beyond the pairwise exchange between two
models. We call these information flows and the environment that goes with them
different Information Exchange Architectures.

Data exchange comes in all scales, from the exchange of a complete project to
just a few variables. Flows may be linear or iterative. There are several dimensions of
a data exchange architecture that are important to different building modeling
contexts. In this paper, I review these different dimensions of data exchange because
they pose important research questions that must be addressed if the significant work
on building models is to be used productively.

These different dimensions can be illustrated by considering different scenarios
involving information exchange in current building processes. There are many
common scenarios. In the following section, four scenarios are presented that detail
some of the information flows encountered in the building life cycle. They are
imaginary, anticipating the time when there is growing use of diverse applications.
Otherwise, they reflect current practices. The scenarios depict different issues arising
in building model information exchange architectures. When we compare the
requirements of these scenarios to the capabilities supported by the current
technology, we can begin to identify the gaps in current data exchange technologies
needed to support different building data exchange contexts.

After these scenarios, their aspects are considered and used to identify
significant research issues needed in the area of Information Exchange Architectures.
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2 Information exchange scenarios

2.1 Scenario one: Design coordination
An architectural firm's lead designer has laid out the schematics for a high rise

office building. The firm's associates are working on the service core of the building,
using a variety of applications. An initial layout of the service core was defined,
which is now being refined by the design team members. One associate is detailing
the restrooms, using a restroom design application, another the fire stairs using a
stairwell application and another the elevators, using an application from an elevator
manufacturer. In parallel, other designers are working on the facade, the lobby and
other aspects of the building using various applications. As the designers modify and
detail parts of the existing design, they coordinate with the other people being
affected. This may involve a pairwise exchange ("can you give up three inches on the
south wall of the restroom"?), or a group may form to determine the best solution to
an issue based on their mutual perspectives (where to route plumbing lines). They
collaborate on schedules ("I'll wait to detail the stairs since you are reconsidering the
floor-to-floor height"). As changes are made, they are distributed to the other
designers. If a change is proposed or made that cannot be accommodated by the
others, then these are reviewed with the principal who adjudicates and resolves
conflicts.  This scenario is characterized in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: A data exchange scenario between members of a single design team

In this scenario, the building data is treated as a repository that is shared,
accessed and incrementally updated by the design team. Team members query the
contents of the current design and select the information relevant for their tasks.
Modifications are written back to the repository as incremental updates, changing or
adding details. Updates made to shared data must be communicated to all whose
work is affected. In general, participants need to know who has what data, so that
coordination and the distribution of updates are facilitated. This scenario is very close
to current practice, where all people are using a single CAD system. The main
difference is that the designers are now using heterogeneous design tools.
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2.2 Scenario two: Energy consultant advises on design
The architectural firm has employed an energy consultant, in part because the

client is concerned about ecological issues. The consultant is to advise on energy
efficiency and to assess environmental conditions throughout the building. During the
review, she analyzes potential issues of glare, both from lighting and from the
expanse of glass on the south and west facades (among other issues). For the glare
issue, she examines the building layout and typical sky lighting intensity (using data
gathered by herself for this city), the expected interior surface finishes, and internal
lighting. Running the figures through a lighting analysis application, the exterior light
coming in windows is found to be quite high and of high contrast with the internal
lighting. After discussion with the architect, two alternatives are exploredusing
high levels of internal lighting to reduce contrast or reducing the external lighting
level and relying more heavily on local light sources. The architect opts for the latter,
and the consultant examines louvers, overhangs and external sunshades by assessing
their behavior in lighting simulations. She identifies several alternatives for the
architect to select from. He chooses to use exterior louvers integrated into the
building facade. The architect revises the layout and passes it back to the consultant,
who reruns the analyses and tries variations to enhance its benefits for certain days of
the year. This scenario is diagrammed in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: The data exchange scenarion between an architect and energy consultant

In this scenario, the consultant relies on data supplied by the architect, but also
retrieves data from a variety of other sourcesweather information, her own data on
sky conditions, material and finish properties and product information. She integrates
the various data within her own modeling environment to support various simulations
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and analyses. Design alternatives are generated by both the consultant and architect,
that are passed back and forth for analysis and possible design integration.

Fig. 3: The data exchange scenario between two contractors planning parts of
the same job

2.3 Scenario three: Construction scheduling
A project manager for a general contractor is developing a very tight

construction schedule for a large scale building project. In parallel, the sub-contractor
for structural fabrication and erection is developing that company's schedule. In order
to speed construction, the agreed to strategy is to begin finishing the lower floors
while the upper level structure is still being erected. To do this, both organizations
must closely coordinate. Week-by-week site and floor layouts have been printed to
coordinate material stockpiling and the location of work assignments. Both groups
proceed to develop their own detailed schedules independently, based upon an agreed
to general schedule of structural erection and finishing. As both persons proceed, they
communicate daily to resolve issues, assumptions about the other's work and to
resolve differences.

In this scenario, two separate schedules are being planned, based on a shared
high level schedule. Spatial conflicts, material and product specifications and task
dependencies are checked, with conflicts identified and resolved during reviews.

2.4 Scenario four: Pass off of the construction model to the facility
owner/manager
Here, the as-built design is passed from the contractor to the building

owners/managers. The contractor has been paid to revise the architect's drawings, to
reflect changes that were made during construction. The revised drawing files are
then passed to the client organization, which uses a commercial facility management
database to manage its facilities. After the revised drawing files are archived, another
version is abstracted and simplified to obtain the general layout data required by the
facility management package. Additional data is added, such as the enclosed spaces,
organizational boundaries, HVAC control zones and other regions of relevance to
facility management, but not represented in the original model. So that proper
maintenance schedules can be planned for mechanical equipment, specifications from
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the mechanical equipment suppliers are added to the model. Equipment specifications
are currently defined in paper manuals, but will eventually move to an electronic
format. Materials used in public spaces are identified so that maintenance schedules
for these spaces can be developed.

Fig. 4: Data exchange scenario from contractor to facility manager

In this scenario, there is a single pass-off of data. The pass-off involves
integration of data from heterogeneous sourcesthe equipment operating and
maintenance manuals. The pass-off is done once for the total project, in one direction.

3 Data exchange architecture needs

These four information exchange scenarios are only a small sample of many
different but common data exchanges regularly undertaken within any building
project. The scenarios presented are not meant to be exotic, but rather typical of the
kinds of task coordination that building models were meant to support.

Upon examination, however, these four scenarios have different information
flows than that provided by the Standard Exchange Scenario, emphasized by the most
STEP technology. By identifying these differences, we begin to articulate a new set
of issues beyond information representation that needs to be addressed in the wider
research on building models.

3.1 Batch exchange or repository with updates
The data flow provided by current exchange capabilities is that one application

sends a dataset and the other one loads the result. The data is not in a repository that
can be added to, modified or deleted by different applications, as depicted in
Scenarios One, Two and Three. There is no mechanism for two or more datasets to be
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merged for input to a third application. A related issue is whether building model data
may be generated by multiple applications instead of a single one. Scenarios Two and
Four consist of a merging of several data sources, where the building model is only
one source.

Batch exchanges are relatively straightforward. A dataset is prepared for
exchange by the source application and user. It is received whole by one or more
receiving applications. If a receiver carries earlier data describing the building, it is
overwritten by the new data. Exchanges may be in either or both directions, but they
are all-or-nothingno partial updates are allowed.

If an application is to update an existing model or to merge data from different
models, there must be some means to identify which entity instance is being updated
or extended. Unambiguous object identification is required. A second issue is how to
track those entities that have been changed, so other users of the changed data can be
notified. Thus two additional functional capabilities are required if the building model
is a repository that supports selective extraction and incremental updates.

(1) unique identification: Each object must have a unique identification, so that the
repository copy of the object can be found and updated with a new copy, if
necessary. The Integrated Resources of Part 043 and also the IAI Resource Layer
generate such identifiers, which must be carried by the application. The
requirement for unique identification also places a requirement on the application,
because it must carry object identifiers that can be used in matching against those
read from the repository.

This problem is made more complex when it is realized that building models
carry data at different levels of aggregation. That is, suppose we update the
description of a window. A model may aggregate information about the wall that
includes the windows. It may carry higher levels of aggregation, such as a facade
which is also defined in terms of properties of a window.  Some properties of
spacessuch as lighting level and HVAC loadsare also defined in terms of
windows.

These other descriptions at different levels of aggregation were not defined
initially by the building model itself, because they carry specialized information
about design. Rather they were generated by applications. Thus one update
implies that to complete the impact of the update the same application or other
ones must update the model also. This is an issue of change management, taken
up in issue number three below.

(2) partial updates: If only some of the objects in the repository are read and not
others, bookkeeping must properly interpret the updates. If there are 40 walls on a
floor and an application reads 25 of them, then after execution writes back 22 of
them, what is implied for the 3 missing ones? A mechanism must be provided to
distinguish additions and deletions, as well as modifications. If all the objects read
by an application are flagged, those not written back can be assumed deleted by
the application. If the application writes back new ones without IDs, these can be
assumed to be new ones. Others that are both read and then written back with
matching IDs are interpreted as updates. Some techniques for managing partial
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updates have been reported in (Eastman, Jeng et al. 1997).

3.2 Data inspection and selection by the receiver
In current exchange capabilities, the dataset to be exchanged is prepared by the

sender. The sender determines what the receiver will acquire. In the Standard
Exchange Scenario, the receiver cannot directly inspect and select the data needed,
but must communicate with the sender beforehand.  Part of effective use of a building
model used as a repository is that users can browse, query and select what portions of
the building model are to be accessed and transferred to their application for use.

Browsing and querying of a building model need to support the traditional
accessing mechanisms now provided by current CAD tools and standard database
queries (Elmagarid 1992), but integrated in ways not provided by these systems alone
(Jacobsen et al. 1997). Because of the diverse users and needs, multiple accessing
structures are needed. Architects and other users, for example, usually review a
building based on spatial access of the data, as presented by floorplans and other
sections and spatial visualizations of the building. Building specification people
review a building based on the classification structure of building specificationsthe
Construction Specification Institute (CSI) structure in the US accessing entities that
are part of a particular system or that have a particular function. Product suppliers and
consultants today search a set of drawings by functional systems, such as by
mechanical systems, lighting, or communication systems, so as to bid on them. There
needs to be multiple ways to query a building modelno one capability is likely to
be appropriate for the different interest groups.

Building models are typically very large, both in terms of the number of classes
in the model, and also in terms of the number of instances carried within a dataset.
They carry multiple redundant descriptions of some building or design part, needed
for the different applications. Tracking through this structure without powerful query
capabilities will not be acceptable.

The capabilities outlined here are not yet available in production form.
However, aspects are provided by some products of STEP product vendors, such as
those offered by STEP Tools Inc. and EPM Technology. These capabilities require
both language extensions to support high level queries and also application
development tools that include graphical user interfaces. More work needs to be done
to develop such facilities, if building modeling is to be a ready-to-use production tool.
While the 3D modeling of the Boeing 777 and other examples suggest that these
capabilities are being developed in other fields and need only be adapted for use in
building, the truth is more complicated. The visual modeling of the 777 was not tied
to a workable database. In reality, the building industry is more concerned with large
assemblies of 3D objects than most other fields. Product model interfaces with
effective end-user browse and query mechanisms do not exist. They will be needed,
however, if we expect effective use of building models.
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3.3 Populating a model involving multiple sources
The data from a building model is often only one part of the information used in

the development of another model. Particularly in the scenario of the energy analyst,
the data regarding buildings, building products, users and local weather conditions
are combined to define another model. From this perspective, building model data is
only one of multiple types needed for most analysis applications. Input data extracted
and reformatted from multiple sources is commonly required, resulting in a custom-
configured dataset.

A simplified diagram of such an environment is shown in Figure 5. The figure
illustrates that a building model is only one information source among several that are
needed to support most building tasks. Most tasks require access to different data:
specifications of installation procedures, building codes, engineering or design
details, user data or programmatic requirements. The building information is only one
part of the information support needed.

Many building-related Web browser technologies have shown the practical and
effective use of general purpose search tools capable of operating on unstructured
data. The implication is that text-based search engines, "rummaging" over Web sites
and digital encoding of reference manuals and other information sources, could
provide one type of effective means to access other kinds of data needed for building-
related tasks.  There is a growing business in developing special purpose Web sites
for particular classes of users, such as architects, engineers and contractors. There are
a number of efforts to use Web crawlers and other off-line search techniques to index
Web sites of interest in a particular domain and provide them in a gateway site.
Surely these technologies will all play a growing role in accessing data in the building
industry and for populating data in domain or application specific building models.

Fig. 5: Composition of models from many data sources

The basic structure of World Wide Web data is a simple encoding language
called HyperText Markup Language (HTML). HTML supports text and graphic
raster formats for transmission and display, using any Web viewing program, such as
Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Explorer. The HTML language and HTML viewers
also support plug-ins. These are add-on applications to the base viewers that support
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other encodings than those native to HTML. And HTML allows other formats to be
encoded within it. Some of the useful plug-ins for building product use include:

Acrobat

Shockwave

!Whip

Softsource

Dr. DWG

VRML (Virtual Reality
Modeling Language)

OliVR

Quicktime

- book-quality formatted text and images in PDF format

- dynamic, animated multimedia

- displays DWG files reformatted as DWF files, supports
hyperlinks

- displays DWG and DWF files reformatted as SVF files,
supports hyperlinks

- displays and supports hyperlinks and redlining of DWG
files

- 3D models, with a real-time viewer

- real-time video with sound

- real-time video with sound

A newer net format is Extensible Markup Language (XML). XML supports the
development of custom formats and appears to have the capability of directly
representing EXPRESS models. It will be worth watching the developments of XML
as a future exchange language, especially for net-based data exchange (Doherty 1998;
Goldfarb and Presod 1998).

This perspective suggests that building product model data, encoded in
EXPRESS of other format, should be available in the same way that all the above
kinds of information are available through a standard Web browser. Some CAD
companies have recognized this direction and have embedded browsers into their
CAD system environment. Some of the software companies selling EXPRESS tools
include HTML and XML related capabilities. This promising direction is just being
initiated and is likely to have a major impact in the future.

However, how is all this data structured and composed? How does it get
composed into a building model? Ideally, one can "dream" of a grab and drop
interface, allowing selection and transfer from various Web sites to a building model.
No tools allowing such exchanges exist today.  Who will help to create them?

3.4 Single view model or multiple views
Existing exchange capabilities emphasize a single, neutral model for holding

building information. However, Scenarios Two and Three point out the regular use of
multiple, parallel but disjoint models in architectural and construction practice. The
scenarios illustrate a simple truth: given current building industry practices, it will not
be common in the foreseeable future to have a single repository that captures all the
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information used in building design, in construction, or in building operation. Even
within a single stage, multiple data models are likely to co-exist, given current
business practices and the information needs of different engineering domains. The
different actors, for both technical and professional reasons, do not fully integrate
their results into a single dataset.

The use of multiple models to represent a product is also the premise adopted
by the ISO-STEP organization in their development of application protocols.
Application models, as defined in the STEP architecture, are the same as what are
called aspect models here. If different aspect models, such as CIMsteel, COMBINE
and Part 225, were all used in the same project, some data carried in each aspect
model would be shared and other data would be closely related. There would be a
need to coordinate and possibly run evaluations on the data within pairs of models, or
across all three. The coordination may be carried out in several ways:

- to use one model to initialize the other two
- to update a change made in one model so that the other two are consistent with it
- or to check that the three models are consistent with each other by applying a

third model to resolve conflicts in their data

With multiple models, two particular sources of inconsistencies arise. One
source are the computations during the mapping from one representation to another.
When done manually, mapping errors are common. However, mappings can be
largely automated, as we shall see. The other source of inconsistency results from
incorrect propagation of changes between representations. An example is that, in the
mechanical design, a boiler is relocated, but its structural load and location are not
updated and checked by the structural package. An automatic mechanism is needed to
check that the source entities and target entities of all internal maps are consistent. If
they are not, then the map must be re-executed. Of course, which map to re-execute
and the propagation of this update to others requires wider consideration.

A major emerging line of work in the product modeling community deals with
the derivation of views and with mapping between different product models. The
need for view generation results when one or more applications require data that
involves complex derivations from the base product model. Instead of putting these
derivations into external translators to/from the application, the model can serve a
wider set of needs by embedding them in the model and the resulting exchanges can
be more transparent and robust (Bailey 1996). A related need is to map model
instance data between one product model and another, when the two models
incorporate common information. These needs have resulted in the development of
mapping languages (Verhoef et al 1995). Two pieces of work are particularly
relevant here. EXPRESS-X (and its precedent EXPRESS-V) (ISO 1996; Spooner and
Hardwick 1997) is a schema translation language for both mapping among product
models in EXPRESS (Schenk and Wilson 1994) and between a model and its views.
As an extension to EXPRESS, EXPRESS-X allows the maps to be written entirely in
this product modeling language. EXPRESS-X supports the development of complex
maps, including one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many mappings. It only
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supports only one-way mappings, however; that is, it does not support mapping back
to a source, updating existing instances. Another interesting mapping language is
VML (Amor et al 1995). VML specifies maps as bi-directional relations between the
source and target objects. Where applicable, this allows two-way mappings with one
map. Compared to EXPRESS-X, VML allows finer-grained maps, and can better
support incremental update. One weakness with VML is that it is not a full-fledged
programming language; writing complex maps requires the use of linking in code
written in a lower level language.

The research on specialized mapping languages, EXPRESS-X in particular, has
addressed model transformation or updating. The fundamental idea in maps is the
"coercing" of one type into another.  Most computing languages provide some built-
in coercions, for example from variables of type REAL to INTEGER. In C and C++,
coercion is realized by cast operators. A mapping is between two models, a source
and a target. A mapping language allows the definition of very complex coercions.  A
complex coercion is a hierarchical organization of lower level coercions. For
example, from the bottom-up, a point coercion will convert coordinate values from
one scale to another, then from one coordinate system to another, then to a new point
format -- from a vector to individual coordinates, say. Maps thus are built up, from
lower level maps to more aggregated level ones.

From the previous work in mapping languages and work at Georgia Tech, we
identify the following issues regarding development of a general mapping language,
capable of addressing any condition that may be encountered.

(i) Iteration of mapping operations in both directions require instance
identification of source and target, so that the proper instance can be identified
for updating. This allows just the update of the relevant entity and integration
of the update with other data carried by the receiving entity instance(s).

(ii) Maps must deal with conditions where the map is not between one source and
one target instance. Two different kinds of variations exist:

• One source instance may be mapped to multiple target types. This occurs
when a single entity type represents multiple entity types in the receiving
entity. An example might involve a schema having a single regular
polygon structure, defined by a center-point, radius and number of sides,
being mapped to a schema with rectangle, triangle and polygon entities.
Each mapping creates one of multiple possible entity types. The reverse
also may occur, where multiple source types may be mapped to a single
target instance. These are examples of the one-to-many and many-to-one
mappings.

• A source instance incorporating an aggregation structure maps to a
receiving entity class with a different aggregation structure. In this case,
the source entity part-of structure must be converted to a quite different
part-of structure. The example above applies to this case also: a regular
polygon inscribed in a circle has a different aggregation structure from
one defined as a sequence of connected points. In this case, the mapping is
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from a set of entities to another set of entities.

(iii) Mappings must deal with updates and also additions and deletions of
instances. That is, one of the models connected by maps may delete or add
entities, in addition to modifying them. Deletion and creation must be part of
the map capabilities. These also must be managed with regard to instance
identities.

(iv) Maps that involve a complex network of relations and not a tree, requiring
multiple traversals of the entity structure. This may include merging several
redundant entities into one or one into many. For example, multiple
coincident polygon vertices in one representation may be defined as a single
vertex in another representation.

No one mapping language has yet realized all these necessary conditions.

A related issue is that the map code, which does the updating from one model to
another, defines dependency relations between the source and target. That is, the
target data was defined through a dependency with the source data. If the source data
changes, their target should receive a new update. A range of capabilities dealing
with this and other types of dependencies has been developed in (Eastman 1996) and
(Eastman, Parker and Jeng 1997).

3.5 Process modeling, planning and coordination
The last issue regarding data exchange architecture is based on the recognition

that data exchange is embedded in the more general flow of work. The energy
consultant needed specific information to undertake her assessment of lighting. Final
layout of the service core in Scenario One could be realized only after other critical
decisions, such as floor-to-floor height, were fixed. Tasks are dependent upon each
other, requiring identification of which tasks and applications are needed to exchange
with which others. Each of the scenarios presented reflect a workflow of design
actions, coordinated between multiple people.  Another general truth is that the
process operating on some data and the product model carrying that data are
interdependent. Modify the processfor example, change building fabrication from
on-site to off-site factory fabricationand the building model may need to change in
response to different information needs.

A necessary component of complex data exchange scenarios, then, especially in
a concurrent multi-user environment, is that there needs to be effective means to
coordinate processes, introduce new ones, and to facilitate this coordination.

Currently, all examples of large-scale integration of computer applications in
building start with a fairly fixed process model, allowing the information flows
between applications to be planned for. CIMsteel has a general, fixed sequence of
exchanges. The COMBINE project developed precedence models, called Project
Windows, that depicted processes represented as Petri-nets. The current VEGA
project is also is addressing process coordination.

Different processes carried out during the building life cycle will have different
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requirements for process representation. Some processes, such as building
maintenance, will be scheduled and planned and the process model can be defined
beforehand. Construction scheduling has a well developed set of practices and tools
for process planning during the construction phase, but these change for each project.
There have been some efforts to define a fixed process model for design phase
activities. However, architects frequently make decisions during design that modify
the future processes that are to be undertaken. Processes often change as design
proceeds.

Fig. 6: A process layer is part of a building model, used to coordinate data
exchanges

The recent Ph.D. thesis by Jeng (1998) proposes a multilevel structure for
integrating process modeling for architectural design activities. The different levels
have different associated functions.

1. The top level schedule is static, is based on inter-organization agreements and is
often reflected in contracts. The process plan here is a linear sequence of
processes, whose completion reflects various milestones. Payments and other
organizational events are associated with the completion of processes defined at
this level. The AIA standard contract, for example, outlines a five to seven phase
process plan.

2. The second level is a task allocation level. All the top level activities are
disaggregated to this level. The specific activities typically vary from project to
project but have a general structure that is often defined well in advance (but may
change occasionally). This level maps the overall process to groups or
individuals, who assume responsibility for the activities. The sequencing of
processes may reflect some general types of dependencies, but detailed
interactions are assumed to be resolved at a lower level.

3. The third level of processes are the coordination and collaboration processes. The
activities are dependency driven, being initiated in response to dependencies
identified at the task level. They are adaptive, changing with the structure of the
design. The activities involve communication and exchange of goals and low
level schedules as well as design data. These processes are seldom scheduled in
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current practice.
4. The bottom level are individual atomic activities carried out by individuals. They

are the low level operations that are combined by an individual to accomplish the
task laid out at the second level, augmented by the communication and
collaboration tasks defined at the third level.

This four level structure distinguishes the fixed contractual coordination from
scheduled task assignments that are assumed as responsibilities, separate from a
dynamic coordination and communication level and a bottom level atomic level
carried out by individuals. It offers a functionally defined framework for
distinguishing process planning at different levels of aggregation, each level having
its own functionality.

As an area of intellectual endeavor still in early development, the functionality
supported by process modeling varies greatly. Some of the relevant functionality
associated with process modeling are:

• Static versus dynamic definition of processes: A growing amount of software
supports workflow management of information.  These packages are based on
repetitive and static workflows, requiring compilation and debugging. A few
allow easy adaptation and change.

• Explicit representation of resource allocation: By their nature, process modelers
represent processes. But when processes are allocated to machines or people, then
there is a possible complementary representation of each resource that depicts its
utilization over time.

• Goal tracking: As tasks are segmented and allocated, the goals associated with
those tasks are also decomposed and allocated.

• Change propagation: Processes provide one means to track changes resulting
from dependencies. A change in one activity implies the need to review all later
processes that succeed the changed one.

• Support for task execution: Automating information used in processes can
facilitate:

• automated information distribution to enhance availability and productivity
• review and approval processes
• audit trail of process changes
• resource allocation and management of bottlenecks

Different subsets of these features may be needed for representing the processes
used in various building related tasks. Process modeling is receiving renewed
attention as applications attempt to embed more functionality into process models.
However, process models will need to be part of the work environment where data
exchange is carried out at a distance.
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4 Summary

It is fairly clear to anyone looking at the current building models and the tools
now available to support them that there is a large gap still existing between what has
been done and what is still needed.  This paper has attempted to fill in parts of the
gap.

The scenarios presented in Section 2 point out the importance of better
specifying the detailed use and user requirements for data exchange, so that the
exchange technology can be developed to support it. This calls for a human-computer
interaction (HCI) perspective. While HCI is a growing area of study within the
computer science field, there is a general lack of its application to the tasks within the
architecture and building industry. Work is needed in this area to better understand
the detailed structure and flow of information within different types of design,
engineering and construction organizations.

While the EXPRESS language and associated tools have allowed significant
progress to be made in the definition of data models for representing building
information, this paper suggests that the information processing environment needed
to support production activities within the building industry has not been as well
developed. Among the areas needing development are:

• new, richer forms of exchange, including incremental updates, merging the
output of multiple applications  and distribution from one application to several

• exchange architectures that include multiple models which are not merged but
are coordinated regarding their consistency

• better means to track data after it has been exchanged and allowing updates if it
later changes

• coordination of data exchanges using a process model, so that critical
predecessor and successor tasks are identifiable; the process model must be
easily and possibly automatically modifiable

When considered closely against the requirements set forth in the scenarios, it
becomes quite clear that EXPRESS was developed to explicitly support batch level
file exchanges. It was also hoped that these facilities would be sufficient for more
complex forms of exchange. However, clear requirements for more complex
exchanges have not yet been developed.  This is a clear need if we are to progress
with effective data exchange in the building industry.
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ON-SITE NON-DESTRUCTIVE TEST FOR SEALANTS
Non-destructive test for sealants

M.Y.L. CHEW
School of Building and Real Estate, National University of Singapore, Singapore

Abstract

In recent years, the deterioration of sealants has attracted much attention in
conjunction with the construction industry’s increasing use of large panel curtain
walls.  Although sealants are relatively inexpensive, they constitute a major
function in a building’s life cycle.  Effective sealants are important in contributing
to successful watertightness and energy efficiency of the building envelope.  The
high cost of energy for heating and air-conditioning is causing serious
consideration of good building sealants.  The long term financial impact of poor
sealants on the cost of keeping the building comfortable is now being calculated
by building owners.  Currently in the local scene, most sealants in high rise
buildings are reaching the limit of their life span. Generally, sealants for cladding
wall applications have a warranty period of 13 years or less.  Reports have shown
that many building in the city area are anticipated in the next few years, to engage
in repair or replacement of sealants in the building facade.  This paper discusses
the development of an on-site non-destructive testing technique to assess the
performance of sealants on building facades.  Tests were carried out on various
generic types of high performance sealants subjected to natural and artificial
weathering.  Results were compared with those from the conventional laboratory
tests including elasticity, compression, adhesion and cohesion.

Keywords: elastic recovery, sealants, compressibility, test method, experiment, test
device, correlation
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1 Introduction

The evolution of modern architecture depicts an increasing trend of curtain
walling construction. This trend is complemented by the usage of elastomeric
sealants such as silicones, polysulphide and polyurethane. These polymers allow
for more design creativity and are expected to accommodate mechanical
vibration, thermal movement, expansion and contraction stemming from weather
variances. The integrity of a building is thus maintained by the elastomeric
properties of sealants that prevent water and air infiltration, thereby warranting a
watertight and airtight envelope.

In the case of determining the durability and performance of new sealants,
the conventional testing techniques stipulates that the sealants must be statically
cured for a period of 28 days before the tests are to be conducted. This approach
seems to suggest that all sealants fail from weathering, ignoring the fact that
failure may actually occur before the sealant has a chance to cure. In practice,
sealants that are installed on-site, do not “enjoy” the luxury of being statically
cured in a fixed position, before experiencing undue stress caused by movements.
They are subjected to dynamic curing rather than static curing and occurrences of
premature failures are highly possible. This highlights the concern that
conventional control tests conducted may be meaningless if sealants were to fail
before they are put to service. It is thus important to monitor the in-service
performance of sealants regularly especially during the initial stage after
application (Margeson, 1992; Matsumoto, 1992, Beech & Beasley, 1992;
Klosowski, 1978, Panek and Cook, 1984). To achieve that, a reliable on-site, non-
destructive diagnostic technique is needed.

This paper gives an overview of a research project looking into the
feasibility of developing an in-situ non-destructive diagnostic technique for the
assessment of sealants based on elastic recovery and compressibility.

2 Methodology

The project was broadly divided into three main sections with their
respective experiments as follows:

Section I Development of Conceptual framework

Experiment 1 - Semi-destructive elastic recovery test method versus
ASTM D412 test method.

Experiment 2 - In-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test method
versus standard resilience test.

Experiment 3 - In-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test method -
horizontal and vertical orientated

Experiment 4 - Semi-destructive elastic recovery test method versus
in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test method

Experiment 5 - Investigation into the in-situ compressibility test
Experiment 6 - Investigation into the correlation between

compressibility with elastic recovery and Shore A
hardness



Section II Assessment of the reproducibility, repeatability, sensitivity and
reliability on in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test device

Experiment 7 - The significance of the shape of the detector
Experiment 8 - The significance of the size of the detector
Experiment 9 - The significance of the restoring time
Experiment 10 - The significance of the type of substrate
Experiment 11 - The significance of temperature
Experiment 12 - The significance of moisture content
Experiment 13 - The significance of air-void
Experiment 14 - The reproducibility of the in-situ non-destructive test

device
Experiment 15 - The repeatability of the in-situ non-destructive test
device

Section III Applicability of in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test device

Experiment 16 - The effect of curing on the elastic recovery of sealant
Experiment 17 - The applicability of compressibility test
Experiment 18 - Adhesion and cohesion of sealant

Five generic types of high performance sealants were evaluated which were
chosen to represent the wide range of materials available in the market. These
were one part silicone (1S), one part polysulphide (1P), one part polyurethane
(1U), two-part polysulphide (2P) and two part polyurethane (2U). Experiments
were conducted on the sealants that were exposed to various simulated weathering
conditions such as water immersion at 25°C and 70°C, heat aging at 70°C and
QUV weatherometer. Three main types of sealant specimens were fabricated i.e.:

Fig. 1: Aluminium mould of dimension 30mm (length) x 15mm (height) x 10
mm (width) that resembles the “as-built” sealants used in joints of
buildings



Fig. 2: H-joint configuration sealant specimens with different types of
substrates i.e. glass, mortar and aluminium prepared similar to that of
ASTM C719-93

Fig. 3: Dumbbell shape according to ASTM D412

Fig. 4: A schematic diagram of the in-situ non-destructive test device
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3 Results and Discussion

The results are broadly summarised in Tables 1 and 2 in the following
pages.

In the first section, a semi-destructive elastic recovery test device was
developed based on the principle of ASTM D412 test method.  Sealants were cast
in aluminium moulds to simulate the actual sealant joints on-site.  This semi-
destructive elastic recovery test method involved the modification of a standard
laboratory test ASTM D412 for elastic recovery of sealant into an on-site
diagnostic technique.  The evaluation and correlation of the existing laboratory
testing technique (ASTM D412) with the semi-destructive elastic recovery test
method were carried out. Good correlation was achieved.  The project extended
on to the development of an in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test device
(Figure 4).  Special attention is dedicated to the simulation of real life situation
such as the shapes and dimensions of the mould and the plane of testing when
conducting the experiments.  Results derived from the test device were correlated
with the standard resilience test both vertically and horizontally as well as with
the semi-destructive test method.  Good correlation was achieved in various
aspects.  Further enhancements and improvement such as the inclusion of testing
facilities for compressibility and visual assessment were incorporated.  The
compressibility test has also been correlated with the elastic recovery and Shore A
hardness.

In the second section of the development work, laboratory experimental
studies were carried out to assess and evaluate the significance of various factors
that might affect the reliability and sensitivity of the test device.  Among the
factors investigated were the shape of detector, size of the detector, types of
substrates, restoring time, temperature variation, moisture content variation and
the compactness/air-void.  The reproducibility and repeatability of the test device
were also investigated.

The viability of the test device was evaluated using statistical analysis on
data derived from in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery tests in which the
degree of correlation among different sets of experiments was determined.  In
addition, attempts were made to establish the relationship between the various
tests on high performance sealants.

The third section looked into the application aspects such as the effect of the
curing process.  Curing is very crucial to the development of strength, movement
capability and elastic recovery material.  Inferences from the experiment will thus
serve as a primary indication and guideline to be utilised as a benchmark for the
industry.  It is apparent from the results that silicones and two part sealants are
superior in term of cure rate, as compared to one part polysulphide and
polyurethane, engendering them to be more desirable for sealing joints which are
subjected to high movement stress immediately upon installation.

The compressibility test used to assess hardness and detect voids in sealants,
in terms of applied force, was also investigated.  The test device has shown to be
reliable in detecting voids and measuring hardness in terms of applied force.  The
compressibility test has been shown to be more superior than Shore A hardness
test device in terms of sensitivity and consistency.



Table 1: Development of in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test device

Test methods Plane of orientation
test

Sealant Linear relationship
equation

R2

Y X Vertical Horizontal
ASTM D412 Semi-destructive - - simulated y = 0.1116x + 85.346 0.8237

Non-destructive Resilience test - Horizontal Fresh y = 0.9847x - 6.2599 0.9665

Non-destructive Resilience test - Horizontal Fresh y = 0.8735x - 3.182 0.9343

Non-destructive Non-destructive Vertical Horizontal Fresh y = 0.8842x + 2.3878 0.9646

Non-destructive Non-destructive Vertical Horizontal simulated y = 1.0858x - 10.229 0.9702

Non-destructive Semi-destructive Vertical - simulated y = 0.6159x + 33.565 0.8375

Elastic recovery Compressibility Vertical - Fresh y = -0.0414x + 94.485 0.0013

Elastic recovery Compressibility Vertical - simulated y = 0.0245x + 76.07 0.0003

Shore A hardness Compressibility Vertical - Fresh y = 1.1175x + 14.53 0.5764

Shore A hardness Compressibility Vertical - simulated y = 0.606x - 7.7815 0.8257



Table 2: Evaluation and correlation of linear relationship equations on the assessment of the
reliability of the in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test device

FactorsAssessment
(X) (Y)

Plane of
orientation test

Sealant Linear relationship
equation

R2

Shape of detector Pellet Ball Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 0.8865x + 10.059 0.8732

Pellet Ball Vertical - Simulated y = 0.8839x + 12.53 0.86

Pellet Ball - Horizontal Simulated y = 0.8972x + 6.8472 0.8847

Shape of detector Pellet Ball Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 0.8958x + 2.9416 0.8695

(Sensitivity) Pellet Ball Vertical - Simulated y = 0.8765x + 4.136 0.8306

Pellet Ball - Horizontal Simulated y = 0.9205x + 1.3972 0.9027

Size of detector 10mm pellet 5 m pellet Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 0.8189x + 17.294 0.9102

10mm pellet 5 m pellet Vertical - Simulated y = 0.7836x + 20.8 0.9006

10mm pellet 5 m pellet - Horizontal Simulated y = 0.8533x + 13.897 0.9239

Size of detector 10mm pellet 5 m pellet Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 0.8089x - 1.1077 0.8892

(Sensitivity) 10mm pellet 5 m pellet Vertical - Simulated y = 0.7562x - 1.9314 0.887

10mm pellet 5 m pellet - Horizontal Simulated y = 0.8724x - 0.3424 0.9157

Restoring time 20 s 5 s Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 0.9503x - 0.0703 0.928

40 s 5 s Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 1.0113x - 7.0493 0.9214

60 s 5 s Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 0.9859x - 7.7902 0.8986

Restoring time 20 s 5 s Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 0.8951x + 2.103 0.8711

(Sensitivity) 40 s 5 s Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 0.9405x + 3.7278 0.8654

60 s 5 s Vertical Horizontal Simulated y = 0.8834x + 4.1333 0.812

Substrate types aluminium glass Vertical - Curing y = 0.9745x + 1.4942 0.9829

mortar aluminium Vertical - Curing y = 0.9792x + 2.3686 0.9607

mortar glass Vertical - Curing y = 0.9625x + 3.2764 0.9595



Table 2, cont’d: Evaluation and correlation of linear relationship equations on the assessment of the
reliability of the in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test device

Assessment Factors Plane of
orientation test

Sealant Linear relationship
equation

R2

30°C - 70°C Vertical - Fresh AS101(1U) y = 0.0512x + 89.579 0.063Temperature
of sealant 30°C - 70°C Vertical - Fresh SIU (1S) y = -0.0466x + 101.13 0.2058

30°C - 70°C Vertical - Fresh T600(2P) y = -0.0502x + 100.91 0.0977

30°C - 70°C Vertical - Fresh T1 (1P) y = 0.348x + 46.061 0.285

Variation in  moisture Vertical - Fresh PE (1P) y = 24.596x + 64.34 0.7033

content (%) Vertical - Fresh AS101(1U) y = 0.2447 + 94.796 0.0046

Vertical - Fresh NI525(1U) y = 3.1019x + 84.838 0.3393

Vertical - Fresh BF (1U) y = 0.7294x + 68.897 0.1938

Vertical - Fresh BBS (1S) y =-0.0711x + 100.02 0.0042

Moisture
content of

sealant

Vertical - Fresh T600(2P) y =-0.3973x + 96.73 0.0175

Air-void Full compactness air-void Vertical - Simulated y = 1.021x - 0.6694 0.9708

Reproducibility Device 1 Device 2 Vertical - Curing y =1.1504x - 9.7828 0.9269

Repeatability Testing 1 Testing 2 Vertical - Simulated y =0.9727x - 1.7854 0.8598



The failure of building sealants in an active joint is usually manifested by
cohesive failure in the sealant or adhesive failure between the sealant and substrates
or both.  Thus, another aim of the applicability studies was to examine and correlate
the three performance parameters of high performance sealant that is elastic recovery,
cohesion and adhesion when subjected to accelerated weathering.  Laboratory studies
based on cyclic movement (Hockman Cycle ASTM C719-93) were conducted.  In the
cyclic movement studies, mortar substrates H-joint configuration sealant specimens
were fabricated and subjected to cyclical simulations up to 5 cycles.  The conditions
consisted of water immersion at 25°C followed by oven treatment at 70°C and 10
cycles of alternate compression and extension joint movement in a compression-
extension cyclic machine.  Upon completion of the cyclical simulation, elastic
recovery was measured and the magnitude of the cohesive and adhesive failures were
determined and evaluated.  Analysis was rendered to examine the relationship of
elastic recovery performance with cohesive and adhesive failures of the various
generic sealants.  The relationship was traced through five cycles of laboratory testing
and subsequently correlation was drawn to affirm the reciprocity among the
parameters.  A correlation was established to evaluate the relationship between the
three parameters, i.e. cohesion, adhesion and elastic recovery.

4 Conclusions

In the development framework of the in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test
device, correlation of results derived using different elastic recovery test methods i.e.
ASTM D412, semi-destructive elastic recovery test method, in-situ non-destructive
elastic recovery test method, standard resilience test and compressibility test were
established.  A wide range of different generic types of sealants was tested to ensure
that the works might be applicable to a broad range of sealants subjected to different
degree of weathering.

The test device was subsequently evaluated for its reliability, sensitivity and the
extent to which it would be influenced by factors such as shape of detector, size of
detector, restoring time, types of substrates, temperature variation, moisture content
variation, compactness and air-void.

The significance of curing on the performance of sealants has been investigated.
The in-situ non-destructive elastic recovery test device has been shown to be useful on
the monitoring of the physical curing process of various generic sealants.  Works are
still being undertaken to determine the long term curing characteristics of the sealants to
establish the benchmark that can be used when assessing the state of sealants on-site.

Compressibility test has been shown to be a parameter for determining air-
void/compactness.  The test has been shown to be more superior than Shore A
hardness test device in term of sensitivity and consistency.

In the cyclical movement studies, the effect and extent of both the cohesive and
adhesive failures on the performance of elastic recovery of sealants were examined.
The results have shown no correlation between adhesive failure and elastic recovery.
However, good correlation was found between cohesive failure and elastic recovery
of the sealant.  Critical elastic recovery of the sealant can be determined through the
study of cyclical movement. Melting and softening may also cause low elastic
recovery regardless of the extent of the cohesive failure.
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IN-SERVICE MOISTURE CONTENT OF HARDBOARD LAP SIDING IN
SOUTHERN FLORIDA
Moisture in hardboard lap siding

C. CARLL, A. TENWOLDE, V. MALINAUSKAS, M. KNAEBE, P.G. SOTOS
USDA, Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Abstract

To evaluate the effect of backpriming on in-service performance, hardboard lap
siding from one manufacturing plant was exposed on two test buildings in southern
Florida for 29 months.  The two buildings were identical, except that one had 0.3 m
(12-inch) roof overhangs without gutters and the other had gutters but no roof
overhangs.  Siding installation was the same on both buildings and was essentially as
recommended by the manufacturer.  Laboratory tests revealed that edge swell and
other properties of this particular siding were much better than required by industry
standards. With only one exception, noticeable caulk seal failures either did not occur
or were promptly corrected.  All siding remained dry and in excellent condition over
the exposure period.  Some water intrusion occurred between some of the window
units and trim.  The siding system dissipated this water intrusion without suffering
damage.  Roof overhangs reduced moisture levels in the exterior millwork and trim,
but did not appear to reduce the moisture content of this siding.  Backpriming did not
improve the performance of this particular hardboard siding nor did it lower in-
service moisture content.

Keywords: hardboard siding, moisture content, backpriming, effect of roof
overhangs, effect of gutters.

1 Introduction

In response to incidences of moisture-induced deterioration of hardboard siding
in south Florida, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
proposed a Local Acceptable Standard (LAS) for southern Florida, which prescribed
factory prefinishing of the siding and priming all surfaces (including the back
surface). The field study reported in this paper was intended to address the

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 680-692.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



uncertainty about the necessity and effectiveness of these proposed measures. The
study's objective was to determine if backpriming or factory pre-finishing might
improve the durability of hardboard lap siding when installed according to
recommended practice.

To determine the effects of backpriming and factory pre-finishing on the
potential for deterioration, we monitored moisture content, thickness swell and
appearance of site-finished, factory finished, backprimed, and non-backprimed
hardboard siding on two full-size buildings in Florida.  Although we expected that
two years of exposure would not induce siding failure, we envisioned that differences
in moisture content, thickness swell, or appearance would indicate potential
differences in performance or durability.  This paper presents some study findings; it
is limited to observations of moisture history and physical condition of siding and of
exterior wood millwork and trim.

2 Methods

The two test buildings were in Palm Beach County near the Atlantic coast of
southern Florida. Siding installation was the same on both buildings and was
essentially as recommended by the manufacturer. The siding on two test buildings
was finished with four different finish treatments. The siding was on the building for
approximately 29 months, after which the buildings were demolished.  Temperature
and humidity inside the buildings were controlled.  We continuously monitored the
moisture content and periodically visually inspected the siding.

2.1 Test buildings
One building had 0.3-m (12-inch) overhangs, including the gable ends, and had

no rain gutters; the other building had no roof overhangs, but had rain gutters on the
eaves.  The buildings were otherwise identical.  Dimensions of the buildings were
9.75 by 9.75 m (32 by 32 ft).  The gable ends faced northeast and southwest.  Walls
were wood frame nominal 2x4 construction and were insulated with glass fiber batt
insulation.  The interior of the walls and ceilings was finished with taped and painted
gypsum wallboard.  Each building was air-conditioned, and distribution ducts were
within the conditioned interior (not in the attic), while ceiling fans provided
additional air mixing.

Each side of the buildings consisted of four 2.4 m (8 ft) long wall sections of
varying construction;  most were sheathed with plywood, while some had no
sheathing.  All walls included a secondary weather barrier, either #15 asphalted felt or
woven polyolefin sheet.  To prevent air movement between them, adjacent wall
sections were separated with pressure-treated nominal 2x6 lumber, sandwiched
between the end studs of the wall sections, except at outside corners. The outside
edge of the 2x6 separator protruded beyond the face of the siding.  At outside corners,
walls were joined in a standard manner, with vertical outside corner trim consisting of
western redcedar (Thuja plicata) strips.

Two doors and 12 windows were installed in each building.  The doors were
steel-door units with pine jambs. The windows were aluminum single-hung units with
side nailing flanges.  Exterior trim for windows and doors was site-fabricated from
western redcedar strips. Window trim was installed over the window flanges.  The



piece of trim at the bottom of the window was sloped to the exterior.  The trim was
caulked to the window unit with urethane caulk, and joints between the pieces of trim
were also caulked.  Aluminum head flashing was installed over the top cedar trim
piece above all window and door units.

The buildings were not shaded by trees, and there was no shrubbery within 6 m
(20 ft) of either building.  Gutters on the building without overhangs remained free of
blockage over the course of the study.

2.2 Siding
The siding was 203-mm (8-inch) wide, 10-mm (0.2-inch) thick hardboard lap

siding from one mill.  We performed weatherability of substrate tests and linear
expansion tests, as described in Standard AHA/ANSI A135 (American Hardboard
Association 1990), on samples of this siding.  The weatherability of substrate test
provides a measure of the board’s permanent thickness swell when subjected to a
series of wetting and drying cycles.  The linear expansion test measures the board’s
change in length when brought to equilibrium at 90% relative humidity (RH) from
equilibrium at 30% RH.  The data (Table 1) indicate that this siding’s properties
substantially exceeded the minimum values required in the industry standard.

Table 1: Comparison of test results on boards used in this study and industry
minimum standards

Residual Swell1,
average and range (%)

Linear expansion2,
average and range (%)

Study material 4.3            (1.6-7.4) 0.23            (0.21-0.27)

ANSI/AHA requirement3 20 maximum 0.40 maximum
1 Weatherability of Substrate test as per section 4.2 of ANSI/AHA standard.
2 30% to 90% RH, in machine direction, as per Table 2 of ANSI/AHA standard.
3 ANSI/AHA A1356-1990, American National Standard for Hardboard Siding

Table 2: Equilibrium moisture content data

RH (%)
EMC of hardboard
siding1 (%)

EMC of southern
pine2 (%)

EMC of construction
plywood2 (%)

30 3.9 5.3 4.8

43 4.7 7.0 6.3

65 6.8 10.8 9.7

79 8.9 14.8 13.4

90 10.4 20.0 18.5
1 sorption only
2 Source: Richards et al. (1992)

We measured equilibrium moisture content (EMC) of the hardboard siding
(Table 2).  The siding has lower EMC than solid wood or plywood at corresponding
relative humidity conditions.  Values for hardboard in Table 2 are in general
agreement with previously published values (Bristow and Back, 1969) for heat-



treated hardboards.

2.3 Siding finishes
The exterior surface of all siding was either factory-primed or factory-primed

and factory-finished.  Factory-primed board was topcoated with a site-applied acrylic
paint after installation on the buildings.  About two months prior to installation, we
primed the back surface of roughly half the boards with an alkyd ("oil-based") primer.
Backs of the rest of the boards were left un-primed, although all siding had a thin and
incomplete cover of primer or finish coating on the back as it was received from the
mill1.  This cover of primer or paint on the backs was generally continuous at the drip
edges, although thin.

Finish treatments were: 1) backprimed, factory finished [BF]; 2) not
backprimed, factory finished [NF]; 3) backprimed, one coat of site-applied finish
[BS]; 4) not backprimed, one coat of site-applied finish [NS].  Site-applied finish was
applied within ten days after siding installation.  We used an acrylic-latex gloss
exterior paint, applied by brush by a professional painter.  The paint color was similar
to that of the factory finished siding.  Good coverage was obtained, and a mirror was
used to inspect for full coverage of the drip edge.

2.4 Siding and trim installation
The siding was installed during the last week of November and first two weeks

of December 1994.  Siding moisture content at installation ranged from 5% to 7%,
measured gravimetrically.  The siding was manually face-nailed with galvanized
nails.  The minimum overlap between boards was 25 mm (1 inch).  Siding crosscuts
were left unpainted.  Window, door, and outside corner trim were installed before the
siding, as were the 2x6 wall section separators.  All joints between siding and either
trim or wall separators were caulked with urethane caulk.  Gable end cuts of the
siding on the building with overhangs were covered by aluminum soffit.  On the
building with overhangs they were covered with redcedar gable end trim, the top edge
of which was in turn covered by metal roof edge.  Gable end cuts were therefore
protected from the weather, and did not rely on caulk seals for that protection.

The four different combinations of siding finish treatments were alternated
vertically, according to the sequence (going upward): BS, NS, BF, NF.  The finish
treatment for the bottom siding course varied from wall section to wall section, such
that all finish treatments were equally allocated to bottom-course locations.

2.5 Interior and exterior conditions
Between February 1995 and study termination, interior conditions in the

buildings were maintained at approximately 75 °F and 50% relative humidity (RH).
On-site rain gauge data were manually collected from April of 1995 until study

termination, generally on weekly intervals.  Data from the nearest National Weather
Service (NWS) station at West Palm Beach, about 16 miles away, were in close
agreement with site-collected data.  Annual rainfall at the site was approximately 59
inches per year, close to the historical average (years 1961-1990) of 61 inches per

                        
1 Paint on siding backs was incidental to the factory priming and/or painting of front
surfaces and drip edges.



year at the NWS site in West Palm Beach.
We used the NWS data for April 1995 through April 1997 to calculate the

climatic decay hazard index (Scheffer, 1971).  That index was developed as an
indicator of the potential for decay of wood on building exteriors above ground.  The
calculated value for the exposure period was 154.  Index values in excess of 65, based
on historic average data, indicate climates of high decay hazard.  Index values for the
continental U.S., based on historic average data, exceed 110 only for the Florida
peninsula (Scheffer, 1971).

2.6 Instrumentation and automated monitoring
On each building 46 siding boards were instrumented with thermocouples and

moisture content pins.  They were placed in a variety of exposures.  Placement was
essentially identical on both buildings.  Of the 46 instrumented boards, 12 were in
bottom-course positions, 28 abutted a window or door, and 6 were installed high on
the walls (approximately at ceiling height).  The four finish combinations were
equally represented on each side of the building, and by type of exposure.

Moisture content was determined from direct current (DC) resistance between
pins and adjusted for board temperature.  We calibrated the pins for this hardboard
siding at room temperature, and corrected for temperature as suggested by James
(1975).  The insulated MC pins were installed on the front faces of siding boards in
pre-drilled holes and carefully caulked to prevent water entry into the holes.  After
attachment of the leads, the pins were covered with caulk for protection from rain.
Leads were connected to signal conditioners with circuitry as shown in Carll and
TenWolde (1996).  Type T thermocouples were embedded in the boards, through
holes drilled from the back of the board to a depth of about 5 mm (0.2 inch). Each
building had its own data collection system, controlled by a personal computer.
Readings on instrumented boards were taken hourly. Data collection commenced in
April 1995 and ended on May 6, 1997.

2.7 Data reliability
The signal conditioner circuits for the moisture pins could not measure

resistance exceeding the equivalent to between-pin resistance of the hardboard siding
at room temperature and 7% MC.  Therefore, with siding at room temperature, 7%
MC was approximately the lowest measurable value.  However, because the electrical
resistance of wood at a given moisture content decreases with increases in
temperature, we were able to measure down to approximately 6% MC when the
siding boards were heated by the sun.

We used insulated pins so that wet board surfaces would not result in erroneous
high moisture content readings.  However, abrupt changes in MC readings sometimes
occurred, and were most likely related to surface wetting, not to an actual increase in
the MC of the siding.  Average daily readings for any group of pin pairs that were
above 9% MC appeared to be associated with abrupt jumps in individual pin pair
readings, and were thus suspect.

Prior to February 10, 1996, there were errors in our MC measurements due to
instrumentation and calibration problems. After correcting these, moisture pin
readings made by the data collection system were compared with moisture pin
readings from a DC resistance moisture meter, with siding temperature close to meter
calibration temperature.  The values agreed within 1% MC. At study completion,



samples of siding were removed from the buildings within 3 days of termination of
automated data collection and their moisture contents determined gravimetrically.
Average moisture pin readings for the final week of automated data collection,
grouped by building and wall type, were within 1.5% MC of the corresponding final
in-service MC's determined gravimetrically.

2.8 On-site inspections

2.8.1 Quarterly inspections
A total of ten quarterly inspections were performed.  The first inspection was

shortly after  installation and painting of the siding in December 1994, and the final
inspection was shortly prior to siding removal in May 1997.  At each inspection, the
appearance of each piece of siding was noted and thickness of the lower left and
lower right edges of each siding board was measured in place using a specially
designed tool incorporating a dial gauge.

2.8.2 Final observations and measurements
On May 5 and 6, 1997 we measured the moisture content of wood trim on each

building (with the exception of the fascia behind the gutters of the building without
overhangs), with a DC resistance moisture meter.  On May 6-9, 1997 we removed
siding from the buildings, except on gable ends above ceiling height, inspected siding
back surfaces, and looked for evidence of rainwater leakage.  On each building we cut
a total of 128 siding specimens, representing all 32 wall sections, for gravimetric
determination of moisture content.  Five additional moisture content specimens were
cut directly underneath windows on the building with gutters; these were windows
which showed evidence of rainwater leakage.

3 Results

3.1 Quarterly site inspections
Throughout the exposure period, the siding remained in excellent condition.  No

edge puckering was observed on any board on either building, nor was siding
buckling or finish failure.  Furthermore, we never observed any cracking of paint on
drip edges. This indicates that the siding remained dry over the exposure period.  In
some shaded locations however, mildew growth occurred on board surfaces.
Noticeable caulk failures between siding and trim either did not occur, or occurred
early in the exposure period and were repaired.  The exception was one caulk failure
between a window and its trim unit that was noticed after 9 months of exposure and
was left uncorrected for the remaining 20 months.  Siding backs below this window
were stained when we removed the siding in May 1997, indicating that water
intrusion did occur.



Fig. 1(a): Results of thickness measurements on building with gutters, by wall
orientation

Fig. 1(b): Results of thickness measurements on building with overhangs, by wall
orientation
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Figures 1A and 1B show the results of the in-place thickness measurements.
Thickness increased very little after March 1995 (3 months of exposure) and after
March 1996 (15 months of exposure) no long-term increase is apparent.  Based on an
estimated initial thickness of 10 mm (0.4 inch), thickness swell stayed below 3% over
the entire exposure period, while the average thickness swell was about 2%.  Figures
1A and 1B also show a seasonal fluctuation in thickness, with some shrinkage during
summer and swell during winter.  Generally, siding on the shady sides of the
buildings was thicker than boards on the sunny sides.  Neither finish system, nor
building (building with gutters versus building with overhangs) showed any
consistent significant effect on in-place thickness.

 3.2 Siding moisture contents

3.2.1 Moisture contents during exposure
Moisture pin data indicated that the siding remained below 9% MC over the

monitoring period.  Figure 2 shows daily average MC for all moisture pin readings on
each building from February 10, 1996 until termination of data collection on May 6,
1997.  Data collected prior to February 10, 1996 are not presented because of the
calibration and instrumentation problems mentioned previously.  Figure 2 shows a
few short periods with a daily average MC above 9%.  These corresponded with rain
events, and, as indicated previously, are probably erroneous.  The seasonal fluctuation
in MC level shows a similar trend as fluctuation in in-place thickness data, i.e. lower
MC in summer, higher MC during winter.

Fig. 2: Daily average moisture content readings from moisture pins, from
February 10, 1996 through study completion
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The data show no discernable differences between buildings, nor between finish
treatments (BS, BF, NS, or NF). No differences were apparent in MC of siding on
different wall constructions, nor was there an apparent effect of wall orientation.
Furthermore, siding boards on the bottom course were not wetter than siding boards
in other locations.  However, most of the moisture pin data were close to the lower
measurement limit of the instrumentation, hampering our ability to discern actual
differences in moisture content.

3.2.2 Final moisture contents
Gravimetric MC measurements indicated that final in-place siding MC was

fairly low.  Siding moisture content on the two buildings was essentially the same:
Specimens from the guttered building had MC's in the range of 5% to 8%, with an
average MC of 6.4%.  Specimens from the building with overhangs also had MC's in
this range, with an average of 6.3%.  Final moisture contents of siding in bottom
course positions were the same as the average moisture content of boards in other
courses2.  This is in agreement with moisture pin data.

Sorting the data by wall orientation and finish treatment generally reduced
variability in the data, suggesting systematic influence of these variables on final in-
place MC.  We used group t-tests on the sorted data to identify if orientation (by
building and finish treatment), or finish treatment (by building and wall orientation),
had a statistically significant influence on final in-service MC.  In most cases wall
orientation had a statistically significant effect on final in-place siding MC
(confidence coefficient of 0.95), with boards on the sides of the building that received
more direct sunshine generally drier.  This was in agreement with thickness
measurements made at quarterly inspections.  With the data sorted by wall
orientation, t-test comparisons also revealed that, at the time of removal, boards not
backprimed were drier than backprimed boards (confidence coefficient of 0.95) in
roughly half of the comparisons, while there were no cases where backprimed boards
were drier than boards not backprimed.

Average MC of siding specimens taken from below windows that showed
evidence of leakage was 6.8%.  One specimen which had water stains on its back
surface, registered 9% MC.  The rest of the specimens were 6 or 7% MC (including
another specimen with water stains on its back).

We found that wall construction (i.e. presence or absence of plywood sheathing
or type of secondary weather barrier) had no significant effect on final MC of the
siding.

3.4 Rainwater leakage at windows
We found water stains on the back of siding below 6 of the 12 windows on the

building with gutters (without overhangs).  Four of these six windows were on gable-
end walls.  The leakage occurred between the window units and the trim, or between
individual trim pieces.  Although the water stains on siding backs indicated that some
water had leaked into the siding system, there was no evidence of damage to the

                        
2 The buildings were surrounded by a roughly 18-inch wide margin bed of gravel and
sand, which probably had substantial drainage potential.



siding.  Water stains were limited to the three courses of siding directly below the
window.  Tracing of stains over the backs of successive siding courses indicated that
in some cases the water drained to the front of the siding at the laps; in other cases the
water apparently evaporated.  On the building with overhangs we did not see staining
of siding backs below windows.

Areas below windows were the only places with evidence of rainwater leakage
into the siding system. The secondary weather barrier (#15 felt or polyolefin ) did not
show evidence (wrinkling, or staining) of exposure to water.

3.5 Moisture contents of wood trim
Most of the moisture meter measurements of wood trim, including pine door

jambs and cedar trim, taken in May 1997, indicated moisture contents between 9 and
12 percent.  One reading was over fiber saturation; this reading was in the trim of a
window where subsequent siding removal indicated leakage had occurred.  A few
readings in trim on gable end walls were over 20 percent; they were taken at the
lower end of door jambs (three readings), near the ends of window trim (three
readings) or near the end of gable end trim (one reading).  One lower end of a door
jamb was decayed.  Table 3 shows the distribution of all MC readings by building.

Table 3: Distribution of MC readings on wood trim taken in May 1997
MC readings
Range

Building with Gutters
Number of readings

Building with Overhangs
Number of readings

MC∃30% 1 (0.6%) 0

25%#MC<30% 1 (0.6%) 0

20%#MC<25% 3 (1.7%) 3 (1.6%)

15%#MC<20% 20 (11.6%) 12 (6.6%)

10%#MC<15% 122 (70.9%) 150 (82.4%)

MC<10% 25 (14.5%) 17 (9.3%)

Total 172 (100%) 182 (100%)

Compared to the building with gutters, the wood trim on the building with
overhangs had fewer high moisture content readings, with none over 22% MC.  It
appears that the overhang provided protection from rain and reduced the moisture
content variations in the wood trim.

We sorted the moisture meter data for window and door trim, including pine
door jambs, by gable-end wall versus eave wall.  The data is shown in Table 4. With
one exception, moisture meter readings on window and door trim were taken in
identical locations on each building.  We performed paired t-tests on the data (paired
by individual location) to compare trim MC’s between buildings.  On gable-end
walls, the difference in trim MC's between buildings was highly significant
(confidence coefficient of 0.995).  Thus roof overhangs appeared to help keep
window and door trim dry on gable-end walls.  On eave walls however, the difference
between buildings was not significant.  This suggests that rain gutters are as



beneficial as roof overhangs, provided the gutters are kept clear of obstructions.

Table 4: Average MC of window and door trim by building and wall type
Average MC (%)
 [Std. dev. (% MC)/number of specimens]

Type of wall Building with gutters Building with overhangs

Gable-end 12.8 [4.1/78] 11.6 [2.3/78]

Eave 12.0 [1.9/54] 11.7 [1.7/54]

4 Discussion

This particular hardboard siding remained dry and showed essentially no non-
recoverable thickness swelling in service in a very warm and humid climate.  In-
service siding MC ranged from approximately 6% to 8% MC.  This is roughly
equivalent to the sorption EMC of this material for 55% to 75% RH.  The lack of
backside staining (except at windows) or of evidence of wetting of the secondary
weather barrier suggests that wetting by wind driven rain at siding laps either did not
occur or did not occur to any appreciable degree.

A limited amount of water leakage occurred in at least six of the 24 windows
between the window units and the trim, and between individual pieces of trim.
Prevention of water intrusion at these locations relied on the long-term performance
of bedded and fillet caulk seals, which are not the most reliable type of sealant joints.
Evidence of water leakage of this type was much more prevalent in the building
without overhangs.  The leakage occurred even though window installation, flashing,
and caulking were done carefully.  In some cases the lap siding permitted drainage of
at least part of this leakage to the exterior.  The leakage did not affect siding
performance, but in some cases led to elevated MC of the cedar window trim and to
fastener corrosion.

The relative prevalence of window leakage, and the final in-place MC of trim,
suggest that roof overhangs reduced moisture stress on exterior millwork and trim but
there is no indication that overhangs influenced the MC of the siding.

Finishing treatments used in this study had no visible influence on the condition
of this siding.  Final in-place MC of backprimed siding was not lower than that of
siding without backpriming, but was sometimes higher. The full paint coverage over
the entire backs of backprimed specimens apparently retarded drying of the siding
through the back surfaces.

To obtain a better understanding of the effect of backpriming under cyclical
conditions, we placed four 203 mm (8 in) square specimens (retrieved from the test
buildings) in humidity rooms and monitored their MC.  The rooms were at 27°C
(80°F) and at 30% and 90% RH, respectively.  Samples remained in one room for two
weeks and were then moved to the other room.  Figure 3 shows drying and wetting
curves for the first full exposure cycle, along with MC’s at the end of each two-week
exposure period during the second cycle.



Figure 3 shows that backpriming significantly retarded both vapor sorption and
desorption, i.e. backpriming retards both wetting and drying.  Site-collected data
suggest that heavy rains occurred in the months prior to siding removal, and dry
weather the week prior to removal.  At the time of removal backprimed siding
consistently had a slightly higher MC possibly because it had not yet fully dried.

Fig. 3: Average MC of siding with, and without backpriming, when exposed
cyclically to 30% and 90% RH

The residual edge swell and linear expansion properties of the siding used in
this study was much better than minimum requirements in the product standard
(ANSI/AHA, 1990).  Biblis (1989, 1991) indicates that quality of commercial
hardboard siding, as judged by performance in laboratory test procedures, can vary
substantially, with some markedly inferior to that used in this study. Our observations
therefore cannot be extended to all commercial hardboard siding.

5 Conclusions

Our observations apply to siding from one particular mill with properties
substantially exceeding the minimum industry requirements, and installed according
to manufacturer’s recommendations.
1 All the siding used in this study remained in excellent condition after 29 months

of exposure on test buildings in southern Florida, even though some water
leakage at windows was not uncommon.  Weather conditions during exposure
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were close to historic norms for the location; annual rainfall was close to 60
inches per year, an extreme exposure for the continental United States.

2 The siding remained at 9% MC or less over the exposure period.
3 Water leakage at windows, apparently caused by less-than-perfect window-to-

trim sealing details, was not uncommon, even though installation, flashing, and
caulking were done carefully.  This supports the contention that window
leakage is common and that the cladding must therefore accommodate some
degree of water leakage.

4 Roof overhangs had no apparent influence on MC of this siding, but did lower
MC in exterior millwork and trim.  Gutters, when kept unobstructed, had a
similar effect.

5 Backpriming of the siding did not improve performance of this siding, nor did it
result in lower in-service MC.  Final in-place MC of backprimed siding was
sometimes a little higher than that of siding not backprimed, but this could have
been caused by slower drying of the backprimed boards after a period of rain.
Because siding that was not backprimed had some paint coverage on the backs
at the overlaps, our conclusion  that backpriming was not beneficial may not
apply when the comparison is made with siding that is completely bare on the
back.  The conclusion may also not be applicable to situations where
backpriming is  limited to a "border" strip at the siding overlap.
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CHARACTERISATION OF IMPACT DAMAGE IN FIBRE-REINFORCED
CEMENT CORRUGATES
Impact damage in FRC corrugates
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Abstract

In this paper, FRC corrugates were simple-supported and subjected to varying
levels of impact energy by dropping a sand bag from different heights. The
resulting impact damage was found to be associated with distinct crack
progression stages, varying in length and shape depending on the level of impact
energy imposed. Slower progression of cracking and higher impact energies at
failure were found to be associated with increased corrugate spans.
By correlating the crack progression stages corresponding to corrugates tested at
575 mm and 700 mm impact spans to dynamic mid-span deflection measurement,
three impact damage zones were proposed in which impact damage could be
characterised by specifying the crack progression stage(s) corresponding to a
dynamic deflection range. Using this concept, the allowable “safe” impact energy
corresponding to a particular corrugate span was estimated as 60% of the failure
impact energy.

Keywords: fibre-reinforced material, corrugates, impact behaviour.

1 Introduction

Fibre-reinforced cementitious (FRC) corrugate is an autoclave-cured medium
density highly impact resistant laminate composed mainly of cement, ground silica
and cellulose fibres. It is being used extensively as a roof and facade element
exhibiting dynamic resistance to impact loading such as hail and nail shooting
fixation (Sayer et al. 1992).

Due to its good strength/weight and stiffness/weight ratios, FRC corrugated
sheeting can also be used as a permanent formwork element, conforming to the
structural requirements of AS 3610 - (1995) “Formwork for Concrete”, in

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 201-211.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



concrete-topped suspended flooring. In this application, corrugates spanning
between closely spaced steel or concrete beams form a temporary decking upon
which shrinkage reinforcement and concrete topping (up to 100 mm thick) are laid.

2 Research objective

Although there is no requirement in AS 3610 for impact assessment of
permanent formwork elements during floor construction, there is a need to assess
the extent of impact damage in FRC corrugates used as permanent formwork.
Such damage could be initiated in the early stages by falling objects and traffic of
tradesmen during installation of the decking, or at later stages due to dynamic
loading caused by pumping and spreading of the concrete topping.

The aim of this study is to characterise the impact damage in FRC corrugates
subjected to soft body impact. A methodology needs to be developed for
quantifying the extent of impact damage, which is normally assessed visually. Also,
an upper limit needs to be established for the allowable “safe” impact energy to
provide an acceptable factor of safety against failure in corrugates used as
permanent formwork.

3 Experimental program

3.1 Impact testing set-up
A single corrugate (6.5 mm thick, 1085 mm long, 50 mm pitch, 150 mm peak

spacing) was simple-supported centrally between two inverted, 3650 mm long,
pre-stressed concrete “T” beams, and tested under two impact spans, namely: 575
mm and 700 mm, with corrugation laid perpendicular to the beam direction
(Figures 1 and 2).

Impact testing was carried out following the method set out in ASTM E695
“Measuring Relative resistance of Wall, Floor and Roof Construction to Impact
Loading” for a Horizontal Specimen (Floor or Roof) - (1985). Varying levels of
“soft body impact” energy were achieved by dropping a 272 N (60 lb) impact bag
from different heights. The bag was suspended over the centre of the corrugate
from a quick release mechanism fitted to a crane hook, and measuring blocks were
used for setting of the required height (Figure 3). LVDT’s positioned centrally
under the corrugate were used to measure the dynamic deflection corresponding to
each impact height.
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3.2 Impact testing procedures
The impact bag was dropped on air-dry (9% moisture content) FRC

corrugates suspended at 575 mm and 700 mm impact spans following the
procedures outlined below:

3.2.1 Single - drop impact
The corrugates were subjected to a series of single impact bag drops from

various heights, starting from 200 mm and increasing in 50 mm increments up to
500 mm. The extent of damage caused by the impact energy at each drop height
was monitored by noting the extent of crack progression and the corresponding
dynamic deflection values. A minimum of three corrugate samples were tested for
each impact height.

3.2.2 Failure “fall-through” impact
A series of single impact bag drops from various heights were conducted,

starting from 500 mm and increasing in 50 mm increments. The height
corresponding to “fall-through” impact (Figure 4) was taken as the impact height
at failure. A minimum of three corrugate samples were tested at “fall-through”
impact height.

3.2.3 Repeated - drop impact
The corrugates were subjected to a series of repeated impact bag drops from

fixed heights, starting from 200 mm and increasing in 50 mm increments up to
failure. A minimum of three corrugate samples were tested for each impact height.

Fig. 4: A “fall-through“ failure under impact

4 Results & discussion

4.1     Crack progression stages in corrugates under impact
The progression of cracking in corrugates subjected to increasing impact

energies under single-drop impacts is shown in figure 5. Five distinct crack
progression stages could be differentiated. The impact-affected area was taken as
the area bound by the two neighbouring peaks sharing the impact (figure 5).



            

Fig. 5: Crack progression stages in FRC corrugates

In table 1, the crack progression stages corresponding to corrugates
suspended at 575 mm and 700 mm impact spans, and subjected to increasing
impact energies up to failure, are outlined. The impact energies were calculated by
multiplying the bag mass (272 N) by the drop height (meter).

It can be seen that, at low impact energy levels, ie 55 Joule to 95 Joule,
cracking in the impact affected area appears to be localised in the valley (stages 1
and 2). This is probably caused by the tensile stresses generated upon impact which
are confined by the compressive stresses in the neighbouring peaks. With increased
impact energy, ie 109 Joule to 123 Joule range, progressive reduction in the local
stiffness of the corrugate takes place (Sayer et al. 1992), causing cracking to be
extended beyond the impact affected area (stage 3), branching into a “cross”
formation (stage 4), followed by failure (stage 5).

Stage 1: Localised cracking
A single horizontal crack is formed in the valley between the two
corrugate peaks directly hit by the impact bag.

Stage 2: Widening/branching of localised crack
A widening of the crack is observed coupled with vertical branching.
Cracking is still confined to the area directly hit by the impact bag.

Stage 3: Extended cracking
The crack extends to the neighbouring valleys on each side of the impact
affected area.

Stage 4: Formation of cross-cracking
The crack branches vertically, mainly in the impact affected area, forming
a “cross” shape.

Stage 5: Extension of cross-cracking (Failure)
The cross-shaped crack extends the full width of the FRC corrugate,
causing it to fail, ie break into pieces.



Table 1: Cracking stages corresponding to corrugates (air-dry condition) tested in
single-drop impact at various heights

(*) “Fall-through” failure caused by single-drop impact

From the above, it can be suggested that FRC corrugates subjected to drop
sand bag (soft body) impact exhibit a progressive and non-catastrophic failure
mode which seems to be caused by the effect of corrugation on limiting crack
progression.

4.2 Effect of corrugate span on resistance to impact damage
 The impact damage trends corresponding to corrugates tested at two impact

heights, ie 575 mm and 700 mm, are shown in table 1. It can be noted that, slower
progression of cracking at low - intermediate impact energy levels, ie 55 Joule to
123 Joule, and 15% improvement in impact resistance at failure, ie failure energy
increase from 190 Joule to 218 Joule, were associated with corrugates tested at the
higher impact span, ie 700 mm.

The above trends can probably be explained by relating the impact behaviour
of FRC corrugates to the model outlined by (Sayer et al. 1992).  In this model, the
impact force acting on the corrugate (F) is said to be split between one part (F1)
representing the force generating pure flexural, and another part (F2) which
represent additional membrane forces due to the curvature of the corrugated
structure. It follows that, in terms of impact damage, the forces acting upon impact
can be interpreted as the force (F1) which retain the damaging stresses within the
corrugate (dashpot action), and the force (F2) which is released as membrane
modes of motion (spring action). It is hypothesised that in the case of corrugates
tested at 700 mm in lieu of 575 mm, a larger proportion of the impact force will be

Impact Height
(mm)

Energy
(Joule)

Cracking
Stage

Description
(refer to Fig. 5)

575 mm Impact Span
200 55 Stage 1 Localised cracking
250 68 Stage 1 Localised cracking
300 82 Stage 1 Localised cracking
350 95 Stage 2 Widening/branching of localised crack
400 109 Stage 3 Extended cracking
450 123 Stage 4 Formation of cross-cracking
500 136 Stage 4 Formation of cross-cracking

700 (*) 190 Stage 5 Extension of cross-cracking / failure
700 mm Impact Span

200 55 Stage 1 Localised cracking
250 68 Stage 1 Localised cracking
300 82 Stage 1 Localised cracking
350 95 Stage 1 Localised cracking
400 109 Stage 3 Extended cracking
450 123 Stage 3 Extended cracking
500 136 Stage 4 Formation of cross-cracking

800 (*) 218 Stage 5 Extension of cross-cracking / failure



compensated as membrane forces (F2) due to the enhanced “spring effect”, leaving
less of the (F1) force component, and consequently causing less impact damage.

4.3 Characterisation of impact damage using proposed impact damage
zones
The mid-span dynamic deflection values corresponding to corrugates tested

at 575 mm and 700 mm spans at various impact energy levels (expressed as % of
failure energy) are presented in table 2 and shown in figures 6 and 7. It can be seen
that, three dynamic deflection ranges, namely: (< 8 mm), (8 mm to 10 mm), and (>
10 mm), could be identified which closely followed the corresponding crack
progression stages shown in table 1.

Based on the above, it is proposed that three impact damage zones can be
identified in FRC corrugates subjected to soft body impact. For each impact zone,
a dynamic deflection range is nominated which corresponds to a level of impact
damage described in the form of crack progression stage(s).

The impact damage zones with corresponding dynamic deflection ranges and
crack progression stages are presented in table 3. It is suggested that
characterisation of impact damage in corrugates can be established by relating the
deflection measurement upon impact to an impact damage zone, ie dynamic
deflection range, and consequently, a crack progression stage.

Table 2: Dynamic deflection values (avg. of 3) corresponding to corrugates (air-dry
condition) tested in single-drop impact at various heights

Impact Height
(mm)

Impact Level
(% failure energy)

Avg. Dynamic
Deflection (mm)

Coefficient of
Variation

575 mm Impact Span
200 29 3.32 18
250 36 7.84 3
300 43 7.65 23
350 50 6.94 9
400 57 8.66 26
450 64 13.40 19
500 71 11.65 14

700 mm Impact Span
200 25 6.83 27
250 31 7.31 41
300 38 6.32 18
350 44 6.86 11
400 50 9.36 7
450 56 9.85 15
500 63 10.60 3
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Table 3: Impact Damage Zones as characterised by dynamic deflection values

4.4 Estimation of allowable impact energy (expressed in % of failure
energy)
Using the concept of impact damage zones, it is proposed that zone 2 in table

3, which corresponds to a dynamic deflection range of 8 mm to 10 mm, is
nominated as the “safe” upper limit in corrugates undergoing soft body impact.
From figures 5 and 6, it can be seen that the upper limit within this range
corresponds to the transition from stage 3 damage (extended cracking) to stages 4
& 5 (cross shaped cracking and failure), which ranges between 57% to 63% of
failure impact energy.

It is, therefore, proposed that this transition impact energy range, ie average
of 60% of failure energy, is considered as “allowable” impact energy, providing a
factor of safety of 1.67. This figure corresponds to a maximum dynamic deflection
value of 10 mm (Figures 5 and 6) and can be used by engineers to determine the
maximum allowable impact energy that can safely be imposed on FRC corrugates
within the impact span range undergone in this study.

4.5 Impact behaviour under repeated-drop impact
Table 4 outlines the number of repeated impact drops necessary to cause

failure from a range of impact height in corrugates tested at 575 mm and 700 mm
impact spans. It can be seen that the number of impact drops needed to fail the
corrugates was influenced by drop height, with lower height requiring a higher
number of drops to achieve failure.

It can also be noted that, similar to the trend observed in 4.2, corrugates with
700 mm impact span sustained a larger number of drops, i.e. exhibited improved
impact resistance, compared with those tested at 575 mm span. This improvement
in impact resistance was only evident in the 200 mm to 350 mm drop height range
(Table 4).

Impact Damage
Zone

Dynamic Deflection
Range (mm)

Crack Progression Stage

Zone 1 < 8.0 Stages 1 & 2 (Localised Cracking)
Zone 2 8.0 - 10.0 Stage 3 (Extended Cracking)
Zone 3 > 10.0 Stages 4 & 5 (Cross-shaped Cracking)



Table 4: Repeated impact bag drops to failure for corrugates tested at 575 and 700
mm impact spans (starting from 200 mm impact height)

The average drops vs impact height trends corresponding to both impact
spans are plotted in Figure 8. It can be seen that, for both corrugate spans, the
trends appear to be best approximated by a power best-fit line following general
empirical relationship shown below:

N = A H B

where (N) is the number of drops, (H) is impact drop height in mm, and (A), (B)
are factors depending on impact span. The above equation can be used for
estimating failure impact energy in corrugates subjected to repeated-drop impact.
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Impact Height No. Of Drops Average
(mm) Sample 1 sample 2 Sample 3 Drops

575 mm Impact Span
200 4 6 5 5
250 3 3 3 3
300 2 3 3 3
350 2 2 2 2
400 2 2 3 2
450 2 2 2 2
500 2 2 2 2
700 1 1 1 1

700 mm Impact Span
200 5 6 6 6
250 5 5 6 5
300 4 4 4 4
350 3 3 3 3
400 2 2 3 2
450 2 2 2 2
500 2 2 2 2
800 1 1 1 1



Fig. 8: Average drops vs impact height trends for corrugates tested in 575 mm and
700 mm impact spans under repeated-drop impact

5 Conclusions

Within the range of impact spans investigated in this study, the following
findings can be deduced based on the results obtained:
1. Corrugates subjected to soft body impact exhibit a non-catastrophic crack

progression trend which can be characterised into five distinct crack
progression stages, depending on the impact energy level generated.

2. Slower progression of cracking and improved impact resistance at failure
appears to be associated with increased corrugate span under impact.

3. The extent of damage in corrugates could be characterised using dynamic
deflection measurement on impact. For this purpose, three impact damage
zones were proposed covering the stages of impact damage up to failure. Each
zone was correlated to a dynamic deflection range and specific crack
progression stage(s).

4. Based on the proposed impact damage zones, a “safe” allowable impact energy
in corrugates under impact was estimated as 60% of failure energy, providing a
factor of safety against failure of 1.67.

5. A general empirical relationship relating the number of bag drops and the
impact height in corrugates under repeated-drop impact was presented. The
trend was best approximated by a power best-fit line.
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LONG TERM MIGRATION OF SILICONE INTO STONE AND
ITS PREVENTION
Prevention of silicone diffusion into stone

M. NAKAYAMA and M. SASAKI

Kajima Technical Research Institute, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

A stone veneer finished curtain wall was developed in which stone was adhered and
fixed to a steel curtain wall frame using silicone adhesive and metal fasteners.  As the
silicone adhesive was applied to the back surface of the stone, there was a possibility
of contamination of the stone surface due to migration of silicone into the stone
material, as this has occurred in past cases where silicone sealant has been used on
stone surfaces.  An investigation was carried out to predict the depth of silicone
migration and determine the effectiveness of using a cover primer applied between
adhesive and stone surfaces to inhibit migration.  Chemical analysis was used to
measure silicone migration within micro-size areas of the stone substrate.  Based on
this data, a theoretical study indicated that the migration could be analyzed as a
diffusion phenomenon and that prediction of migration depth was possible.  From the
above results, the effectiveness of a cover primer was evident and the possibility of
long-term prevention of contamination due to silicone adhesive was confirmed.

Keywords: Stone, silicone adhesive, curtain wall, contamination, chemical analysis,
diffusion, numerical analysis

1 Introduction

A curtain wall system was developed using finished stone veneer which was
adhered and fixed to a steel frame both by mechanical fasteners and elasticsilicone
adhesives (Sasaki and Nakayama 1995).  Because the silicone adhesive was applied
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to the back of the stone, there exists a potential risk that the stone surfaces will stain
due to migration of silicone components from the back to the front fascia.  As well,
several cover primers were applied to the back of stone to investigate their
effectiveness in preventing migration.  Hence, being able to predict the likelihood of
silicone migration on either primed or non-primed stone substrates was a primary
objective of this study.

Past studies have attributed silicone related staining on building materials to the
silicone component coming from the sealing materials (Ludwigshafen 1977;
Nakayama and Takei 1988; Farmer et al. 1996), where the staining effect on stone or
ceramic tiles was studied in either a quantitative or qualitative manner.  However,
numerical prediction of silicone migration from an elastic adhesive through stone and
its preventive measures have never been studied with the exception of our previous
study (Sasaki and Nakayama 1994).  In these recent studies, the distribution of
silicone in the stone specimens at a microscopic scale was determined by chemical
analysis.  From these results, numerical analysis of the silicone migration was
completed thus providing a basis for developing a quantitative method to evaluate and
predict the migration depth of silicone components in stone.

2 Specimens

2.1 Materials used

2.1.1 Stones
Chemical analysis was used to determine the amount of silicone migrating into

the stone.  When minerals in the stone contain silicon, the determination of silicon
content due to the migration products must be compensated for by evaluating the
background concentration of silicone in the stone.  Many stones include varying
quantities of silicate minerals such as quartz, feldspar and mica.  Marble, however, is
solely composed of calcite and contains virtually no silicone-based minerals.  Hence,
tests were conducted on marble stone from which the migration of silicone could
more readily be determined. An Italian marble (Bianco Carrara) was selected for
specimens of 50 x 50 mm size and 18 mm thickness (Fig. 1).  This marble was
composed of nearly uniform calcite particles of 0.2 to 0.5 mm in diameter and no
other mineral was found as was confirmed by Laser Microprobe Analysis (LMA).

0.5mm

Fig. 1: Polarization microscopic image of Bianco Carrara



2.1.2 Elastic adhesives
The elastic silicone adhesive was two-pack, alcohol type. This adhesive was a

high modulus product and had been used for the structural sealant glazing
construction, a pane fixing method. Silicone sealant and silicone adhesive contain
organopolysiloxane as a major component, calcite or inorganic pigments as secondary
components, aminoxysilane as a hardener and no plasticizer.  Therefore silicone was
considered the only component that might transfer from the adhesive to the stone.

2.1.3 Primers
Primer is generally used to improve bonding strength between adhesives and

adherents.  However in this study, primers were used as a shielding material to
control the migration of the silicone into stone.  Four types of primers were used,
three of which had a high shielding capability (i.e. shielding primer) and one that is
typically used for conventional purposes (i.e. standard primer).  Primer components
and amounts of coating are shown in Table 1.  The shielding primers were mainly
composed of an epoxy resin containing no silicon whereas the standard primer was
composed of a silane-based compound containing approximately 5 % (wt.) silicon.

2.2 Preparation of specimens
The shielding primers were coated on the back of the marble specimens.  After

curing for one day, the standard primer was re-coated.  Control specimens were made
without any shielding primers such that the experiment consisted of four types of
specimens: A to D.  When the drying of primers was confirmed by touch, spacing
bars of 5 mm wide and 10 mm thick were set on the perimeter of the coated surface to
form a 40 x 40 mm and 10 mm thick enclosure.  The silicone adhesives were
carefully placed within this enclosure in such a manner as to avoid any entrapped air.
In accordance with the Japanese Industrial Standard JIS A 5758, pre-curing was
executed for 7 days under the standard conditions followed by post-curing for 7 days
at a temperature of 50±3°C.  Dimension of the specimen are shown in Fig. 2.

50 mm50 mm

18 mm

10 mm
Elastic adhesive

Spacer

Marble

Primer

Table 1: Types of primer

Class Component Type Spread

   (g/m2)

A  Standard Silane 1 pack-solvent 100

B  Shielding Epoxy 2 pack-water sol. 100

C  Shielding Epoxy 2 pack-solvent 100

D  Shielding Epoxy 2 pack-solvent 500

Fig. 2: Shape and dimensions of specimen



3 Method of silicon content determination

3.1 Procedure
The cured specimens were subjected to outdoor exposure test from April 20,

1992.  In order to simulate real working conditions of silicone migration, specimens
were set horizontally at a height of 1 m from the roof concrete surface with the
marble surface up.

After 1.25 years, each one of 4 types of specimen were collected and subjected
to quantitative analysis of silicon concentration in the marble after 48-hour
conditioning under the standard condition.  After 3.75 years, silicon concentration
was determined in the same way and compared with that of numerical results based
on the data of 1.25-year.

3.2 Silicon content

3.2.1 Electron probe microanalyzer analysis (EPMA)
A specimen with the standard primer was cut at the center and the fresh cross-

section was observed by EPMA (Type: JEOL - Model; JXA-8621MX).  Silicon
distributions throughout the cross-section of the elastic adhesive, primer and stone
were determined in weight percentage.  The total distribution picture was determined
by a cross-sectional analysis and subsequently a typical distribution was obtained by
line analysis.

3.2.2 Laser microprobe emission analysis (LMA)
Specimens A to D were prepared in the same way as used for EPMA and silicon

concentrations in the marble were determined in every 0.10 or 0.25 mm, a total 5 to 9
points in the thickness, by laser microprobe emission analysis (LMA).  The crater
diameter and depth resulting from the specimen evaporation due to laser emission
were 100 µm and 40 to 50 µm respectively.  Therefore the measured concentration
represented an average silicon content in the crater volume.  The LMA equipment
was manufactured by Carl Zeiss Jena: LM10.

4 Results of silicon content determination

4.1 EPMA
After 1.25-year exposure, silicon concentrations in the elastic adhesive and in

the marble near the interface of specimen A were 3 to 20 % and less than 1 %
respectively. Considerable scatter of concentration in the elastic adhesive was
observed, which may be attributed to the non-homogeneous mixing of two
components in the elastic adhesive. The cross-section analysis provided a total picture
of silicon distribution in an area, on which line analysis was subsequently executed. A
typical result is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Silicon distribution by EPMA plane analysis

The standard primer showed a thickness of approximately 30 µm where silicon
concentration decreased sharply from approximately 5 % to less than 1 %.

4.2 LMA
Silicon distributions in each specimen after 1.25-year exposure are shown in

Fig. 4.  The silicon distributions, regardless of the type of the primer, showed the
highest value at a depth of 0.10 mm from the interface and decreased inwardly. The
extent of migration was as much as 1.3 mm for specimen A and 0.5 to 0.9 mm for the
other specimens.  It is evident that the shielding primers can prevent silicone
components from migrating, especially for two-pack epoxy type primer D when
coated to a level of 500 g/m2.

1.51.00.50.0
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Permeation depth (mm)

Specimen A

Specimen B

Specimen C

Specimen D

Fig. 4: Silicon distribution by LMA after 1.25-year exposure

5 Analysis of silicone diffusion

5.1 Basic assumptions
Because the silicone components that may migrate into the marble have no

hydrophilic groups, interactions such as reaction, dissolution or convective transport
between or with water in the marble can be neglected as well as interaction with
calcite, a major component of marble.  Therefore the migration of the silicone



component into the marble as was considered a pure diffusion process and flow
would thus be driven by the concentration gradient.

In our previous paper (Sasaki and Nakayama 1994) the diffusion equation was
solved assuming that a constant concentration of silicon was continuously supplied to
the interface, an assumption based on the fact that only data for 1.25-year exposure
was available.  Having now additional data, derived from the 3.75-year exposure set,
we reconsidered the boundary conditions of the diffusion equation and present a new
numerical model.

5.2 Boundary conditions
We assumed following three boundary conditions.

1. Silicone component is not continuously supplied to the interface; the source
emission is instantaneous.  This means that silicone component is released only
at an early stage and not supplied any longer as a result of polymerization. This
assumption was derived from the time-dependent decrease of silicon
concentration at 0.10 mm from the interface.

2. Initial silicon content in the marble is zero because marble contains almost no
silicon, and the specimen is semi-infinite volume within a permissible error.

3. Diffusion coefficient is concentration-independent.

5.3 Solution
Balance equation of silicon under the above boundary conditions is given by:

∇ ( D ∇C ) =
∂ C

∂  t (1)
where infinite, plane and instantaneous emission source and concentration-

independent diffusion coefficient are assumed.  The marble microstructure, as
previously shown in the micrograph, is nearly non-directional and can be treated as a
one-dimensional problem.  The one-dimensional diffusion equation yields:

∂  C

∂  t
= D

∂ 2 C

∂x 2
(2)

Crank (Crank 1975) gave the solution to this equation as follows:

C ( x , t ) =
M

4πDt
exp −

x 2

4 Dt

 
 
  

 (3)
where C is the silicon concentration (kg/m3), M is silicon emission intensity at

primer/stone interface (kg/m2), D is the diffusion coefficient (m2/s), x is the
permeation depth (m) and t is the time of exposure (s).

5.4 Determination of diffusion coefficient D and source emission intensity M
Using the data of 1.25-year exposure, we will determine the diffusion

coefficient D and the source emission intensity M simultaneously and calculate
silicon distribution after 3.75-year exposure.  Thereafter, the numerical results will be
compared with those actually measured.  The data at 0.10 mm from the interface were
neglected such as not to incorporate a portion of the silicon source itself.  The natural
logarithm of the equation (3) yields a straight line in the lnC-x2 plane where the
diffusion coefficient D, and source emission intensity M, were determined from the
least-square fitted gradient and intercept respectively.  An example for specimen A is



shown in Fig. 5 and results of determinations for all specimens are shown in Table 2.
Because the diffusion coefficient D, depends on temperature, the value obtained

can be a diffusion coefficient at the average temperature during exposure.  Different
values for the diffusion coefficient D, were obtained in different specimens.  This is
likely due to the inhomogeneity of the material; slightly different values of D would
be obtained depending where evaluations are taken.

5.5 Numerical results
Variations of silicon concentration in the time-space domain are as follows:

for specimen A:

C ( x , t ) = 3 .1x10 4

t
exp − 6 .4x10 13 x 2

t

 
 
  

 (4)
for specimen B:

C ( x , t ) =
2 .9 x 10 4

t
exp −

2 .6x 10 14 x 2

t

 
 
  

 (5)
for specimen C:

C ( x , t ) =
2 .6 x10 4

t
exp −

1 .1x 10 14 x 2

t

 
 
  

 (6)
and, for specimen D:

C ( x , t ) =
1 .1 x10 4

t
exp −

2 .1x 10 14 x 2

t

 
 
  

 (7)
Comparison of predicted and measured silicon distributions in marble at 1.25

and 3.75-year exposure are shown in Fig. 6.  At 1.25-year exposure, predicted and
measured values naturally agree well because the coefficients used for the prediction
were obtained from these measured values.  At 3.75-year exposure, the measured
values of specimens B, C, and D with shielding primers showed smaller values than
that predicted, though the result of specimen A showed good agreement.  This may be
attributed to changes in properties of the shielding primers or of specimens, due to
long-term exposure.  This later topic will be discussed later.
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t=3.942x107 (s)

Fig. 5: Determination of diffusion coefficient D
and emission intensity M from the LMA data

Permeation depth (m)

Specimen A
Table 2: Emission intensity M
and diffusion coefficient D

 Specimen Emission Diffusion
intensity (kg/m 2) coefficient (m2/s)

  A 6.8x10-3 3.9x10-15

  B 3.2x10-3 9.7x10-16

  C 4.4x10-3 2.3x10-15

  D 1.3x10-3 1.2x10-15
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Fig. 6: Comparison of measured and predicted silicon distribution

However, this numerical model is successfully describing the overall time-
dependent changes of silicon concentrations.  Time-dependent behaviors of diffusion
coefficient and source emission intensity must be studied and reflected to the
numerical analysis in the future.

Prediction of long-term silicone migration after 20-year exposure is shown in
Fig. 7 for specimen D with the most effective shielding primer and specimen A.  The
silicon permeation depth in specimen A was 6 mm after 20-year exposure whereas
that of specimen D was 2 mm showing the preventive capability of the primer.  In
each case, within a normal service life the silicone component in the elastic adhesive
can neither reach the marble surfaces nor cause stains if the marble is 30 mm thick.

5.6 Error analysis

5.6.1 Specimen thickness
A possible error factor in the numerical analysis is that the volume of the marble

is not infinite (18 mm) unlike the assumption of semi-infinite marble thickness.
Necessary marble thickness to reduce error less than the specified level depends on
the amount of silicon in the marble, therefore the diffusion coefficient and exposure
time are relevant.  The amount of silicon existing between 0 and x can be given by:

erf
x

2 Dt

 
 

 
 (8)

where it is known that the value of 2 Dt should be more than 2.8 to reduce the error
less than 0.01% (Fukai 1988).  This results in a marble thickness of 13.9 mm at 50-
years exposure capable of reducing error less than 0.01%, therefore the assumption of
the semi-infinite volume used in the numerical analysis can be supported.
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Fig. 7:  Long-term prediction of silicone migration

5.6.2 Measurement error
The most significant measurement errors may be attributed to the LMA, where

the microscopic portion of a specimen is heated by laser to a plasma and the emitted
spectrum helps identify each element.  The volume of evaporated specimen by which
the emission intensity is calibrated, is determined by measuring the diameter and
depth of the crater. The quantity of each element is then determined by the calibration
curve.  In this study, diameter and depth of craters were approximately 100 µm and

, therefore the spatial resolution of LMA was 100 µm.  The first
measurement, the point 0.10 mm from the interface, was likely to involve the primer
itself, therefore this point was omitted from the determination of the diffusion
coefficient D and source emission intensity M.

Accuracy of silicon concentration determination depends on the crater volume
measurement whose accuracy is estimated to 3 % depending on the accuracy of
measuring crater depth of 0.5 µm.

5.6.3 Effect of outdoor exposure
Specimens were subjected to outdoor exposure and not kept in the constant

temperature-humidity chamber in order to evaluate the migration of silicone under
conditions as realistic as possible. Therefore the measured values can represent the
silicone migration when marbles are applied to the finish of curtain walls.

However, temperature-humidity variations and atmospheric SO2 associated with
the outdoor exposure may alter the microstructure of marbles (Gauri et al. 1989)
resulting in the change of diffusion coefficient with time. These factors may be
responsible for the difference between the numerical results and measured silicon
concentration at 3.75-year exposure.

5.7 Summary of the results
We were able to model the migration of silicone into marble as a diffusion

process with silicon concentration gradient as an apparent driving force. We assumed
that the emission of silicon source was instantaneous, the silicone component in the
silicone type elastic adhesive could transfer into marble only at an early stage and
subsequently be fixed. Adopting this boundary condition to the diffusion equation, we



were able to calculate silicone migration profiles with time in a satisfactory precision.
With these results, we can conclude that the silicone component in the silicone

type elastic adhesive begins to migrate into marble at uncured state immediately after
construction but the migration may soon be terminated with the progress of
polymerization of the adhesive which bound the silicone components.

Therefore, the importance of the shielding primers that can restrain the emission
of an infinite amount of silicone component to a lower level was confirmed.  We were
likewise able to evaluate, quantitatively, the effectiveness of shielding primers by
comparing the emission intensity M that can be estimated from the silicon distribution
of 1.25-year exposure.  According to this criteria, shielding primer D was the most
effective.

6 Conclusions

Silicone component migration of silicone based elastic adhesives through
marbles was quantitatively determined by EPMA and LMA.  EPMA analysis has
shown silicon distributions around the interface and overall silicone migration
profiles from the elastic adhesive to the stone, whereas LMA analysis has shown
microscopic silicon concentrations in the marble available for the subsequent
numerical analysis.

Our numerical model assumed instantaneous source emission as the boundary
condition and was able to evaluate the silicone migration over time.  The extent of
silicone migration into marble was numerically predicted.  Evaluation of shielding
primers applied to the back of marbles was also possible with this model and some
shielding primers were proven to be feasible to prevent stains resulting from the
migration of silicone component into stones.  In order to execute more precise
analysis, changes in diffusion coefficient due to outdoor exposure should be taken
into account.
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DURABILITY OF CRACKED FIBRE REINFORCED CONCRETE
STRUCTURES EXPOSED TO CHLORIDES
Chloride exposed cracked fibre reinforced concrete
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Department of Structural Engineering and Materials, Technical University of Denmark
(DTU), Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract

Durability studies are carried out by subjecting FRC-beams to combined mechanical
and environmental load.  Mechanical load is obtained by exposing beams to 4-point
bending until a predefined crack width is reached, using a newly developed test setup.
Exposure to a concentrated chloride solution is used as environmental load.  The
chloride penetration is characterized both qualitatively (UV-test) quantitatively
(chloride profile) and by microscopy.  The test programme involves three different
concrete qualities. Both steel fibres and polypropylene fibres are used in the concrete
beams as well as main reinforcement.  The effect of the cracks, the fibres and the
concrete quality on the chloride penetration is studied.

Keywords: Chloride exposure, combined mechanical and environmental load,
concrete, cracks, durability, fibre reinforcement (PP-fibres, steel fibres)

1 Introduction

The ability of fibres to arrest cracks and to minimize the extent of cracking and
crack width is the main subject for the research project “Design Methods for Fibre
Reinforced Concrete (FRC)”. The change of crack pattern is expected to improve the
durability regarding environmental load of FRC-structures compared with plain
concrete. An overview of the research programme is given in previous work (Hansen and
Hansen 1996).

In the laboratory, different degradation mechanisms are normally treated
separately and in most cases no mechanical load is involved when materials are tested
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for durability. However, natural exposure of concrete structures consists of a
combination of mechanical and environmental load (frost, chloride etc.). Therefore, in
this project, specimens are subjected to a combined load.

This paper describes chloride exposure tests. The mechanical load is applied by
4-point bending until a predefined crack width is reached.  The environmental load is
applied by exposing the specimens to a concentrated chloride solution. The effect of
fibres and cracks on the chloride penetration is studied by means of UV-test and Rapid
Chloride Test as described in Section 3.2 and 3.3. The project also includes
microscopical analysis. These studies are in progress.

2 Materials

Three different concrete mixes relating to three different environmental classes
are tested cf. Table 1. M = moderate, A = aggressive, SA = more severe than A.
Cement is ASTM Type III for class M or Type V classes for A and SA, aggregates are
rounded (class M) or crushed rock.  All concretes are air entrained1,2.  Fixed amount
of two different types of fibres are used, 1.0 vol% polypropylene fibres (PP, length 12
mm) or 0.4 % vol steel fibres (ZP, length 30 mm with hooked ends).  When adding
fibres to the concrete mix the same volume of the largest aggregates is removed.  The
following combinations of concrete mixes and fibres are studied: M-0, M-ZP, A-ZP,
SA-0, SA-PP, SA-ZP.  0 is referring to concrete without fibres.

Table 1: Concrete mixes without fibres

Materials (kg/m3) Class M Class A Class SA

Water-powder ratio 0.52 0.44 0.38

Cement

Fly Ash

Silica fume - slurry

Water

Fine aggregate 0-4 mm

Coarse aggregate 4-8 mm

Coarse aggregate 8-16 mm

Coarse aggregate 16-25 mm

240

65

16

142

774

319

649

-

298

65

16

140

702

340

680

-

285

60

24

115

758

-

535

565

                                               
1 2.5 – 4% air for class SA concrete, 6 – 9% air for classes M and A concrete.
2 All concretes contain different amounts of plasticizers to maintain acceptable

workability



3 Test setup

Reinforced beams with dimensions 100x200x1150 mm are used as specimens. A
test setup has been developed to permit beams to be subjected to combined
mechanical and environmental load by means of threaded bars and nuts as described in
previous work (Hansen and Nielsen 1997).

3.1 Exposure conditions
Mechanically loaded concrete beams are placed in a 16% NaCl solution. Once a

week the beams are allowed to dry out partially for 4 days.  A wetting-drying cycle
and a concentrated chloride solution accelerates the chloride penetration compared to
a permanent immersion and accentuates differences between the concretes as well.

Chlorides may be present in concrete in different forms of bonding.  Generally
chlorides are classified as freely movable dissolved in the pore-water, physically
adsorbed or chemically bound e.g. in the form of Friedel’s salt.  Normally the amount
of free and bound chlorides are determined simultaneously; i.e. the total amount of
chlorides. This value can be determined accurately, e.g. as described in Section 3.3,
but gives very little information on the distribution of the free chlorides especially in
the contact zone with the main reinforcement, which is decisive for corrosion.
Therefore, the method described in Section 3.2 is applied.

3.2 UV-test
The chloride penetration is visualized by means of the UV-test (Schöppel et al

1988).  A silver nitrate solution is sprayed as a very fine aerosol onto a sawn concrete
surface perpendicular to the chloride exposed surface.  A corrosion resistant spray gun
for compressed air is used. The sawn surface is then exposed to ultraviolet radiation
(UV-radiation).  After a few minutes of UV-exposure, areas containing free chlorides
change colour to blue or grey.  Areas without free chlorides remain brown in colour.
Previous experiences show that the boundary between blue/grey and brown areas
relate to a content of free chlorides of about 0.1% by weight of concrete, depending
on the type of cement, etc.  The UV-test can indicate the risk of corrosion since
concrete structures need repair when spots of corrosion are seen and the main
reinforcement is placed in the zone that changed colour into blue or grey.  The UV-
test is applied on all the exposed beams.

The main reinforcement and the steel fibres are inspected for signs of corrosion.

3.3 Chloride profile
The determination of a chloride profile consists of two steps; 1) collecting

samples, 2) determination of chloride content in each sample.  In this project, the test
samples are produced by milling 12 mm wide grooves across the concrete beams in the
tension side.  Each time, 5-8 mm of concrete is milled off until the main reinforcement
is reached at about 35 mm from the surface.  This gives a reasonable volume of each
sample, although the chloride profile will be rather rough.  Three sets of grooves are
made, one directly “in” the crack, the second along the first one and the third along the
second, i.e. the middle of the third groove will be 24 mm from the center of the crack.



Germann’s Rapid Chloride Test (RCT) is applied for determination of the total
chloride content (Germann Instruments 1998).  The milled, pulverized samples are
placed in a special acid that extracts the chlorides.  The amount of acid soluble
chloride - expressed as percent weight of concrete - is determined directly by a
calibrated chloride sensitive electrode connected to an electrometer.  RCT is not
applied on class M beams since these are not designed to be exposed for chlorides.

4 Results

4.1 Crack widths and load level
Table 2 shows crack widths and load level for individual beams, shortly after

applying the load. The load level is normalized in relation to the load level of concrete
SA-0 (2 kNm in the center part). The load level decreases about 30% during the
exposure period due to relaxation. No measures are taken to retain the load level.

4.2 Chloride penetration
Figures 1 and 2 show sections of chloride exposed beams after applying the UV-

test; the tension zone is on the top of the figures.  The boundary between areas with
and without free chlorides is marked as well as the mechanically induced cracks. The
height of the beams is 100 mm.  Figures 3 to 9 show examples of chloride profiles
(RCT). Each figure includes three profiles, relating to three sets of milled grooves
according to Section 3.3.  These are marked by “0 mm”, “12 mm” or “24 mm”
relating to the distance of the center of the groove from the crack.

Depth of penetration in relation to the UV-test describes the distance from the
exposed outer surface where a change in colour can be seen after spraying with silver
nitrate.  Depths of penetration are summarized in Table 2, around cracks as well as in
uncracked area, both in the compression and the tension zone of the beams.

Fig. 1: Section of beam SA-ZP 03 after UV-test.  13 months of exposure.
Chloride profile in Fig. 9 is made at the second crack from the left

Fig. 2: Section of beam A-ZP 01 after UV-test. 13 months of exposure.  Chloride
profile in Fig. 4 is made at the second crack from the right



Table 2: Crack widths and load level.  Depth of penetration from exposed outer surface and from crack surface, UV-test

Concrete   Beam
                 ID  

No. of
cracks

Average
crack width
w (mm)

Load Level
(Normalized

to SA-O)1

Depth of chloride penetration from exposed outer surface
(mm)

Typical width of
“tongue”  (mm) 3

Around a crack in
tension zone 2

Uncracked area of
tension zone

Compression
zone

M-0       03
                 064

M-ZP      05
                 034

5
3

7
6

0.27
0.11

0.18
0.12

1
0.95

1.2
0.95

50-100
40-50

40-80
60-70

10-15
10-15

20-25
10-15

10
5(10)

10-15
5-10

25-30
15

25
15

A-ZP      01
                 064

7
5

0.19
0.06

1.2
0.95

50-80
30-50

10-15
10-12

5-10
7-10

25-30
10-20

SA-0        01
                064

SA-PP      01
                064

SA-ZP      03
                064

5
3

7
7

7
4

0.27
0.11

0.14
0.10

0.17
0.09

1
1

1.8
1.35

1.8
1.35

50-70
25-40

50-75
20-40

40-70
20-50

10-15
5-7

15-25
10-15

10-15
7-10

5-10
5

10-15
5-10

5-10
5-7

15-20
<10

15-20
<10

10-15
<10

1. Load level of SA-O = 2 kNm
2. Depth of penetration varies with crack depth
3. The width of the chloride “tongue” around a crack in the tension zone of the beam. The width is measured at the root of the tongue.  Depth of penetration from
     the crack surface = ½ x “tongue” width.
4. Exposure period 7 months;  otherwise 13 months



Fig. 3: Chloride profile.  Specimen
A-ZP 06, w = 0.06 mm. 7
months of exposure.  R refers to
the position of the main
reinforcement

Fig. 4: Chloride profile.  Specimen A-
ZP 01, w = 0.16 mm. 13 months
of exposure

Fig. 5: Chloride profile.  Specimen
SA-0 06, w = 0.09 mm. 7 months
of exposure

Fig. 6: Chloride profile.  Specimen
SA-PP 06, w = 0.14 mm. 7
months of exposure

Fig. 7: Chloride profile.  Specimen
SA-PP 01, w = 0.20 mm. 13
months of exposure
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Fig. 8: Chloride profile.  Specimen
SA-ZP 06, w = 0.06 mm, 7
months of exposure.  R refers to
the position of the main
reinforcement

Fig. 9: Chloride profile.  Specimen
SA-ZP 03, w = 0.22 mm. 13
months of exposure

5 Discussion

5.1 Crack widths and load level
The main purpose of adding fibres to concrete is to minimize the crack width and

the extent of cracking.  Both of these effects are seen, especially on concrete SA
where the fibre reinforced beams are loaded 40-80% higher than beams without fibres
to reach the same level of crack widths for a beam.  The number of cracks is also
higher in FRC-beams, i.e. the fibres act as crack dividers.

5.2 Depth of chloride penetration (UV-test)
The depth of the chloride penetration is considerably higher in the zone around a

crack compared with uncracked areas and depends on the crack depth, no matter the
crack width.  The importance of a crack therefore is expressed by its depth rather than
by its width.  If the depth of penetration around a crack exceeds the concrete cover,
the risk of corrosion of the main reinforcement is present, regarding the fact that the
UV-test has shown to indicate the risk of corrosion, cf. Section 3.2.

Chloride penetration perpendicular to the crack is increased by the crack width,
cf. Table 2. This is probably related to the fact that the specimens with large crack
widths have been exposed for a longer time than the ones with smaller crack widths.

The depth of penetration in areas without visible cracks is lowest in specimens of
SA-0 and SA-ZP from the exposed outer surface as well as perpendicular to the
cracks, indicating that these concretes are the most dense.  SA-PP has a larger depth
of penetration from the exposed outer surface than SA-0 and SA-ZP, which can be
explained by problems in casting this type of concrete.  Therefore, the outer layer is of
lower quality.  Furthermore, SA-PP is loaded to 50-100 % heavier load than SA-0,
Table 2.  Load level and concrete quality, i.e. water-cement ratio, can also explain
differences in depth of penetration between SA-PP, A-ZP, M-ZP and M-0.

The importance of the load level and the quality of concrete on the chloride



penetration corresponds with (Konin et al. 1998) who exposed specimens to a salt fog
after they were subjected to uniaxial tension until a crack appeared.  Also the density
of microcracking was shown to have a significant effect on the chloride permeability.

In areas without visible cracks the depth of penetration is larger in the tension
zone than in the compression zone of the beam, especially in specimens with large
crack widths and a long exposure period, cf. Table 2.  This indicates the existence of
microcracks in the tension zone as a result of the mechanical load, which is supported
by the fact that no difference in depth of penetration is seen on specimens exposed
without mechanical load. The amount of microcracks is currently studied by means of
microscopical analysis.

5.3 Chloride profiles (RCT)
In most of the investigated concretes a high content of chloride ions is measured

in the outer layer by the Rapid Chloride Test (RCT).  Furthermore, a high content is
measured at the main reinforcement in the  tension side, in several cases higher than in
the surface layer. Although some corrosion is seen on the main reinforcement,
especially in the compression zone where the concrete cover is only 12-15 mm, no
damages are observed in the concrete after 13 months of concentrated chloride
exposure.  Steel fibres are only corroding if they are in direct contact with the exposed
outer surface or a crack surface.

In general, the chloride content in the groove milled “in” the crack - marked by
“0 mm” in Figure 3-9 - is almost the same after 7 and 13 months, i.e. a kind of
equilibrium is established.  The content of chlorides decreases with the distance
perpendicular to the crack surface indicating that the cracks act as an extra surface.
After 13 months of exposure the content of chlorides 24 mm from the crack normally
is twice as high than after 7 months; 0.1-0.4  % by weight, compared to 0.05-0.2 % by
weight.

In the following, the high amount of chlorides at a depth corresponding to the
concrete cover is discussed.  While the water in the cracks evaporates during the
drying part of the drying-rewetting cycle, the chlorides are left behind, thereby creating
a concentration gradient between the outer part and the inner, still-water-filled part of
the crack.  To balance out the gradient, there will be a transport of chlorides inwards.
Thereby, the concentration of the chloride content increases until the solution
eventually becomes saturated with chloride and the salt begins to crystallize.

A crack width at the surface of 0.2 mm, a crack depth of 40 mm, a triangular
shape of the crack and a concentration of the NaCl solution of 16% is assumed. Based
on volumetric calculations and the concentration of NaCl solution at crystallization,
crystallization then will start when the water front is 10 mm from the exposed surface.
On the other hand, the measured chloride profiles indicate that crystallization does not
take part until 30-35 mm from the exposed surface, cf. the very high chloride content
at this depth.  The somewhat simplified calculation could explain this discrepancy, e.g.
the calculation assumes that the chloride concentration in the crack equals the
concentration in the solution surrounding the concrete specimen when the concrete
starts to dry out.

Studies by (Sakai and Sasaki 1994) supports the observations of a high chloride
content inside the crack.  Mechanically loaded beams exposed to chlorides at a coastal
exposure site for several years showed that 0.1 mm wide cracks contained more



chlorides around the main reinforcement than 0.2 mm wide cracks. It was concluded
that the more narrow the crack the more difficult it is to wash out the chlorides.

In (Reinhardt et al. 1998), mechanical tests with notched specimens are
described where cracks are created by means of a wedge splitting test or a bending
test.  It is concluded that cracks smaller than 0.03 mm do not influence the penetration
of liquids, i.e. that the concrete in the tension zone behaves as it is without cracks.  On
the other hand (Eriksen et al 1996) finds that, even at a crack width of 0.01 mm, a
marked by higher chloride concentration is observed around cracks compared with
uncracked concrete.  Differences in concrete quality and exposure conditions can
explain this discrepancy.

5.4 Comparison of UV-test results and chloride profiles
Qualitatively, there is a connection between the results from the UV-test and the

chloride profiles.  In general, there is a high chloride content in the groove milled
directly  “in” the crack.  After 7 months there is no difference between the chloride
content at 12 and 24 mm from the crack surface, while the content is higher at 12 mm
after 13 months.  This corresponds to the fact that 1) the width of the chloride tongue
is largest for the beams exposed in 13 months, 2) the width of the chloride tongue after
7 months of exposure equals the width of the milled groove.

Since the UV-test gives an indication of the amount of free chloride ions, while
the chloride profile expresses the total amount of chloride, the numerical values based
on the two methods are not comparable.  According to (Neville 1995), the proportion
of bound chloride ions varies from 80% to well below 50% of the total chloride ion
content.  In the milled grooves where the middle of the groove is 24 mm from the
crack, a chloride content of 0.1-0.4 % by weight is reached.  Assuming that about 2/3
of the chloride content measured by the RCT are bound, there are less than 0.13% free
chlorides.  This supports the previously reported indication level of the UV-test (0.1%
by weight) since the width of the chloride tongue indicates that the groove milled 24
mm from the crack surface is “outside” the chloride tongue, cf. Table 2.

6 Conclusions

The existence of cracks affects the chloride penetration heavily; the depth of
penetration is considerably higher along cracks when the cracks are 0.05-0.35 mm
wide than in uncracked concrete.  This is illustrated by the UV-tests.  It has not been
possible to confirm investigations indicating the existence of a lower limit of crack
width below which no chloride penetration is observed.  Differences in depth of
chloride penetration between tension and compression zones of the specimen indicate
formation of microcracks in the tension zone.  Microscopical analysis is in progress to
confirm this and to further investigate the chloride distribution in cracks and
microcracks.

The result of the UV-tests indicate that the crack depth, the concrete quality and
the duration of the exposure is more important for the chloride penetration than the
crack width. Crack depths corresponding to the concrete cover are especially
problematic, referring to the risk of corrosion of main reinforcement.  A very high
content of chloride at the main reinforcement indicates crystallization of chlorides.



The effect of the fibres on the durability increases with the concrete quality.  To
reach the same level of crack width and depth of chloride penetration, the load must be
40-80 % higher for class SA concrete when fibres are added, but only 10-15 % for
class M concrete.  Steel fibres are only corroding if they are in direct contact with the
exposed surface or a crack surface.
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THE USE OF GALVANOSTATIC PULSE MEASUREMENTS TO
DETERMINE CORROSION PARAMETERS
Galvanostatic Pulse Measurement of Corrosion
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Abstract

This paper reports the results of galvanostatic pulse experiments to determine the
corrosion parameters associated with passive and active reinforcing steel in concrete.
Galvanostatic pulse measurements have been conducted on a number of short sections
of steel bar embedded in concrete.  The dynamic response to an applied galvanostatic
pulse is measured and used to evaluate the instantaneous rate of corrosion.  The bars
have displayed a range of corrosion rates, from passive steel to highly active corrosion.
Analysis of the galvanostatic pulse response has enabled the separation of components
that make up the charge transfer resistance to be determined.  By undertaking
galvanostatic pulse experiments at a range of lateral distances from the reinforcing bar it
has been possible to determine which of the components are associated with the
corrosion process and which are due to diffusion effects within the concrete.  From
these results it is possible to calculate the corrosion rate of the reinforcing steel
specimens monitored and to determine suitable equilibration times for linear polarisation
resistance measurements for reinforcing steel in concrete in general.

Keywords : Concrete, Corrosion Rates, Galvanostatic Pulse, Steel Reinforcement,
Structural Assessment, Dynamic Response

1    Introduction

The problem of accurately and rapidly assessing the condition of corroding steel in
reinforced concrete structures has long been a problem for the Civil Engineering
industry.  A number of electrochemical techniques have been developed to assess the
corrosion equilibrium and corrosion rate of the reinforcing steel and to enable an
estimate of the service life remaining to a reinforced concrete structure.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 310-319.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



     The most established of these techniques is half-cell potential mapping.  The steel
potentials relative to a stable reference half cell are recorded and are related in the
guidelines given in ASTM C876-91 to the probabilities of corrosion occurring.
However, these are only broad guidelines and the different environmental conditions in
individual structures can significantly effect the likelihood of finding corrosion.
     Other techniques have been developed to give a direct measure of the instantaneous
corrosion rate and include the Linear Polarisation Resistance (LPR) (Gowers et al.,
1992) and AC Impedance methods (John et al. 1991).  The typical classification of the
corrosion rates is given in Table 1.

Table 1: Typical corrosion rates

Rate Rct

(Ω.cm2)
icorr

(µAcm-2)
High 0.25 - 2.5 10 - 100
Medium 2.5 - 25 1 - 10
Low 25 - 250 0.1 - 1
Passive above 250 less than 0.1

LPR has been developed based on Stern-Geary theory where the corrosion current, Icorr,
is given by :

     Icorr =         βa   βc          . 1          =     B                                                             (1)
        2.3 (βa + βc)       Rct                Rct

βa, βc - Tafel constants; B - Stearn-Geary Constant; Rct - Charge Transfer Resistance.

To calculate the Rct value the reinforcing steel is polarised from its equilibrium
potential by a fixed amount.  This is usually in the range 10 or 20 mV to ensure that for
active corrosion the shift lies within the linear region of the Stearn-Geary plot.  The
resulting current is then monitored at the end of a selected time period, usually between
30 seconds to 5 minutes.  At the end of this period a value for Rct  is calculated from the
potential shift applied divided by the current induced.  For greater accuracy an average
value for Rct is taken using both a positive and negative potential shift.  The corrosion
current density, icorr, is determined by dividing the total corrosion current, Icorr, by the
surface area of the steel being polarised.  From the corrosion current density, icorr, it is
possible to calculate the annual steel section loss, which enables an estimation of the
service life.
     A number of uncertainties arise with the use of LPR measurements.  The area of bar
that is being polarised is unknown, due to an uncertain degree of lateral spread of the
applied current.  The development of a guard ring to limit the spread of the polarisation
current has gone some way to addressing this problem (Feliu et al. 1996).  Another
problem is the choice of a suitable equilibration time at which to monitor the current
response to the applied potential shift.  This is due to the fact that Rct is made up from a
number of different mechanisms occurring within the concrete.  These include  those
interfacial resistances at the surface of the bar which are directly related to corrosion
and those resistances associated with the bulk concrete.  To calculate the corrosion rate



accurately it is necessary to select the measurement time required to evaluate those
processes directly associated with corrosion but to exclude those processes associated
with the bulk concrete.
     The AC impedance technique is a laboratory method which enables greater
information to be derived relating to the mechanisms occurring within the system.
However, this technique is particularly time consuming and can often provide data
which is difficult to interpret.
     A technique that has recently been developed to study the dynamic response to an
applied current has been that of Galvanostatic Pulse (Newton & Sykes 1988, Gowers et
al 1996, Millard et al. 1995).  In this technique a small current perturbation is applied to
a steel bar using an auxiliary electrode on the surface of the concrete in a similar manner
to a LPR measurement.  The resulting potential transient is then monitored with respect
to a reference electrode.  Analysis of this transient response allows the different
resistance and capacitance components of the system to be resolved, enabling an
accurate corrosion rate to be determined.

2    Experimental

2.1 Galvanostatic Pulse
     The galvanostatic pulse experiments were conducted using a brass 15 cm x 10 cm
auxiliary electrode placed on the surface of the concrete.  A wetted carbon foam pad
was used to ensure a good electrical contact between the auxiliary electrode and the
concrete surface.  This auxiliary electrode had a Silver/Silver Chloride reference
electrode located in the centre, Figure 1.

Fig 1: Galvanostatic Pulse Monitoring Equipment

     A purpose built, battery powered, constant current source was used to apply the
current perturbation.  The current source allowed a stable 1, 0.1 or 0.01 mA current to



be applied.  The resultant transient voltage response was monitored using a 16-bit data
acquisition program, “DT-Vee”.
     A pulse duration of between 45 to 180 seconds was used with a sampling rate of
1000 Hz selected to collect the dynamic response data.  This sampling rate allows those
system components with small time constants to be resolved.  At higher sampling rates
it was observed that the resolution is not improved but the data processing times are
greatly extended.
     A current perturbation was selected to give an initial potential shift of 20 mV to 30
mV, which would fall within the linear region of the Stearn-Geary plot.  To this end
initial tests were always conducted with a 0.01 mA pulse.  If this did not sufficiently
perturb the system the steel was allowed to re-equilibrate back to the rest potential, and
the current pulse increased, as required, to achieve the desired potential shift.

2.2 Data Analysis
     The data collected was analysed to obtain an equivalent electronic circuit, Figure 2,
(Millard et al. 1995, Gowers et al., 1996, Gowers & Millard, in press).  Using a simple
Randles circuit at time t the transient potential response, Vt, to a constant current
perturbation, I, is given by

     Vt = RΩ.I + Rct.I[ 1 - exp( -t /RctCdl ) ]   (2)
    

where I is the current perturbation

Fig.  2: Simple Randles Circuit

     In this circuit RΩ represents the ohmic resistance of the concrete between the surface
electrode and the steel bar.  Cdl represents a double layer capacitance at the surface of
the steel bar and Rct represents the charge transfer resistance at the surface of the steel
bar.  As seen in Equation 1, the rate of corrosion is proportional to Rct.
     After a suitable equilibration time the transient response reaches a steady-state
potential Vmax, where

     loge (Vmax - Vt) = loge (IRct) - t / RctCdl   (3)

     Thus a plot of loge(Vmax - Vt) against t gives a linear graph with gradient 1/ RctCdl

and intercept loge (IRct).  In more complex system with several separate components
there will be a succession of linear sections of the graph, which can be represented by a
succession of resistors and capacitors in series.  By extracting each successive section

   RΩ

   Rct

Cdl



the separate components can be resolved and the Rct and Cdl determined for each
component.  Knowledge of the Rct and Cdl enables the time constant for those
components to be calculated as the product of the capacitance and resistance.

2.3 Concrete Specimens
     Galvanostatic pulse experiments were conducted on two concrete specimens. Both
specimens were made of OPC concrete with a nominal 28 day compressive cube
strength of 50 Nmm-2.  Specimen #1 was a slab of dimension 1000 x 1000 x 150 mm,
with two mild steel bars, 10 mm diameter, 100 mm long, denoted MS1 and MS2. The
bars had a cover of 25 mm, were positioned parallel to each other 50 mm apart, and
located 500 mm from the edge of the slab.  Specimen #2 was a slab of dimensions 750 x
750 x 150 mm, with one mild steel bar, denoted MS3, and two stainless steel, denoted
SS1 and SS2. Each bar was 10 mm diameter, 100 mm long. The bars had a cover of 25
mm, were positioned parallel to each other 25 mm apart, and located 250 mm from the
edge of the slab. The surface area of all the bars was taken as 31.42 cm2.
     Each specimen was subjected to the an external environment and intermittent
ponding with 1 Molar sodium chloride solution to promote corrosion over a period two
years.  Potential transients were recorded over time periods of between 45 and 180
seconds and at lateral distances ranging from 0 to 300 mm from the location of the bar.

3    Results
  

     The potential transients determined had different characteristic shape for the active
(mild steel) and passive (stainless steel) systems.  A typical transient for an active
system is given in Figure 3 and for a passive system in Figure 4.  The data shows that a
significantly higher potential shift, ∆E, is obtained from a passive system than an active
system for the same current perturbation.

Fig.  3: Potential Transient, MS3, Active Corrosion, Pulse 0.01 mA



Fig.  4: Potential Transient, SS2, Passive Corrosion, Pulse 0.01 mA

     For the passive systems measured the potential shift, ∆E for the lowest current
perturbation, 0.01 mA, was larger than that in the linear region of the Stearn-Geary
plot.  This may result in some inaccuracies in the resolution of the components of the
transient, however, these will not be significant when converted to corrosion rates.  For
the active corrosion systems at higher corrosion rates a current pulse was selected to
obtain the 20 - 30 mV shift required to fall within the Stearn-Geary linear region.  This
shift was achieved in all the systems measured
     Analysis of the potential transients enabled a number of separate components with
different time constants to be resolved.  The resistance, capacitance and associated time
constant for each component are given in Tables 2-6. The resistances in bold are those
attributed to the charge transfer resistance.

4    Discussion

     When investigating the condition of reinforcing steel in concrete the corrosion rates
are generally classified as passive, low, medium or high based on the magnitude of
corrosion current density icorr, Table 1.  In order to calculate the corrosion current
density from the galvanostatic pulse data acquired, the charge transfer resistance, Rct

must be determined.  This value can be calculated by summing the individual resistances
of the separate components, associated with corrosion, resolved from the galvanostatic
pulse experiments.
     The analysis of the transient response from the stainless steel bars, SS1 and SS2,
gave components with resistance in the range 400 to 500 Ω cm-2 , which are consistent
with a passive system.  This is to be expected as the stainless steel bars will not be
corroding.  As the distance from the bar increased there was no discernible increase in
the magnitude of any of the individual components.  This would indicate that the
components resolved are associated with corrosion at the steel/concrete interface and
are not due to bulk effects in the concrete, which would be expected to increase with an
increase in lateral distance.  The capacitances associated with these components are all



Table 2 : Results for bar MS1, 90 seconds pulse

Distanc
e

(mm)

R0

(Ω cm-

2)

R1

(Ω cm-

2)

Cd1

(µFcm-2)
t1

(s)
R2

( Ω cm-2)
Cd2

(µFcm-2)
t2

(s)
R3

(Ω cm-2)
Cd3

(µFcm-2)
t3

(s)
R4

(Ω cm-2)
Cd4

(µFcm-2)
t4

(s)

0 9341 2312 11392 26.6 3280 961 3.18 4592 79 0.36
100 27210 3749 1560 5.85 2842 301 0.86 3186 10.2 0.032
200 26117 5936 1963 11.7 3436 618 2.14 3217 20.9 0.067
300 31927 7466 3398 25.5 3842 1478 5.78 3842 35.2 0.14

Table 3 : Results for bar MS2, 90 seconds pulse

Distance
(mm)

R0

(Ω cm-2)
R1

(Ω cm-2)
Cd1

(µF/cm2)
t1

(s)
R2

(Ω cm-2)
Cd2

(µF/cm2)
t2

(s)
R3

(Ω cm-2)
Cd3

(µF/cm2)
t3

(s)
0 8497 3873 1773 6.9 4717 609 2.9 7685 13.0 0.10

100 14745 6717 1372 9.3 10215 239 2.46 8903 19.4 0.17
200 38706 8060 1424 11.5 11965 240 2.88 6623 54.1 0.36

Table 4 : Results for bar SS1, 90 seconds pulse

Distance
(mm)

R0

(Ω cm-2)
R1

(Ω cm-2)
Cd1

(µF/cm2)
t1

(s)
R2

(Ω cm-2)
Cd2

(µF/cm2)
t2

(s)
R3

(Ω cm-2)
Cd3

(µF/cm2)
t3

(s)
0 22868 375 000 64.4 24.3 178 000 40.8 7.3 45 900 2.10 0.10

50 23836 544 000 42.3 23.1 109 000 38.5 4.2 46.200 0.60 0.03
100 43861 412 000 52.5 21.8 52 500 43.0 2.3 41 900 0.31 0.01



Table 5 : Results for bar SS2, 90 seconds pulse
Distance

(mm)
R0

(Ω cm-2)
R1

(Ω cm-2)
Cd1

(µF/cm2)
t1

(s)
R2

(Ω cm-2)
Cd2

(µF/cm2)
t2

(s)
R3

(Ω cm-2)
Cd3

(µF/cm2)
t3

(s)
0 13339 475 000 45.6 21.8 115 000 31.8 3.65 45 000 0.83 0.037

50 40039 540 000 38.2 20.8 91 800 40.6 3.75 45 300 1.69 0.077
100 69603 359 000 58.0 20.4 40 100 68.3 2.80 23 100 2.32 0.054

Table 6 : Results for bar MS3, 45 and 90 seconds pulse
Pulse
(sec)

Distance
(mm)

R0

(Ω cm-

2)

R1

(Ω cm-

2)

Cd1

(µF/cm2)
t1

(s)
R2

(Ω cm-2)
Cd2

(µF/cm2)
t2

(s)
R3

(Ω cm-2)
Cd3

(µF/cm2)
t3

(s)
R4

(Ω cm-

2)

Cd4

(µF/cm2)
t4

(s)

45 0 13339 51546 352 18.2 12464 379 4.75 11434 0.31 0.004
45 50 16214 61305 294 18.7 14808 427 6.30 22993 0.14 0.006
45 100 33364 44986 371 16.8 8622 276 3.36 4936 0.38 0.002
90 0 13714 55607 515 28.7 18213 583 5.69 5561 0.89 0.005
90 50 19150 56232 563 31.8 18994 608 6.18 5498 5.36 0.30
90 100 21743 51858 564 29.4 18307 586 5.95 3718 24.7 0.092

Table 7: Results for bars SS1 and SS2, 180 seconds pulse
Bar Distance

(mm)
R0

(Ω cm-2)
R1

(Ω cm-2)
Cd1

(µF/cm2)
t1

(s)
R2

(Ω cm-2)
Cd2

(µF/cm2)
t2

(s)
SS1 0 17150 344 000 89.2 30.9 96 800 78.0 7.6
SS 50 20025 647 000 60.5 39.4 226 000 43.3 9.8

SS1 100 39081 650 000 54.5 35.5 176 000 44.6 7.3
SS2 0 12402 338 000 77.1 26.2
SS2 50 25742 358 000 52.4 22.4 53 100 102 5.4
SS2 100 29553 197 000 109 21.5 31 600 170 5.4



less than 100 µF/cm2 and their time constants are all less than 30 seconds and would
confirm that a measurement period of at least 30 seconds should be adopted for LPR
measurements.  Indeed for passive systems a measurement period of 120 to 300
seconds is often employed.  Additional galvanostatic pulse data acquired using a pulse
duration of 180 seconds, Table 7, again showed no significant increase in resistivity
with distance for the components associated with the longer time constants.
     In the active systems studied there was a marked difference between the data for the
specimens MS1 and MS2 and specimen MS3.  Specimen MS1 displayed an increase in
resistance with distance for that component with the largest time constant.  Specimen
MS 2 displayed an increase in resistance for the components with the two longest time
constants.  However specimen MS3 displayed no increase in resistance with distance.
The capacitances associated with the components displaying this increase in specimens
MS1 and MS2 were greater than 1000 µF/cm2, for those with time constants in the
region of twenty five seconds, for bar MS2 the capacitances associated with the second
time constant, 2.75 seconds, were between 609 and 239 µF/cm2.  All the capacitances
in specimen MS3 were less than 1000 µF/cm2.
     Overall, those components in the region 100 - 1000 µF/cm2 appear to be related to
either corrosion or bulk diffusion, those above 1000 µF/cm2 more likely related to bulk
diffusion, while those less than 100 µF/cm2 are almost certainly related to corrosion.
This is in general agreement with previous work (Newton & Sykes 1988, Gowers et al
1996, Millard et al 1995, Glass et al 1997, Glass et al 1998).
     In addition there is evidence that those resistive components relating to the dielectric
properties of the concrete may be resolved with time constants in the millisecond range.
In the data collected components within these bounds generally display capacitances of
less than 1 µF/cm2.  In calculating corrosion rates from galvanostatic pulse data
components associated with very small capacitances should not be included in the
calculations.
     A comparison of the corrosion rate calculated for all components with time
constants less than 30 seconds, corresponding to a LPR measurement with a 30 second
equilibrium period, and the corrosion rate calculated when the components associated
with the bulk diffusion effects are discounted, is given in Table 8.

Table 8: Corrosion Rates for Mild Steel, 90 seconds pulse, Lateral distance 0 mm

Bar ΣRct

 (Ω cm-2)
Corrosion Rate (Rct)
(µAcm-2)

ΣRTotal

(Ω cm-2)
Corrosion Rate(RTotal)
(µAcm-2)

MS1 7872 3.16 10184 2.44
MS2 7560 3.15 16276 2.42
MS3 54857 0.38 65323 0.38

     The data shows that a significant underestimate of the corrosion rate may occur for
those where a 30 second equilibrium period is used.   Hence, the selection of an
appropriate LPR equilibrium time is important when monitoring actively corroding
structures.



5 Conclusions

1. The galvanostatic pulse method enables the separate components of the charge
transfer resistance to be resolved.  This in turn enables those components associated
with the corrosion process to be identified and a corrosion rate calculated.
2. The technique can readily differentiate between active and passive systems.
3. Components with capacitances in the range 1-100 µF/cm2 are associated with
corrosion.  Capacitances over 100 µF/cm2 may be attributable to either the corrosion
process or bulk diffusion effects, though capacitances greater than 1000 µF/cm2 appear
more likely to be associated with bulk effects. Each system must be individually
investigated to determine which resistance components should be used to evaluate the
rate of corrosion.
4. Components with capacitance less than 1 µF/cm2 may be attributed to the
dielectric properties of the concrete.
5. In structures with actively corroding reinforcing steel, the equilibrium period used
for LPR measurements should be carefully selected to prevent an underestimate of the
corrosion rate.
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EDS ANALYSIS AS A PREDICTION METHOD FOR CEMENT
DEGRADATION IN AN AGGRESSIVE ENVIRONMENT
Cement degradation in an aggressive environment

M. ILIC and S. MILETIC
IMS Institute for Materials Testing, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
P. JOVANIC
Institute for Technology of Nuclear and other Mineral Raw Materials, Belgrade,
Yugoslavia

Abstract

The behaviour of Portland cement with and without 30% fly ash addition in
aggressive solutions was studied. This paper considers the sulphate corrosion of
the hardened cement paste.  The cement paste test samples were prepared, cured in
water for 21 days and then exposed to the influence of aggressive environment
(10% (NH4)2SO4 solution).  The measurements of several properties were carried
out and the results were analyzed. Concentration gradient of sulphate ions in
cement paste depth was obtained by energy-dispersive analysis (EDS).

Keywords: Corrosion, EDS, durability, concrete, portland cement, fly ash

1 Introduction

Unless it is resolved successfully, as a part of the integral environmental
management, the problem of wastes might become one of the burdens on the
future generations.  Besides environmental pollution, this also concerns some
important economic reasons connected with the growing price of raw materials
and energy.   That is why the efforts - primarily on behalf of the industrially
developed countries - are more and more directed towards recycling and various
forms of using wastes.  Thermo-power stations, which are using coal as the fuel,
mostly have installed very efficient equipment for preventing the emission of solid
particles (fly ash) to the atmosphere.  For our country it is about 10,000,000 t per
year of this material.  Wetted material is then transfered to deposit places which
presents very big ecological problem.  By definition, fly ash is a fine powder of
mainly spherical, glassy particles having pozzolanic properties and consisting
essentially of SiO2 and Al2O3.  Because of that, the aim of our first investigations
was to establish procedure for deposits of waste fly and bottom ash utilization in
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building materials production.  Reaching this aim means reducing enormous
ecology problem so as the getting equal quality products (cement, mortar,
concrete, bricks, etc.) ( Biczok 1972; Mehta 1983).

In practise, concrete buildings suffer simultaneously mechanical, chemical
and physical attacks.  Therefore, the effect of mechanical stresses must be taken
into consideration when durability and corrosion resistance of a concrete are
estimated, i.e., the study of stress corrosion of concrete is necessary and very
important for durability ( Moskvin 1980; Regourd 1980).

In recent years, there has been an increasing need to develop new testing
methods for monitoring the sulphate attack on concrete structures.  There are
many test methods available for the assessment of the quality and degradation of
concrete structures.  The basic idea of this work was to test the possibillity for
applying energy dispersive analysis in our case.  The aim was to investigate
sulphate attack on concrete structures, i.e. to obtain concentration gradients of
sulphate ions through the sample of cement paste.  This was done by monitoring
concentration of elementary sulphur through cross sections of the sample, in line,
because EDS is a technique which determines the elemental content in a very small
surface area.  The advantages of this method are that it is non destructive and does
not require any additional sample preparation.

2 Experimental

Portland cement and Portland fly ash cement manufactured in Yugoslavia
were used:

• Portland cement B (PCB)- according to the European cement standard EN
197-1: CEM-I

• Portland fly ash cement B (cement clinker B) with 30% fly ash (PCBP)-
according to the European cement standard EN 197-1: CEM II/B-V

All materials have been chemically analyzed and their physico-chemical and
mechanical properties have been investigated.  The resistance of the cement to the
aggressive solution was tested on mortar prisms.  First results were already
published (Miletic et al. 1996, 1997).  The testing methods used in this part are:
determination of standard strength (EN 196-1), chemical analysis (EN 196-2),
determination of setting time (EN 196-3), determination of the sieve residue (EN
196-6), determination of specific surface (EN 196-6), calculating the potential
phase analysis (ASTM C 150).

To analyse the degradation process caused by sulphate attack, samples were
prepared as follow.  The chemical resistance of the cements was tested with
cement paste 1x1x6 cm test prisms prepared with water/cement ratio needed for
the standard consistency.  Before beening exposed to the aggressive solution,
prisms were cured for 1 day in the mould and 20 days in water.  As an aggressive
environment, a 10 % (NH4)2SO4 solution was used.

The concentration gradient of sulphate ions in prepared cement paste
samples, dimensions 1x1x6 cm and broken on halves (1x1x3 cm approximately),
was performed by an energy-dispersive method on an Edax 9900 apparatus at the



cross-section of the broken sample.  For this purpose, samples were mounted on
stubs and pumped to a vacuum level of 1.33⋅10-6 Pa.  Monitoring of elementary
sulphur content was done in 20 points on 1 cm width of samples, so the monitoring
on the centered line of the cross-section was obtained.

3 Results and discussion

The selected aggressive environment was severe to ensure fast results for the
real conditions which can be present in underground waters in Yugoslavia.

The potential phase analysis of the Portland cement clinker is given in
Table1.  It can be seen that the cement has usual C3A content in clinker of 13.3%
influencing the sulphate resistance.  The ordinary Portland cement, such as the
investigated one, is not resistant to the attack of sulphates because it has a
considerable content of tricalcium aluminate - C3A, whose hydrates react with
sulphate ions, giving expansive compounds.  According to the literature the
difference in the C3S content could be significant regarding sulphate resistance
also.

Table 1: Potential phase composition of Portland cement clinker

Potential phase composition, %mass Portland cement clinker
B

C3S 57.5
C2S 13.5
C3A 13.3
C4AF 8.7

Table 2 presents the chemical composition of fly ash.  According to the high
content of SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3 and the low content of CaO, MgO, alkalies and
SO3 the fly ash is suitable for cement production though loss on ignition was
relatively high and especially hydrated (bounded) water.

Table 2: Fly ash chemical composition

Chemical composition, %mass Fly ash
LOI 5.7
SiO2  + Al2O3 + Fe2O3 84.2
CaO 6.5
MgO 2.7
SO3 0.05
S 0.02
Na2O 0.3
K2O 0.7
Hydrated water 34.6
Insoluble residue 76.6



The chemical composition of the cements is presented in Table 3.  All
cements meet Yugoslav standard JUS B.C1.011.  Portland fly ash cement PCBP
has a higher insoluble residue and loss on ignition than Portland cement PCB.

Table 4 presents figures characterizing fineness, density, standard
consistency, setting time and soundness of the test cements.  Obviously the
addition of fly ash raises the water demand for standard consistency and sieve
residue and extends setting time, but has no significant influence on other
characteristics.  All characteristics are in compliance with Yugoslav standard JUS
B.C1.011.

Table 3: Chemical composition of cements

Chemical composition, %mass Cement
PCB PCBP

SiO2 19.7 14.0
Al2O3 7.0 6.2
Fe2O3 2.7 2.7
CaO 62.0 44.7
Insoluble residue 0.1 20.2
LOI 0.8 3.0
CO2 in CaCO3 0.4 0.4
CaO free 0.1 0.0
SO3 in CaSO4 2.0 2.0
MgO 2.2 2.4
Alkalies as Na2O 0.4 0.4
K2O 0.4 0.2
Cl- 0.0 0.0

Table 4: Physico-chemical properties of cements

Physico-chemical properties Cement
PCB PCBP

Sieve residue at 0.09 mm sieve, %mass 1.8 5.2
Density, g/cm3 3.1 2.9
Specific surface, cm2/g 3320 3720
Setting
-standard consistence, %mass
-initial time, min
-final time, min

25.8
165
225

28.0
240
330

Soundness
-Le Chatelier test, mm 1.0 1.0

Table 5 gives values for flexural and compressive strengths of cements after
2, 3, 7 and 28 days.  The Portland fly ash cement PCBP had lower strengths even
after 28 days than the corresponding Portland cement PCB.



Table 5. Standard strength of cements

Strengths, MPa Cement
PCB PCBP

Flexural:
-2 days
-3 days
-7 days
-28 days

4.4
5.3
7.2
8.0

2.5
3.6
6.2
8.3

Compressive:
-2 days
-3 days
-7 days
-28 days

15.7
19.8
30.2
40.3

8.8
14.9
24.2
39.5
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Fig. 1: Concentration gradient of sulphur through the depth of sample after 3
days in aggressive environment, determined by EDS method, for:

a) Portland cement PCB
b) Portland ash cement PCBP
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Fig. 2: Concentration gradient of sulphur through the depth of sample after 7
days in aggressive environment, determined by EDS method, for:

a) Portland cement PCB
b) Portland ash cement PCBP
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Fig. 3: Concentration gradient of sulphur through the depth of sample after
14 days in aggressive environment, determined by EDS method, for:

a) Portland cement PCB
b) Portland ash cement PCBP
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Fig. 4: Concentration gradient of sulphur through the depth of sample after
21 days in aggressive environment, determined by EDS method, for:

a) Portland cement PCB
b) Portland ash cement PCBP
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Fig. 5: Concentration gradient of sulphur through the depth of sample after
28 days in aggressive environment, determined by EDS method, for:

a) Portland cement PCB
b) Portland ash cement PCBP

The content of sulphur, i.e. content of sulphate, as determined by the EDS
method, is given in Figs. 1-5.  The distance, given on X-axis, means the distance
from one side of the cross-section of the broken half to the other one (10 mm at
all) through the centered line of the cross-section.  It is important to emphasise
that, comparing two tested cements, all obtained very similar curves.  This means
that the behaviour of both cements in the aggressive environment is similar.  But,
regarding maximum normalized value, 5, it could be seen that Portland fly ash
cement PCBP has less points at that level in all terms of investigation, meaning that



sulphate content through depth of test sample is lower.  The repeated testings
showed the same results, so it could be concluded that this method has the high
accuracy.  Such results were got also by previous investigations (Miletic et al.
1996, 1997) meaning that Portland fly ash cement PCBP is more suitable for use in
aggressive environment than the ordinary Portland cement PCB.

4 Conclusion

The results of testing the attack by aggressive sulphate solutions allow the
following conclusions:

1) The selected aggressive environment represents a very strong aggressiveness to
ensure fast results for the real conditions which can be present in underground
waters in Yugoslavia.

2) Testing results showed that EDS himself couldn’t represent the degradation
process, but combined with other significant characteristics such as mass
change, XRD, bonded SO4

2- content and flexural strengths (degradation and/or
corrosion coefficients derived from them), represented valuable characteristics.
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EVALUATION OF FUNCTIONALITY OF BUILDING COMPONENTS
APPLICABLE TO SERVICE LIFE DESIGN
Functionality of building components in service life design

M. REJNA
Building Department (DISET), Faculty of Engineering, Polytechnic of Milan, Milan,
Italy

Abstract

This paper proposes a method to evaluate the functional compliance requirements of
building components as a tool to estimate the propensity of a given design to attain
functional requirements over their service-life.  This method is part of a broader
research project dealing with developing methods for durability evaluation of materials
and building components.  The method is derived from the analysis of the functional
aspects of building components and uses four essential aspects of compliance to assess
an overall or global compliance index: functional, fabrication, inherent, and
compatibility.  Each of these aspects is described and detailed methods for calculating
the respective criteria are given.  An example of the proposed functional compliance
analysis method has been applied to a set of two non load-bearing external wall
components.  The proposed methodology offers an additional tool for new building
component design in that it potentially can facilitate the selection and optimisation of
building components for durability.

Keywords:  functional compliance analysis, functional compliance, fabrication
compliance, inherent compliance, compatibility compliance.

1 Introduction

The development of methods to determine the functional compliance of building
components in design is based on previous research undertaken at the Building
Department (DISET) of the Polytechnic of Milan (Maggi 1992; Maggi 1993; Rejna
1995).  This design tool evaluates one of the two parameters of durability, namely a
components’ propensity to remain in a functional state throughout its life given that it
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has been fabricated and assembled according to re-commend and approved standards
and recognised construction practice.

An estimate of the propensity of a component to reach its mean time before
failure (MTBF) can be made by analysing how the component is designed in relation
to its related elements and materials, the complexity of the components, the degree of
attention paid to fabrication and assembly, to the inherent physical characteristics of
the elements, and to compatibility between adjacent materials.  For the purposes of
this paper, the process by which the analysis is completed is referred to as functional
compliance analysis.  An evaluation using functional compliance analysis provides a
qualitative means of determining, in an objective a manner, the degree of propensity of
different components (assemblies) to deteriorate over their service life.  It must be
emphasised that the values obtained using this method, even if applied on a specified
set of building components, will necessarily change if the environmental conditions
change.  That is to say, if the agents of deterioration affecting the functional parts of
the building assembly change the results of this analysis will also be different.

The proposed method takes into consideration four key aspects: The first aspect
regards the functional compliance of the component and is used as a method to verify
the degree to which there exists the distribution of analytical functions.  This analysis
is undertaken on the functional model used in the design of the component.

The second aspect regards analysing, at the design stage, the extent to which the
built component will meet design intentions, and provides a measure of the degree to
which functional requirements in the fabrication and assembly of the component can be
met.  It is referred to here as fabrication (and assembly) compliance.

The third aspect regards analysing designed components as a means to highlight
dimensional changes that are likely to occur during the life of the component due to
interaction with the environment (i.e. micro-climate) in proximity to the component.
Evidently, these changes would be different for each functional element of the
component and might highlight risks of early damage of individual elements during its
service life.  This aspect is referred as the inherent compliance of the component.

The final and fourth aspect regards analysing designed components as a means to
verify possible chemical and/or physical incompatibilities among different materials
that collectively define the component.  The presence of these kind of incompatibilities
is potentially harmful to the overall durability of the building component and the
number of such incompatibilities offers a measures of the value of the compatibility
compliance of the component.

2 Proposed method to evaluate the degree of functional compliance

This method is based on an analysis of a component’s working “model” in which
the components have been discretised into elements and materials as required for the
analysis.  This analysis allows verifying specific aspects to which the proposed criteria
are applied.  Each non-dimensional value resulting from the application of the four key
compliance aspects mentioned previously are qualitative indicators of the propensity of
a component to attain a degree of functional compliance.  Criteria appropriate to the
compliance aspect are grouped in classes and are applied to the design of a building



component.  Pi is a measure of the degree to which a single criterion meets a
compliance index, in which Ii is derived from Pi such that the index Ii, ranges between
1 and 100.

  
Ii = 1−

Pi

100

 

 
 

 

 
 ⋅100   (1)

Ij, global indicator for the j-th class, is computed as the average of all the
indicators Ii in the same class, where n is the number of criteria in a given class:

  
Ij =

I
i
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n
∑

n
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The value of each aspect of functional compliance (Afu, Afa, Ain, Aco,) is
computed as the average of individual indicators, Ij, evaluated for all the criteria
classes belonging to the respective aspects of compliance, over, k, the number of
criteria classes for each compliance aspect:
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The evaluation of the degree of global compliance of the building component
design is computed as the average of values of the four specific aspects of compliance:

4
AAAAA coinfafu
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+++= (4)

This is necessarily of synthetic evaluation and is less significant than an analytical
evaluation related specifically to each compliance aspect.  Nonetheless, the criteria
could also be seen as useful design guide to help determine potential instances  where
of there exists a propensity for premature failure of building components.

An example is provided that applies the method of functional compliance
analysis to evaluate the propensity of a set of non-load bearing vertical perimeter walls
to meet functional requirements in the terms of functional, fabrication, inherent, and
compatibility compliance as well as the global compliance.

2.1 Functional compliance
The evaluation of the functional compliance is based on the functional model of

the designed component, that is to say on a model of the component obtained using
the functional analysis (Rejna, 1998).  The global functional model of the component
is evaluated according to the criteria provided in Table 1.



Table 1: Calculation of criteria for functional compliance

Criteria
Class

Criteria Calculation of criteria I*

Model’s
simplicity (A)

Structural
simplicity

Number of functional locations           (PA1) IA1

Functional
simplicity

Number of qualitatively diversified analytical functions
(PA2)

IA2

Location
simplicity

Number of basic function performed by single location
(PA3)

IA3

Functional
fatigue (B)

Mean fatigue Number of  distributed analytical functions   (PB1) IB1

Critical fatigue Maximum amount of analytical functions located in the
same location (PB2)

IB2

Variability
fatigue

Dispersion of analytical functions load (PB3)

  
PB3 == PB1 −−

PB2 −− PBmin
2

  

  
  

  

  
                       (5)

PBmin = minimum amount of analytical functions located
in one single spot of the same model

IB3

Balance fatigue Balanced distribution of functional load (PB4) IB4

Functional
distribution (C)

Serial
distribution

Number of  analytical functions related to a basic
function, assigned to two or more different locations
(PC1)

  
PC1 == nsii == 1

r
∑∑                                                  (6)

IC1

Parallel
distribution

Number of  analytical functions related to a basic
function, repeated on different locations (PC2)

  
PC2 == np ii == 1

r
∑∑                                (7)

r = number of basic functions relevant to the building
component class

IC2

* index

2.2 Fabrication (and assembly) compliance
The evaluation of the fabrication compliance is derived from an analysis of the

complexity of design of the building component.  It is based on a forecast of possible
differences between the design of the component and that of the fabricated component
due to fabrication and assembly errors during construction of the component.  The
dimensional complexity of a given component is related to the objective or “base-case”
model; a model to which different components can be compared on an “objective”
basis.  This objective model is evaluated according to the criteria provided in Tables 2



and 3.
Table 2: Calculation of criteria for component complexity

Criteria Class Criteria Calculation of criteria Index

Materials diversity Weighted number of different types
of materials of the building
component (NM)

IM

Complexity of components Number of functional elements of
the building component (No)

IO

Relational complexity Relational complexity in X
direction

Weighted number of interfaces of
the building component in X (IX)

Relational complexity in Z
direction

Weighted number of interfaces of
the building component in Z (IZ)

Relational complexity in Y
direction

Weighted number of interfaces of
the building component in Y (IY)

PR = IX + IZ + IY                                 …….

(8)
IR

Table 3: Basis for calculating fabrication compliance

Calculation Criteria

Materials diversity index

  
NM == pi

i −− 1

M
∑∑                                              (9)

pi = 0.5 in factory production;

pi =1 in site production;

M = Number of different types of materials of a building
component.

Relational Complexity

  

Nij
X,Z ==

F
ij
X, Z ••M

ij
X, Z •• E

ij
X, Z  

  
    

  
  f

ij
X, Y

MS j
 (10)

Nij
Y ==

Fij
Y ••Mij

Y •• Eij
Y(( ))fik

Y

MS j
          (11)

i = i-th type of interface of the j-th functional element, in
X and Z directions of the building component within the
surface iterative modulus MSj of the functional element;
in Y direction of the k-th interface between functional
elements of the building component within the highest
surface iterating modulus, Mskmax, between those of the
two contiguous functional elements of building
component;
k = k-th interface, in Y direction, between functional
elements of the building component;

fij = frequency of i-th type of interface, in X and Z
directions, of the j-th functional element of the building
component, within the surface iterative modulus MSj of
the functional element;

fik = frequency of i-th type of interface, in Y direction, of
the k-th interface between functional elements of the
building component, within the surface iterative modulus
Mskmax.

Form adaptability Fi = 0.5 between material and
material or moulded element
Fi =  1 between moulded elements

Types of materials Mi = 0.5 same nature
Mi = 1 different nature



Fabrication process Ei = 0.5 interface carried out in
factory
Ei = 1 interface carried out in site

Table 4: Calculation of criteria for fabrication compliance

Calculation of criteria

I j
X,Z = Nij

X,Z

i=1

N j
X,Z

∑                           (12)

I j
Y = Nik

Y

k=1

Nk
Y

∑                                     13)

NXj= total number of  interfaces, in direction X, within
the surface iterative modulus MSjof j-th functional
element;
NZj= total number of  interfaces, in direction Z, within
the surface iterative modulus MSjof j-th functional
element;
NYk= total number of interfaces, in direction Y, within
the surface iterative modulus Mskmax of k-th interface
between functional elements of the building component.

IX,Z = I j
X,Z

j=1

N E
∑   (14); IY = I k

Y

k=1

Nk

∑  (15)

NE = number of functional elements of the building
component;
NK= number of interfaces, in direction Y, between
functional elements of the building component.

2.3 Inherent compliance
The propensity of a given building component to meet functional requirements in

regards to its inherent compliance is conducted on designed component. It is based on
an estimate of the occurrence of specific physical phenomena, i.e. inherent
characteristics of the materials to change dimension given changes in temperature or
humidity.  These local changes in the materials in turn bring about dimensional change
on both the functional element and likewise the component over their service life.  The
objective model of the building component is evaluated according to Tables 4 to 9.

Table 5: Calculation of criteria for inherent compliance

Criteria Class Criteria Calculation of criteria Index

Inherent variability,
according to direction X

Inherent thermal variability,
X direction (PTX)
Inherent humidity variability,
X direction (PHX)

I T,HX =

P
TXj

, P
HXj

i =1

N
∑

N
(15)
N =  number of functional
elements of the building
component;

ITX

IHX

Inherent variability,
Z direction

Inherent thermal variability,
Z direction (PTZ)
Inherent humidity variability,
Z direction (PHz)

I T,HZ =

P
TZj

, P
HZj

i =1

N
∑

N
   (16)

ITZ

IHZ

Inherent variability
Y direction

Inherent thermal variability
Y direction (PUY)
Inherent humidity variability
Y direction (PHY)

I T,HY =

P
TYj

, P
HYj

i=1

N
∑

N

ITY

IHY



(17)
Inherent thermal
variability

IT = ITX +ITZ+ITY                        (18) IT

Inherent humidity
variability

IH = IHX +IHZ+IHY

(19)
IH

Table 6: Calculation of criteria for inherent compliance

Calculation criteria

Inherent thermal, humidity
variability according to direction X

P
TXj ,HXj

=

α j ,β j( )⋅ l j ⋅ p j
i=1

k

∑

ML j
      (20)

k= number of elements constituting the functional
element in direction X, within surface iterating
modulus;

αi, βi = coefficients of thermal, humidity variability of
the i-th element present in the j-th functional element
of the building component;

lj = length of the i-th element expressed in meters;

Pi = correction factor for the i-th element, function of
the  modulus of elasticity of the element and of the
arithmetical mean of the elastic moduli of the relative
functional connections, as well as of the parameter of
the moment of inertia of section YZ of the i-th element
and of the connections types [yz3/12];

MLj = value expressed in meters of the linear iterating
modulus according to X of the j-th functional element

Inherent thermal, humidity
variability according to direction Z

P
TZj , HZj

=

αj , βj( )⋅ h j ⋅ p j
i=1

r

∑

MH j

(21)

r = number of elements constituting the functional
element in direction Z, within surface iterating
modulus;

αi, βi = coefficients of thermal, humidity, shrinkage
variability of the i-th element present in the j-th
functional element of the building component;

hj = height of the i-th element expressed in meters;

Pj = correction factor for the i-th element, function of
the modulus of elasticity of the element and of the
arithmetical mean of the elastic moduli of the relative
functional connections, as well as of the parameter of
the moment of inertia of section YX of the i-th
element and of the connections types [yx3/12];

MHj = value expressed in meters of the linear iterating
modulus according to Z of the j-th functional element

Inherent thermal, humidity
variability according to direction Y

P T , HY = αi1 ,βi1 − αi2 ,βi2 ⋅ p j   (22)

ei1 , ei2 = elements with highest superficial
development on surface XZ present respectively in the
two functional elements at the i-th interface of the
building component

αi1,βi1, αi2,βi2, = coefficients of thermal, humidity,



variability of the two functional elements ei1 , ei2

Pi = correction factor for the i-th interface, function of
the elastic moduli of ei1 and ei2, of the moments of
inertia in sections XZ of the two elements ei1 and ei2,
as well as of the connection type of the j-th interface

Table 7: Correction factors and modulus of elasticity classes

Pc in relation to different types of
functional connections for X and Z
directions

Modulus of elasticity (E) classes

Types of functional
connection

Correction factors Pc Class Range

E (kN/mm2)

Location 1 A E > 80 kN/mm2

Closed 0.8 B 10 kN/mm2 < E 80 kN/mm2

Flowing 0.4 C E 10 kN/mm2

Open 0.2

Table 8: Correction factors PE and PI

PE in relation to different classes of modulus of
elasticity (MOE) for elements and mean value for
two functional connections (directions X and Z)

PI in relation to different classes
of moment of inertia (J) of element
sections YZ, YX, XZ

Classes MOE:
element

Classes MOE:
connections PE

Ranges for
moment
of  inertia

J (cm4/m)

PI

A A 1 107 < J 1.00

A B 0.9 106 < J  107 0.87

A C 0.8 105 < J  106 0.73

B A 0.7 104 < J  105 0.60

B B 0.6 103 < J   104 0.47

B C 0.5 102 < J   103 0.33

C A 0.4 J   102 0.20

C B 0.3
C C 0.2

Table 9: Correction factors Y-component direction

PS for different types of
functional connections

PE for different classes of
modulus of elasticity (MOE) and

interface elements ei1 and ei2

PIei1, PIei2 for different
classes of Moment of

inertia and j-th interface

Types of functional
connection

Ps Class MOE,
element ei1

Class MOE,
element ei2

PE Ranges: MOE

J (cm4)

PIei1 or
PIei2

Continuous 1.0 A A 1.00 107 < J 1.00



Linear 0.7 A B 0.84 106 < J   107 0.87

By location 0.6 A C 0.68 105 < J   106 0.73

Open 0.2 B B 0.52 104 < J   105 0.60

B C 0.36 103 < J   104 0.47

C C 0.20 102 < J   103 0.33

J  102 0.20

2.4 Compatibility compliance
The evaluation of the compatibility compliance is undertaken on the designed

component and is based on an estimate of possible failures due to chemical and
physical incompatibilities between two sets of adjacent functional elements within a
given component.  The design of the component is analysed and evaluated according
to the criteria provided in Table 10:

Table10: Calculation criteria for compatibility compliance

Criteria Class Calculation of criteria Index

Physical
incompatibility I ph ij

= Pphji
i=1

n i

∑

(23)

ni = number of physical incompatibilities in the jth interface
Pji = correction factor relative to the physical incompatibility in

the jth interface

Pph i =

Iphij
i=1

N i

∑

N i

(24)

Ni = Total number of interfaces between different materials
within the building component

Iph

Chemical
incompatibility I ch ij

= Pchji
i=1

n i

∑

(25)

ni = number of chemical incompatibilities in the jth interface

Pji = correction factor relative to the chemical incompatibility in
the jth interface

Pch i =

Ichij
i=1

N i

∑

N i

(26)

Ich



Ni = Total number of interfaces between different  materials
within the building component

3 Example of functional compliance analysis

The proposed functional compliance analysis method has been applied to a set of
two non load-bearing external wall components.  The building components that scored
the maximum and minimum values for “global” compliance are given in Figures 1 and
2 respectively.  Provided as well, are the specific values of functional, fabrication,
inherent and compatibility compliance for each building component.

Alveolar Hollow Bricks Compliance Scores

Global 93
Functional 95
Fabrication 86
Inherent 96
Compatibility 95

Component of the set of non load-bearing
vertical perimeter walls

Fig. 1: Building component with highest global compliance score

Semi-Hollow Bricks and Gypsum
Blocks Compliance Scores

Global 77
Functional 91
Executive 32
Inherent 90
Critical 96

Component of the set of non load-bearing
vertical perimeter walls



Fig. 2: Building component with lowest global compliance score
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EVALUATION OF FUNCTIONALITY OF BUILDING COMPONENTS
APPLICABLE TO SERVICE LIFE DESIGN
Functionality of building components in service life design

M. REJNA
Building Department (DISET), Faculty of Engineering, Polytechnic of Milan, Milan,
Italy

Abstract

This paper proposes a method to evaluate the functional compliance requirements of
building components as a tool to estimate the propensity of a given design to attain
functional requirements over their service-life.  This method is part of a broader
research project dealing with developing methods for durability evaluation of materials
and building components.  The method is derived from the analysis of the functional
aspects of building components and uses four essential aspects of compliance to assess
an overall or global compliance index: functional, fabrication, inherent, and
compatibility.  Each of these aspects is described and detailed methods for calculating
the respective criteria are given.  An example of the proposed functional compliance
analysis method has been applied to a set of two non load-bearing external wall
components.  The proposed methodology offers an additional tool for new building
component design in that it potentially can facilitate the selection and optimisation of
building components for durability.

Keywords:  functional compliance analysis, functional compliance, fabrication
compliance, inherent compliance, compatibility compliance.

1 Introduction

The development of methods to determine the functional compliance of building
components in design is based on previous research undertaken at the Building
Department (DISET) of the Polytechnic of Milan (Maggi 1992; Maggi 1993; Rejna
1995).  This design tool evaluates one of the two parameters of durability, namely a
components’ propensity to remain in a functional state throughout its life given that it

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1475-1484.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



has been fabricated and assembled according to re-commend and approved standards
and recognised construction practice.

An estimate of the propensity of a component to reach its mean time before
failure (MTBF) can be made by analysing how the component is designed in relation
to its related elements and materials, the complexity of the components, the degree of
attention paid to fabrication and assembly, to the inherent physical characteristics of
the elements, and to compatibility between adjacent materials.  For the purposes of
this paper, the process by which the analysis is completed is referred to as functional
compliance analysis.  An evaluation using functional compliance analysis provides a
qualitative means of determining, in an objective a manner, the degree of propensity of
different components (assemblies) to deteriorate over their service life.  It must be
emphasised that the values obtained using this method, even if applied on a specified
set of building components, will necessarily change if the environmental conditions
change.  That is to say, if the agents of deterioration affecting the functional parts of
the building assembly change the results of this analysis will also be different.

The proposed method takes into consideration four key aspects: The first aspect
regards the functional compliance of the component and is used as a method to verify
the degree to which there exists the distribution of analytical functions.  This analysis
is undertaken on the functional model used in the design of the component.

The second aspect regards analysing, at the design stage, the extent to which the
built component will meet design intentions, and provides a measure of the degree to
which functional requirements in the fabrication and assembly of the component can be
met.  It is referred to here as fabrication (and assembly) compliance.

The third aspect regards analysing designed components as a means to highlight
dimensional changes that are likely to occur during the life of the component due to
interaction with the environment (i.e. micro-climate) in proximity to the component.
Evidently, these changes would be different for each functional element of the
component and might highlight risks of early damage of individual elements during its
service life.  This aspect is referred as the inherent compliance of the component.

The final and fourth aspect regards analysing designed components as a means to
verify possible chemical and/or physical incompatibilities among different materials
that collectively define the component.  The presence of these kind of incompatibilities
is potentially harmful to the overall durability of the building component and the
number of such incompatibilities offers a measures of the value of the compatibility
compliance of the component.

2 Proposed method to evaluate the degree of functional compliance

This method is based on an analysis of a component’s working “model” in which
the components have been discretised into elements and materials as required for the
analysis.  This analysis allows verifying specific aspects to which the proposed criteria
are applied.  Each non-dimensional value resulting from the application of the four key
compliance aspects mentioned previously are qualitative indicators of the propensity of
a component to attain a degree of functional compliance.  Criteria appropriate to the
compliance aspect are grouped in classes and are applied to the design of a building



component.  Pi is a measure of the degree to which a single criterion meets a
compliance index, in which Ii is derived from Pi such that the index Ii, ranges between
1 and 100.

  
Ii = 1−

Pi

100

 

 
 

 

 
 ⋅100   (1)

Ij, global indicator for the j-th class, is computed as the average of all the
indicators Ii in the same class, where n is the number of criteria in a given class:

  
Ij =

I
i

1

n
∑

n
(2)

The value of each aspect of functional compliance (Afu, Afa, Ain, Aco,) is
computed as the average of individual indicators, Ij, evaluated for all the criteria
classes belonging to the respective aspects of compliance, over, k, the number of
criteria classes for each compliance aspect:

  
A(fu, fa, in, co) ==

I j
1

k

∑∑
k

(3)

The evaluation of the degree of global compliance of the building component
design is computed as the average of values of the four specific aspects of compliance:

4
AAAAA coinfafu

g
+++= (4)

This is necessarily of synthetic evaluation and is less significant than an analytical
evaluation related specifically to each compliance aspect.  Nonetheless, the criteria
could also be seen as useful design guide to help determine potential instances  where
of there exists a propensity for premature failure of building components.

An example is provided that applies the method of functional compliance
analysis to evaluate the propensity of a set of non-load bearing vertical perimeter walls
to meet functional requirements in the terms of functional, fabrication, inherent, and
compatibility compliance as well as the global compliance.

2.1 Functional compliance
The evaluation of the functional compliance is based on the functional model of

the designed component, that is to say on a model of the component obtained using
the functional analysis (Rejna, 1998).  The global functional model of the component
is evaluated according to the criteria provided in Table 1.



Table 1: Calculation of criteria for functional compliance

Criteria
Class

Criteria Calculation of criteria I*

Model’s
simplicity (A)

Structural
simplicity

Number of functional locations           (PA1) IA1

Functional
simplicity

Number of qualitatively diversified analytical functions
(PA2)

IA2

Location
simplicity

Number of basic function performed by single location
(PA3)

IA3

Functional
fatigue (B)

Mean fatigue Number of  distributed analytical functions   (PB1) IB1

Critical fatigue Maximum amount of analytical functions located in the
same location (PB2)

IB2

Variability
fatigue

Dispersion of analytical functions load (PB3)

  
PB3 == PB1 −−

PB2 −− PBmin
2

  

  
  

  

  
                       (5)

PBmin = minimum amount of analytical functions located
in one single spot of the same model

IB3

Balance fatigue Balanced distribution of functional load (PB4) IB4

Functional
distribution (C)

Serial
distribution

Number of  analytical functions related to a basic
function, assigned to two or more different locations
(PC1)

  
PC1 == nsii == 1

r
∑∑                                                  (6)

IC1

Parallel
distribution

Number of  analytical functions related to a basic
function, repeated on different locations (PC2)

  
PC2 == np ii == 1

r
∑∑                                (7)

r = number of basic functions relevant to the building
component class

IC2

* index

2.2 Fabrication (and assembly) compliance
The evaluation of the fabrication compliance is derived from an analysis of the

complexity of design of the building component.  It is based on a forecast of possible
differences between the design of the component and that of the fabricated component
due to fabrication and assembly errors during construction of the component.  The
dimensional complexity of a given component is related to the objective or “base-case”
model; a model to which different components can be compared on an “objective”
basis.  This objective model is evaluated according to the criteria provided in Tables 2



and 3.
Table 2: Calculation of criteria for component complexity

Criteria Class Criteria Calculation of criteria Index

Materials diversity Weighted number of different types
of materials of the building
component (NM)

IM

Complexity of components Number of functional elements of
the building component (No)

IO

Relational complexity Relational complexity in X
direction

Weighted number of interfaces of
the building component in X (IX)

Relational complexity in Z
direction

Weighted number of interfaces of
the building component in Z (IZ)

Relational complexity in Y
direction

Weighted number of interfaces of
the building component in Y (IY)

PR = IX + IZ + IY                                 …….

(8)
IR

Table 3: Basis for calculating fabrication compliance

Calculation Criteria

Materials diversity index

  
NM == pi

i −− 1

M
∑∑                                              (9)

pi = 0.5 in factory production;

pi =1 in site production;

M = Number of different types of materials of a building
component.

Relational Complexity

  

Nij
X,Z ==

F
ij
X, Z ••M

ij
X, Z •• E

ij
X, Z  

  
    

  
  f

ij
X, Y

MS j
 (10)

Nij
Y ==

Fij
Y ••Mij

Y •• Eij
Y(( ))fik

Y

MS j
          (11)

i = i-th type of interface of the j-th functional element, in
X and Z directions of the building component within the
surface iterative modulus MSj of the functional element;
in Y direction of the k-th interface between functional
elements of the building component within the highest
surface iterating modulus, Mskmax, between those of the
two contiguous functional elements of building
component;
k = k-th interface, in Y direction, between functional
elements of the building component;

fij = frequency of i-th type of interface, in X and Z
directions, of the j-th functional element of the building
component, within the surface iterative modulus MSj of
the functional element;

fik = frequency of i-th type of interface, in Y direction, of
the k-th interface between functional elements of the
building component, within the surface iterative modulus
Mskmax.

Form adaptability Fi = 0.5 between material and
material or moulded element
Fi =  1 between moulded elements

Types of materials Mi = 0.5 same nature
Mi = 1 different nature



Fabrication process Ei = 0.5 interface carried out in
factory
Ei = 1 interface carried out in site

Table 4: Calculation of criteria for fabrication compliance

Calculation of criteria

I j
X,Z = Nij

X,Z

i=1

N j
X,Z

∑                           (12)

I j
Y = Nik

Y

k=1

Nk
Y

∑                                     13)

NXj= total number of  interfaces, in direction X, within
the surface iterative modulus MSjof j-th functional
element;
NZj= total number of  interfaces, in direction Z, within
the surface iterative modulus MSjof j-th functional
element;
NYk= total number of interfaces, in direction Y, within
the surface iterative modulus Mskmax of k-th interface
between functional elements of the building component.

IX,Z = I j
X,Z

j=1

N E
∑   (14); IY = I k

Y

k=1

Nk

∑  (15)

NE = number of functional elements of the building
component;
NK= number of interfaces, in direction Y, between
functional elements of the building component.

2.3 Inherent compliance
The propensity of a given building component to meet functional requirements in

regards to its inherent compliance is conducted on designed component. It is based on
an estimate of the occurrence of specific physical phenomena, i.e. inherent
characteristics of the materials to change dimension given changes in temperature or
humidity.  These local changes in the materials in turn bring about dimensional change
on both the functional element and likewise the component over their service life.  The
objective model of the building component is evaluated according to Tables 4 to 9.

Table 5: Calculation of criteria for inherent compliance

Criteria Class Criteria Calculation of criteria Index

Inherent variability,
according to direction X

Inherent thermal variability,
X direction (PTX)
Inherent humidity variability,
X direction (PHX)

I T,HX =

P
TXj

, P
HXj

i =1

N
∑

N
(15)
N =  number of functional
elements of the building
component;

ITX

IHX

Inherent variability,
Z direction

Inherent thermal variability,
Z direction (PTZ)
Inherent humidity variability,
Z direction (PHz)

I T,HZ =

P
TZj

, P
HZj

i =1

N
∑

N
   (16)

ITZ

IHZ

Inherent variability
Y direction

Inherent thermal variability
Y direction (PUY)
Inherent humidity variability
Y direction (PHY)

I T,HY =

P
TYj

, P
HYj

i=1

N
∑

N

ITY

IHY



(17)
Inherent thermal
variability

IT = ITX +ITZ+ITY                        (18) IT

Inherent humidity
variability

IH = IHX +IHZ+IHY

(19)
IH

Table 6: Calculation of criteria for inherent compliance

Calculation criteria

Inherent thermal, humidity
variability according to direction X

P
TXj ,HXj

=

α j ,β j( )⋅ l j ⋅ p j
i=1

k

∑

ML j
      (20)

k= number of elements constituting the functional
element in direction X, within surface iterating
modulus;

αi, βi = coefficients of thermal, humidity variability of
the i-th element present in the j-th functional element
of the building component;

lj = length of the i-th element expressed in meters;

Pi = correction factor for the i-th element, function of
the  modulus of elasticity of the element and of the
arithmetical mean of the elastic moduli of the relative
functional connections, as well as of the parameter of
the moment of inertia of section YZ of the i-th element
and of the connections types [yz3/12];

MLj = value expressed in meters of the linear iterating
modulus according to X of the j-th functional element

Inherent thermal, humidity
variability according to direction Z

P
TZj , HZj

=

αj , βj( )⋅ h j ⋅ p j
i=1

r

∑

MH j

(21)

r = number of elements constituting the functional
element in direction Z, within surface iterating
modulus;

αi, βi = coefficients of thermal, humidity, shrinkage
variability of the i-th element present in the j-th
functional element of the building component;

hj = height of the i-th element expressed in meters;

Pj = correction factor for the i-th element, function of
the modulus of elasticity of the element and of the
arithmetical mean of the elastic moduli of the relative
functional connections, as well as of the parameter of
the moment of inertia of section YX of the i-th
element and of the connections types [yx3/12];

MHj = value expressed in meters of the linear iterating
modulus according to Z of the j-th functional element

Inherent thermal, humidity
variability according to direction Y

P T , HY = αi1 ,βi1 − αi2 ,βi2 ⋅ p j   (22)

ei1 , ei2 = elements with highest superficial
development on surface XZ present respectively in the
two functional elements at the i-th interface of the
building component

αi1,βi1, αi2,βi2, = coefficients of thermal, humidity,



variability of the two functional elements ei1 , ei2

Pi = correction factor for the i-th interface, function of
the elastic moduli of ei1 and ei2, of the moments of
inertia in sections XZ of the two elements ei1 and ei2,
as well as of the connection type of the j-th interface

Table 7: Correction factors and modulus of elasticity classes

Pc in relation to different types of
functional connections for X and Z
directions

Modulus of elasticity (E) classes

Types of functional
connection

Correction factors Pc Class Range

E (kN/mm2)

Location 1 A E > 80 kN/mm2

Closed 0.8 B 10 kN/mm2 < E 80 kN/mm2

Flowing 0.4 C E 10 kN/mm2

Open 0.2

Table 8: Correction factors PE and PI

PE in relation to different classes of modulus of
elasticity (MOE) for elements and mean value for
two functional connections (directions X and Z)

PI in relation to different classes
of moment of inertia (J) of element
sections YZ, YX, XZ

Classes MOE:
element

Classes MOE:
connections PE

Ranges for
moment
of  inertia

J (cm4/m)

PI

A A 1 107 < J 1.00

A B 0.9 106 < J  107 0.87

A C 0.8 105 < J  106 0.73

B A 0.7 104 < J  105 0.60

B B 0.6 103 < J   104 0.47

B C 0.5 102 < J   103 0.33

C A 0.4 J   102 0.20

C B 0.3
C C 0.2

Table 9: Correction factors Y-component direction

PS for different types of
functional connections

PE for different classes of
modulus of elasticity (MOE) and

interface elements ei1 and ei2

PIei1, PIei2 for different
classes of Moment of

inertia and j-th interface

Types of functional
connection

Ps Class MOE,
element ei1

Class MOE,
element ei2

PE Ranges: MOE

J (cm4)

PIei1 or
PIei2

Continuous 1.0 A A 1.00 107 < J 1.00



Linear 0.7 A B 0.84 106 < J   107 0.87

By location 0.6 A C 0.68 105 < J   106 0.73

Open 0.2 B B 0.52 104 < J   105 0.60

B C 0.36 103 < J   104 0.47

C C 0.20 102 < J   103 0.33

J  102 0.20

2.4 Compatibility compliance
The evaluation of the compatibility compliance is undertaken on the designed

component and is based on an estimate of possible failures due to chemical and
physical incompatibilities between two sets of adjacent functional elements within a
given component.  The design of the component is analysed and evaluated according
to the criteria provided in Table 10:

Table10: Calculation criteria for compatibility compliance

Criteria Class Calculation of criteria Index

Physical
incompatibility I ph ij

= Pphji
i=1

n i

∑

(23)

ni = number of physical incompatibilities in the jth interface
Pji = correction factor relative to the physical incompatibility in

the jth interface

Pph i =

Iphij
i=1

N i

∑

N i

(24)

Ni = Total number of interfaces between different materials
within the building component

Iph

Chemical
incompatibility I ch ij

= Pchji
i=1

n i

∑

(25)

ni = number of chemical incompatibilities in the jth interface

Pji = correction factor relative to the chemical incompatibility in
the jth interface

Pch i =

Ichij
i=1

N i

∑

N i

(26)

Ich



Ni = Total number of interfaces between different  materials
within the building component

3 Example of functional compliance analysis

The proposed functional compliance analysis method has been applied to a set of
two non load-bearing external wall components.  The building components that scored
the maximum and minimum values for “global” compliance are given in Figures 1 and
2 respectively.  Provided as well, are the specific values of functional, fabrication,
inherent and compatibility compliance for each building component.

Alveolar Hollow Bricks Compliance Scores

Global 93
Functional 95
Fabrication 86
Inherent 96
Compatibility 95

Component of the set of non load-bearing
vertical perimeter walls

Fig. 1: Building component with highest global compliance score

Semi-Hollow Bricks and Gypsum
Blocks Compliance Scores

Global 77
Functional 91
Executive 32
Inherent 90
Critical 96

Component of the set of non load-bearing
vertical perimeter walls



Fig. 2: Building component with lowest global compliance score
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NATURAL AGEING OF WATERPROOFING MEMBRANES

Natural ageing of waterproofing membranes
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Abstract

Twelve roofing systems (of about 300m2 each ) have been installed by using four
different types of membranes ( two with plastomeric modified bitumen and two with
PVC) and five types of thermal insulating materials. The systems consist of two inverted
roofs, seven insulated roofs with heavy protection, two insulated roofs with factory-
applied surfacing in mineral granules and one with protection inside the coating medium
(self-protected). The systems were constructed during 1990 and, after a period of three
and six years, samples of membranes were taken to assess the extent of natural ageing .
We report the results compared with the original values and with the results obtained
after the artificial ageing following the UEAtc procedures. Each system has been
monitored by means of thermistors placed at different levels into the roofing systems to
measure and record continuously the temperatures achieved by the systems layers. We
discuss the thermal behaviour of the various systems and how the heavy protection can
or cannot help the membrane to support the ageing stresses. A preliminary survey on this
subject was presented at 2nd Congreso Internacional en Argentina de Tecnologia de
Techos which was held in Buenos Ayres in 1994.

Keywords: APP modified bitumen, natural ageing, PVC, waterproofing membrane,roofs

1      Introduction

The aim of this work is to try to increase the knowledge about the possibility of
predicting the behaviour of waterproofing membranes in service. To this end, some
characteristics of  products aged in service   were compared both with those of the same
non-aged products and with those resulting from artificial ageing. The evaluation of
behaviour over the time of waterproofing membranes making up a roofing system is, to

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1178-1190.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



date, one of the problems still awaiting a satisfactory solution. There are several
methodologies of artificial ageing able to verify the degradation of membranes over an
acceptable period of time, but results are not fully satisfactory since the parameters
measured after artificial ageing did not conform to the same parameters measured after
natural ageing. Everybody is aware of the extremely important role played by design and
most of all by the installation of waterproofing membranes on the behaviour of the
waterproofing system in service. Duration over the time of a waterproofing work
certainly depends on the characteristics of the used products, but it depends even more
on the installation quality.   It must be reminded that:
• the effect of the coupling between thermal insulations and membranes is not yet

completely known, mainly due to the interaction among components of different
chemical nature and to actual stresses (mechanical, thermal, radiating, etc.)
membranes are exposed to;

• in choosing artificial ageing methods, it is advisable to consider the influence of
chemical components and therefore of their mutual action;

• artificial ageing methods existing today can not be differentiated due to the above
consideration, since they must guarantee a comparison between materials with the
same final intended use.
Until 1990, only few scientific reports and papers had been published on this

subject: a study on the temperature reached by waterproofing systems1, a work
concerning the behaviour of some SBS systems2, other studies concerning particular
aspects related to natural ageing (blistering, slippage, opening of joints, alligatoring, etc.)
3,4,5,6. Over the last few years instead, many papers were published concerning the ageing
of waterproofing systems; a careful look at the proceedings of all the symposia dealing
with waterproofing subjects will be enough.  According to what is stated above, the
paper attempted to study the behaviour of different waterproofing systems in service and
to compare the results obtained in service with traditional laboratory results.

The construction of CNR Science Park in Roma-Tor Vergata made available about
2000m2 of roofings, which gave the opportunity of studying waterproofing systems in
real working conditions.  The construction of the building started in 1989; at that time, it
was foreseen that the building would be completed and occupied by 1992. Due to some
economical, red-tape and several other problems, construction ended in 1994 but the
Science Park is going into operation only now.  We were therefore forced to modify our
original programme and many of our goals are still to be achieved.

2 Work programme

The study was based on the construction of 12 waterproofing systems fitted with
many sensors for the continuous recording of temperatures in different points and on
different levels of the waterproofing systems.  Some samples of the systems were
expected to be taken at fixed intervals to measure some propierties to be compared with
similar values measured on new and artificially aged products.  Due to the above
mentioned delays, the first samples were taken three years after installation, but it was
not possible to perform the continuous temperature recording, both because the building
was not provided with external walls until 1994, and because of vandalism (removal or
destruction of temperature sensors and recording systems) linked to the long



construction delays and not occupancy of the building  .  Only the last sampling, carried
out in 1997, met the initial requirements even if the buildings were not actually occupied
and, as a consequence, indoor environmental conditions were not controlled by heating
and cooling systems.  The buildings for which the roof systems were studied, consist of
three-storey above ground steel structures with concrete floor cast on a corrugated
metal sheet.   A layer of LECA lightweight concretewas used to provide slope.  The
available surface was subdivided into twelve sections, by making use of valleys and
ridges. A different waterproofing system has been realized on each of these sections, by
using the most commonly employed materials in Italy.  For architectural reasons, it was
necessary make the external surface as similar as possible to the other roof systems of
the Science Park (that were not includedin this experimentation).

The examination concerned the following elements:
• 2 waterproofing systems:

inverted roof
warm roof

• 2 membranes families:
reinforced PVC

a) normal, 1,5 mm, without backing
b) suitable for pedestrian access and glued, 4.5 mm, with non-woven backing

APP modified bitumen
a) without surface protection
b) with mineral surface protection

• 5 insulation boards:
ship-lap extruded PSE, 40 mm
PUR, 40 mm, with both faces covered with bituminized kraft paper
cellular glass, 50 mm
ship-lap expanded perlite boards, 40 mm
glass-wool boards, 40 mm, with one face coated with oxidized bitumen reinforced
with glass-felt,

put together to make up the twelve systems.

3 Materials

3.1 Waterproofing membranes
PVC:  both membranes had the same polymer and the same reinforcement (glass-

felt without longitudinal bracings, 50 g/m2); it is therefore logical to presume that the
membranes would have the same behaviour after ageing

APP MODIFIED BITUMEN:  both membranes had the same coating medium and
the same reinforcement (170 g/m2, non-woven Polyester spunbound); the only difference
was the factory-applied surfacing with slate flakes (1000 g/m2 ± 250 g/m2) .

All the products were   certified by an ICITE technical agrément.

3.2  Vapour barrier layer



A 3 mm APP modified bitumen membrane was used in systems A2, C1, C2, C3
and C4.  A 0,35 mm LDPE film was used in systems B2, B3 and B4.

3.3 Continuity and/or vapour barrier layer
A 3 mm APP modified bitumen membrane was used in systems AB, C1, C2, C3

and C4.   (Continuity layer see Appendix)

3.4 Separation and/or slip layer
According to the circumstances, the material employed was:
200 g/m2  non-woven polyester
0.35 mm or 0.15 mm individual, doubled or combined LDPE films.

3.5 Insulation component
boards (120 x 60 cm) in case of PSE, PUR and expanded perlite
boards (60 x 45 cm) in case of cellular glass
boards (120 x 100 cm) in case of glass wool

4 Sampling

The first sampling was carried out in 1993 by taking from each system a sample of
the membrane alone (about 1 x 1 m) including one longitudinal seam.  At the beginning
of 1997, another sampling was carried out according to the same criteria used for the
first one.  During this second sampling, no sample of system BC could be taken since the
whole surface was covered with several types of equipment .  During both samplings, the
temperature monitoring system had to be restored.

5 Experimental results

All experimental procedures were carried out according to the provisions of
UEAtc Technical Guides for the issue of technical agrements  for roofings (formerly
Common Directives)7.

None of the tested systems showed leaks after 6 years.  Specimens of all the
membranes, subjected to the watertightness test according to UEAtc (60 Kpa pressure)
did not show any leakage.

After 6 years, the visible surface of system A2 (PVC accessible to pedestrians)
appeared to be in good condition, with no observable defects, while those of systems C3
and C4 (APP modified bitumen, factory-surfaced with mineral granules), although free
of visual defects such as alligatoring, wrinkling, ridging or shrinkage, yet showed a quite
meaningful loss of mineral granules, but proved to be satisfactorily protected.  In the
remaining inverted roof and warm roof systems, with membranes under a heavy
protection (concrete slabs on plastic supports), the membrane surfaces did not show any
defect, apart from the supports’ imprint.   In system B1, consisting of cellular glass laid
with hot bitumen, separation layer in 200 g/m2 non-woven Polyester, 1.5 mm PVC
waterproofing membrane, LDPE slip layer, separation layer in 200 g/m2 non-woven



Polyester, slabs on supports, the PVC coat was found to be considerably spotted with
brown oils diffusing from the bitumen.

5.1  PVC membranes
         The examination of data contained in Tables 1 to 4 did not outline any great
decrease of the measured characteristics after a 6-year natural exposure, except for the
values of elongation at break which showed a decrease both in L and T direction of
about 10% after artificial ageing and 20% after natural ageing both after 3 and 6 years.
As regards the joints’ shear strength, it is difficult to come to any conclusion since  joints
prepared in the laboratory are always better than the ones constructed on site.  It is hard
to make the same remarks concerning the PVC membrane accessible to pedestrians,
since the results obtained are uncertain over the different tests  due to the poor amount
of material which did not allow for a deeper analysis. Therefore,   concerning PVC
membranes, it seems that the   artificial ageing methods, used following UEAtc
Guideline, fairly correspond to a natural ageing at least over a 6-year period.

Table 1 : PVC membrane 1.5mm reinforced with a glass felt of 50g/m2     ( * 1-month
ageing)

____________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics Nominal Values on new     Values on samples

values samples  after 6
months at 80°C
____________________________________________________________________________________
Thickness ( mm ) 1.5±5% 1.445 not measured
Mass per unit area ( Kg/m2 ) 1.9±5% 1.82 not measured
Tensile strength at break L �600 693 679

( N/5cm ) T �600 657 698
Elongation at break L �200 301 271

( % ) T �200 286 259
Plasticizer content ( % ) 32±2 30,9 28,9
DHC ( min ) not declared 211 74
Cold flexibility ( °C ) �-20 -35 -35
Joint resistance in lap shear ( N/5cm ) not declared 627 622*

Table 2 : PVC membrane 1.5mm characteristics after a 3-years natural ageing
___________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics System A1 System B1 System B2 System B3 System B4
___________________________________________________________________________________
Tensile strength at L 708 675 694 698 706
break ( N/5cm ) T 644 622 641 643 663
Elongation at break L 250 249 252 244 247

( % ) T 216 231 222 223 235
Cold flexibility ( °C ) -30 -30 -30 -30 -30
Joint resistance in lap 573 607 624 581 549
shear ( N/5cm )



Table 3 : PVC membrane 1.5mm characteristics after a 6-years  natural ageing
___________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics System A1 System B1 System B2 System B3 System B4
___________________________________________________________________________________
Tensile strength at L 671 637 667 653 667
break ( N/5cm ) T 625 585 621 623 639
Elongation at break L 249 253 251 240 244

( % ) T 223 221 224 228 228
Cold flexibility ( °C ) -30 -30 -30 -30 -30
Joint resistance in lap 581 547 577 443 622
shear ( N/5cm )

Table 4 : PVC membrane 4.5mm reinforced with a glass felt of 50g/m2 and with backing

____________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics Nominal Values on Values on samples aged

values new samples
____________________

            3 years 6years
____________________________________________________________________________________
Thickness ( mm ) 4.5±5% 4.45     not measured
Mass per unit area ( Kg/m2 ) 3.4±5% 3.42     not measured
Tensile strength at break L �750 829 888 829

( N/5cm ) T �750 620 862 902
Elongation at break L  �80  61  86 112

( % ) T  �80 120 106  91
Plasticizer content ( % ) 32±2 30.8     not measured
DHC ( min ) not declared 211     not measured
Cold flexibility ( °C ) �-20 -35 -30 -30
Joint resistance in lap shear ( N/5cm ) not declared 900 884 895

5.2  APP modified bitumen membranes
         The same comments can not be made for APP modified bitumen membranes.
Bituminous membranes without surfacing:  the examination of data contained in the
tables 5 to 7 shows that breaking loads decrease only lightly due to exposure; in fact, the
values of both new and aged products always fall within the ± 20% tolerances with
respect to nominal values, while some decrease may be observed in elongation at break.



Table 5 : APP modified bitumen membrane without factory-applied surfacing (*1-month
ageing at 80°C)

____________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics Nominal Values on new    Values on samples

values samples  after 6
months at 80°C
____________________________________________________________________________________
Thickness ( mm ) 4±5% 4.05 not measured
Mass per unit area ( Kg/m2 ) 4±5% 4.055 not measured
Tensile strength at break L 750±20% 785 not measured

( N/5cm ) T 650±20% 730 not measured
Elongation at break L 50±15 44 not measured

( % ) T 50±15 42 not measured
Heat resistance (°C ) �120 150 120
Cold flexibility ( °C ) �-15 -15 -5
Joint resistance in lap-shear ( N/5cm ) not declared 735 800*

Table 6 : APP modified bitumen membranes without factory-applied surfacing after a 3-
years natural ageing
___________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics System AB System BC System C1 System C2
___________________________________________________________________________________
Tensile strength at break L 763 730 627 657

( N/5cm ) T 616 667 587 617
Elongation at break L 40 33 31 33

( % ) T 40 43 35 38
Heat resistance ( °C ) 150 150 150 150
Cold flexibility ( °C ) 0 0 0/-5 0/-5
Joint resistance in lap shear ( N/5cm ) 608 611 612 595

Table 7 : APP modified bitumen membranes without  factory-applied surfacing after a 6-
years natural ageing
___________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics System AB System BC System C1  System C2
___________________________________________________________________________________
Tensile strength at break L 784 --- 679 669

( N/5cm ) T 679 --- 605 637
Elongation at break L 35 --- 32 34

( % ) T 34 --- 34 35
Heat resistance ( °C ) 150 --- 150 150
Cold flexibility ( °C ) >+5 --- >+5 >+5
Joint resistance in lap shear ( N/5cm ) 609 --- 559 572

Anyway, these values still fall within the tolerances required by UEAtc Directives.
Likewise, a 20% decrease in lap shear strength may be experienced. Yet, also these
values are above the minimum acceptability threshold required by UEAtc Directives, that
is 500 N/5 cm. The visual examination of the roofings did not detect any slippage of end
joints.  No decrease in heat resistance was noticed, which is quite usual with APP
modified bitumen products.  On the contrary, things seem to be critical when it comes to
examining cold flexibility values. The threshold fixed by UEAtc Directives is � 0°C.
Values obtained after a 3-year natural ageing on products under heavy protection with
slabs on supports, are still acceptable but, according to UEAtc rules, they are no longer



acceptable after 6 years. This may lead to state tout court that after 6 years the examined
products are at the end of their working life.  Yet, waterproofings prove to have an
acceptable behaviour, they do not show any defect, there are no losses of tightness and
the visual examination does not point out any sign of degradation possibly requiring
ordinary or extraordinary maintenance interventions.

Factory surfaced bituminous membranes:  what has been stated above concerning
membranes without surfacing applies also in this case. It must be added that factory-
applied surfacing with slate granules performed very well, protecting membranes the
same way heavy protection with slabs does, in spite of the noted slate loss.  Following
what was stated above, it is possible to consider the factory-applied surfacing with slate
granules to be as effective as the heavy protection. In examining the diagrams of
temperatures, it is possible to notice the thermal stresses affecting membranes in both
cases (tables 8 and 9).

Table 8 : APP modified bitumen membrane with factory-applied surfacing (*1-month ageing
at 80°C)

____________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics Nominal Values on new     Values on samples

values samples  after 6 months at 80°C
____________________________________________________________________________________
Thickness ( mm ) 4±5% 4.17 not measured
Mass per unit area ( Kg/m2 ) 5.1±5% 5.083 not measured
Tensile strength at break L 750±20% 823 not measured

( N/5cm ) T 650±20% 775 not measured
Elongation at break L 50±15 47 not measured

( % ) T 50±15 45 not measured
 Heat resistance ( °C ) �120 150 120
Cold flexibility ( °C ) �-10 -15 -5
Joint resistance in lap-shear ( N/5cm ) not declared 800 818*

Table 9 : APP modified bitumen membranes with factory-applied surfacing after a 3-years
natural ageing
____________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics System C3 System C4

_________________________       _______________________
after 3 years    after 6 years after 3 years    after 6 years

____________________________________________________________________________________
Tensile strength at break L 883 888 910 827

( N/5cm ) T 606 606 650 607
Elongation at break L 38 30 33 31

( % ) T 35 37 40 35
Heat resistance ( °C ) 150 150 150 150
Cold flexibility ( °C  ) 0 >+5 0 >+5
Joint resistance in lap shear ( N/5cm ) 607 605 584 587



5.3  Thermal measurements
The acquisition system used for the experimentation consists of a central unit for

data acquisition and processing, two peripheral satellite-units connected to the
measurement sensors, and a data recording unit.  The system uses specific software.  It
may be programmed directly on the building by means of a personal computer.  The
sensors used to measure temperature values are thermistors of the NTC Fenwal type.
They have a measuring range lying between - 20 and +180°C, a ± 0.2 accuracy and a ±

At the beginning, every system under examination was monitored by means of 4
measuring probes in three different points (on the whole twelve probes). Temperatures
were measured every twenty minutes.  Afterwards, due to vandalism, it was decided to
use only one group of probes for each system and temperatures were measured every
two hours.  The original programme planned for recording temperatures   over a two-
year period.  Due to the above mentioned acts, to the theft of instruments, to tamperings
of the system (it must be considered that the measurements were carried out in a
working building site), we were able to gather data for only about 180 days.

Three of them were chosen for a closer examination: the coldest (April 7th, 1994 -
air temperature between + 3 and + 17°C), the hottest (July 18th, 1996 - air temperature
between + 20 and + 36°C), and an intermediate day (May 23rd, 1996 - air temperature
between + 11 and + 25°C).  Tables 10, 11 and 12 report the numerical values of
temperatures in the various layers, while tables 13, 14 and 15, (in appendix) report the
temperature patterns of the chosen days.  Temperatures in that area must certainly have
reached even lower values, but data were no longer available.

5.3.1 Inverted roof (systems A1 and BC)
The membrane’s temperature is between + 14 and + 34°C with air temperatures of

+ 3 and + 36°C respectively.  As it might be expected, by placing the insulation over the
membrane, the inverted roof system can keep the range of temperatures the membrane is
exposed to, within reasonable limits, that is to say about 20°C.  Heavy protection (slabs
on supports) creates a ventilation layer which contributes to decrease temperature, by
therefore increasing thermal insulation.  It must be reminded that a great part of system
BC was covered with technical instruments which were not supposed to be there at the
beginning.

5.3.2 Traditional roof
With heavy protection (Systems AB, B1, B2, B3, B4, C1 and C2). The

membrane’s temperature is between - 1 and + 52°C with air temperatures of + 3 and +
36°C respectively.  In these systems, the range of temperatures the membrane is exposed
to, becomes quite wide, about 50°C.   Also in these systems (slabs on supports) the
heavy protection creates a ventilation layer which contributes to decrease temperature,
by therefore increasing thermal insulation.

Without heavy protection  (System A2 - visible membrane; System C3 and C4 -
slate self-protected  membrane)



S la b s  o n  s u p p o r t

T h e r m o r e s i s t a n c e   1

T h e r m o r e s i s t a n c e   4

T h e r m o r e s i s t a n c e   3

T h e r m o r e s i s t a n c e   2 S e p a r a t i o n   l a y e r

M e m b r a n e

I n s u l a t i o n  l a y e r

F a l l i n g  l a y e r

S t r u c t u r a l  d e c k

System AB System B1 System B2 System B3 System B4 System C1 System C2

apr-94 mag-96 lug-96 apr-94 mag-96 lug-96 apr-94 mag-96 lug-96 apr-94 mag-96 lug-96 apr-94 mag-96 lug-96 apr-94 mag-96 lug-96 apr-94 mag-96 lug-96

Air temp.
  3   17  11   25   20   36   3   17  11   25  20   36   3   17  11   25  20   36   3    17  11    25  20    36   3    17  11    25  20    36   3    17  11    25  20    36   3    17  11    25  20    36

1
  -1   35   8   46  17    53  -3   36   6   50  16   59  -2   37   6    53  16   62  -3    41   8    50  18    59  -1    35   8    49  17    58  -2    36   7    49  17    58  -2    35   6    51  17    60

2
   1   24   9   35  19   46   0   32   8   43  18   52   1   34  11   46  21   44   0    36   7    49  17    52   1    32   9    47  20    49   0    26   9    35  20    47  -1    24   8    39  18    48

3
  2    22  10   33  20   43   1   31   8   42  19   48   3   26  12   37  23   41   1    36   8    49  18    51   1    32  10    47  20    48   2    24  10    33  21    46   1    24   9    35  20    46

4
 12   15  19   23  27   31  11   19  19   29  27   36   9   19  17   30  26   36  14   19  21    27  28    33  15    19  21    27  28    33  12    18  21    27  31    36  15    18  24    27  32    35

Table10:  The minimum and maximum temperatures of air, surface, membrane, insulant and structural deck measured on three particular days in 7 warm roofs.



Slabs on support

Thermoresistance  1

Thermoresistance  4

Thermoresistance  3

Thermoresistance  2 Separation  layer

Membrane

Insulation layer

Falling layer

Structural deck

System  A 1 System  BC

apr-94 mag-96 lug-96 apr-94 mag-96 lug-96

Air temp .
  3   17  11   25  20   36   3   17  11   25  20   36

1   -3   35   7   50  17   60  -1    38   8   55  17   61
2    0   28   8   39  18   55   1    34   9   48  18   53
3  14    17  22   26  31   34  14   17  21   24  28   31
4  15   17  22   25  30   33  14   16  21   24  28   31

Tabl e  1 1 :  The  m i n i m um  and m ax i m um  t em peratures  o f  ai r,
i ns u l ant,  m em brane  and s truc t ural  deck  m eas ured
three  part i cu l ar day s  i n  t w o  i nv ert ed

Thermoresistance  1

Thermoresistance  4

Thermoresistance  3

Thermoresistance  2

Separation  layer

Membrane

Insulation layer

Falling layer

Structural deck

System A2 S ystem C3 S ystem C4

apr-94 mag-96 lug-96 apr-94 m ag-96 lug-96 apr-94 m ag-96 lug-96

Air temp .   3   17  11   25  20   36   3   17  11   25  20   36   3   17  11   25  20   36
1   -4   49   7    50  17   60  -3     48   7     60  16    56  0      39   6     59  17    64
2   -6   51   3    61  15    69  -1     46   8     58  17    68  -3     51   4     67  16    71
3  14   23  22   33  30    39  13    23  23    34  32    41  14    24  23    34  31    41
4  14   22  23   32  30    38  13    23  23    34  32    41  14    25  23    35  31    42

Tabl e  1 2 :  The  m i n i m um  and m ax i m um  t em peratures  o f  ai r,  s urface ,
i ns u l ant  and s t ruc tural  deck  m eas ured o n  3  part i cu l ar day s  i n  3
s y s tem s  w i t h  ex po s ed m em branes



The membrane’s temperature is between - 6 and + 71°C with air temperatures of +
3 and + 36°C respectively.  The range of temperatures the membrane is exposed to,
comes up to nearly 80°C.  In all of the systems the support’s temperatures lie between +
9 and + 15°C in the coldest moment, while during the hottest hours they lie between +
31 and + 42°C, irrespective of the insulating material or system used.

It must be remembered that in the building no internal temperature controlling
system was in operation, that the building was empty, that in the inside a greenhouse
effect was taking place and that the thermal insulation was intentionally provided by
insulating boards having different thermal conductivity, but the same thickness.

6 Conclusions

The data reported above lead to some final remarks.  As foreseen, the thermal
stress endured by the waterproofing membranes is a function of the chosen system.  As a
consequence, the determined values of physical-mechanical properties analyzed as usual
(UEAtc Directives) should turn out to be rather different according to the systems.
Therefore, the ageing of membranes in inverted roof systems, should be much less than
the one of membranes without heavy protection.  On the contrary, the experimental
results obtained on membrane samples taken after 3 and 6 years in service do not show
any meaningful difference.  The laboratory analysis of a membrane sample taken from
one of the examined roofings, without any information concerning the roofings
conditions, may lead to state that APP modified bitumen membranes achieved, or even
exceeded, the working life period that could be foreseen according to UEAtc
recommendations.  As a matter of fact, that’s not true, since the examined roofings are
still perfectly working and for the time being they are not showing any sign of failure,
neither any symptom that could possibly lead to foresee over a reasonable period of
time, a meaningful decay eventually requiring a more or less drastic intervention.

In the case of PVC membranes, the data obtained in the laboratory   confirm the
forecasts of a natural ageing comparable with the accelerated ageing according to
UEAtc, apart from system B1 where it may be noticed that the effect of bitumen’s most
volatile components on the membrane begins to be evident.

In contrast with what stated by M. Puterman8, APP modified bitumen membranes
did not lose their waterproofing characteristics, even if their cold flexibility temperature
increased to  more than + 5°C.

The   results once again confirm and emphasize the opinion that the problems
concerning waterproofings are not usually linked to membranes but predominantly
depend on installation and design.  To obtain final answers about the behaviour of
materials, it is undoubtedly necessary to carry out a similar study on a larger number of
membranes to be submitted to more extensive examinations by performing physical-
mechanical and chemical tests, other than those provided for by UEAtc or other
standards.
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 Appendix

Continuity layer : layer which ensure the horizontal continuity of the support to avoid
the effect due to the insulating panel edges. This layer guarantees a continuous surface
on a discontinuous layer (or support).



IMPACT OF STUD GAUGE ON SERVICE LIFE - MVSS WALL
Impact of stud gauge

S.V. THOMPSON
Halsall Associates Limited, Toronto, Canada

Abstract

The service life of exterior wall cladding should match or exceed the intended service
life of the building.  This study evaluated the impact of a substituted, lower gauge, steel
stud on the service life of a masonry veneer on steel stud (MVSS) wall cladding system.
The building walls at the subject building were modeled to estimate the “time-of-

A Guideline on Durability in Buildings” and the related ISO
standards were used to assess the corrosion rates and associated service lives of the
steel studs in the expected environment. Our findings were that the substitution of
0.9mm thick steel studs for the specified 1.9mm studs will not reduce the theoretical
service life of the studs to less than the design life of the building, providing the exterior
wall is maintained to prevent leakage into the wall assembly. The heavier gauge steel
only provides significant additional service life if the studs are exposed to a more
corrosive environment, such as elevated moisture levels from the wall cavity.

Keywords: corrosion rate, durability, MVSS, brick masonry, steel stud, time-of-
wetness, “MOIST”, “FRAMEplus”

1 Introduction

The subject building consists of a ten storey high-rise office building located in St.
Catherines, Ontario.  The building was design-build, constructed in 1994.  The building
structure is primarily of cast-in-place reinforced concrete construction.
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The exterior walls typically consist of brick veneer with a steel stud back-up
system.  Semi-rigid glass fibre insulating sheathing insulates the steel studs from the
cavity. The interior of the walls have foil faced drywall with glass fibre batt insulation
between the studs.

During construction, the builder substituted a 0.9 mm thick steel stud for the
specified 1.9mm stud. The purpose of this assessment was to determine the effect of
the substitution of this lighter gauge stud on the predicted service life of the exterior
envelope.  Full analyses had been completed previously to verify that the studs were
adequate structurally.

1.2 Wall construction
The available construction information indicates that the wall was constructed as

follows:

• 100 mm face brick
• 25 mm air space
• 38 mm Glasclad AF530 insulation with seams taped and tie penetrations

sealed with acoustic sealant
• Steel studs (0.91 mm)
• 150 mm of glass fibre batt insulation in the structural steel stud cavity
• Foil backed drywall with acoustic sealant in joints (over studs)
• Interior paint finish

The studs are understood to have been galvanized to meet the requirements of
ASTM A446 Z275.  This implies a zinc coating thickness of approximately 19.2 µm on
each side of the stud.

Steel wire ties, electroplated with zinc, were used to secure brick to the steel stud
back-up.  Assessment of the durability of the ties and fasteners was outside the scope of
the investigation.

The exterior envelope was constructed as a rain screen. Internal through-wall
flashing membranes at the base of cavities direct the water outwards through drain
holes. The drain holes also allow ventilation and some pressure equalization of the
cavity, reducing the forces that drive water into the wall system.

1.3 Air barrier
At the time of construction, there was generally a clear understanding of the need

for an air barrier within the envelope assembly.  An air barrier is intended to provide a
high degree of resistance to bulk air flow into or through the wall.  Interior air, with its
relatively high temperature and moisture content, can cause significant condensation
formation within the wall if it is allowed to flow in contact with cold wall elements.

The interior drywall was designed to form the major component of the air barrier.
The drywall was reportedly sealed around the window frames, to steel studs and at
connections to the floor and ceiling.  A peel and stick membrane was used at brace
penetrations and other locations to make the air barrier continuous to the structure.

Air leakage testing, completed on the entire top floor, did not locate any



substantial air leakage through the building envelope.
No air leakage paths through the building envelope are implicit in the design, and

none were visually identified during review of the wall, including above the suspended
ceiling.

Air leakage testing completed during construction confirmed that the envelope
met the performance specification of 0.15 l/s/m2.  The test area found the air leakage to
be 0.06 l/s/m2

A thermal scan of the walls was unable to detect any significant areas of
concentrated air leakage at areas of brick cladding.

Based on the above information, it appears that the air barrier is effective.

1.4 Vapour retarder
The foil backing of the drywall provides adequate resistance to vapour flow

through the walls.  Vapour retarders are intended to minimize the static, one-
dimensional flow of vapour through an assembly due to vapour pressure differences
between the building interior and exterior.  Minor discontinuities in the plane of the
vapour retarder are not critical.  Joints between boards are insignificant in width, and
are typically located over studs, which provide substantially greater vapour resistance
than the foil. Extra measures were undertaken during construction to improve the
vapour retarder including sealant at board joints, but the continuity of these seals is
inconsequential considering the diffusion flow of vapour.   The air barrier, which
restricts the three dimensional, bulk flow of air containing moisture is many times more
critical in preventing condensation formation within the wall.

Based on the above information, it appears that the vapour retarder will serve its
intended function.

1.5 Thermal insulation
The steel studs form a thermal bridge through the glass fibre batt insulation.  The

effects of this bridge are minimized by the presence of the semi- rigid insulation
cladding, which passes over the studs. No severe thermal bridging was identified
visually on site or by the thermal scan.

2 Analysis

2.1 Overview
To assess the effect of the stud thickness on the service life of the studs, we

needed to first determine the service life of the zinc coating on the studs.  The effect of
the thinner studs will not become apparent until the zinc coating is consumed.  The zinc
coating thickness would be the same for both stud gauges.  This information was
confirmed with a major stud manufacturer (Bailey Metal Products) and two galvanizing
companies (Dofasco and Pure Metal Galvanizing).

Two software packages were used to model the wall performance; “MOIST”
developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, and “



developed by Enermodal Engineering.  MOIST was used to determine the “Time of
Wetness” of the wall each year.  MOIST is limited in that it provides a one dimensional
analysis.  It could either be run through a section of wall with insulation, or through a
section of stud, but cannot, on its own, assess the impact of thermal bridging of the
studs.  To compensate for this inaccuracy, we completed a thermal analysis of the wall
using FRAMEplus, which allows both the stud and the insulation to be modeled.  The
effective insulation resistance at the studs was determined and used in MOIST, by
entering a lower R valve for the actual thickness of insulation.

The time of wetness was used to determine the rate of corrosion of the stud in the
service environment.  The critical wetness conditions were found to occur at the
interface between the stud and the interior drywall, mainly during summer conditions,
with high exterior temperatures and humidities relative to the interior air conditioned
space.

The corrosion rates were estimated from various publications and the ISO
standard.  The service life of the studs was then estimated based on these corrosion
rates.

2.2 Building design service life
Using CSA S478, we determined that the building, as an office building, was

intended to have a design service life in the “long life” category of between 50 to 99
years.

2.3 Steady-state modeling - FRAMEPLUS
The brick veneer wall with steel stud back-up was modeled using one

dimensional heat flow.  FRAMEplus was used to determine the effect of thermal
bridging through the steel studs.  The effective thermal resistance at the location of the
steel studs was determined from the temperature profile.

The wall was checked using steady-state vapour flow calculations under design
winter conditions.  According to these calculations, the wall would not experience an
accumulation of condensation.  The drying potential of the wall is conducive to
minimizing the corrosion of metal components.

2.4 Non-steady modeling – MOIST

2.4.1 Climate Comparison
Climate data was assessed to determine the most appropriate data for use in

MOIST. Hourly weather data provided with MOIST is provided by ASHRAE and
covers one calendar year.  St Catherines data is not included with MOIST, so other
cities were reviewed to determine the closest match.



Table 1: Comparison of weather data for similar cities

St. Catherines, ON Detroit, MI Toronto, ON

January, T2.5%
January, T1%
July, Tdry

July, Twet

Degree days
15min rainfall
1 day rainfall
Annual precipitation

-16°
-18°
30°
23°
3664
23mm
77mm
807mm

-16°
-18°
31°
24°
3659
28mm
78mm
849mm

-18°
-20°
31°
23°
3646
25mm
121mm
801mm

As seen from the table, the design temperatures for July indicate the Detroit is
warmer in the summer.  The use of Detroit data then is a conservative, since the risk of
wetness in the summer (due to the change in direction of vapour flow) is greater than
would be expected in St. Catherine’s.  Also, higher rainfall is another conservative
assumption.  Although Toronto is geographically closer, Detroit is climatically a better
match, and was selected for the analyses.

2.4.2 Time of wetness
Time of wetness includes all times when the relative humidity is greater than 80%

and the temperature is greater than 0°C
MOIST describes the behaviour of the wall in response to changing

environmental conditions by modeling heat and moisture flow.  The program is a one-
dimensional model and the version used allows for the coupling of inner layers of the
wall to indoor and/or outdoor air.  It also allows for the condensation of vapour and
capillary transport.  The program does not allow for the formation of ice, but this is not
predicted to occur in this wall.

Modeling with MOIST used the effective insulating value at the steel studs as the
area of interest.

The time period modeled was two years.  The first year of the model was
included to minimize the effect of assumptions regarding initial moisture contents.  The
results from the second year modeled were used to determine the time of wetness for
the wall studs.

The time of wetness varied for different orientations, with south being the worst
case. .  The time of wetness at the outer edge of the stud (glass fibre) was consistently
less than 250 hours per year falling in the t1 (<10 hours per year) and  t2 (10 to 250
hours per year) categories of CSA 478-95.  The time of wetness at the inner edge of
the stud (gypsum wall board) was consistently less than 850, falling at the low end of
the t3 (250 to 2500 hours per year) category.  A sensitivity analysis was completed
varying assumed conditions on the south elevation. This is summarized in Table 2. The
time of wetness varied between 626 and 838 hours per year.  This variation has no



significant effect on the predicted corrosion rate or predicted service life that can be
calculated.

Table 2: Time of wetness (hours per year) for changes to various parameters

Cavity Ventilation Rate

50 ACU 6 ACU

Time of Wetness
(hours per year)

Scenario: Gypsum
wall board

Glass fibre gypsum
wall board

glass fibre

North
East
West

793
796

219
209

611
682
670

0
0
0

South:
Base Scenario
Outside Node
Interior Film Coeff. =24
Exterior Film Coeff. =24
Absorptance of brick =.65
Absorptance of brick =.80
Permeance Paint =320
Permeance Paint =29
Permeance Brick =138

838
698

246
56

647
823
626
670
639
670
640
646
679

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actual air changes per hour will be a function of temperature and wind.  Stack
effect and wind were considered and air changes are predicted to vary with both 6 and
50 being reasonable under different environmental conditions.

2.5 Prediction of service life
The calculated time of wetness is classified by CAN/CSA-S478-95 as a category

of t2 to t3 which is typical of indoor air without climatic control.  The building is
located in an urban area typified by a rating of P2 (deposition of SO2 of 35 to 80
mg/m²/day), but the steel studs are sheltered within the building envelope.  Thus an
exposure rating of P1 (<35 mg/m2/day) was used to indicate the level of pollution due
to sulphur dioxide (SO2).  Similarly, a rating of S1 (deposition of chloride <
60mg/m2/day) was used to indicate the level of contamination due to salt spray since
the outside environment would be classified as S2 (60 to 300 mg/m2/day) and the
building envelope again provides sheltering from contamination.

Service life predictions were then made using the corrosion rates identified in the
International Standards ISO 9223:1992 and ISO 9224:1992.  The Canadian Durability
Standard, CAN/CSA-S478-95, is similar to the ISO standards, with the difference
being the greater scope of coverage and the inclusion of corrosion rates in the ISO
standards.



A rating of t3 was assigned for time of wetness.  Combining these ratings with
the other exposure ratings of S1 and P1, noted above, an overall corrosivity category of
C3 (medium) was assigned for the zinc, and C2(low) for the steel.  Using the following
corrosion rates and thicknesses, the service lives were predicted:

Table 3: Service life prediction

Corrosion RateElement Thickness
(mm)

First 10 years
(mm/year)

Beyond 10 years
(mm/year)

Time to
Fully
Consume
(years)

Rates in Predicted Environment

Zinc
Steel (Provided)
Steel (Specified)

39 mm
0.91mm
1.91mm

C3
C2
C2

0.9
5
5

0.9
1.5
1.5

43
585
1250

Rates in Most Corrosive Environment

Zinc
Steel (Provided)
Steel (Specified)

39 mm
0.91mm
1.91mm

C5
C5
C5

7
65
65

7
60
60

5.6
14
31

Category C5 (very high corrosivity) was calculated to demonstrate the effects of
poor maintenance. Category C5 would be achieved with a time-of-wetness of more
than 5500 hours (or 60% of the year).

3 Conclusions

Our calculations predict the life expectancy of the zinc coating on the stud to be
approximately 45 years.  The life expectancy of the 0.91mm stud is predicted at about
20% section loss, or 117 years, beyond the design service life of the building.  The
additional years that could be provided by the specified additional 1 mm of steel
become irrelevant.

Masonry veneer, steel stud walls can be prone to premature deterioration.  From
these calculations, it is evident that the durability of the wall is not so much dependent
on the construction specifications, but on the maintenance of the building, which should
keep the environment within the wall as designed.  If the envelope is not maintained,
and the interior of the wall is allowed to become wet for a large portion of the year, the
service life to 20% loss of section would be dramatically reduced, to as low as eight
years.  This is the type of failure mechanism familiar to many of us who have
dissassembled leaking wall assemblies, revealing severly corroded studs, early in the life
of a building.
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EFFECT OF WATER STORAGE TIME ON FROST RESISTANCE OF
CONCRETE
High performance concrete

K. NORDSTRÖM and G. FAGERLUND
Division of Building Materials, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund, Sweden

Abstract

In high performance concrete (HPC) with low water-cement ratio, cement
reaction will cause substantial drying expressed in terms of relative humidity
(RH) of the pore water. This phenomenon is called self-desiccation. The RH-
values as low as 85% have been measured in dense concretes that have been
stored for more than 18 months in water. This means that there is almost no
freezable water in the concrete until very low temperatures are reached. It also
means that freeze-thaw tests made with young concrete might give results on the
unsafe side. In this report some results from a bigger study of the effect of long-
term water storage on the frost resistance of HPC are presented. The results show
that previously self-desiccated concrete absorbs water when it is stored for a long
time in water. Dilation tests during freezing indicate that concrete that was frost
resistant when tested during the first months might become non-frost resistant
after a long period of water storage. This must be considered in the design of
freeze-thaw test methods.

Keywords: Frost resistance, high-performance concrete, self-desiccation, water
absorption

1 Introduction

Test standards for frost resistance of concrete normally specifies that the
concrete shall be about 28 days old at the start of the test. Besides, it is often
specified that the concrete shall be water-stored from the casting until start of the
test. It is questionable whether the result of such a freeze-thaw test is always
representative for the real structure. In reality many concrete structures are
exposed to more than 50 years of continuous water storage in combination with
repeated freezing and thawing cycles. Examples are bridge pillars in the splash
zone, and hydraulic structures. After some time, the water content in such
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structures will probably be considerably higher than in the test specimen. In high
performance concrete (HPC) there is a self-desiccation that further lowers the
water content in the specimen and thereby increases the frost resistance. One
cannot exclude, however, that this self-desiccation gradually disappears in the real
structure due to the inflow of water that is not compensated for by desiccation
caused by the gradually slower cement reaction.

In this investigation the effect on the frost resistance of long-term water
storage before start of the freeze-thaw test was investigated. Water storage was
extended to 3 years. The HPC, with and without entrained air, was investigated.
The w/c-ratio varied between 0.27 and 0.40. Only a few results are presented here.
The rest of the study will be presented in reports from the division.

2 Self-desiccation and its potential effects

The specific volume of chemically bound water in cement paste is only
about 0.75 litre/kg (Powers 1962). Thus, when a moisture-insulated cement reacts
with water, an air-filled pore space is created. It can be calculated by

nwa ⋅= 25.0 (1)

where a (litre) is the air-space created, and wn (litre) is the amount of chemically
bound water. For Portland cement, the maximum amount of chemically bound
water when all of the cement has hydrated is about 0.25·C where C (kg/m3) is the
cement content. Then, using the assumption that the degree of hydration α is
proportional to the amount of chemically bound water, the air space can be
calculated by

CCa ⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅= αα 0625.025.025.0 (2)

where C (kg/m3) is the cement content in one cubic metre of concrete. Examples:
(1) For a normal concrete with the cement content 300 kg/m3 and the degree of
hydration 80% the air space formed is 15 litres/m3. (2) For HPC with the cement
content 500 kg/m3 and the degree of hydration 40% the air space is 12.5 litres/m3.
This means that the self-desiccation expressed in terms of the volume of air space
formed is not bigger in HPC than in normal concrete due to the lower degree of
hydration reached in HPC. However, in terms of the reduction in RH, self-
desiccation is considerably larger in HPC; see below.

This self-desiccation is essential for protection of the concrete against early
freezing. In fact, it is the reason why concrete can be placed with success during
cold weather conditions. This is further treated by Fagerlund (1997).

For normal weight concrete (w/c > 0.40) the self-desiccation will not
significantly change the internal relative humidity (RH) of the pore water. The
desorption isotherm of such concrete is too steep at high values of RH. This in
turn depends on the fairly coarse pore structure of normal concrete. For concrete
with lower w/c ratios (HPC), the pore structure is finer, and therefore the sorption
isotherm is more horizontal at high RH-values. This means that the internal drying
caused by the cement hydration will lead to a significant reduction of the internal
RH. For concrete with silica fume this characteristics is even more pronounced
due to the more refined pore-structure caused by silica fume. The difference



between normal concrete and HPC is shown in Fig 1.
The reduction in RH will reduce the amount of freezable water. A relation

between RH of capillary water and its freezing point is
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where ∆H (J/kmole) is the molar heat of fusion of water (∆H=M(334+2⋅θ)103

where θ is the temperature in degrees Celsius), R is the gas constant, T (°K) is the
freezing temperature and T

0
 (°K) the freezing temperature of bulk water (273 °K).

This means that water in equilibrium with 92% RH, 85% RH or 79% RH will not
freeze until -10°C, -20°C and -30°C respectively.

Consequently, if an HPC reaches an internal RH of 85% due to self-
desiccation there will be no water that can freeze until the temperature is below -
20°C.

Water content, We (kg/m3)

Fig. 1: Shape of the sorption isotherm of normal concrete (NC) and high-
performance concrete (HPC) ∆∆RH is the self-desiccation caused by
the hydration ∆∆W.(Fagerlund 1998)

Theoretically, the self-desiccation will prevail only if the concrete is
moisture insulated so that no water can enter the concrete from the surroundings.
If the concrete is open to external water, which is normally the case, it will absorb
some water, which will raise its internal RH. Tests have shown, however, that a
dense concrete can stay dry for a very long time even during very moist
conditions. There is even a possibility that a concrete which was once self-
desiccated will never become saturated again.

A freeze-thaw test often starts within one or two months after casting of the
specimen. This means that one can assume that the internal parts of the freeze-
thaw specimens are more or less dry when the test starts. This also applies in cases
where the concrete has been stored in water. During the test, a certain moisture
ingress might occur, especially if the test is very moist. One cannot exclude,



however, that there is less freezable water in the specimen during the test than
what might appear in the real structure. Frost damage will only occur when a
critical moisture content is transgressed. Freeze-thaw tests, therefore, always must
be made with concrete that have a moisture content that is representative for the
prevalent field conditions. A representative moisture condition in HPC can only
be reached by prolonged water storage, or by forcing water in by over-pressure. In
the actual study, the prolonged water storage was used.

3 Investigations

3.1 Introduction: Tested concrete
Between 1992 and 1998, there has been a large national project in Sweden

on high-performance concrete. As a part of this project, 26 different types of HPC
specimens were cast in 1995 (Svensson 1995). The water/binder-ratio varied
between 0.40 and 0.27 and the amount of air was between 1 and 9%. The cement
was a low-alkali (K2O+Na2O≈0.6%) sulphate resistant (C3A≈2%) standard
portland cement. The aggregate consisted of gravel 0-8 mm, quartzite 8-12 mm
and quartzite 12-16 mm. The air-entrainment agent used was vinsol-resin. The
concretes were cast in plastic pipes with a diameter of 103 mm and a length of
250 mm. Seven specimen of each type of mixture were were cured in seven
different ways. The cylinders were stored either in limewater or 3% sodium
chloride solution. An extensive testing of these cylinders is going on. The testing
includes measuring of length change during freeze/thaw cycles due to ice-
formation and melting, self-desiccation and field studies of specimens exposed to
de-icing salts along a Swedish road. Additional results will be published during
1999. This report contains results from measurements on specimen listed in Table
1. The investigation includes water absorption and freeze/thaw tests of specimen
stored in limewater for three years.

Specimen in italics was part of a study of the internal self-desiccation
performed by Fagerlund and Yang (Fagerlund and Yang 1998). The last number
in the designation is connected to how the specimen was cured. 1 stands for
storage in limewater since its de-moulding. 4 signifies that de-moulding was
followed by two weeks of membrane curing which then was followed by storage
in limewater.

3.2 Self-desiccation
In a study (Fagerlund and Yang 1998) the self-desiccation of high-

performance concrete stored for two years in limewater was investigated. The
specimens came from the large study described above. At a distance of 70 mm
from the cylinder end a slice of 10 mm thickness was sawn. The slice was cut into
three layers (inner, middle and outer) and the pieces from each layer were crushed
by a hammer and placed in glasstubes. The tubes were put in a climate chamber
(18.2 °C±0.2 °C, 62.2 ±0.2% RH) for four days before the RH-measurements
started by using sensors placed in the tube. The RH was measured after the sensor
had come to equilibrium with the air in the tube after about 24 hours. The results
are seen in Figures 2 and 3.



Table 1: Tested concretes

Specimen
Number

w/c-ratio Air-content in
fresh concrete (%)

0.40:0:0:1 0.40 1.0
0.40:0:5:1 0.40 4.6
0.35:0:0:1 0.35 0.6
0.35:0:4:1 0.35 3.6
0.33:0:0:1 0.33 1.7
0.33:0:3:1 0.33 2.5
0.33:0:4:1 0.33 3.5
0.33:0:9:1 0.33 9.2
0.30:0:0:1 0.30 1.1
0.30:0:3:1 0.30 2.6
0.27:0:0:1 0.27 0.3
0.27:0:3:1 0.27 3.5
0.40:0:0:4 0.40 1.0
0.40:0:5:4 0.40 4.6
0.35:0:0:4 0.35 0.6
0.35:0:4:4 0.35 3.6
0.33:0:0:4 0.33 1.7
0.33:0:4:4 0.33 3.5
0.30:0:0:4 0.30 1.1
0.30:0:3:4 0.30 2.6
0.27:0:0:4 0.27 0.3
0.27:0:3:4 0.27 3.5

The lower the w/c-ratio, the lower is the RH-value inside the concrete. In
specimens with silica fume (not shown here), the RH-value was even lower. This
is of great importance for the expansions during the freeze/thaw tests of the
specimen, which will be presented in Section 3.5.

If this type of concrete is stored in water for a long time, there is a larger
possibility that the self-desiccated pores will become filled with water. The
concrete has a very low permeability but theoretically water transport does not
stop until the moisture content is equal over the entire cross-section. When water
reaches the inner parts of the concrete, the self-desiccated pores will be filled.
This will lower the possibility of the concrete to withstand freeze/thaw cycles.

3.3 Long-term water absorption in specimens without air-entrainment
The specimens were weighed at ages of 1, 3, 33 and 36 months. The

specimens were kept in saturated limewater all the time except during the
freeze/thaw tests (see section 3.5) which were conducted in a  moisture sealed
condition.

The increase in the degree of saturation (∆S) is calculated according to
equation (4) (Fagerlund 1977).

p

w

V

V
S =∆ (4)

where: Vw (m3) is the increased volume of water in the specimen related to the
volume of water after four weeks of water storage, and Vp (m

3) is the calculated
paste pore volume; the calculation is based on equation (5).
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where: C  (kg/m3) is the amount of cement, w (kg/m3) is the amount of mixing
water and, α is the degree of hydration which is supposed to be 0.8 for all of the
specimens.
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All of the specimens show an increase in the degree of saturation (Fig 4).
The lowest w/c ratios show the largest absorption, which might depend on the fact
that they had the largest self-desiccation. For these concretes, the rate of water
absorption is still high. This indicates that some of the pores created by the self-
desiccation have started to absorb water. When the degree of saturation exceeds
the critical degree of saturation, the concrete will be damaged during a
freeze/thaw attack. If the water absorption continues at this rate, that degree of
saturation will be reached sooner or later.
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Fig. 4: Increase in degree of saturation for specimens without air-
entrainment

3.4 Long-term water absorption in specimens with air-entrainment
These specimens have been treated in the same way as the specimen without

air-entrainment with two exceptions; concretes 0.33:0:4:1 and 0.33:0:9:1 have
only been subjected to three freeze/thaw tests. What can be clearly seen is that the
degree of saturation is higher for all of the specimens with air-entrainment
compered to those without air-entrainment (Fig 5). This is an indication that water
absorption also occurs in the air pores. This is very dangerous for the frost
resistance of the concrete.

3.5 Expansions during freezing
At four times during the three year period since casting, the specimens have

been subjected to single cycles of freezing and thawing. The cycle is presented in
Fig 6. The specimens were tested at the age 1, 3, 18 and 30 months. During the
four freeze/thaw tests, the temperature and the length changes were measured.
The temperature was recorded by a thermocouple in the centre of the specimen. A
displacement transducer recorded the length changes. It was fixed on the invar-
frame in which the specimen was placed. The maximum expansion is measured as
the maximum deviation of the measured dilation from the extrapolated curve of
linear thermal contraction. In (Fig 7), this is presented for specimens without air-
entrainment. The expansion increased with increasing water-storage time.
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Concrete with air-entrainment shows smaller expansions (Fig 8). The reason
probably is that a large portion of the air-pore system stays air-filled after long-
time water absorption. The large absorption in concretes with air-entrainment is
therefore not big enough to cause damage. After very long time of water storage,
however, even concrete with air-entrainment might become vulnerable to frost.
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Fig. 6: Temperatures during freeze/thaw tests
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4 Conclusions

The effect of long time water storage on the frost resistance of high-
performance concrete has been studied in this investigation. There are clear
indications that self-desiccated pores might become re-saturated by long-term
water storage and that air pores might absorb water. This emphasises the
consideration of the long-term water absorption in self-desiccated concrete and air
pores when designing freeze-thaw tests.
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QUALITATIVE SIMULATION FOR ASSESMENT OF CHEMICAL-
PHYSICAL COMPATIBILITY AMONG BUILDING COMPONENTS

B. NATICCHIA
Institute for Architecture and Urban Science, University of Ancona, Ancona, Italy

Abstract

Behavior of building systems depends on a variety of both chemical and physical
phenomena, someone typical of natural material decay, others connected to reciprocal
negative influence between materials.  These phenomena are frequently each other
closely interrelated, therefore modeling processes in order to predict behavior of
building components is often too hard to be pursued with numerical approaches.  In fact
great difficulty is encountered in joining many numerical models in order to simulate
behavior of real systems taking contemporarily account of any relevant phenomena
involved in decay processes.  This is mainly due to changes of system structure induced
by irreversible phenomena like properties alterations of materials, modification of
components relationship produced by chemical reactions, so that the behavior is
characterized by a remarkable discontinuity.  Analogous difficulties, due to the
complexity of causal structure of events and phenomena involved in component decay,
are encountered in interpreting experimental results.

The method discussed in this paper, could be a contribute in dealing in a formal
way with the issue of predicting chemical-physical incompatibility problems in
innovative building systems in order to pinpoint correct strategy of improving system
reliability.  To this end we propose a model, based on ‘qualitative simulation approach’
capable to represent the dynamics of potential interrelated decay phenomena in building
components.

The main feature of the model proposed is the automatic generation of
pathological scenarios related to incompatibility phenomena between materials of
building components.  The model can be applied to any system we can describe by a
topological and functional point of view; in the sense that model needn’t refined
geometrical description in order to produce its inferences.

Keywords: qualitative simulation, failure prediction, chemical-physical compatibility.
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1 Introduction

The issue we discuss in this paper is closely related to the problem of automated
modeling for reliability analysis.  The model we discuss is based on the concepts of
graphical modeling because the structure of the graphical model is often quite easily
derived from the structure of the system being modeled, or by using known engineering
techniques, such as Failure Modes and Effects Analysis.  Data about the components is
often available in the form of engineering tests.  The challenge lies in combining this
information to the best advantage, not in creating new ways to collect and analyze new
data.  There have been a large number of techniques developed in the engineering
community to produce system level reliability estimates (Henley and Kumamoto 1981).
In particular, fault trees (which are very close to graphical models) have often been used
for this problem.  Through their statistical heritage, graphical belief models provide the
same sorts of rigorous probability estimates that can be obtained from fault tree and
other similar system level modeling techniques.

There are two roughly similar approaches to the automated support system in
reliability modeling: Knowledge based model construction and Model fragment
libraries. Knowledge based model construction (Breese at al.1991; Goldman and Breese
1992; Goldman and Charniak 1993) uses a conventional rule-based expert system to
build the graphical model.  Model fragment libraries (Almond et al. 1994) store
fragments of models in an library or database.  The modeler can then search through this
library for factors or other model fragments which might be appropriate to the current
model and re-use them in the new context. (Egar et al. 1992) propose using graph
grammars for manipulating influence diagrams. (Habel 1992) discuss the use of directed
hypergraph representation of a graphical belief network model, in order to manipulate
graphs by a Hyperedge replacement grammars.

In this paper we propose an approach to the Bayesian networks assembling that
involves Qualitative-Physics reasoning in the construction of the building component
model.  The key concepts and the terminology we use about Qualitative-Physics
reasoning stem largely from the paradigm of ‘Qualitative Process Theory’ developed by
(Forbus 1984) and used in (Naticchia 1991) as formalization environment of automated
building details developing.

The approach drawn up allows to assign to assembling rules, similar to those used
in knowledge based construction, a semantic related to the commonsense physical
reasoning about the dynamic of processes interrelations.  This feature permits to achieve
the peculiarities of both approaches previously outlined.  That is the propensity to a
large level of automation in model construction and the capability of assembling
complex fragments of knowledge about the behavior of system components. In order to
represent this knowledge we employ a belief-network representation (Pearl 1988, 1996;
Shachter 1990; Jensen 1996; Spirtes et al. 1993), that allows an effective formalization
of model-based probabilistic reasoning about failures.  For the same reason, the method
here outlined is aimed to assemble a belief-network of the whole system we want to
investigate.  Once the model is available, a traditional MonteCarlo technique can assess
the probability of any pathological decay phenomena of components, given a set of
potential stresses.

In the following sections of the paper we firstly in short discuss the representation
of and the features of the belief networks in their particular form of bayesian networks.
Then we derive the outcomes of the assumption of knowledge distribution, concerning



the specific fields of study involved in a reliability analysis.  Finally we focus on the
issue of qualitative reasoning as a mean to assemble those knowledge fragments.

2 Representing decay processes using Bayesian networks

Probability theory offers a well-understood language for describing uncertainty
and for drawing inferences from partial knowledge.  Thus, its methods are applicable to
any task requiring inferences from incomplete information.  Typical applications
include diagnosis, forecasting, and classification.  Many researchers have suggested
using graphs to represent the structure of complex multivariate models.  These models
have gone by many names: Bayesian nets, influence diagrams, and graphical belief
functions are fairly common.  Each of these models differs slightly in terms of what
kind of distributions they represent:  Bayesian nets only allow probabilities, influence
diagrams allow probabilities and utilities, graphical belief functions allow belief
functions (and as a special case, probabilities).  However, all of these types of models
can be placed under a common framework, graphical belief networks. (Shenoy and
Shafer 1990) describe the common framework in detail.).  Belief networks are directed
acyclic graphs in which the nodes represent variables of interest (e.g., the temperature of
a device, the gender of a patient, a feature of an object, the occurrence of an event) and
the links represent informational or causal dependencies among the variables.  The
strength of a dependency is represented by conditional probabilities that are attached to
each cluster of parents-child nodes in the network.

Bayesian networks are the most popular of the current network based approaches.
They are parameterized by conditional probabilities and offer the ability to explicitly
represent dependencies among random variables at arbitrary levels of detail.  Further,
there are many published algorithms that reason with and about them.  The networks
possess straightforward interpretations, and this fact reduces the effort required to elicit
the parameters as well as validate the encoded domain model.

Under a causal interpretation, the edges represent direct causal influences that are
quantified by probability distributions associated with the nodes.  While the
interpretation of Bayesian networks was suggested by causal considerations, the formal
semantics make no reference to causality.  For example, in Fig. 1, x1 and x2 directly
influence  x3.

x1 x2

x3

x4

Chlorides
attack

Carbonation

Reinforcement
oxidation

Concrete cracking

Fig. 1: A simple bayesian network showing a fragment of cracking process in
reinforced concrete

The influence of x1 and x2 on x3 is quantified by the conditional probability
distribution P(x3| x1, x2) associated with x3.  Similarly, the influence of x3 on x4 is



quantified by the conditional probability distribution P(x4| x3) associated with x4.  The
variables x1 and x2 are, respectively, quantified by the marginal distributions P(x1) and
P(x2).  Finally, the principle of assuming independence, where possible, is a type of
closed-world assumption used to delineate the semantics of the network.

The edges of the Bayesian network in figure 1 denote direct dependencies.  Since ,
x1 influences x3 and x3 influences x4, it follows that x1 indirectly influences x4.
However, there is no edge joining x1 and x4; therefore, x1 has no direct influence on x4.
Thus, the influence of x1 on x4 is completely mediated by x3.  This means, in terms of
probability theory, that x1 and x4 are conditionally independent given x3.  This
conditional independence is denoted by I(x1, x4|x3).  Similarly, since no variable
influences both x1 and x2, they are marginally independent, written I(x1, x2|∅).  The
derivation of such I statements is a manifestation of the default rule that assumes
independence whenever it is consistent with the network.

Strictly speaking, it is not accurate to say that arcs represent dependence.  More
accurately, in a belief network, it is the absence of arcs that represents conditional
independence.  Any pair of attributes (nodes) which are not directly connected are
assumed to be conditionally independent under the Markov conditions (since it reflects
the Markovian condition for the state transitions that is each state is rendered
independent of the past, given its immediately preceding state).  However, that
distinction will not be important to our discussion here.
Because Bayesian networks allow us to capture information about conditional
independence, they make it possible to compactly represent probability distributions.
The probability distribution corresponding to a Bayesian network may be specified by
giving conditional probability distributions for each node in the network.  The
conditional probability distribution gives the probability of the random variable taking
on each possible value conditioned on each combination of values of its parent nodes. If
the node has no parents (a ‘root’ node), one specifies a prior distribution over the values
of that node.  Thus, the joint distribution over all variables is assumed to be the product
of the distributions associated with the nodes.
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from which all probabilistic queries, involved in diagnostic reasoning, can be
answered coherently using probability calculus.  In fact because the Bayesian network
determines the joint probability distribution, we can, in principle, use a Bayesian
network to compute any probability of interest.

However while in diagnosis the issue is that of finding the most likely explanation
for the evidence, in prediction reasoning, performed during design phase of new
systems, we might want know what are the most likely causes of failure or decay.
Differently to the diagnostic process, in this case the pathological state doesn’t represent
an evidence because it hasn’t yet occurred.  Moreover in the early phase of design it’s
difficult even to suggest possible failure scenarios because of the vagueness of the
functional and causal structure of the system. Nevertheless, once a Bayesian network
about the system behavior is available, it could be used effectively in order to envision
the reliability performance of the system, assessing, by means of a stochastic
simulation, the probability of the fast decay of a component, given a set of potential
stresses.  For example with the network in figure 1, one can assess whether or not the
cracking probability of a reinforced concrete element is too high, given the probability



that the element will be in contact with an aggressive environment and the probability
that a carbonation process will be in highly evolved.

Thus the main problem in reliability analysis, regards the construction of the
Bayesian network prior to availability of experience data regarding the behavior of a
system.

3 Assembling Bayesian networks by means of Qualitative Physics reasoning

In the early phase of design any attempt of envisioning the Bayesian network of
the whole system is impractically large (aside from any other issues, just consider the
number of chemical and physical phenomena potentially involved in reliability system
performance and the consequent expertise needed).

As previously stated, a plausible way to approach the intractability of the problem
is the strategy of assembling ready-made ‘chunks’ of knowledge in order to construct a
complete model of system behavior dealing directly with few variables and
relationships.  With this approach, fragmented structures of causal organizations could
be assembled as needed, from a stock of existing functional building blocks, ideally like
a jigsaw puzzle, as showed in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Construction of Belief Network for a new problem by assembling model
fragments stored in a library.

For example consider the network of figure 3, related to the cracking phenomena
in reinforced concrete elements.  It may be assembled from several Bayesian networks,
one specializing in the experience related to chemical combinations, another in the
properties of concrete, another in the properties of steel, and so forth.  Such specialized
networks can be stored permanently in a library, from which they are drawn and
assembled into the structure shown in figure 3 only when a specific problem presents
itself, for example, to determine whether the carbonation or high porosity of concrete
could explain why reinforcements are affected by an intense corrosion. It means that we
only need to define probability function mechanisms by which graph fragments that
share common variables are connected maintaining analytical coherence of assembled
model.

Library
Assembled
Network

Grammar
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Fig. 3: A fragment of the Bayesian Network representing influences among
variables involved in cracking problem of reinforced concrete. For the
sake of simplicity conditional probability values are not showed.

Regarding to this problem we are working on the definition of a grammar, namely
a collection of rules, capable of supporting the process of constructing a graphical
model and providing method for integrating high-level and detailed views of a graphical
model.  In remainder part of the paper a way to use the paradigms of qualitative
reasoning in physical domains is explored in order to define the construction grammar.

The grammar is tailored to be applied iteratively to the domain of interest,
anytime applicability conditions are satisfied, in order to produce a belief network
consistent with the domain description.  Strictly speaking a grammar consists of three
main components: a vocabulary of non terminal and terminal symbols, a set of writing
rules and an initial pattern. The vocabulary is partitioned into terminal and non terminal
symbols in order to distinguish completed structures, which belong to the language of
grammar from intermediate structures. In the case of network grammar, we consider
terminal symbols the constitutive elements of bayesian networks, that is the domain
random variables depicted as nodes and the probabilistic influences depicted as arcs and
consider non terminal symbols, the data about the elements the studied system and their
reciprocal relationships (system topography).  A writing rule consists of a precedent,
which specifies the conditions under which the rule applies to a target structure and a
consequent that specifies the effect of applying the rule to the target.  The grammar can
be applied in a rule-based production system, which properties are described in large
body of literature. Such a tool can drive interactively the process of assembling the
network, suggesting to pinpoint the application of a rule to a specific part of the
partially assembled net.

The initial pattern allows the generative process to start.  In the model proposed
the role of initial pattern is played by the description of the system topography, that
consists in the description of component properties and their reciprocal interrelations.

Each component in a system is related to the other components in a specific
manner, and identical components may have different characteristics in different



systems. The interrelations and the topography are found by examining mechanical
couplings, the physical location of components, the functional relationships among
components. These can be best expressed by a system schematic. For example,
interactions between two closely located materials are possible in case of chemical
incompatibility.

At present we consider two kind of description level of the system configuration:
the positional structure and functional structure.

Perhaps the most important description level of the system topography is the
positional one. In this level the component connectivity is yielded representing the
structure of positional relationships between components. As described below, this
structure will be then translated, by means of grammar rules, assigning to each
relationship a physical semantics, for example pertaining the transfer capability of some
decay agent.  To illustrate the nature of positional structure consider the detail shown in
figure 4 where component connectivity is expressed by a graph whose nodes represent
the components and whose arcs represent positional relationships.

Another important description level of the system topography is the functional
one. In this level the component interrelations pertain the way of functional
accomplishment.  For example, in the detail of figure 4, the framework of structural
interrelation pertains especially the structural relationship between elements.
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Fig. 4: Detail of the seat of a timber joist and the related positional structure

The quality of system topography identifying, depends on the competence of user
in perceiving the relevance of reciprocal influences of parts as for phenomena of
interest.

In figure 4 each part of the configuration is represented by a unit of information
concerning causal structure of typical failure of that part.  In this manner, any
component can be modeled by a bayesian network, which describes informational or
causal dependencies among the variables of interest for the specific failures of the
component.  The modeler using the library of fragments needs to know what given
fragment is used for and how to connect it to other variables in the model.  For example
a model fragment describing the reliability of the timber joist, might be specific to just
that component.  Nevertheless it shares some common issue with any timber component
since made of the same material.  Thus a set of ‘replacement rules’ offer the possibility
of linking overviews and detailed views of a graphical model.



For example if the component of figure 5a C1 is independent of C2, we can factor the
probability distribution over the variables, C1; C2 and E, into three pieces as follows:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )212121 ,|,, CpCpCCEpECCp ⋅⋅=

(Habel 1992) defines the concept of a hyperedge replacement grammar; that is nothing
more than a collection of grammar rules describing when you can replace a hyperedge
with a more elaborate graph fragment. Figure 5b shows the interpretation of the directed
graph in a correspondent hypergraph representation of this factorization where the
square hyperedges represent the factors of the joint probability distribution. Figure 5c
shows as a replacement rule substitutes the hyperedge with a fragment
Sometimes the appropriate input variables will already be in place in the graph, as C2 in
Figure 5c. To handle these cases, we need an another graph manipulation which merges
repeated variables, as in Figure 5d.
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Fig. 5: Development of a network fragment by means of replacement rules

After the replacement nodes in topography description, with corresponding
fragment graphs and the further replacement, possibly of parts of these with more
detailed one, the database of system contains disconnected ‘chunks’ as depicted in
figure 6.  Reasoning about the physical world requires reasoning about the kinds of
changes that occur and their effects when things are connected constructing a system.
Then the goal of ‘process rules’ is to represent the knowledge experts have about the
physical processes.  Due to the semantic given to these rules, they take the name of
‘processes’ and are closely related to ‘qualitative process theory’ formalization (Forbus
1984). The structure of a process is showed below:

Process (Galvanic corrosion)
Parts: object a, object b
Preconditions: contact (object a, object b), a (material, metal), b (material,

metal), a(material) ≠ b(material).
Quantity Conditions: abs(a(Potential) – b(Potential)) > 0,1 V;
Relations: graph a (different metal contact) ≡ graph b (different metal

contact)
Influences: graph a,b (different metal contact) = 1.0



The slots Parts, Preconditions and Quantity Conditions constitute the precedent of
the rule, the slots Relations and Influences constitute the consequences.

In the case of ‘Galvanic corrosion’, the rule engine (the manager of rule firing)
searches in the database two objects (network fragments), assigning them to rule
variables a and b, which are linked by a ‘contact’ relationship in the topography
description and are constituted of different metals.  Then, if the difference of their
chemical potential is greater than 0,1 Volts the rule ‘Galvanic process’ is fired.  The
rule, as stated in the slot ‘Relations’, produces its effects unifying the nodes/variables
‘different metal contact’ belonging to a and b object networks; moreover it updates the
unified node/variable to ‘true’ putting in it the value 1,0. In the example of figure 4,
objects ‘G’ and ‘E’ are matched with variables a and b of the process rule. An
analogous procedure can be described for the process ‘Corrosion by differential
aeration’ which however simply updates the node/variable ‘surface contact’ of element
‘G’ in figure 4 to ‘true’ putting in it the value 1,0.  The results of binding are showed in
figure 6 as dashed arcs between nodes of network fragments.
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Fig. 6: The binding of disconnected fragments by means of process rules

4 Conclusions

We have discussed a framework to support assessment of chemical-physical
compatibility problems in the early phase of design. The model presented here is under
implementation in order to carry out an automated assistant tool. The main feature of
the model proposed is the automatic generation of pathological scenarios related to
incompatibility phenomena between materials of building components.

The model proposed enables a kind of distributed engineering of reliability
analysis.  For example, one engineer (a systems level reliability expert) would build
small model fragments describing the interaction among a few components. Another
engineer (a testing and purchasing expert) would develop model for the various
commonly used components from the usual vendors. A third engineer (a system



designer) would then assemble the model from the fragments created by the other two
engineers, drawing on their expertise in the form of stored model fragments.
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Abstract

Field inspections and further tests have been carried out in order to identify damages
and degradation factors for the external wall components made of autoclaved aerated
concrete.  Within this project 24 industrial buildings in the area of Örebro and Kumla
in Sweden have been inspected to get information about all damage types and to rate
the status of the AAC-plaster system.  The buildings had one of three different types
of surface treatments.  They were built over three decades beginning in the 1960’s.
The inspected external AAC-walls were either untreated or if treated, organically or
inorganically based thin plaster systems were applied.  In-situ measurements of the
moisture content within the first 15 mm below the surface were carried out by a
conductance type electric moisture meter.
The evaluation of damages was performed with regard to differences in plaster system,
plaster thickness and colour, AAC’s density, location and orientation of the walls.
To detect possible changes in properties of the AAC, capillary water absorption tests
and water vapour diffusion tests were performed at core samples from three buildings
of different age and surface treatment.
Of main interest have been moisture-related damages in organic and inorganic based
plaster systems.  The level of moisture content is directly related to damage and is also
connected to the degree of damage.  AAC-walls treated with organic plaster systems
showed most moisture-related damage.  Where organic plaster systems were used, the
level of degradation of the AAC was in general conspicuously higher than that at the
walls which were coated with inorganic plaster systems.
Damage causes and possible degradation systems are provided for the different plaster
systems.
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1 Introduction

Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (AAC) is a building material, which is used all
over the world.  It is a purely mineral-based building material made from sand, water,
limestone and a very small amount of aluminium powder.  These raw materials are
combined to provide a building material with a large number of air pores.  One way to
use the building material is to construct external walls of industrial buildings with
AAC-components.  In Sweden, thin plaster systems are usually applied to the surface
of these walls.

Since little is known about the degradation processes of AAC and the interaction
of AAC and the plaster system under long time exposure to the environment, the aim
of the work which underlies this paper, is to detect and to describe all damage types
which occur at the buildings, at the components and in the materials during their
service life.  One further scope is to identify degradation factors and mechanisms of
plastered AAC-wall systems.  It is desirable to develop a methodology for assessing
the progressive degradation effects of local agents and other circumstances on
components and assemblies to identify the future maintenance and replacement needs
of a building.

2 Moisture and properties

Autoclaved aerated concrete is a porous building material.  As a consequence,
there is a strong interaction between water, water vapour and the porous system.
Most properties of porous materials depend on the moisture content (Künzel 1971;
Svanholm 1983; CEB-Manual 1978; Yxhult AB 1993).
• The compressive and tensile strength vary with the moisture content.  There is a

distinct increase in strength after drying out from a moisture content of 10% to
almost 0%.

• The modulus of elasticity in compressions shows an increase, in drying, of about
15%.

• The thermal conductivity increases linearly with the moisture content.
• The permeability varies according to the moisture content in the material – the

lower the moisture content in the pores the greater the permeability.
• Shrinkage and creep increase with excessive drying.
• Frost damage can appear if the moisture content of AAC exceeds a critical value.
• The resistance against chemical attack depends on the moisture content.
• The resistance against accidental fire also depends on the amount of moisture in

the material, and is higher with higher moisture content.
Under the given climatic conditions, the moisture content is determined by the

total porosity and the pore size distribution. The bulk density of steam-cured aerated
concrete is within the range of 300 to 1000 kg/m3. The most common dry densities for
load-bearing products and reinforced AAC-elements are 400 kg/m3 and 500 kg/m3.
These values refer to the oven-dried material. The moisture content of the delivered
material may be 20 to 35% by weight.  This moisture dries out gradually until an
equilibrium is reached at 4 to 6% by weight in external constructions (CEB-Manual
1978). The drying out process lasts about one to three years under normal conditions.



The structure of autoclaved aerated concrete is micro-crystalline and formed
mainly by tobermorite platelets, which are more stable than normal cured concrete
(RILEM Recommended Practise). The structure is characterised by pores and can be
clearly divided into three regions.  One of these regions consists of air pores with a
radius of 50 to 500 µm introduced by gas development or surface-active agents during
the manufacturing process. Another region is identified by microcapillaries of 50 nm or
less, which is the gap of the hydration products developed in the wall between the air
pores.  In the third region, there are a few pores of 50 nm to 50 µm, which are called
macrocapillaries (Tada and Nakano 1983).

There are different moisture transport mechanisms in porous materials.  In a dry
state, all pores are empty and therefore water vapour diffusion dominates.  If the
moisture content increases a little, the AAC enters a state where adsorption of
moisture to the capillary wall takes place and capillary condensation occurs in the fine
capillaries.  This condition is hygroscopic, and moisture movement is dominated by
water vapour transport. With a further increase in the moisture content, the
microcapillaries are completely filled with water. This condition occurs over a long
period of time with just diffusion of water vapour, but is reached very rapidly when in
contact with free water. If the moisture content becomes very high, some pores are
filled by capillary condensed water. In this case, these fine pores cannot contribute to
vapour diffusion any more and water driven by capillary forces migrates through them
instead.

Excessive drying below the equilibrium results in an increase in shrinkage and even
in shrinkage cracking. Shrinkage increases if the AAC is alternately humidified and
dried (Duorjadkin and Malinowski 1965).

3 Conditions of field investigations

During the field inspection, 24 industrial buildings were inspected in December
1997 and February 1998. The buildings were predominantly industrial halls commonly
used as mechanical workshops or stores.  The oldest building was built in 1960 and
the youngest in 1996. The range of age is therefore 36 years.

All buildings were situated in local industrial parks in Örebro and Kumla in
Sweden. The global climate in that region can be assumed as being equal for all
buildings. It is moderate and is characterised as an inland climate with moderate SO2

levels (< 20 mg/m3) (Nevander and Elmarsson 1994).
The external walls of all inspected buildings were constructed with components

of autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) manufactured in Sweden by Yxhult AB.  The
wall elements were rectangular and were fitted with groove and tongue joints.

The surface treatment of the external walls of most buildings was with thin
plaster systems.  The investigation distinguishes only between mineral and organic
plasters.  The organic plasters for AAC are normally based on an acrylic resin binder
with siliceous fillers and grains forming the surface texture.  The inorganic thin plaster
systems usually consist of a two-layer lime-cement mortar.  The thickness of the
plasters varies from 0,5 to 5 millimetres.  The walls of some inspected buildings were
only thinly painted or were untreated.



4 Damage and causes

The investigation of the 24 industrial buildings showed a multitude of varying
damages. Many types of damage occurred frequently and mostly with similar causes.

4.1 Construction damage
Construction damage is damage that is actually caused by false design having an

impact on structural elements of the building.

4.1.1 Cracks between structural components
All constructions consist of several different structural components.  They have

different functions and therefore their constitution and behaviour varies.  The
connection of these components often causes problems, and cracks appear at the
joints.  These cracks are usually in the plaster if the connection allows a certain
movement of entire adjacent components (for example the connection between normal
concrete and AAC).  The reasons for the movements are usually the component’s
different behaviour with regard to thermal expansion, creep and shrinkage.

4.1.2 Cracks within AAC-components
Stresses within a structural component can have several causes.  If stresses

exceed the ultimate strength of AAC, they cause cracks.  Sometimes deep cracks arise
due to poor performance of the support for the AAC-elements.  Connecting the AAC-
elements with joint sealers, which are too stiff, causes cracks.  Deterioration by ageing
causes stiffness within the joint sealers, which does not allow the elements to move
properly.

4.2 Mechanical damage
The damage found most often was mechanical damage.  This can occur at any

place and in any size in a wall.  Scratches and impacts of all shapes flaw the surface
treatment, and the AAC.  The reinforcement is often uncovered or even damaged.
Traffic consisting of cars and other vehicles is the main cause of damage.  Therefore
mechanical damage appears particularly at places with a high traffic volume (e.g.
ramps), and at the lower parts of the wall, usually up to a height of three meters above
ground.

4.3 Damage caused by bad design
All bad-design damage in this study was actually caused by water or moisture

problems.  The degree of damage and the appearance vary quite strongly.  Figure 1
illustrates where these types of damage usually appear.  Damage connected to poor
performance of the concrete base occurs extremely often.  If the base is not high
enough, rainwater splashes from the ground to the wall and imbrues the surface of the
wall up to a height of about 0,8 m.  The moisture content within the AAC can then
become very high.  This promotes the occurrence of cracks due to shrinkage, and the
growth of algae and lichens, as well as strong discolourations.  The degree of damage
depends on the direction of the wall, the microclimate and the type of ground in front
of the wall.  Asphalt or any kind of plain, hard surface (e.g. slabs) intensifies the effect
of humidification.



Fig. 1: Moisture-related damage at a typical industrial building. Common
locations of damage are indicated

Where AAC is not covered with plaster, water infiltrates and diffuses behind the
properly plastered surface.  Then, there is little chance for it to dry out if the plaster is
tight.  A wall can have areas where the moisture content at its surface is very high.  If
the moisture content exceeds an assigned value and the surface is not toxic, algae and
lichens can grow on the plaster or the AAC and strong discolourations can occur.
This phenomena occurs quite frequently.  It is evidence of a high moisture content of
the wall wherever it occurs.

The performance and design of the roof edge have a high influence on the
appearance of damage.  A common mistake is to fix any equipment onto the surface of
the wall, for example cables or boxes, so that rainwater can drop down on the facade,
splash against it, or sometimes it cannot be drained off.  All problems combined with
high moisture contents of AAC can occur as discolourations and algal growth.  Deep
and wide cracks in irregular patterns occur, which introduce the peeling of plaster.

4.4 Frost damage
Frost damage was rare and was usually caused by design errors, which made it

possible for water to penetrate the AAC regularly.  Where the AAC was laid open and
was not, or was inadequately plastered, frost damage appeared if the close
surrounding of these places was coated with a water vapour tight plaster.

4.5 Cracks and crack pattern
Cracks can have different causes.  They occur both as vertical and horizontal

cracks as well as without a specified pattern.  The causes are often moisture-related,
as for example shrinkage cracks, or cracks which follow the reinforcement and the
production joints of the AAC-elements.  These inhomogeneities are weak points
considering AAC’s behaviour under the influence of moisture and temperature
variations.

4.6 Damage due to bad use and lack of maintenance
Regular maintenance is necessary if the plaster tends to age quickly.  Great

problems occur if the plaster gets too old and has already lost its function.  Protection



against water ingress is not present and the susceptibility of the plaster-AAC system to
damage increases.  Missing or badly performed repairs of damage can aggravate the
condition of the walls.

4.7 Damage and degradation of plaster
The surface of the wall is affected by weather and by the whole environment of

the building.  It can show discolourations and bleaching caused by solar radiation,
disintegration, weathering, dust deposit and traffic.  Degradation of plaster occurs as
peeling, bleaching, chalking or the formation of blisters.  Often the bond between the
plaster and the substructure is lost, where the expansion of the coating increases due
to thermal expansion and changes in the moisture content.

5 Evaluation of field inspections

The field inspections showed a multitude of different damage types and provided
values of the walls’ moisture content.  A gradation of the damages was performed
with regard to the different damage types, the degree of damage and the orientation of
the walls to all points of the compass.

During the field inspections the moisture content below the outer surface of the
external walls was measured by a conductance type electric moisture meter equipped
with non-insulated pin-electrodes of 15 mm.  The instrument provides the value of the
highest moisture content between 3 and 15 mm within the AAC below the surface.
The measurements were executed at different heights above the ground.  In general
the moisture content in the first AAC-element above the concrete base was higher.
Average values of the moisture content over all of the walls were 24% by weight for
the first AAC-element and 20% by weight for the second AAC-element.

A grading of the measurement was done with regard to the location of the
measurements.  The evaluation distinguishes between measurements next to the
corners and at central areas of the wall.  Measurements in unprotected damage spots
(where the plaster was removed for example due to mechanical damage) provided
information about the permeability of the plaster system.  If the moisture content in a
spot was similar to the moisture content at a place next to it, which was well plastered,
it could be stated that the plaster system was very permeable to water vapour.  This
was seen mostly with mineral plaster systems.

5.1 Results of field inspections
It can be stated that the frequency of damage is much higher if the moisture

content of a wall is high.  Damage that can be related to a high moisture content in the
AAC, is for example, moisture-related cracks, almost all design damage as growth of
algae and lichens, discolourations and frost damage.  Furthermore damage occurs due
to inhomogeneity of AAC and peeling of plaster more frequently, where the moisture
level is high within the AAC.  Algal growth and moisture-related discolourations
occurred more frequently at the northern and western facades of the buildings and
were worst at base elements close to the ground.  Most frequent types of cracks seen
during the inspection, were vertical cracks at the southern side of the buildings.  They
usually appeared in base elements with a small crack width (0,1 mm – 0,4 mm).  This



can be explained by a higher amplitude of temperature and moisture content due to
solar radiation, which causes an increased tendency to shrinkage.  Frost damage
occurred in only a few cases.  They were usually caused by design errors.  Damage
that appeared most frequently, was mechanical damage.  It was normally concentrated
in the first two metres above ground and occurred most frequently next to doorways,
portals and entrances or where the ground in front of the wall allowed vehicles to
come too close.

5.1.1 Plaster type
At buildings where degradation of the organic plaster system was already

noticeably active, the moisture content below the outer surface was in general
conspicuously higher than in mineral plaster systems.  The measurements at walls with
organic plasters provided an average value for the moisture content of 24% by weight.
Mineral plaster systems provided an average moisture content of 19% by weight.  The
difference in moisture content is confirmed by the results of the inspection.  Organic,
acrylic based plasters showed a multitude of different damage types and most of them
were cracks and algal growth obviously due to a high moisture content in the plaster
and AAC.  Only a few signs of degradation were observed in the inspections of the
inorganic plaster systems.

5.1.2 Plaster thickness
The frequency of damage and the level of degradation decreases with the

thickness of the plaster. The walls, which were protected by plasters with a thickness
of at least 2 mm, showed the best conditions.

5.1.3 Colour of plaster
To examine the influence of the colour of the surface treatment, the facades of

all 24 buildings were graded into dark and light colours.  In general, the condition of
light coloured facades was much worse.  They showed more moisture-related damage
and the crack frequency was higher.  The in-situ measurements provided an average
moisture content of 24% by weight at the light facades.  This is noticeably higher than
the measured moisture content of 17% by weight at the dark coloured facades.  Thus,
it can be assumed that the moisture level within the outer parts of a wall’s cross-
section is related to the colour of the surface treatment.  Dark facades dry out more
quickly because the temperature rises faster and to a higher level, due to solar
radiation, after penetration by rain.

5.1.4 Density of AAC-components
A higher density of the AAC has a good influence on the condition of the wall.

All moisture-related cracks occurred more frequently in AAC with a lower density.
The results of the moisture measurements support this assumption. The average
moisture content under the surface of walls with a density lower than 500 kg/m3 was
25% by weight.  AAC-walls of a higher density had an average moisture content
during the measurements, of 19% by weight.  The higher moisture content in AAC-
walls of lower density is caused by an increased tendency of capillary water absorption
of the material.



6 Capillary suction and water vapour diffusion

Capillary suction tests and water vapour diffusion tests were executed at core
samples that were taken from external walls of three buildings.  The tests were
intended to help detect possible changes in properties of the AAC due to degradation
in the course of time.  The buildings were of a different age and had different surface
treatments (untreated, organic and mineral plaster systems).  The tests were executed
at different depths of the core samples, which comprised the entire cross-section of the
external walls.  The tested sections were the outer surface of the wall’s cross-section,
ten millimetres below the outer surface, the centre of the core sample and the inner
surface.

6.1 Results of the capillary suction test
The test showed that the amount of absorbed water is significantly higher in

sections of the organically plastered wall.  A possible answer for this behaviour is that
the plaster and the AAC have got little micro-cracks that support the water
absorption.  Sandin showed the negative effect of cracks on the moisture balance of
organic plaster systems that have been applied to AAC (Sandin 1983).  Cracks can
effect an increased water uptake. Increase in movement from wetting and drying out
procedures, which will secondarily cause more severe cracks is a possible after-effect.
After several years, organic plasters with acrylic binders are strongly affected by
ageing and degradation.  They lose their elasticity and plastic deformation capacity.
They are no longer able to achieve all deformations of the AAC. Figure 2 shows the
amount of absorbed water at four surfaces within the cross-section of the organically
plastered external wall.  The plastered outer surface absorbed most, the central surface
least water.

Although the organically plastered building is 22 years younger than the other
two tested buildings, it showed most damage. It furthermore exhibits the highest
values for moisture content measured with the electrical method.

There was almost no difference in the amount of absorbed water between the
outer surface of the untreated and the mineral-based plastered wall.  It is obvious that
the mineral plaster is very permeable and can only have a very small influence on
capillary water absorption of the surface.

The central section of the core samples absorbed the least amount of water.  It
can again be interpreted that the central section is not as affected by the environment
as are the surfaces.  Carbonation may be the reason for the outer and inner sections
and the section 10 mm below the outer surface to absorb considerably more water
than the central section.  Carbonation is a process where carbon dioxide in the air and
water reacts with the calcium hydroxide in the concrete. This reaction can cause a
change in AAC’s structure. These inferences are assumptions and can be verified only
by further chemical and microscopic examinations of the structure.
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Fig. 2: Amount of absorbed water in an external AAC-wall with organic plaster

6.2 Results of the water vapour diffusion test
To determine the diffusion factor at different depths of the wall cross-section,

the ‘Wet Cup-Method’ was used with a relative humidity difference of 66 to 100% at
20° Celsius.  The test showed that the outer surface of the organically plastered wall
has a very small diffusion coefficient, whereas below the outer surface, the diffusion
coefficient is highest.  The AAC below the outer surface would guarantee that the wall
dries out very quickly. However, this is hindered by the organic plaster system with its
high diffusion resistance factor.  The capillary water absorption test illustrated that the
amount of absorbed water at the outer surface and 10 mm below the outer surface was
highest at the organically plastered wall, which is probably caused by a change in the
AAC’s structure and by micro-cracks. The system contributes to an accumulated
moisture content.  The duration of a moist state within the AAC is therefore longer
than in inorganic or untreated systems.  This surely leads to an accelerated degradation
process of the AAC.

The test of the untreated wall showed that the diffusion coefficient of the
untreated outer surface was considerably higher than that below that surface and the
centre of the wall cross-section.  This guarantees a faster drying out process after
penetration.  It seems to have a good effect on the wall since the surface of the
untreated facade showed nearly no cracks or moisture-related damage during the
inspection.  The higher value for the diffusion coefficient indicates that the structure of
the AAC at the surface seems to be influenced by the environment.

The values for the diffusion coefficient of the minerally plastered AAC guarantee
a fast drying out of the penetrated wall and differ not very much along the cross-
section.  This provides for the assumption that a permeable mineral plaster does not
have a bad effect on the structure of AAC.



7 Conclusions

Based on these field studies and the laboratory tests it can be concluded that
inorganic plaster systems generally degrade to a lower degree than organic systems.
The users of the buildings do not usually consider the different maintenance
requirements of the different plaster systems.  Omission of maintenance of organic thin
plaster systems is the start of degradation and results in further damage.  The time for
renewing treatments of organic plasters is much shorter than for inorganic plaster
systems.  Organic, acrylic based plasters showed a multitude of different damage types
and most of them were cracks and algal growth due to a high moisture content in the
plaster and AAC.

Only very few signs of degradation were observed during the inspections of the
inorganic plaster systems.  Thus, mineral surface treatments seem to be more suited
for a moderate climate.  Inorganic plasters can allow higher and quicker capillary
water absorption, but also a shorter drying out period due to their high water vapour
permeability.  Therefore, they stay dryer in the outer part of a wall between periods of
saturation although they could have higher peak values of moisture content.

It can be stated that the occurrence of damage is much higher if the moisture
content of a wall is high.  Visible moisture-related damage on a facade appear for
example as cracks, frost damage, growth of algae and lichens, discolourations and
peeling of plaster.  Although the field inspections were executed in a region with a
moderate climate, the visible effects of a more severe microclimate were found to
dominate in all damaged areas seen during the inspection.  Design factors combined
with the microclimate in certain points of the building, can effect the plaster and the
AAC more severely than the influences of the average meso and global climate.  The
detailed design of buildings, for example, the height of the concrete base and the
performance of the facades, are very important factors for durability.
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COMPARATIVE TESTING AND RATING OF THIRTEEN
THERMOPLASTIC SINGLE PLY ROOFING MEMBRANES
Thermoplastic single ply roofing membranes

C. G. CASH
Principal and Vice President, Simpson Gumpertz & Heger Inc., consulting engineers
and building pathologists, Arlington, Massachusetts, USA

Abstract

We tested samples of poly[vinyl chloride] (PVC), thermoplastic olefin (TPO), and
other thermoplastic single ply roofing membranes using a battery of physical tests
before and after heat aging and accelerated weathering tests.  We cut all test from
commercial products purchased on the open market.
We ranked all test results in descending order from the product with the most
advantageous property (equaling 100%) to the least advantaged.  The average of the
test percentage ratings on each product were then ranked from the highest rating to
the lowest rating.
We used this procedure previously to develop data for the preparation of ASTM
consensus Standard D 6221, Standard Specification for Reinforced Bituminous
Flashing Sheets for Roofing and Waterproofing.

Keywords: ABC, accelerated weathering, EP, EVA, performance ranking, physical
testing, PVC, roofing, single ply, thermoplastic membranes, TPO.

1 Introduction

Product or system selection can be difficult for the designer who desires to use
a thermoplastic single ply roofing system, because eight manufacturers offer thirty
PVC (poly[vinyl chloride]) single ply roofing membranes and fourteen
manufacturers offer forty-four “Other Prefabricated Sheet-Applied Membranes”
according to the most recent NRCA materials guide (NRCA 1998).  Two of these
manufacturers offer both a PVC and an “other” membrane.

In the absence of an sufficiently long history of successful performance, there
are very few ways a designer can objectively select a system for use.  Some
possibilities include:

• comparison of physical test data compared to appropriate standards,
or

• comparison of physical test data obtained from testing competing
materials,

• or reliance on data obtained from accelerated exposure.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
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We examine each of these three selection methods in this paper and contrast
the advantages and disadvantages of each technique.  Our data can also be used as a
base line to compare the data obtained by testing other systems, as long as the same
test methods are used.

2 Sample selection

We cut all of our test specimens from the inner convolutions of commercial
products purchased on the open market.  We tested specimens from one roll of each
product.  Because of the uniformity we expect in these factory made products, we
feel that the specimens we obtained are a true representation of the products selected.

We would have preferred testing samples of all the available products, but
economics required that we limit our study.  We feel fortunate to have obtained
thirteen different products for testing, and only two of these were from the same
manufacturer.  We obtained membranes based on the following polymers: eight rolls
of PVC, two rolls of TPO (thermoplastic polyolefin), one roll of ABC (acrylonitrile
butadiene), one roll of EP (ethylene-propylene), and one roll of PVC/EVA
(poly[vinyl chloride] - ethylene vinyl acetate alloy).

We cut all the samples after the plastic sheets had been conditioned to
equilibrium in the controlled temperature and humidity room of our laboratory.  This
room maintains a constant 50% relative humidity and a temperature of 23�C

3 Test methods

We used all the test methods required by ASTM D4434, except the puncture
resistance tests.  We do not currently own the puncture resistance equipment
required.  In addition, we performed some tests suggested by a manufacturer that are
not now ASTM standard tests.

3.1 ASTM test methods
We used the following ASTM test methods in this study:

• D570 Standard Test for Water Absorption of Plastics
• D638 Standard Test Method for the Tensile Properties of Plastics [using

D412 die C - 64 mm (2½ in.) jaw gap, 0.85 mm/s (2 in./ min.)]
• D751 Standard Test Methods for Coated Fabrics

Grab Tensile [76 mm (3 in.) jaw gap, 5 mm/s (12 in./min.)]
Thickness [dial caliper]

• D1204 Standard Test Method for Linear Dimensional Changes of Nonrigid 
Thermoplastic Sheeting or Film at Elevated Temperatures [6 h at

80�C (176�F)]
• D2136 Standard Specification for Coated Fabrics -   Low

Temperature Bend Test [after 4 h at -40�C (-40�F)]
• D3045 Standard Practice for Heat Aging of Plastics Without Load [56 days at

80�C (176�F)
• G53 Standard Practice for Operating Light and Water-Exposure Apparatus

(Fluorescent UV Condensation Type) for Exposure of Nonmetallic Materials



3.2 Other test methods
We used the following non-ASTM test methods:

3.2.1 Sheet mass
We die cut specimen squares 45 mm (1.78 in.) on a side with a razor knife, and

weighed each square using an analytical balance.  Ten times the average mass  in
grams equals the mass in pounds per 100 square feet.  Multiply the mass in pounds
per 100 square feet by 48.82 to convert to grams per square metre.

3.2.2 Fabric mass
We extracted the polymer compound from the specimens in 3.2.1 with a micro

extractor using THF (tetra-hydrofurane or tetra methylene oxide) as the solvent, and
dried and weighed the reinforcing fabric recovered.  We did not report the mass
when the polymer extraction was incomplete.

3.2.3 Optical thickness
We photographed five vertical sections of each sample in the machine direction

(the length) and the cross machine direction (the width) using a 1.6 X objective lens
and a 1.6 X zoom setting on the microscope.  We made the four measurements
shown in Figure 1 in each photograph.

Fig. 1: Location of optical thickness measurements



Fig. 2: Wicking test trapezoids

3.2.4 Wicking test
We cut the trapezoids shown in Figure 2 from each sample, and hung the

lowest 20 mm in a water - methylene blue bath for 24 hours.  We sectioned each
specimen to measure the height of the wicking observed

3.2.5 Seam strength
We tested the strength of laboratory prepared heat welded 100 mm (4 in.)

wide seams using the grab tensile test.  We recorded that the seam strength was
greater than the tensile strength if the sheet failed outside the lap area.
.

4 Results and discussion

These test data and our observations on samples placed in a ultraviolet
condensing relative humidity apparatus are the basis for the following discussion and
our conclusions.

4.1 Comparing test data to standards
Table 1 lists our test data on PVC membranes and the requirements of ASTM

D4434.  Table 2 lists our test data on membranes based on “other” polymers and the
proposed ASTM requirements for TPO membranes.  It is very difficult to select the
“best” membrane from these data because different grades of the same product have
different test requirements that are not comparable, most notably in the area of
tensile properties.

4.2  Rating data
Table 3 lists all the data for samples 1 through 13.  We rated these data by

setting the maximum value obtained in each test to a rating 100, calculating the
rating for each of the other products on a proportional basis.  Where the “best”
physical test result is zero, we set the rating at 100 for the test value zero and a rating
of 100 for the maximum value obtained.  These ratings are shown in Table 4.  The
ratings for each sample are averaged to measure the relative over-all rating of each
product.  In this series of tests the products average rating ranged from a high of 82
points to a low of 52 points.



4.3 Accelerated weathering
To the date of writing this paper, we have logged 3,000 hours in our ultra-

violet condensing humidity equipment.  To date, we have not noted any major
change in these samples.  We have noticed that some samples are changing color
with a pink tinge.  We have not observed this coloration in the field.

5 Conclusions

Of the three methods checked, comparing laboratory data with the require-
ments of ASTM standards does not permit the selection of  the “best” membrane for
use.  Membranes represented by Samples 4, 11, 12, and 13, might be eliminated
because of the loss of  ~ 15% in elongation after heat aging, but this eliminates only
one third of your candidates.  This study shows that a core group of test requirements
for all of the products serving the same use would enable the consumer to compare
products offered for sale.   Current ASTM standards do not permit this evaluation
because they often use tests that cannot be compared, such as grab and strip tensile
tests.

Rating these laboratory data and averaging these data provides an unbiased
ranking, and a more rational approach to selection.  Six of the PVC products rated
highest of the 13 products tested.

Accelerated weather testing has little utility because it does not produce
results fast enough to be practical (if useful results can be generated), does not take
into account potential differences in failure mechanism (accelerated testing can
influence one failure mechanism more than another), and the results achieved to date
(such as the pinkish color seen in some samples) are not consistent with what we
observed in the field.

The only rational system for selecting a roofing system is its past
performance on the roof, in the same climate as the new project.  If you must select a
membrane system without the support of a history of excellent performance, an
unbiased rating system may be of aid.



Table 1: Test data on PVC sheets and ASTM D4434 requirements

Sample number: 1 ASTM 2 3 4 5 ASTM 6 7 8 ASTM

ASTM type/grade: II/1 II/1 III III III III III IV IV IV IV

Physical

Caliper, mm 1.22 =/>1.14 1.30 1.24 1.17 1.22 =/>1.14 0.99 0.94 1.09 =/>0.91

 (in.) (0.048) (=/>0.045) (0.051) (0.049) (0.046) (0.048) (=/>0.045) (0.039) (0.037) (0.043) (=/>0.039)

Linear dimensional change

% machine direction 0 =/<0.1 -0.15 -0.15 -0.2 -0.2 =/<0.5 -0.35 -0.15 -0.15 =/<0.5

% cross machine direction -0.05 =/<0.1 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 =/<0.5 -0.05 -0.05 -0.1 =/<0.5

Water absorption, % 3.62 <+/-3 3.38 4.57 4.05 4.72 <+/-3 6.37 5.58 13.46 <+/-3

Cold Bend @ -40 pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass

Tensile strength, grab method

machine direction, kN 10791* 10343* 1.24 1.43 1.50 1.91 =/>0.89 1.66 1.99 1.61 =/>1.00

(lbf) (1565)' (1500)' (279) (321) (337) (429) (=/> 200) (372) (447) (363) (=/> 275)

cross machine direction, N 10673* 10343* 1.30 1.37 1.31 1.56 =/>0.89 1.67 1.82 1.31 =/>1.00

(lbf) (1548)' (1500)' (291) (309) (295) (350) (=/> 200) (375) (408) (294) (=/> 275)

Elongation at sheet breaking, %

machine direction 310 =/>250 - - - - - - - - -

across machine direction 304 =/>220 - - - - - - - - -

Elongation at fiber breaking, %



machine direction - - 34 43 33 38 =/>15 44 35 32 =/>25

across machine direction - - 44 39 39 34 =/>15 36 38 35 =/>25

Seam strength,  % of tensile >100 =/>75 >100 >100 >100 >100 =/>75 >100 >100 >100 =/>75

Effect of heat conditioning, 80o C  (176oF)
for six weeks
Low temperature bend pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass

Tensile strength, % of original

machine direction 112 =/>90 112 102 87 98 =/>90 93 106 99 =/>90

across machine direction 99 =/>90 99 99 98 107 =/>90 97 93 96 =/>90

Elongation, % of original or fiber breaking

machine direction =/>90 99 103 85 112 =/>90 91 109 109 =/>90

across machine direction =/>90 100 99 103 116 =/>90 104 103 98 =/>90

Elongation, % of original or sheet breaking

machine direction 108 =/>90 85 88 83 139 =/>90 105 98 113 =/>90

cross machine direction 113 =/>90 97 100 94 123 =/>90 101 118 128 =/>90

Legend: * value is in kPa - ' value is (psi)



Table 2: Test data on "other" sheets and proposed TPO specification

Sample Number: 9 10 11 12 13 ASTM

Principal Polymer ABC PVC/EVA TPO EP TPO TPO

Physical Test

Caliper, mm 1.17 0.86 1.09 1.09 1.14 =/>1.0

(in.) (0.046) (0.034) (0.043) (0.043) (0.045) (=/>0.039)

Linear dimensional change

% machine direction -0.1 -0.2 -0.49 -0.3 -0.55 =/<2

% cross machine direction -0.05 0 -0.1 0 0.5 =/<2

Water absorption, % 14.4 16.14 4.09 6.47 10.37 <+/- 4

Cold bend @ -40oC (or F) pass pass pass pass pass pass

Tensile strength, grab method

machine direction, N 2477 2252 1136 1205 1213 =/>1001

(lbf) (557) (506) (225) (271) (273) (=/>225)

cross machine direction, N 1432 2260 1559 903 999 =/>1001

(lbf) (322) (508) (350) (203) (224) (=/>225)

Elongation at fiber breaking, %

machine direction 30 22 41 56 32 =/>15

across machine direction 37 29 40 62 38 =/>15

Seam strength,  % of tensile >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 =/>100



Effect of heat conditioning, 80o C (176oF) for
six weeks
Low temperature bend pass pass pass pass pass pass

Tensile strength, % of original

machine direction 96 103 130 123 87.0 =/>100

across machine direction 107 105 98 153 86.0 =/>100

Elongation, % of fiber breaking

machine direction 101 116 88 64 82 =/>100

across machine direction 96 121 90 80 109 =/>100

Elongation, % of sheet breaking

machine direction 105 82 96 101 40 =/>100

across machine direction 109 105 94 85 82 =/>100



Table 3: Test data on all samples

Sample Number: 1 2 3 4 6 9 8 7 11 5 10 13 12

Principal Polymer: PVC PVC PVC PVC PVC ABC PVC PVC TPO PVC PVC/
EVA

TPO EP

Physical Test

Caliper, mm 1.22 1.30 1.24 1.17 0.99 1.17 1.09 0.94 1.09 1.22 0.86 1.14 1.09

(in.) (0.048) (0.051) (0.049) (0.046) (0.039) (0.046) (0.043) (0.037) (0.043) (0.048) (0.034) (0.045) (0.043)

Compound thickness, optical

Above reinforcing, mm nt 0.554 0.512 0.410 0.436 0.476 0.485 0.312 0.457 0.439 0.317 0.418 0.347

(in.) nt (0.022) (0.020) (0.016) (0.017) (0.019) (0.019) (0.012) (0.018) (0.017) (0.012) (0.016) (0.014)

Below reinforcing, mm nt 0.425 0.381 0.490 0.250 0.406 0.481 0.199 0.427 0.359 0.302 0.471 0.383

(in.) nt (0.017) (0.015) (0.019) (0.010) (0.016) (0.019) (0.008) (0.017) (0.014) (0.012) (0.019) (0.015)

Without reinforcing, mm nt 1.249 1.128 1.010 0.860 1.170 1.086 0.717 1.096 1.094 0.850 1.170 0.789

 (in.) nt (0.049) (0.044) (0.040) (0.034) (0.046) (0.043) (0.028) (0.043) (0.043) (0.033) (0.046) (0.031)

Sheet thickness, optical mm 1.206 1.249 1.251 1.146 0.987 1.187 1.115 0.808 1.118 1.109 0.879 1.185 0.960

(in.) (0.047) (0.049) (0.049) (0.045) (0.039) (0.047) (0.044) (0.032) (0.044) (0.044) (0.035) (0.047) (0.038)

Linear dimensional change

% machine direction 0 -0.15 -0.15 -0.2 -0.35 -0.1 -0.15 -0.15 -0.49 -0.2 -0.2 -0.55 -0.3

% cross machine direction -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.1 -0.05 -0.1 -0.05 0 +0.5 0

Water absorption, % 3.62 3.38 4.57 4.05 6.37 14.4 13.46 5.58 4.09 4.72 16.14 10.37 6.47

Analysis - THF extraction



Mass, kg/m2 1.52 1.55 1.46 1.40 1.21 1.54 1.45 1.06 1.01 1.55 1.07 1.09 0.98

(lb/100 ft2) (31.2) (31.8) (30) (28.6) (24.8) (31.6) (29.6) (21.7) (20.6) (31.8) (21.9) (22.4) (20.1)

Fabric, kg/m2 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.12 nt 0.09 0.16 na 0.13 nt nt nt

(lb/100 ft2) (1.14) (1.42) (1.83) (1.86) (2.36) nt (1.93) (3.19) na (2.62) nt nt nt

Cold bend @ -40oC (or F) pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass

Tensile strength, grab method

machine direction, N nt 1241 1426 1500 1656 2477 1614 1986 1136 1919 2252 1213 1205

(lb) nt (279) (321) (337) (372) (557) (363) (447) (255) (429) (506) (273) (271)

cross machine direction, N nt 1295 1374 1313 1668 1432 1305 1816 1559 1557 2260 999 903

(lb) nt (291) (309) (295) (375) (322) (294) (408) (350) (350) (508) (224) (203)

Elongation at sheet breaking, %

machine direction nt 136 134 141 127 84 110 119 152 90 80 321 149

across machine direction nt 111 153 159 89 78 101 75 192 75 94 984 278

Legend: nt = not tested because solvent extraction was incomplete, or test was not appropriate.



Table 3 (continued): Test data on all samples

Sample Number: 1 2 3 4 6 9 8 7 11 5 10 13 12

Principal Polymer: PVC PVC PVC PVC PVC ABC PVC PVC TPO PVC PVC/
EVA

TPO EP

Physical Test

Elongation at fiber breaking, %

machine direction 35 42 39 44 30 33 35 41 34 22 32 56

across machine direction 44 39 38 36 37 34 38 40 30 29 38 62

Tensile strength, strip method

machine direction, kN/m 12 27 24 23 28 64 36 42 21 40 55 14 14

(lb/in. width) (71) (157) (137) (134) (162) (368) (208) (238) (121) (226) (313) (79) (80)

cross machine direction, kN/m 12 22 24 26 36 30 28 28 24 30 49 8 12

(lb/in. width) (70) (126) (138) (146) (204) (173) (156) (159) (138) (172) (281) (43) (69)

Elongation at break, %

machine direction 310 31 30 27 29 28 32 29 24 34 26 19 26

cross machine direction 304 37 32 36 32 33 35 30 31 28 30 12 29

Die wicking

machine direction, mm 0 0 130 0 0 85 0 18 0 57 45 0 85

(in.) 0 0 (5.12) 0 0 (3.35) 0 (0.71) 0 (2.24) (1.77) 0 (3.35)



cross machine direction, mm 0 0 63 0 0 91 0 21 0 68 75 0 88

(in.) 0 0 (2.48) 0 0 (3.58) 0 (0.83) 0 (2.68) (2.97) 0 (3.46)

Seam strength,  % of tensile >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100

Effect of heat conditioning, 80o C (176o

F) for six weeks
Low temperature bend pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass pass

Tensile strength, % of original

machine direction 112 112 102 87 93 96 99 106 130 98 103 87.0 123

across machine direction 99 99 99 98 97 107 96 93 98 107 105 86.0 153

Elongation, % of original or fiber
breaking
machine direction 99 103 85 91 101 109 109 88 112 116 82 64

across machine direction 100 99 103 104 96 98 103 90 116 121 109 80

Elongation, % of original or sheet
breaking
machine direction 108 85 88 83 105 105 113 98 96 139 82 40 101

across machine direction 113 97 100 94 101 109 128 118 94 123 105 82 85

Legend: nt = not tested because solvent extraction was incomplete



Table 4: Test data ranked for all samples

Sample Number: 1 2 3 4 6 9 8 7 11 5 10 13 12

Principal Polymer: PVC PVC PVC PVC PVC ABC PVC PVC TPO PVC PVC/EVA TPO EP

Physical Test

Caliper 94 100 90 76 96 90 84 73 84 94 67 88 84

Thickness above reinforcing nt 100 74 79 92 86 88 56 83 79 57 76 63

Thickness below reinforcing nt 87 100 51 78 83 98 41 87 73 62 96 78

Thickness between reinforcing nt 100 81 69 90 94 87 57 88 88 68 94 63

Optical sheet thickness 96 100 92 79 100 95 89 65 89 89 70 95 77

Thermal stability, length 100 73 64 36 73 82 73 73 11 64 64 0 45

Thermal stability, width 90 90 90 90 90 90 80 90 80 90 100 0 100

Water absorption 78 79 75 61 72 11 17 65 75 71 0 36 60

Total mass 98 100 90 78 94 99 93 68 65 100 69 70 63

Fabric mass 36 45 58 74 57 nt 61 100 nt 82 nt nt nt

Cold bend @ -40 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Grab tensile strength. md nt 50 61 67 58 100 65 80 46 77 91 49 49

Grab tensile strength. xmd nt 57 58 74 61 63 58 80 69 69 100 44 40

Elongation at sheet breaking, md nt 42 44 40 42 26 34 37 47 28 25 100 46

Elongation at sheet breaking, xmd nt 11 16 9 16 8 10 8 20 8 10 100 28

Elongation at fiber breaking, md nt 63 70 79 75 54 59 63 73 61 39 57 100



Elongation at fiber breaking, xmd nt 71 61 58 63 60 55 61 65 48 47 61 100

Tensile strength, strip method, md 19 43 36 44 37 100 56 65 33 61 85 21 22

Tensile strength, strip method, xmd 25 45 52 73 49 62 56 57 49 61 100 15 24

Elongation at maximum stress, md 100 10 9 9 10 9 10 9 8 11 8 6 8

Elongation at maximum stress, xmd 100 12 12 11 11 11 12 10 10 9 10 4 10

Die wicking, md 100 100 100 100 0 35 100 86 100 56 65 100 35

Die wicking, xmd 100 100 100 100 31 0 100 77 100 25 18 100 3

Seam strength 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

+Heat, low temperature bend 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

+Heat, tensile strength, md 60 60 57 77 93 87 97 80 0 93 90 57 23

+Heat tensile strength, xmd 98 98 96 94 98 87 92 87 96 87 91 74 0

+Heat elongation @ fiber breaking, md nt 97 58 75 92 97 75 75 67 67 56 50 0

+Heat elongation @ fiber breaking, xmd nt 100 86 81 95 81 90 86 52 24 0 57 5

+Heat elongation @ sheet break, md 87 75 72 92 80 92 78 97 93 35 70 0 98

+Heat elongation @ sheet break, xmd 55 89 79 96 100 68 0 36 79 18 82 36 46

Average, all ratings 82 74 70 70 69 69 68 67 66 63 61 60 52

Legend: nt = not tested (does not apply); md = machine direction; xmd = cross machine direction.



EVALUATION OF THE LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE OF WATER
REPELLANTS ON RENDERED AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE
Performance of water repellants

H. KUS and P. NORBERG
Centre for Built Environment, Royal Institute of Technology, Gävle, Sweden

Abstract

External wall surfaces made of porous materials are known to be susceptible to the
effects of wind-driven rain.  Water repellants have become widely used to mitigate the
apparent problems arising from rain deposition on such wall types.  Although
manufacturers claim that water repellants perform adequately for extended periods of
time, there are still apparent premature failures that occur within a few years of
application.  To date, various kinds of water repellants have been developed but
limited research has been carried out particularly on the long-term field exposure
testing from which the real effect of climate on the properties of water repellants can
be assessed.  This study aims to investigate the long-term performance and durability
of water repellants on rendered autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) by physical and
chemical analysis of fresh, naturally and artificially weathered samples.  Six sample
blocks of AAC were used; one uncoated and untreated as control block and five
rendered blocks, one of which was untreated, two treated with silicone, one painted
with a styrene-acrylate paint, and one covered with expanded ePTFE membrane
employed as the ideal coating.  A preliminary test was done for selection of the paint
for sealing the sides of the samples against water and vapour ingress.  Continuous
monitoring of moisture contents and temperatures of naturally exposed samples is also
included in the study.  WETCORR sensors and nail electrodes are used to measure
surface and bulk moisture contents, respectively.  This paper focuses on the
preparation of test blocks and moisture monitoring and presents the first results
derived from field measurements.  The results indicate that the experimental set-up
works as planned and it is expected that an assessment of the service life of water
repellants based on moisture monitoring will be possible after the samples are exposed
to longer periods.

Keywords: Autoclaved aerated concrete, field exposure, long-term performance,
moisture monitoring, water repellants, WETCORR
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1 Introduction

Water repellants are increasingly used for protection of porous mineral building
materials subjected to prolonged wetting by driving rain.  Although their performance
has been confirmed by research, there are still questions on their long-term durability
and service life.  Existing research on performance of surface treatments is mostly
focused on concrete structures and the protection of historical buildings built of stone,
brick and wood, and is based primarily on short-term laboratory testing.

In order to evaluate the long-term performance of water-repellent treatments on
porous mineral building materials, a long-term field exposure and a short-term
accelerated test programme have been initiated at the Royal Institute of Technology
(Sweden), Centre for Built Environment.  The research work includes continuous
monitoring of moisture, which is considered as the major factor in determining
durability of porous building materials, and physical and chemical analysis of fresh,
naturally and artificially aged samples.

For the surface finishing coatings, AAC and mineral rendering were chosen as
substrates being representative of porous building materials.  AAC has an extensive
use both in residential and industrial construction due to its thermal properties, that
lead to energy savings by lowering heating costs and indirectly preventing air
pollution.  In order to get higher performance, AAC walls are rendered mostly with
lime-cement mineral rendering.

Sample specimens used in this work include water-repellent treated and painted,
rendered AAC blocks, in addition to reference blocks.  Test blocks measuring 400 mm
× 300 mm × 150 mm were used for continuous monitoring of moisture and
temperature.  To investigate the real effect of atmospheric agents on water-repellent
properties and to observe the degradation process, an additional group of test samples
measuring 130 mm × 130 mm × 150 mm have also been naturally exposed.  These
specimens will subsequently be used in a laboratory analysis at specific intervals.
Short-term accelerated ageing tests will involve exposure to UV (and water) followed
by freeze-thaw cycling.  The analysis of microstructure and the surface treatments will
be undertaken using microscopic (thin sections and SEM) and spectroscopic methods
(FTIR).

The present work focuses on the preparation of test blocks and monitoring of
surface and bulk moisture contents of the test samples.

2 Durability of rendered AAC walls with and without water repellants

Performance of external walls is greatly affected by weathering elements, thus
durability and service life of the wall component vary according to the severity of
exposure.  The use of surface finishing coatings mainly aims to minimise and delay the
deteriorating effects of the atmosphere, maintaining an aesthetically pleasing
appearance.  By sacrificing themselves, surface coatings extend the life of the substrate
and therefore play a major role in the long-term performance and service life of the
entire wall system.



Different surface coatings require different maintenance and repair periods
depending on their properties and effects on the facade.  Indeed, the service life of the
external walls depends directly on the extent to which those intervals of maintenance
are kept.

Due to being directly in contact with atmospheric agents, such as rain, solar
radiation, temperature and wind, surface coatings may fail prematurely.  This in turn
will lead to deterioration and damages in the wall structure unless remedial action is
taken.  Among the atmospheric agents, moisture plays the major role in premature
deterioration (Kus and Kalmar 1998).  Thus the moisture storage of a wall can be a
potential indicator of long-term performance for a given construction type and
location.  The amount and duration of moisture in the wall structure can be regarded
as the two most important characteristics for assessing the long-term effects.

Field inspections on rendered AAC walls show that organic external renderings
degrade faster than inorganic systems (Nygren 1998).  Being vapour-tight to some
extent and greatly affected by UV radiation and thermal variations, organic external
coatings degrade relatively fast compared with inorganic ones.  During the desorption
period, the transport rate outwards of water vapour is higher in an inorganic system.
It takes a longer time for organic coatings to dry out, due to their lower vapour
permeability.  Therefore, organic coatings may contribute to insufficient drying of the
wall which can potentially lead to increased deterioration.  The adhesion of the coating
to the substrate is also weakened by excessive moisture, which accelerates the ageing
process.  Another reason for the observed differences between these coatings is that
the organic external renderings inspected were not maintained as frequently as
prescribed.

On the other hand inorganic external renderings treated with water repellants
perform much better owing to their hydrophobic effects (Kus and Kalmar 1998).  By
reducing the ingress of water, water repellants are expected to minimise and delay the
degradation mechanisms related to rainwater.  As they are highly protected from the
UV radiation by penetrating the substrate, a long durability is achieved compared to
other surface coatings.  The effectiveness and durability are affected greatly by the
properties of the substrate, such as surface porosity and moisture content, and the
amount and the uniform permeation of the water-repellent material applied
(McGettigan 1992).

3 Experimental

3.1 Test specimens
Six sample blocks measuring 400 mm × 300 mm × 150 mm were used for

continuous monitoring of moisture and temperature, including uncoated and untreated
AAC as the control sample block.  AAC blocks, 150 mm thick and density 450 kg/m3,
were employed as substrate to the coating systems tested.  Four samples were coated
with three layers of lime-cement rendering for a total thickness of 12 mm, one of
which was untreated, one treated with a water repellant at the surface, one coated



with styrene-acrylate paint, and one covered with expanded ePTFE membrane
(GORE-TEX®) employed as an ideal top coating.  The sixth sample was coated with
three layers of lime-cement rendering containing water-repellent additive, having a
total thickness of 12 mm.  The AAC blocks were obtained from Yxhult AB.  The
renderings were obtained from Optiroc AB and Yxhult AB.  The representative
samples of water repellants in powder and liquid form were obtained from
Wacker-Chemie.  The styrene-acrylate paint was selected among the paints commonly
used for mineral substrates in order to compare the effectiveness of water repellants
and was obtained from Snöland Fasad AB.  In Table 1, the coating systems are
summarised according to their corresponding codes.

The side faces of the sample blocks were then sealed with four layers of epoxy
paint, except the surface to be exposed.  Consequently moisture absorption and
desorption through the coatings could be controlled.

Table 1: Test blocks

Code Substrate    Render   Top coating
O AAC            -             -
B1 AAC    Lime-cement    Silane-siloxane emulsion
B2 AAC    Lime-cement             -
C2 AAC    Lime-cement    (Expanded) ePTFE membrane
C3 AAC    Lime-cement    Styrene-acrylate paint
G2 AAC    Lime-cement with

   silicone resin additive
            -

3.2 Pretest for selection of the tightening material
A preliminary test was first carried out in order to obtain the best material for

sealing the sides of the test blocks, which should also be durable to outdoor conditions
during the whole exposure period.  AAC test pieces measuring
50 mm × 50 mm × 75 mm were completely coated with seven different types of
waterproof coatings with 3 - 5 layers by painting and immersion.  The coatings were
stearine, aluminium primer, silicone rubber and alkyd, epoxy, polyurethane and ePTFE
paints.  They were left to dry completely for several days before the tests.  Water and
vapour ingress were tested.  The samples were first put in the climate cabinet at
95%RH and 20oC, and weighed periodically during 30 days.  Afterwards, they were
completely immersed in water and weighed periodically during 10 days.  Epoxy paint
proved to be the best among the conventional coatings used in this experiment.  The
results from this study are given in Fig.1 and Fig.2.



Fig. 1 : Vapour uptake Fig. 2 : Water uptake

3.3 Moisture and temperature measurement set-up

3.3.1 Moisture sensors
WETCORR sensors (Norberg 1993) are used for measuring time of wetness

(TOW) at the exposed surfaces, while epoxy coated nail electrode pairs are used for
measuring moisture content inside the blocks.

Two WETCORR sensors were mounted on the exposed surface of two blocks,
by gluing with epoxy resin.  Nail electrodes (26 pairs) were driven into five different
depths from the back of the blocks.  The moisture sensors were arranged as shown in
Table 2.  The nail electrode pairs were placed approximately 12 mm apart.  The joints
at the back surface were then sealed with epoxy resin so that any leakage was
prevented.  The connections of the nails to the cables leading to recording devices
were also sealed with silicone.

3.3.2 Thermocouples
To measure the temperature, copper-constantan-type thermocouples were used.

Two thermocouples were mounted on the exposed surface of the blocks with
WETCORR sensors, positioned approximately 50 mm beside the sensor and 55 mm
from the bottom.  The wire at the surface was glued with epoxy resin and painted
white, the same colour as all block surfaces, in order to avoid any inaccurate
measurement due to different radiation heat exchange.  Twelve thermocouples were
inserted into the blocks at the same depths as the moisture sensors, from the back
(Table 2).  The joints at the back surfaces were sealed.  In addition to surface and
inner temperatures, air temperature was also measured by one thermocouple kept in a
self-ventilated radiation shield.
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Table 2: The arrangement of sensors and thermocouples in test blocks, distances
from the back of AAC (thickness of AAC blocks 150 mm and
rendering 12 mm)

Sample Surface 160 mm 156 mm 152 mm 148 mm 123 mm 78 mm

     O-4      O-5      O-6O
     O-4T      O-5T      O-6T

     B1-W      B1-1      B1-2      B1-3      B1-4      B1-5B1
     B1-T      B1-1T
     B2-W      B2-1      B2-2      B2-3      B2-4      B2-5B2
     B2-T      B2-1T      B2-2T      B2-3T      B2-4T      B2-5T

     C2-1      C2-2      C2-3C2
     C2-1T
     C3-1      C3-2      C3-3      C3-4      C3-5C3
     C3-1T
     G2-1      G2-2      G2-3      G2-4      G2-5G2
     G2-1T

W: WETCORR sensor, T : Thermocouple

3.3.3 Multiplexer-datalogger
The moisture sensors and thermocouples were connected to the terminals of two

multiplexers controlled by a datalogger from Campbell Scientific Inc.  The sensors are
scanned at five-minute intervals and the averages of resistance and temperature are
stored every hour.  For convenience and safety reasons the data are automatically
retrieved every day and stored on a VAX computer for further processing on a PC.

The recording devices were placed in an insulated box under the test rack with a
box temperature regulated to 25 oC by miniature heaters.  In this way the equipment is
kept in a stationary environment independent of atmospheric conditions.

3.4 Orientation and exposure period
Test blocks are exposed on a 45o metal rack facing south, on the roof of the

KTH-Built Environment building in Gävle (Fig. 3).  In this case, the field study may be
considered as a naturally accelerated ageing test.

The weather conditions at the exposure area have been monitored in close
proximity to the test rack and the yearly averages according to data from 1997 are as
follows:
• temperature, cold season : max. 16,9 oC   min. - 15,6  oC    (October-March)
• temperature, warm season : max. 29,6 oC   min. -   4,8  oC  (April-September)
• relative humidity : 74 %
• total rainfall : 605 mm
• wind direction and speed : (44 %)  S – 2,6 m/s
• UV-radiation : 138 MJ/m2/year

The exposure programme started on 25 September 1998 and will run for at least
18 months in order to subject samples to a wide range of weather conditions.



Fig. 3 :  Test samples on the rack

3.5 Presentation of data
Temperatures in oC and the logarithmic values of resistances between

1-10000 k�  are presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 below.

4 Results and discussion

The results obtained after one month show that sample B2, the untreated
rendered AAC block, has the highest level of moisture content.  Moisture reaches even
to the deepest point measured, which is approximately 40 mm from the exposed
surface.  The moisture fluctuation near the surface is, as might be expected, greater
than at larger depths.  Fig. 4 presents the measurement results from sample B2 for a
selected period.

Sample G2, the block with water repellant as additive, shows almost no capillary
absorption whereas sample B1, the block with water repellant as surface treatment,
displays some capillary absorption near the surface area.  The amount of moisture for
B1-1, is very small and constant, which may be a result of inaccurate measurement.
The precise reason for this anomaly is not known at the time of writing.  Measurement
results from sample B1 for a selected period are presented in Fig. 5.

Sample C2, the ideal block that was covered with ePTFE membrane and, as
expected, has not absorbed any water at all.

The control sample O, the untreated and uncoated AAC block, has a capillary
absorption reaching almost to the middle of the block.  However, the moisture content
level seems to be less than the one in rendered AAC, i.e. B2.  This can be explained by
the pore structure of the rendering system and the AAC substrate, respectively.

Sample C3, the styrene-acrylate painted block, has a capillary absorption only
reaching to some parts of the rendering.  The AAC substrate is almost dry.



Since the calibration of measurements is not yet completed, the results can only
be compared for similar samples at specific depths.  The absolute moisture contents
will be calculated after calibration of each pair of electrodes.

Fig. 4 : Air temperature and surface temperature, surface and bulk moisture
measurement results of sample B2 for a selected period

Fig. 5 : Air temperature and surface temperature, surface and bulk moisture
measurement results of sample B1 for a selected period
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5 Conclusion

The results obtained so far show that the field measurement set-up is working
properly.  However, it is too early to draw any conclusion for the assessment of the
service life of water repellants based on the moisture measurements, whereas this
should be possible to accomplish after a longer exposure time.  It will also be likely to
obtain information on the effects of water repellants on the freeze-thaw deterioration
of the wall samples.

In this research work

• moisture characteristics,
• long-term performance and service life evaluation and
• degradation processes and ageing characteristics

of porous building materials with and without surface coatings are investigated.
Future aspects of this study will also include the development of ageing procedures
and accelerated test methods to be applied on smaller samples.  Comparison of the
results from the natural and artificial ageing tests will give information on how to
design short-term test methods for evaluating renderings containing water repellants.
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WATERPROOFING DURABILITY: A SURVEY OF SEVERAL APP
MODIFIED ROOF MEMBRANES IN SERVICE FOR MORE THAN 20
YEARS IN EUROPE
Waterproofing durability
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Istituto Centrale per l’Industrializzazione e la Tecnologia Edilizia,
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Milano, Italy

Abstract

Eleven APP-modified roofs were randomly selected from a total of 36 for inspection.
All of them were installed between 1974 and 1983. Two of them are close to the Alps,
two on the sea coast and seven on the plain of river Po. Some samples of membrane
were taken from 7 roofs for laboratory investigations about the polymer dispersion
grade, cold flexibility, ultimate tensile stress and elongation, joint shear and T peel
strength, thickness (if possible). The scope of the work is to verify the conditions of
the roof according to the applied maintenance, its influence on the roof and the
membrane behaviour, the laboratory test validity on the evaluation of the expected
remaining life and to assume the remaining life of the roof according to the applied
maintenance, ordinary maintenance, extraordinary maintenance, no maintenance.
Comparison between this work on roofs in Italy and similar works (with the same
membrane) on roofs in the Netherlands, Belgium, Norway.

Keywords : APP modified bitumen, natural ageing, waterproofing membrane, roofs

1 Scope

The scope of this work is to make an assessment of current conditions, to
measure some parameters of the membranes after about 20 years of service and to
express with all necessary reservation the possible remaining life of the roofing.

The company Derbit provided a list of 36 roofs of buildings of different types
located in Northern Italy and built between 1973 and 1983 among which 11 roofs
have been selected in the provinces of Bologna, Forlì, Rimini, Treviso and Belluno in
order to perform a careful visual examination of the roofing conditions. Some

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1166-1177.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



membrane samples were taken  from 7 out of the 11 roofs to determine some
characteristics of the membrane after a natural protracted ageing.

2 Investigation of the works

2.1 Pavilion 29 of the international exhibition of Bologna, Viale della Fiera 20
Installed in 1978 on an overall surface of 8000 m2 in an urban area. Cold and

humid climate in winter,  hot and humid climate in summer (typical continental
climate). Two above-ground floor steel structure; roofing slope about 1-2%.
Roof system consisting of:

• Currugated metal sheet
• PUR panels faced with bituminised paper with 4 to 8 cm thickness, mechanically

fixed to the sheet;
• Low-thickness, glass-felt-reinforced, drilled and cork-coated bituminous

membrane;
• Oxidised bitumen smearing;
• Torched  Derbigum SP 4 mm  ;
• A1 paint.

On the roof there are several air-conditioning systems, turrets and air vents
(picture 1). Maintenance is regular, satisfactory and frequent. A1 painting is in good
conditions and it is remade every three years (the last one in 1996). There are some
patches due to mechanical damages caused by works made after the realisation of the
waterproofing (picture 8). The roof is accessible from a large steel staircase leaning on
one side of the structure. Overlaps are 6 cm wide, even, they show no disjunction or
ungluing and no sign of slipping of the joints (picture 7). There are some small
backwater points (pictures 1 and 4). Some cracks and alligatoring concerning just the
painting layer (pictures 5, 6, 10 and 11). Photographic evidence pictures 1 to 11.

2.2 Shed and offices of the company Copari s.c.r.l. located in Forlì, Via
dell’Industria 72
Installed in 1976 on an overall surface of 1300 m2 in an urban-agricultural area

with a moderate continental climate. 1-2 above-ground floor pre-cast concrete
structure; 1% slope.
Roof system consisting of:

• Pre-cast concrete roofing-tiles of about 2m x 4m resting on inverted-U beams;
•  3 cm-thick glass wool panel coated with bituminised paper;
• Oxidised bitumen smearing;
• Bituminised feltpaper;
• Torched  Derbigum SP 4 mm ;
• A1 paint.



On the roof there are several roof lights, turrets and downpipes drains (picture
12). Maintenance is regular, satisfactory and frequent. A1 painting is in fairly good
conditions and it is remade every three years. There are some small patches at one end
of the beams. The roof is not directly accessible. The breadth of overlaps lies between
8 and 10 cm, with no disjunctions, ungluing or any sign of slipping of the joints.
Macrophotography No. 17 shows the painting alligatoring and the evident but intact
glass-felt reinforcement while macrophotography No. 19 shows a joint which is not
welded on its external side. Photographic evidence pictures 12 to 19.

2.3 Ente Fiera di Forlì (Exhibition Organisation) located in Forlì, Via Punta di
Ferro
Installed in 1976 on an overall surface of 13000 m2 in a rural area with a

moderate continental climate. 1-2 above-ground floor steel structure; 1% slope.
Roof system consisting of:

• Corrugated metal sheet;
• 3 cm-thick glass wool panel coated with bituminised paper;
• Oxidised bitumen smearing;
•  Bituminised feltpaper;
• Torched Derbigum SP 4 mm ;
• A1 paint.

No maintenance at all: no further maintenance works have been made since the
painting applied in 1976 (picture 20). Dirt, rubbles, pieces of glass or remains from
successive works on windows, sheet-metal elements, etc. and also presence of musk
(pictures 21, 22 and 23). Appearance of the membrane is good, there are no cracks,
fissures, alligatoring. Macrophotographies No. 25 and 26 show the glass-felt
reinforcement completely exposed and in some points even torn. 8-10 cm lateral
overlaps, 10-15 cm end overlaps with no disjunction or ungluing, no sign of slipping
of the joints. Photographic evidence pictures 20 to 26.

2.4 Parco tematico sul mare (ex Colonia le Navi) (Sea park) located in
Cattolica (RN), Piazza delle Nazioni 1/A
Installed in 1983 on an overall surface of 17000 m2 on the seaside. 2-4 above-

ground floor laid-concrete structures: slopes are variable (vaults are more or less
marked).

Roof system consisting of:
• Laid concrete substrate
• Oxidised bitumen smearing;
• Jute canvas;
• Oxidised bitumen smearing;
• Torched Derbigum SP 4 mm ;
• A1 paint.



Poor maintenance, painting is remade only in some points. 2-3 cm lateral
overlaps, 5-8 cm end overlaps, with 4 thicknesses and no disjunction or ungluing, no
sign of slipping of the joints. Excellent adhesion both in the structural elements and in
vertical elements so that it was not possible to take any sample. Some small blisters
with 30-50 cm diameter. Many patches and considerable damages due to vandalism
(chair feet, shoe-heels, aerials, etc.), see pictures 31 and 32. No ordinary maintenance
at all (pictures 34 and 35). Some blisters have been cut in order to check out any
presence of humidity or water between waterproofing and substrate: no water
seepage.
Photographic evidence pictures 27 to 35.

2.4 Corial-Unifeed in Rimini, Via G. Palmiri
Installed in 1981 on an overall surface of 1000 m2 in a rural area at about 1 km

away from the seaside. 1 above-ground floor pre-cast concrete structure: 3% slope.
Roof system consisting of:

• Pre-cast concrete roofing-tiles;
• Dry-applied bituminised glass-felt;
• 6 to 7 cm-thick glass wool panel coated with bituminised paper;
• Oxidised bitumen smearing (light);
• Torched Derbigum SP 4 mm ;
• A1 paint.

Poor maintenance, very old painting, which in some areas has even faded away
(pictures 36 and 44). The breadth of overlaps lies between 5 and 8 cm, with no
disjunctions, ungluing or any sign of slipping of the joints. The membrane is detached
from the substrate in vertical elements (pictures 41, 42 and 43); disjunctions and
cracks can be found at the bottom of the turrets. On the roof there are several turrets,
some air-conditioning systems and air intakes; there is also a Faraday cage with metal
strip resting directly on the membrane (picture 37, 40, 41 and 45). The general
appearance of the roof extrados shows an irregular plane, with laps at the edges of the
insulating panels (picture 39 and 44). The panels seem to have moved in a meaningful
way due to wind effects (???). Few cracks can be noticed on the edges of the omega-
shaped structural expansion joints (picture 45 and macrophotographies 46 and 47). It
can be noticed that the waterproofing layer has moved from its original position
probably due to wind effects (picture 39). Some backwater in points of minimum
slope. Photographic evidence pictures 36 to 47.

2.5 Segheria Antonelli (saw-mill) in Budrio di Longiano (FO), Via Massa 2244
Installed in 1981 on an overall surface of 800 m2 in a rural area with a moderate

continental climate. 1 above-ground floor cement-brick structure with vaulted roof.
Roof system consisting of:

• Vaulted cement-brick substrate;
• Torched Derbigum SP 3 mm ;



• A1 paint.
Poor maintenance, very old painting, which in some areas has even faded away

(pictures 48, 49, 50 and 51). 3-5 cm lateral overlaps, 5-6 cm end overlaps, with 4
thicknesses and no disjunctions, ungluing or any sign of slipping of the joints (picture
49). Excellent adhesion both in the structural elements and in vertical elements. Two
small patches. Some small laps in the lower parts of the vaults (pictures 50 and 51). In
some points the glass felt reinforcement is exposed (macrophotography 52).
Photographic evidence pictures 48 to 53.

2.6 Magazzino ortofrutticolo Lugaresi (fruit and vegetable store) in
Gambettola (FO), Via Martiri di Ungheria
Installed in 1979 on an overall surface of 5000 m2 in a rural area with a

moderate continental climate. 1 above-ground floor cement-brick structure with
vaulted roof and lower parts with a slope of about 15%.
Roof system consisting of:

• Vaulted cement-brick substrate;
• Torched Derbigum SP 3 mm ;
• A1 paint.

It is the reconstruction of an old brick channel tile roof. Good maintenance,
painting is in excellent conditions with some signs of alligatoring (picture 59,
macrophotographies 60 and 61). 5 cm lateral overlaps, 6 cm end overlaps, with no
disjunctions, ungluing or any sign of slipping of the joints (picture 49). Adhesion is
excellent in the structural elements, poor in the channel tiles of the vault and about
50% in the vertical elements. There are many small patches (picture 55). There are
also some laps in the lower parts of the stiffening beams (picture 56 and 58).
Photographic evidence pictures 54 to 61.

2.7 Marangoni pneus (ex Renova Reifen) in Feltre (BL), Viale Industrie 7
Installed in 1974 on an overall surface of about 1500m2 (on the whole about

15000 m2 over the following years) in a rural area with a mountain climate. 1 to 3
above-ground floor cement-brick structure with flat roof; 2% slope in the investigated
part.
Roof system consisting of:

• Laid-concrete tiles of about 4m x 4m (finishing of the old waterproofing);
• Cold bituminous paste as preparation of the old substrate;
• Torched Derbigum SP 4mm ;
• A1 paint.

It is the reconstruction of an old built-up waterproofing   protected by means of
laid-concrete tiles. Maintenance is good, painting is in excellent conditions (last
painting made in 1995) with some cracks, fissures and alligatoring
(macrophotographies 69 and 71). 9-10 cm lateral overlaps, 12 cm head overlaps, ,



with 4 thicknesses, no disjunctions, ungluing or any sign of slipping of the joints.
Adhesion is excellent in the structural elements. There are some small cuts (3-5 cm
long) (macrophotography 68) and some cracks in the membrane (macrophotography
70). It is interesting to remark that the atmosphere is extremely aggressive even if the
building is located in a rural area, due to the activities carried out in the plant: metal
window frames and casings showed a great degree of corrosion preventing any
possibility of recovery (picture 67). It should be pointed out that the roof was
misused; in fact it was used as a bearing surface for heavy containers without any
protection of the membrane (pictures 62, 63 and 64). Photographic evidence pictures
62 to 71.

2.8 Birreria Pedavena (Brewery) in Pedavena (BL)
Installed in 1976 on an overall surface of about 1000m2 in a rural area with a

mountain climate. One above-ground floor cement-brick structure with flat roof; 2%
slope.
Roof system consisting of:

• Laid-concrete tiles of about 4m x 4m (finishing of the old waterproofing);
• Cold bituminous paste as preparation of the old substrate;
• Torched Derbigum SP 5mm ;
• A1 paint.

It is the reconstruction of an old built-up waterproofing   protected by means of
laid-concrete tiles. Maintenance is poor, painting is in very bad conditions (pictures
72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 78 and 79). 8-10 cm lateral overlaps, 12 cm head overlaps, with no
disjunctions, ungluing or any sign of slipping of the joints (picture 76). Adhesion is
excellent both in vertical and horizontal structural elements. On the roof there are
several installations realised over the time (pictures 72, 73, 74 and 75). There are few
laps at the edges of the concrete tiles and a big patch (1 x 2 m). Picture 79 shows a
non-through crack in the membrane about 2 mm deep at the joint between two
concrete panels, protection of the old waterproofing (macrophotographies 80 and 81).
Photographic evidence pictures 72 to 83.

2.9 Benetton sport system (ex Nordica Confezioni) in Cusignaga-Giavera
del Montello (TV), Via S. Rocco 112
Installed in 1974 on an overall surface of 16000 m2 in a rural area with

continental climate. Two basement floor and one above-ground floor cement-brick
structure with flat roof ; 2% slope.
Roof system consisting of:

• Concrete laid in sections of about 4mx 20m;
• 2 cm PUR panels coated with bituminised paper;
• Dry-applied glass-felt;
• 3 mm bituminous membrane reinforced with glass-felt;
• Toeched Derbigum SP 4 mm ;



• A1 paint.
The 3 mm glass-felt reinforced bituminous membrane and Derbigum SP 4 mm

have been installed with crossed sheets. Maintenance is satisfactory, painting was
remade in 1994, great amount of dirt accumulated (pictures 87, 88 and 89). 6 cm
lateral overlaps with no disjunctions, ungluing or any sign of slipping of the joints. No
adhesion of both horizontal and vertical structural elements to the substrate, excellent
between membranes. On the roof there are many roof-lights. Photographic evidence
pictures 84 to 89.

2.10 Maglificio Fontane (Knitwear Mill) in Fontana di Villorba (TV), Via
Fontane 62/A
Installed in 1975 on an overall surface of 4600 m2 in a rural area with continental

climate. One above-ground floor cement-brick structure with flat roof ; 0-1% slope.
Roof system consisting of:

• Concrete roof-tiles;
• 4 cm PSE panels;
• Dry-applied glass-felt ;
• 3 mm bituminous membrane reinforced with glass-felt ;
• Torched Derbigum SP 4 mm ;
• A1 paint.

Maintenance is satisfactory, painting was remade in 1996. 6-8 cm lateral
overlaps, 10 cm head overlaps, with no disjunctions, ungluing or any sign of slipping
of the joints. No adhesion of both horizontal and vertical structural elements to the
substrate, excellent between membranes. On the roof there are many roof-lights,
turrets and chimneys. Some backwaters, some patches close to one of the aerials and
many small laps due to the crushing of PSE causing the exposure of the edges of the
insulating panels (pictures 90, 91 and 92). Photographic evidence pictures 90 to 97.

3 Preliminary general considerations

The service life of the investigated roofs lies between 15 and 24 years.
The general appearance of roofs, but for one single case, proves to be

satisfactory, without meaningful laps, blisters or bulge, cracks or fissures of the
membrane which may compromise its serviceability.

The joints do not show any sign of slipping, opening (but for one point) or loss
of tightness.

The glass-felt reinforcement is always evident, even if in a couple of cases it is
torn, but without degradation signs to compromise its serviceability. Rips are always
close to the joints and they are considered to be due to the jointing procedure.
Except for three cases, all the roofs showed that neither ordinary nor extraordinary
maintenance had been carried out as it may be noticed by the very old painting, which



was never remade and in some cases had practically vanished, by the presence of
rubbles, vegetation, dirt, etc.

No loss of impermeability and no water seepage in the building were recorded in
the investigated roofs, including those with no maintenance. Several patches were
found on nearly all the roofs, mostly due to following works made on the roofs also a
long time after they were built (aerials, air-conditioning systems, chimneys, etc.)

Table 1: Recapitulation of the membranes investigated in ICITE’s laboratories

Sample Intended use Locality Year of installation
1
2
3
5
8
9

10

Exhibition Pavilion
Storehouse
Exhibition Pavilion
Food store
Tyre factory
Brewery
Sportswear manuf. and store

Bologna
Forlì
Forlì
Rimini
Belluno
Belluno
Treviso

1978
1976
1976
1981
1974
1976
1974

4 Experimental tests carried out on the samples

We tried to obtain the necessary specimens for the envisaged tests from the
samples that were taken on the building sites. This procedure was not very easy since
it consisted in separating the Derbigum SP membrane from everything it was firmly
connected to, trying not to damage the material in order to avoid invalidating the
experimental results. We failed to obtain specimens for a meaningful measure of the
thickness because the lower face of the membrane was always partially melted and
other materials were sticking to it. Both the amount and the size of the obtained
specimens are considered to be sufficiently meaningful for all the other tests.

All the tests were carried out by complying as strictly as possible with the UEAtc
Directives on modified APP bitumen membranes.

5 Microscopic analysis

Pictures 98 to 103 illustrate the photographic shots of the specimens obtained
from the different samples taken by means of a fluorescent microscope (200x). As it
may be observed, in all the investigated specimens but one (picture 98) there is a good
dispersion, no phase separation occurs even after the long ageing of the membrane
with a strong and prolonged exposure to radiating agents.

Halfway through the ‘70s, when the investigated membranes were produced, the
techniques used to check the dispersion of the compound were rather rudimentary;
fluorescent microscope was still unknown; the characteristics of the compound were
checked through measures of R.B., penetration at 25°C and Fraass point. Nevertheless
the compound showed a good dispersion which was kept over the time. It should be



reminded that in those years polymers were very cheap and of great quality because
they were by-products of isotactic polypropylene and very rich in ethylene copolymers
(about 50% of propylene was polymerised in a useful form – isotactic – while all the
rest remained as atactic polymer and copolymers produced by the regeneration of
catalysts); therefore compounds were very rich in polymers with respect to current
ones (about 5% more).

6 Cold flexibility temperature

The cold flexibility temperature of all the taken samples resulted to be higher
than room temperature (23°C ± 2°C) so it was decided not to carry out any tests .

7 Thickness

The measurement of thicknesses of the specimens obtained from the samples
was not deemed to be meaningful for different reasons. First of all, during the
installation phase the membrane melts and, as a consequence, its thickness changes;
secondly, when the membrane is torched to the underlying layer the two membranes
interpenetrate so that it becomes very hard to find the separation line between them;
thirdly, the initial thickness was not known precisely enough to come to sound
conclusions (at that time membranes were sold by weight and not by thickness –
thickness was merely considered as a very general characteristic).

It must be pointed out that for this type of membrane the glass-felt
reinforcement is visible on its external face. As a consequence, the glass-felt
reinforcement has a protective function on the membrane for what concerns both the
erosion phenomena, and therefore the loss of thickness, and the protection against the
outdoor atmospheric agents beside ensuring its main function of providing an excellent
dimensional stability.

Thickness values measured on the samples ( for information ).
Sample 1 thickness about 4.2 mm
Sample 2 thickness between 4.2 and 4.6 mm
Sample 3 thickness between 3.6 and 4.0 mm
Sample 5 thickness cannot be measured
Sample 8 thickness between 3.81 and 4.02 mm
Sample 9 thickness between 5.02 and 5.25 mm
Sample 10 thickness between 3.70 and 4.40 mm

8 Mechanical characteristics under tensile stress

The measurement was carried out on 3 specimens (direction L) and 3 specimens
(direction T) taken from each sample, according to the UEAtc Directives (useful
length of the specimen: 200 mm; width: 50 mm; tensile speed: 100 mm/min). The



breaking load with the relevant elongation are hereafter given as the mean values of 3
samples .



Table 2: The breaking load with the relevant elongation

Breaking load (N/5cm) Elongation at break (%)
Sample

L T L T
1
2
3
5
8
9
10

542
666
548
674
766
823
624

305
541
640
363
471
531
516

2.3
2.6
17.3
2.6
2.9
3.2
14.0

20.6
2.0
50.3
9.2
2.7
2.8
48.3

9 Shear resistance of the joints

The measurement was made only on lateral joints due to the difficulty in making
the sampling, according to the prescriptions of the UEAtc Directives (useful length of
the specimen: 200 mm; width: 50 mm; tensile speed: 200 mm/min).

Table 3: Shear resistance of the joints

Sample Breaking load (N/50mm) Type of failure
1
2
3
5
8
9

10

395 N/50mm
465 N/50mm
694 N/50mm
439 N/50mm
719 N/50mm
532 N/50mm
495 N/50mm

Break out of the joint
Break out of the joint
Break out of the joint
Break out of the joint
Break out of the joint
Break out of the joint
Break in of the joint

10 Peel resistance at 180° of the joints

The T-peel resistance of the joints was measured on the specimens (length ~ 300
mm and width 50 mm) obtained from the lateral joints of the samples taken. Tensile
speed is 100 mm/min. The values illustrated below are: mean value of the load
measured in the central area of the specimen (between 25% and 75% of the tested
length corresponding to a minimum of 150 mm), minimum and maximum mean value
within the above mentioned limits.



Table 4: Mean values of the load measured in the central area of the specimen

Sample Mean load Max. load Min. load Type of failure
1
2
3
5
8
9

10

90.2
101.2
10.7
37.7
75.8
53.9
25.8

146.5
148.4
17.05
51.9

114.5
97.8
44.1

31.0
31.9
7.0
25.1
35.9
27.0
16.0

Delamination of reinforcement 50%
Delamination of reinforcement 100%
Defective weld
Delamination of reinforcement 100%
Delamination of reinforcement 100%
Delamination of reinforcement 100%
Delamination of reinforcement 100%

12 Conclusions

Generally speaking, all the roofs are in good conditions showing a more than
acceptable Derbigum SP membrane behaviour for what concerns its serviceability.

From the appearance point of view, it is evident that no maintenance is made
both for what concerns the conditions of the painting and the presence of dirt.

Although in the ‘70s there were no codified rules for installation, which is an
aspect that has not yet been provided for by regulations today, installation was carried
out in a sufficiently correct way: it may be remarked that even if the installers had a
traditional expertise, only one roof was installed with crossed sheets and that in most
cases mistakes are to be ascribed rather to a poor design than to installation itself.

Except for the Exhibition Pavilion of Bologna, the insulating panels were never
mechanically fixed, but, at most, glued by means of bitumen; for this reason the
membrane had to bear great stresses due to the movements of the insulation. Anyway,
this did not affect the good behaviour of the waterproofing over the time.

After an average 20-year service life the membranes’ characteristics proved to be
rather satisfactory, even if they just had, at most, a light aluminium paint-based
protection (which, besides, was hardly ever periodically remade).

The mechanical characteristics under tensile stress showed very high resistance
values in the longitudinal direction (about 660N/5cm) which underlines the excellent
behaviour of the glass-felt reinforcement, even if this is evident on the surface; on the
contrary, the values in the transversal direction, where the glass-felt reinforcement has
less influence, proved to be clearly lower (about 480 N/5cm) although very good
indeed. It should be recalled that these product families have an anisotropic behaviour
even when they are new. We failed to trace back the types of reinforcement used at
that time: glass-felt had longitudinal reinforcing elements with a 15 to 30 cm variable
pitch while the different types of polyester were of very different quality as to their
nature, weight in grams and mechanical characteristics. Except for two cases,
elongations showed a remarkable decrease. But after a 20-year service life the
membrane has reached its balance that, but for cases of structural failure (which would
entail more serious consequences for the work), should no more be altered.  Shear
resistance values of the joints proved to be excellent (about 535N/5cm) with failures
always occurring out of the joint; the same applies to T-peel resistance whose values



always exceeded the minimum requirements, but for one sample which showed a clear
exfoliation between the membranes (defective welding).

Also the adhesion of the membrane to underlying layers proved to be excellent,
even if it has not been measured, so that in some cases it was impossible to take
samples of a meaningful size without seriously damaging the samples.

To sum up, the investigation carried out allows to state that:
• the maintenance of the protecting painting being poor, the surface glass-felt has

acted also as protection of the membrane;
• with a good maintenance of the painting, a good ordinary and regular maintenance

of the roof and envisaging some works of extraordinary maintenance, the roofs
considered by this investigation may still have a more than 10-year duration ahead;

• the roofs considered by this investigation having been selected at random, there is
no reason to think that other roofs realised with Derbigum SP will not behave in
the same way relying on a remaining service life of not less than 10 years, provided
that the above mentioned ordinary and extraordinary maintenance rules are
respected.

In considering the analogous studies made in Europe by other Institutes1,2,3,4,5,6, it
appears very clearly that the conclusions are the same, nevertheless the climatic
conditions and the installation techniques could be very different from those utilized in
Italy. This supports our point of view that this kind of membranes could have a very
long service life yet.
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Abstract

Unstabilised bisphenol A polycarbonate samples were aged under UV radiation for
periods of up to 3000 hours. The samples were then characterised using FTIR/ATR,
GPC, SEM, microscopy, light transmission and colour changes. The changes in optical
properties were related back to the changes in the polymer microstructure and
composition.
In this study, the molecular weight of polycarbonate was seen to decrease during
UV exposure, making it susceptible to embrittlement and surface erosion. This
coupled with the discoloration of the polymer contributed to the loss of optical
properties, including reduced light transmission, loss of gloss, increased haze, and
discoloration. In the case of reduced light transmission and yellowing of
polycarbonate, the degradation mechanisms were identified through infra-red
spectroscopy. Photo-induced yellowing was accelerated by humidity, while the
reduction in other optical properties was more severe in low humidity
environments.

Keywords: Polycarbonate, photodegradation, photo-oxidation, molecular changes,
physical characterisation, FTIR/ATR, surface analysis

1 Introduction

Polycarbonates are a very special class of engineering thermoplastic. They
exhibit a unique combination of properties, for instance they have excellent
toughness compared to other thermoplastics, have high transparency and
dimensional stability over a wide temperature range, have good electrical
properties and are lightweight. As a consequence, polycarbonates have established

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 884-898.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



their niche in a wide range of applications, including building and construction
where they are often used as a lighter and tougher substitute for glass or metal, e.g.
roofing and glazing.

However, bisphenol A polycarbonate is susceptible to photodegradation
under ultraviolet (UV) radiation, which causes breakdown of the material, leading
to yellowing, loss of toughness and embrittlement. In this paper, the authors look
into the effects of UV on polycarbonate degradation, with the aim of
understanding some of the relationships between chemical and physical changes
taking place in polycarbonate and how the overall performance of the material is
affected.

1.1 The effect of UV
When sunlight falls onto polycarbonate, the polycarbonate molecules absorb

energy of certain wavelengths in the UV range, this is particularly so for the ester
groups and the aromatic rings which are strong UV absorbers. The absorbed
energy can cause the rupture of covalent bonds initiating photo-oxidation and
photo-Fries reactions (Factor 1996).

Both mechanisms are distinct, i.e. they follow their own routes and have
distinct intermediates and reaction products. The mechanisms are also wavelength
dependent, i.e. one reaction predominates over the other depending on the
wavelength of the incident radiation (Andrady et al. 1992). Photo-Fries is triggered
by λ <310 nm and photo-oxidation is favoured by wavelengths in the 290–350 nm
range. In the environment, both mechanisms can take place and compete with each
other (Rivaton 1995).

1.2 Photo-fries
The photo-Fries reaction is promoted by radiation of short wavelengths and does

not require oxygen to occur. In the photo-Fries mechanism, the energy absorbed from
UV radiation promotes the scission of the carbonate linkage, forming two primary free
radicals (Rivaton 1995). The free radicals then rearrange to form phenyl salicylates and
dihydroxybenzophenones, and other groups such as dihydroxybiphenyl and
hydroxydiphenyl ether groups. Oxidation of these groups results in substances such as
ortho-dihydroxybenzophenone or diphenoquinone which absorb in the blue range, and
are responsible for the yellowing observed in photodegraded samples (Andrady et al.
1992; Clark and Munro 1984; Pryde 1984). The reaction mechanism is shown in
Figure 1.

The products formed during photo-Fries reactions can also be photo-
oxidised, yielding secondary and tertiary products of lower molecular weight.

1.3 Photo-oxidation
For samples exposed to sunlight and air, photo-oxidation has been reported

to be the predominant reaction, which occurs via a three-stage reaction (Clark and
Munro 1982; 1984; Pryde 1984). In photo-oxidation (shown in Figure 2), the UV
radiation is absorbed by impurities in the polymer, and as a result hydrogen atoms
are abstracted from the methyl groups, forming a free radical and thus initiating a
chain scission reaction which propagates the reaction. In the presence of oxygen,
the methyl side chains are photo-oxidised into hydroperoxide intermediates, which



are transformed into tertiary alcohols and ketones. Further photo-oxidation of the
products and of the aromatic rings also contributes to the yellowing of the
polymer. Moreover, the free radical reaction is self-propagating until no more
active sites are available or no oxygen is present to further the reaction.

Fig. 1: Photo-fries reaction (source: Rivaton 1995)

The photo-oxidation of the aromatic rings has also been discussed to be a
viable cause of yellowness, according to a study of model compounds, such as m-
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BPO (3,3’-dihydroxy-diphenyl ether). When exposed to UV radiation under
artificial and natural weathering conditions, these compounds showed yellowness
index changes (Factor et al. 1987).

Fig. 2: Photo-oxidation of polycarbonate (source: Rivaton 1995)

In photo-oxidation, chain scission is favoured over cross-linking, particularly
near polymer chain ends resulting in the formation of low molecular weight
compounds. At short wavelengths, degradation free radicals tend to recombine into
products, while under long wavelengths they react separately forming structures
with phenolic end-groups (Dilks 1989; Gorelov and Miller 1978).
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Factor and Chu (1980) identified dual mechanisms acting in polycarbonate
degradation. They noted that after irradiation of polymer films, two layers were
formed – a superficial layer, brown and strongly oxidised, and beneath it a yellow
layer. The superficial layer was attributed to photo-oxidation by short wavelengths,
because the outer skin of the polymer would absorb the shorter wavelengths.
Longer wavelengths would penetrate further into the polymer and promote the
formation of the second layer. The degradation mechanism could thus be explained
by a combination of photo-Fries followed by photo-oxidation at the surface layer
caused by short wavelengths (<310 nm) and photo-oxidation caused by longer
wavelengths in the inner layer. Hoyle et al. (1993) and Rivaton (1995) have
verified that photo-Fries products could act as sites for photo-oxidation and be
destroyed in the process, which would explain why only photo-oxidation and no
photo-Fries products were identified in the polymer after long exposure periods.

1. 4 Photobleaching
Degradation products that form from the exposure of polycarbonate to UV

radiation can favour or hinder reactions that occur with further exposure, e.g.
phenyl salicylate was reported to act as a photosensitiser, while
dihydroxybenzophenone inhibits photo-oxidation (Rivaton 1995).

Rivaton (1995) reported that when yellow photolytic species were formed at
very low concentration they could photo-induce the radical oxygenation of
polycarbonate. On the other hand, as the concentration increased, these coloured
species could also shield the polymer by decreasing the penetration of longer
wavelength UV (λ >310 nm) into the inner polymer layers, thus reducing photo-
oxidation. Further, photo-oxidation of the degradation products could also contribute
to the destruction of coloured species and the formation of smaller polar molecules – a
process known as photobleaching.

Andrady et al. (1992) reported the occurrence of photobleaching as the
photodegraded polymer was exposed to longer wavelengths (λ ~340 nm).
Photobleaching is in general observed after extensive exposure, when the rate of
destruction of coloured species outgrows their rate of formation. However, it does
not restore the damage caused by degradation.

1.5 Contribution of humidity
A review of the literature on the effect of humidity on polycarbonate

discoloration has uncovered a number of conflicting observations. Polycarbonate is
generally known to be inert to water at ambient conditions. It only undergoes
hydrolysis under high pH (basic) conditions coupled with elevated temperatures. In
such cases, the reverse of the condensation mechanism occurs and the polymer
reverts to its original constituents. Under normal atmospheric conditions, the low
reactivity of polycarbonate is attributed to the absence of polar groups in the
molecule.

When photo-induced reactions under UV radiation occur, new degradation
products are formed, and their reactivity to water could affect the polymer’s
susceptibility to UV. Some researchers have observed that humidity accelerates the
process of photo-yellowing of polycarbonate (Rivaton et al. 1986).



Conversely, Factor and Chu (1980) and Pryde (1985) observed that high
humidity levels slowed the yellowing process. Pryde (1985) observed that for
samples exposed to λ >284 nm, relative humidity retarded the onset of
degradation. This effect was more easily perceptible in samples irradiated in
nitrogen where the controlling mechanism would have been photo-Fries. Pryde
attributed the decreased reaction rate to the reaction between water and the
excited species formed by photo-Fries. The hydrogen in water would be abstracted
by the excited species and react with it, thus preventing the propagation of the
reaction in the polymer molecule, decreasing the initial scission to radicals.

Rivaton et al. (1986) argued that chain scission could favour the hydrolysis of the
polymer during exposure to water for long periods of time. Although the photo-
oxidation (chain scission) products do not react directly with water, the chain breaking
resulted in the formation of polar groups that favoured hydrolysis, releasing monomers
and oligomers, which offer less resistance to oxidation compared to the original
polycarbonate units (Rivaton et al. 1986). Thus the photo-oxidation rate is increased in
the presence of high humidity levels. This would explain the observation by Factor and
Chu (1980) that the exposed surface is more susceptible to hydrolysis than the bulk of
the polymer.

In contrast to the effect of humidity on polymer degradation, several authors
have discussed the solubility of the degraded species. Pryde (1984) suggested that
the onset of photodegradation via a photo-Fries reaction (short wavelength) yields
products which are hydrophobic and thus these products would not react directly
with water. In contrast, for photo-oxidation at short wavelengths, as discussed by
Clark and Munro (1983) polar products were formed that could be dissolved in
water and leached out of the polymer. This would suggest that photo-Fries
reactions have not occurred in this case, or that if they did occur, further photo-
oxidation reactions occurred to convert the photo-Fries products to soluble
products.

2 Experimental

Evaluation of the effect of UV radiation on polycarbonate sheets was
achieved by aging the samples using an air-rich environment and a source of UV
that simulated the sunlight spectra. Commercial Lexan® bisphenol A
polycarbonate film, manufactured by GE Plastics, was used in this work. The
samples were 1 mm thick and unstabilised (Mw ~60,350; Mn ~32,300).

The samples were exposed in a QUV Panel with UVA-340 nm fluorescent
lamps. The emission spectra is very similar to that of sunlight for λ <340 nm. The
temperature was set at 40 ± 2°C and the relative humidity was either 0 or 42 ± 5%.
UV exposure was continuous for intervals up to 3000 hours.

Infra-red analysis was performed in attenuated total reflectance mode (ATR)
using a Perkin Elmer 2000 FTIR, with microscope and a germanium tip crystal.
The micro-ATR was adequate for measuring the external degraded layer without
interference on the spectrum from the bulk polymer.

Surface analysis was performed using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL
35CF), source voltage 25 kV. The samples were coated in gold using sputtering



conditions of 18 mA for 60 s. Microscopy was performed using a confocal laser
microscope.

The molecular weight was determined by dissolving the samples in
tetrahydrofuran AR grade to obtain a 1%w/v solution. The solution was prefiltered
(pore size 0.5 µm) prior to analysis. The analysis was conducted in a Waters ALC
26 Gel Permeation Chromatograph (GPC) using narrow polystyrene standards and
an injection rate of 1 mL/min.

Light transmission and haze were measured with a Gardner UX-10
Hazemeter, according to AS/NZ 4257.7 (Standards Association of Australia 1987)
and ASTM D 1003 (American Society for Testing and Materials 1997a). Gloss
was measured with a Gardner BYK Tri Gloss Meter at a 60° angle (American
Society for Testing and Materials 1997b).

Discoloration was measured on specimens that were conditioned at 23 + 2°C
and 50 + 5% relative humidity for a period of 48 h prior to each test. The
yellowness index (YI) of the samples was measured with a Minolta Chroma Meter
CR-200, according to ASTM D 1925-70 (American Society for Testing and
Materials 1970)

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Effect of UV on molecular level
In both photo-Fries and photo-oxidation degradation there are three main

groups in the polycarbonate molecule that could act as initiation sites, viz.:
• Carbonate groups (photo-Fries reaction ).
• Gem-dimethyl group (photo-oxidation).
• Aromatic rings (ring oxidation).

As the degradation progresses, it is expected that photo-oxidation of the
primary and secondary products will occur and thus photo-oxidation will
predominate, accompanied by chain scission and the formation of low molecular
weight compounds. Thus, it is possible to monitor such alterations through
determination of functional groups and molecular weight.

Figure 3 shows the ATR spectra of polycarbonate specimens aged for
different time periods under UV. In this figure, a broad peak at 3200 cm–1

appeared upon exposure to UV radiation. Such a peak indicates the presence of
bonded hydroxyl (e.g. in carboxylic acids). As exposure proceeded, broad peaks at
2900 and 2600 cm–1 were formed, masking the absorption of the aromatic species.
The carbonate peak (1767 cm–1) decreased with exposure. At the same time, the
absorption in the carbonyl region (1760–1550 cm–1) increased with new peaks
formed at 1701, 1685, 1596 and 1431 cm–1. This is evidence for the formation of a
range of photo-oxidation products, with substituted phenols, aromatic esters,
aromatic aldehydes, heteroaromatic structures, carboxylic acids and aliphatic esters
(1740 cm–1) absorbing in this region.

The decrease in the carbonate peak at 1767 cm–1 is a sign that photo-Fries
reactions took place, because carbonate sites act as initiation sites for these
reactions. The gem-dimethyl peaks at 1390, 1380 and 1360 cm–1 were overtaken
by the broadening of the carbonyl peaks (1500–1780 cm–1), although there does



not seem to be a significant reduction in the concentration of the gem-dimethyl
groups. Thus, it is unlikely that the dimethyl groups were the main initiation sites
for the reaction. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that a few gem-
dimethyl groups might also have served as initiation sites during photo-oxidation
reactions. Ring oxidation of aromatic rings is also a dominant reaction because the
absorption in the 900–800 cm–1 (aromatic C-H) region decreased, indicating an
increase in substituted phenolic species.

In summary, the spectra obtained support the affirmations of Rivaton (1995) that
UV degradation was initiated by photo-Fries reactions and that as the degradation
progresses these reactions are superseded by photo-oxidation reactions. Additional
evidence of this is provided by the GPC measurements discussed in the following
paragraphs. However, further confirmation of the specific reaction route details is still
under investigation.

Fig. 3: ATR spectra of polycarbonate exposed to UV at 40°C, 42% relative
humidity: (a) control (0 h); (b) 528 h; (c) 1320 h; (d) 1680 h and (e)
2352 h

The molecular weight measurements of polycarbonate exposed to UV
radiation indicate the predominance of chain scission rather than cross-linking
during the consequent photo-oxidation. Cross-linking is a characteristic of photo-
Fries and a large polydispersity (Mw/Mn) ratio denotes its predominance. Thus, if
cross-linking predominates there is an increase in the Mw/Mn value. In Figure 4
the average molecular weight and the number average of the samples decreased
upon UV exposure, indicating a shift of the molecular weight distribution into
lower molecular weight values. For instance, after 2000 h of UV exposure at 0%
relative humidity, Mw decreased by 8.9% and Mn decreased by 10.9%, and after
3050 h at 42% relative humidity, Mw was reduced by 3.2%, while Mn was
reduced by 6.0%, indicating the occurrence of chain scission in the polymer. The
changes were more severe for the 0% relative humidity sample, as discussed later.
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Overall, the polydispersity values remained around 2, while in the case of cross-
linking, polydispersity would have been expected to increase significantly.

The changes detected in this work were not as dramatic as those of other
authors. For example, Sherman et al. (1982) measured a 30% reduction in Mw
over 2000 h, but this can be accounted for by the fact that their samples were 0.2–
0.3 mm thick, while the samples in our study were 1.0 mm thick. Thus, the overall
degradation of their samples would have been more uniform. Chain scission and
the formation of smaller molecules would lead to the embrittlement of the polymer.
Thus, the surface would be prone to erosion, possible craze initiation,
embrittlement and crack propagation. After exposure, some samples were cut with
shears, and it was observed that as the time of UV aging increased, the ductility of
the polymer decreased and a broader network of cracks extended into the polymer.

Fig. 4: The effect of UV radiation on molecular weight number and average

3.2 Effect on polymer physical properties
The optical properties were evaluated because of the widespread application

of polycarbonate as a glazing material. In such applications uniform light
transmission and clarity are fundamental. The light transmission through a material
is influenced by factors such as the colour of the sample, the presence of light-
scattering bodies in the sample, and the sample surface.

For polycarbonate, the colour of the samples changed upon exposure to UV,
initially from a very faint yellow to a stronger yellow, as observed by measuring the
change in the yellowness index of the material, as shown in Figure 5. As exposure
continued, photo-bleaching occurred, as indicated by the reduction in the value of the
yellowness index.

The colour changed progressively and showed a self-accelerating stage,
which was characterised by a higher gradient. The curve could be divided into
three stages. For samples exposed at relative humidities of 42% and 0%
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respectively, the first stage was up to 500 h (42%) and 800 h (0%), the second
self-accelerating stage was at 500–800 h (42%) and 800–1400 h (0%), and the
third started from 800 h (42%) and 1400 h (0%). Examination of the results for the
sample exposed at 42% indicates that it underwent photobleaching after 1500h.

During the first stage, the degradation reactions initiated and Photo-Fries
reactions would predominate. In the second stage, the rate of yellowing increased
markedly, and in the third stage, the rate of yellowing decreased and a maxim YI
value was reached. The changes in the rate of yellowing can be explained by
competing degradation reactions. As initial degradation proceeded, the increase in
carbonyl groups favoured the absorption of UV. This accelerated the
photoreactions and caused the change in slope at stage 2. The photo-oxidation
reaction became the predominant reaction after initiation by photo-Fries, then the
acceleration of yellowing rate observed in this stage for 42% relative humidity
could be explained by Clark and Munro (1983), i.e. that humidity may have
assisted in the removal of degradation products from of the polymer, favouring
further oxidation.

Fig. 5: Effect of UV on the yellowness index of polycarbonate

In the third stage, photobleaching would start to occur, which would mean
that the coloured species were being destroyed, i.e. the rate of formation of yellow
species was lower than the rate of destruction of the same species. If we assume
that the maximum concentration of yellow species is reached, further oxidation of
the photoproducts would destroy the conjugated sequences, causing bleaching.

By comparing the results obtained from analysis at low and medium
humidity, it was seen that the onset of yellowing was favoured by the increase in
relative humidity. Thus, the phenomena reported by Factor and Chu (1980) and
Pryde (1985) that humidity prevents degradation by reaction with free radicals was
not observed in this work. It is possible that at higher relative humidity levels
(>80%) such an effect might be valid, however, this could need to be confirmed.
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Our observations do corroborate the results from Rivaton et al. (1986) that
humidity accelerates the yellowing process.

At stage 3, a maximum YI was reached for a relative humidity of 42%,
whilst for the samples at a relative humidity of 0% the YI kept increasing. Based
on the discussion in section 1.2, a possible explanation for this is that the
acceleration of photo-oxidation on the outer layers by the higher levels of humidity
increased the formation of UV-absorbing species at the polymer surface. This layer
then screened the lower wavelength of UV radiation and prevented it from
penetrating into the bulk of the polymer and promoting further photoreactions
(Factor and Chu 1980). This concept was also discussed by Rivaton (1995), who
suggested that as the saturation concentration was reached, the surface layer
became fully oxidised. The chromophoric products would then prevent the
propagation of the UV radiation into the inner layers of the polymer, thus acting as
a barrier against part of the UV range. This would prevent photoreactions in the
bulk of the polymer.

For the specimen at a low humidity level, yellowing would occur at a slower
rate, allowing the longer wavelengths to penetrate further into the polymer. This
would allow a thicker layer of chromophores to be formed, which would
eventually allow more chromophores to form than for exposure at high humidities.

As shown in Figure 6, the light transmission of polycarbonate decreased
linearly with increased exposure to UV radiation. The reduction in light
transmission observed after 2000 h was approximately 4% and 5% for samples
aged at 42% and 0% relative humidity, respectively. As the sample turns from
transparent to yellow, the polymer absorbs more visible light in the blue range,
reducing the total light transmitted through the sample. Therefore, yellowing is
partly responsible for the reduction in light transmission. However, other factors
such as haze and gloss have to be considered.

Fig. 6: Effect of UV on the light transmission of polycarbonate

Figure 7 shows that an increase in haze occurs in the samples. The haze
increased by slightly less than 6% over a 2000 h period. Haze is a measure of the
light scattering of the sample, therefore if the surface becomes uneven or if light -
scattering agents are formed in the specimen, the haze values increase and the light
transmission values decrease. The samples aged at 0% humidity had a higher haze
value than samples aged at 42%, after 1000 h, which would indicate that the
phenomenon responsible for haze was more severe at lower humidity.
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Fig. 7: Effect of UV on the haze of polycarbonate

As shown in Figure 8, the level of surface gloss of the specimens decreases
with exposure to UV, with the reduction being approximately 5% after 2000 h
exposure. This would cause more light to be scattered diffusively at the surface of
the sample, thus reducing light transmission and increasing haze. The loss in gloss
can be explained by examination of SEM micrographs as shown in Figures 9 and
10. It can be seen that the surface of the exposed sample has an eroded
appearance, whilst the control sample exhibits a more uniform and smooth surface.

The observations for light transmission, haze and gloss can be related back to
our earlier discussion, where at 0% relative humidity the degradation was more
severe for all properties measured except yellowing. As discussed above, the
reduction in Mw and Mn was larger for samples at 0% relative humidity than for
those at 42% relative humidity, indicating that more chain scission and polymer
degradation had occurred. As also discussed, the depth of penetration of UV
radiation at 0% would be deeper than at 42%, the oxidised layer formed would be
thicker and the number of chain scissions per polymer cross-section would be
larger. The thicker layer of degraded polymer formed at 0% relative humidity
would interfere more strongly with the path of light than the thinner layer formed
at 42% relative humidity, giving lower levels of light transmission and increased
levels of haze.
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Fig. 8: Effect of UV on the gloss of polycarbonate (relative to the gloss of the
control sample)

Fig. 9: SEM of polycarbonate exposed
to UV for 2350 h

Fig. 10: SEM of polycarbonate control

4 Conclusions

The effect of a range of atmospheric degradation agents on the performance
of polycarbonate was investigated in this study. The aim was to determine the
effect of these agents, investigate the relationship between physical and chemical
changes, and to investigate their degradation mechanisms. The conclusions from
our study are:

• Under UVA-340 nm lamps, the mechanism of degradation was identified to be a
combination of photo-Fries and photo-oxidation, the later being the
predominant reaction over time. This resulted in discoloration, chain scission
and consequently a reduction in the molecular weight of the polymer.

• Chain scission at the polymer surface caused embrittlement of the surface,
making it more susceptible to erosion. As a result, the polymer surface became
uneven, which increased the scattering of light on the polymer surface, reducing
gloss and contributing to the increase in haze of the polymer. The increase in
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haze and the absorption of visible light due to yellowing decreased the total
amount of light transmitted through the polymer.

• Humidity affected the competition between photo-Fries and photo-oxidation,
which led to differences in the depth of the degraded layer on polycarbonate.
The effect was particularly evident through the changes in yellowing. Yellowing
showed that increased humidity affected the rates and mechanisms of the
photoreactions.

• At high humidity, yellowing was initially accelerated (the initial YI values
obtained were higher than at the low humidity). It then reached a maximum
value with time and was followed by photobleaching.

• At low humidity, deterioration in gloss, light transmission, haze, discoloration
and molecular weight were more severe. Yellowing increased over time, finally
reaching higher values than for the samples at higher humidity.
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THE EFFECTS OF HEAT AGING ON ACRYLONITRILE–BUTADIENE–
STYRENE (ABS) BLENDS
Heat aging of ABS blends

B.E. TIGANIS and L.S. BURN
CSIRO Building, Construction and Engineering, Victoria, Australia

Abstract

Degradation of thick ABS materials at elevated temperatures is observed to be
predominantly a surface effect which deteriorates the bulk mechanical properties
under impact conditions. It is postulated that a critical level of surface degradation
initiates polymer crazing in the rubbery butadiene phase, which propagates through
the polymer, causing failure. A physico-mechanical study of the effects of heat aging
on the rubbery phase in ABS reveals an increase in the loss modulus and tan δ,
demonstrating a decrease in the free volume which may be due to cross-linking of
free radicals formed by hydrogen abstraction and chain scission. Microscope FTIR
spectroscopy of aged ABS surfaces shows that the degree of butadiene unsaturation
decreases with time, and that carbonyl and hydroxyl absorbances increase as expected
with thermo-oxidative degradation. Degradation of the rubbery polybutadiene phase
in ABS may be  initiated by hydrogen abstraction from the carbon α to unsaturated
bonds, producing hydroperoxide radicals leading to carbonyl and hydroxyl products.
Cross-linking is facilitated by the free radicals produced. Heat aging of ABS at
elevated temperatures below the glass transition (Tg) of the SAN phase causes
physical aging. This aging of the SAN phase provides thermal energy which allows
for a structural reconfiguration of the glassy morphology towards an amorphous
polymer. In this case, heat aging relaxes the intrinsic molecular stresses and causes a
decrease in the initial rate of transition from the glass to the liquid when temperatures
approach Tg. It is also possible that the physical aging of the SAN phase in ABS may
contribute to the deterioration of the mechanical properties of the polymer.

Keywords: ABS, degradation, durability, heat aging, physical properties, pipe

1 Introduction

Durability prediction of acrylonitrile-butadiene–styrene (ABS) polymers is
important in a wide range of polymer applications, including water pipeline
systems. A number of factors influence ABS pipe durability, including material
composition, processing conditions, operating conditions, environmental
weathering, heat aging, installation and notch damage. The availability of a
lifetime prediction model for ABS in pipe applications, would allow for accurate

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 912-922.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



selection of polymer material, according to the environmental and operating
conditions the pipe will be required to perform in, thus decreasing the number of
future pipe failures and maintenance costs.

In polymers such as polypropylene, low density polyethylene and ABS,
specific aspects of the microstructure facilitate thermal oxidation. Tertiary
substitution of carbon atoms allows hydrogen abstraction by oxygen to be more
thermodynamically favourable. Thermal energy provides the activation energy
required for the initiation of oxidation, thus accelerating the overall process of
degradation. After periods of exposure to heat and oxygen, the mechanical
properties of ABS such as impact strength and elongation to break, deteriorate,
leading to polymer failure (Wolkowicz and Gaggar 1981). The literature cites
various explanations for the degradation of ABS due to heat aging. Several papers
state that the thermo-oxidative degradation of ABS is confined to the rubbery
polybutadiene phase, while others claim that degradation of properties is due to a
combination of physical aging in the SAN phase and oxidation of the polybutadiene
phase (Gesner 1965; Shimada and Kabuki 1968; Wyzgoski 1976; Salman 1991).
Shimada and Kabuki (1968) proposed a mechanism for the thermo-oxidative
degradation of unstabilised ABS film, proposing that degradation occurred in the
rubber phase and that the degradation mechanism leads to the formation of
hydroperoxides. Degradation was said to occur by hydrogen abstraction from the
carbon α next to trans-1,4 and 1,2 unsaturations in the polybutadiene phase
producing hydroperoxide radicals. The rate of reaction follows Arrhenius-type
kinetics, and the rate constants and reaction orders were determined from the rate of
formation of carbonyl and hydroxyl products as monitored by Fourier transform
infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy.

In this study, thick stabilised ABS specimens were aged at elevated
temperatures in order to study the effects of heat aging on ABS pipe. The
presence of anti-oxidants and UV stabilisers in the ABS was expected to
complicate the mechanism of oxidation due to the effects of stabiliser solubility
and diffusion. The study does not consider environmental effects such as the
migration and leaching of stabiliser in typical outdoor water pipes. Results and
observations are based on accelerated heat aging experiments and it is likely that
thermo-oxidation of ABS in real applications would be different. Also
considered is the localised oxidation at the surface of the specimen due to the
limited oxygen diffusion (DLO) in the polymer as discussed by Wise et al.
(1997).

2 Experimental

Commercial ABS pipe resin and styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer (SAN), in
the form of impact (notched and unnotched) and tensile specimens conforming to
ASTM D256 (ASTM 1993) and AS 1145 (Standards Australia 1989), were heat
aged at 90°C and 120°C in a Qualtex Solidsat Universal 2000 series cabinet oven.
Oven-turbulence was minimal with wind speeds in the range of 1–2 m/s being
measured by a hot wire anemometer. Oven heat distribution was measured by a
platinum thermoresistor and found to be within a range of ±2°C. Specimens were
placed on talc-coated glass plates, occupying ≤10% of the total oven space, and
air circulation was maintained at 4 exchanges/hour, as required by ISO 188 (ISO
1982). Heat aging experiments were conducted for up to 672 hours (at 90°C and
120°C) for notched and at 120°C for unnotched ABS specimens, with samples
removed for mechanical assessment every 168 hours. Heat aging of a different
unnotched ABS resin was conducted at 100°C using the same procedure.



Instrumented impact analyses were performed using a Radmana impact
tester, in accordance to ASTM D256. Modulus and elongation to break
percentages were assessed on an Instron 5565 screw-driven tensile tester (5 kN)
using pneumatic grips (70 psi grip pressure) according to AS 1145.

To enable analysis of physical properties such as Tg and loss modulus,
specimens were sectioned prior to heat aging to the required dimensions for
physico-mechanical property assessment. Tg and loss moduli were measured using
a Rheometrics Scientific Solids Analyser RSA II DMTA, for both the rubber
polybutadiene phase and the rigid SAN phase of ABS after heat aging at 120°C
and 90°C.

To monitor the effects of aging on the characteristic infra-red absorptions of
vinyl groups in ABS, and to detect the presence of carbonyl and hydroxyl species
due to oxidation, a qualitative analysis of ABS aged at 120°C was conducted on a
Perkin–Elmer FTIR 2000 with a microscope accessory. Complete microtome
cross-sections (20 µm thick) of ABS aged for 672 hours were investigated using
transmission mode, with microscope stage control and imaging, allowing for
visual identification of the analysed polymer section.

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy analyses were conducted on
ABS aged at 90°C and 120°C to investigate the effects of heat aging on free
volume.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Mechanical property analyses
The impact strength of notched (notching occurred after heat aging) ABS as a

function of the aging time at 90°C and 120°C is shown in Fig. 1. At 90°C, the loss
of impact strength is not significant. At 120°C, a slight constant loss of impact
strength is observed. Onset of a brown colouration occurs on the surface of ABS
specimens aged at 120°C, which develops as a function of time (Fig. 2). However,
for unnotched ABS aged at 120°C, the impact properties decrease rapidly from an
initial value of 245 kJ/m2 to a value of 30 kJ/m2, after which the rate of loss is
minimal, as shown in Fig. 3. Aging of a second unnotched ABS resin at 100°C
reveals a considerably smaller decrease in impact strength, initially from 148 kJ/m2

to 122.3 kJ/m2 after 600 hours. It is expected that impact properties of aged
unnotched ABS at 90°C would not be significantly affected, although this will be
proven in future work. Aging of SAN copolymer at 90°C did not cause any
significant decrease in the unnotched impact strength.

The difference in impact strength for notched and unnotched ABS aged at
120°C and the discolouration observed on the ABS surface after aging, indicates
that heat aging causes thermo-oxidative degradation at the surface of ABS, which
influences the mode of polymer failure. It is suggested that diffusion of oxygen in
the aging times considered is limited to the surface due to the polymer
morphology, which leads to an increase in polymer density due to cross-linking
caused by aging. Cross-linking at the polymer surface leads to surface stress
hardening and an increase in modulus. Under impact conditions, micro-cracks
initiate in the hardened layer, which propagate through the bulk of the polymer,
causing failure. Wolkowicz and Gaggar (1981) state the loss of impact properties
is controlled by a critical depth of degraded polymer and once this depth is
reached, impact properties degrade rapidly, as is also seen in this work (Fig. 3). It
can be seen that the impact properties show more than an 80% decrease at 168
hours for specimens aged at 120°C. At this time the coloured surface layer was
approximately 0.06 mm deep. Further exposure did not reduce the impact



strength, even though the depth of the degraded layer continued to increase, it
being 0.5 mm after 672 hours. These results are in agreement with Wolkowicz
and Gaggar (1981), who found the critical depth to be between 0.07 and 0.2 mm.

Fig. 1: Impact properties of notched ABS as a function of aging time at 90°°C
and 120°°C

Fig. 2: Colouration of ABS as a function of aging time (left, 0 hours; far right,
168 hours) at 120°°C

Fig. 3: Impact properties of unnotched ABS as a function of aging time at
120°°C, and unnotched SAN copolymer as a function of aging time
at 90°°C

Examination of the cross-sections of impact specimens after aging at 120°C
reveals that the colouration of the ABS was limited to the surface of the specimen,
even after heat aging for several months. The literature has cited that colouration
in the thermal aging of ABS is due to radical scavengers coupling with peroxy
radicals formed during degradation (Faucitano et al. 1996). This would suggest
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that the degradation and subsequent discolouration in ABS is confined to the
surface of the specimen and is controlled by the rate of oxygen diffusion through
the polymer. However, more work needs to be carried out to confirm this, as
thermal degradation in the absence of oxygen may be occurring in the bulk
polymer. Even so, Fig. 1 shows that notched specimens show a constant failure
with time, whereas unnotched specimens show a rapid failure in the first 168
hours due to the effects of the oxidised surface layer. The results indicate that
failure is critically dependent on the surface layer of the ABS where crack
initiation occurs.

Figure 4 shows the tensile properties of ABS aged at 90°C. It can be seen
that the energy to break and elongation to break decrease considerably in the first
168 hours. A slight increase in modulus is also observed. Aging of the SAN
copolymer (SAN ratio as in ABS) reveals an increase in the Young’s modulus and
a slight initial increase in the energy to break and elongation to break, after which
these properties are fairly constant (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Tensile properties of ABS and SAN copolymer aged at 90°°C

In contrast, as shown in Figure 5, ABS aged at 120°C shows significant
decrease in energy to break and elongation to break and an increase in the
modulus. Similar decrease in tensile results were reported by Tavakioli (1994)
who found a 30–70% reduction in tensile strength for ABS aged at 120°C.

Figure 6 shows a typical stress-strain curve for ABS after aging at 90°C.
Although elongational properties decrease, the curve shows a ductile failure
mode, indicating that thermal degradation is not severe. As the temperature of
aging increases, the ABS shows an increase in modulus and a change in behaviour
from ductile to brittle, as shown by the early failure at low elongation to break
figures for the ABS aged at 120°C, compared to virgin polymer.



As shown in the first graph in Fig. 4, the increase in modulus for SAN after
aging at 90°C is expected. This increase is due to physical aging, as the aging
temperature was below Tg of the copolymer. Physical aging of a glassy polymer
provides the thermal energy for structural reconfiguration towards an amorphous
morphology with reduced free volume due to segmental motion. Aging thus
causes a decrease in the initial rate of transition from the glass to liquid when the
glass approaches Tg from sub-Tg temperatures. The decrease in free volume
causes the actual glass transition temperature to increase, effectively increasing
the mechanical modulus. The literature cites that physical aging of polymers
causes an increase in polymer density and modulus, and a decrease in impact
strength, fracture energy, elongation, creep and the rate of stress relaxation
(Wyzgoski 1976; Qi et al. 1993). Initial increases observed for elongation and
energy to break of the aged SAN copolymer are attributed to relaxation of
intrinsic molecular stresses. Wyzgoski states that the high tensile elongation
properties of ABS are also dependent on the deformation of the glassy matrix, so
heat aging of the SAN phase would contribute towards embrittlement of the SAN
phase and contribute to failure of the ABS polymer (Wyzgoski 1976). Aging of
ABS at 90°C shows a decrease in the elongational property, as shown in the
second graph of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, yet as discussed above the SAN phase shows
increases in this property when exposed at this temperature, consequently the
reductions in elongation shown for ABS must be due to physical changes in the
polybutadiene phase.

Fig. 5: Tensile properties of ABS aged at 120°°C: break energy, elongation to
break and modulus
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Fig. 6: Typical stress-strain curves for ABS aged at 120°°C and 90°°C

Brittle failure is observed for ABS aged at 120°C as compared to virgin
polymer which shows a ductile failure mode upon tensile testing (Fig. 6). The
deterioration of impact and tensile elongation, and the increase in modulus is
attributed to thermal degradation of the polybutadiene phase. Colouration on the
surface of the polymer indicates that a thermo-oxidative degradation mechanism
has occurred causing chain scission and cross-linking of the rubber phase, leading
to surface hardening of the aged ABS, which initiates crack formation. It is
proposed that thermal degradation in the bulk region of the polymer in the
absence of oxygen (surface discolouration is due to oxygen permeability and
subsequent reaction with antioxidants) causes chain scission and cross-linking in
the polybutadiene phase which deteriorates the bulk tensile properties of the
polymer.

The increase in modulus and the decrease in elongation to break property
of ABS aged at 120°C and 90°C demonstrate the effects of both surface oxidative
and bulk degradation in the polybutadiene phase, which deteriorates the overall
mechanical properties. At 90°C the physical aging of the SAN phase does not
contribute to the loss of properties of the ABS. At 120°C the effect still has to be
analysed for, as shown in Fig. 6, ABS at this temperature distinctly shows brittle
failure, compared to a ductile failure for virgin ABS. Consequently the
contribution to this behaviour from the SAN and butadiene phases has to be
assessed. Future experiments will determine relative contributions as well as
whether the thermo-oxidative degradation of ABS has an Arrhenius temperature
dependence.

3.2 Physical property analyses
FTIR spectroscopy combined with transmission mode optical microscopy and

image analysis, was carried out on a microtomed cross-section of the specimen.
This allowed spectroscopic analysis within a localised region of the ABS
microtome (100 × 100 µm area). Examination of the specimen surface compared to
the bulk of the polymer (Fig. 7), indicates that for ABS exposed at 120°C for 672
hours, thermo-oxidative degradation of the ABS is occurring on the surface but not
in the bulk polymer.
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Fig. 7: Transmission FTIR spectra of ABS aged at 120°°C. Upper spectrum at
the surface and the lower spectrum the bulk ABS polymer

As shown in Fig. 7, this can be explained by thermo-oxidative degradation
in the polybutadiene phase of ABS, which causes increases in carbonyl and
hydroxyl absorbances and decreases in the absorptions caused by vinyl
unsaturations (Gesner 1965; Shimada and Kabuki 1968; Salman 1991). The top
spectrum taken from the edge of the sample shows a broad carbonyl band at
1724.4 cm–1 and a broad band for the hydroxyl group at 3473.49 cm–1. As
discussed, the absorbance bands in virgin ABS corresponding to the trans C=C
unsaturation (vinyl) at 966.92 cm–1 and the 1,2 butadiene terminal vinyl C-H band
being 911.43 cm–1, decrease considerably for the aged ABS specimen.

Dynamic mechanical thermal analyses of ABS  specimens heat aged at
90°C and 120°C, and SAN copolymer heat aged at 90°C, were conducted to
investigate the effects of aging on the glass transition of the polymer both in the
rubber phase and in the rigid SAN phase.

Polymers below their Tg at room temperature are labelled as being glasses
and may be annealed or physically aged at temperatures below their Tg. The
process of physical aging causes relaxation of intrinsic stresses. This can be seen
in a reduced rate of transition from the glassy state to the liquid state, which
occurs concurrently with an increase in the glass transition temperature and also
an increase in the modulus. Such effects on the SAN phase have been stated to
cause embrittlement of ABS polymers. Wyzgoski (1976) showed that physical
aging of the SAN phase and embrittlement of the ABS is reversible by heating
above the Tg of ABS, indicating that cross-linking is not occurring. The tan δ and
loss modulus (E”) parameters obtained by DMTA can be used to describe the
glass transition of polymers. Figure 8 shows a reduced initial rate of glass
transition represented by the tan δ parameter, for ABS as the aging time at 90°C
increases. Table 1 shows the E” and tan δ values of the SAN phase of virgin ABS
and ABS aged at 90°C. Both parameters increase with aging time, which
correlates with the increase in Young’s modulus measured by tensile assessment.
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Fig. 8: tan δδ parameters of the SAN phase of ABS aged at 90°°C. Tangents
indicate a decrease in the initial rate of transition for aged SAN
copolymer

Table 1: E” and tan δδ values of the SAN phase of ABS aged at 90°°C

Aging period
(hours)

tan δδ Loss modulus
(E”)

0 113.02 103.13
168 114.18 108.36
336 114.26 106.77
504 114.26 106.31
672 113.2 107.31

It can be seen in Table 2 that the Tg of the polybutadiene phase at
approximately –85°C, does not change as a function of aging time at 90°C. This,
together with the data from the mechanical assessment, suggests that significant
changes in the morphology and free volume of the polybutadiene phase did not
occur, and that the degree of chain scission and cross-linking at 90°C for the aging
times considered (672 hours) are minimal. Thus, an explanation for the reduced
elongation properties for the ABS aged at 90°C cannot be obtained from this data
and further work will have to be carried out to explain this phenomenon.

However, for ABS aged at 120°C, significant differences occur in the glass
transition of the polybutadiene phase, reflected by changes in E” and tan δ values
as shown in Table 2. Both parameters show an increase with exposure time,
indicating a decrease in free volume, possibly due to cross-linking reactions
occurring during thermal degradation. This is in agreement with an increase in
moduli, and decrease in elongation properties as measured by mechanical
property assessments.



Table 2: E” and tan δδ values of the polybutadiene phase as a function of
aging time at 90°°C

90°°C 120°°CAging period
(hours) tan δδ Loss modulus (E”) tan δδ Loss modulus (E”)

0 –86.02 –85.09 –86.02 –85.09
168 – 78.74 – 77.27
336 –85.27 –85.82 –75.64 –72.31
504 – 80.91 – 80.91
672 –85.22 –85.78 –80.87 –80.87

Initial assessment of ABS aged at 90°C and 120°C by positron annihilation
spectroscopy (PALS) supports the results obtained by both physical and
mechanical assessments. PALS enables non-destructive measurement of the free
volume in a polymer, by discharging positrons into the material and monitoring
their lifetimes (Ramani et al. 1995). PALS indicates that for ABS aged at 120°C,
the number of free volume sites (I3) and their mean radius (τ3) decreases as a
function of aging time (most likely in both phases), whereas for ABS aged at
90°C, free volume parameters do not significantly change with time.

4 Conclusions

The thermo-oxidative degradation of ABS at 120°C is a surface effect which
forms a hard surface layer which allows initiation of cracks under impact and
tensile loads. Thermal degradation of the bulk polymer in the absence of oxygen,
deteriorates the bulk mechanical properties of the polymer, allowing propagation of
the initial crazes from the surface of the polymer into the bulk, thus reducing the
overall properties. Physical and mechanical assessment shows that polymer failure
is greatly dependent on the thermo-oxidative degradation at the surface. Oxidation
of the polybutadiene phase at the surface of ABS causes stress hardening, which in
turn crazes the polymer surface. The critical depth of surface oxidation is measured
to be approximately 0.06 mm. For greater depths of surface oxidation, impact or
tension causes craze propagation through the bulk material, causing premature
polymer failure. This effect is temperature dependent because, for exposures at
90°C and 100°C for the same periods of time, thermo-oxidative degradation in the
form of mechanical property deterioration was significantly less. Further heat aging
trials are being conducted to establish an Arrhenius temperature dependence for the
thermo-oxidative degradation of ABS.

Degradation of ABS due to heat aging also occurs in the rigid SAN phase by
physical aging. This physical aging is in the form of enthalpic relaxation which
occurs due to heat aging of the SAN phase at sub-Tg temperatures. Physical aging
causes an increase in the modulus of the SAN glassy phase, but in this case is not
the controlling factor in the embrittlement of ABS.
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BEARING STRENGTH OF CONCRETE CONTAINING POLYSTYRENE
AGGREGATE
Bearing strength of concrete
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Abstract

Concrete has the ability to withstand a higher concentrated load over part of its area
than the load placed over its entire area. Previous studies on the bearing capacity of
normal weight concrete indicated that the bearing strength is related to the compressive
strength and the total area to bearing area ratio. This paper reports the results of an
experimental investigation into the bearing strength of polystyrene aggregate concrete
as a function of the bearing area and compressive strength.

Expanded polystyrene granulates can be used with the conventional concrete
making materials to produce lightweight polystyrene aggregate concrete, having a
wide range of performance characteristics. Normal weight high-strength concrete
mixture, having the compressive strength of about 80 MPa, was modified to produce
reductions in density of concrete by replacing varying amounts of the coarse aggregate
with expanded polystyrene beads. Using 200 mm concrete cube specimens, the bearing
strength of polystyrene aggregate concrete was determined. Square and circular
bearing area shapes were used and the bearing area was varied from one-half to one-
eighth of the total area. The bearing strength (fb) for polystyrene aggregate concrete is
given by the following empirical expression: fb = (0.635 + p) fc‘ (R)0.5 where p is a
coarse aggregate replacement level by polystyrene, R is the ratio of total area to
bearing area and fc‘ is the concrete compressive strength obtained from a cylinder test.
The failure pattern under the bearing load was found to vary with the decrease in the
density of polystyrene aggregate concrete. The lightweight polystyrene particles are
found to enhance the durability of concrete when it is either subjected sulphate attack
or freeze-thaw cycles.

Keywords: Bearing strength, compressive strength, durability, expanded polystyrene,
failure pattern, lightweight concrete
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1 Introduction

Lightweight expanded polystyrene in the form of spherical beads or irregular
granulates can be used with conventional concrete making materials to produce
lightweight concrete mixtures with a wide range of densities. The polystyrene particles
have a negligible water absorption capacity due to its closed cellular structure. Cook
(1973) reported that the use of untreated polystyrene particles had created difficulties
in achieving a uniform dispersion in the concrete matrix due to the hydrophobic nature
as well as to the lightness of the polystyrene. Sri Ravindrarajah and Tuck (1994)
reported that when the polystyrene beads are coated with an inert chemical, having the
hydrophilic property, segregation is eliminated and the polystyrene aggregate content
can be easily increased to produce lightweight concrete.

Bischoff et. al. (1989) reported that the polystyrene aggregate concrete has an
excellent energy absorbing property, hence it is suitable for applications to reduce the
effect of impact loading. Sri Ravindrarajah and Naji (1993) reported that the
polystyrene aggregate concrete is capable of accommodating sulphate contaminated
materials without significant damage. Lai et. al. (1996) studied the behaviour of
reinforced concrete beams with polystyrene aggregate concrete and the results showed
increase in short-term deflection with no change in the cracking behaviour when
compared with similar beams having the normal weight concrete with equal strength.

Concrete has the ability to withstand a higher concentrated load over part of its
area than of a load placed over its entire area. The bearing capacity of normal weight
concrete has been widely studied by Meyerhof (1953), Shelson (1957), Tung and Baird
(1960), Hawkins (1968), Haagsma (1969), Niyogi (1973), Williams (1979) and
Lieberum (1989). A cone or failure wedge is formed under the loaded area and this
moves downward and causing splitting of the loaded specimens. The purpose of this
study is to investigate the effects of the inclusion of polystyrene beads on the bearing
capacity and failure process of concrete.

Fig. 1: Bearing strength of normal weight concrete as a function of compressive
strength and bearing area
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2 Background

It is known that the concrete is able to higher bearing stresses than its
compressive strength. Tung and Baird (1960) based on Coulomb/Mohr theory of
rupture suggested the failure under bearing stresses as a sliding process along planes
inclined to the direction of the principal stresses. The resistance to sliding is brought
about by the strength of internal cohesion of the material and by the resistance of each
constituent to internal friction. Lieberum and Reinhardt (1989) reported that allowable
stresses under concentrated loading conditions could be higher than the predicted
design stress due to the improvement in concrete strength when the transverse strain is
confined. Figure 1 shows the relationship between ratio of bearing strength to cylinder
strength and cylinder strength proposed by Hawkins (1968), Niyogi (1973) and
Haagsma (1969).

The proposed equation for bearing strength of concrete by Haagsma (1969) is
similar to that adopted by ACI Building Code (1989). The bearing strength (fb) = 0.79
fc (Ac/Ab), where fc is the compressive cube strength, Ac is the total area of concrete
and Ab is the area of concrete under the bearing load. An increase in the ratio of the
total area to the bearing area produces a significant increase in the bearing strength due
to the confinement provided by the non-loaded area of concrete. Tests conducted by
Meyerhof (1953) displayed sliding failure in concrete due to the formation of a
distinctly separate cone under a circular base plate. Shelson (1957) observed the
formation of an inverted pyramid in concrete under small base plates and under larger
base plates an internal pyramid was formed.

3 Experimental Details

3.1 Materials and mixture compositions
General purpose Portland cement (Type GP), similar to ASTM Type I,

conforming to AS 1319 was used as the binder material in all concrete mixtures.
Crushed basalt (specific gravity of 2.65), having a maximum aggregate size of 10 mm,
and coarse river sand (specific gravity of 2.62) were used as coarse and fine
aggregates, respectively. A superplasticiser (high-range water-reducing admixture)
consists of a salt of naphthalene sulphonate formaldehyde condensate was used.
Spherical shaped expanded polystyrene beads (specific gravity of 0.67) with a mean
diameter of 3 mm was used. They were coated with an inert chemical to improve the
adhesion and dispersion of them within the concrete matrix.

The control concrete mixture is a normal weight high-strength concrete. It had
the following mixture compositions: 460 kg/m3 of cement; 161 kg/m3 of water; 735
kg/m3 of river sand; and 1105 kg/m3 of basalt. The water to cement ratio of this
mixture is 0.35 and 270 ml/m3 of the superplasticiser was used to achieve sufficient
workability. By replacing 10, 20 and 30% of the coarse aggregate by solid volume
with the polystyrene beads, three polystyrene aggregate concrete mixtures were
produced. The quantities of the superplasticiser used were 280, 300 and 340 ml/m3 for
the concrete mixtures with 10, 20 and 30% of coarse aggregate replacements with the
polystyrene aggregate, respectively.



3.2 Batching, mixing and preparation of test specimens
Experience had shown that a proper mixing sequence is necessary to produce a

uniform polystyrene aggregate concrete mixture. Coarse aggregate, fine aggregate and
cement were first placed in a pan-type mixer and dry mixed for about five minutes.
Then, the required amount of the polystyrene beads was added and the dry mixing was
continued for another two minutes. Finally, the water was gradually added to the
mixture while the mixing process was in progress. The superplasticiser was introduced
by thoroughly mixing it with the mixing water.

For each concrete mixture, a number of 100 mm diameter by 200 mm high
standard cylinders were moulded in steel moulds for compressive strength testing at
the age of 28 days. In addition, a number of 200 mm cubes were moulded in specially-
made timber moulds for the bearing strength test. A table vibrator was used to compact
the fresh concrete in the moulds.

3.3 Curing and testing of specimens
The test specimens were stripped from their moulds after 24 hours and stored in

a water bath at 23 + 2 oC until the age of testing at 28 days. The cylinders were tested
in direct compression while the cubes were subjected to bearing load through either
circular or square 15 mm thick steel plates. The bearing area was varied to produce the
ratios of total area to bearing area of 2, 4, 6 and 8. The bearing plates used are 70.7,
81.7, 100 and 141.4 mm square and 79.8, 92.2, 112,8, and 159.6 mm diameter circular
in shape. The bearing plates were positioned centrally on one of the formed surfaces of
the 200 mm cubes and the compressive load was gradually applied on the cubes at a
rate of 60 MPa per minute through the bearing surface. For each concrete mix, two
identical specimens were tested for the same total area to bearing area ratio (R) and the
same shaped base plate.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Workability and unit weight of polystyrene aggregate concrete
Although no workability test was conducted on fresh concrete mixtures, visual

examination and handling experience indicated that the polystyrene aggregate concrete
mixtures became stiff and rubbery with the increase in the polystyrene aggregate
content. In addition to the use of vibrating table, it was found necessary to use a
modified tamping rod with a circular disc attached to achieve a proper compaction.
While finishing the moulded specimens, some difficulties were encountered to obtain
smooth surface. The polystyrene aggregate particles caused small lumps on the surface
of the concrete and this proved difficult to trowel.

The control concrete mixture had the unit weight of 2455 kg/m3. When the
coarse aggregate particles were replaced with polystyrene beads by equal solid
volumes corresponding to 10, 20 and 30%, the unit weight (wet density) of the
concrete mixture was reduced to 2330, 2210 and 2080 kg/m3, respectively.

It was noted that the measured values for the unit weight were lower than those
expected due to entrapped air voids in compacted concrete. The entrapped air content
for the control mix was 0.41% and for the polystyrene aggregate concrete mixtures
were 1.06, 1.56 and 2.80%, respectively for the mixtures having the aggregate
replacement levels of 10, 20 and 30%, respectively.



4.2 Compressive strength of polystyrene aggregate concrete
Unit weight is the most important physical property of concrete in relation to the

strength of concrete. Figure 2 shows the effect of unit weight on the cylinder strength
of concrete. As expected, a decrease in the unit weight of concrete produced a
significant reduction in the cylinder strength of concrete. When the unit weight
decreased from 2455 to 2330 kg/m3 (a decrease of 5%), the cylinder strength dropped
from 79 to 56 MPa, (a drop of 29%). When the unit weight decreased by 10 and 15%,
the cylinder strength decreased by 51 and 65%, respectively. This showed that the
relationship between the void content and compressive strength is non-linear. The 28-
day cylinder strength for the polystyrene aggregate concrete with the lowest unit
weight of 2080 kg/m3 is 28 MPa, hence this concrete can be considered as a
lightweight structural concrete.

Fig. 2: Relationship between unit weight and compressive strength

Table 1: Bearing strength (MPa) of polystyrene aggregate concrete

Bearing Strength (MPa)Polystyrene
Content
(%)

Unit
Weight
(kg/m3)

Cylinder
Strength
(MPa)

Bearing
Area
Shape

R* = 2 R = 4 R = 6 R = 8

 Square    80    96   120   136
0  2455   79  Circle    80    105   119   138

 Square    62    74   101   114
10  2330   56  Circle    59    80   96   111

 Square    51    66   82   96
20  2210   39  Circle    52    65   82   95

 Square    39    53   66   75
30  2080   28  Circle    40    52   67   74

*Note: R = Total Area / Bearing Area
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Fig. 3: Effect of unit weight, bearing area on bearing strength of polystyrene
aggregate concrete

Fig. 4: Relationship between relative strengths in compression and bearing and
relative density for polystyrene aggregate concrete

4.3 Bearing strength of polystyrene aggregate concrete
Table 1 summarises the results obtained from bearing strength tests for the

control concrete and three polystyrene aggregate concrete mixtures when square and
circular shaped bearing plates were used. The total to the bearing area ratio was varied
from 2 to 8. For a given total to bearing area ratio (R), the bearing strength values
obtained with the square and circular base plates do not differ significantly. Figure 3 is
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plotted using the mean values obtained with both square and circular base plates.
Hence, each point in this plot is the mean of four results obtained with four identical
test specimens. The results shown in Fig. 3 indicate that the bearing strength increased
with the increase in the total to the bearing area ratio, independent of the unit weight of
concrete.

Figure 4 shows the bearing and cylinder strengths of polystyrene aggregate
concrete in relation to those for the control concrete. For the bearing strength, each
point shown in this plot is the mean of 16 readings taken with both square and circular
base plates having different sizes, whereas the compressive strength is the mean of 3
readings from three identical cylinders.. Similar to the compressive strength, a
decrease in the unit weight produced significant reductions in the bearing strength of
concrete. However, the compressive strength is more sensitive to the unit weight than
the bearing strength. When the unit weight is decreased by 15%, the compressive
strength and the bearing strength decreased by 65% and 47%, respectively.

Fig. 5: Relationship between bearing to cylinder strength ratio and total to
bearing area ratio (R)

4.4 Relationship between bearing strength and cylinder strength
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the ratio of bearing strength to cylinder

strength and the ratio of total area to bearing area for the control concrete and
polystyrene aggregate concretes. For a given ratio of total area to bearing area, the
polystyrene aggregate concrete showed significantly higher values for the ratio of the
bearing strength to the cylinder strength than those for the control concrete. With the
increase in the ratio of total area to bearing area, the polystyrene aggregate concrete
showed significant bearing strength in relation to its compressive strength. For the
polystyrene aggregate concrete with the unit weight of 2080 kg/m3 and the bearing area
of one-eighth of the total area, the bearing strength is 2.66 times of cylinder strength.
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However, for the control concrete for the same bearing condition the corresponding
value is only 1.48.

As mentioned earlier, ACI Building Code (1989) considered that the ratio of the
bearing strength to the compressive strength is proportional to the square root of the
the ratio of the total area to the bearing area. Using the results obtained in this
investigation, the following empirical equation was developed for the bearing strength
(fb) of polystyrene aggregate concrete in relation to the cylinder strength (fc’),
polystyrene aggregate content and the total area to bearing area ratio.

fb = (0.635 + p) (Ac/Ab)
0.5 fc‘    (1)

The factor 0.635 represents the governing design value that incorporates the mixture
parameters and testing arrangements. Haagsma (1969) proposed a factor of 0.79 when
cube strength is used. Since the cylinder strength is 80 per cent of cube strength, then
the factor changes to 0.632, when cylinder strength is considered. The second factor 'p'
is equal to the polystyrene aggregate content in relation to coarse aggregate
replacement. As an example, when 20% of coarse aggregate is replaced with the
polystyrene aggregate, the value for 'p' is 0.20. It was found that as the ratio of the total
area to the bearing area is increased, the predicted bearing strength using Eqn. (1) is
within + 5 MPa of the measured values.

4.5 Bearing strength design consideration
AS3600 (1994) states that the design bearing stress at the concrete surface

should not exceed [φ 0.85 fc (Ac/Ab)
0.5] or 2 φ fc (which ever is less) where Ac is the

bearing area and Ab is the largest area of the supporting surface that is geometrically
similar to and concentric with Ac. φ is the strength reduction factor of 0.6, which is
lower than 0.7 used by ACI Code (1989). Comparing the results obtained in this study,
it can be shown that both ACI Code (1989) and AS3600 (1994) are applicable to the
polystyrene aggregate concrete as well.

4.6 Failure process under bearing loading
Under the application of the bearing load, it was noticed that shortly before the

failure occurred vertical cracks initiated at the top of the test cubes and propagated
downward in each of the four sides or corners indicating splitting due to sliding failure.
The maximum load was reached shortly after the cracks appeared and started to
propagate. Typical cone failure of the specimens was noted for both square and
circular base plates. The failure wedge under the base plate was of conical shape for
the circular plate whereas a pyramidal shape was observed for the square plate.

When the bearing area is half that of total area, cone type failure was not
observed. The failure appeared to be a sliding failure in a vertical direction. This may
have occurred due to the limited amount of transverse confinement available.

The failure for the control concrete under bearing load was sudden, indicating
the brittle nature of high-strength concrete. With the inclusion of polystyrene aggregate
the failure was more gradual, indicating the energy absorbing capability of the
expanded polystyrene aggregate particles. For the polystyrene aggregate concrete, the
base plates were found to move into the specimens considerably under the increasing
bearing load. Once the maximum load was reached, the load carrying capacity was



gradually decreased due to the ductile behaviour of the polystyrene aggregate concrete.
After the failure, the cracked sections remained intact.

The circular and square plates produced different initial crack initiation and
propagation patterns on the specimens under the bearing load. Under the circular plates
cracks tend to propagate to the nearest edge of the specimens from the base plate,
whereas with the square plates the cracks propagated towards the extreme corners or
near corners of the specimens. These cracks are formed the results of the stress
concentrations developed at the corners of the square plates.

4.7 Durability of polystyrene aggregate concrete
The studies reported by Sri Ravindrarajah and Naji (1993) indicated that

polystyrene aggregate concrete is capable of allowing higher proportions of sulphate
ions without causing significant expansion than that allowed for the control normal
weight concrete. Sabaa (1998) reported that the polystyrene aggregate concrete with
the density between 1750 and 1850 kg/m3 showed no reduction in its dynamic
modulus of elasticity when it was subjected to 450 cycles of freezing and thawing.
Hence, these studies indicate that polystyrene aggregate concrete is more durable
under severe exposure conditions than the normal weight concrete. The polystyrene
aggregate particles act as energy absorbing component in the concrete system, thus
negating the disruptive expansive stresses created by the changes in the exposure
conditions or by the chemical attack.

5 Conclusions

a) The bearing strength of polystyrene aggregate concrete is increased with an
increase in the ratio of total area to bearing area. With the increase in the
polystyrene aggregate content, the ratio of the bearing strength to the
compressive strength increased

b) An increase in the polystyrene aggregate content reduced the bearing strength of
concrete but to a reduced extent when compared with the compressive strength.

c) The bearing strength of polystyrene aggregate concrete can be predicted by using
the equation: fb = (0.635 + p) (Ac/Ab)

0.5 fc’, where fc‘ is the cylinder strength, 'p'
is the polystyrene content based on coarse aggregate replacement, Ac and Ab are
the total area and bearing area, respectively.

d) ACI 318 (1989) and AS3600 (1994) are conservative in their approach to design
requirements for bearing strength of concrete and they are equally applicable to
the polystyrene aggregate concrete.

e) The base plate shapes used, square and circular, had no significant influence on
the bearing strength for the polystyrene aggregate concrete, although different
failure patterns were observed.

f) Inclusion of expanded polystyrene aggregate particles induces ductility to the
concrete and the failure process was changed from brittle to ductile due to the
energy absorption capability of the polystyrene particles.

g) Polystyrene aggregate concrete is more durable when it is subjected to sulphate
attack or freeze-thaw cycles.
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MAPPING RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS ON
FACADES USING SURFACE DEPOSIT GEOMETRY
Rainfall distribution on facades

B. ATKINSON and P. SNAPE
UNITEC Centre for Materials Performance, School of Construction, UNITEC
Institute of Technology, Auckland, New Zealand.

Abstract

The three most relevant kinds of precipitation that effect the performance of a
building facade are described as ‘direct’, ‘splashback’, and ‘runoff’. The
determination of the intensity of direct rainfall on a facade is seen as the first step
in understanding the characteristics of durability and performance of an external
envelope.
Away from the facade other indicators have been devised such as the ‘driving rain
indices’ by the NBRS, BRE and others.  These can be used as a measure of
severity at regional or local scales.  In the field, and at the surface, vertical plate
gauges can be placed at strategic locations and long term measurements estimated.
There is generally a good correlation between the surface distribution of direct
rain on a facade and the extent of maintenance problems, including material
degradation, failure and appearance, as well as internal damage by water
penetration. The long term nature of vertical plate gauge measurements detracts
from its usefulness.
This paper reviews methods of measurement of direct rainfall distribution at
various scales.   It  introduces a method based on the geometry of surface deposits
which allows a rapid comparison of facade performance, and indicates likely
trouble spots.

Keywords: Facade performance, rainfall distribution, surface deposit mapping.
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1 Introduction

Studies of rainfall distribution on building facades forms part of the general
research work related to the ‘performance equation’ that is carried out at UNITEC.
(Atkinson 1997, 1998) has outlined the philosophy that is followed, leading up to
this and other studies of material performance. In this paper one facet of the causal
factor ‘environment’, that of direct rainfall, is of special significance.

For most external materials the rainfall absorption curves follow an inverse
exponential function with respect to time.  If the intensity of rainfall exceeds the
gradient of this curve a rainfall ‘run-off’ will occur.  For a given constant intensity
(mm/hr.) it is only a matter of time before a run-off occurs at the surface.  The
period which elapses between the rain first reaching a surface, and the occurrence
of a run-off, we refer to as the ‘interception period’.  The interception period is
important because of its influence on the probability of frost or moisture attack,
and the incidence of a run-off, which apart from cleaning a surface, results in local
concentrations of water at joints and junctions.  Investigations into these effects
are legend. (Parker 1966) gave typical mass saturation curves for rendered and
unrendered brickwork.  These follow a recognisable saw-tooth pattern; the peaks
representing the intervals of time between maximum saturation. The main
difference is that the input is at indeterminate intervals rather than at regular
intervals, and a slow build-up of moisture within the wall, or a slow evaporation
can occur responding to the statistical chatter of the weather and other causal
factors.
 In connection with the wetting of external surfaces there is a close
relationship between rainfall and wind independent of their separate effects.
Except for a splashback at ground level, and on the surface of projections, no rain
reaches a vertical surface in still air.   On an open site for a given gradient height
Hellman discovered the variation in wind speed with height according to a power
law.  The preceding example, for instance, presupposes the existence of a wind;
and whilst this is generally true for most of the time, the directional frequency of
wind at times of rain may not be the same as the directional frequency of wind at
all times. Mean wind speeds during rain are greater than mean wind speeds taken
over all times. (Prior 1985) has verified earlier workers’ results which give UK
factors varying from 0.9  to 1.5.

More important therefore than either wind or rain is the combination of both
which is generally known as driving-rain.

2 Driving-rain

History has shown that the results of general field surveys, or specific
surveys such as those of paint failures on timber substrates, emphasize the
importance of moisture in the deterioration of external materials.  The amount of
driving-rain reaching a surface is nearly always the main criterion governing the
rate of deterioration of materials and design elements.  It also governs the amount
and distribution of foreign particles, such as street dust, pollutants, and organic
matter that adhere and accumulate on external surfaces; and thereby to a large



extent is an important factor effecting external changes in appearance as well as
composition.

(Hoppestad 1955) originally defined an index of driving-rain as the product
of the mean wind speed (m/sec) and rainfall (mm). He drew a contour map for
Norway which showed the relative severity of driving-rain in different parts of the
country.   Several maps have been devised for Denmark, Canada, and the UK
(BRE and Met. Office).   In calculating the driving-rain in this way an assumption
is made that the quantities of rain reaching a surface are proportional to the index
value.   The index, currently modified in various compensatory ways to take into
account terrain, building shape, and aspect, is essentially a relative geographical
measure of severity rather than an exact measure.  It can therefore be omni-
directional or directional, regional or microclimatic.

2.1 Vertical gauges
More exact measures of driving rain using vertical raingauges (Rv mm), have

been made by various researchers in the past working in a number of fields.  (Pers
1932) designed a four-way ‘vectopluviometer’, which is essentially the same type
of gauge  used later in Norway, known as the NBRS gauge.  (Fourcade 1942) used
an elaborate four-way vertical gauge for estimating driving-rain and condensates
at ground level.  The gauge was designed for agricultural and forestry use.  An
octagonal or eight-way vertical gauge is favoured in the UK. The first of these was
built in 1936 at the Building Research Station by Beckett (Type DR1), and has
been used by (Lacy 1951,1964).  (Hamilton 1954), in Candada, used a variety of
tilting and directional vertical gauges in an attempt to simplify catchment
measurements in forest areas.  In all these cases the gauges, set with the vertical
apertures facing the cardinal points, are placed away from buildings on open
ground.   In 1959 the first measurements of driving-rain were made in Denmark
using an omni-directional ‘dish’ gauge.  (Korsgaard and Madsen 1962) have
described this gauge,  which does not measure the quantities of rain falling on the
external walls, but allows closer approximations to be made.  Later computations
by (Prior and Caton 1985) concluded that the earlier DRI’s were marginally too
low.  The correlation between computed driving-rain indices and the vertical
catches of most of these gauges is fairly good on open sites, and has been found to
be linear.  Being a product of variables, DRI’s unfortunately are not additive. The
sum of the directional DRI rose indices does not equal the omnidirectional index.
Nor does the highest DRI relate to the prevailing direction of the wind-with-rain.
Most gauges include a horizontal aperture  (RH mm) which allows estimates of the
rainfall angle of incidence  (arctan(Rv /RH )) to be calculated near ground level.  A
map showing these roses was incorporated into B.R.S. Digest 127 (1971). British
Standard 8104 : (1992) builds on much of the above early pioneering work.

It is clear that a directional driving-rain rose is necessary at the correct scale
and microclimatic location, if a reasonable correlation with general field survey
results of external deterioration is  to be made.  Unfortunately these are not
available at microclimatic levels, but indicators can be deduced from urban area
DRI values, where meteorological measurements quite often exist outside Prior’s
Master Met. stations. If these include rainfall intensity measurements then
computer processing can yield satisfactory DRI working tools. A ‘walkabout’



around a locality and site often reveals as much, if not more microclimate
information.

The total or omni-directional driving-rain index (DRI) for the Manchester
area UK, where most of the research work for this paper was originally carried
out, is based on a mean annual rainfall of 805 mm, and a mean wind speed of 5.20
m/sec, giving a DRI of 4.18 m²/sec. yr.  This value, with a suitable K value (Prior
1985), corresponds to the value given on the meteorological office DRI contour
map.

The driving-rain directional roses shown in Digest 127 (BRE 1971) were
based on three categories of precipitation and Beaufort wind speeds: for this
reason weighting factors had to be used which were roughly proportional to the
intensity of rainfall and mean wind speed.  Thus estimates of actual quantities of
rain reaching a vertical surface were not made.  An alternative method was
adopted for the Manchester area surveys based on a Monte Carlo sampling of
wind-with-rain data.

2.2 Rainfall intensity, droplet size spectrum, and directions
If the mean wind speed for any direction was constant; and providing rain

fell for the same proportion of time from each direction; and with equal intensity;
then the driving-rain rose could be represented simply by the normal directional
frequency wind rose.

The quantities (Rv) and mean incident angles of rain (i) can be computed by
using a 50%tile volume median raindrop terminal velocity (vt) based on the mean
intensity of rainfall (Rh), and using equations given by many authors dating back
to (Laws and Parson 1943), (Gunn and Kinzer 1949), (Best  1950), and (Berry and
Pranger 1974).

It is important to note that the estimates of driving-rain derived from
regional data considerably over-estimate quantities actually falling on a wall
because of momentum and aerodynamic flows.  (Lacy 1964) found, for example,
that only 10%-25% of computed driving-rain reached a test wall because of the
effect the wall had on wind flow, and because of the sheltered site.  The computed
figures based on synoptic station data refer to wind speeds 10 m. above ground
level on an open site, and to rainfall catches on the unobstructed ground. The
estimated amounts using this approach represent the amounts that would pass
through an imaginary mesh surface 10 m. above ground level.  For Garston, Lacy
found that the most exposed walls of a two-storey house received about 25% of
the computed driving-rain, and the most sheltered walls about 6%.  The quantities
of rain falling on a flat roof are about the same as on the ground nearby.  The
windward slope of a pitched roof receives proportionally more rain per m2 than
the lee slope, with some adjustment for wind flow effects. The total quantity of
driving rain that falls on a building is equal to what we call the ‘rainfall sink’
about a building shown as isohyet contours (Fig. 1).



Fig. 1: The rainfall sink

2.3  Rainfall source and vector diagrams
 A useful tool was invented to assist in our research.  As an additional aid to
site investigations of material deterioration, a rainfall 'vector ' diagram was
devised which indicates the proportion of rain falling on a given wall between two
specified directions or poles.  The directional diagram is illustrated in (Fig.2).

Fig. 2: DRI Vector Diagram



The normal component of driving rain falling on a surface is equal to RH tan
i sin ø, where RH is the normal horizontal catch, i is the incident angle of the rain
to the vertical and ø is the horizontal angle of the rain to the wall.  By summing
the normal components of the driving rain over 180º the total D.R.I. for any wall
facing a given compass point can be estimated.  For the vector diagram, five
percentage vector values for each of the eight compass directions, averaged over
equal segments of 180º exposure, were plotted from an arbitrary origin; and an
approximate curve was sketched in.  The resulting closed area bounded by two
vectors was called a rainfall vector diagram.  The proportion of the total possible
rain falling on a surface between two specified directions is thus equal to the area
of the vector diagram enclosed by the two poles.   Each diagram, for each
direction, has an area proportional to the total vertical direct rain driving onto its
surface.

The diagram may be used to estimate the effects of curtailment or
obstructions on the quantities of rain reaching a given point on a surface.  For
example, from any given point in a reveal, two curtailment lines can usually be
drawn on plan from the point itself to the external corners of the reveal.  By
placing the origin of the appropriate surface diagram on the point, and correctly
aligning the base line of the diagram with the wall, the area enclosed by the two
lines can be estimated as a ratio of the total area of the diagram.  The product of
this ratio and the total estimated driving-rain for that orientation, yields the total
amount of rain reaching the chosen part of the wall.  The method is illustrated in
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Curtailment lines and vector surface diagrams

The vector diagram is most advantageously used with each directional
diagram drawn separately on squared transparent plastic.  In this way two
diagrams can be overlaid, and placed say in the corner of a reveal: the differences
which occur in the quantities of driving-rain reaching either bounding surface can
be estimated and compared with site observations. The southern reveal of a
window which faces south-east, for example, may receive almost negligible
amounts of rain compared with the opposite reveal.  The diagrams shown in this
work are based on estimates of relative quantities of driving-rain only, as an aid to
assessing external performance.  Current work has been directed towards more
accurate computer estimates.



3 Rainfall distribution on buildings

Perhaps the most unusual aspect of building design is that there is a dearth of
information on the distribution of rain over or around a building (Fig. 1).  External
design detailing is not usually based on fundamental knowledge of surface water
flow, because such a body of knowledge is hard to find.  This is probably because
the principles of design detailing are basically traditional; represented by a few
simple economic design rules handed down to successive generations.
Unfortunately whilst these details may protect the interior from moderate
extremes of suburban climate, trouble arises when they are used indiscriminately
above two-storey level, or in places of severe exposure at lower levels.

There is also a dearth of measurements of driving-rain taken on actual
buildings, but from as early as 1937, various attempts have been made to devise
suitable wall gauges in order to judge distributions.  (Sandberg 1968) estimated
building centreline wall distributions based on wind vectors derived from a wind
tunnel, and computer calculations of droplet flight paths.  (Rogers 1974) repeated
the exercise, but in both methods the results do not fit our field observations of
surface deposits - the problem probably deriving from the adopted raindrop
spectrum and the wind vector fields.

Flat rectangular plate gauges with a raised rim and collecting channel have
been used by the Building Research Station for some years.  This type, originally
designed by (Holmgren 1937) (Trondheim) has been used by the Building
Research Station on buildings at Garston, Thorntonhall and Glasgow.  Other types
of gauge have been designed, such as the circular pot type due to (Croiset 1959),
and various recessed gauges. BRE have undertaken work with flat copper plate
gauges with raised rims and collecting bottles.

If sufficient evidence were available the results of measurements made with
wall gauges would show means and extremes of driving-rain; the distribution of
rain over various elevations; and allow correlations to be made with computed
driving-rain, and with, for example, free standing octagonal gauge measurements.
Lacy correlated the results of all three methods of estimating driving-rain using
gauges, fixed to a 2.8 m high testing wall on the B.R.S. exposure site.  The results
of five years exposure indicated that the total driving-rain on the wall varied
between 10% and 25% of that derived from nearby standard meteorological
measurements.  Theoretically the greatest quantities of rain should fall on the
corners and edges of buildings where the streamlines are known to close, and
larger raindrops (spectrum domain approx. 0.1>dr>6.0) probably shatter before
impact because of inertia and centrifugal forces.

It is evident that measurements made so far using wall gauges are of limited
use to the designer in respect of a particular building because of the long term
nature of the measurements; but the general principles of driving rain have been
established.  Minimum exposure times of several years are generally considered
necessary in meteorological work of this kind if reliable averages are to be
obtained, and low probability events recorded.



3.1 Surface deposits and their geometry
General observation of many buildings will  reveal striking differences in

external appearance due to pollution deposits.  It was noted that the staining and
suface deposit ‘fringes’ (unwashed areas) below projections varied in depth from
place-to-place on the same elevations, as well as on different elevations.  It was
conjectured that a useful relative measure of averaged rainfall distribution over
such a surface might be found by comparing the depth or width of deposit fringes
on different parts of an elevation  providing estimates of ø (angle of wind to the
wall) could be made.  It was also necessary to examine the relationship between
the incident angle i of the average median diameter droplet and the depth of the
cut-off line below projections.

The cut-off line, or bottom edge of most deposit fringes is not a definite line.
There is usually a gradual change from black or brown to the self colour of the
material.   Below the eaves of several survey buildings on west elevations in our
survey area, and on low absorptivity surfaces, the gradation occurred over 10 to 20
mms of wall surface.  On the same type of surface, facing south and east an
increase in the width of the cut-off band was observed, which indicated a decrease
in the mean incident angle.  The cut-off band width will vary according to the
solubility of deposits; absorptivity and texture of the material; the normal incident
angle i of the median droplet; and the frequency of rain from different directions
(variations in ø).  If an ogive rainfall distribution is assumed over the band width,
the incident angle of the median diam. droplet can be assumed to lie close to the
bottom of the band limits.  The amount of rain falling on a wall for low values of
ø (< 30º) is also small compared with the total amounts of driving-rain which
strike at greater angles.  This is particularly true for west elevations in the
Manchester survey area, but probably not for north-west or south-east elevations
(Fig. 2).
 The amount of rain falling on a wall varies according to droplet interaction
with wind vectors upstream, and to streamline forcing flows leading the droplet
either around or against the surface.  An easily recognised overall pattern of
surface deposits can be found on flat elevations which have regular relief.  Even
so, microclimatic variations in driving-rain effect these patterns close to mullions,
projecting structural members, canopies, and around the exposed edges of an
elevation.  It was concluded therefore, that the most suitable building for initial
examination would be one having a fairly flat major elevation facing north-east or
east.  About equal amounts of rain fall from all directions for these orientations.
Ideally, the deposit fringes should be measured away from nearby surface
geometry projections, preferably on grid points which correspond with perhaps a
repeated infill bay or window sill.  The wall surfaces should be slightly absorbent.
. A building was found in Stockport, a little to the south of the survey area,
which was suitable for study.  It was about four years old at the time of inspection.
It had an exposed, fairly flat, east north east elevation, and was clad in precast
concrete units below sill level as shown in (Fig. 4).   Measurements of the depth of
the deposit fringes below each sill were made at a point to the left of the centre of
each bay of the elevation.  The nearest building, situated adjacent and to the north,
was about 11m. away. It was about half the height of the one chosen for study,
and probably affected the air flow around it.



A photographic technique was used to measure the depth of the sill fringes,
using 35 mm projector slides.  Both coloured and black and white slides were
used..  Deposit fringe depths were measured on the screen image and adjusted for
photo-perspective distortion.  The results were entered in a matrix, each element
of which corresponded to a measuring point.  Empty elements were left around the
edges, and were later filled with extrapolated values after the matrix was adjusted
for errors along rows and columns. An assumption was made during iterative
smoothing that the fringe depths formed a continuous three dimensional plane.  In
other words, the variations in rainfall distribution were smooth and continuous
across the elevation.  This is probably true on average, for a parallel plane
500mms or more off the elevation, but streamline distortion occurs around some
vertical projections and other obstructions where these are large enough to cause
surface turbulence or curtailment.

Fig. 4: The typical ground level precast concrete panel

At this stage an interesting discovery was made.  It was found that the depth
of the deposit fringes (d) varied logarithmically with the height (h) above ground
level, and differently along each grid line, according to a law of the form :

h0 - h = a.loge (w/d) - C (1)

where h0 = the roofline height (m), w = sill projection (tan i = w/d ) (m), C =
effective height (m) for d = 0 ,  and  a = surface location variable (m). This
remarkably consistent effect may be related to Prandtl’s logarithmic law for
neutral or adiabatic equilibrium in the boundary layer wind flow.  It shows the
importance of flow in the far field as well as the near or surface flows.

 It was also found that the incident angle of the driving rain corresponded to
the regionally computed angle (mesh surface) shown on the vector  diagram at a
point in the centre of the maximum windward pressure zone, about 0.6 of the ho

for this building.  Estimates of the distribution of the driving-rain (Rv ) are
mapped in contour form in (Fig. 4).  The isohyets are contoured by using the



relationship Rv = RH tan i where RH  is taken as 81 mm  and tan i is equal to the
ratio of sill projection w to fringe depth d .
 The contours (Imp.) show an increase in driving-rain towards the roof line
with maximum values towards the centre of the block.  The influence of the
penthouse flat can also be seen.   There is some doubt about the validity of the
contour values close to the edge (Fig.4 ), but the general configuration appears
satisfactory.  A large lower central area receives virtually no rainfall.  In this zone
the rain is probably carried away from the building; an effect suggested by
examination of the streamlines.  Lacy suggested that walls facing north in the
London area, an area having the lowest DRI in the UK, received about 1/16th of
the normal rainfall.  For the chosen building a computational check on the mean
value of the rainfall surface contour height showed that the elevation received 29
mms on average, about 1/28th of the normal rainfall or 38% of the computed
value using meteorological data.  On the chosen elevation most of the rainfall run-
off is cast away from the wall by the sills and sloping slabs; the remaining areas
receive rain according to the above estimates.

For many buildings the rainfall run-off characteristics are equally important
as those of driving-rain; for it is by this next process that driving-rain is
redistributed over an entire facade as it flows (eventually) downwards creating
splashback and super-drops.  (Ishikawa 1949) adopted some aspects of the method
described above, using Tokyo medium rise  buildings as case studies. Some
aspects of his findings confirm those found by us.  He was at some disadvantage
because of lack of computing support.

In 1985 our method was repeated on two CBD buildings in the city of
Adelaide, South Australia, and yielded similar results. These correlated well with
the observed material degradation, appearance and reports of rainfall leaks in the
facades.

4  Conclusions

By measuring the staining patterns on external facades some indication of
long term rainfall distribution has been obtained in a fairly simple practical
manner. It utilises  the visible effects produced by historical rainfall.  The
characteristics of failure patterns can be detected in this way, as well as changes in
appearance.

It is important to note that the method is indirect because it does not use
actual surface measurements of vertical rainfall. These generally take too long to
gather

Some of the background research to this work over the last three decades has
been outlined. A tool described as the rainfall vector diagram has been introduced.
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EMPIRICAL vs THEORETICAL LIFE PREDICTION FOR SUBFLOOR
STRUCTURAL CONNECTORS
Predicting service life of subfloor hardware.
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Abstract

Using model subfloor enclosures built in a very severe marine environment, corrosivity
was measured as a function of four different ventilation regimes. Corrosion-related
parameters were measured simultaneously in the same enclosures, and used to
determine corrosion rates based on three predictive tools; the ISO 9223, ISO-
CORRAG, and MICAT corrosion prediction algorithms.  The predicted corrosion rates
did not match the observed rates in all cases, with the ISO-CORRAG flat zinc
corrosion rate prediction equation providing the closest match within the experimental
limits. It is believed that the Time of Wetness (ToW) is a significant factor in the
corrosion rates observed, with the actual times of wetness on the specimens being
significantly higher than those predicted from humidity measurements.  This is due to
the presence of chlorides (sea salt) on the panel surfaces.  A very good correlation was
found between the surface area of the vent and the corrosion rates of zinc and steel, and
chloride deposition rates.  In New Zealand the severity of the corrosivity in subfloor
conditions with restricted ventilation indicates that steel or galvanized subfloor
components would not survive the 50 years normally required by the New Zealand
Building Code (NZBC).

Keywords: Corrosion rate, Chloride deposition, Marine, Steel, Subfloor, Vent, Zinc

1 Introduction

Galvanised subfloor connectors are normally required by the New Zealand
Building Code (NZBC) to be durable for 50 years, but previous studies by Holcroft
(1996) have shown that they can be rendered unserviceable by corrosion after a
relatively short exposure.  Concerns have been raised over the ability of the corroded
galvanised components used in the domestic building industry to continue to function

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1403-1416.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



in severe marine/coastal environments (Cole et al, 1996).  Subfloor connectors (Figure
1) used in New Zealand are usually made of hot-dip galvanised steel and come in a
variety of forms.  Traditionally they were galvanised

Fig. 1: Common subfloorfittings

wire which was stapled to timber piles and bearers (or looped through, or embedded in
concrete piles).  More recently, because of increased structural requirements in modern
building codes, they have tended to be proprietary nail plate systems, including nail
plates, cleats and ‘wire dogs’.  The most significant factor that causes the corrosion is
the prevailing moist salt air from the coastline, and most New Zealand cities are
coastal.  In New Zealand, a marine zone surrounds both main islands, with a severe
marine zone on much of the west coast of both islands (Duncan and Whitney 1982;
Kane 1995).  Previous studies show that high chloride deposition rates were measured
up to 30 kms inland (Ballance and Duncan, 1985), which is substantially further inland
than normally expected.

This work compares three predictive corrosion rate models, developed for
outdoor environmental corrosivity, against the actual subfloor corrosion rate results,
and also evaluates the effect of vent size on subfloor corrosion rates.  This provides a
greater understanding of the variations in microclimates and corrosion rates that exist
in subfloor conditions near coastal environments.

1.1 Previous studies
Many empirical studies have measured environmental corrosivity and

developed a predictive equation (Morcillo et al 1995; King 1988; Duncan and Ballance
1988).  Other studies have been based on measurements of the prevailing
environmental conditions using data such as rainfall, temperature, relative humidity,
cloud cover and aerosol contaminants (Hyland and Enzensberger 1998; Cramer et al
1996; Spence et al 1992; Pourbaix 1982; Summitt et al 1982).

Subfloor environmental conditions are different from the outside environment,
simply because the sub-floor is shielded from rain, and there is some thermal insulation
or heating provided by the building above.  Depending upon the type of ventilation,
there may be limited air movement.  Studies by King et al 1995, found that the
microclimate under sheltered conditions can result in a significant increase in corrosion
rates for galvanised steel.  They found corrosion rates were 2.4 times greater in severe
marine and 2.1 times in moderate marine environments.  In contrast, Holcroft (1996)
found that components shielded from the prevailing moist salt laden wind were
significantly less corroded.



The corrosion process for the exposed zinc surface of galvanised components,
on contact with dew, fog, mist or rain, is as follows.  Zinc will form zinc hydroxide,
which reacts with carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to form an insoluble basic zinc
carbonate (Legault et al 1978; Cole and Bradbury et al 1996).  This corrosion product
film tends to inhibit any continuation of the corrosion process.  The development of the
film is a continuous process and it has been found that rain can wash away a
substantial amount of the non-adherent zinc hydroxide and expose fresh zinc.  This
results in further corrosion of the zinc and over a year, the corrosion rate for outside
coupons was found to be greater for surfaces exposed to the rain than for surfaces
facing the ground  (Legault et al 1978).  However, in environments strongly influenced
by the deposition of sea salt, the groundward surfaces of coupons exposed for ten years
in New Zealand corroded faster than the skyward surfaces.  This was basically because
of the influence of accumulated sea salt on the groundward surface, plus a
correspondingly increased period of surface wetness or ToW (Haberecht, et al 1998),
and the corrosion product could be zinc hydroxychlorides instead of the zinc
hydroxycarbonates (Cole and Bradbury et al 1996).

Sheltered corrosion studies by Norberg et al (1996) in severe marine conditions
in Australia found that the ToW period was between 5% and 35% greater than fully
exposed surfaces and a 10 to 25% increase in zinc corrosion rates had occurred. As
part of their experiment, identical zinc specimens were regularly doped with salt
solution for a year, at the rate of 50 mg/m2/day and 500 mg/m2/day while under the
shelter.  On average, the corrosion rate was 17% greater for the high salt concentration.
Considering the salt concentration was 10 times greater, the corrosion rate increased by
a relatively small amount.  These results indicate that there is a threshold of surface
chloride deposition that has a significant effect on the corrosion rate.

Guttman and Sereda (1968) found that increasing the chloride deposition rate
from 10 to 40 mg/m2/day, and maintaining the ToW at 0.40 (fraction of the year above
80% RH), increased the corrosion rate of zinc by 56%.  Their study in Panama also
found that increasing the ToW fraction from 0.3 to 0.7, increased the corrosion rate by
79%, regardless of the chloride deposition rates previously mentioned.  This indicates
that the ToW appears to be more significant once chloride is on the surface.

The ToW period is influenced by the deposition of sea salt on to the surface,
which results in a layer consisting of NaCl and MgCl2.6H2O, where NaCl has an
equilibrium relative humidity of 77%, and the MgCl2.6H2O is at an equilibrium of 33%
(Cole et al 1996).  This means that if enough sea salt is deposited onto a surface and
the ambient conditions are above 33% relative humidity, then the surface will have
some condensation present.  Evans (1976) noted that the corrosion rate on surfaces
contaminated with sea salt increased at 50% RH, and not 33%.  The empirical value of
50% RH may take into account the accumulation of enough condensed moisture to
actually cause a measurable acceleration of the corrosion process.

Many European corrosion rate models place a heavy emphasis on sulphur
dioxide (Haynie 1980; Cramer et al 1988).  New Zealand has a very low sulphur
dioxide concentration and in fact has one of the least industrially polluted atmospheres
in the world (Walker et al 1996).  On this basis the most significant factors that
influence the corrosion rate in New Zealand are most likely to be the ToW and chloride
deposition rates.



2 Experimental

This study investigated 12 months of salt deposition in subfloor conditions in a
specially constructed facility on the south coast of Wellington, New Zealand, at
Oteranga Bay as shown in Figure 2.  The facility comprised eight adjacent enclosures,
each with identical dimensions, replicated subfloor conditions open to onshore winds,
as shown in Figure 3.  Each enclosure measures 1.2m (W) x 1.2m (H) x 3.6m (L) with
the south end facing the sea, and is fully fibre-cement sheet lined, including the roof.
The roof of the structure has a minimum air gap, open to the environment, of 100mm
between the galvanised steel roof and the fibre-cement sheet lining.

The surface area of the ventilation was based upon NZS 3604 (Standards New
Zealand 1990).  This requires a minimum subfloor ventilation area of 0.0035m2 per m2

of floor area. The floor area of each enclosure was 4.32 m2, requiring a minimum
ventilation surface area of 0.00756 m2 for each end of the enclosure, and this was
exceeded as noted in Table 1.

Table 1: Types of ventilation at each enclosure and total surface area
at each end

Enclosure Vent surface area (m2) Description of ventilation (enclosures same at both ends)

O 1.4400 Open

4S 0.1320 4 slotted gaps each 1100 x 30 mm

PB 0.0078 ‘Post box’ slot 30 x 260 mm

C                nil Closed

The corrosion rate studies (weight loss) used two 100mm x 150mm Z275 coil
galvanised steel coupons and two mild steel SAE1010 coupons in a vertical rack at the
middle of each enclosure.  The backs of the steel and galvanised steel coupons were
sealed with wax so that one exposed surface faced either the seaward or the landward
ends of the enclosure.  Similar mild steel coupons were also used to measure the
corrosion rate as a function of distance from the vents and were attached horizontally
to stakes 100mm above the ground, spaced at 600mm intervals.  The stakes were
numbered from the seaward end of the enclosure, with coupon number #1 being closest
to the sea.

Fig. 2: The eight enclosures with interchangeable vent panels



The environmental conditions were also measured inside each enclosure,
300mm from the internal roof using a calibrated Phillips humidity probe and
thermocouple with data logging every 15 minutes.  In addition, four salt candles, as
described in International Organisation for Standardisation ISO 9225 (1992), were
used to determine the chloride deposition rate every 28 days for a year at four
positions, as noted Table A2.  The salt candles placed beside each other near the
seaward vent should generally record the same result, as they were positioned the same
distance from the vent or opening, to give a measure of within-site variance.  In the
middle of each enclosure was a shelf spanning the width of the enclosure at a height of
800mm, which provided a site for the middle salt candle and a rack for supporting the
weight loss panels.  After one year’s exposure, all weight loss coupons were analysed
in the laboratory by removing the corrosion products with chemical stripping, as
recommended in American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) G1 1981, and
reported in g/m2/year units.

3 Results

The average relative humidity (% RH), temperature, and the fraction of the year
where the humidity exceeds 75 or 80% RH are shown in Table A1.  It was common to
record periods of 1.00 ie. 100% RH in the wet winter months, and it appears to be rare
for subfloors with restricted air flow to have a humidity level below 75% RH.  The
temperature and some humidity data in the open enclosure were not available for two
months, due to a fault in the data logger.  The salt deposition rates and corrosion rates
are found in Appendix 1.

3.1 Corrosion rates and vent surface area
The volume and speed of the wind in building subfloor environments are linked

to the surface area of subfloor vents.  By reducing the size of the vent, a reduction of
volume and wind speed is expected.  This reduces the ability of the wind to carry large
(>7.2µm) aerosols (Walker 1996).  The overall effect is a significant reduction of salt
deposition rates and subsequently the corrosion rates, and this can be observed in
Figure 3.  It is interesting to note that the equation of the plot is a simple power law,
and this is the same as the common corrosion rate law (C=Atn), where C is weight loss,
t is time, a & n are coefficients where n is often in the 0.5 to 1 range (Espada et al
1996).  The results and the equations derived should be considered as indicative and
not conclusive, due to the small range of vent surface areas evaluated.

3.2 Three predictive equations
This work investigates three predictive models, which are based on climatic

and environmental (pollution) measurements, and include the ISO 9223 (1992), the
ISO CORRAG (Knotkova et al 1995), and the MICAT (Morcillo 1995) equations.
These three equations were selected because they represented a substantial amount of
data from around the world on zinc exposed in the open.  Since limited investigations
have been carried out on predicting subfloor rain-sheltered corrosion rates, it was of
interest to compare the common corrosion predictive (outdoor) equations against
subfloor (sheltered) conditions.  In the ISO CORRAG and the MICAT equations, the
50% RH value was included because Evans 1976 noted an increase in corrosion rates



on surfaces coated with sea salt at 50% RH and the main constituent of sea salt is
NaCl.  The 75% RH was included because water condenses on NaCl at approximately
75% RH and is considered to be a better estimate (Spence et al 1992).  This may be in
dispute since Cole and Bradbury et al (1996) found that reducing the humidity from 90
to 60% RH at the high chloride (sea salt) deposition rates (120 mg/m2/d) did not affect
the corrosion rate of the galvanised steel.  This indicated that in their study there is
probably a greater dependency on salt deposition rates than on ToW.

Table 2: ISO 9223 classifications compared to actual corrosion rates of galvanised
zinc panels

Classification

Site ToW             
(% of year)

P
(mg/m2/d)

S
(mg/m2/d)

C (predicted)
(g/m2/yr)

Actual
(g/m2/yr)

75% RH
Open (76) t5 (0) P0 (609) S3 C5 (30 to 60) 166 or C5*
Four slots (95) t5 (0) P0 (26) S1 C3 or C4 (5 to 30) 82 or C5*
Post box vent (97) t5 (0) P0 (10) S1 C3 or C4 (5 to 30) 18 or C4
80% RH
Open (59) t4 (0) P0 (609) S3 C5 (30 to 60) 166 or C5*
Four slots (87) t5 (0) P0 (26) S1 C3 or C4 (5 to 30) 82 or C5*
Post box vent (90) t5 (0) P0 (10) S1 C3 or C4 (5 to 30) 18 or C4

Note 1: The bold highlights the predicted results that matched the experimental results.
Note 2: The values were obtained from Appendix 1, Tables A1 to A4.
*The predicted corrosion rate is greater than the upper classification limit of 60 g/m2/yr for C5.

3.2.1. Equation 1: ISO 9223 Procedures Reference: ISO 1992
This method integrates the major factors involved in the corrosion process.

The factors are ToW (t), pollution (SO2) deposition (P), chloride (salt) deposition (S),
and provides an estimated corrosion rate (C) range.  The result in Table 2 is not a
quantitative result, but a classification of the severity of the corrosion hazard at the
location monitored.  The results give an expected range of weight loss for each
classification only.  The input ranges for the model are found in ISO 9223, with level
‘5’ being the upper limit.

3.2.2 Equation 2: ISO CORRAG (Outdoor)   Reference: Knotkova et al (1995)

CorrLossFlatZinc = + + + = + +a B SO B ToW B Cl ToW Cl1 1 2 2 3 0 2098 015 0 31( ) ( ) ( ) . . ( ) . ( )

Table 3: Results of ISO CORRAG equation predictions against measured
corrosion rates for   galvanised steel

Site ToW
(%/year)

SO2
(mg/m2/d)

Cl
(mg/m2/d)

Predicted
Corrosion rate

Actual Corrosion
rate (g/m2/yr)

Open* 76 0 609 200 166
Four slots 95 0 26 23 82
Post box vent 97 0 10 18 18
Open** 98 0 609 204 166

* At 75% RH the surface is wet when NaCl is present (Spence et al, 1992).
** At 50% RH the surface is wet when sea salt is present (Evans 1976).



The coefficients (a1, B1-3), were obtained from Knotkova et al (1995). In Table
3, comparing the ToW period for the surface at 75% RH against the 50% RH, resulted
in the ToW increasing from 76% to 98%, but had a minimal effect on the predicted
corrosion rate.

3.2.3 Equation 3: MICAT (Outdoor)  Reference: Morcillo (1995)

CZinc = + + = + +a B ToW B Cl ToW Cl1 1 2 0 03 2 73 0 017( ) ( ) . . ( ) . ( )

Table 4: Results of MICAT equation predictions against measured corrosion
rates for galvanised steel

Site ToW
(%/year)

SO2
(mg/m2/d)

Cl
(mg/m2/d)

Predicted
Corrosion rate

Actual Corrosion
rate (g/m2/yr)

Open* 76 0 609 218 166
Four slots 95 0 26 260 82
Post box vent 97 0 10 265 18
Open** 98 0 609 278 166

* At 75%RH the surface is wet when NaCl is present (Spence et al, 1992).
** At 50%RH the surface is wet when sea salt is present (Evans, 1996).
Note: The coefficients (a1, B1-2), were obtained from Morcillo 1995.

4 Discussion

The corrosion rate of zinc is predominantly affected by the time of wetness the
surface experiences and the environmental pollutants that arrive on the surface.  The
period of surface wetness is substantially extended by the presence of sea salts on the
surface. The continual flow of moist, salt laden air over the zinc provides both water
and salt.  Increasing the vent size allows a greater flow of air and an increase in the
corrosion rate was noted, as shown in Figure 3.  The corrosion products that develop in
sheltered areas may not form the insoluble barrier film that has been seen to reduce the
zinc corrosion rate on unsheltered coupons.  In addition, the lack of rain to physically
remove the accumulated corrosion products and other chemically aggressive agents,
such as salt, is also responsible for increasing the corrosion rate.  A predictive
relationship was determined for the New Zealand coastal conditions for zinc and steel.

On reviewing the predictive corrosion rate equations in Figure 3, it appears that
the corrosion rates for steel and zinc are very similar, with coefficients of 0.500 and
0.357 respectively.  On further inspection, the first section (Part 1) of the chloride
deposition rate has a coefficient of 0.338, which is very close to that of zinc.  This
indicates that there is a very good predictive relationship between the chloride
deposition rate and the corrosion rate of zinc.  This result compares favourably to a
previous study by King et al (1995), for sheltered specimens in Australia, at nearly the
same latitude. The King et al (1995) study identified a strong linear relationship
between chloride deposition rates and the corrosion rate of zinc.  By substituting the
largest (average) zinc corrosion rate measured in this study of 134 g/m2/yr (Table A4),

into the derived linear equation ( )CorrZn = − +6 3616 2 7312. . Chloride deposition rate

from King et al (1995), a predicted airborne chloride deposition rate of 51.4 mg/m2/d



was obtained.  This is substantially less than the measured airborne chloride deposition
rate of 609 mg/m2/d recorded in this study.  This indicates that an upper threshold for
chloride deposition exists and on exceeding the threshold, the corrosion rate generally
does not increase, which is similar to the results of Norberg et al (1996).

The environmental conditions present in the different subfloor enclosures
varied significantly.  Comparing the vent surface area (Table 1) to the environmental
conditions (Table A1) indicated that a significant increase in the subfloor average
humidity occurred as the surface area of the vent decreased.  The average temperatures
in the enclosures however, were generally less than outside conditions, by up to 2.7ºC
and surprisingly, the subfloor temperature was not strongly influenced by the type of
ventilation.  The resulting environments in the four slot and post box slot enclosures
were colder and recorded ToW periods exceeding 95% of the year.  There were periods
in these two enclosures where the surface would have remained continually wet for
many days.  The open-ended test facilities and the general atmospheric conditions
generally recorded similar conditions, which indicates that the high air flow in the open
enclosure maintained an equilibrium between that subfloor and the external
environment.

The salt candle analysis provides a better understanding of the movement of
aerosol salt in the subfloor.  Table A2 shows that salt candles placed at the ends of the
test facilities, nearest to the sea, provided the highest chloride concentrations, which
exceeded 1100 mg/m2/d for the open-end test facility.  The significant result was the
49% reduction in the chloride deposition rates half way along the 3.6m facility.  This
reduction can be accounted for by variations in the aerosol size, and a recent study in
New Zealand (Walker et al, 1996) found that at the coast a fine aerosol and a coarse
aerosol were present.  They found that 40% of the aerosol was >7.20µm and 50% of

y = 1240.4 * x^(0.500) R= 0.998
y = 125.1 * x^(0.357) R= 0.994
y = 51.527 * x^(0.338) R= 1 
y = 376.37 * x^(1.320) R= 1 
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the aerosol was between 0.49µm and 7.20µm.  In previous studies, MacDonald (1982)
in Walker et al (1996), noted that aerosols greater than 20 µm contributed only 13% of
the total aerosol mass, but contributed 70% of the deposition. This indicates that large
aerosols may constitute the majority of salt available for deposition.

The volume of air and the wind speed in the subfloor space will strongly
influence the quantity of aerosol and the size of the aerosol present.  If the vent reduces
the wind speed or possibly introduces some turbulence, then the large aerosols would
deposit in a relatively short distance from the vent.  The enclosure and the vent may
have an effect since Spence et al (1992) noted that the mass transport properties of the
air and aerosol could be affected by resistance factors, which create friction and
ultimately change a laminar flow into a turbulent flow, which results in significantly
higher deposition rates of the salt.  The present study found that from the front of the
enclosure to the rear, a total of 3.6m, the average chloride deposition rate decreased
from 1187 to 338 mg/m2/d, a reduction of 72% (Table A2).  This result accounts for
the relatively high corrosion rate and chloride deposition rates found near the vent
(Table A3), and the measured effect of varying the vent surface area (Figure 3).  This
effect was noted in a previous study in New Zealand by Holcroft (1996), where the
subfloor space of a beach front building was inspected.  A significant reduction in the
corrosion present on the 40-year-old hot-dipped steel subfloor components was found,
as the distance from the sea increased.  It was also noted that the components nearest to
the sea had already failed, with substantial flaking red rust present.

The comparison of coupons facing seaward and landward (Table A4) indicated
that generally there was a small variation due to the orientation of the coupon,
particularly for zinc, which compares favourably to a previous study by Cordner et al
(1990).

The measured corrosion rates were generally very high, and in the open-ended
facility the rate was in the range of 102 to 166 g/m2/year.  This rate would reduce the
lifetime of typical hot-dip galvanised components (400 g/m2 of zinc as per AS1650) to
well below five years.  In the slotted enclosures and Post Box slot enclosures, the
corrosion rates were significantly lower, but would last perhaps 10 to 40 years
respectively.  This expectant life span is not the minimum 50 years as required by the
NZBC.  The estimates assume that the usual corrosion rate of zinc is linear from the
first year, which is not valid for outdoor exposed zinc (Zoccola et al 1978).  It may be
valid for subfloor conditions considering the inability of the surface to be cleansed of
the corrosion product or contaminating salt, which strongly influences corrosion rates.

It would be difficult to guarantee a 50-year life for hot-dip galvanised steel
components used in the subfloor in severe marine environments in New Zealand,
unless they were additionally protected in some other way.  It follows that the use of
stainless steel (type 304 or preferably 316) is worth considering as an alternative to
galvanised steel for very severe coastal locations.  If stainless steel were used, with a
suitable maintenance/cleaning programme, the ventilation of the subfloor may be
increased without compromising the connectors’ durability, and subsequently gaining
the benefits of a drier subfloor space.  A solution, of course, is to minimize all
ventilation but this will cause other problems to the timber foundations, such as
increasing timber moisture content, increasing the potential for fungal decay, and rising
damp.  A method to reduce the ingress of moisture into the subfloor is to apply a
damp-proof membrane (DPM), isolating the ground from the subfloor air space and



reducing the ToW.  This method does not isolate the foundations from the soil, which
may cause the foundation uprights to become moisture wicks in the subfloor space.
The balance between ventilation and using a DPM needs further investigation.

The three equations used to predict the performance of the galvanised steel
components, although not designed for sheltered exposure, included ISO 9223, ISO
CORRAG, and MICAT.  In Table 2, the ISO 9223 methodology generally
underestimated the corrosion rate, simply because of the limitations of the ISO 9223
classifications.  The ISO 9223 procedure failed to sufficiently predict the corrosion rate
where high humidity and high chloride deposition rates occurred.

The ISO CORRAG equation for flat zinc coupons (Table 3) is based on a
substantial number of fully exposed studies and predicted the corrosion in the open-
ended and the most shielded post box slot exposure quite well.  The equation failed to
predict the corrosion rate in the four slots (S4) vent enclosure.  On reviewing Equation
2, the bias in the equation is placed on chloride deposition rather than ToW.  The
results obtained in this work indicate that high ToW levels and low chloride deposition
rates, result in a high corrosion rate, which is an effect Guttman and Sereda (1968)
noted.  This again supports the concept that although corrosion rates can be increased
with increasing chloride deposition rates, as noted by King et al (1995), there is a
chloride deposition upper limit, above which corrosion rates do not increase.
Significantly greater corrosion rates occur when ToW levels are increased in the
presence of pollutants, such as sea salt.

The last predictive equation was the MICAT, which was based on South
American data and failed to predict any of the results obtained empirically, as shown in
Table 4.  The failure was due to an excessive reliance on ToW measurements and in
fact the ToW for the sheltered subfloor spaces was extremely high and invalidated the
equation.

5 Conclusions

The ISO 9223 and MICAT predictive corrosion rate equations (outdoor) failed
to predict subfloor corrosion rates, but the ISO CORRAG (flat zinc) equation predicted
two of the three environments.  The results indicated that relatively high ToW levels
and an upper limit to the chloride deposition rate may be the predominant factors in the
corrosion of subfloor hardware, and controlling one or both will significantly reduce
the corrosion rate.

Very good correlations between the corrosion rate of steel and zinc, a limited
range of chloride deposition rates, and the size of subfloor vent areas were found for
severe marine conditions and predictive equations were developed.

When the surface area of the vent to the subfloor was reduced, a very high ToW
and a significant reduction in sea salt (chloride) deposition occurred.  Salt deposition
rates were reduced by 50 to 95% halfway (1.8m) along the length of enclosures,
particularly with restricted ventilation levels.  This is probably due to the early fallout
of relatively large sea spray aerosols.

High corrosion rates were recorded in the severe marine subfloor conditions,
which indicates that the life expectancy of galvanised steel structural components is
less than the NZBC standard requirement of 50 years. The suggested remedies for this
are: coat the galvanised steel with a barrier; use stainless steel (304 or 316); or possibly



introduce a damp-proof membrane over the floor of the subfloor space, with some
ventilation.
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APPENDIX 1

Table A1: Summary of temperature and humidity results from the test site
OUTSIDE(1) OPEN ENDS(2) FOUR SLOTS(1) POST BOX SLOT(1)

Max Temp 32.1 29.6 27.7 30.9

Min Temp 7.0 5.5 4.2 6.6

Average Temp 17.8 16.4 15.1 17.4

Temp Stdev 2.0 1.9 2.6 2.5

Average RH% 81.7 82.6 87.9 89.3

RH% Stdev 4.2 6.2 3.5 3.3

≥75% RH (Yr) 0.72 0.76 0.95 0.97

≥80% RH (Yr) 0.60 0.59 0.87 0.90

1) Excludes Jan Temp and all Feb results.
2) Excludes Jan Temp and all Feb results, Aug Temp and some % RH, Sept Temp and % RH.

Table A2: Complete results of salt deposition rates measured at Oteranga Bay
Average Salt Deposition Rate

mg/m2/day
HORIZONTAL

PLATE
OPEN
ENDS

FOUR
SLOTS

POST BOX
SLOT

Seaward vent -- 1187 355 279

Seaward vent -- 1186 348 139

Middle of enclosure -- 609 26 10

Landward vent -- 338 21 6

Max deposition seaward end 2130 (May) 4187 (Jun) 1076 (Jun) 857 (Jun)

Min deposition seaward end 92 (Oct) 116 (Dec) 30 (Dec) 12 (Nov)

Horizontal plate average 790 -- -- --

Table A3: Corrosion rate of horizontal steel panels at 600mm spacings in various
test facilities

 ENCLOSURE CORROSION RATE (g/m2/yr)

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 Average

Open 2665 2081 1688 N/R 1525 1698 1309 1826

4 Slots 696 670 702 910 603 961 718 751

Post Box 670 605 440 400 447 335 409 472

Closed 206 140 125 220 134 243 318 198

N/R Not recorded

Table A4: Corrosion rate of vertical steel panels at the centre in various test
facilities

TEST COUPONS CORROSION RATE (g/m2/yr)

Open 4 Slots Post Box Closed

Steel: Vertical Facing seaward 1605 427 107 60

Steel: Vertical Facing landward 1595 330 124 20

Galvanised: Vertical Facing seaward 166 82 18 31

Galvanised: Vertical Facing landward 102 54 24 29
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Abstract

Durability of an existing reinforced concrete structure is one of the most important
problems for its users and owners. However, no systematic durability assessment
approach exists currently. The assessment results vary in relation to the knowledge,
expertise, and partiality of the assessor. Additionally, most assessment may not focus
on all the key system parameters that affect structural durability. This paper aims at
establishing a systematic durability assessment approach for R.C. Structures. The
development of such an approach would help to identify all major parameters that
affect structural durability and in addition, would enable assessors to collect both
qualitative as well as quantitative information in a standard format for any given
reinforced concrete structure. Furthermore, such a systematic assessment approach
would provide a fair and objective way for analyzing and dealing with data collected
by field inspection. Firstly, by Saaty’s ratio scaling method, which scientifically
quantifies the subjective information of expert judgments. Secondly, on basis of the
properties of entropy, which combines the subjective information of expert judgments
with the intrinsic information of assessment parameters. Then, taking gray relation
grade as criterion, which obtains the deterioration degree and deterioration rate for a
given structure. Finally, based on the assumption that deterioration varies with time
exponentially, it gives the present performance and residual service life for any
existing reinforced concrete structure.

Keywords: Reinforced concrete structure, Analytic Hierarchy Process, information
entropy, gray relation grade, residual service life prediction
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1 Introduction

Durability is one of the main features of an existing reinforced concrete
structure, and it is supposed to be assessed regularly in case failure occurs. But
unfortunately, no systematic durability assessment approach has been established up
to now. In finding such a systematic approach, there are three problems to be solved:
how to unify durability assessment with residual service life prediction, how to use
the knowledge on durability to identify the key system parameters and what
mathematical methods to use to guarantee the objectivity of assessment result. This
paper presents a solution to each of the above problem. Firstly, it suggests that two
systems, namely deterioration degree system (DDS) and deterioration rate system
(DRS), be established for an existing structure. I provide the key parameters,
applicable in general cases, for each system. Finally, using Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP), Information Entropy Formula and Gray Relation Grade Theory, it
minimizes the partiality of the assessor to a large extent. Durability of an existing
R.C. structure is characterized as two complex systems with each comprising many
interrelated parameters. All these parameters are arranged into different levels and
grouped into subjective/qualitative and objective/quantitative parameters. The former
cannot be known precisely, or in words of Gray Theory, they are gray. Therefore, it is
in reason to use AHP and Gray Theory in durability assessment.

2 Steps of multi-hierarchical durability assessment

2.1 Identification of the key parameters
For an existing reinforced concrete structure, there are generally two sets of

system parameters: One is for DDS and the other for DRS. Each set consists of a
recursive hierarchy composed of three levels: structure, component and factor.

The DDS parameters and DRS parameters are listed in Table 1 (Wang 1996).

Table 1: Key parameters for DDS and DRS

Structure Level Component Level Factor Level

Qualitative/Subjective Concrete longitudinal cracking, scaling and
peeling; AAR and corrosion marks and so
on.

DDS Beam,

Column,

Wall,

Foundation,

and others.

Quantitative/Objective Percentage of steel corrosion, percentage of
strength reduction of concrete, concrete
carbonation depth and so on.

Qualitative/Subjective Climate of service area, including
temperature, humidity, concentration of
harmful gases, frequency of freeze-thaw
alternation, concentration of corrosive
materials, corrosion protective measures,
and so on.

DRS Beam,

Column,

Wall,

Foundation,

and others.
Quantitative/Objective Intensity of polarized electricity, potential of

steel corrosion, polarized impedance and so
on.



2.2 Determination of gray relation coefficients

2.2.1 Value Assignment of Data Set
It can be seen from Table 1 that both systems have qualitative as well as

quantitative parameters. According to the maximum resolving power of the human
brain, qualitative parameters are graded into five ranks, which are valued 5, 4, 3, 2,
and 1. Usually, a qualitative parameter is evaluated through expert judgements, while
a quantitative parameter is determined by measurements. Thus, one can obtain the
values of all parameters subordinate to one common higher-level parameter. All these
values constitute the practical set, expressed as

T
21 )( nCCC L=C ,

where: jC  = is the practical value of the thj  parameter.

Each parameter jC  has a predetermined optimal value, which is denoted by *
jC . All the

optimal values constitute the optimal set, expressed as *
1

* (C C=   *
2C  … T* )nC , where *

jC  is the

optimal value of the thj  parameter.

Through comparison of the practical set to the optimal set, the situation of a
given structure can be determined.

2.2.2 Data Normalization
In many cases, the units and magnitudes of different parameters are

incompatible, so it is necessary to normalize the data.
Suppose jC  varies in the range [ ]U
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Where negative parameter is defined as one with which deterioration increases.
Obviously, [ ]1,0∈jF  and has no dimension.

The normalized value of any parameter is 0. This can be derived from equation
(1) and (2). There are two cases. (1) For positive parameter, U

jj CC =*  and (2) for

negative parameter, L
jj CC =* . Both cases lead to 0* =jF , which indicates that the

optimal set has a correspondence with the situation of no deterioration.
A number of engineering examples suggest varying value ranges for the

parameters and optimal values are given in Table 2 with asterisks, while the others
are the worst. For DDS, the worst values correspond to the condition that structural
load carrying capacity decreases by 10%. For DRS, the worst values correspond to the
condition that structural deterioration rate reaches the tolerance (preset as 1% per year
in this paper). Either situation implies the failure of a structure.



Table 2: Varying ranges and optimal values of some parameters

Quantitative DD Parameters Quantitative DD Parameters

Varying Range
Qualitative

Parameter Crack Width
(mm)

Percentage of
Steel Corrosion

(%)

Percentage of
Concrete Strength

Reduction
(%)

Steel Corrosion
Rate

(%/year)

Deterioration Rate
(%/year)

Upper Bound 5* 0.6 5 10 0.5 1

Lower Bound 0 0* 0* 0* 0* 0*

2.2.3 Calculation of Gray Relation Coefficients
Using the normalized optimal set as a reference of the normalized practical set, the gray

relation coefficient between jF  and *
jF , denoted by jβ  (Lu 1998), can be calculated by:

j
j F−

=
5.1

5.0β (3)

2.3 Determination of parameter weight

2.3.1 Initial weight
(1) Formation of Judgement Matrix
By comparing the importance of all parameters subordinate to one common

higher parameter, one can obtain the judgement matrix. Generally, if ),,2,1( njC j L=

are all subordinate to B , the judgement matrix is an n-D matrix, as listed in Table 3.
In Table 3, ija  indicates the relative importance of parameter i  vs. parameter j .

To quantify ija , one can use Saaty’s Ratio Scaling Method (See Table 4) (Chen and

Lu 1998).  (2) Calculation of Maximum Eigenvalue and Eigenvector of Judgement
Matrix Computational methods for the maximum eigenvalue and its corresponding
eigenvector have been introduced in many algebraic books, so unnecessary details are
not given here.

Table 3: General form of judgement matrix

Bi C1 C2 … Cn

C1 a11 a12 … a1n

C2 a21 a22 … a2n

… … … … …

Cn an1 an2 … ann



Table 4: Judgement scales and meanings

Scales Meanings

1 One parameter is as important as the other

2 One parameter is slightly more important than the other

3 One parameter is evidently more important than the other

4 One parameter is intensely more important than the other

5 One parameter is extremely more important than the other

reciprocal aji=1/aij

(3) Checkup of Judgement Matrix Consistency
The consistency index for an n-D matrix is determined by

1
CI max

−
−

=
n

nλ
(4)

where maxλ =maximum eigenvalue, n =number of matrix dimension.

It must be pointed out that CI  is function of n. That is to say, matrices with the
same maxλ  but different n values have different allowable consistency. Therefore, a
new parameter RI, called average random consistency index, is introduced. RI can be
assigned according to Table 5.

Table 5: Average random consistency index RI

n 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

RI 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45

1-D or 2-D matrix always has complete consistency, so it is unnecessary to take
consistency checkup. When n is larger than 2, the consistency can be checked up by
the ratio

RI

CI
CR = (5)

If 0.10CR < , the judgement matrix is deemed to have satisfying consistency,
otherwise it should be modified until it arrives at satisfactory consistency.

On condition that the judgement matrix has satisfactory consistency, its
eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue is the initial weight W.

2.3.2 Parameter entropy
Initial weight reflects only the subjective expert experience. In most cases,

parameters’ magnitude also has an influence on the weight. Therefore, it is required
that initial weight be modified by parameters’ intrinsic information. This modification
can be realized by introducing information entropy, which is formulated as (Lu 1998)
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where jE =entropy reflecting the importance of jF .

2.3.3 Final weight
The final weight is given by
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It should be shown that jω  satisfies 0≤ jω ≤1; and 1
1

=∑
=

n

j
jω .

2.4 Calculation of assessment results on component level
Any assessment result on component level is actually weighted gray relation

grade, which is given by:

∑
=

=
n

j
jjS

1

βω (8)

The geometrical meaning of S  is the distance between the practical set and the
optimal set. The larger the value S , the closer is the distance between practical set
and optimal set.

2.5 Calculation of assessment result on structure level
In this step, assessment results on the component level are taken as parameter

values on structure level. Structure assessment is carried out in the same procedure as
the component assessment. The assessment result includes two assessment values:
One is the DDA value, R , and the other, DRA value, R& .

2.6 Calculation of DD and DR on structure level
R and R&  are weighted gray relation grades between the practical set and optimal

set for DDS and DRS, respectively. They can be used to countercalculate the
equivalent normalized values. From equation (3), two equivalent normalized values
F  and F&  are derived as follows

RR
F

&
& 50

51,
.0

.1 −== (9)

%F 10Ö ×= , year/%1
.

×=Φ
.

F            (10)
in which Φ =DD on structure level, Φ& =DR on structure level.



2.7 Prediction of structural service life
Suppose a structure has serviced for T years, during which it has undergone

N repairs. If the thi  repair occurred in the iT th year, and the ratio of the added load
carrying capacity to the initial load carrying capacity is iη , then based on the
assumption that deterioration varies with time exponentially, equations (11)(12) are tenable
(Lu 1998):
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where α , β  are called deterioration coefficient and deterioration exponent,
respectively.

The residual service life of a structure, denoted by rT , can be obtained from the
equation
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It can be known from equation (13) that residual service life is function of the
service time, maintenance record, and assessment results.

3 Illustrative example

A one-bay and two-story portal frame to be assessed is shown in Figure 1. The
frame is located in a coastal area and has been used for 10 years. Before being
assessed, the frame underwent no repair. The data collected by field inspection are
shown in Table 6.

Fig. 1: One-bay and two-story frame



Table 6: Data collected by field inspection

Component Beam 1 Beam 2 Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Qualitative Overall Appearance 4.4 4.1 3.8 3.6 3.9 4.1

Crack Width
(mm)

0.09 0.12 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.21

Percentage of Steel
Corrosion

%)
1.1 1.2 1.6 1.8 1.2 1.0DDS

Quantitative

Percentage of Concrete
Deterioration

(%)
1.5 2 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.0

Qualitative Environmental
Condition

3.6 3.4 3.0 3.0 3.6 3.7

Steel Corrosion Rate
 (%/year)

0.05 0.07 0.12 0.14 0.09 0.06DRS
Quantitative

Deterioration Rate of
Concrete Strength

(%/year)
0.30 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.36

3.1 Determination of initial weight
The results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Fig. 2: Deterioration degree system and initial weight

Fr ame DD

Beam 1 DD ( 0. 20)

Beam 2 DD ( 0. 20)

Col umn 1 DD ( 0. 15)

Col umn 2 DD ( 0. 15)

Col umn 3 DD ( 0. 15)

Col umn 4 DD ( 0. 15)

Overall Appearance (0.15)

Crack Width (0.15)

Percentage of Steel Corrosion (0.40)

Percentage of Concrete Deterioration (0.30)

Percentage of Steel Corrosion (0.40)

Percentage of Concrete Deterioration (0.30)

Crack Width (0.15)

Overall Appearance (0.15)

Percentage of Steel Corrosion (0.40)

Percentage of Concrete Deterioration (0.30)

Crack Width (0.15)

Overall Appearance (0.15)

Percentage of Steel Corrosion (0.40)

Percentage of Concrete Deterioration (0.30)

Crack Width (0.15)

Overall Appearance (0.15)

Percentage of Steel Corrosion (0.40)

Percentage of Concrete Deterioration (0.30)

Crack Width (0.15)

Overall Appearance (0.15)

Percentage of Steel Corrosion (0.40)

Percentage of Concrete Deterioration (0.30)

Crack Width (0.15)

Overall Appearance (0.15)



Fig. 3 Deterioration rate system and initial weight

3.2 Normalization of parameters
The results are listed in Table 7.

Table 7: Normalized values of parameters

Component Beam 1 Beam 2 Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Qualitative Overall Appearance 0.12 0.18 0.24 0.28 0.22 0.18

Crack Width (mm) 0.15 0.20 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.35

Percentage of Steel
Corrosion (%)

0.22 0.24 0.32 0.36 0.24 0.20DDS

Quantitative

Percentage of Concrete
Deterioration(%)

0.15 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.20 0.20

Qualitative Environmental Condition 0.28 0.32 0.40 0.40 0.28 0.26

Steel Corrosion Rate
 (%/year)

0.10 0.14 0.24 0.28 0.18 0.12DRS Quantitative

Deterioration Rate of
Concrete Strength (%/year)

0.30 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.36

Fr ame DR

Beam 1 DR ( 0. 20)

Beam 2 DR ( 0. 20)

Col umn 1 DR ( 0. 15)

Col umn 2 DR ( 0. 15)

Col umn 3 DR ( 0. 15)

Col umn 4 DR ( 0. 15)

Environmental Condition (0.30)

Steel Corrosion Rate (0.40)

Concrete Strength Deterioration Rate (0.30)

Concrete Strength Deterioration Rate (0.30)

Steel Corrosion Rate (0.40)

Environmental Condition (0.30)

Concrete Strength Deterioration Rate (0.30)

Steel Corrosion Rate (0.40)

Environmental Condition (0.30)

Concrete Strength Deterioration Rate (0.30)

Steel Corrosion Rate (0.40)

Environmental Condition (0.30)

Concrete Strength Deterioration Rate (0.30)

Steel Corrosion Rate (0.40)

Environmental Condition (0.30)

Concrete Strength Deterioration Rate (0.30)

Steel Corrosion Rate (0.40)

Environmental Condition (0.30)



3.3 Assessment Results
The assessment results are shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Assessment results of components and frame

Component Beam 1 Beam 2 Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Final Weight 0.1952 0.1978 0.1526 0.1544 0.1512 0.1489

Component Assessment Value 0.3778 0.3888 0.4148 0.4262 0.4057 0.3921

Frame Assessment Value 0.3995
DDS

Equivalent Normalized Value 0.2484

Final Weight 0.1949 0.1992 0.1545 0.1551 0.1491 0.1471

Component Assessment Value 0.3941 0.4138 0.4470 0.4513 0.4119 0.3999

Frame Assessment Value 0.4186
DRS

Equivalent Normalized Value 0.3055

3.4 Analysis results

(1) From Table 8, it is seen that deterioration degrees of components are in the following order:

Beam 1∠Beam 2

Column 4∠Column 3∠Column 1∠Column 2

(2) From Table 8, it is seen that deterioration rates of components are in the following order:

Beam 1∠Beam 2

Column 4∠Column 3∠Column 1∠Column 2

(3) Equivalent normalized DD value of frame is 0.2484. This indicates present DD of the frame
has reached 24.84% of the tolerable DD. Load carrying capacity of the frame has decreased by
24.84%×10%=2.48%.

(4) Equivalent normalized DR value of frame is 0.3055. This indicates present DR of the frame is
30.55% of the tolerable DR, i.e. present decreasing rate of load carrying capacity is
30.55%×1%=0.306%/year.

(5) From equations (11)(12), we have α =0.0146, β =1.234. Then from equation (13), the residual

service life of the frame is determined as 21 years.

4 Conclusions

By now we have established a systematic durability assessment approach for
reinforced concrete structures. This approach provides a fair and objective way for
analyzing and dealing with data collected by field inspection. The advantages of the
approach lie in treating durability of a structure as two multi-hierarchical systems and
combining experts’ grading with parameters’ entropy. By carrying out DDA and
DRA, we can obtain more information, such as present structural performance and
residual service life. Though the proposed approach takes quite a few steps, yet it is
easy to be programmed.
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Abstract

Parking garage configurations in Canada present one of the most adverse climates for
reinforced concrete. The historic excessive use of de-icing salts on North American
roadways has, by exposing the structural elements to a saline solution at a heightened
ambient temperature, enhanced the rate of deterioration in parking structures. Various
rehabilitation options may be considered for different circumstances, from simple
stripping and repair of affected areas, to the chloride extraction or re-alkalinisation of
structural elements, and ultimately to demolition and reconstruction. The emergence
of "innovative" materials and methods promising extended or altered in-service
performance has left designers without a clear view of the relative benefits of the
more traditional approaches. This paper examines the degradation models available
for service life prediction of parking structures, in particular methods to evaluate
systems using innovative materials. This paper also presents the projected service life
extensions provided by design, rehabilitation and material options and evaluates the
life-cycle economics of their application to a specific parking garage scenario. The
assessment considers the total life-cycle costs, including capital, operations and
maintenance costs, re-capitalisation as well as the projected rehabilitation costs for
each scenario.

Keywords: service life prediction, total life-cycle costs, life-cycle economics, parking
garages, reinforced concrete, deterioration, fibre reinforced polymers
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1 Introduction

Over the past number of years, the Technology Directorate of Public Works and
Government Services Canada's (PWGSC) has been investigating both conventional
construction techniques and alternate technologies.  An emphasis is placed on life
cycle costs for projects including the frequency and cost of future maintenance and
replacement work, as opposed to considering only the initial capital costs.  PWGSC
has produced a durability guideline on the design, construction, maintenance and
repair of parking structures using conventional methods (PWGSC 1994).

Preliminary analysis shows that selective use of non-conventional materials
may increase the initial capital project costs.  However, this cost increase can be
offset by extended service life, and reduced operation and maintenance costs.  If
"disruption costs" are added to maintenance costs the case becomes even stronger.
Costs such as lost revenue can be easily calculated, while soft costs such as client
disruption are more difficult to quantify.

This paper examines the degradation models available for service life prediction
of parking structures, in particular methods to evaluate systems using newer
materials.  This paper also presents the projected service life extensions provided by
design and material options and evaluates the life-cycle economics of their
application to a specific parking garage scenario.  The assessment considers the total
life-cycle costs, including capital, operations and maintenance costs, as well as the
projected re-capitalisation costs for each scenario.

2 Description of "Case" structure - Laurier-Taché garage

The Laurier-Taché multi level garage was built in 1973 and is located under the
intersection of Maisonneuve Boulevard, Taché Boulevard, and Laurier Avenue in
Hull, Quebec.  The structure consists of approximately 30,000m2 of structural slabs.
The 125mm± one-way slabs are supported at 3.9m intervals by post-tensioned beams
for a total of 388 panels (Figure1).  Slab replacement is being considered for this
parking structure.

The Laurier-Taché garage lies partially beneath the Place du Portage complex.
The Canadian design guidelines for enhanced building durability (CSA S478, 1995)
recommends design service life categories.  This structure is classified as a long life
facility, requiring a minimum design service life of 50 years.  With this taken into
consideration, the design service life of the parking structure used for the remainder
of this study is 50 years.



3 Retrofit and rehabilitation options

Conventional garage repair has consisted of the “chip and patch” method. The
level of intervention was determined by budget, severity of spalling, delamination,
chloride contamination and structural system. Other strategies include chloride
extraction and re-alkalization, and cathodic protection. (Nocure 1996; PWGSC 1994).
More recently, the use of a corrosion inhibitor in the concrete mix has been employed
(CSA S413-95).

Fig. 1: Laurier-Taché parking garage configuration

3.1 Design options
The viable options considered in this study include designs in accordance with

the minimum Canadian design standard (CSA S413, 1994), which are evaluated
against the implementation of high performance low permeability concrete (HPC) as
well as fibre-reinforce polymers, carbon (CFRP) and glass (GFRP) and stainless steel
reinforcements.  General design configurations of the options considered are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Design options

Option Concrete Reinforcement

Top Bottom
1-CSA S413 Conventional epoxy coated plain
2-HPC High performance epoxy coated plain
3-Stainless Conventional stainless plain
4-Carbon FRP Conventional CFRP epoxy coated
5-Glass FRP Conventional GFRP epoxy coated



3.1.1 Fibre reinforced polymers
Carbon and glass fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP, GFRP) rods are non-

corrosive, lightweight, and have a high tensile strength. The initial mechanical
properties of these products have been established, however gaps in information
remain as to the long-term durability in the service environment.  The emergence of
FRPs has promised an extended service life by using materials inert to chloride ion
attack.  The bars are made of plastic resins reinforced with either glass or carbon and
come in shapes made to resemble conventional reinforcing bars or mesh.  The first
products on the North American market, in the late 1980's, were reinforced with glass
fibres.  Testing found that the stressed glass reinforcement, in the alkaline
environment of a concrete slab, experienced a reduction in tensile strength (Adimi
1998; Gerritse 1998; Benmokrane 1998).  The carbon rods generally have very high
tensile strength and low modulus of elasticity in comparison to steel.  To date, we
have not found any data on the long-term performance of FRP field installations.

3.1.2 Stainless steel
Another product that has proven to be highly resistant to corrosion is stainless

steel reinforcing bars. The Institute for Research in Construction (IRC) at the
National Research Council (NRC) has carried out corrosion testing on stainless steel
bars (Gu 1997).

3.1.3 High performance concrete
The benefits of using supplemental cementious materials have been known for

sometime (Carette and Malhotra 1983).  The advantages potentially include: 1)
reduced permeability; 2) increased strength; 3) reduced drying shrinkage and creep;
4) carbonation resistance; and 5) superior heat dissipation and crack control in mass
pours.  Recent studies have also evaluated the performance of steel reinforcement
within these concretes (Gu et al. 1998).  The successful use of high performance
concrete is dependent upon an enhanced level of quality control and curing practices

Concrete permeability is a significant factor affecting the rate at which chloride
ions migrate through concrete. CSA S413-94 states that low-permeable concrete shall
mean a water/cementing materials ratio not exceeding 0.4 and an average coulomb
rating not exceeding 1500 (CSA S413 1994).  With the use of specialty mixes using
supplementary cementing materials this can be reduced to 250 – 1000 coulombs
(Aïtcin 1998).

4 Modelling of concrete deterioration, maintenance and service life

4.1 Background work
Considerable research work has been devoted to the evaluation of chloride ion

threshold levels and corrosion in reinforced concrete (Tuutti 1982).  The onset of
corrosion and its progression may be significantly affected by the curing temperature,
the cement composition, pore structure, the alkalinity of pore water and concrete as
well as sorptivity and porosity.

The mechanisms of deterioration and the relative effectiveness of various



garage protection mechanisms have been evaluated for Canadian exposure conditions
(Litvan and Bickley 1987).  Further works examined chloride ion attack in
prestressed concrete parking garage decks and a finite difference method was used to
predict the time dependent change of chloride concentration profile (Funahashi
1990).

4.2 Reliability-based methods
Deterministic approaches are the general rule in civil engineering design.  The

design parameters usually consist of selected factors of safety multiplied by expected
loads.  However, these loads are rarely known with certainty and are best treated as
random variables.  This variability calls for the implementation of probabilistic and
statistical techniques.  Such methods have provided the basic framework for the study
of civil engineering reliability problems.

Thoft-Christensen and Sørensen (1987) proposed a reliability-based
methodology to optimize inspection, maintenance and repair of structural systems.
The model minimizes total inspection and repair costs while maintaining system
reliability to an acceptable level.

In last decade researchers have begun applying reliability theory to repair,
maintenance and management of important structures such as nuclear power stations
(Naus 1986; Clifton and Knab 1989).  The analysis of time-dependent changes in
system reliability has only been considered in the recent past (Mori and Ellingwood
1992).

First-order reliability methods have been proposed for the maintenance
management of parking garages by monitoring the degree of deck delamination and
spalling (Attwood et al. 1991).  These models and techniques were successfully
calibrated and benchmark tested on a PWGSC parking garage (Kyle, 1994).  By
expanding this work, analytical tools for the reliability-based prediction of remaining
service life, considering time dependent changes in flexural strength, punching shear,
deflection, as well as delamination, have been developed (Cheung and Kyle 1996).

4.3 Service life prediction
This study implements the PWGSC first order reliability-based analysis system

to predict the service lives for traditionally reinforced concrete parking structures and
extends these models to consider the implementation of high performance concrete
(HPC), stainless steel reinforcement.  The typical input distributions and parameters
used in the service life prediction modelling are presented in Table 2.



Table 2: Input parameters for concrete deterioration modelling

Parameters
Variable Distribution Mean

�
Standard Deviation

�
Operating Temperature (�C) Uniform 16 to 18 -

Slab thickness (mm) Normal 175.0 8.75
Span (m) Normal 3.9 0.02

Water/Cementious Material Normal 0.40 0.05
F'c (MPa) Normal 35.0 6.30
Reinforcement

Diameter (mm) Normal 15.9 0.16

Spacing (mm) Normal 230.0 12.0

Concrete Cover (mm) Lognormal 40.0 17.5

Fy (MPa) Normal 400.0 36.0

Esteel (MPa) Normal 200E+03 0.007

The effect of a heightened maintenance program upon the life of the parking
garage slab was examined by reducing the chloride ion load used in the simulations.
The expected in-solution chloride ion load (topside of slab) in the Ottawa-Hull area is
8560 ppm for an average of 110 days per year (Kyle, 1994). The value used for
simulation of increased cleaning program was conservatively set at 2500 ppm for the
same duration.  This translates to a weekly washdown schedule compared to the
monthly cleaning currently undertaken.  The effect of this reduced load, an extension
of service life of 4 years (from 11 years to 15 years), is illustrated in the reliability-
time plot, Figure 2, for an untreated slab with plain steel.

M o n t h l y  c l e a n i n g

W e e k ly  w a s h d o w n

Fig. 2: The effect of reduced Cl- load via increased maintenance



From recent experience with PWGSC parking garages, the structural capacity of
the decks was rarely in question and in most instances the serviceability of the top
surface was the identified reason for slab replacement and end of service life.  This
usually occurred when the deck was approximately 15% delaminated.  In order to
distinguish between the deterioration of the upper and lower mats of reinforcement
the analysis examines serviceability and structural service life separately.

Design Options 1 through 3 (Table1) have ferrous-based top mats of
reinforcement.  For these options, the end of the "serviceability" service life is
defined as the age when there is a 50% likelihood that surface delamination will be
15% or greater.  The determination of the service life of the top reinforcement for
Design Options 4 and 5 is not as clearly defined.  Due to the "newness" of FRP use,
the industry does not have a firm knowledge of the in-service durability. Therefore
we have examined FRP from an economic viability viewpoint (see Section 6) based
on benefit(revenue)-cost analysis.

Figure 3 presents the probability density functions (pdfs) of top mat
performance for design options 1 to 3.  They were derived from the reliability-time
curves developed using the PWGSC parking garage deterioration model.

Fig. 3: Probability density functions of service life for options 1 to 3

The examination of structural capacity considers the change of section and
resistance with time (Cheung and Kyle 1996).  For purposes of this study, end of
structural life is defined as the age when there is a 50% probability of having
inadequate capacity.
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The analysis of these systems and chloride loading found that the predicted
structural life was in excess of one hundred years and that in all cases the
serviceability was the factor governing service life.

End of service life is defined as the age at which the system reliability, R, is
50%.  Table 3 presents the predicted service lives for design options 1 to 3 as well as
the statistical data for the fitted curves of Figure 3.

Table 3: Predicted service lives

Parameters
Design Option Service Life

(Age @ R=0.5)
SL

Fitted
Distribution

Mean

�

Standard
Deviation

�
1-CSA S413 17 Lognormal 2.83 .21
2-HPC 35 Lognormal 3.58 .13
3-Stainless 48 Lognormal 3.88 .09

5 Analysis of Life-cycle economic performance

Once the technical performance and corresponding service life of the parking
deck options have been projected, it is necessary to assess and compare their
economical performance.  Life cycle cost (LCC) analysis examines the economic
performance of a project or alternatives over a designated study period, and includes
all incurred costs including construction/installation, operations, maintenance, repair,
replacement, and disposal.

5.1 Methodology
Using the standardized procedures for LCC analysis (ASTM E 917,1994) the

potential economic advantages of strategies with differing initial capital costs and
projected future costs (i.e., operations, maintenance, repair and replacement) may be
compared.  The LCC in present-value terms (LCCpv) is computed as follows:

LCCpv = ∑
=

+
N

t 0

t
t i)/(1C (1)

where Ct = sum of all relevant costs occurring in year t; N = length of study
period, years, and i = discount rate.

If this approach is extended to examine potential revenue, the life-cycle benefits
may be expressed as:

LCBpv = ∑
=

+
N

t 0

t
t i)/(1B (2)

where, N, and i are as above and Bt = sum of revenue occurring in year t.
Potential revenues include income from parking space rental and expected residual,



or resale, value at the end of study period (ie. at t=N).
A combined examination of revenue and cost streams, yields an indicator of, the

life-cycle economic performance, expressed as follows:

LCEpv = ∑
=

+
N

t 0

t
tt i))/(1C-(B (3)

Life-cycle costing does not permit a comparison of financial performance of
options if differing design lives (depreciation periods) are evaluated.  For this reason
the LCE will be used in conjunction with revenue-to-cost ratios in order to evaluate
the relative investment effectiveness of the design options.

5.2 Assumptions and input parameters
The following assessment uses a study period, N, equal to the parking garage

design life of 50 years.  The discount rate, i, is set to 3.5%.
The costs of demolition, construction and rehabilitative maintenance used in

this assessment use the most recent estimates for this project and have been adjusted
to reflect the material and placement costs for each of the design options.  Operation
and maintenance costs have been estimated, as per the BOMA norm (BOMA 1994),
to be one-eight of the capital cost of the slab with operations being approximately
90% of that budget.  Based upon PWGSC experience, at approximately five year
intervals 25% of the original capital cost of the membrane must be reinvested to
maintain its integrity.  All of the predicted service lives are shorter than the design
life (Table 3) and re-capitalisation is required to prolong service.  At the end of their
respective service lives, the design options are restored to initial performance at a cost
representing the demolition and through-slab reconstruction of half the parking
garage surface area.

The 1728 parking stalls of the garage are generally 100% occupied or rented.
The parking rate is around $100 per space per month, yielding a revenue of
approximately $2M per year.  Rehabilitation of the membrane or slab reduces the
parking rental revenue in proportion with the area taken out of service.  The residual
value at the end of the study period is calculated as the product of the predicted
reliability of performance, the fraction of remaining service life (SLF) and the initial
capital cost of slab construction.  Table 4 summarizes the cost and revenue flows for
design options 1 to 3.



Table 4: Costs and revenue flows

Design Option
Costs CSA S413 HPC Stainless

Capital @ t=0 years ($K) 6742 7292 7949
Annual operations ($K) 758 758 758
Maintenance Annual   ($K) 84 84 84

5 year cycle   ($K) 118 118 118
Re-capitalisation ($K) 3863 4138

Occurrence (year) 17 & 34 35 48
Revenue

Parking rental ($K) In re-capitalisation
year

1037 1037 1037

In maint'nce cycle
year

1555 1555 1555

In typical year 2074 2074 2074
Residual @ t=50 years Rt=50 .58 1.0 1.0

SLF 1/17 20/35 46/48
($K) 230 4167 7618

5.3 Predicted economic performance
The LCCs, LCEs and Revenue/Cost ratios for design options 1 to 3, at a 50 year

design life, are presented in Table 5 and illustrated in Figure 4.

Table 5: Life-cylce cost and economic indicators for 50 year design life

Design Option LCCpv

$K
LCEpv

$K
Revenue
 / Cost

1 CSA S413 30375 15136 1.50

2 HPC 28815 18145 1.63

3 Stainless 29088 18540 1.64

Fig. 4: Variation in revenue-to-cost with design life
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6 Discussion
The predicted service life of design options 1,2 and 3 are 17, 35 and 48 years

respectively.  Therefore, it is not possible to achieve even a 25 year service life
without a major intervention if the standard requirements of S413 are followed.  In
order to achieve a 50 year design life option 1 would require 2 major interventions (at
year 17 and year 34).

The HPC and stainless steel options yield considerably higher LCEs than the
CSA S413 option and have approximately the same revenue-to-cost ratios for a 50
year design life.  An evaluation of the revenue-to-cost ratios for design options 1 to 3,
across a range of design lives, indicate that Options 2 and 3 provide approximately
the same economic performance and are consistently higher than Option 1, the CSA
S413 compliant design.  These findings are presented in Figure 4.

In order for the FRP materials to be economically viable it was determined that
the required service life of the CFRP rods is in the range of 50 to 55 years and for
GFRP rods 30 to 35 years.  These values are arrived at by using comparable values
and assessments for LCE and revenue/cost ratios as HPC and stainless steel.  They
are compatible with the recommended values from CSA S478 Durability Guidelines
for Buildings for design service life.

7 Conclusions

Service life predictions should be based upon the best technical knowledge
available and attempt to consider the variability inherent in material properties;
design loadings and construction practices. Reliability-based approaches satisfy this
requirement. There must be a clear understanding of what is the desired service life
and in what condition the structure will be in at the end of that service life.

Inadequate information exists to confidently predict the in-service performance
of FRP reinforcement

Life-cycle economic performance (LCC, LCE and R/C) is a sound basis for
comparison of viable system options

This study indicates that for this particular garage the slab design options 2 and
3 are consistently (across a range of design lives) the most economical.

8 Recommendations

Probabilistic techniques should be the standardised basis of asset service life
prediction (future or remaining).

Economic evaluation techniques should be enhanced to take advantage of state-
of-the-art developments by applying fuzzy logic and probabilistic assessment.

Further research should be undertaken to determine the field performance
characteristics of FRP.
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GAS PERMEABILITY OF CONCRETE: DEFINITION OF A
PRECONDITIONING PROCEDURE FOR MEASUREMENTS AND
CROSSOVER TRIALS
Gas permeability of concrete
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CSTB, Matériaux - Saint Martin d'Hères - Grenoble - France.
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LMDC - INSA-UPS -Toulouse - France.

Abstract

This paper describes the main results obtained jointly by a number of French
laboratories within the framework of a group under AFREM (Association Française
de Recherches et Essais sur les Matériaux et les Constructions).
The objectives of this group were to define a preconditioning process which would
result in a better distinction between the various types of concrete with an acceptable
test length, and to draft a recommendation for measuring the gas permeability of
concrete.
The procedure for measuring the gas permeability of concrete provides good
reproducibility. However, the equipment used does not allow the measurement of

permeability values greater than 10
-19

m².
A conditioning procedure for predrying a test sample before measurement was
defined. This conditioning procedure is the result of a compromise among the
necessary attributes of a test, which should be easy to apply and as rapid as possible,
while not degrading the test sample excessively. A drying temperature of 80°C was
selected, with two permeability measurements (at seven and 28 days).
It was noted during the tests that the moisture content of the material had a
considerable impact on gas transfer, and consequently that measuring permeability
alone was not sufficient to distinguish between concrete types. It is absolutely
essential that this test be accompanied by a measurement of mass loss, and a graph
representation of permeability as a function of mass loss seems to be the only
effective way of distinguishing between types of concrete.

Keywords: permeability, concrete, drying, measurements, mass loss, saturation
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1 Introduction

The permeability of concrete to gases is one of its basic durability indicators.
Accordingly, permeability measurements must follow a well-defined procedure to
produce values which can be considered reliable.

The "permeability" subgroup of the AFREM "concrete durability" group has
therefore worked to establish a procedure for conditioning concrete before
measurements are taken, in order to better distinguish among types of concrete within
an acceptable period of time (Quenard and Carcasses, 1997).

The moisture content of the material has a considerable influence on gas transfer
and was taken into account.

2 Materials and equipment

2.1 Materials
Two concrete formulations were studied in four trials: a high-performance

concrete (HPC) and a plain concrete (B40), the properties of which are given in
Table 1. The concrete pourings were kept under static conditions for a day at 20°C,
then removed from their moulds and kept in a humid room (20°C, 95% RH) until old
enough for testing to begin, or 28 days. Between the 14th and 28th days, core samples
were taken and sawn to obtain disks 15 cm in diameter and 5 cm high.

Before the start of testing, the side of each sample was covered with an
aluminum cling film to achieve unidirectional drying.

Table 1: Composition of the two concrete types in the crossover trials

Composition HPC B40
cement 400 kg 400 kg
type of cement CEMII 52.5 CEMI 52.5
sand 0/5 660 kg 844 kg
fine gravel 5/12.5 415 kg 1153 kg
gravel 12.5/20 865 kg /
plasticizer 20 kg /
water 125 kg 196 kg
slump 17 cm
S28d 75 MPa 41 MPa
W/C 0.31 0.65
porosity 8.5% 14.6%



2.2 Porosity, mass loss, water content and degree of saturation

2.2.1 Porosity
The porosity ε is defined by the following equation:

wtrair

dryctd

MM

MM

−
−

=ε

where Mctd = mass in air of the saturated, coated test piece
Mair = initial mass in air of the saturated test piece
Mwtr = initial mass in water of the saturated test piece
Mdry = mass of the coated test piece dried at 105°C

2.2.2 Mass loss
The mass loss ∆M, for a measurement time X in days, is calculated using the

following equation:
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where MX = mass of the test piece for a measurement time X.

2.2.3 Degree of saturation
The degree of saturation S is calculated using the following equation:
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During the different tests, the dry mass Mdry was not always measured.
Nevertheless, considering the low variability of porosity (Table 1), Mdry can be
estimated from the test sample volume Vt fixed by the measurement method (diameter
of 15 cm, thickness of 5 cm).

2.3 Equipment
The instrument used was a constant-head permeameter of the CEMBUREAU

type (Fig.1) with a range of absolute pressures from 1to 6.105 Pa (1 to 6 bars).

test piece
in cell

pressure gauge

gas
supply

cylinder

bubble
flow-meter

bulb

Fig. 1: Flow diagram of permeameter operation



3 Tests and results

3.1 Preconditioning of HPC at 50°C, 80°C and 105°C
When the concrete is 28 days old, preconditioning starts with drying in a

ventilated oven (at different temperatures depending on the trial). When drying is
completed, the test sample is kept for one day in a sealed bag at 20°C to allow it to
return to thermal equilibrium. The mass losses of the samples are monitored at each
stage of preconditioning.

At the end of preconditioning, the gas permeability is measured. The samples
are then returned to the oven for another period of drying.

Three trials corresponding to three drying temperatures (50, 80 and 105°C) were
carried out with the HPC described in Table 1.

To begin with, drying in an oven regulated to 50°C, 80°C and 105°C in turn, in
a laboratory regulated to 23°C and 50% RH, results in corresponding relative
humidity values surrounding the test sample of approximately 11%, 8% and 3%. Thus
the drying conditions are very severe.

The drying curves in Figure 2 show the good reproducibility obtained among the
laboratories for drying at 50°C for three months. These curves are more scattered for

The drying kinetics increase with temperature, as temperature plays its usual
role as a kinetics accelerator. Equilibrium thus seems to be reached quite quickly
(between 10 and 20 days) when drying is performed at 105°C, while at 80°C and
50°C the drying curves are still changing substantially after 50 days of drying.

Fig. 2: Weight loss as a function of duration and temperature of drying

It is also interesting to note that drying at 50°C, continued over a very long
period of about one year, results in a mass loss approaching the value obtained at
105°C. This development is explained by the fact that, for the three drying
temperatures (50, 80 and 105°C), the surrounding relative humidity is very low



(between 3% and 10%) and the drying power of the air is almost identical in all three
cases.

Another observation is that, when certain samples are dried at 105°C after
drying at 50°C, their mass losses tend toward those obtained by an initial drying at

During the drying process, moreover, the distribution of water through the
material is not homogeneous: there is a water content gradient. The moisture content
profile was monitored by gammametry during drying (Fig.3). This gradient was not
disregarded but, since a homogeneous redistribution of the water in the sample could
not be expected within a reasonable time, the permeability measurements were taken
with a non-homogeneous distribution of moisture and the average saturation level was
considered representative of the condition of the material.
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Fig. 3: Water content profiles for different drying times at 50°C

3.2 Permeability of the HPC
At 50°C, the permeability was measured every seven days for three months. In

addition, for the sample on which drying was extended to approximately one year, the
permeability was also measured during that period.

For conditioning at 50°C, the permeability was measured with a gauge pressure
of 5 bars, while for 80°C and 105°C this pressure was no more than 1 bar.

The results for permeability as a function of drying time and degree of saturation
of the samples are given in Figure 4. It can be seen that the permeability varies
markedly with drying time. It increases by about two orders of magnitude (from 10-19

to 10-17m²) between 20 et 100 days of drying, or for a reduction in saturation from 70
à 30%. Moreover, the permeability values measured after drying the samples at 105°C
increase by yet another order of magnitude. Finally, continuing the measurement of



permeability for drying times of about 300 days at 50°C shows that the permeability
tends toward the value obtained by drying at 105°C (Fig. 4).

Figure 4 shows that scattering is greater for the permeability measurements than
for the drying curves, and that it increases with shorter drying times (less than
50 days) (Fig. 4). This suggests that there is a threshold value for saturation below
which it is impossible to measure any gas flow with sufficient accuracy: there is no
percolation path allowing the flow of gas. In this zone, a small variation in mass loss
can result in a pronounced variation in permeability.
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Fig. 4: Permeability as a function of drying time at 50°C

A series of values obtained during an earlier study on concrete prepared with an
identical formulation (curve marked "HPC-TGB94") has been included in Figure 4.
Although these values are lower, they show the same trend as a function of drying
time.

3.3 Preconditioning of the HPC and B40 at 80°C
In the final trial, the two concrete formulations described in Table 1 were tested.
The B40 lost more water (Fig. 5), as its porosity is greater (Table 1). In addition,

its mass loss was more rapid, as the pores in this concrete are definitely larger in size.
When permeability is shown as a function of the degree of saturation of the

material (Fig. 6), it is apparent that, for high saturation levels, the measurements for
the HPC are very scattered, with a maximum difference greater than one order of
magnitude (Fig. 6). This scattering may also be related to a percolation effect: a small
variation in water content can result in a significant change in the connectivity of the
porous network. Moreover, it is very important to mention that this representation
does not allow us to distinguish between the two types of concrete.
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Comment: In this section, permeability values are expressed in 10-16 m² and no longer in 10-18 m² as in
the preceding sections.
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This is why, in Figure 7, the change in permeability is plotted as a function of
mass loss: this type of representation allows us to differentiate between the two types
of concrete studied.

In fact, for a given saturation level, the HPC and B40 show similar permeability
values, but a given saturation level does not correspond to identical mass losses.

At this point, it is important to point out that plain concrete (PC) which is close
to its water saturation point can have a gas permeability value lower than HPC in the
"dry" state.

Figure 8 shows most of the permeability values for the HPC obtained during the
four trials. We see that the points are all clustered in a beam showing a variation of
about three orders of magnitude between the "dry" state and a saturation level close to
80%. It is interesting to compare this tendency to that obtained by C. Gallé (Gallé,
1997) for cement pastes. Finally, Garboczi and Bentz (Garboczi and Bentz, 1991)
obtained a percolation threshold of 18% for porosity using a simulation model for the
hydration of cement.
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4 Conclusion

The work by the permeability subgroup enabled it to draft a recommendation for
the measurement of gas permeability. An essential element of this recommendation is
the definition of a conditioning procedure for predrying test samples before
measurements are taken. This conditioning procedure is the result of a compromise
among the necessary attributes of a test, which should be easy to apply and as rapid as
possible, while not degrading the test sample excessively. A drying temperature of
80°C was selected, with measurements at two points in time (seven and 28 days).

Moreover, measuring permeability alone is not sufficient to distinguish between
concrete types; it is absolutely essential that this test be accompanied by a
measurement of porosity to calculate the degree of saturation and loss of mass. The
representation of permeability as a function of mass loss seems to be the only
effective way of distinguishing between types of concrete.
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Abstract

A large part of the building stock and infrastructure will sooner or later fall into
disrepair and make the economic and the cultural costs significant due to deficient
maintenance. To make the maintenance more efficient and reduce the costs there
is a need to predict the service life of building components and materials. In order
to estimate the service life of a building component or material, the environmental
impact as well as the dose-response function must be known. Many dose-response
functions are today available and in this paper we focus on the estimation of the
environmental impact. In many countries meteorological measurements have been
performed for several years and on many locations. In Sweden meteorological
data can be collected for, in principle, any time period in the second half of the
century and for several different locations. The number of meteorological stations
have gradually increased since the first measurements started in the 1860ies and is
today around 900. The measured climatic data must be transformed into the actual
impact onto different building materials. In order to perform such transformations
the surroundings of the building as well as the building itself must be considered.
We have studied one of the most important degradation agents for wood,
temperature, and used both meteorological temperature data as well as
microclimatic temperature data for one house in Sweden, Berggrenska gården in
Gävle. We have studied both the difference between two meteorological stations
and the difference between a meteorological station and microclimatic
measurements on different positions on a facade.

Keywords: local climate, micro-climate, dose-response function, agents, building
material, meteorological data, calculations, WETCORR
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1 Introduction

The building structure is one of the most important areas in a society. In the
developed countries, the building stock and infrastructure constitute more than 50
per cent of each country’s real capital. To pursue sustainable development and
make maintenance more efficient and reduce the costs, there is a need to predict
the service life of building components and materials. Service life is defined as the
”period of time after installation during which all conditions of a building or a
building part meet or exceed the performance requirements” (ISO/CD Part 1
1998).

Principles for service life prediction of materials and buildings have and are
being established within national and international standards organisations. An
international standardised methodology for prediction of service life of building
materials, components and buildings is presently being elaborated in
ISO/TC59/SC14 (ISO/CD Part 1-2 1998). The standardised methodology
encompasses prediction models which rely on knowledge of degradation
mechanisms and dose response functions. Dose-response functions describe the
relationship between doses of environmental degradation agents and the observed
effect of degradation. Data for the degradation environment at the macro and
meso level are available, for example mean values of precipitation, temperature,
wind velocities and directions. These kinds of data can after appropriate
correction, be used for characterisation of the micro environment at a building.

In the EU-project ”Wood-Assess” (ENV4-CT95-0110) (Haagenrud 1998),
inspections of the outside wood on old wooden buildings were studied and the
environmental impacts were measured. One of the objectives in the ”Wood-
Assess” project was mapping of environmental risks at the meso and micro scale.
In the case of wood the most serious damage is the rotting process. At a specific
value of moisture content and temperature, the critical condition for the rotting
process to start is reached. A well-known formula that estimates the potential of a
climate to promote rotting is Scheffer Climate Risk Index (CRI) (Scheffer 1971).
The formula is based on data for precipitation and temperature, data which is
mostly available on a meso level. A problem with using the CRI in estimating the
likely micro climate is the local variation in meteorological parameters for a
specific building. In the ”Wood-Assess” project one task is to compare the CRI
measurements on local scale with the CRI based on data from the nearest weather
station.

Our work is to show how one can use data from available meteorological
stations and if this data must be transformed when estimating the degradation on a
specific facade. The aim is to use the result in a service life prediction of materials
and buildings.

The questions we try to answer are:

1. Is it possible to use data from a meteorological station to describe the
degradation environment at local scale?

2. Is it possible to use data from a meteorological station to describe the
degradation environment at micro scale?

3. Is it possible to do these descriptions at any time period?



In this paper measured temperatures at the SMHIstation (the nearest official
meteorological station) and temperatures measured at KTH-BMG (the research
centre) are compared. The deviation of the measured temperatures based on their
different locations is discussed in connection to the degradation of wood based on
these temperatures. The micro climatic temperatures measured at a building in
central Gävle, Berggrenska gården, is also used both to compare against
temperatures measured at the meteorological station and in the discussion of the
degradation environment.

2 Description of the meteorological stations

The SMHI station used in this work is located in the countryside,
approximately 6 km north of Gävle. The surroundings of the station is rather free
from both houses and vegetation. Approximately 300 m on the north-east to
south-east side of the station there are some small houses, an overview of the
meteorological station is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: An overview of the official meteorological station situated some
6 km north of Gävle

The KTH-BMG station on the other hand is in the city of Gävle and located
on the roof of the research centre close to the Baltic sea and the river Gavleån,
shown in Figure 2. The distance to the central Gävle is approximately 1 km,
which is west of the research centre.

The investigated building in this work is the house Berggrenska gården
which is situated in the central part of Gävle and also close to the river Gavleån.
In the project ”Wood-Assess” we placed 14 sensors at the facades of Berggrenska
gården that measured both temperature and air humidity. In this project we have
used temperature data from three of them.



Fig. 2: The meteorological station at the roof of the research centre

3 Difference in environmental impact between the meteorological station
and the research centre

The measured data from the meteorological station are given as 3 hour data
and the ones measured at the research centre are given per hour. We first have to
make the data comparable regarding the time scale, an appropriate time scale is to
use 3 hour data. The next step is to compare the measured temperatures between
the meteorological station and the research centre.

We have used Equation 1 in the regression analysis of the different
temperatures.

     T m T bRC MS= ⋅ + (1)

TRC = temperature measured at research centre, oC
TMS = temperature measured at meteorological station, oC
m = coefficient
b = coefficient
r 2 = coefficient of regression analysis that indicate how well a linear equation

given in the analysis shows the relations between variables; a perfect linear
correlation gives r2=1.
The comparison was done in three steps; at first on a yearly basis, second

in summer and winter season, and third each month separately. The results from
the regression analysis are given in Table 1. The seasonal division is logical to
perform since, at least in Scandinavia, the degradation of wood is primarily during
the temperate season of the year.



Table 1: Coefficients in the regression analysis for temperature in different
time periods under the year 1997

Period m b Temperatures R2

SMHI RC

Whole year 0.98 1.36 5.9 7.2 0.98

summer 0.95 2.11 11.7 13.2 0.96

winter 0.92 1.07 0.1 1.2 0.97

January 0.83 0.96 -1.8 -0.5 0.95

February 0.96 0.85 -1.2 -0.3 0.99

March 0.95 1.31 1.5 2.8 0.97

April 0.91 1.39 2.7 3.8 0.95

May 0.82 2.77 7.2 8.6 0.92

June 0.79 4.44 13.9 15.4 0.90

July 0.74 6.11 17.0 18.8 0.89

August 0.80 5.26 17.9 19.6 0.91

September 0.90 2.37 11.5 12.8 0.96

October 0.94 1.23 3.6 4.6 0.96

November 0.87 1.08 0.5 1.5 0.98

December 0.87 0.66 -2.1 -1.2 0.97

When studying the regression for the yearly data we find that the value of
m is very close to one but the value of b implies a temperature difference of
approximately 1.4 degrees. The coefficient of r2 is very close to one which means
a good linear correlation between the temperatures.

In the winter and summer case we have m-values slightly less then one and
also r2-values just below one but the b-values differ and are approximately one for
the winter case and two for the summer case.

Next we study the months separately. In the first months the m-value is close
to one, except for January, but moving into the summer the value gradually
decreases until the autumn when is moves back, getting close to one again. For the
value of b we see that in the beginning and end of the year the value is around one
but during summer it reaches as high as six which means that we are far from
measuring the same temperature in that period of time. The r2-values are between
0.95-0.99 except for the summer months which implies a fairly good linear
correlation for the model except perhaps for some of the summer months.

4 Differences in environmental impact between the meteorological
station and the investigated building

The next step is to study the difference between the measured temperatures
at the meteorological station with the temperatures measured on the facades of the
investigated building. The measurements on the facades were performed in the
”Wood-Assess” project and we measured temperatures, Time of Wetness at the
surface of the wood panels and moisture content inside the wood panels. An



example of one of the measuring spots is shown in Figure 3. The microclimatic
measurements at the investigated building are given at an hourly basis, so the first
we had to do was to transform the data to 3 hours periods in correspondence with
data of the meteorological station. We choose to use median values.

Fig. 3. Two of the sensors situated at the north facade of Berggrenska gården

In this paper we are using only the temperature data from sensors on the
surface of the facade. First we study these temperatures on a yearly basis, secondly
on a seasonal basis and in the end on a monthly basis. These results are given in
Table 2.

Table 2: Coefficients in the regression analysis for the three sensors and for
different time periods under the year 1997

Period Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3

m b R2 m b R2 m b R2

Whole year 1.03 1.42 0.93 1.01 -0.31 0.95 1.04 1.25 0.97

summer 0.99 2.50 0.85 0.96 0.77 0.91 1.00 2.11 0.96

winter 0.87 0.88 0.94 0.88 -0.81 0.88 0.92 0.85 0.94

Jan. 0.73 0.02 0.93 0.61 -1.79 0.85 0.79 0.17 0.94

Feb. 0.91 0.46 0.96 0.92 -1.32 0.91 0.96 0.54 0.96

Mar. 0.85 0.74 0.94 0.94 -1.38 0.89 0.94 0.70 0.94

Apr. 1.01 1.69 0.77 1.12 -0.63 0.85 1.09 1.33 0.91

May 0.90 3.75 0.68 0.96 1.52 0.80 0.99 2.85 0.89

June 0.87 4.96 0.65 0.80 3.42 0.84 0.92 3.79 0.94

July 0.90 5.06 0.56 0.77 4.56 0.77 0.89 4.45 0.92

Aug. 0.87 4.56 0.68 0.77 4.16 0.81 0.88 4.15 0.92

Sep. 0.91 1.99 0.91 0.99 -0.37 0.88 1.01 0.97 0.93

Oct. 0.96 0.87 0.91 1.07 -1.27 0.88 1.03 0.49 0.93

Nov. 0.86 1.36 0.95 0.94 -0.13 0.92 0.94 1.27 0.95

Dec. 0.86 1.29 0.96 0.86 -0.26 0.93 0.93 1.31 0.97



The three sensors where placed on the North facade. Sensor no. 1 on the
eastern part of the facade some two meters from the corner, no. 2 in the middle
and no. 3 on the western part approximately five meters from the corner.

By using yearly data we see that the coefficient m is close to one for all three
sensors, as is expected, but the values of b vary between -0.3 to 1.4 , which means
that there is a difference of -0.3 to 1.4 degrees between the meteorological station
and the positions on the facade. The value of r2 is close to one for all three sensors
implying a good linear correlation.

Studying the summer season the value of m is still close to one, but the value
of b has increased to between 0.8 and 2.5, which means that the difference
between the temperatures have increased. The r2 value is accordingly somewhat
lower implying data is more scattered around a straight line.

Next we use monthly data and focus on the summer season. We immediately
find that for all three sensors the months may-august have very high values of b.
For sensors 1-2 we also see that the r2 values are getting much lower and thus less
linear correlation using the simple regression formula. For sensor 3 the r2 value is
significantly higher and thus better description of temperatures using the formula.
The coefficient m is not so far from one except for some month in the middle of
the summer.

5 Discussion

5.1 Degradation of wood and meteorological data
In this and earlier work we have focused our studies to the degradation of

outdoor wood. To consider only temperatures in these studies is not sufficient. A
more detailed analysis of the micro environment in the degradation of wood
should also, at least, include precipitation, wind, solar radiation and some
biological agents as for example fungi. We are, unfortunately, not able to do a
such detailed analysis in this paper. In order to make an estimation model only a
few of the degradation agents can be included, normally only precipitation and
temperature. We can see that by looking at the formula for Scheffer Climatic Risk
Index (CRI) (Scheffer 1971)

     CRI=∑(T-2)(D-3)/17 (2)

where T is temperature and D is days with precipitation over 0.25 mm and the
summation is per month. When the temperature is below 2 °C the CRI is negative
and is excluded in the summation. Also a dry month with less then three days of
precipitation is excluded. In most part of Sweden the months to consider are
April-October, which we have called ”the summer season” in Tables 1 and 2. We
do not consider the degradation of wood in the winter season since the
degradation is almost negligible in that period, as is also seen by using Scheffer
Climatic Risk Index. For the United States Scheffer, in the 70ies, a recommended
how to divide the risk index into three levels for outdoor wood: less than 35, the
least favourable conditions for decay; 30 to 65, intermediately favourable
conditions; and greater than 65, conditions most conducive to decay (Scheffer
1971).



5.2 Differences between environmental impact at a local level
If we, as in section 3, study the yearly data we can see that the m-value is

nearly 1.0 and the b-value is nearly 1.4. This indicates that the yearly average
temperature is 1.4 oC higher at the research centre compared to the meteorological
station, and vary nearly equally at both stations. This is reasonable since in the
cities the temperatures are normally higher than at the countryside.

If one estimates degradation for a material, that is only depending on the
mean value for the year, one can use the data from a meteorological station and
add a factor which describes the geographical divergence’s. Thus if one wish to
estimate the degradation of wood in a building with for example Scheffer Climatic
Risk Index, and use data from a meteorological station, one must use a method
that take in consideration that the relationship between the temperatures at the
stations vary over the year. In our study we can see that the temperature in
summer is 2.1 oC higher at research centre than the meteorological station, i.e. 0.7
degrees higher than the yearly difference. As an example we calculate the Scheffer
Climatic Risk Index and suppose we have more than 43 days with precipitation
over 0.25, in worst case the calculated index will fall in the category ”low risk for
decay” instead of ”high risk for decay”.

Equation 2 is only applicable when using mean temperatures for each
month. In our study we can see that both the m-value and the b-value vary a lot
between the months. The explanation can be that the value of temperature is
depending on several agents that are different at different places on a local level
and also vary between the different months. The most important of these agents
are: wind (convection), solar radiation, radiation from/to other surfaces, and the
humidity of the atmosphere. We have in some detail, however, studied the
differences in wind, both in amplitude and direction, for the meteorological
stations. In Figure 4 and 5 we present wind roses, showing the most common
wind directions for the different stations. For the research centre, with almost no
protection from the Baltic sea, the wind directions during the summer months are
mostly from south-west or from north-east. This is not the situation for the SMHI
station.
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5.3 Differences in environmental impact at micro level
In this work have we chosen three sensors at the North facade, which is directed

to the yard in order to reduce the influence of solar radiation and wind (convection).
When looking at yearly data the m-value indicate that the temperature vary equally
between the meteorological station and the north facade of the investigated building.
The b-values indicate that each sensor has also been influenced of something that is
unique for the location of each sensor. The most important agents which have an
effect on temperature are, besides those we have mentioned in chapter 5.2: heat
transport leaks in the wall and condensation to the surface or evaporation from the
surface. Thus if one is estimating a degradation that only varies with a yearly
temperature, one can use the data from a meteorological station and add first a factor
that depends on the variation at the local level (see section 5.2) and second add a
factor that depends on the micro level. The reason for using two factors are that the
first factor is unique for the local area and all buildings there, the second factor is the
same for all buildings of the same shape and in the same direction.

When we study the summer season we can see that the m-values indicate that
the temperature vary equally at the investigated building and at the station, but b-
value indicate that if one is using adding factors, these are different over the year.
Further, for both sensor 1 and 2 the r2 value decreases more then for sensor 3. Sensors
1-2 are located on the lower part of the facade while sensor 3 is on the upper part of
the facade. This implies that one must also consider factors that are not controlled in
this study. In Figures 4 and 5 we immediately notice that the most common wind
directions differ from the meteorological station. That in turn will give different
estimations of the precipitation on the facades of, for instance, the investigated
building. Using one or the other of the climatic data will give a corresponding
difference in the calculated micro environment. In order to overcome such deviations
a better model must be used for estimating the microclimate.

The monthly data show us that the r2-values for some months in the middle of
the summer are rather low. By carefully studying the temperatures we found that
during these months the temperatures are much higher during some hours in the
afternoon, up to 15 degrees. A plausible explanation is radiation from the sun, since
the thermocouples were not shielded from the sun. We thought that the buildings in
the blocks around the yard should shade the sun, but a close inspection showed that an
unfortunate gap between two of the houses. This also implies that the transfer of
monthly data over degradation agents from a meteorological station to a spot on a
facade must be performed with a function and not only with a factor.

Using equation 2 for estimating the degradation of outdoor wood and
considering the value of D as constant (which of course is not the case) we can
calculate CRI using the meteorological stations and compare with the CRI for the
actual facade. As an example we can select the month of August. Using the
meteorological station as the reference level we will have, with the factor (D-3) = 1
and the mean temperature for August of 17.9°C, a CRI of 0.93, using equation 1 and
Tables 1 and 2 we get a CRI of 1.03 for the research centre and for the three sensors at
the north facade of the investigated building we get 1.06, 0.94 respectively 1.05. The
results imply that depending on where we measure at the facade and also if we use the
meteorological station or the research centre the estimation of the CRI will differ



between 1-14% and that without even considering the variation in precipitation.
One of the uncertainties with Scheffers Climatic Risk Index, indicated above, is

that it only to some degree take into account that rotting of wood requires
simultaneously high enough moisture content and temperature for fungi to develop,
i.e. the time factor for these events is not recorded. This is taken care of by using the
WETCORR technique (Henriksen 1998). The surface temperature and the wetness is
two indicators for the risk of rotting. The Scheffer Climatic Risk Index is based on
this and so would an index using the WETCORR technique. This can be
accomplished, for instance, by summarising the hours when the current is above a
certain limit level when the temperature is above a limit for fungus to grow. Using
such an index would predict the rotting in much more detail. A difficulty is to
measure all building were rotting may occur, since the number is enormous. A better
way is to make better models to predict a climatic risk index for wood or actually any
material, since Dose-response functions are known for many materials. Using
meteorological stations and measurements of the microclimate for different
environments would be a starting point in the modelling procedure. For wood we can
use the WETCORR technique and make models for temperature and precipitation.

6 Conclusion

This paper gives the following answers to the three questions raised
above, in section 1:

a) Data from meteorological stations can probably be used at both local and micro
level if they are for the whole year or for summer/winter season. To the value at
the meteorological station one should add a factor that describes the difference
between a meteorological station and the buildings.

b) For monthly data one must use a more detailed model that also considers several
agents that have an influence on the degradation.

c) For shorter time periods a much more complicated model is needed.

To create the factor in a) and the models in b) and c) more research are needed.
Even other agents must be examined and also other regions of interest. The project
”Wood-Assess” gives more data that can be used in the research.
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ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT OF MOISTURE CONTENT IN
POROUS BUILDING MATERIALS
Measurement of moisture content

P. NORBERG
Centre for Built Environment, Royal Institute of Technology, Gävle, Sweden

Abstract

The moisture content (MC) of porous building materials is often estimated via
measurement of the resistance between two electrodes inserted into the material.
The most common material to which this technique is applicable is wood.  In
general, the MC reading obtained is affected by several internal and external
factors, some of which are seldom taken into consideration in practice.  The paper
exemplifies some of the most important factors involved in the determination of
MC.  The background to the various expressions relating the electrical resistance
to MC, temperature, etc., are reviewed particularly for wood.

Keywords:  Electrical measurement, resistance, geometry, electrode configuration,
moisture content, porous materials, wood

1 Introduction

Several common building materials are porous or even hygroscopic, e.g.
solid wood and wood-based products, plasterboard, concrete, autoclaved aerated
concrete, rendering, coatings, etc.  The performance of these materials is in many
respects related to their moisture content (MC).  This quantity is defined as the
ratio of the weight of water to the weight of dry material.  Estimate of MC in
wood is most often made by measuring the resistance between two electrodes
driven into the material.  In principle, the same technique can be used with almost
any porous or hygroscopic material.  Traditionally, however, wood has been the
most typical material to which resistance methods have been applied.  This is
partly because wood is relatively soft and electrodes are fairly easy to install at an
arbitrary depth.  Another reason is that the variation in resistance between
different wood species or different samples is much smaller than that caused, for
example, by relatively small changes in MC.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1030-1039.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Various factors affect the measurement of resistance and they can be divided
into at least three categories, namely, those involving:

• the size and geometry of the measured object in relation to that of the
electrodes and also their configuration

• the interaction of the material (and the electrodes) with the surrounding climate
• the intrinsic properties of the material

The consequences of the first category are very often given by the instrument
and electrodes used, but may to some extent be related to the skill of the operator.
Of great importance in this context is also the understanding of the two concepts:
resistance and resistivity.  The second category involves environmental factors
such as temperature and MC and the presence of thermal and moisture gradients
in the material.  The third category, finally, comprises e.g. the presence of
conducting ions, the nature of the pore structure and the density of the material.  In
the end, the integrated actions of all these factors will affect the measured
resistivity that in turn is frequently used for estimating the MC.

This paper presents the general principles and theoretical considerations for
estimating, by resistance measurements, MC of porous and hygroscopic materials
in general.  Semi-empirical expressions will be shown that relate resistance to
MC, temperature and some other factors that are specific to the materials
considered.  In particular, the effects of some of the factors mentioned will be
exemplified using laboratory data obtained for wood.

2 Observations

A common observation made in the context of measuring MC in wood using
pin- or nail-type electrodes is that the distance between the electrodes seems to be
of very little importance to the obtained reading.  It does not matter much if the
electrodes are a few centimetres apart or if several meters separate them, provided
that the MC is the same all over.  The main reason for this result is that the
resistance exerted by the bulk wood between the electrodes, even when mounted
at very long distances from each other, is small compared with the resistance that
arises closer to the electrodes.  In Figure 1, R  and RC C1 2

 are associated with the

wood/electrode interface and Rw with the volume resistance of wood (James
1994).  However, it is not correct to consider R  and RC C1 2

as regular contact

resistances comparable to the situation when oxides are present on metallic
surfaces.  In this case, there is no physical barrier limiting the transfer of current
but the resistance rather arises because of geometrical reasons, as will be further
discussed below.  In the presence of moisture gradients also large differences
between R  and RC C1 2

would be anticipated.  The obtained moisture reading results

from the total resistance in the electric circuit.  Consequently, the electrode that is
situated in the driest part of the wood will be decisive for the MC reading.  This
also means that the actual MC will always be underestimated when gradients are
present.



Fig. 1: Schematic showing the apparent distribution of electric resistance
across two wood moisture electrodes (James 1994)

In the case of electric moisture meters, MC is related to the resistance or
conductance obtained for the given electrode configuration.  Normally, this is not
a problem as the calibration is valid for the dedicated electrodes when inserted
into a sample volume that may be considered infinite, i.e. a situation that may be
illustrated in Figure 1.  On the other hand, serious deviations in the estimates of
MC may be expected if electrodes having different geometries are used with the
same reading instrument without correcting for, primarily, the difference in cross-
sectional area of the electrodes.  Deviations are also expected to occur for
essentially one- and two-dimensional wood samples or if the overall size of the
sample is small, as a consequence of the narrowing of the electric field (Grahn
1997).  In this case, the distance between the electrodes will also come into effect.

3 Theory

3.1 Resistance and resistivity
The resistivity ρ and conductivity σ are intrinsic material properties in

contrast to the resistance R and conductance G, respectively, which are also
dependent on the geometry of the conducting medium.  It is essential for the
understanding of the phenomena described previously to be aware of the
difference between resistance and resistivity and their reciprocals, respectively.
For a conducting medium with constant cross-sectional area A and length L, the
resistance is:

R =  
L

A

L

A G
ρ

σ
= =

1
(1)



Equation 1 is applicable only if the cross-sectional area of the wood sample is the
same as that of the electrode.  The quantity L/A is generally referred to as the cell
constant for the particular electrode configuration.

If the cross-sectional area varies along the length L, the resistance is given
approximately by:

R =
dL

A(L)0

L

ρ∫ (2)

Equation 2 reveals the effect of geometry of the conducting path on the resis-
tance between the electrodes, as was discussed earlier.  The dominating
contribution to the integral (= the cell constant) would come from parts of the
wood that involve small cross-sectional areas, i.e. the two wood/electrode
interfaces when pin-type electrodes are used.

For more exact formulations of resistance, Laplace’s equation must be
solved subject to appropriate boundary conditions:

∆V(x, y,z) = 0 (3)

where V is the electric potential.  The influence of the actual geometry on the
apparent resistance may also be studied by experiments using an electrolytic tank
(Grahn 1997).  If the electrolyte in the tank has the same size and geometry as the
wood sample it may be used as a model for studying the effects of electrode
configuration, sample thickness etc., on the distribution of the electric field and
thereby the resistance across the electrodes.

3.2 Influence of temperature and moisture content
The decreasing resistivity of wood and other ionic conductors with

increasing temperature was observed by Clark and Williams (1933):

log = A +
B

T
ρ (4)

where T is the absolute temperature and A and B constants at a constant MC.
Equation 4 is essentially the logarithmic version of Arrhenius’ well-known
equation.

Another common relationship, originally proposed by Stamm (1927),
expresses the effect of wood MC on resistivity at a constant temperature:

log = C + D log Mρ ⋅ (5)

where M is the moisture content and C and D constants at a constant temperature.
This expression is utilised by most wood moisture meters and has been found to
work satisfactorily within the typical range of MC where electric moisture meters
are used, i.e. 7 - 30%.

The simultaneous effects of temperature and MC on the resistivity can be
expressed in one single equation by superimposing Equations 4 and 5 (Norberg



1998a):

log = A + B log M +
C

T
* *

*

ρ ⋅ (6)

or from the practical point of view:

log M = A + B log +
C

T
⋅ ρ (7)

By taking the antilogarithm of Equation 7 the following expression is obtained:

M( ,T) = 10  (A+B log +C T) A B C Tρ ρρ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅10 10 (8)

Equations 6 - 8 are applicable to a sample of any porous material for which the
resistivity is depending mainly on the moisture content.  The validity of this
expression must also be restricted to a certain moisture content interval where the
moisture may be considered bound to the structure in a certain way.  For wood,
the fibre saturation point is often defined as the moisture content at which the cell
walls are saturated with bound water with no free water in the lumens.  Above this
point, typically around 30% MC, the resistivity decreases much less with
increasing MC than it does below, the fibre saturation point.

Many moisture meters are not equipped with facilities that enable direct
compensation for temperature in the way suggested by Equation 8.  Often the
meter follows Equation 5 and the reading has to be manually corrected for the
difference between the actual temperature and the calibration temperature.  A
useful relationship in this context may be obtained by taking the derivative of
Equation 8 with respect to T:

∂
∂
  M

  T

M ln10 C

T
K

M

T2 T 2
= −

⋅ ⋅
= − (9)

Equation 9 shows that the effect of temperature increases in the negative direction
with increasing MC and with decreasing temperature.  This is also illustrated in
Figure 2 using limited data for European oak from the study by Norberg (1998b).
As an example, assume that a moisture meter, calibrated at 20°C, results in an MC
of 18% at a wood temperature of 10°C.  The temperature correction estimated
from Figure 2 at 18% MC and 10°C is -0.155% per °C or +1.5% MC for the -
10°C difference, and thus the true MC is 19.5%.

When conducting measurements of resistance or resistivity in order to
estimate the MC of e.g. wood, it is important to consider the possible risk that the
electrodes and the temperature probe affect the conditions at the measuring spots
by altering the temperature there.  The conduction of heat to and from the
measuring spots via the electrodes and the connecting leads should therefore be
minimised by proper design and by keeping the size of heat conducting parts as
small as possible.  These precautions are particularly important to long-term
measurements outdoors where the variations in temperature and radiation



conditions are large over time.
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Fig. 2: The influence of MC on the apparent change in MC per degree
change in temperature for European oak as measured with resistance-
type moisture meter

3.3 Intrinsic properties
Very little work seems to exist regarding the effect of dry density on the

resistivity of wood.  The influence of density is generally considered weak but
with a negative correlation with resistivity as reviewed by e.g. Keylwerth and
Noack (1956), Lin (1967), and Vermaas (1982).  Recently, on the other hand, the
effect of dry density of wood was found to explain a great deal of the observed
variance of a given data set (Norberg 1998b).  An ad hoc adaptation was made by
simply adding a linear term representing the dry density of wood to Equation 6,
resulting in:

dw4
3

21 dC
T

C
 MlogCC= log ⋅++⋅+ρ (10)

A similar formula was also developed by Du et al. (1991), but the background
work has never been published.

There are two reasons why the dry density should be considered in relation
to resistivity.  First, a denser material would imply more cell-wall substance per
unit volume and, secondly, higher contents of extractives should also involve a
higher concentration of conducting species in the cell walls.  Further improvement
of Equation 10, with regard to the density term, is possible by assuming a very
simple structural model for wood, see Figure 3.



Fig. 3: Geometrical model for single wood cell (Siau 1984)

According to Siau (1984) the resisitivity of wood in the longitudinal direction is:

2

*

a1−
=

ρρ (11)

where ρ is the longitudinal resistivity of bulk wood, ρ* is the longitudinal
resistivity of cell-wall substance and 1-a2 the fraction of cell-wall substance per
unit volume of wood.  Similarly, the dry density of bulk wood ddw may be
expressed in terms of the dry density of the cell-wall substance d*

dw:

( )2*
dwdw a1dd −= (12)

By combining Equations 11 and 12 the geometrical term can be eliminated and the
following expression is obtained:

dw

*
dw

*

d

d⋅
=

ρ
ρ (13)

If ρ* and d*
dw are considered constant then Equation 13 may be further simplified

to:

dw

*

d

C
=ρ (14)

Equation 10 can be modified by substituting the ad hoc part of it, involving the
dry density, with the expression given by Equation 14:

dw4
3

21 dlogC
T

C
 MlogCC= log ⋅++⋅+ρ (15)

In order to conform to the particular experimental conditions prevailing in the
study by Norberg (1998b), Equation 15 can also be written with MC as the



dependent variable and substituting current i (nA) for resistivity:

dwdlogD
T

C
 i logBA=M log ⋅++⋅+ (16)

A renewed regression analysis of the previous data using Equation 16 was made
and the result is summarised in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1: Result of regression analysis using Equation 16 on data for 12
specimens conditioned at 8 different combinations of relative
humidity and temperature. Input data from Norberg (1998b)

Statistics Regression coefficients

A B C D

Coefficient -1.08 0.0925 309 -0.298

Standard error
of coefficient

0.0720 0.00421 15.3 0.0192

t-value -15.0 22.0 20.1 -15.5

Table 2: Regression results for the total estimate in addition to the data given
in Table 1

R2 Standard error of
log M estimate

F-value Degrees of
freedom

0.89 0.0161 241 92

The analysis presented in Tables 1 and 2 shows that Equation 16 provides a
slightly better fit than did Equation 10 as given by Norberg (1998b).  The
significance of the coefficients and of the total regression equation can be tested
according to t- and F-statistics, respectively.  The critical t- and F-values tabulated
for 92 degrees of freedom and an arbitrary significance level of 0.005 are 2.63 and
19.5, respectively.  Comparison with the data in Tables 1 and 2 shows that all of
the coefficients and the regression equation as such are highly significant.

4 Discussion and conclusions

The present paper discusses the various factors affecting measurement of
MC of porous materials in general and of wood in particular.  The cell constant for
the electrode configuration applied influences all measurements of resistance in
electrolytes.  Many investigators, as it appears from the studied literature, neglect
this important fact.  Thus, to enable comparison between results originating from



different types of equipment, estimates of MC in building materials should be
correlated to resistivity rather than resistance.

The effects of excitation voltage, AC or DC, and its duration, on polarisation
phenomena have not been considered in this paper. If the measurement of
resistivity aims at estimating the MC, then making a rapid DC excitation during
fractions of a millisecond with reversal of the polarity, should eliminate the
possible effects of polarisation. In this way, any capacitance associated with the
material/electrode interface would be eliminated and only the resistivity of the
electrolyte in the material will contribute to the result.

Equation 7 relates the electrically determined MC to resistivity and
temperature.  This expression is generic to ionic conductors and should be
applicable to most porous and hygroscopic materials, at least within a certain
range of MC where the conduction of charges follows the same mechanism.
Further improvement of Equation 7 in relation to moisture measurements in wood
has been accomplished by taking into account the dry density of wood (Equation
16).  This was done using a simple model of the basic wood-cell structure
enabling the resistivity to be expressed as a function of the dry density.

Similar models, based on the actual pore structure, could be developed for
other porous materials, e.g. concrete and autoclaved aerated concrete.  An
additional complication with cementitious materials, such as concrete, is the fact
that the pozzolanic reactions are expected to continue indefinitely and gradually
alter the pore structure and thereby the resistivity (Whittington et al. 1981; Hanson
and Hanson 1983; Hughes et al. 1985).  This would require a time dependent
factor when describing the resistivity.

Recently, work has started that will eventually make possible a description
of the pore structure of autoclaved aerated concrete and renderings in conjunction
with resistance-type measurements of MC under field conditions (Kus and
Norberg 1999).
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OVERVIEW AND NOTIONAL CONCEPTS ON PERFORMANCE AND
SERVICE LIFE
Overview and Notional concepts

P. JERNBERG
Centre for Built Environment, Royal Institute of Technology, Gävle, Sweden

Abstract

The representation of various quantities when testing materials and components is
quite different depending on the nature of the properties tested as well as the nature of
the applied phenomena influencing the material properties.  Typically this is found in
the domains of mechanical testing vs. that of exposure testing.  Nonetheless, these
testing domains have much in common and in the domain of testing of long-time
performance of building and structure components the, purpose is virtually the same.
In many cases both types of test have to be made simultaneously because of
synergistic or other types of combined effects which are crucial for the outcome.
Obviously, there is a need for a common framework and to sort out the
interrelationship between the disciplines.  In view of standards and regulations
recently developed or under development, addressing durability aspects of building
products, this need is further emphasised.  This paper discusses this issue, making
some observations, and presents an attempt to interpret the concepts of mechanical
testing in terms of those of exposure testing, as the latter offers a more general
terminology.  It also introduces a classification of performance requirements and
agents, useful in this context.  Furthermore, a common principle for the criterion of
the performance requirement, based on the instantaneous performance characteristic
is put forward.

Keywords:  Performance, service life, building products, exposure testing,
mechanical testing, performance requirement criterion
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1 Background

The ways to represent and designate various quantities when testing materials
and components are quite different depending on the nature of the properties tested as
well as the nature of the applied phenomena influencing the material properties.  For
instance, when testing materials' and components' ability to withstand mechanical
effects, usually the basic concepts are resistance, rupture/fatigue/creep and load,
while in the case of exposure to agents originating from the atmosphere, the common
corresponding concepts are performance, degradation and dose/intensity,
respectively.  The reason for this situation seems to be that, on one hand, the two
disciplines of testing have evolved from different needs and involve different
expertise.  On the other hand – although the two corresponding sets of concepts
denote the same phenomena in a broad sense – they do comprise different specific
features.

Mechanical testing and exposure testing still have much in common, for
example what concerns mathematical and statistical treatment, and in the domain of
testing of long-time performance of building and structure components the purpose is
virtually the same.  Furthermore, in many cases both types of test have to be made
simultaneously because of synergistic or other types of combined effects which are
crucial for the outcome.  Obviously, there is a need for a common framework and to
sort out the interrelationship between the disciplines.  In addition, in view of
standards and regulations recently developed or under development, addressing
durability aspects of building products, for instance the ISO 15686 series “Buildings
– Service life planning” (International Organisation for Standardisation 1998, 1999)
and the European Union's Construction Products Directive – CPD (The Council of
the European Communities 1988), this need is further emphasised.

Below, in sections 2 and 3 the current view and terminology in the two testing
domains is described.  In section 4 an attempt to merge the terminology of the two
domains is described, carried out by interpreting mechanical testing using concepts
and terminology of exposure testing, which choice affords a more general base.  A
classification of performance requirements and agents, useful in this context, is
introduced in section 5.  Finally, in section 6 service life and the establishment of
performance requirements are discussed.

2 Mechanical testing

The influence of mechanical agents on structural materials and components is
usually described by means of the load, i.e. the level of mechanical action, and the
resistance, i.e. the ability of the component to withstand the load in terms of a
prescribed requirement.  In the simplest tests, no attention is paid to the effects of
incremental damage, and includes just an observation of the maximum load a
component can resist until rupture.  In more sophisticated tests, the influence of the
effects of incremental damage, such as creep at static loads and fatigue at cyclic
loads, is taken into account.



3 Exposure testing

When testing a component's ability to carry out its intended functions, i.e.
performance, under exposure to agents originating from the atmosphere causing
degradation, the performance is expressed in a set of critical properties that, in turn,
are quantified in terms of a set of performance characteristics, each of which have to
be maintained above a certain level – a performance requirement.  When this is no
longer fulfilled, failure occurs.

The level at which an agent is applied during the test is measured by the agent
intensity, where “intensity” should be read more generally as compared to a strict
physical interpretation (e.g., concentrations and rates are conceptually encompassed
in this use of this term).

4 Correspondence of terminology

As already indicated, a number of obvious corresponding concepts between the
two domains exist and is shown in Table 1.  The concepts of mechanical testing may
be viewed as a special case of those of exposure testing.  Thus, it would be
appropriate that the general case refer to the concepts derived from exposure testing.

Table 1: Correspondence between mechanical and exposure testing

mechanical testing exposure testing

mechanical load exposure

application of load

mechanical impact/stress agent

load level (agent) intensity

intensity (mean) frequency

resistance performance

resistance requirement performance requirement
strength critical property

strength level retained performance characteristic

fatigue/creep degradation

rupture rupture

failure failure (i.e. rupture or degradation)

The designation of mechanical impacts and stresses as agents does already have
support in International Standards in the building area (International Organisation for
Standardisation 1984, 1999).  Furthermore, when applying mechanical loads, samples
are exposed to mechanical agents.



5 Classes of performance requirements and agents

A performance requirement may be classified in one of the following two
groups:

• inherent requirement — constitutes an appropriate inherent level above which
the performance characteristic of a critical property should be maintained, and
to which property an agent may be detrimental through a degradation
mechanism; and

• resistance requirement — constitutes a level of agent intensity that the
component should be able to withstand with a sufficiently high probability.

Requirements, such as the level of heat resistance of an insulating material or
paint gloss are examples of inherent requirements, whereas a requirement on strength
of a component is a resistance requirement.

For agents, two corresponding groups can be distinguished in accordance with
the type of detrimental mode of action they cause:

• degradation agent causes gradual decrease in one or several performance
characteristics through degradation mechanisms; and

• rupture agent may cause an instant rupture, i.e. causing the performance
characteristic to drop to zero instantaneously.

Typically an agent originating from the atmosphere, such as UV radiation, is a
degradation agent, whereas mechanical agents frequently belong to both groups, as
they cause both degradation (fatigue/creep) and may cause rupture, the latter being
the ultimate condition of the component.  However, for brittle materials, such as
glass, mechanical agents often are of a more or less pure rupture nature.

6 Service life vs. performance requirements

6.1 General
The aim of a test or a survey is to predict a service life, defined as the period

after installation during which all conditions of a component meet or exceed all
performance requirements established.  Accordingly, for each of the requirements,
the corresponding performance characteristics are recorded during a test or survey.
The requirement first found to be violated will then become decisive for the
termination of the service life.  The critical property reflecting this requirement is
designated the terminating critical property.  This is illustrated in Figure 1, where
hypothetical performance-over-time functions, i.e. performance characteristics as
functions of time, for two critical properties are outlined together with the
corresponding requirements (shown as a common level since the performance
characteristics scale may be arbitrary chosen).  However, in the following discussion,
for the matter of simplicity, only a single performance characteristic is considered.
For more details on the methodology for prediction of service life, refer to (European
Organisation for Technical Approvals 1997; International Organisation for
Standardisation 1999; Masters and Brandt 1989).
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Fig. 1: Performance characteristics as functions of time for two hypothetical
critical properties

The performance-over-time function C(t) is assumed to be monotonically
decreasing, and the service life SLt  is defined by the intercept of the performance-

over-time function and the performance requirement level, R:

ttSL =  when ( ) RtC = (1)

That is, to determine the service life, the performance-over-time function has to
be known in the exposure situation considered and as well, the performance
requirement likewise must be established.

Usually the properties of a set of similar components are stochastic variables.
The agent intensities may or may not, depending on the nature of the exposure
situation, also be stochastic variables, however, this is the case in regards to ordinary
outdoor exposure and of dynamic, stochastic mechanical stress discussed above.
Therefore the performance-over-time function C(t) is normally stochastically
distributed, as is the time to failure, i.e. the service life

SLt .

In the general case, failure, i.e., end of service life, may occur due, either to
degradation, in which the value assigned to the performance characteristic is just
below the performance requirement, R, or due to rupture, in which case the
performance characteristic is zero.

The probability of failure 
RCf

P
<

 between time 0 and time SLt , i.e. the service life

distribution, may thus be split into two terms, each of which represent specific modes
of failure, i.e. rupture and degradation, respectively:
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where the index, rC=0, indicates a rupture and the index, rC≤0, indicates a degradation
failure.  The rupture term is explicitly independent of the choice of R, whereas it
implicitly depends on R, since the probability of rupture will increase when leaving
low-performing items in service.

As the performance-over-time function is assumed to be monotonically
decreasing, the probability of failure 

RCf
P

<
 between time 0 and time SLt , i.e. the

service life distribution equals the probability that )( SLtC  is less or equal to R:

[ ] [ ]RtCPtP SLSLf RC
≤=−

≤
)(0 . (3)

If the probability distribution of the characteristic C at time SLt  is denoted

( )SLC tcF ; , then it follows that:

[ ] ( )SLCSLf tRFtP
RC

;0 =−
≤

, (4)

which expresses the service life distribution as function of the requirement R on the
instantaneous performance characteristic )( SLtC .

The distribution function, CF , may be given in terms of its probability density

function ( )SLC tcf ; , yielding:

( ) ( )∫=
R

0

d;; ctcftRF SLCSLC , (5)

Combining eq. 5 with eqs.2 and 4, the following relationships may be
identified:

[ ] ( )∫
+→

=−
=

0

0

d;0
0

δ

ctcftP SLCSLrC
(6)

and

[ ] ( )∫
+→

=−
≤

R

SLCSLd ctcftP
RC

0

d;0
δ

, (7)

respectively, reflecting the fact that rupture is defined as when the performance
characteristic instantaneously goes to zero, mathematically described as a singularity
of the probability distribution at c=0.  This representation provides a formal but
compact means to uniquely include both degradation and rupture probabilities in a
single distribution.

6.2 Inherent requirements
When rupture does not occur, the second rupture term of eq. 2 becomes zero,

and the performance requirements are of the inherent type.  These are directly
established from needs defined in the design process, in which the subsequent choice



of materials and components is made in order to attain an acceptable service life as
obtained from eq. 1.  When requirements are less rigid in terms of technical
performance, requirements and choice of material – and thereby the predicted service
life – may be mutually optimised to yield, for instance, minimum life cycle cost or
environmental impact.  For a description of general design principles in a life time
perspective, refer to (International Organisation for Standardisation 1998).  An
example of inherent requirements is given by Lounis et al. (1998a), where a
stochastic modelling of the performance distribution of roofing components and
systems is proposed for service life prediction, using a discrete Markov chain.

6.3 Resistance requirements
When in a given system rupture may occur in a key component and resistance

requirements have to be established, the situation is different.  In this case, the actual
agent intensity (load level) needs to be considered in order to determine a
requirement level such that the material or component will be able to withstand
specific intensities over a period of time with a known probability of occurrence.
Here it is assumed that the agent intensity is dynamic and stochastically distributed in
terms of pulse magnitude, duration and mean frequency, thus defining the probability
of occurrence of given intensities.  In the field of structural design this situation is
well known, where the requirement chosen usually should ensure that the probability
of rupture during the design life is sufficiently small (Lounis et al. 1998b).  The more
serious the consequences of rupture in terms of life and economical value, the smaller
this probability should be, i.e. the safety level should be appropriate for the
application.  Eq. 2 can express this, but the design life DLt  rather than the service life

SLt  is employed in this instance:

[ ] [ ] [ ]DLrDLdDLf tPtPtP
CRCRC

−+−=−
=≤≤

000
0

, (2')

where the rupture term is subjected to constraint and usually required being very
small by virtue of the limitation of probability of rupture during the design life.
However, at least for the purpose of service life prediction, this approach is not
altogether adequate, as will be evident from the discussion below.

One may observe that – as a component at a given point in time neither is better
nor worse than what the performance characteristic at that point of time indicates –
the performance requirement should actually be given by the performance level at
which the probability of occurrence of a given intensity causes the probability of
rupture, that is the instantaneous probability of rupture, to become unacceptable (also
provided by eq. 1).  Accordingly, in this case the probability of rupture during the
service life is not the formally correct criterion, because the performance history, as
for inherent requirements, is virtually irrelevant when determining whether the end of
service life has been attained.  In fact, the instantaneous probability of rupture would
be a more appropriate criterion to employ also in structural design, since maximum
probabilities of rupture during the design life as a function of this lifetime is in any
case required and prescribed.  For instance, two alternative constructions of which
one has a design life of ten years and the other of hundred years require quite
different probabilities of rupture during the design life.  Furthermore, there should be



no fundamental reason to use different principles for design life assessment and
prediction of service life.

To clarify this standpoint in another more formal way, assume, for simplicity,
an ideal construction (e.g. key “component” in a constructed assembly) not subjected
to degradation and a load pattern not varying over time.  In this case, the degradation
term of eq. 2 becomes zero and the failure hazard becomes constant representing an
exponential probability distribution.  This implies that the service life should only be
limited by the occurrence of rupture and that the “component” would exhibit a
constant ability to perform.  That is, once through the quality assurance approvals, in
which the “component” would be deemed to have adequate performance
characteristics, this level of performance would be maintained until the “component”
eventually ruptured due to a more or less unlikely load event.  Obviously, there would
be no reason to suggest that the “component” had reached its ultimate service life
before it ruptured, irrespective of the total probability of rupture up to the point in
time at which rupture occurred, since the “component” is considered, for the sake of
this example, “un-deteriorated” up to the time catastrophic failure occurs.  So how to
determine a performance requirement based on the instantaneous probability of
rupture?

At a given point of time, t1, the instantaneous probability of rupture can be
identified as the hazard constant, h(t1), in a hypothetical process over time where the
performance characteristic is constant, C(t1), and the probability of occurrence of a
given intensity is also constant (equal to the probability of occurrence of a given
intensity at time t1).  In the particular case where the load intensity pattern follows
from a Poisson spike process, characterised by a mean pulse frequency, ν, a random
rectangular pulse magnitude, S, with a probability distribution, [ ]sFS , and a pulse

duration approaching zero, this hazard equals the “upcrossing rate” (Lounis et al.
1998b):

( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ }ν111 1 tCFtCFth SS −= . (8)

The performance requirement, R, may now be established by fixing a maximum
acceptable hazard, hmax, and substituting C(t1) by R, yielding:

[ ] [ ]{ }νRFRFh SS −= 1´max , (9)

and then solving for R.  Accordingly, if the probability of occurrence of a given
intensity varies over time, so would the performance requirement, thus altering eq. 1
to:

ttSL =  at first occurrence when ( ) ( )tRtC = . (1')

For simplicity though, it has been assumed that the performance requirement R is
constant over time.



7 Conclusions

This paper is an attempt to initiate a discussion that is needed in order to set up
a common terminology and methodology in the domains of exposure and mechanical
testing, from a viewpoint of exposure testing.  In addition to the positive effects from
the inevitable unification of the domains, such a discussion will certainly lead to
fruitful development in any of them.

Specifically, a correspondence between terms has been identified (table 1), and
a classification of requirements, being of inherent or resistance type, and agents,
being of degradation or/and rupture type, respectively, has been suggested.  Service
life vs. performance requirements has been discussed and a common principle for the
criterion of the performance requirement, based on the instantaneous performance
characteristic, has been put forward.

Further concepts to discuss and approximate may include, for instance, damage
functions, dose-response functions, performance tests and accelerated exposure.
Other examples could certainly be found within the domain of mechanical testing.
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Performance of water repellents for masonry
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Abstract

Water penetration across brick masonry exterior walls is a problem which asset
managers, building owners and construction professionals must deal with frequently.
Water repellents are often used in an attempt to resolve water penetration problems in
certain remedial applications. Unfortunately the information available to building
owners and construction professionals regarding the use and evaluation of water
repellents is limited. Little practical information exists to assist in the selection of
such products and in the evaluation of their performance and durability.  As part of a
CMHC research project, an evaluation of such products was carried out, exposing the
problems of performance evaluation of water repellents for above grade masonry.
Six series of tests were conducted using a modified ASTM E-514 procedure and
water uptake tube methods to evaluate the performance of five commercially
available masonry water repellents.  The results of the study have indicated
substantial improvements in the resistance to water penetration upon application of
these products to clay brick wall assemblies.  The data accumulated during this study
may have  also revealed a trend indicating an increase in the rate of water penetration
from the time of product application (i.e.; reduced repellency), necessitating product
reapplication after a given time interval.  Readers are cautioned in the interpretation
of the test data without additional information pertaining to the vapour diffusion
characteristics of the applied products and durability concerns.
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1 Introduction

Water repellents are too frequently used as a quick fix in an attempt to resolve
water penetration problems for certain remedial applications on brick masonry
exterior walls. Water repellents can be effective in reducing water infiltration in
certain applications if applied following a thorough diagnosis of the underlying
problems and providing that the wall is properly maintained.  However, the
application of a water repellent is not a miracle remedy for water penetration
problems and proper selection of an appropriate product to meet a project's particular
needs is essential to secure the performance sought. Unfortunately, information
regarding the use and evaluation of water repellents is limited.  Little practical
information exists to assist in the selection of such products and in the evaluation of
their performance and durability.  The research project presented in this paper
explains and discloses the problem of performance evaluation of water repellents for
above grade masonry.

The primary objectives of the research work were to independently evaluate the
performance of various water repellents on a comparative basis and to develop
practical methods to evaluate their effectiveness in reducing water penetration.  In
addition, the intent was to monitor short and long term performance of repellents after
exposure.

2 Project methodology

In order to address these objectives, three test procedures were used for
purposes of evaluating water repellent performance.  These tests included a modified
ASTM E-514 test procedure and RILEM water uptake tube tests, to evaluate water
penetration performance and air infiltration tests to evaluate air leakage
characteristics of panel assemblies.

Another very important aspect in the evaluation of water repellents, not covered
by this study, is vapour diffusion performance.  This essential facet must also be
considered in the selection of a water repellent and is currently being investigated.

2.1 Test chamber
A specially designed test chamber was built and six brick wall specimens were

erected as shown in Fig. 1 below. Five of the panels were treated with different water
repellents for comparative testing.  The test chamber was positioned so that the
specimens maintained a permanent southern exposure.  A series of six tests of both
types were undertaken between the months of May to November 1996.

The ASTM E-514 test method provides specific guidelines for a water
penetration test chamber system.  However, in order to be able to address all of the
project’s criteria, a custom designed test chamber was constructed.  The test chamber
was designed to receive the six brick specimens measuring each 1.57 m in height by
1.42 m in width. Refer to Fig. 1.

With particular attention to air tightness, all chamber joints were sealed from
the interior and special care was taken to ensure a continuous air seal.  The chamber
was provided with an airtight access door, interior lighting, a water collection system



and an exterior pressure reference.  Refer to Fig. 2 for a schematic representation of
the test set-up.

2.2 Sample preparation
The brick wall specimens were erected by professional masons.  Standard clay

brick with nominal dimensions 230 mm x 70 mm x 88 mm and pre-mixed mortar was
used to construct the samples and were erected over a consecutive two day period
under conditions similar to normal site conditions.  Particular attention was taken to
ensure consistency in the laying of the bricks and mortar preparation.

The test panels were each treated with a different product specially developed
for masonry applications. One of the six panels remained untreated and served as a
control panel. Refer to Fig. 1 for the identification of test panel assemblies.

2.3 Choice of water repellents
Five water repellent products were used in this research project. Their selection

was based on the following criteria:
• Reputability and sound technical support
• Product selection and presence in the market place 
• Commitment to product research and development
• Willingness to participate

The products evaluated are identified generically as:
Panel A: 40% Silane (solvent based)
Panel B: Polysiloxane blend (solvent based)
Panel C: Silane/polysiloxane blend (water based)
Panel D: Siloxane/silane blend (water based)
Panel E: Elastomeric waterproof coating
Panel F: Control Panel (no coating)

The products were applied by their respective manufacturers in accordance with
their written recommendations.

2.4 Testing methodology
A description of the various test methods utilized for this research project is

presented in the following sections.

2.4.1 Modified ASTM E-514 test method
The ASTM-E514 test procedure was developed for laboratory testing to

evaluate water penetration and leakage through masonry.  Several modifications to
the standardized  test chamber and procedures were undertaken to accommodate all
of the proposed  tests and to permit weathering to simulate field conditions. In order
to accelerate the tests, interchangeable spray racks were built for simultaneous testing
of up to three samples.

In accordance with ASTM E-514, a differential test pressure of 500 Pa  and a
water application rate of 138 l/hr per square metre of wall area were utilized.  A
minimum sample area of 1.11 m2 was exposed to the test and a minimum sample
height and width dimension of 1,219 mm was also respected.  As specified by the test



Fig. 1: Identification of test panel assemblies

procedure, testing was carried out continuously for a four hour period.  Water which
penetrated the wall assemblies under test conditions during this time was collected
and measured. The test setup and its various components are shown in  Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2, respectively.

2.4.2 RILEM water uptake tube test method
The testing apparatus consists of a graduated pipe-like apparatus designed for

measuring water uptake on vertical surfaces (refer to Fig. 3). Several versions of the
tube are available and vary in construction depending on their supplier.  A tube
manufactured by ProSoCo was arbitrarily chosen for use in the testing.

The tube is graduated from 0 to 5 ml with each graduation representing an
increment of 0.5 ml.  The tube was fixed and sealed  to the masonry surface under
evaluation and filled with water. The quantity of water absorbed by the surface of the
masonry material over a specific period of time was recorded and used to characterize
the walls’ repellency.  Testing was conducted in accordance with  RILEM II.4 test
method, developed by the International Union of Testing and Research Laboratories
for Materials and Structures or RILEM (Reunion Internationale des Laboratories
d'Essais et de Recherches sur les Matériaux et les Constructions).  At most four
readings were carried out per wall specimen; two readings at mortar joints and two
readings on the face of the brick unit.

Fig. 2: Modified ASTM E-514 test apparatus
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Fig. 3: Water uptake tube test apparatus

2.4.3 Air infiltration test
Air infiltration tests were undertaken with a separate air chamber designed to fit

on the interior side of the wall specimen and clamped to the chamber framing for
testing of individual specimens. The chamber and test set-up are shown schematically
in Fig. 4.  The rate of air leakage through each of the specimens was determined
through the use of calibrated orifice plates.

Fig. 4: Air infiltration test apparatus
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3 Analysis of results

Given the preliminary nature of the experiments and the limited available data,
comments presented in the following sections are solely for general discussion
purposes.  It is not the intent of this paper to draw any definite conclusions from the
data.  As such, the basis of the following discussions will be that of establishing
possible trends and to obtain an understanding of the performance of products under
evaluation and the limitations of the test methods employed.

3.1 Modified ASTM E-514 testing
The relationship between accumulated water (which passed through the

specimens) and elapsed time of the test were examined.
The rates of water penetration through the untreated masonry panels ranging

from 5,176 ml/hr to 12,265 ml/hr were noted once steady flow conditions were
obtained.  Three generalized bands of flow rates:5,000 to 6,000 ml/hr, 11,000 to
12,000 ml/hr and 9,000 ml/hr for panels A and E, panels B, C, and D, and F,
respectively were recorded.

Upon first examination of the data, the relationship between accumulated water
and elapsed time appeared to be quasi-linear after an initial transitory period, for most
of the test specimens (coated and uncoated).  However, this transitory period
appeared to be very short for untreated panels where an almost true linear relationship
was attained after approximately one half hour of testing.  For panels treated with
masonry coatings, this transitory period was estimated to be approximately two to
three hours prior to attaining steady flow conditions.

The variation in water penetration rates for the untreated panels may be
attributed to the inherent anisotropic nature of the materials and slight imperfections
introduced during the assembly of the test panels.

Application of the various masonry coatings to test panels A through E resulted
in a dramatic decrease in the rate of water penetration for all coated panels; as was
demonstrated by a series of tests which were conducted 35 days after product
application.  Generally, a reduction of 44% to 99% from the initial water penetration
rates of the uncoated panel assemblies were obtained.

A consistent drop in the performance of masonry panel assemblies was noted
for the water penetration test results conducted over the seven month testing period.
The performance of panel assemblies was plotted with respect to time and is
presented in Fig.5. The gathered data may indicate a trend of decreasing performance
over time.  However, additional data is required to fully support this claim.

Based on the limited test data, the rate of percentage decrease in performance
over the initial base performance of the uncoated panels was estimated for the various
masonry water repellent materials.  Based on these rates, the performance decrease
and the projected reduction in water penetration for the assemblies were estimated for
periods of three, six and nine months, and one, two and three years following
application of the masonry coatings.  Based on the estimated rates of performance
decrease, several of the applied coatings may require reapplication within two years
in order to maintain a suitable level of effectiveness.



Fig. 5: Estimated coating performance vs. time

3.2 RILEM Water uptake tube tests
Detailed data representing the time required to empty the graduated 5 ml

volume of the test tube was recorded for predetermined locations on the surface of
panel assemblies A through F.  The data retrieved from these initial tests was
observed to exhibit variability similar to that noted for the modified ASTM E-514
tests.  In particular, substantial differences were noted between the results obtained
from complementary test positions for mortar joints and brick face of uncoated panel
assemblies.

As noted in the analysis of results for the modified E-514 tests, this variability
may be attributed to localized material anomalies and minor imperfections introduced
within the test panels during assembly.  This phenomena was more pronounced for
the water uptake tube tests given the highly confined nature of the test.  At some of
the test locations, the volume of the uptake tube was emptied instantaneously due to
voids within mortar joints or through the seal between the uptake tube and the
masonry surface.  In these particular cases the results were discarded.
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In comparison, the rate of water penetration obtained across masonry joints
exceeded that through the brick face locations by a factor of 5 to 30 (approximately),
disregarding high and low values. With regards to the reduction in the rate of water
penetration across the panel assemblies at the mortar joints, reductions in the order of
30% to 100% in comparison to the uncoated or base panel assembly were obtained.
Reductions in the order of 90% to 100% were obtained at the brick face test positions.

A reduction in the rate of water penetration in the order of 5% to 25% was also
observed at the brick face for the control panel F.  In comparison, an increase of
approximately 50% to 60% was observed for the rate of water penetration in the
control panel at mortar joints. This variation may be exposure related as climatic
factors may have had an impact on the results of the experiments.

The limited data presented in this part of the discussion would indicate that
water penetration test results obtained though the water uptake tube method are
drastically influenced by the location at which the test is conducted.  Given
significant differences obtained between measurements at mortar joints and the face
of the brick, it was clear that considerably more data would be required to accurately
evaluate the performance of masonry coatings on a masonry substrate utilizing this
method.  As such, an evaluation of individual product performance cannot be
undertaken. However, the available data indicates that as a whole, all of the products
exhibited very high levels of water repellency.

With regards to changes in performance over time, four of seven water uptake
tube tests conducted at mortar joints indicated a decrease in water repellency over
time. In comparison, eight of twelve tests conducted at the brick faces likewise
demonstrated a decrease in repellency over time.  Given the limited data, no
generalization can be made regarding the performance of repellents over an extended
period, based on the water uptake tube method.

3.3 Air infiltration testing
The experimental data obtained prior to and following the application of the

masonry coatings indicated no significant change in performance for any of the panel
assemblies.  As such, it was concluded that the application of masonry coatings had
no impact on the air flow characteristics of the panel assemblies. In addition, very
similar leakage characteristics were obtained for all panel assemblies (including
coated assemblies) at various differential test pressures.  Average leakage rates were
determined to range from 0.23 l/s•m² at 25 Pa differential pressure to 1.85  l/s•m² at
300 Pa differential pressure.  All air infiltration rate determinations were conducted
prior to water tests.

4 Conclusions and recommendations

Three test methods were utilized over a period of seven months for the purpose
of evaluating the change in performance of repellency induced by the application of
coatings on six masonry panels.  A summary of the results has indicated substantial
improvements in the resistance to water penetration upon application of commercially
available masonry repellents.  This change in performance was primarily evaluated
through the use of a RILEM water uptake tube method and by ASTM E-514 test



method adapted for the requirements of this particular study.
Although these improvements in water repellency were generally confirmed by

these two test methods, limitations were noted for each of the methods.  Several
factors were identified which could influence or bias test results.

With regards to the modified ASTM E-514 test, slight, normally occurring
imperfections in the wall assembly, including small openings in the mortar to brick
interface provoked variations in performance.  The importance of these small
openings at the given test pressure of 500 Pa cannot be neglected as significant
amounts of water may easily be transported through the presence of these small
discontinuities through the masonry.

As such, the evaluation of the resistance to water penetration for a masonry
panel (or any other assembly for that matter) with this method requires a larger
sample population to better evaluate the effect of imperfections of the assembly on
the test results.  Otherwise, an evaluation based on the modified E-514 method would
be more representative of a combined assembly performance (i.e. masonry & water
repellent) rather than the performance of the repellent itself.

The water uptake tube method for the evaluation of water repellency also has
limitations.  By the very nature of this particular test method, results obtained by the
water uptake tube method are representative for a highly localized area and are very
susceptible to surface imperfections.  This is especially important at points of
material transition, as was confirmed for mortar joints in the brick panel assemblies.
An accurate assessment of a material's water repellency or resistance to water
penetration based on this method would require a significant number of tests
distributed over a large surface.

Barring local material or assembly imperfections, the evaluation of a masonry
coatings by the water uptake method should in theory be a better gauge for a
comparative evaluation of coating performance (as opposed to that of the assembly).
This is supported by the preliminary data in which all coating materials exhibited
high water repellency characteristics, as evaluated for the brick face of the masonry.
These same coatings, evaluated by the modified ASTM E-514 procedure, produced
significantly different results.

The modified ASTM E-514 test data may have revealed a trend indicating an
increase in the rate of water penetration over time in comparison to results obtained
following the initial application of the masonry coating products.  As mentioned
earlier in this report, this phenomena may be due to product deterioration which
would necessitate reapplication of some products after a given time interval.
Additional investigation is required to evaluate this phenomena.

With regards to the air leakage characteristics of the wall assembly, the
preliminary test data indicated no significant change due to application.

Although the resistance to water penetration is an important criteria in the
selection of a water repellant, consideration to vapour diffusion performance is also
an essential performance characteristic which must be considered prior to selection.
The study of vapour diffusion through masonry panel assemblies coated with water
repellents is currently being evaluated.  Readers are cautioned in the interpretation  of
the test data without additional information pertaining to the vapour diffusion
characteristics of the applied products and the durability of performance.
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FIRE DURABILITY OF VOLCANIC PUMICE CONCRETE WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THIN WALLED FILLED SECTIONS
Durability of volcanic pumice concrete

K. M. A. HOSSAIN
The Papua New Guinea University of Technology, Lae, Papua New Guinea

Abstract

This paper concentrates on the  durability of volcanic pumice concrete (VPC)
subjected to fire or elevated temperature.  Performance  is  judged based on
strength and physical changes of  VPC specimens as well as thin walled
composite (TWC) filled sections using VPC as in-fill.  Investigation suggests that
it is possible to produce a VPC that is 30% lighter than normal concrete and of
satisfactory strength. Both VPC and TWC  specimens are  subjected to fire for
different durations, maximum one hour.  It is found that the strength of both types
of specimens decreases with the increase of the duration of fire. The fire resistance
of VPC in TWC section is  found to be better than its individual fire resistance.
Investigation is in progress towards the development of a design specification for
fire resistance of VPC and TWC sections.

Keywords: Volcanic pumice, thin walled composite, fire, strength, light weight

1 Introduction

Pumice is a natural material of volcanic origin produced by the release of
gases during the solidification of lava. The cellular structures of pumice is created
by the formation of bubbles or air voids when gases contained in the molten lava
flowing from volcanoes become trapped on cooling. The cells are elongated and
parallel to one another and are sometimes interconnected. Volcanic pumice (VP)
has been used as aggregate in the  production of light weight concrete in many
countries of the world.  So far, the use of pumice  was dependent on availability
and limited to countries where it is locally available or easily imported. Nevile
(1981) reported that satisfactory concrete, which is 2 to 3 times lighter than
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normal concrete, having good insulating characteristics with high absorption and
shrinkage, can be manufactured using volcanic pumice.

Volcanic activities are a common phenomena for  a country like Papua New
Guinea, and  due to frequent volcanic eruption, volcanic debris such as volcanic
ash (VA) and pumice are found abundantly (Hossain 1998a). The 1994  volcanic
eruption that occurred in the East New Britain province was the second
destructive one  in history, which  devastated the province and created an
environmental  disaster. A comprehensive programme of  research is put forward
with motivation from local cement and construction industries in an attempt to
explore the possible utilization of VA and  VP in concrete production,  which can
not only provide low cost cement and concrete, but also helps to decrease
environmental hazard. The research is conducted based on Papua New Guinea and
local structural needs, so that its  benefits can be utilized in low cost construction
suitable for the ordinary people.

Current research by Hossain (1998b) included investigations on the possible
use of  VPP (volcanic pumice powder) as cement replacement material. The
results  suggested that the normal consistency and setting time of Portland cement
are affected by the replacement of cement by VPP. Manufacture  of blended
PVPC (Portland volcanic pumice cement)  similar to PFAC (Portland fly ash
cement)  of type FC (according to Australian Standard: AS1317, 1982) is possible
with maximum  replacement up to 20%. A possible use of  this PVPC will be in
mass concrete  construction, due to lower heat of hydration  and  higher setting
time compared to Portland cement. Results also showed  that  by  using 35%
VPP, it is possible to obtain a mortar having a strength of 24 MPa (28 day)  using
locally available sand which is acceptable for normal construction use in the
context of Papua New Guinea.

This paper will present the properties of  volcanic pumice concrete (VPC)
using VP as coarse aggregate (VPA), and especially its performance in thin walled
composite (TWC) filled sections. The use of TWC sections is a new idea for
beams and  columns (Hossain 1998c; Hossain and Mol 1998; Hossain, Mol and
Wright 1998), comprising cold formed steel elements with an infill of concrete
that is suitable as replacement for hot-rolled steel or reinforced concrete in small
to medium sized buildings. Typical TWC beams and  columns are  shown in Fig.
1.

The inherent advantages of this system are derived from its structural
configurations. TWC sections do not require temporary form work for infill
concrete, as the steel acts as form work in the construction stage and as
reinforcement in the service stage. Advantages of this system also include a very
light construction weight, excellent surface finish, relatively slender dimensions,
enhanced ductility and the potential for semi-rigid connections. The infill concrete
in TWC sections is less likely to be affected by adverse temperature and winds as
experienced in the case of reinforced concrete. The in-fill concrete is generally
cured quickly, and in any case, the load capacity of the steel alone may be relied
upon for most construction loads.

TWC sections are more susceptible to fire, although the thermal mass of the
concrete in-fill provides reasonable protection to most fire loads. This paper will
mainly focus on the fire resistance of  VPC in general and in TWC sections in
particular.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of TWC sections

2 Research significance

Research is now ongoing to investigate the potential of manufacturing VPC, and
its use as light weight concrete in-fill in TWC sections. The improved
performance of VPC in a confined environment will allow the use of
comparatively low strength VPC in this  form of construction, as the main
function of the concrete in-fill  is to prevent local buckling of the thin sheeting.
With the use of VPC, weight can be reduced by a further 35% compared to normal
concrete.

The building of an elegant structure, satisfying structural (strength
associated with ductility and lightness), construction (feasible and simple) and
economic (low cost) requirements, is vital for Papua New Guinea, and TWC
section can  meet these requirements. The viability of this form of construction
should be assessed in light of structural performance, feasibility in fabrication, and
construction and economy. For feasibility  assessment, the co-ordination between
manufacturing and construction industry is needed. With this system, the steel
strip is reasonably cheap to import and the cost of setting up a rolling mill is
acceptable in quite poor countries. The manufacturing of sheeting locally and use
of locally available VP, will provide economy. The completion of this project will
provide a foundation for the use of VPC and TWC sections in the construction
industry of  Papua New Guinea.

3 Experimental study   

A series of tests were carried out on the use of VP as a cement replacement
material and as a coarse aggregate in cement and concrete. The investigation was
based on VP obtained from Tavurvur and Vulcan craters located in the Rabaul
area of the East New Britain province of Papua New Guinea. A brief summary of
the findings will  be included in this paper as a background investigation.



3.1 Background investigation

Tests were conducted (Hossain and Kaio 1998) to investigate the effect of
the replacement of normal coarse aggregate by different percentages of volcanic
pumice aggregate (VPA) on the strength, modulus of elasticity and density of
resulting volcanic pumice concrete (VPC). Typical concrete mix designs for VPC
(using 100% VPA as coarse aggregate) and representative normal concrete (NC)
using 100% normal stone aggregate are presented in Table 1. The coarse aggregate
consisted of 10mm maximum crushed gravel (for NC) and VPA (for VPC), with
river sand as fine aggregate. The particle size distribution  of aggregates
performed according to AS (Australian Standard) 1289.C6.1-1977 are presented
in Fig. 2.  VPA was found to be 3.24 times  lighter than normal stone aggregate.
Higher degree of porosity in VPA lead to almost 13 times higher water absorption
than normal stone aggregate. Locally manufactured Portland cement called
‘Paradise’ was used in the concrete mixes.
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Table 1: Concrete mix  designs
Mix

designation
VPA
kg/m3

Normal
aggregate

kg/m3

Sand
kg/m3

Cement
kg/m3

NW/C      TW/C

VPC 412 0 704 426 0.46     0.82

NC 0 1372 704 426 0.36     0.48

 NW: Net water; TW:Total water including absorbed water; C: Cement



The strength, modulus of elasticity and density of VPC and NC are
compared in Fig.3.  Results  indicated  that  by  using 100%VPA (designated as
VPC), it is possible to obtain a VPC of 18 MPa (28-day cylinder strength: mix
1:2:4) and can  produce a VPC that is 25% lighter than the normal concrete (NC:
0% VPA). The strength and modulus of elasticity (E) of  VPC decreased  with the
increase of the percentages of VPA in the mix.

3.2 Investigations
The investigation concentrated on the performance of VPC under fire

loading conditions. The performance was judged based on strength and physical
changes of the VPC (only concrete)  and TWC test specimens. The VPC mix used
in the manufacture of test specimens in this investigation was similar to that
described in Table 1.  Two series of tests were conducted with detailed shown in
Table 2.

Series A concentrated on  normal VPC specimens  with standard 150 mm x
300mm cylinders  as pure concrete test specimen. A total of 21 specimens were
cast and cured under water before subjected to fire.

Series B included a total of 63 specimens consisting of  42 TWC columns
with VPC in-fill and 21 VPC in-fill (only concrete having same dimensions as in-
fill concrete in TWC columns) column. The specimens (Fig. 4 ) were 75 mm
diameter  circular columns having a height of  300 mm. TWC columns were
manufactured by using thin steel sheeting of 0.4 mm thickness.

Table 2: Test program

Type Specimen Designation Features No.of
tests

Series A
 (150mm x 300mm)

Cylinder only VPC 21

Series B
Cylindrical
 (75mm x 300 mm)

TWC column
TWC (VPC in-fill column)
VPC column

Steel & VPC in-fill
Steel & VPC in-fill
only VPC

21
21*
21

* subjected to fire as TWC but steel sheet is removed before tested under axial
load

3.2.1 Testing and observation
Specimens were cured in water for 60 days and then air dried before being

subjected to fire in a furnace maintained at a fixed temperature of 600°C.  The
specimens were subjected to fire for different time duration's, ranging from 0 to 60
minutes, with an increment of 10 minutes. For each time duration, three
specimens were  tested to calculate mean test results with reasonable accuracy.

The test specimens were removed from the furnace after the specified
duration of heating and then allowed to cool to room temperature before being
tested in the compression testing machine. For VPC infill specimens, the steel
sheeting was removed before they were tested.  The rate of loading was kept
constant for  each  test specimen. The specimens were loaded to failure and
associated ultimate load with  modes of failure was observed.
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The failure of the TWC columns (not subjected to firewere found to be due
to tearing of the thin steel plate along a diametrical plane (Fig. 4). This was due to
the resulting hoop stress in steel and  no local buckling was formed. This confirms
the fact  that the steel plate should be of sufficient thickness to develop local
buckling with subsequent attainment of plastic yielding in the steel plate to further
enhance the strength of the columns.  For the columns subjected to fire, the tearing
pattern of the steel sheet changed with increasing duration in the fire. Instead of a
single diametrical tearing, the sheet teared in several diametrical planes as shown
in Fig. 4. This may be due to the reduction of  strength of the sheeting due to
heating.



The colour of the volcanic pumice aggregate was changed  by the fire
exposure to black, as observed from the tested VPC and TWC specimens, and no
spalling of concrete was observed in VPC specimens.

4 Results and discussion

          The performance of VPC under fire will be described based on test results.

4.1 Performance of cylinder VPC (Series A) specimens
The compressive strength of cylinder specimens decreases with increasing

duration of fire (Fig. 5). The strength is decreased by about 53% as the duration of
fire is increased from zero to one hour.
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Fig. 5: Effect of  fire on compressive strength of VPC

4.2 Performance of VPC in TWC sections (Series B)
Fig. 6(a) compares the variation of axial load with duration of fire for TWC

and VPC columns. As the duration of fire is increased from zero to one hour,
strength of  both type of specimens is found to decrease.

The strength reduction (Fig. 6(b))  in TWC column is found to be higher
than that of VPC column for up to a duration of 30 minute. But as duration of fire
is increased to one hour,  VPC columns showed higher reduction in strength (
about 52%) compared to TWC columns (about 44%).

The performance of VPC in-fill  in TWC sections is much better than that of
VPC columns (Fig. 6(b)). The strength reduction in VPC in-fill column is less
than that of VPC columns. The lower reduction of strength in VPC in-fill columns
confirms the lesser susceptibility of  in-fill concrete to fire in TWC section
although overall fire resistance of the sections may be lower.

The  weight of both VPC and TWC columns decrease with the increase of
duration of fire (Fig. 6(c)). Both of them show similar trend of variation with
maximum reduction in weight of about 14% for a duration of one hour.
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4.3 General discussion  and ongoing research
It is required that the structural concrete should preserve good fire rating

characteristics over a desired length of time. Strength of concrete decreases when
exposed to a temperature in excess of 35°C and under conditions allowing loss of
moisture content. On the other hand mild steel can loss one-half of the yield
strength at about 600°C. The 52% strength loss in the VPC specimens can be
attributed to loss of about 14% reduction in weight (may be due to loss of
moisture content) and induced high temperature gradients causing hot surface
layers tending to separate and spall from cooler interior concrete layer. However,
light weight VPC should exhibit more fire resistance characteristics than ordinary
aggregate concrete due to lesser tendency to spall and loss of lesser proportion of
its original strength with the rise in temperature. The 44% reduction in strength of
TWC specimens can be related to combined effect of  loss of strength in concrete
and steel. Lower thermal conductivity of VPC can be disadvantageous for TWC
section as it can induce rapid rise in temperature  in steel sheeting.

The resistance of concrete to fire and to elevated temperature depends on
many factors such as: duration of fire, temperature, moisture conditions, concrete
mix: leaner or richer, aggregate properties etc.  More investigation is needed to
fully understand the fire resistance of VPC in TWC sections.  Investigation is
now under progress covering  all these parameters: varying duration of fire from 0
to 4 hours, temperature from 300C-10000C, moisture conditions from saturated
surface dry to air dry, concrete mix from 1:2:3 to 1:2:4 and using ordinary and
pumice aggregate. For TWC sections, thickness of steel sheeting will be another
variable parameter.

5 Conclusions

The properties of volcanic pumice concrete is presented based on
experimental results. Durability of VPC subjected to fire (elevated temperature of
6000C) especially in connection with TWC section is judged based on test
observations and strength characteristics. The strength is found to decrease with
the increase of duration of fire. The strength reduction in VPC specimens is found
to be 52% compared to 44% in TWC sections when subjected to a fire of one hour
duration. However, the fire resistance of VPC in TWC section is better than its
individual resistance.
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DURABILITY ASPECTS OF FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITES
Durability aspects of fibre reinforced composites

S.J.BHIDE and M.M.ZURALE
MAEER’S Maharashtra Institute of Technology, Pune, India

Abstract

FRP have been used in many civil engineering applications, such as short and long
span bridges, buildings, off-shore structures, retaining walls etc.  FRP will
certainly play a major roll in the construction, rehabilitation and repair of civil
engineering structures in the 21st century.  The high strength-to-weight ratio and
non-corrosive characteristics of these materials could be utilised to build
innovative structures that can not be built, using the current conventional
materials.  FRP could be used to build light, yet more durable and economical
structures.  Designers should be encouraged to utilise these materials based on its
own unique characteristics rather than a replacement for current conventional
materials.  Eventhough fibre reinforced plastics (FRP) composites are being
explored for many applications, including transport systems, offshore structures,
marine structures, the durability issue of FRP composites has remained an open
question with a composite structural designers.

Keywords: reinforced composites, fibres, resin, durability, failure, laminates

1 Introduction

The problems of building and housing are particularly acute in the
developing world and the struggle to provide shelter to the teeming millions at
affordable costs, has surfaced as the issue of highest importance the world over.
The search for new and alternative building materials will have to be intensified,
because, conventional materials are fast depleting.  The tremendous variability in
the geo-climatic conditions, the life style of the people, the affordability levels and
the nature and quantum of available building materials, underline the urgent need
for the identification of right materials, with their durability.  Appropriate
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technology packages, with respect to material characteristics, based on climate of
the region and felt needs of the users, are also equally important.

There has been a rapid growth in the use of fibre reinforced plastics (FRP)
materials in the civil engineering applications, during last few years.  However,
the full potential use of FRP technology has not been fully realised for civil and
structural engineering applications. FRP is currently produced in the form of
laminates, doors, windows, partition panels, structural sections, reinforcing bars,
grids, and pre-stressing tendons.  FRP materials should not be treated as a direct
substitution for conventional materials. However, it should be utilised according
to its own fundamental characteristics.  The advantages of FRP should provide the
designers, the opportunity to design structural systems, that could not be built,
using conventional materials.

One of the major problems, that readily reduces the life of concrete
structures, is the corrosion of steel reinforcement.  This problem is more serious in
the cold climate countries, where de-icing salts accelerate the deterioration.  Since,
FRP are non metallic materials, they have major advantages over steel. Use of
these materials could significantly increase the life time of structures, minimising
the maintenance requirements and consequently off-set the current high costs of
FRP products.  The wide spread deterioration of infra-structure due to age,
environmental factors and steadily increasing high way traffic patterns, (load and
frequency) has created a critical need for cost effective and durable materials and
technologies, for use in rehabilitation and retrofit.  Fibre-reinforced polymer
composites present an attractive alternative, for use in the retrofit and new
construction.  The high specific strength and stiffness, light weight, corrosion
resistance, and enhanced fatigue resistance, combined with capability, to easily
mould complex shapes, makes the composite attractive, when compared to steel
and concrete.

Along with other properties like workability, durability is a very important
property, especially, in building materials and various components.  It is the
property of FRP in particular, by virtue of which, it is capable of resisting its
disintegration and decay, which may be caused due to:

i) use of unsound resin
ii) use of less durable aggregate
iii) entry of harmful gases through the pores and voids, present in FRP

components and structures.
iv) freezing and thawing of water, sucked through the cracks or crevices by

capillary action.
v) expansions  and contractions resulting from temperature changes and

alternative
vi) drying and wetting.

Fibre reinforced polymer composites are being explored for many
applications, including transportation systems, off shore structures, marine
structures, and infrastructure.  However, durability issue of fibre reinforced
polymer composites, has remained an open question to the composite structural
designers.  When a specific application is contemplated, it is essential for the
design experts to know, not only the answer to the questions regarding strength



and stiffness; but also the question of the life of the material under the conditions
anticipated.  Many factors play roles in reducing the life of the component.  In
most cases, it is difficult to define or estimate the life of the component.
Characteristics of most of the materials, change by interaction with their
surroundings, over a period of time.  Oxidation of steel, leads to corrosion and it is
a well known fact that, water accelerates the process. Concrete degrades in harsh
environment.  Therefore it is advisable, that before using FRP composites, we
must know the possible changes to happen to FRP composites, under the given
service conditions.  A knowledge of these changes before hand, can allow us to
accommodate them in the design, and to accommodate these changes in the
design, the data on rate of change and effect of these changes on the behaviour,
must be very well obtained and evaluated.  Unfortunately, reliable data on
systematic basis on durability, is not easily accessible.

In consideration of life cycle (durability), it is important to define, the limit
of life.  Some materials may not fail or isolate under certain service condition; but
can continue to deform or deflect beyond an acceptable limit.  Thus effective life
ceases, when pre-determined de-formation or deflection limit is exceeded.

2 Mechanism of degradation

2.1 General
The mechanism of degradation is an important factor, to be considered in the

discussion of durability.  The mechanism which controls the durability of
composites, is well known.  This includes:

i) chemical or physical changes or micro cracks of polymer matrix.
ii) loss of adhesion or debonding at the fibre/matrix interface.
iii) reduction of fibre strength and modulus.

All above mentioned processes contribute to the growth of flaws or cracks
when failure occurs.  For unidirectional composites, the compressive failure
mechanisms include:

i) micro buckling of fibres
ii) kink banding
iii) matrix yielding and
iv) shear through fibre and matrix .

The tensile failure modes are:

i) brittle failure of the matrix
ii) matrix brittle failure with fibre pull out
iii) interface matrix shear failure and constituent debonding.

In case of multi directionally reinforced composites, the initial failure takes
the form of cracking of constituent plies, i.e. cracks appear parallel to fibre, long



before the final failure of the laminates.  The initial failure is very often referred as
first ply failure.

2.2 Environment
Environment plays a very crucial  role in changing the properties of polymer

matrix composites.  The environment, both ambient and loading, can affect the
durability of the composites.  In ambient environment, both matrix and fibres may
be affected by moisture, temperature, ultraviolet radiation, ozone and the presence
of degrading chemicals like salts or alkalies.  Repeated exposure to very low and
high temperatures (freeze thaw cycling), too, may undergo some changes. There
are various factors, which affect the durability of FRP composites which include:

i) Aging of polymer matrix.
ii) influence of moisture.
iii) low temperature effects.
iv) freeze thaw effects.
v) influence of  ultra violet rays.
vi) creep behaviour.
vii) fatigue behaviour.
viii) fire hazards.

2.2.1 Aging of polymer matrix
Durability of composites, must be considered in the context of the role of

polymer matrix, as it is most susceptible to changes, in response to environment.
The role of matrix in the composites, is to transfer stresses between fibre, to
provide a barrier against an adverse environment and to protect the surface of the
fibres from mechanical abrasion.  Matrix has a major influence on the inter-
laminar and in-plane shear load transfer.  Therefore, if the matrix itself changes
it’s characteristics with time, the consequences need to be carefully studied.  The
environment, temperature and  the humidity control, this change.  This process is
known as aging.  The aging occurs, when polymer is cooled below it’s glass
transition temperature (Tg), the material does not achieve instantaneous
thermodynamic equilibrium. As a result of physical aging, some polymers can
become stiffer and brittle, influencing the matrix  dominating properties, namely,
the shear and transverse response.  The effects on the fibre dominated properties,
will be minimum.  Thus in designing with composites, it is necessary to consider
the fibre orientations relative to major loading axes.

2.2.2 Influence of moisture
Many polymer composites, when exposed to humid air or water

environments, absorb moisture by diffusion and instantaneous surface absorption.
In desert conditions, the converse would apply, as relative humidity is very low,
moisture being given off.  The rate of water uptake (release) and its equillibrium
concentration, as well as it’s influence on properties, could therefore, be of great
concern.



2.2.3 Influence on matrix
Absorption of water by resin, may change the resin properties and glass

transition temperature, through hydrogen bonding, of water molecules.  The
stiffness of the composite may drastically degrade, if the glass transition
temperature is lower than the moisture absorption temperature.  Moisture
absorption is benefecial to composites.  Absorption of water, causes swelling of
the resin.  The swelling of the resin matrix in composites, around the fibre,
reduces the residual compressive strength at fibre/matrix interface, caused by the
curing shrinkage.  This results, in release of mechanical inter-locking stresses
between, the fibre and the matrix.  Voids present at the fibre/matrix interfaces or
in the layer of the composites, can cause plastification of the resin.  Water,
entrapped in the voids, may cause blisters.

A systematic study has been carried out on kinetics of absorption as a
consequence of prolonged immersion in water (Pritchard. and Speake 1987).  The
data for the pure resin and laminates are shown in Figure 1 and 2.

Fig. 1: Water absorption kinetics of pure iso-polyster resin

Fig. 2: Water absorption kinetics of glass reinforced iso-polyster resin



The water absorption uptake, of both pure resin and laminate, depends upon
temperature.  The higher the temperature, quicker is the plateau value. The results
have been analysed in terms of Fick’s Law and the activation energies for the
water uptake and desorption of various materials, in the following table.

Table.1: Water uptake and water desorption of resins

Resin Water uptake KJ/mole Water desorption KJ/mole
Iso-polyester resin 55.4 187.6
UD glass/polyester 73.4 175.8
Polyester laminates 45 to 51 --
Epoxy resin 55.6 --
Glass/epoxy laminate 44 to 48 --

2.2.4 Influence of fibres
It is believed that, glass fibres can be damaged by prolonged exposure to

water.  The glass is silica, in which oxides of alkaline metals are dispersed.
Alkaline metallic oxides, are hydroscopic and hydrolyzable.  E & S glass contain
only small amounts of alkaline metal oxides and hence are resistant to damage, by
water.  Presence of water, at the glass fibre interface, lowers its surface energy,
which promotes the crack growth.

Moisture does not have any known degrading effects on carbon fibres.
Aramid fibres can absorb considerable quantities of water, resulting in swelling.

Most of the fibres undergo sizing that ensures good bonding with matrix and
protect them water absorption.

2.2.5 General behaviour
Water saturated composites, usually display increased ductility, due to

softening of the matrix.  This is advantageous in polymer composites and should
not be ignored.  These degradation changes are mostly reversible

2.2.6 Hygro thermal effects
Temperature plays a crucial role in the water absorption mechanism of

composites.  Temperature influences the distribution of water, the quantity and
rate at which, it is absorbed.  Damages, induced by the immersion in boiling water
for few hours, produce debonding and cracking of same degree of damage as at
50oC over a period of 200 days.

2.2.7 Alkaline environment
It is essential to use, in this environment, alkali resistant glass, as alkaline

solution reacts with glass fibres to form expansive silica-gels.  This precaution is
specially important for application of glass fibre reinforced composite material, as
reinforcing bars in concrete.  GRP bars are being increasingly considered to
replace steel reinforcing bars, which are corroded by environment or de-icing road
salt.  During hydration period of concrete, highly alkaline (pH > 12) pore water
solution is created.  This highly alkaline solution can affect the glass fibre and
reduce the durability of the bars. High alkali resistant glass (C-glass) can improve
the durability of such cementeous application. Generally glass / polyester has



resistance to most chemicals, except strong bases and strong oxidants
(Mayer1985).

2.3 Low temperature effect
Extreme changes in temperature of composite materials result in several

important effects.  The coefficient of thermal expansion  (CTE) of the matrix is
usually greater in order of magnitude, than that of fibres.  Decrease in temperature,
will cause matrix to shrink.  Contraction of the matrix is resisted by relatively stiff
fibres, through fibre/matrix interface bonding. Energy absorption, before failure at
low temperature, is higher, than energy absorption at room temperature.

2.4 Freeze-thaw effects
Unless a composite contains, a significant percentage of inter connected

voids, which are filled with water, the freeze thaw effect on strength within a
temperature range (+30oC to-20oC) is insignificant.  Commercially available GRP
composites, contain about 0.4% voids, which do not allow any frozen moisture to
cause any serious damage.  Under extreme low temperature conditions, the
stresses can result in the formation of a micro cracks in the resin fibre inter-face.
Chances of micro crack growth, under normal range of service temperature
(+30oC to -20oC) are marginal.

2.5 Influence of ultra violet  rays
The effect of ultraviolet rays on polymer composites is welknown.  Long

time exposure to sunlight hardens the matrix and is discoloured.  The problem is
generally overcome by incorporation of u-v resistant additives in the matrix.  In
thicker composites, the effect is minimum and structural properties are not much
affected, as it is only a superficial phenomenon.

2.6 Creep behaviour
Creep is the increase in strain with time, at constant stress level.  Creep

occur, because of combination of elastic deformation and a viscous flow. In
composites, the creep strain depends on the stress level and temperature.  It is a
function of both distribution of stress between the fibre and matrix.  Highly cross
linked thermosetting matrix, show lower creep rates than thermoplastic polymer
composites.



Glass and aramid fibres over a long period of time exhibit failure by stress
rupture.  Carbon fibres are less prone to stress rupture.

2.7 Fatique behaviour
Fatigue properties of structural materials, are their response to cyclic

loading.  The composites are generally well known for their excellent fatigue
behaviour.  There are many aspects to consider, which include type of loading,
load duration, load introduction, loading rate, temperature and finally,
environment.

The fatigue is also influences by the fibre alignment.  Combination of
fabrics, which contain a mixture of fibre alignment, are often chosen to ensure,
that, there are fibres in all directions with more fibres in a direction with higher
loading.

The fatigue performance of E & S glass fibre reinforced composite, is poorer
than that of carbon-aramid fibre composite.

2.8 Fire hazards
FRP composites used for any structural construction must comply with local

construction code requirements, including fire resistive and other life safety
specifications.  At present, codes for structural composites in building are not
extensive.  Designers have to deal with fire hazard characteristics of the material.
The materials are tested by the following test methods.

Uniform Building code (U.B.C.) standard 52-3 (ASTM - D 1929) forself
ignition. Smoke density  -  (ASTM - E  84)

Specimen will be approved in accordance with UBC standard 524
(ASTM-E 84).

Finally the designer needs to decide, the necessary level of fire resistance
and methods to attain and measure of fire safety.  Fire tests, like non-
combustibility, ignitability, flame spread, rate of heat release, smoke and toxic gas
emission, flash over etc. are of prime importance to consider the durability factor.

3 Durability of materials under random exposure conditions

All materials deteriorate, when exposed to aggressive environments.  This
affects, significantly the strength and durability of structural materials and
components.  The damage to materials due to an aggressive environment can be in
the form of cracking, accumulated permanent strain, or even decolouring.  Any
damage influences the life and functionality.  It is of significant practical interest
to assess analytically to comulative damage to a material, when it is exposed to
random environmental conditions.  While considering durability issue, it is better
to know the damage phenomenon.  It is dependent on a number of factors.
Experimental studies indicate, that the damage rate can be approximated by an
equation.



       d D         =    ACmDn   where,
       d t

t = time of damage,
C= Environmental factor that affects damage
A, m and n are constants.

The environmental factors that affect damage are temperature humidity and
concentrations of a chemical in the environment.  In real life situations, the
variation of C with time is not a definite quantity.  But it is a random process.

Durability of Glass Composites, under alkaline environment is really harsh.
FRP bars with urethane modified bisphenol vinylester if used, show lowest
vulnerability.  Bars with isocyanurate vinyl-ester resins (IVE) exhibit, superior
strength and stiffness in unconditioned salt and freeze thaw environment.

4 Repair of structures

A number column, slabs and girders have been repaired and strengthened
with CFRP products, due to earthquake damage and structural needs to increase
their capacity. Many products are currently available for this type of retrofitting.
The products are often unidirectional and produced in the form of fibre tapes, fibre
winding strands and fabrics.  The materials are effective for both flexural and
shear strengthening of structures.

A retrofit process of a structure, such as a chimney, begins with preparation
of concrete surface, trowelling the surface with epoxy, followed by placement of
the auto-adhesive tapes in the longitudinal direction and confining of the outer
surface in the circumferential direction, by winding small diameter carbon cables,
for which automatic winding machine is available.

4.1 Repair of bridges
Many highway bridges deteriorated due to continuous increase of the truck

capacity, legally permitted on highways.  The repair of prestressed concrete bridge
can also be carried out by CFRP.

5 Conclusion

Confidence of construction industry for long term use of FRP composites
has not developed as yet.  It is very important that a pre-design study for the long
time durability of FRP structures, should be carried out.  In order to assess, the
durability of FRP structures, it is necessary to have a fair idea of the various
chemical constituents present in the environment, their pH, etc. Considering the
importance of the structure and the likelihood of salinity, alkalinity, and acidity in
the air, some precautionary measures need to be well studied and implemented.

From available literature, general ideas about these materials, their
behaviour over a long period of time, it is felt that acceptance of FRP material in



primary load bearing structure may not be immediately accepted by the
construction engineers.
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CHARACTERISATION OF MATERIALS USED IN THE REPLACEMENT OF
SCULPTURES IN HISTORICAL MONUMENTS
Copying stone– which materials to use ?
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Abstract

The objective of the present study is to appreciate the aptitude of various materials to
imitate stone for the realisation of a moulding.  After having referenced the main
defects which appear on the copies, the moulding of a statue representative of the main
difficulties encountered on the statuary of monuments was made with each of the
materials.  Four mortar formulations (pre-formulated or hand made) as well as two
resin-based products (polyester resin and resin mortar) were tested and characterised,
in order to establish the connection between defects and implementation.  The first
results indicate that the quality of a moulding greatly depends on product use,
particularly in the case of hydraulic mortars.  Moreover, the risks of emergence of
defects can be reduced with a refined formulation.

Keywords: copy, mortars, moulding, resin

1 Introduction

Since the first half of the 19th Century, pollution has led to an increase in the
degradation process of monuments, further aggravating the impact of the climate.
When sculptures of a high aesthetic quality thus suffer from being exposed to various
atmospheric agents, the people in charge of historical monuments resort to having
them taken down and sheltered away.

The question of the replacement of sculptures on monuments which would
otherwise be defaced by their removal, is therefore raised.  The replacement of
deteriorated sculptures was traditionally accomplished with stone, thanks to the talent
of sculptors or stone-cutters.  But we have recently seen mentalities evolve towards a
concern for maximum integration, and, in environmentally poor conditions, indeed
even in the case of ruins, a new practice, the replacement of the originals with
"reproduced stone copies" obtained through moulding has developed and meets with a

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 550-560.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



growing success.  In this way, within the framework of the actual restoration of the
occidental façades of the cathedrals in Reims and in Rouen, a number of high-quality
sculptures are being taken down, cleaned, treated and sheltered in museums to be
replaced on site by mortar mouldings which are perfectly integrated to the site.

A certain number of problems remain however.  Thanks to the observation of
many mouldings exhibited in places like the Tuileries Gardens in Paris, at a motorway
rest area in the South of France (the Lozay themed rest area – a roman itinerary in
Saintonge), or of mouldings already installed on the Reims and Rouen cathedrals, the
main problems encountered on a moulding were revealed.

Six mortar and resin formulas likely to duplicate the aspect of the stones from
two monuments (where test sample sites were established) were therefore studied in
association with two types of mineral patinas (acrylic and biomineralisation).

The study focused on one hand on the characterisation of the materials which
we tried to relate to particular defects and on the other hand on the durability of the
products.  Because of the difficulty in dissociating the influence of the implementation
of the products on their durability, all of these factors was examined independently.
The tests required a very close collaboration with restoration workshops, the
companies offering and implementing their products, and the assistance of a number of
laboratories.

To characterise the aptitude of the products at implementation, the moulding
test of a sculpture was carried out with each product, providing the means to assess the
advantages and disadvantages of each "product / implementation" couple.

Each product is characterised with a physical/chemical test in order to make
sure of an adequate compatibility between itself and the stone.

Last of all, product durability is evaluated with ageing tests.  Three categories
of tests are carried out: ageing on natural sites or in a climatic ageing room and
resistance to the frost cycles.

2 Results of the survey on the conservation condition of ancient copies

The main problems affecting the aesthetics and the adequate ageing of a
moulding were brought to light through the observation of a number of copies resin-
based or made with hydraulic mortars.

The problems which were observed on the mouldings can be classified into two
categories : these problems related to the implementation of the material during the
realisation of the moulding copy and those relevant to the ageing of the moulding
product components.

2.1 Implementation-related defects
In this first category were grouped the defects associated to implementation

techniques as well as those more closely related to the rheological product properties
in terms of fluidity and viscosity.

Blowings or poppings, the presence of isolated relatively hemispherical
cavities.  Depending on their size and importance, it may be necessary to fill them up.
Single-pour materials are more likely to produce surfaces with blowings.  Product



formulation and implementation are two criteria that come into the blowing
occurrences.  A bad pour, an unsuitable vibration or a mould which has been
inadequately cleaned or which is not very wetable can provoke a concentration of air
bubbles on the surface of the moulding.  Moreover, an unsuitable granular composition
(lack of fines, too much sand) or insufficient workability are also determining factors
in the development of blowings.

Bleeding appears in the form of irregularly-eroded zones with small channels
where the sand seems to have been washed out.  This type of defect, associated with
the use of hydraulic products, generally provokes colour variations and increases
surface porosity.  The causes of bleeding are frequently the use of a hydraulic mortar
which is either overdosed in water or lacking in fine elements and sand.  It may also be
provoked by punctual excessive vibration or the presence of water in the mould.

Pattern cracking designates the occurrence of fine cracks near the surface on
hydraulic mortar mouldings which combine into a relatively fine and intertwined
network.  Superficial pattern cracking does not structurally endanger the moulding, but
it fills with dust and gives the moulding an aged look.

Colour variations are generally related to the execution of touch-ups on the
mouldings.  Touch-ups carried out with hydraulic mortars are more sensitive to this as
their composition is different to that of the mortar of the moulding itself (sieving of the
product) and their colour as well as their porosity are therefore different.

Lack of material is caused by an improper repartition of the product within the
mould (sealed vent) or through the use of a product which is too viscous.  In the
smaller cases of lack of material, this can be touched up, otherwise, the moulding has
to be poured again.

2.2 Material ageing-related defects
This category groups the main imperfections and deterioration which can

appear in the open air as the mouldings age.
Cracking is not very aesthetic and can be dangerous if the moulding contains

frameworks which are liable to rust.  A low flexibility material will be more likely to
crack under the provoked inner stresses particularly when confronted to thermal and
water-related dilatations.

Efflorescence is characterised by the formation of white-coloured salts
(generally calcium carbonate CaCO3) on the surface of the moulding.

Dirt is provoked by particles suspended in the air which are deposited and
transported by water.  Dust particles can adhere to the surface because of the micro-
roughness of the surface as well as with the capillary forces due to the water the
surface porosity retains.

The development of micro-organisms depends on the ecological conditions
(nature of the substratum, climatic and biotic factors).  A damp site in the shade will be
favourable to the development of fungus for example.

Atmospheric attacks are notably provoked by acid rains resulting from the
emission of polluting gases (SO2, NOX et COX) in the atmosphere.  In contact with the
cement hydrates (portlandite in particular), aggressive agents can form expansive
compounds (the oxidisation of sulphur dioxide into sulphuric acid can provoke a
transformation of portlandite into ettringite with expansive properties) can induce
cracking or lead to the dissolution of certain hydrates (action of carbonic acid on
portlandite).



The action of Ultraviolet light may significantly make resin-based mouldings
turn yellow, thus impairing the aesthetics of the moulding.

3 Description of the tested products

The choice of the materials used for the realisation of the mouldings was
focused on six products representing the most frequently-used product families.   Four
of these are hydraulic mortars.  The last two products are a polyester resin including
50% marble powder and a 'mortar-resin' (an acrylic resin and semi-hydrate-alpha
plaster) also including a mineral load.
Ready-mix mortars are materials that are industrially designed, packaged in bags and
ready to be mixed.  Hand-made mortars designate the materials that are formulated on
site.  Last of all, pre-formulated mortars are materials that are specifically designed on
request in a laboratory and hence with a distinct formulation.
The main characteristics of the mentioned products are shown in the following table.

Table 1: Description of the 6 tested products

Products Ready-mix
mortar

Ready-mix
mortar with
fibre

Hand-made
mortar

Pre-
formulated
mortar

Polyester resin Resin mortar

MPE MPEF MA MP RP MR
Nature of the
aggregates

Limestone
and silica

Limestone
and silica

Limestone
and silica

Limestone
and silica

Marble
powder

Silica

Cement CPA-CEM I
and filler

CPA-CEM I CPJ-CEM II CPA-CEM I Synolite
polyester resin

Acrylic resin,
semi-hydrate
alpha plaster

Additives Super-
plasticiser
and
defoarmer

Super-
plasticiser,
defoamer
and fibres

Super-
plasticiser,
colour
additives

Silica in
suspension

Silica gel,
colour
additives

Retarder

Water-Cement
ratio

0.5 0.5 0.9 0.6 / /

Density 2.1 2.1 1.8 2.0 1.3 1.8

4 Experimental protocol

A number of evaluation and characterisation tests were carried out in order to
assess each product's aptitudes.

4.1 Implementation test
The products' aptitude for the realisation of a moulding was determined by the

implementation of a moulded copy of a statue.  "Enfant à la coquille (Child with
shell)" (figure 2) was chosen as 'test' sculpture.  Sculpted from Estaillades stone and 80
cm high, this statue is representative of the main difficulties which can be encountered
during the realisation of the moulding of a sculpture from the statuary of a monument,
although its size is considerably smaller (The statue of Abraham of the southern gate
of the west façade of the Notre-Dame de Reims cathedral is about 3 metres tall).  But



the difficulties such as  the presence of feather-edge, of back feather and the tortuous
shapes where product implementation is delicate, are similar.

The moulding of the test piece is carried out according to traditional moulding
techniques, following the principles for the execution of piece moulding (figure 1), i.e.
a reusable plaster mould made with a number of parts.  The parts of this type of mould
adjust to one another and are maintained with a cover.

Fig.  1: Piece moulding

The taking of the print on the original is carried out using two silicones.  The
cover  is in plaster.  Small plaster covers provide the means to maintain the silicone
inside  the cover and make the removal operation from the mould easier.  Vents, set in
the areas where air is the most likely to be trapped, make its evacuation from the
mould easier when it is being filled and they also provide the means to control the
access of the product in the whole volume of the mould (figure 3).

This mould is to realise the 6 copies with each of the products (figure 4).

• Hydraulic mortars are poured in the mould.  The mould is filled with the product
using gravity for its positioning.  It is possible to use a dip tube to limit the height from
which the product will flow.  The material is always vibrated (manually or with a
vibrating needle) in order to facilitate the access of the product in the mould and to
provoke the suppression of the air included in the mortar.

a.  cover
b.  small cover attached to the master
cover with a string and a ring
c.  moulding or original

Fig.  2: original test piece
(sizes  : base 30x40 cm,
                height 80 cm)

Fig.  3: mould of the statue
(1= silicone mounts; 2=small

cover; 3=vents)

Fig.  4: test copy in
MPEF

1 2

3



• Resin-based products are stratified.  The stratification technique consists in the
application of a "gel-coat" on the different parts of the mould and therefore require to
work on an open mould.  The applications are carried out in various successive coats
(until a 5 to 6 mm thickness is reached), the last applications being rigidified through
the use of fibre.  Once the "gel-coat" has been applied, the mould is shut and "blocked"
(Fibre bands impregnated with resin are applied at the seams in order to join the
different parts of the mould together), then filled.  The vents must therefore be blocked
for the realisation of two resin-based mouldings, realised using the stratification
technique.

After the realisation of the 6 mouldings of the test statue, the implementation
defects were noted (table 2).  The main defects observed are the presence of bubbles in
varying sizes and repartition, bleeding, colour variations at the seams and the vents
(partly due to the loss of constitutive water, connected to leaks of laitance, towards the
outside of the mould during the product vibrating operation during implementation).

Table 2 : main defects observed on the copies of the statue

Products Ready-mix
mortar

MPE

Ready-mix
mortar with

fibre
MPEF

Hand-
made

mortar
MA

Pre-
formulated

mortar
MP

Polyester
resin

RP

Resin
mortar

MR
Blowings :           average ∅ 1 mm 2 mm 1 mm 1 to 2 mm - 1 to 2

mm
Repartition + to ++ ++ ++ ++ to +++ - -

Bleeding + + ++ - n.a. n.a.
Colour variation at the vent
and at the seams

+ + + + - -

Presence of cracks - - - - - +
Lack of product - - - + - +

Key : - punctual ; + a few zones ; ++ wide zones; +++ larger zones

• Among all the tested products, mortars are the most likely to have a surface
presenting blowings.  Figures 5 and 6 display zones in the test statue where the
blowing of the copies is very important (bottom part of the shell held by the child).
The blowing is mainly present in the zones where the air remains trapped in the mould,
i.e.  at the folds or in the feather edges.  Although many vents were located in those
places, and despite all the care taken during the realisation of the moulding, numerous
bubbles clung to the surface of the silicone.  For mortars, the relatively weak MPE
blowing is probably due to the use of a dip tube when product was poured.

• The presence of bleeding zones is to be attributed either to a lack of fines in the
product or to excess water (hand-made mortar).

• Colour variations are located at the vents and the seams of the mould.   They are
provoked by the water movements.  Actually, needle vibration of the product in the
mould provokes a water migration to the vents and the seams of the mould.  In those
places, the mortar is hydrated differently (variation in the Water/Cement ratio), which
has an incidence on the colour of the material (figures 5 and 6).



• Fine cracks were observed on one of the mouldings realised using stratification.
They were created during the manipulation of the two shells of the mould, during
assembly, before the pour.  Stratification moulding realisation requires a great deal of
attention during the fitting of the mould, because the smallest flexion of the mould can
provoke ruptures in the stratified coat (which is only 5 to 6 mm thick).

• Lack of material, observed in two cases, correspond to a part of the mould which is
difficult to access (a finger of one of the hands).  The absence of that element is due to
a problem in the implementation of the material in the case of the gel-coat and a
viscosity problem in the case of the MPE mortar.

4.2 Physical properties of the products
The four formulations of hydraulic mortars were characterised.  The results are

presented in the graphs below (figures 7 to 14).  The characteristics of the two stones
in which the statues from Reims and Rouen cathedrals (Courville stone called PC and
Vernon chalk called PV) are carved are presented in the different figures below, in
order to compare the properties of the moulding mortars with those of the replaced
stone.  These two stones were used in particular for the construction of the buildings
where the natural ageing sites are located (Reims and Rouen cathedrals).

Fig.  5: test piece
1=blowings ; 2=darker zone (vent)

1 2

Fig.  6: test piece 1= important
blowing around vent; 2=colour
variation at seam

1

2



• The hydric properties of moulding mortars are shown below (figures 7 and 8).  The
tested moulding mortars have a water accessible porosity close to that of the stones.
However, the capillary absorption coefficients of hand-made mortar and pre-
formulated mortar are far more important than that of both stones.

Fig.  7: water accessible porosity Fig.  8: capillary absorption coefficient
(RILEM I.1 recommendations) (RILEM II.6 recommendations)

• The mechanical properties of the moulding mortars (figures 9 and 10) are
determining factors to obtain an adequate durability.  The hand-made MA mortar has a
low mechanical resistance, due to a high mix rate (E/C=0.9), but it also shows greater
elasticity.

Fig.  9: flexural and compressive strengths Fig.  10: dynamic modulus of elasticity
after 28 days (NF EN 196-1) (RILEM III recommendations)

The relative flexibility calculation (Rcompression/E) shows that despite different
mechanical properties, the materials are relatively equivalent in terms of flexibility
(figure 11).  Only the pre-formulated MP mortar is likely to bear more important
stresses for an equivalent deformation.

Fig.  11: calculated relative flexibility
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The surface hardness (figure 12) of the four mortars are similar, those of ready-
mix mortars being more important.  This difference in surface hardness can have as an
effect a difference in the nature of the laitance.
Thermal and water-related dilatations (figure 13) are especially important with regard
to stone's dilatations in the case of the pre-formulated mortar.  It will be more sensitive
to variations in the climate, and can lead to a progressive damaging of the cement paste
due to the stresses provoked by thermal and water-related flexibility.

The shrinkage (figure 14) of the mortars is weak.  Leaving aside ready-mix
mortar with fibre, the early shrinkage (or endogen shrinkage) is moderate (-40 to -50
µm/m).  Additionally, shrinkage after 28 days of the four mortars does not exceed
1000 µm/m in all cases.

Fig.  12: surface hardness (scratch width) Fig.  13: thermal and water-related flexibility
(RILEM IV.1 recommendations) (RILEM VI.3 et II.7 recommendations)

The rates of soluble salts (SO3, NO3
- et Cl-) contained in the mortars (figure 15)

are weak.  As the mouldings must replace elements of the statuary, it was necessary to
control the absence of risks of migration of soluble salts from the mortar moulding to
the constitutive stone of the building.

Fig.  14: endogen shrinkage and stabilisation time Fig.  15: soluble salt dosage
( IS/LP/E/23 procedure) (DOC 13/83 Italian standard)
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5 Discussion and conclusion

The present article gives the first results in the characterisation of various
materials used for the realisation of copies of sculptures through moulding and it
recapitulates the most frequently obtained defects on a moulding carried out with each
one of these products.

It appears that the quality of a moulded copy depends on many parameters,
such as the nature and the properties of the material, but also including its
implementation.
It is undeniable that hydraulic mortars provide the most faithful restoration of texture
and appearance of the stone, and that, without the need to patina the moulding.  But
quality in the implementation of hydraulic mortars is essential.  The risk of blowings
can be reduced through careful mixing and limitation in the product pour height (for
example, through the use of a dip tube which is progressively drawn upwards during
the pour), also reducing segregation risks.  The mould should not be over-wetted
because this can also favour the occurrence of pattern cracking.

The stratification technique, applied to resin-based products can minimise the
risks for defects, particularly the presence of bubbles on the surface of the statue and
bleeding.  Touch-ups, which brings about colour variation problems and the question
of durability, are also less numerous and almost invisible.

However, we can observe that through a relatively precise formulation of the
mortars, it is possible to minimise the risks of defects.  Excess water in the product can
induce risks of bleeding and of segregation of the material.  But numerous families of
additives can improve product quality for the realisation of the copy (as well as its
durability).  The use of a super plasticiser can improve the implementation of the
material in the mould while maintaining a weak water-accessible porosity.  An
defoamer agent can reduce the quantity of air included in the mortar, and associated to
an adapted implementation (avoiding excess vibration which concentrates air bubbles
in contact with the mould) can lead to a better-quality surface aspect.  The addition of
silica in suspension reduces the risks of bleeding.  The admixture of additives to ready-
mix or pre-formulated mortars which was the object of a in-depth study can help limit
defects in related to traditional mortar.

In order to complete the tests which have already been carried out, a set of tests
the purpose of which is to assess the durability of the six products is on-going.  In
particular, these tests consist in the ageing of samples, on two natural sites (Reims and
Rouen cathedrals).  A follow-up of climatic conditions and of pollution (SO2, NOx
and black smokes) is implemented to keep track of the behaviour of the samples, as
well as the speed with which they become dirty.  At the same time is being carried out
an ageing simulation in a climatic ageing room, as well as a frost cycle resistance test.
We will thus have the possibility to compare the results of the accelerated ageing tests
with those of the natural sites.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CLEANING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO
ANCIENT CONCRETE
How to clean ancient concrete ?

E. MARIE-VICTOIRE and A. TEXIER
Laboratoire de Recherche des Monuments Historiques, Ministère de la Culture,
Champs sur Marne, France

Abstract

Most of the buildings in urban areas are covered with dirt deposits, varying from thin
black layers to black crusts.  Historic buildings made of concrete, which for the oldest
date back to the end of the 19th century in France, are not spared by such deposits
which blur relief and colours.  But these buildings that have to be preserved because
they are the symbol of a specific architecture or because they are decorated with
unique sculptures that are often very decayed.  The aim of this study was to determine
the most appropriate techniques to clean ancient buildings made of concrete and to
preserve their skin.  Ten cleaning techniques were tested and compared.

Keywords : cleaning, concrete, historic building, laser, poultice, sandblasting

1 Introduction

How to clean an ancient concrete which is both decayed and covered in black
crusts?  The objective of this study undertaken within the framework of the Cercle
des Partenaires du Patrimoine (a French association based on a both financial and
technical sponsorship between the French Ministry of Culture and several industries)
was to assess the most suitable techniques to clean both ancient buildings and
sculptures made of concrete without inducing any additional weathering.
Accordingly ten cleaning techniques which are either usually employed for concrete
or which are on the contrary derived from more original domains were compared.
Each technique was tested in situ on the walls of the "Maison du Brésil" designed by
Le Corbusier between 1957 and 1959 in Paris.  The objective was to clean thin and
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homogenous deposits of black dirt, preserving the wood-looking skin of the concrete.
The performances were evaluated through an examination of the surfaces before and
after cleaning and through the measurement of variations of colour and water
permeability.  The results reveal some heterogeneity in terms of both efficiency and
aggressiveness of the ten cleaning techniques.

2 Ten cleaning techniques selected

The most frequently used on concrete cleaning techniques include probably
pressure washing, sandblasting or the application of chemical agents (Virolleaud,
1990).  But some of these techniques can be quite damaging (Philippon et al., 1992),
especially when applied to ancient decayed concrete.  For this reason, techniques
using chemical cleaning agents were set aside in this study.  Less damaging
techniques currently used for stone cleaning in the field of historic building
restoration (Ashurst, 1994; Andrew, 1994; Bromblet 1996), such as water spraying,
poultices or laser cleaning, which all also seemed to be suitable for concrete too were
also selected.  Finally, two techniques not typically used on masonry or cementitious-
based materials seemed to be of interest. The first one, originating from the cosmetic
industry, is based on peeling. The second one, created for the removal of oil, paint or
oxides on metals, polymers or glass, is an abrasive-based technique, using carbon ice
particles. This last technique however was abandoned due to an eventual accelerated
carbonation of the concrete.

2.1 Water-based techniques
Two water-based techniques were tested : pressure washing and water spraying.

If pressure and water-flow have to be rather well controlled (Bromblet 1996) in the
case of pressure washing, water spraying is simpler although it has to be completed
with a hand brushing operation.

2.2 Abrasive projection
Cleaning techniques based on abrasive projection are the most numerous

(Young et al., 1992).  Their main differences come from the type of abrasive (sand,
glass dust...), its shape (spherical, angular...), its size, and from the projection
conditions (pressure, nozzle size...).  Four techniques that mainly differ in the nature
of their abrasives were chosen in this study (Thomann-Hanry, Hydrofaçade, and
Nettwork processes, and Q).  These abrasives are respectively glass dust for the
Thomann-Hanry process, spherical calcite particles for the Hydrofaçade process,
angular calcite particles for the Nettwork process, and angular alumina particles for
the last one (Q).  The Nettwork process has a second specificity, which is its Vortex
projection (Cf. fig.1), which is claimed to be less damaging on the substrate.



Fig. 1: Vortex projection of the Nettwork process

2.3 Poultice-based cleaning
Two poultice-based techniques (the Tollis and Lutum processes) were also

tested. These two treatments require more time than the six previous techniques. They
consist in applying a poultice on the dirty surface in order to soften the black crusts.
Thereafter the surface is softly brushed in order to remove the dirt.
• In the Tollis process, a network of micro-porous thin pipes is first fixed on the

surface to be treated.  Then a slightly wet poultice, made of stone-wool is
projected onto this surface and packed down by hand.  During the treatment, the
poultice is continuously humidified using the network of pipes connected to an
electronically piloted electromagnetic sluice gate.

• The Lutum process simply consists in projecting a specific wet poultice on the
treated surface and letting it dry.  When drying, the poultice becomes crumbly and
easy to remove.  In contrast to the stone-wool based one, this clay-based poultice
is highly thixotropic and adheres to either vertical and horizontal surfaces.

2.4 Laser cleaning
Laser cleaning was specifically developed to eliminate dirt deposits on stone,

but seems to be quite efficient on concrete too. Several studies on stone cleaning
(Orial et al., 1993) lead to the specific development of an ND YAG Q-switched laser,
that emits Infra Red light (wave length : 10647nm) with a maximum energy of 400
mJ, and impulse times of 8 nanoseconds.  The physical reactions involved with this
laser generate a confined photo-removal.  The laser impact creates a plasma, that
sprays part of the dirt deposit, and produces a flash.  A micro shock-wave is also
generated, that for part of it spreads harmlessly in the substrate and for the other part,
ejects the small particles of dirt that have not been eliminated with the plasma.  The
removal of the dirt layers can be gradual, which makes this cleaning technique quite
soft, when the cleaning parameters are correctly controlled.

2.5 "Peeling" technique
The technique being evaluated (K-Pack) uses a Glycerol-polyvynil-alcohol

based product that can either be projected or applied with a paintbrush.  It then
requires 12 to 24 hours to polymerise.  Once dry, it can be peeled off.  If it becomes
crumbly after polymerisation, it can be reinforced with a second layer, or even with a

Direct projection Vortex



cellulose fibre layer and another K-Pack layer.  However the polymerisation of all the
layers must be completed before the final peeling.  The K-Pack is easily recyclable.

3 Testing conditions

The testing areas were walls, formed with alternatively vertical and horizontal
wooden panels, protected from rain and covered with thin homogenous deposits of
black dirt.  An area of approximately 1.3m x 1.5m was cleaned using each technique
(except for laser and alumina powder cleanings).  The purpose was to eliminate the
dirt deposit while preserving the surface and more specifically the wood-looking
texture.

Fig. 2: Maison du Brésil in Paris, testing areas

For each technique, the cleaning operations were performed by specialists.  The
parameters and the duration of each of the ten treatments, which were quite different,
are collected in Table 1.

Among the ten selected techniques, three that are not frequently used in concrete
restoration and had to be adapted were tested with variations in their parameters : the
Lutum process, the laser cleaning and the projection of alumina powders.

• The Lutum process was applied with poultices humidified either with water
(Lutum 0) or with Diamine Tetra Acetic Ethylene (12.5g/kg of poultice) (Lutum
25).

• The laser employed was a BMI NL 101 (maximum energy - 400mJ; 80 cm focal
length).  Four areas measuring about 0.08m² were cleaned with several energy
settings and laser to substrate distances, and with or without preliminary
humidification.



• Dealing with alumina powder projection, several sizes of particles, pressures and
nozzle/substrate distances were tested.  As laser cleaning, this kind of technique
which is more adapted to sculptures than to front walls lasts a little longer than the
other abrasive-projection-based treatments. So the testing area was smaller (about
0.75m²) than for the other techniques (about 1.5m²).

Table 1: Parameters of the ten tested cleaning techniques

Technique Type Treatment
Duration

Pressure
/ Flow

Nozzle
size
(mm)

d (nozzle/
substrate)
(cm)

Type of
abrasive

Abrasive
size (µm)

Pressure
washing (PW)

water a few min
(1.5m²)

200 bars 10 5-10 /  /

Water spraying
(WS)

water 4h
(1.5m²)

/ / / / /

Thomann-Hanry
(TH)

abrasive a few min
(1.5m²)

4kg 8 30-40 glass
powder

50 to 100

Hydrofaçade (H) abrasive a few min
(1.5m²)

2 bars 10 30-40 calcite
(spherical)

120 to
240

Nettwork (N) abrasive a few min
(1.5m²)

2 bars 9 30 calcite
(angular)

70% 60
to 80

Alumina (Q1) abrasive about 10 min
(0.75m²)

2 bars 2 10 alumina
powder

45

Alumina (Q2) abrasive about 10 min
(0.75m²)

1 bar 2 15 alumina
powder

29

Tollis (TO) poultice 8 days (1.5m²) 17 l/day / / / /
Lutum 0 (L0) poultice 48h (1.5m²) / / / / /
Lutum 25 (L25) poultice 48h (1.5m²) / / / / /
Laser
(L1 to L4)

/ a few hours
(0.08m²)

/ / 15 to 80 / /

K-Pack (K) peeling 6 to 24h (1.5m²) / / / /

Table 2: Specific laser cleaning parameters

Area λλ
(nm)

Energy Humidifying Laser to substrate
distance (cm)

L1 1064 maximum yes 15

L2 1064 maximum no 15

L3 1064 half no 15

L4 1064 maximum yes 80



4 Results

The aim of the study was first of all to evaluate the quality of each cleaning
technique and also to determine its influence on concrete conservation.  Hence the set
of tests performed focused on three points :
• the evaluation of the efficiency of each treatment (visual observation, binocular,

optic microscope and SEM, and colour measurements),
• the evaluation of the aggressiveness of the treatments (removed layers, poultice or

abrasive residue in the porosity),
• the evaluation of the material and time necessary to clean a defined area (Cf.

Table 1).

4.1 Visual observations
Simple visual observations reveal a great heterogeneity between the results of

the ten treatments, some of them leaving part of the dirt, others producing a thorough
cleaning resulting in a very white appearance.
• On the whole, the abrasive-projection-based techniques (TH, H, Q1, Q2 and N)

lead to similar results, providing an apparently good cleaning efficiency.
However it seems clear that a strict control of the parameters has to be carried out
in order to avoid abrasion (particularly for techniques N, TH and H).

• Water spraying and the two poultice-based techniques (T0 and L25) also
produced seemingly equal performances.  The quality of the cleaning is however
quite different from that of abrasive-based techniques, the walls looking whiter
with water spraying and poultices.

• Dealing with laser, the performances were quite different on the four testing areas.
The colour trends obtained vary from slightly grey (L3) to white (L4), sometimes
with a yellow shade.

• Finally, three techniques (K, L0, PW) did not clean the testing areas sufficiently,
some dirt deposit being still visible after treatment.  In regards to the peeling
technique (K1), a second and complementary application was made (K2).
However this second application did not significantly improve the efficiency of
the treatment.

4.2 Colour measurements
The colour measurements were carried out with a Chroma Meter Minolta

CR110.  Three parameters : "L" (increasing from black to white), "a" (increasing from
green to red) and "b" (increasing from blue to yellow) were measured before and after
cleaning (Cf. Fig. 3), but also on an area (NC) subjected to rainfall and that is quite
"naturally" cleaned.  The results match quite well with visual observations.
• The highest increases of the "L" parameter are produced using WS, TO, L25 and

L4 methods.  And on the contrary, the lowest variation of the "L" parameter were
obtained with K1, K2 (K2 not being much better than K1), PW, L0, and N.  An
interesting point is that those last treatments lead to lower values of "L" than in
the naturally cleaned area (NC).



• Dealing with the "a" parameter, none significant variation (∆amax = 1, for a
parameter that can vary from -60 to 60) was measured with any cleaning
technique.

• The evolutions of the "b" parameter are very heterogeneous.  Some cleanings (L1,
L2, L3, L4, and PW) clearly produced a yellowing (increase of the "b" parameter),
where others generated a decrease (sometimes very low) of the "b" parameter
(TH, TO, H, WS, L25, Q1 and Q2).

Fig. 3: Colour measurements : evolution of the "L", "a" and "b" parameters

4.3 Binocular examination
Cores were sampled on the cleaned/dirty limit areas for each technique.  The

surface of each sample was observed using a binocular. (Cf. Table 3).
• First, as expected, with PW LO, K1, and K2, some dirt particles are still

observable on the treated surfaces, which confirms that those techniques are not
efficient enough.

• But if the other techniques seemed to produce an efficient cleaning, they did not
actually lead to equivalent results.  With the abrasive-based techniques, as with
the laser technique, a thin yellow layer or a yellow coloration appears under the
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dirt deposit, that seems to be eliminated with the water based techniques (WS,
TO, L25).  This suggests that it is possible to dissolve this thin layer in water.

• In regards to the laser technique, the results differ from testing area to testing area.
In the L4 conditions, the dirt deposits are eliminated, but the yellow layer (or
coloration) as well.  On the contrary, with L2 and L3 conditions, if the yellow
layer (or coloration) is almost preserved (less with L2 than with L3), some dirt
particles are still visible.  The L1 conditions produced an intermediary result, with
a complete removal of dirt, but with a partial disappearing of the yellow layer (or
coloration).

• The examinations using a binocular also reveal that with some of the abrasive-
based and with the two poultice-based techniques, some wastes of abrasive or
poultice appear more or less in the porosity.  The peeling technique also produced
some product wastes shining on the surface .

Table 3: Binocular observations

Technique Dirt wastes Abrasive or Poultice
waste

Pressure washing (PW) +++ 0
Water spraying (WS) 0 0
Thomann-Hanry (TH) 0 to ++ +
Hydrofaçade (H) + ++
Nettwork (N) 0 to + ++
Q1 0 ++
Q2 0 ++
Tollis (TO) 0 ++
Lutum 0 (L0) +++ +
Lutum 25 (L25) 0 0
Laser 1 (L1) 0 0
Laser 2 (L2) ++ 0
Laser 3 (L3) + 0
Laser 4 (L4) 0 0
K-Pack (K) +++ +++

0 : none + : some ++ : a lot +++ : a lot more

4.4 Optical microscope and SEM examinations
• Examinations of cores on SEM and thin sections using an optical microscope first

reveal that the dirt deposit consists in a thin layer of gypsum (Cf. Fig. 4),
containing several natures of aeolian deposits (calcareous or siliceous particles,
fly ashes).  It is also interesting to stress that this concrete soiled surface strongly
resembles a dirty limestone surface.

• Those observations also indicate that the yellowing phenomenon is more likely
due to the coloration of an existing layer (probably the gypsum layer) rather than
due to an additional layer.  Dealing with the origin and the composition of this



yellow coloration, several hypothesis can be expressed (coloration of the substrate
by the dirt deposit, kind of patina...).  A similar phenomenon exists with
limestone cleaning and has been studied quite extensively (Vergès-Belmin et Al.,
1993).  However even though a number of interesting explanations have been
offered none have yet been verified.  Before analysing this yellow phenomenon
more closely, it would first be important to verify that it is not specific to the
concrete being examined and indeed, if it would occur with any other type of
concrete.

Fig. 4: SEM observation of the surface layer.  1 = Gypsum, 2 = Aeolian particle.
(Picture performed by LERM)

• In regards to both efficiency and aggressiveness of the techniques being
examined, it is clear that some of them are not efficient enough (PW, K, L0 or L2)
and that others are really too aggressive (L4 seems to turn the substrate into a
nearly amorphous material, Cf. Fig. 5).  For the other techniques, the observation
of the microstructure does not introduce any additional information to the
previous visual and binocular examinations.  With any of those techniques, dirt
wastes and gypsum concretions are partly eliminated.  Except with the Tollis
process which produces an almost complete removal of the gypsum layer and of
the dirt particles.  It would nevertheless be important to determine if it is
necessary to eliminate this gypsum layer or if it has to be preserved.

• A last point to be made concerns the residues left by either the abrasive or the
poultice techniques. The K-pack process, the poultices techniques (and more
particularly the Tollis process, Cf. Fig. 6), and some of the abrasive-based
techniques (Q1, Q2, N) produce quite a lot of residues. These residues are
potentially propitious to biological developments (for example for K-pack
residues) or could favour the fixing of new aeolian particles and accelerate the
formation of a new dirt layer as a consequence.



Fig. 5: SEM observation of the surface layer.  With L4 the substratum is getting
nearly amorphous. (SEM picture performed by LERM)

Fig. 6: Thin sections examined under optical microscope; residues of poultice
with the Tollis process. (Picture performed by LERM)

4.5 Water permeability measurements
The water permeability was measured in-situ with Karsten-pipes, in accordance

with 1978 RILEM recommendation n°II-4. This recommendation was designed for
measurements on stone and was used here, as an extension, on concrete.
Unfortunately, it was nearly impossible to calculate any water permeability coefficient
as the water-absorption was so low and no significant variation of the water
permeability was revealed. This test is probably not appropriate for materials which
are not very water permeable.



5 Conclusion

The aim of this study was to test some cleaning techniques in order to determine
the most appropriate techniques to clean ancient concrete.  Among the ten selected
cleaning techniques, at least three do not seem suitable for the cleaning of concrete
either because they are not efficient enough (PW, K, LO) or because they are too
aggressive (L4).  On the other hand, the other techniques produce different cleaning
levels (e.g. elimination or preservation of the dirt deposits, gypsum layer, yellow
coloration). Hence it is important to determine the most appropriate cleaning level in
order to choose the most suitable technique.  The testing areas will be closely
examined over the coming years, in regards to new dirt deposits or biological
developments, to evaluate the real impact of each cleaning technique.  Regarding this
last point, the examination of studies carried out in the field of limestone cleaning
would be helpful since the surface layer of ancient concrete resembles that of
limestone.  Some techniques (poultice-based and abrasive-based) also produce several
levels of wastes, that could have an impact on the durability of the cleaning operation
(i.e. new biological developments).  Once again, observing these test areas over the
next few years is an important component in providing an over all assessment of these
techniques.  Regarding the abrasive-based techniques and laser cleaning, it is also
important to note that cleaning conditions and user qualification are essential.  Any of
those technique can produce an abrasion of the concrete surface layer if the pressure
or the energy is too high, if the nozzle or the laser beam is not at an appropriate
distance from the surface or if the surface is not swept homogeneously.  The duration
of the cleaning operation can be one last important parameter and in the case of the
ten tested techniques, this time varied from just a few minutes to 8 days.
Finally, in order to confirm these observations and results, two complementary
studies are scheduled in 1999.  The same techniques will be compared at first on
facades covered in thick black crusts, and then on sculptures made of concrete.  The
same testing protocol will be used except concerning the water permeability
measurements that are clearly not appropriate and with surface roughness
measurements that may be added.
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PREDICTION OF CONCRETE CRACK OPENING CAUSED BY
REINFORCING BAR CORROSION
Concrete cracks caused by bar corrosion
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Department of Architecture and Building Science, Tokyo Metropolitan University,
Tokyo, Japan
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Abstract

The influence of reinforcing bar corrosion on the crack opening width of reinforced
concrete surface was investigated. A fracture mechanics based numerical analysis
method was developed in order to predict the crack width on the concrete surface due
to the expansive force of the corroded reinforcing bar. The corrosion accelerating
tests for reinforced concrete model specimens were performed on the various kinds of
concrete, and relationships of crack opening and the degree of corrosion were
clarified. The crack width obtained from the accelerated test agreed well with the
results of calculations from the numerical analysis by considering the creep effect and
the tension softening properties of concrete.

Keywords:  Crack, corrosion, reinforcing bar, fracture mechanics, tension softening

1 Introduction

In order to increase the durability of existing reinforced concrete structures, it is
essential to grasp the deterioration phenomena of such structures and select suitable
repair methods. Critical deterioration of reinforced concrete structures can be
explained as a phenomenon in which "corrosion of reinforcing steel or reaction of
aggregate causes cover concrete to be subjected to expansive or tensile action, and the
resulting cracking with concomitant acceleration of reinforcement corrosion reduces
the strength of reinforcing bars, lowering the structural yield capacity of the member."
In other words, it is important in terms of durability for concrete to be sound against
expansive and tensile forces inducing corrosion. Also, carbonation and salt damage
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are regarded as factors (internal deterioration forces) for causing expansive forces of
reinforcing bars. It is fundamental to the study of concrete durability to elucidate the
process of failure of cover concrete subjected to such deteriorating internal forces and
find a method of preventing such failure.

Though a number of studies have been conducted regarding reinforcement
corrosion, there have been few studies on the changes in the crack width and
propagation of a fracture process zone after the onset of cracking on the concrete
surface. Analysis by fracture mechanics incorporating the softening properties of
concrete is considered particularly effective in analyzing crack propagation of
nonlinear materials, such as cementitious materials. In this study, the authors grasp
crack opening on the surfaces of various concretes resulting from corrosion-induced
expansion of reinforcing steel by electrolytic corrosion experiments and propose an
analysis method based on nonlinear fracture mechanics using cohesion force models.
Comparisons are made between analyzed and tested results. A method of estimating
the cross-sectional loss of reinforcing bars from the crack opening on the concrete
surface is discussed as well.

2 Experimental procedure

2.1 Materials and specimens
Five types of mortars/concretes are used: normal strength plain mortar (NPL),

normal strength fiber reinforced mortar (NVF), high strength plain mortar (HPL),
high strength fiber-reinforced mortar (HVF), and normal concrete (Ncon). Fiber-
reinforced specimens are included to represent those with particularly high tensile
toughness. The mix proportions are given in Table 1. The cement is high flow
cement; the fine aggregate is manufactured sand from Hachioji; and the coarse
aggregate is crushed quartz from Danto. Silica fume and super plastisizer are used as
the mineral and chemical admixture, respectively. The fibers are made of Vinylon
with a specific gravity of 1.3, length of 30 mm, and strength of 90 kgf/mm2. The 28-
day compressive strength and tensile strength of the specimens are given in Table 1.
Fig. 1-a) shows the geometry of the specimens. Prismatic specimens 100 by 100 by
150 mm in size are used, in which round bars 20 mm in diameter are embedded with
specified cover depths by using a processed mold. The cover depths are basically 5,
15, and 30 mm to include the situation where insufficient cover causes durability

Table 1: Mix propotion

Specimen sign W/B water cement SF sand gravel SP fiber tensile
strength

compressive
strength

•i %•j (kg/m3) •i MPa)
NPL 50 250 500 0 1509 - 0 - 7.1 54.9

NVF 50 243 497 0 1479 - 5.0 17.9 8.4 58.3

HPL 20 193 964 107 1101 - 21.4 - 8.9 120.0

HVF 20 182 964 107 1064 - 32.1 18.6 12.7 123.0

Normal plain mortar

Normal fiber mortar

High plain mortar

High fiber mortar

Normal concrete Ncon 50 176 360 0 774 1040 4.0 - 6.3 54.8
SF: silica fume SP: super plastisizer

•i MPa)

B=SF+cement



problems. Protruding ends of round bars are coated with epoxy resin and a sealing
compound to prevent corrosion. The crack width is measured using two π-gages
attached to each specimen. Two specimens are used for each set of conditions.

2.2 Apparatus
 The electrolytic corrosion equipment is shown in Fig. 1-b). A situation in

which reinforcing steel corrodes uniformly due to, e.g., internal chlorides is simulated
in this study. The bottom of a specimen is immersed in salt water (an NaCl 10%
solution), and a 30V constant voltage is impressed from a DC regulated power source
through the bar, the anode, and a copper plate partly immersed in the salt water, the
cathode. Specimens were mostly submerged in salt water in past studies, but this
causes rust to exude, leading to errors. For this reason, only the bottom of the
specimen is immersed in salt water in this study, and the entire surface of the
specimen is covered with a cloth wet with salt water. Also, all of the equipment is
sealed to prevent evaporation of salt water. The voltage at the resistance in series
connection is recorded using a data logger, to determine the current for estimating the
amount of corrosion and calculate the integrated current, Im (Ah). As the actual
amount of corrosion products is difficult to determine accurately, the weight losses
are measured to evaluate the losses by corrosion. This was done by removing rust
from the bar after the tests and measuring the changes in weight. These are then
converted to weight losses per unit area, which are taken as the corrosion loss, w
(mg/cm2). The integrated current and corrosion loss being proportional, their
conversion factor, α, is determined by Eq. (1). Table 2 gives the average conversion
factors of bars in the specimens.

30V 

•{•|

DC  regulated 
power source 

data logger

specimen
10ƒ¶

 NaCl

cap

b) apparatusa) specimen

coating

π - gage

100

100

Reinforcing 
bar 20mmƒÓ

cover T crack

150
(mm)

Fig. 1: Outline of test 

w = α ⋅ Im
(1)

Fig. 1: Outline of test



2.3 Tension softening properties of materials
In addition to compressive strength and Young's modulus, tension softening

curves are effective in evaluating the material properties of concretes used for the
crack propagation analysis. Three-point bending tests over a span of 400 mm were
therefore conducted using a servo-controlled loading tester on notched beams 100 by
100 by 450 mm in size of mortars and concretes under analysis to determine the load-
load point displacement curves. These are approximated to tension softening curves
by polylinear approximation analysis (Kitsutaka 1997) and then converted to bilinear
tension softening curves by least square approximation to facilitate the crack analysis.
Fig. 2-a) and 2-b) show the measured load-load point displacement curves and
determined tension softening curves, respectively. Though the maximum load and
initial bond stress of high strength mortars/concretes are higher than those of normal
mortars/concretes, their reductions in the softening zone are greater, showing a
tendency towards brittleness. The addition of fibers significantly improved the
toughness of both normal and high strength mortars/concretes. Table 3 gives the
bilinear parameters for analysis determined by least square approximation. In the
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Load
 (kN)

Im
ƒ¿

(Ah) (mg/Ah•cm2)
NPL-‚T 23.55 13.8
NPL-15 20.12 10.2
NPL-30 24.69 5.4
NVF-5 21.14 12.9
NVF-15 19.62 7.4
NVF-30 28.80 14.3
HPL-‚T 2.21 101.5
HPL-15 3.40 49.9
HVF-15 4.77 37.8
Ncon-15 14.02 26.1

corrosion loss

(mg/cm2)
324.8
206.2
132.2
273.1
144.9
412.4
223.7
169.6
179.9
366.2

w
weight loss ratio

(%)
6.20
4.01
2.56
5.28
2.78
8.01
4.37
3.28
3.46
7.03

r
specimen
- cover(mm)

integrated current conversion factor

Table 2: Corrosion data of reinforcing bar



table, Ec denotes Young's modulus, ft denotes initial tensile stress, δ1 and σ1 denote
displacement and stress at the elbow point, respectively, and Wc and σ2 denote critical
crack opening displacement and stress at Wc, respectively (see Fig. 3).

3 Results and discussion

The principal cracks occurred along the reinforcing bar upward into cover
concrete and downward in the opposite direction of each specimen. The cracks on the
surfaces were all within the measurable ranges of π-gages, causing no difficulty in
measuring the crack width. In addition to principal cracks, minute cracks developed
laterally from the bar, forming a cross of cracks in mortars without fibers. In
concretes and fiber-reinforced mortars, minute cracks developed radially from the bar,
exhibiting a tendency of dispersing crack-propagating forces. Fig. 4 shows the
relationships between the crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) and the
corrosion loss of reinforcement determined by conversion from the integrated current
using Eq. (1). The opening displacement for each specimen is the average of two π-
gage measurements. The crack width tends to increase as the corrosion loss increases
in all cases. High strength mortar/concrete specimens (H) tend to lead to a higher rate
of crack width gains after the crack onset than normal strength specimens (N). This
may be because cracks propagate in a brittle manner in high strength mortar/concrete
after the crack onset, due to its dense microstructure. In normal strength
mortar/concrete, the stress is relaxed by minute cracks and plastic deformation around
the bar due to its weak microstructure. Though no marked difference is observed in
the rate of crack propagation between mortars/concretes with and without fibers after
crack onset, fibers delay the crack onset, exhibiting their reinforcing effect. The
addition of fibers particularly delays cracking of high strength specimens (HVF-15).
In regard to the relationship between the cover depth and the corrosion loss required
for cracking, the larger the cover depth, the larger the corrosion loss required for
cracking. Cover depth strongly affects the crack onset time.

Fig. 3: Bilinear type tension 
softening curve 

Ec f t ƒÂ1 ƒÐ1 wc ƒÐ2

(GPa) (MPa) (mm) (MPa) (mm) (MPa)

NPL 33.93 7.91 0.010 0.80 0.072 0.00

NVF 27.26 8.13 0.010 1.10 0.613 2.22

Ncon 42.07 8.96 0.015 1.00 0.280 0.00

HPL 46.77 11.61 0.004 1.80 0.012 0.00

HVF 44.36 7.91 0.012 1.90 0.496 3.12

sign

Table 3: bilinear parameters
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Fig. 4: Relation between crack width and corrosion loss of reinforcing bar
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4 Analysis method

Crack opening in Mode I (deformation under tension) induced by reinforcement
corrosion is modeled by cohesive force model. As shown in Fig. 5-a) and 5-b), the
process is modeled in two phases, i.e., before and after surface crack opening. The
stress generated at each node along the crack is assumed to be either the cohesive
force, σ, or the extending force, P, equivalent to the expansive force of reinforcement,
in consideration of the nonlinear elastic deformation of concrete. Formulation is then
made using Eqs. (2) and (3) on the basis of the principle of superposition so that the
sum of the stress intensity factors at the tip of the fictitious crack resulting from the
stress at each node can be balanced with the crack opening displacement at each node
calculated from the stress intensity factor. The stress intensity factor for specimens of
a simple shape can be readily referred to in handbooks (Tada et al. 1985) and other
sources.

where K(a) = stress intensity factor at the crack tip when the crack length is a, Kp(a)
and Kr(a) = stress intensity factors at the crack tip due to equivalent expansive force
of reinforcement and cohesive force, respectively. δ(a, x) = crack opening
displacement at x, δp (a, x) and δr (a, x) = crack opening displacements at x due to
equivalent expansive force of reinforcement and cohesive force, respectively. The
equivalent expansive force of reinforcement is modeled as Eq. (4) by assuming a
constant expansive pressure on the bar surface and extracting only the intensity
component in the crack opening direction. T, D, and I(x) denote the cover depth, bar

(2, 3)

Fig. 5:  Modeling of crack propagation by reinfrcing bar corrosion
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diameter, and component function, respectively.

The relationship between the cohesive stress (negative values) and the crack
opening displacement is expressed using a tension softening curve, which is a
material characteristic. A bilinear curve is applied in this study (see Fig. 3).

The cohesive force at the bar position is assumed to be nil. The crack opening
displacements can be expressed by the integral equation of stress intensity factors
according to Castigliano's theorem. By eliminating P(a) and rearranging the equations
Eqs. (2) and (3), integral equation (6) is obtained. H (a,x,c) is a weight function and
independent of the acting force.

The distribution of crack opening displacement at a given fictitious crack length
of a can be determined by solving nonlinear simultaneous equations obtained by
substituting constitutional equations (5) into Eq. (6) and discretizing the equations.
The cohesive stress distribution and expansive force can also be determined.
Nonlinear simultaneous equations are solved by iteration of the solution until the
inclination of constitutional functions of all nodes coincide to determine the optimum
solution (Kitsutaka  1997).

5  Analysis results

Fig. 4 shows the analysis results of various corrosion test conditions using
bilinear parameters of each specimen given in Table 2. The corrosion loss was
calculated from the analysis results of reinforcement expansion (crack opening
displacement of cohesive force models). As for rust data, Young's modulus and
volumetric expansion of rust were assumed to be 250 MPa and 2.5, respectively,
referring to the literature (Sumimoto et al. 1989). An analysis taking account of creep
displacement of mortar/concrete surrounding reinforcement was also conducted. In
this case, the crack opening displacement at which the expansive pressure on the
reinforcement is the same was calculated taking account of the creep coefficient. The
creep coefficient was assumed to be 1.0 and 0.5 according to compressive strength for
N series (approximately 50 MPa) and H series (approximately 100 MPa),
respectively.

 (4)

 (6)

 (5)

P(a, x) = P0 (a)I(x), I(x) = 1− 1 −
2(x − T)

D
 
 
  

 
 

2

, (T ≤ x ≤ T + D)

σ(a, x) = m(δ , x) ⋅δ + n(δ , x), δ = δ (a, x)

δ (a, x) =
1

E
σ (a,c)H(a, x, c)

0

a

∫ dc



Fig. 6: Relationship between crack width and cross-sectional loss of reinforcement
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Fig. 4 reveals that the analysis results taking account of creep generally exhibit
good agreement. This may be because the plastic deformation around reinforcement
due to expansive pressure can be expressed by creep coefficients. Also, the results
agree better for the high strength series than the normal strength series. This may be
partly because high strength specimens tend to lead to a single brittle crack, which
agrees well with the cohesive force model assuming a single crack, whereas normal
strength specimens lead to cracks dispersed around reinforcement.

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the crack width and the percentage of
cross-sectional loss based on this analysis. The diagrams exhibit the relationships for
the following conditions: three compressive strengths, 20, 50, and 100 MPa, for
which the creep coefficient, f, is assumed to be 1.5, 1.0, and 0.5, respectively, three
bar diameters, 6, 10, and 20 mm, and five cover depths, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mm.
Using these diagrams, an approximate percentage of a cross-sectional loss can be
estimated from the crack width on the surface for each concrete strength, internal bar
diameter, and cover depth. The percentage of cross-sectional loss of reinforcement
increases as the crack width increases. When the crack widths are the same, a larger
cover depth or larger bar diameter indicates a lower percentage of cross-sectional
loss.

6 Conclusions

1) The relationship between the crack width on concrete surfaces and the corrosion
loss of reinforcement was grasped through electrolytic corrosion experiments on
specimens in which a reinforcing bar was embedded using normal and high
strength mortar/concrete with or without fiber reinforcement.

2) A method of analyzing the relationship between crack width and corrosion loss of
reinforcement based on fracture mechanics was presented. The integration of creep
deformation around reinforcing bars led to relatively good agreement with
experiment results.

3) The authors proposed diagrams for estimating the cross-sectional losses of internal
reinforcing bars from the surface crack width.

4) The addition of fibers improved the crack resistance of specimen.
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AVOIDING THE THAUMASITE FORM OF SULFATE ATTACK
Thaumasite form of sulfate attack

M A HALLIWELL and N J CRAMMOND
Centre for Concrete Construction, Building Research Establishment, Watford,
Hertfordshire, UK.

Abstract

Recent site and laboratory investigations carried out by BRE on problems of
sulfate attack have shown that the mineral thaumasite has been responsible for the
deterioration of concretes and mortars specifically designed to give good sulfate
resistance. It has been shown that thaumasite may form if concretes containing
commonly used limestone aggregates are exposed to sulfate solutions.  Therefore,
among other measures there is a need to establish a type of carbonate aggregate
concrete which can resist this form of sulfate attack. Previous work carried out by
BRE indicated that the use of blastfurnace slag cement could improve the
resistance of carbonate aggregate concretes. In order to examine this possibility
further sulfate resistance tests have been carried out at 5°C and 20°C on concretes
containing various limestone aggregates. The main cementitious materials used
with these aggregates were ordinary Portland cement (OPC), sulfate resisting
Portland cement (SRPC), and an ordinary Portland cement blended with ground
granulated blastfurnace slag (OPC/ggbs).  This paper describes the one and two
year results for these sulfate resistance tests.  The results found that the ggbs
performed satisfactorily with the good quality limestone aggregates; the concrete
containing ggbs/Carboniferous limestone performed extremely well under the
most aggressive conditions, and under the same aggressive conditions, the ggbs
concretes did not perform satisfactorily when combined with the lower grade
limestone aggregates.  The SRPC concretes, stored in medium to strong
magnesium sulfate solutions at 5°C, performed satisfactorily at 1 year with all
grades of aggregate. However after two years, they have started to show
unsatisfactory sulfate resistance with the magnesian limestone and lower grade
calcareous limestone aggregate. This delay in deterioration of SRPC concretes has
been seen in other sulfate resistance test work at BRE. The ggbs concretes
containing good quality limestone aggregate continued to perform better than the
equivalent OPC concretes.

Key words: Thaumasite, carbonate aggregate, sulfate attack, SRPC, GGBS.
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1 Introduction

Recent evidence has been found to suggest that concretes containing
commonly used limestone aggregate sometimes fail to perform satisfactorily when
exposed to sulfate bearing groundwater (Crammond and Nixon, 1993, Crammond
and Halliwell, 1995). This can be the case even when a sulfate-resisting Portland
cement (SRPC) is used. The extent of this form of sulfate attack in the field is
unknown. Preliminary site and laboratory investigations carried out by BRE
(Crammond and Nixon, 1993, Crammond and Halliwell, 1995) on problems of
sulfate attack have shown that the formation of the mineral thaumasite
(CaSiO3.CaCO3.CaSO4.15H2O) has been responsible for the deterioration of these
concretes.

From these studies it has been shown that the conditions favoured for
thaumasite formation are cold wet environments, a source of calcium silicate, and
a readily available source of carbonate and sulfate ions. The formation of
thaumasite has a different effect on concretes and mortars compared with the
classical form of attack in which ettringite is produced. The formation of
thaumasite involves attack on the calcium silicate hydrate phase (CSH), which is
the main binding agent in cements. Thaumasite formation is therefore
accompanied by a reduction in the binding ability of the CSH phase resulting in a
loss of strength and transformation of the concrete or mortar into a mushy
incohesive mass.

Previous laboratory work carried out by BRE (Crammond and Halliwell,
1995) suggested that improved resistance against the thaumasite form of sulfate
attack may be achieved by using a blended cement containing blastfurnace slag
(ggbs) as the cementitious constituent. The work described in this paper explores
the prospect of using ggbs cement as an effective sulfate-resisting cement in
concretes containing limestone aggregate that are exposed to sulfate-bearing
groundwater.

2 Concrete mixes

This work examined the performance of a series of concrete mixes designed
for good sulfate resistance as specified in Digest 363 (BRE 1996). The mixes
contain various carbonate-containing aggregates together with a range of cement
types as follows:

• Cement Types. The cements used were: PC (7.2%C3A),  SRPC (0% C3A),
30% PC with 70% ggbs of normal (12%) alumina content, 30% PC with 70%
ggbs of high (17%) alumina content and BRECEM (50% calcium aluminate
cement (CAC) and 50% ggbs). Halliwell and Crammond, 1997 gives a
complete list of the chemical analyses of the cementitious materials.

• Aggregates.  The aggregates used in this study were split into two main
groups.  Firstly, good quality aggregates normally used in concretes.  These
were; (i) Thames Valley Flint, (ii) a mixture of crushed Carboniferous
limestone coarse and Jurassic limestone fine aggregate to produce an all-
carbonate aggregate concrete and (iii) a mixture of Thames Valley flint coarse



and crushed Carboniferous limestone fine aggregate is needed produce an
aggregate with carbonate only in the fine fraction.  Secondly, two further
aggregate combinations were included.  These were materials which would not
normally be used in concrete because of their high absorptivity and/or low
strength and these were: (i) a mixture of  poor quality magnesian carbonate as
coarse and fine aggregate and (ii) a mixture of inferior oolitic limestone as
coarse and fine aggregate. A complete list of the  physical properties of the
aggregates are given in Halliwell and Crammond, 1997.

2.1 Concrete mix designs
All mixes were designed to have a free water/cement ratio of 0.50, which is

the maximum for Class 3 sulfate conditions in accordance with BRE Digest 363
(BRE, 1996).  For the ‘core’ mixes made with the normal concreting aggregates,
the cementitious content was fixed at 350 kg/m3. In order to achieve a
compactable concrete with a w/c of 0.50 for the mixes made with the low-quality
aggregates, it was necessary to increase the cementitious content to 400 kg/m3 and
use a water-reducing admixture. Even with these adjustments, the inferior oolitic
mixes were of low workability.

Details of the compositions of the mixes, their compacting factors and 28-
day strengths are provided in reference 6.  For the six ‘core’ mixes, triplicate
specimens were exposed in each test condition, requiring 75 cubes per mix.  For
the eleven smaller mixes, duplicate specimens were used for each test condition
with some of the test permutations being omitted, requiring only 36 cubes per
mix.  The total programme involved nearly a thousand cubes.

3 Experimental procedures

3.1 Preparation and storage of specimens
All concretes were vibrated into 100mm cube moulds and stored for 24

hours under damp hessian and polythene sheet, before being de-moulded and
numbered.  The cubes were then cured for a further 27 days at 20°C, either in
water or in air at 65% relative humidity. For both air and water storage, the cubes
were stacked three high.  Some of the cubes stored in water stuck together and had
to be prised apart.  Immediately after curing, the cubes were transferred into
containers containing the test solutions.  Five concentrations of solution were
used:

• Solution ‘E’:  magnesium sulfate, of strength 1.8% as SO4

• Solution ‘C’:  magnesium sulfate, of strength 0.42% as SO4

• Solution ‘M’:  magnesium sulfate, of strength 0.14% as SO4

• Solution ‘I’:   sodium sulfate, of strength 1.8% as SO4

• Tap water

Each container held four cubes, spaced apart in a single layer, and
submerged in approximately 3.5 litres of solution. The ‘control’ cubes, which
contained no carbonate aggregate, were kept separate from cubes containing
carbonate aggregate.



To simulate the static conditions characteristic of a clay soil on site, some of
the solutions were never changed. In other containers the solutions were emptied
and replaced with fresh solutions every 3 months, to simulate a mobile
groundwater.  A further variable in the test conditions was temperature; specimens
were tested in solutions maintained at 5°C and at 20°C.

3.2 Visual and photographic assessment
After approximately one and two years, the cubes were visually assessed and

photographs were taken of specimens that showed evidence of attack.

3.3 Wear rating
 ‘Wear rating’ is a measure of the attack on the corners of a cube and was

measured after approximately one and two years. Previous experience at BRE
(Harrison, 1985) has found it to be a useful measurement on specimens subject to
conventional sulfate attack, because here the initial damage is predominantly
cracking or erosion of the corners. Measurements are made on the struck face and
the opposite face of the cubes.  On each of these faces two diagonal measurements
are made of the distance from the edge of one corner damage to the edge of the
diagonally opposite corner damage.  Knowing the corresponding length on an
undamaged cube, the wear rating of a cube is calculated as:“ the sum of the loss in
millimetres of the four measured diagonals, divided by 8” ( Harrison 1985), i.e.
the average depth of erosion or damage for one corner (in millimetres).

3.4 XRD studies
Any interesting surface deposit or deterioration product was removed and

analysed using X-ray diffraction, (XRD). The samples were allowed to dry
naturally and were then finely ground for qualitative XRD using a Siemens D500
automated diffractometer.

4 Presentation of results

A combination of wear rating values (as shown in Table 1) and visual
assessment (photographs shown in Figure 1) gave a very good indication of the
degree of sulfate attack in the cubes under test.  Little deterioration was detected at
20°C and consequently this paper only reviews the 5°C data.  All wear rating
tables and photographs are presented in Halliwell and Crammond 1997.

4.1 Assessment of sulfate-resisting properties using the wear rating results
It has been shown that normal production, demoulding and  handling of

cubes produces ‘wear rating’ values due to imperfect cubes of between 1 and 3
with a mean of 2 (Harrison, 1985). Harrison differentiated between the wear
ratings obtained from the struck face and the opposite face. He detected greater
attack at the corners of the struck face and deduced that wear rating values of
greater than 5 (2+3) in the first year could be taken as an indication of the onset of
sulfate attack. Hence values between 2 and 5 for the struck face would indicate
satisfactory resistance to sulfate attack.



In the present study, the general impression was that the wear rating values
measured for the struck face and the opposite face were similar. The opposite face
was therefore treated as being just as susceptible to attack as the struck face and
Harrison's performance criteria have been adopted as follows:

one year criteria
values > 5  imply poor sulfate resistance
values ≤ 5  imply satisfactory sulfate resistance
values ≤ 2  imply good sulfate resistance

two year criteria
values > 8  imply poor sulfate resistance
values ≤ 8  imply satisfactory sulfate resistance
values ≤ 4  imply good sulfate resistance

5 Discussion of the results from the sulfate resistance tests

The main finding from the 2 year cube assessment data was that concretes
made with BRECEM performed the best, followed by those containing ggbs
and SRPC cements with the OPC concretes showing the worst performance. It
is important to note that at 1 year the SRPC concretes made with poor quality
limestone aggregates were performing well, but after 2 years they had
developed an unsatisfactory wear rating.

Two other important findings were that the sulfate resistance of the concrete
specimens continued to be much reduced at 5°C and, at this lower temperature, it
was predominantly concretes containing limestone-bearing aggregate which
deteriorated.

Concrete cubes containing good quality carbonate aggregates performed
well at 5°C when used in combination with all cement types except OPC.   No
concretes performed satisfactorily when they contained the poorer quality
aggregates.  At 1 year it was found that the SRPC was performing well with the
poor quality aggregates, but at 2 years this was found not to be the case.

The ggbs concrete has performed particularly well when made with
Carboniferous coarse and Jurassic fines.  This combination performed better than
the equivalent SRPC concretes, as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1.  In this study,
the most aggressive solution was found to be the strong magnesium sulfate
solution, followed by the strong sodium sulfate solution. The medium magnesium
sulfate solution gave some deterioration but only really with the concretes that had
performed very poorly in the stronger solutions. One exception is the poor
performance of the SRPC concretes after 2 years exposure to solution C at 5°C
compared with their satisfactory performance after one year. No significant sulfate
attack was found in the very weak magnesium sulfate solution. On the whole the
solutions that were changed every three months caused more deterioration and
attack than those that were left unchanged.

The effect of air-curing the concretes was to enhance significantly the sulfate
resistance of  all the concretes.  Even the poorest quality concrete subjected to the
most aggressive environment benefited from this form of curing. However, in the



case of OPC concrete containing Carboniferous limestone coarse aggregate the
performance of the air-cured specimens deteriorated greatly between one and two
years (see Figure 2). This was due to preferential attack on their ‘stuck faces’ (see
later section).

Fig. 2: Air cured OPC/Carboniferous limestone cube stored in solution E at
5°°C. The effect of the stuck faces during curing is clearly illustrated

After the one-year assessment some of the results disagreed with data
obtained from a previous study (Crammond and Halliwell, 1995,1996). The two
main differences were that:-

1. Concrete mixes containing SRPC and Magnesian limestone deteriorated in the
earlier work but performed well in the present investigation.

2. Concrete mixes containing SRPC and either Carboniferous limestone or
Jurassic limestone were showing definite signs of wear after one-year of
exposure in the first programme of work but performed satisfactorily after 14
months exposure in the current study.

However, after two years it has become apparent that the present work does
agree with the earlier studies.  Firstly, concrete mixes containing SRPC and
Magnesian limestone have now deteriorated to unsatisfactory  levels.  Secondly
the SRPC concretes made with Carboniferous limestone are now showing signs of
deterioration.

The reason for these differences could be the slight variations in
composition between the two SRPCs and the two Magnesian limestones used in
the two studies.  It is known that different SRPCs, for example, may remain
dormant for different lengths of time before the onset of attack. The SRPC used in



this work contains a slightly lower C3A content compared with that used in the
previous work (Crammond and Halliwell 1995) which may have provided an
improved sulfate resistance.

Inferior oolitic limestone was not included as one of the aggregates
examined in the first programme of work. The poor performance of OPC
concretes containing the inferior oolitic limestone in the present study was
expected but the poor performance of the equivalent cubes containing ggbs was
not.

Thaumasite was found by X-ray diffraction studies to be the main reaction
product in the concretes that had deteriorated at the lower storage temperature of
5ºC.

During the curing of many of the samples, some of the cubes stacked on top
of each other became bonded together. Many of these faces which were ‘stuck’ to
each other had to be prised apart before immersion in the sulfate solutions. Some
of the concretes were air-cured after demoulding for a period of 28 days and
subsequently placed in sulfate solutions. The effect of the cubes being ‘stuck’
during curing was dramatically shown in these air-cured mixes. Figure 2  shows
the effect of an OPC concrete with Carboniferous aggregate stored in the most
aggressive environment (solution E, strong MgSO4 , at  5°C). No significant
corner wear was recorded on this cube after one year exposure, but where the
faces had ‘stuck’ together, they had literally burst open. After 2 years storage in
solution E, the wear rating values of this particular cube had increased to a
unsatisfactory level. The reason for this mode of attack appeared to be that, as a
result of these cube faces being stuck together during curing, calcium hydroxide
from the hydrating cement would not have been carbonated during air-curing or
leached during water-curing. Consequently this retained calcium hydroxide has
been readily available for reaction with sulfate ions.

6 Conclusions

• Ggbs concretes performed well when made with the good quality carbonate
aggregates.  Apart from the equivalent BRECEM concrete the mix containing
ggbs and Carboniferous limestone was the best performing concrete under the
most aggressive environment (solution E at 5ºC). Ggbs concretes performed
less satisfactorily when they contained the lower grade inferior oolitic and
Magnesian limestone aggregates.

• The SRPC concretes made with the poor quality limestones performed
satisfactorily up to one year but by two years were deteriorating significantly.
SRPC concretes performed satisfactorily with both the good quality limestones
and flint aggregates at one year, but were showing early signs of deterioration
at 2 years with the good quality limestones.

• Deterioration was much more noticeable in the concrete cubes stored at 5°C
than  those stored at 20°C and at the lower temperature, thaumasite was
identified by XRD studies to be the main reaction product formed.

• As expected, OPC concretes were the least resistant against sulfates. The worst
sulfate resistance was found with OPC concretes exposed to strong magnesium
sulfate solutions. Those containing carbonate-bearing aggregates had severely



eroded whereas those containing flint aggregate had remained intact but had
expanded significantly.

• All the BRECEM concretes performed perfectly in every environment.
• Most air-cured concretes performed extremely well, even concretes made with

OPC and Inferior Oolitic limestone stored at 5°C.  Problems only arose when
excess erosion occurred at ‘stuck faces’ which had not therefore been exposed
to the air.

• Storage in the strong magnesium sulfate solution produced the greatest degree
of sulfate attack followed by storage in the strong sodium sulfate solution.

• In general immersion in solutions that were changed every three months
resulted in more deterioration and attack compared with those that were left
unchanged.
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Fig. 1: Sulfate attack in the cubes under test





Table 1: Wear rating for 100mm cubes after two years storage in sulphate solutions at 5°°C
Sulphate solution type

Aggregate type 1.8% SO4 MgSO4 1.8% SO4 Na2SO4 0.42% SO4 MgSO4 0.14% SO4 MgSO4Cement
Type

Cement
Content
 kg/m3 Coarse Fines change 3M no change change 3M no change change 3M no change change 3M no change

OPC 350 Thames flint 11.0 10.0 13.0 12.0 9.0 1.0 0.5 0.0

OPC 350 Carbonif Lst Jurassic Lst 18.0 10.0 8.0 5.0 9.0 4.0 3.0 0.0

OPC 400 Inferior Oolitic Limestone 18.0 13.0 10.0 1.5 10.0 3.0 2.0 0.0

OPC 400 Magnesian limestone 13.0 8.0 11.0 3.0 8.0 2.0 4.0 0.0

OPC 350 Flint Carbonif Lst 17.0 9.0 8.0 3.5 8.0 2.0 4.0 0.0

SLAG/OPC 350 Thames flint 14.0 3.5 10.0 0.0 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

SLAG/OPC 350 Carbonif Lst Jurassic Lst 3.5 3.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SLAG/OPC 400 Inferior Oolitic Limestone 29.0 10.0 24.0 9.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SLAG/OPC 400 Magnesian limestone 15.0 6.0 13.0 4.0 11.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

SLAG/OPC 350 Flint Carbonif Lst 2.5 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SRPC 350 Thames flint 4.0 2.0 7.0 1.5 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

SRPC 350 Carbonif Lst Jurassic Lst 9.0 6.5 5.5 0.0 8.0 0.0 4.0 0.0

SRPC 400 Inferior Oolitic Limestone 12.0 2.5 4.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SRPC 400 Magnesian limestone 12.0 3.0 4.5 1.0 10.0 0.0 4.5 0.0

SRPC 350 Flint Carbonif Lst 2.5 3.5 3.0 1.5 1.5 3.0 0.5 0.0

SLAG(2)/OPC 350 Thames flint 25.0 13.0 5.0 3.0 13.0 0.0 1.5 0.0

SLAG(2)/OPC 350 Carbonif Lst Jurassic Lst 7.0 1.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0

BRECEM 350 Thames flint 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BRECEM 350 Carbonif Lst Jurassic Lst 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Air cured

OPC 350 Thames flint 1.5 2.0 1.0 0.0 - - 1.0 0.0
OPC 350 Carbonif Lst Jurassic Lst 14.0 11.5 6.0 3.0 - - 2.0 0.0

SLAG/OPC 350 Thames flint 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - - 0.0 0.0
SLAG/OPC 350 Carbonif Lst Jurassic Lst 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - - 0.0 0.0

SRPC 350 Thames flint 5.5 2.0 4.5 3.0 - - 0.0 0.0
SRPC 350 Carbonif Lst Jurassic Lst 0.0 3.0 3.5 0.0 - - 0.0 0.0

values > 8  imply poor sulphate resistance (bold) values < 8 implying satisfactory sulphate resistance
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Abstract

Lightweight concrete is widely used in our day as a filling material for sandwich
panels in the construction industry.  On the other hand, the use of gypsum in this
aspect is very limited.  Block or panels as partition walls produced by foamed or
porous gypsum has not been widely publicised.  According to literature, similar
types of gypsum panels are produced and used in Israel and the former East
Germany.  During our literature survey, using polystyrene beads as an aggregate
for the production of the gypsum blocks or panels has not been discovered.  In this
study, we have observed the use and production gypsum composites, using
polystyrene beads.  Even though it is possible to mix polystyrene beads and
gypsum without additives, better results are obtained by wetting the beads using a
glue with a polymer base for binding as the mixture become more homogeneous.
Production is planned for samples between 200kg/m³ and 800kg/m³ density,
among those 500-600 kg/m³ mixtures have been found to be the most economical
ones and the cavities filled with gypsum up to the maximum extent.  Even though
the mechanical strength is not a critical issue for these samples, it is found to be
sufficient, in addition good heat insulation and fire retardant properties has been
observed.
Due to the above mentioned properties, polystyrene aggregated gypsum can be
used in precast or cast in situ panels as a filling material.

Keywords: Gypsum, polystyrene foam, epoxy resins

1 Introduction

Lightweight concrete is widely used in thermal insulation, to decrease the
cross sections of reinforced concrete structural elements or in block or panel
systems.  But use of light-weight gypsum as a filling agent or as prefabricated
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panels is very rare.  For example of these applications is the production of
hollowed gypsum blocks for use as domestic partition walls.  The application of
making gypsum light by foaming is also scarce, and such productions do not
permit the material to have a density less than 600kg/m3.  Productions made with
light aggregates like perlite and vermiculite are not so effective, due to their small
ratios in the mixture.

Using polystyrene foams as light aggregate is quite new.  Polystyrene foams
produced by the German firm BASF, and sold under the trade name of Styropor
are given to the manufacturers as Styropor beads.  The manufacturers put these
beads in suitable moulds and heat it with steam in order to give them the shape of
the mould.  Experiences in using half-expanded 1.5-2 mm spherical beads as
aggregate material in concrete, were tested since 1949.  Although the experiments
were highly successful, the application of this practice was not developed, since
that condition of polystyrene foam was very expensive at that date,.  However
when the pre-expanded polystyrene foam beads became economical after 1960’s,
polystyrene foam cement found a wide enough application field.

Presently, the polystyrene foam finds a wide application as insulation
material in board form.  It is also widely used in packing.  In companies that use
polystyrene foam beads by expanding the beads, there is a lot of waste material
left because of large dimensions and faulty productions.  These left overs are
simply crumbled and turned back to polystyrene foam beads.  A firm dealing with
polystyrene bead production, consulted Istanbul Technical University Faculty of
Architecture’s Construction Materials Laboratory and wanted to evaluate these
leftovers.  In the performed research, among other findings, it was understood that
these beads could be used together with gypsum, just like in cement to form
gypsum with polystyrene foam.

2 Definition

The production of gypsum productions with polystyrene foam aggregate
give various advantages with respect to other gypsum mixtures.  First of all,
crumbled surplus polystyrene foam beads can be purchased after production for a
very low price, and very light products are resulted.  Polystyrene foam beads can
be used as volume 50-70% depending on the density of the gypsum block.  By
using crumbled polystyrene foam beads the following can be accomplished:

• Very small observed unit volume weight (∆=11-12kg/m³)
• Very small heat transfer value ( λ=0.04 W/m oC)
• Durability against moisture penetration due to the closed cellular structure

of the beads.
• Due to formation of the beads close to each other, the remaining cavities

between them are filled tightly with matrix material which gives a high
mechanical strength to the gypsum composite.

• Since the form of the polystyrene foam beads are perfectly spherical, they
distribute themselves evenly in concrete or gypsum paste so that
construction elements in homogeneous structure can be produced.



3 Material

3.1 Polystyrene foam beads used as aggregate
The basic material is expanded Polystyrene foam, produced by the German

firm B.A.S.F. and being exported to the world under the name of Styropor since
1952.  Manufactured as board and sandwich panels, it is widely used in
construction, insulating and packaging industries.

The manufacturing of the material is realised in two stages.  Stage one;  the
unexpanded material called polystyrene foam bead is pre-expanded. Stage two;
these beads are closed in  forms and fused together .  At this moment the beads
touch and are welded to each other in the contacting boundaries and reach their
final form as blocks, boards or shaped mouldings.

The raw material consists of fine cellular beaded polystyrene which is
subjected to a pre-expansion process.  In this process, the fine polystyrene beads
containing an expanding agent are heated in steam, the expanding agent in the fine
beads vaporises and the vapour of the agent mixed with steam expands the beads
up to 50 times their original volume, to a diameter of 1.5-6mm.

Unit dimensions of polystyrene foam beads depend on the dimensions of the
vessel where the pre-expanded beads are placed, expansion period and the heat of
the steam.  With this method , the polystyrene foam beads can be produced in
different sizes and densities .

The dimensions of polystyrene foam beads used in this study are between 2
and 4 mm and average 3 mm.  Since in previous research, it was found that the
dimension of the beads have no effect on the resistance of the concrete produced,
the effect of the dimensions were not examined (Lightweight Concrete 1975). It
was accepted that the apparent density of the polystyrene foam beads has no effect
also on the resistance, because the density of the beads are so lower than the
density of the gypsum, that the density of the beads are negligible when the whole
composite material is considered.  In order that the material should be produced
economically, the apparent density of the beads should be about 12-15 kg/m3 (1).
The polystyrene foam beads used in this research are maintained made by a water
and thermal insulation firm and their volume weight is ∆ = 11.17 kg/m3.  The
density of the same material is 18 kg/m3.

3.2 Gypsum
The gypsum used in this research is a commercial gypsum hemi-hydrate

(CaSO4.½ H2O) product, which is commonly used for internal decorations.  From
the preliminary tests on this material, it has been found out that, the material starts
to set after 10 minutes and ends setting after 16 minutes, using a normal
consistency and 60% water/gypsum ratio.  Only distilled water was used in the
preparation of the specimens and no further retarders or other additives were
added.  The compressive strength of this gypsum was 16 MPa (160 kgf/cm2) after
its setting time.

3.3 Bonding additive
Adhesion between the polystyrene foam beads which are organic and

inorganic based mineral binders, is very low.  To overcome this problem, a
bonding agent had to be used.  As bonding agents only plastic dispersions or
adhesive resins can be considered, since these have no adverse effects on the



gypsum properties and do not attack the polystyrene beads.  In this study an epoxy
based bonding agent (produced by Köster company ECC Resin), is used.  Using
this material, delayed the setting time of the gypsum and in addition, increased the
mechanical strength and moisture resistance of the gypsum matrix .

4 Preparation of the test samples

The mixing of low-density aggregates and mineral binders, may sometimes
cause difficulties.  Therefore, it is preferred not to keep the matrix elements very
fluid and viscous.  In the production of the gypsum composite, sand and similar
fillers are also not used.  As a result, it is hard to exceed the maximum application
of polystyrene foam over 600 kg/m2.

In the production of the gypsum composite it is not easy to mix gypsum,
water and expanded beads because of the great density differences between these
two materials.  In order to maintain a homogeneous mixture, the surface of
polystyrene foam beads must be covered with the gypsum binder.  The bonding
additive should ensure that the gypsum binder actually coats the surfaces of the
beads and not accumulate in the cavities.  For this reason various kinds of
polymer dispersions or organic based glues can be used that won't affect the
setting of the gypsum.  For example, PVAc, acrylic and epoxy dispersions can be
used in gypsum without a problem.

In the production of test samples Köster ECC epoxy emulsions are used as
the bonding additive.  The specimens for the trials are prepared in cylindrical
moulds of 10 cm in diameter and 20 cm height.  Bonding additive proportion is
designed as 1/40 of the mixing water.  The densities of the gypsum samples have
been designed as 200 kg/m3, 300 kg/m3, 400 kg/m3, 500 kg/m3, 600 kg/m3, 700
kg/m3, and 800 kg/m3.  The calculated proportions of the matrixes of the materials
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The matrix of the 1m³ gypsum compound and its proportions

Density
(kg/m³)

Gypsum (kg) Polystyrene foam
(kg)

Water (lt)

200 152 15     91.2
300 235 15 141
400 317 15 190
500 400 15 240
600 482 15 290
700 565 15 339
800 647 15 388

In the production phase it was found that these proportions needed
changing, as a result of the beads receding from each other. The proportion
amounts were decreased.  The real matrixes that are taken for 1 m³ composite
samples are shown in Table 2.



Table 2: The real mixing values of 1m³ gypsum composite

Density
(kg/m³)

Gypsum (kg) Polystyrene beads (kg) Water (lt)

200        162.000 11.141   97.080
300 249.550 11.141 117.770
400 336.450 10.822 159.150
500 424.300 10.742 200.530
600 511.520 10.663 241.910
700 599.380 10.584 257.830
800 606.590 10.584 318.310

The mixtures prepared in the ratios mentioned above were poured into
10cmx20cm cylindrical moulds.  It is found out that the epoxy emulsion which is
added into the gypsum mixing water, with the proportion of 2-2.5% decreases the
amount of mixing water and increases the flow property and the setting time of
the specimens.  However the high prices of epoxy resins (approximately 37
DM/kg) forces further new researches on other emulsions although a quite small
quantity is required for the gypsum and polystyrene composites.  The moulded
samples were cured in an oven at 40ºC for 24 hours to be dried and then their
volume units are measured.  The results are summarised in Table 3

Table 3:The average volume weights of the cast test samples

Prepared
(kg/m³)

200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Result (kg/m³) 208 265 397 493 577 655 690

The heat transfer, water vapour permeance, diffusion resistance factor and
mechanical strengths of the test samples are evaluated according to the unit
volume mass.  The real material proportions in 1 m3 gypsum composite according
to the volume weight values are given in Table 4

The specifications of the gypsum composite are evaluated according to the
volume ratios of the materials that are present in the composite.

Table 4: The gypsum and polystyrene foam matrixes in 1 m³ gypsum
composite

Density of the
composite
material (kg/m³)

Polystyrene
foam beads

(in kg)

Gypsum
matrix

(in litre)

Polystyrene
foam beads

(in kg)

Gypsum
matrix

(in litre)

Cavity
limits

(in litre)
208 11.100 198.900 616.67 164.00 220.00
285 9.550 315.310 530.55 196.35 273.00
397 10.460 387.041 581.11 297.72 121.17
493 10.272 482.791 570.67 371.38 57.95
577 9.957 566.743 553.17 435.96 10.87
655 9.575 645.360 531.94 467.39 0.67
690 8.120 680.847 451.11 519.73 29.00



5 Properties of polystyrene foam gypsum composite

5.1 Segregation

Polystyrene foam gypsum
can be used anywhere light-
filling material is needed in
construction.  Mixtures with a
density of 200 kg/m3, density is
the lowest are not satisfactory in
construction and have the
tendency to segregate.

Examples over this
density do not segregate easily
because of the rich amount of
gypsum surrounding in their
composition.  That’s why more
gypsum should be used in order
to increase the density.  In the
samples with the density of
550-600 kg/m3 , the amount of
the cavities are very little and
polystyrene foam beads usage is
dense enough so that the
material reveals high
compressive strength.
(Figure 1). Fig. 1:The structure of gypsum composite

(Köhling 1960)

Fig. 2: Gypsum composite samples with different densities



The physical and mechanical properties of the material differ with its
density.  Naturally, as the density of the material increases, the mechanical
strength and vapour diffusion resistance factor increases and the heat transmission
ratio decreases.

5.2 Mechanical properties
Since these materials will not be used in flexure or tensile conditions, their

values in these aspects are not investigated.
The compressive strengths of the cylindrical test samples with 10 cm

diameter and 20 cm height were tested on an MFL Brand 100 kN Universal tester,
and the following results were found.

Table 5: Compression strengths related to the densities in average

Density (kg/cm³) 208 265 397 493 577 655 690
σσ  MPa 0.183 0.187 0.556 1.34 1.71 2.47 2.74

5.3 Heat transmission values
In the composite polystyrene foam has the largest volume and it is known

as the best heat insulating material.  It's heat transfer ratio averages 0.040 W/moC
depending on the moisture content.  Gypsum's heat transfer ratio differs with its
density and humidity.  In preparation of the samples, water/gypsum ratio is taken
as 0,47-0,50.  The density of the gypsum prepared with this ratio is found as 1,2
g/cm3 and the heat transfer of this material is λ=0.545 W/moC (Hohwiller and
Köhling 1968).  Gypsum-polystyrene foam bead and air mixture’s heat transfer
ratio found in composites are calculated according to the average values
calculation which are given in Table 6.

Table 6: Heat transfer values related to the densities

Density(kg/cm³) 208 265 397 493 577 655 690
λλ    (W/m°°C) 0.183 0.187 0.556 1.34 1.71 2.47 2.74

5.4 Vapour transfer resistance factor
In polystyrene foam gypsum samples up to 400 kg/cm3 empty spaces that

are related with each other are formed. (Figure 1).  Therefore their vapour transfer
ratios are relatively small.  However the vapour transfer resistance of the surplus
polystyrene foam beads are very high.  In the experiments conducted in the
laboratory, the vapour transfer resistance of surplus polystyrene foam are found
between 90-150.  On the other hand the µ ratio of polystyrene foam panel differs
between 25-40 depending on its density.  In this study the vapour transfer
resistances of the samples having the volume weights of 397kg/m³ and 577kg/m3

are measured.  The average value for the samples with a volume weight of
397kg/m³ is µ=20 and for 577 kg/m³ samples µ=25.

5.5 Behaviour against fire
Polystyrene foam beads used in the samples have the tendency of burning

easily.  But when they are covered with gypsum they do not burn so easy.  In
samples up to 400 kg/m3 , the risk of burning is higher compared with the heavier



samples.  In an experiment conducted under laboratory conditions, 6 samples,
40x40x10 cm, were exposed to open fire and has been observed.  After half an
hour, the polystyrene foam beads on the surface of the blocks which had direct
contact with fire, evaporated without burning, and the surface temperature of the
samples did not exceed 30 oC.  According to these results, gypsum panels of 10
cm thickness and with a density of 500 kg/m3 have the ability to retard fire for
half an hour.

Fig. 3: Behaviour of gypsum-polystyrene foam composite against fire

6 Conclusion

The conclusions of the experimental program which was performed to
examine the durability of lightweight gypsum with polystyrene foam beads, can
be summarised as follows:

• The lightweight gypsum with polystyrene foam is a perfect heat insulating
material with good mechanical strength which can be used in self bearing
construction elements, combining thermal insulation with the static
function.

• If the lightweight gypsum is designed as a sandwich panel, having an
internal layer of lightweight gypsum with polystyrene foam, and gypsum
sheets on both faces, it will work as a very good fire delaying element

• Because the material itself is lightweight, there is a considerable reduction
of  weight in the buildings.

• The Composite of gypsum with polystyrene foam can be used as a filling
and heat preserving material in many areas of construction.  Among the
application areas considered are as a base material in floors that touch the
base, in normal floors as elastic and light filling material, load bearing panel



structures.  It can be used in ceilings as a heat preserving element and in
sandwich elements with an internal layer of lightweight gypsum.

• In restoration of historical wooden buildings, using polystyrene foam
gypsum will maintain heat insulation as well as increasing the fire
protection which is a very important factor to wooden buildings.  In addition
polystyrene foam gypsum blocks can be used as a separation or filling wall
material.
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ELECTROLYTIC RESISTIVITY OF COVER CONRETE: RELEVANCE,
MEASUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION
Resistivity of cover concrete

R. WEYDERT and C. GEHLEN
Institute for Building Materials, Technical University of Aachen, Aachen, Germany

Abstract

The determination of the electrolytic resistivity of cover concrete is often related to
questions of concrete durability. Numerous methods have been developed for a variety
of demands, all of which operate on similar basis. Results from three commonly used
methods have been compared. Measurements have been performed on concrete speci-
mens with regard to changes in moisture content, the influence of carbonation and the
presence of reinforcing bars close to the concrete surface which may lead to misinter-
pretations of the measured values. It is from these results that the advantages and limits
of the three methods can be derived. The conclusions can contribute to a better under-
standing and interpretation of results obtained from electrolytic resistivity measu-
rements.

Keywords: Carbonation, concrete cover, concrete resistivity, durability, test method

1 Introduction
In order to ensure sufficient durability of concrete structures German standards

and guidelines currently in use for the design of reinforced and prestressed concrete
structures include only descriptive regulations. Environmental conditions are roughly
classified. For each set of these environmental classes the water cement ratio, the
cement content as well as the concrete cover is generally specified. Further regulations
(e.g. prescribed curing measures) complete the design for durability. This way of
designing structures for durability is historically grown and is practised in a similar way
all over the world.

Regarding the above mentioned regulations it is not obvious for the designing
engineer to comprehend the distinct meanings and valences of the different variables
given. Attempts on a European level try to replace the existing design methods by a new
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design procedure, based on real material performance. Fundamental aspects of this proof
of durability are to consider in detail the environmental conditions, to guarantee a real
material performance measured in reproducible compliance tests and to give a compre-
hensible design for durability based on a probabilistic model and safety concept. Several
design models describing the time dependent deterioration processes are reflecting the
physical and chemical processes involved, e. g. describing the diffusion of chlorides or
the carbonation with regard to the time of exposure. Parameters are reflecting the
material properties (concrete, reinforcement, ...), the execution of work and the expected
environmental conditions themselves. The incorporation of material compliance tests
will ensure that only measured and confirmed material performances are integrated in
the durability design.

The resistance of reinforced concrete structures towards rebar corrosion
(propagation period) is modelled by a so-called resistivity corrosion rate model (Nilsson
and Gehlen 1998). In this model, the electrolytic resistivity of the concrete cover is
identified as being one of the most important factors influencing the time dependent
progress of rebar corrosion, the corrosion rates being low for high concrete resistivities.

To measure and experimentally specify the electrolytic resistivity of concrete
several test methods can be used. Even though all of them are based on a comparable
principle, these different test methods can lead to considerable differences in the results.
If the electrolytic resistivity shall be used as a design parameter, the exact knowledge of
the specific differences arising from the applied test method and the environmental
conditions is of great importance. In order to examine and explain the above mentioned
difficulties, tests have been performed with different test methods.

2 Investigated test methods

Three relevant test methods for the experimental determination of the electrolytic
resistivity ρ of concrete schematically shown in Fig. 1 have been chosen:

• Two-Electrode-Method (TEM)
• Multi-Ring-Method (MRE)
• Wenner-Probe-Method (WER)

The TEM method can be considered being the most elemental measuring method,
measuring the alternating current resulting from an implied alternating voltage between
two flat steel electrodes. The quotient of voltage and current forms a frequency
dependent AC-resistance of the concrete between the two electrodes. The frequency
dependent behaviour is usually determined with the so called electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) for the total frequency spectrum. The complicated
measuring equipment makes the EIS test procedure not suitable to use on site. This is
the reason why a measurement frequency is fixed, in this case to a value of f = 108 Hz, a
value confirmed in numerous EIS pre-tests. The TEM with flat steel electrodes as shown
in Fig. 1 can easily be applied under laboratory conditions for concrete specimens like
cubes or cylinders; however its application on existing concrete structures is limited.



Fig. 1: Test methods used to determine the electrolytic resistivity of concrete

The Multi-Ring-Electrode (MRE) is a special embedded sensor composed of
several 2.5 mm thick stainless steel rings which are kept separated at a distance from
one another by 2.5 mm thick insulating plastic rings.  Cable connections in the sensor
enable the resistivity of the concrete to be determined between each pair of neighbour-
ing stainless steel rings by means of AC resistance measurement.  The method can thus
be considered being a special version of the before described TEM.  The measuring
process with this sensor offers an advantage over other resistivity measuring processes
in that the depth-dependent resistivity can be determined at intervals of 5 mm.

The absolute resistance measured on the test specimen is transformed into a resis-
tivity value using a constant cell factor, as given in equation (1). The cell constant
depends on the method and the dimensions of the specimen and can be either deter-
mined experimentally (MRE, kCell = 0.10, equation (1)) or by considering the geometry
of the specimen (TEM, equation (2)). Due to the fact that the MRE has to be embedded
in the concrete, the sensor has to be foreseen before concreting. An implementation of
the sensor in existing structures is possible but costly.

The Wenner method works from the concrete surface by using a special
arrangement of four equispaced electrodes to imply a constant alternating current
between the outer pair of electrodes. The voltage measured between the inner probes
leads to the resistance of the concrete. The cell constant for the Wenner-Probe (WER) is
found using equation (3), derived from a semi-infinite homogeneous material.
Commercially available devices give the resistivity as output straight away with an
internal conversion of the determined resistance, independently of whether the
requirement of a homogeneous material is given or not.

ρ = ⋅R kCell (1)

ρ = ⋅R
A

l
(2)

ρ π= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅R a2 (3)



ρ is the electrolytic resistivity [Ωm], R is the electrolytic resistance [Ω], kCell is the
cell constant [m], A is the cross section of the specimen [m2], l is the length of the
specimen [m], a is the spacing of the equispaced electrodes [m].

As mentioned above, equation (3) applied for the WER method is only valid if a
homogenous semi-infinite material is assumed. Concrete layers of different conductivity
limit the use of equation (3) and a theoretical determination of the cell constant turns out
to be very difficult. As it is not possible for the user of the WER test devices to
influence the cell constant, a misinterpretation is likely. The main parameters of the
different devices and test methods used for the test series are listed in Table 1:

Table 1:Test methods for the determination of the electrolytic concrete resistivity

Measuring
Device

WER TEM MRE

Principle Four Electrode Method Two Electrode Method Two Electrode Method
Frequency f = 60 Hz f = 108 Hz f = 108 Hz
Producer Proceq (CH) IBAC-Electronics IBAC-Electronics
Output ρWER in [Ωm] RTEM in [Ω] RMRE in [Ω]

In order to determine the resistivity of different concretes, tests have been per-
formed on concrete cylinders under standardized constant environmental conditions
(constantly water submerged concrete). As a standard test method, the TEM has been
chosen, giving the more realistic, non falsified values for the concrete resistivity. For
better comparison, the measured TEM and MRE values (RTEM and RMRE) in [Ω] have
been converted into specific values ρTEM and ρMRE in [Ωm] with equations (1) and (2).

3 Parameters influencing the electrolytic resistivity of the cover concrete

In the design model (Nilsson and Gehlen 1998), the electrolytic resistivity is taken
into account as a measurable material resistance. Its potential value is generally
calculated with respect to the used material e. g. the components of the concrete. The
type and the amount of binder as well as the water/binder ratio do have decisive
influence on the resistivity.

The potential material resistivity ρo(t) under constant environmental conditions
can be calculated according to equation (4). The first term is a measured potential
material resistivity ρo determined at an age of to = 28 d. The age of the concrete
(maturity, degree of hydration) is taken into account by the second factor, where tHydra is
supposed to be the time after which concrete hydration is supposed to be completed
when stored under standardized conditions. The third term is a test method factor kt.

ρ ρo tk(t)
t

to
Hydra

o

n

= ⋅








 ⋅ (4)

Further parameters influencing the resistivity ρ(t) are the degree of curing (fc), the
temperature as well as the relative humidity of the environment (fe), possible carbo-



nation (fCO2
) and possible chloride contamination of the concrete cover (fCl), leading to

equation (5).

ρ ρ(t) (t) f f f fo c e CO Cl2
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ (5)

The development of ρo(t) for twelve different concrete mixes over a period of 91
days when stored under submerged conditions is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Concrete resistivity (MRE) vs. time for different concretes

The concrete specimens are cured and stored in such a way, that the above
mentioned influencing parameters result in the product of

fi
i 1

n =4

=
∏  =1.0 for standard test conditions (Gehlen and Ludwig 1999) (6)

It can be shown that the electrolytic resistivity is strongly influenced by the choice
of binder (curves E2, F2, C2 in contrast to D2, A2, B2, G2, H2, I2) and the water/binder
ratio. The age dependency of the measured electrolytic resistivity is obvious.

In order to determine the test method factor, the material resistivity ρo determined
with the MRE under standardized conditions has been compared to the values measured
on the same concretes with the TEM and WER methods. Results are resumed in
Table 2.



Table 2: Statistical quantities of the test method factor kt

Test Method Mean of kt StdDev. of kt Distribution Type of kt

TEM1) 1.00 - D
MRE 1.07 0.15 ND
WER 0.68 0.20 ND

1) MRE and WER values related to the reference method TEM. Reference factor kTEM given as a
deterministic value. Standard deviation also observed within a TEM compliance test linked to ρo.

4 Influence of moisture content and carbonation of concrete

4.1 Test setup
Besides the above mentioned (constant) differences in output of the three mea-

suring methods even under standardized environmental conditions, differences may
arise from concrete properties under practical conditions like moisture content, carbo-
nation, curing, inhomogenities or reinforcing bars. In order to show the importance of
these influencing factors, tests have been performed with different three year old rein-
forced concrete specimens with a carbonated concrete layer for different moisture states
of the concrete.

Depth dependent resistivity profiles have been measured with embedded multi-
ring-electrodes (MRE), surface measurements have been performed with the Wenner
probe (WER) from the concrete surface. Before starting the tests, the specimens (Fig. 3)
were stored for one year under dry laboratory climate at 20 °C and 65 % relative
humidity. The test was started by a continuous wetting of the concrete surface for a
period of 6 days followed by a drying period at similar conditions applied before the
wetting period.

Fig. 3: Specimen design and measurement setup



1.2 Results

1.2.1 Wetting of concrete
The time dependent resistivities measured over 300 hours on the above

described specimens is shown in Fig. 4 for the Wenner method (position WER 4) as
well as for selected depths with the Multi-Ring-Electrode. The depth of the shown
measuring points was chosen as 6, 11, 31 and 41 mm from the concrete surface. The
two first measuring points at a depth of 6 and 11 mm are located in the carbonated
concrete layer, the 31 and 41 mm values in the non carbonated concrete.
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Fig. 4: MRE and Wenner measurements for changing moisture contents of a
partially carbonated portland cement concrete

The MRE measurements at different distances from the concrete surface are
ideally suited to follow the penetration of the water front at the beginning of the tests.
Rather high values are measured immediately at the beginning due to the dry concrete.
After wetting of the surface, the values at 6 and 11 mm drop down after a few hours, the
31 mm value reaches its minimum value after 25 hours, at a depth of 41 mm this is only
true after a 50 hour wetting time. After 50 hours, constant resistivity values are
measured showing much higher values for the carbonated concrete layer of 1000 to
2000 Ωm, the inner non carbonated concrete shows values of only 100 to 150 Ωm. The
penetration depth of the water front can be estimated with the MRE measurements:
8-10 mm after 30 minutes, 20 mm after 5 hours and more than 45 mm after 50 hours.

The Wenner measurements (WER) are known to produce an integral value star-
ting from the concrete surface without knowing from the beginning, which concrete
layers are included in the measurements. After a 30 minute wetting, the measured Wen-
ner value is 6200 Ωm, after 5 hours 1600 Ωm, a constant value of 230 Ωm is reached
after 50 hours of wetting. In order to get a better overview, the Wenner (WER 4) and
depth dependent MRE values for these three measurements are resumed in Table 3.

Both measuring methods are clearly influenced by the penetrating water front,
whereas the penetration depth cannot be evaluated with the Wenner method. It appears



obvious that the Wenner method at the beginning of the measurements after 30 minutes
wetting time is only taking into account a thin wetted concrete layer. As can be seen
from the MRE measurements, the resistivity of the deeper concrete layers at this
moment is still too high to have a contribution to the measured integral WER value. Due
to the internal conversion factor presuming a homogeneous material over the measured
area, the WER value in this case is not representative for the cover concrete.

After a wetting time of 5 hours, the penetration depth of the water front has
reached 20 mm, this water saturated layer is still too thin and the Wenner values are not
representative for the real concrete resistivity. After a period of 50 hours, the penetration
depth of the water has reached more than 45 mm. The Wenner resistivity under these
conditions can be considered being a good integral value for the cover concrete, even
though the higher values of the carbonated OPC concrete layer cannot be detected. Simi-
lar effects have been measured on a specimen made with blast furnace slag cement. For
this specimen, reliable measurements with the Wenner method can only be performed
after a wetting time of 50 hours, good values can be obtained after 24 hours. The results
are summarized in Table 4.

Table 3: Comparison of measured MRE and Wenner resistivities (WER 4) for
different wetting times for a partly carbonated OPC concrete

Distance from
concrete surface

ρMRE

for duration of wetting
ρWER 4

for duration of wetting
30 min 5 h 50 h 30 min 5 h 50 h

(mm) (Ωm) (Ωm) (Ωm) (Ωm) (Ωm) (Ωm)
6 >100000 1700 1800
11 >100000 846 780
16 9700 430 160
21 6000 4100 150 6200 1600 230
26 4300 4600 125
31 3500 4000 110
36 3100 3600 115
41 2800 3300 140



Table 4: Comparison of measured MRE and Wenner resistivities for different
wetting times for a partly carbonated BFSC concrete

Distance from
concrete surface

ρMRE

for duration of wetting
ρWER 4

for duration of wetting
30 min 5 h 50 h 30 min 5 h 50 h

(mm) (Ωm) (Ωm) (Ωm) (Ωm) (Ωm) (Ωm)
6 >100000 1050 560
11 >100000 1370 690
16 >100000 55000 820
21 >100000 68000 760 6900 2300 730
26 5500 6200 280
31 3700 4200 280
36 2300 2600 370
41 2000 2300 1300

1.1.2 Drying of concrete
MRE and WER measurements executed on a drying concrete surface revealed

that the drying of the concrete is far slower than the corresponding water uptake. An
important observation during these test was the fact that after a drying period of only 10
to 20 hours no Wenner measurement could be executed on the specimens, even though
the MRE measurements revealed that only the outermost carbonated concrete layer of 5
to 10 mm showed an important resistivity increase. This small layer seems to act as an
isolator for the Wenner method making any measurements impossible. This effect has
been found to be typical for carbonated concretes.

5 Influence of reinforcement and concrete cover on Wenner measurements

If Wenner measurements shall be performed on reinforced concrete structures, a
clear influence of embedded reinforcing steel can be expected due to the known low
resistivity of steel. Even though directions for use of the measuring devices indicate to
avoid measurements in vicinity of reinforcements, no systematic investigations have
been reported on this topic. In order to show the influence of embedded steel bars, ad-
ditional tests have been realized on the specimens described before. The Wenner probe
has been positioned as shown in Fig. 3 in parallel just over steel bars with cover depth of
resp. 1 mm (WER 1), 10 mm (WER 2) and 20 mm (WER 3).

Measurements have been executed during the above described wetting tests within
the period of t1 = 25 h and t2 = 150 h. As could be expected, a cover of only 1 mm leads
to a complete disturbance of the measurements, the whole measurement current can
flow through the steel and the measured resistivity rapidly drops to zero. For the cover
values of 10 and 20 mm, the measurements are also strongly influenced by the
embedded steel bar. Compared to the non influenced WER 4 value, a cover of 10 mm
leads to significant reduction of the resistivity. With measurements over a 20 mm
covered rebar the reduction is still obvious, but at a lower level. This influence of the
concrete cover on the executed measurements after 50 hour wetting is shown in Fig. 5



by calculating the relative resistivity for different concrete cover values, the reference
value being the corresponding WER 4 value.

Fig. 5: Influence of longitudinal rebars upon the resistivity value measured with
the Wenner probe on wetted concrete

6 Conclusions

When considering the concrete resistivity in order to evaluate durability aspects
like chloride diffusion resistance or possible corrosion rates of steel in concrete,
measuring methods and test conditions have to be selected carefully. For new concretes,
measurements can be foreseen to be executed under standardized laboratory conditions,
offering reliable values for all of the three investigated test methods. Difficulties may
arise for measurements on existing concrete structures. The Wenner method being one
of the simpliest method to be applied has been found to be most critical in this context.
Representative and reproducible values can only be measured on concretes wetted over
a longer period, ensuring that the cover concrete is nearly water saturated. The wetting
period strongly depends on the prevailing environmental conditions of the concrete.
Tests performed on dry concrete with a carbonated layer revealed minimum wetting
times of at least 24 to 48 hours. For normal concretes under outdoor conditions, a
prewetting of 24 hours should be on the safe side.

Layer effects caused by carbonated concrete or not sufficiently wetted concrete
cannot be detected by the Wenner method, high resistivity values are measured and a
misinterpretation is likely. Similar distortions can be caused by reinforcements,
measurements should not be performed with the Wenner probe in parallel to reinforcing
bars with concrete covers below 30 mm. Under practical conditions, the influence of



reinforcements can be avoided by measuring at several points with changing orientation
of the Wenner probe.

Measurements with the Multi-Ring-Electrode can detect any possible layer effect
and offer an excellent tool to determine depth dependent concrete resistivity as well as
changes caused by moisture or carbonation.
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PREDICTION OF CORROSION RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE
STRUCTURES
Prediction of corrosion resistance of concrete structures
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Department of Civil Engineering, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea

Abstract

Recently, large-scale concrete structures exposed to severe environment are
increasingly built in various locations. The corrosion may severely affect the
durability and service life of such a concrete structure. It is, therefore, necessary to
develop durable concrete to enhance the corrosion resistance. The corrosion
resistance of concrete can be identified through accelerated corrosion test. The
purpose of the present paper is, therefore, to devise a reasonable and accurate method
to predict the amount of corrosion of reinforcing steels. The proposed method which
is basically based on the concept of Faraday's Law, determines accurately the
corroded amount of a rebar according to accelerated corrosion time. The corrosion is
accelerated by employing the potentiometric corrosion test arrangement. The effects
of admixtures in concrete including blast furnace slag and silica fume have been also
studied to explore the relative corrosion resistance of concrete. The present study
indicates that the cement content of concrete and use of mineral admixtures have a
significant influence on the corrosion resistance of reinforcement. The bond strength
is found to decrease with increasing corrosion rate. The bond strength drops to half of
initial bond strength at 15% corrosion rate. The proposed method allows the
prediction of accurate corrosion amount in reinforcing steel and the estimation of
service life of actual concrete structures.

Keywords: Accelerated corrosion test, corrosion of steel bar, endurance life, mineral
admixtures, severe environments.
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1 Introduction

Concrete is one of the most promising construction materials and has been
widely used in all types of civil and architectural structures. As the development of
infrastructure becomes very active in most countries, large-scale construction is being
taken place in land, seaside, underground and ocean area. These structures often face
very severe environments. The corrosion of reinforcing steels is one of the most
deleterious factors that affect the safety of structures. The corrosion of steel bars in
concrete is of great concern in structural engineering area. However, accurate method
for the quantitative analysis of corrosion has not been established yet.

The corrosion resistance of concrete can be identified through accelerated
corrosion tests. However one major problem of the accelerated corrosion tests lies in
the fact that one cannot properly estimate the actual corrosion rate of real structures
from the laboratory acceleration test results. In other words, it is difficult to correlate
quantitatively the accelerated test results to the actual corrosion amount of a real
structure.

The purpose of the present paper is, therefore, to devise a reasonable and
accurate method to predict the amount of corrosion of reinforcing steel and to
analogize this accelerated test result to actual structures.

The proposed method is basically based on the concept of Faraday's Law, which
states that, in an electrochemical cell, the numbers of moles of reactants and products
are proportional to the electrical charge passed through the external circuit and that an
equivalent mass of each substance is produced or consumed.

In the present study, the corrosion is accelerated by employing the
potentiometric corrosion test arrangement. The proposed method can determine
exactly the corroded amount of reinforcing steel by mass according to the accelerated
corrosion time. The effects of various mineral admixtures in concrete including silica
fume and blast furnace slag have been also studied to explore the relative corrosion
resistance of concrete.

2 Mechanism of corrosion development

2.1 Presence of chloride in concrete
Presence of chloride in concrete can be divided into two types. The first source

of chloride is from using sea sand or chemical admixtures containing chloride. The
other source of chloride comes from direct penetration of seawater when concrete
structures are constructed in seaside or offshore area.

2.2 Mechanism of corrosion initiation of steel bars
It is well known that the passivating very thin film is formed at the steel-

concrete interface in reinforced concrete structures.
The protective action of passivating layer is of essentially an electrochemical

nature and is guaranteed by the high alkalinity of concrete (pH =12.5∼13). However,



the presence of depassivating chloride in large enough amounts at passivating layer
may destroy locally the film.  As the film is destroyed, the steel in concrete is
corroded by the occurrence of corrosion current between steel and concrete interface,
namely, due to potential difference between anode and cathode.

Anodic reaction Fe → Fe++ + 2e- (1)

Cathodic reaction H2O + 1/2 O2 + 2e- → 2(OH)- (2)

The Net reaction Fe + 1/2 O2 + H2O → Fe(OH)2 (3)

3 Proposed corrosion method

3.1 Outline
There exist many methods that are used for the corrosion test of steel bar such

as by immersing in seawater or by raising temperature of the specimen. These
methods give rough evaluation for the corrosion, but they do not give any quantitative
results for the corrosion amount. The present study, therefore, devises a new method
that can yield an accurate amount of corrosion and the time to corrode a certain
specific level by employing so-called the accelerated potentiometric corrosion test.
The proposed corrosion test method gives the current versus time curve for a specific
test specimen with reinforcing steel bar. The detail procedure of the proposed test
method is given in the following section.

3.2 Materials and test specimens
The main principle in selecting the test materials is to see the effects of types of

cement and mineral admixtures. Since it is known that the use of admixtures may
influence the corrosion resistance of concrete, several mineral admixtures including
silica fume and blast furnace slag have been used in the present study.

Table 1 shows general characteristics of cement used and Table 2 summarizes
the mixture proportions of various test series. Here, N1 represents the normal strength
concrete with ordinary cement and H1 represents the high strength concrete with
ordinary cement.

SF represents silica fume and BS represents blast furnace slag.  The last value
of the test series name is the amount of air entraining agent.

Table 1: Characteristics of the cement

Size (µm)
Setting time
(hr : min)

Compressive Strength
(kg/cm2)

Specific
Gravity
(t/m3)

Expansion
:Autoclave
(%)

Surface
Area
(cm2/g) Max Mean Initial Final 1day 3day 7day 28day

3.144 0.1 3200 100 21 4:20 6:40 90 200 285 375

The fine aggregates are from the river near Seoul, and the specific gravity and
absorption rate are 2.60 and 1.5 %, respectively. The coarse aggregates are crushed
stones, and the specific gravity and absorption rate are 2.75 and 1.0 %, respectively.



Blast furnace slag is manufactured from Po-Hang Iron Works and its surface
area is approximately 4000 cm2/g. Silica fume is from the United States of America
and its surface area is about 200,000 cm2/g.

The specimens for corrosion tests are made from the cylinders of size φ100 ×
200 mm.  The reinforcing bars are embedded in the cylinder with the cover depth of
1cm or 2 cm. The centrally embedded rebar specimens have been used for bond test
after a certain amount of corrosion has been taken place in the steel bar of the
concrete specimen.

Table 2: Summary of test specimens

Variables of test
Cement
(kg/m3)

Mineral
Admixtures
(kg/m3)

Water
(kg/m3)

Fine
aggregate
(kg/m3)

Coarse
aggregate
(kg/m3)

Air
Entraining
agent
(g/m3)

N-0-0 350 0 190 740 1060 0
N1-0-0 380 0 164 850 1040 0
N1-0-0.15 380 0 164 850 1040 570
N1-SF10-0 342 38 164 850 1040 0
N1-SF20-0 304 76 164 850 1040 0
N1-SF10-0.15 342 38 164 850 1040 570
N1-BS12.5-0 332.5 47.5 164 850 1040 0
N1-BS25-0 285 95 164 850 1040 0
N1-BS12.5-0.15 332.5 47.5 164 850 1040 570
N1-SF10,BS25-0 247 133 164 850 1040 0
H1-0-0 550 0 154 708 1771 0
H1-0-0.15 550 0 154 708 1771 570
H1-SF10-0 495 55 154 708 1771 0
H1-BS12.5-0 481.25 68.75 154 708 1771 0
H1-SF10,BS25-0 357.5 192.5 154 708 1771 0

3.3 Experimental procedure

3.3.1 Procedure of accelerating steel corrosion in concrete
The corrosion circuit to accelerate steel corrosion in concrete is described in

Fig. 1. After 28 days of curing in moist condition, the test specimen was partially
immersed in 5 % NaCl solution and an electric circuit with 20 V D.C. power supply
is connected as shown in Fig. 1.

The steel bar embedded in concrete is connected with "+" of D.C. power supply
and the naked bar (the cathode) is connected with "-" of it. As the steel corrosion
progresses, the value of measured current becomes larger. The accumulation of
corrosion makes the bar to expand, the cracks are developed, and eventually the
concrete cover is spalled off. The automatic measuring data logging system was used
to measure the current at each time step after the corrosion is started. The current-
time graph is then automatically plotted on the sheet.

The area under the current-time graph is directly related to the total amount of
steel corrosion according to Faraday's Law. This is the main feature of the present



corrosion study.
In order to measure the current in natural condition without connecting electric

circuit the accelerated corrosion circuit arrangement has been disconnected for a short
time at some time interval and the current in the specimen has been measured from
the ammeter with the precision of 0.01 mA.

Fig. 1: Arrangement of accelerated steel corrosion test

3.3.2 Test of bond strength
The bond strength is one of the most important factors that are affected by

corrosion of steel bars.  Since the present study enables one to make the bar corrode
by specific amount from the proposed test method, the variation of bond strength has
been extensively studied according to the corrosion amount of a steel bar.  This can
give a quantitative reduction of bond strength due to the corrosion of steel bars.  This
kind of research result has not been reported yet and may give very important basis
for the bond strength design of concrete structure which are subjected to corrosion
environments.

4 Analyses of the results

The present theory for corrosion comes from the fact that the steel corrosion is a
electro-chemical reaction. The proposed theory is based on Faraday's Law saying that
total passed charge is preserved during the chemical reaction and the total current
from accelerated corrosion test is equal to the total current from natural corrosion.

Namely, if one can measure the current in natural condition, it is possible to



calculate the corrosion time for actual structures from the condition that the total
currents from accelerated test during short period are equal to the total currents for
actual structures for long period.

This can be done by dividing the total area of current-time curve of accelerated
test by the current of concrete specimen in natural condition.

4.1 Results of compressive strength
The results of compressive strengths for each series are given in Table 3.

Table 3: Compressive strength

Test series 28day Compressive strength
(MPa)

N-0-0 30.0
N1-0-0 34.7
N1-0-0.15 34.3
N1-SF10-0 42.3
N1-SF20-0 57.0
N1-SF10-0.15 42.5
N1-BS12.5-0 37.2
N1-BS25-0 31.1
N1-BS12.5-0.15 34.3
N1-SF10,BS25-0 46.7
H1-0-0 55.6
H1-0-0.15 51.5
H1-SF10-0 77.4
H1-BS12.5-0 58.7
H1-SF10,BS25-0 69.4

4.2 Results of corrosion test
The corrosion test results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 in terms of current

versus time curve. The measurements have been automatically done by data logging
system and plotted on the graphical paper. It can be seen from these figures that the
currents are not increased up to a certain time and then increase rapidly. (Fig. 2)

The rapid increase of currents indicates that the corrosion accumulate very
rapidly due to the cracking around the steel bar. Fig. 2 indicates that the current-time
curves from the corrosion tests are very different among various mixtures of concrete.
The plain mixture without any mineral admixtures (N1-0-0) shows very short
resistance to corrosion and the service life will be relatively short.

However, the test series with silica fume (SF) exhibits very high resistance to
corrosion. Fig. 3 also shows the corrosion resistance for various mixtures with low
water-cement ratio, i.e., high strength concrete mixture. It is obvious from these
figures that the high strength concrete mixtures show enhanced resistance to
corrosion, compared with normal strength concrete.

The area under current-curve represents the corrosion amount based on the
Faraday's Law.

The integral of the current-time curve shows the corrosion amount.



According to Faraday's Law, 1 mole of steel uses 2 F (1 F=96,500 C, 1 C =1
Ampere × 1 second) and 1 mole of steel is 55.847 g.

So, it is possible to estimate the corrosion amount of steel reinforcement
embedded in concrete according to following equation, in which the corrosion
amount is expressed as the number of moles of steel molecule, and q is the passed
current at a specific time in ampere.

∫×
= dtq

500,962

1
(mole)amountCorrosion (4)

Fig. 2: Resistance curve according to use of mineral admixtures

Fig. 3: Resistance curve of corrosion according to the type of ceemnt



4.3 Results of bond strength
To explore the relation between steel corrosion and bond strength, the test

specimens are enforced to be corroded to a certain predetermined corrosion amount.
This can be possible because the proposed method yields exactly the specified
amount of corrosion. The bond test is performed by automatic controlled MTS test
machine and the results are summarized in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

The bond strength are decreased as the corrosion accumulates. The bond
strength decreases down to half of the original bond strength when the corrosion rate
reaches about 15 %, and the bond strength completely vanishes when the corrosion
rate is more than 25∼30 %.

The degrading curve of bond strength due to common is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4: Relative bond strength according to total charge passed

Fig. 5: Relative bond strength according to corrosion amount



4.4 Endurance life
The present study allows the calculation of endurance life or failure life due to

corrosion of steel for a certain mixture concrete. This can be done by equalling the
total currents from accelerated test to the total currents from natural environmental
condition. Since the current in natural condition is much smaller than that under
accelerated test, one should equate the total area up to the failure point as shown in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Fig. 6: Corrosion Resistance curve. (N-0-0)

 Fig. 7: Prediction of service life for corrosion failure. (N-0-0)

The total passed charge of the specimen from the accelerated test is given in
Fig. 6.  The total charge is 65,121.64 Coulomb (Fig. 6) and molecular weight of steel
is 55.847 g, and 193,000 Coulomb (96500 = 2 C) is required to react the steel
corrosion. Initial weight of steel is 93.33 g. This is 1.67 mole and corresponds to
322,547.91 C. Consequently, the specimen corroded about 20 % by volume of steel.
The measured current in natural condition is 0.36 mA at the end of test step.The



maximum bond strength of this specimen decreased down to 26 % of initial bond
strength at 20 % loss of volume of steel due to corrosion. Therefore, corrosion is a
major factor that reduce the bond strength considerably.

5 Conclusion

The purpose of the present study is to devise a new method that can predict the
corrosion amount of a steel bar in concrete accurately by employing the
potentiometric corrosion test method. The following conclusions can be drawn from
the present study.

1. A reasonable test arrangement that can predict the corrosion amount of steel
embedded in concrete is proposed. The corrosion amount is calculated on the
basis of Faraday's Law.

2. The endurance life of concrete structures can be estimated by equating the total
currents from accelerated test to the currents from natural condition, and the
procedure was established in this study.

3. The present study indicates that the cement content of concrete and use of
mineral admixtures have a significant influence on the corrosion resistance of
reinforcement in concrete. The silica fume concrete has good resistance to
corrosion and the combination of silica fume and slag gives best performance to
corrosion.

4. To survey the relation between reinforcement corrosion and bond strength, the
bond strength tests have been carried out and the bond strength tends to decrease
with increasing corrosion rate. The bond strength drops to half of the initial bond
strength when the corrosion rate reaches 15 % (15 % volume of corrosion).
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EFFECT OF APPLICATION TEMPERATURE ON ADHESION OF
MODIFIED BITUMEN MEMBRANE ASSEMBLIES
Effect of temperature on membranes
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Abstract

Results are presented and discussed of a laboratory study which measures ply
adhesion of polymer modified bitumen membranes assembled under a wide range of
application conditions and temperatures.  The evaluation includes both standard and
styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene (SEBS) modified asphalts.  Additional factors
examined include the role of mineral parting agents, the temperature of the individual
sheets during membrane construction, as well as the effects of room temperature and
dark oven heat aging at 70°C (158°F) of the completed assemblies.  The findings
indicate that the use of elevated bitumen application temperatures, previously thought
to improve adhesion, has little or no effect on interply peel strengths.  When
considering the other deleterious consequences which may result from the elevated
heating of asphalts, this approach may be considered more detrimental than beneficial
to long term system performance.

Keywords:  asphalt, heat aging, membrane assembly temperature, modified bitumen
membranes, styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene (SEBS) modified asphalt, T-peel
adhesion

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been a movement to eliminate the use of the equiviscous
temperature (EVT) concept for asphalt application as it pertains to the construction of
polymer modified bitumen membrane systems.  Simply stated, EVT represents the
temperature at which asphalt achieves its proper viscosity for application.  A couple
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examples indicating the move away from the use of EVT with modified bitumen
systems include:
• The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) recently modified the

EVT definition in Standard Terminology Related to Roofing, Waterproofing, and
Bituminous Materials (D 1079) to indicate that EVT may not be appropriate for
use with polymer modified bitumen products.

• The National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA) issued a position paper in
late 1997, entitled “Blistering of SBS Modified Bitumen Membrane Systems,” in
which it is stated that EVT and EVT range are intended for built-up roofing, not
polymer modified sheets.  The NRCA believes that at EVT, there is not enough
heat to achieve proper fusion to modified sheets, and consequently they
encourage the use of higher temperatures.

This study was performed to examine these claims by evaluating incremental
changes in application temperature, and considering other issues as they pertain to the
elevated heating of asphalts.

2 Experimental details

All adhesion testing followed the guidelines of ASTM Test Method for Peel
Resistance of Adhesives (T-Peel Test) (D 1876), using a crosshead speed (CHS) of
51 mm/min (2 in/min).  All test samples were laboratory prepared to a size of 305
mm x 305 mm (12 in x 12 in), yielding ten 25.4 mm (1inch) by 305 mm specimens
per assembly.  Both machine and cross machine directions were examined.  The sheet
materials used were all polyester reinforced since glass fiber products fracture in the
T-peel procedure.  Specifics of the materials used are as follows.
• Base sheet which meets requirements of ASTM D 4601, Specification for Glass

Fiber Base Sheet.
• 3 mm SBS modified bitumen smooth surface sheet typically used as a base ply in

a polymer modified bitumen membrane system.
• 4 mm SBS modified bitumen mineral surfaced sheet typically used as the cap ply

in a polymer modified bitumen membrane system.
• ASTM D 312, Type III asphalt, a primary industry selection for assembling

polymer modified bituminous membrane systems.
• ASTM D 6152, SEBS modified asphalt, incorporated in the study to determine

whether or not a polymer modified mopping asphalt would demonstrate any
added benefits.

The initial test temperatures chosen were EVT, the extremes of EVT range [the
standard ± 14°C (25°F) variable], and an additional 14°C (25°F) above the EVT
range.  Both asphalts in this study had an EVT of 218°C (425°F), thus yielding test
temperatures of 204°C (400°F), 218°C (425°F), 232°C (450°F), and 246°C (475°F).
The importance of these chosen temperatures is twofold.

First and foremost, the question of not using EVT during the assembly of a
polymer modified bitumen membrane system has always been supported by the need



for higher application temperatures to properly adhere or fuse these systems.
Unfortunately, no specific guidelines have ever been proposed.

Secondly, and more importantly, the incorporated temperatures did focus on 1)
EVT and EVT range, 2) what might reasonably be expected on the low side of
temperature application, and 3) respect for flash point, a minimum 260°C (500°F) as
specified in ASTM D 312.  To maintain consistent 14°C (25°F) temperature intervals,
this simply meant the addition of 190°C (375°F) as the lowest temperature, and
260°C (500°F) on the top end.  With 190°C, it is not unreasonable to expect such a
temperature in a cold climate application.  As for 260°C, this was below the stated
minimum flash points of 288°C (550°F) for the two asphalts of this study, staying the
required minimum 14°C below flash point as recommended in the NRCA Roofing
and Waterproofing Manual, Volume 1.

3 Results and Discussion

For the initial trial, the two systems chosen combined a standard 4 mm mineral
surface MB cap sheet with either a standard asphalt base sheet or a 3 mm smooth
surface MB sheet.  Each system was then assembled with a standard Type III asphalt
and a SEBS modified asphalt, yielding a total of four sample groups.  Application
temperatures used were 204, 218, 232, and 246°C.  Testing was done after room
temperature aging of 7 days, and 1, 3, and 6 months.

In Table 1, results for the standard base sheet/4 mm MB cap sheet
configurations are presented.  Each data point represents the average of 10 specimens,
5 each in machine and cross machine directions.  Using confidence levels of 95%
throughout this work, the respective data indicate no statistically significant gain is
achieved with increasing application temperature, nor with the use of the SEBS
modified mopping asphalt.  What was clearly substantiated was that even at 204°C,
there was enough available heat to thoroughly weld the mopping asphalt to the
standard base sheet coating, creating a very clear cohesive failure within the base
sheet’s reinforcement/coating interface.  This was the dominant failure mode, with
the balance failing off the bottom of the MB cap sheet.

Microscopic examination of the tested specimens revealed that the failure mode
with either mopping asphalt was tearing within the polyester reinforcing filaments.
Increasing temperature did demonstrate a tendency to penetrate a bit deeper into the
reinforcement; however, adhesion data revealed no significant change.

In Table 2, the T-peel adhesion data for the 3mm MB base/4 mm MB cap
system present a different picture.  Each data point represents the same cross section
as in Table 1.  Again, there essentially is no gain derived from using higher
application temperatures with either asphalt type.  However, there is marked
improvement in adhesion with the SEBS asphalt.  In most cases, these differences are
statistically significant, particularly in average load values, the more critical measure.
There are some data anomalies, but the basic trends are clear.



Microscopic evaluation of these samples was also very clear cut.  Regardless of
asphalt type or application temperature, all failure modes were of the adhesive type
directly off one or the other MB face.  Even at 246°C, there was not enough total
available heat to truly fuse these sheets.  Additionally, no cohesive failure occurred
either within the mopping asphalt or either surface coating.  All failures were
adhesive and directly off one of the MB faces.

Based upon these results, additional series were planned to evaluate only the
3mm MB base/4 mm MB cap configuration.  The limiting nature of the adhesion with
the standard base sheet coating would restrict the development of useful information
regarding application temperature.  The initial results from the standard MB system
also prompted an extension of the study as follows:
• The application temperature range was expanded from 190 to 260°C to examine a

wider range of temperature extremes.
• Assemblies were prepared in four configurations.

1) Standard sheets held at room temperature.
2) Standard sheets preheated at 65°C (150°F) to simulate temperatures of

membrane and roll goods during a sunny day.
3) Sheets held at room temperature were brushed to remove excess mineral

parting agent from each appropriate side.
4) Sheets were preheated to 65°C, but brushed to remove excess mineral

parting agent from each appropriate side.
• Added 35 days heat aging at 70°C per ASTM Standard Practice for Dark Oven

Heat Exposure of Bituminous Materials (D 5869), to replace the extended room
temperature aging.

Table 3 presents results for 7 days aging at room temperature.  In this and the
following table, each data point for the Type III membrane assemblies represent
testing of twenty specimens, 5 each in machine and cross machine direction, and
evaluated in duplicate trials.  This was done to verify usage with Type III asphalt, the
dominant adhesive used in the field.  With respect to the SEBS asphalt assemblies,
the data represent one complete series with 10 specimens, five from each direction.

Once again there is no consistent gain in adhesion with increasing application
temperature, regardless of asphalt variable.  Simply comparing values of the Type III
assemblies at 190 and 260°C reveals statistical equivalence.  Examination within any
of the four categories involving the respective sheet variables reveals data with very
little difference from top-to-bottom.  However, as before, there are substantial and
significant increases in adhesion when using the SEBS modified mopping asphalt.
These results also compare very well with those shown in Table 2.  When employing
a two standard deviation range to yield 95% confidence levels, most of the data in
Tables 2 and 3 were found to be statistically equivalent.

When the results from dark oven heat aging shown in Table 4 are compared
with the data of Table 3, a significant decrease in adhesion is found with the Type III
asphalt, again equally across all sheet variables and application temperatures.  These
data represent an approximate decrease of 50%, and application temperature provided
no relevant positive impact.  Regarding the data for the SEBS modified asphalt



assemblies; these too show no impact from increasing application temperature.
However, they differ in that adhesion did not substantially decrease across all
samples. In many cases, the data are essentially equivalent to those from room
temperature aging (Table 3).  When comparing the average load data for the two
asphalts after heat aging, the SEBS specimens clearly demonstrate statistically
improved adhesion.

Visual examination of the tested specimens from Tables 3 and 4 found the
dominant failure mode to be adhesive directly off one of the MB faces.  There was a
fair amount of cohesive failure; these occurring exclusively with the SEBS modified
asphalt.  Interestingly, the level of cohesive failures increased substantially after the
35 days of heat exposure.  Once again these occurred exclusively with the SEBS
asphalt assemblies.

Finally, as an overview from the assembly phase, one very key aspect was the
significant effect on the mopping asphalts that increasing temperatures clearly
creates.  As application temperature increased, asphalt viscosity decreased, and a self-
leveling aspect was clearly evident.  This results in a naturally thinner asphalt layer.
More importantly, however, is that the increasing temperature also brings a faster
cooling rate within the poured asphalt.  Essentially, elevated application temperatures
are doubly non-productive in that they induce lighter interply quantities that also have
a tendency to cool faster, particularly at the surface where we are hoping to achieve
better bonding with the MB sheets.  This finding generates a host of additional points
or questions that go beyond the scope of this paper.

4 Conclusions

Results of this evaluation, encompassing two asphalt types, a variety of sheet
variables, and both room temperature and heat aging conditions, clearly do not
support the premise that simply raising application temperature will induce better
fusion with polymer modified bitumen sheets.  Other indicated results are as follows.
• Removal of the parting agent did not appear to help bonding of these products.
• The use of SEBS modified asphalt demonstrated statistically improved bonding of

the polymer modified sheets.
• Heat aging of the standard Type III asphalt assembled specimens demonstrated a

marked decline in levels of adhesion.
• Heat aging of the SEBS modified asphalt assembled specimens exhibited

equivalent adhesion to those cured at room temperature.
To achieve better service life and durability, we agree that a primary goal

should be to create a more thoroughly bonded system.  With increasing adhesion
comes a stronger, unified system more resistant to failure.  However, simply
elevating application temperatures beyond asphalt’s EVT and EVT range are not the
answer.  In fact, elevated temperatures can bring about several negative aspects that
include the following points.



• Increasing the likelihood of additional oxidation or inducing softening point
fallback in the asphalt.

• Enhancing the possibilities of generating carcinogenic pollutants that NIOSH and
OSHA claim occurs with excessive heating.

• Elevating fume levels could very well increase the opportunity for blister
formation by entrapping bitumen volatiles.

• Higher temperatures that decrease asphalt viscosity yield decreased interply
quantities that negatively impact adhesion capabilities and total waterproofing.

• If fallback occurs, an even greater, more permanent reduction in viscosity and
other key asphalt properties can result in a detrimental contribution to a system’s
overall (long-term) performance and service life.

5 Recommendations

Our findings indicate that asphalt EVT and EVT range are still very relevant
parameters when assembling a polymer modified bitumen membrane system.  The
increase of application temperature does not bring about improved bonding of the
sheet products.  Alternately, it does provide the opportunity for negatively impacting
the work environment and compromising the durability and service life of the
membrane system.

A positive result of this work is the indication that SEBS modified asphalt
provides enhanced adhesion in these systems, and does so within the guidelines of
standard EVT and EVT range.  Clearly, if increased system adhesion is determined to
be a key property of a polymer modified membrane system, SEBS modified asphalts
should be given serious consideration.
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Degradation analysis by statistical methods
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Abstract

Several utilities experience a great future challenge due to deterioration of
properties, this being both buildings and infrastructure. As service life ends, there
will be an increasing need of rehabilitation (i.e. renewal and maintenance). Most
maintenance decisions up to now have been based on the so-called fire brigade
strategy, i.e. to make spot repairs after the failure has occurred, or based on rules
of thumb. In order to enhance maintenance and rehabilitation decision-making, it
is essential to improve our understandings about the deterioration processes. A set
of tools should be developed for decision support. These should be based on, or
take into account, existing knowledge of failures. Statistical methods can be
regarded as a way to organise this knowledge. This paper describes how statistical
methods can be applied for forecasting rehabilitation needs. Examples of trend
plots, survival methods, condition class transition and stochastic model parameter
analyses from concrete structures, roads and water networks are shown. It should
be emphasized that there are similarities in the way various constructions could be
analysed.

Keywords: Built Environment, Construction degradation, Infrastructure, Life
Cycle Management. Maintenance, Rehabilitation, Service life, Statistical methods.

1 Introduction

Service life management is a research field where a broad spectrum of
knowledge is needed to achieve results. A project called Service Life Management
of Buildings and Infrastructure started at SINTEF in 1996, where one objective
was to study how to use statistical approach in modelling degradation processes.
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A project team of researchers from sectors as highway engineering, water
and wastewater, material and building, safety and reliability was established.

The term service life management is often used in conjunction with durability
or sustainability. The consequence of limited durability is a need for maintenance
and rehabilitation. The term rehabilitation here comprises different efforts to
prolong the service life and to renew constructions.

There is a great need for tools for estimating service life or durability for
materials, buildings and infrastructure. A major limitation is the lack of good
quality data on construction failures, and methods to organise the information that
really exists. Statistical methods may give contributions to decision support
systems on maintenance and rehabilitation of buildings and infrastructure.

Independently of the kind of structure, it seems there are some similarities in
the way constructions deteriorate. This gives reason to believe that the methods
applied for studying the performance of one kind of structure could also be used
for other structures. In general, reliable field- and laboratory measurement data
are needed for the development of models for service life prediction. It might be
that experiences from measuring and data collection could be transferred from one
sector to another. Similarly, it seems reasonable that there could be a benefit from
collaborative use of statistical methods between different building and
infrastructure disciplines.

This paper highlights the use of different statistical methods, illustrated by
practical examples form water network, highways and concrete structures. Some
of the methods are of "easy- to -use"- category, and hence not based on complex
theory or a lot of data (example: trend plots). The use of other methods requires
understanding of advanced theory and computer software.

2 Application of different approaches

2.1 Trend plots and survival methods

2.1.1 Problems and objectives

The deterioration of water mains causes problems such as reduction in
carrying capacity of pipes due to tuberculation, and bursts and leaks occurring at
increasing rates along the pipe segments. The maintenance of water mains is thus
increasingly demanded. In order to enhance maintenance decision making, it is
essential to improve our understanding about the deterioration process of water
mains and to develop appropriate predictive models that can assist us in making
maintenance decisions.

The main objectives of a water network record analyses should include:
• Analyses of pipe inventory data and historical failure data registered in pipe

network databases.
• Apply statistical models for forecasting future rehabilitation needs.



2.1.2 Application of statistical models

 Two classes of statistical models could be distinguished, namely counting
process models and lifetime models. With lifetime models, one can estimate the
probability that a pipe will fail within a time horizon. With counting process
models one can see the deteriorating (or improving) trend in time of a group of
pipes and the rate of occurrence of failure (ROCOF) of a group of pipes.

Figure 1 illustrates the use of counting process models for the municipal
water network in Trondheim. Systematic failure registration started in 1987, when
a new water network database (Gemini VA) was available. The network has been
divided into 10 classes (table 1), and the accumulated failure per observed length
of the corresponding network has been plotted. It can be seen that the “class III”,
which corresponds to ductile iron pipes with a diameter 100-200 mm and installed
between 1963 and 1975 has by far the highest failure frequency. The curve is
nearly linear, which shows that this network class, although with a very high
failure frequency, has not yet reached the state of “burning out”.

Figure 2 shows a lifetime forecasting model, exemplified by the Cox
Proportional Function for the Trondheim water network. From this figure, it can
be read that 40 % of the ductile iron pipe network, which have been installed
between 1963 and 1975, will have to be repaired or renewed within 20 years.

Table 1: Division of pipe network into condition classes
(Lei and Sægrov 1998)

2.1.3 Application for other sectors

 The counting process is being used within several building sectors. The
Nelson Aalen plot represents the integration of the famous “bath tub curve”,
which illustrates the three major stages in a buildings life: the “burn in”, the
“operation” and the “wear out” periods. The plot is a robust method to show the
current life stage of a construction or a building.

Class Installation year Material Diameter [mm] # of pipes # of failures
I [1862, 1963] Cast iron <= 250 2449 532
II [1862, 1963] Cast iron > 250 229 47
III (1963, 1975] Duct ile iron <= 250 2250 1314
IV (1963, 1975] Duct ile iron > 250 139 19
V (1975, 1997] Duct ile iron <= 250 690 56
VI (1975, 1997] Duct ile iron > 250 80 2
VII (1975, 1997] Duct ile iron + Protection <= 250 1160 28
VIII (1975, 1997] Duct ile iron + Protection > 250 74 0
IX (1975, 1997] Plastic <= 250 686 9
X (1975, 1997] Plastic > 250 49 0
The rest 646 263
Total 8452 2270



Fig. 1: Application of counting process in Trondheim water network (The
term “klasse” refers to “class”

Fig. 2: Application of forecasting model (Cox Proportional Hazard Model)
for Trondheim water network (Lei and Sægrov 1997)
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2.2 Modelling condition deterioration by the use of Markov Chains

2.2.1 Introduction

 One type of statistical modeling is the use of Markov chains. It has been
used in several fields, e.g. road pavements and bridges to model how condition
changes with time based on empirical data. These models can be used as a basis
for optimizing maintenance and rehabilitation (M&R) strategies. To develop the
models for effective use of the method a substantial amount of good quality data
is needed. The Markov chain model used to model the deterioration of the
pavement of a road network is used as an example throughout this section.

2.2.2 Method

 First the appropriate condition parameters should be identified. These should
be limited to the ones that are critical with regard to M&R being initiated. The
value range of each condition parameter is subdivided into two or more condition
intervals, thus forming discrete condition states. For road pavements, appropriate
condition parameters could be: Rutting, roughness and surface distress. If the
value range for each of these is subdivided into 4 condition states, then each
pavement section in the network could be classified in one of 4x4x4=64 condition
states.

The probability that a pavement in a specific class will degrade to another
state when going from time t to t+1 (the period usually being one year) is defined
as the transition probability. By using empirical data for the existing road
network,

Table 3: Example of subdivision in condition states

Roughness: 1 2 3 4
Surface

distress:
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Rutting:    1 111 121 131 141 211 221 231 241 311 321 331 341 411 421 431 441
2 112 122 132 142 212 222 232 242 312 322 332 342 412 422 432 442
3 113 123 133 143 213 223 233 243 313 323 333 343 413 423 433 443
4 114 124 134 144 214 224 234 244 314 324 334 344 414 424 434 444

transition probability matrices are developed, e.g. using regression analysis. The
road network can be divided into sub-networks depending on e.g. traffic volume,
geografic regions etc., with transition probability matrices being developed for
each sub-network. The effect of various M/R-operations is also modelled using
transition probability matrices. The transition probability matrixes for each
condition parameter have the following structure:



t + 1Year
i/j 1 2 3 4
1 p11 p12 p13 p14

2 p21 p22 p23 p24

3 p31 p32 p33 p34

T

4 p41 p42 p43 p44

Where  t = year t
t+1 = the following year
1,2,3,4 = condition state number
i = condition state in year t
j = condition state in year t+1
pij = probability of transition from condition state i to j in the

time     period from year t to year t+1

Fig. 3: Principle of transition probability

The probability p11 is the probability that road sections in state one in year t
will still be in the same state in year t+1. When one assumes that no road section
can improve its condition without M/R-action then all the values below the
diagonal in the matrix are zero (p21, p32 etc.). A transition probability matrix for a
M/R-action would on the other hand typically only have positive values below the
diagonal.

2.2.3 Application of method

The method can be used to model the deterioration of e.g. a road network.
These models can be used as an integral part of a network level management
system, where the models are combined with methods for economic optimization
of total costs for society (i.e. both road user and agency costs). There are plans to
carry out a full-scale test of an existing Finnish system (Talvitie and Olsonen
1988) with Norwegian data during the winter 1998/99. A similar test has been
carried out in Sweden each year from 1995 (Äijö and Tikka 1995). Using linear
programming optimizing techniques the optimal distribution of the road network
in the different condition states are found taking into consideration both the costs
for M/R-actions and the road user costs. This is the steady state where the total
costs for society are at a minimum. This is called the “long-term” analysis. In the
following “short-term” analysis a M/R-program is found to minimize the gap
between the current condition and the long-term optimal condition, taking into
consideration e.g. budget constraints.  This is illustrated in the figure below.



Fig. 4: Principle of short-term analysis

By analysing different budget-scenarios one can illustrate effects on
condition and user costs to decision-makers. Other applications are to use the
models in allocation of funds between regions and to identify M/R-strategies that
will bring the network condition closer to the long-term optimal state.

2.2.4 Potential for using method in other sectors

 The use of Markov chains to model condition deterioration can in principle
be applied to any kind of infrastructure as long as the necessary data are available
to generate the transition probability matrices with a satisfactory degree of
accuracy. Markov chain modeling has been utilized in e.g. bridge management
systems (PONTIS). Similar techniques have been used in modelling degradation
of waste water systems (Aqua WertMin, Aqua Ingenieure GmbH), where the
condition of sewers are classified from TV-inspection.

2.2.5 Data needs and quality

 To develop the transition probability matrices used to describe the
degradation in a probabilistic way it is a definite advantage to have a database
with empirical data for the condition parameters that are being modelled. For
testing the method the specific values in the matrices can be assumed, and refined
as more and better quality data become available.

2.3 Analyses of chloride ingress in concrete structures

2.3.1 Introduction

 Service life of concrete subjected to chloride ingress is typically predicted
based on a deterministic approach. The values of relevant key parameters are
estimated, and subsequently a deterministic formula based on a mechanical model
is employed. This results in a point estimate of the service lifetime.

However, a number of the input parameters are to a higher or lesser degree
subjected to uncertainty. Accordingly, it is more realistic to introduce a
probability distribution for the service lifetime than a single point estimate. In the
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following, a procedure for probabilistic analysis is outlined. The resulting output
from this type of analysis is also illustrated by a simple example.

The output from the analysis related to lifetime prediction is the probability
distribution for the time until the chloride concentration at a given point has
reached the critical threshold. Alternatively, the probability distribution of the
chloride concentration at the given location for a fixed point in time can be
employed

2.3.2 Lifetime prediction: methodology

The diffusion coefficient obviously plays a central role in relation to the
speed of chloride ingress. The mathematical modelling of the diffusion process
itself is generally based on Fick’s 2nd law. For a constant-in-time diffusion
coefficient (in the following designated by D0 ), the solution of this equation is
readily expressed in terms of  the complementary error function (erfc) as:

             C(x,t) = Ci + (Csa-Ci)erfc(x/sqrt(4(t-t0)D0))                                            (1)

- x - distance from the surface of the concrete to the location of interest.
- Ci –   initial chloride concentration in the concrete (throughout the thickness)
- Csa – chloride concentration of the external medium at the concrete surface
- Ccr –  critical chloride-content of the concrete (at the reinforcement)
- Do –  diffusion coeffisient
- t0 –    time to application of external chloride-containing medium

Probabilistic modelling of the diffusion process is based on the
representation of the most uncertain parameters as stochastic variables. These may
comprise the quantities Ci, Ccr, Csa and D0 introduced above.  A set of
representative statistical characteristics for these parameters are given e.g. in
Karlsson and Poulsen (1995). A simplified probabilistic modelling for the purpose
of a  “preliminary” gross reliability assessment can be expressed by:

  D0 = D0Ref*Xm                                                                                                 (2)

where Xm is a model uncertainty factor which represents the total effect of the
basic random variables. As an ad hoc representation, this variable is here taken to
be Gaussian with  expectation value 1.0 and C.O.V. 10% for the purpose of
illustration.

The relevant probability to be evaluated in the present context, is the
probability of “failure” at a given time t. The failure event corresponds to the
chloride concentration at the location of the steel reinforcement being higher than
a critical value. The critical level can also be modelled as a random variable as
explained above. Numerical methods are employed for evaluation of this
probability.

2.3.3 Illustrative example

 Calculations are performed for a simplified example in order to illustrate the
methodology and numerical procedures. For the first example, all input quantities
are modelled as deterministic, except the diffusion coefficient which is



represented according to the simplified model based on a single uncertainty factor
which was described above.

The values of the initial chloride content, the surface concentration and the
critical concentration are taken to be: Ci = 0, Csa    = 0.4% and Ccr    = 0.1%. The
time of exposure is set equal to t0=0, and the thickness of the concrete
reinforcement cover is  xreinforcement = 4cm. Two radically different values of the
“reference” diffusion coefficient are employed, i.e. D0Ref=290(mm2)/year and
D0Ref=10(mm2)/year, respectively. The resulting probabilities of failure for the
latter case are shown in Figure 5 for different service times.

 It is found that a failure probability level of 10-1 is reached after roughly 53
years for the lowest diffusion coefficient.

Fig. 5: Failure probability

2.3.4 Data collection

 For a given concrete batch or for a given concrete structure, the chloride
diffusion coefficient is frequently estimated by performing laboratory tests for a
limited number of sample specimens. Based on the outcome of such tests,
improved prediction of service lifetime can be performed. The results from the
tests can be incorporated in the statistical modelling by improving the
corresponding uncertainty measures.

Several test methods exist. In the following, we consider three different
methods:

(i)    Chloride migration
(ii)   Submerged chloride ingress
(iii)  Chloride spraying

By comparing results obtained by application of the different procedures to
the same test specimens, systematic assessment of each procedure can be
achieved. This also provides the basis for regression analysis and statistical
modelling that can be applied also in the absence of test results. An a priori
statistical model can then be established. An example of results obtained by
processing of data from a comprehensive data base is provided by Figure 6.
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The results presented in this figure is obtained from submerged chloride ingress
tests. The mass ratio on the horizontal axis accounts for combined mass of cement
and silica (denoted by s in the figure) whenever the latter is present. From the
figure, it seems that a bi-linear regression curve with a discontinuous slope at a
mass ratio of roughly 0.4 might fit the data. However, a significant scatter of the
data is also noted, which clearly illustrates the relevance of statistical modelling
for this key parameter.

Fig. 6: Diffusion-coefficient test data obtained for submerged chloride
migration (Lindgård, 1997)

2.3.5 Potential use of method in related areas

 The present analysis approach can be applied to similar degradation
phenomena for which a deterministic/mechanical model exist, and where
parameter uncertainties are present. An example is corrosion of steel components
such as pipes.

Time-dependent phenomena such as creep and relaxation can also be
incorporated. However, in some cases a relatively involved statistical modelling
of the loading process will typically be required.

Utilization of numerical procedures (e.g. stochastic finite element methods)
for solution of more realistic time- and space-dependent  parameters must be
addressed, Engelund et.al. 1995.

3 Conclusions

Statistical methods can be used for decision support on maintenance of
buildings and infrastructure. It has been shown that similar methods can be
applied for different kinds of constructions. Methods based on statistics, however,
demand long-term and good-quality data. Statistical methods will in itself be a
tool for better understanding of physical deterioration processes and should be
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used supplementary to the knowledge and experiences of materials. Table 3 below
gives a survey of some actual statistical methods and their application.

Table 3: Application of different statistical methods for degradation analyses

Class Methods Sector/ case Data needs:
Trend plots Nelson Aalen plots Water networks,

highways, bridges,
dams, quays,
building elements

Longterm data
registration

Survival methods Poisson, Weibull, Cox,
Herz distributions

Water mains Longterm data
registration

Condition class
transformance

Markov chains Highways and roads,
pipe networks, dams,
bridges, quays

Large data volume

Stochastic analyses
of parameters in
deterministic
models

Structural Reliability
Methods (SRM)
Limit State Design
(LSD)

Structural systems
and components

Test data (in-situ
and laboratory)
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PERFORMANCE OF TAPE-BONDED SEAMS OF EPDM MEMBRANES:
RESISTANCE TO PEEL-CREEP
Tape-bonded seams of EPDM membranes

W.J. ROSSITER, JR., M.G. VANGEL, and K.M. KRAFT
Building and Fire Research Laboratory,  National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, USA

Abstract

This paper provides a summary of the major results of an industry-government
consortium study on the creep resistance of tape-bonded seams of EPDM roof
membranes.  The study was undertaken to compare the creep-rupture performance of
tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded seams of EPDM roof membranes and to
recommend a protocol for evaluating the creep-rupture performance of such seams.
The results showed that specimen sets fabricated using one of two tape-adhesive
systems and cleaned, primed EPDM had mean peel times-to-failure that were generally
comparable to, if not greater than, those of liquid-adhesive-bonded specimen sets.
Based on the results, ASTM Technical Committee D08 on Roofing, Waterproofing,
and Bituminous Materials issued "Standard Practice for Time-to-Failure  (Creep-
Rupture) of Adhesive Joints Fabricated from EPDM Roof Membrane Material."

Keywords: adhesive tapes, adhesive testing, building technology, creep resistance,
EPDM roof membranes, roofing, seams, time-to-failure

1 Introduction

The use of pre-formed tapes for fabricating field seams of EPDM roof
membranes has increased such that they are supplanting contact-type liquid adhesives
for many applications.  Use of tapes provides a reduction in volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) released during seam fabrication, ease of application and
decreased application time, and the availability of an adhesive system that has uniform
properties such as width and thickness (Hatgas and Spector 1995).  This paper

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1133-1147.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



summarizes the major results of a three-phase industry-government consortium study
undertaken (1) to compare the creep-rupture performance of tape-bonded and liquid-
adhesive-bonded seams of EPDM roof membranes, and (2) to recommend a protocol
for evaluating the creep-rupture performance of such seams (Rossiter et al 1996, 1997,
1998a).  The consortium study was initiated at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in late 1994 in response to industry requests that independent
evaluations be conducted and that nonproprietary data be developed on the
performance of tape-bonded seams.

In the creep-rupture experiments, seam specimens of a fixed length are stressed
under a constant load, and the time over which they sustain the load until total
separation (i.e., the time-to-failure) is recorded.  Results from previous NIST studies
indicate that creep-rupture tests provide a sensitive procedure for evaluating the effects
of a multiplicity of application and environmental factors for both tape-bonded and
liquid-adhesive-bonded seams (Rossiter et al. 1996).

Limited field observations have suggested that many seam defects result from the
rheological (deformation/flow) behavior of the adhesive and not chemical deterioration
(Martin et al. 1991; Rossiter et al. 1994).  Moreover, peel-type stresses are considered
to be a major cause of seam defects, whereas lap-shear stresses are believed to have a
minor effect on seam failures (Martin et al. 1991).  Thus, the consortium study focused
on characterizing the peel-creep resistance of seam specimens.

Since the mid-1980s, field experience with liquid-adhesive-bonded seams has
been, in most cases, satisfactory.  Consequently, the laboratory-measured times-to-
failure of specimens prepared with cleaned EPDM and industry-recommended
adhesive thickness (i.e., well-prepared specimens) have been taken as the benchmark
for acceptable creep lifetimes.  For this reason, a key objective of the study was a
comparison between the creep performance of tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-
bonded specimen sets prepared under a variety of conditions.

2 Experimental

Two commercial tape systems comprised of a tape and primer (designated Tape
System 1 or TS1, and Tape System 2 or TS2) and a commercial butyl-based liquid
adhesive (designated LA) were used in fabricating seam specimens.  All specimens
described herein were prepared in the laboratory and had a minimum age of 28 days
when tested.  Specimen preparation and test procedures have been previously
described (Rossiter et al. 1996, 1997, 1998a).  A minimum of eight replicate specimens
was included in any creep-rupture experiment.  Note that results of statistical analyses
conducted during the three phases are not presented in this paper; the reader is again
referred to the original reports.



3 Factors affecting peel-creep response

3.1 Failure modes during peel-creep testing
The failure mode observed after creep-tests were conducted was generally

cohesive (i.e., within the adhesive) with major exceptions as follows.  In Phase I, TS2
specimens prepared with primer that was beyond its shelf life failed adhesively (i.e., at
the interface of the adhesive and an adherend).  In Phase II, specimens that were
prepared using uncleaned and/or unprimed EPDM also failed adhesively.  Finally, in
Phase III-Task IV, TS1 specimens prepared at cold temperatures failed adhesively.

3.2 Phase I--effect of load
In Phase I, the creep-rupture response of tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded

seam specimens were determined as a function of peel load.  The peel-creep times-to-
failure were determined under loads varying from 3.1 N to 24.9 N (0.7 lbf  to 5.6 lbf) in
increments of 3.1 N (0.7 lbf).  The tests were conducted at room temperature, 23ºC +
2ºC (73ºF + 4ºF), in chambers having relative humidity between 40% and 45%.

Figure 1 is a plot of mean time-to-failure as a function of load for the 11 data sets
included in the Phase I study.  The plot characters represent the mean data points;
whereas the curves represent the fit of the data to the model:

    (1)

where TTF denotes the mean time-to-failure in hours, L is load in Newtons (or pounds
force), and b0, b1, b2, and b3 are empirical constants.  The function was fitted by
nonlinear least squares methods; the estimated coefficients, standard deviations of the
coefficients, and residual standard deviations have been previously reported (Rossiter et
al. 1996).  In all cases, the mean time-to-failure data points fall on or are close to the
fitted curves.  Observe in Figure 1 that the relationship between time-to-failure and load
is relatively linear at the higher loads and nonlinear at lower loads.  Note that no data
points are included in this figure for tests conducted at 3.1 N (0.7 lbf), because no
specimen failures were observed for this load after more than 16,800 h (about 23
months) of testing.

Figure 1 provides for a comparison of the times-to-failure of the tape-bonded and
liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets versus load.  It is evident in Figure 1 that, with the
exception of LA Replicate Set No. 1 at the lower loads, the times-to-failure for the tape-
bonded sample sets were generally comparable to, or greater than, those of the liquid-
adhesive-bonded sample sets.  Figure 1 also provides an indication of the
reproducibility of the time-to-failure data.  It is apparent in Figure 1 that the liquid-
adhesive-bonded sample sets were less reproducible than the two tape systems.  At low
loads (12.5 N or 2.8 lbf), the variability between the five LA replicate data sets was so
wide that the minimum and maximum times-to-failure bracketed the times-to-failure of
the tape-bonded sample sets.  A consequence of this wide variability is that, under
certain conditions, the liquid adhesive can provide seam sample sets which display
substantially longer creep lifetimes than either other liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets

eb + Lb + b = (TTF) Lb
210

3ln



or tape-bonded sample sets.  However, the conditions which produced the relatively
long-lived LA Replicate Set No. 1 are not known and, hence, not predictably
reproducible.

Fig. 1: Mean peel time-to-failure vs Load for the tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-
bonded specimens

In comparison to the liquid adhesive, the mean times-to-failure for the tape
systems were more reproducible.  For example, three of the four TS2 replicate sets  had
fitted curves that almost overlapped each other.  Additionally, the two curves for TS1
were reasonably close to each other.  This reproducibility may be because the tapes are
factory-made (i.e., pre-formed) products and are not subject to some of the non-
controllable application variables associated with the liquid adhesive.

3.3 Phase II--effect of material and application factors
The Phase II research was conducted to investigate the effects of material and

application factors on peel creep-rupture response.  The specimens were prepared under
a variety of conditions according to a predetermined statistical design.  The effects of
two material factors, tape system and tape thickness, and five application factors,
EPDM surface condition, primer, application temperature, application pressure, and
time-at-temperature,* were examined.  The peel-creep tests were conducted under a load
of 9.3 N (2.1 lbf) at room temperature, 23ºC + 2ºC (73ºF + 4ºF), in chambers with
relative humidity between 40% and 45%.

                                                          
1This refers to holding the completed specimen at the preparation temperature for a specified duration.



Two levels of each of the seven factors were included in the experimentation.  The
levels were chosen far enough apart so that the range of practical importance was
generally covered:

• Tape system two commercial systems, TS1 and TS2
• Tape thickness thin, about 0.5 mm to 0.6 mm (0.020 in to 0.025 in), and

'standard,' about 0.9 mm to 1.0 mm (0.035 in to 0.040 in)**

• EPDM surface condition clean and contaminated
• Primer primed EPDM and unprimed EPDM
• Application Temperature low, 5 ºC (41 ºF), and high, 60 ºC (140 ºF)
• Application Pressure low, 0.2 MPa (30 lbf/in2), and high, 2 MPa (300 lbf/in2)
• Time-at-Temperature short, about 20 h to 24 h, and long, about 672 h to 960 h

A full factorial design in Phase II was beyond the scope of the study, so a
half-fraction of the full factorial design was chosen.  This design included the four
combinations of material factors, and 16 of the 32 possible combinations of the
application factors (Rossiter et al. 1997).  The same 16 combinations of the application
factors were assigned to each of four combinations of the material factors.  It was
considered that this design would lead to the selection of combinations of levels of
application factors which produced good seams, as quantified by time-to-failure, for all
combinations of material factors.

Figure 2 summarizes the Phase II mean time-to-failure data for each of the 16
combinations of application factors.  The plot characters (along with the figure legends)
identify the combinations of the tape system and tape thickness (i.e., the material
factors).  The horizontal axis specifies the levels of the five application factors.  The
application factor combinations are ordered in increasing mean response.  The mean for
the four sample sets (i.e., TS1-thin, TS1-standard, TS2-thin, and TS2-standard)
prepared at each combination of application factors is indicated by the dotted line.

Figure 2 also contains a horizontal dashed line.  It represents the average time-to
failure for the three sets of well-prepared liquid-adhesive-bonded specimens (i.e., those
fabricated with industry-recommended adhesive thickness and clean EPDM) that had
the lowest average times-to-failure at 9.3 N (2.1 lbf) in Phase I (fig. 1).  The dashed line
is included to provide a point of comparison between the Phase II data for tape-bonded
sample sets and liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets.  The lowest mean times-to-failure
for the liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets were selected for comparison, because sets
with these mean times-to-failure are considered representative of the minimum of the
range of liquid-adhesive-bonded seams typically used in current practice.  That is, the
question addressed is whether tape-bonded sample sets prepared under a variety of
conditions perform equal to, or better than, the lowest mean performance of well-
prepared liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets.

Figure 2 provides a basis for comparing the effects of varying both the material
and application factors on time-to-failure.  Regarding material factors, the “standard”

                                                          
2The thicker tapes had thicknesses typical of those commercially available at the time of the study; thus,

they were designated as having 'standard' thickness.



thickness sample sets had, in most cases, greater times-to-failure than the thin sample
sets.  Simultaneous confidence intervals (details not shown) demonstrated that the
“standard” thickness sample sets had significantly (95 % confidence level) longer mean
times-to-failure than the corresponding thin sample sets for 11 of the 16 application
factor combinations.  Also, the thin sample sets did not have significantly longer times-
to-failure in the remaining five cases.  That is, the time-to-failure results provided no
evidence that thinner tapes should be used.

Fig. 2: Mean peel time-to-failure versus combinations of application factors.
Primer: Unprimed = 1, Primed = 2; EPDM Surface Condition: Clean = 1,
Contaminated = 2; Application Temperature: Low = 1, High = 2;
Application Pressure: Low = 1, High = 2; Time-at-Temperature: Short = 1,
Long = 2.

The horizontal dashed line represents the mean time-to-failure of the three sets of
well prepared, liquid-adhesive-bonded specimens (i.e., those fabricated with industry-
recommended adhesive thickness and clean EPDM) that had the lowest mean times-to-
failure at the 9.3 N (2.1 lbf) load in Phase I (see fig. 1).  The dotted line represents the
mean for the four sample sets of tape-bonded specimens prepared at each combination
of application factors.

It may also be seen in examining Figure 2 that, for the combinations of application
factors, no trend of time-to-failure behavior as a function of tape system is evident.  For
10 of the 16 combinations of application factors, simultaneous confidence intervals
showed no significant difference in the times-to-failure of the TS1 and TS2 data sets.
Where a significant difference existed, the TS1 sample sets had greater mean time-to-



failure in four cases, while the TS2 sample sets had greater mean time-to-failure in two
cases.

Regarding application factors, it was of interest to compare in Figure 2 the time-
to-failure data for the 16 Phase II sample set combinations with the average time-to-
failure for the three sets of liquid-adhesive-bonded specimens from Phase I.  In
considering the left side of Figure 2, it was found that eight of the application factor
combinations had significantly lower, or at best comparable, mean times-to-failure
versus the average for liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets.  Of these eight application
factor combinations, seven sets were unprimed.  Moreover, of those seven unprimed
sets, four included the contaminated EPDM surface condition.  On the right side of
Figure 2 among the six application factor combinations having the highest mean times-
to-failure, five had primed EPDM surfaces and five had clean EPDM surfaces.
Moreover, these six combinations having the highest mean times-to-failure included the
four cases where the EPDM was both primed and cleaned.  That is, in these four cases,
the mean times-to-failure of the tape-bonded sample sets were comparable to, if not
significantly greater than, that of the liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets.  A corollary
to this latter observation was that, within the limits set in the experiment, temperature,
pressure, and time-at-temperature did not affect the creep-rupture response of the
primed and clean sample sets to the extent that the mean times-to-failure were less than
that of the liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets.

The findings in Figure 2 quantify the importance of both priming and cleaning the
EPDM rubber, which is in accord with manufacturers recommendations for fabrication
of tape-bonded seams.  In general terms, the data in Figure 2 suggest that, if tape-
bonded seams are primed, it is reasonable to expect that they will have creep lifetimes
comparable to liquid-adhesive-bonded seams.  On the other hand, primed tape-bonded
seams having clean EPDM can have longer creep lives than liquid-adhesive-bonded
seams.  And, it is important to point out, the relatively long creep lifetimes of seams
made with primed, clean EPDM are not expected to be adversely affected by
application temperature and pressure (within the limits selected for the study), which
are factors that are uncontrollable in practice.

3.4 Phase III-Task I--effect of elevated temperature during creep testing
The Phase III-Task I investigation was conducted to compare the peel-creep

performance of tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets tested at the
elevated temperatures.   Peel creep-rupture tests were performed at 23ºC, 40ºC, and
70ºC (73ºF, 104ºF and 158ºF) under each of three loads, 9.3 N, 12.5 N, and 15.6 N
(2.1 lbf, 2.8 lbf, and 3.5 lbf).  Additionally, at 70ºC (158ºF), a creep test was performed
under a 6.2 N (1.4 lbf) load.

Figure 3 (A, B, and C) is a plot of the geometric mean time-to-failure results for
the three adhesive systems.  Polynomial models with load and temperature as variables
were fitted to summarize the time-to-failure results.  The models were fitted separately
to data for the three adhesive systems.  The simplest model fitting the time-to-failure
(TTF) data was:

log(TTF)  = Co + C1L + C2L
2 + C3T + C4T

2 + C5TL                                     (2)



where L denotes load, T is temperature, and C0 through C5 are coefficients (see Rossiter
et al. 1998a) estimated by least squares.  The fitting of this model was used to produce
the curves and error bars in Figure 3.  The model fitted the data well, as evidenced by
the closeness of the data points to the curves.  As evidenced in Figure 3, for the three
adhesive systems, the mean time-to-failure decreased with an increase in temperature
and load, although the decrease was slight for TS2 between 23ºC and 40ºC (73ºF and

From Figure 3, the following observations comparing the Phase III-Task I peel
creep-rupture results for the tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets may
be made.  For any combination of test temperature and load, the times-to-failure of TS1
and TS2 were greater than that of LA.  The differences were statistically significant.
When temperature increased from 23ºC to 40ºC (73ºF to 104ºF) for a given load, TS2
showed less decrease in time-to-failure than LA; TS1 and LA had about the same
decrease.  When temperature further increased from 40ºC to 70ºC (104ºF to 158ºF) for a
given load, both TS1 and TS2 experienced less decrease in time-to-failure than LA.

Fig. 3:Mean peel time-to-failure as a function of temperature and load for each
adhesive system.  The uncertainty bars represent 95% confidence intervals
on the means

3.5 Phase III-Task II--effect of elevated temperature exposure prior to testing
The Phase III-Task II investigation was conducted to compare the peel-creep

performance of tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets after heat
exposure.  Tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded samples were heated in forced air
ovens at temperatures of 60ºC, 75ºC, and 90ºC (140ºF, 167ºF, and 194ºF) for 30 days,
90 days, and 150 days (1 day).  After exposure, peel time-to-failure was measured at



23ºC (73ºF) under a creep load of 9.3 N (2.1 lbf).  Peel time-to-failure was also
determined for room temperature control (i.e., non-heat exposed) sample sets.

Figure 4 is a plot of geometric mean peel time-to-failure for the three adhesive
systems as a function of heat-exposure time and temperature.  The open plot character
represents controls; the closed plot character represents heat-exposed specimens.  From
Figure 4, the following observations comparing the Phase III-Task II peel creep-rupture
results for the tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets may be made.  For
LA with respect to the control, mean times-to-failure generally were unaffected or
increased due to the heat exposures.  In comparison, TS1 mean times-to-failure
increased, and the increases were greater for TS1 than for LA.  For example, for the
exposure of 90 days at 75ºC (167ºF), the TS1 exposed sample set had a mean time-to-
failure that was estimated to be about 100 times greater than the control; in contrast, the
mean time-to-failure of the

Fig. 4: Mean peel time-to-failure for the three adhesive systems as a function of
heat-exposure time and temperature.  The uncertainty bars represent 95%
confidence intervals on the means.  The open plot characters represent
data for unexposed controls

LA exposed sample set was about 4 times greater than its control.  In comparison
to LA behavior, TS2 mean times-to-failure were unaffected or decreased upon heat
exposure.  The greatest decrease was observed for the 150-day exposure at 90ºC
(194ºF).  In this case, the exposed sample set had a mean value of 8.3 h, which was



about 8.5 times less than the control.  The 8.3 h time-to-failure was slightly less than the
13.1 h mean time-to-failure of the LA control; the difference was significant.

It was of interest to compare the Phase III-Task II time-to-failure results with data
determined for field seams.  In Phase III-Task II, many TS1 heat exposed specimens
were found, vis-a-vis the control, to be very creep resistant with estimated times-to-
failure greater than 10,000 h (fig 4).  The shortest mean time-to-failure for a TS2 heat
exposed sample set was about 8 h.  These extreme values may be compared with the
time-to-failure results obtained from field seams that failed cohesively during creep
testing.  These seams were sampled from 10 roofs having ages from 0.1 year (i.e., an
essentially new roof) to 3 years, and had performed well during their relatively short
time in service (Rossiter et al. 1998b).  When tested in the laboratory, these field seams
had mean times-to-failure ranging from 10.9 h to 173.7 h.  Thus, in this comparison, no
evidence is found that the long times-to-failure produced in the laboratory upon heat
exposure have occurred in the field.  The comparison also indicates that, although some
tape-bonded laboratory samples underwent a decrease in time-to-failure upon heat
aging, the resultant values were not appreciably less than mean times-to-failure that
have been obtained for field seams.

3.6 Phase III-Task III--effect of exposure to industry-developed protocols
The Phase III-Task III investigation was conducted to compare the peel-creep

performance of tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded sample sets after laboratory
exposure to the protocols developed by RMA (1989) and SPRI (1995).  Both protocols
subject specimens to dry heat in an oven, heat in water, and freeze-thaw cycling.  In
contrast to the RMA protocol, the SPRI protocol requires that the specimens be
elongated in shear at 20% while being subjected to the freeze-thaw cycling and to heat
cycling (conducted in an ultraviolet test chamber).  The RMA protocol stipulates
cycling for 28 days with an option to conduct it for 56 days.  In the Phase III-Task III
experiment, samples were cycled for 28 days and for 56 days so that data would be
available on an RMA exposure period that was the same length as the SPRI exposure
period, which is stipulated to be 56 days.  After the RMA and SPRI exposures were
completed, peel times-to-failure of the tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded
specimens were determined at 23ºC (73ºF).  The creep load was 9.3 N (2.1 lbf).

Figure 5 is a plot of geometric mean peel time-to-failure after subjecting
specimens of each adhesive system to the industry exposure protocols.  Data on room
temperature control specimens are included.  Figure 5 provides a comparison of the
Phase III-Task III peel creep-rupture results between the tape-bonded and liquid-
adhesive-bonded sample sets.  With regard to the RMA protocol, LA mean time-to-
failure increased upon exposure.  In comparison, TS1 and TS2 had increased and
decreased time-to-failure, respectively.  TS2 mean time-to-failure after 56-day exposure
was not statistically different than that of the LA control.  In the case of the SPRI
protocol, the LA mean time-to-failure increased upon exposure.  In comparison, TS1
was unchanged, and TS2 decreased.  Again, as was the case for the RMA exposure,
TS2 mean time-to-failure after 56-day exposure was not statistically different than that
of the LA control.



Fig. 5: Mean peel time-to-failure after subjecting specimens to the: (A) RMA
exposure protocol for 28 days and 56 days, and (B) SPRI exposure
protocol for 56 days.  The uncertainty bars represent 95% confidence
intervals on the means.  The open plot characters represent data for
unexposed controls

It was of interest to compare the Phase III-Task III peel time-to-failure results with
data determined for tape-bonded field seams.  As previously indicated, mean times-to-
failure of tape-bonded seams that performed well in service and failed cohesively in
creep tests ranged from 10.9 h to 173.7 h (Rossiter et al. 1998b).  In comparison, for
TS1 after SPRI exposure, the mean time-to-failure was 75 h, i.e., in the middle of the
field-seam range.  After 56-day RMA exposure which considerably increased the creep
resistance of the TS1 laboratory sample sets, the minimum mean time-to-failure was
estimated to be above 10,000 h.  This value was substantially beyond the field-seam
range.  That is, the comparison indicates that the relatively long TS1 times-to-failure,



brought about by the RMA exposure, have not been observed for field seams.  This
finding parallels that of Phase III-Task II, wherein it was found that prolonged times-to-
failure due to laboratory heat exposure have not been evidenced for field seams.
Comparisons of the TS2 results with those of field seams indicate that the mean times-
to-failure of the RMA and SPRI sample sets (about 33 h and 6 h, respectively) were
comparable to the shorter times-to-failure determined for field seams.

3.7 Phase III-Task IV--effect of cold temperature preparation
The Phase III-Task IV investigation was conducted to compare the creep-rupture

performance of tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded specimens after preparation at
cold temperatures.  Tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-bonded peel samples were
prepared in a temperature-humidity controlled glove box at temperatures of -5ºC to -2ºC

 to 28ºF), and –1ºC to 1ºC (30ºF to 34ºF) with relative humidity between 10% and
15%.  The samples were kept at about -4ºC (25ºF) for 28 days after preparation, and
then shipped at ambient temperatures overnight to NIST.  Room-temperature laboratory
specimens, i.e., controls, were prepared at 21ºC to 23ºC (69ºF to 73ºF) with a relative
humidity of 45% to 50%, and kept under those conditions for a minimum of 28 days
before testing.  After receipt at NIST, the cold-temperature samples were placed in a
freezer at about -20ºC (-4ºF), where they were stored until warming to room
temperature for specimen preparation and peel creep-rupture testing.  The time elapsed
between removal from the freezer and placement under testing did not exceed 24 h.

Figure 6 is a plot of geometric mean time-to-failure for the cold temperature
prepared specimen sets.  From Figure 6, the following observations comparing the
Phase III-Task IV peel creep-rupture results for the tape-bonded and liquid-adhesive-
bonded systems are noted.  LA mean times-to-failure decreased upon cold temperature
preparation.  In comparison, TS1 mean time-to-failure also decreased, while that of TS2
was unaffected.  The reduction in mean time-to-failure due to cold temperature
preparation was greater for TS1 than for LA.  The mean time-to-failure of the -4ºC
(25ºF) TS1 sample set was a factor of approximately 28 less than that of its control,
whereas the mean times-to-failure for the two LA sample sets differed by a factor of
only 2.3.  Nevertheless, although TS1 was more affected than LA by the cold
temperature preparation, the mean time-to-failure of the -4ºC (25ºF) TS1 sample set was
still greater than that of the corresponding LA sample set.  The reason was that the
mean time-to-failure of the TS1 control was considerably greater than that of the LA
control.

4 Summary and conclusions

The use of tape-adhesive systems for fabricating field seams of EPDM roof
membranes has significantly increased in the 1990s.  A three-phase industry-
government consortium study has been conducted to develop nonproprietary data on
tape-bonded seam performance.  In Phase I, the creep-rupture response (time-to-failure)
of tape-bonded seam samples subjected to various peel loads under ambient conditions
was compared to that of liquid-adhesive-bonded samples.  In Phase II, two material



factors (tape system and tape thickness) and five application factors (EPDM surface
condition, primer, application temperature, application pressure, and time-at-application
temperature) were investigated in a statistically designed experiment for their effects on
peel creep-rupture response.  In Phase III, four tasks investigated the effects of: (I)
elevated test temperatures, (II) elevated temperature exposure prior to loading, (III)
exposure to industry-developed protocols (i.e., Rubber Manufacturers Association and
SPRI), and (IV) cold temperature preparation on peel creep-rupture response.

Fig. 6: Mean peel time-to-failure of the cold temperature prepared samples.  The
uncertainty bars represent 95% confidence intervals on the means.  The
open plot characters represent data for controls prepared at room
temperature

For well over a decade, the in-service performance of liquid-adhesive-bonded
seams has been generally satisfactory.  Consequently, their creep-rupture performance
has been the benchmark against which the creep performance of tape-bonded seams
may be judged.  Consistently throughout this three-phase study, specimen sets
fabricated using either one of two tape-adhesive systems and cleaned, primed EPDM
had mean peel times-to-failure that were generally comparable to, if not greater than,
those of liquid-adhesive-bonded specimen sets.  Moreover, although some laboratory
exposures brought about decreases in mean peel times-to-failure for some tape-bonded
seams, the resultant times-to-failure were yet comparable to values measured for some
field-sampled tape-bonded seams that had performed well in service.  Based on the
results of the study, ASTM Technical Committee D08 on Roofing, Waterproofing, and
Bituminous Materials issued "Standard Practice for Time-to-Failure  (Creep-Rupture) of
Adhesive Joints Fabricated from EPDM Roof Membrane Material."  Consistent with a
main objective of the study, this ASTM Standard provides a protocol for evaluating the
creep-rupture performance of EPDM seam specimens regardless of the adhesive system
used in their fabrication.
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EXTENDING THE DURABILITY OF WINDOW WASHER RUNWAYS
Durability of window washer runways

J. HENSHELL and P.L. BUCCELLATO
Henshell & Buccellato, Consulting Architects, Red Bank, NJ, USA

Abstract

Glass curtain walls on many high rise buildings are washed from swinging scaffolds
suspended from window washer carriages that circumnavigate the perimeter of the
roof travelling on a concrete runway.  No matter how well the runway is constructed
and maintained, its durability is shortened by the need to remove it in part or in whole
to repair or replace the roofing under it.
Most roofing systems are designed to perform for approximately 20 years – about
one-third the life of the average building.  Thus, removing the runway to reroof,
because of its size and weight, becomes a logistical and fiscal disaster.
This paper proposes a solution to extend the life of the runway to approximate that of
the building.  It describes a case study using precast concrete panels assembled to
form a runway that can be removed and reinstalled for membrane maintenance and
replacement without the radical surgery of demolishing and disposing of cast-in-place
paving.  The panels are prefabricated complete with insulation, steel curbs and tie-
downs.  When assembled in configurations to conform to the parapet profile they
form a runway that can support the moving load of the window washer rig, resist
torque stresses and accommodate thermally induced movement.

Keywords: runway, precast concrete panels, window washing, roofing. 

1 Introduction

Forty years ago, Lever House, the New York City glass box, ushered in the era
of high rise buildings clad with metal and glass curtain walls.  Soon similar buildings
became a part of the landscape in every major city.  Accelerated by the rapid
improvement of HVAC systems, these buildings had few, if any operable sash which
presented a problem for cleaning the glass and maintaining caulking.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1114-1123.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



The earliest systems that evolved were simple swinging scaffolds supported
either from movable beams resting on the roof or from cables connected to rings
secured to the roof deck.  Buildings with many setbacks used permanently mounted
davits.  Although these systems are still used on many buildings, they have been
largely superseded by more sophisticated systems to reduce labor and increase safety.

One of the most common of these is an electric powered self-propelled carriage
with a scaffold suspended from its davits.  By raising or lowering the scaffold and
moving the carriage, the entire facade is accessible for cleaning and maintenance.
The carriage can be mounted on rails or tracks or travel on a concrete runway.  It is
commonly housed on the roof in "garages" for protection and maintenance.

2 Concrete window washer runways

Self-propelled carriages travelling on concrete runways are more predominant
than track-mounted units.  Runways are constructed of reinforced concrete slab,
approximately 3 m (10 ft) wide, that follow the line of the parapet around the
building perimeter.  The outboard side terminates within a few centimeters of the
interior face of the parapet.  The inboard side is provided with a 100 mm (4 in.) curb
to prevent the carriage from straying off the runway. (Fig. 1)   Rings or prefabricated
flush mounted tie-downs are installed on or near the curb to help counterbalance the
scaffold.  The curb has scuppers or drains at regular intervals.

Fig 1: Window washer carriage on partly demolished runway



Most slabs are cast in 3 m (10 ft) lengths with 25 mm (1 in.) joints.  These are
filled with a preformed expansion joint filler and caulked.  The caulking may be
extruded in the summer where it is often damaged by the carriage's wheels.  The
joints are intended to absorb thermally induced movement and are thus dynamic.
Since the slab, itself is dynamic, its movement can stress the membrane and abrade or
tear the base flashing.  More serious problems develop when the slab is cast around
tie-down anchors that are anchored to the deck structure through the roofing system.
Slab movement often ruptures the inaccessible flashing at the penetration.  

Until a few decades ago the membrane was constructed as a bitumen and felt
built-up roof (BUR) installed over insulation or directly on the concrete deck if
insulation was not required.  A variations of this system is a PMR configuration in
which the membrane is installed on the roof deck, covered with loose-laid extruded
polystyrene insulation and ballasted with aggregate or pavers. Contemporary
membranes run the gamut of liquid applied membranes, BURs with polymer modified
bitumen plys and loose-laid thermoplastic and thermosetting single ply sheets.  In the
absence of a PMR system, window washer runway slabs are cast over preformed
asphalt/felt protection boards laid dry or mopped to the membrane.

3 Durability problems

Cast-in-place concrete paving proved to be a satisfactory surface for the window
washer carriage providing it was properly reinforced and of good quality concrete
(which was not always the case).  From a roof maintenance and replacement
standpoint, it was another story.

Most high rise buildings are designed to last from 50 to 75 years and some for as
long as a century.  On the other hand, it is generally agreed that roofs are considered
to perform successfully if they can be maintained leak-free for 20 years.  Thus, an
average roof on an average high rise building will require replacement at least once
and more than likely twice before the building has outlived its useful life.  When this
occurs, the concrete runway becomes a white elephant–it is too big and too expensive
to remove and incapable of being made watertight for a reasonable time when the roof
below it leaks.

If roof replacement is not required, roof maintenance creates another problem.
The slab inhibits access to the flashing for repairs because it is cast against, or in close
proximity to the parapet base flashing.  And repairs are required more frequently
because the slab movement often damages metal flashing end joints or abrades
composition flashing as discussed above.

In an effort to avoid the financial and logistical headaches of removing some or
all of the runway to effectuate repairs, attempts have been made to seal the runway
and thus stop water infiltration into the concealed penetrations and flashing below it.
Every one we observed had failed prematurely.  Although the field of the runway can
be "waterproofed", the expansion joints, the joint between the runway and the parapet
flashing and the joint between the runway curb and roofing remain dynamic and well
beyond the elastic capabilities of liquid coatings.  Elastomeric sheet materials are
equally ineffective because they are vulnerable to damage from the carriage's wheels
when they rub against the parapet or twist over the expansion joints.  Tie-downs that



are cast into the runway are particularly difficult to flash to the membrane and almost
impossible to waterproof at the slab surface.

The authors have investigated concrete window washer runways on nine high
rise buildings in New York, New Jersey and Louisiana,  all in connection with
reported leaks in the underlying roofing and flashing.  In all but two buildings, the
owners rejected runway removal as too costly and we devised stop-gap methods short
term  methods to control the leaks.  On one,  because the leaks were pervasive
throughout the roof, all components were removed to the deck  and interlocking
precast pavers were used to cover the entire roof.

There was no indecision about removing the runway on the other building–
Salomon Smith Barney's  headquarters in New York.  In 1994 a roof leak had shorted
out the electrical switchgear located under the roof causing a reputed $40,000,000
loss on the trading floor in three hours.  This, coupled with the fact that the runway
was in poor condition, constituted an overwhelming argument for removing it in
preparation for reroofing the building.  In agreeing to do so, the owners posed one
question: We want to make every effort to assure that the roof will not leak again, but
what will we do if it does?"  Not wishing to replicate the white elephant on the roof,
we opted to solve the problem of membrane maintenance under the runway by
designing one that could be removed and replaced at a small fraction of the cost of the
cast-in-place runway it would replace.  This paper discusses its design and
construction.

4 Case study

The building, constructed in 1986-7, is a 9 story reinforced concrete structure
located on the Hudson River in lower Manhattan. The main roof is a 58 x 113 m (192
x 372 ft) rectangle containing a main penthouse, four stair bulkheads and dunnage
mounted cooling towers.

The concrete roof deck is low sloped to internal drains and enclosed with a 1372
mm (54 in.) high parapet.  It was roofed with a modified bitumen liquid applied
membrane that was covered with extruded polystyrene insulation boards and pavers.
The concrete window washer runway was 2.74 m (9 ft) wide, 150 mm (6 in.) thick
with a 100 mm (4 in.) wide x 100 mm (4" in.) high curb.  It was cast on the insulation
boards over the membrane.  The surface of the runway was badly scaling and the
edges of the expansion joints were ravelling. (Fig. 2)

4.1 Design
The concept of using large precast concrete slabs on a roof was based on our

prior experience designing 1.06 x 2.12 m (3.5 x 7 ft) precast concrete panels on the
fourth level of a parking deck over a hospital operating suite.  This was the subject of
a paper presented at an ASTM Symposium in 1991 and reported in ASTM STP 1084.

For the parking deck project, we researched small 609 and 915 m square  (24
and 36 in.) pavers and found them to be unsuitable for vehicular traffic.  Problems of
resisting  braking loads and jacking loads had been only partly solved by Chaplin,



Fig. 2: Deteriorated runway

Eggle and Buckingham in England in 1978.  Our research for the parking deck
lead us to decide on the 1.06 x 2.12 m (3.5 x 7 ft) panels as being the most suitable
size and weight for handling and function.  One advantage of the larger panels was
that they were sufficiently heavy to resist rocking when subjected to eccentric point
loads. This and other lessons we learned from the parking deck project enabled us to
fine tune the design of the panels for the window washer runway .

For the runway we designed panels that were 1.2 x 2.4 m (4 x 8 ft) with a
nominal panel thickness of 127 mm (5 in.) nominal.  This panel size was heavy
enough to perform satisfactorily, but not so heavy that it could not be transported with
simple hand and mechanical equipment such as fork lifts and slings. The unit weight
was also consistent with the weight of the cast-in-place runway it replaced.  Designed
concrete compressive strength was 28 Mpa (5500 psi) at 28 days. Maximum
absorption was 5% by weight and 10% by volume.  (Fig. 3)

Sheets of extruded polystyrene insulation were recessed into  the bottom of the
panel and inset 50 mm (2 in.) from the edges.  They provided the following
advantages:

• reduced weight
• isolate the concrete from the membrane
• permitted drainage under and around the panels
• enhanced panel shimming



Precast concrete panels for a window washer runway differ in one significant respect
from those used for a parking deck; they must be designed to resist the uplift forces
on the inboard side produced by the eccentric loading of the scaffold.  These can be
quite sizeable and well in excess of the counterbalancing  dead load of a single panel.
To accommodate this load we reinforced the panel longitudinally to resist bending
and interlocked adjacent panels to spread the uplift forces.  For practical reasons the
connecting plates on the inboard edge of the panel were used for interlocking rather
than attempting to transfer the load to along the longitudinal edges  of the  panel by
tongue and groove or splined joints.  The plates were less expensive than complicated
form inserts, the edges were able to move independently and differentially and the
panels could be installed with greater flexibility.

Fig. 3: Longitudinal section through precast runway panel

The runway was laid out with the long dimension normal to the parapet. (Fig.
4)  It was important that the panel length be in one piece for the full width of the
runway in order to act as a beam under negative loading.  A spacer was provided
between adjacent panels to provide adjustments and accommodate tolerances in the
cast product and accommodate panel expansion and contraction.

Fig 4: Arrangement of panels



Fig. 5: Detail of curb end and interlock between panels

Fig. 6:  Photo of curb interlock



One cast-in-place unit was provided in each run to absorb the differences in
length from installation tolerances after the panels were in place. Joints were filled
with backer rods and caulked to reduce lippage.  Cast-in-place triangular units were
provided at reentrant angles to accommodate the carriage's turning radius.

Bent steel plates were provided on the short sides of the panel.  These served to
maintain panel alignment and uniform joint widths during expansion and contraction
of the panel groups, transfer stress between adjacent panels to increase the mass
during the application of uplift force at the tie-down rings and act as a curb in lieu of
the traditional cast-in-place concrete curb.  The plates were provided with holes for
connecting the tie-down cables during operation of the scaffold.  (Figs. 5 and 6)

Other features were adapted from the panels designed for the parking garage
project.  Top surfaces were slightly crowned, but in only one direction to minimize
transitions that the smaller carriage wheels would have to negotiate.  The top surface
was broomed and the edges were tooled convex.

4.2 Installation
Panels were precast in a casting plant under controlled conditions and air-cured.

They were then loaded on a truck and shipped to the jobsite for weekend erection.  
Two panels at a time were lifted to the top of the 9 story building by a crane and

then distributed by dollies the prepared membrane surfaces.  The membrane was
covered by a single layer of asphalt protection board with the polyethylene side turned
down.  Pieces of protection board were used to shim the panels.  (Fig. 7)

Fig. 7:  Installation of a panel



Fig. 8: The completed runway

5 Conclusions

Precast concrete panels for window washer runways provide the following
advantages:

• they create runways independent of the roofing and flashing systems
• they can be removed and reinstalled as required for roof maintenance and 

replacement
• they incorporate tie-down anchors that do not penetrate the roofing system
• if panels are damaged or deteriorate individual units can be easily replaced

Based on lessons learned from previous attempts to repair membranes and
flashings under window washer runways, we believe that constructing runways from
precast units in lieu of using cast-in-place concrete can improve the durability of the
roofing system and increase the life of the runway to nearly equal that of the building.
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SERVICE LIFE DESIGN FOR THE WESTERN SCHELDT TUNNEL
The western Scheldt tunnel
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Abstract

Due to the high construction costs and the social importance the durability demands
for large infrastructures are becoming more and more important. Service life
requirements of 100 year or even more are usual.   For the bored reinforced concrete
tunnel under the Western Scheldt in the Netherlands the requirement was a service
life of at least 100 years. No method had been specified to prove this service life.
Since the concrete codes are only based on deem-to-satisfy rules for the durability,
without any specification to the service life, it was not possible to base the design on
existing codes.  The service life design has been made on basis of the methodology
that has been developed in a research project of the European Community. This
project with the name ‘DuraCrete’ has further improved the existing reliability and
performance based structural design method by introducing the modelling of
degradations and environmental actions.  It is believed that the service life design of
the Western Scheldt Tunnel is the first project were the DuraCrete approach has been
applied in practice.

Keywords: concrete, durability, tunnel, probabilistic design

1 Introduction

Tunnels in the Netherlands are traditionally built by prefabricating large tunnel
sections. These sections are shipped to the final location and scuttled. Recently,
another construction method is applied: boring tunnels. The main difficulties in
boring in soft soils like clay and sand have been overcome. The second bored tunnel
in the Netherlands is now under construction. The tunnel consists of two tubes with
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an external diameter of 11 m and a length of 6.5 km. The tunnel will cross the
Western Scheldt in the south-western part of the Netherlands.

The bored tunnel sketched in Figure 1 as a cross-section and in a longitudinal
perspective has to be designed against variously induced re-bar corrosion. The bored
tunnel is located in chloride contaminated soil and therefore under chloride attack.
The inside walls of the tunnel are not ventilated and therefore under the of
carbonation.  As well, they are exposed to road traffic induced chloride contaminated
salt fog and splash environment.  Furthermore, leaking joints will eventually lead to
chloride attack within the joints and partially at the inside surfaces in particular for
deep points of the tunnel.

Fig. 1:  Geometry of the bored tunnel under the Western Scheldt

The cross-section of a singular circular segment and the expected environmental
loading is presented in the following Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Geometry of the reinforced circular segment of the Western Scheldt
bored tunnel and expected environmental loading



In the contract between Rijkswaterstaat (investor) and the Kombinatie
Middelplaat Westerschelde (KMW, contractor) a service life of at least 100 year has
been fixed, without a specification of the related performances and the reliability
level.  Schiessl ⋅ Raupach ⋅ Consulting ⋅ Engineering and TNO have been consulted
on the service life approach.

2 Historical overview of service life design in practice

The present design approach with respect to durability of concrete structures is
based on a reasonable understanding of the main degradation processes for concrete,
reinforcement and prestressing steel.  The design is however not explicitly formulated
as a service life.  It is based on deem-to-satisfy rules (for example minimum cover,
maximum water/binder ratio and crack width limitation) and the assumption that if
these rules are met, the structure will achieve an acceptably long but unspecified life.
The information about the service life to be achieved is for a large extent empirical.
Improving the durability results in increasing building costs without any quantification
of the reduction of maintenance costs or failure costs.  Current design methods permit
only the calculation of whole life cycle costs from assumptions with respect to
maintenance and failure rates.  Thus, there are no objective means for demonstrating
that future maintenance and repair costs will be acceptably low.

This common design approach to durability has other disadvantages. The rules
are inadequate in some aggressive environments, while they are too rigorous in other
environments. In some cases, this results in a 'belts and braces' approach (many
different types of measures on top of each other) which may contain unnecessary and
even counteractive measures.

A lack of durability can cause serious safety and serviceability problems for
structures.  Despite this, at this moment designers have considerably more attention
for load and resistance based structural design than for durability design.  Recent
history has however shown that due to a lack of durability various types of damages
and in single cases even collapses can occur with tremendous overall costs for repair.

For large infrastructures the requirements with respect to durability are in
general more stringent than the codes.  Some examples of storm surge barriers in the
Netherlands can demonstrate this.  For the Haringvlietsluizen (1965) the requirements
were based on the experts opinion of that time.  The concrete cover was raised to 70
mm, the water/cement ratio was restricted to 0.45 and blast furnace slag cement was
used as binder.  For the Eastern Scheldt Barrier (1985) the durability requirements
were for the first time expressed in terms of time.  A service life of 200 years has
been required.  For the concrete cover this was not feasible.  A mean service life of
about 85 years has therefore been accepted.  After that period the concrete cover will
be replaced.  For the Maeslandtkering (1995) a service life of 100 years has been
specified.  The concrete cover of this barrier has been enlarged with a factor
√100/50 = √2. The figure 100 is the required service life and the figure 50 is the
service life that is assumed in the Dutch concrete code.  In none of these designs has a
proper approach for predicting the service life been applied.



3 Design framework

One of the most important reasons that no proper service life designs were made
was the lack of a methodology and a design framework. In the past period this has
been developed and will be developed further. Some major steps are the CEB
Bulletin 238 (Schiessl et al. 1997) and the Brite/Euram project ‘DuraCrete’ that has
been finished in February 1999 (TG7 1999). The essential items of the methodology
have been copied from the structural design (Siemes and Rostram 1996):

• the performances are related to limit states
• the reference period is similar to the design service life
• the reliability index is used to reduce the failure probability.

The new items in the approach are the introduction of environmental actions
and models describing the degradation of the concrete and the reinforcement.

 The limit states that have been defined in the structural codes are the
serviceability limit state (SLS) and the ultimate limit state (ULS).  If a SLS is
exceeded the functioning of the structure is restricted.; e.g. the deflection of a beam is
more than 20 mm.  If an ULS is exceeded the structure has collapsed, fractured,
turned over, etc., the static equilibrium has been lost and safety is endangered.

 The limit states of the structural codes may be extended with other limit states.
For example the watertightness of a tunnel can be expressed as a SLS (for example:
the leakage water hinders the traffic in the tunnel) or as an ULS (for example: the
leakage water floods the tunnel).  Also new types of limit states may be introduced.
For example the limit state to reduce the amount of repair.  In case of corrosion of the
reinforcement it is possible to reduce the amount of repair by requiring that no onset
of corrosion may occur.

 In Figure 3 an example of a service life distribution is given.  The main
parameters in such a distribution are the mean value µ (magnitude parameter) and the
standard deviation σ (scatter parameter).  Instead of the standard deviation we can
also use the variation coefficient V = σ/µ.  By means of the reliability index, β, the
probability that the service life is lower than the design service life L1 is identified.

Fig. 3: Example of a probability density function for the service life



 With every performance an unique distribution function is connected,
depending on the geometry of the structure, material properties, mechanical loads and
the environmental actions.  This implies that for every relevant performance the
distribution function has to be established, the design service life as well as the
reliability index must be defined.  In this respect it is important to define a limit for
the performance that separates the adverse state form the required state.

 In Table 1 some values for the reliability index, β, and corresponding
approximate failure probabilities are given (European Code EC1 and Dutch Code
NEN 6700).  These reliability indexes can be used if lack of durability leads to an
event that leads to an unacceptably loss of serviceability or to a loss of structural
safety (Siemes and Rostam 1996).  If failure leads only to economical consequences
serviceability limit states (SLS) are applied, e.g. onset of corrosion.  If failure leads to
severe consequences, e.g. (total loss of the structure or victims) ultimate limit states
(ULS) are applied (collapse due to overloading or due to excessive material
degradation).  Other intermediate stages may be defined by the owner (investor) in
order to reduce repair costs, ensuring the structural appearance, etc..

Table 1: Examples of some reliability indexes in structural codes

 Type of
Performance

 Reliability Index �
 in a Period of 50 Year

 Approximate
 Failure Probability

 in 50 Years
  EuroCode

(EC1, 10/1994)
 Dutch Code

(NEN 6700, 04/1991)
 

 ULS  3.8  3.6  10-4

 SLS  1.5  1.8  10-2

 4 Design calculations

4.1 Introduction
In this paper we will restrict to the design of the tunnel lining, although in

practice the whole tunnel has been based on a service life design. The following limit
states were chosen:

• Onset of corrosion
• Corrosion induced spalling and corresponding loss of watertightness
• Collapse of the structure.

Onset of corrosion is a serviceability limit state. When corrosion has started,
maintenance is much more complicated to perform and therefore much more
expensive than for a structure without initial corrosion activity.  Consequently there is
an economic risk present.  Corrosion induced spalling in the area of joints can lead to
a failure in watertightness. In dependency to the failure probability the operating
costs will increase (pumps, etc.) to an upper limit.  The highest economic damage at
the serviceability level is reached when the leakage rates are so high that the tunnel
can not be operated.  The collapse of the structure should be avoided at a highest



reliability level (ultimate limit state, ULS) not only to avoid with corresponding low
failure probabilities the highest economic damage, but also to safe human life.

Finally, the following set of operational limit states and their related reliability
indexes was derived (Table 2).

Table 2: Set of operational limit states

Event Limit State Reliability Index �

Onset of corrosion SLS and
repairable

1.5 - 1.8
EC1 – NEN 6700

Corrosion induced spalling and
corresponding failure in watertightness

SLS and
repairable

2.0 - 3.0
Proposal

Collapse of the structure ULS 3.6 - 3.8

NEN 6700 - EC 1

4.2 Design example: Concrete cover within the joints
Due to structural design constraints the concrete cover within the joints should

be minimised. Therefore, the joint with its restricted cover of xc (joint) was identified as
the most critical detail with regard to durability. In the case of permanent leakage, the
concrete is subjected to chlorides coming from the chloride contaminated soil.
Constantly humid conditions are assumed; carbonation can be neglected.  The
identified deterioration mechanism is in this case the chloride induced corrosion.  The
question that has to be answered here as an example is:  Which material resistance
against chloride penetration in combination with which concrete cover xc is necessary
in order to fulfil the investors requirements?  In the following paragraph the carried
out design of the concrete cover xc (joint) is presented for a serviceability limit state
(Onset of corrosion: TService Life = 100 year with a minimum reliability index of
β0,SLS ≥ 1.50 - 1.80).

4.3 Deterioration model
In the case of a chloride induced reinforcement corrosion, deterioration models

are required, describing the initiation period as well as the propagation period. As
mentioned before, here we will only discuss the initiation period.

The following deterioration model is describing the time dependent process of
chloride penetration until the depassivation of the re-bar will occur. The suggested
model to predict the duration of the initiation period in the case of chloride induced
re-bar corrosion has been identified within an intensive literature research carried out
in a Brite/EuRam-project DuraCrete (Alisa et al. 1998), Equations (1), (2) and (3)):
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with:
xc: concrete cover in [mm]
D0: effective chloride diffusion coefficient at defined compaction, curing and

environmental conditions, measured at time t0 in [m2/s]
DRCM,0: chloride migration coefficient at defined compaction, curing and

environmental conditions, measured at time t0 in [m2/s]
CCrit: chloride threshold level in [wt.-% Cl-/binder]
n: factor which takes the influence of age on measured material property into

account
kt: constant parameter which transfers the measured chloride migration

coefficient DRCM,0 into a chloride diffusion coefficient D0, kt

ke: constant parameter which considers the influence of environment on D0

kc: constant parameter which considers the influence of curing on D0

erf-1: inverse of the error function
CSN: surface chloride level in [wt.-% Cl-/binder]
t: exposure period in [year],
t0: reference period in [year], in this case t0 = 28 day

4.4 Data
The data for the service life design performed for the tunnel segments are given

in the following Table 3 (the required variables under consideration can be drawn out
of Equation (1) and (3)):

Table 3: List of stochastic asariables influencing the duration of the initiation
period

Variable
No

Parameter Dimension µ σσ Distr. Type

1 xc – Concrete Cover [mm] 37 2 Expon. Distr.

2 DRCM,0 - Cl--Migration Coef. [10-12m2/s] 4.75 0.71 Normal Distr.

3 CCrit – Critical Chloride Content [wt.-%/binder] 0.70 0.10 Normal Distr.

4 n - Age Exponent [-] 0.60 0.07 Normal Distr.

5 kt - Factor Test [-] 0.85 0.20 Normal Distr.

6 ke - Factor Environment [-] 1.00 0.10 Normal Distr.

7 kc - Factor Execution [-] 1.00 0.10 Normal Distr.

8 CSN - c(Cl-) - Concrete Surface [wt.-%/binder] 4.00 0.50 Normal Distr.

9 t0 – Reference Time [year] 0.0767 - Deterministic



In the following it will be shown for the first three listed stochastic variables
how each distribution function was obtained.

4.4.1 Concrete cover
During the production of the circular segments it is ensured that the concrete

cover will be built in very precisely.  It is supposed that reinforcement can be
embedded in a xc  ≥ 35 mm concrete cover, assuming precise fabrication and attention
to quality assurance measures.  The geometrical variable concrete cover is therefore
introduced as a exponential distribution with a relatively low standard deviation.

4.4.2 Chloride migration coefficient: DRCM,0

For design purposes an important starting measure is the material resistance
when focusing on the expected deterioration processes.  Suitable results may
occasionally be drawn out of the literature, which might be used as starting
parameters in a service life design calculation.  Oftentimes one can not draw
quantitative results out of the literature, when working with special concrete mixes
with for example very low water binder ratios and high contents of plasticiser.
Therefore, it is essential to determine the efficiency of the materials in use by testing
them in basic tests.  This is to identify the suitability of the designed concrete mix. In
this context the decisive material resistance is the chloride diffusion coefficient.

The determination of chloride diffusion coefficients is a rather complex and
time-consuming procedure (Gehlen and Ludwig 1998).  In practice, chloride
penetration into concrete structures follows a non-steady state process.  For this
process, conventional methods are to immerse the concrete specimens in chloride
contaminated solutions with constant chloride concentration.  After immersion, the
chloride profile is measured by sampling the specimen successively from the exposed
surface and by analysing the total chloride content in each sample.  The chloride
diffusion coefficient can be found from the Fick’s second law by curve fitting. In
order to prepare a meso-level durability design in time before the structural elements
are constructed, the measured material performance should be known as soon as
possible.  Among different rapid test methods, the rapid chloride migration method
(RCM) revealed to be theoretically the clearest, experimentally the most simple and
related to precision (repeatability) the most promising tool (Gehlen and Ludwig
1998).  Diffusion data measured with conventional immersion methods correspond
well to data determined with the rapid chloride migration method (Gehlen and
Ludwig 1998; Tang 1996).  How the measurement has to be undertaken can be seen
in Gehlen and Ludwig (1998) and Tang (1996).  The material under investigation
gave values as provided in Table 3 as mean and standard deviation.

In addition to the measured performance at the time t0 one has to consider the
sometimes substantial difference in the time dependent development of the material
resistance (Siemes et al. 1999; Bamforth 1998).  The increase of the material
resistance, or expressed by the opposite, the reduction of the chloride diffusion
coefficient, will be expressed by the age exponent n (Variable 4 of Table 3).  Typical
quantities of n are given in Siemes et al. (1999) and Bamforth (1998).



4.4.3 Critical corrosion inducing chloride conten: Ccrit

In the Design Guide of the Comité Euro-International du Béton (CEB) for
durable reinforced concrete structures of 1989 (CEB 1989), the relationship between
the critical chloride content depending on the moisture content of concrete and on the
quality of the concrete cover has been illustrated (Figure 4).

Fig. 4: Relationship between the critical chloride content to environmental
conditions and quality of concrete cover (CEB 1989)

Whereas for permanent dry or permanent water saturated concrete practically
no re-bar corrosion is possible, and therefore higher values for the critical chloride
content can be admitted, appears the lowest value for the critical chloride content
under permanent moist or alternating environmental conditions.  In the case of a large
concrete cover and a good concrete quality, which will be basically obtained by a low
water/binder ratio and a suitable curing of the concrete, as well as through the use of
of additives, one can achieve higher critical chloride contents as compared to a
insufficient quality of the concrete cover.  The lowest critical threshold value for the
chloride content was determined by Breit (1997) for various mortar mixtures.  The
surveys of Breit allow for the first time to introduce the critical corrosion inducing
chloride content as a stochastic variable. An adapting test for the obtained results has
shown that a normal distribution (µ = 0.48, σ = 0.15) describes the results in a
sufficiently exact manner.

In the surveys of Breit a set of different mixtures was investigated.  The
concrete cover had a value of only xc = 7.5 mm.  Making use of only one mixture and
taking into account higher concrete covers, one can therefore estimate higher
averages (due to increased concrete cover) and lower standard deviations (only one
mixture).  All the explained relationships justify the above mentioned assumption



(Table 3, Variable 3).

4.5 Result
With the arranged data it is now possible to calculate whether the stochastic

variable xc, which was applied in the design (Table 3) is sufficient to proof a
serviceability limit state related minimum service life of T = 100 years.  The required
statistical calculation was carried out with the software package STRUREL
(RCP GmbH: STRUREL 1995). The result of the evaluation is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Reliability index versus time of exposure (SLS: onset of corrosion)

Figure 5 shows, that with the tested material and the planned concrete cover one
can achieve a durable structure concerning chloride induced steel corrosion with the
minimum required safety according to the fixed serviceability limit state ‘Onset of
corrosion’.  The obtained reliability index is βSLS = 1.50 (pf = 0.068), in accordance to
the minimum required value of Table 2 (β0,SLS = 1.50).

5 Additional measures

Beyond the basic testing (laboratory test), the quality level achieved in the
laboratory should be reached on the construction site as well, since the quality of the
built-in material decides over the service life of the construction.  Criteria for the final
examination (acceptance criteria) of the tested material resistances can be determined
following EC1, appendix D.  The continuous examination of the material variable
DRCM,0 cannot be undertaken on the construction site without significant effort,
because for the construction site this method is too complicated to perform.
Extensive surveys at the Institute for Material Research at the Technical University of
Aachen (ibac) have shown a good correlation between the chloride migration
coefficient DRCM,0 and the electrolytic resistivity of concrete ρWER,0  (Figure 6)



untertaken with the so-called Wenner-probe.  How to execute the Wenner method is
described in detail in Gehlen and Ludwig (1998). Considering this aspect, the
material resistance towards a chloride penetration was verified for the tunnel
segments on concrete cubes stored submerged on the construction site by an indirect
examination of electrolytic resistivity of the concrete.
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Fig. 6:  Relationship between DRCM,0 and ρρWER,0

Further it has to be assured by a permanent measurement of the concrete cover,
that the measured performance with regard to xc is equal to the required performance
xc. Finally, other additional measures like hydrophobation in areas of restricted
covers can be considered.  By consideration of partly applied hydrophobation within
the joints, the re-calculated reliability index at time t = 100 years is βSLS = 2.25
(pf = 0.012), higher than the required value of β0,SLS = 1.50 - 1.80.

6 Concluding remarks

In the last decade much effort has been spent on the service life design of
structures and especially of concrete structures. This has finally led to a situation
where it was possible to make a fully performance and reliability based service life
design for a real structure: the Western Scheldt Tunnel.

During the design, simplifications have been made. For example the target
reliability indexes have directly been adopted from the structural design, both for the
SLS and the ULS. For the ULS this is more or less obvious, as exceeding this limit



state will lead both for the structural design and the service life design to the same
situation, namely loss of the structure. For some of the SLS’s this is less clear. For
example the onset of corrosion or the corrosion induced spalling are limit states that
are related to the risk for repairs. This is primarily an economic issue and an
economic optimisation of the reliability index is obvious. The optimisation is hardly
possible because the amount of repair and the locations for the repair are difficult to
estimate.

The service life design has been based on the reliability during the design
service life. In other words it has been based on the total failure probability during the
service life. Due to the degradation we have a situation where the failure probability
grows with time. The failure rate (failure probability per year) in the first years is
therefore low and in the last years relatively high. An improvement can be made by
also restricting the failure rate.

The service life design has been made for the whole tunnel lining without
differentiating the exposure zones. Especially for long tunnels with a high number of
similar concrete elements this may lead to the acceptance that a high number of
elements will fail. To restrict this the exposure zones can be differentiated or the
target reliability index can be related to the amount of possible damage. For a small
amount of failing elements a low reliability index can be applied. For a high amount
of failing elements a high reliability index should be applied.
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THE PROBLEM OF THE DURABILITY OF MATERIALS USED IN THE
REHABILITATION OF HISTORIC TIMBER ROOFS
Rehabilitation of historic timber roofs
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Abstract

This paper focuses on the specific problems connected with the repair and
refurbishment of historic timber roof structures.  Modern materials used to improve
the overall performance of the roof and to guarantee the durability of the work are
analysed, focusing in particular on waterproof membranes.  Among these materials
one is examined in detail: the open roof lining Tyvek®1 vapour barrier, the properties
and the behaviour of which are examined and compared with other coatings more
commonly used for this purpose.  The paper concludes with the description of a case
study of application, that is still in progress: the refurbishment of the roof of the 19th

Century extension of the Valentino’s Castle in Turin (Italy).

Keywords: Timber, Structures, Refurbishment, Waterproof materials, Durability

1 Introduction

This paper discusses the work of repair and refurbishment on historic roof
structures and analyses the various approaches and methods for maintenance, repair
and, conservation and restoration, focusing mainly on timber structures.  The issue of
durability of structures and their repair calls for a discussion on the thorny matter of
maintenance and the meaning of that which lies at the boderline between either
activity.  Which materials, techniques and systems can guarantee the required
reliability and other criteria, such as reversibility and compatibility?

Field specialists (i.e. conservation architects, engineers, building heritage

                                                
1 Tyvek is DuPont’s registered trademark.
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conservation officers, etc.) are fully aware that any conservation work on a historic
building starts from the roof system, as the performance level of this element is
essential to ensure the conservation of the entire building.  Very often however, the
roof is considered an element of the building that can be "sacrificed", regardless of its
actual condition in regards to conservation and its capability to perform its role
effectively.  Thus, very often work on roof structures is entrusted directly to
contractors that are not under the direct control of the designer in charge of the
building conservation and restoration works.  In this situation, many roof structures
and protective parts (e.g. roof boarding, roofing) are not subjected to inspections or
diagnosis and are replaced with new roofs.  This in turn potentially brings about the
danger of loosing important parts of the Italian building heritage.

2 The central role of the diagnosis: inspection and assessment of the state of
conservation.

In the past few years there has been a renewed interest in protecting the
culturally rich - though little known - Italian historic and heritage timber structures.
Special consideration has been given to timber structures in roofing systems found in
monumental and traditional architectural complexes, that have only recently been
acknowledged as a part of the cultural heritage.

The problem of conserving these items calls for a correct in situ diagnosis that
includes historical and architectural analysis and, with regards to material and
structures, evaluating the state of preservation and structural efficacy.  One of the
objective difficulties when restoring these structures is to evaluate the state of
preservation of the material and the acceptable performance of structural timber
elements in situ.  This difficulty is all the greater in the case of roofing elements,
owing to problems of restricted access for carrying out inspections and tests (Bertolini
Cestari 1998; Bertolini Cestari and Curtetti 1998; Bertolini Cestari et al. 1998;
Bertolini Cestari et al. 1999).

The diagnosis of timber structures must always be based on a project divided
into two distinct analytical levels: the first level consists of a visual inspection
performed by technicians using simple instruments to identify the wood species, the
thermohygrometric conditions and the natural or artificial durability; the second level
of diagnosis employs appropriate instruments to obtain information that cannot be
deduced from the first inspection level.

Instrument-aided diagnosis for full-size timber structures has not yet reached a
correct level of procedural organisation and nor have reliable techniques evolved to
assess either the state of conservation or the load-bearing capacity.  Consequently,
only when these techniques are adequately widespread among operators will they
contribute to the conservation of many timber structures, rehabilitated and conserved
in static terms, by works that fully respect both the original conception and the
historical-technological role of the structures, as well as the material with which they
are constructed (Bertolini Cestari 1994; Bertolini Cestari and Cravero 1998; Bertolini
Cestari et al. 1995; Bertolini Cestari 1997; Bertolini Cestari et al. 1997).



The two levels of diagnosis identified by Italian experts (Bertolini Cestari et al.
1998) are outlined in the following paragraphs .

2.1 Visual inspection (first level diagnosis)
The first level is aimed at a general evaluation of the entire structure without an

accurate analysis of the individual timbers.  This level helps orient the second, by
identifying the specific needs and priorities for further inspections.  The general
evaluation requires simple tools for investigating the wood and appropriate conditions
for the inspection, i.e., accessibility to the structures, sufficient light and clean
surfaces.  Furthermore, the availability of a plan of the structure is essential for
mapping the information and for indentifying classes of priorities for the next step.

2.2 Instrument-aided inspection (second level diagnosis)
The second level is based on the information provided in the first level.  It

entails a detailed evaluation of the condition of each timber and the joints within the
structure.  It requires the same general conditions and involves a thorough visual
inspection of the timber characteristics and a more sophisticated instrument-aided
analysis: e.g., moisture measurements of the wood, microscopic analysis of fragments
for the identification of the species, micro-drilling analysis, etc.  Among these, the use
of a portable micro-drilling instrument (e.g. Resistograph® or DDD200®) is
particularly interesting for assessing the state of conservation of the material.  The
joints are subject to a detailed assessment at this level of analysis, especially where
previous restorations introduced other materials, so as to evaluate and monitor the
compatibility with the original wood.  The second level of analysis is translated into a
comprehensive and - where possible - quantitative mapping of the conditions (in
terms of resistant cross-sections of the timbers) as a basis for the structural calculation
(Bertolini Cestari 1998).

Fig. 1: Resistografic plot in rleation to depth of penetration in cm (starting on
right) on an apparently sound piece of timber.  The plot shows, after 4 cm
of sound wood, a hollow portion taking up almost all the section,
excluding the last 3 cm.  It is also possible to evaluate that the original
section was about 26 cm.



3 Consolidation techniques of roof structures related to structural damage

3.1 General criteria
In current technical literature, certain works - included those with innovative

features - appear strongly delayed with respect to the conservative criteria which are
being imposed for monumental and historical building restoration or more simply, by
tradition.  Too often we witness operative practices that prevalently address radical
works: timber ceilings consolidated with reinforced concrete mantles replacing all or
part of the structure; total or partial reconstruction of roofs with steel or glued wood
laminates.  The introduction of materials extraneous to the timber restoration tradition
indicates a wide-spread loss of building know-how on behalf of designers and sector
workmen. For example, Sironi (1994) suggests a work on a timber beam ceiling with
incredible proportions for an ancient structure.  The base-to-height ratio (8 x 20 cm)
is closer to that of a laminar beam structures than that of solid wood and the cut
resistance bolts lead to perplexity on the possibility of insertion without breaking the
timber beam extrados.  Moreover, the work prescribes L-brackets, stands and
suspending brackets.  Is all this imagination actually necessary?

With these premises, which techniques and technologies and which materials
can be usefully recommended today for consolidation works?

Currently, a designer involved in a structural work on ancient manufactures
cannot avoid being stricken - and even intimidated or bewildered - by the great
variety of recently performed structural works on a wide range of structures that
include ceilings, frames, pillars, and trusses, quoting the most common structures.
Moreover, the design suggestions emerging from the flourishing technical literature in
this sector too often represent very particular cases and are treated as unique.  The
proliferation of various consolidation technique “patents” - consisting of steel sheets
and wires placed in the core of the beam, multiple layer techniques, epoxy resin
applications, etc. - appear to provide the catalogue of solutions and techniques to be
adopted to solve the problem (Tampone 1994; Asti 1994).

In this scenario, is providing indications to address the choices on
methodological and practical level still meaningful?  On the other hand, the
conviction that no suggestions in principle and in practice can be offered would
fatally lead to restoration works being conceived one at a time or even - for the most
complex cases - step-by-step, with unplanned consequences in execution and
decisional adaptation.

This paper certainly does not intend to treat the complete, complex and delicate
issue of structural consolidation of timber manufactures neither does it intend to offer
final solutions to problems which underwent complex and sometimes contradictory
evolutions.  The solutions appear to be tending to more mature and balanced
insertions in the picture of wider general structural restoration1.  The starting point,

                                                
1 UNI committee on “Recommendations for the Structural Restoration of Civil Buildings and
Architectural Heritage” is preparing a paper on the technical analysis, work technologies and
materials to be used to restore ancient buildings.



however, is understanding the existence of many shortcomings and the conviction
that much can still be done to eliminate the problems on methodological and practical
level.  With this reference, this paper aims at offering a contribution regarding the
main parameters which take place in choosing from the most common work
techniques.

3.2 Restoring reinforcement and consolidation techniques
In the wide and articulated case study of current carpentry restoration-

consolidation, a schematic subdivision can provide an initial orientation.  Timber
structure consolidation can be classified by type according to the works required and
to the instability found.  Schematically, two major types can be identified: localised
works and works on the global structure.

The first is the consequence of existing deterioration on single mouldings or
more commonly near panel points with other mouldings (internal connections) or at
coupling points with surrounding walls (external connections) where conditions of
moisture and poor ventilation at beam headers causes biological attacks on materials.

The latter type of work prevalently involves the need to adapt to changed
conditions of service and, consequently, addresses structural safety issues.

This schematic organisation highlights the different purposes of the two types
of work and specifically:

• Restoring or rebuilding works on material considerably altered or damaged by
external factors (biological attacks, fire, demolition, etc.).  Localised re-
constructive techniques include in situ fitted wood prostheses, glued sheets,
epoxy cement.

• Reinforcement works with substantial changes to the existing system tending
to increase the resistant capacity of the original structure.  This category of
works on trusses includes positioning metal tie-rods, adding steel ribbing and
inserting fibreglass bars to consolidate connections.

It is important to note how these two types of works are referred to panel points
and trusses stiffening couplings.  Essentially, the works change the structural
arrangement of the truss with reference to stiffness ratio at local and complex level.
From a static point of view, these alterations can produce qualitative and quantitative
tensional alterations which cannot be neglected.

The following paragraph illustrates and discusses a work technique that causes
alterations and changes to the structural arrangement.

4 Principle of work on historic timber structures

Interest in Italy in the conservation and restoration of ancient timber structures,
important aspects of our architectural heritage, represents a recently introduced sector
of the Cultural Heritage Department, raising problems regarding diagnostic surveys
and work techniques focused on conservation.  Over the past few years, there has



developed a firm conviction that these structures must - wherever possible - be
conserved and restored in accordance with their static role, using works that are
consistent not only with the original design but also with the material: timber.

However, in practice, many recent works involving structural restoration have
betrayed the idea of conservation: in extreme instances we have witnessed the
unjustified demolition of century-old floors, coffer ceilings and roofs; more
frequently, ancient buildings have been altered by the widespread use of new
structures and new materials in replacement of the original ones.

These arbitrary, and to say the least “heavy-handed”, works are in the majority
of cases induced by the difficulty of evaluating the state of the conservation of
materials and the real load-bearing capacity of the structural elements, or by an
incorrect evaluation of the overall structural function, or the choice of summary and
profitable procedures rather than procedures guided by the real needs of the timber
components.

It is precisely their load-bearing capacity that is constantly debated today, in
spite of the renewed interest in studies on wood, by operators who, clearly lacking
the necessary know-how, demonstrate their complete distrust towards existing timber
structures with their works.

This distrust has been expressed and given tangible form through the
development of consolidation techniques that foresee the extensive inclusion of
various types of implant, made from “new” materials that, precisely because they are
new, are regarded as superior from a short-sighted point of view that does not take
account of medium and long-term behaviour: this means problem of durability.

5 The duration of refurbishment: the roofing system

We will specifically analyse the example of discontinuous roofing.
Discontinuous roofing is a type of roofing where the sealing elements ensure the
required waterproofing features only in the presence of roofing surface slope values
exceeding a minimum fixed value, according to the product used.  Such roofing
presents a variety of heterogeneous functional models, products, materials and
technologies.

The sealing element - one of the elements that most characterise the roofing -
can present a range of different shapes, dimensions and materials, as well as various
versions from a functional point of view.  Some products ensure waterproofing with
appropriate longitudinal and transversal superposition (e.g. tiles), for which the slope
is essential, while other products are characterised by presenting the same length as
the roof pitch.  In this case, the sealing along the lateral superposition must be
guaranteed and the slope is not as essential, as its main purpose is to ensure a regular
flow of water.

The refurbishment work is often connected with re-use of the building for
current human activities and for modern comfort requirements.  Thus, heating and air
conditioning plants are generally installed and higher temperatures are required.
Attics which, in the past, were in most of cases used for storage are nowadays



enhanced and converted into liveable spaces.  Consequently, better thermal insulation
must be provided and new problems of moisture distribution arise inside the roofing
system, as higher quantities of water vapour are present in the inside air.  Commonly,
a vapour barrier is introduced at the bottom of the insulation layer to prevent water
condensation in the structure and a membrane is placed at the top of insulation as an
additional protection from water leaking under the tiles due to poor roofing
maintenance.

Unfortunately, in many cases, this solution - which is theoretically sound -
creates a range of problems:

• the vapour barrier allows moisture through if it is not correctly laid;
• the ageing of the barrier, or tampering in time, creates gaps allowing the

access of moisture.

In both cases, the vapour is trapped under the insulating material and can lead
to:

• increased moisture in the underlying timber structures with possible rotting;
• decreased overall thermal resistance of the roofing;
• condensation, with the formation of stains and surfacing on the internal side of

the roofing.

The most up-to-date suggestions to prevent these problems address the use of
membranes, that are waterproof yet permeable to vapour, placed on top of the
insulating material.  Furthermore, an under roofing ventilation may be considered,
even if the suitability and the modality of this sort of intervention is currently debated
(Künzel and Grobkinsky 1989).

The industry has developed several types of permeable membranes offering a
wide range of mechanical and permeability features. These materials include Tyvek®,
which provides good tear resistance and vapour permeability, with permeability
considerably higher (~ 400X greater) than those offered by the more common micro-
pore polyethylene film membranes.1  These features appear unaltered over the
medium to long term.  This membrane was chosen for the present intervention.2

                                                
1 BBA (British Board of Agreement) Agrément Certificate No 90/2548, No 94/3054.
2 This diagram is kindly given by Du Pont Engineering Products SA.
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Fig. 2: Tyvek behaviour after 16 years: % initial properties

5.1 A case study: Valentino’s Castle
The following case study analyses the reconstruction work on the roofing of the

Valentino Castle in Turin.  The roof covering the side extensions facing the central
courtyard of the Castle was built during the second half of the last century.
According to historic sources, the original roofing was made of zinc or tin plated
metal sheets.  There is  evidence to confirmed this: fragments of this material can be
found between the roof-boarding and the asbestos cement sheets put in place during
this century.
The side extension presents a double-pitch “Eternit” asbestos cement roofing. The
plan dimensions are approximately 44.60 x 11.60 m, the eves height is 13.00 and the
roof ridge height is 16.00 m.  The load-bearing structure of the roof consists of 16
timber trusses arranged with a variable middle line distance from 2.50 to 3.00 m.
Longitudinal spines support a continuous boarding which is nailed to the spines (Fig.
3).  The pitch boarding presents a rather irregular shape and projects from under the
layer of “Eternit” - forming the eves weathering and reaching the gutters.

The metal sheet is probably the most ancient pitch covering.  It was not
removed during the work carried out in the '60's and the Eternit panels were directly
placed over it.  The administration of the Polytechnic of Torino decided to replace the
roofing with a new material.  A specialised investigation was carried out to evaluate
the state of conservation of the material, the species of the wood, the physical-
mechanical features and the attacks of bacteria and micro-organisms.  The results of
this diagnosis confirmed the good state of conservation of the timber carpentry and
the suitability of the wooden boarding to support the new panelling.



Fig.3: The roofing of the Valentino Castle in Turin:
a) timber structure section
b) lay down of membrane

ba



Consequently, as agreed with the Cultural Heritage Department, the choice was
directed to zinc metal sheets offering special aesthetic features (being the product
used for monumental buildings) and, above all, the required resistance and durability.
More in detail, the material consists of 8 mm thick, pure, 99.995% copper and
titanium alloy, electrolytic zinc laminate (e.g. Rheinzink®) presenting good features
in terms of machining and resistance to atmospheric agents.  The covering is fastened
by means of a continuous boarding and the jointing consists of a double vertical
seaming, i.e. longitudinal seaming of bands arranged off the water flow surface.

The proposed system devotes special care to ventilation under the zinc covering.
Ventilation is ensured in the volume of area under the roof without the need to create
additional ventilated layers and vapour barriers.  The issues related to complete
waterproofing, on one hand, and to vapour transpiration features, on the other, for this
roofing system led to employing a under tile material which could join the two
features (i.e. impermeable and transpiring).

6 Conclusions

The paper offers an overview of the problems connected with the durability of
the rehabilitation work  specifically on historic timber roofs, and describes a work in
progress for which the durability request is intended obtained with the use of a under
roofing vapor open membrane.
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NEW PREDICTION METHODS OF SERVICE LIFE OF POLYMERIC
FINISHING MATERIALS
Prediction methods of service life
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Abstract

Polymenic surface finishing materials not only exhibit such functions as beauty and
water prooffiess, but also play the role of protective function against the deterioration
of structural members by shielding a substance from external deterioration factors
such as carbon dioxide and sea salt particles. They are liable to deteriorate as the
change of materials properties, however, under outdoors exposed condition, mainly
by the action of ultraviolet light as well as by other supplemental factors such as
oxygen, water, and heat. In ordinary prediction methods of service life of these
polymeric finishing materials, deterioration models were considered by the change of
material properties with time as the multiple processes of photo-, thermal-, and
hygroscopic- deterioration by the simultaneous action of the constant deterioration
factors of ultraviolet, heat and moisture.
Depletion of ozone layer as one of the global environmental problems are becoming
more and more appreciated to increase the dangerous shorter wavelength ultraviolet
light, and is expected to influence the deterioration mechanisms, and accelerate the
deterioration of polymeric finishing materials, resulting in making their service life
much shorter. In this paper, by considering this tendency of the increase in the
dangerous shorter wavelength ultraviolet light, rational deterioration models for new
prediction methods of service life of polymeric finishing materials are proposed,
based upon exponential monotone increasing function with time of photon flux
activating the polymer molecules. It is assumed that the deterioration of polymers
occurs by the two fundamental processes of photochemical depolymerization and
photooxidation. Computer simulations are done for these processes. Accelerated
weatherability test methods based upon a step function modeling this tendency are
also reported. The comparison of these two cases with the case of constant photon
flux are reported.

Keywords: acceleration, computer simulation, deterioration, depletion of ozone layer,
photon flux, polymeric finishing materials, prediction of service life, ultraviolet light
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1 Introduction

Building polymeric finishing materials not only show functions of the beauty
and water proofness etc., but also play the important role of the protection against
deterioration of such structural members as steel reinforced concrete by shielding the
steel reinforcement against external deterioration factors such as atmospheric carbon
dioxide (Fukushima 1994). Under outdoor exposure, however, they are liable to
deteriorate as the change of material properties by the action of ultraviolet light and
other factors. There are many deterioration factors such as ultraviolet light, oxygen,
water and heat etc., but ultraviolet light is the main deterioration factor.

When the deterioration of polymeric materials is discussed, prediction methods
of the progress of the change of material properties based upon models considering
primarily the action of ultraviolet light, and taking into account the subsidiary effects
of oxygen, water and heat are general in various fields (Kashiwagi et al. 1985; Martin
1984). Then simplification by considering the deterioration factors as constant, not
depending on time is done. That is also the case in building field.

Fukushima (1986) has already set the theoretical model for the deterioration
processes of building polymeric finishing materials based upon the simultaneous
photochemical action of activated polymeric molecules by absorbing ultraviolet light
and diffusive oxygen from the surface, and carried on unsteady state dynamic
analysis, deriving the parabolic law concerning time for the increase of the depth of
deterioration layer. Further Fukushima and Motohashi (1986) showed that their
deterioration is reflected as the reduction of suppressive function against the progress
of carbonation of concrete.

Depletion of ozone layer as one of the important global environmental
problems, however, causes the increase of harmful shorter - wavelength ultraviolet
rays (UV-B light (285~315nm)(UNEP 1994). It is expected that these ultraviolet rays
have influence on mechanisms of deterioration of building polymeric finishing
materials, accelerating the progress of their deterioration. We should establish new
prediction methods of deterioration and counter-measures in advance, corresponding
to these situations in the coming twenty-first century.

This paper deals with such new prediction methods of service life of polymeric
finishing materials (Fukushima 1995). Considering the tendency of the increase in the
dangerous shorter wavelength ultraviolet light, rational deterioration models for new
prediction methods of service life of polymeric finishing materials are proposed,
based upon exponential monotone increasing function with time of photon flux
activating the polymer molecules. It is assumed that the deterioration of polymers
occurs by the two fundamental processes of photochemical depolyrnerization and
photooxidation.

Further modeling this tendency of exponential increase of photon flux by a step
function, the author tries to establish a new accelerated weatherability test method by
step response method (Fukushima 1996).



2 Research methods and research results

2.1 Unsteady state dynamic analysis of deterioration processes

2.1.1 Theoretical model
The author carries on unsteady state dynamic analysis for deterioration

processes of organic polymeric materials based upon photochemical reactions
concerning activated polymer and diffusive oxygen. It is assumed that the shift effect
of optical spectra of ultraviolet light towards shorter wavelength is reflected as the
exponential increase with time of the amount of ultraviolet rays near the characteristic
absorptive band causing the deterioration (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1:Concept of increase with time of ultraviolet photon flux absorbed near
characteristic absorption band causing the deterioration of polymeric
molecules

The fundamental processes of theoretical model for the unsteady stale dynamic
analysis are as follows:

1) Only activated polymeric molecules by absorbing ultraviolet rays near the
characteristic absorptive band (wavelength; λ, photon flux ; n(t) = no e

at, no: initial
photon flux, a : increase coefficient of ultraviolet photon flux, t ; exposure time)
contribute to photochemical reactions (efficiency; η, molar concentration C*),
polymeric molecules in ground state not contributing.

2) Photochemical reactions are due to the following two ones :

i) Depolymeriazation of polymeric molecules (first-order reaction: R1=k1C*)
ii) Photooxidation by the collision of diffusive oxygen (CAO, CA ; surface and

internal molar concentration, DA; diffusion coefficient) with activated
polymeric molecules (second order reaction: R2 = k2C* CA.  This reaction
can be considered to be pseudo-first-order one (R2 = k’1CA), considering
that the diffusion of oxygen becomes the rate-ruling stage.



3) Deteriorated polymeric molecules (molar concentration ; CB) remain at the
original site, not diffuse.

4) Influence of temperature on the photochemical reactions and diffusion are
incorporated in to rate constants (k1, k2) and effective diffusion coefficient (DA),
by obeying the Arrhemius' law.

5) Deterioration progresses from the surface to inner layers, and the degree of
deterioration changes with time (t) and the depth from the surface (x). As the
deterioration progresses, such infrared (IR)-active functional groups as carbonyl
(-CO) are produced, and the degree of deterioration is reflected as the increase in
absorptive strength (αλ’) in the characteristic IR absorption wavelength (λ’).
Deterioration layers do not contribute to functions of polymeric finishes and
course the reeducation of function, for example, the increase in air permeability.

6) Compared with the total depth of polymeric finish, that of deteriorated layer is
smaller enough for us to consider the total depth as virtually indefinite by large.

2.1.2 Fundamental equations of analysis

1) In case of considering the exponential monotone increase of the amount of
ultraviolet light with time.
Fundamental equations for theoretical analysis with initial and boundary
conditions are summarized as follows:

∂CA / ∂t = DA∂2CA / ∂x
2-k1’CA (1)

∂C* / ∂t = (η noe
at / No)Co ελ exp(-Co ελ X)-kC* -k1’CA (2)

∂CB / ∂t = k1C* + k1’CA = b (∂xλ’ / ∂t) (3)

[Initial Condition]; t ≤ 0 : C* = CA = CB = 0

[Boundary Conditions]; [Ι]t   > 0, x = 0 : CA = CAC

[ΙΙ]t  > 0, x …> ∞ : CA = 0
[ΙΙΙ]t > 0, x = δ : ∂CB / ∂x = 0

In which : No ; Avogadro number, CO ; initial molar concentration of
undeteriorated polymer molecules, ελ ; molar absorption coefficient, b ;
proportion coefficient

2) In case of setting the amount of ultraviolet light as constant, not depending on
time. In this case, equation (2) is replaced by the equation (2)’.

∂C* / ∂t = (η no / No)Co ελ exp(-Co ελ x)-kC* -k’1CA (2)’



2.1.3 Analytical results
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2.2 Application for new accelerated weatherability test - step response method
When we try to take the tendency of exponential increase with time of

ultraviolet photon flux into accelerated weatherability test, sophisticatedly-controlled
ultraviolet sources are needed, which are technically rather difficult, considering the
present situations. Consequently, by modeling such tendency by a Gaussian- type step
function (Fig. 2), the author tries to establishing a new accelerated weatherability test
method by step response analysis.

In this case, the eqn.(2) is replaced by the eqn.(2)”.
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Fig. 2: Gaussian Step faction of ultraviolet photon flux

By solving eqns. (1), (2)”, (3) also by using Laplace Transformation method,
eqns (4), (5)”, (6)” are obtained as analytical solutions.
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2.3 Computer simulation
The difference among three cases of constant, exponential and step functional

increase of ultraviolet photon flux is reflected in the first terms in the eqns. (6), (6)’,
(6)”.The profiles of the first terms of the concentration functions of deteriorated
polymer molecules are shown in Figs. 3-8 by calculating by a personal computer
(power Macintosh : Model Q650) and the mathematical processing
software(Mathematica Ver.3.0).

(6)”







2.4 Change with time of the depth of deteriorated layer
The change with time of depth of deteriorated layer is obtained by the following

relationship:
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Here the following mathematical formula is used.
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By using appropriate approximations, the change with time(t) of the depth(δ) of
deteriorated layer is summarized as follows:

a) In case of constant ultraviolet photon flux:
(The following parabolic law is derived.)

t α=δ              (10)

b) In case of exponential functional increase of photon flux:
(The following power law is derived.)

n t  
t

 f(a) 
t β=+α=δ              (11)

c) In case of step functional increase of photon flux:
(The following modified parabolic law is derived.)

t g(T)}  {1+α=δ              (12)

3 Discussion
From Fig. 3 to 8, we can see the situations of the first terms of concentration

functions of deteriorated polymer molecules as follows:
In case of constant ultraviolet photon flux, the first term shows the linear

increase with time, when rare constant of polymerization (k1) are very near 1.0. In
proportion as:

1) k1 becomes smaller, however, it becomes exponential. The change with time of
the depth of deteriorated layer obeys almost the parabolic law.

2) In case of exponential functional increase of ultraviolet photon flux, the first term
shows the drastic exponential increase with time, and the degree of increase is
controlled by increase coefficient of ultraviolet photon flux (a). The change with
time of the depth of deteriorated layer obeys almost the power law



3) In case of step functional increase of ultraviolet photon flux, the first term shows
almost the linear increase with time, when k1 are very small. In proportion as k,
becomes larger, it becomes almost the parabolic law having the convex curve
upwards, going through an origin. The degree of increase in this case becomes
much larger than in case of constant ultraviolet photon flux. The change with time
of the depth of deteriorated layer obeys the modified parabolic law influenced by
the step time interval.

4 Conclusion

Considering the tendency of the increase in the dangerous shorter wavelength
ultraviolet light by the depletion of ozone layer, rational deterioration models for new
prediction methods of service life of polymeric finishing materials are proposed,
based upon exponential monotone increasing function with time of photon flux
activating the polymer molecules. As the results, the following concluding remarks
are obtained.

1) The influence of the tendency of increase with time of ultraviolet photon flux Is
reflected as the first term expressing the time dependence of the concentration
function of deteriorated polymer molecules, and is controlled by increase
coefficient of ultraviolet photon flux (a).

2) In proportion as the ultraviolet photon flux on creases, the time dependence of the
depth of deteriorated layer becomes from the parabolic law to the power law.

3) Step response method by a Gaussian- type step function modeling the tendency of
exponential increase with time of ultraviolet photon flux is effective enough to be
a new accelerated weatherability test corresponding to the by the depletion of
ozone layer in the coming twenty-first century.
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COMPOSITE SCRIM REINFORCED-CEMENTITIOUS BOARDS:
ACCELERATED AGING AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
Composite scrim reinforced-cementitious boards:
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Abstract

Composite cement board emerged recently as one of the more innovative and highly
promising engineered building materials.  These cementitious boards usually consist
of an aggregated Portland cement-based core matrix, reinforced with glass fiber
scrims embedded on both sides of the board.  To prevent alkali attack on the glass in
the high pH environment of the cementitious matrix, the scrim is coated using
specially formulated PVC plastisols.  This paper reports on recent testing and a
comparative assessment of non-woven and woven plastisol-coated glass fiber fabrics.
Long term performance and durability of cementitious boards reinforced with such
scrims were studied.  An adaptation of BRE SIC method was used to simulate long
term exposure conditions that construction materials can be exposed to in the field.
The aging process was followed by an evaluation of the structural properties of the
conditioned board specimens as well as by scanning electronic microscopy (SEM)
examination.  It is shown that the newly developed non-woven glass-fiber scrim
reinforcements have excellent long term durability characteristics, fully comparable to
the woven scrims.  Superior board strength retention and aged glass fabric fiber
surfaces, essentially free of signs of any extensive alkali attack, demonstrate a definite
potential and suitability of glass laid scrims for reinforcement of cementitious boards
in many engineering and construction applications.

Key words: Cement board; glass fiber scrim reinforcement; functional requirements,
durability; simulated aging; non-woven scrim; woven scrim.
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1 Introduction

Composite cement boards were developed and introduced to the building
materials markets during the late 1970s and early 1980s.  The impetus for their
development was the unsatisfactory long term durability (LTD) performance of
gypsum- or wood-based building boards when exposed to elements, water or high
humidity.  They deteriorate rapidly when exposed to continuous wetting.  The
cementitious boards were initially introduced for interior applications potentially
subjected to high moisture or water exposure, such as tile backerboard (Reicherts and
Venta, 1984), or high abuse areas, such as corridor walls, but they are increasingly
utilized in exterior applications, such as exterior insulation and finish systems (EIFS),
as well.  It is estimated that the production capacity in the U.S.A. and Canada is
approaching 75 million m2/year, with the actual production growing 20% annually.
Currently, there are five major producers of cement boards in North America, and
similar products are starting to make some inroads overseas as well.

Although different proprietary production processes are used, all these
cementitious boards consist of aggregated Portland cement-based core matrices,
usually in the 1200–1280 kg/m3 density range, reinforced with glass fibre scrims.
The nominal thickness of the boards is usually 12.7 mm.  All of these cement boards
employ two layers of PVC-coated glass fibre scrim embedded on both sides of the
board (face and back), just under the surface.  The use of glass fibre-based scrim - as
opposed to glass fibres uniformly distributed throughout the cementitious matrix -
was selected both to maximize the reinforcement effect on the flexural properties of
the boards and to facilitate encapsulation of the glass in the polymer coating.

2 Woven vs. non-woven reinforcements

In the work reported here, we studied the relative performance of two types of
fibreglass yarn-based reinforcements, non-woven versus woven scrims.  Since the
inception of cementitious boards the reinforcing scrim, sometimes also called mesh or
fabric, has usually been a woven product using E-type glass fibre-based yarn.  To
prevent alkali attack on the glass in the high pH environment of the cementitious
matrix, the yarn is coated during manufacture using a specially formulated PVC
plastisols in a two-step process.  Single-end, PVC-coated yarns are only then woven
into the scrim of desired configuration, tendered and fused together.  The amount of
PVC plastisol used to protect the glass fibre fabric is substantial; weight ratios of
plastisol to glass typically range from 60/40 to 70/30.  Clearly, this multiple step
process is a rather expensive technology in terms of material and manufacturing costs,
and as such, the reinforcing scrim can represent 50% to 75% of the total raw material
costs of cement board production.

In response to these issues, as an alternative, non-woven glass meshes were
developed.  Such materials are first “assembled” (again using ordinary E-glass), then
dipped in a plastisol that serves as both the glue that binds the glass fibre yarns
together, and as a protective coating against alkali attack.  As the manufacturing



process for non-woven materials is significantly simpler, there is a substantial
economic advantage to using such a product in cement boards.

Development of these non-woven, so-called “laid” scrims, has posed a
significant challenge.  The initial experience on the board manufacturing line has
been poor, largely because the process introduces stresses from tensioning of the
fabric, which lead to the development of small cracks in the coating, especially at the
crossover of the glass yarns running in the x and y directions.  These small cracks in
the coating sheath allow penetration of alkali and its attack of the glass fibres, leading
to sub-standard long-term durability and ultimately, failure of the cement board.
Other factors affecting the efficiency of the polymer coating as a barrier against alkali
attack, affecting both woven and non-woven scrims, are the chemical nature and
quality of the plastisol coating itself, and the process for its application to the glass
yarn.  Even small pinholes in the coating will affect its performance.  Furthermore, in
the non-woven dipped mesh, it is difficult to properly coat the area where two yarns
intersect.  The interior surfaces in this region are often starved for binder/coating,
allowing deterioration in the aggressive alkali environment.

It has been only over the last few years that through major cooperative R&D
efforts between the laid scrim producers such as Bayex Division of Bay Mills Limited
and leading cement board manufacturers, non-woven fabrics have been successfully
introduced into cement boards.  While in the early days of the cement board
development non-woven scrims were considered inferior to woven reinforcements,
results of the study reported here confirm the fact that the modern non-woven scrims
are equal in their long term durability performance to the woven.

3 Long term durability testing methodology and materials

3.1 Methodology
To assess and compare the long-term durability (LTD) of cementitious boards

reinforced with different glass fibre-based materials, test coupons of such boards are
subjected to accelerated aging conditions.  At different stages of the accelerated aging
test, specimens are removed and subjected to testing in flexure.  We used so-called
“hot water” conditioning and testing methodology, adapted from procedures reported
earlier (Janninck, Venta, 1985; Venta, Hemmings, Cornelius, 1995), and loosely
based on SIC (“strand-in-concrete”) testing methodology established during the
development of AR glass fibres (Oakley, Litherland, Proctor, 1981; Litherland, 1985).
This method, as described in detail elsewhere (Venta, Cornelius, Ling, Porter, 1997),
is currently being balloted by the ASTM Committee C27 for an inclusion into the
ASTM standards.

Test samples, with an equal weight of deionized water, are sealed in a plastic
bag and placed into a temperature-controlled water bath at 80°C.  [There are strong
indications that 1 to 2 days of conditioning at 80°C leads to similar deterioration as
one year at room temperature water immersion, and 4 to 5 years of natural weathering
(Litherland, 1985).  At various time intervals the samples are removed from the bath,
cooled to room temperature and, while still sealed in the plastic bag, tested in flexure.



Flexural strength testing is conducted on the reference point “as is” samples
conditioned at 23°C and 50% relative humidity, and on all the specimens subjected to
3 ,7, 14, 21, 28 and 42 days of accelerated aging.  All the specimens are tested on a
computerized stress-strain universal strength testing apparatus.  The design of the
three-point-loading specimen fixture is based on that described in the ASTM C947
method (ASTM, 1989) and recommended by the PCI Committee on Glass Fibre
Reinforced Concrete Panels (PCI, 1987).  Both modulus of rupture (MOR) and
deflection at break (δ) are calculated and plotted versus time.

3.2 Materials tested
Three different scrims were used in preparation of laboratory-cast cement

boards, one non-woven 8x8 laid scrim (“A”), and two woven leno scrims, 9x9 and
16x10 weave construction, respectively (“B” and “C”).  All three versions of the
scrim tested are currently used by cement board producers for reinforcement of
commercial boards.  The cementitious matrix was the same for all boards, closely
approximating the actual matrix formulation used in the factory produced boards.  Its
density was in the 1150 to 1200 kg/m3 range.  All the boards were cured at 21oC and
50% relative humidity for 14 days prior to conditioning in hot water and testing.

4 Comparative results

Results of comparative testing of laboratory cast boards reinforced alternately
with non-woven scrim “A” and woven glass scrims “B” and “C” are given below.
All three reinforcements have shown a similar trend as far as their aging pattern is
concerned, i.e. all three of them experienced a fairly rapid drop in strength within the
first three days of their exposure in hot water, dropping to about 60% of the original
strength.  Between 3 days and 42 days of continuing conditioning, further changes in
the flexural strength of all three types of boards progressed at a much slower pace.

Table 1:  Modulus of rupture vs. conditioning time at 80oC

Non-Woven Scrim “A” Woven Scrim “B” Woven Scrim “C”
Conditioning MOR MOR MOR

Time average std. dev. average std. dev. average std. dev.
[days] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa]

0 9901 1273 7184 343 10983 581
3 5557 383 4357 203 7488 473
7 5474 294 4413 212 6143 503

14 5592 362 4744 210 5902 389
21 5433 363 4206   98 4895 320
28 5399 268 4309 372 4854 420
42 4482 228 4564 288 4426 310



All boards - disregarding the type and the initial strength of the glass scrim
reinforcement - following the 42 days conditioning, exhibit remarkably similar
strength; MOR of all of them being in the 4500 kPa range.  The strength of the “laid”
non-woven scrim kept pace with strength of those boards reinforced with the woven
materials.  As a matter of fact, rather surprisingly, for up to 28 days of conditioning
the non-woven scrim outperformed its woven counterparts.
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Fig. 1: Modulus of rupture vs. conditioning time at 80oC

Deflection of the cement board at the point of failure is an important parameter
for determining its performance in the field.  Low deflection of the board indicates
board embrittlement and reinforcement deterioration, and potential failure during the
handling and application of the board.  It would appear that the non-woven scrim
provides the cement board not only with better initial peak deflection, but that it
retains this advantage throughout the accelerated aging.  At the final point, following
the 42-days of conditioning, deflection of the “A” scrim-reinforced board is about
34% to 41% higher than that of the two woven scrim-faced boards.

Table 2:  Deflection at break vs. conditioning time at 80oC

Non-Woven Scrim “A” Woven Scrim “B” Woven Scrim “C”
Conditioning deflection deflection deflection

Time average std. dev. average std. dev. average std. dev.
[days] [mm] [mm] [mm]

0 16.48 3.35 12.22 1.50 14.78 1.68
3 8.71 1.68 8.56 1.09 9.40 0.79
7 8.31 2.11 6.88 1.12 7.80 0.56

14 7.70 0.53 8.20 0.69 6.91 0.97
21 7.82 0.61 4.27 0.69 5.56 0.97
28 6.38 0.38 3.58 0.48 4.62 0.36
42 4.78 0.94 3.38 0.81 3.58 1.07



Our experience shows that for the cement board to perform satisfactorily in the
field, it should have peak deflection of 7.5 mm or higher.  It is interesting to note the
non-woven “A” scrim provides this much or better deflection for up to 21 days of
accelerated aging, while the two woven scrims for only 14 days with the “B” scrim,
and in the case of the “C” scrim, rather surprisingly, for only 7 days.
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Fig. 2: Deflection at break vs. conditioning time at 80oC

5 Discussion and concluding remarks

The new generation of non-woven “laid” glass fibre scrims contains sufficient
coating material and application quality to provide the necessary long-term protection
to the glass fibre against alkali attack when used in cementitious boards.  Results of
our accelerated aging study, with glass fibre-based scrims used as reinforcement of
laboratory-cast cement boards subjected to conditioning in hot water at 80oC and
tested in flexure, show that the non-woven scrim developed by Bayex is functionally
equivalent to older woven reinforcements.  In some aspects, specifically in the
deflection at break, non-woven scrims are perhaps superior to their woven
counterparts.

Thus the cement board producers now have a practical, high performance
alternative to the single-end coated woven scrims, and following extensive testing of
their LTD, as of today, all the major board producers employ these non-woven fabrics
as reinforcement of their products.  Considering the fact that the manufacturing of the
“laid” non-woven scrims is more cost efficient than the production of the woven
fabrics, and that the reinforcement represents a substantial portion of the total raw
materials costs, use of non-woven scrims offers a substantial advantage to the board
producers.

The continuing improvement of the non-woven scrims has allowed their
producers to capture an increased share of the cement board market and it is expected
to lead them eventually into the position of preferred suppliers not only to the



established industry in North America, but also to the rapidly developing overseas
industry.

6 Future developments

The cement board industry in North America has experienced substantial
growth in use of its products for about 15 years now.  Cement boards became well
established and widely accepted building panels.  Fibreglass scrims have been used
since the inception of this industry, and proved their worth in providing excellent long
term reinforcements to the cement boards.  PVC plastisols have allowed sufficient
protection to the glass yarns preventing their deterioration in the high pH environment
of the cementitious matrices.  Nevertheless, there has been a continuous search for
other, alternative reinforcements of the cement boards, that would provide either  a
performance or an economic advantage.

One possible alternative could be reinforcing fabrics made from high zirconia
content alkali resistant (AR) fibreglass yarns.  Although such glass fibers have been
available for years, their high cost and the lack of availability of suitable yarn tex
(sizes) did not allow their use in cement boards until now.  This could change in the
future.

Other alternative fibres have been studied in cementitious applications for some
time.  Consideration has been given to a wide range of natural and synthetic fibres,
such as:

• natural - cotton, hemp, flax, sisal, wood pulp
• synthetic - polypropylene, nylon, polyester, polyethylene, rayon, carbon
• metallic - ferrous, non ferrous

All the above fibres are available in spun staple form.  The synthetic and
metallic fibres are available in continuous filament form as well.  A number of
requirements must be considered in the selection process.  Principal design factors
include:

1. Young’s modulus and general stress/strain properties
2. Short term heat resistance
3. Long term alkali and water resistance
4. Economics
5. Processability

Although fibreglass has the inherent, but addressable, shortcoming of poor
alkali resistance, alternative fibres also suffer from one or more design factor
limitations.  For example polyolefins such as polyethylene and polypropylene
typically are deficient in the first  factor (low Young’s modulus).  Most metallic fibres
are difficult to process and may require some corrosion protection.  Many cellulosic



fibres do not have the right combination of heat and alkali resistance.  Carbon fibres
typically have low breaking strain and economic or processing constraints.

Recently we have reported on some progress in the area of natural and synthetic
fibre based reinforcements (Venta, Ling, Porter, 1998).  These reinforcements contain
fibres which are more inherently resistant to alkali and therefore require less
protective coating.  Compared to fibreglass reinforcements, these alternatives have
less than half the coating levels.  Recent LTD results involving proprietary fibre
combinations are shown in Table 3.  It should be noted that these are preliminary
results.  These reinforcements are not yet available commercially.

Table 3:  Modulus of rupture [kPa]- developmental reinforcements

“as is” 14 days 28 days

 Fibre “X” 5680 6730 6180
 Fibre “Y” 5390 5780 6730

The area of natural and synthetic (organic) reinforcement development is very
active.  The expectations of high performance and durability are increasing.  Progress
in this area is continuing and we expect to commercialize alternatives to fibreglass
reinforcements in the next two years.
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DURABILITY OF HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE
CONTAINING PALM OIL FUEL ASH
Palm oil fuel ash concrete
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Abstract

The use of pozzolans, either naturally occurring or artificially made, has been in
practice since the early civilisation.  Of the artificial pozzolans, fly ash is the most
commonly used globally.  With the rise in the demand for high performance
concrete in recent years, however, the demand for such pozzolanic materials is
also increasing steadily.  Perhaps the latest addition to the ash family is palm oil
fuel ash (POFA); a waste material obtained on burning palm oil fibre and palm
kernel shell as fuel in palm oil mill boilers that has recently been identified as a
good pozzolanic material.  This paper illustrates some test results on the
performance behaviour of concrete incorporating POFA as a partial replacement
of ordinary Portland cement (OPC).  The durability aspects considered in this
study are resistance to heat rise, carbonation, and resistance to aggressive
chemicals like chloride and acid attack.  Experimental investigation on resistance
to heat rise demonstrates that the partial replacement of OPC by POFA is
advantageous in controlling temperature rise.  As compared with the specimens
prepared form OPC alone, concrete specimens made with POFA exhibited much
better resistance to attack by chloride ions and acid solution.  It is the pozzolanic
behaviour of the ash that has been credited for the excellent performance against
such aggressive environments.  Interestingly, the depth of carbonation was not
influenced by the replacement of OPC as only a little difference in each value of
carbonation between OPC and POFA concrete specimens has been detected.

Keywords: Carbonation, chemical attack, durability, heat of hydration, high
performance concrete, palm oil fuel ash, pozzolan
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1 Introduction

The utilisation of supplementary cementing materials, such as fly ash, slags
and silica fume has undoubtedly proven the effectiveness of these materials in
making strong and durable concrete.  With the increase in the demand for concrete
with high performance characteristics, the call for such materials is also
increasing.  Again, with the increase in the diversified use of waste materials with
pozzolanic behaviour, more products are likely to emerge as highly potential
cement substitute in concrete construction.  One of the latest additions to the ash
family is palm oil fuel ash (POFA), a waste material obtained in the form of ash
on burning palm oil fibre and palm kernel shell as fuel in palm oil mill boilers that
has been discovered as a good pozzolanic material.

In recent years, palm oil has become one of the major cash crops in several
tropical countries of the world of which Malaysia is the largest producer of palm
oil and palm oil by-products.  At present, around two hundred palm oil mills are
in operation in Malaysia alone where palm fibres and palm kernel shells are used
as boiler fuel to produce steam for electricity generation and palm oil extraction
process.  It has been estimated that the amount of solid waste by-products in the
form of fibre and shells generated by palm oil industry is over two million tons
per year (Rashid and Rozainee 1993).  The ash produced after burning is known
as palm oil fuel ash (POFA) and is simply disposed of without any commercial
return posing problems of waste management at the mill sites.  Laboratory
investigations, however, have shown that this ash has pozzolanic properties that
not only enabled the replacement of ordinary Portland cement but also found to
play an effective role in producing strong and highly durable concrete (Tay 1990;
Salihuddin et al. 1996; Awal 1998).

Considering the availability and the inherent pozzolanic property of POFA,
research programmes have been initiated in the Department of Structure &
Materials of the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia in examining various aspects of
strength and durability properties of concrete containing this ash since early
nineties.  As different pozzolanic materials behave differently, it has been
considered felicitous to investigate the effectiveness of this newly identified
pozzolanic material in the production of high performance concrete.  The
durability performances considered in this paper are resistance to heat rise,
carbonation, and resistance to aggressive chemicals like chloride and acid attack.
Along with durability test data, some physical and chemical properties of the ash
are also presented and discussed.

2 Experimental programme

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Palm oil fuel ash
This ash, as mentioned earlier, is the product of burning palm oil husk and

palm kernel shell in palm oil mill boilers.  In the present study, ash was collected
from Bukit Lawang palm oil mills, Johor of West Malaysia.  After collection, the
ash was sieved through 300 µm sieve to remove any foreign material and large



size ash particles.  The ashes were then ground in a Los Angeles abrasion machine
using stainless steel bars (12 mm diameter and 800 mm long) instead of balls in it.

In bulk, POFA is greyish in colour that becomes darker with increasing
proportions of unburned carbon.  The physical properties and chemical analysis of
the ash are shown in Table 1.  The most important property that is to mention is
the fineness of the ash.  Fineness, as measured in specific surface area, shows that
POFA is much finer than OPC.  Following LeChatelier method, this ash has been
found to be equally sound.  The chemical analysis reveals that POFA, in general,
satisfies the requirements to be pozzolanic and may be classified in between Class
C and Class F according to the standard specified in ASTM C618-94a (1994).

2.1.2 Cement
Ordinary Portland cement (ASTM Type I) from a single source was used

throughout the study.  The detail of the physical properties and chemical
composition of the cement is also presented in Table 1.

2.1.3 Aggregate
Dry mining sand with fineness modulus of 2.4 and crushed granite of 10

mm size were used as fine and coarse aggregate respectively.  The specific gravity
and water absorption of fine aggregates were 2.5 and 1.34 percent respectively
while the same for coarse aggregates were 2.61 and 0.76.

Table 1: Physical properties and chemical analysis of OPC and POFA

Tests OPC POFA

Physical Properties:
Fineness - Sp.surface area (m²/kg)
Soundness – LeChatelier method (mm)
Specific gravity

Chemical Analysis (%)
Silicon Dioxide (SiO2)
Aluminium Oxide (Al2O3)
Ferric Oxide (Fe2O3)
Calcium Oxide (CaO)
Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
Sulphur Trioxide (SO3)
Sodium Oxide (Na2O)
Potassium Oxide (K2O)
Loss on Ignition (LOI)

314
1
3.28

20.2
5.7
3.0
62.5
2.6
1.8
0.16
0.87
2.7

519
1
2.22

43.6
11.4
4.7
8.4
4.8
2.8
0.39
3.5
18.0

Pozzolanic Activity Index with OPC --- 112

2.2 Manufacture of concrete and test details

2.2.1 Design and manufacture of concrete
Concrete with pozzolanic materials can be made following various mix

design criteria.  In this study, a mix proportion of 1:2:3 for cement, fine aggregate
and coarse aggregate, mass for mass, with water-binder ratio of 0.5 was used



throughout the research and the mixing of ash in concrete was based on a simple
approach of direct replacement.

Table 2 illustrates the detail of the concrete mix having 30% palm oil fuel
ash.  One of the important messages of the table is that the total cementitious
material content has been kept constant in both the mixes.  In order to facilitate
the direct comparison of the performance behaviour of POFA with that of the
control OPC, no other modifications have been made in the concrete mixes.  The
only difference in the ash concrete is that 30% OPC amounting to 110 kg/m3 has
been replaced by the same amount of POFA.

Table 2: Mix details of concrete with OPC as control and concrete with 30%
POFA

Ingredients
OPC Concrete

(kg/m3)
POFA Concrete

(kg/m3)

Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC)
Palm Oil Fuel Ash (POFA)
Water
Fine Aggregate
Coarse Aggregate

370
---

185
740

1100

260
110
185
740

1100

All the tests were performed in the laboratory where the recorded
temperature was 27±2 °C with relative humidity of 75±5 %.

2.2.2 Measurement of heat of hydration
Heat of hydration is basically the property of cement concrete in its

hardening state.  However, the temperature rise due to heat of hydration
eventually turns into concern of durability, particularly in mass concrete.

In the present investigation, cubical plywood of sides 500 mm was
internally pact with a 76 mm thick expanded polystyrene acting as the insulator.
Each concrete mix was cast into another plywood cubical with internal dimension
of 300 mm.  Prior to casting, a thermocouple (Type K) was inserted into the
centre of each box through the drilled hole of the polystyrene foam lid and was
connected to a computer driven data acquisition system (Schlumberger SI
3531D).

When concrete was poured into the box, heat was liberated by the hydration
process that subsequently increased the temperature of the concrete mass.  This
increase in temperature and subsequent drop was monitored with close intervals
during the first 24 hours and with lesser frequently afterwards until the
temperature dropped close to the initial reading.  Recording of temperature was
continued up to 5 days for both the mixes.

2.2.3 Determination of carbonation
The extent of carbonation of concrete in a particular exposure condition is

usually measured in terms of depth of penetration at a certain period.  In the
present study carbonation tests were carried out on both OPC and POFA concrete
prisms (100 x 100 x 500 mm) subjected to different curing conditions, viz. water
curing, 7 days in water then air, and air curing.  The detail of mix proportions
followed in preparing test samples is similar to the one outlined earlier in Table 2.



For each mix and curing condition the carbonation depth was measured at
the ages of 28, 90, 180 and 365 days.  The extent of carbonation was determined
by treating a freshly broken surface of the splitted prism with 1% phenolphthalein;
the free calcium hydroxide in uncarbonated portion of concrete turns pink while
the carbonated portion remains colourless.  The average carbonation for each
condition was thus obtained by measuring the distance between the end surface
and the colour boundary along the four sides from three specimens.

2.2.4 Determination of chloride penetration
The objective of this test was to evaluate the performance of concrete

containing POFA in resisting the penetration of chloride ion.  Concrete cylinder
specimens (100 x 200 mm) with a mix proportion similar to the one shown in
Table 2 were cast.  The number of the specimens for both OPC and POFA
concrete mixes were nine: three for each immersion period of 7, 28, and 90 days
in 5% sodium chloride solution.  Day after casting, the specimens were
demoulded and cured in water for 28 days before putting them into the chloride
solution.

Following the specified period of immersion, the specimens were removed
from the solution to test for chloride penetration.  At any particular period of
immersion, identical cylinders (three OPC concrete and three with POFA) were
splitted along their length.  The exposed cross-sections were then sprayed with
0.2N silver nitrate solution.  Ravindrarajah and Moses (1993) and Lee et al.
(1996) have successfully used similar method while determining the depth of
penetration of chloride ions.

In the chloride diffused area, silver nitrate forms a white precipitate of silver
chloride, while in the area not penetrated by chloride it reacts with hydroxide ions
to form silver oxide that appears on the surface as a brown precipitate.  The depth
of chloride ion penetration in concrete, thus, is clearly identified at the colour
change boundary.  As the depth of chloride penetration into concrete is not
uniform, six readings were taken on each cylinder along the two sides of a split
specimen using a digital Vernier calliper.

2.2.5 Test for acid resistance
Various physical and chemical tests on the resistance of concrete to acids

have been developed, but there are no standard procedures.  Acids of various
types, viz. sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, acetic acid, nitric acid etc. are
normally used in determining the performance of concrete in acidic environment.
In the present investigation concrete cube specimens were cured in water for 28
days before putting them into 5% hydrochloric acid solution. The durability
performance of both OPC and POFA concrete specimens were then determined
by periodic measurement of weight losses of the samples continuously immersed
in the test solution.  The pH of the solution was controlled to about 2 throughout
the immersion period of 1800 hours.



3 Test results and discussion

3.1 Resistance to heat rise
The development of temperature due to heat liberation by the hydration

process in both OPC and POFA concrete was determined and the recorded data
measured at the mid-depth of concrete blocks are graphically presented in Figure
1.  It can be seen that during the initial period the temperature rise for both OPC
and POFA concrete was almost equal.  With time, a two-fold effect of the partial
replacement of OPC by POFA can be detected.  Firstly, concrete with POFA
reduced the total temperature rise and secondly, it delayed the time at which the
peak temperature occurred.  Although the initial mixing temperature of both the
mixes was approximately the same, considerably more heat was evolved from
OPC concrete during the first day i.e. within 24 hours after casting.  The peak
temperature of 36.7 °C, as obtained for OPC concrete, was recorded at 20 hours.
On the other hand, the highest temperature of 35.4 °C was monitored in concrete
with 30% POFA at 28 hours of casting.  Both the concretes eventually showed a
gradual drop in temperature until a relatively steady state was attained during the
later period of investigation.
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Fig. 1: Effect of palm oil fuel ash on temperature rise in concrete

The observations made above suggest that the partial replacement of OPC
by POFA is advantageous for massive structures where potential loss of concrete
strength may occur due to thermal cracking.  No other experimental data on the
time-temperature behaviour of concrete with palm oil fuel ash is yet available in
the literature.  The available data on other pozzolanic materials like low-calcium
fly ash, rice husk ash, silica fume, slag etc. give similar results obtained in this
study.

3.2 Carbonation
The carbonation tests were carried out on concrete prisms made from OPC

and OPC with 30% POFA.  Two objectives were set forward: to evaluate the
effect of partial replacement of OPC by POFA and to determine the influence of
various curing conditions on carbonation of concrete.  The latter was considered



because, apart from the water-binder ratio and compressive strength, curing of
concrete containing pozzolanic materials is also known to be a significant factor
controlling the rate of carbonation.  Data on carbonation of both OPC and POFA
concrete obtained at different periods and from various exposure conditions are
given in Table 3.

The results presented in Table 3 clearly indicate the importance of initial
moist curing against carbonation of concrete.  As expected, concretes cured
continuously in water showed no traces of carbonation.  Both OPC and POFA
concrete specimens initially cured for 7 days showed better performance.  The
depths of carbonation, however, for specimens cured in air were recorded to be
maximum at all ages.  This is expected, as moist curing provides better hydration;
thus improving impermeability of the system resulting from the refinement of
pore structure of the mortar phase of concrete.

Table 3: Carbonation properties of OPC and POFA concretes

Depth of carbonation at various test ages
Curing
Regime

Type of
Concrete 28 Days

(mm)
90 Days
(mm)

180 Days
(mm)

365 Days
(mm)

OPC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Water

POFA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

OPC 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.67 Days
water + air POFA 0.5 0.9 1.6 2.3

OPC 0.6 1.9 3.3 4.4
Air

POFA 0.8 2.1 3.8 5.0

Although the specimens continuously cured in water showed no carbonation
at all, evidently the magnitudes of carbonation depth for OPC and POFA concrete
specimens cured in other two conditions were found to increase with time.  Data,
summarised in Table 3, show some scatter but no remarkable differences had been
recorded between the carbonation depths in OPC and POFA concrete specimens.

3.3 Resistance to chloride penetration
Following the procedures outlined in section 2.2.4, the depths of penetration

of chloride ion into concrete specimens were measured at different immersion
periods of 7, 28, and 90 days.  The relationship between the immersion period and
the average depth of penetration of chloride ions into concrete with OPC, and
concrete with OPC and 30% POFA is shown in Figure 2.  The test results,
illustrated in the figure reveal that at all times of immersion the depths of
penetration of chloride ions into OPC concrete are higher than that in concrete
with POFA.  This higher resistance to chloride penetration of POFA concrete is
apparently due to its pozzolanic behaviour.

Table 4 summarises the chloride diffusion coefficients of OPC and POFA
concretes.  Because of the sedimentation of chloride ions on the surface of the test
specimens, the values of diffusion coefficient for both concretes decreased with



time.  However, at all periods of immersion POFA concrete exhibited lower
values than the OPC concrete.

No quantitative analysis of chloride content of concrete has been carried out
to find a correlation between the chloride concentration and the depth of
penetration.  However, the result obtained in the present investigation is well in
agreement with the findings of Ravindrarajah and Moses (1993) and Collepardi
(1993) who found that the depths of penetration of chloride ions in concrete with
other pozzolanic materials like fly ash, slag or silica fume were significantly less
than in concrete with OPC alone.
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Fig. 2: Effect of palm oil fuel ash on chloride penetration in concrete

Table 4: Chloride diffusion rate in OPC and POFA concrete

Diffusion Coefficient (10 -3mm²/hr)
Type of Concrete

7 days 28 days 90 days

OPC Concrete 17.25 9.58 3.19

POFA Concrete 5.42 3.44 1.46

3.4 Resistance to acid attack
The resistance to acid attack of concrete cube specimens has been carried

out by measuring the loss of weight of the samples continuously submerged in a
5% hydrochloric acid solution.  Figure 3 reveals that concrete with POFA
exhibited better resistance against the acid at all periods of immersion.  The
weight loss of OPC concrete after 1800 hours, for example, was 24%; POFA
concrete on the other hand lost about 18%.  This is expected not only for the fact
that POFA is being identified as a good pozzolanic material but also due to its low
(i.e. 8.4%) CaO content in comparison to the high content of over 60% in OPC.
Because of the higher content of CaO, the hydration products of OPC contain
about 25% Ca(OH)2 which Mehta (1979) concludes to be primarily responsible
for the poor resistance of ordinary Portland cement concretes exposed to acidic
attack.  As POFA contains a very small amount of CaO, consequently the amount
of Ca(OH)2 would be less in the products of hydration.  It was also noted that the



test specimens made with POFA showed better surface condition than those
prepared with OPC only.

The results obtained in this study are in close agreements with other
research findings on rice husk ash and silica fume.  According to Mehta (1979)
concrete with rice husk ash performed extremely well against various types of
acid attack.  Experimental investigation by the same researcher with silica fume
reveals that concrete exposed to solutions having various percentages of
hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, lactic acid and acetic acid showed better
resistance to chemical attack than the concrete without silica fume.
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Fig. 3: Comparative weight loss of OPC and POFA concrete specimens
continuously immersed in 5% hydrochloric acid solution

The present investigation involves resistance of concrete against only one
type of acid solution.  Although tests involving other types of acid have not been
carried out, concrete incorporating palm oil fuel ash appears to have a potential
for the construction of structures exposed to acidic environments.

4 Conclusions

On the basis of the results obtained and observations made in the present
study, the conclusions drawn are:
• Experimental investigation on resistance to heat rise demonstrates that the

partial replacement of OPC by POFA is advantageous, particularly for mass
concrete where thermal cracking due to excessive heat rise is of great concern.

• Generally speaking, concrete with POFA showed somewhat similar depths of
carbonation to concrete with OPC alone.  Although the results are not truly
conclusive, POFA concrete appears to be more sensitive to exposure
condition: the dryer the curing condition the deeper the carbonation.



• Study on the resistance to chloride ion revealed that the depths of penetration
of chloride ions in concrete containing POFA was much lower than in
concrete with OPC alone.  The pozzolanic behaviour of the ash causing a
decrease in permeability resulting from the refinement of pore structure of the
cement matrix has been attributed for the higher resistance to penetration of
chloride ions into concrete.

• Like concrete with other fly ashes of low-lime content, POFA concrete
exhibited a commendable resistance to acid attack.  The pozzolanic behaviour
as well as its low lime content had been characterised for the resistance to
such acidic environment.
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A NEW TYPE OF CLEAR COATING SYSTEMS FOR WOOD
Wood clear coating

K. MOTOHASHI
Building Research Institute, Ministry of Construction, Japan

Abstract

Four types of clear coating systems for wood were evaluated through sunshine carbon
arc irradiation, outdoor exposure, and exposure at elevated temperature.  Color
difference, residual gloss, and specific reflection spectra within visible rays were
measured during these aging tests.  Among the tested systems, distinguished
durability was found for a new type of coating system, which includes a new type of
fluoropolymer curing at room temperature as a top coating material and polyethylene-
glycol methacrylate (PEGMA) solution as a primer.  Color change mechanisms in
three types of aging tests were also discussed in the study.

Keywords:  Accelerated aging, clear coating, fluoropolymer, natural aging,
polyethylene-glycol methacrylate, wood

1 Introduction

Wood clear coating is popular in Japan because texture of wood is not lost by
coating.  Although polyurethane clear coating is often used for this purpose, peeling
and cracking usually appear in an early stage.  According to the standard coating
specification established by the Architectural Institute of Japan, none of the wood
clear coating systems with the exception of the semi-transparent pigment staining has
been recommended for exterior use.

In this context, a new clear coating system that includes a new type of
fluoropolymer coating as top coating and polyethylene-glycol methacrylate
(PEGMA) as primer was evaluated in order to compare it with an existing
polyurethane clear coating system.  The fluoropolymers used in the clear coating

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 854-863.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



systems are alternate copolymers of fluoro-olefins and vinyl ethers (Symes and
Conti-Ramsden 1986) and they can be cured at room temperature by mixing with
isocyanate compounds.  The PEGMA shown in Fig. 1 is soluble in water and the
PEGMA solution was used in the substrate preparation step to improve stability of
wood and compatibility of wood with coating materials.

                                     CH3

                            CH2=C-COO-(CH2-CH2-O)n-H

Fig. 1: Molecular structure of polyethylene-glycol methacrylate (PEGMA)

2 Experimental

2.1 Specimen
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) sized 75mm(R) x 150mm(L) x 20mm(T)

was used as substrate.  Four types of coating systems listed in Table 1 were applied to
the planned substrate.

Table 1: Tested clear coating systems

Coating system Coating material Coating rate (Kg/m2)
A 1) PEGMA aqueous sol.

2) Polyurethane sealer
3) Polyurethane sanding sealer
4) Polyurethane sanding sealer
5) Fluoropolymer top coating

0.1 – 0.15
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08

B 1) PEGMA aqueous sol.
2) Polyurethane sealer
3) Polyurethane sanding sealer
4) Polyurethane sanding sealer
5) Polyurethane top coating

0.1 – 0.15
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08

C 1) Polyurethane sealer
2) Polyurethane sanding sealer
3) Polyurethane sanding sealer
4) Fluoropolymer top coating

0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08

D 1) Polyurethane sealer
2) Polyurethane sanding sealer
3) Polyurethane sanding sealer
4) Polyurethane top coating

0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08
0.06 – 0.08



2.2 Sunshine carbon arc irradiation test
A sunshine carbon arc irradiation test (ISO 4892-4:1994) was used as a basis to

subject the coated specimens to accelerated aging.  Water spraying was applied for 18
minutes for every 120 minute cycle.  Irradiation intensity (wave length range: 300-
700nm) was often monitored at the position of the specimen surface by use of an
accumulated photometer (Suga Test Instrument Co., Ltd., PH-52-S).  The test was
carried out for 2080 hours.

2.3 Exposure test at elevated temperature
Coating system A and B listed in Table 1 were evaluated by the exposure test at

elevated temperature.  The specimens were exposed in the chamber controlled at 63 C
which is same as the black panel temperature in the sunshine carbon arc irradiation
test.  The test had been conducted for 1000 hours.  The specimens were wrapped with
aluminium foil in order to avoid the influence of light.

2.4 Outdoor exposure test
The specimens were mounted on the rack at an angle of 30 degrees facing south

in the outdoor exposure site of the Building Research Institute (Japan).  The
specimens had been exposed for one year since June 1986.

2.5 Measurement of color difference, gloss, and specific reflection spectra
Color difference and gloss were measured every 60 – 120 minutes in the carbon

arc acceleration test and the exposure test at 63 C.  These values were also measured
every month in the outdoor exposure test.  Further, specific reflection spectra in
visible rays (360-720 nm) were measured every 120 hours in the acceleration test and
the exposure test at 63 C and measured every month in the outdoor exposure test.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Changes in appearance
Through visual inspection, micro-cracking could be observed in the

polyurethane top coating layer of system B and D after about 1500 hours of carbon
arc irradiation.  On the other hand, there was no micro-cracking in the fluoropolymer
top coating layer of system A and C.  Peeling and delamination of coated layers
occurred after about 1500 hours’ irradiation in coating system C and D, which did not
include a PEGMA application process.

These test results suggest that fluoropolymer application to top coating
improves durability of coated layers and that application of PEGMA imparts better

compatibility between coated layers and substrate.  This improved compatibility was
separately confirmed in a cross-cut test whose results were not shown in this paper.

3.2 Changes in color difference
Fig. 2 shows the color difference values obtained from the acceleration test.

The color difference values in the coating systems increased in three different
patterns up to 1000 hours of testing.  After 1000 hours, all systems reached almost the



same values however, after 1500 hours the values showed wide variations in color
difference.  These variations are mostly due to unequal partial peeling, delamination,
and other defects.  Therefore, only the increasing patterns of color difference values
up to 1500 hours are discussed for the systems reported here.

Fig. 2: Color difference changes in the sunshine carbon arc irradiation test

Fig. 3: Color difference changes at the elevated temperature

The increasing patterns up to 1000 hours for system C and D were similar, and
the values increased rapidly in early stage.  On the other hand, the color difference
values of system A and B increased more gradually than system C and D.  In
particular, system A that showed the slowest increase among all the systems tested.
If
the values after 1000 hours irradiation were compared, all the systems showed similar
values.  This suggests that there are certain limitations to the extent one can control
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such effects in regards to color difference of the coating systems.
In order to investigate the effects of elevated temperature, system A and B were

also exposed at 63 C as shown in Fig. 3.  It was recognised that color changes could
be accelerated by exposure at elevated temperature. It was also recognised that
system A and B showed similar bahavior.  These results are different from those
obtained of samples exposed to the sunshine carbon irradiation test.

Fig. 4: Color difference changes in the outdoor exposure test

Table 2: Comparison of light irradiation intensity between the outdoor exposure
test and the sunshine carbon arc irradiation test

Test Irradiation intensity
(Ultraviolet rays)

Irradiation intensity
 (Visible rays)

Outdoor Exposure at
Building Research
Institute

  5.1          W/m2

=1.6x108       J/m2/year
(wave length:305-395nm)

  6.7x10    W/m2

=2.1x109    J/m2/year
(wave length:395-715nm)

Sunshine carbon
arcs irradiation test

  7.6x10   W/m2

=2.7x108   J/m2/1000 hours
(wave length:300-400nm)

  1.9x102   W/m2

=6.8x108     J/m2/1000 hour
(wave length:400-700nm)

Fig. 4 shows the color changes of samples exposed to the outdoor exposure test.
System A and B, that include PEGMA application step, showed less color changes
than system C and D.  In the acceleration test, system A and B reached the same color
difference values after 1000 hours irradiation.  However, they kept smaller color
difference values than system C and D after one year of outdoor exposure.  If the
acceleration test is consistent with the outdoor exposure test, the color difference
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values of all the systems should reach almost same level also in the outdoor exposure
test.  Such outdoor exposure duration should correspond to 1000 hours irradiation in
the acceleration test.

To discuss such possibility, the color difference values in both tests were
compared based on the amount of irradiation energy.  Table 2 shows light irradiation
intensity measured in the outdoor exposure test (Nireki et al. 1988) and the sunshine
carbon irradiation test. Amounts of ultraviolet and visible light in the outdoor
exposure test and the acceleration test were calculated based on Table 2.  The color
difference values of system C and D in the both tests were compared at the same
irradiation intensity as shown in Fig. 5.

Correspondence between the both tests can be verified from values presented in
Fig. 5.  It can be seen that the acceleration test shows higher color difference values
in the range where there is a large amount of irradiation.  The color difference values
were also plotted based only on ultraviolet light; no correspondence is observed here
either.

Fig. 5: Color difference changes vs. irradiation intensity.

3.3 Comparison of color change mechanisms by specific reflection spectra in
visible rays
As mentioned above, the coating systems were compared through the outdoor

exposure test, the exposure test at 63 C, and the acceleration test. System A and B
showed fewer color changes in every test because of PEGMA application; however,
it is considered that the increasing patterns of the values could not be reasonably
consistent through all the tests.
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Color changes of specimens can occur due to infrared, visible or ultraviolet
radiation, and other factors.  As it is difficult to separate these factors in the study,
specific reflection spectra were compared to check a color change mechanism in each
test.  If the mechanisms are similar, the changing patterns in the reflection spectra
should be also similar.

Fig. 6: Changes of specific reflection spectra in the outdoor exposure test for
coating system A

Fig. 7: Changes of specific reflection spectra in the exposure test at 63 C for
coating system A.
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Fig. 8: Changes of specific reflection spectra in the acceleration test for coating
system A

Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 show the changes in specific reflection spectra for system A.  As
shown in the figures, the changing patterns were clearly different among the three
tests.  This fact suggests that the color change mechanisms are different among the
three tests.

3.4 Gloss retention
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the changes in gloss retention percentages in the

acceleration test and the outdoor exposure test.  Although the figure was not shown in
the paper, the gloss retention percentages in the exposure test at 63 C were not
changed throughout the test.  As shown in Fig. 9, system A and C, in which the
fluoropolymers were used for top coating, showed higher gloss retention percentages
up to 2000 hours irradiation in the acceleration test.  System A and C showed higher
gloss retention values also in the outdoor exposure test as shown in Fig. 10.

The gloss retention percentages in both the acceleration test and the outdoor
exposure test were also plotted based on amount of irradiated ultraviolet energy.  The
good accordance was not recognised between the outdoor exposure test and the
acceleration test.  The gloss retention values in the outdoor exposure test were lower
than those in the acceleration test, if they were compared at same amount of
irradiation.
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Fig. 9: Changes of gloss retention value in the acceleration test

Fig. 10: Changes of gloss retention value in the outdoor exposure test
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4 Conclusions

Application of PEGMA solution in substrate treatment process and application
of new type of fluoropolymers as top coating materials for wood clear coating
systems were evaluated in this study.  Durability evaluation was performed through
outdoor exposure, sunshine carbon arc irradiation, and exposure at elevated
temperature.  Color and gloss changes of the specimens were measured periodically.
Effects of PEGMA solution and fluoropolymers were investigated.  Furthermore,
specific reflection spectra in visible light range were measured to compare the color
changing mechanisms in the deterioration tests. The results obtained could be
summarized as follows;
Application of PEGMA solution imparted the controlling effects of color changes.
The effects were confirmed up to 1000 hours in the acceleration test. The effects were
also confirmed in the outdoor exposure test and the exposure test at the elevated
temperature; however, it is difficult to predict the long term behavior because color
changing mechanisms are different among the deterioration tests.
The color changing mechanisms in the deterioration tests were verified by measuring
the specific reflection spectra in the visible light range.  Changing patterns of the
spectra were different in the tests.  It seems that a comparison of specific reflection
spectra is useful to verify whether or not color changing mechanisms are similar.
It was confirmed that new types of fluoropolymers were useful for wood clear
coating systems. Such systems could keep their initial gloss up to 2000 hours in the
acceleration test.  On the other hand, traditional systems with polyurethane top
coating lost their initial gloss after several hundreds hours exposure.
As to the color changes, the color difference values in the outdoor exposure test  and
the acceleration test were compared based on amount of ultraviolet and visible
radiation energy.  The accordance between the two tests could not be observed.
As to the gloss retention, similar plots based on amount of irradiation energy were
investigated.  The agreement between the two was not evident.  The gloss retention
values in the outdoor exposure test were lower than those in the acceleration test if
they were compared at same amount of irradiation.
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COUPLED HEAT AND MASS TRANSFERS IN BUILDING MATERIALS
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Abstract

This paper presents a part of numerical and experimental studies carried out in
BRI of Japan on multi-layered structures subjected to variable climate conditions
The initially quasi-saturated specimens of different mortar with different exposure
sides were dried under the variable climate conditions.  The environmental
temperature, relative humidity and gross weight of each specimen were measured
continuously.  The distribution of the temperature, relative humidity, moisture
content distribution of each specimen was calculated using a two dimensional heat
and moisture simultaneous model and the gross weight evolution calculated from
the obtained moisture distribution was compared with the measured one for each
specimen.  The physical properties of each component material necessary for
calculation were obtained through experiments executed in BRI, JTCCM (Japan
Testing Centre for Construction Materials) and CSTB in France.  The numerical
model was developed in BRI for prediction of heat and moisture transfer in multi-
layered building components at hygroscopic conditions.  The good agreement
between calculation and measurement shows the applicability of the model to the
quasi-saturated conditions.

Keywords: Temperature, relative humidity, mortar, modelling, diffusivity

1 Introduction

The study of heat and mass transfers in building materials leads to a better
understanding of constructions hygrothermal behaviour in service conditions.  The
knowledge of material properties is necessary to predict the behaviour of
buildings linked with their durability.  Structural elements can be subjected to
variable room and external climate conditions that can cause damages.  One of the
main design aims is to prevent the materials deterioration.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 932-942.
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Building components like walls, in service conditions, are subjected to
variable climate conditions which are different between their exposed sides.  On
the external face, the conditions are more or less severe due to temperature
variation, solar radiation, wind, rain or other weathering conditions.  On the
internal face, the temperature is usually regulated for the inhabitants’ comfort.
Therefore, the building components are exposed to two different climates which
can create a hygro-thermal and mechanical strains and stresses in the components.
These strains and stresses can create damages that suffer the durability of the
component.  In multi-layered structures, there can be condensation that participate
to deteriorate the components to a great extent.

Many building materials are porous and can keep moisture in the porous
structure.  In these materials, water can be in solid, liquid or gaseous phase.  The
phase changes and the migration of moisture are always linked to heat transfer.
Coupling heat and humidity flux seems to be the best way to describe the building
elements behaviour.

Numerous studies showed the difficulty of developing models and
measuring model parameters.  Among coupled heat and mass transfer models,
Philip and De Vries model is the most commonly used one.  It is a generalisation
of the Darcy’s law and is an extension of the Fick’s law to porous media.  D.
QUENARD (1989) proposed a method to determine the transfer coefficients for
the model from the micro-structure of the material.

Experimental and numerical studies were carried out in BRI (Japan) on
simultaneous heat and mass transfers in building components.  On the basic
studies carried out by M. Matsumoto, K. Watanabe and Y. Sakamoto (1994)
developed a computer program of two-dimensional heat and moisture transfer
applicable to the multi-layered building components.  An external wall can be
composed of different materials like concrete, mortar, gypsum board, mineral
wool, wood fibre board, air layer, vapour barrier, etc.  This program permits the
prediction of the distribution of temperature, humidity and moisture content in the
components exposed to two different variable climate conditions.

This paper deals with one application of this computer program: the
simulation of drying experiments performed in laboratory on initially saturated
specimens.  The study included two parts:
• Tests were carried out on mortar specimens in different drying conditions.
• Modelling of the hygric behaviour of the specimens was carried out.  For

modelling purposes the computer program HMTrans was used.  HMTrans
permitted to determine time-dependent distributions of temperature and
moisture content in multi-layer structures during wetting and drying.  To
validate the computer program HMTrans, drying of mortar specimens was
simulated.  Numerical results were compared to experimental results.

2 Governing equations

The main process of the macroscopic modelling is presented.  The
modelling is based on heat and moisture balance in the process of moisture
migration.  The migration of moisture in a porous material is usually due to the
gradients of moisture content and temperature.  So the moisture existing in a



certain cell migrates to the surrounding cells according to the difference of
moisture content and temperature.  In this simulation we suppose that there is no
chemical reaction which occurs in this migration process and the local moisture
content is determined by the sorption isotherm of the material as defined by
equation (3).  If the migration in at least one direction can be neglected, the
moisture content change of the cell in a unit time is determined by the diffusion of
moisture in two directions as shown in equation (1).  The moisture migration is
coupled with heat transfer and the temperature change of the cell in a unit time is
determined by heat loss or gain due to heat conductance and potential heat in
migrated water as shown in equation (2).   
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φ = ≅F h t F h( , ) ( )          (3)

φ  :   volume water content,   ρ  : material density,
ρw  : liquid water density,   λ  : material thermal conductivity,
h :     relative humidity,    T : temperature,
γ  :   vapour/liquid change heat of water ,    c :  material specific heat,
D :    water diffusivity,     t :  time,
subscripts
T : temperature gradient, G : gas phase, φ : moisture content gradient.

Equations (1) and (2) can not be applied to non-hygroscopic materials.  For
surfaces in contact with non-hygroscopic materials or air layers, the equations (1)
and (2) should be replaced by (4) and (5).  The boundary conditions are also
replaced by φ = f(X, T).
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X : absolute humidity,
T : temperature,
α : thermal conductivity of the non-hygroscopic material,
α‘ : hygric conductivity of the non-hygroscopic material,
S :   surface of the hygroscopic material,
N :   surface of the non-hygroscopic material.

In the present model, the following assumptions were considered in the
hygroscopic region.
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λ‘ : vapour permeability, pvs : saturation vapour pressure,
φ : water content in volume %, h : relative humidity,
T : absolute temperature.

Such switching is quite inconvenient for making a practical model
applicable to both hygroscopic and non-hygroscopic materials.  In the present
model, water chemical potential was considered as driving force for hygric
transport in order to apply the diffusion equation to both liquid and vapour phases
(water chemical potential is continuous even if there is a phase change without
chemical reaction).  By using the potential µ instead of the water content,
equations (1) and (2) become :
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µ = chemical potential
φ = equilibrium water content,
A = λ’µ = moisture diffusivity due to chemical potential gradient,
B = λ’T = moisture diffusivity due to temperature gradient,

C = λ + γλ’TG , D = γλ’µG E w=ρ
∂φ
∂ µ

F c= ρ

By introducing the chemical potential, the coupled heat and moisture
transfer is thus simplified into two partial differential equations where temperature
and water chemical potential are used as driving potentials for both heat and
moisture transfer.  Necessary material parameters are moisture diffusivity and
thermal conductance together with coefficients that determine the capacity of
moisture and heat.  The materials thermal conductivities based on chemical
potential can be obtained as follows :
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Materials hygro-thermal properties are recorded in a data file.  Equations (8)
and (9) determine temperature and potential distribution in the related building
components.  Then,
• relative humidity is converted inversely as RH = exp (µ/Rv T),
• moisture content is obtained through sorption isotherms (equations of state) as

a function of RH,
• vapour pressure is obtained through saturation vapour pressure curves and

relative humidity as pv = RH.pvsat

For each material, the following properties are recorded in the data file
(density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, vapour permeability and sorption



isotherms).  There are not enough data on the physical properties of the building
materials.  For our calculations, material properties are determined experimentally
either in BRI Production Engineering Department or in CSTB-France by D.
QUENARD.

Moisture content in the specimens during drying was measured and
compared to numerical results obtained with HMTrans.  For 3 drying conditions,
temperature and moisture distributions as functions of time in mortar specimens
under unstable climate condition were analysed.

3 Experimental procedure

Ordinary mortar specimens were dried in laboratory conditions.  Room
temperature and relative humidity were recorded during the whole drying process.
The temperature oscillated between 18 and 24 °C while the relative humidity
oscillated between 27 and 49 %.  These data were used in modelling as input.
40x40x160 mm specimens were sealed on 2 or 4 faces in order to permit drying in
1 or 2 directions.  The specimens were of type A, B and C (figure 1).  At the
beginning of the drying, the specimens were water saturated.

A-prismatic specimens were sealed on the two small faces.  Drying took
place on the four large faces.  Bidimensional drying permitted to test the 2D
program.  B-prismatic specimens were sealed on 2 large faces and on 2 small
faces.  Drying took place on two opposite large faces and was one dimensional.
C-prismatic specimens were sealed on the four large faces.  Drying took place on
the two opposite small faces and was one-dimensional.  C specimens dried very
slowly.  B and C specimens permitted to test the computer program for different
drying kinetics.

Fig. 1: Tested specimens (A, B and C types)



4 Numerical procedure

Simulation of the coupled heat and mass transfer in building components
requires detailed knowledge of the corresponding thermal and hygric transfer
parameters.  Tests were performed in order to determine the properties of the
mortars used.  HMTrans provided default values for thermal convection between
materials and air (K. Watanabe, 1994).  The modelling included drying in one or
two dimensions.

Mortars specimens were modelled as multi-layer structures.  For example, C
specimens were modelled as 16 layers of materials.  The dimensions of each layer
were 40x40x10 mm.  In this example, the material (ordinary mortar) is the same
in all layers.

The main features of the HMTrans program were as follows:
• A two-dimensional finite difference method was used,
• Moisture as well as temperature distributions were calculated in a transient

way,
• Convection transfer of heat and moisture was not considered except at the

boundaries,
• New materials properties may be added to a materials data file,
• A preprocessor eased the generation of input (environmental climate, structure

geometry,…)
• The program was written in Fortran and run on a compatible PC,
• The program permits the analysis multi-layered building components.

5 Experimental and numerical results

The changes in weight of A1, A2, A3 and A4 specimens are plotted on
figure 2.  The weight is plotted in reference to each specimen initial weight.  The
model result is shown as well.  The four curves are very similar.  Hygric
equilibrium was achieved in A specimens after 30 days.  The numerical curve is
very close to experimental curves.  Drying was completed after about 30 days.

Fig. 2: Weight variations of A1, A2, A3 and A4 specimens compared to
modelling result
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Figure 3 shows the weight variations of B specimens compared to the model
result.  Drying was completed after more than 40 days.  Figure 4 shows the weight
variations of  C specimens.  Experimental results C1, C2 and C3 are compared to
model result.  Figures 5 to 8 show numerical moisture field in C specimens during
drying.  Due to the symmetry, the relative humidity field is presented only for the
specimen upper half.  During the first two days, the specimens were predried.
Figure 5 shows the initial moisture content at the beginning of the drying process.
The surface relative humidity was 40 %.  At the centre of the specimen, the
relative humidity was 98 %.  During the first 10 days of the drying process, the
relative humidity at the centre of the specimen decreased from 98 to 88 %.  Tests
were carried out during 40 days.  The modelling was carried out for the first 40
days of drying.

Fig. 3: Weight variations of B1, B2, B3 and B4 specimens compared to
modelling result.

Fig. 4: Weight variations of C2, C3 and C4 specimens compared to modelling
result
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Forty days after the beginning of the drying process, the relative humidity at
the centre of the C specimens was 83 %.  C specimens dried very slowly because
the drying surface was very small.  For experimental and numerical weight
curves, the drying rate was very low.  The results simulated for moisture losses
and drying rates came fairly close to those found in laboratory measurements.
These results permitted to validate the modelling.

Fig. 5: Initial relative humidity of C specimens

Fig. 6: Relative humidity 10 days after the beginning of drying process

HMTrans computer program permitted the prediction of moisture field
during drying process.  The calculated water content decreased at the same rate as
the experimental water content.  Modelling results were in good agreement with
experimental results.  The comparison permitted to validate not only the
governing equations and parameters but also the measured hygrothermal
properties of the materials used.
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Fig. 7: Relative humidity 20 days after the beginning of drying process

Fig. 8: Relative humidity 40 days after the beginning of drying process

6 Discussion

The way the computer program was built made it easy to include, in the
future, the effects of hysteresis in the sorption curves.  Pedersen (1990) showed
that the hysteresis was not so important in the analysis of “real” construction
subjected to a naturally varying climate.  This author showed that the use of a
middle curve, between the drying and wetting curves in the diagrams for moisture
retention, gave practically the same results as for using the hysteresis.

K. Watanabe et al (1995) developed an innovative measuring procedure in
order to enable fast determination of moisture transmission coefficient in building
materials without any special equipment.  An approximating equation gave the
actual water content w in function of the both relative humidity and the saturation
water content   w = ws RHa exp[b(1-RHc)].  For building materials, one curve was
fitted for adsorption and another one for desorption.  Though, the hysteresis can
be accounted for.  This method was applied successfully by Watanabe and Tada
(1997).  The approximating equation can be added to the computer program.
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7 Conclusion

Time-dependent distributions of temperature and moisture content in mortar
specimens during drying were determined.  The application of the model on
mortar specimens showed its capability.

Initially quasi-saturated mortar specimens were dried under the variable
climate conditions.  Prismatic specimens were sealed on 2 or 4 faces in order to
permit one-dimensional and bidimensional drying.  The environmental
temperature, relative humidity and gross weight of each specimen were measured
continuously.  The distribution of the temperature, relative humidity, moisture
content distribution of each specimen was calculated using a two dimensional heat
and moisture simultaneous model.  The good agreement between calculation and
measurement shows the applicability of the model to the quasi-saturated
conditions.

The results of  the proposed numerical model, which was based on a
generalised formulation combining heat and mass transfer trough porous media
indicated that the mutual dependence between the transport of heat and moisture
was taken into account.  The ability of the computer program to predict moisture
content and moisture distribution accurately was verified.  This has proven to be a
computer program that gives sufficient accuracy considering the uncertainty in
material parameters.  Of course, the accuracy of computer programs such as the
one developed depends strongly on the materials properties fed into them.
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SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION OF POLYMERIC BUILDING MATERIALS
USING THE “ACID DEW AND FOG TEST”
Service life of polymeric materials
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Abstract

Transparent acrylic sheet materials for sporting halls and several elastomeric building
sealants were tested to prove the influence of acid atmospheric precipitations on the
aging process in service.  Exposure was carried out using the ADF test (Acid dew and
fog test) which is a new accelerated artificial weathering test including the simulation
of acid atmospheric precipitations.  The Olympic sporting  halls of Munich have shown
that the first of the acrylic roof plates have already reached the end of their service after
few years while others have retained good appearance beyond 26 years in service.  This
huge difference in the material lifetime could not be predicted by use of the current
artificial weathering tests. Examining specimens of the aged, strongly damaged roof
plates and specimens of the new replacement materials proved that acid depositions
contribute significantly to the photochemical aging of poly(methyl methacrylate).
Simulated acid dew and fog droplets were found to initiate crazes on the material
surfaces leading to the kind of damage, observed in practice.  A significant interaction
of UV radiation, water content and acid depositions was found which must be
considered in designing the test.  Examining six typical types of elastomeric building
sealants proved that the speed of the photochemical aging as well as the durability
rankings are significantly influenced by the presence of acid depositions on the
material surface during weathering.  Compared with experience made in the field the
ADF test results correlate better to the practice than the results from current weathering
tests.  The ADF test proved to be a valuable tool in predicting the durability and
lifetime with satisfying accuracy and reliability.

Keywords: Acid rain, acrylic roofings, photo aging, building sealants, weatherability.
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1 Introduction

Acid rain, atmospheric acidity and acid depositions, are phenomena characterising
one of the most important environmental problems we have had since the beginning of
industrialisation about 100 years ago, the acidification of our environment.  The
question asked here, do we still have acid rain, must be clearly answered with a yes
(Möller 1998).  Acid rain and other acid precipitations like dew, fog or dust are formed
when specific pollutants combine with water or dust particles in the atmosphere.  By
far the largest contributor is sulphur dioxide (SO2), a by-product of fossil fuel
combustion which, when oxidised to H2SO4, accounts for 62–77% of the acidity in
rain.  Most of the remaining acid is from nitrogen oxides (NOx), found mainly in
automobile exhaust, which are oxidised to HNO3 (15-32%).  In addition to these two
main species, HCl (2-16%), also produced from burning of coal, is found in the
atmosphere (Rodgers et al. 1998).  A complicating factor in the study of the effects of
acid precipitations on materials is that the severity of the exposure varies greatly with
time and location.  The effect of acid precipitations as promoter of the metal corrosion
has been known and has been investigated widely.  The influence on the lifetime of
polymeric materials in outdoor use is less investigated.  Car manufacturers have made
the experience that automotive finishes undergo a rather fast degradation in weathering
sites which are characterised by frequent occurrence of acid rain and other acid
depositions combined with high UV irradiation, high temperature and high humidity
like the area around Jacksonville, FL, presently used as place for storage of imported
cars waiting for distribution into the south of the USA.  A synergistic effect of UV
radiation and acid depositions was found as reason for the accelerated degradation
(Schulz and Trubiroha 1996).  Therefore, a great deal of work is being performed on
detecting appearance damage and on developing acid resistant coatings.  But this
extensive work in automotive coatings is unlikely to meet the needs of the building
industry with regard to long life and survivability, because polymeric constructive
materials are different from car finishes.  The influence of acid precipitations on the
service life of polymeric building materials may be underestimated.  In result of
investigations in constructive polymeric materials for automotive accessories Schulz
and Trubiroha 1997 concluded that it can be expected that aggressive air pollutants or
their product are also responsible for the unexpected damage or phenomena on
polymeric building materials observed in practice.  So, predictions of the material
durability and lifetime made by use of the current weathering tests for polymeric
materials only seldom correspond to the experience made in the field.  For instance, the
different service life of polymeric building elements observed in differently
industrialised areas made conclude that aggressive air pollutants contribute to the
polymer degradation during outdoor use.



2 The aim of the examinations

The aim of this paper was to examine whether acid atmospheric precipitations
influence the photodegradation of polymeric building materials.  In order to predict the
durability and lifetime of the materials with satisfying accuracy and reliability a further
objective of the work was creating the basis for developing a new accelerated artificial
weathering test method tailored to meet the crucial climatic conditions for the special
building material and the special application.

Examinations carried out with two typical examples are presented in this work.

3 The simulation of acid precipitations

During investigations of the appearance durability of modern automotive coatings
in air polluted weathering sites it was found that weather episodes where acid
depositions are dried in the sunshine are most responsible for the so-called
environmental etching observed in the field.  Simulating the mutual action of UV
irradiation and acid in laboratory a new accelerated artificial test was developed and
applied for testing of automotive and aircraft coatings successfully.  This new
weathering test introduced as “Acid Dew and Fog test” (in short ADF test) differs from
the current artificial weathering tests in that acid precipitations are included in the
weathering cycle. The ADF weathering cycle is characterised by continuous
UV radiation and varying climatic conditions as shown in table 1.  Usually, after five
of such cycles two other cycles are applied in the same way but without acid spray.  So,
the coating surfaces are affected simultaneously by acid and UV radiation for about 40
% of total exposure period.  Acid dew and fog are simulated by using a mixture of
sulphuric, nitric and hydrochloric acid (mass ratio  1 : 0,30 : 0,17), the most essential
acid ingredients found in atmospheric precipitations, diluted to different pH-values
(1,5,  2,5). The ADF test were performed using a fluorescent UV lamp weathering
device “Global-UV-Test“.  Spectral irradiance was according to  ISO 4892-3:1994,
“fluorescent UV lamp combination“  with an UV irradiance of 45 W/m2.

Table 1: The 24h ADF cycle.
_____________________________________________________________

. 1 A short spraying of the simulated acid dew or fog onto the surface
 of the vertically orientated test specimens at 35 °C
 (about 3 mg of solution per 1 cm² exposed coating surface)

 2 14 h dry period at different climatic conditions
 (9 h at 35 °C/ 30 % RH, and 5 h at 60 °C/5 % RH)

 3   4 h rain period with continuous water spray
 (demineralised water at 35 °C)

 4   6 h dry period at 60 °C/ 5% RH.
 _____________________________________________________________



4 Transparent acrylic sheet material (PMMA)

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), because of its good environmental resistance
is used extensively outdoors where transparency and light weight are required.  The
material does not yellow like polycarbonate and is much more scratch resistant.
Impact resistance of PMMA is much less than that of polycarbonate but is greater than
that of glass.  Therefore, building applications as transparent roofings are wide-spread.
Like all other polymeric materials PMMA undergo photochemical aging.  A commonly
observed failure mode is the gradual development of crazes.  Loss of transparency or
becoming opaque characterise usually the end of the material’s lifetime.  Comparing
the aging state of the acrylic roofings of the Olympic sporting stadiums in Munich and
Berlin there is a great difference in the number of the roof plates which have lost their
transparency although the roofs of both stadiums have about the same age of 26 years
and were made from the same material.  Figure 1 shows a roof plate with the typical
flaky damage, which must be replaced because of bad appearance.  Differences in
industrialisation between the two sites might be a reason for the influence of the
location.  Although the average values of the acidity of the atmospheric precipitations
do not differ significantly between the two urban areas data about depositions collected
near Munich (Bayerisches Landesamt für Umweltschutz 1998) revealed that acid
precipitations occur sporadically up to three times a year with an acidity exceeding the
yearly average values thousandfold and more.  To examine the contribution of these
stronger acid precipitations on the aging process in combination with the other climatic
conditions investigations were carried out with specimens of the aged, strongly
damaged roof plates from the Munich Olympic stadium and specimens of the new
material for replacing the plates which had to be removed.  The material is known as
Plexiglas 215 (stretched in two axis) meeting

Fig. 1: A 25 years old damaged PMMA roof plate



the flammability requirements of DIN 4102-B2 standard.  A recent publication
(Lehmann 1997) describes the frequent changes of wetting and drying as most
responsible for arising the damage of the weathered roofing side.  The almost clear
surface parts which can be seen in Figure 1 near the metallic disks or frames being
necessary for fixing the plates could be evidence for this claim because these surface
parts were mostly warmer then the other parts in clear nights and therefore, fewer and
shorter affected by dewing.  To prove this influence an almost clear specimen with
only few crazes was cut from the plate shown in figure 1 and exposed to wet/dry cycles
consisting of 96 h inserting in water (23°C) and 96 h storage in vacuum (23°C, 1 kPa).
All crazes which could be realised on the specimen before the test changed into the
typical flaky damage.  But this procedure could not provoke new crazes.  Arising
crazes must have other reasons.  Proving acid depositions as a possible reason, a equal
specimen was exposed to an ADF cycle as described above and a subsequent wet/dry-
cycle (96 h water / 96 h vacuum).  Figure 2 shows the specimen after each step of the
test procedure.  As can be seen each droplet of the simulated acid dew and fog which
can be seen in part B initiate crazes which are start point for the kind of

Fig. 2: The action of acid droplets on the naturally aged PMMA roof plate
(A: original, B: after spray with acid solution pH 1,5, C: after ADF cycle, D:
after wet/dry cycle performed additionally)

damage observed in practice.  To examine the interaction of UV radiation, time of
wetting and acid depositions a completely craze-free specimen including a surface part
which was covered by one of the small round metal disks (see figure 1) was taken from
the same aged plate and exposed to one ADF cycle with pH 1,5.  As can be seen in
figure 3 the acid droplets generated crazes only on the part outside the big circle, it
means on the surface area which was not protected from the UV radiation during the



service life.  It reveals that the acrylic sheet material lose its good initial acid resistance
with increasing UV radiation exposure.  Up to ten wet/dry cycles with the same
specimen performed subsequently could not transform the crazes in the slate-like
damage in contrary to the specimen shown in figure 2.  Evidently, the less average
water content of this specimen during its service life resulted in a slower
photochemical aging of the acrylic material.  Differences in the mol mass could be
found as evidence of different aging states using the GPS-method.  In further
examinations virgin sheet material was exposed to the ADF test with and without an
preceding acid-free artificial weathering in the same weathering device.  In result only
the at least 42 d pre-weathered specimens reacted with arising of crazes after the ADF
test.  Therefore, a test designed for predicting the life time of acrylic sheet material has
to consider urgently the interaction of all essential environmental conditions.

Fig.3: A clear specimen from an natural aged roof plate after one ADF cycle

5 Elastomeric building sealants

Building sealants are desired to have the same service life as the building whose
joints they have to seal.  There is not any experience how acid precipitations influence
the sealants’ service live   and not any reliable testing method which consider this
important environmental condition, either.  Therefore, examinations were carried out
using six different rubbers as foils. They are characterised in table 2.



Table 2: List of the tested elastomeric sealants
_____________________________________________________________
No. Raw material basis Reaction system Colour
_____________________________________________________________

 A 6 Silicone rubber 1 P / basic / Amine-Oxime grey
 A 21 Silicone rubber 1 P / acid   / Acetate white
 B 9 Polysulfide rubber 2 P / Manganese dioxide grey
 B 12 Polysulfide rubber 2 P / Manganese dioxide black
 B 28 Polysulfide rubber Prefabricated grey
. D 24 Polychloroprene rubber Hot vulcanisation black

______________________________________________________________

The results of the ADF test performed with an acidic wetting of pH 2,5 were
compared with the results from an acid-free artificial weathering test and an outdoor
weathering test.  The acid-free weathering was carried out in the same way as in the
ADF test but without the acid wetting of the specimens.  The outdoor weathering was
carried out in Leipzig city in an industrial urban environment with a high amount of
coal fired domestic heating (Boettger and Bolte 1998).  To determine the influence on
the essential material properties the tensile strength σσR and the elongation at break εεR

were measured according to ISO 37.  Figure 4 compares the change of the elongation at
break ∆ε∆εR for two different polysulphide rubbers in dependence on the exposure period
of the artificial weathering tests with and without simulation of acid precipitations.
The figure shows that the presence of acid during weathering can accelerate (see B 12)
as well as slow down (see B 28) the photochemical aging.

Fig. 4  Elongation at break ∆ε∆εR as a function of the exposure period

In figure 5 the results of the two artificial weathering tests after an exposure period
of 3000 hours are compared with the five year outdoor exposure results in terms of the
change of elongation at break.  The ADF test shows a very good ranking correlation
whereas the acid free weathering test do not correlate with the practice.  It proves acid



precipitations influence the durability ranking significantly.  As can be seen in table 3
an exposure period of 3000 hours seems to be long enough to distinguish the tested
samples in terms of their behaviour in air polluted environment sufficiently.
Concerning the time-compressing effect of the laboratory test the rubbers A 21, B 9,
B 12 and D 24 show about the same change of the elongation at break after 3000 h
ADF test and 5 years outdoor weathering.  No acceleration factor can be defined for the
rubbers A 6  and  B 28  evidently because of an postcuring effect.  No influence
could be found on the change of the tensile strength at break ∆σR.  In this case both
laboratory tests show the about same good practice correlation (see table 3).

Fig. 5: Comparison of laboratory and outdoor test results for different sealants
(rs = Pearson ranking correlation coefficient to the outdoor weathering)



Table 3: Pearson coefficients to the 5 year outdoor weathering
__________________________________________________________
Exposure period ADF test acid-free weathering

for ∆εR        for ∆σR for ∆εR        for ∆σR

__________________________________________________________
2000 0,80            0,93 0,56              0,88

 3000 0,96            0,89 0,16              0,84
. 6000 0,96            0,89 0,20              0,84

__________________________________________________________

6 Conclusions

Acid atmospheric precipitations influence the photochemical aging of polymeric
building materials significantly.  They can accelerate as well as slow down the polymer
degradation in interaction with the solar UV irradiation and other climatic conditions.
Generally, acid precipitations influences the durability ranking which is very important
for selecting the best qualified material for the special application.  The ADF test
whose results showed a better practice correlation as those of current artificial
weathering tests can be seen as a first step in designing a laboratory test method which
meet best the special requirements of the building material and the special conditions
of its use.
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INFLUENCE OF EARLY AGE THERMAL CRACKING ON DURABILITY OF
MASSIVE CONCRETE STRUCTURES IN MARINE ENVIRONMENT
Durability of cracked massive concrete structures

G. DE SCHUTTER
Magnel Laboratory for Concrete Research, Department of Structural Engineering,
University of Ghent, Belgium

Abstract

The service life of massive concrete structures in marine environment can severely be
reduced because of early age thermal cracking and subsequent acceleration of
degradation.  At the Magnel Laboratory for Concrete Research a durability evaluation
project is going on concerning possibly cracked massive concrete structures in marine
environment.  Early age thermal cracking of massive concrete structures is studied by
means of a newly developed simulation method, entirely based on the degree of
hydration, including basic creep behaviour and basic shrinkage.  The resulting cracks
serve as input for a further durability evaluation.  The influence of existing (thermal)
cracks is studied experimentally by means of small-scale mortar specimens, provided
with different sizes of cracks.  An overview of the experimental program is presented.
Small cracks do not seem to have a significant influence on carbonation.  The chloride
penetration however seems to be significantly influenced by the presence of cracks.

Keywords: concrete, massive structures, marine environment, durability, cracking

1 Introduction

The durability of concrete structures is a very important issue in actual concrete
research.  Especially concrete structures in marine environment seem to be prone to
durability problems because of the presence of chlorides, leading to an important
number of corrosion problems.

Concrete structures in marine environment often tend to be rather massive, like
e.g. quay walls, locks and concrete armour units on breakwaters.  The service life of
these massive concrete structures can severely be reduced because of early age thermal
cracking due to the heat of hydration, in combination with subsequent acceleration of
degradation e.g. due to carbonation, chloride and sulphate diffusion and frost.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 129-138.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



At the Magnel Laboratory for Concrete Research, University of Ghent, several
research programs have been executed concerning massive concrete armour units for
breakwaters, especially dealing with thermal stresses due to the heat of hydration
(Dechaene et al 1994). A new simulation method for early age concrete thermal
cracking has been developed, entirely based on the degree of hydration, including
basic creep behaviour and basic shrinkage.  A short overview of the simulation method
is presented.

Furthermore an overview is given of the aims and methods of a durability
evaluation project concerning possibly cracked massive concrete structures in marine
environment.  By means of some selected experiments the influence of existing
thermal cracks on the further degradation of the concrete construction is examined.  In
the research project attention is also given to the interaction between different
degradation mechanisms.

2 Early age thermal cracking

2.1 Heat of hydration and degree of hydration
The heat of hydration can be obtained experimentally in different ways.  At the

Magnel Laboratory isothermal hydration tests on cement paste and adiabatic hydration
tests on concrete have been performed.  In order to obtain adiabatic conditions a new
test set-up was developed (De Schutter et al. 1992).  Different types of cement were
tested, resulting in a new general hydration model valid for Portland cement and blast
furnace slag cement (De Schutter et al. 1995a).  This model enables the calculation of
the heat production rate as a function of the actual temperature and the degree of
hydration, which is the main parameter used for the determination of the state of the
hardening process.  The hydration model can be implemented to calculate the
evolution of temperature and of the stage of hardening in hardening concrete elements.
It can also be applied for concrete containing admixtures like plasticizers and retarders
(De Schutter et al. 1995b).

2.2 Thermal characteristics of hardening concrete
For the determination of the specific heat and the thermal diffusivity of

hardening concrete, new tests methods were developed (De Schutter et al. 1995c).  By
means of these improved methods the evolution of the thermal characteristics during
hardening was examined.  It was concluded that the specific heat as well as the thermal
diffusivity decreases linearly with increasing degree of hydration.

2.3 Calculation of the temperature field during hardening
The temperature field in hardening concrete elements can be calculated by

solving the non-stationary Fourier equation with combined initial and boundary
conditions.  The boundary condition can be time-dependent applying a time-dependent
convection coefficient or a time-dependent environmental temperature.  The heat
production and the thermal characteristics vary with the degree of reaction as
explained in sections 2.1 and 2.2.



In order to verify the developed hydration model and thermal material laws,
massive concrete cylinders were tested at the Magnel Laboratory for Concrete
Research.  A good agreement was found between the predicted and the measured
temperatures (Dechaene et al. 1994).  The calculated temperature fields can serve as a
good basis for further stress calculations.

2.4 Mechanical behaviour of early age concrete
For the evaluation of the risk of thermal cracking in hardening massive concrete

elements, knowledge of the development of strength, stiffness and deformability of
early age concrete is extremely important.  Based on an extensive experimental
research program on hardening concrete elements, a degree of hydration-based
description for the mechanical properties of the hardening concrete were elaborated
(De Schutter et al. 1996a).  E.g. for the compressive strength fc  the following equation
was obtained:

with fc(r) = compressive strength at degree of hydration r
fc(r=1) = compressive strength at degree of hydration r = 1
r0, a = parameters depending on the concrete composition

Analogous degree of hydration based formulas were obtained  for Young's
modulus Ec0,  tensile strength fct,  Poisson's ratio ν and  Strain at peak compressive
stress gc1.  An extension towards hardening concrete of the stress-strain relation for
short-term loading given in the CEB FIP Model Code 1990 leads to a degree of
hydration-based stress-strain relation.  Good agreement with experimental results has
been reported (De Schutter et al. 1996a).

Based on an extensive experimental program a new model was proposed for the
basic creep of early age concrete.  In this first model the degree of hydration is an
important parameter influencing the creep evolution as well as the final creep value.
In this way the fundamental nature of the degree of hydration in the early age basic
creep behaviour was illustrated.  The non-linearity of the basic creep at early age is
taken into account (De Schutter et al. 1997a).

In a second model the degree of hydration is even more important, as basic creep
is no longer described as a function of time but as a function of the evolution of the
degree of hydration:
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with gcc = basic creep strain
gc0 = instantaneous deformation at loading
r = degree of hydration
rb = degree of hydration at loading
αb = stress level at loading
c1, c2 = parameters depending on rb

In this way the final creep value as well as the creep evolution depends on the
degree of hydration at loading rb and on the stress level at loading αb.  The creep
evolution depends on the evolution of the degree of hydration r.

For varying stresses an 'equivalent time method' can be applied, translated to a
degree of hydration-based description.  A good agreement with experimental results
has been noticed (De Schutter 1996b).

2.5 Stress calculations
By means of the degree of hydration-based formulas for thermal and mechanical

behaviour of hardening concrete, an accurate prediction of thermal stresses can be
realised.  This was verified by means of different test results obtained at the Magnel
Laboratory for Concrete Research (De Schutter 1996b).

The stress calculation method, including basic creep behaviour, was also verified
by means of test results obtained by T.N.O. (a Dutch research organisation) together
with calculation results based on Van Breugel's relaxation formula for young concrete
(Van Breugel 1980 and 1982).

During the tests carried out by T.N.O. hardening concrete prisms 150 mm x 150
mm x 800 mm were placed in a rigid frame in such a way that deformations of the test
device caused by thermal dilatation of the hydrating concrete prisms could entirely be
compensated.  Dutch blast furnace slag cement HOC-A was used, which is very
similar to the Belgian blast furnace slag cement CEM III/B 32.5 which was tested in
the Magnel Laboratory for Concrete Research (De Schutter 1996b).

In figure 1 the experimentally obtained stress development is shown, together
with some simulation results obtained by means of the degree of hydration-based
calculation method, as well as the superposition method using Van Breugel's relaxation
formula.  It can be concluded that the degree of hydration-based calculation method
enables an accurate simulation of the experimentally obtained stress evolution.  As a
comparison also some elastic calculations without creep are shown in figure 1.

2.6 Simulation of crack formation
For the experimental investigation of the evolution of the fracture energy during

hardening, three-point bending tests were performed on unnotched prisms with an age
ranging from 1 to 28 days.  Three different cement types were considered.  The
development of fracture energy Gf during hardening can be described by a degree of
hydration-based formulation analogous to equation (1) (De Schutter et al. 1997b).



Fig. 1: Evaluation of the simulated stress results

Using the mentioned degree of hydration-based material laws a crack initiation
and propagation simulation becomes possible.  A research project is still going on at
the Magnel Laboratory to implement the degree of hydration-based approach in a
three-dimensional finite element program, including crack simulation.  The obtained
crack distribution and crack widths can serve as input for the further durability
assessment of the massive concrete structures.

3 Durability assessment of cracked structures

3.1 Research project
A durability evaluation and simulation project concerning possibly cracked

massive concrete structures in marine environments is going on at the Magnel
Laboratory for Concrete Research.  The main purpose of the project is a probabilistic
formulation of service life of marine structures taking into account possible early age
thermal cracking due to heat of hydration, and considering the interaction between
different degradation mechanisms.

In a first stage of the project small scale experiments are carried out in order to
study the influence of existing cracks on the carbonation and chloride penetration into
concrete.  The interaction between carbonation and chloride penetration is also
investigated.  In the sequel the experimental program is outlined, and some preliminary
results are given.

3.2 Experimental program
In the experimental program carbonation and chloride penetration tests are

executed on mortar specimens 40 mm x 40 mm x 160 mm, provided with different
sizes of cracks, with a width up to 0.5 mm and a depth up to 10 mm.  The specimens
are made using traditional mortar moulds.  The cracks are realised as notches by means
of the positioning and removal afterwards of thin copper sheets inside the specimens.
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Six different mortar compositions are investigated, as given in table 1.  CEM I
42.5 R is a rapid hardening Portland cement, CEM III/B 32.5 HSR LA is a high
sulphate resisting blast furnace slag cement with a limited alkali content, and CEM
V/A 32.5 is a composite cement made of Portland clinker, blast furnace slag and fly
ash.  In some series, fly ash or silica fume is added.  Normalised sand is used, as
prescribed for traditional mortar tests.

Six different combinations of crack width and crack depth are considered, as
given in table 2.  Zero crack width and depth means that no crack is present.

Table 1: Mortar composition (mass parts)

Series Cement Puzzolan Water Sand

1 CEM I 42.5 R
1 part

none �  part 3 parts

2 CEM III/B 32.5 HSR LA
1 part

none �  part 3 parts

3 CEM V/A 32.5
1 part

none �  part 3 parts

4 CEM I 42.5 R
0.85 parts

fly ash
0.15 parts

�  part 3 parts

5 CEM III/B 32.5 HSR LA
0.85 parts

fly ash
0.15 parts

�  part 3 parts

6 CEM I 42.5 R
0.9 parts

silica fume
0.1 parts

�  part 3 parts

Table 2: Combinations of crack width and crack depth

Crack depth Crack width

0 mm 0.2 mm 0.3 mm 0.5 mm

0 mm X

5 mm X X X

10 mm X X

During the first 28 days the mortar specimens are stored under water.  At the age
of 28 days an epoxy coating is applied at all surfaces, except on the surface containing
the crack.  In this way the protected surfaces are prevented from carbon and chloride
penetration.  Starting from 28 days the specimens are stored in different conditions as
given in table 3.  Five different treatments are considered: a 10% CO2-environment, a
3.5% NaCl-solution, and combinations of CO2-environment, NaCl-solution and water.

At regular times (8, 12, 16, ... weeks) the carbonation and the chloride
penetration are examined experimentally.  From each mortar specimen two slices of
thickness 1 cm are sawn.  The first slice is sprayed with a phenolphthalein-solution in



order to determine the carbonated zone.  The second slice is sprayed with a 0.1 N
aqueous solution of silver nitrate in order to determine the depth of penetration of
chloride ions.  According to Otsuki et al. (1992) the (soluble) chloride ion
concentration at the colour change border is recognised to be of the order of 0.15% by
weight of cement.

After sawing the two slices the remaining mortar specimen is covered again with
the carbon and chloride resisting epoxy coating (except for the 'cracked' surface), and
the treatment according to table 3 is continued.

3.3 Preliminary results
At the age of 28 days the density, strength and porosity (water absorption) of the

different mortar compositions are determined.  The results are given in table 4.
For each specimen the carbonation depth and the chloride penetration are determined
as described above.  At this moment results have been obtained for series 1 to 4, for an
age ranging from 8 weeks to 12 weeks.  Figure 2 e.g. shows some carbonation profiles
for series 1, whereas figure 3 shows the chloride penetration for series 2.

3.4 Preliminary conclusions
Based on the preliminary results for series 1 to 4 some preliminary conclusions

can be drawn:

• The presence of cracks with a crack width of maximum 0.3 mm seems to have
no significant influence on the carbonation depth.  A crack width of  0.5 mm
seems to increase somewhat the local carbonation depth.

• The chloride penetration is significantly influenced by the presence of cracks,
even for the smaller crack widths.

• The chloride penetration seems to decrease somewhat the carbonation depth.
• The carbonation seems to increase somewhat the chloride penetration.

A more detailed evaluation and justification of these preliminary conclusions will
be done using the forthcoming test results.

Table 3: Treatments

Code Treatment

A Permanent 10% CO2-environment

B Permanent 3.5% NaCl-solution

C Cycle 1 week 10% CO2-environment / 1 week 3.5% NaCl-solution

D Cycle 1 week 10% CO2-environment / 1 week water

E Cycle 1 week water / 1 week 3.5% NaCl-solution



Table 4: Density, strength and porosity at 28 days

Series Density
(kg/m�)

Bending
strength
(N/mm�)

Compressive
strength
(N/mm�)

Porosity
(%)

1 2255 8.65 57.2 8.8

2 2280 10.75 46.2 9.3

3 2240 6.75 46.4 9.1

4 2255 8.40 50.3 9.2

5 2260 8.90 43.2 9.4

2240 9.90 65.2 9.1
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Fig. 2: Carbonation depth for some specimens of series 1 treatment A
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Fig. 3: Chloride penetration for some specimens of series 2 treatment B



4 Conclusions

At the Magnel Laboratory for Concrete Research a new simulation method for
early age thermal cracking has been developed, entirely based on the degree of
hydration, including basic creep behaviour and basic shrinkage.  An overview of the
simulation method is presented.  Furthermore a short overview is given of the aims and
methods of a recently started durability evaluation project concerning possibly cracked
massive concrete structures in marine environments.  The experimental program is
outlined, and some preliminary conclusions are drawn.  The presence of cracks seems
to have more influence on the chloride penetration than on the carbonation.
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SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
STRUCTURES, BASED ON IN-SERVICE CHLORIDE PENETRATION
PROFILES
In-service chloride penetration profiles

L. SCHUEREMANS, and D. Van GEMERT, Department of Civil Engineering,
Catholic University of Leuven,Belgium    

Abstract

Chloride ingress is one of the most important causes of corrosion of the reinforcement
in concrete structures such as on-shore constructions in marine environment.  Those
structures can be protected by means of a protective coating or by a water-repellent
agent.  Based on experimental results, it was decided in 1993 to apply IBTEO (iso-
butyl-tri-ethoxy-silane) on the quay-wall of the new container terminal at Zeebrugge
harbor, Belgium.  Two subsequent research programs were executed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the water-repellent treatment.  The first test program took place after 3
years of in-service exposure (1996) and the second one after 5 years (1998).  These
research programs provide one of the first mid-long term records concerning the
effectiveness of a water-repellent agent under in-site circumstances.  A probability
method for interpretation of test results and prediction of the service life of the quay-
wall was updated.  The relevance of the mathematical model, the effectiveness of the
protective system and the increase of durability of the concrete structure will be
discussed.

Keywords: chloride penetration, water-repellent, service life prediction, reliability,
chloride penetration, corrosion

1 Introduction

Especially for off-shore and marine constructions, the exposure to chlorides from
sea water and marine air are amongst the most important actors in the corrosion
process of concrete reinforcement rods.  The ingress of chloride ions into the pores of
the concrete is caused by diffusion through the pores if they are filled with water or
capillary suction if the pores are empty.  When the chloride ions reach the
reinforcement bars, the passivating oxide layer may be depassivated, which initiates
the local corrosion of the rods (Kissel and Pourbaix 1996; Schueremans and Van
Gemert 1997).
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The chlorides in the concrete either come from the components of the fresh mix
or from external contamination.  The chlorides that stand for the corrosion risk of the
reinforced concrete structure are the free chlorides in the pore water and the water
soluble salts (Salt of Friedel) that act as a stock of free chlorides.  In order to increase
the durability of the concrete, it was decided to apply a hydrophobic treatment on the
quay-wall of the new container terminal at Zeebrugge, Belgium.

The construction of the container terminal at Zeebrugge was ordered  by the
Ministry of the Flemish Community, Sea-Harbor Division and finished in 1993.
Figure 1 gives a general view of the quay-wall, constructed on top of cylindrical sunk
down reinforced concrete cells, so-called caissons.  For ease of application it was
decided to apply a hydrophobic treatment with highly concentrated solvent-free
compounds based on iso-butyl-tri-ethoxy-silan, in order to prevent it for damage
caused by chloride penetration, pitting corrosion and alkali-aggregate-reaction.

By means of a preliminary research program (Fliedner 1995; Schueremans et
Van Gemert 1997), the effectiveness of the hydrophobic agent was evaluated.  The
production, application and working mechanism of silanes are described in detail
elsewhere (Schueremans et Van Gemert 1997).

Fig. 1:  Plan view and cross section of the quay-wall and locations of the cores



To evaluate the risk caused by chloride ingress, service life predictions are very
important, both for existing and planned structures (Clifton 1993).  The time dependent
reliability method, as used and updated in this paper, is based on the chloride profiles
of the free chlorides as measured at different locations on the container quay-wall and
at different depths from the concrete surface.  Therefore cores were taken on locations
treated with the water repellent agent as well as on non-treated locations. These cores
were sawn in slices of 1 cm thickness.  For each slice of the concrete cores where the
chloride concentration is measured, a value of the diffusion coefficient Di can be back-
calculated using the inverse relationship of Fick's 2nd law.  These values are used to
estimate the probability density function of the diffusion coefficient D at the different
locations.  Once the probability density function D is estimated, a reliability analysis is
performed to calculate the service life prediction value.  This enables to evaluate the
effect of a preventive hydrophobic treatment.

2 Test Program

In 1996, a first in-service evaluation of the performance of the water-repellent
agent was performed (Van Gemert et Schueremans 1996a; Van Gemert et
Schueremans 1996b) on cylindrical cores taken at different locations in the quay-wall
(see fig. 1): treated (location 2) and non-treated (location 1) locations, in the tidal zone,
above water level and on top of the quay-wall.

Besides the penetration depth and porosity, the following material properties
were measured at three different depths (0-9 mm, 11-20 mm, 40-60 mm): pH,
carbonation depth, compressive strength, cement content and chloride content.  The
characteristics relevant for this paper are summarized in table 1.  A full report can be
found in earlier papers (Van Gemert et Schueremans, 1997).

In 1998, a similar test program was executed to re-evaluate the effectiveness
after 5 years of in-service exposure, table 2.  Cores were taken near the ones taken in
1996.  The chloride concentration was measured at several depths.  To obtain better
estimates of the diffusion coefficient, the chloride concentration was measured at
depths slightly different from the former test program.  To increase the reliability,
some additional analyses were added.  To obtain comparable values, the amount of
cement as measured in 1996 was used to transform the chloride content per mass of
concrete into the chloride content per weight of cement.

Figure 2 and 3 show the water soluble chloride profiles as they are obtained at
two moments in time.  The chloride contents were determined by means of wet
chemical analysis, according to the Belgian Standard NBN B15-257.  The chloride
content, obtained by wet chemical analysis, equals the amount of free chlorides and a
great deal of the chlorides, bound under the form of the Salt of Friedel which dissolves
in the water during extraction.  In fact, these water soluble chlorides mean the real
danger for corrosion of the reinforcement (Van Gemert and Horckmans 1992).

The relation water soluble to acid soluble chlorides amounts 94% (1996) and
100% (1998) in the executed tests [Van Gemert and Schueremans, 1995, 1998).  Thus,
the amount of insoluble chlorides is very restricted as the greater part of chloride
loading is caused by the external contamination, i.e. the marine environment.  It can be
observed that the chloride content at the non-treated locations is significantly higher
than in the treated locations.



Table 1: Material properties and water-soluble chloride content, 1996

%Cl-/cemCore
no.

n
[v%]

Dry
density
[kg/m3]

amount of
cement
[kg/m3]

x=4.5 mm x=15.5 mm x=50 mm

Non-
treated
location 1,
fig. 1

Treated
location 2,
fig.1

Treated on
top of
quay- wall

A1
A2
A3
A4

B5
B6
B7
B8

C9
C10

17.48

14.57
14.76

15.66

17.38
16.70

14.86

2157

2232
2224

2234

2193
2197

2236

284

260

2.77
2.07
1.91
3.35

2.24
1.31
1.75
1.64

0.71
0.64

3.44
3.22
2.28
2.36

1.23
1.66
0.94
1.07

0.53
0.64

2.18
1.84
1.44
1.51

0.38
0.29
0.32
0.36

0.45
0.44

Mean
value

16.00 2200 272

Table 2: Water-soluble chloride content per weight of cement, 1998

%Cl-/cemCore
no.

x=4.5mm x=15mm x=25 mm x=45 mm x=65 mm x=95 mm

Non-
treated
location 1,
fig. 1

Treated
location 2,
fig.1

Treated on
top of
quay- wall

A1
A2
A3
A4

B5
B6
B7
B8

C9
C10

4.17
3.39
3.29
2.26

1.77
1.63
1.00
1.82

0.48
0.40

2.16

2.10

2.82

0.41

5.13
2.65
2.37
1.98

0.47
0.44
0.30
0.32

0.42
0.55

1.54

0.42

1.57
1.50
1.01
1.17

0.46
0.40
0.38
0.54

0.60
0.51

The absence of an effective barrier, combined with the relatively high porosity,
allowed the chlorides to penetrate very deep in the concrete in a relatively short time
period.  On the contrary, the chloride content in the treated zones is still at an
acceptable level, and combined with the low carbonation depth, it presents no danger
for reinforcement corrosion.



3 Service Life Prediction, a time dependent reliability analysis

Based on the measured material properties and chloride profiles, a service life
prediction can be performed using a time dependent reliability analysis (Melchers
1987, Thoft-Christensen et al. 1996). The reliability analysis used in this paper is
applicable to concrete deterioration associated with steel corrosion initiated by the
action of chloride ions.

Fig. 2: Water-soluble chloride content by weight of cement at different depths in
the cores, 1996 and 1998 (Location A).

Fig. 3: Water-soluble chloride content by weight of cement at different depths in
the cores, 1996 and 1998 (Location B and C).
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Similar analyses can be performed for other deterioration processes as long as the
mathematical formulation governing the failure mechanisms is available.

It is virtually impossible to introduce a mathematical model taking into account all
the variables involved in the corrosion process.  To estimate the service life of a given
concrete element, many assumptions need to be made.  To model the chloride transport
process in a porous material, it is assumed that Fick's 2nd law applies, although it is a
simplified representation of reality (Schueremans et Van Gemert, 1998, Prezze et al.
1996).

The diffusion law, Fick's 2nd law for one-dimensional chloride diffusion into
concrete, takes the form :

δ
δ

δ
δ

δ
δ

C
t x

D
C
x

= 





(1)

in which concrete is assumed to be a homogeneous, isotropic material.  When assumed
that no reaction occurs between concrete and chlorides, an explicit solution of this
differential equation can be obtained, using the following boundary conditions:
- C(x,t=0) = C0; 0<x<∞ (the initial chloride concentration in the concrete mix) and
- C(x=0,t) = CS; 0<t<∞ (the chloride concentration loading at the surface of the
concrete due to the marine environment),
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in which Ci(x,t) is the amount of chlorides at time t at a distance x from the concrete
surface.

A reliability analysis provides a means to evaluate the probability of failure of a
component.  The term component describes a structure or structural element whose
limit state function is defined in terms of a single, continuous function known as the
limit state function (Melchers 1987).  In the present problem, where only the diffusion
coefficient D is considered to be random, the limit state function g(D) can be written
as:

( ) ( )g D C C DT= − (3)

where CT is the threshold chloride concentration and C(D) is the chloride concentration
at a distance x from the exposed surface at time t.

Assuming the diffusion coefficient has a lognormal distribution, the
exceedence probability is consequently obtained as (Schueremans et Van Gemert
1998):
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where λD and ξD are the parameters of the lognormal distribution and Φ(D) is the
standard normal cumulative distribution function.

With the chloride profiles of the concrete samples exposed during a given period,
the diffusion coefficient can be back-calculated using an inversion of Fick's 2nd law
(eq.2).  In the inversion of Fick's second law, the following boundary conditions were
used:  C0 = 0.03 % Cl- and CS 7% Cl-/H2O (Schueremans et Van Gemert, 1996).

Table 3 gives the mean value µ(D) and the standard deviation σ(D) as well as the
coefficient of variation cov(D) = σ(D)/µ(D) for the groups of cores taken at different
locations for 1996.  It is remarkable that the diffusion coefficient of the non-treated
locations is nearly an order of magnitude higher than in the treated locations.

With the computed parameters of the lognormal probability distribution for the
diffusion coefficient D, the service life can be predicted using the reliability analysis as
outlined before.  A corrosion initiation mode can be characterized in a simplified way
by specifying a threshold chloride concentration beyond or above which corrosion
would start.  The reliability analysis is performed for the threshold chloride
concentrations that equal 0.4 percent per weight of cement and 0.7 percent per weight
of cement.  As the free chlorides mean the real danger for corrosion, only the water
soluble chlorides (table 1 and table 2) were taken into account.

For a conventionally taken probability of failure of 50 percent (Pf = 0.5) (Prezzi
1996), table 3 shows the time it will take in years for the threshold chloride
concentration to reach the reinforcement.  The service life prediction values (SLP)
listed in table 3 assumed that the reinforcement is located at 120 mm from the exposed
surface as could be measured from the taken cores.  These values are based on the
survey executed in 1996.

Table 3: Diffusion coefficients and service life prediction (SLP)-values for Pf = 0.5
at the different locations based on test programs after 3 years of in-service
exposure

SLP-values
For Pf = 0.5
at x = 120 mm

Test-
Pro-
gram

n1 µ1(D)
[cm2/sx10-8]

σ1(D)
[cm2/sx10-8]/
(cov(D)[%])

SLP [years]
CT=0.4%Cl-

/cem

SLP [years]
CT=0.7%Cl-

/cem
A (non-treated) 1996 12 9.64 7.0 /  (72.5) 7.6 12.6
B (treated with IBTEO) 1996 12 1.18 1.0 /  (88.1) 61 105.1
B (treated with IBTEO)
on top of quay-wall

1996 6 1.32 1.7 /  (128) 70 123.3

The values of the diffusion coefficient based on the chloride concentrations
measured in 1998, after 5 years of in-service exposure are used to check the time-
dependency of the diffusion coefficient, reflecting the influence of possible
degradation of the hydrophobic agent in time. Table 4, left hand side, lists the
parameters of the diffusion coefficient, back-calculated from chloride values measured
at 5, 15, 25 and 45 mm depth.  The survey executed in 1996 also contained chloride
concentration values up to depths of 45 mm.

Moreover, the survey of 1998 is used to account for the influence on the
diffusion coefficient of chloride concentration values, measured at higher depths (65
mm and 95 mm).  Table 4, right hand side, lists the parameters as obtained from the
full survey, including the values measured at 65 and 95 mm depth.



The method of hypothesis testing is used to calculate the significance of the
time-dependency on the one hand and of the addition of values measured at higher
depth on the other hand (Beirlant and Van Dyck, 1997).

The initial hypothesis in both cases reads:

H0: µ1=µ2. (5)

Table 4: parameters of the diffusion coefficients based on the test program
executed in 1998

Loc. n2 µ2(D)
[cm2/s
x10-8]

σ2(D)
[cm2/sx10-8]/
(cov(D)[%])

Ratio n3 µ3(D)
[cm2/s
x10-8]

σ3(D)
[cm2/sx10-8]/
(cov(D)[%])

Ratio

A 10 12.3 16.0 (130) 1.28 12 15.0 13.8 (92) 1.6
B 10 0.81 0.7 (91.5) 0.67 12 2.61 2.9 (111) 2.2
C 4 0.85 1.0 (115) 0.64 6 3.41 4.1 (119) 2.6

1998, depths:5,15,25,45 mm 1998, depths:5,15,25,45,65,95 mm

The alternative hypothesis reads:

H1: µ1≠µ2 H1: µ1<µ3 (6)

As the ratios in table 4 – right hand side - suggest an increase for the mean value
of the diffusion coefficient adding chloride values measured at higher depth, a one-
sided alternative hypothesis is used.

To assure sufficient proof in case the initial hypothesis is rejected, the level of
significance is taken equal to 90 % in both cases:

α = 0.10. (7)

The test-statistic reads (Beirlant and Van Dyck,1997):

                   (8)

The initial hypothesis is rejected in case:

                (9)

in which tα is the proper quantile of the Student probability distribution function.
These values are summarized in table 5.

Based on these hypothesis tests, one may conclude that the time dependency of
the mean value of the diffusion coefficient is not significant.  No significant proof can
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be given of possible degradation of the water repellent agent after 5 years of in-service
exposure.

On the other hand, adding values measured at higher depth (65 mm and 95 mm)
does have a significant influence on the mean value of the diffusion coefficient.  As the
chloride concentrations at depth 65 and 95 mm are rather high, a remarkable high
value of the diffusion coefficient is required to obtain these values based on diffusion
as modelled by Ficks 2nd law.

Table 5: Overview of the hypothesis tests

Location A B C A B C
SP

T0

tα

Conclusion

9.58 10-8

-0.266
1.726
keep H0

8.9 10-9

0.990
1.725
keep H0

1.47 10-8

0.490
1.860
keep H0

4.64 10-8

-2.983
-1.316
reject H0

2.26 10-9

-1.634
-1.316
reject H0

1.21 10-8

-2.731
-1.372
reject H0

Legend Survey: 1998, depths:5,15,25,45 mm Survey: 1998, depths:5,15,25,45,65,95 mm

4 Update of SLP-values

As the time dependency is not-significant based on the executed surveys, the
SLP-values are updated adding the values of the second survey to those of the first
survey, thus accounting for the significant influence of the chloride concentrations as
measured at higher depths.  Table 6 lists these values.  For ease of comparison with
table 3, the SLP-values as obtained earlier based on the first survey alone are shown in
between brackets.

Table 6: Diffusion coefficients and SLP-values for Pf = 0.5 at the different
locations based on test programs after 3 and 5 years of in-service exposure

SLP-values
For Pf = 0.5
at x = 120 mm

Test-
Program

n1 µ(D)
[cm2/sx10-8]

σ(D)
[cm2/sx10-8]/
(cov(D)[%])

SLP [years]
CT=0.4%Cl-

/cem

SLP [years]
CT=0.7%Cl-

/cem
A (non-treated) 1996 + 1998 27 12.6 11.4 / (90.5) 6.2 (7.6) 10.4 (12.6)
B (treated with
IBTEO)

1996 + 1998 27 1.98 23 /  (118) 44 (61) 74 (105)

B (treated with
IBTEO) on top
of quay-wall

1996 + 1998 12 2.37 3.2 /  (134) 42 (70) 70 (123)

5 Conclusions

Based on the test programs executed after 3 and 5 years of exposure in a real
marine environment, a significant difference in diffusion coefficient is measured.  This
difference is caused by the influence of the chloride concentration values as measured
at depths equal to 65 and 95 mm from the concrete surface.  There was no significant
influence of time on the increase of the diffusion coefficient, which could have been
caused by possible degradation of the hydrophobic agent.



Although the significant increase of the diffusion coefficients result in lower
estimates of the service life prediction values, the effectiveness of a hydrophobic
treatment remains.
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Abstract

This paper reports of durability experimental assessment of multilayer concrete panels
cast in situ (sandwich type).  The panels consist of a steel reinforcement positioned on
the layer of insulating material on both sides.  Once installed in situ, the panels are
completed with several layers of shotcrete.
This study included accelerated tests of cyclic action of atmospheric agents (T, RH) on
panel-samples made with different concrete mixes.  Phenomena of fissure and
decohesion between layers were analysed both in short term (accelerated fissure test)
and in long term (accelerated ageing test).  Accelerated ageing test was performed in a
climatic chamber designed and built to house on two sides the samples.
The tests were carried out along with a visual and instrumental investigation of the
product decay.  The evolution of the superficial state was measured reading the
fissures length and width, while the evolution of the adhesion state between layers was
investigated by means of diagnostic non destructive techniques such as Infrared
termography and Laser-Doppler vibrometry, recently used in building.

Keywords: accelerated tests, climatic chamber, Infrared termography, Laser-Doppler
vibrometry, multilayer panels, physical durability, shotcrete

1       Introduction

Subject of this report is durability experimental tests carried out on two types of
multilayer reinforced concrete panels (sandwich type) cast in situ.

Initially the panels are shaped in plant as a spacial reticular trellis (steel
reinforcement) positioned on a central layer of insulating material (polyurethane or
polystyrene).  Only once installed in situ, several layers of shotcrete are applied on
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both sides of the panels, operating as sandwich panels. It is possible to produce both
bearing walls (structural) and infill walls (non structural).

The types tested come from patents belonging to two italian firms, the Rein
(Ascoli Piceno) and the Monolite (Fano). In the first case a structural wall (R445S – 16
cm) was chosen, in the second case a non structural type (PSTG – 14 cm) (Fig. 1).

None of the mentioned firms has carried out a specific study in terms of
durability.  This problem is real, in consideration of the corrosion of the reinforcement
(reticular trellis), covered by thin layers of concrete, with the risk of cover ejection.

However, it does not seem that the buildings constructed so far have suffered
problems of this kind, but this is a recent technology, while the average lifetime of a
building is allowed for decades, at least in Europe.  As a preventive measure, it can
thus be important to control the superficial fissure state, responsible for the penetration
of agents deleterious for service life, and how this envolves in the time.

What’s more, there are no available data about the adhesion state between
insulating material-concrete and/or concrete-concrete.  In particular the latter aspect is
related with the shotcreting technology and with the need to repeat the operation at
following time intervals to reach the thickness required on both sides of the panel.

A bad execution in situ of this technology may cause decohesion phenomena
between layers with peelings, moreover intensified by dimensional variations due to
the natural actions.

Fig. 1: Panel materials and vertical section (Monolite PSTG type)

2       Research methodology

The research analysed the degradation mechanisms caused by climatic thermo-
hygrometric excursions.  The study was based on accelerated tests of cyclic action of
atmosferic agents (temperature, relative humidity).

In an initial phase buildings constructed with these systems were investigated in
situ to acquire information about the preservation state of the panels. This phase
advised the research to a simulation testing of the climatic actions.

The experimentation phase began with a qualitative study of the concrete
conglomerate, usually cast in situ (standard), and with the proposal of alternative types
of conglomerate mixes (optimized). With regard to shotcreting technology, the
conglomerate is consisting of a low granulometry aggregate variously combined only
with fine and coarse sand, having a  diameter 4 ÷ 5 mm as a maximum.

Samples of both panels were prepared and two accelerated tests (fissure - ageing)
were carried out to study the decay evolution respectively in short term and long term.

3       Experimentation plan

The experimentation was conducted on small size panel samples (30 x 60 cm),
produced in laboratory by designing of 4 shotcrete types. For each shotcrete and with



regard to each system (Rein and Monolite) 4 samples to test were produced (4 series of
samples for each system).

Mixes were constitued by 3 shotcretes variously additived and optimized
according to European regulation about  mix-design (ENV 206 - 1992), recently
adopted in Italy, and by a fourth traditional usually used by the panel producers:

1.  Plastic fibre shotcrete  (polypropylene) (optimized)
2.  Silica fume shotcrete (optimized)
3.  Expansive agent  shotcrete (optimized)
4.  Traditional shotcrete (standard)

Additional elements were used both to oppose fissures affecting panels cast in
situ and to improve the rheological properties of the mix for a better layers adhesion.

But the study of the 3 shotcretes proposed showed a lack of specific criteria for
the mix-design of conglomerates with small diameter aggregates (Dmax < 8 mm).

In order to remedy this lack, foreign regulations adopted in USA (such as ACI)
for studying the optimal granulometry distribution of fine aggregates in the use of
pumped and cast concrete were adopted (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: ACI sand curve and the sand mixes adopted
Two accelerated tests were carried out to study the physical decay of the panels.

Aim of the tests was both to reproduce the decay mechanisms affecting the multilayer
panels cast in situ and to control the decay evolution produced by the cyclic action of
natural agents (such as temperature and humidity).

1.  Accelerated fissure test   (for short-term decay)
2.  Accelerated ageing test    (for long-term decay – thermal cycles)

The accelerated fissure test was performed in laboratory simulating
conglomerate setting conditions in a hot and sufficiently dry atmosphere.

A set of samples for each system (REIN, Monolite) was submitted to a cycle of
hot air forced ventilation for about 10÷12 hours since the casting operation.  The
thermohygrometric conditions of the testing room were monitored and recorded during
the hole time.  For promoting the fissure phenomena caused by a fast wet
conglomerate drying (plastic shrinkage), specific measures concerning the formwork



setup were adopted, such as inserting thread bars, anchored and integral with the
formwork.  This expedient was selected to encourage the fissures trigger caused by
plastic shrinkage in consequence of contraction.  The bars anchorage on the formwork
was to prevent that the contraction could produce only a concrete detachment from
formwork edge, without the forming of fissures on the surface.  The test was aimed at:
• simulating a bad seasoning operation (which often occurs in situ on unformwork

structures) leading to a fast drying process of fresh conglomerate and plastic
shrinkage fissures, observed in panels cast in situ; failing a correct wet
seasoning, the fast water evaporation is the cause of reticular fissures typical on
large structures cast in situ as walls or floorings;

• generating the appearance of a generic microfissure state in short time, so to be a
comparison element to observe the decay evolution following up the accelerated
ageing  test with thermal cycles.
 - The accelerated ageing test was directed towards to investigate the durability

of multilayer panels submitted to continuous dimensional variations due to climatic
excursion.  The panels tested in the precedent test were submitted to thermal stresses
by repeating a definite number of cycles simulating seasonal excursions typical of
central Italy climate.

 Said test lasted 5 months and the cycles were about 300.  The thermal cycle
lasts 12 hours and is comprised of 5 phases (3 hot, 2 cold) producing a temperature rise
until T ≅ 60 °C, a maintenance at high relative humidity (RH ≅ 85%), and a cooling
process with 2 consecutive jumps.  These jumps are comprised of an external cold air
change phase and of a following damp cooling phase (T ≅ 3 °C, RH ≅ 95%) (Table 1).

 The test was performed in a climatic chamber capable of effecting temperature
and relative humidity variations cycles (Fig. 4).

 The samples, subdivided in 2 series (one for system), each one of five samples,
were placed on the two lateral sides of the climatic chamber so to repeat on both faces
sides the same climatic conditions as those revealing on an exterior panel in situ, but in
inverted positions.  This means that the internal side, submitted to thermal stresses,
corresponds to the external wall of the panel in situ, while the face external to the
chamber and exposed to the lab environment (T ≅ 22 °C, UR ≅ 55%) corresponds to
the similar internal wall of an inhabited room (Fig. 3).



 Said test was for a double reason:
• on one hand to investigate the long term evolution of the superficial fissures,

revealed in the preceding test, so to assess, through a comparison of the results,
the effects produced by the accelerated cycles simulating the climatic excursions;

• on the other to control the appearence of new decay forms resulting from
continuous differential deformations (elongations and contractions) particularly
of the superficial layer.  Part of the observations was also to detect possible
decohesions between the shotcrete layers.
 

 Table 1: Phases of thermohygrometric cycle
 

 Cycle
 Phases

 Air condition gaps
 

  Time

  Temperature (°C)  R. Humidity (%)  (h)

 HEATING (HOT AIR)  ≅ 05     60  ≅ 90     30  3

 HEAT MAINTENANCE  ≅ 60     60  ≅ 30     40  1

 WETTING (HOT STEAM)  ≅ 60     45  ≅ 40     80  1

 COLD AIR CHANGE  ≅ 45     20  ≅ 80     70  3

 DAMP COOLING  ≅ 20     05  ≅ 70     95  4

 
 
 4      Samples production and the climatic chamber

 
 The samples had rectangular shape and measures 30 x 60 cm.  For each system

16 samples were produced: they were prepared with the 4 types of shotcrete, each of
which was reproduced on 4 samples (4 series).  Each panel has a code name consisting
of 3 letters, indicating respectively: construction system (R = Rein, M = Monolite),
additive with mix-design used (F = optimized with plastic fibres, S = optimized with
silica smoke, E = optimized with expansive agent, T = standard), seasoning conditions
(V = hot and ventilated seasoning).

 To perform the accelerated ageing test, a climatic chamber (2.00 x 1.50 x 0.90
m.) was built with an equipment unit.  This chamber is able to implement temperature
and relative humidity cycles automatically and is structured so as to house the samples
vertically closing its lateral sides (Fig. 3).  The chamber has 4 openings in the front
side, 2 of which with double glazing portholes to visual control.

 During the cycle 5 distinct phases (3 hot, 2 cold) was alternating with sudden
temperature and relative humidity changes.

 The chamber is heaten by an air-heating device installed outside the chamber.  A
cooling air system with suction impeller performs cooling phases.  Two air exhausters
are placed so that to put cold air into the chamber and expel hot air out through an
automatic-opening chimney put on top.  A hot vapour generator ensures hot
humidification.  During the cycles humidification and heating took place
simultaneously obtaining a state of damp heat.  To obtain low temperature



humidification no device was used, in that cold vapour is spontaneously generated by
condensation during the cooling phase.

 The climatic chamber is equipped with a switch-board monitor controlling
climatic conditions of the air inside it (T, RH).

 

 
 

 Fig. 3: Panel samples on the lateral walls of the climatic chamber
 (left - Monolite samples, right - Rein samples)

 

 
 

 Fig. 4: Working scheme of the climatic chamber - vertical section (1: cooling system, 2:
air-heating carrier, 3: air change, 4: cold air recirculation, 5: external air inlet,
6: cold air, 7: hot air outlet, 8: openings)



 5      Measurement and investigation techniques
 
 Accelerated tests were carried out along with a visual and instrumental

investigation on decay mechanisms at short and long term.
 The superficial state was described by the fissures width and length appeared in

consequence of the conglomerate setting phase in hot and dry atmosphere.  Measures
were estimated with a centesimal comparison microscope with sensitivity of 1/100
mm.  The data were subsequently compared with those obtained on the same samples
at the end of the accelerated ageing test.  With the compared analysis it was possible to
control the superficial fissure evolution, previously observed, in terms of length and
width variations, and to verify the appearance of other defects (Fig. 5).

 The adhesion state evolution between layers were studied with the Infrared
thermography.  Thanks to this diagnostic non-destructive technique it was possible to
put forward some hypothesis on the state of the layers, analysed as macroscopic or
uniformly distributed (not localized) defects.  At the beginning and end of the cycles
on the ageing test, the superficial temperatures and their distribution on external
surface were measured.  Chromatic maps of surface temperatures can be processed by
the measurement system (Fig. 6).

 The investigation was performed after heating the air inside the chamber to a
temperature conformed for the survey (about 80 °C), so to generate, inside the
chamber, a thermal flux from the internal surface to the external one (investigated).
 The thermographies executed in both phases were aimed at observing, through a
qualitative images comparison, possible alterations induced by thermal stresses on the
internal cohesion state between layers.

 

 
 
 Fig. 5: Evolution of the superficial fissure density at the end of thermal cycles

 (left - Rein samples, right - Monolite samples)
 



 

 
 Fig. 6: Thermographic images of some samples at the beginning and the end of the

ageing (left - 0 cycles, right - 300 cycles) - AGA Termovision 870 system
 
 Finally, a test was given about the Laser-Doppler vibrometer potentiality as an

innovative investigation instrument on the adhesion state between layers (Paone 1994).
This technique, non-invasive and non-destructive, was recently experimented in the
restoration to study superficial peelings of ancient plasters.  During the test execution
the vibration speeds of the investigated body (in this case the external layer) was
measured in consequence of impulse excitation caused by a shaker.
 

 
 Fig. 7: Equipment used for vibrometric test (1: sample, 2: shaker, 3: Laser-Doppler

vibrometer, 4: data acquirer, 5: signal generator)
 
 Generally, the excitation is produced by an acoustic exciter (as a loudspeaker) so

that ther’s no instrumental contact with the surface (non-intrusive).  Speed amplitudes
processing, relevant to the various points of the surface, furnished a chromatic
bidimensional map, where it was possible to observe mobility areas associated with
peelings.  The test was carried out on a reference sample, on which the peeled parts of
the superficial layer were known prior, since they were clearly visible.

 Though this technique is still in course of developing, what makes it innovative
is its vibration measuring system (laser vibrometer).  Besides making the technique
absolutely non-intrusive, the laser vibrometer can be used for remote investigations,
facilitating the study of elements difficult to access and avoiding the scaffolding use.
 
 
 6       Results and conclusions

 

• Because of the thermal actions of the accelerated tests (fissure – ageing), both
panel samples showed  the forming of an initial fissure state and a time evolution
of the fissure density, apart from the panel or shotcrete type.  The fissuration
tendency, differentiated according to the shotcrete type (T, F, S, E), is
qualitatively similar after the tests on both sample series.  The fissure evolution
caused by the ageing cycles was characterized by a growth of the previously
formed fissures and in some cases by the appearance of one else new.

• The increase (%) in fissure density showed a reversal of trend in the Rein and
Monolite samples. Under the action of cycles (2° test), the superficial fissure
state increased more in the Monolite than in the Rein serie, this last one
characterized by a greater initial decay after the fissure test (1° test) instead.

• The use of polypropylene-fibres reinforced shotcrete (F), even in a small quantity
(0,9 kgm-3), involved the forming of a lesser fissure density in the initial phase
and a lesser tendency to evolution in the ageing phase.



Standard shotcrete (T) showed a higher fissure density in both series.  The
density ratio between these two shotcretes types (T, F) is approximately equal to
5.  The shotcrete types (with silica smoke, S - with expansive agent, E) had an
intermediate behaviour, showing a sufficiently similar fissure tendency.

• The results achieved highlighted the importance of a correct setting phase
control.  A bad initial seasoning influenced negatively the decay evolution due to
thermal cycles.  The data proved that the study of mixes according to the recent
rules was valid, since the proposed optimized shotcretes (F, S, E) behaved better
than standard traditional shotcrete (T).

• The thermographic investigation on the superficial layers of the samples showed
no significant alteration in the internal state in terms of macroscopic local
defects (peelings, decohesions) after the ageing test.  Unexpectedly, the analysis
on the uniformly distributed state, through thermal fluxes comparison in the
time, showed an improvement in thermal performances of the samples.

 The ageing cycles were expected to compromise the performance in terms of
thermal insulation; on contrary, a thermal resistance increment was observed,
probably due to the shotcrete drying process triggered by the hot cycles.

• The Laser-Doppler vibrometric test, even though it was only an approach to this
innovative diagnostic method, proved that this technique is greatly effective and
has considerable potentialities.  It seems that its application can be extended in
building to study the cohesion state of multilayer panels of building in service
and, in general, of a stratiform building structure.

• The climatic chamber proved to be suitable for submitting the samples to
climatic excursions.  At the present the cooling system has been enhanced and
can reach temperature of -15 °C in 4 ÷ 6 h at full load.  But some correttive
measures are necessary to improve insulation in points of thermal leakage (edge
effects).
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COMPARING LABORATORY AND FIELD DURABILITY TESTING OF
STONE
Accelerated Weathering Testing of Stone
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Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., Northbrook, Illinois, USA 60062

Abstract

Research is being performed at Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. (WJE)
laboratories toward developing an accelerated weathering test procedure that can be
used to simulate the effects of natural weathering on stone cladding.  Several stone
types are currently undergoing laboratory and field testing at WJE.  These tests are
being performed to verify that an accelerated weathering test procedure used in
laboratory studies can produce comparable results to the natural weathering of the
same stone types.  A non-destructive test procedure is used at set intervals during the
weathering periods to determine the changes in the Relative Dynamic Young’s
Modulus of Elasticity (sonic modulus).  The laboratory test specimens are usually
monitored at 0, 10, 20 30, 50, and 100 freeze-thaw cycles while the field test
specimens are being monitored semi-annually.  The changes in sonic modulus using
the accelerated weathering test procedure are similar to the changes determined from
naturally weathered specimens.  In addition, the changes in the sonic modulus have
been shown to correlate to changes in the flexural strength property of the stone.
Based on these tests, service life estimates can be determined for various stone types
when they are used as cladding on buildings.  The stones under evaluation for the
current natural weathering studies are limestone, marble, and granite.  We have
accumulated three years of data and plan to extend the test program for a total of ten
years.  The results of this testing can be used as a guideline in developing clear
specifications that address stone durability on an accelerated weathering basis.

Keywords:  durability, stone, cladding, accelerated weathering, natural weathering,
building cladding, laboratory testing, field testing.
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1 Introduction

Durability is an important issue to consider when specifying stone for exterior
exposure.  In the past, it was only through experience that people could evaluate the
durability of specific stone types.  Experience is still a valuable tool, but it is now
possible to perform tests that determine the life expectancy of a particular stone type
that is to be provided for a specific building facade.

Stone is subjected to a variety of weathering conditions that are both natural and
unnatural.  Each type of weathering condition will produce different effects on the
stone durability.  Weathering is a result of changes in the body of the stone.  Water
and atmospheric gases are the reactants that cause the weathering process.

The rate of weathering is dependent on the macro and microenvironments.  The
macroenvironment is the ambient atmospheric weather conditions while the
microenvironment is related to weather conditions at specific locations of a building
facade.

1.1 Forms of weathering
The influences that affect the rate of weathering are temperature, moisture, and

air pollutants.  The average rainfall is a major controlling factor of the weathering
rate because the rainwater will carry air pollutants into the stone by absorption.  The
absorbed rain and industrial pollutants will accelerate the weathering rate.  It is these
factors and the mineralogy that results in the variability of behavior for natural stone.

1.1.1 Chemical weathering
 Stone exposed to air pollution may show signs of weathering by undesirable

discoloring, loss of polish and surface erosion (delaminations and spalling). Air
pollutants, or acid pollutants, can have serious detrimental affects on carbonate
stones, such as limestone and marble.  Rainfall that is absorbed into the stone is a
controlling factor of weathering.  The amount of CO2 in the water causes the rate of
dissolution of the carbonate minerals.  Depending on the mineral composition of the
stone, the water can cause the material to dissolve by percolating water solutions or
by chemical decomposition.  Higher temperature increases the chemical agitation of
the minerals.  Hence, such reactions are greater in tropical areas than in the colder
temperature zones.

1.1.2 Temperature weathering
Depending on the location of a building, the temperatures on the surface of a

dark stone facade can become as high as 88°C (190°F) during the summer and as cold
as –23°C (–10°F) during the winter.  The changes in temperatures can cause
decomposition of a stone facade due to differential volume changes (expansion and
contraction) of the various mineral grains that comprise the stone.  The differing rates
of thermal expansion of individual mineral types that comprise a single stone will
cause the deterioration.  All minerals expand with increasing temperature, but they
expand at different rates and in different directions.  The volumetric or linear
expansion of the different minerals can cause micro cracking.  The micro cracking
will lower the strength of the stone and allow other weathering phenomena to enter
and accelerate the disintegration process.



1.1.3 Freeze-thaw weathering
Damage to the stone can result as entrapped water expands under freezing

conditions within the pores, cracks, and fissures that comprise the structure of the
stone.  The absorbed water forms expansive ice crystals that produce high
compressive forces on the walls of the pores, cracks, and fissures.  The compressive
forces will produce tensile stresses on the crystalline bonds between the mineral
components of the stone.  Cyclic wetting, drying, freezing and thawing can
eventually lead to fatigue of the crystalline bond and cause decomposition of the
stone.  Because of this, the tensile strength of the bond between mineral grain
particles is of greater importance than the overall compressive strength when
considering the durability of a stone.

The pores may also contain clays, some of which will expand when they
become wet.  The swelling of these clays will also produce large compressive forces
within the stone. It may not be apparent that the swelling is occurring because the
expansion of the clay may be a normal characteristic for the particular stone.  The
tensile strength of the bond between crystals may be great enough to resist the forces
of the expansive clay.  However, the stone may deteriorate rapidly when it is installed
on the side of a building and the clay becomes wet and freezes.

2 Accelerated weathering testing

2.1 Test considerations
An accelerated weathering test procedure that can provide accurate durability

information for natural stone must take into consideration the affects of temperature,
water and atmospheric pollutants.  Durability is an important issue to consider when
specifying a stone that is to be used for exterior cladding on a building.  Over the past
forty years, an accelerated weathering test procedure for stone has been in the process
of development.  Results from the test have shown an excellent correlation to results
from natural weathering.

2.2 Test procedure
The developed test procedure consists of placing a stone specimen with

minimum dimensions of 30 mm (1¼ in.) thick by 100 mm (4 in.) wide by 380 mm
(15 in.) long in a 4 pH sulfurous acid solution.  The specimen is immersed only 6 mm
(1/4 in.) to 10 mm (3/8 in.) deep in the solution in addition to being set on 6 mm
(1/4 in.) diameter rollers in a stainless steel pan.  The rollers assure that the entire
stone face is subjected to the solution.  The solution simulates acid rain on the
exposed exterior face of a stone panel.

The specimen is then subjected to 100 cycles between a temperature range of
-23°C and +77°C (-10°F and +170°F).  A fresh solution is used after each 25-cycle
interval.  It is common to achieve four freeze-thaw cycles for each day of the testing.

Prior to the weathering test, the specimen is evaluated for determination of the
Relative Dynamic Young’s Modulus of Elasticity (sonic modulus) using procedures
as outlined in ASTM C215, “Test Method for Fundamental Transverse, Longitudinal
and Torsional Frequencies of Concrete Specimens.”  Sonic modulus testing is a non-



destructive means to evaluate the changes in the stone properties during the
accelerated weathering test procedure.  The test procedure entails spanning a
specimen between two points and then tapping the specimen to produce vibration.  A
test device – the Rockland 5804A Analyzer as manufactured by Rockland Scientific
Corporation – is used by WJE to monitor and record the frequency of the vibration.
This test device is not the same as that noted in ASTM C215, but it provides identical
test results.  Depending on the durability of the stone tested, a change in frequency
may be determined.  The frequency and weight of the specimen are used as known
variables in an equation to determine the sonic modulus. This provides an indication
of the relative stiffness of the stone.

The sonic modulus testing is performed at a minimum of 25-cycle intervals.
However, the most significant changes in sonic modulus are normally apparent
during the first 50 freeze-thaw cycles of the testing.  Therefore, it is usually beneficial
to perform the testing at more frequent intervals during the first 50 cycles.

Unweathered companion specimens are tested for determination of flexural
strength using procedures as outlined in ASTM C880, “Standard Test Method for
Flexural Strength of Dimension Stone.”  In order to verify the changes in mechanical
properties, flexural strength tests are also performed on the accelerated weathered
specimens after the weathering.

3 Correlation studies between accelerated and natural weathering

Tests have been performed to confirm a correlation between data obtained from
accelerated and naturally weathered stone.  Results of these studies are provided in
Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.  The studies were performed by subjecting similar stone
types – both weathered and unweathered – to sonic modulus and flexural strength
testing. The authors are not aware of others having performed such studies.

In several cases, stone specimens were obtained from attic-stock panels that had
been stored within a building and, therefore, never subjected to natural weathering.
Stone specimens were cut from the attic-stock panels and the exterior facade panels
for the comparison studies. Charts were plotted using sonic modulus and/or flexural
strength test data from both the weathered and unweathered stone.  The charts were
analyzed to determine the location of the tangent between the curve for the weathered
stone to the curve for the unweathered stone that was subjected to the accelerated
weathering test.  The tangent provided an indication of the equivalent number of
years of natural weathering to the number of freeze-thaw cycles of the accelerated
weathering test procedure.



3.1 Marble studies
The accelerated weathering test procedure has been performed on many

different types and groups of stone specimens for past projects.  The following
comprises a few examples of testing projects using marble that established a
correlation between natural and accelerated weathering of stone.

3.1.1 Rooftop studies in Chicago, Illinois
About forty years ago, twelve domestic marbles were placed on the roof of a

building in Chicago, Illinois.  Sonic modulus testing was performed quarterly on the
marble specimens over an eight-year period.  The results of this testing are provided
in Fig. 1.  As can be seen, most of the marbles exhibited a leveling of the curves after
1½ years of natural weathering.  Similar leveling of the sonic modulus curves has
typically been evident after 50 freeze-thaw cycles of the accelerated weathering tests.

One of the stones used in the rooftop studies was Danby marble from Vermont.
Recently, we had an opportunity to perform accelerated weathering tests using Danby
marble.  The accelerated weathering was performed for 100 freeze-thaw cycles.
Figure 2 compares the results of the sonic modulus testing for the recently tested
specimens with the previously studied rooftop specimens.  A close correlation
between the data is evident.

Based on the results of the Danby marble specimens, it was determined that
approximately 100 freeze-thaw cycles of the accelerated weathering test procedure is
equal to between 6 and 8 years of natural weathering in Chicago.  Therefore, 12 to 16
freeze-thaw cycles can be considered equivalent to one year of natural weathering of
a marble facade in a northern temperate environment.

Fig. 1: Sonic moduli determined from rooftop natural weathering studies of
twelve different marbles in Chicago, Illinois



Fig. 2: Comparison of sonic modulus test results between the previous natural
weathering studies and the recent accelerated weathering test

3.1.2 Marble-clad building in Chicago, Illinois
Studies were performed using flexural strength testing.  Specimens were cut

from panels of a building in Chicago that had been exposed to natural weathering for
approximately 15 years.  In addition, specimens were also cut from panels that had
been stored indoors as attic-stock.  The specimens were subjected to flexural strength
testing at 0, 100, 200 and 300 freeze-thaw cycles of the accelerated weathering.  The
result of the testing for both groups of specimens is presented in Fig. 3.  It can be seen
that the charted curve for flexural strength is very similar to the charted curves from
sonic modulus test data.  This testing program further confirmed that about 15 freeze-
thaw cycles of the accelerated weathering test equaled approximately one year of
natural weathering for a marble facade in a northern temperate environment.

Fig. 3: Flexural strength versus years of natural weathering determined from
marble clad building in Chicago, Illinois



3.1.3 Marble-clad building in Rochester, New York
Correlation studies were performed using natural weathered and unweathered

marble from a 10-year old high-rise office building in Rochester, New York.  Many
panels from the building facade and panels that had been retained as attic-stock were
provided for the accelerated weathering test.  The results of the testing are
summarized in Fig. 4.  The chart shows a correlation between the sonic modulus and
the flexural strength.

A weathering chart was plotted using the sonic modulus and flexural strength
test data.  The tangent between the sonic modulus test results of the weathered and
unweathered data occurred at approximately 160 freeze-thaw cycles.  Using these
relationships, it was concluded that 160 freeze-thaw cycles of the accelerated
weathering test procedure was equivalent to ten years of natural weathering on the
building.  Thus, 16 cycles were determined to be equivalent to one year of service life
in upper New York State.

Fig. 4: Relation of number of accelerated weathering cycles to years of natural
weathering for marble clad building in Rochester, New York

3.2 Granite and Limestone Studies
Similar data has also been obtained from granite and limestone specimens using

weathered and unweathered stone. Changes in properties were plotted for 300 freeze-
thaw cycles for granite, 500 freeze-thaw cycles for marble, and 200 freeze-thaw
cycles for limestone.  Based on the data, approximately 13 freeze-thaw cycles was
determined to represent one year of natural weathering for granite, 12½ freeze-thaw
cycles represented one year for marble and 12 freeze-thaw cycles represented one



year for limestone.

4 Current natural weathering studies

Over the past three years, WJE has been exposing granite, marble and limestone
to natural weathering on the roof of a building in Northbrook, Illinois. The stone used
for the testing had never been exposed to weathering.  Five specimens are used for
each stone type to provide a good statistical population for the studies.  The
specimens face south with a slight angle.  Testing for sonic modulus was performed
prior to the start of the natural weathering, as well as at six-month intervals.  Testing
and observations of these specimens is to continue for ten years.

Figures 5 through 7 are charts that show the current status of the sonic modulus
test results after three years of natural weathering.  Table 1 provides a summary of the
approximate reductions in sonic modulus that have been obtained.

The natural weathering curves of the current rooftop studies can be compared
with the previously shown charts that were prepared from the accelerated weathering
test results.  A similarity is discernable between the curves.

Fig. 5: Sonic modulus curves established for the marble specimens



Fig. 6: Sonic modulus curves established from the limestone specimens

Fig. 7: Sonic modulus curves obtained from the granite specimens



Table 1: Loss of sonic modulus after three years of natural weathering

Approximate Loss
Stone Type (%)
Carrara Marble 1 47.9
Carrara Marble 2 48.2
Indiana Limestone – Parallel to Bedding Plane 0.0
Indiana Limestone – Perpendicular to Bedding Plane 6.5
Texas Pink Granite 8.7
Black Granite 43.1
Mount Airy Granite 9.6

The most significant losses in sonic modulus are apparent with the Carrara
marble.  In our past testing, we have often determined such loss in sonic modulus and
flexural strength for various marble types.

The Black granite specimens are also showing a significant loss in sonic
modulus.  Most types of granite we have tested have performed well throughout the
accelerated weathering test procedure, as is evident from the lower losses for the
Texas Pink and Mount Airy granites.  However, certain types of granite will exhibit
larger losses in sonic modulus if they are composed of minerals that have weak
crystalline bonds.

The slight loss in sonic modulus determined for the Indiana limestone
specimens is common for this stone type.  However, we have experienced instances
where Indiana limestone has decomposed rapidly during the accelerated weathering
test procedure.  It was determined the deterioration of these specimens had resulted
from clay inclusions in bedding planes of the stone.

Visual deterioration of the specimens is also recorded at each six-month
interval.  Besides the normal erosion that can be expected on the surfaces of the
carbonate stone, only one Texas Pink granite specimen has shown deterioration with
spalling at a corner.

5 Conclusions

Several years of comparison studies using accelerated and natural weathering
has shown a good correlation between the test data.  We have shown that the
accelerated weathering test method can be used to evaluate a particular stone for
durability.  If naturally weathered and unweathered stone is available, sonic modulus
test data can be used to determine a relationship between the number of freeze-thaw
cycles of the accelerated weathering test and the number of years of natural
weathering.  Based on the studies performed so far, it can be assumed that between
12 to 16 cycles of the accelerated weathering test procedure is equivalent to one year
of natural weathering of a stone facade in a northern temperate environment.

This information can be further used in determining more accurate safety
factors for a stone facade rather than the empirical safety factors that are
recommended by the stone industry.  Our experience has shown that in certain



situations a lower safety factor may be acceptable that can provide a more
economical stone thickness or anchor spacing.  This can reduce the overall cost of a
stone facade.

A designer must consider a particular stone can vary from quarry to quarry,
from different locations within a single quarry, and possibly within a single block of
the quarry.  Therefore, it is important to test the specific supply of stone for a large
building project.  Stone used successfully on a similar building project in the past
may not have the same physical or mechanical properties for the current building
project.
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Abstract

In Japan, the prevention of delamination of ceramic tiling on exterior walls has been
an important research theme in the building finishing technology field and has
received extensive study. One method for preventing delamination is the application
of a newly developed organic elastic adhesive. The representative material consists of
modified silicone and epoxy resins. This material has a large capacity for deformation
after curing and is used for ceramic tile finishing and stone finishing onto the concrete
surfaces of exterior walls. In this study, the organic adhesives and adhesion systems
were experimentally estimated. As a result of this study, quality criterion for the
material is proposed. Also proposed are performance evaluation guidelines for
exterior tile finishing panels and stone finishing precast concrete panels using the
organic adhesives. In addition, standard construction specifications for exterior
ceramic tile finishing and stone finishing systems with organic adhesives are
proposed.

Keywords:  Adhesion system, ceramic tile finishing, construction standard
specifications, exterior wall, organic elastic adhesives, stone finishing

1 Introduction

In Japan, the prevention of delamination of ceramic tiling on exterior walls has
been an important research theme in the building finishing technology field, and it has
been extensively studied. Recently, delamination occurs mainly because of an
adhesion failure of the interface between the concrete substrate and the mortar. Given
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this situation, some new application methods have been researched and developed.
One of these methods is the application of a newly developed organic elastic
adhesive.

Japan’s Ministry of Construction has carried out joint research on this topic in
cooperation with the private sector. The purpose of the research was to collect data
for exterior ceramic tile finishing and stone finishing adhesion systems using organic
adhesives. The research also determined quality criterion for the organic adhesives,
performance evaluation guidelines for exterior tile finishing panels and stone
finishing precast concrete panels using the organic adhesives and standard
construction specifications for exterior ceramic tile finishing and stone finishing
systems with organic adhesives.

In the research project, the following 3 research themes were investigated.
1. Evaluation of adhesives and subsidiary materials for exterior ceramic til finishing

and stone finishing systems
2. Development of exterior ceramic tile finishing and stone finishing manufacturing

systems
3. Development of  on-site exterior ceramic tile finishing and stone finishing

construction systems
The main results of  the research project were described in this paper.

2 Types of organic adhesives and their quality

2.1 Types of organic adhesives

2.1.1 Classification for use
Classification for use of the organic adhesives is shown in Table 1.

2.1.2 Main components in the organic adhesives
Table 2 shows a classification of the main components in the organic adhesives

by resin type.

Table 1: Classification for use of the organic adhesives

Classification Use
Type 1 The organic adhesive is independently used

Exterior use
Type 2 The organic adhesive is used with metallic fasteners



Table 2: Main components of the organic adhesives

Types of resin Symbol Type
Epoxy resin EP 2 components
Urethane resin PU 1 component

2 components
Silicone resin SR 1 component

2 components
Modified silicone epoxy resin MS-EP 1 component

2 components

2.2 Quality of organic adhesives
Quality of organic adhesives must be as follows.

1. It must be uniform in appearance and contain no harmful substances.
2. It must not be harmful to the ceramic tile, stone and substrates which comes in

contact.
3. It must not include organic solvents which are regulated by law or other

applicable regulations.
4. It must maintain its quality even when left in temperature of 20±15 degrees

centigrade and relative humidity of 65±30% for 6 months after manufacturing.
5. It must clear all test items in Table 3 indicated with X. The tests are applied

determined methods. It must also be fitted for criterion as shown in Table 4.

Table 3: Test items for organic adhesives

Items Type 1 Type 2
The end mixture
Storing stability

X
X

X
X

Adhesion strength
Standard condition
Curing at 5 ± 2
Alkali solution immersion
Repeated of heating & cooling
80 ± 2 heating

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Film strength
Standard condition
Curing at –20 ± 2 degrees centigrade
Curing at 80 ± 2 degrees centigrade
60 ± 2 degrees centigrade

Alkali solution immersion
80 ± 2 degrees centigrade heating

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

Heat resistance
Slip resistance

X
X

--
--



Table 4: Quality criterion for the organic adhesive

Items Criterion  (Unit: N/mm2)
Storing stability
The end mixture

No remarkable change of volume or viscosity
Clear color at end mixture

Adhesion strength
Standard condition
Curing at 5±2 degrees centigrade
Alkali solution immersion
Repeated of heating & cooling
80±2 degrees centigrade heating

Over 0.60 and a CFR over 70%
Over 0.40 and a CFR over 50%
Over 0.40 and a CFR over 50%
Over 0.40 and a CFR over 50%
Over 0.40 and a CFR over 50%

Film strength
Standard condition
Curing at –20±2 degrees centigrade
Curing at 80±2 degrees centigrade
60±2 degrees centigrade

Alkali solution immersion
80±2 degrees centigrade heating

Over 1.0
Over 1.0
Over 1.0

Over 1.0
Over 1.0

Film elongation
Standard condition
Curing at –20±2 degrees centigrade
Curing at 80±2 degrees centigrade
60±2 degrees centigrade

Alkali solution immersion
80±2 degrees centigrade heating

Over 30%
Over 30%
Over 30%

Over 20%
Over 20%

Heat resistance

Slip resistance

Stable against 9.80N weight at 80 degrees
centigrade for 4 weeks
No slipping

CFR: Cohesion failure ratio
Even if adhesion strength is under this numerical value, it is judged suitable in cases of cohesion failure
in substrates, ceramic tile or stone.

3 Outdoor exposure test

The outdoor exposure test is described as a representative result of the research
in this paper.

3.1 Factors and levels of experimentation
The factors and corresponding attributes of the experiments are shown in

Table 5.



Table 5: Factors and aspects of experiments

Factors Attributes
Exposure sites Cold district: Monbetsu (Hokkaido)

General district: Tsukuba (Honsyu island)
Substrate Precast concrete panel
Exposure angle 90° (Vertical plane from ground)
Direction South
Adhesives Organic (elastic type) 12 kinds

MS-EP:9, PU:2, EP:1 MS-EP:9, PU:2, EP:1
Organic (hard type epoxy resin) 1 kind EP
Polymer (SBR latex) cement mortar 1 kind PCM

Ceramic tile

Application method

45X95mm      With/Without back keys
60X227mm    With/Without back keys
300X300mm
Coating adhesive with trowel & pressing on the substrate

Evaluation Pull-off test

3.2 Test results
Adhesion strength change during the elapsed time is shown in Fig. 1. The

adhesion strength of elastic organic adhesives one of the objectives of this research is
less than the adhesion strength of hard type epoxy resin adhesive or polymer cement
mortar.

However, it was not determined that their strength deteriorates in accordance
with elapsed time and there were no differences between exposure sites with a
comparison between the adhesion strength of organic elastic adhesives with elapsed
time and exposure sites.

The most common cohesion failure was in adhesives or substrates. However,
adhesion failure between organic adhesives and substrates was only partially
observed.

Therefore, adhesion durability must be further evaluated under exposure tests
for a longer period of time.



Types of adhesives are indicated with symbols which are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 1.1: Adhesion strength change with elapsed time
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Types of adhesives are indicated with symbols which are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 1.2: Adhesion strength change with elapsed time

4 Practical use of the research results

In addition to the exposure test, the following experimental evaluations were
carried out in the research project.

1. Adhesion strength of the organic adhesives
2. Physical properties of the organic adhesive film
3. Usable time and continuous paste condition
4. Slip resistance
5. Accelerated weathering of tile laminated panels
6. Repeated of heating and cooling of tile laminated panels
7. Repeated of freezing and melting of tile laminated panels
8. Sheer strength of tile laminated panes
9. Tension and sheer strength of metallic fasteners
10. Stone contamination by organic adhesives
11. Fire resistance of tile laminated panels
12. Shock-resistance of tile laminated panels
13. Zero span tension resistance of tile laminated panels
14. Relationship between application method and adhesion
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Based on these experimental results, quality criterion for the material,
performance evaluation guidelines for exterior tile laminated panels and stone
laminated precast concrete panels using the organic adhesives are proposed. Standard
construction specifications for exterior ceramic tile finishing and stone finishing
systems with organic adhesives are also proposed. These guidelines and specifications
can found  in a document prepared by Japan’s Ministry of Construction  entitled:
‘Guideline for Repair Work Construction Management’.

5 Conclusion

Application of a newly developed organic elastic adhesive as a way to prevent
delamination of exterior ceramic tiling was taken up as a research project theme. The
representative material, which consists of modified silicone and epoxy resins, has a
large capacity for transformation after curing. In this study, the organic adhesives and
adhesion systems were experimentally estimated. As a result of this study, quality
criterion for the material, performance evaluation guidelines for exterior tile finishing
panels and stone finishing precast concrete panels using the organic adhesives and
standard construction specifications for exterior ceramic tile finishing and stone
finishing systems with organic adhesives have been proposed.
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REACTING TO DURABILITY PROBLEMS WITH VANCOUVER
BUILDINGS
Durability problems with Vancouver buildings

M.D. LAWTON
Morrison Hershfield Limited, Ottawa, Canada

Abstract

This paper outlines how one representative of the building envelope engineering
community reacted to water entry and rot problems experienced in the Vancouver
Region over the latter part of the 1990’s.  It reviews how the nature and extent of
problems were diagnosed, what remedial approaches were adopted based on available
information, and identifies questions for which additional research should be directed.

Keywords: Biological decay, wood rot, mold, water penetration, remedial action

1 Introduction

Over the latter half of the 1990’s it has become evident that there is a major
durability problem with many of the recently constructed wood framed buildings in
the Vancouver area.  In the same period, Morrison Hershfield, an engineering firm
specializing in building envelope durability issues, made a concerted entry into the
Vancouver market.  With the coincidence of these two events, Morrison Hershfield,
and other building science professionals, were called on to resolve major, and
immediate, building durability problems, without necessarily being comfortable that
we knew everything we needed to know about the cause of the problem or that we
could guarantee a solution.  The situation is an interesting example of the interplay
between building science and building practice in the real world.

The intent of this paper is to document how one firm reacted to the challenges
and hopefully provide some insight on how building science researchers can help
resolve and avoid such problems in the future.
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2 The situation

Throughout the 1980’s and 90’s, Vancouver went through a sustained
construction boom.  Good economic conditions and a very attractive location led to a
rapid expansion of population with the resultant demand for housing.  Housing and
land prices skyrocketed and developers scrambled to meet the demand for new
housing.  One of the responses to demand and price pressures was the development of
what could be considered a new class of buildings, three or four storey wood framed,
multi unit condominiums.  These buildings adapted the wood, platform frame
construction method commonly used in low rise Canadian residential construction to
the larger buildings.  Most were clad a face sealed stucco system with no provision
for drainage to the outside.  The basic construction outside the insulated wood frame
consists of a wood based sheathing (plywood or oriented strand board [OSB]); one or
two layers of sheathing paper or polyolefin membrane and a two or three coat, 19 mm
stucco with embedded welded wire mesh reinforcing.

Windows were typically aluminum framed with an integral face nailing flange
for mounting.  Each dwelling unit typically had one or more balconies and many were
accessed via exterior walkways.

As the 1990’s unfolded it became evident that there were problems with some
of these wood framed condos.  After very few years of operation, the walls in some of
the buildings were found to be suffering from major degradation and rot of the
structural wood frame. It soon became evident that the problems were wide spread
and could not simply be blamed on poor construction of few buildings.  If fact, there
are numerous cases where major repairs were undertaken to eliminate apparent
construction deficiencies only to have the same areas suffer from similar problems in
two or three years.

Unit owners and their condominium corporations were desperate.  They were
watching their investments, and dreams, rot away.  These owners and their lawyers
turned to the engineering community asking what was the problem, how to fix it, and
who was to blame.  Eventually, as the full magnitude of the problem unfolded, the
media and politicians got involved.  There were editorials written and government
commissions struck asking who was at fault and who was going to fix it.  Eventually
building research agencies focused on the specific problems looking for causes and
potential solutions.

We are now well into this process, but five years ago there was much we didn’t
know.  How extensive were problems with individual buildings?  How wide spread
were the problems? What mechanisms lead to the moisture collection? Why did the
problem center in the Vancouver region (was it a function of the climate, building
design, materials used or construction methods and quality)?  And, most important
from our perspective, how could the damage could be repaired and the chances of
reoccurrence eliminated?



3 Diagnosing the problem(s)

As with many of our colleagues and competitors, Morrison Hershfield was
asked by clients to investigate the extent and cause of problems in individual
buildings.  This was done primarily through the low-tech methods of visual review,
moisture probing with resistance type moisture meters and creating test openings.

The ultimate goal was to map the areas of high moisture content and wood rot.
A very important step that was needed was to compile information on individual
buildings to assess the significance of the many issues that could be playing a role.
This was done in a 1996 project carried out for Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation that resulted in a publication Survey of Building Envelope Failures in the
Coastal Climate of British Columbia, (MHL 1996).  This project which focused on
problems with walls, was a collaborative effort of a number of consulting firms and
agencies active in the Vancouver area.  Files on forty-six buildings (thirty-seven with
a problem history and nine without) were reviewed using a consistent data collection
format that addressed construction materials and systems used, and the symptoms,
extent, location, and perceived cause of the problems.  The study was intended to find
common factors to failures being experienced, and was not a statistical review of the
extent of problems within the building stock.
Some of the key findings of the survey were:

• All the problems noted in these buildings were attributed to exterior water
penetration and none were attributed to condensation of interior moisture.

• Exposure was a major factor, both in terms of orientation with respect to weather
and the presence or lack of protection provided by overhangs above walls.

• While it is necessary to be cautious about drawing statistical information from the
study because of the sample selection method. there appeared to be a
disproportionately high number of problems with face sealed stucco systems.
However, similar problems were found with other cladding systems including
wood and vinyl siding.

• 90% of the problems were associated with interface details (windows, balcony
and exterior walkway connections, penetration through the walls for wiring, vents
etc. or where elements such as handrails penetrated the cladding to connect to the
structure).

• Very few of the problems were associated with the clear walls without
penetrations or openings.

• The material used for exterior sheathing did not appear to be a major factor.  OSB
sheathings, which were more commonly used in the total sample, were used on a
disproportionately higher number of problem walls with but plywood sheathing
was also used in walls that exhibited major problems.

• While the sample size of walls using polyolefin membrane type sheathing paper
was low, we found no indication that these membranes were better or worse than
more commonly used asphalt impregnated sheathing paper.



 We would note, retrospectively, that in a number of our recent projects, we have
identified major rot occurring in sections of stucco clad walls that do not have
penetrations and interface details.  While water penetration at the interface details is
clearly the predominant class of water entry paths, there is likely a systematic problem
with the face sealed stucco wall cladding systems as constructed.  However, most of
the problems were straight forward cases of water penetration.  These problems are
not new or unique.  However, in Vancouver, the consequences were magnified by a
combination of environmental factors and the incorporation of wall and window
systems that historically had been well protected by eaves and overhangs in an
architectural style that eliminated that protection and added many high risk elements
such as balconies walkways and wall penetrations.

 Even problems with windows were not new.  In 1984 Max Baker and Ted
Blackall discussed problems with Vancouver windows, (Blackall and Baker 1984).
Virtually identical windows still dominate the market - and they still leak.

 We would also note that this work addressed structural deterioration of material
- not health issues related to the presence of toxigenic molds.
 
 

4 Development of remedial approaches

 While the foregoing work was not as comprehensive as it might be, it provided
guidance in the development of remedial design solutions for buildings in which
repair could not be delayed due to the extent of structural degradation.  The nature of
the problems required that exterior cladding over degraded walls had to be removed
and degraded structural wood element elements replaced.  A key question was what
cladding should be used to replace the original.  It was clear that any lasting remedial
design for the walls in question had to provide much greater protection from water
penetration, particularly at interface details and, if possible, provide some measure of
“forgiveness” by allowing removal of any water which did enter the wall.

 In dealing with remedial projects, we were typically constrained from calling for
major changes to architectural design, a factor that had a major impact on the extent
of the problem.

 Some important remedial design features were effectively forced on designers in
the City of Vancouver when the City introduced a 1996 building bylaw (96-02) that
required any future stucco systems be constructed with “a vertically- strapped
drainage cavity” (the building code requires that “strapping” be 19 mm) or some
other “self furring, non wicking drainage medium” or some “other acceptable means
of creating a cavity”. The same bylaw required that the cavities be drained to the
outside at each floor level and provided specific requirements related to the design,
detailing, and installation of a variety of elements such as flashings.  This bylaw was
only directly relevant in Vancouver proper, but its impact on design was felt over the
entire region.

 This bylaw effectively mandated systems that used the rain screen principle,
(Chown 1997), (We concur with this approach).  The cavity behind the stucco created
a capillary break between the sheathing and structural elements and provided a



drainage cavity which, if properly detailed, provided for removal of any water that did
penetrate past the stucco.

 There were still many details that needed to be worked out.  A great deal of
effort went into the development, evolution, drawing, specification and ultimately
field review of construction details intended to limit the amount of water running
down the face of the building, limit water penetration through the rainscreen and the
interior moisture barrier at interface details, and provide for drainage of water that did
penetrate past the rainscreen.

 The complexity and installation cost of some of these details go well beyond
what is common practice in other regions of Canada.  For example, the prevalence of
problems at window openings has forced us to adopt the philosophy that all windows
used in the Vancouver market do, or will, leak through or around the frames into the
wall system below.  We therefore made it a standard retrofit practice to remove all
windows and install sub-sill flashings, typically made up of self adhesive membranes,
which intercept this water and drain it to the outside directly or via the drainage
cavity.

 Our remedial designs also incorporated design features which we were not sure
actually provided significant benefit.  For example, our standard details provide
venting at the top and bottom of each storey high wall cavity.  We are well aware of
the debate over whether this top and bottom venting approach improves moisture
removal.

 Unfortunately, by not knowing what was “good enough” or what provided the
most significant benefit, we were forced to employ everything we could think of that
may help.  Our clients could ill afford to waste resources on unnecessary complexity
or design features.  Neither could they afford the consequence of not doing enough.
 Specific details that we employ have evolved over the years based on observation,
application of building science principals and specific project needs.  As an example,
our method of treating window openings has evolved.  The first reaction to the
prevalence of problems at window openings was to wrap the sill, jamb and head of
the window openings with impervious membranes.  We now question this approach
based on observations from older buildings in other maritime climates.  We have
noted that where impervious membranes were applied directly to the outside of wood
elements, there appeared to be an accelerated rate of biological decay of the wood at
the interface of wood and membrane.  This probably only occurs when there is a
significant source of moisture to the insulated cavity of the wall, but it did force us to
recognize one more trade-off that had to be considered.  We currently use impervious
membrane where the protection against wetting appears to be much more important
than the resistance to drying, for example, on horizontal surfaces such as the sill of
window openings.  Where orientation allows water to shed by gravity to a drainage
point such as the jambs of the opening, we prefer to use a permeable sheathing paper
as the internal moisture barrier.



5 Research

 In Canada, there has always been a strong link between the consulting
community practicing in the field and government research agencies which carry out
or fund building research such as Canada Mortgage and Housing, National Research
Council Canada and Natural Resources Canada.  CMHC and NRCC notably have
launched major research initiatives focused at resolving the type of problems being
experienced in Vancouver.  Some of this work is the subject of other papers at the
8dbmc.  Morrison Hershfield has acted as a research contractor on some of this work
and contributed its experience to others.  We have also carried out research that is not
necessarily duplicated by others.

 

 5.1 Drying of stucco walls
 One project worth noting is an experiment testing the ability the insulated cavity

of stucco clad walls to dry.  This responded to the imposition of the City of
Vancouver’s building by-law requiring vertically strapped cavity under stucco or
“some other acceptable means of creating a cavity”.  A number of alternative
methods of providing a drainage cavity in stucco systems have been proposed and
applied on buildings, including narrower cavities and the use of drainage materials
such as the dimpled plastic drainage boards or mesh type drainage mats.  Assessing
whether these alternatives were equivalent to the mandatory strapping requires an
evaluation of their ability to resist water penetration into the walls and also some
evaluation of the ability of walls to dry out any moisture that did penetrate into the
insulated cavity.  Morrison Hershfield was aware of ongoing research addressing the
wetting side of the equation, but had no knowledge of the comparative ability to dry
out moisture.  We undertook an experiment to assess drying characteristics,
(Morrison 1999).  This consisted of a chamber study which measured the response of
stucco clad wall panels.  In this project, five wood frame panels were tested
simultaneously.  One was clad with a face sealed stucco system (no cavity) and the
others had drained cavity systems of different designs.  A known quantity of water
was injected into the insulated cavity of each test panel and the moisture content of
framing and sheathing monitored for a period of 5½ months while the test panels
were subjected to a temperature  and vapour pressure gradient.  The effects of wind
and solar radiation were not simulated.
 The key findings of this project were:
 

• Drying in all panels was very slow and there was no significant difference
between the test panel without a drainage cavity or those with the various designs
of cavity.

• The water injected into the cavity flowed to the base of the panels and got
absorbed in unpredictable, but explainable, patterns in the lower portion of studs,
sheathing, and the bottom plate.

• The moisture tended to stay where it was absorbed.  It did not distribute
throughout the panel.



• Areas that obtained a high moisture content after water injection, maintained a
high moisture content for a long time.  One can surmise that a consequence of a
local water entry point could be a local rot problem.  Improved overall drying
capability in the wall may not avoid this.

 
 This was not a very sophisticated experiment and more detailed experimentation

is clearly warranted.  We would also comment that the value of modeling studies that
cannot simulate the response to an intermittent and local source of water is of dubious
value.

 The results of our experiment should have major impact on our remedial design
practice. In our opinion, the results indicate that if a significant amount of water gets
to the insulated cavity, deterioration is virtually inevitable, at least with the fully
sheathed walls that are the norm in the Vancouver area.  The presence of the rain
screen cladding system does not appear to increase drying potential and therefore the
“forgiveness” of the wall system to water penetration into the insulated cavity.  While
we are convinced of the merit of rainscreen wall designs, we note that a very high
proportion of the problems found in Vancouver were associated with elements that
effectively bypass the rainscreen cavity.  It remains critical that these elements be
detailed to eliminate water entry into the insulated cavity of the wall.
 
 5.2 Mold issues

 Because of our past experience with mold research, (Lawton 1998), we were
well aware that the same conditions that lead to wood rot would very likely lead to
the growth of toxigenic molds.  We established a policy of collecting samples of mold
growth found in test openings.  The results have not been comforting.  Toxigenic
species including Stachybotrys chartarum (atra), Aspergillus versicolor, and
Trichoderma harzianum have been identified in a high proportion of the bulk samples
we have collected since instituting the policy.  Sampling of airborne viable
particulates using Reuter Centrifugal Samplers (RCS) has indicated that mold growth
in buildings, probably associated with the moisture troubled wall systems, is
contributing to occupant exposure to toxigenic molds.

 This issue has not yet made a significant impact on efforts to resolve the
problems with the moisture troubled buildings in Vancouver.  In Canada, we do not
yet have legislation identifying specific requirements for dealing with toxigenic molds
and available guidelines, (Fungal 1995; Assessment 1993 and Draft Guide 1998),
were created envisioning situations where mold problems were both relatively small
and inside the buildings.  The procedures called up in these guidelines are modeled
after those required by North American legislation for asbestos removal.  The basic
assumption used in developing these guidelines may not be appropriate in our
situation.  The area of mold growth is large, some unknown proportion is made up of
toxigenic species and remedial action is generally carried out from outside the
building.

 As it becomes more widely recognized that toxigenic molds are present in these
buildings, there will be a significant impact on future restoration work.  Mold



concerns will affect the need and timing of remedial action and extent of material
removal.  Work methods must incorporate provisions to protect workers and the
occupants of the building during and after remediation.  As practitioners we are in
need of rational guidance on evaluating the degree of concern and the appropriate
methods of addressing the real risks.  This needs better risk evaluation and research
on the effectiveness of alternate methods of isolating and cleaning up toxigenic
molds.

 
 

6 Spreading the knowledge

While there are still many unknowns which need to be addressed by additional
research, passing on the best available current knowledge is of clear benefit.  CMHC
has taken the lead in this.  It funded the development of a Best Practice Guide for
Wood Framed Envelopes in the Coastal Climate of British Columbia, (MHL and
RDH 1998), and very recently has initiated a project to develop a best practice guide
for restoration work.  The first document, now published, was another collaborative
effort with Morrison Hershfield being the prime contractor.  Input and review by
others was extensive.  A host of  different parties were involved and a great deal of
discussion, debate and outright argument ensued.  The end result is a document
focusing on rain penetration control with many illustrations of specific construction
details.  In our opinion, this document best defines what the industry currently
believes is necessary to avoid the types of problems that have been the subject of this
paper.

 Most of the construction details provided in the Best Practice Guide are based
on the application of rainscreen cladding to conventional platform frame construction.
However it also includes details which differ dramatically from current building
practice in Canada.  As an example, details are provided for a system that employs no
insulation in the structural frame of the wall, an impervious air/vapour/water barrier
mounted on the exterior of the sheathing, insulation outside the membrane and a
drainage cavity between the insulation and cladding.  We are aware of several
projects where this approach is being applied in new and remedial projects.

 
 

7 Where are we now

 This paper outlines a reaction to a crisis.  In a forum such as the 8dbmc it is
worth taking a pause and identifying some of the questions we the practitioners still
have.  This should be a basis for future research.  Some of our most fundamental
questions include

 

• Do we really have a method of lasting repair?  Are the measures we have
developed and implemented going to provide a lasting solution to a major
durability problem with wood framed buildings.



• Are we over designing and wasting the resources of people who can, frankly, ill
afford to have that happen?

• Why can’t we get windows that truly work to keep the water out of the wall?
Considering the cost measures we use to prepare window openings, it would seem
that we could afford a better window.

• How do we react to the presence of toxigenic molds?  We cannot ignore the
health concerns but, on the other hand, our clients can ill afford to overreact.  We
need clear guidelines to identify the extent of removals, the nature and degree of
worker protection required, what measures are required to protect occupants
during construction and after, and what are the most effective methods of clean-
up.

• What’s next? The problems with buildings in Vancouver were not limited to face
sealed, stucco construction on wood framed buildings.  The Vancouver building
stock contains a number of face sealed building systems such as EIFS, window
wall and metal panel systems, and other moisture sensitive wall systems including
metal framing with gypsum sheathing.  The three and four storey wood framed
condominiums that we have been focusing on may simply be the canary for a
much broader problem to come.

 
 As should be evident from this paper, we are firmly convinced, based on general

principles, that claddings systems which make use of the rainscreen approach are
superior to systems which do not incorporate a drained cavity.  In Vancouver’s wet
climate, rainscreen cladding systems, combined with great attention to ensuring that
drainage and waterproofing details eliminate water penetration to the structural
elements, are the only solution we can currently recommend for walls that are
susceptible to water induced decay, or growth of toxigenic molds.  This is true for
both new or remedial construction.  The one possible exception is where the wall is
very well protected from wetting by large overhangs.

 We are concerned that our current designs are overly complex and recognize
that there may be ways of providing the required performance with more cost
effective systems.  Even with drained cavity, rainscreen systems there are many
possible variations in design.  We do not currently have good methods of evaluating
the performance of various systems or defining acceptable performance criteria.

 Our experiences in Vancouver have shown that, as an industry, we have limited
ability to deliver or even understand the function of wall systems that meet one of the
most fundamental envelope performance requirements, keeping the rain out.  To
accept alternate methods of rain penetration control we would have to be provided
with far better information or tools to assess long term performance in real
environments.

 There are a host of specific research questions we would like answers to.  Some
we consider high priority include:
 

• What are the safe limits to the amount of water that can penetrate to the interior
moisture barrier?



• What are the safe limits of the amount of water that can penetrate into the
insulated cavity(zero?)?

• How compact can you make a drainage cavity and have it provide an adequate
capillary break and drainage path?

• Does venting drainage cavities top and bottom significantly increase drying of the
insulated wall?

 
 There are some others which may not have been definitively answered but our

experience in Vancouver indicates that the answer is not likely to be significant to
building practice.  These include:

 

• What material characteristics for stucco are desirable and how do we get them?
• What are the ideal characteristics with respect to water resistance and vapour

permeability of the materials to be used as the interior moisture barrier (drainage
plane)?

• Do solar and wind effects make a significant difference in drying rate?
• What would be the implications of using an air permeable exterior sheathing?
• Is drying to inside a rational concept?

Answering some of these questions and resolving some of the identified
concerns is going to need careful application of good building science and research in
future construction and when correcting problems with the past.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF CHLORIDE ENVIRONMENT ALONG A
HIGHWAY
Chloride environment along a highway

TANG L. and P. UTGENANNT
SP Swedish National Testing and Research Institute, Borås, Sweden

Abstract

A lot of de-icing salt is used on the highway during the winter in Sweden. In order to
characterize the salt environment and evaluate the quantity of the chloride ions
splashing to the side of the road, the plastic collectors as well as concrete discs were
installed at different elevations along the highway Rv40 between Borås and
Gothenburg, where a large amount of de-icing salt is spread every year. In this paper
the preliminary results measured from the last three winter seasons are presented and
the relationships between the measured chloride flow by using the proposed method
and the penetration parameters measured by using concrete specimens are discussed.

Keywords: Chlorides, concrete, de-icing salts, highway, road environment.

1 Introduction

In the Scandinavian countries a large amount of de-icing salt is spread on the
roads during the winter seasons. According to the information from the Swedish Road
Directorate, the annual average dosage of de-icing salt spread on the roads is
estimated about 5∼10 tons per km road. On some highways, the annual dosage is up
to 15 tons per km road! The melt ice-slurry with highly concentrated chloride ions
from de-icing salt flows or splashes to the concrete structures by the moving cars and
trucks. It is usually believed that the exposure environments for road concrete
structures are more severe than those for marine concrete structures submerged in sea
water, with regard to chloride initiated corrosion of reinforcement as well as frost
scaling damage of concrete. It is even more difficult to model the chloride transport in
concrete exposed to the de-icing salt environment by simply using Fick’s law. One of
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the decisive reasons is the lack of information about the boundary conditions. It is of
primary importance to characterize the chloride environment in order to model
chloride penetration and further to predict the service life of road concrete structures.
In our previous publication (Tang and Utgenannt 1998) a method was proposed to
measure the chloride flow along highway. In this paper, the results measured from the
last three winter seasons will be presented and the relationships between the measured
chloride flow by using the proposed method and the penetration parameters measured
by using concrete specimen will be discussed. The work presented in this paper is a
part of the Scandinavian project “BTB” - Durability of Concrete Structures Exposed
to De-icing Salt.

2 Field exposure station

In the autumn of 1995, a field exposure station near Borås was established
through the “BTB” project in cooperation with the Swedish Road Directorate. The
field station is situated just on the side of the highway Rv 40, which links Borås with
Gothenburg. It is a 150 m long surface covered with gravel only a few meters away
from the traffic lane. Along the field station test specimens shaped as short beams are
placed in the gravel right behind the safety fence, where they are subjected to the
saline road environment, as shown in Fig. 1. In the research project more than 400
specimens from over 120 different concrete qualities are exposed to the severe
climate along Rv 40. In connection to the field station there is a local climate station
which continuously registers the climatic variations including air temperature, relative
humidity, precipitation, wind speed, etc.

At the field station, some plastic chloride collectors as well as concrete discs
were vertically installed on the side of the highway with a distance of 3.6 m (Winter
95/96) and 5.8 m (Winters 96∼98) from the traffic lane, as shown in Fig. 1. The
plastic chloride collectors were used for measuring the chloride flow with the
splashed slurry, while the concrete discs were used for measuring the actual chloride
penetration into concrete (for Winter 95/96 only), which was previously reported by
Wirje and Offrell (1996).

3 Registration of the local climate

The detailed information about the local climate at the field station was
elsewhere presented by Utgenannt (1998). The monthly precipitation, temperature and
relative humidity are summarized in Figs. 2 to 4 and the monthly spread de-icing salt
from 1995 to 1998 are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the total amount of spread
de-icing salt per season is about 12~16 tons per km road on this highway, more than
the average dosage (5~10 tons per km road).
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the field station by the highway Rv 40 in Sweden
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Fig. 2:  Monthly precipitation in the area of Borås
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Fig. 3:  Monthly air temperature in the area of Borås
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Fig. 4:  Monthly relative humidity in the area of Borås
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Fig. 5: Amount of de-icing salts spread on the highway between Borås and
Göteborg

4 Chloride flow into the collectors

The detailed experimental procedure for measuring the chloride flow with the
slashed slurry was elsewhere described by Tang and Utgenannt (1998). The principle
is to measure the total chlorides accumulated in a collector and then calculate the
chloride flow by using the following equation:

Q
W
ACl
Cl= (1)

where QCl is the chloride flow into the collectors (g/m²), WCl is the collected chlorides
(g), and A is the across-sectional area of a collector (m²).

The measured results of chloride flow are shown in Fig. 6. As expected, the
amount of chlorides splashed to the side of highway decreases dramatically with the
elevation. The chloride flow is strongly season-dependent. A lowest flow was found
in the winter 96/97, especially at the elevations under 1.5 m. It seems difficult to find
the relationships between chloride flow and climate parameters.
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5  Chloride flow into the concrete specimens

In a parallel study, Wirje and Offrell (1996) used another method for evaluating
the chloride load along highway. In their method some “standard” concrete discs (w/c
0.45, cement:sand 1:2.4) were mounted parallel to the chloride collectors. After the
winter season the chloride penetration profile in each concrete disc was measured.
Some chloride profiles measured from the concrete discs are shown in Fig. 7.
According to these profiles the chloride flow into the concrete specimens Qconcrete

could be estimated:

( )Q C x xconcrete d= ∫ρ                 g2/m2 (2)

where ρ is the dry density of concrete (ρ ≈ 2200 ×103 g/m3), C(x) is the chlorides
penetration profile (g Cl per gram of  concrete), and dx is the depth increment (m).

The calculated results are listed in Table 1, where the surface concentration Cs

and the apparent diffusion coefficient Da, obtained by curve-fitting the profile (after 3
mm depth) to the error-function solution of Fick’s 2nd law, are also given.



Table 1: Results of the calculated chloride flow into concrete

Elevation, m 0.44 0.84 1.24 1.64 2.04 2.44 2.84 3.24

Qconcrete, g/m2 38.7 35.7 32.6 25.0 19.7 11.2 8.3 6.2

Cs, %concrete 0.349 0.318 0.307 0.229 0.206 0.164 0.137 0.109

Da, ×10-12 m2/s 2.34 2.51 2.41 2.35 2.11 1.27 0.96 0.77

It can be seen that the chloride penetration parameters listed in Table 1 reveal a
similar tendency as the chloride flow into the collectors, that is, the magnitude
decreases with the elevation.
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Fig. 7: Chloride penetration profiles measured from the concrete discs after the
exposure of Winter 95/96 (Wirje, A and Offrell 1996)

6 Relationships between chloride flow and penetration parameters

6.1 Relationship between Qconcrete and QCl

Comparing the values of Qconcrete in Table 1 with the values of QCl (Winter 95/96)
in Fig. 6 one can find that the chloride flow into concrete is significantly less than that
into the collectors. This should be reasonable, because only partial amount of the
splashed chlorides could be able to penetrate into concrete. It was found that the
relationship between Qconcrete and QCl follows a square-root rule in this study, as shown
in Fig. 8:



Q Qconcrete Cl= 2          g/m2 (3)
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6.2 Relationship between Cs and QCl

It can be found by regression analysis that the surface chloride concentration Cs

is proportional to the logarithm of chloride flow QCl, as shown in Fig. 9. This also
indicates that only partial amount of the splashed chlorides could stay on the concrete
surfaces and further penetrate into the concrete.

6.3 Relationship between Da and QCl

The relationships between the apparent chloride diffusion coefficient Da and
chloride flow QCl are shown in Fig. 10. The apparent diffusion coefficient of chloride
ions seems proportional to the chloride flow , but becomes constant when the chloride
flow is sufficiently large (> 65 g/m² in this study).
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7 Concluding remarks

As well known, chloride penetration into concrete depends on surface chloride
concentration and exposure duration. Since the quantity of chlorides splashed on the
concrete surfaces is strongly dependent on many factors, such as the distance between
the structure and traffic lane, the elevation, the actual weather, the dosage of de-icing
salt, the density of traffic, etc., the boundary conditions for chloride penetration are
hardly stable due to different quantities of splashed chloride ions and irregular wet-
dry alternations. The curve-fitted parameters Cs and Da as well as the integral
parameter Qconcrete are a description of the actual chloride penetration profile.
Although the relationships between QCl and Cs, Da and Qconcrete are at the present very
empirical, the measured chloride flow QCl indeed tells something about the characters
of road environment. It lumps the variations of weather, salt dosage and traffic
density and gives an indication of an actual “chloride load” on the concrete structures.
Mounting concrete discs along highway is a direct measure for chloride penetration
into concrete, but this method is very expensive due to laborious measurements for
chloride profiles. While mounting chloride collectors along highway is a simple
method for measuring chloride load. The chloride collectors can be reused. Therefore,
this is also a relatively inexpensive method. A combination of these two methods
could supply informative data for characterizing the environment of concrete
structures, and consequently modeling chloride transport in concrete structures,
though more data are needed to achieve the latter.
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CORRELATION OF THE EFFECTS OF ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL
WEATHERING AT ELASTOMERIC BUILDING SEALANTS
Effects of artificial and natural weathering

H.  BOLTE and T. BOETTGER
University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Abstract

An extensive and comprehensive multi-year durability study was undertaken in
which a series of high-performance sealant products were artificially and naturally
aged in an effort to determine test methods and test regimes most likely to
simulate in service-conditions. Sixteen elastomeric products were evaluated of
which fourteen were sealants based on either polysulphide, polyurethane or
silicone compounds. The remai-ning products, an ethylene-propylen-diene
terpolymer (EPDM) and a polychloroprene, were used as a basis of comparison to
the ageing effects on rubbery compounds subjected to both artificial and natural
ageing. Both free-film and model joint compounds were tested. Artificial ageing
was conducted using different weathering apparatus and consisted of various
combinations of exposure to fluorescent or Xenon lamp Ultra violet radiation,
simultaneous heat ageing at temperatures ranging from 60 to 90°C and, water
condensation. An other method was heat ageing in ovens at temperatures up to
140°C. The change in materials properties was characterised through mechanical
tests (tensile strength and elongation at break), thermoanalysis  and chemical
spectroscopy including infrared and photoacoustic spectroscopy . Results of
specimens aged  artificially are compared with those  aged from 5 years open air
weathering in Leipzig. As well, results on model joints are compared with those
aged from testing free films. The differences between results obtained from open-
air weathering and those produced by indoor storage are, for the test periods of
five years used up to now, usually slight. Nearly all materials stood up well to
artificial ageing at temperatures of between 60°C and 120°C. Correlation existed
between artificial and natural ageing for all 16 elastomers tested. The frequency of
cases of correlation was scarcely reduced by increasing the testing temperature
during the temperature/time period used. Changes of test environment, in most
cases, have more effect than  mere heat storage. Further tasks include:
determination of the causes  of non-ageing reactions of  certain  sealants and  the
temperature  sensitivity of  some substrates,  along with the
experimental classification of such influencing factors on artificial ageing at high
temperatures as movement and air contamination.

Keywords: accelerated ageing, correlation, elastomeric sealants, free films, joint
models, natural weathering, time compression factor
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1     Introduction

       There exist a number of problems associated with developing useful tests to
assess the long-term performance of sealants. The authors have already produced
several reports on the long-term durability of sealants. Empirically-based
investigation into this durability was reported on recently, for example, at the
IABSE Colloquium Saving Buildings in Central and Eastern Europe, held in
Berlin (Bolte and Boettger 1998). With a view to determining long-term durability
with regard to artificial ageing techniques, interim reports were published in 1996
(Boettger and Bolte 1996) and 1998 (Boettger and Bolte 1998). The intention here
is to report on the current situation.

2      Experimental

2.1    Materials
        The elastomeric sealants evaluated in this study are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Material types, curing systems and colours

No. Material type Curing system Colour
SI   5 1-part neutral cure, Oxime grey
SI   6 1-part basic cure, Amine-Oxime grey
SI   7 1-part neutral cure, Oxime white
SI   8 1-part neutral cure, Oxime white
SI 17 Silicone rubber 1-part neutral cure, Alkoxy (Titanate) white
SI 18 1-part neutral cure, Benzamide (Titanate) grey
SI 19 1-part neutral cure, Benzamide white
SI 21 1-part acid cure, Acetoxy white
PS  9
PS 10
PS 12
PS 22
PS 28

Polysulphide rubber

2-part Manganese dioxide cure
2-part Manganese dioxide cure
2-part Manganese dioxide cure
2-part Lead dioxide cure
prefabricated

grey
grey
black
grey
grey

PU 23 Polyurethane 1-part grey
CR 24 Polychloroprene rubber heat vulcanisation black
E  25 EPDM rubber heat vulcanisation black

2.2    Test methods

2.2.1  Mechanical tests
        Prior to testing, all samples were stored in standard conditions of 23 °C and
50% RH until the weight was constant. Following this, three strips were cut from
specimens of 45mm length  and tested  in tension according to ISO 37. Both
tensile strength and elongation at break were recorded for each of the specimens.
Tensile tests on model joint compounds was carried out using ISO 8339 and



provided information regarding the tensile strength and elongation at break and
the tensile modulus.

2.2.2 Physical chemical tests
         The glass transition temperature of weathered samples was determined using
a dynamic differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), model DSC 200 (Netzsch
Geraetebau). Chemical changes at the surface of the weathered samples were
examined using attenuated total reflectance (ATR) Fourier trransform infrared
(FTIR) spectros-copy (IMPACT 400, Nicolet). As well, photo acoustic (PAS)
FTIR spectroscopy was used to examine the surface of samples that had a severely
degraded surface since this technique readily lends itself to chemical analysis in
instances where surfaces are sufficiently deteriorated as to render the ATR method
useless. For the PAS technique, a MTEC model 300 photoacoustic cell was used
to collect the requisite data.

2.3    Test series

2.3.1  Ageing using fluorescent UV radiation, heat and water condensation
(free films)

• 8hrs UV at +60°C; 4hrs condensation at +50°C
• 8hrs UV at +70°C; 4hrs condensation at +50°C
• 8hrs UV at +80°C; 4hrs condensation at +50°C
• 8hrs UV at +90°C; 4hrs condensation at +50°C

UVCON device, Atlas Co. with UVA 340 lamps 1.000, 2.000,
3.000 ..... 6.000hrs

2.3.2  Ageing using XENON-arc radiation, heat and water storage (free films)
• x (3 days +80°C, 1 day water storage, 2 days +80°C, 1 day water storage)

21 day UV  with SUNTEST CPS unit Heraeus Co. with Xenon arc lamp
NXE 15001.000, 2.000, 3.000 ..... 6.000 hrs

2.3.3  Thermal ageing (free films)
• +60°C / 10 changes of air per hour
• +70°C / 10 changes of air per hour
• +80°C / 10 changes of air per hour
• +90°C / 10 changes of air per hour

 collective storage in ovens 1.000, 2.000, 3.000 ..... 6.000hrs
• +100°C, +110°C, +120°C, +140°C with shortened test times

2.3.4 Artificial ageing combined with extension and compression
Three of 16 materials were examined. The sealants SI5 and SI6 have been

found to be especially ageing resistant during the previous tests. On these sealants
there have always been cohesion breakdowns, i.e. the adhesion on concrete was
very good. The sealant PU23 is the weakest material where ageing is concerned
(false batch), although it also has very good adhesion on concrete. Natural
weathering and artificial ageing was carried out on joint models, prepared in
accordance with ISO 8339. The following com-binations apply:



• Natural weathering without and with continuous extension of +25%
Current status: 5 years open air weathering.

• Natural weathering with 1 extension/compression cycle per year,
alternately 6 months extension of +12,5% during the winter months and 6
months compression of -12,5% in the summer months
Current status: 1 year open air weathering.

• Natural weathering with 6 extension/compression cycles per year,
alternately 1 month extension of +12,5% and 1 month compression of -
12,5%
Current status: 1 year open air weathering.

• Artificial ageing (UVCON 80/50) and extension/compression cycles,
separately (alternating), after every 1.000 hrs at -20°C extension of
+12,5% and at +70°C compression of -12,5% in accordance with ISO
9047
Current status: Completed with 6.000 hrs.

• Artificial ageing (UVCON 60/50 and 70/50) and extension/compression
cycles, simultaneously (parallel), at intervalls of 2 weeks each, extension
of +12,5% and compression of -12,5%
Current status: Completed with 6.000hrs.

2.3.5 Natural weathering and room storage
Storage took place at the site of Leipzig in a temperate industrial climate and

in the dark, at room temperature. Start in January 1993.

3      Results

3.1    Tensile tests on free films

3.1.1 Idealised correlation
         A basis for interpreting the results may be provided by presenting the
idealized correlation expected when comparing naturally aged specimens to those
aged artificially. Figure 1 provides the change in elongation at break of an
elastomeric material in relation to the ageing temperature and ageing period and
compares this with similar changes in elongation for the material aged in natural
conditions. The figure does not represent actual data but an idealized
representation of the change in elongation  at break for specimens  aged up to
12.000hrs. These  functions are based on the  Arrhenius relationship  as applied to
the selected  temperature range. In  this case, a 10°C rise in ageing temperature
will halve the time to rupture of the elastomer.  Depicted in the Figure 1 is an
example of a life expectancy of 8 years that, if subjected to artificial ageing at
more elevated temperatures, would, on average, fail in the following time frame as
described in Table 2.



Table 2: Estimated time-compression factors at given temperatures

Test temperature °C Test time, hrs Time-compression factor
 70
 80
 90
100
110
120

12.000
  6.000
  3.000
  1.500
     750
     375

1:   6
1: 12
1: 24
1: 48
1:  96
1:192

3.1.2  Artificial versus natural ageing: a comparison
         The difference between results obtained from open-air weathering and those
from indoor storage have usually been slight for the five-year test periods used up
to now. Ageing seems to be mainly a result of internal processes that take place
within the 16 test materials involved. Certain materials showed that post-curing
can take place over one year and actual ageing appears to only take place
thereafter. The same post-curing was also determined in the initial period for the
artificial ageing process described below.
          Almost all the materials stood up well to artificial ageing at temperatures of
between 60°C and 120°C. Correlation existed between artificial and natural
ageing for all 16 elastomers  tested. The frequency of  cases of  correlation was
only slight reduced
by increasing the testing temperature during the temperature/time period used. For
use in civil engineering, the upper testing temperature has previously shown as
70°C.
         Non-ageing processes do not seem to exercise as much influence during
longer test periods as they did over the shorter testing periods previously used.
Changes of test environment, in most cases, have more effect than mere heat
storage. The differences between the UVCON and SUNTEST series of tests are
probably due less to differences in sensitivity to these radiation tests present in
certain materials than to differences in average temperature. This is more apparent
in the UVCON series of tests.
          Based on the results obtained from the artificial ageing of free-film sealant
products, the 16 materials evaluated in this study can be classified in essentially
three different materials „types“, corresponding to their response to artificial
ageing and related physical characteristics. These are:
i.)  Type 1 materials have elongation at break (εR) that changes as a function of

temperature in accordance with the Arrhenius equation whilst not having any
evident nor significant effect on the strength at break. An example of this type
of material is given in  Figures 2-5 that shows  percentage change in elongation
at break in relation to ageing time and ageing temperatures. Type 1 materials
include: PS9, PS10, PS22,

    PS 28, PU23, CR24 and E25.
ii.)  Materials characteristic of Type 2 suggest that the change in tensile strength at

break (δR) follow the Arrhenius relationship whereas wlongation at break is not
coupled to   changes in temperature. An example of this type of material is



given in Figures 6-9. Materials in this category include products SI17 and
PS12.

iii.)  Type 3 materials are characterised by little or no aged-induced changes in a
given ageing regime. Essentially, the materials are only slightly or completely
insensitive to the effects of heat, UV and water in the exposure regimes and
over the time intertvalls over which they were tested. This is evident in
instances where the ageing effects act alone or indeed where the ageing period
was prolonged from 6.000 hours to 12.000 hours. The data remains the same,
or only change initially, since the material has not yet been fully cured. An
example of this type of material is given in figures 10-13. Materials of this type
include SI5, SI6, SI7, SI8, SI18, SI19 and SI21.

3.2    Verification trials on joint models
        Ten of sixteen sealants tested were processed not only as a free film but also
as a joint model. The ageing profils of the change in tensile strength and
elongation at break after 5 years of open air weathering were similar on all
sealants to those of the free films. For the materials SI5, SI6, SI7, SI8 and PU23, it
was possible to determine the full amount of tensile strength and elongation at
break of the sealant, on the other materials, the measured data are too low, since
adhesion breakage occur between the sealant and concrete.
         The ageing profiles of the change in tensile strength and elongation at break
were determined for materials SI5 and SI6 over 6.000hrs in the UVCON device
with an alternating cycle of 8hrs UV at 80°C and 4hrs condensation at 50°C.
These were similar to open air weathering.
         On the joint model by comparison of the slimmer free film, postcuring
occurs more slowly and the UV radiation has somewhat weaker effect.

3.3 Proposal for standard test methods

3.3.1 Free films or joint models
         Free-film specimens should be used where adhesion of the substrate is not
critical to evaluating the product. Specifically, this applies to those materials that
are used as a jointing tape . Where previous trials have shown that the Sealant
adhesion to substrate is  likely to remain or indeed, increase over the long-term,
then the use of free-film testing is considered adequate. In all other cases, tests on
joint models are preferred.

3.3.2 Thermal or combined ageing
         Thermal ageing alone is suitable for those elastomeric sealants that have
only little, if any, sensitivity to UV radiation. Of the 16 materials evaluated in this
study, the products  that could  be tested  in  this fashion  include SI5,  SI6,  SI7,
SI8, SI19, SI21, CR24 and E25. The simplicity of thermal ageing lends itself very
well to accelerated ageing, e.g., it is possible to  test these products at 120°C as
opposed  to the typical test temperature of 70°C. Testing at 120°C would provide
a time compression-factor of 1:192 and this would permit estimating the effects of
ageing over 11 years with a test conducted in 500 hours. The results could
potentially be extrapolated to 22 years.



        Combined ageing should be used for all products that have a certain higher
degree of UV sensitivity. These materials include SI17, SI18, PS9, PS10, PS12,
PS22, PS28 and PU23. The time-compression factor is 1:24 for tests conducted at
90°C and this implies a test time of 3.000 hours (18 weeks) that would simulate
ageing over 8 years. Other possible suggestions include conducting the test over
500 hours (3weeks) such that 2,5 years of ageing is simulated. The temperature of
90°C mentioned above was determined by the operating limit of the UVCON
weathering device used. The possibi-lity of increasing the test temperature limit
depends on the manufacturer of the test equipment. In the use of apparatus
operating with Xenon arc radiation, for example, the expensive cooling system
required to maintain a constant temperature could be replaced with a more
valuable heating system, for the unit.

4     Conclusions affecting further work

       The above report justifies, in the opinion of its authors, the use in the artificial
ageing process of sealants of testing temperatures of up to 120°C. Cost and time
savings are significant.
        Further work is now required as a result of (presumable isolated) problems
that emerged during testing. This concerns, for example, the non-ageing chemical
reactions of certain sealants and the temperature-sensitivity of some substrates.
Furthermore, the experimental classification of influencing factors such as
movement and air pollution has not yet been concluded. The materials mentioned
in section 2.1 are not yet sufficiently proven to permit their use as fully-calibrated
test materials in future experiments.
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REDUCTION OF CRACKS IN PLASTER REVESTMENT
Reduction of cracks in plaster revestment
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Abstract

In Brazil, can easily be verified in building constructions various problems such
as cracks, unglued parts, humidity problems. Thus, consequently the durability of
the building is affected.
In structural masonry building constructions this situation can be more critical,
since  this type of walls are load bearing  and internal stresses cause deformation.
Factors affecting cracks formation at the initial shape are: materials characteristics
and proportions of raw materials; water absorption by substrate and workmanship.
This work deal with the optimum proportion of the plastering mortar. Known the
characteristics of constituents materials (cement, lime and sand), the water
absorption of substrate and the workmanship; it was made a attempt of find the
best proportion of them, who will result in the smaller amount and dimensions of
cracks. It was studied also, the model obtained by the correlations. The search has
carried out using the material employed on the Florianópolis-SC region.

Keywords: cracking, drying shrinkage, plaster.

1 Introduction

Volumetric variation mortars happens because of the chemical shrinkage
during hydration of the cement portland or for the humidity variations and
temperature. During the application of the mortar, this loses water for the base and
also for evaporation, caused by the solar incidence, speed of the air, temperature
and relative humidity.

This property has fundamental effect on performance of the coating, because
it affects the watertightly and the durability of the same. As a consequence of
these dimensional variations, the coating can have its performance harmed by the
occurrence of cracking. It is justifiable the adoption of this theme for the academic
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and scientific, given middle the great number of cases to it related, present in the
general picture of pathologies of the constructions of the country. Even so, the
shrinkage depends, in a lot, of the base to be covered and the rehearsals
accomplished separately in the mortars, don't get to reconstitute all the complex
phenomenons of the which elapse the   drying shrinkage, becoming therefore a
property of difficult quantification.

The shrinkage is a phenomenon that happens in the mortars in the initial
shape.

This deformation type happens mainly because of the loss of water of the
mortar for the atmosphere for evaporation, and for the base, for evaporation, in the
application in common substract. The shrinkage in general develops during it
catches it and after the hardening of the mortar, in normal conditions of exhibition
to the air. The shrinkage that still happens with the mortar fresh and that can be
measured in sample it is a subject of  volumetric contraction of the material for
the exit of the mixture water. In the hardened mortar, after the exit of the water
free present in the capillary emptiness, the shrinkage is provoked by the loss of
the water adsortion, that is, loss of the water that is physically stuck to the wall of
the capillary emptiness of the paste. In severe special conditions of dried, studies
on cement pastes also describe the shrinkage for the exit of water interlamelar,
present among the layers of the structure of the silicate of moisturized calcium (C-
S-H) (METHA & MONTEIRO, 1994). The restriction of the shrinkage provokes,
already in the first hours, the appearing of traction efforts and, consequently, an
internal state of tensions. In the free shrinkage, that is to say, in non applied
sample to any base type, the attaché is responsible it puts that restriction. In the
mortars applied in substratc as the bricks and the concrete, the restriction of the
shrinkage also happens because of the own adherence of the mortar to the base.

The restriction of the drying shrinkage causes the appearing of traction
tensions in the mortar, when this á applied to a base. A combination of the
elasticity modulus  (E) and of the deformation (ε) and for shrinkage it can
generate a tension value (σ = E . ε)  that when reaching the resistance to the
traction of the mortar, it takes to the cracking.

It leaves of the dried retraction it is reversible. The hardened mortar can be
moved in the sense contrary to the of the retraction when it subjects, for example,
to the weting.

Studies of the deformation in mortar [DÉTRICHÉ, 1978] they drove to the
accompaniment, also of the evolution of the mechanical properties that you/they
condition its behavior with relationship to the cracking: deformation module and
resistance to the traction [TAMIN, 1986]. The first represents the deformability of
the material when subject to tensions and according the capacity to resist to the
traction tensions.

In this presented and discussed healthy work the results of values in six lines
different from mortar, with and without addition of polypropylene fibers, its mass
variation and the tensions in them existent with the age. It is a discussion limited
by the fact that the used methods allow rehearsals starting from the age of a day of
the mortar, and not in the first hours. Besides, it was not also possible the use of
methods that  allowed the mensuration of the real tensions originated by the
shrinkage of the sample.



2 Materials and methodology
Physical and chemical characteristics of the materials employed for

producing the plaster:  Common Portland cement; hydrated lime; polypropylene
fiber are shown in tables 1 and 2. The sand was washed and dryed in heater (105 ±
5° C), its characteristics are shown in figure 1.

Table 1: Common Portland cement characterisitics.

Physical testing Average Sd
Especific gravity (g/cm3) (NBR 6474) 3,12
Fineness (% retained)
- sieve no 200
- sieve no 325

1,75
9,01

0,22
1,15

Especific surface-Blaine (m2/kg) 315 7,0
Time of set (min)
- Begin
- End

206
305

8,8
verif

Expansibility (mm) 1,00 0,41
Compressive strength (Mpa)
- 1 day
- 3 days
- 7 days
- 28 days

13,6
26,10
31,40
39,90

0,40
0,80
0,80
0,60

Chemical testing (%) (%)
Al2O3 4,31 0,08
SiO2 19,81 0,26
Fe2O3 2,60 0,05
CaO 61,47 0,21
MgO 5,09 0,33
SO3 2,51 0,07
Fire loss 3,26 0,20
Free CaO 1,78 0,11
Ins. R. 0,63 0,10
Alc. Eq. 0,67 0,03



Table 2: Hydrated lime characteristics

Physical testing
Fineness (% retained)
- sieve no 30 (0,600 mm)
- sieve no 200 (0,075 mm)

≤ 0,5
≤ 15,0

Estability (NBR 9205/85):

- water/lime factor, by mass (g./g.)
- consistence obtained in the paste (mm.)

No cavitys or protuberance
0,52
200

Plasticity (NBR 9206/86) 164
Water retentivity (NBR 9290/86)
- water/lime factor, by mass (g./g.)
- consistence obtained in the paste (mm)
- Water retentivity

73
0,820
208
≥ 70

Capacity of incorporation of sand (NBR 9207/85)
- proportion (lime:sand), by mass
- water/lime, by mass (g/g)
- consistence obtained in mortar (mm)
- heigth of mortar no extruded (cm)

1,00:2,20
0,714
206
3,7

Chemical testing (NBR 7175/92)
Humidity (%) 0,1
Fire loss (%) 20,0
Insoluble em cloridric acid (%) 5,0
Fe2O3+Al2O3 (%) 0,99
CaO (%) 40,0
MgO (%) 28,0
Anidrido sulfúrico (SO3) (%) 0,04
CO2 (%) ≤ 15,0*
No hydrated oxides (%) ≤ 15,0
(CaO + MgO) (%) ≥ 88,0**

Fig. 1: Granulometric distribution of sand
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Mass proportion of the 6 types of plaster used, as well as the percentage of
addition of polypropylene fiber, are shown in tables 3 and 4.

Table 3: Plasters without polypropylene fiber

Plaster Volume Proportioning
Cement: Lime:Sand

A 1:1:6
B 1:2:9
C 1:3:10

Table 4: Plasters with addition of polypropylene fiber

Plaster Volume Proportioning
Cement:Lime:Sand

% Addition Fiber, by mass of
cement

D 1:1:6 1.5
E 1:2:9 1.5
F 1:3:10 1.5

It was produced panels with 1,10m width, and 1,00m heigth, using concrete
blocks, whose characteristics are shown in table 5.

Table 5: Concrete blocks characteristics

Dimensions (mm)
W H L

Absorption (%) Specific Gravity (Kg/m3)

141 191 392 6.8 2008

Note: W = width; H = heigth and L = length

These panels were revested with the 6 types of plasters . For plasters A, B,
and C the consistence, by flow table, was fixed in 290 ± 10 mm. For plasters D, E
and F, the water/cement ratio was equal to A, B, and C plasters, respectly, and the
consistence measured.

Deslocament measurement equipment (DEMEC GAUGE), with 0,002mm
precision, were positioned as demonstraded in figure 2.

Fig. 2: Design of panel



Curing conditions were maintained constant, temperature varying 23 ± 2° C
and 50 % air humidity. Measurements were done in 3, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days old.

3 Results and discussion

Table 6 shows the properties of the plasters used:

Table 6: Properties of plasters used

Plaster Water /
Cement

Consistence by
Flow Table (mm)

(NBR 13276,
1995)

Compressive Strength
(MPa)

(NBR 13279, 1995)

Absorption (%)
(NBR 9779,

1995)

A 1.67 290.5 7.94 14.47
B 2.50 287.5 3.59 15.04
C 3.32 293.1 2.21 17.42
D 1.67 274.7 8.14 14.86
E 2.50 279.1 3.80 15.68
F 3.32 292.2 2.79 17.44

The consistence, by flow table, adopted for the plasters A, B and C was 290
+ 10 mm. For the plasters D, E and F, the consistence was measured. The results
shows that, for a same percentage of addition of polypropylene fibers, the
consistence, by flow table, reduces with the increment of cement in the
proportioning of the constituent materials (cement:lime:sand). But the reduction
of consistence do not reduce expressively the workability of the plaster.

Results obtained in testing shows that the compressive strength and
absorption rises with the addition of polypropylene fibers; but the increment is not
expressive.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 shows the comparison between the drying shrinkage of
plasters with or without polypropylene fibers, for the 3 mass proportioning.

Fig. 3: Comparison between shrinkage of plasters A and D
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Fig. 4: Comparison between shrinkage of plasters B and E

Fig. 5: Comparison between shrinkage of plasters C and F

For the 3 comparison of plasters with the same mass proportioning, can be
noted that the addition of polypropylene fibers reduce significantly the drying
shrinkage. For plasters more reach in cement (Plasters A and D) the reduction of
shrinkage is more expressive, and can result in smaller tendency of cracks
formation in walls revestment.
The polypropylene fibers improve the elastic properties of the plaster and, thus,
reducing the drying shrinkage and the cracking of the revestment.

4 Conclusions

The addition of polypropylene fibers in plasters do not influence
significantly critical properties of mortars, such as workability, compressive
strength and water absorption, but can reduce the drying shrinkage. The reduction
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of shrinkage is more significant for plasters with more cement (mass
proportioning 1:1:6 and 1:2:9).
Reduction of drying shrinkage in plasters can reduce the cracks formation,
resulting in best quality and durability of parging, and, consequently, of the
building.

Next paper will study other important properties of plasters, such as tensile
strength, Young's modulus, and correlations with the drying shrinkage of plasters
with addition of polipropilene fibers.
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CONCRETE PRODUCTS USING FINE AGGREGATE RECYCLED
FROM WASTE CONCRETE PRODUCTS
Concrete products using recycled fine aggregate

Y. HOSOKAWA
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Abstract

This paper describes the effective way to use recycled fine aggregate into concrete
products. The experiment on the concrete products using fine aggregate recycled
from the waste concrete products was carried out. The concrete products were
made by curing in a steam to the concrete, compacting in the mold by the strong
press and vibration. Rate of recycled fine aggregate to blend with sand was 10, 20,
30, 40, and 50% in a volume in the concrete mix proportion. All concrete
specimen was reached to 35MPa target compressive strength. After 300-cycles
freezing and thawing test, the durability factor of concrete product specimens
using 10-30% recycled fine aggregate blending with sand indicated over 90.
Consequently, recycled fine aggregate with poor quality can use up to 30%
blending with a good quality sand and a chemical admixture, in case of 0 mm
slump concrete products.

Keywords: Concrete products, durability tests (freezing and thawing test), fine
aggregate, mechanical tests (compressive and bending tests), recycle, steam
curing, waste concrete.

1 Introduction

In a viewpoint of effective utilization of finite resources on the earth,
recycling the waste concrete is very important recently. In Japan, they say that a
ready-mixed concrete for the construction is amount to about 400 million ton per
year, but the volume of waste concrete occurring at the new construction is
amount to about 300 million ton, and in the near future it must be much more.

Most of recycle-utilization of the waste concrete used to the paving material
of roadbed at the road construction, but a few new concrete constructions. The
waste disposal places in the Metropolitan area and environs have been limited and
also become very few, and this is a very serious problem in Japan. Furthermore, it
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is difficult to use the natural aggregate as a concrete material easily because the
mining places to get the natural aggregate decrease actually. Therefore, we must
think about reducing the waste concrete volume much more, and about more
effective utilization of the waste concrete as the concrete aggregate aggressively.
The development of a new recycling technology is now required.

Ministry of construction of Japan, in 1987, developed the rough-standard
using the recycled aggregate and recycled concrete for the purpose to recycle as
the lower strength-concrete. Actually the recycled aggregate from waste concrete
had low quality for concrete materials (Fukushi et al., 1987). The characteristics
of recycled aggregate and new recycling machines were introduced (Yamada,
1992). Concerning with a recycling of waste concrete products, Hosokawa (1996)
reported that increasing the process crushing waste concrete improved the quality
of recycled coarse aggregate. There is certainly a weak point in case of recycling
waste concrete into new construction concrete since the recycled aggregate has
low quality with cement mortar. Hosokawa (1997) reported the concrete products
with recycled coarse aggregate removing cement mortar had good concrete
quality compared to crushed stone concrete. Consequently, the recycled coarse
aggregate can use as new concrete materials, but recycled fine aggregate is not
clear how to use because of their low quality.

This paper describes the effective way of using recycled fine aggregate into
concrete products. The experiment on concrete products using fine aggregate
recycled from waste concrete products was carried out.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Manufacturing process of recycled fine aggregate
The original waste concrete was many pieces cut off from the big concrete

pipe with the compressive strength of 67.1MPa, which was made with crushed
stone. The recycled fine aggregate was manufactured by two crushing process in
the crushing plant of Maeta Concrete Products Industries in Sakata city, Yamagata
prefecture of Japan. As shown in Fig. 1, the first crush to original waste concrete
product was made by the jaw-crusher to the maximum size of 50 mm, and the
second crush by the impact-crusher to the maximum size of 15 mm, taking out
steel bars at magnet panels and plastic spacers on a way.

The material balance was indicated from original waste concrete products of
100% to 15-5 mm size coarse aggregate of 74.5%, under 5 mm-size fine
aggregate of 23.7%, and steel bars and others of 1.8%.

2.2 Concrete materials and mix proportion
The experimental design was shown in Table 1. Concrete materials

composed with ordinary Portland cement with 3.16 specific gravity, land and river
sands, recycled fine aggregate and crushed stone, and chemical admixture.
Aggregate quality was experimented, as shown in Table 2.

The concrete mix proportion of 15 mm maximum gravel size was designed
for concrete products with the designed and target compressive strength was
30MPa and 35MPa, respectively, at 26.0% W/C and 0 mm slump shown in Table
3. The concrete product was the cover of gutter of 412×500×t95 mm size.



Fig. 1: Manufacturing process of recycled aggregate with material balance

Table 1: Experimental design

Factor Conditions
Concrete Water cement ratio (W/C)= 26.0%, Slump = 0 mm, Max. gravel size

= 15 mm,  Designed compressive strength = 30MPa,
Target compressive strength = 35MPa for the Cover of gutter

Cement Ordinary Portland cement with 3.16 specific gravity
Aggregate Fine: Mix with land and river sand (30% vs 70% in a weight)

Recycled fine aggregate (Rec.)
Coarse: Crushed stone

Chemical
admixture

Air entraining high-range water-reducing agent: 0.2% of Cement



Table 2: Quality of aggregate

Aggregate Specific
gravity

Water
absorption

(%)

Fineness
modulus

Unit
Weight
(kg/l)

Loss of
Washing

(%)

Soundness
Test
(%)

Abrasion
Test
(%)

Land sand
River sand

Rec.
Crushed stone

2.56
2.56
2.14
2.62

2.25
2.22

13.30
2.02

1.72
2.99
4.19
6.39

1.57
1.57
1.44
1.51

1.30
1.40
3.70
0.30

1.18
3.76

10.95
3.73

-
-
-

18.40

Table 3: Concrete mix proportion

Unit weight (kg/m³)
SandConcrete

W/C
(%)

s/a
(%) Water Cement

Land River Rec.
Gravel

Chemical
mixture

P
0 *
10 *
20 *
30 *
40 *
50 *

26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0

53.0
53.0
53.8
54.6
55.4
56.2
57.0

100.0
100.0
101.2
102.4
103.6
104.8
106.0

385.0
385.0
389.2
393.8
398.5
403.1
407.7

295.0
295.0
269.8
242.5
214.5
185.8
156.5

695.0
695.0
627.2
563.7
498.6
431.9
363.7

0.0
0.0
83.5
169.0
256.2
345.2
436.0

897.0
897.0
878.3
860.0
841.7
823.5
805.5

0.000
0.770
0.778
0.787
0.797
0.806
0.815

* No. is indicated the percentage of blended Rec. with land and river sand.

2.3 Methods of manufacturing and curing concrete product and specimens
The fresh concrete for concrete product with 19.6 lit. was mixed by a 100 lit.

forced mixing pan-type mixer and filled up into the mold without steel bars for
specimens of the compressive and bending strength and the freezing and thawing
test, and with steel bars for the breaking load test only. Compacting by the
machine with 188MPa-press and 3,600 rpm-vibration, the concrete products were
carried in the steam curing room, and they were kept for 2-hours 60°C top-
temperature as shown in Fig. 2. After removing molds, each specimens were cut
off by a diamond-wire saw to 412×100×t95 mm size and by a 50 mm diameter-
core boring-machine from the concrete products without steel bars, after 7-days
field or standard curing as shown in Fig. 3.

In each concrete test, the result was indicated by the mean of three specimen
values because of using three specimens. All specimens was measured the unit
weight and the dynamic modulus of elasticity.

2.4 Tests of compressive and bending strength, and freezing and thawing
test

The compressive strength of standard curing specimens were measured at 28
days, and the compressive and bending strength of field curing one and the
breaking load of concrete products with steel bars were measured at 14 days.

The freezing and thawing test was started at 14 days of field curing
specimens, after the cutting surfaces were painted an epoxy resin. One cycle of
freezing and thawing test needed about 4 hours, and the temperature of specimen's
center was changed 18 to –5°C with freezing and thawing in a water, based on
JSCE (1986) method. The dynamic modulus of elasticity and weight of specimens
were periodically measured in each 30 cycles until 300 cycles, the durability
factor and the weight loss of each specimen were calculated.



Furthermore, the air-content, i.e., entrained air and total air void, in
hardened concrete specimens were measured by a microscope, based on ASTM
C-457.

Fig. 2: History of steam curing temperature and concrete maturity

Fig. 3: Treatment and test for the specimens after steam curing

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Aggregate quality, fresh concrete properties and steam curing condition
As shown in Table 2, crushed stone and land and river sands had good

quality. However, recycled fine aggregate indicated very poor quality with
specific gravity of 2.14 and percentage of water absorption of 13.30%. If using
recycled fine aggregate into the concrete, the concrete strength and durability may
show a poor result, and recycled fine aggregate should blend with good quality
sand while confirming in the experiment.

Fresh concrete slump was 0 mm, being a very hard fresh concrete, and the
quality of concrete was checked by the skilled worker if the concrete was suitable
or not for the products. The contents of surface water of sand may control the
concrete quality. Fresh concrete air could not measure because it's too hard.

The history of steam curing temperature and concrete maturity was shown in
Fig. 2. Since the time to finish the mixing concrete was different each concrete,
the setting time before starting a steam curing ranged from 2 to 6 hours. The
specimens were removed molds at 10 a.m. on the next day. Therefore, the
maturity, calculated as the base line of –10°C after mixing concrete to removing
the molds, ranged from 550°Chr to 625°Chr. These differences among 7



maturities were small, and it is estimated that the difference’s influence in the
concrete strength is small.

3.2 Compressive and bending strength of specimens and breaking load of
product
Fig. 4 shows the compressive strength of each concrete. All of specimens

had over 35MPa target compressive strength. The field curing strength indicated
the same tendency of the standard curing strength. The 10% recycle fine
aggregate blending concrete had the highest strength than other concrete.
Consequently, the recycled fine aggregate blending up to 50% with sand had no
problem in the concrete compressive strength. The correlation coefficient between
concrete maturity and compressive strength was 0.538 with less correlation
because of narrow range in the compressive strength. Also, the correlation
coefficients between dynamic modulus of elasticity and compressive strength
were 0.089 in field curing and 0.285 in standard curing with both no correlations.
The correlation coefficients between unit weight and compressive strength were
0.356 in field curing and 0.348 in standard curing, and there were low correlations
(p<0.05).

Fig. 5 shows the ratio of bending strength to compressive strength. The ratio
of bending strength to compressive strength distributes generally from 1/5 to 1/7.
In the current study, this ratio distributed from 1/7 to 1/8, indicating a slightly
smaller bending strength compared to general concrete, and the lower ratio was
found in 40% and 50% blending especially.

The breaking load test of the concrete product "Cover of gutter" is a similar
test method with a bending strength. Their correlation coefficient was 0.108 with
no correlation, and the breaking load of concrete product with steel bars
distributed the narrow range of 90-120kN. In the concrete mix proportion, higher
the blending rate of recycled fine aggregate, the more the cement quantity, like
407.7 kg/m³ in 50% blending. As every concrete had over 35MPa compressive
strength, the way using a recycle fine aggregate with lower quality is effective in
case of 0 mm slump concrete products with 26% W/C.

Fig. 4: Compressive strength



Fig. 5: Ratio of bending strength to compressive strength

3.3 Freezing and thawing durability of concrete specimens
Table 4 shows the durability factor and weight loss of concrete specimens as

results of freezing and thawing test. After 300-cycles test, the durability factor
indicated over 95 in the concrete of 0, 10, and 20% blending, and ranged 90-95 in
the concrete of P and 30% blending, but under 90 in the concrete of 40 and 50%
blending. Furthermore, the specimen's weight loss indicated over 1% in the
concrete of P and 50% blending with a scaling of specimens surface, and less
weight loss in the concrete was 0, 10, 20, and 30% blending.

Table 4: Results of freezing and thawing test and entraining air in hardened
concrete

Entraining air (mean)Concrete Durability
factor

Weight
loss
(%)

Air
(%)

Spacing factor
(µm)

Water absorption
(%) *

f’c14
(MPa)

P
0
10
20
30
40
50

91.1
95.0
96.5
97.8
91.9
81.3
55.6

1.11**
-0.05
0.12
-0.18
-0.06

0.08**
2.58**

0.21
0.59
0.64
0.76
0.94
1.04
0.59

446
168
174
200
209
198
238

2.13
2.13
2.73
3.34
3.97
4.62
5.29

41.0
41.7
46.5
43.9
42.5
38.9
39.4

MRA*** Y X1 X2 X3

*In the total aggregate.
**Surface scaling of specimens.
*** Formula, multiple correlation coefficient (R) and partial regression

coefficients (Rx1, Rx2 and Rx3) by a multiple regression analysis are;

Y=63.7+33.1x1 - 12.6x2+1.05 x3, R=0.966, Rx1=0.875,
Rx2= -0.937, Rx3=0.507.

The total air void in hardened concrete had no correlation between the
compressive strength and the space between air voids, as shown in Fig. 6.
However, in Table 4, the concrete P had 0.21% entrained air and wider spacing-
factor 446µm without chemical admixture, and the durability factor had good
correlation with entrained air and less water absorption in the total aggregate, by a



multiple regression analysis. The water absorption in total of aggregate, can
calculate from each water absorption of aggregate, must be reduced for the good
durability, but it's very difficult.

Although the general concrete with 45-55% W/C will not be durable in the
freezing and thawing test, the durability in concrete products was caused by
smaller W/C of 26% and higher compressive strength of over 35MPa, in spite of
using low quality recycled fine aggregate. Consequently, in the view of concrete
durability, recycled fine aggregate can use up to 30% blending with a good quality
sand and a chemical admixture in case of 0 mm slump concrete products.

Fig. 6: Relationship between total air void in concrete and the compressive
strength and the space between air voids

4 Conclusions

Major findings of this study include the following:

1. Recycled fine aggregate indicated a very poor quality with specific gravity of
2.14 and percentage of water absorption of 13.30%.  In case of using them as
concrete materials, they should blend with good quality sand.

2. The concrete products "Cover of gutter" were made with recycled fine
aggregate at the condition of 26% W/C, 0 mm slump and about 400 kg/m³
cement, and cured in a steam after compacting by the strong press and
vibration.  6 kinds of experimental concrete were included P without recycled
fine aggregate and chemical admixture, and 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50%
recycled fine aggregate blending with sand and chemical admixture.

3. All concrete specimens of 14-day field curing and 28-day standard curing
indicated over 35MPa target compressive strength.



4. After 300 cycles freezing and thawing test, the durability factor indicated over
95 in the concrete products of 0, 10, and 20% recycled fine aggregate
blending, and ranged 90-95 in the concrete of P and 30% one blending, but
under 90 in the concrete of 40 and 50% one blending.  The durability factor
had a good correlation with entrained air and less water absorption in the total
aggregate.

5. Recycled fine aggregate with poor quality can use up to 30% blending with a
good quality sand and a chemical admixture, in case of 0 mm slump concrete
products with 26% W/C and 30MPa designed compressive strength.
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MICROSTRUCTURE OF AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE
SUBJECTED TO CARBONATION
Durability of Autoclaved Aerated Concrete
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Abstract

Autoclaved Aerated Concrete(AAC) has been produced more than 30 years in Japan.
Therefore, durability and service life of AAC become subjects of urgent study.
Microstructure of AAC , which is related to cracking , changed during carbonation.
Field AAC panels (Field-AAC) aged 5 to 33 years and laboratory-carbonated AAC
blocks (Labo-AAC) were subjected to analysis. Microstructure of the samples was
examined with XRD, TG-DTA, EPMA, mercury porosimeter, NMR, BET, and water
vapour sorption isotherms and compared with the drying shrinkage data. Changes in
peak of silicate structure in 29Si MAS NMR spectrum, approximately 1nm-micropore
volume and drying shrinkage during carbonation were different between Field-AAC
and Labo-AAC, while changes of crystalline phases (Tobermorite-11Å and calcium
carbonate) and total pore volume were not different. It was concluded that the
microstructure of silica-gels originated from the decomposed Tobermorite-11Å
showed significant differences according to the carbonation conditions.

Keywords: AAC, microstructure, cracking, field sample, laboratory-carbonated
sample, drying shrinkage, Tobermorite-11Å, calcium carbonate, durability,
carbonation, 29Si MAS NMR, water vapour sorption isotherms,

1 Introduction

Autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) has been produced in great quantity more
than 30 years in Japan. Therefore, durability and service life of AAC become subjects
of urgent study. One of the most effective factors for the durability of AAC is
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carbonation in which Tobermorite-11Å (5CaO·6SiO2·5H2O), the main binding
mineral of AAC, reacts with atomospheric carbon dioxide gas in the presence of
moisture, and decomposed to silica-gel and calcium carbonate as eq. (1).

5CaO·6SiO2·5H2O + 5CO2 —› 5CaCO3 + 6SiO2 + 5H2O (1)

Carbonation of the ordinary concrete, which is the reaction of CSH-gel and
calcium hydroxide with carbon dioxide gas, leads to the loss of alkalinity and the rust
resistance. That is why the neutralization is the major subject for carbonation of the
ordinary concrete.

On the other hand, the main binding mineral of AAC is Tobermorite-11Å which
is originally neutral because AAC is cured in the autoclave at 180°C and 10 atms
sufficiently, regardless of several raw materials, such as quartz sand, cement, calcium
oxide, slag and disposed AAC powders. The reinforced steel in AAC is coated with
rust-resistant materials previously because Tobermorite-11Å doesn’t have an effect of
that. Therefore, the subject for carbonation of AAC is not the neutralization but the
changes of matrix itself. During carbonation, it is occurred that not only changes of
minerals but also changes of microstructure which leads to the degradation such as
decrease of strength and ,especially, growth of lattice-like cracking. That is why so
many studies have been made for the changes of microstructure during carbonation.

(Sauman 1971, 1972) studied the changes of compressive strength, carbonation
shrinkage and the ‘pseudomorphism’ shape-changes of Tobermorite-11Å crystals
which showed that only the marginal parts of the crystals were somewhat frayed and
unsharpened, under the accelerated conditions of 1-30 vol.% CO2 and 50–100% R.H.
(Sun et al. 1985) observed the 3 types of AAC samples made of different raw
materials, by means of SEM after carbonation under the accelerated conditions of 50
vol.% CO2 and 50 % R.H. They suggested that calcium carbonate deposited on the
walls of air pores, silica-gel maintained the original network structure of
Tobermorite-11Å, and these changes were not different among samples. (Iwasaki and
Tada 1985) showed the changes of pore volume proportions with distinctions of
submicro-, meso- and macro-pores by means of water vapour sorption isotherms and
mercury porosimeter for the accelerated carbonated AAC under conditions of 20
vol.% CO2 and 100 % R.H. (Ikeda et al. 1991) indicated that the silicate structures in
Tobermorite-11Å were changed from double-chain structures to 3-dimentional
framework structures by means of 29Si MAS NMR spectrum during carbonation
under accelerated conditions of 10 vol.% CO2 and 60 % R.H. However, these studies
were all investigated for the accelerated carbonated AAC without correlating with the
carbonation under practical conditions.

Several studies about the carbonation under practical conditions were
investigated. (Hanecka et al. 1997) showed the increase of the specific gravity.
(Dapkus and Stankevisius 1985) showed the increase of the amount of water content.
However, the microstructure changes of AAC under practical conditions, which is
extremely important to examine the durability and service life, have not been
investigated yet. In addition, it is very important to make clear the difference of the
microstructure changes between under practical conditions and accelerated conditions



for prediction of degradation and remaining years by means of accelerated
carbonation methods.

This study indicated the microstructure changes of AAC under practical
conditions and accelerated carbonated conditions with reference to the approach of
structural levels proposed by (Wittmann 1985).

2 Experimental

2.1 Samples
Field AAC panels (Field-AAC) aged 5 to 33 years under practical conditions,

laboratory-carbonated AAC blocks (Labo-AAC) under accelerated conditions of 3
vol.% CO2, 90% R.H. and 20°C, and non-treated AAC blocks (Nontreated-AAC)
were subjected to analysis. Field-AAC were removed from several buildings in Japan.
The usual climate in Japan is 0.03 vol.% CO2, 25 to 95% R.H. and 0 to 35°C.
Ordinary AAC blocks made by Siporex Yokohama factory  of Sumitomo Metal
Mining Co., Ltd were used for Labo-AAC and Nontreated-AAC. They were shaped in
80*40*10mm for several analysis and 40*40*160mm for measuring length changes.

2.2 Measurement of the degree of carbonation
The amount of combined carbon dioxide and calcium oxide were measured to

determine the degree of carbonation. TG-DTA was used for analysis of the amount of
combined carbon dioxide excluding the amount of adsorbed carbon dioxide gas and
carbonated salt other than calcium carbonate. The amount of combined carbon
dioxide were measured as the weight loss from 600 to 800°C corresponding to the
decomposition of calcium carbonate. The amount of calcium oxide was analysed by
ICP. The degree of carbonation (Dc) can be given by

Dc (%) = [ ( C - C0 ) / ( Cmax – C0) ×100 ], (2)

where C, C0 and Cmax are the amount of combined carbon dioxide for each samples,
that of Nontreated-AAC and that when all calcium oxide become calcium carbonate.

2.3 Analysis of crystalline phases and microstructure
Crystalline phases were analysed by XRD. Microstructure was analysed by

mercury porosimeter, EPMA, SEM, BET specific surface area analyzer, water vapour
sorption isotherms and 29Si MAS NMR.

2.4 Measurement of drying shrinkage
Drying shrinkage was measured as the length change from the saturated water

condition to the equilibrium state under 45% R.H.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Degree of carbonation (Dc)
Changes of Dc for Field-AAC and Labo-AAC as a function of time are shown



in Fig.1(a) and (b), respectively. For Field-AAC, Dc increased with exposed years
and saturated to 60% approximately after 30 years. For labo-AAC, Dc increased with
treated days and saturated to 60% approximately after 40 days. In the following
discussion, Dc will be used as the basis for estimation because the changes of Dc
were very similar between Field-AAC and Labo-AAC.

Fig.1: Dc for (a) Field-AAC and (b) Labo-AAC

3.2 Changes of crystalline phases
Changes of crystalline phases of Field-AAC and Labo-AAC analysed by XRD

are shown in Fig.2(a) and (b), respectively. In both samples, changes of crystalline
phases are similar. With increase of Dc, Tobermorite-11Å decreased and calcite
increased. When Dc was 30%, vaterite began to increase. Therefore, the
decomposition of Tobermorite-11Å and the deposition of calcium carbonate were
similar to each other though carbonation rate was different extremely because of the
differences of atomospheric carbon dioxide concentration and relative humidity.

Fig.2: XRD peak intensity for (a) Field-AAC and (b) Labo-AAC
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3.3 Changes of microstructures in levels of 10nm to µm
Pore size distributions by mercury porosimeter of Nontreated-AAC, Field-AAC

(Dc=60%) and Labo-AAC (Dc=60%) are shown in Fig.3. The total pore volume of
Field-AAC and Labo-AAC decreased from 0.8ml/g to 0.6ml/g by carbonation,
particularly in the typical pores of AAC around 10 to 1000nm corresponding to
interparticle pores of Tobermorite-11Å (Prim and Wittmann 1983).

Ca and Si distributions for Nontreated-AAC, Field-AAC (Dc=60%) and Labo-
AAC (Dc=60%) by EPMA cross-section analysis are shown in Fig.4. For both Field-
AAC and Labo-AAC, the distribution of Ca atoms deposited locally in the matrix
during carbonation, though the distribution of Si atoms unchanged. It was observed
that Ca ions migrated from Tobermorite-11Å and reacted with carbon dioxide gas,
though Si ions remained.

Fig.3: Pore size distribution by mercury porosimeter
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Fig.4: Ca and Si distributions for (a) Nontreated-AAC, (b) Field-AAC (Dc=60%)
and (c) Labo-AAC (Dc=60%) by EPMA cross-section analysis

SEM micrographs in air pores for Nontreated-AAC, Field-AAC (Dc=60%) and
Labo-AAC (Dc=60%) are shown in Fig.5. The shapes of Tobermorite-11Å particles
for Nontreated-AAC were planer. For carbonated samples, the shapes of silica-gels,
which is called silica-skeleton, originated from decomposed Tobermorite-11Å were
different slightly. For Labo-AAC, only the marginal parts of the silica-gels were
somewhat frayed and unsharpened as shown in the preceding studies (Sauman 1972).
On the other hand for Field-AAC, the shapes of silica-gels were similar to those of
Tobermorite-11Å of Nontreated-AAC. Anyway, the planer particle shapes and the
interparticle pores by geometrical arrangement of those were not changed
significantly during carbonation under both practical and accelerated conditions.
Therefore, it was clear that the decrease of pore volume during carbonation was
caused by the deposition of calcium carbonate into the interparticle pores around 10
to 1000nm.

Fig.5: SEM micrographs in air pores for (a) Nontreated-AAC, (b) Field-AAC
(Dc=60%) and (c) Labo-AAC (Dc=60%)
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3.4 Changes of microstructures in levels of atomic arrangement to 10nm
The changes of BET specific surface area are shown in Fig.6. For Labo-AAC

BET specific surface area increased from 20 to 60 m2/g during carbonation. For Field-
AAC, however, it was decreased to 10 m2/g. The pore size distribution by BET
specific surface area is shown in Fig.7. Micropores  approximately 1 and 6 nm can be
observed for Nontreated-AAC. All ranges of micropores decreased for Field-AAC.
Micropore volume of approximately 1 nm increased extremely for Labo-AAC. It was
observed that this differences of pore structures around nanometer levels, which had
great influence to BET specific surface area, indicated the differences of structures in
silica-gels between Field-AAC and Labo-AAC because crystallines of calcium
carbonate were large enough to be detected by XRD.

Water vapour sorption isotherms for Nontreated-AAC, Field-AAC ( Dc = 60%)
and Labo-AAC ( Dc = 60%) are shown in Fig.8. It was recognised that there was
hysteresis loop only for Field-AAC. This was type B hysteresis loop classified by de
Boer indicating pore structures of slit or parallel plane. It was observed that silica-gels
of Field-AAC had layered structures in which adsorption and desorption of water
were possible.  Spectrum of 29Si MAS NMR for Nontreated-AAC, Field-AAC ( Dc =
60%) and Labo-AAC ( Dc = 60%) are shown in Fig.9. Chemical shifts of 29Si MAS
NMR are shown in Table 1. For Nontreated-AAC, Q2 and Q3 spectrum which
indicated the silicate double-chain structures were found as reported by (Wieker et al.
1982). For Labo-AAC, Q4 spectrum which indicated the silicate 3-dimentional
framework structures similar to ordinary silica-gels were found as reported by (Ikeda
et al. 1991). For Field-AAC, however, Q3 spectrum, which indicated the silicate
sheet-like structures and had not been reported yet, were found.

Fig.6: BET specific surface area     Fig.7: Pore size distribution by BET
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Fig.8: Water vapour sorption isotherms

Tobermorite-11Å has layered structures in which silicate double-chain
structures are sandwiched between CaO layers. For Field-AAC, carbonation reaction
was relatively slow and mild because carbon dioxide gas concentration was as low as
0.03 vol.% in the air. Therefore, it was observed that the silicate structures were
rearranged slightly from double-chain to sheet-like structures and the crystalline
became bigger just like Ostwald ripening during carbonation under practical
condition. It was also observed for Field-AAC that the layered structures of silica-gel
was the result of the silicate sheet-like structures and the planer particle shapes of
Tobermorite-11Å were not changed because of the moderate rearrangement of silicate
structures.

Fig. 9: 29Si MAS NMR spectrum for (a) Nontreated-AAC, (b) Fields-AAC
(Dc=60%) and (c) Labo-AAC (Dc=60%)
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For Labo-AAC, on the other hand, ambient carbon dioxide gas concentration
was as high as 3 vol.% in the atmosphere, so that carbonation reaction was very rapid
and hard. Therefore, it was observed for Labo-AAC that the silicate structures were
rearranged extremely from double-chain to 3-dimentional framework structures and
the crystalline were divided smaller resulting in the increases of BET specific surface
area and approximately 1 nm-micropore volume. It was also observed for Labo-AAC
that the marginal parts of planer particle shapes of Tobermorite-11Å were altered to
somewhat frayed and unsharpened because of the considerable rearrangement of
silicate structures.

Table 1: Chemical shifts of 29Si MAS NMR

3.5 Drying shrinkage
Drying shrinkage as a function of Dc is shown in Fig.10. Drying shrinkage

increased with the increase of Dc from 0.03% to 0.06% and 0.11% for Field-AAC
and Labo-AAC, respectively. Drying shrinkage of AAC is the result of that of
Tobermorite-11Å or silica-gels which are the main binding minerals for Non-treated
and carbonated AAC. Therefore, it was observed that the increase of drying shrinkage
was mainly due to the change of main binding minerals from Tobermorite-11Å to
silica-gels. It was also observed that changes of silica-gel structure in Labo-AAC
were more excessive than that in Field-AAC so that drying shrinkage for Labo-AAC
was larger than that for Field-AAC. In other words, behaviour of macro-level such as
drying shrinkage was influenced by microstructure such as atomic arrangement or
crystalline structures.

ppm from TMS

1Al 0Al 1Al 0Al 1Al 0Al* 0Al
Non-treated AAC -80.3 -85.1 -91.9 -96.1 -107

(28) (100) (16) (17) (4)
Field-AAC (Dc=60%) -87.3 -99.3

(29) (100)
Labo-AAC (Dc=60%) -103 -107 -110

(100) (5) (68)
( ) ; Relative peak intensity * ; Quartz

Q2 Q3 Q4



Fig. 10: Drying shrinkage as a function of Dc

4 Conclusions

Microstructure changes of AAC were investigated during carbonation under
practical conditions, Field-AAC and accelerated conditions, Labo-AAC.

Changes of crystalline phases and microstructures of 10nm to µm were similar
between Labo-AAC and Field-AAC as follows;
(1) Dc increased with  time and saturated at 60%.
(2) With increase of Dc, Tobermorite-11Å decreased and calcite increased. After Dc
reached 30%, vaterite increased.
(3) The pore volume decreased and the Ca atoms were deposited locally in the matrix.
(4) The planer particle shape and the interparticle pores were not changed
significantly.

Changes of microstructures of atomic arrangement to 10nm and drying
shrinkage were different between Labo-AAC and Field-AAC as follows;
(5) BET specific surface area increased from 20 to 60 m2/g for Labo-AAC, but
decreased to 10 m2/g for Field-AAC. Micropore volume of approximately 1 nm
increased extremely for Labo-AAC.
(6) Hysteresis loop indicating the layered structures on the water vapour sorption
isotherms were observed only in Field-AAC.
(7) In the 29Si MAS NMR spectrum, Q4 spectrum indicating the silicate 3-dimentional
framework structures were found for Labo-AAC, however, Q3 spectrum indicating
the silicate sheet-like structures were found for Field-AAC.
(8) Drying shrinkage increased with increase of Dc from 0.03% to 0.06% and 0.11%
for Field-AAC and Labo-AAC, respectively.
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EFFECT OF REPEATED LOAD ON MICRO STRUCTURE AND
CARBONATION OF CONCRETE AND MORTAR
Effect of repeated loading
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Abstract

It is apprehended that durability of concrete and mortar subjected to repeated loads,
even though they were in low level, may be lowered durability of them by fatigue
failure in their micro structures. The effects of fatigue by flexure on micro structures
and carbonation of them were studied in this paper. The three measurements such as
dynamic modulus, micro pore volume and carbonation were carried out for the
specimens fatigued at several levels of stresses.  It was found out that the pore
volumes of them increased, though dynamic moduli of them were little affected by
the repeated loads.  The deeper carbonation was also observed in the severely
fatigued specimens and it seems to be closely related to change of their micro
structures.  To discuss quantitatively the effect of fatigue, a scale to estimate it is
needed.  Then, we proposed the following fatigue scale (D.F.) which indicates the
degree of fatigue; D.F. =σ/ f+a ( log N )b, where σ; flexural stress applied, f ; flexural
strength, N; number of repetition, and a,b; constants.  The micro pore volume
increased and the depth of carbonation became deep with rise of value of the scale,
which means fatigue progressed and thereby carbonation was accelerated.  It is
concluded that concrete and mortar subjected to repeated loads, even if they are at
low levels, are changed in their micro structure by fatigue and thereby durability of
them might be lowered.

Keywords:  Carbonation, concrete, dynamic modulus, fatigue, flexure test, mortar,
micro structure, repeated load
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1 Introduction

Concrete used for structures, is subjected to numerous number of repeated loads
during their service life. The performance of concrete to repeated load is commonly
determined by fatigue tests, and most of them have been carried out mainly for
determining the limitation of fatigue rupture of concrete, because structures become
seriously dangerous according as mechanical property of concrete closes on its
fatigue limitation.

Since members of a structure are designed to keep the stresses occurred in
concrete beneath lower level than those of failure limitation, it is therefore quite
seldom for concrete in actual structures to be subjected to such a higher level repeated
load that may result in fatigue rupture. However, repeated loads give concrete a
gradual damage even though the level of stress is low, and it would lead to reduction
of durability of concrete. Because, the micro structure of concrete might be changed
and thereby permeability of concrete to carbon dioxide gas would be presumed to
increase.

Most previous work has focused on fatigue failure of concrete.  As for fatigue
itself, the effect of fatigue on the relation between pore structure and mechanical
properties of concrete was investigated recently. However, there is still few
knowledge on effect of fatigue, in particular to durability.

In this paper, the effect of low level fatigue on durability of concrete and
mortar, in particular, on change of micro structures and carbonation by repeated load
were investigated.

2 Test specimen

Prisms of 10cm×10cm in cross section and 40cm in length were used for all
fatigue tests. The mix proportions of concrete and mortar specimens were shown in
Table 1.  They were kept in water of 20±2ºC for three months to expect sufficient
cure, and then dried in the room at 20±2ºC and 60%R.H. for more than one month.

Table 1: Mix designs of concrete and mortar specimen

Unit weight, kg/m3

Materials
Water/
Cement
ratio, %

Sand/
Aggregate
ratio, % Water Cement Sand Gravel

Dosage
of AE&

WR
agent
C×%

Slump
(Flow),

cm

Air
content,

%

Concrete 60 44 180 300 777 1002 0.10 18.0 5.8

Mortar 60 - 250 417 1554 - - (23.0) 4.5



3 Cyclic loading test for determine limitation of fatigue failure

3.1 Measurement of flexural strength
The data of flexural strengths of concrete and mortar are needed to decide the

level of load in cyclic loading tests, and therefore flexural tests were carried out in
conformity of the JIS Standard A 1106. The mean values of averaged flexural
strength of five specimens were 6.67N/mm2 for concrete and 5.06N/mm2 for mortar
respectively.

3.2 Cyclic loading tests for rupture
Cyclic loading tests were carried

out as shown in Photo.1, to obtain a
fatigue rupture curve which is used for
deciding a level of stress and a number
of repetition for further cyclic loading
tests for fatigue. The upper ratios in the
stress level were 0.8, 0.7, and 0.6 of the
flexural strength of each material. The
specimens were repeatedly loaded
between the upper levels to zero at 5Hz,
and the numbers of cycles at rupture
were counted.

The relations between the levels
of stress and the numbers of cycles to rupture were shown in Fig.1 for the concrete
and mortar specimens. The numbers of cycles to rupture reasonably decrease as the
levels of stress rise. It can be seen that the results have a smooth relation between the
levels of stress and the logarithmic values of number of cycles for the both materials,
and then their relations can be expressed by the following empirical equation,

σ/ f = 1 – a ( logN )b                                                                (1)

where, σ: applied flexural stress, N/mm2

       f : flexural strength, N/mm2

      N : number of repetition to rupture
      a,b: constants.

The two constants were determined from the fatigue test results of concrete and
mortar, and the equations expressing the relation between a level of stress and a
number of cycles to rupture were obtained as shown respectively in Table 2.

3.3 Cyclic loading tests for fatigue
Considering the former relations, levels of stress and numbers of repetition for

cyclic tests for fatigue, in which fatigue rupture is not expected, were decided as
shown in Table 3.

Photo. 1: Cyclic loading test



Fig. 1: Relation between level of stress and number of repetition to rupture

Table 2: Equations expressing fatigue rupture

Materials Equations

Concrete  (f : 6.67 N/mm2 ) σ/ f  = 1 - 0.0431(logN)1.24

Mortar  (f : 5.06 N/mm2 ) σ/ f  = 1 - 0.0196(logN)1.68

 Table 3: Stress level and number of repetition of cyclic test for fatigue

Concrete Mortar

Number of repetition
(×106)

Number of repetition
(×106)Stress level

σσ/ f
0.1 0.4 1 2

Stress level
σσ/ f

1 2 5 10

0.3 0.3
0.4 0.4
0.5 0.5
0.6 0.6

0.7   : A test was carried out.

4 Results of cyclic loading test for fatigue

4.1 Change of dynamic modulus by fatigue
Dynamic moduli of 4 concrete specimens were measured before and after the

cyclic loading tests to make clear the effect of fatigue on mechanical property of
them. The measurement was carried out by a primary deflection method described in
JIS A 1127 and the results thus obtained were shown in Table 4.  It can be seen from
the table that the dynamic modili of them decreased by fatigue. However, the
difference of them between before and after the fatigue operation was slight.
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4.2 Change of micro structure by fatigue
Micro structures of concrete and mortar specimens were also studied before and

after the fatigue operation to make clear the effect of fatigue. Pore size and
distributions of them were measured in the size from 6nm to 180� m in diameter
through the Micromeritics Poresizer 9310.

The procedure is as follows. A specimen is first divided into two pieces at the
center of it.  Five small blocks are then cut out from five positions of the divided
piece as shown in Fig.2, (the other half of piece is used for an accelerated carbonation
test). The five blocks have been subjected to different kinds and different levels of
stress during a fatigue operation, such as maximum compressive stress, maximum
tensile stress, composite stress of compressive and shear, composite stress of tensile
and shear, and less stress because of out of the loading points.  As for concrete
specimens, they contain coarse aggregates in them, and therefore, they were crushed
and small blocks of only mortar portion of 2.5mm-5mm in size were used to the
measurement.

The pore distributions at maximum tensile stressed and less stressed positions
were shown in Fig.3.  Much pore volumes of the samples from the area of being
stressed were observed, compared to that of less stressed area, and the difference
between them is more distinguished in smaller pore size regions.

For discussing the difference of pore distributions among the positions in a
specimen more clearly, the results were reformed to bar charts as shown in Fig.4, in
which pore sizes are divided into the four zones, i.e., a very fine capillary pore
zone(6-10nm), a smaller capillary zone(10-100nm), a medium capillary zone(0.1-
5.68µm) and a larger capillary and entrained air zone(5.68-180µm).

Table 4: Dynamic modulus of elasticity of concrete before and after fatigue test

Dynamic modulus of elasticity,
×104N/mm2Stress level

σσ / f

Number of
repetition

(×106) Before fatigue After fatigue

Reduction percentage of
dynamic modulus, %

0.3 2 3.74 3.73 0.3

0.4 2 3.70 3.70 0

0.5 0.4 3.71 3.70 0.3

0.6 0.1 3.74 3.71 0.8

O

A
O

C

B
O

D
O

O

E

A : Max. compression area
B : Max. tension area
C : Compression and shear area
D : Tension and shear area
E : Less stressed area

Used for accelerated
carbonation test

Fig. 2: Sampling position (shown by circles) for pore distribution measurement



Much pore volumes at the positions subjected to higher levels of stress were
observed, compared to that of less stressed position for both concrete and mortar
specimens. The pore volumes of pore sizes of 10nm-100nm and 0.1µm(100nm)-
5.68µm were particularly increased.

4.3 Change of carbonation rate by fatigue
There is fear that fatigue may lower durability of concrete and mortar, in

particular the resistance to carbonation. Then, an accelerated carbonation test was
carried out to study the effect of fatigue on carbonation.  The remained half of the
specimen as mentioned above was used for the test. The four sides of a specimen
except the upper and the bottom surfaces where force had been directly applied, were
sealed by epoxy resin coatings to prevent from ingress of carbon dioxide gas during
the carbonation test.

Fig. 3: Pore size distribution of tensile stressed area and less stressed area

Fig. 4: Volume of four pore size zones at various stressed positions



After being exposed in a chamber filled with carbon dioxide gas of 20% in CO2

concentration at 20ºC and 60%R.H. for 2 months, the specimen was split into two
pieces along the longitudinal direction by a compressive test machine.
Phenolphthalein liquid reagent was sprayed over the split surface of the specimen,
and the carbonated depth was measured at distance of 5mm along the longitudinal
direction of the specimen.  As for concrete, carbonated depth was measured in the
area of mortar avoiding coarse aggregates, because a coarse aggregate does not
inherently carbonate.  The results were expressed by averaged depth of the measured
area as shown in Fig.5.  It shows that the carbonation depth of the areas subjected to
higher levels of stress become deeper than those of less stressed for both materials.

5 Method for evaluating fatigue

As mentioned in the previous section, fatigue rupture is mainly affected by a
level of stress and a number of repetition, and the relation of them was roughly
expressed by the equation (1).  When the right side of the equation transposes to the
left side, it becomes as follows;

σ/ f + a ( log N )b = 1                                                (2)
This equation means that a specimen does not rupture until the value of the left

side of the equation,σ/ f + a ( log N )b, reaches the value of 1.  Therefore, the value of
the left side of the equation is considered to use as a scale that indicates progress of
fatigue of concrete and mortar specimens.  We define it as the degree of fatigue, D.F.,
it is able to be expressed by the following equation,

D.F. = σ/ f + a ( log N )b                                            (3)

Fig. 5: Averaged carbonated depth of positions subjected to different stress



A level of stress and a number of repetition, both of which are important
parameters in a fatigue test, are able to be unified by the equation (3).  The degrees of
fatigue were calculated by the equation (3) for the fatigued specimens, and they are
shown by numeral values in Fig.6.

6 Discussion

6.1 Effect of fatigue on dynamic modulus of concrete
Change of dynamic modulus, which is expressed as the ratio of the value after

fatigue test to original one, is shown for concrete specimens in Fig.7.  It seems that
fatigue little affect dynamic modulus of concrete.

Fig. 7: Relation between dynamic modulus of elasticity and degree of fatigue
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6.2 Effect of fatigue on micro structure of concrete and mortar
The relation between pore volumes, which are divided into four zones in pore

size, and degree of fatigue was studied.  The changes of pore volumes in maximum
compressive zone and maximum tensile one were shown in Fig.8 for concrete and
Fig.9 for mortar respectively. It can be seen a tendency that total pore volume
increases with the degree of fatigue.  As for the pore sizes that changed by fatigue,
the volumes of capillary pores from 10 to 100nm and 0.1µm to 5.68µm were
increased.  The effect of fatigue on micro structures is able to understand as an
increase of micro pores.

6.3 Effect of fatigue on carbonation
The relation between carbonation depth of the two materials and degree of

fatigue was also investigated. Fig.10 shows their relations in the positions of
maximum compressive, maximum tensile and less stressed.

Fig. 8: Relation between pore structure of concrete and degree of fatigue
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 Fig. 9: Relation between pore structure of mortar and degree of fatigue



Fig. 10: Relation between carbonation depth and degree of fatigue

The carbonation depth at less stressed hardly changed, however, those at the
positions severely stressed such as maximum compression and tension areas, become
deep with increase of the degree of fatigue.  It is said that carbonation of concrete
depends on the pore volume of it, and the deeper carbonation in stressed positions in
the tests is considered to be due to an increase of capillary pores of 10-100nm and
0.1-5.68µm.

7 Conclusion

The Effect of repeated loads on pore structure and carbonation of concrete and
mortar was studied, and the following conclusions were obtained.
(1) Concrete and mortar subjected to repeat loads, even if they are at low levels, are

changed in their micro structures by fatigue and thereby become more sensitive
to carbonation.

(2) A scale of expressing fatigue, which consists of a level of stress and a number of
repetition, was proposed. The usefulness of the scale for evaluating degree of
fatigue for concrete and mortar was shown through comparing the change of
pores and the carbonation depth of them by fatigue.
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MOISTURE CONTROL IN BUILDINGS - HOW CAN VARYING
OUTDOOR CLIMATE BE ALLOWED FOR?
Moisture control in buildings
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Abstract

This paper describes the general need for secure protection against moisture, and
methods for designing the structure in this respect.  Ensuring that all the possible
moisture loads on different parts of a building have been systematically
considered creates the right conditions for designing structures without moisture
problems.
An important part of the work of designing structures to deal with moisture loads
is to estimate the risk of damage and problems resulting from random variations in
the properties of materials, in indoor and outdoor climate and in user/occupant
habits.  This paper describes, in particular, the effect of a varying outdoor climate
and methods for allowing for it when calculating the moisture conditions of
various parts of a building and the corresponding reduction in performance of
materials and designs,.
By performing calculations for a number of cases over many years (1961-1990)
and by studying the spread of the results from one year to another, it is possible to
identify the reference (average) year and the most severe (extreme) year.  With
this information, appropriate safety factors for design calculations can be
determined.  The paper describes calculated moisture conditions and presents
examples of design safety factors for moisture problems encountered in different
types of designs.

Keywords:  calculation, climate, design, moisture, random, safety
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1 Introduction

An important prerequisite in attempting to achieve sustainable development
is the ability to make reliable service life predictions.  The gradual breakdown
with age, and the corresponding reduction in performance, of materials and
designs, are affected by various factors, including the outdoor climate.  Normal,
but random, variations in the outdoor climate complicate reliable determination of
service life, and methods of allowing for the effects of variations in outdoor
climate are needed when making service life predictions.  This paper describes
examples of how these variations can be accommodated when assessing the risk
of mildew damage in an exterior wall.

2 Risk and safety philosophy

An important aspect of service life prediction is consideration of safety
factors and the overall safety philosophy.  Material properties, climate, user habits
etc. all vary randomly, and expected effects on materials cannot be expressed as
specific values but rather as probabilities of particular types of effects occurring.
This probability can then be set against the risk of certain types of damage or
adverse effects occurring.  This paper describes methods of allowing for the
stochastic variations in outdoor climate when making service life predictions.
Material properties, user habits and other factors that can vary can then be
assumed to be known and constant - although, of course, in a complete analysis
they should be considered in the same way as variations in the outdoor climate.
There are a number of ways in which allowance can be made for the variations:

• Determination of the frequency function for different types of effect, such as
temperature, moisture content, UV radiation, ozone concentration etc.  This
requires the ability to determine the value of the effect on an hour-by-hour
basis (or day-byday or month-by-month, as appropriate) over a very long period
of time (years), subjected to natural and random variations - in principle, for as
long as the life of the building.  From this data, the risk of a particular effect or
combination of effects occurring can then be easily determined.  However, this
procedure requires an unreasonably large amount of work:  in addition, it
involves using climate data for past years as a basis for forecasting that for
future years, which means that long-term climate variations cannot be
considered.

• The extreme value method.  See Figure 1A.  The effect, illustrated here for
moisture conditions, is calculated on the basis of an extremely severe climate,
e.g. as the worst that has occurred in 50 years.  This value, which can be
assumed to present a special risk, is then used for comparison with critical
values.  This method, too, requires a long series of climate data.  However, no
additional safety factor is needed, as the necessary safety is already
incorporated through choice of the extreme climate situation.

• The normal value method.  See Figure 1B.  Here, the effect is calculated on the
basis of normal values of outdoor climate.  This data may be those for some
particular real year, which is felt to be typical of a number of years, or be a



'synthesised' year, known as a Test Reference Year (TRY).  The moisture status
value calculated from the normal year values must be corrected in some way,
∆ϕ, in order to represent the value for an extreme year.  The advantage of this
method is that it is quite easy to obtain or produce data for a normal year, while
its drawback is that the necessary corrections for moisture value depend on the
type of damage of interest and on the type of climate.

MOISTURE CONDITION, ϕϕ

ϕϕextreme

MOISTURE CONDITION, ϕϕ

ϕϕextreme ϕϕnormal

A B ∆ϕ∆ϕ

Fig. 1: Frequency curves for moisture condition

A illustrates the extreme value method, in which an extreme moisture
condition is calculated from data for an extreme climate.  B illustrates the normal
value method, in which the value for extreme moisture condition is obtained by
applying a suitable correction factor (∆ϕ) to the normal value.

A research project at the Lund University, Dept of Building Technology,
Building Physics, Sweden (Harderup, 1998) is devoted to describing methods of
determining the most unfavourable moisture condition that occurs during the
lifetime of a building.  Suitable correction factors for converting normal year
moisture condition values to those for extreme years are being developed by
investigating how the moisture condition varies from year to year.  By comparing
the theoretical results for a long series of years (30 years), it is possible to identify
the most unfavourable year.  A correction for the variations in climate data can
then be determined as the difference between the moisture condition of the most
unfavourable year and that of the reference year.  This correction can be applied
either as an increment or as a factor.  The method is illustrated in this paper with
an example.

3 Design

The design used in the example is shown in Figure 2, and it is the risk of
mildew growth on the outer parts of the wooden studs that is calculated.

The calculations were made using a computer program for calculation of
transient temperature and moisture conditions (Harderup, 1998), and considered
the case of vapour diffusion in combination with driving rain.  The risk was
investigated for all compass directions of the facade, in 10° steps from 0° to 350°.
The facade was assumed to have a solar absorptance of 0.3 and an emission factor
of 0.9.  The structure was assumed to be completely airtight, without cracks or
gaps, thus ignoring the effect of any air currents.  The outdoor climate was in the
form of ten sets of data, consisting of hourly values of climate parameters for ten
different sites in Sweden.  The indoor temperature was assumed to 21 °C, and the



indoor relative humidity was calculated on the basis of a moisture input (being the
difference between indoor and outdoor vapour concentration) of 0.004 kg/m³.

120 facing brick

30 air gap

25 mineral wool with wind
protection

120 mineral wool between
wooden studs

vapour barrier

13 gypsum board

Fig. 2: A section through the wall in the example

The effects of a ventilated airgap and of the windproof paper have been
ignored in the calculations.

The calculations of moisture and temperature conditions were made for a
period of 30 years, from 1961 to 1990.  The risk of mildew growth was calculated
annually, from 16th August of one year to 15th August the next year.  The reason
for the choice of this period, rather than that of a calendar year, was that the
structure normally dries out completely during the summer, with the following
moisture absorption during the autumn in combination with drying out in the
spring being decisive in determining the risk of mildew formation.  The risk is
assumed to be dependent on both temperature and relative humidity, as shown in
Figure 3.
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X
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Fig. 3: Risk curve for the growth of mildew (r*) as a function of various
moisture conditions and temperatures.  From Nevander & Elmarsson,
1991



The risk was calculated for each time increment ( ∆t ) , using temperature
and RH, and the mean risk, over the period from 16th August to the following
15 August, as follows:

r
r t

t
=

⋅∑
∑

* ∆

∆
    (1)

4 Results from one site (Bromma)

The results from Bromma are used in order to illustrate some of the
principles of evaluation of the theoretical results.  This meteorological station is in
eastern Sweden, close to an airfield outside Stockholm.  The risk of mildew
growth, r, has been calculated for 29 twelve-month periods from 1961/62 to
1989/90.  Figure 4, showing the theoretical values for a south-facing wall (180°),
is an example of the results.  The years have been listed in the order of their
mildew risk:  the mean value is 0.40.  The extreme year was 1989/90, for which
the risk was 0.45.  The year closest to the mean value, the Mean Deviation Year
(MDY), was 1961/62.

The correction needed in order to cover the extreme year is therefore
0.45 - 0.40 = 0.05.  It can be expressed either as a correction term, ∆r = 0.05, or as
a correction factor, fr = 0.45/0.40 = 1.125.  Earlier comparisons (Harderup, 1998)
have shown that it is a correction term that is most suitable for this type of
calculation.  The correction term of ∆r  = 0.05 in the example above applies only
for the 180° direction.
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Fig. 4: Yearly mildew risks for 180° facade direction, in order of magnitude.
The mean value is 0.40, and the year closest to it is 1961/62

The variation from one direction to another is quite small, which indicates
that the effects of solar radiation and driving rain, which are dependent on
orientation, are slight.  Figure 5 shows the normal values (the mean value of all
the years) and the extreme values (the most unfavourable years) of mildew risk for
each 30° direction vector.



For practical reasons, it is necessary to determine a value for ∆r that can be
used for all directions.  We could, for example, choose the direction that has the
highest value of r which, in 1989/90, was the 150° direction.  This direction has a
value of r = 0.46 and a corresponding value of ∆r = 0.06.  MDY is 1961/62.  Or
we could choose the direction having the highest mean value (for all the years).
This turns out to be in the same direction in this case, with ∆r still 0.06 and the
MDY still 1961/62.  We can also calculate the mean value of ∆r in all directions,
which is found to be just under 0.06, with only very little spread.
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Fig. 5: Normal (mean) and extreme mildew risks of specific direction vectors

It therefore seems as if 0.06 is a suitable value for ∆r, but is 1961/62 suitable
as the reference year?  To investigate this, we have gone through the data for those
years that could be considered, and rated each direction so that those years closest
to the mean value have been given a score of 0, those next to it a score of 1 and so
on.  The year with the lowest score, summed over all directions, has then been
taken as the normal year:  see Table 1.

Table 1: Points for years and directions, in order to identify which year is most
representative of a normal year for all directions.  The year with the
fewest points is taken as the normal year

Wall facing
Year 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 Sum

1961/62 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 2 2 4 3 18
1962/63 4 7 8 8 5 9 8 8 8 5 5 6 81
1963/64 6 3 3 3 6 4 3 5 5 6 7 5 56
1971/72 5 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 13
1977/78 12 8 7 6 12 8 5 4 6 7 12 11 98
1978/79 2 5 5 5 4 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 46
1980/81 1 4 4 3 2 2 2 2 1 3 1 2 27
1981/82 0 2 2 4 1 5 11 6 3 1 0 0 35

The table shows that 1971/72 is the most suitable for selection as the normal
year.  With one exception (for direction 0°) it is very close to MDY in all
directions.  1961/62 could also be used.

The corresponding table for the extreme year (Table 2) shows a very clear
ranking of the years, regardless of the facade direction.  1989/90 was the most



difficult in all directions, which was probably due to that year having had difficult
temperature and humidity conditions, rather than to driving rain, which is
direction-dependent.

Table 2: Points for years and directions, in order to identify which year is most
representative of an extreme year for all directions.  The year with the
fewest points is taken as the normal year

Wall facing
Year 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 Sum

1967/68 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12
1972/73 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 5 4 4 4 4 45
1974/75 6 6 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 6 6 6 80
1982/83 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 24
1983/84 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 4 5 5 5 5 60
1988/89 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 40
1989/90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The mildew risk for the normal year, (1971/72 - mean value in all
directions) is 0,38, while for the 1989/90 extreme year it is 0.44, which gives the
same value for ∆r, 0.06, as before.

The above therefore says that, for determination of the mildew risk in walls
for the Bromma site, 1971/72 should be taken as a normal year, with the result
being corrected by a term of ∆r = 0.06 in order to allow for the extreme year
conditions.

5 Results for other sites

The same calculations as for the example above have been made for the
other ten sites in Sweden.  Table 3 shows the results from the three models used in
clause 4.

It can be seen from the table that there is no single year that can serve as a
common reference year for the whole of Sweden.  Different places have different
reference years, and the years differ somewhat between themselves depending on
the method used to decide on the reference year.  If we look more closely at the
differences in theoretical risk, r, for the different reference years, we find that they
are often small.  We can use the points method to find a common reference year,
and it tells us that 1978/79 can be used as a reference year for the whole country
without difficulty.

The correction factor varies, as shown in Figure 6, being least in the north of
the country, where the climate varies least from one year to another as the result of
driving rain.



Table 3: Reference year and correction, ∆∆r, for the method with the highest extreme
value, the method based on the highest mean value and the method based
on assigning points to the individual years

'Highest extreme value' 'Highest mean value' 'The points method'
Site Direction Ref. year ∆r Direction Ref. year ∆r Ref. year ∆r
Bromma 300 1961/62 0.06 300 1961/62 0.06 1971/72 0.06
Frösön 200 1963/64 0.03 270 1963/64 0.03 1977/78 0.04
Jönköping 200 1979/80 0.08 130 1961/62 0.08 1964/65 0.11
Karlstad 220 1978/79 0.05 230 1978/79 0.05 1978/79 0.05
Kiruna 200 1985/86 0.02 190 1963/64 0.02 1963/64 0.03
Luleå 250 1965/66 0.01 220 1970/71 0.03 1979/80 0.01
Ronneby 220 1968/69 0.06 230 1968/69 0.06 1980/81 0.07
Sturup 200 1987/88 0.06 230 1987/88 0.06 1986/87 0.04
Säve 200 1986/87 0.06 220 1986/87 0.06 1974/75 0.06
Söderhamn 250 1987/88 0.06 210 1980/81 0.07 1963/64 0.06

For practical use, we can therefore take 1978/79 as the reference year and
apply a correction term, ∆r, which varies from 0.10 in southern Sweden and on the
coast to 0.05 for the rest of the country.

Bromma; 0.06

Kiruna; 0.02

Luleå; 0.05

Söderhamn; 0.08

Karlstad; 0.05

Jönköping; 0.08

Ronneby; 0.08

Säve; 0.06

Sturup; 0.12

Frösön; 0.04

Fig. 6: Correction term for various places in Sweden.  For practical purpose,
we can use 0.10 in southern Sweden and on the coast, and 0.05 in the
rest of the country



6 Conclusions

The examples show that the variations in climate from one year to another
produce differences in the results of the calculations.  When designing a structure,
allowance can be made for the extreme years by taking a reference year and then
applying an appropriate correction factor.  Each type of moisture condition and
design requires knowledge of the appropriate reference year and correction:  in
some cases, a correction term is more suitable, while in others it is a correction
factor that is to be preferred. The difficulty to find common reference years and
corrections for different moisture conditions and designs makes it sometimes
easier to perform the calculations for a long (30 years) suite of real years and
select the extreme values from these results.
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Chloride diffusion tests for concrete
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Abstract:

Corrosion service life predictions based on Fick’s second law of diffusion require an
estimate of the chloride diffusion coefficient for concrete.  Since the industry lacks a
standard diffusion coefficient test procedure, several procedures are currently being
used.  Not surprisingly, the value of the diffusion coefficient depends on the test
method employed.  This paper presents the results of a three-year study aimed at
producing a valid laboratory procedure to estimate the chloride diffusion coefficient
for concrete.  The investigation involved obtaining chloride diffusion coefficients
using different laboratory procedures: natural chloride flux, chloride migration, and
chloride ponding.  The paper discusses each test method, calculation procedure, and
practical limitations.  It is shown that the natural chloride flux test is the most
fundamentally sound procedure to obtain the chloride diffusion coefficient, but is too
slow for practical application.  The data indicate that diffusion coefficients obtained
by the chloride flux and accelerated migration test methods are significantly different
from chloride ponding tests.  In addition, the influence of silica fume and an organic
corrosion-inhibiting admixture on chloride diffusion coefficients are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Most corrosion service life models are based on Fick’s second law of diffusion.
In order to use these models, estimates of the chloride loading and chloride diffusion
coefficient must be made. (Amey et al. 1998; Bamforth 1994; Berke and Hicks 1993;
Weyers et al. 1993)  Historically, these parameter estimates came from determining
the chloride content at multiple depths in existing concrete structures or chloride
ponding experiments.  The chloride content was then mathematically fitted to Fick’s
second law as a function of sample depth in order to obtain the surface concentration
and diffusion coefficient.

The primary drawbacks of determining the parameter estimates from fitting
chloride profiles are: 1) making the incorrect assumption that diffusion is the only
mechanism for chloride ingress in concrete, and 2) obtaining a chloride analysis from
structures is expensive.  In reality, this process requires too much time and effort to
be useful for modern designers; especially those interested in evaluating new
materials.  In the last decade, accelerated methods to estimate the diffusion
coefficient have developed (Andrade 1993; Streicher and Alexander 1995; Zhang and
Gjorv 1994), but the values obtained from the different methods do not necessarily
agree.

Most chloride diffusion coefficient test methods fall into three basic categories:

1. Chloride flux procedures determine the diffusion coefficient by measuring the
flow of chloride through a known area of concrete over time (flux). The driving
force in this test is simply a concentration gradient across the sample.  The test
schematic is shown in Fig.1.  The diffusion coefficient is calculated from the
rate of change in the chloride concentration in the sodium hydroxide reservoir.

2. Chloride migration procedures reduce the test duration by driving the chloride
through concrete with an electrical potential.  The diffusion coefficient
calculation varies between the two migration methods typically used; one
method is based on the conductivity of chloride-saturated concrete, and the
other is similar to the chloride flux test with corrections for the electrical
current.

3. Chloride ponding tests also have two versions; one is known as static ponding,
and the other is known as bulk diffusion.  Increasing the solution concentration,
the ambient temperature, or both accelerates these procedures.  In one
procedure, a concrete specimen is ponded with a chloride solution, while in the
other method the specimen is immersed in the chloride solution.  After a certain
time period, the chloride content data are mathematically fit to Fick’s second
law of diffusion as a function of depth to obtain the apparent surface
concentration and diffusion coefficient.



2 Research significance

The data presented in this paper show the relationship between three chloride
diffusion coefficient tests for concrete.  In addition, the data show the effect of silica
fume and an organic corrosion-inhibiting admixture1 (OCI) on the chloride diffusion
coefficient estimate.

3 Experimental

The data were collected over three years as part of six different evaluations.  As
such, data presentation has been abbreviated.  Each evaluation was performed under
controlled laboratory conditions following standard procedures for mixing, casting,
and curing by ACI-certified technicians.  All concrete mixtures used materials in
conformance with ASTM specifications, and were moist-cured for 28 days prior to
testing.

Two sets of specimens were exposed at Treat Island, ME, a severe weathering
exposure site run by the US Army Corps of Engineers.  The exposure site is a wood
platform set at mean sea level, so the concrete is exposed to tidal oscillations.  This
facility exposes concrete to two wet/dry, or freeze/thaw cycles per day.

3.1 Mixture proportions
Since the data presented in Table 1 come from multiple evaluations, the

concrete mixture proportions differ.  In order to identify the pertinent experimental
variables without listing individual mixture proportions, an observation number and
mixture code were assigned to each mixture.  The mixture code format is:

(c+m) – w/(c+m) – SF - OCI

Where:
(c+m) = cementitious materials content, kg/m3

w/(c+m) = 100 * water-to-cementitious materials ratio
SF =  silica fume percentage by mass of total cementitious materials,
OCI = dose of organic corrosion-inhibiting admixture, L/m3

For example, the code 356-45-6-5 indicates that the concrete contained a total
cementitious content of 356 kg/m3; the water-to-cementitious materials ratio was
0.45, 6 % of the cementitious materials mass was silica fume; and 5 L/m3 of an
organic corrosion-inhibiting admixture1 were added.

                                                          
1 Rheocrete 222+; an aqueous solution of amines and fatty acid esters, is manufactured by Master
Builders, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio



3.2 Test methods
Fig. 1 presents a schematic of the test setups used to determine the chloride

diffusion coefficients.

3.2.1 Chloride flux
The chloride flux procedure uses a pre-saturated 25-mm thick by 100-mm

diameter concrete sample cut from a core or cast cylinder. The concrete specimen is
placed in the cell so the top (finished) surface faces the sodium chloride (NaCl)
reservoir, and the cut surface faces the sodium hydroxide (NaOH) reservoir.  The
minimum specimen thickness is twice the maximum size aggregate, to avoid the
potential for a continuous flow path along the aggregate.

This cell is designed to accommodate specimens taken from either cylinders or
cores using a recessed rim to create a watertight seal, and exposing a 75-mm diameter
surface.  The reservoir capacity of the cells employed was approximately 720 mL.

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of diffusion coefficient test methods
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The NaOH reservoir is monitored for chloride breakthrough using chloride
titrator strips on a monthly basis.  Once chloride breakthrough occurs, 10-mL aliquots
are removed from both reservoirs and titrated for chloride concentration.  Aliquots
are then removed and titrated monthly until at least six consecutive diffusion
coefficient calculations agree to within ± 1 mm2/yr.  The exposed surface is centered
in the reservoir, so the aliquots do not lower the solution level enough to expose the
concrete surface.

The effective diffusion coefficient, De, is calculated from the chloride
concentration measurements using Fick’s second law of diffusion (Eq.1).  The
calculation is simplified using Eq. 2.1  Since solution concentrations, the specimen
thickness, and time of exposure are known, the effective diffusion coefficient is
determined by setting the Ratio in Eq. 2 to 1.000.2

(1)

(2)

Where:
Cx,t = The chloride concentration in the NaOH reservoir at time t, ppm
Cse = The chloride concentration in the NaCl reservoir, ppm
Co = Background chloride concentration, ppm
x = Sample thickness, mm
erf = The error function
De = The effective chloride diffusion coefficient, mm2/yr
t =  Time of exposure in cell, yr

The chloride flux test is fundamentally the most sound procedure to determine
the diffusion coefficient, since the only driving force is a concentration gradient.
Also, since the specimen is primarily a membrane, chloride binding does not skew
the calculation.  However, it is a real-time test that can take a couple of years to
complete for high quality concrete.  Practically, the usefulness of this procedure is
limited to long-term research.

                                                          
1  In this study, Co is set to 0.0 because the NaOH solution was made with de-ionized water.  If the
initial NaOH solution contained Cl-, use the net concentrations for Cse and Cx,t.
2  In practice, the trial and error process is simplified by using the Goal Seek or Solver functions of an
Excel spreadsheet.
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3.2.2 Migration methods
Both chloride migration procedures use the same basic cell design as the

chloride flux test except that the concrete slice is thicker, and the reservoirs contain
mesh electrodes.  The application of a modest electrical potential (10 to 15 VDC)
accelerates the migration test from a multi-year test to a few weeks, even with a
larger specimen thickness.  The authors chose to modify the migration cell commonly
employed in the literature by using an anode electrode (+) made from platinized
niobium mesh instead of stainless steel to minimize cell maintenance resulting from
anode corrosion after chloride break-through.

Migration procedure 1 is a modified version of Streicher and Alexander’s
(1995) chloride conduction procedure.  The modification is simply that the concrete
is saturated with chloride by applying the electrical potential, instead of vacuum
saturation.  After polarization the reservoir solutions are emptied, and both sides are
refilled with fresh 2.5 M NaCl solution for the conductivity measurement.  Fig. 2
shows that the modification saturates the sample with chloride prior to the
measurement, validating the calculation assumption that the pore solution
conductivity is known.

The diffusion coefficient is calculated from conductivity measurements using
Eq. 3 below.  The fundamental assumption behind this calculation is that the pore
solution conductivity is known.  For most concrete the pore solution conductivity is
not known, so preconditioning is required to saturate the sample with a known
chloride solution.

For this technique, a 2.5 M concentration of NaCl solution was selected to
saturate the pore solution.  Although the 2.5 M solution exceeds the 0.5 M limit of the
Debye-Huckel theory for chloride transport, the larger concentration was chosen to
minimize the error induced by other ions solvating into the pore solution from the
concrete.  Therefore, the pore conductivity and diffusivity numbers can be assumed to
be that of a 2.5 M Cl- solution, and any charge carried by ions solvating from the
concrete (i.e., K+, Na+, Ca+2, SO4

-2, OH-) can be considered negligible.  Please refer
to the original work by Streicher and Alexander (1995) for a more detailed discussion
of the method, assumptions, and calculation procedures.

(3)

Where:
3.1536*(10)13 is the conversion factor for m2/s to mm2/yr
Dc = Diffusion of chloride ions through concrete pores (mm2/yr)
Do = Diffusion of chloride ions through 2.5M NaCl solution (0.165 m2/s)
σc = Conductivity of concrete (calculated from voltage drop and current

measurements on cell), S/m
σo = Conductivity of solution (16 S/m for 2.5 M NaCl)
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Migration procedure 2 is the accelerated chloride flux procedure presented by
Zhang and Gjorv (1994 and 1995).  Calculation of the diffusion coefficient in this
method is based on the drift velocities of chloride ions within concrete.  Zhang
assumed that the drift velocity of chloride ions is affected by relaxation and
electrophoretic effects of the ionic cloud, and by a concentration related retardation in
ion migration velocity.  By taking these assumptions into consideration, they
proposed that the effective diffusion coefficient could be calculated as described in
Eq. 4.

Fig. 2 – Chloride content of specimens after “Migration procedure 1”

In this procedure, the concentration of chloride must remain less than 0.5 M for
the Debye-Huckel theory to be satisfied, thereby making Eq. 4 valid.  In practice, the
constants β (Volt/Ko) and α (cm2

•L•
oK/mol•Volt) are calculated for each specimen,

and the change in chloride concentration over time in the anodic chamber is
monitored to obtain dC/dt.  The effective diffusion coefficient is then calculated using
Eq. 4.  The original work by Zhang and Gjorv (1994) provides a detailed discussion
of the derivation of the equations, assumptions, and calculation procedures.

A practical limitation of this procedure is that it is laborious, requiring daily
monitoring and chloride sampling, so it was discontinued after use in two evaluations.
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Where:
3.1536*(10)9 is the conversion factor from cm2/s to mm2/yr

β = 
acto

o

Vze
kV300

α = 
oo Ac

LVT
∆Ψ

De = Effective chloride diffusion coefficient, mm2/yr
Ao = Cross section area, cm2

co = Source chloride concentration, mmol/cm3

eo = Charge of a proton, 4.8 (10)-10 esu.
k = Boltzmann constant, 1.38 (10)-16 erg./K•ion
L = Distance between electrodes, cm
T = Absolute temperature, K
V = Volume of collecting cell, cm3

Vo = Drift velocity of at infinite dilution, (see reference)
Vact = Actual net drift velocity for ions in solution, (see reference)
z = Ionic valance
∆Ψ = Applied electric potential, Volts

dt
dC

 = Rate of change in chloride concentration over time

3.2.3 Chloride ponding
The chloride ponding specimens were 150-mm diameter by 150-mm high

concrete cylinders.  The bottom half of a 150- x 300-mm cylinder mold was used to
cast the specimen and the top half of the mold was used to form the ponding dike.
Specimens were cast, stripped, moist-cured for 28 days, dried for one week, and had
the sides covered with two coats of epoxy paint before the dike was caulked in place.
After the silicone caulk dried, the dike was filled with 2.5 M NaCl solution and then
covered by a plastic bag.  The 150- x 150-mm chloride ponding specimens were
stored on racks and routinely monitored for evaporation and leaks.

Individual ponding specimens were cast for each exposure period of interest.
At the end of each exposure period the dike and any silicone remnants were removed,
the cylinder was rinsed, and then sliced in 6-mm increments.  Each slice had the
epoxy-coated edge removed, and was carefully dried, pulverized, and analyzed for
the acid soluble chloride content according to ASTM C 1152 and AASHTO 260.

The apparent diffusion coefficient, Da, and effective surface concentration were
calculated from the chloride content profile using Eq. 1 and a nonlinear regression
routine.  The background chloride content, Co, was determined for each evaluation
from initial chloride content measurements taken from specially cast cubes or
compressive strength specimens.



3.2.4 Bulk diffusion
Bulk diffusion differs from the ponding test (3.2.3) in that the specimen is

coated with epoxy on all but the finished surface, is saturated with water prior to
chloride exposure, and is totally immersed in a chloride solution.  The acid soluble
chloride profile is then obtained from powder samples taken at 1-mm increments after
the exposure period.  The diffusion coefficient is calculated by fitting the chloride
profile to Eq. 1.  The test conditions force chloride ingress to occur only by diffusion,
whereas conditions in the ponding test allow combined diffusion, sorption, and
wicking.

4 Results

Table 1 summarizes diffusion coefficient estimates from six individual
experiments.  Evaluations A through E were included in analysis of variance.
Evaluation F was provided only for illustrative purposes and was not included in the
statistical analysis.

Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of chemical and mineral admixtures on the diffusion
coefficient using three different test methods.  Each bar represents the pooled mean
value of within-evaluation comparisons from Table 1, using evaluations A through D.

It is important to note that the comparisons shown in Fig. 3 are not isolated
experimental results, but are the pooled results from four individual experiments.
The trends indicated in the graphs are repeatable, as each individual experiment
produced similar results, even though mixture proportions differed.

To illustrate, the diffusion coefficients pooled for the Reference shown in the
left graph are Mix numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 9,10, 11, 15, and 16.  The comparable OCI Mix
numbers are 2, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 17, and 18, respectively.

Similarly, the values pooled together for the Reference shown in the right graph
are from Mix numbers 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 17.  The 4% SF values are the mean values
from Mix numbers 4, 7, 10 and 13.  The 8% SF values come from Mix numbers 5, 8,
11, 14, 16, and 18.

Fig. 3: Comparison of admixture effect across test methods
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5 Discussion

The goal of any engineering property test is to produce unbiased parameter
estimates useable in subsequent calculations.  Therefore, an appropriate test method
must adhere to the same boundary conditions as the calculation procedure.  In the case
of chloride diffusion coefficient tests, these boundary conditions dictate that the
influence of alternative chloride transport mechanisms be minimized Since chloride
diffusion occurs through the water filled pores in concrete, saturation and minimal
water transport are essential conditions for an appropriate test procedure.  This
requirement is satisfied in the saturated conditions of the chloride flux, migration, and
bulk diffusion test methods, but is lacking in the chloride ponding test.

The data presented in Table 1 clearly show that the flux, migration, and bulk
diffusion methods produce similar parameter estimates, whereas the historical
approach of fitting chloride profiles is heavily biased.  This bias is most probably
caused by chloride ingress through alternative transport modes.

Water and chloride transport through concrete is influenced by hydraulic
pressure and/or saturation gradients produced by wetting and evaporation fronts.  A
saturation gradient caused by evaporation near the dry bottom surface of the ponding
test pulls both water and chloride through the concrete.  This combined water and
chloride transport mode is termed wicking.  Buenfeld et al. (1995) showed that
wicking can be a significant chloride transport mode and should be modeled separate
from diffusion.

Wicking and other transport mechanisms are included in the apparent diffusion
coefficients calculated from both structures and chloride-ponding tests, but are absent
in the effective diffusion coefficients calculated in the other methods presented.  This
disparity is clearly illustrated in Fig. 3.  Furthermore, if the test conditions eliminate
water transport through wicking and sorption, as in the bulk diffusion test, the
apparent diffusion coefficients obtained by fitting chloride profiles are reasonable.

For example, Mix 22 has comparable mixture proportions to Mix 11, but the
apparent diffusion coefficients do not agree.  In contrast, Mix 22’s apparent diffusion
coefficient is more in line with the effective diffusion coefficients calculated from the
chloride flux and migration methods for Mix 11.  This example should not be
construed as a general statement of fact, as it is just a single observation.  However,
the observed response is consistent with the theories advanced above.

To draw scientifically correct inferences on the data shown in Table 1, analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used.  Because separate mixes were not made when
running each test method, there are between-mix and within-mix comparisons for this
split-plot design.  For example, the evaluation, corrosion inhibitor dose, and silica
fume effects are between-mix comparisons.  However, the test method effect is a
within-mix comparison.  Due to the unbalanced nature of this split-plot design detailed
discussion of the formal data analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. (Milliken and
Johnson 1984).





Table 1: Chloride diffusion coefficient summary table.

Measured Diffusion Coefficient (mm2/yr) Surface Background Age
Eval.# Mix # Mix Code De - Flux De - Migr. 1 De - Migr. 2 Da - Pond Cse (ppm) Co (ppm) t (yr)
A   1 362-38-0   27       19   192     5250     500 2.0
A   2 362-38-0-5   25       17     84     3503     500 2.0
B   3 307-50-0   59       56       60   980     3626     550 1.5
B   4 307-50-4   48       39       40     27     9814     550 1.5
B   5 307-50-8   14       19       33     60     6773     550 1.5
B   6 307-50-0-5   39       45       31   334     4650     550 1.5
B   7 307-50-4-5   42       27       21     38     8111     550 1.5
B   8 307-50-8-5   15       20       24   113     5580     550 1.5
C   9 390-38-0   45       40       38   125   14326     550 2.3
C 10 390-38-4   14       26       36     76   14192     550 2.3
C 11 390-38-8   10       18       31     58   12038     550 2.3
C 12 390-38-0-5   18       30       30   169   12596     550 2.3
C 13 390-38-4-5     9       20       16     52   17198     550 2.3
C 14 390-38-8-5     8       13       22     33   17932     550 2.3
D* 15 380-40-0   30       45     97     8626     660 2.0
D* 16 380-40-8   11       17     59     7652     660 2.0
D* 17 380-40-0-5   18       54     93     8867     660 2.0
D* 18 380-40-8-5     6       14     29     7661     660 2.0
E* 19 356-40-0       19     62
E* 20 356-40-0-5       18     28
F** 21 400-33-0     26
F** 22 432-37-8     21

*   The chloride profiles for these evaluations came from specimens in a severe marine exposure
** Bulk diffusion test – 28 days in 5M NaCl solution at 40 °C; coefficient corrected for 21 °C (see Amey et al., 1998)



Statistical analysis of the data in Table 1 shows that the estimates obtained
using the chloride flux and migration methods are essentially equivalent. The analysis
also shows the reduction in the diffusion coefficients from chemical and mineral
admixtures are significant.  Replacing 4-8% of cement with silica fume produced a
dramatic reduction in the diffusion coefficient regardless of the testing method.  This
reduction was is excess of 50% for 8% replacement.  Furthermore, the organic
corrosion-inhibiting admixture reduced the diffusion coefficient by 10 to 30%.

6 Conclusions

1. The flux and migration test methods presented produce similar values for the
effective chloride diffusion coefficient for concrete.

2. Fitting chloride profiles from ponding or environmental exposure experiments
to Fick’s second law of diffusion can produce apparent diffusion coefficients 2
to 6 times greater than the effective diffusion coefficient.

3. Statistical analysis of the data presented indicates that all the test methods show
a progressive reduction in the diffusion coefficient with increasing silica fume
replacement.  Also, significant reductions in the diffusion coefficient occur
when an organic corrosion-inhibiting admixture was added to the concrete.
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Abstract

In this paper we report on preparatory work and results of an investigation performed
in order to study experimentally the decay of the functional performances of some
building elements by means of laboratory and outdoor aging.  This experimental
investigation is part of a larger on going research program agreed between DISET and
LTS, whose goal is the development of a methodology for the prediction of building
elements service life and for the modeling of degradation mechanisms.  The aging tests
have been performed on building elements belonging to the class of the external walls.
The specimens are composed of perforated brickwork coated with render and of a
protective layer consisting of an acrilical water painting.  For comparison, the aging
tests were also performed on a series of unprotected brickworks.  The accelerated aging
program, conducted within an environmental test chamber, develops on the iteration of
a cycle consisting of four distinct phases in which are simulated the most significant
climatic conditions and actions (rain, irradiance, freeze and thaw), to which the chosen
building elements are generally exposed.  The cycle has been calibrated so as to yield
the right stressing load of the climatic agents on the basis of the time evolution of
temperature and humidity measured during preliminary tests at different points inside
the samples.  Parallely to the laboratory aging program, outdoor aging will also be
carried out.  The decay of the functional performances of the specimens during the
aging process has been recorded through the periodical measurement of some relevant
material parameters by means of non-destructive and destructive testing methods.  In a
next and final phase, the experimentally collected data will be elaborated and
interpreted in order to support and validate the proposed methodology for evaluating
the service life of building elements

Keywords : service life prediction, durability, performance, brickwork.
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1 Introduction

The experimental program to evaluate the durability of building elements
presented in this paper is part of a wider research context dealing with the behavior of
elements over time.  The DISET department has been dealing with this issue for a
number of years.

The lack of experimental data about changing of the performances and
functional characteristics of the elements due to the action of stressing agents, induced
us to set up an evaluation method for durability to be applied to building elements.
This method was presented during a national meeting held at Turin Polytechnic in
October 1996 (Maggi P.N., 1996).

In this method, the durability is expressed in terms of propensity and can be
deduced from the response of the material to the stressing agents and more precisely,
from the decay of the characteristics related to the supposed performance (functional
characteristics) which can be assumed by the analysis of the structure of elements.

The experimental program, conducted by LTS, and its first results presented in
this paper aim at verifying the reliability of this method.

2 Experimental program

2.1 The building elements and the start-up of the experimental phase
The experimental phase will allow to evaluate the durability of some building

elements out of a catalogue of external walls, whose typology is the most frequently
used in Italian constructions. The building element chosen to start the experimental
program is a traditional cavity wall composed by: internal hollow bricks, thermal
insulating layer and external perforated bricks coated with render and finished with a
water painting.  The test will tackle only the external part of the wall, so the samples
(39 x 51 x 13 cm) will be only composed by the external brickwork, the render and the
protective coat. The specimen will have two configurations : protected with water
painting and not.

The comparison between the results of the unprotected specimens and those of
the protected ones will show the protective performance of the coating over time.

2.2 General testing layout
In order to evaluate the durability of building elements, it was chosen to submit

the samples to laboratory and outdoor accelerated aging, as well as to outdoor natural
aging. The choice to resorting to a double method of evaluation allows to correlate the
different scales, thus avoiding to produce unreliable results or, at least, some that are
not traceable back to outdoor environmental stresses.  As far as the outdoor exposure is
concerned, two sites with similar climate (Milan and Lugano) but with different levels
of pollution were chosen.  The samples will be placed southern oriented, vertically and
with an inclination of 45°.  This latter position allows the exposure of the building
elements to conditions of greater stresses than the ones to which a vertical external
wall is normally subjected.  Thus three types of aging can be distinguished: laboratory
accelerated aging, outdoor accelerated aging(45°) and outdoor natural aging (90°).

The outdoor accelerated and natural aging will start in April 1999.



2.3 Laboratory accelerated aging program
The first preliminary phase (May and June 1998) has consisted in verifying the

stressing loads at different locations inside the sample through the continuous
monitoring of temperatures and humidity.  After this preliminary calibration phase of
the cycle was ended, the laboratory accelerated aging program was started for the
unprotected samples. To this purpose 14 samples were prepared.

At this date two samples have already concluded their stay inside the
environmental test chamber: sample 10.1, with 7 weeks of aging test (148 cycles), and
sample 8.1, with 13 weeks of aging test (285 cycles).  The complete laboratory
accelerated aging program will take about 8 more months.

3 The laboratory test cycle

In order to determine duration and structure of a complex test cycle able of
reproducing the right environmental conditions, we first identified the outdoor agents
affecting service life of the chosen building elements.  Stressing agents were defined
on the basis of both national and international standards (UNI and ICITE, ISO/TC
59/SC 3/ N 296, CEN, ASTM E 632, ASTM G 26, AFNOR - NF T 30-049).

The definitive aging cycle has a total duration of 6 hours and 25 minutes and is
composed as follows:
1. Rain.  In this first phase, whose duration is 60’, the samples are sprayed with water

at a temperature of about 20°C.  The air inside the environmental test chamber is
kept at a constant temperature of 20°C and at a relative humidity higher than 95% ;
T12=Transition time: 5’;

2. Freeze.  The wet samples are subsequently exposed to an ambient temperature of
-20°C for 90’; T23=Transition time: 80’;

3. High temperature and high humidity conditions.  The ambient temperature is kept
constant at 55°C and the relative air humidity is maintained above 95% for a
duration of 60’; T34=Transition time: 5’.

4. High temperature and low humidity conditions with UV radiation.  During this
phase the ambient temperature is lowered to 30°C and the relative air humidity is
held at about 40%. The samples are irradiated by means of a Xenon lamp for a
duration of 80’. The temperature at the surface of the samples is about 60°C;
T41=Transition time: 5’.

4 Characterization tests

The characteristics affecting the performances of the exterior walls under
investigation were determined using the functional analysis method (Maggi P.N.,
1998).  This method allows to easily highlight the characteristics which influence the
performances of the wall directly, the so called functional characteristics, and the
characteristics which affect performances indirectly, the so called related
characteristics.



In order to find out changes in functional or related characteristic, each
specimen is analyzed before entering the environmental test chamber, as well as during
and at the end of its stay inside the chamber.  These characteristics are determined by
means of both non-destructive and destructive tests, as shown in the Table 1.

Table 1: Characteristics measured on each specimen

Non-destructive tests Destructive tests Reference Standards
Weight measurement
Weight loss measurement

Water vapor permeability DIN 52615
Water absorption DIN 52617
Porosity SIA 162/1, test no. 5
Elastic modulus
Bond strength

On a weekly base, each specimen is photographed and weighted, and the
amount of lost material is determined.  The lost material is collected using fine meshes
placed under each specimen.

Destructive tests are performed at the end of the planned exposure times of the
specimens.  The state of the render is characterized by the determination of its vapor
permeability, water absorption, porosity and elastic modulus.  The elastic modulus test
will be determined according to the test method presented by Prim et al. (Prim, P.,
1990).

5 Results

5.1 Non-destructive tests
The two photographs of Figure 1 show the same crack shortly after its

appearance on the surface of one of the samples (left) and after 285 aging cycles
(right).  A deposit within the crack can clearly be observed.  This deposit is probably
due to soluble silica transported and released at the sample’s surface during the dry
phase of the aging cycle.  The crack acts as a preferential path for water movement.

Sample 7.1.  after 148 cycles Sample 7.1.  after 285 cycles

Fig. 1: Photograph showing a detail of the same sample after two different aging
times
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Fig.  2: Weight of the samples as a function of the numbers of aging cycles

In Figure 2 the weight of the samples is shown as a function of the number of
aging cycles.  There are two important facts to highlight: on the one hand each
specimen absorbs a considerable amount of water during the test. In fact, the weight of
the specimens increases from 7% to 12%. On the second hand, for all specimens the
weight seems to reach its saturation value after about 150-200 aging cycles.
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Fig.  3: Weight loss as a function of the number of aging cycles

The action of water, both in combination with freeze and thaw cycles and alone
as washing away water, on the sample can be clearly seen on Figure 3.  This figure
shows the amount of mass loss due to the aging cycles as a function of the number of
cycles.  The tendency line computed on the average of the mass loss of each sample
points out a linear trend.



5.2 Destructive tests
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Fig.  4: Amount of water vapor which diffuses through the render as a function
of time

In Figure 4, the amount of water vapor ∆md, which diffuses through the render during
the test of water vapor permeability conducted after exposure of the sample to n= 0,
148 and 285 aging cycles is plotted as a function of time.  The test has been performed
in accordance with the German standard DIN 52615 (1987) and at the following testing
conditions: temperature 23°C, relative air humidity 0% vs. 50%.  From the slope of the
three linear curves plotted in the graph, it can be observed that the water vapor
permeability of the render decreases for increasing number of aging cycles.

Table 2: Vapor diffusion resistance factor

n = 0 n = 148 n = 285
µµ 63,1 142,6 167,5
sd (m) 0,8 2,2 2,6

In Table 2 the coefficient of water vapor diffusion µ and the thickness sd of the
diffusion-equivalent air layer, as derived from the curves plotted in Figure 2, are listed.
The data show that the permeability of the render to water vapor decreases at least by a
factor of two.

Figure 5 displays the amount of water ∆ma absorbed per capillarity by the
render as a function of time after exposure of the sample to n = 0, 148 and 285 aging
cycles.  From the curves plotted in the figure it can be seen that both the rate of water
absorption and the total amount of water absorbed until saturation decrease with
increasing number of aging cycles. This behavior is also indicated quantitatively by the
results listed in Table 3, where the values of the average absorption rate within the first
six hours of testing (w6) and of the total amount of water absorbed by the samples



(∆W) are given.  The test has been performed in accordance with the German standard
DIN 52617 (1987) and pursued until total saturation by capillarity.
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Table 3: Water absorption parameters.

n = 0 n = 148 n = 285
w6 [kg/m2h-1/2] 0,47 0,18 0,13
∆∆W [g] 2,43 2,32 1,93

In Figure 6 the bond strength between render and brickwork is shown as a
function of the number of aging cycles.  The bond is measured in terms of the tensile
stress required to detach from the underlying brickwork or cause failure of a core taken
from the sample.  From the data shown in Figure 6, it can be seen that the bond of the
render increases for increasing number of aging cycles.  After 285 cycles the bond
overcomes the tensile strength of the render, as indicated by the different location of
the broken surface (see Table 4).
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Table 4: Bond strength

specimen id nr. of aging cycles σσ [N/mm2] location of fracture σσm [N/mm2]
0.1 0 1,10 render-brick interface 1,39

1,68
10.1 148 1,87 render-brick interface 2,10

2,34
8.1 285 2,60 render 2,25

2,15
2,00

5.3 Destructive tests on prisms
Prisms of render 4 cm wide, 4 cm high and 16 cm long were made when

building the samples and were aged in the same environmental chamber were the
samples were placed.  The aging agents affecting the prisms are the ones affecting wall
samples except for the UV radiation.  Figure 7 shows a great increase of elastic
modulus of the prisms over time (sample 15 and sample 16 are reference prisms).
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Fig.  7: Elastic modulus of the prisms

Table 5 lists the values of flexural and compressive strength of prisms of render
as a function of the number of aging cycles.  For comparison, the evolution with time
of the same mechanical properties is reported also for prisms which have not been
exposed to any aging cycle.  It can be observed, on the one hand, that exposure of the
prisms to the aging cycles results in an increment of both their flexural and their
compressive strength, which become, respectively, two- and three-times larger.  The
strengths of the unexposed samples, on the other hand, remain unchanged, as it
happens for the elastic modulus.



Table 5: Flexural and compressive strength

nr. aging cycles age [days] flexural strength (*) [N/mm2] compressive strength [N/mm2]
0 7 1,9 7,3
0 7 1,8 7,5
0 28 1,8 7,6
0 28 1,8 6,8
0 120 2,0 7,4
0 120 2,0 7,6
148 105 2,5 18,6
148 105 2,4 17,9
285 120 4,5 21,4
285 120 4,8 21,1
(*) determined using simple beam with center-point loading

6 Future development of the research

The results obtained so far do not show a significant decay of the functional
characteristics of the materials used. In fact, after 285 cycles, although in some samples
little cracks have appeared, water vapor diffusion and water absorption by capillarity
have decreased and the bond strength between render and brickwork has increased,
thus indicating a reduction of permeability and an improvement of the mechanical
properties. The same trend has been observed for flexural and compressive strength
and modulus of elasticity measured on the prisms submitted to the accelerated aging.
These results are in agreement with other unpublished data obtained at the LTS and
also with results published by other authors (Bernsdorf et al., 1988, Künzel, 1994).

In the next months the aging tests on the unprotected samples will continue
until a decay in the functional characteristics is obtained: for each characteristic it will
be defined a critical level, under which the service life can be considered finished.

The first result we’ll obtain is to estimate the experimental service life of the
building component and of the constituting materials under accelerated aging testing.

A second result will consist in the comparison between the time behavior of the
protected samples and the unprotected ones: this will give information about the degree
of protection during time obtained by acrilical painting.

Outdoor aging testing on the same type of samples will be conducted in Italy
and Switzerland to find out time re-scaling and this to obtain the real service life of the
components for two different climates and pollution conditions.

The flapdoor of the aging chamber will be substituted by a section of the real
building component and the aging cycles repeated to simulate its behavior between the
outdoor environment (aging chamber) and indoor environment (laboratory at
controlled conditions).

Once validated the experimental layout on this first reference component the
aging program will be adopted for the building components of the catalogue of external
walls, most used in Italy, to evaluate service life and to compare different products and
components.



All this experimental data will be useful to support the original analytical
material sensitivity evaluation method and to define a final durability and service life
evaluation method.
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PROPERTIES OF, AND SERVICE LIFE PREDICTIONS FOR, HIGH
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Abstract

In a number of recent major projects, owners have required designers to demonstrate
that the completed structure will provide an adequate service life in its given
environment.  In order to achieve this it is necessary to be able to model the
deterioration process and determine the relevant properties of the concrete.  For
structures in chloride environments, the principal process governing the service life is
the penetration of chloride ions through the concrete cover to the steel reinforcement.
For transportation structures other long term performance parameters need to be
defined; these include freeze-thaw durability, scaling resistance, abrasion resistance,
strength, elasticity, shrinkage and creep.  This paper compares a broad range of
physical properties and time to corrosion characteristics of two concrete mixes.  The
high performance concrete is a 60-MPa air-entrained mix using St. Lawrence Cement
Type 10E-SF blended silica fume Portland cement and ground, granulated blast
furnace slag as used in the fabrication of the precast concrete tunnel linings for the
Toronto Transit Commission Sheppard Line Subway (1996 & 1997).  The reference
concrete is a 30-MPa air-entrained mix using Type 10 Portland cement and slag
typical of Ontario bridge deck concrete (other than post tensioned construction).
Service life predictions were carried out using laboratory determined transport
coefficients for a single simulated case (e.g. exposed reinforced concrete bridge deck
with periodic application of de-icing salts).  A computer program that models the flux
of chloride due to combined transport mechanisms was used for the predictions.  The
work demonstrates the superior potential service life characteristics of the high
performance concrete compared to typical current bridge deck concrete due mainly to
the very low chloride transport properties of the 60-MPa concrete.  Life cycle cost
estimates indicate significant economic advantages of the high performance concrete
for transportation structures, e.g. highway bridge decks in chloride contaminated
freeze-thaw environments.

Keywords: chloride diffusion, high performance concrete, life cycle costs,
permeability, service life, , transportation structures.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of high performance concrete (HPC) in the 1980s represented
a further step in the evolution of this the most universal and widely used construction
material.  While the initial commercial application of HPC was mostly based on its
superior mechanical properties such as higher compressive strength (Ryell and
Bickley 1987) the greater expected durability of HPC has lead increasingly to its
adoption for structures built to withstand aggressive environments.  Notable Canadian
examples include the Hibernia Offshore Platform, Newfoundland (Hoff 1998) and the
Confederation Bridge Crossing between New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
(Tadros 1998).  In addition a number of Canadian and U.S. highway agencies and
municipalities such as the Quebec Ministry of Transportation (Coulombe and Vézina
1998) are now using high performance concrete in the construction of new bridges
and in the rehabilitation of existing ones.

Construction and testing of the 5,550 rings of precast concrete tunnel lining for
the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) Sheppard Line Subway (Hart et al 1997)
between February 1996 and April 1997 demonstrated that very demanding
specification requirements covering chloride transport rates in concrete can be met
using HPC produced at a state-of-the-art manufacturing plant.  Specifically chloride
diffusion coefficients ranged from 313 to 1300 x 10-15m2/sec and most rapid chloride
permeability values (ASTM C1202) were less than 500 coulombs.  In service life
modelling for reinforced concrete structures in a chloride environment chloride
diffusion values of the concrete are the main criteria in determining time to corrosion
of the near surface steel that would precipitate the first maintenance repairs to the
structure.

The precast concrete tunnel lining project for the TTC subway is an outstanding
example of the use of the superior durability related properties of high performance
concrete.  The segments for the 5.2 meter internal diameter tunnel were produced at a
new 6,000 m2 state-of-the-art manufacturing plant near Guelph, Ontario by a joint
venture partnership consisting of St. Lawrence Cement Ltd., Ontario, Con Cast Pipe
Inc., Ontario and Concrete Systems Inc., Hudson, New Hampshire.  The type 10E-SF
blended silica fume Portland cement used in the precast tunnel segments was the
same product used for the concrete gravity structure in the Hibernia Offshore
Platform (Hoff 1998).

The success in meeting the very demanding concrete quality specification
requirements for the tunnel lining lead to St. Lawrence Cement sponsoring the study
reported in this paper which explores the application of high performance concrete
containing Type 10E-SF silica fume Portland cement in typical bridge deck
construction.

The objective of this test program is to demonstrate that high performance
concrete containing Type 10E-SF silica fume Portland cement, such as that produced
for the TTC tunnel segments, has a standard of long term durability significantly
greater than, and a life cycle cost considerably less than, current Ontario bridge deck
concrete.

In this test program the TTC tunnel segment concrete (referred to as 60-MPa
HPC) was compared to a 30-MPa air entrained concrete typical of concrete supplied
for Ontario bridge decks other than post tensioned construction (referred to as 30-



MPa bridge deck concrete).  The test program on the two types of concrete included
freeze-thaw durability, scaling resistance, abrasion resistance, chloride ion
penetration, compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, shrinkage and chloride
diffusion.

The characteristics of the 60-MPa high performance concrete were also
compared with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) definitions, using long-
term performance criteria, for various grades of high performance structural concrete
(Goodspeed et al 1996).

2 Materials and test procedures

For the 60-MPa HPC, except for the shrinkage and standard cylinder tests,
testing was carried out on specimens drilled from, or cut from, concrete blocks cast
during the 1996 production of the tunnel segments.  These blocks of dimensions 635
mm x 285 mm x 200 mm deep were cast specifically for the specified production
testing due to the difficulties of coring the segments without cutting the reinforcing
steel.  During production the test blocks were stacked on the carousel production line
adjacent to the segments (Hart et al 1997).

The 60-MPa HPC blocks used in the testing program were specimens cast on
October 1, 1996, October 10, 1996 and October 24, 1996 respectively.  The shrinkage
and standard cylinder specimens were fabricated from laboratory mixed concrete
using similar materials and mix proportions to the production segments, see table 1.

For the 30-MPa bridge deck concrete comparison mix all test specimens were
fabricated under laboratory conditions from a 3m3 load of ready mixed concrete
delivered to the Trow Brampton laboratory on August 26, 1997.  Concrete mix
proportions and fresh concrete properties are summarized in table 1.  Three concrete
blocks, dimensions 635 mm x 285 mm x 200 mm deep, were fabricated from the
ready mixed concrete for core and prism samples.  There are then significant
differences in the age, curing and hence maturity of some of the test specimens
representing the two types of concrete.  Essentially the concrete blocks from the 60-
MPa HPC cast in October 1996 were subject to a 7 ½ hour, 55°C steam curing
process followed by 5 days in a moisture chamber at 100% relative humidity.  Until
cutting and coring of the specimens in July/August 1997 the blocks were stored in
Trow’s yard exposed to the elements.  In contrast most specimens representing the
30-MPa bridge deck concrete were tested after 56 days laboratory moist curing
following fabrication or cutting/coring from the test blocks.

This longer than normal period of moist curing for the 30-MPa bridge deck
concrete is recommended by Goodspeed et al, 1996; it also results in concrete
specimens with a degree of maturity closer to that of the 60-MPa HPC blocks cast in
October 1996.

The schedule of tests is presented together with a summary of test results in
table 2.

With the exception of the chloride diffusion coefficient test methods were
ASTM standards and procedures from the Ministry of Transportation, Ontario (MTO)
laboratory standard as noted in table 2.



Test procedures used to determine the chloride diffusion coefficient of the
concrete core samples are described by Hart et al, 1997.  The test protocol, based on
the work of Wood et al, 1989, uses an elevated temperature (40ºC) and a highly
concentrated salt solution (5M NaC1) to accelerate the penetration of chlorides into
the concrete samples.  At the conclusion of 40 day, 80 day and 120 day immersion
periods precision profile grinding techniques (1 mm increments) and chemical
analysis are used to establish a chloride profile of the surface layer of concrete.
Fick’s second law of diffusion along with some assumptions for boundary conditions
are used to determine the diffusion coefficient by curve fitting the chloride profile.

3 Test results and analysis

The concrete mix proportions for the 60-MPa HPC and the 30-MPa bridge deck
concrete are presented in table 1.  Concrete tests on the two types of concrete are
summarized in table 2.  The mix proportions shown for the 60-MPa HPC are for the
laboratory mixed concrete used to fabricate the concrete prisms for the shrinkage test
and the standard compressive strength cylinder specimens.  Similar concrete mix
proportions were used in the production concrete for the tunnel segments.

The ready mixed concrete load to represent the bridge deck concrete was
supplied by the Dufferin-Custom group (Division of St. Lawrence Cement) to meet
the requirements of the Ministry of Transportation, Ontario for 30-MPa bridge deck
concrete.

Besides the use of Type 10E-SF Portland silica fume cement in the 60-MPa
HPC in a quantity 15% greater than the Type 10 normal Portland cement used in the
30-MPa bridge deck concrete there are other important differences between the two
types of concrete.  The lower water content of 60-MPa HPC is largely due to the
addition of high amounts of the high range water reducing admixture and the air
content of the 60-MPa HPC is significantly lower than that of the 30-MPa bridge
deck concrete.

The rapid freeze-thaw characteristics and the 100 cycle salt scaling resistance of
the two types of concrete were acceptable.  It should be noted that the air content of
the 60-MPa HPC tunnel segment production concrete was below the CSA A23.1
requirements for concrete subjected to freeze-thaw conditions and that tests during
production using the ASTM C457 procedures indicated an air void spacing factor
consistently higher than considered acceptable by the CSA standard.  It is clear
though that the 60-MPa HPC concrete has a very high freeze-thaw durability as
measured by the two series of demanding tests and that the low air content/high
spacing factor has not adversely affected durability of the concrete.



Table 1:  Concrete mix proportions (kg/m3) and tests on plastic concrete

Materials and Properties 60-MPa
HPC

30-MPa Bridge
Deck Concrete

Type 10 Normal Portland Cement (St. Lawrence Cement) 265
Type 10E-SF Portland Silica Fume Cement (St. Lawrence Cement) 305
Granulated Slag (St. Lawrence Cement) 145 90
Fine Aggregate 929 700
20 mm Coarse Aggregate 953 1,100
Water 137 155
TOTAL 2,469 2,310
High Range Water Reducing Admixture 4.49 litres 1.07 litres
Air Entraining Admixture 0.14 litres 0.1 litres
Slump 95 mm 80 mm
Air Content 3.4% 6.2%
Mass Density 2,460 kg/m3 2,334 kg/m3

Concrete Temperature 22ºC 24ºC
Water/Cementitious Ratio 0.30 0.44

Table 2:  Summary of concrete tests

Concrete Characteristic Test
Method

60-MPa High
Performance

Concrete

30-MPa
Bridge Deck

Concrete
Resistance to Rapid Freezing & Thawing
(314 Cycles)
Relative Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity (%)
Length Change (%)

ASTM C666 92.2
0.005

95.4
0.005

Salt Scaling Resistance (100 Cycles)
Visual Rating
Loss (kg/m2)

ASTM 672
MTO LS412

1
0.24

1
0.26

Resistance to Chloride Ion Penetration
Coulombs passed in 6 hours ASTM 1202

48
17

1,502
1,335

Chloride Diffusion Coefficient (x10-15 m2/s)
40 days
80 days
120 days

See text 545
398
331

3,310
2,650
2,010

∗2,950
2,540
2,720

Cylinder Compressive Strength (MPa)
3 days
7 days
28 days
56 days

ASTM C39
40.2
52.2
62.4
68.9

25.1
32.1
40.0
44.9

Core Compressive Strength (MPa) 67.4 46.1
Static Modulus of Elasticity (GPa) ASTM C469 44.8 32.0
Abrasion Resistance
Loss in Mass (gms)
Depth of Wear (mm)

ASTM C944 1.03
<0.5

2.43
<1.0

Shrinkage
Length Change (%) 28 days
Length Change (%) 56 days
Length Change (%) 180 days

ASTM C157 -0.022
-0.028
-0.048

-0.019
-0.026
-0.039

The differences in compressive strength and modulus of elasticity between the
two concrete mixes from 3 days to 56 days are normal considering the significantly

                                                
∗ Values for Chloride Diffusion Coefficient noted in brackets represent specimens where the sides of
the core samples were coated with epoxy resin to ensure one dimensional flow of the chloride solution
into the concrete.



higher water to cementitious materials ratio of the 30-MPa bridge deck concrete.  The
comparison of compressive strength between the 60-MPa HPC standard cylinders
after 56 days moist curing and the 10 month core specimens is interesting in that the
strength difference is only approximately 2% of the mean value.  In essence then the
maturity/age/curing characteristics that influence strength gain are similar for the
older steam cured production concrete compared to the much younger laboratory
mixed concrete specimens exposed to 56 days of moist curing.

The ASTM C944 abrasion resistance test that gives an indication of relative
wear resistance using a rotating cutter mounted on a drill press showed superior
qualities for the 60-MPa HPC however the depth of wear on both types of concrete
was very small.

Length change measurements of concrete prisms stored at room temperature and
50% relative humidity for 180 days show no unusual characteristics.  The drying
shrinkage of the 60-MPa HPC was slightly greater than the specimens representing
the 30-MPa bridge deck concrete.

The widely used rapid chloride permeability test (ASTM C1202) that estimates
chloride permeability by measuring the electrical conductivity of the concrete and
provides definitions of the degree of chloride ion penetrability based on a unit of
charge passed in the test (coulombs) classifies the two types of concrete as follows:

60-MPa HPC : Negligible Chloride Ion Penetrability
30-MPa Bridge Deck Concrete : Low Chloride Ion Penetrability

The more rigorous chloride diffusion test based on Fick’s second law of
diffusion using 40 day, 80 day and 120 day chloride immersion periods shows
striking differences in chloride penetration characteristics for the two types of
concrete.  As far as is known to the authors the chloride diffusion values for the 60-
MPa HPC, i.e. less than 600 x 10-15 m2/sec., are amongst the lowest values reported
for any production concrete and represent a very high resistance to the penetration of
chloride ions.  In contrast chloride diffusion values for the 30-MPa bridge deck
concrete, i.e. generally between 2,000 and 3,000 x 10-15 m2/second, as will be shown
later, are not adequate under many conditions to prevent the penetration of chloride
ions through the concrete cover to the steel reinforcement for the normal anticipated
service design life of most transportation structures.

4 Comparison with FHWA performance characteristics

Goodspeed, et al, 1996, have defined for the U.S. Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) a number of grades of high performance concrete (HPC) for
various exposure conditions.  FHWA’s primary purpose in preparing a definition for
HPC is to stimulate the use of higher quality concrete in highway structures.  A
number of technical parameters, including four related to deterioration resistance,
have been identified as sufficient to represent HPC long term performance.

The FHWA Grade 3 HPC has the most stringent requirements for the
deterioration related performance characteristics; such criteria can be applied to
bridge deck concrete exposed to the most severe conditions including large amounts



of de-icing salts and heavy traffic volumes with studded tires allowed.  The 60-MPa
HPC as used in the tunnel segments meets all the durability requirements for the
Grade 3 HPC.  The 30-MPa bridge deck concrete fails to meet the Grade 3 HPC
requirements for abrasion resistance and chloride penetration.

5 Service life predictions

Service life predictions were determined using a PC-based program which takes
into consideration multi-mechanistic transport processes (diffusion, convection,
sorption and wicking) and accounts for the temperature and time dependence of the
relevant transport coefficients. The model also allows for non-linear chloride binding
and changes in the surface concentration.

The analysis presented here is intended to represent the ingress of chlorides into
a concrete bridge deck exposed to the periodic application of deicing salts. For this
purpose it was assumed that the predominant transport mechanism was diffusion and
that the diffusion coefficient varied with time according to the following relationship:

Dt = D28 .
t
t
28








m

Where: Dt = diffusion coefficient at time t
D28 = diffusion coefficient at time t28 = 28 days
m = constant

The relationship is consistent with similar mathematical descriptions proposed
by other investigators (Mangat and Molloy 1994; Maage et al 1995)

Values of D28 and m were selected as input variables for the model to ‘best-fit’
the experimental chloride diffusion data and to be consistent with published values
for m (Mangat and Molloy 1994; Maage et al 1995; Bamforth 1998), the following
values were used:

HPC 30-MPa
D28 (m

2/s) 6 x 10-13 3.5 x 10-12

m 0.35 0.35

The surface concentration was input as a time-dependent function, such that the
chloride content increased linearly at a rate of 0.1% Cl by mass of concrete up to a
maximum of 1.0% at 10 years; this is reasonably consistent with field data.

Figure 1 shows predicted chloride concentration profiles for the two different
concrete mixes after 20 years exposure. Also shown is a theoretical chloride threshold
level, Ct = 0.05% (by mass of concrete), which is defined as the level of chloride
required to initiate corrosion. The profiles are very different for the two concretes and
it can be seen that the threshold level has penetrated to a depth of approximately 50
mm in the standard 30-MPa concrete and only around 20 mm in the high-performance
concrete. This prediction infers that corrosion of steel reinforcement with a cover
depth of 50 mm will be initiated after just 20 years for the 30-MPa concrete. This



doesn’t necessarily imply the end of the service life, but does indicate that some level
of rehabilitation will be required between about 20 and 25 years. This is not
inconsistent with past experience in Ontario.

Figure 2 shows the rate of penetration of the chloride threshold (Ct = 0.05%) for
the two concretes. After 50 years the threshold has penetrated only 30 mm into the
HPC compared with more than 70 mm in the 30-MPa concrete. Similarly, after 100
years the depths of penetration are 40 mm and 95 mm in the high-performance and
30-MPa concrete respectively. If a concrete bridge deck was designed in accordance
with Canadian Standards Association CSA A23.1 the minimum depth of cover should
be 60 mm in this exposure condition. If this minimum cover were achieved the model
would predict a corrosion initiation period of 30 years in the 30-MPa concrete and
somewhere in the region of 300 years for the HPC!

6 Life cycle costs

There are increased costs associated with the use of HPC due to the use of
higher cement contents, silica fume and relatively high doses of superplasticizer. It is
not possible to give precise cost differences as prices will vary with each application
depending on (among other things) the actual mix composition and quantities
required, the location of the job and the proximity of plants capable of supplying
HPC. However, in the Ontario market place it is likely the HPC mix described here
would cost anywhere between 25% to 50% more than the 30-MPa concrete.

It is also not possible to generalize about life cycle costs, as these will vary
tremendously between specific applications. However, it is possible to develop a
hypothetical case to demonstrate how the increased cost of HPC might affect the costs
over the whole life of a structure. For instance, if we assume that the HPC costs
$48/m3 more than 30-MPa concrete, then the increased cost of a 250-mm thick HPC
bridge deck would be only $12/m2 of deck area. This price differential might actually
be less if the savings due to the possible omission of waterproofing and an asphalt-
wearing course were considered for the HPC deck. However, there are likely to be
some increased costs associated with the use of HPC due to more stringent
requirements regarding quality control, placing, finishing and curing. If we consider a
75-year life cycle no major rehabilitation of the HPC deck should be envisaged
provided that a reasonable cover depth to the steel is ensured and other construction
defects (e.g. excessive shrinkage cracking) are avoided.

The service life analysis presented here together with previous experience
indicates that significant repairs would be necessary for a 30-MPa concrete bridge
deck and that these would be associated with periodic replacement of the joints, repair
of delaminated concrete and replacement of the waterproofing and asphalt layer. The
cost associated with a major rehabilitation involving an overlay, waterproofing and
paving vary like other costs, although values in the region of $300/m2 are often used
for analysis. The present value of these future costs is highly sensitive to the time of
the repair and the discount rate assumed for analysis (i.e. to convert future costs to
present value). Figure 3 shows the relationship between the present value and the time
at which the repair is carried out for different discount rates. This figure assumes a



one-time repair only; values would be increased somewhat by additional repairs at
later ages. Also shown in this figure is the $12/m2 premium for using HPC.

It is evident from Figure 3 that for most scenarios the increased costs associated
with the future repairs of the 30-MPa concrete significantly exceed the higher initial
cost of using HPC. The analysis presented here is simplistic, but is in agreement with
more detailed financial analyses presented for specific projects involving HPC
(Fletcher 1997).

7 Summary and conclusions

Since the early 1960’s it has been recognized that the premature deterioration of
concrete bridge decks in many parts of North America characterized by surface spalls,
potholes and cracking of the concrete, is due to the corrosion of the steel
reinforcement in a chloride laden environment.

The development of high performance concrete over the last 15 years has
demonstrated the potential of this material to provide greatly increased concrete
durability in the aggressive environment of a bridge deck subjected to frequent
applications of de-icing salts.

The work reported in this paper clearly demonstrates the striking difference in
the chloride penetration characteristics between typical 30-MPa bridge deck concrete
using normal portland cement and 60-MPa high performance concrete containing
portland silica fume cement.  The 30-MPa concrete as tested was produced at a
typical ready mix concrete plant; the 60-MPa HPC was produced at a state-of-the-art
pre-cast concrete plant set up for the production of precast concrete tunnel linings.

Time to corrosion modelling for the two types of concrete indicate a corrosion
initiation period, assuming adequate concrete cover to the top steel, significantly
greater than the normal design life of a highway bridge for the 60-MPa high
performance concrete.  In contrast the typical 30-MPa bridge deck concrete is forecast
as requiring some level of rehabilitation between about 20 and 25 years.

The increased cost of the high performance concrete estimated at $12 per square
meter of bridge deck is small compared to the initial cost of the deck superstructure
estimated to be about $1,000 per square meter and a major deck slab rehabilitation
effort estimated at $300 per square meter.

It is concluded that there are significant economic advantages in selectively
using high performance concrete in highway structures; bridge decks are the prime
example.
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DURABILITY OF WALL SYSTEMS CONTAINING HOUSEWRAP
Wall systems containing housewrap

E.J. BOSACK and E.F. BURNETT
Pennsylvania Housing Research Center, Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, Pennsylvania, USA

Abstract

Since its introduction, some twenty years ago, the use of housewrap in residential and
commercial applications has increased significantly.  Most of the research into the
use and performance of the various housewrap materials appears to have been of a
proprietary nature as little information is available in the public domain. This paper
addresses some durability issues regarding the use of housewrap within the building
enclosure system. A survey of in-place conditions and installation practices in
Pennsylvania was carried out and some of these results are reported. In addition, an
experimental investigation was conducted to demonstrate the contribution of
differential wind pressure to not only the housewrap but also the other elements in a
typical residential wall system.  The effect of wind, especially in service, is discussed.
Some reservations are also expressed about the behaviour and durability of
housewraps in general.

Keywords: Housewrap, Air Barrier, Weather Barrier, Durability, Installation, Wind

1 Introduction

Builders, especially house builders, face an increasingly complex business
environment; one that involves more stringent building codes and more regulation,
aggressive litigation and many new and, sometimes, innovative products. Innovation
always has an impact—economically, practically and behaviorally. In some instances,
the effects of using new products on performance are not completely understood, nor
are the longer-term implications known. Consider, for instance, the material
generically referred to as housewrap. Since its introduction, nearly 20 years ago, this
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product has undergone many developmentsmany different versions are available
and, in some locations, the use of building paper has almost completely disappeared.

In the last few years some reservations have been made about the widespread
use of housewrap and discussions of the relative merits of building paper and
housewrap have appeared in the builder / remodeller press (1). Issues such as the
proper installation technique, durability, and the consequences of exposure to the
exterior environment during construction or over slowdowns, have still to be
resolved.  This paper identifies some of these issues and attempts to address some
concerns about durability.

2 What is housewrap?

Housewrap is a thin, lightweight fabric that is, literally, wrapped around the
outer part of the walls of the house or building involved. It is usually attached to the
exterior sheathing behind the cladding as shown in Figure 1.  Building paper is not
housewrap and in spite of alternative terms such as homewrap or, worse, weather
barrier, we shall continue to use the term housewrap as a generic descriptor.

 The majority of housewraps are made of polyolefin fibers that are spun, woven,
laminated or fiber reinforced to produce a lightweight fabric (2). Polyolefin is a
generic term that is used to classify a number of thermoplastics such as
polypropylene, polystyrene, and polyvinylchloride.

Fig.1: Typical wall sections

     1 2   3            4            5

1. Masonry
2. Air Cavity
3. Housewrap
4. Exterior Sheathing
5. Stud Space with

Fiberglass Batt
 6. Gypsum Wallboard
       With Paint

            1            2  3 4           5               6

1.  Vinyl Siding
2.  Housewrap
3.  Exterior Sheathing
4.  Stud Space with
     Fiberglass Batt
 5. Gypsum Wallboard
     With Paint



3 Intended functions of housewrap within the building enclosure

Without using quite the same precision, the manufacturers of housewraps
generally claim the following capabilities for their product:

1. A water barrier, i.e., to any wind driven rain or, for that matter, any other
water that may somehow reach the outer surface of the housewrap, and then,
in turn, a drainage plane for this water. The housewrap is thus an internal
barrier to liquid moisture as well as an integral part of the internal water
drainage system.

2. An air barrier.
3. A control layer for water vapor diffusion but to facilitate, not to retard,

diffusion: the intent is to encourage the drying of the wall rather than to
have the housewrap layer be a significant contributor to the retardation of
water vapor flow.

Knowing the intended role of the housewrap within the building enclosure is, of
course, essential to an understanding of how, when, where, and why housewrap
should be installed.

4 Installation of housewrap

In wood or steel-stud framed wall systems the housewrap is generally attached to the
outer face of the exterior sheathing by means of fasteners such as large head nails,
nails with plastic washers, or staples. Horizontal and vertical joints are
overlappedfrom 2 to 6 inches depending on the manufacturer’s instructionsand
taped or otherwise sealed in order to stop the infiltration/exfiltration of air and to
prevent the inward movement of any water. Window and door openings require
proper flashing details that incorporate taping and/or sealing to prevent the transfer of
both air and water. Most manufacturers provide installation guidelines that include
hints intended to make installation easier.

Housewrap that is properly installed should enable the walland it must
necessarily be a screened and drained type of wall systemto function well.
Installation is, or should be, relatively simple, even when openings have to be
accommodated. The most important consideration when it comes to installation is
continuity: the housewrap must be properly flashed around openings, joints between
overlapping layers should be taped or sealed, and any tears and holes should be taped
or otherwise sealed. In addition to continuity, the type of fastener, its use and
corresponding spacing must be appropriate.



4.1 Survey of housewrap use and installation
A survey was conducted at three locations in Pennsylvania in order to develop

some representative data on how housewrap is actually being installed and utilized.
Thirty new house construction sites were visited. During each site visit, the type of
fastener, fastener spacing, joint overlap dimension, sealing method, flashing detail,
and window and door opening details were documented. The data was compiled and
assessed. The survey provided information that is probably also representative of
installation techniques and conditions outside of Pennsylvania. These documented
field conditions also provide a basis for installing housewrap for laboratory testing.
Table 1 lists some of the summary findings regarding fastener type, joint treatment
and window detailing.

Table 1: Installation survey

Fastener Type Joint Treatment Window Detail

Staple Nail
Plastic

Cap Nail
Taped Not Taped

Taped or
Sealed

Neither
Taped nor

Sealed

Percentage 70% 27% 3% 7% 93% 27% 73%

4.2 Survey results
The results of the survey are discussed in detail elsewhere (3). The following

general conclusions are however pertinent:

1. Given that the installation guidelines permit (without necessarily endorsing) the
use of staples, it is not too surprising that 70% of the houses had stapled
housewrap and only 3% of builders used the plastic washer-nail combination.
Fastener spacing was typically irregular, but, in most instances, sufficient
fasteners at appropriate spacing had been provided. The quality of attachment
not the quantity of fasteners, is an issue. In the majority of the houses where
staples had been installed with an automated staple gun, tears and holes in the
housewrap were common.  Haste and, especially, overly robust handling of the
staple gun appeared to be the cause of numerous small tears and holes.

2. At locations where two separate sheets of housewrap intersected, the overlap at
most of the horizontal and vertical joints was consistent with manufacturer
guidelines (50mm – 150mm). However the vast majority (93%) of the
housewrap joints were neither taped nor otherwise sealed.

3. Typically, the housewrap is initially applied over window openings. Then, prior
to the installation of the window, an ‘x’ is cut in the housewrap and the
resulting flaps are folded inside the rough window opening. The window is then
installed. To prevent airflow and the ingress of water, the space between the
housewrap and the window should be properly sealed. In 73% of the houses the
window to wall joint was neither sealed nor flashed.



5 Experimental research

In a screened wall system with a vented air space behind the cladding (a
pressure moderated and drained screen system), the housewrap constitutes,
presumably by design, the first air-barrier layer to actually experience significant
wind-induced air pressure differentials. Because of its location the housewrap is also
intended to be the last, not the first, line of defense against water from precipitation
reaching the inner portion of the wall. Obviously, the quality of installation will have
an influence on in-service performance, but there is a need to physically investigate
the likely nature of in-place performance and to better understand the contribution of
the housewrap to the in-service performance of the wall system.

Water vapor diffusion or, more precisely, excessive retardation of outward
water vapor flow is not a concern since the many staple or nail penetrations as well as
the numerous other small holes and tears serve to reduce the resistance to vapor flow
by diffusion. Air and liquid water movement can be prevented if a continuous
water/air tight barrier is present.

A series of experiments for different wall construction practices was conducted
to examine the resistance to air movement and to establish the characteristic behavior
of the housewrap individually as well as in combination with the other components
that make up the wall assembly. The results provide a good indication of the
contribution of each component within the wall to the resistance of air movement.

5.1 Test specimens
The test specimens were constructed to generically mimic the best of the actual

construction practices seen in the survey. Each 4 foot x 8 foot test specimen is
described in Table 2. The two basic test walls are essentially the same except for the
type and location of the sheathing joint. The only air leakage path permitted was at
the location of the vertical and horizontal joint in the exterior sheathing and at the top
and the bottom edges of the gypsum wallboard interior sheathing. The remainder of
the wall assembly was sealed around the edges with caulking and weather stripping.

Table 2: Description of experimental wall assemblies

Wall #: VA & HA

Wall Layer Fastener Type/Spacing (V & H)

Vinyl Siding – Horizontal  Lap 25mm (1”) roofing nail – 600mm (24”) spacing
Housewrap (perforated woven polyolefin)
 fastened to sheathing

12mm (½”) staple – 600mm (16”) spacing grid

12mm (7/16”) OSB Sheathing on 2 x 4  studs 600mm
(16”) o.c.
• VA -  vertical joint over stud
• HA -  horizontal joint @ mid-height

6d nail – 200mm (8”) spacing on every stud

Fiberglass Batt Insulation with kraft paper in stud
space
12mm (½”) gypsum wall board 37mm (1.5”) screws – 600mm (16”) spacing



5.2 Test procedures
Each series of wall tests was initiated by installing the wall assembly, initially

only the wood framing and the OSB sheathing, into the enclosure test chamber in the
BeTL facility (Building Enclosure Test Laboratory at Penn State University). Positive
(push or blow) and negative (suck) air pressure testing was then conducted on the
following wall sub-assemblies:

1. Exterior sheathing only attached to wood framing
2. Exterior sheathing plus housewrap
3. Sheathing plus housewrap plus batt and interior sheathing
4. Sheathing plus housewrap plus batt and interior sheathing plus vinyl siding
Each wall assembly was incrementally tested for air leakage, between a range of

zero to 1000 Pa and back to zero differential pressure.  The tests were conducted
under positive and negative air pressures to simulate windward and leeward wind
pressures. Air leakage measurements were taken with a laminar flow element after
each desired pressure measurement stabilized. The test procedure was essentially
consistent with ASTM E283 and the same procedure was followed in each of the
eight tests in each wall series. The intent behind each series of tests was to serially
demonstrate the contribution to air tightness of:

i. the exterior sheathing, then
ii. the addition of the housewrap and then
iii. the addition of batt insulation and interior sheathing. Given that, in theory, a

50mm (2 inches) clear cavity is required between the brick veneer and the
housewrap, this condition could also be said to be representative of masonry
veneer – wood frame construction.

iv. The addition of vinyl siding.

5.3 Results
Figure 2 through Figure 5 are the resultant air leakage characteristics that were

obtained for each of the test specimens for air pressures between zero and 100 Pa.
This covers much of the likely range of service-life wind pressures. To provide a
relative datum, the ‘stated’ air leakage characteristics in the manufacturers literature
is also shown in each figure. The following general conclusions may be drawn:
1. It is evident that the addition of perforated woven polyolefin housewrap does

reduce the movement of air; however, it is only significant under positive
pressures. The application of negative pressures to the perforated woven
polyolefin results in air leakage rates that are essentially the same as the sheathing
joint itself. The air tightness of the housewrap once installed is demonstrably
different from that provided by testing in a laboratory and that quoted by the
manufacturers of this particular housewrap.

2. Even at low pressure differentials, some degree of ballooning of the housewrap
occurs under suction. Thus the air tightness of the housewrap, as well as the
effectiveness of any pressure moderation, is greatly diminished.

3. In the interest of air tightness, the exterior sheathing should be installed with a
vertical joint at the middle of the stud (i.e. avoid having any exposed joints either
horizontal or vertical). When installed in this fashion, the sheathing is likely to be
a more effective contributor to air tightness.



4. The addition of the kraft paper faced batt insulation and the interior gypsum
sheathing (sealed only on the vertical edges) makes a very significant contribution
to the air tightness of the wall system. With the batt insulation and gypsum board
in place, the wall system reaches a level of measurable air tightness, for both
positive and negative pressure differentials, that approaches recommended values
for an air barrier.

5. The addition of a vented screen, here vinyl siding, served to reduce the air
tightness of each wall system. The nails used to attach the siding (and similarly
any cladding or screen connections) penetrate the housewrap and the exterior
sheathing. In all cases, this resulted in a measurable increase in air leakage.

These quasi-static tests clearly demonstrate that for air movement control across
a wall, the wall system as a whole is engaged and that, under positive or negative air
pressure, the housewrap contributes in very different ways. Under negative pressures
lift-off or ballooning occurs with the following possible consequences:

Capillary Break: If the air space behind the screen is intended to provide a
capillary break, then this function is likely to be diminished and water can readily be
transferred between the rear face of the screen and the outer face of the housewrap.
Obviously, the as-built distance between the rear of the screen and the housewrap as
well as the frequency and magnitude of the air pressure differential, is important.

Screen Attachment: The magnitude, nature and distribution of the forces in
the lateral connectors between the screen and the rest of the wall will be very difficult
to determine especially under negative wind pressures.

Durability: The housewrap is subject to many cycles of wind pressure during
its lifetime. Is fatigue an issue? Is stretching an issue? Is incremental damage at the
fasteners  - especially with staples – an issue?

Water Barrier: The most important in-service function of any membrane
attached on the outer face of the exterior sheathing is to be a barrier to external
moisture, primarily rain water. How is this function affected?



Fig. 2: Wall #: HA Subjected to positive pressure

Fig. 3: Wall # HA Subject to negative pressure
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Fig. 4: Wall #: VA Subjected to positive pressure

Fig. 5: Wall #: P1-VA1 Subjected to negative pressure
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These performance issues are currently being studied but the issue of durability
needs to be given particular attention. We know ballooning occurs and we know that
staples are being used. The simple mechanics of what can occur under negative
pressure needs to be better known. Refer to Figure 6 which illustrates this situation.

It is evident that for vertical force equilibrium
V (the anchor force) = ∆P•s2

         = Function of (σ, t, πd, sin φ)
where σ, t, d, and φ represent the tensile stress, the thickness of the housewrap, the
diameter of the washer or nail head and the tangential angle of the housewrap at the
edge of the washer, respectively. It follows that:

• The larger the fastener spacing (s) the larger the anchor force (V) and the greater
the ballooning (δ) for any particular housewrap material.

• The smaller the diameter of the nail head or washer, the larger the stress in the
housewrap (i.e., as d ≤ zero, σ ≤ ∞).

Fig. 6: Ballooning under suction

• The less the lift-off  (i.e., φ and δ) the greater the stress (σ) and hence the strain
on the housewrap (i.e., as φ  ≤ zero, sinφ  ≤ zero and σ  ≤ ∞). The elongation of
the housewrap and the displacement (δ) are directly related to the E value or
stiffness (provided tearing does not occur) of the housewrap.

This structural situation is well known; it commonly occurs across the exposed
roofing membrane in a roof system with a membrane that is mechanically rather then
fully adhered.
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6 Conclusions

Housewrap when installed is generally assumed to provide three specific
control functions, however the following reservations need to be made:

Air Barrier: While sold as an air barrier, when housewrap is installed using
staples in a screened, pressure-moderated, drained wall system; it is unlikely to
contribute much to the overall air tightness of the wall system. If there is no other air
barrier in the wall, then under negative pressures, the contribution of the housewrap
might be insignificant.

Water Vapor Retarder: As a membrane attached to the outside of the exterior
sheathing, the housewrap should not impede outward water vapor diffusion. Current
installation practices cannot increase the vapor resistance of the housewrap and
probably do not significantly affect this functional property. We do have some
reservations about the target values for permeance or vapor resistance, especially with
regard to inward vapor drive under some conditions.

Water Barrier and Drainage Plane: We have yet to physically investigate
these two required capabilities. How well the installed housewrap actually performs
in the presence of tears, holes, folds, inadequate flashing and lack of continuity needs
to be investigated.

Durability is not a property that is usually addressed in the housewrap literature
except for some general notes regarding ultraviolet exposure. We have very real
concerns about the naturally cyclic and reversible nature of the wind and the resulting
air pressure differentials that the housewrap must accommodate. At this point
additional research is needed. In particular the water barrier capabilities of housewrap
need to be properly investigated.
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THE RESIDUAL STRENGTH OF TIMBER DEGRADED BY
WOODWORM INFESTATION
The residual strength of timber
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Abstract

Evidence of beetle attack is found in roof and floor timbers of many old
buildings.  In Ireland widespread damage has been caused to numerous historic
buildings by the Furniture Beetle (anobium punctatum).  The timber is
degraded both by the voids formed and possibly by the breakdown of the wood
structure in the area attacked.  It is relatively easy to stop the infestation but
difficult to assess the structural soundness of the remaining timber.  Removal
and replacement of affected structural elements is usually difficult and
expensive, particularly in buildings of historic interest.  Current on-site
assessment procedures are limited.  A reliable technique to provide a
quantitative assessment of the residual strength would be valuable for
engineers and surveyors.  This paper is concerned with the development of an
on-site test of timber quality: a test which can be carried out on the surface and
also at varying depths into the timber.  It is based on a screw pull-out technique
using a ‘limpet’ type load-measuring device.  A correlation has been
established between pull-out values and compressive strength test on
laboratory samples for both sound and infested timber.  Such a relationship is
significant and could be used to assess whether post-strengthening work is
needed.

Keywords: timber, structure, degradation, insects, field inspection, pull-out test,
residual strength.

1 Introduction

Structural timbers are often degraded by fungi and insects.  While fungal
decay is extremely important in external timber its effect inside buildings tends to
be localised.  In contrast insect infestation is much more widespread within
buildings and leads to a more general deterioration of the structure.
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The most common wood-boring insect in Ireland is the Furniture Beetle
(anobium punctatum) whose larvae, together with those of other beetles, are
known as ‘woodworm’.  This species causes significant damage in buildings
representing perhaps 80 – 85% of all insect infestation.  When damage affects
major structural elements such as roof trusses and floor beams removal and
replacement of the timber can be expensive, particularly in historic buildings
where retention of the structure, fabric and finishes is desirable.

It is relatively easy to stop infestation, but difficult to assess the structural
soundness of the existing timber.  Currently on-site assessment procedures are
limited.  A reliable technique to provide an quantitative on-site non-destructive
assessment of the residual strength would be valuable for engineers and surveyors.

2 Background to assessment technique, preliminary studies

Clearly the voids created by the regular circular tunnels (diameter approx
1.5 mm) in the wood and the flight holes on the surfaces cause a reduction in
strength.  In addition it is thought that enzymes produced by the larvae may break
down the cellulose in the cell walls adjacent to the tunnels.  (Cartwright and
Findlay 1958.)

The presence of an infestation is evident from the flight holes which appear
on the surface of timber after completion of the first life-cycle from egg to adult
beetle.  The density (or proximity) of the tunnels in the underlying material should
not be inferred from the surface appearance.  The majority of the tunnels are
produced by the larvae while the visible holes are made by the adult beetles when
they emerge.  Slicing and sanding of timber at different depths shows that the
density of the internal holes can be much greater than that on the surface.

These studies were made on Baltic Redwood (Pinus Sylvestris) taken from
roof trusses and floor beams of a flax scutching mill, some 200 years old,
illustrated in Figure 1.  In the floor situation the infestation was most severe on the
top edge, in contact with the floor boards, diminishing in intensity towards the
soffit of the beam: in the truss material the infestation was apparent on all faces.

Fig . 1: Decayed mill roof truss  Fig.2: Test Probe in timber section



Slices were taken in both the radial and tangential directions relative to the
growth rings.  It became evident that the tunnels are formed in the less dense
‘early wood’ and generally run in the tangential direction between the adjacent

A test was envisaged in a direction at right angles to the longitudinal axis of
a structural element which would generally exhibit a ‘mixed sawn’ pattern in
cross section: ie the growth rings are not at right angles to either face or edge of
the sawn section.  From these studies it was clear that the testing technique should
be applicable at different depths into the timber and at different angles to the
grain, between radial and tangential directions.

The main objective of this programme was to develop an on-site test of
timber quality: a test which could be carried out on the surface and also at varying
depths into the timber.  It is based on the force required to pull out a modified
wood screw.  By establishing a correlation between the pull-out values and the
compressive strength of the timber, this will enable a more quantitative
assessment of the infested timber to be made than that available by current
methods.

It was also intended to investigate the effects of ‘simulated’ borings on ‘old’
and ‘new’ timber.  The ‘new’ samples are to be taken from recently sawn
European Redwood (Pinus Sylvestris) with approximately the same growth rate
and strength as the ‘old’ timber.  The results of this study, by comparison with
naturally wormed timber, would enable possible additional degradation effects to
be examined.

3 Experimental programme

3.1 Selection of test probe and measurement of pull-out force
An important requirement of the on-site test was that damage to the surface

of the timber element should be kept to a minimum.  This is important for
sampling in the areas of sound timber more so than in the areas of severe
infestation as this latter region is likely to be subject to remedial works in any
case.  A relatively small diameter screw of 5 mm was selected.  In order to sample
through the depth of the member the length of the screw needed to be at least 100
mm.  To enable a comparative profile of strengths at a range of depths to be
obtained the length of the threaded portion of the screw was reduced by
machining off all but 20 mm of the thread at the tip.  Figure 2 shows the screw in
place in a sectioned piece of timber.  It can be seen that a clearance hole has been
drilled to ensure that the test screw samples timber only at that depth.

A device to measure the on-site compressive strength of concrete has been
developed in the Department of Civil Engineering, Queen’s University, known as
the ‘Limpet’.  (Long and Murray 1994)  This consists of a small hand-held
loading device, incorporating a load cell, which measures the pull-out capacity of
a probe in the form of a bonded-on metal disc.  The Limpet was used in this
timber testing programme by substituting the test screw for the surface disc as
shown in Figure 3.



Fig. 3: Limpet pull-out device    Fig. 4: Tensometer plot

A spherical connection was used between the head of the screw and the load cell
to ensure that only axial load was applied.

As a check on the accuracy of the pull-out values given by the Limpet
device, some samples were also tested using a standard tensometer machine.
Good comparison was achieved  between both devices.  A typical plot from the
tensometer is shown in Figure 4, which illustrates the nature of the load-
displacement behaviour.

3.2 Timber samples and test procedure
 European Redwood, of recent origin was used for the control samples in the

laboratory. It continues to be one of the most commonly used softwoods in the
construction industry.

A preliminary investigation was carried out to examine the effect of the
screw’s angle of entry into the timber.  A fully threaded screw, 100 mm long, was
inserted into a sizeable sample of new clear timber.  The depth of the pull-out
testing ranged from 10mm to 60mm in 5mm intervals in the three principal
directions: radial to the grain, tangential to the grain and parallel to the grain.

For the main testing programme, decayed timber from the mill trusses was
used for the pull out tests with the partially threaded screw.  These were done at
different depths in two ways: first by drilling clearance holes to the required
sampling depth as shown in Figure 5(a); then, in order to check for any possible
constraining effect of timber above the sampling level, tests were also carried out
on a ‘stepped’ specimen in which horizontal slices were cut to expose five
different sampling platforms as shown in Figure 5 (b).



Fig. 5 (a): Pull-out testing with clearance holes

Fig.5 (b): Pull-out testing on stepped specimen

This programme of testing using the partially threaded screw on old wormed
timber from the mill trusses can best be considered in the following sets:

Set A: depth tests – clearance holes – specimen 1
Set B: depth tests – stepped levels – specimen 1
Set C: depth tests – stepped levels – specimen 2
Following these sets of pull-out tests, samples 20 x 20 x 60mm were cut out

from each platform, close to the test hole of the pull-out screws.  These were then
tested in compression according to BS 373: methods of testing small clear
specimens of timber (British Standards Institution 1986).  A typical compression
test is shown in Figure 6.

4 Test results and evaluation

The results of the preliminary fully threaded screw tests into clear timber
are shown in Figure 7.  From the graph it can be seen that the weakest pull-out
forces occur, as expected, when the screw is inserted parallel to the grain.  Both
the tangential and radial directions gave very similar results.  This would appear
to be due to the fact that the screws are penetrating approximately the same length
of early wood and late wood in both radial and tangential directions.  A linear
relationship is apparent between pull-out force and fully threaded screw depth for
all three directions.



Fig. 6: Typical compression test

Table 1 presents the results of the Set A and Set B tests using the partially
threaded screw on a specimen of wormed timber.  For both Set A, using clearance
holes and Set B, using the alternative depth sampling by slicing the specimen to
form steps, it can be seen that very low pull-out values are measured near the
surface and then increase with depth.  There is good agreement between the
results of Set A and Set B.  This shows that the containment effect is not
significant.  A comparison with ‘new’ clear redwood pull-out capacities is also
given.  These tests show, as expected, very little variation in pull-out force with
hole depth, again confirming that the containment effect is not influencing the
results. Results of the compression testing of samples cut from the decayed timber
at various positions close to test holes are listed.

Fig. 7: Variation of pull-out force with angle of entry
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Table 1: Summary of Test Results (Sets A & B)

Pull-out Force
kN

Compression
capacity

kN
Depth of
clearance
hole mm

Depth of
sampling
zone mm

Wormed timber ‘New’
clear

timber

Wormed
timber

‘New’
clear

timber

Set A:
Clearance
holes

Set B:
Stepped
holes

Clearance
hole

Set A
& Set B

0 (surface) 0 - 20 0.08 0.47 2.07 1.73 17.79
10 10 - 30 0.40 - 2.09 -
20 20 – 40 0.84 1.21 1.95 6.42
30 30 – 50 1.29 - 1.78 -
40 40 – 60 1.53 1.60 1.84 8.49
50 50 – 70 1.51 - 1.99
60 60 – 80 - 1.43 11.52

Note:  All compression capacities based on an average of 3 samples.

Table 2 summarises the findings of Set C tests which included consideration
of the variation of insect boring intensity with depth.  It shows pull-out values,
compression capacity and hole intensity.  Again, a steady increase in the pull-out
value and compression capacity with depth can be observed.  In addition there is a
correlation of both values with hole intensity: Figure 8 illustrates the relationship
with pull-out force.  The hole intensity was based on a count within an area 20mm
x 40 mm, taken on a radial plane in the timber piece, since the tunnels generally
lie between the concentric grown rings.  Because most samples exhibited a ‘mixed
sawn’ pattern, it was necessary to count the holes on a projection of the 20 x 40
mm area onto the stepped platform.

Figure 9 plots the relationship between pull-out force and compression
capacity shown by the results of Set A, Set B and Set C tests.  Values from Sets A
and B were averaged (tests carried out on specimen 1): Set C values are identified
separately since tests were performed on timber taken from another truss.

The final phase of the investigation was designed, as mentioned in the
introduction, to examine the effects of ‘simulated’ borings on old and new timber.
A 1.5mm diameter drill was used to produce both regular and random patterns,
(the latter produced by random number generation) and different intensities on the
20 x 40 mm plane.

The results of this programme are not included in the paper.  They indicate,
at the present stage of the work, that there appears to be no degrading effect
beyond that produced by the holes, provided that the infestation is not associated
with fungal decay.



Fig. 8 : Variation of pull-out force with hole intensity

Fig. 9: Variation of pull-out force with compression capacity

Table 2: Summary of test results (set C)

Depth of sampling
Zone
mm

Hole Intensity Pull-out Force
KN

Compression
capacity
KN

0 – 20 + 0.25 2.6
10 – 30 53 0.49 3.6
20 – 40 49 0.67 5.2
30 – 50 44 0.73 5.7
40 – 60 40 0.92 4.9
50 – 70 36 1.07 6.0
60 – 80 33 1.17 7.6

+ not counted.
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5 Conclusions

The intensity of infestion by Furniture Beetle in a piece of timber cannot be
inferred from an examination of the exposed surfaces.  Cross-cutting and
longitudinal sawing demonstrates that the intensity of internal borings can be
much greater than that showing externally.  Surface examination is therefore not a
reliable guide to structural soundness and there is a clear need for a quantitative
non-destructive testing technique which can sample within the timber element.

The pull-out force values measured by the experimental probe are
essentially the same for probe axis directions both radial and tangential to the
growth rings.  For practical on-site application this is important since most timber
elements are likely to show a ‘mixed’ sawn pattern when viewed in cross-section.
Since the force value parallel to the grain is different, the probe should always be
inserted at
right angles to the surfaces, in an area clear of knots.  The influence of grain slope
should not be significant, even considering the slope limitations which apply to
the lower grades in contemporary practice.

The probing technique, using clearance holes to sample at depth, gives
reliable  results.  There appears to be no ‘containment’ or ‘arching’ effect due to
timber above the flight of threads.  This is consistent with the direct relationship
between pull-out force and thread length for the fully-threaded probe.

The examination of the effects of ‘simulated’ boring in old and new timber
has not been conclusive.  At the present stage of investigation there appears to be
little or no degrading effect on compressive strength in addition to that produced
by the tunnel voids.

There is an inverse relationship between hole intensity and pull-out force.
The hole count should be made on the plane radial to the growth rings since the
tunnels generally run tangentially to the rings.

The pull-out force values can be correlated with compressive strength.  The
technique developed is a viable test of timber quality.  The scope of the
investigation has been limited to one species, from one structure, although
samples were cut from different elements.  Compressive strength has been used as
the indicator of residual strength.  Work is progressing to include impact strength.
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Abstract

Anti-carbonation coatings for concrete act as barriers to carbon dioxide and thus
prevent carbonation.  They are extensively used in the rehabilitation of concrete
structures throughout the world to prolong the service life of a structure.  This
paper describes a project, which aims to evaluate the performance of coatings after
natural and artificial weathering.  Test methods currently available in draft and
current CEN Standards (crack bridging, water vapour resistance, CO2 diffusion
resistance and liquid water resistance) will be used.  The duration of the
programme will be five years for natural weathering and a minimum of 2500
hours QUV exposure for artificial weathering.
The project started in April 1997 and should be completed in March 2003.  Ten
different coating systems have been applied to different strength concrete beams,
mortar specimens and unglazed ceramic tiles.  Urban and marine sites are being
used to naturally weather the specimens.  The coatings will be monitored during
the period of weathering to investigate changes in the physical properties of the
coating. From this information a classification system will be evolved to guide the
specifier in the selection of a coating to suit their purpose. The work will also be
used to validate European Standard tests and classification systems currently being
drafted.  This paper summarises the work to-date and background information on
the project.
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1 Introduction

Problems associated with carbonation of concrete have been thoroughly
documented (Building Research Establishment 1982, Everett, L.H. et al, 1980,
Concrete Society, London 1984, Currie, R.J 1986, Rothwell G.W. 1985) .
Carbonation may result in corrosion of depassivated reinforcement, and
deterioration and loss of serviceability of structures.  Surface coatings and
treatments are increasingly considered as an integral part of the repair and
maintenance process to reduce the rate of further deterioration (CIRIA Technical
Note 130, 1987).

Surface treatments to protect concrete must have certain key of properties to
be effective and durable.  Anti-carbonation coatings are surface treatments that
have low permeability to carbon dioxide and reduce the risk of carbonation.
Typical properties that a surface treatment needs to prevent carbonation are:
• a dry film thickness of at least 200 Τm, in order to cover effectively a rough

concrete surface and a defect free film
• good adherence
• ability to accommodate anticipated movements in concrete; this is specified as

the crack-bridging ability of a coating.
• good colour retention, chalking and ultra-violet (UV) resistance
• a high liquid water resistance
• a  low water vapour resistance
• a high resistance to carbon dioxide
• a service life of at least 10 years

In future the selection of coatings for concrete in Europe will be specified by
European Standards.  The aim of this project is to evaluate the performance of
anti-carbonation coatings and to see whether the test methods, proposed classes
and classification system in the European standards are appropriate for selecting
anti-carbonation coatings.

2 European standards and future selection of coatings for concrete

A fundamental goal of the European Union (EU) is to remove barriers to
trade among member states.  Replacement of national standards by European
Standards is a key element in the single market policy.  All members of the EU
have signed the Construction Products Directive (CPD), which has led to the
development of European Standards for the construction industry.  In the next two
to three years, national standards in member states of the EU for surface treatment
of concrete will be replaced by European Standards.

These developments have serious implications for UK industry’s approach
to standards.  It is important to realise that the Single Market requires a culture
change in the way standards are used.  An important consequence of European
Standards is that public bodies are required to specify wherever possible to
European standards for all construction products and this include coatings for
concrete, i.e. European Standards are de-facto mandatory for public or privatised
utilities if applicable.



Most of the European Standards and Classification Systems for coatings on
concrete will be in force within the next three years.  Of particular interest to the
industry will be draft EN 1062-1 (Classification for Masonry Paints), draft EN
1504-2 (Classification System for Surface Treatment of Concrete), ENV 1504-9
(Guidance note on the principles of protection and repair of concrete) and draft
EN 1504-10 (Site application of products and systems and quality control of the
works).

Surface treatments for concrete with a maximum dry film thickness of 5 mm
are covered by draft EN 1504-2.  This standard will give guidance on the selection
of coatings for concrete and the required mandatory tests for properties of
coatings.  For example, if a coating is to be used for ingress control, the
manufacturer will have to test the coating for adhesion (pull-off test) and carbon
dioxide, liquid water and water vapour permeabilities.

3 Materials, specimen preparation and exposure

Ten commonly used commercial coating materials were selected.  The
coatings were applied to unglazed ceramic tiles and prisms of concrete (100 x 100
x 750 mm) with 20 N and 33 N strength.  The ceramic tiles were selected for their
high porosity, low resistance to carbon dioxide and their low relative cost.
Specimens will be naturally aged on the south coast of England and at BRE for 5
years, and artificially weathered in a QUV machine for at least 2500 hours.  The
specimens will be removed periodically during the weathering programs and the
tested for the following properties:
• Colour and gloss of coatings
• Carbon dioxide permeability of coatings
• Water vapour permeability
• Adhesion of coatings to concrete
• Carbonation depths of concrete
• Crack-bridging ability of coatings

The initial tests on the specimens i.e. time zero, will be completed by the
end of November 1998, and the weathering programs will then start.  The tests
used in the program and their backgrounds to the test are described below.

4 Carbon dioxide permeability

Systems for measuring the carbon dioxide resistance of coatings can be
classified according to the type of test cell used.  There are two types available;
the absorption cup (or gravimetric method) and systems based on the diffusion
cell.  Those based on the cup method rely on the absorption of CO2 in the cup.
Absorption is measured by weighing the cup regularly to determine the increase in
weight against time.  Diffusion cell systems measure the quantity of CO2 passing
through the membrane test by analysis of the gas stream.



A gravimetric test developed at BRE has shown that the test of carbonation
of concrete may be reduced by a number of different coatings and surface
treatments (Rothwell, G.W, et al, 1989).
Further work has shown however, that coatings could become less effective
carbon dioxide barriers over a period of 2000 hours artificial weathering (Wang
Wei, et al, 1990), that the reduction of barrier properties varied according to the
chemical type of binder used in the coating, and that the reduction was more
significant for some coatings than for others.

Klopfer and Engelfried (Engelfried, R, 1977, Engelfried, R, 1983) also
developed a gravimetric method of measuring resistance of coatings to carbon
dioxide.  They tested resistance on paper substrates, which are not suitable either
for natural or for artificial weathering.  The gravimetric method developed at BRE
uses cementitious substrates and is destructive.  It has limited sensitivity and is not
suitable for measuring carbon dioxide resistance of high performance coatings.
To overcome the limitations of the gravimetric test a non-destructive method of
test using an isostatic partition cell has been developed.

The changes in performance of a coating produced by accelerated
weathering need to be confirmed by measuring performance over a period of
natural exposure.  Natural exposure test data are also needed to determine the
relationship between accelerated test results and likely in-service performance.
This will allow an accelerated exposure regime for the prediction of carbon
dioxide resistance of coatings to be defined.

The measurement of carbon dioxide resistance of coatings has been carried
out for over 15 years in the UK, Denmark and Germany, but the methods used and
the results obtained are not widely understood.

4.1 Apparatus
Development of partition cell apparatus
Thomas and Gent (Thomas, A.M., et al 1945) used a partition cell to study

permeation and sorption of moisture vapour in varnish films.  A similar method
was employed to measure the permeability of plastic films for packaging
applications (Davis, W.W., 1946).  Pasternak, Schimscheiner and Heller
(Pasternak, R.A. et al, 1970) first proposed the use of a partition cell coupled with
a gas chromatograph to determine the permeability of films to gas mixtures, and
this was further developed by Pye, Hehn and Panar (Pye, D.G., et al, 1976).

Sherwoood (Sherwood, A.F., et al, 1975) studied the carbon dioxide
resistance of coatings using a partition cell.  The quantity of carbon dioxide
passing through the film was measured by gravimetric means, a similar approach
to that later employed by Engelfried and Klopfer (Englefried, R., 1983, Thomas,
A.M. et al, 1945, Davis, W.W., 1946), whose method is derived from the DIN,
EM and ASTM tests for measuring water vapour permeability of polymer films
(Draft EN 1062-1, ASTM E96-80, 1980, DIN 53 122, 1974).  These tests employ
the diffusion cell first proposed by Deeg and Frosch (Deeg, G et al, 1944).
Brianza and Piguet (Brianza, M.A., et al, 1986) have also developed a test method
similar to the BRE mortar block test (Rothwell, G.W et al, 1989, Wang Wei, et al,
1990).



Several others have developed apparatus based on the partition cell, Möller
(Möller, L, 1985) used a partition cell with gravimetric determination derived
from Sherwood’s report.  Others employed instrumental techniques to measure the
rate of diffusion of carbon dioxide through the test sample.  Désor and Pauly
(Désor, U et al, 1985, Désor, U., 1985) used infrared analysis to determine the rate
of carbon dioxide diffusion through coatings.  Robinson (Robinson, H., 1986,
Robinson, H., 1987) used a gas chromatograph to measure diffusion rates of
oxygen and carbon dioxide using dry gas mixtures.  The equipment employed by
these three is all derived from that reported by Davis for testing the carbon dioxide
resistance of packaging materials (Davis, W.W., 1946).  The present study was
carried out using a similar system of partition cells and gas chromatographic
analysis.  The method of analysis by Durbeck and Niehaus (Durbeck, H.W et al,
1978), Gates et al (Gates, W., et al, 1981), Kern and Elser (Kern, H., et al, 1978)
and Latif et al (Latif, S., et al, 1983)..  These data indicated that mixtures of gases
containing water vapour could be analysed successfully by gas chromatography.

4.2 BRE Carbon dioxide permeability test
The BRE test methods is based on a partition cell see Figure 1.  The

apparatus has three main parts (Figure 2).  A gas handling system provides a
stream of a mixed, dried test gas and a helium stream, which are linked to
opposite sides of a differential mercury manometer.  The pressure in the two
streams is equalised.  The test stream is supplied through a manifold to the lower
chamber of each cell, where it may be humidified.  The test gas is a mixture of
15% carbon dioxide in nitrogen.  Helium is supplied at a pre-set flow rate to the
upper chamber of each cell via a similar manifold.  The manifolds also act as
ballast volumes to smooth minor fluctuations in the flow rates through the cells.

The coating under test is supported on a porous ceramic tile to form the test
membrane.  A plastic ring clamps the membrane against an ‘O’ ring mounted in a
rebate in the wall of the upper chamber, forming a seal and defining the area of
coating under test.  The pressure balance ensures that the two chambers of each
cell contain different partial pressures of gases at the same overall pressure.

Gas transport through the membrane occurs by diffusion.  Gas diffusing
through the membrane from the lower (test gas) chamber enters the sweep-stream
in the upper chamber.  At equilibrium the rates of diffusion of the component
gases in the test mixture and of helium through the membrane reach a steady state
and the test gas content of the helium sweep-stream reaches a constant value.

A selection valve connects the cells to the sampling valve of the gas.  The
sweep gas of each cell is sampled in turn followed by the helium and test streams.
The cycle is repeated ten times.  Typically the steady-state condition is reached in
about eight hours and the data processor controlling the apparatus is programmed
to analyse the gases after this period.  Examination of the data after the analytical
cycle is complete indicates when equilibrium was attained, and any analyses
carried out before equilibration was achieved is discounted and the flux calculated
for the remaining data.  A plot of the GC detector response against time give a
series of gaussian peaks, each of which correspond to one component of the test
gas mixture under ideal conditions.  A digital integrator gives values of peak area,



height and retention time. The peak area is used to determine the concentration of
carbon dioxide in the samples from the partition cells.

Given the volume of sample injected, the flow rate of the sweep helium
through the partition cell and the concentration of CO2 in the sample the quantity
of carbon dioxide passing through the specimen per minute may be calculated,
thus:

Q
F C v M

V
g= − −. . .

min10 6 1        (1)

where: F = flow rate of helium sweep stream in cm3 s-1

C = concentration of CO2 in sample
v = sample volume in cm3

M = relative molecular mass of CO2

V = molar gas volume at 200ºC
Q = quantity of CO2 in g min-1 passing through the coating at steady
state

From this value it is possible to calculate the flux, JCO2, in g m-2 day -1:

J
Q

A
gm dayCO2

1440 2 1= − −.
       (2)

where A = area of coating in m2

4.2.1 Measurement and calculation of carbon dioxide resistance
Carbon dioxide resistance may be calculated and quoted in several ways.

The terms and units most commonly used are: flux (g m-2 day); diffusion
coefficient (m2 s-1); diffusion resistance coefficient (dimensionless) and equivalent
air layer thickness (m).

The derivation and calculation of these values is as follows: the flux is a
function of the concentration gradient across the coating and of the thickness of
the coating.  Applying Fick’s second law of diffusion, it is possible to determine
the coefficient of diffusion for a given thickness of coating, DCoating, from the flux
and concentration difference of CO2 across the coating, thus:

[ ]
D

J s

cCoating
CO= 2

.
       (3)

where: JCO2 = flux (gm-2 s-1)
s = thickness (m)
[c] = concentration difference (gm-3)

This value has units (m2 s-1), and is therefore not a dimensionless
coefficient.  It is converted to a dimensionless diffusion resistance coefficient, :,
which compares the diffusion of CO2 through the coating with the diffusion of
CO2 through still air under the same conditions and is independent of applied
coating thickness.  It is calculated as follows:

µ =
D

D
CO

Coating

2        (4)

where DCO2 = diffusion coefficient of CO2 through air (m2 s-1)



Typical values for the diffusion resistance coefficient are in the range 106 to
108 for surface coatings with a high resistance to CO2.  This coefficient is used to
calculate the effectiveness of the coating in terms of the equivalent air layer
thickness, R(CO2).  The equivalent air layer thickness equates the barrier property
of a coating to the thickness of still air with the same diffusion resistance.  It is
obtained by multiplying the diffusion resistance coefficient, :, by the coating
thickness, s, as follows:

R sCO2
= µ .        (5)

Typical values for R(CO2) are between 1 m and 500 m, but higher values are
not unknown.

4.2.1 Effects of relative humidity on carbon dioxide resistance
Research at BRE (unpublished) has shown that there are some variations in

the values obtained from measurements carried out at the two humidities of test
gas, but the general trends observed are similar at both humidities.

The humidity at which the test is conducted does not have as much effect on
the measured carbon dioxide resistance as the type of chemical binder used in the
coating or the duration of exposure of the coating.  In practice, coatings are
applied in conditions where they will almost invariably be exposed to moist air.  It
would therefore see prudent, where possible, to carry out the measurement of
carbon dioxide resistance using a humidified test gas.

4.3 Gravimetric method for measuring carbon dioxide permeability
The gravimetric method can only be carried out with humidified test gas if

the humidity of the whole test apparatus is maintained at a uniform level.  This
may prove difficult with the gravimetric method based on the Payne Cup tests
(Draft EN 1062-2, ASTM E96-80, 1980, DIN 53 122, 1974).  These usually
employ an absorbent solid on one side of the coating, and these absorbents are
usually absorb water as well as carbon dioxide.

5 Water vapour permeability test

5.1 BS 3177:1959 Cup method for determining water permeability
BS 3177 employs an aluminium dish, commonly called a “Payne Cup”.  The

depth of the aluminium dish is dictated by the permeability of the paint system to
be tested the lower the permeability the shallower the dish.  The largest dish size
recommended by the standard is usually chosen, which gives a test area of 50 cm2.
Calcium chloride is used as the desiccant.  A mechanical or wax seal used to seal
the specimens. In the test program a mechanical seal is used, so that it is a non-
destructive test.  The test is usually undertaken at 23oC and 55+5 %RH.

EN 1062-1 uses a Payne cup for the determination of the permeability of
paints, as specified in ISO 7782.  However, in draft EN 1062-1 the humidity
gradient across the coating is obtained by sealing a humidifying solution into the
cup, not a desiccant. Also, the coatings are subjected to a weathering cycle prior to
testing.  Unpublished result at BRE has shown that the results obtained using the
two methods are similar.



6 Crack-bridging test

 A crack-bridging test is undertaken to determine a coating’s ability to
accommodate movement of cracks in concrete due to load and temperature
changes.  There are two types of test, static and dynamic.  The static test is a one-
cycle test, which will give an indication of the maximum crack width that can be
accommodated by a coating.  The dynamic test will give information about the
performance of a coating over an active crack.
 

 6.1 Requirements of the draft European standard (1062-7)
 
 6.1.1 Dynamic crack-bridging test
 The latest draft requires that tests be carried out in triplicate.  It does not
state the design of the test specimen. The draft specifies that the mortar for the
specimens for the static and dynamic crack-bridging test should be in accordance
with EN 196-1 as follows:
 OPC  4.5 kg
 Water 2.25 kg
 Sand 13.5 kg
 For the dynamic test the proposed crack displacement cycle should follow
the movements shown in Figure 2 and the requirements for the different classes
are given in Table 1. Classes B0 and B1 are for coatings with a minimal
requirement for crack bridging, such as tanking coatings. Class B2.1 is for
coatings on structures which may be subjected to crack movements due to thermal
changes and loading, but not mechanical loading.  Class B2.2 is for coatings with
the same requirements as class B2.1, but subjected to mechanical loads, such as
liquid applied waterproofing systems on bridges, under asphalt.  Class B3.3 is for
coatings with the
 same requirements as for class B2.2, but with a large crack movement requirement
and is for coatings subjected to direct traffic as in a car park or warehouse. The
test is undertaken at one of the following temperatures; 23oC, 10oC, 0oC, -10oC or
 -20oC.  The test temperature selected should be the most appropriate to the
expected service conditions.  The proposed pass criterion for the dynamic crack-
bridging test is that the coating should remain intact after the test.



 Table 2: Draft European Standards (prEN 1062-7) test conditions for
different Dynamic crack-bridging requirements for surface
treatments

 

 Class  Test conditions
 (see Figure1)

 B 0  wo = 0.15 mm
 wu = 0.10 mm trapezoid
 RW = 100
 f = 0.01 Hz
 W = 0.05 mm

 B 1  wo = 0.15 mm
 wu = 0.10 mm trapezoid
 RW = 100
 f = 0.01 Hz
 W = 0.05 mm

 B 2.1  wo = 0.25 mm
 wu = 0.10 mm trapezoid
 RW = 1000
 f = 0.03 Hz
 W = 0.15 mm

 B 2.2  As above, and
 wL = ∀ 0.05 mm sinusoidal
 RW = 20,000
 f = 1 Hz

 B 3.1  wo = 0.50 mm
 wu = 0.20 mm trapezoid
 RW = 1000
 f = 0.03 Hz
 W = 0.30 mm

 B 3.2  As above, and
 wL = ∀ 0.05 mm sinusoidal
 RW = 20,000
 f = 1 Hz

 
 Key:
 
 f = frequency wL = super imposed crack movement
 RW = number of crack cycles wo = maximum crack width
 W = change in crack width wu = minimum crack width
 
 6.1.2 Static crack-bridging test
 The crack displacement rate for the static crack-bridging test should be 0.1
or 0.5 mm per minute. The rate of 0.5 mm per minute is to be used when the static
crack-bridging ability of coating is likely to be known to be greater than 3 mm, in
order to reduce the time spent testing. The crack shall be induced in the test



specimen at 23oC prior to testing. Four classes have been agreed for the static
crack-bridging test and are listed below.
 

 Temperature (oC) Crack Width (µm)
 Class 1  23 >100
 Class 2 -10 >250
 Class 3 -10 >1250
 Class 4 -10 >2500
 
 

 7 Conclusion
 

The work will also be used to validate European Standard tests and
classification systems currently being drafted.  This paper summarises the work
to-date and background information on the project.  Data on the testing of the
coating will be presented at the conference.
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 Fig. 2: Crack width profiles for the draft European dynamic crack-bridging

test
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Fig 2b Change of crack width as a function of time for classes B0, B1, B2.1 and B3.1.
1000 crack cycles as a trapezoidal function using 0.03 Hz

 Figure 1 Crack width profiles for the draft European dynamic crack-bridging test
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Fig 2a: Change of crack width as a function of time for classes B2.2 and B3.2.  1000 crack
cycles as a trapezoidal function using 0.03 Hz, with superimposed crack cycles as a
sinusoidal function using 1Hz
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DEGRADATION MECHANISMS AND SERVICE LIFE OF CONCRETE
SLABS OF COMPOSITE BRIDGES

J.- C. DOTREPPE
Laboratory of Bridges and Structural Engineering, Civil Engineering,
University of Liège, Belgium

Abstract

Composite steel-concrete constructions are presently widely used, and certainly in the
field of composite bridges where they appear quite competitive.  Most of the structural
problems related to this type of construction are presently solved, concerning
particularly the design of the steel girders.  Nowadays studies are focused on the
durability of the concrete slab, which conditions the performance of these bridges
during their full service life.  The model commonly accepted for the description of the
corrosion process in a reinforced concrete element is presented.  The evolution
regarding the problem of the influence of the crack width on the durability of concrete
is discussed.  The factors leading to cracking of the concrete slab are examined, with
special attention to thermal and autogenous shrinkage involving early cracking, and the
results of a practical example are presented.  The most essential requirements regarding
durability are mentioned.  Concerning reinforcement of the slab the classical solution
consists in using passive steel.  However, as the slab is cracked, durability will be
controlled by the corrosion development, which leads to uncertainty regarding service
life.  A satisfactory performance during a sufficiently long period can be ensured by
prestressing.  Several parameters have to be assessed carefully, such as the type of
prestressing and the amount of prestress to be introduced in the slab.

Keywords : bridges, composite steel-concrete construction, concrete quality, corrosion
development, cracking, passive and active reinforcement, serviceability limit states.

1 Introduction

During the last decades the use of composite steel-concrete construction in bridge
design has shown considerable extension, which can be explained by several
developments and innovation techniques (Johnson and Buckby 1988).  The material
characteristics have been improved for steel and for concrete. A better understanding of
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the structural behaviour, as well as improvements of detailing and construction methods
must be pointed out.

Presently the innovations that have to be brought to bridge construction, and more
generally to structural design are related to various criterions such as cost, detailing,
durability, aesthetics and environmental conditions. In this article, only the problem of
durability will be examined and more particularly the durability of the concrete slab,
which cannot be ensured easily, as the concrete deck of a bridge is submitted to severe
environmental conditions.

The slab can be reinforced by passive or active steel.  When passive
reinforcement only is used, cracks will open and there is some doubt about durability
conditions for a very long period. In Belgium large span composite bridges have been
built 20 years ago with passive reinforcement in the slab, and up to now very few in situ
observations have been made regarding the degradation of the concrete deck.  An
investigation program will start in spring 1999 to examine the cracking situation in the
slab of some of these bridges.

Prestressing of the slab is considered as a promising solution to ensure a
satisfactory performance.  Despite this there are still discussions going on in Belgium
and in some European countries on whether or not it is advisable to use prestressing in
future composite bridges, since in this case prestressing is introduced for durability and
not for stability purposes.

The aim of this paper is first to show the importance of calculating precisely the
tensile stresses and cracking development by considering the example of a classical
continuous bridge.  Another important feature is the economical level of prestress to be
prescribed to the practitioners and design engineers. A discussion is presented on this
matter and a proposal is made with respect to the various load combinations considered
presently in the new European codes.

2 Evolution in the design of composite bridges

For large span bridges, the tendency is nowadays to use composite structures.
Such structures take advantage of both the lightweightness and the high strength of steel
components, and of the low cost of the concrete slab.

Forty years ago steel structures were used for large span bridges, with plate or box
steel girders and an orthotropic steel deck plate.  Because the construction of such a
deck is complicated and requires skilled labour, and because the cost of manpower
increases continuously, this type of bridge has become extremely expensive.  Under the
pressure of competition, a concrete slab has been progressively substituted for the
orthotropic steel deck plate.

Developments in composite bridge design have been accompanied by theoretical
and experimental research studies (Lebet l988).  The results of these studies have been
incorporated in national and international recommendations (Eurocode 4 – Part 2:
Bridges 1997).

The design of composite bridges must meet the two classical requirements:
verification of ultimate limit states and of serviceability limit states.  Regarding
serviceability limit states particular attention is paid nowadays to the durability of the



concrete slab. Cracking of the slab is not the only parameter to be considered, but it is
one of the most important.

The majority of composite bridges have continuous spans.  It is common to find
bridges with ten or more spans with typical lengths varying between 30 and 90 m.
Looking at the classical bending moment diagram for a continuous beam (Fig.1), it can
be seen that hogging moments exist near the supports.  Therefore tensile stresses should
appear in the concrete slab only in these regions.  This is not true for composite bridges
due to various factors (creep, shrinkage, external temperature variation) that will be
examined later on.  Therefore tensile stresses and cracks may develop everywhere in the
slab, near the supports but also at mid-span.

Fig. 1 : Bending moment diagram in a continuous beam

3 Deterioration mechanisms of the concrete slab

3.1 Short considerations on the service life of bridges
Ageing and deterioration of bridge structures are unavoidable.  Therefore the

main task must be to control the types and rates of deterioration.   A durable
construction implies that this construction does not necessitate important rehabilitation
and renovation works.

The service life of bridges must be specified.  It is presently agreed that this
period of time is situated between 50 and 100 years, and close to 100 years.  A duration
of 50 years is too short and non economical.  For most bridges a duration of 100 years
seems a little bit too long due to the evolution of the traffic needs, and 80 years is
presently considered as an optimum service life.  In case of exceptional structures, like
the Oresund and Vasco da Gama Bridges, a service life of 100 years or more may be
required, due to the difficulty and cost of rehabilitation works.

3.2 Corrosion process in a reinforced concrete element
Two dominant factors are involved in most chemical and physical processes

influencing the durability of concrete structures: transport within the pores and cracks,
and free water.  More particularly, in the case of the concrete deck of a bridge the
following factors have to be considered: freezing and thawing cycles, effects  of
de-icing salts, penetration of chemically aggressive agents, alkali-silica reaction
(Bulletin d'Information N°183 of CEB 1992).  It appears therefore that appropriate
durability cannot be ensured easily, as the concrete slab is submitted to severe
environmental conditions.



Corrosion is the most critical degradation process, as it can lead to failure of the
element.  Therefore the mechanisms of corrosion must be examined carefully.
Corrosion is mainly due to carbonation of concrete in relation with penetration of CO2,
and to penetration of chloride ions originating from de-icing salts.

Passivation of steel is due to the alkalinity of concrete.  In such an environment
the corrosion rate is extremely low and steel is therefore protected.  The passivity of
steel may be destroyed by the carbonation of concrete surrounding the reinforcing bars
and by the penetration of chlorides through the pores.  For passive or active
reinforcement situated near the top or the centre of the concrete slab of a composite
bridge, the penetration of the chloride ions is the prevailing action.

During the last two decades, designers and researchers have focused on the
deterioration processes existing under different types of environment.  As a result,
rational and scientifically sound models of major deterioration mechanisms, and more
particularly of the corrosion process, are available today (Schiessl 1988 ; Andrade et al.
1993 ; Bulletin d'Information N° 238 of CEB 1997 ; Liu and Weyers 1998).

On the basis of these theoretical and experimental studies, it has been shown that
the corrosion mechanisms develop through two different phases as illustrated in Fig.2.

In the initiation phase, the metal embedded in concrete remains passive.  No
deterioration or damage can be seen, but some inherent resistance against the prevailing
environment is diminishing or overcome by the aggressive media, e.g. penetration of
chlorides or carbonation.  These environmental changes lead ultimately to
depassivation.

In the propagation phase, which begins at the moment of depassivation, corrosion
develops, often at an accelerating rate, until a final stage is reached.  The corresponding
damage to the structure is only visible when this propagation phase has been reached.

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of corrosion process

Corroded steel develops rust products which expand and cause cracking and
deterioration of the concrete cover.  A further reduction of the steel area may result in
falling concrete fragments.  Sudden failure may occur if longitudinal cracking along the
bar develops in the region of the bar anchorage.  These unacceptable damages usually
correspond to the end of the service life of the element (time t1 in Fig.2).



For the design engineer two possibilities can be envisaged:

• to > expected service life: this solution is quite safe, since any depassivation of
steel is avoided;

• t1 > expected service life: the safety level is not known precisely, as it is difficult
to assess the propagation period due to the number of parameters involved.

3.3 Influence of crack widths on durability of concrete
Twenty years ago it was admitted that crack widths had a significant effect on the

corrosion process.  There was then a strong gradation of the admissible crack widths in
the existing recommendations.  There is now a considerable evolution regarding this
problem.  The observation of existing constructions and laboratory tests have shown
that there is no direct relation between the crack widths and the degree of corrosion
provided they remain smaller than 0.4 mm approximately (CEB-FIP Model Code 90
1993 ; Favre et al. 1997).

However the existence of cracks, even with a small width (0.1 mm), does
influence significantly the corrosion process.  The diffusion of chloride ions is ten
times more rapid in a cracked than in an uncracked concrete (Schiessl 1988). This
means that the initiation period will be approximately ten times longer in an uncracked
material compared with a cracked one, provided that in both cases the permeability of
the material is low and concrete cover is sufficient.  Therefore, in an uncracked
concrete, to will be large enough to prevent the steel from reaching the propagation
stage during the service life.  If concrete is cracked, to is small with respect to the
service life, and t1 becomes the critical parameter with much more uncertainty
regarding structural safety.

4 Development of cracking in the concrete slab

4.1 Early cracking
Cracking before hardening is due to plastic settlement and plastic shrinkage.

These two phenomenons may induce important cracking, but preventive measures can
be adopted in order to avoid them, and it will not be examined here.

Cracking occurring just after hardening is mostly due to two phenomenons:
thermal shrinkage and autogenous shrinkage.

The behaviour of concrete during hardening is important in elements with large
thicknesses like dams and bridge piles.  For elements with moderate thicknesses (20-30
cm), the temperature differences between the edges and the centre are small.  However,
if the displacements of concrete during the heating and cooling phases are restrained by
another structural element, self-equilibrated stresses appear and may induce early
cracking (Emborg 1989).  In composite bridges the steel profile is the restraint element,
when connection is ensured between concrete and steel during concrete hardening

The tensile stresses related to thermal shrinkage are due to the fact that the
modulus of elasticity varies considerably between the heating and the cooling phases.
Research performed in this domain has shown that the main parameter to be considered
is the ratio between the area of the steel profile and the area of the concrete slab
(Emborg 1989).



Another factor often neglected is the effect of autogenous shrinkage, i.e.
shrinkage due to self-dessication.  Since its magnitude is of the order of 10-4 for
ordinary concrete (w/c > 0.45), it has been ignored for practical purposes.  However
concrete with low water-cement ratio is used more and more extensively.  In this case
autogenous shrinkage increases very rapidly, and it can reach 2 to 3.10-4 when
w/c < 0.40, which can lead to non-negligible tensile stresses and early cracking
(Tazawa and Miyazawa 1993).

4.2 Cracking under service conditions
There exists at least four causes of cracking under service conditions : drying

shrinkage, creep, external loads, external temperature variations (daily and seasonal).
Drying shrinkage has the same effect as thermal and autogenous shrinkage, but it

develops for a much longer period.
Creep does not create tensile stresses, but as it cannot develop freely due to the

steel profile, it induces relaxation of the compressive stresses in the concrete slab.
External loads such as truck loading may lead to various types of stresses in the

deck according to their position along the bridge (Lebet 1990).
External temperature variations (daily and seasonal) induce general thermal

effects in hyperstatic structures and self-equilibrated stresses in the concrete slab.  The
determination of these effects is rather involved (Cope 1987).  The temperature
distribution on a composite cross-section is slightly different from that on a full
concrete cross-section.

4.3 Example of a classical continuous bridge
In order to evaluate the tensile stresses and cracking development that may occur

in the slab, the example of a classical composite continuous bridge with two spans has
been analysed (Fig.3).  The stress distribution has been calculated precisely using the
computer code SAFIR developed at the University of Liège.  Values recommended for
external temperature variations have been adopted (Cope 1987).

Fig. 3: Classical composite continuous bridge with two spans



Table 1: Tensile stresses in the concrete slab under service conditions

Position in Top  stress (MPa) Bottom stress (MPa)
the beam perm perm

+ var
perm perm

+var
Mid-span
Support

1.2 (1)
5.1 (1)

2.5 (2)
7.8 (3)

1.7 (1)
4.1 (1)

2.2 (2)
5.3 (3)

(1) : permanent loads + early shrinkage + drying shrinkage
(2) : (1) + external temperature variation
(3) : (1) + variable loads (rare combination ) + external temperature variation

Table 1 shows the maximum tensile stresses under permanent and permanent +
variable conditions.  It can be seen that tensile stresses are present in the slab during the
whole life even at mid-span and that cracking may occur both near supports and at mid-
span.

5. Control of cracking

5.1 Essential measures
A few essential measures are required in order to obtain adequate durability of the

concrete slab of a composite bridge:

• to place a waterproof membrane of good quality.
• to use a concrete with good mechanical characteristics and very low permeability.
• to provide sufficient concrete cover.
• to adopt an appropriate concreting sequence for slabs directly cast in situ on the

steel structure.

5.2 Passive reinforcement
The classical solution is the use of passive reinforcement.  In this case cracks will

open and it is impossible to limit their width to values < 0.1 mm.  As mentioned
previously, it is now acknowledged that crack widths up to 0.4 mm do not influence the
corrosion development.  However adequate detailing regarding the reinforcing bars
should be recommended in order to limit the crack width to 0.15 or 0.2 mm.  Nowadays
many bridges are subjected to very heavy traffic loads.  Crack widths may tend to
increase, due to progressive deterioration of bond at the boundaries of the cracks.
Additional research studies on this matter and observations on existing bridges should
be performed.

The limitation of crack width can be reached by appropriate measures:

• a minimum amount of passive reinforcement.
• a limitation of the tensile stresses in the rebars.
• a careful study of the spacing between the bars.
• a limitation of the diameter of the bars.



It must be pointed out that bars with small diameters have also some drawbacks.
They are more susceptible to corrosion.  Furthermore concreting may become more
difficult due to the density of steel, which may lead to a diminution of concrete quality.

De-icing salts will cause chloride ions to penetrate in concrete.  As the slab is
cracked, the rate of penetration is very high, depassivation occurs quickly and the
durability is controlled by the corrosion development.  In these circumstances it is
presently not possible to ensure a service life of 80 years.  Values situated between 20
and 40 years are sometimes mentioned, but this has to be confirmed by additional
research studies.

5.3 Prestressing
In order to improve the durability of the slab prestressing can be used. Transversal

and longitudinal prestressing have both beneficial effects.  In this article only
longitudinal prestressing will be considered.  Several factors have to be examined
carefully.

The project must remain economical, as prestressing is introduced for durability
purposes only and is not necessary regarding structural behaviour.  It is furthermore
difficult to calculate the stresses induced by prestressing of the slab.  The efficiency of
prestressing is reduced by the composite interaction and by the classical time-dependent
losses due to creep, shrinkage and relaxation.

The type of prestressing must also be examined carefully.  Several procedures are
used and the various methods have their advantages and drawbacks.

1. Prestressing by jacking supports.  In this method the steelwork is raised above its
final level before the slab is cast.  After curing of the slab the composite section is
lowered to its final level.  In continuous composite bridges with large spans the
required vertical displacement of the steel beams becomes very large and
furthermore, with this method, prestressing losses in the concrete slab may be as
high as 50 %.

2. Prestressing the slab and steel section (entire cross-section) using cables placed
longitudinally in the concrete slab.  This method is often used simply to prestress
regions near internal supports.  Large cracks can occur near anchorages if
adequate reinforcement is not provided. Furthermore, if the slab is prestressed
over the entire bridge length, losses may approach 50 %.

3. Prestressing the slab only, using cables placed longitudinally in the slab. In this
method, the slab is prestressed before being connected with the steelwork. This
method is convenient for precast slabs.  It is also suitable when the slab is cast in
situ if holes are left in the slab around groups of shear connectors during
concreting.  During prestressing, the slab slips on the upper flange of the steel
structure. In this procedure prestressing forces and losses are smaller than those
observed when prestressing the entire composite section.  However it is difficult
to achieve a satisfactory shear connection.

4. Prestressing with external cables using truss action.  This method is sometimes
used to strengthen existing bridges. In this system cable control and maintenance
are facilitated, and replacement and addition of cables may be performed easily.
The loss of prestressing due to creep and shrinkage is also minimised.



Disadvantages are costly anchorages and cable supports, and application of
concentrated forces to the steel profile.

It is important to define the amount of prestress to be introduced in the slab in
order to ensure sufficient durability for a service life of approximately 80 years.  This
question has so far not received enough attention.  It is examined here with respect to
the load combinations now defined in the European recommendations (Eurocode 1 –
Part 1 1995).

First of all the initial prestress to be considered has to take into account
prestressing losses due to creep and shrinkage.  Therefore, for large span bridges,
procedures l and 2 mentioned previously should not be recommended, since
prestressing losses in the concrete slab are very high.

Three combinations of actions for serviceability limit states are defined : quasi-
permanent, frequent and rare.

The quasi-permanent combination for a bridge includes no traffic loads and no
external temperature variation.  In this case, prestress must be such that under actions
existing at any time, i.e. permanent loads including early shrinkage, drying shrinkage
and creep, no crack would occur.  In this situation cracks will open under variable
actions such as traffic loads and variation of external temperature. This type of design
can be unsafe, as cracks may be present during rather long periods and heavy traffic
loads may cause fatigue effects.  Recent research studies have shown that crack widths
increase with increasing number of load cycles or with time under sustained loading
(Balazs 1993 ; Bulletin d'Information N° 235 of CEB 1997).  Consequently a
progressive increase of the crack widths may occur and after a certain time some cracks
may remain permanently open.

Another combination includes quasi-permanent actions and external temperature
variation.  As it is not critical, it will not be discussed here.

The highest level of prestress is to be applied for the rare combination of actions
including external temperature variation.  This combination has a return period of more
than one year.  In this case cracks will open very rarely in limited areas of the concrete
deck. This design is suitable for durability purposes, but it is very difficult to introduce
such a high level of prestress for technical and economical reasons.  In the example
described in Fig.2 and Table 1, it has been calculated that a compressive stress of
approximately 5.5 MPa should be introduced in the slab in order to fulfil this condition.

It is more appropriate to define the level of prestress from the frequent
combination of actions including external temperature variation.  This combination has
a return period of a few days. This appears to be a good compromise between durability
and economy.  Referring to the same example a compressive stress of approximately 4
MPa should be introduced, which is technically much more acceptable.

6 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this research study.

1. A few essential measures are required in order to obtain adequate durability of the
concrete slab of a composite bridge.



2. The causes of cracking have been analysed.
With the use of concrete with low w/c ratio, early cracking due to thermal
shrinkage and autogenous shrinkage should be considered carefully.  Cracking
under service conditions has also been examined.  It has been shown that cracking
may exist during the whole service life of the structure, not only on the supports
but also at mid-span.

3. If concrete is cracked depassivation of reinforcing steel will arrive rather quickly
and durability will be controlled by the corrosion development.  This leads to
uncertainty regarding service life.

4. The classical solution is the use of passive reinforcement. Despite the recent
studies on the influence of crack widths, adequate detailing regarding the
reinforcing bars should be recommended, as the crack widths tend to increase due
to heavy traffic loads inducing fatigue effects.  Additional research studies and
observations on existing bridges should be performed.

5. In order to improve the durability of the slab prestressing can be used.
The example of a classical composite continuous bridge has shown the various
loads and effects that have to be taken into account, and the way of combining
them to calculate precisely the tensile stresses appearing in the slab.
Full prestressing will lead to very high compressive stresses and is not
economical.  On the other hand, to allow crack development for all variable loads
may be unsafe due to fatigue effects.  Therefore on the basis of the load
combinations defined presently in the European codes, it is proposed, in this
article, that the frequent combination would be the reference for the amount of
prestress to be considered.
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ASSESSING THE REMAINING SERVICE LIFE OF EXISTING BUILDING
COMPONENTS FOR INSURANCE
Insurance of existing building components
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Abstract

Housing Association Property Mutual (HAPM) required a methodology to enable the
remaining service life of existing components to be assessed for a new insurance
product.  A 35 year structural and non-structural defects cover is provided for existing
housing stock comprising low rise, medium rise and high rise types, of both traditional
and modern construction.  A database structure was developed to allow systematic
identification and appraisal of building components.  Various service life assessment
methods and models are considered to provide a framework to enhance site inspection
objectivity and quantify future service lives to allocate an insurance life: a) visual
condition assessment, b) modification of a reference service life using factors, c) scales
of component condition, d) rates of deterioration, e) failure patterns, f) probabilistic
models and g) service life forecasting guidance based on ISO/DIS 15686–1.  Examples
illustrate how the HAPM service life assessment model works in practice and is
underpinned by theoretical analysis.  The information gathering process and appraisal
of service lives using these approaches could benefit by application of an expert
computer system, incorporating fuzzy logic and rule induction software to assess
uncertainty by computer generated rules.

Keywords: component database, component insurance, failure patterns, expert
computer systems, prediction methods, remaining service life, Weibull distribution.

1 Introduction

Housing Association Property Mutual (HAPM) has nearly 10 years experience
insuring new buildings and existing buildings which have been rehabilitated against
the risks of major defects and premature component failure (Holmes and Wornell,
1994).  A new insurance product — HAPM Dwellings — has been devised to cater for
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large scale transfer of housing stock from Local Authorities to Housing Associations.
Such estate transfers required an insurance methodology which could provide 35 year
structural and non-structural defects cover to existing components.

A methodology for assessing new components and allocating insurance lives has
been established for HAPM’s new build insurance (Bourke, 1996).  Construction
Audit Limited is a subsidiary of Building Performance Group (BPG) which provides
the HAPM Technical Audit Unit (TAU).  Both BPG and TAU are involved in
component durability research.  Their work comes together in publishing the
Component Life Manual (Wornell et al, 1992) where shorter life components are
distinguished and given a specific insurance life based on their predicted service life.

2 Component database structure

HAPM insures housing against inherent defects which result in damage.  A claim
is made when a component is damaged i.e. fails. The component database is structured
for the insurance process.  It is based on components which encompass components
(e.g. roof tiles), materials (e.g. insitu concrete floors) and assemblies (e.g. balustrades).

Structural and non–structural component distinctions and the consequences of
failure are considered separately within the audit process (Holmes and Wornell, 1994).

2.1 New build component database
The new build insurance system includes a component database modeled on the

Component Life Manual.  Other component structures were considered such as the
‘Construction indexing manual’ (CI/SfB, 1991) but found to be inappropriate for the
insurance context.  The process of identifying components is hierarchical:

• Elements: e.g. foundations, flat roofs.  In total there are 29 elements.
• Component types: the principal components comprising an element.  The element

flat roofs includes membrane coverings, decking and structural timbers.
• Component sub–types: a division of component types based on materials.  Flat

roof membranes include asphalt and double layer bitumen membranes.
• Class category: components are ranked by durability.  Best quality polymer

based double layer bitumen is allocated a 20 year insurance life, an average
quality glass–fibre based system is insured for 10 years.

2.2 Extension of the new build component database
The scope of the new build component database was found to be insufficient for

stock transfers which include low rise, medium rise and high rise housing types, built
in the 1900s to the present, using both traditional and modern construction methods.
The database was enlarged by addition of some eighty component types with
associated sub–types and classes.  At the last count the component database covered
over 400 component types, 1600 component sub–types and 9000 component classes.

2.3 Relationship between predicted service lives and ‘insurance lives’
The insurance lives listed in the HAPM Component Life Manual are cautious

estimates of durability based on predicted service lives which are modified to reflect



the actuarial basis of premature failure.  Durability is defined in terms of years a
component is expected to function before failure i.e. a predicted service life (Moss,
1995).  Premature failure occurs where a component requires complete replacement or
extensive repairs within the HAPM insurance life i.e. before the predicted service life.

The research to enable precise adjustment of insured lives to provide estimates of
service lives remains to be carried out (Bourke, 1994).  Nevertheless, insured lives are
typically targeted to reflect 80% of the predicted service life (Moss, 1995).

3 Auditing: component identification and insurance life allocation

Identification of components within the database requires ‘stepping down’ the
hierarchy of element, component type, component sub–type and component class.

3.1 ‘Nominal’ insurance lives at sub–type level
Clearly not all existing components can be identified visually at the most

detailed level, i.e. by component class.  An auditor may not be able to determine the
grade of chipboard used for a ground floor decking but should be able to distinguish at
sub–type level between plywood, orientated strand board and softwood boards.

The insurance audit system allows identification of existing components at sub–
type level.  To facilitate allocation of an insurance life a ‘nominal’ insurance life is
associated with each component sub–type.

The ‘nominal’ insurance life concept is based on the insurance life of the most
likely class of component used in the type of construction commonly encountered.

3.2 Concealed components
Typically concealed components include foundations, lintels, sleeper walls and

wall ties.  Concealed components may be critical when considering the longevity of a
building, hence it is important they are assessed for insurance life allocation.

The auditor may have access to as–built drawings.  An estate transfer may
include a pilot scheme providing an opportunity to inspect concealed components.

Thorough inspection of the building should enable assessment of consequential
defects associated with concealed components, for example, cracking of horizontal
mortar courses may indicate wall tie corrosion.  In which case further investigation
would be requested.  The auditor may go beyond a visual inspection by conducting
wall–tie frequency detection tests at critical points such as gable verges.  Detailed
examination with a boroscope of wall cavities or floor voids should provide pointers to
identify and assess the condition of components.

In the case of foundations there may be no circumstantial evidence to identify the
type of construction or material used, the auditor may use a generic sub–type
‘foundations’.  Supposition is avoided, if an assumption is made about an existing
component this is recorded in the insurance report.

3.3 Insurance life allocation
New components are automatically allocated the full insurance life associated

with their component class by reference to the Component Life Manual.
Existing components are assigned a condition status based on site inspections.

Component condition guides the allocation of insurance lives (Table 1).



Table 1: Component condition and insurance life allocation

Condition Insurance life
As new Full insurance life e.g. as component class or ‘nominal’ life.
Part worn Less than ‘nominal’ life, in five year bands to a minimum of

5 years.
Needs replacement No insurance life.
Concealed A ‘nominal’ life, in five year bands subject to confirmation

of there being no symptoms to indicate failure.

The condition of an existing component provides a guide to the rate of
deterioration previously experienced.  The auditor makes an assessment of future
longevity based on: quality of material, design, workmanship, external/internal
environment and usage to assess future service life and then allocate an insurance life.

The process of allocating an insurance life for an existing component is
qualitative yet is based on quantitative models.  Theoretical and quantitative models
are established in the literature, however, detailed guidance at component level for the
complete range of components HAPM encounters is not readily available.

4 Models to forecast the remaining service life of components

Seven service life forecasting models or approaches have been identified to
provide a working methodology for insurance purposes.  They form a framework to
enhance site inspection objectivity and a strategy to quantify future service lives to
guide allocation of insurance lives.

4.1 Visual condition assessment
This is a qualitative approach; the remaining life of a building component is

assessed by reference to its existing condition.  It is a method commonly used for
condition surveys.  There are similarities between the processes used for insurance of
existing components and the assessment of components for condition surveys.
Components are considered within a definite time scale, 35 years or less.  Time to
replacement, and insurance lives are commonly expressed in five year time bands.

The maintenance regime is defined and accepted as a constant.  In the insurance
model a minimum maintenance regime is stipulated as a part of the life assignment.

The sampling strategy underlying condition surveys has application to auditing
large scale stock transfers.  The aim is to reduce risk by optimizing the trade off
between sample frequency and accuracy (Mayer et al, 1994).  In the insurance model a
representative sample of all the components is inspected.  The percentage will depend
on the building type, construction and components encountered.

• External components: 100% of the exterior of a single block of flats would be
assessed.  A transfer of 50 similar two storey dwellings may have a two stage
approach to sampling; the first stage involving an overview to identify and
appraise typical or worst case dwellings, the second stage may involve a forensic
external survey of one or more properties provided they are representative of the
others.



• Internal components: Public areas, shared services and high risk components
would generally have 100% assessment.

• Internal components: Private areas and services would be assessed in a similar
manner as the two stage process for external components.

4.2 Modification of reference service life by factors
The factor method of estimating component service lives developed in Japan is

incorporated in ISO/DIS 15686–1 — ‘General principles of service life planning’
(Architectural Institute of Japan, 1993).  Components are allocated a reference service
life which is adjusted positively or negatively by multiplication of factors which
represent, numerically, quality levels of: a) materials and components, b) design, c)
sitework/execution, d) indoor environment, e) outdoor environment, f) operating
characteristics and g) maintenance level.

This method would readily adapt itself to an insurance model by factoring the
reference service life to take into account the insurance risk.  Knowledge of age and
condition of an existing component would provide a control check on the assumptions
of the factor model.  The remaining service life could simply be calculated by
subtracting the age of the component from the estimated service life.  The insurance
life would be a proportion of the remaining service life.  While there are theoretical
worked examples of the factor approach there is little direct experience of using the
method.  Consideration is also required of the effects of dosage variations and agents
in combination.  Research is being carried out to quantify factors and evaluate the
mathematical relationships between factors (Hovde, 1998).

Nevertheless, the factor method provides a valuable framework within which to
assess principal agents of deterioration and to adjust remaining service lives positively
or negatively.  In–house notes for auditors provide guidance on agents of deterioration,
key failure modes and durability issues.  In the context of allocating insurance lives to
existing components the insurance life or ‘nominal’ life is increased or decreased in
five year steps related to positive or negative factors.

4.3 Scales of component condition
A series of reference pictures, photographs or sketches is compiled for each

component showing stages of deterioration, for differing modes of failure, from new to
failed.

4.3.1 Advantages of this approach include:

• The actual condition can be compared to an objective standard.
• Auditors’ assessments should be more consistent.
• Position on the condition scale and associated mode of failure clarifies the

allocation of an insurance life.
• Stochastic modeling techniques are being developed to provide performance

prediction taking into account uncertainty and variability associated with
component quality, deterioration agents, quality of design, workmanship and
maintenance regime (Lounis et al, 1998a).



4.3.2 Disadvantages:

• Information is not readily available, although academic papers suggest research
has been carried out (Greer and Malek, 1998 and Brite-Euram 4213, 1996).

• Condition assessments on site would necessitate auditors carrying a potentially
huge manual.  Auditors could use photographs from site to compare with
condition scales in the office, however this looses directness of observation.

Assessment by reference to condition scales remains an attractive method.
Condition scales for commonly encountered components could be established and
expanded as and when new components were encountered.  Differing components
constructed of the same material should follow similar failure patterns for given
conditions.  A set of condition scales for say, internal timbers would cover a large
number of component sub–types (e.g. floor joists, wall plates, rafters and the like).

4.4 Rates of deterioration
The rate of component deterioration is a valuable piece of information to aid the

process of service life assessment.  The condition of an existing component at the time
of inspection gives an indication of the rate of deterioration for a given set of
conditions.

Three patterns of deterioration are recognized a) constant rate of deterioration —
decomposition of timber, b) decreasing rate of deterioration — carbonation of concrete
and c) increasing rate of deterioration — freeze–thaw action on concrete  (Matsufuji et
al, 1996).  However, the pattern of deterioration is rarely sufficient in itself to complete
the assessment of future service life.

In the case of a timber joist, repairs may be carried out which arrest decay and
prevent further deterioration.  The condition of the joist may not be as new but the
remaining service life could equivalent to that for a new joist.

The pattern of concrete carbonation is only a guide to estimate the future life of a
concrete structure  The rate of carbonation, depth of reinforcement cover, quality of
reinforcement, exposure and degree of pollution are other factors which would be
considered. The carbonation process is influenced by three main variables: relative
humidity, cement content and ambient CO2 (Keršner et al, 1996).  The implication for
assessment of future service life is to concentrate on the dominant factors which
influence the service life of a component within the framework of a particular pattern
of deterioration.

 While the action of free–thaw cycles may lead to accelerated deterioration of
concrete, the frequency of freeze–thaw cycles as a climatic variable is critical in
assessing the future service life of exposed concrete.  Notwithstanding considerations
of climatic change the general approach is to assume that future climatic conditions
broadly follow the pattern of the recent past.  By establishing the historic rate of
deterioration the future rate and point of failure may be calculated.

To assess future service life a definition of component end–state or moment for
replacement is required.  This is taken from BS 7543 as the point at which excessive
expenditure is required on operation, maintenance or repair.  In insurance  terms the
quantification of component end–state is linked with performance of function, threat of
damage as well as component deterioration.



4.5 Failure patterns
There are numerous statistical functions to model component failure; the Weibull

distribution describes a variety of failure patterns (Bartlett and Simpson, 1998).  Where
possible results from published research are assessed to inform auditors judgement
about the future service life of components for the purposes of  allocating an insurance
life.  This section discusses three principal patterns of failure associated with
components to enhance the assessment of future service life. Failure pattern models
have been applied to the problem of maintenance optimisation (Moubray, 1997); the
principles can be adapted to service life assessment.

4.5.1 Burn–in failure
The Weibull shape parameter is less than 1.  Failures of this pattern can be

discounted as we are dealing with existing buildings.  Components which have failed
due to burn–in failure will have been repaired or replaced.

4.5.2 Random or constant failure
Where the Weibull shape parameter is 1.  While it is not possible to predict when

any particular component will fail, the mean time between failures may be calculated.
For purposes of assessing the residual life of components the mean time to failure can
be treated as an average life.  Components such as ventilation fans with bearings
follow this type of failure pattern.  The insurance life associated with these
components takes into account the risk associated with random failure.

4.5.3 Age–related failure
This is the case when the Weibull shape parameter is greater than 1.  Where the

Weibull shape parameter is between 1 and 2 a pattern showing increasing probability
of failure is described.  Typically this pattern is associated with fatigue related failures,
for example, a pump working over capacity.  The rate of failure may vary considerably
from weeks to decades.  Where the rate of failure is very low this curve may
approximate to that of random failure, with similar consequences for the service life of
components.

A shape parameter of 3.2 or more tends towards a normal (bell–shaped)
distribution. An assessment of survey data for the estimated service life of over 30
components showed that a significant number of components such as softwood
windows displayed a normal distribution (Bourke, 1994).  This information has been
applied to the quantification of insurance lives which represent a time before the
average service life.

In practice component failure patterns do not always conform to one of these
Weibull distributions.  The deterioration of masonry can be described by a three
component composite model representing the cyclical mechanism of surface layer
delamination due to free–thaw weathering (Molina et al, 1996).

A combination of random followed by age–related failure may be a more
accurate description of the failure pattern experienced by external components such as
roof tiles.  In which case the onset of the age–related failure part of the curve would
represent the service life.

Where failure patterns can be associated with components they provide a useful
framework in which to judge their remaining service life and allocate a nominal
insurance life.



4.6 Probabilistic models
The prediction of service lives has been considered as a probabilistic reliability

problem (Lounis et al, 1998b).  Guidance on the values to input into the theoretical
equations would determine how these models could be applied in the context of
remaining service life assessment.

4.7 Service life forecasting guidance — based on ISO/DIS 15686–1
The international standard gives guidance on service life planning in the context

of imperfect knowledge.  Two methods for forecasting the service life of buildings are
proposed.  The factor method has been commented on earlier.

Use of test data is the second method for predicting service lives.  Where
relevant test data is available the decision tree procedure as outlined in ISO/DIS
15686–1 and developed in ISO/CD 15686–2 is followed to provide an input to service
life forecasting.

The office has built up a large data base of published service life estimates which
is used in the evaluation of remaining service lives.  In-house experience based on
defect investigation and insurance claims provides feedback from practice.

Table 2: The process of allocating an insurance life.

Allocation of insurance lives — process Guidance

1. Preparation — As built drawings, information from
pilot schemes, condition surveys, specialist surveys or
reports.  Documentation for any proposed works.

Published information on
defects/durability of
similar buildings.

2. Identification — Identify components, ideally the
manufacturer/product or by principal material  as
defined by component sub-type categories.

Classification based on
the HAPM Component
Life Manual.

3. Determine condition — visual inspection, mechanical
probing/testing, opening up, boroscope investigation.
Specialist reports e.g. drainage or concrete corrosion.

In-house notes on
condition scales and
inspection procedures.

4. Construction — Consider design aspects which
influence durability.  Check workmanship especially at
junctions between different components and materials.

Inspection is facilitated
with site visits during
construction work.

5. Agents of deterioration — Consider agents of
deterioration, modes of failure, rate of deterioration,
external environment, internal environment, anticipated
in-use conditions, effects of dosage variation and agents
in combination.

In-house notes on
principal agents and rates
of deterioration, modes
of failure and key
durability issues.

6. Remaining service life assessment — Evaluation of
likely remaining service life based on current condition
and age of component in the context of the overall
construction and agents of deterioration.

In–house notes on failure
patterns, service lives
based on published
sources and experience.

7. Insurance life allocation — Determine the insurance
life by reference to and comparison between the
remaining service life and the nominal life.

Nominal insurance life
dictates maximum
insurance life.



5 Methodology to assess remaining service lives of components for insurance

The methodology used by HAPM auditors to assess the remaining service lives
of components and the allocation of insurance lives is summarized in Table 2.  At each
stage of the process rules are provided.  In practice the methodology draws on each of
the service life assessment models described in this paper.  The process is rarely linear
as suggested by the table.  Experience to date suggests the process is iterative;  as more
information becomes available and the work on site progresses a clearer picture of
component type, condition and construction is gained.  Feedback from in-house
research and guidance about condition scales, failure patterns, rates of deterioration
enhance the objectivity of site visits and inform assessment of remaining service life.
The allocation of insurance lives is a function of the remaining service life.

Consistency is achieved by the insurance structure of maximum insurance lives
and the principle of allocating insurance lives in five year bands.  This restricts the
range of choice so minor variations in the qualitative approach are limited.  The office
environment encourages informal discussions between auditors to compare and norm
results.  Formal meetings and joint site inspections are arranged to discuss particular
difficulties.  The quality control system within the office ensures that each judgement
about insured lives is checked at each stage of the reporting process.

6 Expert computer systems

The use of knowledge–based expert systems for service life prediction has been
suggested (Frohnsdorff and Martin, 1996).  The HAPM model could benefit from
application of expert systems.  The condition of existing components and factors
which influence future service life vary on a continuum.  Attaching a quantitative
value to continuous variables is problematic particularly where measures of condition
or climate require specialist equipment.  The mathematics of fuzzy logic enables non–
specific variables to be modeled.  The output expresses remaining service life as a
probability.  The key to using fuzzy logic is in defining rules to underpin the model.

A complementary approach would be to input the known data into a ‘rule
induction’ or ‘neural software’ system to generate rules from patterns which may
emerge from the data.  The information and rules generated from these systems may be
incorporated in a knowledge–based expert system which encapsulates the decision
making process for remaining service life assessment and insurance life allocation.

7 Conclusion

The HAPM methodology for assessing remaining service lives of components
for the purposes of allocating insurance lives is eclectic.  It embraces aspects from each
of the service life assessment models outlined above.  The decision making approach is
pragmatic — we do not have perfect knowledge but we are making the best judgement
we can, informed by up–to–date research, methodologies and guidance.
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FIELD STUDIES CONCERNING THE SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION
Service life prediction

I. GOSAV
Concrete, Materials and Technology Department, Construction and Architecture
Faculty, Technical University “Gh. Asachi”, Iasi, Romania

Abstract

The service life prediction for the reinforced and prestressed concrete cross
sections subjected to carbonation, chloride, sulfate and nitrate attack, of the
reinforced and prestressed concrete building member and structure is presented on
the ground of field data collected from the assessment and surveying of more than
one hundred constructions.  The parameters, which have to be taken into account,
are discussed and some examples are given.

Keywords: Aggressive attack, member, RC/PC cross section, service life,
structure

1       Introduction

The service life of the existing structures represents an essential parameter,
which must be considered when a decision has to be done regarding the future use
of these structures.

If the service life of a structure is defined as the period of time between the
designing and putting into operation and the moment when an accepted safety
level is exceeded, few concepts have to be accurately specified.  These concepts
could be discussed on a well-known (CEB 1983) schematic representation of the
service life, shown in Fig.  1.

1. Firstly, it has to be accepted that a structure is born with some initial
damages, which depends on the knowledge of the designer and the
performing practice of the period.

2. Then, the building age and the rate of degradation could describe the
process. This parameter depends on the characteristics of the building

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1392-1402.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



materials, the aggressiveness of environment and the protection level of
building members.

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of
the service live of a member /
structure

Fig. 2: The service life for a RC/PC
cross section

3. During the lifetime of the building, some accidents like an oversized load
(an earthquake, for example) could appear and damage it suddenly. Usually,
after this, the rate of degradation increases.

4. Finally, the accepted safety level has to be defined for each member of the
structure and for the entire structure, too.

Mainly, the evaluation of the service life consists of the evaluation of the
four-presented parameters for:

• The materials which make up the cross section of the building members,
• The cross sections of the members resulting from the association of these

materials,
• The members with different composition and loaded cross sections and
• The structure, where each member and its connections participate

differently to the safety level.

Actually, the research is focused on the durability of the building materials
for which, knowing the rate of degradation means knowing the service life, and
models of the degradation processes have been found.  Several methods to predict
the service life of concrete and reinforcement (as separate materials) and
reinforced concrete (as an associate material into an unloaded building member
cross section) were grounded for different aggressive environments (Clifton and
Knab 1989; Clifton 1993): (a) assessment grounded on the expert experience; (b)
comparison with similar situations; (c) using accelerated tests; (d) mathematical
and empirical models for degradation processes; (e) using reliability and
stochastic analyses.

An important finding resulting from the field studies is that, in practice, the
application of these methods could often give inconclusive results, because of the
multitude of parameters, which have to be considered.  Regarding the material,
the main parameters are the chemical components and the porosity, which can be
determined from samples extracted from building members.  Even so, it is quite



difficult to establish the initial structure of the concrete (type of cement,
water/cement ratio and the grading of aggregate) and its long-term changes.
Many times, the initial damages were decisive for the in service behavior of the
materials.  Regarding the environment, the most important parameters are the type
of attack, the concentration of the aggressive agent, the exposure time and the
moisture variation. The problem is that their variation during the service life of the
building is very difficult to establish and so is the rate of degradation.

For composite materials such as the reinforced and prestressed concrete, few
models concerning the service life prediction are conceived.  Tuutti’s model
(Tuutti 1982) show in Fig.  2 is the classic example.  In this model, the initiation
period, the first part of the service life, can be defined as the time period up to the
complete damage and/or penetration of the concrete cover by the aggressive
agent.  The remaining time period up to the damage of the reinforcement could be
considered the propagation period if the RC cross section is unloaded.  For a
loaded RC cross section, the time up to reaching a certain accepted bearing
capacity resulting from the decreasing concrete and reinforcement areas has to be
considered as the propagation period.

For a building member, with different composition and loaded cross
sections, the assessment of the service life becomes more difficult because, in
addition to the previous parameters, some other parameters have to be considered.
The extension of the damaged area of reinforcement and/or concrete, the
anchorage of the undamaged steel bars in the sound concrete and the balance
between the stress and the bearing capacity of the damaged cross sections are the
main parameters.

The service life of a structure depends on the service life of each member,
but its participation in the strength and stability of the structure has to be
considered.  In a simple way, the service life of the most
important/loaded/damaged member (foundation, column and wall) could represent
the service life of the structure, but a probabilistic or stochastic approach could be
done too.

Finally, the service life prediction remains an assumption because it is based
on field and experimental studies, almost never confirmed by practice because
nobody surveys and waits for the failure of a building member or structure.

Taking into account that the chemical processes within the steel and
concrete (CEB 1989) are well known, some useful principles and rules to assess
the service life of reinforced and prestressed concrete cross sections, members and
structures under different chemical attacks were shown further as a result of the
field studies.

2       The service life prediction of the reinforced and prestressed concrete

2.1    To carbonation
The time up to the complete carbonation of the concrete cover could be

considered the initiation period for the reinforced concrete cross sections
subjected to carbonation. The phenomena has been studied and many models were
elaborated, but the practical assessment of the initiation period has to be made for
each real case because the results are very scattered (see Fig.  3).  Knowing the
exposure time and the corresponding carbonation depth, enables determination of



the depth of cover carbonation.  The test for determining the carbonation depth is
one simple test.

The propagation period starts after cover carbonation, but its end has to be
defined.  The appearance of cracks due to reinforcement corrosion is the first sign
that the bearing capacity of the cross section begins to decrease, however time
failure is a long way off.  Experimental studies (Gosav 1998) show that, for a
reinforced concrete cross section, the real breaking load is 2...3 times larger than
those computed using the design values of the material strengths.

Fig. 3: The carbonation depth for different ages of the concrete as results
from field tests

A certain damage percentage of the reinforcement area could be accepted
and the time period necessary for this degradation to occur represents the
propagation period.

The remark is not valid for the prestressed cross sections, where the smallest
decrease in the tensioned reinforcement area could produce failure.
Consequently, only the initiation period has to be considered as the service life of
a prestressed concrete cross section.

2.2    To chloride attack
The diffusion time of the chloride ions through the concrete cover could be

considered the initiation period. The diffusion coefficient is the parameter that
describes the phenomenon and it could be measured on sample extract from the
building members (Clifton et al. 1991). Taking into account that the concrete
components bind a certain percentage of the chloride ions, for reinforced concrete
cross sections, the initiation period could be extended with the necessary time that
this process requires.  Therefore, the free chloride contents in concrete, near
reinforcement, could show the border between the initiation and propagation
period.  The free chloride test could be made in situ using adequate equipment.

Similar to carbonation, the end of the propagation period for chloride attack
could be the moment when a certain percentage of the reinforcement cross section
is damaged.

For prestressed concrete cross sections subjected to chloride attack, because
pitting corrosion can take place before the binding chloride ions by the concrete
components, to consider the initiation period as the service life is rational.



The degradation of reinforced concrete due to chloride action depends on
environmental parameters and concrete characteristics.  The field observations
demonstrate that an accurate correlation between these two is very difficult to
establish in practice, so to improve the service life assessment, a long term survey
is necessary.  A relevant example is illustrated in Table 1, where the exposure
conditions and the chemical characteristics of concrete exposed for ten years in a
saline environment (in a salt exploitation site) are shown (Gosav 1988).

As shown in figure 4, in a dry environment, salt dust covers the element but
does not damage it (the first element from Table 1).  The tests demonstrate that
the moisture variations affect the damage amplitude much more than the chloride
contents from the atmosphere and from the concrete.  This fact clearly results if
the exposure conditions and the chloride contents for the elements 4 and 2 from
Table 1 are compared. The damages of these elements are shown in Fig.  5 and
Fig.  6.

The cement proportion and the compactness of the concrete (actually, the
concrete class) are important parameters too as it results comparing of the chloride
contents in elements 2 (usual concrete class) and 3 (high concrete class) from
Table 1.

Table 1: Exposure conditions and concrete components in a saline
environment

Exposure conditions Concrete components

Tested element Moisture
Conditions

Fix dust
residue (%)

at1050C

Cl-

(mg/l)
Na+

(mg/l)
pH

Cl-

(%)
Na+

(%)
Ca++

(%)
CaO
(%)

pH

1 Inside column (fig. 4)
dry, without
moisture
variation

60 40.8 19.3 5.8 1.77 42.18 124.5 ∗ 9.2

2 Outside column (fig. 6) 3.63 11.91 146.3 ∗ 7.5
3 Outside prestressed

beam with bonded
tendons (fig. 7)

climatically
annual and
daily
moisture
variation

760 459.7 267.1 5.8
1.24 32.20 152.7 ∗ 7.6

Inside column (fig. 5)
0…1cm width 1.24 ∗ ∗ 13.3 7.7

0…2cm width 1.24 ∗ ∗ 15.22 7.8
0…3cm width 1.45 11.90 7.9

4

Rust of reinforcement

Daily large
moisture
variation.
Vapor with
salt (not
dust)

93 55.0 35.65 7.3

0.88 ∗ ∗ - 7.9

∗ Not performed analyzes



Fig. 4: Salt dust does not damage a
reinforced concrete member,
in a dry environment

Fig. 5: Deep damage of an element in
a large moisture variation
saline environment

Fig. 6: Damages to an element
exposed to the outside saline
environment

Fig. 7: Damaged tendons to a
pestressed concrete element

2.3    To sulfate attack
Because sulfate gradually attacks the concrete through thin successive layers

spalling (Fig. 8), the initiation period for reinforced concrete cross sections could
be considered the time to complete damage of the concrete cover.  It has to be
taken into account that the sulfate affected concrete depth is not alkaline as the in
field tests demonstrate (Fig. 9).  Though this layer is more compact due to the
gypsum and ettringite formed in the pores, the reinforcement is still exposed to
corrosion because oxygen can diffuse due to the moisture variation.  The process
is not so dangerous for reinforced concrete cross sections that the previous



assumption, that the initiation period finished after the completely damage of the
concrete cover, is realistic (Gosav 1990a), unless alkalinity is lost.

Fig. 8: Sulfate attack of the concrete Fig. 9: Sulfate ions penetration
profile in concrete

If a certain reducing of the reinforcement area due to corrosion is accepted,
as previously, for reinforced concrete cross sections, the end of the propagation
period is that necessary to reach this accepted damaged reinforcement area.

2.4    To nitrate attack
Nitrate attack is a combination of the previous two phenomena (chloride and

sulfate).  The nitrates penetrate, by diffusion, into concrete and disintegrate it on a
certain depth (Fig. 10).  The reinforcement is affected not only by corrosion, but
by an embrittlement phenomenon that takes place (Fig 11), and the reinforcement
cross sections are reduced through cracking (Gosav 1990b).  An important finding
is that the corrosion rate of reinforcement due to nitrate attack is reduced after
repassivation of the reinforcement, but further, reduction of the reinforcement
cross section area is due to embrittlement.  The field and laboratory studies
developed until now do not point out the relationship between exposure time and
the appearance of the first crack, nor if the cracking takes place gradually or
suddenly in the steel bar.  However, on the basis of the known field data, it is
realistic to accept that the embrittlement is a later phenomenon than the corrosion.

Knowing this, the initiation period for the reinforced concrete cross sections
is that necessary for a part of the concrete cover to be damaged, and the rest be
penetrated by nitrates.  Because of the mechanism of the reinforcement
deterioration, both through corrosion and embrittlement, the propagation period
has to be more carefully assessed.  Assuming that the time up to the cracking of
reinforcement due to embrittlement is larger than the period up to the first fine
crack appearance in the concrete cover, the second could be considered like the
end of the propagation period for reinforced concrete cross section.

For prestressed concrete cross sections, the initiation period has to be
considered the time up to nitrate reach the reinforcement through diffusion, so a
diffusion coefficient or the concentration of the nitrates at the depth of the
reinforcement have to be experimentally found.



Because the embrittlement is clearly more dangerous to the prestressing
reinforcement, this initiation period, defined previously, has to be considered as
the service life.

Fig. 10: Damage of concrete and
reinforcement due to the
nitrate attack

Fig. 11: Intercrystalline crack into
the steel reinforcing bar
(500:1)

3        Service life prediction for reinforced and prestressed concrete members

3.1     Reinforced concrete members
At first view, the service life of a building member is the service life of that

damaged cross section for which the bearing capacity related to the corresponding
stress generated by the exterior load exceeds an acceptable value.  By knowing the
service life of the damaged cross sections predicted as previously shown for
different type of attack, the service life of the building reinforced concrete
member results. Experimental studies (Gosav 1998) show that this rule could be
applied only for locally damaged reinforced concrete beams and columns.

Unfortunately, the problem is not as simple for beams with large exposed
reinforcement because some other parameters could become decisive.
Experimental studies performed on reinforced concrete beams with exposed
reinforcement (Eyre and Nokhasteh 1992; Cairns and Zhao 1993; Raoof and Lin
1993) demonstrate that the following parameter influence their bearing capacity:
(a) length of the exposed reinforcement; (b) position of the exposed reinforcement
on the member length; (c) depth of the removed concrete over the damaged
reinforcement; (d) undamaged anchorage length of the steel bars; (e) bond
between the compressed concrete area and the tensioned reinforcement area; (f)
percentage of the exposed reinforcement.

A solution consists in imposing some limits to the damage extent so that
reaching the limit means the end of the member service life. For example, these
limits could be: (a) reinforcement exposure length less than 1/3 from the beam
clear span; (b) anchorage length into the sound concrete minimum 50 diameters;
(c) debonded bars only on the cover side, the other side being in contact with
concrete on minimum half of perimeter. Assuming these conditions, the
assessment of the service life of the reinforced concrete members could be made
following the rule presented at the beginning.



A question resulting from the field studies is why reinforced concrete
members (as in Fig.  5 and Fig.  6) are more damaged than it was assumed
previously for the end of their service life, yet do not fail.  The answer is that
bearing capacity reserves result from the difference between the design values of
the materials strengths and the real ones, the plastic adaptability of the reinforced
concrete cross sections and members and connections to the bearings and
redistribution of the stresses (Gosav, 1998).

A good knowledge and assessment of the damaged elements could lead to a
more accurate prediction of the service life.  In this stage of the research
development, some absolute rules to take into account the damages of these
elements can not be given.  The experience and the good practice of the expert are
integrals.

3.2     Prestressed concrete members
As previously shown, for prestressed concrete cross sections damage of the

reinforcement is not accepted and the end of the service life is considered the
moment when the entire concrete cover is affected by the aggressive agent, which
is dangerous for the tensioned reinforcement.  Taking into account that a
prestressed concrete member could suddenly fail when a part of reinforcement
breaks, its service life has to be more carefully predicted.  A maximum safety
prediction is to assume that the service life is that of the most affected cross
section. But, on a prestressed concrete member, there are quite large areas where
the cross sections are over-reinforced (for example, because the same straight
tendons reinforced the pin ended girder over their entire length even if the
bending moment decreases towards ends).  This could be a reason to accept a
certain amount of damage of the reinforcement in the over-reinforced cross
sections.

It is important to observe that damage of the prestressing reinforcement
means the end of service of a tensioned wire and consequently, of a tendon or a
cable. It results that the service life of the members with post tensioned
reinforcement is that of the most affected cross section, because the breaking of an
unbonded reinforcement leads to the decreasing of the bearing capacity for all
cross sections.  The breaking of a bond tendon means the loss of adherence on
certain lengths for both sides of the damaged area and transfer lengths of the stress
between the de-tensioned reinforcement and concrete has to be considered (Gosav
1998).  All cross-sections along these transfer lengths, both sides of the damaged
area, have to be considered as damaged.  If a reinforcement damage is accepted,
the service life of the remaining cross section is that of a new one but with less
reinforcement with the respective to concrete cover.

Taking into account these remarks, the service life of a member with pre-
tensioned reinforcement could be considered as the service life of the most
affected cross sections from the more loaded areas and the most damaged ones
from the less loaded areas.  For the cracked prestressed members, the previously
shown predictions are not available because the tensioned reinforcement is
directly exposed.

Beyond these rational remarks about the service life prediction of the
prestressed concrete members, the field studies point to some very interest facts.
For example, a 15m span and 8 tendons reinforced member does not collapse even
if one tendon looks like in Fig. 7 and another is corroded after 10 years exposure



in a saline environment. Another prestressed concrete member subjected to the
same environment, but with initial fine cracks due to under-prestressing, collapses
after the same period of time.

4       Service life prediction for reinforced concrete structure

To predict the service life of a structure is a very complicated problem but,
simplifying, it could be defined in two ways: (a) as a minimum of the service life
of the component members; (b) as a service life for which a characteristic of the
structure exceeds an acceptable value.

Concerning the first assumption it has to be taken into account that the
members have different contribution in the assurance of the safety level of the
structure. A hierarchy, starting with the most important and ending with the least
one, is the following: foundation → column and/or wall → girder → beam →
slab. Moreover, for each member type, a new hierarchy could be adopted
according to the loading level (for example, a central column is less loaded in
flexure than a corner one).  It results that it is rational to consider the service life
of the structure as the service life of the member with the minimum bearing
capacity/stress ratio.  A more accurate prediction has to take into account the
safety reserves resulting from a redistribution of the stresses due to the spatial
working manner of a structure and the plastic behavior.

The second manner consists in predicting the time up to that a characteristic
of the structure exceeds a certain accepted value. These characteristics could be:
(a) stress (e.g. the compression into the column); (b) bearing capacity (e.g. the
shear force at the ground level); (c) displacement (the horizontal at the top level);
(d) the ductility.

5 Conclusion

Based on field studies and some tests performed on damaged members,
some practical rules regarding the assessment of the service life of a cross section,
member and structure from reinforced and prestressed concrete, subjected to
different chemical attack, are suggested in this paper. The present data are not
sufficient for an accurate service life prediction and the experience of the expert is
still the most important factor. Only future field data systematically collected and
analyzed, correlated to accelerated tests and an extensive experimental program
regarding the behavior of the damaged members and structures can improve the
service life prediction.
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FIELD STUDIES CONCERNING THE SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION
Service life prediction

I. GOSAV
Concrete, Materials and Technology Department, Construction and Architecture
Faculty, Technical University “Gh. Asachi”, Iasi, Romania

Abstract

The service life prediction for the reinforced and prestressed concrete cross
sections subjected to carbonation, chloride, sulfate and nitrate attack, of the
reinforced and prestressed concrete building member and structure is presented on
the ground of field data collected from the assessment and surveying of more than
one hundred constructions.  The parameters, which have to be taken into account,
are discussed and some examples are given.

Keywords: Aggressive attack, member, RC/PC cross section, service life,
structure

1       Introduction

The service life of the existing structures represents an essential parameter,
which must be considered when a decision has to be done regarding the future use
of these structures.

If the service life of a structure is defined as the period of time between the
designing and putting into operation and the moment when an accepted safety
level is exceeded, few concepts have to be accurately specified.  These concepts
could be discussed on a well-known (CEB 1983) schematic representation of the
service life, shown in Fig.  1.

1. Firstly, it has to be accepted that a structure is born with some initial
damages, which depends on the knowledge of the designer and the
performing practice of the period.

2. Then, the building age and the rate of degradation could describe the
process. This parameter depends on the characteristics of the building

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1392-1402.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



materials, the aggressiveness of environment and the protection level of
building members.

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of
the service live of a member /
structure

Fig. 2: The service life for a RC/PC
cross section

3. During the lifetime of the building, some accidents like an oversized load
(an earthquake, for example) could appear and damage it suddenly. Usually,
after this, the rate of degradation increases.

4. Finally, the accepted safety level has to be defined for each member of the
structure and for the entire structure, too.

Mainly, the evaluation of the service life consists of the evaluation of the
four-presented parameters for:

• The materials which make up the cross section of the building members,
• The cross sections of the members resulting from the association of these

materials,
• The members with different composition and loaded cross sections and
• The structure, where each member and its connections participate

differently to the safety level.

Actually, the research is focused on the durability of the building materials
for which, knowing the rate of degradation means knowing the service life, and
models of the degradation processes have been found.  Several methods to predict
the service life of concrete and reinforcement (as separate materials) and
reinforced concrete (as an associate material into an unloaded building member
cross section) were grounded for different aggressive environments (Clifton and
Knab 1989; Clifton 1993): (a) assessment grounded on the expert experience; (b)
comparison with similar situations; (c) using accelerated tests; (d) mathematical
and empirical models for degradation processes; (e) using reliability and
stochastic analyses.

An important finding resulting from the field studies is that, in practice, the
application of these methods could often give inconclusive results, because of the
multitude of parameters, which have to be considered.  Regarding the material,
the main parameters are the chemical components and the porosity, which can be
determined from samples extracted from building members.  Even so, it is quite



difficult to establish the initial structure of the concrete (type of cement,
water/cement ratio and the grading of aggregate) and its long-term changes.
Many times, the initial damages were decisive for the in service behavior of the
materials.  Regarding the environment, the most important parameters are the type
of attack, the concentration of the aggressive agent, the exposure time and the
moisture variation. The problem is that their variation during the service life of the
building is very difficult to establish and so is the rate of degradation.

For composite materials such as the reinforced and prestressed concrete, few
models concerning the service life prediction are conceived.  Tuutti’s model
(Tuutti 1982) show in Fig.  2 is the classic example.  In this model, the initiation
period, the first part of the service life, can be defined as the time period up to the
complete damage and/or penetration of the concrete cover by the aggressive
agent.  The remaining time period up to the damage of the reinforcement could be
considered the propagation period if the RC cross section is unloaded.  For a
loaded RC cross section, the time up to reaching a certain accepted bearing
capacity resulting from the decreasing concrete and reinforcement areas has to be
considered as the propagation period.

For a building member, with different composition and loaded cross
sections, the assessment of the service life becomes more difficult because, in
addition to the previous parameters, some other parameters have to be considered.
The extension of the damaged area of reinforcement and/or concrete, the
anchorage of the undamaged steel bars in the sound concrete and the balance
between the stress and the bearing capacity of the damaged cross sections are the
main parameters.

The service life of a structure depends on the service life of each member,
but its participation in the strength and stability of the structure has to be
considered.  In a simple way, the service life of the most
important/loaded/damaged member (foundation, column and wall) could represent
the service life of the structure, but a probabilistic or stochastic approach could be
done too.

Finally, the service life prediction remains an assumption because it is based
on field and experimental studies, almost never confirmed by practice because
nobody surveys and waits for the failure of a building member or structure.

Taking into account that the chemical processes within the steel and
concrete (CEB 1989) are well known, some useful principles and rules to assess
the service life of reinforced and prestressed concrete cross sections, members and
structures under different chemical attacks were shown further as a result of the
field studies.

2       The service life prediction of the reinforced and prestressed concrete

2.1    To carbonation
The time up to the complete carbonation of the concrete cover could be

considered the initiation period for the reinforced concrete cross sections
subjected to carbonation. The phenomena has been studied and many models were
elaborated, but the practical assessment of the initiation period has to be made for
each real case because the results are very scattered (see Fig.  3).  Knowing the
exposure time and the corresponding carbonation depth, enables determination of



the depth of cover carbonation.  The test for determining the carbonation depth is
one simple test.

The propagation period starts after cover carbonation, but its end has to be
defined.  The appearance of cracks due to reinforcement corrosion is the first sign
that the bearing capacity of the cross section begins to decrease, however time
failure is a long way off.  Experimental studies (Gosav 1998) show that, for a
reinforced concrete cross section, the real breaking load is 2...3 times larger than
those computed using the design values of the material strengths.

Fig. 3: The carbonation depth for different ages of the concrete as results
from field tests

A certain damage percentage of the reinforcement area could be accepted
and the time period necessary for this degradation to occur represents the
propagation period.

The remark is not valid for the prestressed cross sections, where the smallest
decrease in the tensioned reinforcement area could produce failure.
Consequently, only the initiation period has to be considered as the service life of
a prestressed concrete cross section.

2.2    To chloride attack
The diffusion time of the chloride ions through the concrete cover could be

considered the initiation period. The diffusion coefficient is the parameter that
describes the phenomenon and it could be measured on sample extract from the
building members (Clifton et al. 1991). Taking into account that the concrete
components bind a certain percentage of the chloride ions, for reinforced concrete
cross sections, the initiation period could be extended with the necessary time that
this process requires.  Therefore, the free chloride contents in concrete, near
reinforcement, could show the border between the initiation and propagation
period.  The free chloride test could be made in situ using adequate equipment.

Similar to carbonation, the end of the propagation period for chloride attack
could be the moment when a certain percentage of the reinforcement cross section
is damaged.

For prestressed concrete cross sections subjected to chloride attack, because
pitting corrosion can take place before the binding chloride ions by the concrete
components, to consider the initiation period as the service life is rational.



The degradation of reinforced concrete due to chloride action depends on
environmental parameters and concrete characteristics.  The field observations
demonstrate that an accurate correlation between these two is very difficult to
establish in practice, so to improve the service life assessment, a long term survey
is necessary.  A relevant example is illustrated in Table 1, where the exposure
conditions and the chemical characteristics of concrete exposed for ten years in a
saline environment (in a salt exploitation site) are shown (Gosav 1988).

As shown in figure 4, in a dry environment, salt dust covers the element but
does not damage it (the first element from Table 1).  The tests demonstrate that
the moisture variations affect the damage amplitude much more than the chloride
contents from the atmosphere and from the concrete.  This fact clearly results if
the exposure conditions and the chloride contents for the elements 4 and 2 from
Table 1 are compared. The damages of these elements are shown in Fig.  5 and
Fig.  6.

The cement proportion and the compactness of the concrete (actually, the
concrete class) are important parameters too as it results comparing of the chloride
contents in elements 2 (usual concrete class) and 3 (high concrete class) from
Table 1.

Table 1: Exposure conditions and concrete components in a saline
environment

Exposure conditions Concrete components

Tested element Moisture
Conditions

Fix dust
residue (%)

at1050C

Cl-

(mg/l)
Na+

(mg/l)
pH

Cl-

(%)
Na+

(%)
Ca++

(%)
CaO
(%)

pH

1 Inside column (fig. 4)
dry, without
moisture
variation

60 40.8 19.3 5.8 1.77 42.18 124.5 ∗ 9.2

2 Outside column (fig. 6) 3.63 11.91 146.3 ∗ 7.5
3 Outside prestressed

beam with bonded
tendons (fig. 7)

climatically
annual and
daily
moisture
variation

760 459.7 267.1 5.8
1.24 32.20 152.7 ∗ 7.6

Inside column (fig. 5)
0…1cm width 1.24 ∗ ∗ 13.3 7.7

0…2cm width 1.24 ∗ ∗ 15.22 7.8
0…3cm width 1.45 11.90 7.9

4

Rust of reinforcement

Daily large
moisture
variation.
Vapor with
salt (not
dust)

93 55.0 35.65 7.3

0.88 ∗ ∗ - 7.9

∗ Not performed analyzes



Fig. 4: Salt dust does not damage a
reinforced concrete member,
in a dry environment

Fig. 5: Deep damage of an element in
a large moisture variation
saline environment

Fig. 6: Damages to an element
exposed to the outside saline
environment

Fig. 7: Damaged tendons to a
pestressed concrete element

2.3    To sulfate attack
Because sulfate gradually attacks the concrete through thin successive layers

spalling (Fig. 8), the initiation period for reinforced concrete cross sections could
be considered the time to complete damage of the concrete cover.  It has to be
taken into account that the sulfate affected concrete depth is not alkaline as the in
field tests demonstrate (Fig. 9).  Though this layer is more compact due to the
gypsum and ettringite formed in the pores, the reinforcement is still exposed to
corrosion because oxygen can diffuse due to the moisture variation.  The process
is not so dangerous for reinforced concrete cross sections that the previous



assumption, that the initiation period finished after the completely damage of the
concrete cover, is realistic (Gosav 1990a), unless alkalinity is lost.

Fig. 8: Sulfate attack of the concrete Fig. 9: Sulfate ions penetration
profile in concrete

If a certain reducing of the reinforcement area due to corrosion is accepted,
as previously, for reinforced concrete cross sections, the end of the propagation
period is that necessary to reach this accepted damaged reinforcement area.

2.4    To nitrate attack
Nitrate attack is a combination of the previous two phenomena (chloride and

sulfate).  The nitrates penetrate, by diffusion, into concrete and disintegrate it on a
certain depth (Fig. 10).  The reinforcement is affected not only by corrosion, but
by an embrittlement phenomenon that takes place (Fig 11), and the reinforcement
cross sections are reduced through cracking (Gosav 1990b).  An important finding
is that the corrosion rate of reinforcement due to nitrate attack is reduced after
repassivation of the reinforcement, but further, reduction of the reinforcement
cross section area is due to embrittlement.  The field and laboratory studies
developed until now do not point out the relationship between exposure time and
the appearance of the first crack, nor if the cracking takes place gradually or
suddenly in the steel bar.  However, on the basis of the known field data, it is
realistic to accept that the embrittlement is a later phenomenon than the corrosion.

Knowing this, the initiation period for the reinforced concrete cross sections
is that necessary for a part of the concrete cover to be damaged, and the rest be
penetrated by nitrates.  Because of the mechanism of the reinforcement
deterioration, both through corrosion and embrittlement, the propagation period
has to be more carefully assessed.  Assuming that the time up to the cracking of
reinforcement due to embrittlement is larger than the period up to the first fine
crack appearance in the concrete cover, the second could be considered like the
end of the propagation period for reinforced concrete cross section.

For prestressed concrete cross sections, the initiation period has to be
considered the time up to nitrate reach the reinforcement through diffusion, so a
diffusion coefficient or the concentration of the nitrates at the depth of the
reinforcement have to be experimentally found.



Because the embrittlement is clearly more dangerous to the prestressing
reinforcement, this initiation period, defined previously, has to be considered as
the service life.

Fig. 10: Damage of concrete and
reinforcement due to the
nitrate attack

Fig. 11: Intercrystalline crack into
the steel reinforcing bar
(500:1)

3        Service life prediction for reinforced and prestressed concrete members

3.1     Reinforced concrete members
At first view, the service life of a building member is the service life of that

damaged cross section for which the bearing capacity related to the corresponding
stress generated by the exterior load exceeds an acceptable value.  By knowing the
service life of the damaged cross sections predicted as previously shown for
different type of attack, the service life of the building reinforced concrete
member results. Experimental studies (Gosav 1998) show that this rule could be
applied only for locally damaged reinforced concrete beams and columns.

Unfortunately, the problem is not as simple for beams with large exposed
reinforcement because some other parameters could become decisive.
Experimental studies performed on reinforced concrete beams with exposed
reinforcement (Eyre and Nokhasteh 1992; Cairns and Zhao 1993; Raoof and Lin
1993) demonstrate that the following parameter influence their bearing capacity:
(a) length of the exposed reinforcement; (b) position of the exposed reinforcement
on the member length; (c) depth of the removed concrete over the damaged
reinforcement; (d) undamaged anchorage length of the steel bars; (e) bond
between the compressed concrete area and the tensioned reinforcement area; (f)
percentage of the exposed reinforcement.

A solution consists in imposing some limits to the damage extent so that
reaching the limit means the end of the member service life. For example, these
limits could be: (a) reinforcement exposure length less than 1/3 from the beam
clear span; (b) anchorage length into the sound concrete minimum 50 diameters;
(c) debonded bars only on the cover side, the other side being in contact with
concrete on minimum half of perimeter. Assuming these conditions, the
assessment of the service life of the reinforced concrete members could be made
following the rule presented at the beginning.



A question resulting from the field studies is why reinforced concrete
members (as in Fig.  5 and Fig.  6) are more damaged than it was assumed
previously for the end of their service life, yet do not fail.  The answer is that
bearing capacity reserves result from the difference between the design values of
the materials strengths and the real ones, the plastic adaptability of the reinforced
concrete cross sections and members and connections to the bearings and
redistribution of the stresses (Gosav, 1998).

A good knowledge and assessment of the damaged elements could lead to a
more accurate prediction of the service life.  In this stage of the research
development, some absolute rules to take into account the damages of these
elements can not be given.  The experience and the good practice of the expert are
integrals.

3.2     Prestressed concrete members
As previously shown, for prestressed concrete cross sections damage of the

reinforcement is not accepted and the end of the service life is considered the
moment when the entire concrete cover is affected by the aggressive agent, which
is dangerous for the tensioned reinforcement.  Taking into account that a
prestressed concrete member could suddenly fail when a part of reinforcement
breaks, its service life has to be more carefully predicted.  A maximum safety
prediction is to assume that the service life is that of the most affected cross
section. But, on a prestressed concrete member, there are quite large areas where
the cross sections are over-reinforced (for example, because the same straight
tendons reinforced the pin ended girder over their entire length even if the
bending moment decreases towards ends).  This could be a reason to accept a
certain amount of damage of the reinforcement in the over-reinforced cross
sections.

It is important to observe that damage of the prestressing reinforcement
means the end of service of a tensioned wire and consequently, of a tendon or a
cable. It results that the service life of the members with post tensioned
reinforcement is that of the most affected cross section, because the breaking of an
unbonded reinforcement leads to the decreasing of the bearing capacity for all
cross sections.  The breaking of a bond tendon means the loss of adherence on
certain lengths for both sides of the damaged area and transfer lengths of the stress
between the de-tensioned reinforcement and concrete has to be considered (Gosav
1998).  All cross-sections along these transfer lengths, both sides of the damaged
area, have to be considered as damaged.  If a reinforcement damage is accepted,
the service life of the remaining cross section is that of a new one but with less
reinforcement with the respective to concrete cover.

Taking into account these remarks, the service life of a member with pre-
tensioned reinforcement could be considered as the service life of the most
affected cross sections from the more loaded areas and the most damaged ones
from the less loaded areas.  For the cracked prestressed members, the previously
shown predictions are not available because the tensioned reinforcement is
directly exposed.

Beyond these rational remarks about the service life prediction of the
prestressed concrete members, the field studies point to some very interest facts.
For example, a 15m span and 8 tendons reinforced member does not collapse even
if one tendon looks like in Fig. 7 and another is corroded after 10 years exposure



in a saline environment. Another prestressed concrete member subjected to the
same environment, but with initial fine cracks due to under-prestressing, collapses
after the same period of time.

4       Service life prediction for reinforced concrete structure

To predict the service life of a structure is a very complicated problem but,
simplifying, it could be defined in two ways: (a) as a minimum of the service life
of the component members; (b) as a service life for which a characteristic of the
structure exceeds an acceptable value.

Concerning the first assumption it has to be taken into account that the
members have different contribution in the assurance of the safety level of the
structure. A hierarchy, starting with the most important and ending with the least
one, is the following: foundation → column and/or wall → girder → beam →
slab. Moreover, for each member type, a new hierarchy could be adopted
according to the loading level (for example, a central column is less loaded in
flexure than a corner one).  It results that it is rational to consider the service life
of the structure as the service life of the member with the minimum bearing
capacity/stress ratio.  A more accurate prediction has to take into account the
safety reserves resulting from a redistribution of the stresses due to the spatial
working manner of a structure and the plastic behavior.

The second manner consists in predicting the time up to that a characteristic
of the structure exceeds a certain accepted value. These characteristics could be:
(a) stress (e.g. the compression into the column); (b) bearing capacity (e.g. the
shear force at the ground level); (c) displacement (the horizontal at the top level);
(d) the ductility.

5 Conclusion

Based on field studies and some tests performed on damaged members,
some practical rules regarding the assessment of the service life of a cross section,
member and structure from reinforced and prestressed concrete, subjected to
different chemical attack, are suggested in this paper. The present data are not
sufficient for an accurate service life prediction and the experience of the expert is
still the most important factor. Only future field data systematically collected and
analyzed, correlated to accelerated tests and an extensive experimental program
regarding the behavior of the damaged members and structures can improve the
service life prediction.
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Abstract

The time horizon in Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) depends on the product being
studied, and on the goal definition of the LCA.  Service Life Prediction is the
prediction of service life under specific conditions, as found in service life models or
testing.  The study reported in this paper was undertaken with the purpose to show
how service life data are needed in LCA, how the data occur and how they influence
the result. Wooden cladding and brick veneer are the external wall materials included
in the study. There is a large variation in the environmental load, calculated from
LCA, for the different scenarios.  This study shows that in order to use LCA as a tool
to evaluate the environmental quality of different products, it is important to assess
the surroundings in which the materials are used, and the maintenance of the
materials during use.

Keywords: LCA, Service life, building materials, service life estimates

1 Introduction

Life cycle analysis (LCA) is a systematic survey and evaluation methodology of
health-, environmental- and resource effects, throughout the lifetime of a product. The
lifetime of a product or product system extends from extraction of raw material to
final treatment of the waste, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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 National Research Council Canada 1999



Fig. 1: The different steps in the life cycle of a building in relation to raw materials and
output (Strand 1996)

The main structure of a LCA, as set out in ISO standard 14040 is (Hanssen
1997):

1. Goal definition and scope
2. Inventory analysis
3. Impact assessment: classification, characterisation and valuation
4. Interpretation

Goal definition and scope involves determining of the purpose of the LCA, it’s
limitations and assumptions, data quality assessment, definition of Functional Unit
(FU) and organisation of the work.  The FU should reflect the purpose of the analysis,
this will therefore have consequences for the results from the LCA (Hanssen 1997).
Further Functional Unit aims to describe the service of the product quantitatively as
well as qualitatively, with focus on the duration of the service.  As a building and its
building elements have many services, it is difficult to select one property to define
the Functional Unit.  A common solution has been to define a service life of for
example 50 years with defined maintenance procedure or standard to be maintained
(Krogh 1997).

LCA results are used in various types of characterisation systems for building
materials and components (Larson 1997).  Labelling systems like “Svanen” (“The
Swan”), in Norway, result in a situation with no possibility of comparing the labelled
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products with each other, in order to choose the best alternative.  A declaration
system gives information about the production of the material (country, transport,
recommended use, raw materials, toxic compounds, energy use in production and use,
packaging), use and return systems together with reuse and recovering potential.
Building products are often evaluated by determining their environmental load on the
basis of these declaration systems.  Evaluation of a material can also be based on
LCA, taking into consideration service life and durability properties, energy use,
emissions and effluents.

All the methods mentioned above are more or less based on LCA, or at least the
LCA way of thinking.  Many methods underestimate the user phase, which is
particularly important when dealing with building materials.  The reason for this
underestimation is most likely the difficulty of dealing with long time horizons.
These problems, and the importance of finding a way to handle them, are discussed in
the rest of this paper.

2 Service life data in LCA and LCA based characterisation methods

In this part of the study, time horizon and input data in LCA are related to
service life prediction methods and the input data required in these methods.  For
different definitions of service life, see the standard ISO/CD 15686-1 and 2.

2.1 Time perspective in LCA
The time horizon in LCA depends on which product is studied and the goal

definition of the LCA (see section 1).  LCA was originally used to study “simple”
products like disposable diapers, drinking cups and packaging.  Often the user phase
in these cases is assumed to be the short number of years where the product is used,
based on manufacturer experience and knowledge of market needs/behaviour.  This is
also often correct for consumer goods, because we have statistics helping us to
“predict” the use of the products, for example for cars.

Building materials and components are used for a longer period of time than
most other products.  LCA of a building product therefore necessitate gathering of
data will be valid for a longer period of time (Jønsson 1995).  The building, building
components and building materials also have different life spans.  For materials used
for surface layers, service life will be shorter than for the materials in the rest of the
building.

2.2 Input data in LCA
When undertaking an LCA of building materials, components or a building as

a whole, data have to be collected for all the phases shown in Fig. 1.  The inputs and
outputs in Fig. 1 are the input in the LCA.  The life cycle of the building can be seen
as a collection of many life cycles of different materials and components of the
building.  The durability and the course of these individual life cycles also depend on
each other.



2.2.1 User phase in LCA
The user phase in the LCA of buildings is often only registered as energy use.

The energy use of a building is also the single most important factor contributing to
the environmental load from a building.  It is also a fact that about 40 % of the
world’s material resources are used in buildings.  This makes it important to optimise
the use of building materials.  For each material and component information about the
use, maintenance and replacement are important to assess the environmental
consequences.  If some processes are left out of the study, it is important to include a
description of these processes.  The cleaning methods, types and frequencies of
maintenance and replacement associated with the product must be described.
Emission related to these processes, together with emission from the material itself
must be listed.  The expected service life of the material/component is included in the
analysis usually reflected in the functional unit (FU).  In different evaluation methods
for buildings, problems concerning service life have been recognised, and dealt with
in different ways (ENBRI 1997, Cole and Larsson 1997).

2.3 Input to service life prediction
Service Life Prediction (SLP) is the prediction of service life from recorded

performance over time as found in service life models or testing.  Part 1 of ISO/CD
15686 describes the general principles of service life planning and Part 2 describes
the methods of service life prediction of materials, components and assemblies in
specific conditions.  In the Draft ISO Standard, service life forecasting, service life
prediction based on test data and the factor method for estimating service life, are
presented as three principal methods to predict service life of a material.  This paper
does not repeat the different methods in detail, so the reader is referred to the draft
standard for further study.

This study has not made use of test data or recorded performance, the factorial
method will therefor be used as a systematic method of estimating service life of the
materials in specific conditions.  The factorial method uses the following modifying
factors:

• A: Performance of materials
• B: Design level
• C: Work execution level
• D1: Indoor environment
• D2: Outdoor environment
• E: In use conditions
• F: Maintenance

The factor influence on the reference service life is calculated as shown in
equation one.

ESLC=RSLC*A*B*C*D1*D2*E*F (1)
Where ESLC = Estimated service life of the component

RSLC = Reference service life of the component



 Not all the factors have been included in this study. Instead the focus has been
on factors D2 and F. ISO 6241 summarises the environmental degradation agents
affecting factor D2 as:

 

• Thermal agents like heat and frost
• Mechanical agents like wind, hail, snow etc.
• Biological agents, like micro organisms, fungi and bacteria
• Electo-magn. agents, like solar radiation (UV) (IR)
• Chemical factors like moisture, rain, condensation, pollutant, dust etc.

It is recognised that the selection of factors affects the estimated service life,
and the result from the LCA, but it is evaluated as adequate for the purpose of this
study.  The modifying factors are set according to the Reference State.  From the
previous chapter we see that the basis for SLP also has to be included as a part of the
LCA base, together with the results from the SLP.

3 The LCA sensitivity towards service life data

The influence of service life and service life data on the results from LCA is a
topic that deserves more attention.  Many scientists have discussed the problems, and
there is ongoing research regarding prediction of service life.  This paper attempts to
see the need of correct service life data, and the practical use of this data.  The study
itself is theoretical, hence not based on field studies, but real life scenarios are
constructed as far as possible, to approach practical problems in performing an LCA
of building materials.

3.1 LCA cases
The software program SimaPro is used to determine in broad terms, the

importance of estimating the correct service life of a material.  It must be stressed
here that when applying this technique on building materials, the purpose was not to
determine which is the best material, or in any way try to perform a complete LCA.
The study was performed with the only purpose to show how service life (SL) data
are needed in LCA, how the data occure and how they influence the result.

3.1.1 Goal definition and scope
Exterior walls are a part of the climatic shield of a building, together with roof

construction and windows.  The insulation performance of these building parts affect
the energy use in the building.  This energy use will normally be a part of an LCA.
The surfaces of building elements can be maintained without any severe treatment of
the element itself.  Surfaces can therefore be considered as independent of the
building element, and thereby be treated in a separate LCA.  For example this study
treats the exterior cladding of a wooden wall construction in separate LCA’s. The
construction behind the cladding is not included. Materials included are wood
cladding and brick veneer, and the analysis is limited by the available data.  Most data
used are collected from Pré4-, BUWAL250-, IDEMAT96- and IVAM-databases, for



further description of data quality etc., see the database manual from PRé Consultants
(1997).

3.1.2 Inventory
The Functional Unit in this study is 1m2 wall, maintained at regulat intervals,

during the technical service life of the exterior wall covering.  Most processes linked
to the production, maintenance and tearing down of the cladding are covered in this
study.  Emissions during use from the materials and the cleaning methods are not
included.

The following materials and processes are included:

1. Wood cladding
a) Production of pine.
b) Transport of wood panel to the building site.
c) Nailing
d) Maintenance: Removal of paint and cleaning of wooden wall

Painting
Reparation by changing some of the boards

e) Incineration after tearing down

2. Brick veneer
a) Production data for bricks and brick mortar
b) Transport of bricks and mortar to the building site
c) Maintenance: Acid cleaning of the veneer after the lying of bricks.

Re-doing of joints (only material production data)
d) Recycling of materials after tearing down

Table 1: Scenarios for Wood cladding (numbered from 1W to 8W), with the
resulting service life (SL) and environmental load from LCA. All numbers are in
years, if not stated otherwise.

NR. Climate Facade
facing

Painting
interval

Cleaning
interval

Replacement
interval

SL Points

(mP/m2) (mP/m2

year)
1W Industrial North 5 5 - 35 83,3 2,38
2W Industrial North 10 10 - 32 54 1,68
3W Industrial South 4 4 25 42 125 2,99
4W Industrial South 8 8 - 28 54 1,92
5W Rural, inland North 8 0 30 63 94 1,49
6W Rural, inland South 8 0 - 55 85,25 1,55
7W Rural, inland North 10 0 - 50 62 1,24
8W Rural, inland North 12 0 - 40 52 1,29

The scenarios used in the study are listed in Table 1 and Table 2.  The factor
method is used to make estimates of service life, see section 0 below. In Table 1 and



Table 2, Points (P) refers to Eco-indicator 95, which is an evaluation system based on
distance-to-target principle.  The assumption behind this evaluation system is that the
seriousness of an impact can be judged by the difference between the current and a
target level (PréConsultants 1997).

Table 2: Scenarios for Brick veneer (numbered from 1B to 4B), with the
resulting service life (SL) and environmental load from LCA.

NR. Climate Facade Re-doing of joints,
interval

Cleaning
interval

SL Points

(mP/m2) (mP/m2 year)
1B Industrial North 30 10 120 39 0,31
2B Industrial North 60 20 90 371 0,30
3B Rural, inland South 30 20 150 28 0,26
4B Rural, inland North 60 30 120 27 0,24

(All numbers are in years, if not stated otherwise)

3.1.3 Service life estimates
The service life of a brick veneer is complicated to evaluate because of good

durability of the material.  The technical service life of the material may be longer
than the service life of the building as a whole.  The service life is estimated using the
factorial method described in section 2.3.  The modifying factors evaluated are
outdoor environment, including pollution level (D2.1) and facade direction (north or
south) (D2.2), maintenance (F), including painting interval for wood panel(F1) or
redoing of joints for brick lining(F1), replacements(F2) and cleaning(F3).  The
resulting ESLC for wood cladding and brick veneer are shown in Table 3 and Table
4, respectively.

Table 3: The calculation of ESLC in the different scenarios described in Table 1

ESLC D2.1 D2.2 F1 F2 F3
RSLC 50 1 1 1 1 1
1W 49 0,8 1 1,12 0,92 1,2
2W 32 0,8 1 1 0,8 1
3W 42 0,8 0,7 1,22 1,02 1,2
4W 28 0,8 0,7 1,1 0,9 1
5W 63 1 1 1,1 IR 1,14
6W 39 1 0,7 1,1 IR 1
7W 40 1 1 0,8 IR 1



Table 4: The calculation of ESLC in the different scenarios described in Table 2

Interval ESLC D2 F1 F2
1B(=RSLC) 120 1 1 1
2B 138 0,8 1,2 1,2
3B 106 0,8 1 1,1
4B 127 0,8 1,2 1,1

3.1.4 Discussion of results from LCA
The results from the LCA are presented in Figure 2 and in Figure 3. When

studying the results from the wood cladding one can see that the situation in
industrial, polluted climate generally gives a higher score in the LCA than in rural
inland climates.  A study of this difference show the difference is about 40 % in
favour of the rural inland climate (Average: IC: 2,2 mP/m2 year, RIC: 1,4 mP/m2

year).  The walls facing south or north also give a difference in the durability of the
cladding.  A wall facing north gives an average environmental load of 2 mP/m2 year,
whereas a south facing wall results in a load of 2,5 mP/m2 year (a difference of about
20 %).

Fig. 2: LCA results from the use of wood cladding, calculated from LCA. The titles on
the x-axis refer to the scenarios listed in Table 1.
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Fig. 3: LCA results from the use of brick veneer, calculated from LCA. The titles
on the x-axis refer to the scenarios listed in Table 2.

The general impression is that longer painting intervals with a resulting
shorter service life results in a lower environmental load than shorter intervals with
longer SL.  This is explained by the relatively high environmental impact of the
painting (about 70 % of the load).  Studying three different scenarios with almost
identical ESLC, the environmental load is then approximately proportional to the
painting intervals.

The analysis of the brick veneer results in difference of environmental load of
20 % between industrial and rural climate.  The repairing of joints contributes to a
relatively small part of the load.  The intensity of the maintenance of the joint
however affects the durability of the system and thereby, indirectly the environmental
load.  It is important to focus on the fact that the results are not definite results, but a
consequence of the parameters and how they are varied.

An interesting scenario is also the case of wood cladding without painting.
The problem will then be to determine which service life to use.  Many would argue
that the cladding are unfit for use beyond two years, because of the esthetical
problems, however it should be noted that this represents a rather extreme situation.
The technical service life however can in many cases be quite high in dry areas i.e.
mountains.  Table 5 shows LCA results for different scenarios of wood cladding with
and without paint. In column one it is assumed that the esthetical service life will be 2
years for a wood cladding with no paint. In column three it is assumed that the
technical service life of a wall without paint is 25 years in a south-facing wall in dry
rural area.
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Table 5: LCA of walls with no paint

No paint, assumed
esthetical SL of 2 years

Painted wall, 55 ESLC
(Scenario 6W)

No paint, assumed
technical SL of 25 years

Env. load 0,34 0,08 0,038

One should be careful drawing any strong conclusions from the analysis of the
scenarios in this study.  No variance is included in the databases or in the estimation
of service life.  However the main characteristics or trends from the study are useful.

For the scenarios with wood cladding, it is difficult to see any clear tendencies.
It seams like the environmental load reduces with increasing service life, but the
intensity depends upon the painting intervals.  The best thing to do, from an
environmental point of view, is to optimise the maintenance and service life.  As
stated before, walls in industrial areas with low painting intervals are very sensitive to
estimated service life.  There is however an overall large variation in environmental
load for the different scenarios (about 60% from best to worst score).

Brick veneer show smaller variations in environmental load, due mainly to the
relatively long durability of the material.  The only distinction is that scenarios in
polluted areas show a slightly higher load than scenarios in areas with no pollution.

One way to evaluate the importance of the service life data, and the
correctness of these, is a comparison between the response to different weighting
methods with the variation associated with service life prediction.  The different
methods give the worst and best score to the different scenarios.  This shows that in
LCA a major problem arises because of different weighting methods.  Using
Ecoindicator95/Europe, Ecopoint/Netherlands and EcopointCH (Prè Consultants
1997), the same scenario is rated with a differing environmental load of up to 23%.

4 Conclusions

• Service life prediction methods (SLP) and life cycle analysis (LCA) deal with
some common problems.  Most of the data in SLP are also needed in LCA.

• Information regarding the variation associated with the ELSC is crucial
information in LCA.  It is extremely important that the basis of both the stated SL
and the performed LCA is clear, like e.g. maintenance type and interval.  In this
study it looks as if the maintenance is in fact the most important information.

• The life cycle analyses show that large environmental impact in manufacturing of
a material can be justified if it is durable.  Problems arise however if the technical
service life is longer than the functional service life, and if such a durable material
is replaced too soon.

• It is a problem that LCA techniques themselves give rise to large variation e.g.
due to for example evaluation methods.  LCA and SLP can be used together to
optimise the service life and the resulting environmental load from different
materials.  Further development is needed for both systems.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE EVALUATION OF COIL COATED
STEEL SHEET SERVICE LIFE
Coil coated steel sheet evaluation
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Building Department (DISET), Polytechnic of Milan, Milan, Italy

Abstract

It is recognized that the best way to evaluate the actual service life of materials and
components is to analyze statistical data from existing buildings; the observation of the
behavior of existing structures and buildings requires a considerable amount of both
economical and human resources, that in the majority of cases are not easily found.
This paper is intended as a contribution in the field of the studies on the durability of
building materials: it shows the main interim results from an ongoing research project
at the Polytechnic of Milan.  The project is in association with an Italian industry
leader in coil coated steel sheet manufacturing.  Basically, the industry in question
employs the coil coated steel sheet to produce multilayer curtain components for roofs
or walls.  The results presented in this paper were obtained in one of the first test
application of a new methodology elaborated at the DISET - Polytechnic of Milan, to
evaluate the service life of building components.  In particular, the results presented in
the paper are derived from surveys on existing buildings built during the 1985 to 1996
period, and from three years of tests on atmospheric environmental exposure
performed both in Italy and in Holland.  The study analyzes several industrial buildings
located in Italy, both in the northern and southern parts of the country.  These results,
obtained from a test application in controlled conditions, represent a useful tool both to
tune the test methodology and gain additional knowledge in the field of the durability
of coil coated steel sheet.

Keywords: Coil coated steel sheet, exposure test, service life, survey
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1 Introduction

At the DISET - Polytechnic of Milan more than ten years ago research on quality
of building components and materials started and, at the present time, have produced a
methodology to evaluate building components technological quality, i.e. the ability of a
building component to satisfy the required performances at the beginning of its life, a
methodology to compute on site quality, i.e. the ability of the component to satisfy all
the requirements stated by the persons working on site, and a methodology to evaluate
reliability of building components, as presented in Rejna 1996.

Work is now focused on a methodology to evaluate building components service
life.  This methodology, though already presented at an international symposium,
Daniotti 1998, is still being revised and results coming from ongoing experimental
programs are useful to refine it.  In particular the methodology is divided into two main
steps: first of all the evaluation of building products sensitivity and then the
computation of building components service life starting from the sensitivity of the
products.  The first step of the methodology is strongly based upon bibliographical
information on building materials behaviour over time.  A lack of information about
building products behaviour over time, particularly on coil coated steel sheet
behaviour, made us start our own test program.

This paper presents some of the results achieved in the first phase of the research
on building components service life, particularly on coil coated steel sheet.

2 Methodology description

The goal chosen for the research has been the evaluation of the durability of a set
of seventeen building components for exterior wall without considering, in the first
time, the connection among components.  The first step of the methodology is the one
that comes out with the evaluation of building products sensitivity that is essential in
order to evaluate building components service life according to our methodology.  The
step that describes how to compute the sensitivity of building product is one of the
most tested of the whole methodology and has been already presented in an Italian
congress.

The evaluation of building components sensitivity, if they are imagined to be
exposed directly to aging agents, can be made following this scheme:

1. definition of the aging agents relevant for the building product under evaluation;
2. collection of bibliographical information;
3. computation of building product sensitivity;

2.1 Definition of the aging agents
One of the first results of the research has been the definition of a set of aging

agents to which the evaluation of building components behavior over time can be
referred.  It stands to reason that durability of building components changes according
to the different environment (i.e. aging agents) in which they are used.  Since it is
possible that different building products are influenced in their behavior by different
agents, the set defined has been used as a base point in order to create a subset of aging



agents relevant for the specific product.  Table 1 shows the set of agents, the ones
relevant for coil coated steel sheet are highlighted using the italic.  The set of agents
here quoted has been defined joining indication of some Italian and foreign standards
(English and American).

Table 1: Main set of agents

Class of aging agents Agent
Chemical agents COx

NOx

SOx

Sulfuric acid
Carbonic acid
Salts
Cleaning products

Weathering agents Moisture
Rain
Snow
Ice
Hail
Water vapor
Wind
Air pollutants
High temperature
Low temperature
Temperature cycle
Solar radiation
Thermal radiation

External artificial agents Electromagnetic radiation
Discontinuous mechanical
stresses

Artificial agent due to use Cleaning water
Continuous mechanical stresses

Biological agents Animals
Vegetable

2.2 Collection of bibliographical information
Collecting data on behavior over time of building has been an essential step in

the development of the research.  The results of this phase have been stored in file-
cards in order to have easy to read documents.  Each file-card describes one action, i.e.
the consequence of one or more agents on the building product.  The cards are divided
in fields describing possible effects of the action and chemical or physical phenomena
that lead to the effects.  Unfortunately there aren’t information or studies on every
possible action on building products and on the consequences of these actions,
especially for innovative products.  As a consequence of this lack of information we



felt necessary to gain further data through specific test programs and surveys on
existing buildings.  In order to obtain more data on coil coated steel sheet we joined an
Italian industry leader in coil coated steel sheet manufacturing, La Magona d’Italia
S.p.A., which kindly allowed us to publish results obtained from:

♦ atmospheric environmental exposure tests;
♦ survey on existing buildings built since 1985 with their coil coated steel sheet.

 3 Atmospheric environmental exposure test results

 Among the results obtained by the cooperation between DISET and La Magona
d’Italia we can count those concerning atmospheric environmental exposure of coil
coated steel sheet samples with different kind of coating.  Samples with three different
kind of coatings and painted with two different colors, light the first and dark the
second, have been exposed for three years in two different places.  The first exposure
place is in Italy, in the nearby of the factory, the second is in Holland by the North Sea.

 The three coatings differ for their resistance to the atmospheric agents, because
of a different composition of the coating layer.  In particular the manufacturer assures
his products to have a color difference from the new ones less than 8 Celiab units
(ECCA T3) and a chalking value (ASTM D659) higher than 6 after 10 years for the
product called system 3000/90, after 15 years for the product called system 5000/90 and
after 20 years for the product called system 10000/90.  The two different colors have
been chosen in order to highlight eventual discoloration phenomena that are generally
more emphasized on dark pigments.  The following parameters were recorded:

 
♦ D Gloss: the gloss of a sample is measured by the amount of light reflected from

a specimen in the specular direction.  The shift value is reported as a percent
value of the original gloss;

♦ Scratch or edge: rust penetration either through a cut on the coating layer or from
the edge where the steel sheet is cut is measured.  The value is reported as a
percent value considering a penetration of 10 mm as 100%;

♦ 6mm hole: rust penetration from the edge of a 6 mm diameter hole is measured.
The value is reported as a percent value considering a penetration of 10 mm as
100%;

♦ Bend 0-T: this test comprises bending the sample through 180° over a period of
1-2 seconds around various radii.  The value reported is the percentage of
defective surface;

♦ Erichsen 6mm: coil coated steel sheet are subjected to ball punch deformation.
The value reported is the percentage of defective surface;

♦ Dust retention: The value is reported as a percentage considering the value 10
measured according to ASTM D3274 as 100% and the value 0 as 0%;

♦ Chalking: The value is reported as a percentage considering the value 10
measured according to ASTM D659 as 100% and the value 0 as 0%;

♦ Blistering: The value reported is the percentage of defective surface evaluated
according to ASTM D714



 Unfortunately it wasn’t possible to report the same aging parameters both for the
Italian samples and for the Dutch ones because the exposure tests in Italy began before
the exposure tests in Holland and followed test methodologies based upon Italian
standards, while in the Dutch tests the European Coil Coated Association standards
were followed.
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 Fig. 1: Results after 36 months of exposure in Italy
 

 Examining the results after 36 months of exposure in Italy (figure 1) we can see
that the principal defects are a generalized loss of the initial gloss, some chalking and
rust attack on the edge of the 6mm diameter hole.  The loss of initial gloss detected in
Italy is higher than the one measured for the samples exposed in Holland and is due to
the high level of air pollution caused by dust.  It is possible that this kind of pollution,
maybe due to the presence of steel-plants in the nearby, influenced the values
measured, hiding the correlation between the loss of gloss and the color of the sample.
This correlation can be seen in the values obtained for the samples exposed in Holland
where there was less air pollution.

 Results of the Dutch exposure (figure 2) show the effects of a marine
environment through a high level of corrosion, on the cut edge and on the rivet, and a
level of chalking higher than the one obtained after the exposure in Italy.  In particular
it was noticed that chalking happens with the same rate on all the samples, without
correlation with the coating type.

 File-cards of the degradation phenomena of coil coated steel sheet have been
filled with the data obtained from these exposures.  Anyway the application of the
methodology drawn up by the research team at DISET and explained in Daniotti 1998
needed a deeper knowledge of degradation phenomena.
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 Fig. 2: Results after 36 months of exposure in Holland

 4  Results obtained from survey

 Results obtained from the exposure tests in both locations were compared with
the results from surveys on buildings built with the same coil coated steel sheet from
1985 to 1996.  This comparison was made with the aim of obtaining an experimental
validation of the mentioned filling-cards.

 Relevant points were found for each building subject of survey.  These points
were characterized by particular exposure conditions, such as southerly exposure in
places with a high sun radiation.  Each point was recorded highlighting those particular
aspects that may influence the natural aging of the building component, such as the
distance from the sea, and reporting a brief description of the environment.  The
following parameters were recorded at intervals:

 
♦ color;
♦ gloss;
♦ chalking;
♦ dust retention.

Each point subject to survey is accompanied by a brief report, written on site,
describing the maintenance state and highlighting, if any, external elements which may
affect the maintenance state itself.

These surveys led to a substantial confirmation of data gained with the
atmospheric environmental exposure tests, highlighting the action of sun radiation,
which leads both to a discoloration even on light colored surfaces and, in association
with other atmospheric agents, to chalking.  The influence of air pollution and of
particular kind of exposure (marine environment) is more evident in rust development.
Anyway rust needs a propitious starting point such as a cutting edge or a screw hole to
develop.



Fig. 3: Cremona - industrial district 1986

Fig. 4: Cremona - industrial district 1992



Fig. 5: Cutting edge

Fig. 6: Joint of four sheet



Examples of the results obtained from surveys are shown in figure 3, 4, 5, 6.
Figure 3 and 4 shows two parts of a building, the first built in 1986 and the second
built in 1992, both built using the same coil coated steel sheet.  Figure 5 and 6 are two
clear examples of starting point for dust.

5 Conclusion

Data collection leads to two main conclusions: first of all it is necessary to
proceed to a higher correlation among atmospheric environment exposure data.  For
this reason the Italian site is already changing its equipment in order to conform the
parameters of analysis to the Dutch ones.  This will allow the researchers to better
understand the influence of different climate.  Secondly it will be interesting to
compare data obtained during surveys with the ones obtained from atmospheric
environment exposure.  This comparison, if related with the climate, pollution and
environmental data of every site, will allow the researchers to set a quantitative relation
between natural aging on site and atmospheric environmental exposure aging.  This
relation will lead to a quicker and more reliable evaluation of coil coated steel sheet
service life.

This experience stresses the necessity of atmospheric environmental exposure
data and of surveys on existing buildings in order to obtain a better evaluation of
building component service life.  Another important result was to acknowledge that
data from survey on existing building, if collected and processed in the right way,
could be a guide for designers in the deep sea of design for durability.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF SORPTION PROCESSES IN
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Abstract

Although moisture is a leading cause of degradation in a range of building
materials the transport mechanisms for adsorption and desorption are not well
understood and mathematical modelling has been of limited success. This paper
presents a mathematical model with numerical analysis by use of the method of
finite differences. Mathematical analysis of moisture transmission with
assumption of Newmann’s boundary conditions was made. The model can be used
to describe the process of adsorption and desorption of moisture in timber, where
the transport of moisture follows the transverse direction of wood, with potential
extension to the longitudinal direction also. The model makes it possible to attain
the profiles of concentration of moisture developed throughout the sample.  Data
resulting from changes in relative humidity and collected by continuous
monitoring by calibrated moisture sensors are compared against result from
modeling. Good agreement has been observed over various conditions.

Keywords: sorption model; timber moisture content, numerical analysis

1 Introduction

Moisture is associated with a range of problems in connection with
durability and degradation in a range of building materials.  In particular, for
wood, warping, shrinkage and irreversible distortion in service can occur where
substantial variations exist between the installation and final moisture content
(Ahmet 1995 and 1996).  The resistance to decay is severely affected by the
moisture content (MC) of timber as the colonisation of fungi is strongly dependent
on the MC.  For example, if the moisture content is above around typically 22%
the probability of fungal decay increases dramatically, especially where the timber
is classed as “non-durable” (TRADA 1991). Various studies, such as Tong and
Suchsland 1993, show that the transient warp may not be recovered after

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 701-713.
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eliminating the moisture gradient, and may contribute to permanent deformation
of the panel.  It is also found that differences in moisture content through the
thickness of the timber are responsible for the differential shrinkage which leads
to timber degradation.  Therefore, analysis of the warping and shrinkage problems
requires knowledge not only of the equilibrium moisture content (EMC)
corresponding to a given relative humidity (RH) and temperature, but also of the
time-dependent moisture distribution within the wood.

Despite the range and frequency of the problems encountered the current
understanding of moisture transport mechanisms in timber is limited.
Nevertheless numerous mathematical models have been published to describe the
wood moisture movement (Plumb 1985; Stanish 1986; Liu 1994; Pang 1996).
However, due to the complexity of the moisture transfer phenomenon there has
been much debate as to the methodology and form of an appropriate sorption
model.  The resulting publications, although interesting to the academic, often fall
short of their potential due to, for example, a lack of experimental data, over-
simplification, or unknown coefficients.  In most cases, model builders use their
own experimental data to fit their models.  Problems arise where the sorption data
are erroneous or inaccurate as the reliability is greatly affected by the accuracy of
measurement  of equilibrium moisture content and temperature.

This paper presents a mathematical model and a well-tested experimental
system to describe and collect reliable data respectively from both the processes of
adsorption and desorption.

Since the CIB World Building Congress presentation (Dai and Ahmet 1998)
the moisture sensors which were at that time under development have been
improved to the extent that they have become a very reliable tool for moisture
monitoring.  For testing our mathematical model, continuous measurement of
moisture content as a function of both depth and time have been achieved by use
of these sensors.  The data also showed that resistivity monitoring method which
links with moisture content is highly suitable for monitoring moisture content
field in moisture transmission.

2 Theory

2.1 Equations and analysis
The transfer of moisture within the wood can be described by the second

Fick’s law:
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2

2   ( 0<x<a, t>0)   (1)

where C is the moisture content at the position x and time t, a is the sample
thickness and D is the diffusion coefficient (described further in Section 2.3).

The assumptions for its use are as follows:
1. Constant diffusivity i.e. diffusion coefficient D is constant.
2. Moisture is transferred through the transverse direction.
3. Moisture gradient as a driving force of moisture movement.
4. Newmann's boundary condition is applied in this study; i.e. the rate at which

moisture is emitted through the wall surface at any time is equal to the rate
at which moisture diffuses from the interior to the surface or vice versa.



Let the initial condition be

C=C1  (0<x<a, t>0) (2)

where C1 is a constant concentration in the medium. The boundary conditions
could then be mathematically written as:
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where K is the coefficient of moisture transfer at surface and C2 is  equilibrium
concentration corresponding to the vapour pressure in the atmosphere remote to
the surface.

To obtain more general results, dimensionless parameters are defined. Then,
equations (1) to (4) could be further written in two different dimensionless
formulation in two cases for sorption when C2 >C and for desorption when C2 <C.

2.1.1 Adsorption
Let E(ξ,ω)=[C(ξ,ω)-C1]/(C2-C1), ξ=x/a, ω=Dt/a2, ψ=Ka/D. Here the

dimensionless parameter E, ξ and ω represent moisture content, thickness and
time in the form of Fourier number, respectively. ψ is dimensionless ratio of
surface and internal resistance on surface.  Thus, equations (1) to (4) can be put in
dimensionless form in the same order as previously presented:
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2.1.2 Desorption
Let E(ξ,ω)=[C(ξ,ω)-C2]/(C1-C2), ξ=x/a, ω=Dt/a2, ψ=Ka/D. Thus,

equations (1) to (4) can be put in dimensionless form in the same order as
previously presented:
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2.2 Electrical properties
Skaar (1988) reported regression equations of resistivity R against moisture

content M of the form

log logR A B M= − (13)

for a group of woods for measurement made along the grain over the moisture
content  range from 8% to 20% at 20oC.  The typical mean values of A and B of
equation (13) are available in Skaar (1988).  In this study, the coefficients were
determined based on the ovendried data set up in TRADA (1998).

2.3 Diffusion coefficient determination
The diffusivity D (mm2/hr) was calculated from the slope of the linear

portion of the sorption curve (Siau 1984):
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where M is the percentage moisture content at time t (measured in hour) based on
the resistance in equation (13); subscripts 1 and 2 represent two points on the
linear part of the sorption curve.  In calculating the diffusivity, the values of t1 and
t2 were taken to correspond to M=0 and M=0.5, respectively (Crank 1975).
Moisture content at the two-third saturation point for RH was calculated and
assigned to the diffusion coefficient.  The data were fit to an exponential function
(Simpson 1993) through regression analysis:

D D GMr= exp( )/2 3  (15)

where Dr is reference regression constant; G is regression constant and M2/3 is
moisture content at the two-third saturation point of a given RH interval.

2.4 Numerical technique employed
The equations (5) to (8) or (9) to (12) are solved numerically by an explicit

forward difference method.  The wood sample is divided into a number of cells of
constant thick ∆ξ in which the moisture content Ei,j is known at the time i∆ω, see
Fig. 1.    Considering  variable  mesh  spacing,  the  appropriate  second  order
finite

Fig. 1: The dimensionless space-time numerical mesh
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difference approximations of the spatial derivatives of a function E at a point (i)
are:
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where ∆ξ+ indicate the mesh size to the right of the grid point i, and so on and so
forth.

2.5 Comparison with analytical solution
Considering the sorption case, under conditions of constant surface

temperature and with constant diffusivity, the solution of the equations (5) to (8)
for above boundary conditions can be found in Crank (1975) as:
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in which the µn  are the positive roots of

µ µ ψn ntan( ) =  (19)

In summary, the modelling employed numerical analysis by use of the
method of finite differences producing values of moisture content as a function of
time and specimen depth.

3 Experimental measurement of moisture content

Experiments were conducted by means of a novel moisture sensor to
measure the DC resistance in different wood layers.  The construction of the
experiment is shown in Fig. 2.

to moisture 
monitoring system

moisture sensor at 
different depthes

test specimen

Temperature and RH controlled environment

Fig. 2: A schematic of part of the testing system

A rectangular heartwood specimen of Beech was prepared (40×40×300
mm).  This choice of species was dictated by the authors' own particular
requirements.  Holes, 10mm in diameter, were drilled into a number of Beech
samples.  The sensors were pushed into the holes and the holes were sealed with



silicon caulk to ensure that the outside atmosphere does not affect the buffer
environment.  Sensors were not inserted near obvious defects to ensure that the
electrodes give more representative readings.  Three sensors were installed in the
same conditioning chamber at various relative humidity (RH) and temperature
20°C.  The RH was maintained  by appropriate saturated salt solution.  The set-
ups are described in Ahmet and Dai (1998).

Sensor construction was previously discussed fully in Dai and Ahmet
(1998). This sensor employs wood buffers made from Beech with 8 mm in
diameter and 25 mm long.  Two pairs of silver painted brass screw-type electrodes
are inserted into the wood buffer 12 mm apart along the buffer grain (see Fig. 3).
A hole, 2.5 mm in diameter, allows the insertion of wires for connection to the
electrodes.  The 7-gauge shielded leads carry the signals over 4 m to the
amplifiers.  The isolating material (1 mm width) covers the electrodes to ensure
that the electrodes do not touch the sample tested.  The majority of the buffer is
exposed inside the monitoring material in order that the buffer can reach
equilibrium quickly.

φ 2

12 25
A B

DC

φ 2.5 φ 8

               (a) Side Section                                 (b)  Top view
Fig. 3: Sensor model; dimension in mm

Combined with this specific sensor, a moisture monitoring system was
developed with the characteristics of species compensation, anti-polarisation,
accuracy improvement and noise reduction.  The block diagram of the circuit is
shown schematically in Fig. 4.  A database pre-developed in TRADA (1998) was
programmed into the system. Therefore, the system could give an accurate
moisture reading compared with oven-dried date. The principles of the system and
the sensor calibration can be found in Dai and Ahmet (1998).  During moisture
transmission processes in wood, moisture content based on DC electrical
resistances in different layers have been continuously monitored.
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the moisture measuring set up. (A/D: analog to
digital converter; CPU: central processing unit; LPF: low pass
filter)

4 Results and discussion

The predicted adsorption moisture contents using the numerical solutions
method (section 2) and moisture content readings from the system discussed in
section 3, are plotted against conditioning time in Fig. 5 for various depths below
the wood surface.  The “dry” samples were conditioned at 55% RH.  Temperature
was constant at 20oC for all experiments. For the numerical solutions, various
values of the diffusion coefficient (D), based on curve fitting, were determined by
equation (14). The dotted lines in Figures 5 and 6 have been extrapolated to low
moisture content with caution since these go beyond  the available experimental
data.  It is clear that there is good agreement between the predicted and measured
moisture contents from the various depths employed.
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In the case of desorption, the samples were pre-conditioned at RH=75%
until they reached EMC; they were then conditioned down to RH=55%. Fig. 6
shows the predicted desorption moisture contents by numerical solution and
moisture content readings from moisture monitoring system against conditioning
time for various wood depths.

For both adsorption and desorption, the experimental data fluctuates around
the EMC value after 20 days approximately.  However the simulated data
remained nearly “flat” close to EMC value. Sorption hysteresis is also observed,
i.e., the final EMC of the adsorption curve being lower than that of the desorption
curve.  For comparison purposes,  the  prediction curve  from  analytical  solution
fell  below  the experimental
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values.  The difference between the analytical solutions from equation (18) and
observed  EMC became more substantial after 20 days. Analytical solutions have
not been ploted in Fig. 5 to avoid clutter.

At the onset of conditioning, the specimen surfaces reach EMC
instantaneously as a result of negligible mass transfer resistance at the wood/air
interface.  The moisture content at depth remains at the original value and there is
an increase in moisture content just below the surface.  As conditioning
progresses, the moisture front moves towards the centre (opposite process for
desorption) and the slope becomes smaller.  At the same time, the  moisture
content in depth increases (decreases for desorption).

The agreement in trends between experimental data and numerical solutions
is very reasonable when varying values of D are computed and employed as
appropriate. Babiak (1995), Nakano (1995) and Hunter (1996) critically
disscussed the use of Fick's law for sorption by wood. These papers also stress the
dependence of D on moisture content. (Although D depends on temperature also,
this was kept constant in this study).  Clearly, the diffusion coefficient is also a
function of depth, that is, the diffusion coefficient of moisture transfer in wood
specimen is dependent on  its thickness.  Avramidis (1987) quotes previous work
to explain this phenomenon. They use the existence of a diffusion coefficient (Di)
due to instantaneous changes in the specimen because of the change of the



moisture content, and a delayed equilibrium diffusion coefficient (De).  In the case
of thick specimens the diffusion is so slow that the coefficient has no time to
approach De closely, whereas diffusion near surface is so fast that the coefficient
never changes appreciably from Di. The diffusion coefficient is found to increase
with the wood moisture content.

Although only transverse variations of moisture content have been
investigated to date, this system will also be used to monitor the moisture transfer
through the longitudinal direction of wood.  In future work, a combination of both
directions will also be trialled.

5 Conclusion

The model described in this paper, based on numerical analysis, was tested
with sensors having the capability of monitoring the moisture content at different
depths in wood. Continuous monitoring of moisture content has made it possible
to overcome the drawbacks of various other investigations that are short of data or
where erroneous data may have been employed. The model used here has
reasonably described the process of adsorption and desorption of moisture in
timber, where the transport of moisture follows the transverse direction of wood.
There is potential to extend to moisture transfer along both the transverse and
longitudinal directions of wood grain. The results from this model were compared
with the experimental data and have shown good agreement over various
conditions. The numerical simulation treats the boundary conditions more
accurately than the analytical solutions especially where there are complex
boundary conditions.  The model makes it possible to attain the profiles of
concentration of moisture developed throughout the sample.

It is expected to make further refinements which include the diffusion
coefficient changes with depth of the specimen and temperature, and the moisture
transfer along tangential, radial and longitudinal of the wood grain.  These should
enable the model to become a useful, versatile tool for studying moisture profiles
and moisture related problems in building materials.
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DURABILITY ASSESSMENTS OF WOOD-FRAME CONSTRUCTION
USING THE CONCEPT OF DAMAGE-FUNCTIONS
Durability assessments of wood-frame construction
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Abstract

Review of the state-of-the-art on fungal damage of wood materials showed that a
combination of period of cumulative time when moisture and thermal regimes are
above specified minimum is needed for fungal activities to cause biological decay in
wood.  The long-term performance of a typical wall assembly was evaluated using an
existing computer model of heat, moisture, and air transfer in conjunction with a
biological damage-function model. The hygrothermal behaviour and the associated
biological damage were evaluated using virgin materials properties.  The damage
results are rather conservative because test results revealed that subsequent wetting
and drying change the microstructure features of typical engineered wood products.

Keywords: construction, building, envelope, house, wall system, material, wood,
wood-frame, durability, moisture, temperature, time, lifecycle, mold fungi, wood-rot
fungi, analysis, fracture, failure, damage, model.

1 Introduction

The problem of durability is not just due to over-stressing of structures.  A wide
range of physical, biological, chemical, and mechanical processes, as well as
improper design and construction practices are responsible for the onset of the
damage in building envelopes.  Moisture and temperature fluctuations as well as
mechanical loads are leading causes of the continuous deterioration of building
materials.  About 90% of damage in houses, with the exception of that caused by
mechanical loading, result from temperature and moisture effects (Zabel and Morrell
1992).  Wood and wood based products (engineered wood) are widely used in most
housing and low-rise residential and office buildings in Canada.  Wood materials are
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very susceptible to degradation due to fungal attack under certain combinations of
time, moisture and temperature conditions.  Houses may experience moisture-related
damage within 3-10 years of service life.  The building continues to be serviceable for
a longer period but its durability remains an economical issue.  Damage prevention of
building envelopes is the most cost-effective measure compared to repairing or
replacing the whole envelope.  Thus, improvements in the analysis, design, and
damage predictions of materials and structures can have great economic and safety
implications.

This paper reviews the state-of-the-art on fungal damage of wood materials. It
discusses the critical time needed for given moisture and thermal regimes for fungal
activities to cause damage in wood.  The paper, as an example, assess the long-term
performance of wood-frame constructions in Ottawa, Canada using fungal damage
models (Hukka and Viitanen 1998).

2 Damage types in wood materials

Engineered wood materials are susceptible to degradation under certain
hygrothermal and/or mechanical loading conditions.  For example, oriented strand
board (OSB) and plywood exhibit dimension changes when they get wet.

The onset of biological damage is considered differently by various researchers.
For instances, Zabel and Morrell (1992) stated that the process of biological damage
commences when moisture content reaches more than 35% by mass in wood
materials.  Baker (1969) reported that moisture content of less than 20% might not
cause structural wood decay.  However, Zabel and Morrell (1992) reported that some
experiments showed that moisture contents below 20% could become suitable for
bacterial and fungal growth that ultimately destroys wood materials.  This result is
debatable because no other work has ever been able to repeat mold growth for this
particular condition.  Measurements in typical housing indicate that moisture content
of wood varies between 5% in the winter and 15% in summer months.  Improperly
designed or built wood envelopes, however, may accumulate and retain higher
moisture content, leading to rotting.  Baker (1969), and similar work conducted by
Zwick (1985), indicated that moisture condensation is not a problem when properly
dried wood is used for the construction.  Although the wood structure may be capable
of resisting loads, the home becomes uninhabitable because of the poor health
environment that results from fungus spores.

Nofal (1998) showed that engineered wood materials suffer biological and
structural damage when subjected to hygrothermal loading.  Also, Nofal (1998)
summarized the damage-accumulation approach to model the time-dependent strength
properties of wood structures.  Structural damage will not be further discussed here
because it is outside the scope of the current paper.  This paper will focus only on the
biological decay aspects and their influence on the long-term performance of
engineered wood materials.



3 Biological damage in wood materials

A wide range of organisms including fungi, termites, carpenter ants, wood-
boring beetles and marine borers can live in and consume wood.  Water is the
essential element for the growth of most of those organisms in wood.  Termites are a
serious threat to untreated wood in tropical locations (Morris 1998, Zabel and Morrell
1992).  However, termites cause also serious problems in temperate climate such as in
Canada especially in some parts of southern Ontario, particularly downtown Toronto,
and in some of the drier areas in British Columbia (Morris 1998).  Grubs are the most
larvae of wood-boring beetles that feed on the wood.  Marine invertebrates chew
tunnels in wood stored or used in salt waters.  Carpenter ants do not eat wood but they
excavate it to live in.  Fungi are the most important organisms that destroy wood
under relatively mild climate condition.

Most of the reported damage in European and North American houses and low-
rise buildings are mainly due to fungal attack on the wood materials.  Therefore, this
paper summarizes only the-state-of-the-art on fungal damage in wood materials.

4 Studies of fungal damage

Fungi are those organisms that feed on organic matter and grow by extension
and branching of tubular cells (hyphae).  Fungi reproduce through microscopic spores
that are smaller than the pollen grains of plants.  Fungi species differ from one place
and material to another depending on the microclimate.  In general, fungi that live in
wood can be divided into four groups: mold, stain, soft-rot, and wood-rotting
basidiomycetes fungi.

4.1 Mold-fungi damage
The presence of mold fungi in homes is an early indication of increased

humidity and moisture levels in these buildings.  Mold fungi are undemanding
organisms and are able to grow on any building material, including wood.  Mold fungi
growth on non-organic materials will not start unless there is some nutrient existing
on their surface (e.g. dirt).  Growth rate of mold fungi depends on the surface quality
(kiln dried or fresh sawn) not on the wood species (Viitanen 1997 a).  Wood surface
quality reflects the nutrient content of the surface.  White (1996) and Andersson et al.
(1997) also found that mold fungi could reproduce and evolve on any surface,
depending on the amount of free sugar regardless of material type.  Mold fungi will
rapidly develop at a relative humidity of 75% or higher.  These fungi types go
dormant under dry conditions but they will be replaced by wood rotting fungi if the
wood material remains wet.  Mold fungi cause damage in terms of discoloration, odor
and health but do not significantly affect the strength of wood (White 1995, 1996,
Andersson et al. 1997).

Viitanen and Ritschkoff (1991) divided mold and stain fungi into wood
colonizing fungi and airborne mold fungi. They collected from European homes some
typical wood colonizing mold fungi that include Alternaria alternata, Aspergillus -



species, Aureobasidium pullullans, Cladosporium cladosporioides, Chaetomium
globsoum, Paecilomyces variotii, Penicillium –species and Tirchoderma viride.
Schmidt et al. (1983) indicated that these mold fungi species could be found in North
American homes.  The intensity of the fungal damage may be different for the two
continents because of differences in weather and occupants living habits and wood
species.  These differences need to be studied.

4.2 Wood-rot fungi damage
Wood-rotting basidiomycetes cause most serious damage in buildings.  These

fungi types can be classified into three main categories: (1) soft-rot, (2) white-rot, and
(3) brown-rot fungi.  Oak and maple species are very susceptible to soft-rot fungi.
White-rot fungi destroy hardwoods such as aspen and maple.  Brown-rot fungi prefer
softwoods such as pines, spruces, hemlocks, and firs.  All these fungi have
considerable ability with varying degrees on reducing the wood material strength.
Wilcox (1978) showed that white- or brown- rot fungi affect several strength and
mechanical properties of wood before significant weight loss is detected.  The slow
reduction in material strength is the result of the break up of lignocellulose, lignin and
cellulose depending on the fungi type.

Duncan and Lombard (1965) identified Antrodia serialis, Antrodia vaillantii,
Coniophora puteana, Gloeophyllum trabeum, Meruliporia incrassata, Postia
placenta, Sepula lacrymans, and Tapinella panuoides, as the fungi causing decay in
building in the United States of America.  In the Nordic countries, Coniophora
puteana fungi are the most lethal fungi species attacking homes (Viitanen 1997 b).
Morris (1998) indicated that there is no extensive studies have been done to determine
which fungi species are the most important in Canada.  Morris (1998) suggested that
those fungi species identified from USA buildings might be common to Canadian
environments.

4.3 Optimal conditions for fungal growth
Some of these fungi can survive and grow at low moisture concentrations

causing decay and weakening or discoloration of the building envelope materials
(Zabel and Morrell 1992).  The process of fungal attack in building envelope requires
five critical requirements: (1) wood type, (2) free or unbound water, (3) favorable
temperature, (4) oxygen and (5) available digestible carbon compound.  Wood-
inhabiting fungi require optimal levels of those essential elements for viable growth.

4.3.1 Optimum moisture conditions
The exact optimal moisture levels for the growth of fungi are not well known

(Zabel and Morrell 1992).  Scheffer (1973) reported that in laboratory decay tests, the
optimal moisture contents lie between 35% and 80%.

Most wood-inhabiting fungi cannot grow effectively in water-saturated wood
because they are obligate aerobic organisms that require moderate amounts of oxygen
for respiration.  The upper limits of moisture contents that may cause decay vary
between 100% and 250% depending on the void volume of wood, which varies
inversely with wood specific gravity.  Higher moisture contents will slow fungal



growth in high-density wood.  Optimal moisture levels for fungal growth in actual
building envelopes are not exactly known and need to be identified.

4.3.2 Optimum oxygen levels
Another critical ingredient for fungal growth is the amount of free oxygen

available for their metabolism.  The process of aerobic respiration uses atmospheric
oxygen as a reactant.  Many fungi have optimal growth rate at oxygen levels between
19% to 20% of ambient air.  Fungi are, however, very tolerant of low oxygen levels
and their growth decreases when oxygen concentration drops below 1% to 2%.

Fungi growth rate depends also on the combination of oxygen and carbon
dioxide.  Build-up of carbon dioxide limits the amount of oxygen and consequently
stops fungal growth but fungi are not necessarily killed.

4.3.3 Optimum temperature ranges
Fungal growth also depends on temperature levels.  Temperature directly affects

the many integrated metabolic activities of fungi such as digestion, assimilation,
respiration, relocation, and synthesis.  The metabolic reaction rate increases with
increase in temperature until the heat denatures enzymes required for growth.  Every
fungus possesses three cardinal growth temperatures: a minimum, an optimum and a
maximum.  These levels indicate, respectively, the beginning of growth, the best
growth, and the ceasing of growth.

Ambient air temperature limits for the growths of most fungi are between 0°C
and 45°C.  The optimum temperatures for fungal growth lie between 20°C and 30°C.
Some Fungi such as Gloeophyllum species can grow faster at higher temperature
ranges of 34°C to 36°C.  Growth rate of all wood-inhabiting fungi will stop at
temperature higher than 46°C and will be killed at temperature higher than 60°C.
Growth rate is often reduced in halves for each ten degrees drop in temperature.

Apart from temperature and moisture content, time is an important factor in
fungal wood decay.  Fungi are resistant to prolonged exposure to lower temperatures
and are killed by short exposure to high temperatures.  For example, staining fungi are
particularly susceptible to high temperatures and some species are killed by prolonged
storage at 35°C.  Some wood-rotting fungi exhibit strange resistance to lower
temperatures and can resume growth within a few hours after warming.

4.3.4 Other factors affecting fungal growth rate
Fungal growth also depends on other factors, such as the pH value, vitamins,

minor metals, and light.  In general, optimum fungal growth requires pH ranging from
3 to 6.  Mold and wood-stain fungi are highly pH sensitive and their growth ceases or
diminishes as pH exceeds 5. Brown-rot fungi, on the other hand, have the lowest
optima of pH, approximately 3.

Wood-decay fungi can utilize many types of nitrogen, especially the amino
forms found in wood (Huntgate 1940).  Light, especially the ultraviolet wavelengths
at high intensities, is usually harmful to the growth of wood-decay fungi.  Some
studies (Duncan 1967), however, suggest that periodic exposure to light may increase
decay rate.  Current knowledge cannot explain this apparent contradiction and further



research is needed.  Other environmental factors may also affect the growth and
production of wood-decay fungi.  Osmotic concentrations, atmospheric pressure,
sound vibrations, gravitational forces and radioactivity are examples of these
additional effects.  Little is known, however, about their effects on the reproduction of
fungi and the wood decay process.

4.4 Fungal damage in housing
Relatively new homes in many regions in North America and Scandinavia show

signs of damage induced by fungal activities in their wall systems.  Canada Mortgage
and Housing Corporation (CMHC) monitored the health of the occupants of 400
moldy houses located in Wallaceburg, Ontario.  The study measured the development
of mold fungi that is hazardous to the health of occupants (Fugler 1996, White 1996).
Their damage assessment was related to the allowable tolerance for carbon dioxide
levels in an infant’s lung.  They did not quantify the growth of these mold fungi for
specific construction materials or environmental conditions.  They based their finding
on the assumption that mold fungi appearance indicates a rise in humidity in the
dwellings.  Andersson et al. (1997) conducted a similar study to measure the toxicity
effects of mold fungi growth on the health of toddlers at a child’s daycare center in
Helsinki, Finland.  They investigated the toxic level that emanated from water-
damaged gypsum boards attached to wood-frame construction.  The results of these
two useful studies were based on subjective evaluation of the damage response and so
cannot be easily linked to hygrothermal loads.

Other researchers (e.g. Viitanen and Bjurman 1995) attempted to evaluate
fungal damage in pine and spruce softwood materials due to growth of known fungi
species with respect to moisture control.  The main objectives of these studies were to
evaluate the critical time required for common mold and wood-decay fungi to latch
onto the surface of wood materials subjected to specific environmental conditions.
They measured the growth activities of harmful bacteria and fungi to the applied
moisture and thermal loads.  They developed empirical damage functions of mold and
wood-decay fungi in terms of moisture and thermal loads using laboratory
experiments.  These models will be employed later in this study to assess the long-
term performance of wood frame construction in Ottawa, Canada.

5 Measurements of fungal damage

According to Morris (1998), Viitanen (1997 a) and Andersson et al. (1997),
wood damage will occur provided that mold or wood-decay fungi succeed in latching
on the wood to start their colony under favorable conditions.  Biological damage in
wood is often measured using laboratory experiments because the exact analysis of
combined effect of humidity, moisture content, temperature, time and bio-
deterioration of material in buildings is difficult.  Other studies (e.g. Schmidt et al.
1983) focused on measuring the strength reductions in particleboard as a result of
fungal damage under constant moisture conditions that favor fungal growth.  They
found out that particleboard would loose strength significantly when attacked by



wood-rotting fungi.
Moisture and temperature distributions in wall system vary with season and

many other factors.  Moisture and temperature fluctuate depending on indoor air
conditions, exterior weather, and wall system details.  Thus, the results of previous
studies using constant moisture and thermal loads cannot be used effectively to
develop damage functions for actual building envelopes.  Viitanen (1997 a, 1997 b)
tested pine and spruce sapwood under changing moisture and thermal loads.  In these
experiments, two separate sets of testing for mold and wood-rotting fungi were
conducted.  The reason is that mold fungi growth depends on the relative humidity of
the environment while wood-decay fungi activities are functions of the moisture
content of wood (Viitanen and Bjurman 1995, Viitanen 1997 a, 1997 b).  However, in
actual life cycle of fungal growth, the wood would be attacked first by mold fungi and
then may be replaced by the dangerous wood-rotting fungi.

6 Durability assessments using damage functions models

The TCCC2D two-dimensional heat, air, and moisture model (Ojanen and
Kumaran 1992, 1996) was used to analyze the wall system shown in Figure 1.
Ojanen and Kumaran (1992, 1996) used this model to determine the effect of
exfiltration on the hygrothermal behavior of wall systems.  Here, the effect of
different indoor relative humidity and varying rates of exfiltration on the behaviour of
the wall of wood-frame construction was investigated for Ottawa weather.  Figure 1
also shows the tested range of recommended indoor relative humidity (ASHRAE
1995).  The results of the TCCC2D computer model were the input for another
computer program developed for the purpose of damage assessments in wood-frame
constructions.  The biological damage module in the new computer damage model
was based on the theoretical mold index model proposed by Hukka and Viitanen
(1998).  The authors for easy implementation in heat air and moisture transport
modified the mold index model of Hukka and Viitanen (1998) computer models.  A
summary of the enhanced mold index model and its damage prediction capabilities
will be presented here.  A detailed discussion is given elsewhere.

6.1 Enhanced mold damage model
Viitanen (1997 a, 1997 b) developed a mold index model based on the results of

decay experiments of pine and spruce sapwoods.  The mold index will be interpreted
in this paper as the damage index.  Viitanen’s (1997 a, 1997 b) models are
mathematical in nature and were developed to fit his test results. The test samples
were subjected to relative humidity in the ranges of 75% to 100% and temperature
varying from 5°C to 40°C.  Hukka and Viitanen (1998) extended Viitanen’s (1997 a)
damage model to estimate mold growth under fluctuating moisture and temperature.

The mold index of Hukka and Viitanen (1998) can be calculated by
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Fig. 1: Typical wall analyzed for the specified boundary conditions

where maxM  is the mold index that varies from 0 to 6 (Hukka and Viitanen 1998)
depending on the appearance of mold on material surface and RH  is the test relative
humidity.  critRH  is the critical relative humidity obtained from experiments as a
function of the test temperature, T .
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If the ambient relative humidity maintained above the critical value, critRH , for a
period, mt , fungi will start their reproduction process.  Viitanen (1997 a) proposed
formula fitted to experimental results to estimate the critical time, mt , that is needed
for initial response of mold or wood-rotting fungi.  Hukka and Viitanen (1998) used
the initial time, mt , to calculate the rate of mold growth under favorable conditions
using
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in which 1k  and 2k are constants depending on the growth rate level and could be
calculated as
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where M  is the previous damage index and vt  is the time required for visual growth
of mold fungi.  mt  and vt  can be calculated according to Viitanen (1997 a) as

( ) ( ) 0266330140913680 ...ln.ln. +−+−−= SQWRHT
m et  (6)

( ) ( ) 5061060712740 ..ln.ln. ++−−= WRHT
v et  (7)

in which W and SQ are constants that take values either 0 or 1 to reflect the wood
species and its surface quality, respectively.  When the relative humidity levels are
below the critical value, critRH , (dry condition) Hukka and Viitanen (1998) proposed
the following mathematical form for the decline in mold growth rate.
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where ( )1tt −  represents the drying period.

Figure 2 shows the damage index variation at the bottom of the wall, shown in
Figure 1, due to indoor relative humidity of 50% for different air leakage.  The
temperature and relative humidity output from the TCCC2D simulations are coupled
with the mold damage index model.  Figure 2 indicates that mold damage increases in
a nonlinear fashion and depends on the rate of air leakage and season.  Mold damage
occurs in the spring and fall period, as illustrated by Figure 2, which agrees with
observations in actual houses.
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Fig. 2: Damage (mold) index variation with time for different air leakage rate

The simulation results also showed that the airflow rates as well as internal
relative humidity affect the extent of mold growth.  This is demonstrated in Figures 3
and 4 using the damage index at the end of simulation period (December).  Figure 3
shows the variation of the damage index with respect to air leakage for different
relative humidities.  The figure indicates that damage growth rate is a nonlinear
function of air leakage.  According to the results shown in Figure 3, damage will not
occur for a combination of air leakage rate less that 0.2 L/m2.s and indoor relative
humidity below 35%.  Furthermore, air leakage equal or less than 0.001 L/m2.s will
not cause growth of mold for all possible indoor relative humidities.  Figure 3 shows
as expected that higher levels of indoor relative humidity would increase the
probability of mold damage.
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Figure 4 depicts damage index variation with respect to indoor relative humidity
at the end of the simulation period.  The figure shows that the damage index
appreciably increases when the indoor relative humidity varies in the range 35% to
45%.  Damage is much higher for higher levels of indoor relative humidity.  The
figure shows that damage values are the same for relative humidity in the range of
20% to 35%.  Figure 4 shows that for all practical purposes, air leakage in the range
of 0.5-1.0 L/m2.s have the same effect on mold growth.  Finally, Figure 4 shows also
that damage values for a combination of indoor relative humidity equal to 20% or
lower and airflow rate less or equal to 0.2 L/m2.s are insignificant.
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It is very important to mention, once again, that the results presented for mold
damage index variation are based on pine species experimental results. These results
are conservative for OSB materials because the wood species often used in producing
OSB panels are less durable than those of pine species.

7 Concluding remarks

In this paper, an approach has been presented to link hygrothermal models with
damage functions concept.  To illustrate this approach, results from a well-established
hygrothermal model (Ojanen and Kumaran 1992, 1996) have been combined with a
modified model of mold growth. The original mold model was reported in the
literature (Hukka and Viitanen 1998, Viitanen’s 1997a).  The example case was
exfiltration in wood-frame construction in Ottawa.  Based on the mold growth index
model, the following conclusions may be drawn.  Damage analysis showed that air
leakage rate had an impact on the wall system performances.  The results showed that
the mold growth index depends on the indoor relative humidity.  Higher indoor
relative humidity increases the damage rate.  For the present case of exfiltration mold
growth will dominate at the bottom of the wall.

The proposed system for durability assessments requires further experimental
evidences and verifications.  The damage in building envelope is not only due to
biological growth, but it could be also due to structural or physical damage.  Thus, the



authors have conducted a series of experiments to measure physical damage in wood
based products.  The results of these experiments would be presented in future
publications.
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PERFORMANCE OF STRAINED BITUMINOUS WATERPROOFING
MEMBRANES UNDER HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
Performance of bituminous membranes
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Abstract

Basement walls and floors of new constructed buildings are sometimes exposed to
water that exerts pressure from the outside due to the existence of high level of ground
water.  Therefore, oxidized and modified bituminous membranes are applied as exter-
nal or internal tanking for waterproofing.  In such applications; the membranes are
strained excessively due to the effects of the mechanical agents that are generated from
the construction, and meanwhile they are exposed to water pressure that is originated
from the groundwater.  The watertightness integrity of these membranes are deter-
mined according to the existing test methods which can only measure the resistance of
unstrained membranes to water pressure.  The aim of this paper is to propose a modi-
fied test method which evaluates the performance of the strained bituminous mem-
branes under hydrostatic pressure.  In this test method; the effects of the mechanical
agents on the membranes which are the deformation of the membranes under compres-
sive pressure and the excessive strain of the membranes over the cracks are simulated
in laboratory conditions.  Then, the conditioned test samples are exposed to hydrostatic
pressure with a modified testing equipment and the watertightness integrity of strained
test samples under hydrostatic pressure are evaluated with a moisture/water sensor.

Keywords: Bituminous membranes, hydrostatic pressure, modified bitumen, perform-
ance standards, testing, waterproofing
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1 Introduction

Bituminous membranes have been used to provide a waterproof barrier in be-
low-grade and roof waterproofing systems for dwellings, industrial and commercial
buildings.  However, most of the laboratory and field research has only been directed
towards gaining knowledge about the agents, and their effects to determine the per-
formance of bituminous membranes used in roofs.  Thus, performance requirements in
conjunction with test methods have been established for bituminous membranes that
are used for roofing.  The performance evaluation of the membranes have been deter-
mined according to these test methods.  However, the same type of membranes are also
used in below-grade waterproofing.  Obviously, these membranes are exposed to dif-
ferent kinds of agents than the factors defined for roofing, therefore it should be under-
stood that most of the performance test methods can not be used to measure the be-
haviour of bituminous membranes in-service conditions in below-grade waterproofing.

The bituminous membranes used for below-grade waterproofing systems are
oxidized and modified bitumen membranes with polyester reinforcement.  Modified
bitumen membranes have a widespread usage in below-grade waterproofing systems
than oxidized bitumen membranes.  However, modified bitumen membranes have been
developed to meet the short-coming of the oxidized bitumen to roof climatic factors
such as heat, UV radiation, and air; the mechanical performance of reinforcements to
meet the requirements for roofing and the final assembly of the roofing system.  Al-
though the performance of modified bitumen is better than the oxidized bitumen used
for roofing, the performance of both membranes when exposed to below-grade agents
are still unknown.

The efficient and effective use of bituminous membranes in below-grade wa-
terproofing systems needs identifying the agents and their effects that should be con-
sidered in determining and predicting the performance of the membranes during their
service life.

2 The agents and their effects to below-grade waterproofing systems

Basements walls and floors of new constructed buildings are sometimes ex-
posed to water that exerts hydrostatic pressure from the outside due to the existence of
high level of groundwater.  Water that exerts hydrostatic pressure may damage the
structural components such as reinforcing steel corrosion, and make interior spaces
inhabitable causing poor indoor air quality.  Groundwater may also contain harmful
chemicals that may deteriorate below-grade building elements.  Thus, groundwater is
considered to be the essential agent that naturally occurs externally. Therefore, the fun-
damental function of a waterproofing system is to prevent the leakage of water into,
through or out of the basement floors and walls under hydrostatic pressure without
disruption and decay through the whole life of building.  Waterproofing is also re-
quired to protect the building elements from deterioration when exposed to harmful
chemicals that may be found in the groundwater.  To perform its function, water-
proofing must surround the entire structure with a continuous membrane.  To resist the
effects of hydrostatic pressure, the membrane, weak in itself, must be loaded by a mass
of material at one side and must be protected from damage at the other side.  Therefore,



the bituminous membranes are sandwiched between two layers in either an ‘external
tanking’ arrangement where the tanking is protected by a protective layer on the exca-
vation side with the structural wall and floor slab internally or alternatively by an ‘in-
ternal tanking’ arrangement where the structural wall and floor slab retains the excava-
tion and sandwiches the membrane with the protective layer internally.  In both cases,
care must be taken to avoid thinning, puncturing of the membranes and in formation of
joints, laps and corners.  Besides, the membrane must have good suitability to substrate
such as they must not slide on vertical planes and failure must not occur at corners.

In either external or internal tanking, the membrane remains under compressive
pressure between the structural floor slab especially under the columns where the loads
are relatively high and the concrete blinding.  Thus, the ‘ plastic’ bituminous mem-
branes follows the structural deformation.

During construction; after the pumping out of the groundwater is stopped, the
rising water will fill the air pockets and push the air to the membrane.  The air under
pressure will force the membranes which may not be airtight and as a result, air will
penetrate through the membranes providing easy access for the water afterwards.

In external tanking, the concrete blinding; and in internal tanking, the structural
floor slab, in contact with the membrane, may be attacked by harmful chemicals that
are found in the groundwater such as sulphates.  The effect is dramatic, as the pressure
will force the aggressive chemicals into the concrete through the whole life of building.
Sulphates will react with the hardened cement paste of the concrete to form either et-
tringite or gypsum which eventually will cause the cracking and spalling of the con-
crete unless preventive measurements are taken.

In external tanking, the surface of the reinforced concrete structural slab in
contact with the membrane may also crack due to the excessive tensile stress met by
the steel reinforcement.  Shrinkage may occur in concrete building elements when con-
crete losses its construction moisture. The resultant movement is another cause of
cracking on the surface of the structural floor slab and reinforced concrete walls.  Due
to the cracking, a narrow part of the membrane may strain excessively.

Concisely, the mechanical agents that are generated by the construction strain
the bituminous membranes excessively.  The mechanical properties of the bituminous
membranes may withstand the stresses satisfactorily but on the other hand it is not
known whether the strained bituminous membranes will still maintain its watertight-
ness function efficiently or lose its watertightness integrity under hydrostatic pressure.

Therefore, a test program which predicts the performance of bituminous membranes
under hydrostatic pressure on the basis of the mechanical agents induced in below-
grade systems is determined.  These are defined as:
1.  In either external or internal tanking; cracks may not occur on the surfaces of the

structural walls where the bituminous membranes are applied, therefore, they do not
undergo to any strain and only water pressure is exerted on the membranes,

2.  In either external or internal tanking; cracks may occur on the surfaces of the struc-
tural walls in contact with the bituminous membranes, therefore, the membranes
may strain excessively and meanwhile they are exposed to water pressure,

3.  Basement floors in contact with bituminous membranes are under compressive
pressure especially under the column bases; therefore, they are strained according to
the strain of the structural members and meanwhile they are exposed to water pres-
sure,



4.  Basement floors in contact with bituminous membranes are strained due to the
compressive pressure and cracks, and meanwhile they are exposed to water pres-
sure.

Therefore, the resistances of both strained and unstrained bituminous mem-
branes to the penetration of water under pressure must be determined by a convenient
test method.

3 Current test methods for resistance to water pressure

Some of the current standards and general performance documents comprising
the test methods for determining the resistance of bituminous membranes to water
pressure are given in Table 1.

Table 1:  Current standards and documents

Origin Designation Date Title
1. Canada CSGB 37-GP-56M 1980 Standard for: Membrane, Modified, Bituminous,

Prefabricated and Reinforced for Roofing
2. Denmark UEAtc General Guideline
3. Europe UEAtc

MOAT 27
1983 General Directive for the Assessment of Roof Water-

proofing Systems
4. France UEAtc General Guideline
5. Germany DIN 52123 1985 Testing of Bitumen and Polymer Bitumen Sheeting

and Felts
6. Italy UNI 8202/21 1981 Test Methods for Roof Membranes
7. South Africa ACTMAP No:1 1991 General Performance Criteria and Requirements for

the Assessment of  Roof Waterproofing Systems
8. Sweden UEAtc General Guideline
9. Turkey TS 11758 1995 Polymer Bitumen Sheeting for Fusion Welding for

Use in Waterproofing Applications
10. USA ASTM D 5385 1993 Standard Test Method for Hydrostatic Pressure Re-

sistance of Waterproofing Membranes

TS and DIN proposes the same method where unstrained bituminous mem-
branes are exposed to 200 kPa of water pressure for 24 hours.  The leakage is observed
by naked eye.  The UEAT Guidelines follows the same application but differ in water
pressure level which is 60 kPa.  UNI proposes a similar method where the unstrained
bituminous membranes are exposed to 500, 250, 60 and 10 kPa of water pressure for
24, 24, 1 and 1 hours, respectively.  The observation method is same as TS and DIN.
These test methods are sufficient to measure the resistance of unstrained membranes to
water pressure but can not be developed to measure the hydrostatic resistance of
strained bituminous membranes.  Therefore; these test methods can only provide a
guidance for the watertightness quality of bituminous membranes and can be used to
compare the hydrostatic resistance of the membranes, but fall short to determine the
performance of strained bituminous membranes under hydrostatic pressure.

CSGB, UNI and UEAT Guidelines propose test methods to determine the re-
sistance of water pressure of strained bituminous membranes.  The waterthightness
integrity of the membranes which have been subjected to either puncture or flexibility
test are determined using a 50 mm. of water column. CSGB and UNI conducts the test
for 16 and 24 hours respectively but UEAT Guidelines does not propose any time



limit.  Leakage of water is observed by either naked eye in UNI and UEAT Guidelines
or a filter paper which the colored water stains, as proposed in CSGB.  These test
methods can not be used to determine the hydrostatic resistance of strained membranes
as 50 mm. of water column is not adequate to simulate the hydrostatic pressure.  Fur-
thermore, the test method can not be developed for higher values of water pressure.

ASTM has also established a test method which measures the hydrostatic re-
sistance of unstrained membranes under controlled laboratory conditions.  Unstrained
membranes are subjected to water pressure starting from 103 kPa up to 690 kPa by
increasing the pressure in 103 kPa steps each hour.  Leakage is observed by naked eye.
No correlation has been established between the performance of this test method and
that in field.  But, among the existing test methods, only ASTM test method is consid-
ered appropriate to be modified measuring the hydrostatic resistance of strained bitu-
minous membranes.

4 Modified test method for performance testing of bituminous membranes
under hydrostatic pressure

ASTM test method has been modified appropriate for simulating both the ef-
fects of the mechanical agents on the membranes which are the deformation of the
membranes under compressive pressure and the excessive strain of the membranes
over the cracks and the exposure of the strained membrane samples to hydrostatic pres-
sure.  Besides, a new observation method which determines whether water molecules
has penetrated through the membrane during exposure to hydrostatic pressure, has been
developed.  The advantage of this sensor is that the penetration of water in either
moisture or liquid form can be measured.

4.1  Apparatus

4.1.1 Hydrostatic testing equipment includes a chamber, a clamping bracket, a rubber
gasket and fasteners to form the completed assembly, Figure 1.

Fig.  1: Hydrostatic testing equipment, the chamber and the clamping bracket
4.1.2 Source of compressed air



4.1.3 Compressive strength testing machine
An universal testing machine is used to load and thus, strain the membrane

samples to a predetermined point of compressive pressure and form.

4.1.4 Precast concrete blocks
The precast concrete blocks are used as substrates for the membranes. Two dif-

ferent types of blocks are prepared for the tests.  ‘Type 1 precast concrete block’ is
composed of two parts and the width, length and height of one part is 96, 400, and 50
mm., respectively.  The dimensions of the concrete block assembly formed by these
two parts are 200 by 400 by 50 mm., leaving a gap of 8 mm. between the widths of the
two parts. The gap is used to monitor the leakage of water through the membrane dur-
ing testing.  ‘Type 2 precast concrete block’ has a kerf 4 mm. deep lengthwise down
the center of the block and the width, length and height of the block are 200, 400 and
50 mm., respectively.  This type of block is used to simulate the cracks that may occur
on the surfaces of the substrates.  The compressive strength of both types of concrete
blocks are determined to be minimum 14.7 N/mm2.

4.1.5 Metal elements
Metal elements used as tools in testing are steel spacers, steel plates and steel

frames.  Three types of spacers which differ in thickness are used as tools to simulate
the occurrence of cracks on the surfaces of the building elements in contact with the
membranes.  The width and the length of all the steel spacers are 50 by 50 mm., and
the thickness are 6, 8 and 10 mm.

The two steel plates which sandwiches the membrane sample are used as sup-
ports to the strained membrane sample after the samples are loaded to a predetermined
point of compressive pressure in the universal testing machine.  Then, two steel frames
are used to fix the membrane sample in strained position.  The width, length and height
of the steel plates and the steel frames are 200, 400 and 30 mm., and 260, 460 and 2
mm., respectively.

4.1.6 The moisture/water sensor
The sensor utilizes a water absorbent polymer which is a swellable substance

that can absorb water molecules and retains it by forming a gel. The thin layer of
polymer is deposited between two vertically placed electrode plates which one of them
is made of porous metal.  The length and the height of the electrodes are 300 and 6
mm., respectively.  The two vertical electrode plates with the polymer between is situ-
ated in a polycarbonate case which the length, width and height are 300, 6, and 6 mm,
respectively. The case is closed on all sides except the front side. The vertically placed
porous electrode plate takes place in the front side of the case so that the thin layer of
polymer behind the porous plate can directly receive the water molecules which pene-
trates through the membrane.

The sensor is connected to a 1 M Ω resistor in series.  A step-down transformer
with an input of 220 V AC and an output of 36 V AC is used and between the termi-
nals of 36 V AC, the serially connected sensor and resistor is placed.  The two probes
of a high accuracy multimeter are attached to the terminals of the resistor.  Because of
high impedances and low signal voltages, the measurements are very sensitive to stray



noise.  To obtain high precision, a Faraday cage is used to isolate and eliminate these
noise signals.  The transformer, the resistor and the multimeter are placed in the Fara-
day cage.  The cabling of the sensor is shielded.  Before making any measurements, the
cage is completely closed and latched.

When the water absorbent polymer is dry, its ohmic resistance is very high.
Nearly no AC current flows in the circuit; thus, no AC voltage can be measured be-
tween the terminals of the resistor.  As the water molecules penetrates through the po-
rous electrode plate; the water content of the polymer increases, resulting an decrease-
ment in the ohmic resistance of the polymer.  The sensor responds to the change in its
environment by increasing its current output, then by running the current through the
resistor, an increasing voltage is produced.  The multimeter can then monitor the in-
creasing voltage between the terminals of the resistor.  The measured data is recorded
and stored in a computer program to be evaluated periodically.

The meter readings in terms of AC voltage are related to weight of water mole-
cules in grams by a calibration curve.

4.2 Membrane test samples
Commercially available oxidized and modified bitumen membrane samples that

will be used in testing are described in Table 2.

Table 2: Description of membrane test samples

Bitumen membranes Reinforcement ( gr/m2 ) Thickness ( mm ) Number of plies
1  APP modified bitumen Unwoven glass fibre, 60 3 1
2  APP modified bitumen Polyester, 180 3 1
3  APP modified bitumen Polyester, 180 4 1
4  APP modified bitumen Polyester, 180 3+3 2
5  SBS modified bitumen Glass, 60 3 1
6  SBS modified bitumen Polyester, 180 3 1
7  SBS modified bitumen Polyester, 180 4 1
8  SBS modified bitumen Polyester, 180 3+3 2
9  Oxidized bitumen Unwoven glass fibre, 60 2,4 1
10  Oxidized bitumen Woven glass fibre, 200 2,9 1

4.3 Tests for measuring the hydrostatic resistance of unstrained and strained
bituminous membranes

Four types of tests related to the test program defined in Section 2, have been
established.

4.3.1 Test no 1
This test simulates the condition of the membranes applied on the surfaces of

the structural walls where cracks may not occur and measures the hydrostatic resistance
of the unstrained membranes.  There is no pre-formed strain on the membranes prior to
hydrostatic pressure testing.  This test will be conducted to all types of membrane sam-
ples defined in Section 4.2.
• The procedure



The surface of the Type 1 precast concrete block which will receive the mem-
brane is primed as recommended by the manufacturer. The primer is permitted to dry
for the minimum time recommended by the manufacturer.  Liquid rubber is then ap-
plied to the remaining surfaces of the block.  The membrane sample that will be tested
is cut from the roll and installed over the primed surface of the prepared block and al-
lowed to cure for the minimum time recommended by the manufacturer.  The width
and the length of the membrane sample is 200 and 400 mm., respectively.  Two pieces
of rubber which the width, length and height are 50, 50 and 8 mm., respectively, are
placed at the ends of the gap.

Both sides of the rubber gasket are coated with vacuum grease and one side of
the rubber gasket is fitted to the test chamber.  The width and the length of the rubber
gasket is 200 and 400 mm., respectively.  The membrane side of the block is set
against the gasket and then the steel bracket is set against the back of the block.  The
fasteners are tightened, clamping the block to the chamber gradually to form the com-
pleted assembly.  Then the sensor is placed in the gap between the blocks.  The verti-
cally placed porous electrode plate faces the surface of the membrane sample. Then the
gap is sealed with a strip of rubber in order to prevent the access of humidity to the
gap.

With the air vent open, the chamber is filled with water.  Then, both the air vent
and water valve is closed.  The assembly is monitored for leaks for 30 minutes.  The air
line is attached if no leakage is observed in the assembly.  The air pressure is increased
up to 50 kPa for one hour, and to 100 kPa for the next hour.  The last upward pressure
is 250 kPa for 24 hours. Meanwhile the meter readings are recorded in terms of AC
voltage and converted to weight of water molecules that passed through the membrane
under hydrostatic pressure.

4.3.2 Test no 2
This test simulates the excessive strain of the membranes caused by the cracks

that may occur on the surfaces of the structural walls in contact with the membrane and
measures the hydrostatic resistance of the strained membranes.  The crack widths
which will be simulated are 2, 4 or 6 mm.  The strain of the membrane caused by the
crack width of 2 mm. will be simulated in a membrane sample and the resistance of
this membrane to water pressure will be measured.  Afterwards, the deformation of the
membrane due to the crack width of 4 mm. will be simulated in a new membrane sam-
ple of the same type and the resistance of this membrane to water pressure will again
be measured.  A new membrane sample of the same type will be strained due to the
simulation of the crack width of 6 mm.  Then, the watertightness level of each strained
membrane samples under hydrostatic pressure will be evaluated.  This test will be con-
ducted to all types of membrane samples defined in Section 4.2.
• The procedure

The flat surface of the Type 2 precast concrete block which will receive the
membrane is primed and after the primer is dried, liquid rubber is applied to the re-
maining surfaces of the block. The membrane sample that will be tested is cut and in-
stalled over the primed surface of the prepared block.  The width and the length of the
membrane sample is 200 and 400 mm., respectively.  With the waterproofed surface
down, the block is supported at both ends directly under the kerf.  Two steel spacers



which are 2 mm. thicker then the width of the kerf are inserted at each end of the kerf.
Then the steel spacers are tapped with a hammer to break the balance of the block at
the kerf.  Thus, the occurrence of 2 mm. wide cracks on the surface of the structural
walls which strains the membrane is simulated.  In order to obtain the cracks which the
widths are 4 and 6 mm., 8 and 10 mm. thick steel spacers are used in new membrane
samples of the same type, respectively.  The block is installed between the chamber
and the steel bracket, and the fasteners are tightened to form the completed assembly.
The sensor is then placed in the kerf and the kerf is sealed with the strip rubber.  The
strained membrane is exposed to the same water pressure levels as described in the
procedure of Test no 1, and the meter readings are converted to the weight of water
molecules which penetrated through the membrane during the exposure time.

4.3.3 Test no 3
In order to simulate the strain of the membranes when subjected to the com-

pressive pressure under the column bases, a membrane sample will be strained at 10 t
of compressive pressure and then, the hydrostatic pressure resistance of this strained
membrane will be measured.  New membrane samples of the same type will be used
for each compressive pressure levels of 20 and 30 t., separately.  The strained mem-
branes will be evaluated on the basis of their performances under hydrostatic pressure.
This test will be conducted to all types of membrane samples defined in Section 4.2.
• The procedure

The surfaces of Type 1 precast concrete block is prepared as described in the
procedure of Test no 1.  The membrane sample that will be tested is cut from the roll
and placed between the two steel plates. The width and the length of the membrane
sample is 260 and 460 mm., respectively.  The two steel plates with the membrane
sample between is then placed between the two jaws of the universal compressive
strength testing machine.  The test sample is loaded to a predetermined point of com-
pressive pressure and then fixed between two steel frames while in strained position.
The strained test sample with the steel frames is installed to the primed surface of pre-
pared block and the block is installed in the hydrostatic testing equipment.  The sensor
is then placed in the gap and the gap is sealed.  The same water pressure levels are ap-
plied to the membrane as described in the procedure of Test no 1.  The meter readings
are converted to the weight of water molecules by the calibration curve.

4.3.4 Test  no 4
This test simulates the strain of the membranes when exposed both the com-

pressive pressure and the cracks and measures the resistance of the strained membranes
to water pressure.  Initially, a membrane sample will be strained to 10 t. of compressive
pressure level.  Then, the strained membrane sample will further be strained by simu-
lation of the 2 mm. wide crack and the performance of the strained membrane sample
under hydrostatic pressure will be evaluated.  A new membrane of the same type will
be strained in 10 t. compressive pressure level and this time the crack width of 4 mm.
will be simulated on the same sample.  Afterwards, the crack width of 6 mm. will be
simulated in a new membrane sample of the same type which has already been exposed
to 10 t. of compressive pressure.  The hydrostatic pressure resistance of the strained
membrane samples will be evaluated.  The same type of membrane will be strained to



20 t. of compressive pressure level, and the crack width of 2 mm. will be simulated on
the same sample.  New membrane samples of the same type will be used for each
compressive pressure levels of 20 and 30 t., separately.  In each compressive pressure
levels, a new sample of the same membrane type will be used for the simulation of 2, 4
and 6 mm. wide cracks, separately.  All types of membrane samples defined in Section
4.2 will undergo the same procedure.
• The procedure

The Type 2 precast concrete block is prepared as described in the procedure of
Test no 2.  Then the membrane sample which will be tested is strained in the universal
compressive strength testing machine as described in the procedure of Test no 3.  The
strained test sample with the steel frames is installed to the primed surface of the pre-
pared Type 2 precast concrete block.  Steel spacers are inserted into the kerf and tapped
with hammer.  Thus, the strained membrane is furthermore strained due to the occur-
rence of crack.  The block is placed to the hydrostatic testing equipment.  The sensor is
then placed to the kerf and sealed with the rubber strip.  The predetermined levels of
water pressure is applied as described in the procedure of Test no 1 and the weight of
water molecules are determined from the calibration curve.

5 Concluding Remarks

Oxidised and modified bitumen membranes are not only used in roofing but
below-grade waterproofing as well.  The waterthightness integrity of these membranes
used in below-grade waterproofing are determined according to the existing water-
thightness test methods which do not take into account the mechanical agents that
these membranes are exposed to.  Therefore, a modified test method which measures
the hydrostatic resistance of the membranes when subjected to mechanical agents that
occurs in below-grade waterproofing is proposed.  This modified test method is con-
sidered to be a new approach which will provide a better understanding of the perform-
ances of the bituminous membranes used in below-grade waterproofing.
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF BUILDING MATERIAL STRAIN
Phenomenological model of building material strain
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Abstract

The model uniting phenomenological models of Hooke, Newton, Maxwell,
Kelvin-Voigt, Maxwell-Thomson, Ziner which are asymptotic with respect to the
proposed model have been constructed. Mechanical condition of the material is
characterized by the value of dimensionless parameters α and β. Parameter  α  is
determined by the ratio of long-term and instantaneous elastic modulus or by the
ratio of relaxation and retardation time. Parameter β is determined by the value of
the residual strain. It is shown that the proposed model makes it possible to
describe phenomena of elasticity, plasticity, viscoelasticity and
viscoelastoplasticity.

Keywords: Linear standard body, elasticity, plasticity, viscoelasticity, creep,
viscoelastoplasticity, after-effect, symbolic modulus

1 Introduction

The majority of construction materials demonstrate strongly pronounced
dependence of mechanical properties on temperature and time factors. The
ordinary manifestation of this phenomenon is the material creep under the load.

When testing a sample under constant load its dimensions are changed
according to the law determined by physical and chemical processes in the
material which are accelerated or retarded depending on availability or absence of
the field of stress and temperature value. When the load is removed the sample
shortens instantly and during some period of time it shortens according to the law
different from the law of the strain growing.
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It should be noted that the actual instant strain is displacement under action
of rapidly increasing stress during its growth. This time is considered to be greatly
less than the time we are examining.

Usually the regularity of the strain tensor formation in loaded and unloaded
state is determined using the description form of Boltzmann-Volterra integral
equation. (Malmeister et al. 1972):

ττστστσσε θϕγδθϕαβγδθϕγδθϕαβγδαβ dtKa
t
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where K and 
^

K are nuclear functions.
         In general case it is convenient to describe nuclear function as
Yu.N.Rabotnov’s  rational and exponential function as varying of parameters α
and β makes it possible to obtain a wide range of known nuclei.
         Service life of constructional structures exceeds the time of the intensive
creep of the material therefore engineers are interesting mainly in its behavior
when values of the time are high, In this case it is advisable to approximate the
creep nucleus in the form of an exponent.

2 Phenomenological model of creep and after- effect

The equation of state which describes properties of the Maxwell-Thomson
model (TM model) is often used in case of the fixed temperature and non-aging
material

σ σ ε αε+ = +n n& ( & )Ε , where ΕΗ== // εα nn ,                                (2)

nε = En/H; nε - lag time (retardation time); n -  relaxation time of stress; H -  long-
term elastic modules; E - instantaneous elastic module. Taking into account that
the creep phenomena appears if E>H one can receive the range of the  parameter α
change: 0<α<1.

Let’s consider the known differential equation of Ziner model of a standard
linear solid body (Ziner 1954 )

                              σ σ ε εε+ = +n n& ( &)Μ ,                                                           (3)

where M - conventional elastic modulus. The rest designations are the same as for
the equation (2).
       Let’s introduce relation

                              β=M/H=M/(αE)                                                                      (4)

into equation (3), where α is determined by the formula (2).
       



As a result we receive from (3)

                              σ σ β ε αε+ = +n E n
. .

( ) .                                                        (5)

Assume (Sinyayev 1994) that strains of the direct creep (loading) are
determined by equation (5) and strains of the reverse creep (unloading) - by
equation (2). In a first approximation it corresponds to experimental data obtained
for a wide range of constructional materials.
      In case of an arbitrary law of the stress changing in time we receive from (5)
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When Ee /00 σεε == and σ = const the formula (6) is
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Fig.1: Curve of direct and reverse creep

      At the moment of unloading t = t1 the value of strain ε(t1) (fig.1) is
determined by formula (7).
     Due to the instantaneous decrease of stress by the value σ0  at the same
moment of time t1 the strain begins to change by the law
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The law (8) is the solution of equation (2) on the strain when σ = const. The strain
of the reverse creep is determined by the formula
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      In time the strain after unloading tends to the value
)/()1()( 0 Eαββσε −=∞ , i.e. in general the strain process is irreversible. When β

= 1 the strain after unloading tends to zero and the strain process becomes
reversible.
      Fig.2,a shows diagram of direct creep ε(θ)/εe÷θ = t/n in relative coordinates
obtained for some values α and β by formula (7).
     Fig.2,b shows the diagram of reverse creep εαef(θ)/εe÷θαef = (t - t1)/n in
relative coordinates obtained for some values α and β by formula (9).
      If sums of strains are equal in case of direct and reverse creep we obtain

                              β αε ε= +1 1/ ( / )pl e ,                                                   (10)

where εpl - plastic (residual) strain; εe - instantaneous elastic strain. Diagrams of β
on εpl /εe when α is fixed are given in Fig.3.

3    Experimental test of the model

     Numerical value of the parameter β should be determined with the help of
standardized maximum permissible values [εpl/εe]. For example, the author of
paper (.Kozlov 1966 )  considers that one should assume permissible strains as the
main criterion when determining the durability and reliability of polymer
structures. In this case it is important to assign maximum permissible strain and
the time of its development without disturbance of the structure fitness for work.
Similar approach is used for standards in force of steel structures when calculating
their plastic stage of operation. In the most general case β = β(σ;t).

(a)
Fig.2: Calculated dependencies of direct (a) and reverse (b) creep



(b)
Fig. 2 (cont’d): Calculated dependencies of direct (a) and reverse (b) creep

Fig.3: Calculated dependencies of parameter ββ on ratio εεpl /εεe when values αα
are fixed

Fig.4 shows experimental (Kalinnikov 1965) and calculated by formula (7)
diagrams of polyethyleneterephthalate film samples. Physical constants and
rheological factors included into formula (7) are obtained as a result of processing
of experimental curves (Kalinnikov 1965) and they take the following values:

α = 0.67; E=3600 MPa; n=14.5 hr; when σ=20 MPa; β=0.90 and εpl/εe=0.16 when
σ0=32; β=0.79 and εpl/εe=0.39; when σ0=38 MPa; β=0.78 and εpl/εe=0.42 when
σ0=62 MPa; β=0.77 and εpl/εe=0.44.



4 Conclusion

The best correspondence of the theoretical creep curves to the experimental
data is observed at the final stage of the strain process. It is explained by the fact
that parameter β is assumed to be independent of time. Such assumption
simplifies the initial differential equation (5) and permits to calculate the wide
range of constructional structures with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes.
To provide coincidence of theoretical creep curves with experimental data in the
initial stage of strain it is necessary to introduce the empirical dependence of
parameter β on time into the equation (5). The initial differential equation
becomes somewhat complicated but it remains linear with respect to stress and
strain. Having introduced empirical dependence of parameters β on strain into the
equation (5) we obtain nonlinear differential equation. So, the suggested
mathematical model (5) describes adequately mechanical states of the material
(tab.) in the wide range of stresses (temperatures): elasticity (α=1; β=1, εpl =0),
plasticity (α=1; 0<β<1, εpl ≠0, ε = εy, where εy - strain, which corresponds to the
yield limit σy), viscoelasticity (0<α<1; β=1, εpl=0) and viscoelastoplasticity
(0<α<1; 0<β<1, εpl≠0).

Fig. 4: Curves of direct and reverse creep of polyethyleneterephthalate



Table 1: Development of phenomenological models describing the material
viscoelastoplasticicity properties

No Type of equation Author
1

)(
..

αεεβσσ +=+ nEn
O.V.Sinyayev, 1993

α=H/E β=M/H=M/(αβ)
0≤α≤1 0 ≤β≤1/α
E – instantaneous modulus of elasticity; H – long-
time modulus of elasticity; M – conventional
modulus of elasticity

2 α=β V.P.Kotsegubov, 1974
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..

αεεασσ +=+ nEn

α=n+/ n-= −+−+ = ηηεε //
..

n+, n- - times of relaxation of relative strains with

direct and reverse creep; −+

..

, εε - speeds of relative

strains with direct and reverse creep; η+, η- -
coefficients of viscosity with direct and reverse
creep.

3 0 ≤α≤1 β = 1 Maxwell,  Thomson

)(
..

αεεσσ +=+ nEn

4 α = 0 β = 1 Maxwell
..

εσσ Enn =+
α= 0 0 ≤β≤1/α Maxwell’s model with

modulus β
..

εβσσ Enn =+

0 ≤α≤1 β= 0 relaxation of stress by
Maxwell’s model

0
.

=+ nσσ
5 0 ≤α≤1 β→∞ elastic recovery by

Kelvin-Voigt model

0)(
.

=+ αεεnE

6 α = 1 β = 1 Hooke
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PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF MASONRY
DETERIORATION DUE TO SALT CRYSTALLIZATION
Modelling of masonry due to salts

L. BINDA, E. GARAVAGLIA, C. MOLINA
Department of Structural Engineering, Polytechnic of Milan, Milan, Italy

Abstract

Salt crystallization tests have been carried out on brick masonry specimens
physically modelling the behaviour of a real brickwall exposed to salt decay due to
capillary rise. The reliability of the test has been shown by comparing the decay
obtained in laboratory and on site. The surface damage has been measured by a
non destructive technique based on the use of a laser sensor as a profile recording
device. The loss of material at every measurement has been assumed as a
parameter representing the continuous damage. The data collected outline the
evolution of the deterioration, over space and time, of the mortar-bricks
composite. On this basis a numerical model describing the damage evolution is
being studied.

Key words: masonry, salt crystallization, physical and mathematical modelling,
stochastic processes, damage.

1 Introduction

Salt crystallization has caused decay of brick and stone masonry at all
latitudes. Physical and numerical modelling of the phenomenon can be useful to
understand its development and to foresee the extent of the decay so that
preventive measures can be taken. Modelling can also help in the case of
protective treatments to study their durability and make the right choice of
products and treatment techniques.

The aim of the research carried out by the authors is; (i) to realise in
laboratory a complete procedure able to produce a damage mechanism similar to
the one occurring in a natural environment, (ii) to monitor the damage in a non
destructive way and (iii) to implement a probabilistic model interpreting the
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phenomenon. Results have been produced concerning single component materials
(stones and bricks), (Garavaglia et al., 1996). Nevertheless it has been shown that
the mutual influence mortar-brick/stone in a real wall can highly influence the
behaviour of the single components (Binda et al, 1985), (IRPA-KIK et al, 1996).
Therefore with an experimental campaign on masonry prisms and applying a non-
destructive measurement procedure (Berra et al., 1993) the authors have prepared
the basis for the application of the probabilistic model.

Aging tests based on crystallization cycles have been carried out in
laboratory using wallettes physically modelling a real brick or stone-masonry wall.
Comparisons between the decay obtained in laboratory and on site on a wall
surface have been made showing the similarity of the two situations. A non
destructive measurement procedure of surface damage with time has been applied
using a laser sensor as a profile recording device. The data collected outlines the
evolution of the deterioration of the mortar-bricks composite, over space and time.
The experimental results have shown some interesting issues: a) the independence
between the time to first damage and its magnitude; b) the apparent dependence of
the damage and/or its magnitude on the initial roughness of the wallette surface; c)
the distribution of the time t0 to first damage seems to follow a Weibull function;
d) the distribution of the first damage seems to follow a Log-normal function; e)
the damage process over time t > t0 seems to be a stochastic process. On the basis
of these observations a simple time-dependent deterioration model is being
implemented.

2 Test description

Within the frame work of an EC Contract (IRPA-KIK et al., 1986) a salt
crystallization test developed on TNO in the Netherlands and later recommended
by RILEM (RILEM 127MS TC, 1998), was carried out on small wallettes which
had been prepared with 7 types of bricks and 5 types of mortar. All together 54
wallettes were tested. For each type of brick and mortar, 6 specimens were
prepared and numbered from 1 to 6 with the symbols TNO, KIK, PDM, of the 3
partners. Four of the six specimens were each treated with a different water-
repellent, the fifth with a consolidant and the sixth one was kept as a reference
without any treatment.

The main steps of the test are described below:

• wallettes are built with at least two mortar courses and placed, in glass or
plexiglass box, which is filled up to 20mm from the bottom with a sodium
sulphate solution with a concentration of 10% (m/m) anydrous salt dissolved
in pure water.

• After 24 hrs the wallette is taken out of the container which is emptied,
cleaned and partly filled with clean and dry gravel (grain size 2 to 4mm); the
wallette is replaced on top of the gravel. The spaces around the wallette are
closed by hard polystyrene foam strips so that only the upper face of the
specimen is exposed to the environment (Fig. 1a,b).



The container is placed in a climatic chamber at 20°C and 50% R.H. and
weighed until constant mass. Once the constant mass is reached the test is
continued for one month without adding water, then some water is added if a test
continuation is needed.

3 Measurement procedure

A non destructive procedure was used to monitor the decay of the wallettes
surface, based on a laser sensor used as a profile recorder. This procedure has
already been proposed by the authors together with ENEL-CRIS (Berra et al,
1993). Before starting the test a first profile of the upper surface of the wallette is
defined along chosen lines (Fig. 2) is read and drawn with the use of the laser
sensor (Fig. 3). Then the weighing procedure up to constant weight is applied;
when constant weight is reached a second measurement of the profiles is carried
out after brushing off the efflorescences. Fig. 4a shows the variation of one of the
profiles during the development of the test. The damage of the surface is measured
by calculating the difference between the vertical coordinates of two or more
subsequent profiles. The loss is measured as the area included between two
consecutive profiles. Bulging of the wallette surface caused by cryptoefflorescence
means the beginning of deterioration even if delamination has not yet occurred.

Fig. 1b - Wallette TNO 2.6Fig. 1a - Wallette KIK 2.6

1     2     3

4

Fig. 2 – Profiles position Fig. 3 – Laser sensor



4 Interpretation of the experimental data

Among the wallettes tested only the untreated ones (see Table 1) are
elaborated here. In Figure 4a the presence of swelling phenomena along the
different profiles is evident. It is a common approach to consider bulging of the
surface as a damage: when bulging is measured a separation of a layer of material
is started due to the cryptoefflorecense formed beneath the surface.

Table. 1: Mortar/brick combinations

Brick Mortar untreated
B1 Hydraulic KIK1.6
B2 Hydraulic KIK2.6
B1 Hydrated KIK3.6
NL1 trass-lime TNO1.6
NL2 trass-lime TNO2.6
NL1 trass-lime+rep. TNO3.6
It1 hydrat.+pozzol. PDM1.6
It2 hydrat.+pozzol. PDM2.6
It3 putty-lime PDM3.6

On the basis of this common approach, a simple model was used to convert
the experimental measurement of Figure 4a to a modified deterioration profile
where the bulging has been eliminated as shown in Figure 4b. The procedure
starts with the comparison between two consecutive profiles n and (n-1): usually
the vertical coordinates of n are smaller than the ones of (n-1) except for in the
points affected by swelling. In these points the model compares the coordinate of
profile (n-1) with the ones of the successive profiles (n), (n+1); (n+2) … until a
profile m (n i)= +  in found with vertical coordinates smaller than the ones of
profile (n-1). The coordinate found becomes the new reference coordinate of
profile n in the re-drawing of it. (fig. 4b).
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Fig. 4a: Deterioration profiles with swelling
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Fig. 4b: Deterioration profiles without swelling

4.1 The damage parameter: a difficult choice
In order to describe the deterioration processes of the materials the choice of

an appropriate damage parameter is the first, often problematic, step.
In order to define a way of measuring the decay of masonry and masonry

materials, the loss of material from the external surface has been considered an
experimental value that seems to be a good indicator of damage increase over time
(Binda et al., 1992). The loss of material is described through the changes of the
specimen thickness recorded at each measurement carried out at the chosen
points: a loss of material happens when a decrease is measured of the vertical
coordinate (Molina et al. 1996). From Figure 4b the measure of the area ∆A,
included between two consecutive readings, can be defined as a damage
parameter. Therefore, the damage parameter assumed here is the loss L (mm2) of
material with time defined as the sum of each ∆Ai calculated at every step of
measurement:

L t Ai ii( ) = ∑ ∆    with   i = 1,.., r, ...,10   (readings) (1)

ti = reading times, in cycles

In Figure 5 some calculated losses L(t) are shown as an example.
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5 Experimental results

The aim of the research was to study the behaviour of treated and untreated
wallettes during the crystallization tests in order to define the effectiveness of each
treatment. The effectiveness was indirectly defined by calculating the damage as
described above.

5.1 A case study: untreated wallettes
The procedure presented in the previous Section is here applied only to the

untreated wallettes built with different types of bricks and mortar (Table1).
As it was explained in Section 2, measurements were carried out when the

wallettes had reached constant mass. This request is a difficult one, since constant
mass cannot always be reached because sodium sulphate is a highly hygroscopic
salt and therefore water is always trapped inside the material. Nevertheless Figure
6 shows that all the wallettes tend to asymptotically reach constant mass between
ten to sixteen weeks except for TNO2.6. This specimen had the worst behaviour
suffering delamination of layers to a depth of more than 1 mm. Therefore this
specimen was not taken into consideration due to its too different behaviour.
Particularly interesting seems instead the behaviour of the KIK wallettes.

As a first hypothesis the wallettes were considered as one population of
samples, without distinguishing the different types of materials. In the future the
decay of mortar and bricks will be considered separately. Following this choice,
the analysis of the data was carried out taking into account the behaviour of the
wallette surfaces with time independently from the component materials.
From the results obtained, it appears that deterioration is characterized by two
different phases:

1. The deterioration process before the time t0 to reach the constant weight. As
mentioned before, the second measurement was carried out when constant
weight was reached. Therefore, the time t0 to reach constant weight is the same
time of the first damage read.

2. The deterioration process over time t with t > t0.

Some damage parameters have been identified and their possible
interactions analyzed.

For the first phase of deterioration, the parameters identified are:

a) the initial roughness of wallette surface ∆Ar (Fig. 7). It has in fact been
hypotized by the authors that the initial roughness, typical of stoney, materials
could affect the initial damage;

b) the random variable (r. v.) t0;
c) the r. v., first damage measure, L0 at the time t0.



Fig. 6: Diagram of Loss of Weight for 0<t<t0
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Fig. 7: Deterioration profiles: initial roughness

In the Figures 8a and 8b the damage L0 is plotted against the time t0 and the
roughness against the damage L0 respectively. The two plots show that: (i) a weak
correlation appears between t0 and L0: a short t0 corresponds to a low magnitude
of L0 (Fig. 8a), (ii) no correlation appears between roughness and first damage
(Fig. 8b). On this subject more investigation is needed.
More in details:

• the TNO wallettes present a higher initial roughness than the KIK, but the first
damage does not seem to be influenced by it; the same is for the highest
damage L0 with respect to all others wallettes (Fig. 8b).

• the KIK wallettes seem to present a more clear behavior than the TNO ones.
The random variable characteristic of their deterioration process are affected
by smaller dispersion indices. Their time t0 seems to show a bimodal behavior.

The second phase describes the propagation of damage over time t > t0. As it
appears in Figure 9, the damage process over time t > t0 shows a similar behavior
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for the whole population, with the only exception of two profiles of TNO
wallettes, as above observed.
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Fig. 8: Experimental data: a) First damage magnitude L0 versus time t0;
b) Initial roughness ∆∆Ar versus first damage magnitude
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Fig. 9: Deterioration process for t < t0 and t≥≥ t0; L0 = L(t0)

5.2 Theoretical approach
From the analysis presented in section 4.2 it appears suitable to approach the

two phases of deterioration separately. In fact the two phases are connected with
two different deterioration processes: the first is connected with the decay read at
constant weight, the second describes the deterioration phenomenon connected
with the continuation of the test.

Therefore the aim is to define the behavior of both the random variable t0

and L0 and the deterioration process over time t with t > t0 under a probabilistic
point of view. As a result:



• The time t0 can be suitably modelled with a Weibull probability density
function (p.d.f.):

ft0
1( ) ( ) exp ( )τ αρ ρτ ρτα α= −− (2)

The shape parameters have been estimated with a computer code involving the
method of maximum likelihood. From the fitting a high standard deviation
appears, however the curve-fit is satisfied and the average value estimated
seems to be a significant value for the time distribution. The curve is plotted in
Figure 9.

• The first damage L0 can be suitably modelled by a Log-normal distribution.
The p.d.f. used is:
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From the fitting appears a small standard deviation and the curve-fit is
satisfied. (Fig. 9).

In the second phase the damage process over time t (with t > t0) shows a
similar behavior for the whole population and seems to be independent at the level
of first damage L0. Therefore the process L(t) at the time t=t0 can be normalized at
L0 = 0. In Figure 10 the normalized process Ln(t) is shown. The process Ln(t) can
be interpreted like a stochastic process of the r.v. l. At each cycle, the density of
Ln(t) can be modelled by a p.d.f of the type (3) (Fig. 10). The curve-fit of the
expected values Le

n of each p.d.f. seems to represent an average behavior of the
whole population (Fig. 10).

Defining Ln(t) like a stochastic process the damage process can be

approached like a durability (or reliability) problem: when a significant value L  is
defined for damage the hatched area represents in Figure 11 a reliability function
pf(t) as:

Fig. 10 Stochastic process Ln(t); curve-fit of the average value

•   average values Le
n

  curve-fit



p t L t Lf n( ) Pr( ( ) )= > (4)

The function pf(t) has the characteristic of the distribution function of a

random variable that can be suitably introduced as the service lifetime τ  necessary

to reach damage L , that is:

p t tf ( ) Pr( )= >τ (5)

A detailed study of the service life τ  connected with different values of L  is
needed and represents one of the first steps of the authors future research.
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Fig. 11 Reliability function for a significant damage value L

6 Conclusion

Salt crystallization has caused decay of masonry at all latitudes. Physical and
numerical modelling of the phenomenon can be useful to understand its
development over time and space.

Deterministic models of the phenomenon for masonry as a composite
material are still not available and would be in any case very complex and
expensive. The authors have previously proposed a probabilistic model
concerning the behaviour of single brick and stone. In order to extend the model to
masonry elements they are now processing the data obtained from laboratory tests
on wallettes which allowed to: (i) produce a damage mechanism similar to the one
occurring in a natural environment, (ii) monitoring of the damage in a non
destructive way. The experimental data collected outline the evolution of the
deterioration, over space and time, of the mortar-brick composite.

The analysis of the experimental data shows two distinct phases of the
damage process. The first phase is characterized by the time t0 necessary to reach
constant weight and by the damage magnitude L0. The time distribution can be
modelled in a satisfactorily way by a Weibull distribution. The magnitude L0
seems to follow a Log-normal distribution. The second phase is certainly the most
interesting one. In fact during this phase the damage process L(t) over time t with t
> t0 is practically the same for most of the samples of the population. It seems to
be independent of the magnitude L0 at the initial time of the second phase.



Therefore all the damage curves have been normalized at the initial value L0 =
Ln(t) = 0. The normalized damage process Ln(t) has been interpreted as a
stochastic process of the random variable l. At every profile measurement the
distribution of the values of the l has been modelled as a Log-normal distribution.
The average values of the distributions seem to be significantly representative of
the average damage of the entire population of the analyzed specimens.

Future aim of the authors is to treat the problem of durability as the

probability of reaching a defined threshold of damage L  in the time τ .
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Abstract

A deficient design and execution of building façades, as well as the use of
inadequate materials are the main causes of the occurrence of pathologies on the
envelope of new buildings. A department of the Portuguese Government,
IGAPHE, requested that the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Porto
study the durability of the solutions adopted on the retrofitting of the façades
about 4000 dwellings, located in 32 residential areas in the North of Portugal,
especially from a technical and economical point of view. In the first phase, the
study consisted in the characterisation of the construction details of the façades
and in the characterisation of the technologies adopted in the retrofitting. In a
second stage, each façade was analysed “in situ” in order to assess the retrofitting
results a few years after it was applied, followed by the characterisation and
classification of the main pathologies observed. The relation between the cost and
the durability of the adopted solutions was equally assessed, as well as the
analysis of the adequability of the technologies used in relation to the support on
which it was applied. Finally, a methodology to be used in retrofitting projects
was defined.

Keywords: Cost, durability, façades, pathologies, retrofitting, technologies

1 Introduction

1.1 The problem of retrofitting buildings
In Portugal, efforts have been made in the last few years to build new

residential areas, whereas in contrast little effort has been made to retrofit the
existing buildings, resulting in the decline and abandonment of some old areas.
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According to the Euroconstruc-daei statistics for construction works in 1995
(Cormon 1997), Portugal, when compared to the 18 West European countries,
occupies the sixth place as far as investment in the building sector is concerned,
but is in the last place when it comes to retrofitting/maintaining the buildings,
representing only 6% of total investment. The remaining European countries, on
the other hand, invest an average of over 30% of total construction in retrofitting.
Under these circumstances, it is necessary to carry out a certain number of actions
aiming at:

• Identifying the buildings’ most common pathologies and systematising
them;

• Becoming familiar with the new materials and methodologies used to
retrofits the buildings, which are necessarily different to those used in new
construction works;

• Determining the durability of the retrofitting technologies;
• Developing a methodology for retrofitting projects.

1.2 Purpose of the study
In this work, we have analysed the envelopes of 4000 dwellings built in the

70s and 80s and repaired between 1988 and 1997, with the aim of evaluating the
behaviour of the retrofitting technologies adopted on the façades.

In the first stage, we characterised the solution adopted on the construction
of the façades and the retrofitting technologies used. In a second stage, the
pathologies observed, were described and classified after the retrofitting process
had taken place. In a third stage, we characterised the durability and quality of the
solutions adopted and a relation between the cost and the durability according to
1998 values was established, although it is complex to do it and often lacks
objectivity. Lastly, we defined a methodology that should be used in the
retrofitting projects.

2 Characterisation of the buildings

This study is based on the analysis of 32 residential areas, on a total of 4000
dwellings built between 1977 and 1982, located in the northern region of Portugal.

All the analysed buildings were the result of a low cost construction and all
presented basically the same building characteristics, with the exception of three
residential areas, which consisted of single houses.

The majority of the buildings have two, three or four floors, usually with
stores on the ground floor. Some of these buildings have basements, normally
used as parking or storage space.

The structural system adopted, in 47% of the buildings, is made of a
structure of slabs and solid reinforced concrete walls. In the remaining cases, a
traditional system (a structure made up of pillars, beams and slabs) was adopted.



Residential buildings Single houses

Fig. 1: Examples of examined buildings

3 Solutions used on the façades initial construction

The characterisation of the initial solutions adopted on the façades’
composition allowed to assess the quality of the support and, at the same time, to
analyse the adequacy of the retrofitting solution in relation to the support on it was
applied.

The façades were cavity walls made of clay hollow brick masonry in 74% of
the studied buildings, and made of cellular concrete blocks in the remaining cases.

The main types of external coverings used on the façades are indicated in
Table 1.

Table 1: External coverings used on the façades - Initial solution

Ref. External coverings used on the façades
1 Textured paint
2 Plastic paste on acrylic resins, with a textured

finish3 “Plastic” paint
4 “Epoxy” paint
5 Asbestos cement panels
6 Ceramic elements

4 Solutions adopted in the retrofitting of the façades

In the 90s the façades were repaired according to the degree of degradation
of the elements and to the costs that each solution implies. In Table 2 is described
the different retrofitting technologies used.



Table 2: Technologies used in the retrofitting of the façades

Ref
.

Technologies used in the retrofitting of the façades

1 External system composed by
prefabricated elements mechanically
fixed to a structure essentially
composed by wood vertical elements
attached to the support with metallic
gadgets. An additional insulation is
placed between the support and the
covering panels, leaving an air space
between the insulating material and the
covering panels.

2
External system of thermal insulation,
made up of expanded polystyrene
sections protected with a thin covering
essentially made of resins, reinforced
with fibreglass.

3 Reinforced elastic paint

4 Non-reinforced elastic paint

5 “Textured” paint



Table 2: Technologies used in the retrofitting of the façades

Ref
.

Technologies used in the retrofitting of the façades

6 Asbestos cement panels

5 Observed pathologies on the façades after the retrofitting process

5.1 Façades pathologies
During the field studies carried out to each residential area in 1997 and

1998, several pathologies were observed on the façades of the retrofitted
buildings, mainly due to defects in the design and construction and inadequacy of
the retrofitting techniques used.

In Table 3 there is a description and classification of the main façade
pathologies observed. It is important to mention that the retrofitting process took
place between 1988 and 1997.

Table 3: Pathologies observed on the façades after having been restored

Ref. Pathologies observed on the façades
P1 Cracked render thought the current surface of the façades
P2 Cracked render in over landing walls
P3 Cracked render under the window frame
P4 Microcracks on the external covering
P5 Degradation of the painting
P6 Dirtiness
P7 Stains on the façade due to micro-organisms
P8 Stains on the façades due to different thermal behaviour of the

elementsP9 Insect cobwebs
P10 Eflorescences
P11 Degradation of the external thermal insulation system, specially at

ground levelP12 Degradation of the concrete surfaces



P8

P9 P1/P7 P10

P11P5P12

P3

Fig. 2: Pathology examples

5.2 Description and classification of the degradation of the façades
The present state (1998) of each of the buildings’ façades is classified

according to the pathologies observed and the deteriorated areas, according to the
criteria defined in Table 4.

Table 4: Classification of the pathologies according to the degraded areas

Level Affected area
0 Difficult to assess
1 Occasional
2 Frequent
3 Generalised



The studied buildings were classified according to four levels of
deterioration (D1 to D4), as presented in Table 5.

Table 5:Classifying the general degree of degradation of the buildings

Level Degree of degradation
D1 No apparent degradation
D2 Slightly degraded
D3 Degraded
D4 Very degraded

6 Assessing the durability of the façades retrofitting techniques

6.1 The problem
 It is important to analyse the durability and quality of the techniques used in

retrofitting process of the façades of the 32 buildings studied. In order to carry out
this analysis it is necessary to:

 
• Assess the quality of the support;
• Analyse the present state of the façades in relation to the time that has gone

by since they were restored;
• Draw up a cost/durability of the retrofitting technologies model.

6.2 Assessing the quality of the support
 The quality of the support influences greatly the good results of the

restoring process. Therefore, it was classified according to three levels, depending
on the type of the material used and the thickness of the outer leaves (Table 6).
 
 Table 6: Evaluating the quality of the support

Level Type of masonry Thickness of the outer leaves
(mm)-1 Cellular concrete < 15

Cellular concrete ≥ 15
0

Clay brick < 15
1 Clay brick ≥ 15

6.3 Assessing the present state of degradation of the façades in relation to
the time since they were retrofitted
The buildings being studied were constructed in the 70s and 80s, and were

retrofitted around 6 to 20 years later. In 1997 and 1998, each one of the 32
residential areas was visited and the pathologies observed were noted to analyse
and classify the degree of preservation of the façades. Some of the façades had
been restored over 8 years earlier and other was still undergoing retrofitting.

Observing the present state of the façades, we could notice that around 37%
of the studied buildings were already degraded 6 years after they had been
retrofitting, whereas 23% remained apparently untouched. The remaining



buildings had been retrofitted less than 4 years before, thus being too early to
assess a degree of deterioration.

Table 7: Classifying the residential areas according to the number of years
since retrofitting

Level Years following retrofitting
-1 0 to 3 years
0 4 to 5 years

+1 6 to 10 years

6.4 Durability model
The durability model presented in Table 8 makes it possible to analyse in

qualitative terms the performance of the retrofitting technologies adopted,
depending on the quality of the support (Table 6), the time that has gone by since
the retrofitting was carried out (Table 7) and the buildings’ present state of
preservation.

Table 8: Durability model according to the retrofitting technologies adopted

Technologies used in the retrofitting of the façadesQuality
of the

support

Time
following
retrofitti

ng
1 2 3 4 5 6*

-1 D1/2 D1

0 D2/3 D2/3 D1-1

+1 D1/2 D3/4 D2/3 D2/3 D3

-1 D2/3 D1 D1

0 D10

+1 D1/2 D3 D2 to D4 D4 D3 to D4

-1 D1 D1

0+1

+1 D2 to D4 D1/2 to
D4

D2 to D4 D4
(*) Information not available

By analysing the above-mentioned model, we may arrive at the following
conclusions:

• The quality of the support has no direct influence on the performance of the
retrofitting technology over the first 3 years;

• When more than five years have gone by, the façades reveal signs of
degradation, except in some of the cases in which the support had a good
quality and a type 2 or 3 retrofitting technology was applied (external
thermal insulation system and reinforced elastic paint respectively);

• The external system composed by prefabricated elements (type 1) remains
well preserved after a few years after it was applied, in spite of the
composition of the support not being recommendable;



• The external thermal insulation system (type 2) responded in different ways,
which means that the application method determines the performance;

• Reinforced and non-reinforced elastic paint (type 3 and 4 respectively) used
on the façades will apparently preserve quite satisfactorily for the first 3 to 5
years;

• “Textured” paint (type 5) starts to deteriorate after 5 years, regardless of the
type of support.

6.5 Evaluating the relation between the cost and the durability of the
retrofitting technologies used on the façades
In Table 9 the durability of the retrofitting technologies used, based on the

cost of each square meter of façade restored is characterised.

Table 9: Cost/durability model

Technologies used in the retrofitting of façadesCost of the
retrofitting 1 2 3 4 5 6

1-2 D1 D1 to
D42-3 D4 D3 to

D4
D4

3-4 D2/3 to
D4

D1/2 to
D3/4

D2 D3

4-5 D3/4 D1 to
D3/45-6 D4

>6 D1/2 D1/2

From this model following conclusions may be obtained:

• There is no uniform behaviour to the same retrofitting technique at
approximately identical costs;

• The more expensive retrofitting methods respond more adequately.

In general terms, due to the diversity of performances, it may be said that
each retrofitting process is a case on its own. However, it should not be forgotten
that certain aspects as the application method of the technology and the
specification of the technical characteristics of the materials used may influence
the obtained results.

7 Retrofitting methodology

7.1 The approach
The retrofitting of already occupied buildings, in particular of the façades,

requires a new approach of the different elements (the owner, the designer, the
builders, the building managers and technical supervisors) and an excellent
understanding of the process.

In Portugal, the methodology, which has been adopted, consists on the
direct contact of the building companies to ask for an estimation of costs and



usually is chosen the one with the lowest price. The time has come to change this
principle, especially when we are dealing with high cost construction.

We should highlight the fact that most of the residential buildings in
Portugal dating from the 60s and 70s are severely damaged and that the owners
are all the inhabitants, making it difficult to come to a consensus of the different
points of view when not founded on strong technical support.

7.2 The methodology
When a building presents a number of significant pathologies it is not

possible to immediately start restoring without previously carrying out a study in
different stages:

1.  First the diagnostic study of the building’s pathologies is drawn up, which
should include possible repair solutions and an estimation of the costs;

2.  A technical and economic analysis of the need to intervene and the owner’s
definition of the strategy which should be followed. Usually it depends
strongly on the financial possibilities;

3.  Once having defined the strategy, the retrofitting project should be drawn up
and should include: a complete description of the retrofitting technologies
adopted the correspondent costs and general and detailed drawings;

4.  The building companies are asked to give proposals, which are then
evaluated in technical and economic terms;

5.  Finally, a team of technical and economic supervisors is hired to follow the
process.

The following diagram presents a simple structuring of the several elements
involved in the retrofitting process.

1 STUDY2 3

4

STRATEGY

3

1

2

RETROFITTING PROJECT

PROPOSALS

CONTRACTING

1

2 1

1

254

1 - Building owner
2 - Designers
3 - Building manager
4 - Building companies
5 - Technical and

financial supervisers

Fig. 3: Retrofitting process



In the more complex cases, especially when are dealing with large
buildings, it may be justifiable to carry out a certain number of actions which will
permit to test and validate the solution proposed, and simultaneously adjust the
intervention cost after the diagnosis report has been presented.

8 Conclusions

The present study was the result of protocol signed between IGAPHE and
FEUP and allowed a technical and economic analyses of the solutions used to
build and retrofit 32 residential areas, a total of 4000 dwellings.

The initial typology and the retrofitting solutions adopted on the façades
were characterised and compared with the pathologies observed, in order to
organise them according to types and to classify the buildings’ present conditions.
It was also evaluated the relation between the cost and the durability of the
retrofitting solutions adopted.

This study is intended to give an important contribution towards the issue of
retrofitting buildings. It is almost certain that Portugal will require, in near future,
a growing amount of investment in the maintenance and retrofitting of façades,
just as in other European countries.
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Abstract

The authors experience based on on-site and laboratory testing has led to the
conclusion that the decay of surface treatments has to be studied not only in
laboratory but also on site.  Therefore, following comprehensive research on the
reliability of laboratory ageing tests, it has been decided to use full-scale models to
study the durability of water-repellents and consolidants.
Several on-site techniques were applied to study the behaviour of the treatments: laser
profilographer, photogrmmetry, Karsten tube, pointing mortar tester, coring and
measurements of moisture content by powder drilling.
The paper discusses the collected results and compares the different techniques in
order to suggest procedures for on-site monitoring of the performance control of the
surface treatments.

Keywords: full-scale models, site tests, salt crystallisation, masonry, test methods, water
repellents, consolidants

1 Introduction

The evaluation of the performance of surface treatments (consolidants and
water-repellents) is a difficult task since the parameters affecting their durability seem
to be very numerous (environmental actions, treatment durability, characteristics of
the original materials, compatibility between the existing materials and the
treatments, etc.) and difficult to measure. Laboratory ageing tests available through
existing codes seem to be more useful for the quality control of the materials rather
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than give the evaluation of the masonry performance.  In fact the laboratory tests in
the past dealt with the single masonry components rather than with masonry as a
composite.  Experimental works carried out by the authors showed that during the
decay processes there is a mutual influence developed between mortar and bricks or
stones (Baronio et al. 1992; Binda et al. 1992). During the experimental study carried
out within an European Community contract (EV5V-CT94-0515) in collaboration
with Research Center of Royal Institute for Cultural Heritage, Brussels, Belgium and
TNO Building Research, Delft, The Netherlands, the use of both wallette specimens
for laboratory tests and full-scale models was proposed to check the treatment
durability (IRPA KIK et al. 1996).

1.1 State of the art of the previous research
Baronio and Binda proposed in 1983 a salt crystallisation ageing test using wet-

dry cycles based on the Bard test; it can be performed for total immersion as well as
for capillary rise.  The influence of different salts and different concentrations was
detected together with the behaviour of the material under different hygrometric
conditions and cycle duration (Binda et al. 1985). The test was also carried out on
masonry prisms, and the influence of the mortar and brick properties on the rate of
decay was evaluated (Binda and Baronio, 1985).  The hygrothermal conditions and
cycle duration were chosen as a result of the previous experimental research and of a
survey of the environmental conditions in the northern part of Italy (Binda and
Baronio 1987).

Different ways of quantifying the decay of the material were subsequently
adopted: destructive mechanical tests, sonic tests, evaluation of weight and volume
loss.  The authors also proposed a procedure for measuring the rate of deterioration of
the surfaces applied to the case of protection and consolidant treatments (Binda et al.
1992).  A probabilistic model was also implemented to predict the decay of the
material based on the laboratory data (Binda and Molina 1990). In 1989 the authors
proposed to continue the studies on full scale models which were built in a polluted
area of Milan in order to compare the result obtained in laboratory to a natural
environment (Baronio et al. 1992).
     Finally they have adopted a crystallization test on wallettes proposed by TNO and
described in RILEM Reccomandation (Rilem127MSTC, 1998).

1.2 Control techniques
Several techniques, some traditional, others proposed by the authors have been

applied to test the durability of surface treatments in the short and long term.  The aim
of the paper is in fact to select the most reliable ones.

The techniques used are based either on the surface control of moisture, water
absorption, temperature or  in depth control based  on the measurement of moisture,
treatment penetration and decay.



They can be subdivided into:

• surface measurements: Karsten tube (measures the rate of water absorption),
pointing mortar tester, (pendulum hammer measures surface hardness of mortar),
laser profilographer, (measures the roughness), photogrammetry, thermography,
thermocouples. Results of the two last tecniques will not reported here.

• internal measurements: powder drilling, coring
• average measurements through the wall section: sonic tests and ground

penetration radar (result are not reported here).

This paper discusses long term monitoring of brick and stone walls treated in
1992, by using visual and photographic inspection and measurements of the surface
decay by a laser profilographer (Binda et al. 1996).  A new technique based on
photogrammetric surveys will also be briefly mentioned (Bertolo S. 1998).

On recently treated brickwalls where it has not been possible to use the
profilographer and a short term response was necessary, other techniques above
mentioned above have been applied to check the effectiveness of the treatments in an
indirect way. These techniques are partly described in RILEM Recommendation of
127MS Technical Committee (RILEM 127MSTC, 1998) partly by IRPA KIK et al.
(1996).

2 On site experimental investigation

The research was carried out on three full-scale models built in 1990 by the authors
in collaboration with ICITE-CNR, S. Giuliano M. and ESEM, Milan.  Some of the panels
of the models were treated in 1992, others in 1996.

The surface treatment procedures are described, and the results of the on-site control
are reported.

2.1 Full-scale model description
The models were intentionally built in a polluted area of Milan. Their geometry and

exposure were designed to obtain the fastest decay in a natural environment in both the
treated and non treated cases.  Therefore the possibility of a continuous capillary rise of
water inside the walls was realised together with the possibility of producing an
accelerated decay due to salt crystallization (Baronio et al. 1992; Binda et al.1992).

Two types of material were chosen: (1) soft mud facing bricks used for restoration
of historic buildings; (2) a sandstone called “Pietra serena” coming from Toscana, and
largely used in the central part of Italy. The mortar chosen for all masonry was a lime putty
mortar.

Three model types were built, all one storey construction with the principal facades
divided into modular orthogonal panels exposed south and west. (Fig.1).  Two models,
one with sandstone named model A), one with soft mud facing brick (named B) have five
pairs of orthogonal panels each (named respectively A1 to A5 and B1 to B5; the third



model (named C), with mixed stone and brick (C1 to C4), has only four pairs of
orthogonal panels.  The construction of the models ended on September 1990.

In order to study the effect of salt crystallization, an artificial decay is caused in
some areas of the walls by introducing a salt solution (Na2SO4) into small containers
positioned at the bottom of the walls.

2.2 Treatment description

2.2.1 Models A1, A2,A3 and B1,B2,B3
Two epoxy systems especially studied for durable consolidation and protection of

brick and stone surface were used in 1992 to treat the external surfaces of panels A1, A2,
B1,B2 (Fig. 2) as described in Table 1.
A3 and B3 models were treated in 1992 with an acrylic resin mixed with fine quartz in
order to avoid a shining surface.  This treatment was applied by brush as a protective film
(see Table 1).

B5 was treated in 1996 with two consolidants.

2.2.2 Model C3,C4
Four types of water repellents were used to treat, in January 1996, two panels of full

scale model C (Table 2).  These products are the same as those used in the laboratory
research (IRPA KIK et al. 1996).

All the panel joints were repointed with a less porous mortar in order to avoid water
penetration through the joints and allow for a more efficient treatment. Only one portion
of C32 (C32b) was not repointed as a comparison.  One portion of C42(C42b) was not
treated.

Table 1: Treatments applied to the full scale models A and B

Panel Treatment % of
resin

Date of
application

A1,B1 Cycloaliphatic epoxy resin (EP 150/203) 13% 1992
A2,B2 Aliphatic epoxy based system (EP 222/19) 8% 1992
A3,B3 Acrylic resin (PARALOID B72) 1992

A4 Untreated / /
A5 Untreated / /
B4 Untreated / /
B51 Consolidant based on ethylsilicate(TEGOVAKON V) January 1996
B52 Consolidant based on ethylsilicate(Wacker OH 100) January 1996



Table 2: Treatments applied to the full scale model C

Panel Treatment Denom. Solvent % of
resin

Date of
application

C1 Untreated /
C2 Untreated /
C31 Oligomeric methyl siloxane

(TEGOSIVIN HL 100)
WR1 White spirit 10% January 1996

C32a-b Oligomeric siloxane in water
(WACKER 1311)

WR2 Water 10% January 1996

C41 Oligomeric methyl-butyl siloxane
(WACKER 280)

WR3 White spirit 10% January 1996

C42a Oligomeric methyl/hexyl siloxane
 (DRY FILM)

WR4 White spirit 10% January 1996

C42b Untreated / / / /

2.3 Experimental results
The results will be presented separately concerning the treatments applied in

1992 or 1996.

2.3.1 Models A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3
The technique of measurement used for these panels was the laser

profilographer already described by the authors in (Binda et al. 1993; Binda et al
1996a).  The measurement gives the vertical or horizontal profile of the wall in the
chosen positions (Fig.3).  Subsequent measurements show how the profile is
changing in time due to any superficial decay caused by freeze-thaw, salt
crystallization, air pollution, etc. In this way it is possible to measure the material loss
with time. The technique is a non-destruction method monitoring the decay.

Figs.4 show an example of the profiles from 4 different measurements which
have taken place from 1993 to 1997 (two profiles shown in Binda et al. 1996b)  With
this type of measurement it is also possible to monitor the decay due to salt
crystallization, which proceeds by successive delaminations (Fig.5).  Boring of the
profile indicates initial detachment of a surface layer which in turn is followed by loss
sudden reduction in profile when the layers drops off.
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Fig. 2: Surface treatment applied
Fig. 1: Full scale models



Fig. 3: Vertical profiles and levels

A new technique proposed by Bertolo S. (1998) is based on the use of
photogrammetry.  A metric camera was placed as near as possible to the wall but at the
same time at a distance suitable to include all the deteriorated area in the photograms.
A 120mm lens was used to reduce the aberrations.  The area of the superimposition of
the two photograms was about 1x2.3m.  The pairs of photographs chosen for the
scanning (using a Digital Scanning Workstation) were selected in order to limit the
effect of shade.  A high resolution was obtained (pixel size of 13x13micron). A
digital model was created: at each area of 0.5x0.5mm corresponds an ideal point
defined by a group of three co-ordinates (x, y, z) (Fig. 6).  This model the comparison
of points measured in two subsequent surveys and to evaluate any loss of material.

Photograms were taken on October 1997 and on April 1998 on the panel A1 up
to 500mm from the ground level.

2.3.2 Models C3,C4
The measurement techniques applied to these models were different, due to the

impossibility of using the profilographer but also to the necessity of knowing the
effectiveness of the treatments in a short time.  Soon after the treatment, different
points on models C3 and C4 were tested by applying the Karsten tube, the powder
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drilling test and coring.  In order to have a quick answer of the durability of the
treatments, heavy rain was simulated by directing water to the same chosen points on
the panels and then repeating the three tests (Fig. 7).  In the Fig 8 the results of the
Karsten tube are presented for the untreated part of C4 before and after the rain test
(April 1996) and in November 1998 at the same points; a case of a treated panel
(C4WR4) is shown in order to compare it to the untreated one.

The moisture content and variation were measured by the powder drilling test.
The test was carried out on dry and wet walls at a height of 1.05m (before and after
the rain test). Fig. 9a and b shows the results on walls treated with
WR1,WR2,WR3,WR4 in the situation dry and wet after the rain test compared with
an untreated one. Fig. 9c shows the results of the drilling test on dry and wet walls
treated with WR2 with and without repointing. Moisture content increased to more
than 10% in the case of treatments WR3 and WR4 after the rain test, while it has
slightly changed in the case of WR1 and WR2 with previous repointing. WR2 was
not very effective in the case of treatment without repointing (Fig.9c).

Fig. 6: Digital model- treated stone panel - lower partFig. 5: Delamination
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The application of the pointing tester clearly showed that this technique can be used
for quality control of mortar joints, with the stronger mortars (unless in the future the test
is modified for measurements of softer mortarts).

The technique can also be used to compare stones and bricks of different hardness;
nevertheless it is impossible to compare the same brick or stone in a condition of
continuous decay due to the fact that the loss of layers by delamination exposes to the
tester a different type of material (IRPA-KIK et al. 1996).

Sonic and radar tests as well as infrared thermography, can be very effective in
giving the capillary rise profile in the case of treated and untreated surfaces.

Coring of the treated walls was carried out (IRPA-KIK et al. 1996) and the depth of
penetration of the treatment was measured on the obtained cores.  The specimens were
also put into sealed boxes in order to survey efflorescence and decay (Fig.10a).  Figure 10
shows the penetration of the treatment at the brick mortar interface in the core taken from
the panel without repointing (C3WR22b).  This result explains the high moisture content
which were not reported (Fig. 9c ).

3 Elaboration of the results

3.1 Panels A1,A2,A3, B1,B2,B3
An analysis of the data recorded by the laser profilographer has been carried out

in order to understand the difference degradation treated and untreated materials.  The
difference between the coordinates of the same point between two subsequent
measurements allows the loss of material to be calculated (Binda et al. 1996b).  Each
vertical profile was divided into four levels (Fig. 3) and at each one an average of
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about 60 values has been calculated.  From the analysis it’s clear that the decay in the
treated panels is more than in the untreated one; also it is more concentrated at the
lowest level and less variable (Fig.11a-b).

Fig. 10a: Cores into the box Fig. 10b: Specimen from C3WR22b

A comparison between the results obtained from photogrammetry and the laser
profilographer was also attempted.  In Fig12a-b the same horizontal profile is
measured with the laser profilographer and the photogrammetric method. It can be
seen that the new method gives more detailed information. Furthermore its advantage
over the profilographer is clear. It can be applied far from the surface and it gives
three dimensional measurements of the decay. Nevertheless some problems have to
be solved : (i) occluded areas (e.g. areas covered by others), (ii) shadow areas, (iii)
dark areas, (iv) too homogeneous surfaces (v) object with unfavourable geometry
(e.g. spherical objects).

3.2 Panels C3,C4
From the results obtained with the Karsten tube, the powder drilling test and the

pointing tester some observations can be made: the Karsten tube was able to
distinguish between treated and untreated surfaces, but no distinction and comparison
could be made between the different treatments in short and long term applications;
the treated materials all gave a very low rate of water absorption. Differences were
shown in the case of untreated materials before and after the rain test and after two
years.

Fig.13 shows the frequency against the different levels of penetration of the
treatment as directly measured on cores sampled after treatments from panel treated
with WR1,WR2,WR3 and WR4. It is clear that the more frequent value of
penetration occurs between 2 to 4mm.

Fig 14 shows the difference of depth penetration in the case of panel C3
repointed (C3WR2a) and not repointed (C3WR2b) before the treatment at different
levels from the ground (40 and 105m) and before and after the rain test (105m
height). The apparent higher penetration in the case of no repointing is actually due to
the penetration of the treatment between the contact surface brick-mortar as it is
shown in Fig. 10b.
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Table 3 gives the average moisture content from two measurements by powder
drilling at 30mm and 80mm depths.  Three comments can be made:

(i) an untreated wall with repointing tends to absorb water in a similar way as a
treated one without repointing,

(ii) a treatment carried out without repointing the wall can have very little effect and
this fact is probably due to the water penetration at the brick-mortar interface
and through the mortar joints if they are too porous,

(iii) in the case of very wet areas (see 40cm height) the efficiency of treatments tends
to be lower, unless a drying process cannot be realized before treatment.

Table. 3: Medium value of moisture content (% by weight)

Brick Mortar
Height C3WR1 C3WR2. C3WR2 C4WR3 C4WR4 C4NT C3WR2. C3WR2

repointed repointed not repoint repointed repointed repointed repointed not repoint.
105cm wet 1 1 15 8 12.5 22 0.5 12
105cm dry 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5
40cm dry 5 3 3 1.5 2 2

4 Conclusions

From the experience carried out on the detection of treatment efficiency some
conclusions can be drawn:

• efficiency and durability of treatments cannot be directly measured, but indirectly
detected through the measurement of depth of penetration, moisture content and
surface decay;

• the Karsten tube test can be used in short and long terms to distinguish treated
from untreated surfaces but is not able to distinguish between different treatments
in the short or long term;

• the drilling test method can give in the short term the possibility of comparing
different treatments through the measurement of moisture penetration and
diffusion; it is also a slightly destructive method and therefore it cannot be used as
a continuous monitoring technique;

• coring gives a direct inspection in short and long terms but it is a destructive
method and cannot be used as a continuous monitoring technique;

• the measurement of surface profiles can be very effective as long term monitoring
technique; it is the only technique at present which can accurately measure the
decay process of a material;
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PROTECTION OF WOOD BY DESIGN
Protection of wood by design

M.H. HANSEN and A. NICOLAJSEN
Danish Building Research Institute, Hoersholm, Denmark

Abstract

Environmental concerns call for limited use of chemically treated wood for exterior
wall cladding.  Instead, durability should be guaranteed by using protection by design
or by using wood of improved quality.  SBI participated in a Nordic project
concerning wood protection by design and carried out a number of tests in the
laboratory.  The durability of timber claddings was evaluated by testing wood
samples exposed to artificial ageing from cyclic influences from sun, rain, frost and
thaw in The Four Seasons, a climate simulator.  Six different tree species as well as
various surface treatments and orientations etc. were tested.  The two species that did
best were larch and thuja.  In The Driving Rain Chamber the protecting effect of
different types of painted drip caps was tested.  The protection right under the drip
cap increases with the depth of the drip cap.  Drip caps with inclinations of 1:5 and
1:4 provided the best protection and a notch on the underside of the drip cap
increased the protection.

Keywords: Durability, pressure impregnated wood, wall cladding, protection by
design, climate simulator, drip caps

1 Introduction

Environmental concerns call for limited the use of chemically treated wood for
exterior wall cladding.  Instead, durability should be guaranteed by using protection
by design or by using wood of improved quality.  SBI participated in a Nordic project
concerning wood protection by design and carried out a number of tests in the
laboratory.  The present paper describes a part of the test results from this project.  A

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 723-733.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



more detailed description of the project can be found elsewhere in these proceedings
(Vestergaard 1999) and in (Vestergaard et al. 1997).

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Testing of wood materials
Wood test specimens measuring 19 by 85 by 361 mm were tested by artificial

ageing.  In total, 288 specimens were artificially aged simultaneously.  The artificial
ageing took place in a test facility that has been designed for ageing of test specimens
or small building components.  The test facility, which is known under the name The
Four Seasons, is shown in Fig. 1.  A more detailed description of The Four Seasons is
found in (Nielsen 1995).

The 8-hour climate cycle used in The Four Seasons was composed of 2-hour
periods of artificial sunlight, rain, frost and laboratory climate.  The artificial sunlight
raised the temperature of the test specimens to 45 ºC in average and had an
acceleration factor for UVB radiation of 7.5.  In the rain period 15 l water/m2·h were
sprayed onto the surface of the test specimens for 30 min during the first 2880 hours,
15 l water/m2 ·h for 1 hour during the following 600 hours and 25 l water/m2·h for 1
hour during the last 400 hours of exposure.  In the frost period, the test specimens
were cooled to 5 ºC in average.  The average condition of the air in the laboratory
during the test period was 25 ºC and 35 % RH.  The artificial ageing lasted 3880
hours, equalling 485 cycles.  The parameters tested were:
• Wood species (oak (heartwood)/larch (heartwood)/Douglas fir (heartwood)/ thuja

(heartwood)/pine (heartwood)/pine (sapwood)/spruce (heartwood)/spruce
(sapwood))

• Orientation/notching on back (heartwood exposed/sapwood exposed/heartwood
exposed and notched/sapwood exposed and notched)

• End-grain sealing (3 x paint/1 x paint/1 x glue/none)
• Surface treatment (pine (none)/spruce (wood oil)/spruce (linseed oil)/oak (wood

oil)/oak (linseed oil)/thuja (wood oil)/thuja (linseed oil))
• Surface character (sawn/planed (long shavings)/cutter planed/painted with ICP

reference paint)
• Fastening (dowels/screws in predrilled holes/screws/nails/gunned nails)
• Vertical/horizontal exposure(pine horizontal/pine vertical/spruce

horizontal/spruce vertical)
The following measurements were made on all test specimens before, five times

during and after exposure:
• Moisture content (determined gravimetrically)
• Cupping
• Cracking

The temperatures and moisture content calculated from AC resistance were
datalogged every 30 minutes throughout the whole period of exposure in 48 test
specimens.  Moreover, photographs were taken before, tree times during and after



exposure.  Finally, microbiological examination and CT scanning were carried out on
a few selected test specimens.

2.2 Drip cap testing
In the Driving Rain Chamber the protecting effect of different types of painted

drip caps was tested.  The drip caps were made of pinewood and were surface treated
with fungicidal oil and painted twice with plastic alkyd paint.  The parameters of the
drip cap test were:

Fig. 1: Elevation and plan of The Four Seasons climate simulator where
vertically mounted test specimens are exposed to a climate cycle
composed of artificial sunlight, rain, frost and laboratory climate. The
test area measures 1.6 m by 1.6 m

Test area

Laboratory

Elevation

Plan

Sun

Rain

Frost
↓

Direction
of
rotation



• drip cap depth (45/70/95 mm)
• drip cap slope (1:10/1:5/1:4/1:3)
• type of notching on the underside (no notch/circular notch/sharp-edged notch).

Drip caps with a length of 1 m were mounted on a pane of glass, see Fig. 2.  A
continuous water flow of 206 l/h ·m was supplied at the top of the glass of pane, from
a pipe with holes.  This high flow rate was chosen in order to obtain repeatability.  A
gutter with a width of 70 cm and a narrow opening was in turn placed at the pane of
glass 25, 55 and 85 cm below the underside of the drip cap.  The water captured by
the gutter was led through a hose into a bucket that was weighed after 5 minutes of
accumulation

3 Test Results

3.1 Wood materials
Part of the results from the testing in The Four Seasons is shown in Figs. 3 and

4.  Pine sapwood was used throughout the test unless something else is indicated.
The effect of wood species on moisture content determined gravimetrically and

cupping is shown at the top of Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2: Set-up for drip cap testing.
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Fig 3: Moisture content and cupping as a function of wood species (top),
orientation/notching (middle) and end-grain sealing (bottom). HW and
SW denote hardwood and sapwood respectively



When observing the tendency to cupping, it should be borne in mind that a low
mean value does not necessarily signify dimensional stability of the wood.  This is a
consequence of the fact that high positive values of cupping may be cancelled out by
equally large negative values of cupping.  Consequently, the mean value of cupping
should only be observed in connection with the standard deviation.

Unfortunately, due to an error in the design of the test rig, no weighing or
cupping results were obtained from the part of the test aimed at investigating the
effect of horizontal versus vertical exposure.

No significant differences were observed between the cupping of test specimens
joined with different nailing methods.

Visually observed, the formation of cracks could be arranged in the following
order of increasing tendency to cracking
• Thuja
• Larch
• Spruce heartwood
• Oak and pine heartwood
• Spruce sapwood and Douglas
• Pine sapwood.

The microbiological examination of three test specimens showed traces of
mould fungi.  This was unexpected because it was anticipated that the high
temperatures in the “summer” part of The Four Seasons would destroy the viability of
fungal spores.

2.3 Drip caps
Results from the drip cap testing are shown in Figs. 5-8 in terms of

effectiveness.  The error bars in Figs. 5-8 denote the sample standard deviation.  The
effectiveness E (-), at a given distance x (m) below a drip cap, is defined as

∞

∞ −=
g

xgg
E

)(

where gω (kg/m s) is the linear flow rate above the drip cap and g(x) (kg/m s) is the
linear flow rate below the drip cap.

3 Discussion

3.1 Wood materials
As expected, the moisture content of pine sapwood was substantially larger than

that of the other wood species tested, see Fig. 3 (top).  Pine heartwood, Larch,
Douglas and thuja had acceptable moisture content after exposure.  As regards
cupping oak had the poorest performance.  Furthermore, Douglas spruce exhibited a
large cupping standard deviation.

Proper orientation of pine sapwood, ie leaving the heartwood side exposed, is
essential to reduce cupping.  If notching on the backside is applied, cupping of pine



sapwood with the sapwood side exposed can be controlled and kept at the same order
of magnitude as when the heartwood side is exposed, see Fig. 3 (middle).

Three layers of paint reduced the water content of the test specimens
significantly as compared to the moisture content of those without end-grain sealing,
see Fig. 4 (bottom).

Fig. 4: Moisture content and cupping as a function of surface treatment (top)
and surface character (bottom)



Fig. 5: Drip cap effectiveness 25, 55 and 85 cm below drip cap as a function of
drip cap depth. Sharp-edged notches with 1:4 slope
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Surface treatment with wood oil and linseed oil performed almost equally well
regarding moisture content and cupping, see Fig. 3.  When compared with non-treated
specimens, surface treatment did reduce moisture content and cupping, compare Figs.
3 and 4.

No significant differences were observed between the pine sapwood test
specimens with sawn, paned or cutter paned surfaces neither in terms of moisture
content nor in terms of cupping, see Fig. 4 (bottom).  These three types of surface
character performed poorer than the painted reference specimens.

3.2 Drip caps
The performance of the various drip cap designs in this section is discussed well

knowing that the action of wind forces might have changed the results considerably.
Unsurprisingly, the protection right under the drip cap increases with the depth

of the drip cap.  Conversely, this positive effect diminishes as the distance below the
drip cap increases, see Fig. 5.  Good performance is seen to be obtained up to 25 cm
below the 95 mm deep drip cap.

The effect of notching was dependent on notch shape/presence as well as on
drip cape slope.  With a 1:3 slope and a depth of 95 mm, drip caps with a circular
notch were quite effective.  With a 1:10 slope and a depth of 95 mm, drip caps with a
sharp-edged notch had a slightly better protective effect than drip caps without a
notch or with a circular notch.

The overall impression from the results in Figs. 6-7 is that notches tend to
make a difference, but not as much as expected.  However, it should be noted that the
tests were made under ideal laboratory conditions and not on a real building.  In the
laboratory the drip cap underside was always horizontal, which might not be the case
in a real building.  A wall on a real building with a drip cap whose underside slopes



against the wall will almost certainly benefit from a notch.
Irrespective of slope all the 95 mm deep drip caps with a sharp-edged notch

provided good protection up to 25 cm below the drip cap, see Fig. 8.  Further below
the underside, drip caps with inclinations of 1:5 and 1:4 were most effective.

Fig. 6: Drip cap effectiveness for various notch shapes as a function of depth
below drip cap.  Slope 1:3 and 95 mm drip cap depth

Fig. 7: Drip cap effectiveness for various notch shapes as a function of depth
below drip cap.  Slope 1:3 and 95 mm drip cap depth



4 Conclusions

Larch, Douglas, thuja and pine heartwood exhibited relatively moderate
moisture uptake.  As regards cupping larch, thuja and spruce heartwood also had
small mean values and small standard deviations.

Notching on the backside of pine sapwood was shown to decrease cupping
when the sapwood side was exposed to a varying climate.

Of the methods investigated, 3 layers of paint provided the most effective end-
grain sealing.

As expected, drip cap effectiveness improved with drip cap depth.  Drip caps
with inclinations of 1:5 and 1:4 provided the best protection and a groove on the
underside of the drip cap increased the protection.
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DURABILITY OF RENOVATED AND PAINTED WOODEN WINDOWS
Durability of wooden windows

E. BRANDT
Danish Building Research Institute, Hoersholm, Denmark

Abstract

For reasons of tainability great efforts have been made to re-use old wooden
windows, making windows from old wood and treating wooden windows with
environmentally friendly paint without the use of wood preservatives.  The paper
presents results from projects of the, above, mentioned type in which the Danish
Building Research Institute (SBI) has been involved.
The windows have been assessed for performance properties like tightness to wind
and water, for old windows after renovation.  Further, the long-term properties have
been assessed by investigation of the influence from artificial or natural ageing.  The
assessment was based on sign of deterioration indicated by spalling, cracking,
blistering etc. in the surface.  Besides, in some cases the moisture uptake during
artificial or natural ageing has been used as an indicator of the potential risk of fungus
and dry rot.
As expected quite considerable changes in the durability were recorded. Some of the
findings, were however, quite surprising.  Normally in Denmark it is expected that
old wooden windows are made from much better wood than modern ones and that
they, for this reason, last much longer.  This was found not to be a general valid
statement.  Also, it was quite remarkable that only minor differences in the
deterioration of painted and unpainted windows were noted.
As regards painting, it has been attempted to find alternatives to the use of wood
preservatives.  Efforts have focused on the use of linseed oil, which is well known
from old buildings.  However, the painting process using of linseed oil is quite
complicated, and besides several dogmas as to the use of linseed oil exist whereas
scientific evidence is lacking.  Different paints – both traditional and based on linseed
oil - and substrates have been tested and it appears that the quality and pre-treatment
of the substrate and the workmanship are crucial to achieve a good result.

Keywords: Windows, durability, wood, paint, renovation.
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1 Introduction

In Denmark windows have always been and still are most commonly
manufactured from wood.  Old wooden windows are for this reason quite normal and
consequently there is a big interest in methods for maintaining the windows.  Due to
the interest in sustainability much more interest has for the last decade been paid to
the possibility of re-using wooden windows and using paints or wood preservatives
that do not harm the environment.

Paints, wood preservatives and other surface coatings constitute a serious
problem to the built environment.  Earlier paints contained fairly big amounts of
VOC´s which caused big occupational health problems to the painters.  Further,
corrosion protections and wood preservatives contained lead and other heavy-metals
which are harmful to the environment.

When the water based paints entered the market the occupational health
problems were considerably reduced.  On the other hand the quality of the paint,
especially as regards outdoor use has been a problem.  The water based paints are
softer in the surface and there have been reported quite a few examples of fungus and
dry rot in windows painted with water based paint where in contrast not-maintained
windows with old peeling paint did well.  This is considered to be due to the fact that
the paint constitutes a skin on the surface and once water has penetrated behind the
skin it can only escape by diffusion which is a slow process.

In contrast to the wish of using “green” products stands the need for more
efficient wood preservatives as it is the impression that the wood currently used for
windows does not match the quality of earlier times.  The wood is from more rapid
growing trees giving softer and more open wood and, besides, it is cut and treated in
another way than before, which also affects the quality negatively.

2 Testing  of windows for “the recycled house”

In a Danish project entitled “the recycled house” it was the intention to
construct a complete house from re-used materials.  As part of this project an
investigation of wooden windows was performed.   The objective was to assess the
possibilities of re-using windows.  These could either be old windows from
demolitions, which were renovated and re-used, or new windows made from old
wood, e.g. timber members from demolished houses.

The purpose of the investigation was to test the performance, i.e. the
airtightness and the watertightness of the windows, and the deterioration when
exposed to artificial ageing.

In the following observations from the test are described to illustrate  problems
that may arise using recycled windows or windows made from recycled wood.



2.1 Re-used window
For this investigation a traditional Danish wooden window with four outward

opening lights was tested in three different versions.
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Fig. 1: Front view and cross section of wooden window for the  “the recycled
house”

2.1.1 Window with additional frames attached to the inside of the frame
In this version the window was tested with additional opening sashes mounted

on the inside of main frame. A sketch of the window is shown on Fig. 1.  At the
receipt of the window it was noted that the sashes did not fit the main frame properly
so that the overlap in the rabbet, at worst, was diminished to one half of what it ought
to be. Hinges and screws were partly corroded especially in places where new screws
had been applied and finally the upper sashes sloped the wrong way, i.e. inwards,
presumably because the sashes had been turned upside down at renovation.

At testing the window showed an unacceptable airtightness and watertighness.
To improve the tightness wooden sealing lists were mounted on the main frame and
the vertical mullion. This resulted in a satisfactory airtightness whereas the
watertightness still was unacceptable.  Water penetrated in considerable amounts at
the top sashes, because they sloped inwards.  A drip cap, which was subsequently
attached to the top of the main frame, could only to some degree reduce the amount
of water entering between the outer frame and the sash.



2.1.2 Re-used window with one layer of glass
The window for this test was the same as the first one only was the additional

sashes removed and, subsequently, additional sealing lists were mounted on the
horizontal mullion as well, i.e. there was sealing all way round the sashes on the
inside. Further, the old hasps were replaced by a newer model, which resulted in the
window being tightly closed.

The test showed that even if the airtightness was inferior to that of the window
with the double sash, it was still satisfactory, whereas the watertightness had become
markedly worse.

2.1.3 Re-used window with tight inner frames and outer frames with drilled holes
This window was made based on the preceding one by again mounting the

additional opening sashes.  In order to prevent dew from being formed on the inner
surface of the outer glass layer during cold periods, and to ensure balancing of the
pressure, two holes with a diameter of seven mm were drilled in the bottom piece of
each of the four exterior opening sashes.  Thereby ventilation of the air cavity
between the sashes was secured.  The holes had an outward going slope and were as
far from each other as possible, but so that they went free of angle bracings.

At the testing the airtightness was satisfactory.  The watertightness was
somewhat better than in the preceding case but was, however, still considered
unacceptable.

2.2 Window with double-glazing made of recycled wood
The window for this investigation was a traditional two-leafed window, i.e. a

double glazed window where the panes are mounted in separate sashes coupled
together with a ventilated cavity in between.   The window was made of recycled
wood.  When the windows were received the upper surfaces of the top sashes were
totally horizontal so that water could accumulate on them.  Besides the joints between
main frame and sash were not equally wide in the different parts of the window, e.g.
at the left sash. the joint was only about 1 mm wide.  This meant that water could
“span” over the gap and enter between sash and main frame.

To achieve a satisfactory performance it was necessary to plane the left sash off
at the top so it sloped outwards and at the upper part of the sides so that the joint
became larger.  Besides the wooden sealing list was exchanged with a high elastic
sealing profile.

2.3 Conclusion of tests for airtightness and watertightness
The re-used window in all three versions showed after improvement a

satisfactory airtightness while in all 3 versions the watertightness was unacceptable
after the requirements set up. The window made of recycled wood showed after
improvements satisfactory airtightness and watertightness.

Some of the problems attached to the re-used window (the renovated window)
are probably due to the fact that the sashes have been turned during renovation.  Old
sashes often “sagged” and were planed off on the lower part resulting in the overlap
in the rabbet being narrower.  If the opening frames are turned it gets worse and



besides it might cause the slope of the upper sash to go inward instead of outward.
Corrosion protection of the metal parts is necessary as corrosion was noted after

the tests.  An acrylic paint is hardly sufficient to prevent the metal from corroding.  It
is probable that the galvanising of angle bracings and old screws has been damaged
by the abrasion during the cleaning process.  The new screws are probably only
electro-galvanised and it is most likely that damages have occurred at the fixing.

2.4 Comparative durability tests
Two more windows were delivered.  They were identical apart from the one

being made from new fir, the other from recycled wood.  The windows were outward-
opening, two-leafed, separated by a mullion and double-glazed.  Again the window
was with two separate sashes coupled together with a ventilated cavity in between.
The outer frame was provided with two horizontal division bars that divided the pane
into 3 parts.  The purpose of the test was to ascertain signs of changes owing to
accelerated ageing and to compare the deterioration between the two windows.  One
half of the windows was painted with an acrylic based pant system while the other
half was left untreated.

In order to follow the moisture conditions, 8 moisture sensors were built into
each window, 4 in the painted half and 4 in the untreated one.  In each part they were
divided with two in the outer frame, one at the top sash and one at the bottom sash,
one in the bottom of the main frame and one in the bottom sash of the inner opening
light. The moisture content in the sensors was measured as the resistance between two
electrodes in the sensor in units of log(Mohm).

The windows were exposed in the SBI weather-o-meter - “The Four Seasons” –
in which the test specimens successively are exposed to ultraviolet radiation and
heating (up to approximately 70°C), rain, frost and neutral.  600 cycles were carried
out at this test.  The moisture measurements were made at the neutral period when the
temperature was approximately 20°C.

Very severe moisture conditions have been measured in the tested windows.
For windows in practice it is expected that the moisture content over a longer period
of time should not exceed 20% if rot and fungus damages are to be avoided.
However, the moisture content during the test can not directly be connected to what is
experienced in practice as there is no outward water vapour transmission as the
method is not simulating interior heating.  The risk of rot and fungus damages can
consequently not be assessed during the accelerated test described here.

The windows were inspected and photographed 2 and 6 months after exposure
was started respectively and again one month after the cease of the exposure of the
windows. The results of the ageing test were:

After two months the window putty in the unpainted half had dried out and
bursted in some places, especially pronounced at the knots in the division bar.  On the
painted side of the window the putty has neither burst nor shrunk, but the paint draws
the putty away from the window glass so that water can enter between the putty and
the window glass. The knots sweat resin so that the paint is discouloured.

For the window made from recycled wood 10 knots three of which were in  the
division bars could be counted from the outside.  For the window made from fresh
wood there were 14 knots, but none of them in the division bars.



After six months the putty had dried out considerably since the last registration.
The knots in the division bar, see Fig. 2, have burst the bars and is working its way
out. There are corrosion formations at the angle bracings and there is water between
putty and window glass. In the window made of fresh wood all screws had corroded.

After exposure the main frames on the whole looked satisfying except for a
single knot at the hinge which had discouloured the paint and a crack going out from
the  angle of  the main frame.

Fig. 2: Knot in a horizontal bar in window made from re-used wood

2.4.3 Conclusion about the comparative durability test
The main frame of the window made from recycled wood had a slightly higher

moisture content than the corresponding frame of the new wooden window.
However, the difference in performance between the windows tested is so small that
it is not possible to draw a conclusion whether there is a difference between the two
windows.

If a pre-treatment of the knots with shellac before painting had taken place
some of problems connected to deterioration of the paint around the knots could
possibly have been avoided.  It would also have been better if the grooves had been
pre-treated with shellac in order to limit drying-out and cracks in the putty. The
painting of the putty with a water-based paint turned out not to be practical when the
putty withdrew from the window glass.  A painting with linseed oil would probably
have been preferable.

To avoid corrosion of the screws they ought to have been either made from
stainless steel or to have been hot-galvanised.

The difference in deterioration between the painted and the unpainted part of
the windows was not as great as expected.  A possible explanation is that once water
has penetrated through the paint it can only escape by diffusion which is a very slow
process.  That could also be the reason why in practice it has turned out that wooden
windows of a good quality often do very well without maintenance over decades.



When sorting the wood for making of windows from recycled wood it is
important that this is done with care.  If the window is to have division bars these
should be made of wood of the best quality without knots.  For windows made from
recycled wood quality wood such as joiner wood and not carpenter wood should be
used.

3 Renovation at Øksnehallen - the old slaughterhouse in Copenhagen

Øksnehallen - the old slaughterhouse in Copenhagen - was abandoned as
slaughterhouse more than 30 years ago and has since then served different purposes
primarily rented to small workshops.  The buildings have not been properly
maintained from the time they were built at the turn of the century.  With financial
support from the EU it became possible to make a sustainable renovation of the
beautiful old buildings.  Included was a renovation of the old windows.  As a basis for
the decision on how renovation should take place it was decided to make artificial
ageing of windows renovated and painted in different ways.

However, the painting on the site could not be delayed by the test and for that
reason ageing test and renovation on site took place during the same period.

3.1 Artificial ageing
The purpose of the investigation was to study the effect and durability of

different paints and painting procedures in order to assess whether it is possible and
feasible to renovate old wooden windows.

The investigation comprised four windows each with four opening lights.  Only
the opening lights was part of the investigation.  The windows were of different wood
quality and with different surface treatment according to table 3. The accelerated
ageing was performed in the SBI weather-o-meter “The Four Seasons”, in the same
way as described above for the other project.  The acceleration factor is from earlier
experiments with similar materials known to be roughly 10 x natural ageing (C.
Woetmann Nielsen, 1995).



Table 1: Wood and surface coatings used for the tests at Øksnehallen

a-sashes b-sashes c-sashes d-sashes

Window 1
Old wood
medium quality
Linseed paint

Old wood
medium quality
Wood preserv. +
linseed paint

Old wood
medium quality
Vac. Impreg. +
waterbased paint

Old wood
medium quality
Wood preser.+
Waterbased paint

Window 2
Old wood
good quality
Linseed paint

Old wood
Good quality
Wood preserv. +
linseed paint

Old wood
Good quality
Vac. Impreg. +
waterbased paint

Old wood
good quality
Wood preser.+
Waterbased paint

Window 3
New spruce
Linseed paint

New spruce
Wood preserv. +
linseed paint

New spruce
Vac. Impreg. +
waterbased paint

New spruce
Wood preser.+
Waterbased paint

Window 4
New fir
Linseed paint

New fir
Wood preserv. +
linseed paint

New fir
Vac. Impreg. +
waterbased paint

New fir
Wood preser.+
Waterbased paint

During the ageing the moisture content was measured continuously, i.e.
measuring every week for the 26 weeks the artificial ageing lasted.  The results of the
test were assessed as the performance of the sashes as regards water uptake and visual
changes e.g. cracks in the wood.

The results can be summarised as:
§ The moisture uptake was less in new than in old wood
§ The moisture uptake was  less in wood of good quality (whether new or old)

than in wood of inferior quality. It should be noticed that the quality of the
old wood, even for the wood classified as good, not was as high as expected.

§ The moisture uptake was less in vacuum impregnated wood painted with
water-based paint than in wood painted with linseed oil based paint

§ There were no visible difference on whether the wood had been treated with
wood preservatives or not.  This might be due to the fact that there is no
possibility of germination during the artificial ageing.

3.2 In situ investigation
When the project began the windows in the studied building had the typical

failures – the lower part of some sashes and sometimes also the sides had attacks of
fungus and dry rot.  Especially the condition under the angle bracings and at screw
holes was often bad.  In general the wood was of a good quality and the overall
condition of the windows turned out to be better than at first sight.  For this reason it
was decided not to change the windows but to renovate them.

All windows in the building were completely removed for renovation but
marked so that each one came back to its original position.  The sashes were cleaned,
i.e. all old paint was removed by mechanical scraping combined with softening with
IR lamps (which do not harm the glass).  Afterwards they were repaired by carpenters



who in some cases only made minor repairs in other cases they replaced the most
deteriorated part, more often the lower sash.  In this way it was possible to re-use
about 90% of the windows, of which 85-90% only had minor repairs.

After being repaired the windows were saturated with cold pressed linseed oil.
The oil was allowed to dry sufficiently before finally the windows were painted twice
with linseed-oil based paint.  Rabbets and knots were sealed with shellac before the
painting, in order to avoid drying out of the putty due to the oil migrating into the
wood.  The linseed oil based paint was manufactured in a small factory.

Finally the windows were placed in their original positions in the building.  Due
to the repairs, changes of some angle bracings, handling on site etc. some minor
repair works had to be done before the building was handed over to the owner – the
municipality of Copenhagen.

The windows were surveyed in the summer 1998 about 3 years after the
repair/painting with the following results:

§ The moisture content measured with a hand held moisture meter was
generally 7-9% only in a few cases moisture contents of 13-15% were
registered, and these were all near surface cracks.

§ All repairs seems to have performed well as there were no signs of
deterioration or flaking around the repairs which were done with ordinary
PVA glue, see Fig. 3.

§ The attachment of the paint to the surface was excellent.
§ The appearance was unsatisfactory as the paint appeared mat and almost

black instead of the original more glossy green-black.  However, the surface
is assessed to be acceptable.  Partially the paint was much lighter and greener
than the rest.  This appears to be the repairs of the windows after they were
remounted in the building.  Apparently this problem is caused by the
manufacturer not having sufficient quality control with the composition of
the paint.

Fig. 3: Repair in windows after three years of natural exposure



4 Conclusions and comments

The preconditions of the ageing tests and the in situ tests have been quite
different and the results can for that reason not be directly compared. On the other
hand they can supplement each other and to some extent confirm each other. On basis
of the investigations it can be concluded:

§ Windows to be re-used after a renovation must be selected and sorted with
great care according to whether they are to be re-used totally, partly or not at
all.

§ At renovation of opening frames normal requirements to design/geometrical
parameters must be fulfilled, e.g. outwards going slope on surfaces facing
upwards and sufficient joints between outer frame and opening lights must
be secured.

§ Corrosion protection should be carried out when necessary, e.g. when
abrasion of metal has taken place and when new screws have been inserted.
Alternatively, the angle bracings can be replaced and fixed with sufficiently
corrosion-protected screws, e.g. warm-galvanised, or stainless steel.

§ The quality of the wood has a decisive influence on the result. Good quality
will, all other factors the same, give the best result. It is not possible to
compensate for deteriorated wood with a surface treatment/painting in order
to achieve a good result. Knots should be avoided as far as possible
especially in profiles with small dimensions.

§ The workmanship including the necessary time to allow drying after linseed
treatment is crucial to good saturation of the wood and good “sealing” of the
surface. If sufficient care is not taken to the working process linseed oil
based painting seems not to be as protective as traditional paint systems in
current use.

§ Rabbets, knots etc. should be pre-treated with shellac to avoid drying out of
the putty.

§ Repair works should be finished before painting as any penetrations of the
paint coat are potential gateways to water.

§ Linseed oil based paints are not in itself suitable for protection of metal-
works like angle bracings etc.

The in situ investigations on the old slaughterhouse showed that:
§ In practice the linseed oil based paint gives a good protection of the surfaces

against water as no dangerous moisture content was recorded at the survey,
even though measurements were performed after several days of rain.

§ There are problems regarding composition of the linseed oil products.  Partly
these problems are due to insufficient quality assurance which means that the
quality is not identical from one time to another.  Partly the problems are due
to insufficient properties as regards for instance application of the paint, i.e.
it is not easy to work with, and long-term properties including chalking of
the surface after exposure.  The latter also gives a contribution to the



uncertainty of the artificial ageing tests  as in reality it is not known whether
the products tested had the same properties as those from the in situ
investigations.

§ A good result is dependent on a sufficient period in between applications, i.e.
thin layers and reasonable temperature- and humidity conditions.
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Abstract

The durability of soil as a foundation material contaminated by oil is one of the
problems encountering soil engineers. The contamination of the soil is due to the
leaks from the oil tanks. In order to study the effects of contamination on the
durability of soil as a foundation material, a number of controlled laboratory
experiments were carried out using disturbed and undisturbed samples before and
after contamination. The soil tested was clayey silt. Disturbed samples were exposed
to varying concentration of oil. The oil was added at four concentrations 5, 10, 15 and
20%. The undisturbed samples were exposed to oil for different periods of
immersing. The physical properties as well as the mechanical properties were
examined. Triaxial compression machine and direct shear apparatus were used to
study the behaviour of compacted specimens under the effect of oil contamination.
Standard Oedometer was used to examine the compressibility of undisturbed
specimens and compacted specimens.

Keywords:  Contamination, durability, oil, shear strength

1 Introduction

Nearly every gallon of oil used as a fuel, is stored in underground storage tanks.
Some of these tanks or associated pipework may be leaking (3). One of the problems
of leaking oil storage tanks that have encountered soil engineers  is the durability  of
soil as a foundation material contaminated by oil. The problems of leaking has been
mentioned in the references (1,4).

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1377-1381.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



The work reported here covers two separate, but closely related parts. The first
part deals with the physical properties of the contaminated soil. The second part
describes the mechanical properties such as shear strength and compressibility. The
conclusions are based upon the combined assessment of the results of these two parts.

2 Experimental work
         Block samples were obtained from Dora site near Baghdad city. A narrow pit
was excavated to a depth of 2 meters. Disturbed samples as well as undisturbed
samples were obtained. The undisturbed samples were obtained from irregular block
excavated from the pit. The blocks were trimmed carefully to get undisturbed samples
for shear and compressibility tests.
         Kerosene was the oil product chosen in the study because, it is widely used and
has low viscosity which permits easy penetration in the soil. As the oil penetrated the
soil, its chemical nature appeared to be altered by natural chromatographic processes.
         In order to  study the effects of contamination on the durability of soil as a
foundation material, a number of controlled laboratory experiments were carried out
using disturbed and undisturbed samples before and after contamination. Compacted
specimens were also tested.

2.1 Physical properties
Disturbed samples were exposed to varying concentration of oil. The oil was

added at four concentrations 5, 10, 15, and 20%. The soil used was air dried at 25°C.
The grain size distribution, specific gravity and Atterberg limits were tested

before and after contamination. Standard compaction test was also performed. All soil
samples were tested in accordance to ASTM standards (2). The test results are shown
in table 1. It is clear that contamination of soil by oil affects the physical properties of
the soil. Gradation as well as Atterberg limits are changed. Liquid limit as well as
plastic limit are increased with the increase of oil mixed, while plasticity index
remains nearly constant. Specific gravity decreases with the increase in oil
concentration. Results of standard compaction tests indicate that optimum moisture
content increases with the increase in contamination and the maximum dry density
decreases. Certainly, the change in the physical properties due to contamination of
soil with oil will affect the other properties such as mechanical properties of the
material.

2.2 Mechanical properties
Direct shear apparatus as well as triaxial compression machine were used to

study the effect of oil contamination on shear strength parameters of natural soil. The
direct shear  tests were conducted on compacted specimens, 60mm x 60mm x 20mm,
at optimum moisture content with varying percentages of oil mixed with natural soil.
The results of standard compaction tests are given in table 1. Results  of
unconsolidated undrained direct shear tests are summarized in table 2.

It is clear that contaminating natural soil with oil products only slight increase in
angle of internal friction and a significant decrease in cohesion. The combined effect
of two is a reduction in shear strength of soil contaminated with oil.



Unconsolidated undrained triaxial tests were also performed on compacted
contaminated specimens. The dimensions of the specimens were 38mm.dia. x 76mm
long. It should be noted here that difficulties like fissuring were encountered during
sampling operation. As a result of that, only two concentrations of oil 5% and 10%
were used in mixing with natural soil during sampling. The results are shown in table
2. It could be noticed that there are close agreements between results of direct shear
test and triaxial tests. The reduction in cohesion may be attributed to the fact that clay
does not become plastic when mixed with a liquid of non-polarizing molecules like
kerosene.

Table 1: Physical properties of soil

Percent of oil mixed

Gradation (%) 0 5 10 15 20
Silt 62 66 73 76 78
Clay 38 34 27 24 22
Specific gravity 2.72 2.70 2.69 2.66 2.57
Atterberg Limits
Liquid limit 37 41 43 45 47
Plastic limit 23 27 28 30 32
Plasticity Index 14 14 15 15 15
Standard Compaction
Optimum Moisture
content  (%)

20 20.7 23.5 25.5 30.3

Maximum dry density
g/cm2

1.675 1.664 1.598 1.522 1.461

Table 2: The results of shear tests

Percent of oil mixed

From Table 1 0 5 10 15 20
Optimum moisture
content (%)

20 20.7 23.5 25.5 30.3

Maximum dry density
(g/cm3)

1.675 1.664 1.598 1.522 1.461

Direct shear test
Friction angle (deg.) 2 4.2 5 5.5 19
Cohesion (kN/m2) 105 52 26 10 4
Triaxial shear test
Friction angle (deg.) 2 4.8 6.5 _ _
Cohesion (kN/m2) 100 50 25 _ _



2.3 Compressibility
Two groups of undisturbed specimens, 75mm dia. x 19mm high, were tested

using standard oedometer to study the consolidation characteristics of the soil. The
first group deals with specimens soaked in water prior  to testing while the second
one deals with specimens soaked in oil. It should be mentioned that the two
specimens used were obtained from one location and have the same initial properties.
The consolidation tests were performed after immersing the first one in water and the
second one in oil.

Table 3: Results of consolidation

e cc cr εv % ω %
Undisturbed specimens
Specimens soaked in water 1.466 0.36 0.060 20.6 22.5
Specimens soaked in oil 1.016 0.30 0.031 17.5 22.5
Compacted specimens
Natural or 0% oil 0.914 0.19 0.080 10.5 20

            5% 0.632 0.21 0.014 13.7 20.73
           10% 0.717 0.13 0.002 15.7 23.5
           15% 0.746 0.15 0.003 19.6 25.5
           20% 0.754 0.14 0.019 20.2 30.3

e = void ratio cc = compression index εv  = volumetric strain
ω = moisture content cr = swelling index

Table 3 shows the results of test for the two groups. It could be noticed that
initial void ratio after immersing the soil in oil is less than void ratio of the specimen
immersed in water. This behaviour may be attributed to the fact that swelling
potential in specimens soaked in water is more than that in specimens soaked in oil.

Similar trend could be observed with respect to compression index, swelling
index and volumetric strain.

Compacted contaminated specimens were also tested. The results of
consolidation are given in table 3. The tests were conducted on specimens compacted
at optimum moisture content. Again one could notice that all contaminated specimens
with oil have smaller values of compression index, swelling index and volumetric
strain than that of natural specimens. At the same time the effect of increasing oil
content have no clear trend on the values of compression index and swelling index.
Nevertheless, the volumetric strain increases with the increase in oil content.

3 Conclusion

The oil content in soil will increase the possibility of settlement in the
foundations of the constructed facilities because of the significant change in the
properties of soil. Based on test results, the following conclusions could be drawn:

1.  A significant increase in liquid limit and a slight increase in plastic  limit with
the increase of oil content.



2. The optimum moisture content increases and the maximum dry density
decreases with the increase in oil content.

3.  A significant reduction in cohesion and a slight increase in friction with the
increase in oil content.
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Abstract

Increasing demands are made on maintenance programs to provide versatile tools that
will support maintenance strategies at different levels of service. One of the most
important parameters affecting the efficiency of maintenance programs is the
precision and reliability of the predicted service life of building components. The
main objective of this study is to develop a methodology for the establishment of
databases listing deterioration patterns of building and systems components based
upon their actual condition monitored in-situ. The methodology integrates diagnostic
tools into an analytical model and is sustained by a comprehensive field survey. The
methodology was implemented at this stage on three types of exterior cladding
systems: (1) stucco claddings; (2) ceramic tiles or mosaics; and (3) stone claddings. A
preliminary field survey reviewed some 30 mechanisms of failures that may stem
from: (a) Faulty design; (b) Poor quality of implementation; (c) Poor quality of
materials; (d) Adverse climatic conditions (intensive UV or chlorides); (e) Adverse
atmospheric conditions caused by air pollution; (f) Poor maintenance; (g) Intensive
use. The methodology incorporates 3 steps: Identification of failures patterns,
Determination of the actual condition point, and evaluation of the predicted service
life.

Keywords: maintenance management, deterioration, service life, failure analysis,
diagnosis, exterior claddings.

1 Introduction

There is a growing awareness world-wide of the importance of the maintenance
of constructed facilities. This trend is an indication of the growing complexity of
buildings, the increasing portion of systems in them, and the higher levels of service
that are demanded by different types of owners - institutions, private owners, etc. 
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These raise ever-higher requirements of the life-expectancy models predicting
the deterioration paths of various building components with a view to improving the
effectiveness of the implementation of maintenance plans.

1.1 Rationale
Increasing demands are made on maintenance programs to provide versatile

tools that will support maintenance strategies at different levels of service. The
maintenance strategies used by Organizations differ from those preferred by owners
of large stock facilities, the latter often requiring other levels of performance. Hotels
and hospitals, for example, require that most the components in their utility facilities
perform at the highest level and stipulate that they be replaced as soon as start to
deteriorate. Owners of office buildings, on the other hand, may be satisfied with
holding the facility at an “acceptable” level of service, in order to minimize the costs.

1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this study is to develop a methodology for the

establishment of databases listing deterioration patterns of building and systems
components. Such a methodology would enable the maintenance staffs to evaluate the
life cycle of building components based upon their actual condition monitored in-situ.
The goals may be defined as follows:

• Characterisation of deterioration patterns of different degradation mechanisms;
• Development of a systematic, practical procedure to determine the Service Life

of building components based on their actual condition at a given time.
Due to the scope of the subject, the methodology was implemented at this stage

on three types of exterior claddings: (1) Stucco, (2)ceramic claddings, (3) stone
claddings.

1.3 Stages of development
The development process consisted of 5 sequential phases, as follows:

1. Field Survey;
2. Classification of deterioration mechanisms and typical failures;
3. Analysis of patterns of premature deterioration and failures;
4. Mathematical representation of deterioration mechanisms;
5. Development of a systematical model for determining the Predicted Service

Life (PSL).

2 Background and review

The preliminary survey of existing methods revealed two main terms in the
domain of Service Life Prediction: Failure, performance of building components, and
methodologies to characterize the pattern of deterioration mechanisms.

2.1 Failures
Failure is defined as a condition in which a component does not meet the

performance requirement of its designated use. This definition includes a wide range
of sophisticated features such as minor visual faults in the component, and more
severe serviceability problems such as excessive deformations, premature
deterioration of materials, leaking roofs and facades, etc. (Feld & Carper, 1997).



There are two classical approaches to the characterization of failures:
• The “symptomatic” approach – This concept focuses on the results of the

failure and the effects of the failure on the building in terms of cracking,
peeling off, leakage etc. This approach does not involve an in-depth
analysis of the failures.

• The “circumstantial” approach – This concept focuses on the failure itself
and the mechanisms of degradation, the history of the building, and the
major faults that led directly or indirectly to premature degradation.

The methodology here presented uses both approaches in the treatment of
Predicted Service Life (PSL) of building components. The knowledge base of this
methodology is sustained by an analysis of the numerous degradation mechanisms
that were identified in the field survey, while the symptomatic approach is used to
supply the user of the methodology with the classification of mechanisms of
premature deterioration.

2.2 Models and methodologies for predicting the deterioration of building
components
This section reviews some projecting methods for the evaluation of the service

life of building components. These methods may be classified into factorial,
experimental, and empirical, methods. The first category is based on a review of
degradation factors and the determination of life expectancy based on multipliers. The
second category makes use of in-situ tests or laboratory-accelerated degradation tests
to evaluate the effect of a specific agent of deterioration. The third category is
supported by a field survey of degradation factors followed by the systematic
determination of the Life Cycle based upon ranking systems.

2.2.1 The AIJ method
In 1979 the Architectural Institute of Japan initiated research and development

in the domain (Architectural Institute of Japan 1993). The methodology proposed by
that institution falls under the factorial methods and is summed up in the following
expression:

where: Y – the predicted service life
Ys – the standard Service
A – the quality of the materials used
B – the quality of the design
C – the quality of implementation
D – Level of maintenance
E – Environmental conditions
F – General condition of the building

The deficiencies of this approach are:
• It requires in-depth studies of design, material, and implementation factors;
• It does not refer to the escalation or deceleration of deterioration over time.
• It does not define a systematic ranking of the service level.

FEDCBAYs ******=Y (1)



2.2.2 The RILEM methodology
An integrative and comprehensive methodology based upon existing methods

was suggested in (Masters, 1987). This method combines the experimental approach
with diagnostic investigation. It consists of 5 phases:

1. Definition of user’s requirements and of functional needs;
2. Preparation  - Including identification of degradation mechanisms, sources of

deterioration, and major indicators of premature degradation;
3. Pre-testing – Planning of accelerated deterioration tests;
4. Testing – Accelerated and continuous deterioration testing;
5. Interpretation and discussion – Prediction of Service life.

This approach combines experimental with diagnostic tools, and thus requires a
wide knowledge and understanding of deterioration mechanisms.

2.2.3 Laboratory tests
This approach is demonstrated in (Searls &Thomasen, 1991; and Henriksen,

1995). It was proved to be adequate for cases in which the effect of a specific agent of
deterioration is investigated. A similar approach is realized in accelerated
deterioration testing. Its major disadvantage is the time and the financial resources
required. It is thus cumbersome for use in maintenance management.

2.2.4 Physical and visual ranking of components performance
This method, implemented in (Shohet & Laufer, 1996), is based on a systematic

evaluation of the physical and the visual degradation of building systems and uses a
survey of multiple buildings of different ages and subjected to environmental
conditions. The ranking system is composed of 5 levels, 1- representing total failure
and 5 – high-performance components. This methodology emphasized the strong
impact of environmental conditions on the life cycle of building components.

In (Hermans, 1995) the concept of the dependency between the Building
components performance and the entire facility’s level of service was treated with
emphasis on the performance management of facilities.

The methodology described in the present paper synthesizes the factorial
method with the systematic ranking of cladding components. This synthesis makes
use of the advantage of the factorial methods (time saving), while employing a
systematic ranking of performance levels.

3 Methodology

The development comprised 5 stages, which built an empirical basis and later a
mathematical basis for the method:

1. Comprehensive field survey;
2. Systematic review of failures;
3. Characterization of 4 types of deterioration patterns;
4. Development of tables for identifying agents of deterioration and their effect

on the life cycle of the component;
5. Integration of the paths of deterioration into the predicted life cycle through

Life Cycle Limiting Coefficients.



3.1 Field survey
A preliminary in-depth field-survey was carried out at the beginning of this

work. This tool aimed at the following objectives: (a) Survey of the methods of
implementation; (b) Review and survey of the abundant mechanisms of premature
deterioration in exterior cladding systems.

The field survey produced with the following conclusions:
• There exist some 30 major typical mechanisms of deterioration, which lead

to failure due to premature degradation.
• 80% of these failures, of different levels of severity, appear within the first

year after construction.
• 90% of the failures become visible not later than two years after

construction.
Based upon these findings, the methodology aims at predicting the Life Cycle

Expectancy of exterior claddings on the strength of an in-depth review of the faults,
defects, and failures in exterior cladding components. Figure 1 shows a typical
deterioration path of exterior cementitious stucco which in this case was caused by
the lack of drip-edge at the top of a residential building. Figure 2 illustrates the
concept of deterioration patterns evolved in this work (demonstrated in this particular
case by a linear pattern). The main area (coloured dark grey) represents 80% of the
population (of this deterioration mechanism) – exhibiting the standard pattern. The
wider section represents a range under which we assume 90% of the population to
fall.

A review of the causes of failure identified seven of the most frequent sources
of premature deterioration in exterior cladding systems under study:
(1) Faulty design; (2) Poor quality of implementation; (3) Poor quality of materials;
(4) Adverse climatic or atmospheric conditions (air pollution or intensive UV); (5)
Adverse atmospheric conditions caused by air pollution; (6) Poor maintenance; (7)
Intensive use.

3.2 Review of failures
The major agents of premature deterioration identified from the field survey

were summarised as the basis for a systematic review of failures. Table 1 offers an
example of such a review for cemetitious stucco. The agents of deterioration were
first classified on the basis of symptomatic criteria such as cracking, peeling off, and
decay. This classification was later amplified with files of descriptive photographs to
assist the user in the verification of the features. These tables were then used as a
basis for the establishment of a photo-ranking system for the determination of the
Components Performance in Failure Condition (CPFC), as seen in Figure 3.

3.3 Determination of component performance in failure conditions (CPFC)
The next stage of development is the establishment of checklists for

characterising the performance level of a component. This step is taken with the aid
of photo-tables that visualise the condition of the component based on a scale of 0-
100%. (Figures 1 and 3). 100% represents perfect condition with no deficiencies, 75
% represents the beginning of deterioration, 50% represents escalating developing
deterioration and below 25% represents a condition of severe failure. This scale is
used as a consistent tool for ranking the performance levels with numerous users. The
CPFC expresses the impact of several factors on the service condition, and the



durability of the component. However, in the ranking process we are not interested in
the mechanisms but in the symptoms of deterioration. This makes the methodology
friendly for multiple users who may not be experts in the in-depth analysis of the
deterioration mechanisms. The tools used in the methodology contain tables for 30
mechanisms in 3 categories of exterior claddings (stucco, ceramics, and natural
stone).

Fig. 1: Example of deterioration of exterior cementitious stucco

3.4 Deterioration patterns over time
The characterisation of deterioration patterns is perceived in this methodology

as the focal tool for predicting the service life of components. The deterioration
patterns are presented in graphs in which the independent variable is time, the
dependent variable is the CPFC expressing the change in the level of service over
time. The graphs (Figure 3) are sustained by a 2-stage analysis:

• Trends of deterioration patterns identified in the field survey.  Analysis of
mechanisms of deterioration, based on the identification of deterioration agents
that were clearly detected.
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Table 1: Example of checklist of deterioration agents in cementitious cladding

Failure
Number

Type of failure Deterioration agent

1 Change of colour and peeling off Moisture due to irrigation

2 Leaking of corrosion from metallic
fittings

3 Graffiti

4 Cracking and local peeling off Corrosion and swelling of the
reinforcement bars

5 Appearance of moisture and leaks in
the vicinity of the top of the building
(coping)

Faulty coping or lack of this
component

6 Broken edges of columns, beams etc Lack of protection on beams

7 Spots of moisture and absorption of
water

sloping planes with porous materials

8 Degradation of stucco, crumbling
and peeling off

Erosion due to wind

9 Horizontal or vertical cracking Lack of expansion joints

11 Moisture spots, and stains around in-
wall drainpipes

Cracks or disruptions in drainpipes

12 Development of Micro- organisms
and cyanobacteria  near edges of the
building

Lack of drip edge and coping and
development of moisture on the
cladding

13 Horizontal and vertical cracking Sinking of cantilever

14 Diagonal cracking Differential sinking of foundations

Fig. 2: Schematic paradigm of deterioration pattern – linear deterioration
pattern
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Fig. 3: Four typical patterns of deterioration paths

Four patterns of deterioration were defined (Figure 3):
1. Linear pattern – This pattern is typical in situations where a permanent

deterioration agent exerts a continuous and consistent impact on the cladding.
This pattern is manifested in the effect of erosion by wind, the decay caused by
intensive UV radiation (on synthetic stucco), etc.

2. “Convex-Shaped” pattern – characterises physical or chemical phenomena, such
as concrete shrinkage, that cause physical failure of the entire system of exterior
cladding.

3. “Concave-shaped” pattern – represents the action of chemical and physical agents
on claddings such as stucco and natural stone. Such impact appears in cases of
microorganism or Cyanobacteria development on cementitious stucco and on
natural stone. The difference between the cases is the pace of decay – fast in
stucco, slower in stone.

4. S-shaped pattern – represents a deterioration mechanism that changes its intensity
over time. The pattern appears when certain building details, such as coping or
drip edge, are lacking, a situation that makes a visual impact shortly after the
end of construction. Then the major mechanism becomes the physical reaction,
which takes longer to affect the strength of materials. When that process ripens,
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the deterioration accelerates, and its impact becomes visible. This pattern was
characterized in the case of a drip edge lacking at the top of buildings.

3.5 Determination of the typical path of deterioration
The establishment of paths of deterioration provides a means for evaluating the

presumptive service life for a specific deterioration mechanism (such as corrosion of
reinforcement bars etc.). This stage is visualized in Figure 4. Provided that the age of
the component and the CPFC (the one evaluated in the preceding stage) are known,
the user determines the Actual Condition Point (ACP) for the specific deterioration
mechanism. The user may check his evaluation by using the 90% range between the
upper and the lower deterioration paths as defined previously (in Fig. 2). This step
makes use of a form that helps the user to identify the specific deterioration pattern on
the basic deterioration graph that had previously been identified. The deterioration
patterns were derived from the ACP (Actual Condition Points) that had been gathered
in the field survey. The deterioration path (thought to be the typical one) is extracted
by the user through extrapolation from the curve between the starting point (Age 0,
CPFC=100), and the Actual Condition Point (ACP). Following this step, it is possible
to evaluate the Service Life for the Deterioration Path can be evaluated. This
parameter then represents the Life Expectancy in the situation in which the specific
agent is the only one affecting the component. The user must repeat this procedure for
each deterioration mechanism identified in Stage 2 (3.2).

Fig. 4: Determining the typical path of deterioration
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3.6 Determination of the predicted service life (PSL)

The model for calculating the Predicted Service Life is sustained by the factorial
method combined with the evaluation of the CPFC (Component Performance in
Failure Condition).

3.6.1 Evaluation of the standard life expectancy (SLE)
The parameter expressing the Life Expectancy of cladding systems, known as

the Standard Life Expectancy, is based on findings of previous studies. It expresses
the service life of the component along a normal aging path, in which there are no
exterior adverse conditions, and no defects, such as inferior quality of materials,
faulty design, or poor implementation are visible. These conditions represent ideal
normal service conditions. The Standard Service life for the materials studied in this
work include:
1. Cementitious stucco: 20 years;
2. Ceramic claddings: 25 years
3. Stone cladding: 40 years.

3.6.2 Determination of the influence coefficient (IC) for deterioration paths
The Influence Coefficient for a specific deterioration path expresses the partial

effect of a specific deterioration agent in the comprehensive failure of the cladding
system. The value of this coefficient ranges between 0 for degradation agents that do
not affect the Predicted Service Life (for example the effect of UV on stone), and 1
for agents that strongly impact the PSL (corrosion of porous cementitious stucco in a
marine environment). For example, the corrosion of reinforcement bars is given an IC
of 0.6, while the deterioration caused by exterior mechanical damage to edges of
ceramic tiles, referred to as a local deterioration agent, is given IC=0.25.

3.6.3 Determination of the Life Expectancy Limiting Coefficient (LELC)
The LELC is now calculated in order to quantify the effect of the specific

deterioration path on the Predicted Service Life of the component. The LELC is based
on the SLE, the IC, and the LEDP through the following expression:

Where,
LELCn – The Life Expectancy Limiting Coefficient for the nth deterioration
mechanism;
SLE – the Standard Life Expectancy;
LEDPn – the Life Expectancy of the Deterioration Path, for the specific
mechanism;
ICn – the Influence Coefficient for the specific deterioration factor;

It is seen that LELC decreases as IC and LEDP increase, and vice-versa. The
Influence coefficients were determined with the data collected in the review of
failures in the field survey. It is clear that the LELC is strongly sensitive to the
Influence Coefficient. This point stresses the sensitivity of the model to the relative
effect of more than one deterioration mechanism acting simultaneously on the
component.

ICn
SLE

LEDPnSLE
LELCn *1

−
−= (2)



3.6.4  Determination of the predicted service life (PSL)
The Predicted Service life in actual conditions is finally determined by

multiplication of SLE by LELC for any deterioration mechanism detected in the first
stage. Equation (3) describes the determination of PSL:

Where,
SLE – the Standard Life Expectancy
LELCn – the Life Expectancy Limiting Coefficient

The mathematical model is based on the factorial method and is sustained by the
Performance Level which is determined using the CPFC.

4 Demonstrative example

The implementation of this method follows 5 steps:

• Step 1: Verification of the age of the building;
• Step 2: Identification of the types of deterioration mechanisms, using the

appropriate Checklist of Failures;
• Step 3: Determination of the Component’s Performance in Failure Conditions

(CPFC) for each deterioration mechanism;
• Step 4: Determination of the Life Expectancy Limiting Coefficient (LELCn) for

any deterioration mechanism (defined in Step 2);
• Step 5: Calculation of the Predicted Service Life (PSL) using the LELC for each

failure.
The method was tested on several cases of premature deterioration. The

following example, which deals with natural stone cladding, was selected for the
purpose of demonstration.

4.1 General data and deterioration mechanisms
The structure is a 7-story building with natural stone cladding. The degradation

mechanisms found were:
• Deterioration of the stone caused by its poor quality (High absorption combined

with low rigidity)
• Deterioration of the stone caused by the unprotected steel in a “corrosive”

environment
Based upon this and using the photo-checklist-tables for the determination of

the CPFC, it was found that the CPFC was 50% for the first, and 65% for the second,
deterioration mechanism.

nLELCLELCLELCSLEPSL *......*** 21=
(3)



4.2 Determination of the PSL
The Predicted Service Life is now calculated by determining the Life

Expectancy Limiting Coefficient for the deterioration mechanisms identified in Step
2. The LEDP for the deterioration mechanisms (found to be Nos. 12 and 10), and the
LELC were calculated to be 0.65 and 0.85, with Influence Coefficients of 0.5 and 0.3
respectively.

The PSL, as derived from pertaining to these Coefficients was calculated using
expression (3) and found to be 22.1.

5 Conclusion

The method presented in this paper was developed as a tool for the prediction of
the service life of building components for maintenance purposes. The method is
therefore based on an examination of the actual conditions affecting the component in
question and a symptomatic analysis. This tool is practical and simple to use in the
establishment of an effective maintenance policy.

The advantages of the method may be summarized as follows:
1. Uniformity of criteria for the performance level and for the detection of

deterioration mechanisms. The method is sustained by systematic tables for
the CPFC and the LEDP that form a consistent foundation for the estimate of
the Service Life.

2. Symptomatic characterization of deterioration mechanisms. The methodology
does not require detailed information or knowledge concerning the quality of
workmanship, the quality of materials, or adverse environmental conditions.

3. User-friendliness. It is based on a simple 5-step procedure.

The disadvantages of the methodology are:
1. High sensitivity in the first year of the components – at age 2 years, a

tolerance of 10% in the CPFC may result in an uncertainty of 50% in the
evaluation of the Predicted Service Life.

2. The factors that impact the final output of the procedure are the Influence
Coefficients, determined on the basis of a subjective evaluation by the
developers of the methodology. These factors may be different in diverse
climatic or atmospheric conditions.

3. The method requires a large investment in terms of time order to develop the
database of deterioration patterns, ICs, and the photo-table for the
determination of deterioration mechanisms.
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DURABILITY OF MORTAR LININGS IN DUCTILE IRON PIPES
Durability of mortar linings

I. S. MELAND
SINTEF Civil and Environmental Engineering, Cement and Concrete, Trondheim,
Norway

Abstract

Mortar linings in ductile iron pipes for distribution of water have been investigated
with respect to micro-structure, composition, durability and leach of chemical
components.  Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Wave Dispersive Analysis
of X-ray (WDAX) have been used to study degradation of mortar linings which have
been in service for 10 - 20 years.  The same techniques have also been used to follow
degradations and leaching of new mortar linings exposed to aggressive solutions in
laboratory.  Relatively good correlation has been found between the laboratory tests
and the degradation of linings of pipes in service.  Reliable methods for examination
and testing of mortar linings in new pipes will definitely be a valuable implement for
municipal water works to specify a wanted composition and quality of mortar linings.

Keywords: water pipes, mortar linings, type of cement, durability

1 Introduction

Among our building materials few of them affect our daily life as much as the
water pipe line network. A steady delivery of water without any interruptions is of
great importance to our quality of life.  Also from an economic point of view it is
important to have pipes of good quality in order to secure a long service life of the
pipes without considerable expenses of maintenance.  Traditionally, water mains
consisted of ductile iron pipes without any protection against corrosion.  From about
1970 - 80 internally mortar lined iron pipes came into use in Norway.  Due to a high
pH the mortar linings are supposed to protect the iron pipes against corrosion.
However, dependent on physical and chemical properties of the mortar and / or the
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quality of the water, any mortar lining is to be more or less attacked by the streaming
water, and chemical compounds like calcium and alkalies are leached from the mortar
linings.  Unfortunately, the greater part of the water supply in our country comes from
surface water.  Drinking water has a low pH (average: 6.7), a low hardness (average:
Ca2+ = 2.6 mg/l), and a low alkalinity (average: 0.05 - 0.1 mmol/l).  Most of the local
water works are small and cannot afford to invest in water treatment equipment to
increase pH and mineral content by adding lime or alkalies. Often the results are a
comparatively short "service life" of mortar linings, which means great expences on
maintenance, repairs, and replacements of pipes, and bad water-quality due to leach
of chemical components from the mortar.

2 Degradation mechanisms

The capacity of mortar and concrete to withstand chemical degradation can be
related to three of the material's characteristica:



deeper into the mortar lining, the mortar may lose its capacity to protect the iron pipe
against corrosion.

3 Mortar Linings

3.1 Methods of lining
Commonly two methods are used for lining of ductile iron pipes:

• Centrifugal method.  The mortar mix is cast on the iron pipe when it is under a
very high rotation velocity.  This gives a cement mortar lining with a very cement
rich layer towards the water with a porous and sand rich layer towards the iron
pipe.  A scanning microscope photo of the micro structure of this lining is shown
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Centrifugal lining method

• Centrifugal projection head method.  By this method the mortar mix is cast on a
still-lying iron pipe through a spinning head.  This gives a cement mortar lining
with an equal distribution of cement paste, pores and sand throughout the whole
thickness of the lining.  A scanning microscope photo of the micro structure of
this lining is shown in Figure 2.



Fig. 2: Centrifugal projection head method

3.2 Cements
If the mortar lining is exposed to soft water with low pH and low content of

minerals, the type of cement used in the mortar may have decisive consequences for
the durability of the lining.  According to DIN 2614 following cements are allowed
for mortar linings in pipes transporting drinking water, Ordinary Portland Cement
(OPC), High Alumina Cement (HA cement), Blast Furnace Slag Cement (BFS
cement), Fly Ash Cement (FA cement), and Sulphate Resistant Portland Cement (SR
cement).  One of the main components of a hardened OPC paste is calcium hydroxide
[Ca(OH)2], and this is also the "weak" mineral of  a cement paste and is easily
leached from a cement mortar.  Among the cements mentioned, OPC and SR cement
have the larger contents of calcium hydroxide.  Due to the raw materials HA cement
is relatively low in Ca(OH)2.  Also mortars based on BFS cement and FA cement
have reduced content of Ca(OH)2 partly due to the lower content of OPC in these
cements and partly because of the pozzolan reaction between calcium hydroxide and
the mineral substitute in the cements.

4 Aims

The aim of the project was to find which of the mortar linings is the most
suitable one for a specific water quality. This should be done by, firstly, to carry out a
condition survey of mortar linings taken from existing pipes lines at different parts of
the country.  Secondly, to use accelerated laboratory test methods to investigate the
durability of specimens taken from new linings, and to examine the conformity
between the laboratory tests and the actual deterioration caused in performance by
streaming water.



5 Experimental details

5.1 Materials
The experiments included mortar linings based on either Ordinary Portland

Cement, High Alumina Cement, Blast Furnace Slag Cement, or Fly Ash Cement.

5.2 Test methods

5.2.1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
The mortar linings have been investigated by use of Scanning Electron

Microscope (SEM). Using Back Scattered Electron modus (BSE) in Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) for examination of mortar gives the possibility to
distinguish between different phases and their distribution.  It is important that the
sample is properly plane polished.  The back scatter process depends strongly on the
average atom number of the sample, sample density and the energy of the primary
electrons. Phases with high average atom number, as iron (Fe), and / or samples with
a dense structure will have bright colours on a BSE image.  On the other hand, phases
with low average atom number, as magnesium, and samples with porous structures
will appear dark.

5.2.2 Wave dispersive analysis of X-rays (WDAX).
Together with a SEM-investigation Wave Dispersive Analysis of X-rays

(WDAX) diagrams have been recorded.  WDAX gives semiquantitative compositions
of solids.  The principle for the method is based upon the exitement of the electrons
of each atom in the sample.  When the electrons return to their stable energy level, the
atoms in the sample will emit X-rays of a certain energy specific for each chemical
element.  The results will appear as peaks in a diagram with variation of energy as X-
axis.  The position (X) determines the element, while the height (Y) of the peaks
gives the amount of the spesific elements in the sample.  By use of WDAX small
volumes (≈ 1 µm3) of a sample are analysed with respect to chemical composition.

5.2.3 Accelerated Leaching Test
An accelerated leaching test has been performed by using a modification of the

Dutch method NEN 7345.  According to this method samples of concrete or mortar
are exposed to deionized water or acid solution for 64 days.  At certain intervals
during this period samples are taken from the solutions and analysed with respect to
calcium and aluminium.

5.3 Experiments

5.3.1 Mortar linings in used pipes
Specimens of mortar linings were impregnated with epoxy and plane polished.

Deterioration of the mortars has been studied by use of scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and wave dispersive analysis of x-rays (WDAX).  In addition leaching of
elements (CaO and Al2O3) from the matrix has  been determined by analysing the



cement pastes at certain distances from the water side towards the side of the iron
pipe.

5.3.2 Mortar linings in new pipes
For accelerated deterioration tests of mortar linings specimens of about 130 x 70

mm were cut from the pipes, isolated by epoxy, and exposed to acetic acid buffer
solution (pH = 4,6) for 64 days.  The solution was kept in movement throughout the
testing period.  A buffer solution was chosen for the experiments because the buffer
solution gives a relatively permanent pH even when Ca(OH)2 is leached from the
mortar.  This gives allowance to compare a buffer solution with streaming water.
During the exposure period samples have been taken from the solutions and analysed
with respect to contents of calcium (Ca2+) and aluminium (Al3+) by use of atomic
absorption spectrophotometer.  Durability of the mortar linings has been estimated by
SEM / WDAX examinations of the specimens before and after exposure.  In addition
the thickness of the linings has been measured before and after exposure in the buffer
solution.

6 Results and discussion

6.1 Mortar linings from pipes taken from networks
The investigation included 15 mortar lined iron pipes taken from pipelines at

several water works throughout the country.  The pipes had been in use for 10 - 20
years. SEM (BSE) and WDAX showed following results:

• The cements used in the mortars were Ordinary Portland, Blast Furnace Slag
Cement or Fly Ash Cement.

• Both the centrifugal method and the centrifugal projection head method had been
used in lining the pipes.

All the specimens showed degradation of the mortar lining in form of leached
elements.  This means that water delivered to the people (consumers) may not have
the wanted quality due to a high pH caused by leaching of calcium and hydroxyl ions
from the mortars.  At the same time the leaching of calcium hydroxide also causes a
gradually loss of capacity to protect the iron pipe against corrosion. A typical SEM
photo of a mortar lining taken from a network is shown in Figure 3.  Three distinct
layers can be seen on the photo. That means a gradually leaching of the cement paste.
The black area at the bottom of the photo, which shows the "water side" of the
mortar, indicates a strongly leached paste, whilst the inner white area indicates that no
leaching of elements has occurred.



Fig. 3: Leached mortar linings

A considerable reduction of the linings' thickness could be observed in some of
the pipes, especially in those lined by the centrifugal projection head method.

Linings from a couple of pipes which had been exposed for about 20 years to
water quality: pH = 6.5, calcium (Ca2+) = 1,5 mg / l, alkalinity = 0.04 mmol / l, were
totally destroyed, and by SEM / WDAX iron rich layers could be observed in the
remaining mortar lining.  This result indicates that corrosion of the iron pipes has
started.

Due to these results, which showed that mortar linings could be in a rather bad
condition after 10 - 20 years in use, it was decided to do some laboratory tests on new
mortar linings in order to evaluate which type of mortar i. e. cement and method of
lining were the most durable one.

6.2 Mortar linings in new pipes
The investigation included mortar linings based on the following types of

cement, FA cement, BFS cement, and HA cement.  The mortar based on FA cement
had been cast on to the iron pipe by the centrifugal projection head method.  Whilst
the centrifugal method had been used in lining the pipes with the BFS cement and HA
cement mortars.



Measurements of the linings' thickness before and after exposure in acetic acid
buffer solution showed:

• Non reduction in thickness of the mortar based on HA cement.
• A reduction of 0.5 - 1.0 mm of the mortar based on BFS cement.
• A reduction of about 3 mm of the mortar based on FA cement.
6.2.1 Accelerated leaching test

The total quantities of calcium and aluminium leached from the mortars during
64 days are given in table 1.  The results are calculated as oxides, and given in mg /
cm2 exposed mortar surface.

Table 1: Leached CaO and Al2O3 (mg / cm2) from mortar linings after 64 days of
exposure in acetic acid buffer solution.

Type of cementComponent
HA cement FA cement BFS cement)

CaO (mg/cm3) 39.9 42.7 36.7
Al2O3 (mg/cm3) 26.2 0.65 0.56

The relatively large quantity of Al2O3 leached from the HA cement based
mortar, is due to the raw material used in the production of this cement. When
following the quantities of leached Ca and Al from the mortars at each testing time,
the results indicated a very rapid leaching from the mortars based on FA cement and
BFS cement, respectively.  The leaching from the HA cement based mortar, however,
went on through a longer period of time.

6.2.2 SEM / WDAX
SEM / WDAX examinations showed leached linings into a depth of 0.75 mm

for the HA cement based mortar.  Corresponding results were 1.5 mm and 2.0 mm
respectively for the FA cement and the BFS cement based mortars.  It should be
noticed, however, the great reduction of thickness of the FA cement based lining
during the test period.  A WDAX diagram with respect to leached Ca and Al from the
HA cement mortar is shown on Figure 4.



Fig. 4: High Alumina mortar. Content of CaO andAl2O3 before- and after
exposure

7 Conclusion

The results from the accelerated test indicated following:

• When exposed to concrete aggressive solution, mortars cast on to the iron pipe by
the centrifugal projection head method seems to lose material to a larger degree
than mortars cast on to the iron pipe by the centrifugal method.  This has also
been observed in examinations of used pipes taken from networks.  This means
that the dense cement layer obtained by the centrifugal method, has avery small
permeability.

• Mortar based on High Alumina cement is more durable in concrete aggressive
solutions with low pH compared to the other mortars included in the experiment.
This means that a High Alumina cement based mortar lining will have a longer
“service life” at low pH than linings based on Blast Furnace Slag cement or Fly
Ash cement.

• The smallest total amounts of  calcium and aluminium leached into the solution
were measured from the Blast Furnace Slag cement.

• Rather unexpected high amounts of calcium and aluminium were leached from
High Alumina cement mortar.



8 Recommendation

Based on the results from the accelerated test programme, ductile iron pipes
lined by the centrifugal method  with mortar based on Blast Furnace Slag cement, can
be recommended for pipelines, which are going to be exposed to a moderate water
quality.

For extreme water qualities, water with low pH, low content of calcium and low
alkalinity, High-Alumina cement based mortar linings should be recommended.
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INVESTIGATION AND DIAGNOSIS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
STRUCTURES IN AGGRESSIVE ENVIRONMENTS
Investigation and diagnosis of structures

I. PEPENAR
National Building Research Institute, Bucharest, Romania

Abstract

The paper presents some considerations about the investigation and diagnosis
activities of reinforced concrete structures placed  in aggressive environments,
including ones which were subjected to previous intervention.  There are
presented  as the main steps of the investigation of the state of the
members/structure, and those which lead to establishing the diagnosis.   In the
end, the diagnosis gives an estimation of the damages suffered by the structure
and the measures, necessary for its rehabilitation, in accordance with the nature
and degree of the existing damage.   The paper synthesizes prolonged experience
of the author in this field, finalized by the elaboration of National specific
technical regulation.

Keywords: aggressive environments, diagnostic, intervention measures,
investigation,  reinforced concrete structures

1 Introduction

During the last decades, many reinforced concrete structures, especially the
ones sheltering technological processes of a chemical nature, have suffered,
significant deteriorations, sometimes severe ones, after a relatively short service
time, as consequence of the action of  aggressive environments.

The appearance and fast evolution of the damages generated by corrosion
have imposed the necessity to determine their implications on the durability and
service safety of the structure, in order to take the necessary measures of
intervention.

The practice of a systematic investigation of the structure placed in
aggressive environments permits both the detection of dangerous situations of
damage, and the decision to undertake immediate measures of intervention with
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the aim to prevent casualities, important material losses, technological accidents
or undesired ecological effects, as well as to stopp accelerated deterioration
processes on the members/structures.

When making a diagnosis concerning intervention measures for the
rehabilitation of the structures exposed to aggressive environments, one must
consider not only the effect on the building materials (concrete, reinforcement),
but also the on the broader issues of design and execution of intervention works
for different categories of structures.   The following concepts in this respect are
worth mentioning:

• the construction has to be regarded and analysed as a whole, taking into
account its initial design, as well as the evolution of its condition up to the
moment of intervention;

• the causes of damage due to corrosion are multiple and have to be correctly
and completely identified; one must also consider causes other than
corrosion which damaged the structure, as well as the permanent danger of
seismic actions;

• the damage generated by the action of aggressive environments occur, as a
rule, on limited parts of the elements/construction, but the intervention
solution must concern the construction as a whole;  some local damages
induced  by corrosion may lead to altering the mechanisms of load
distribution considered in the initial design;

• the investigation/diagnosis and design activities are mutually interconnected
and intrinsically interdependent.

2 Investigation

The investigation on the state of the reinforced concrete members/structures
placed in aggressive environments must comprise the following main steps:

• the analysis of the technical documentation of the construction;
• the appreciation of the service conditions of the construction;
• the actual investigation of the damage state of the members/structure:

directly on the members (in situ) or on samples taken from the members (in
laboratory).

The aim of the analysis of the technical documentation is to know the
biography of the structure/members, concerning: the description of the
structure/members; design data; execution data; information about the service life
of the structure (including the intervention measures to which it was subjected).
This data is provided by the design engineer and the owner/user of the
construction,  is included in the materials specifications, quality certificates and
the documents concluded between the design engineer, builder and owner/user,
and is included in the Technical Book of the construction.

The service conditions of the construction are estimated by taking into
account the characteristics of the aggressive environment (indoor and outdoor),
the technological process going on inside the construction and the function of the
technological installations, including the exhaust equipment (ventilation, etc.).



The investigation of the damage state of the members/structure in service
are made by means of the following investigation methods:

• the visual examination;
• the use of non-destructive testing methods;
• the use of methods that require the taking of samples, but which do not

endanger the service safety of the members/structure.

The visual examination of the state of the structure/members, and of the
anticorrosive protection applied on their surfaces, includes: the appreciation of
aspect changes of the concrete and the (apparent) reinforcement surfaces; the
presence of  defects/degradation due to corrosion; the evaluation of the changes in
condition of the anticorrosive protection.   The results of the visual examination
are registered in the form of surveys of defects/degradations on the lay-outs and
sections of the construction, with details on the investigated members, indicating
their position and the extent of the damage, in order to provide their identification
on the structure.   With this purpose, for each type of defect or damage, will be
adopted a conventional mark.   Any time possible, pictures of the defects or
damages will be taken.

Non-destructive methods of investigation are used for the control of the size
of the members, the establishment of certain characteristics of the concrete
(strength, density, module of elasticity, a.o.), verifying the position of the
reinforcement and/or the presence of metallic pieces, embedded in the concrete,
detection of hidden defects in the concrete or the reinforcement (segregations,
cracks, etc.), and for determining the condition and risk of corrosion of the
reinforcement embedded into concrete (by electrochemical methods).

The methods of investigation using concrete samples - under condition that
they do not endanger the service safety of the members - include the measurement
of the concrete cover, the appreciation of the depth of the concrete that suffered
changes under the action of corrosive agents, the examination of the state of the
reinforcement, the determination of the type of damage induced by corrosion, as
well as for performing laboratory tests.   Under circumstances of extreme
necessity (for instance in presence of stress corrosion cracking), samples are taken
of the reinforcement itself, provided that measures to protect the integrity and the
service safety of the investigated member/construction are taken.

The tests and determinations performed in laboratory concern the physico-
chemical, electro-chemical and physico-mechanical tests, performed on the
concrete and reinforcement samples taken off from the structures and consist
mainly of : the measurement of the mechanical characteristics, the humidity, the
water absorption and the porosity of the concrete; the determination of the
alkalinity of the concrete (pH of the aqueous solution) and the concentration of
corrosive ions (Cl-, SO42-, a.o)  in the concrete mass; measurement of the
mechanical and physico-chemical characteristics of the reinforcement steel
(composition, metallographic examination, a.o.).

The corrosion state of the reinforcement steel is evaluated in accordance
with the following main parameters: the characteristic of corrosion (general,
uniform, local, pitting, stress corrosion cracking etc); the nature, structure and
thickness of corrosion products; the physico-mechanical characteristics of the
reinforcement; the structure of the steel.   In the case of diagnosing general and



local corrosion phenomena of the reinforcement steel,  the use of a conventional
corrosion degree estimation system is recommended.

We draw attention to the phenomenon of stress corrosion cracking of  high
strength steels, in which case complex investigations become necessary, with the
aim to determine the chemical composition, the purity, the microstructure of the
steel, as well as the presence of intergranullar/transgranullar cracks, of defects or
local modifications of structure, etc.   Such investigations are performed by
specialized laboratories, using specific metallographic analysis methods, X -rays
diffraction, electronic diffraction, electro-chemical and acoustic methods, etc.

3 Diagnosis

The diagnosis is the result of investigation (the complexity of which
depends on the degree of damage to the members/structure) and represents the
basis for adopting intervention measures.

The diagnosis concerns first evaluation of the damage state induced by
corrosion, specific to the analysed environments, and second, the initial defects
and the degradations induced by other causes (earthquakes, fire, shocks,
landslopes, etc.).

The main steps which lead to the establishment of a diagnosis are:

• The preliminary examination of the construction and its project, consisting
mainly of the visual analysis of the bearing members of the construction and
the engineer evaluation of their state in the context of the knowledge of their
general structural construction.   As result of the preliminary examination
conclusions can be drawn up for temporary measures, in order to prevent
imminent or potential accidents/breakdowns.

The detailed investigation by means of measurements and  both "in situ"
and laboratory tests,  aimed to point out: (initial) defects and damages, other than
the ones induced by corrosion, with an explanation of their causes; defects of the
technological installations, which are one of the major causes of corrosion
induced degradations; other defects, on ventilation, exhaust and waste  water
sewage equipment,  waterproofing, a.o.

• Data processing and analysis of the safety degree of the construction by
interpreting the data,  estimation of loads on the service time of the
construction, a.o.

• The establishment of the diagnosis and proposals concerning intervention
measures.

All the information above concerning the investigation, analysis and
diagnosis will be centralized in a written report drawn up by the
specialists/experts who performed these activities.



4 Intervention measures

The intervention measures on the bearing structure of the construction are
proposed in correlation to the nature and degree of the damages, presented by the
members of the investigated construction:

• for damages that do not affect the safety and the stability of the
construction, the measures consist of interventions for repairing/maintaining
the anticorrosive protection;

• for damages which affect the durability of certain members, without
imminently endangering the resistance and stability of the construction, the
measures consist of interventions for repairing the members and providing
the necessary anticorrosive protection;

• for damages which may dangerously affect the resistance and stability, the
measures consist either on entirely or partially disaffecting and demolishing
the construction or in interventions for repairing/strengthening its bearing
structure and providing subsequently the necessary anticorrosive protection
measures.

Taking into account the particular character of the investigation, diagnosis
and of some intervention measures, it is recommended that these activities would
be performed  by pluri-disciplinary teams of corrosion and  bearing structures
specialists or with specialists in other fields (according to the case).

Based of the research results, and the author’s 30 years of experience in this
field, national technical regulations stipulating the conditions and the ability to
perform investigation and diagnosis on reinforced concrete structures placed in
aggressive environments have been achieved.
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MODELS FOR TIMBER DECAY AND TERMITE ATTACK
Timber Decay and Termite Models

R. H. LEICESTER and G.C. FOLIENTE
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Abstract

This paper describes progress in the development of prediction models for the attack
of timber construction by decay fungi and by termites. It was found that attack by
decay could be modeled with reasonable confidence by computing the moisture and
temperature history and then using field tests to calibrate the behavior models.
However for attack by termites, little quantitative information is available and so it
was found necessary to calibrate the model by expert opinion.

Keywords:  timber, wood, durability, decay, termite

1 Introduction

Computational design procedures for the structural performance of timber
buildings are well developed and codified. By contrast, design for durability is very
much an art; it is ‘good practice’ based on experience. However, such a procedure
does not cope well with innovation and does not lead to a rational procedure for
optimizing building design.

In order to develop an engineering approach to design for durability, it is first
necessary to develop computational models for predicting performance. These
models, as with all engineering models, are associated with quantified uncertainties,
and lead to predictions of performance in probabilistic terms (Leicester et al. 1998).
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2 Attack by Decay Fungi

2.1 Models for decay
Probably the two most useful collections of information for engineering models

are to be found in the book by Zabel and Morrell (1992) and the report by Viitanen
and Ritschkoff (1991).

One of the first decisions to be made is the choice of classification to be used
for grouping the numerous decay fungi. For engineering purposes, it would appear
useful to group decays according to their mode of attack, i.e., to group decays as
brown rots, white rots and soft rots.

The major parameters that determine the rate of attack are as follows
• wood species
• preservative treatment (if any)
• moisture content
• temperature
• available oxygen

Secondary parameters that have a minor influence on the rate of decay include
pH and available nitrogen.

With respect to moisture, it is important to appreciate that fungi will not grow
well unless there is some free water available, i.e. the moisture content is near or
above the fiber saturation point. For this reason it is important to be able to predict the
movement of free water in timber. Probably the simplest method to do this is to use
the Brook-Corey model of capillary flow (van Genuchten 1980). For this case, it is
assumed that the relationship between free moisture content θ, capillary suction head
h and hydraulic conductivity k are related by
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where θsat and ksat denote values at saturation, hb is a ‘bubbling pressure’ and a and b
are related constants.

Examples of the fit of equations (1) and (2) to published data are shown in
Figs 1 and 2, respectively. The advantage of using these simple equations is that they
require the measurement of only a limited set of parameters. These may be obtained
through simple tests, such as sorption tests. In addition, the solution of practical cases
may be undertaken through the use of techniques that have been well developed for
soil mechanics, such as through the use of the Kirchoff transform (Ross and Bristow
1990).



Fig. 1:  Relationship between moisture content and free water suction for
tangential desorption of Aspen sapwood (after Cloutier and Fortin 1991).

Fig. 2:  Relationship between free water suction and tangential hydraulic
conductivity for Aspen sapwood (after Cloutier and Fortin 1993).

The following discusses some of the aspects of predicting loss of effective
section through decay. Once this prediction is made, it is possible to compute the
residual strength and hence the safety of a structural element.

2.2 Exposed timber in ground contact
For timber in ground contact, such as for example the pole shown in Fig. 3, it is

necessary to model the movement of moisture through the soil and into and out of the
timber. Rapid and effective computer programs for the movement of moisture into
soils and through crops already exist (APSRU 1997). These programs take into
account climate, soil parameters and evapotranspiration effects; they also include
computation modules for predicting the nitrogen content and pH of the soil.
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Fig. 3:  Example of exposed timber in ground contact.

For the development of effective models of decay, it is essential to have data
from field studies for use in calibrating the model. Two sets of data currently
available are those from graveyard stake tests and those from the study of power
poles. Australian field sites for graveyard stake tests and above ground L-joint tests
are shown in Fig. 4. Data from graveyard stake tests on untreated timber at one
particular location are shown in Fig. 5. In this and subsequent figures, the depth of
decay refers to the depth as measured by a pen knife or screw driver probe.

Typically, the attack on untreated wood starts as soon as there is ground contact.
In general, low durability softwoods are attacked by brown rot and low durability
hardwoods by white rot; high durability hardwoods are attacked by soft rot.

An example of data from graveyard stake tests on CCA treated timber for a site
near Sydney is given in Fig. 6. The attack appears to be developed by about 6 years
from the time of first ground contact. Since the delay is roughly the same for all
retentions of CCA, it is possible that the delay is due to the time for the soft rot attack
to establish itself, rather than the leaching of the CCA.

Fig. 4:  Site locations for Australian exposure tests.
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Fig. 5:  Example of biological attack on untreated graveyard stakes (after
Thornton, J. and Johnson, G., private communication).

Fig. 6:  Decay of CCA-treated Radiata Pine graveyard stakes at Pennant Hills,
NSW (after Thornton, J. and Johnson, G, private communication).

There is however, no doubt that leaching of CCA in-service does occur
(Lebow 1993). Furthermore, it does appear that there may be a relationship between
residual CCA and decay as illustrated by the example shown in Fig. 7. The
relationship, if any, between durability and loss of CCA would be a useful feature to
incorporate in a decay attack model.

Of direct importance to the engineer is the variability of the data. An example of
this is shown in Fig. 8 for a site in northern Queensland. For this case, the measured
penetration of decay after 30 years has a coefficient of variation of about 100% and as
a result, an exponential curve is seen to provide a reasonable fit to the data.
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Fig. 7:  Observed relationship between residual CCA and depth of decay after
20 years in Spotted Gum poles located at Wedding Bells test site in NSW;
retention refers to residual weight of active copper chrome and arsenic elements
in (kg/kg) (after Gardner, D., private communication).

Fig. 8:  Decay of CCA-treated Radiata Pine graveyard stakes at Innisfail,
Queensland, after 30 years; initial retention of CCA was 16 kg/m3 (after
Thornton, J. and Johnson, G., private communication).

2.3 Above-ground, exposed timber
For the case of above-ground exposed timber, it is necessary to compute the

time-of-wetness for each timber element. This can be done from rainfall and wind
data. An example of this is shown in Fig. 9. To compute the time-of-wetness under a
roof overhang, it is necessary to take into account the wind direction, wind speed and
terminal velocity of the raindrops.
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Fig. 9:  Time-of-wetness for a wall surface in Melbourne in 1972.

Several other factors must also be taken into account. The effect of surface
coating and/or surface treatment is important in reducing the sorption of surface
moisture (Derbyshire and Miller 1997). The effects of climate induced cracks affect
the penetration and retention of surface moisture. Finally, the surface temperature of
the wood is important since fungi will be killed when exposed to temperatures above
80°C for half an hour, conditions frequently achieved in many parts of Australia. To
compute the surface temperature with reasonable accuracy it is necessary to take into
account the degree of cloud cover, and also the radiation characteristics of the surface
paint or finish.

A major obstacle to modeling above-ground decay is that there is little
published biological data that can be used directly for this purpose. The decay fungi
involved are different to those associated with attack in in-ground elements, and
hence the data obtained from graveyard stake tests cannot be used to estimate the
effects of attack on above-ground timber. Probably the most useful data available for
calibration purposes is that obtained from L-joint tests (Cause 1993).

2.4 Protected timber
For the case of protected timber in buildings, there is now an extensive body of

technology for predicting moisture and temperature effects (e.g. ASHRAE Handbook
1993; Tenwolde 1983). The risks of decay for protected timber are generally small
unless there is frequent condensation to provide access to free water. Unfortunately,
there is little quantitative information on the characteristics of decay fungi that attack
internal timber.
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3 Attack by Termites

For the case of termites, the model chosen is that T, the time to destruction of a
building element, is given by

T = T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5 (3)

where T, T1, T2, … are all random variables.
The definition of each event time Ti, and the parameters assumed to affect it, are

shown in Table 1. Obviously each event time is the result of a balance between
biological and environmental factors. However, there is little quantitative information
in the literature that can be used for calibrating this model. Accordingly, this
calibration is being undertaken through surveys of the opinions of experts on termites.

Using such surveys, Ti may be computed for each event as

Ti = Ai (X1 X2 …Xn)i (4)

where Ai is a random variable obtained from the spread or statistics of opinion
survey data, X1 X2 …Xn are parameters that affect the event (the values of which
reflect their relative importance or impact on the event, the values are calculated
based on survey data) and n is the number of relevant parameters affecting the event
(e.g., see Table 1).

Table 1:  List of parameters used to model attack by termites

Event Time Parameters That Affect Event Times

T1

(Time for establishment of a first nest)
• climate (temperature)
• number of potential nesting sites
• age of suburb

T2

(Time to travel to building)
• distance of nest site from building
• climate (temperature)
• soil type
• food sources

T3

(Time to penetrate anti-termite barriers)
• climate (temperature)
• inspection routine
• maintenance schedule

T4

(Time to effect an entry into the building)
• climate (temperature)
• nature of ground contact elements
• inspection routine

T5

(Time to destroy a timber member)
• climate (temperature)
• environment of timber
• type of timber



One of the few sources of quantitative information available is that obtained in
an Australia wide survey of termite damage by school children organized by
J.R. French. One result from this study is shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 10.  Effect of the age of a house on the probability of attack by termites
(after MacKenzie 1997).

4 Conclusion

Studies to date indicate that there could be enough information to develop
quantitative prediction models for the attack of timber by decay fungi, both for in-
ground and above-ground cases. However, quantitative information for modeling
attack by termites is limited, and to obtain useful accuracy in predictions it may be
necessary to undertake extensive field observations directed towards this end.
Updated models and analysis results will be presented in the Conference.
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A SIMPLIFIED METHOD TO ESTIMATE CORROSION RATES –
A NEW APPROACH BASED ON INVESTIGATIONS OF MACROCELLS
Method to estimate corrosion rates

M. RAUPACH, Schiessl & Raupach, Consulting & Engineering, Aachen,
Germany
J. GULIKERS, Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management,
Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract

A numerical simulation of the corrosion process of steel in concrete based on
equivalent electrical circuit models is presented allowing for a quantitative
prediction of macrocell action in reinforced concrete. The analysis has been
performed for a well-defined geometry with a planparallel and a coplanar
arrangement of actively corroding and passive steel. For the planparallel
arrangement the conjoint action of microcells and macrocells was investigated for
a two-dimensional situation. Furthermore, pitting corrosion on a single rebar was
studied for the coplanar arrangement using a transmission line model. The
comparison between model-tests and calculations show, that this new numerical
model is suitable to estimate corrosion rates of steel in concrete.

Keywords: Steel, Reinforcement, concrete, durability, chloride, corrosion, anode,
cathode, macrocell, numerical simulation

1 Introduction

Corrosion of steel in concrete has caused severe durability problems
especially at concrete structures exposed to aggressive environments. The repair
measures have grown to such an extent, that the operation and repair costs
constitute a major part of the current infrastructure.

For durable design and repair of concrete, a basic knowledge of the
underlying corrosion mechanisms is needed. Especially the estimation of the
corrosion rates of the rebars under different conditions plays an important role.

This paper describes a simplified model based on the electrochemical nature
of the corrosion process in order to calculate corrosion rates under well defined
assumptions. The model is based on the results from the extensive experimental
research of both authors on corrosion of steel in concrete, especially on macrocell
action, which has been carried out during the last 10 years.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 376-385.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



2 Description of the corrosion process

The mechanism of steel corrosion in concrete is essentially electrochemical
in nature, i.e. the corrosion process proceeds by forming spatially separated
anodic and cathodic areas on the surface. According to this view a corroding steel
surface may be regarded as a composite of anodic and cathodic areas electrically
coupled through the body of the steel itself to allow movement of electrons, and
electrolytic movement of ions through the electrolyte solution contained within
the concrete pore network to permit electromigration and diffusion of ions. With
respect to the spatial distribution of anodic and cathodic sites over the steel
surface, a distinction has to be made between micro- and macro-corrosion cells
[1,2,3].

Uniform corrosion of the reinforcing steel is normally associated with the
existence of microcells. These electrochemical cells are characterised by a
completely random distribution of anodic and cathodic sites interspersed all over
the surface, owing to local chemical or physical differences in or on the steel.

The different exposure conditions throughout the structure and local
differences in the concrete properties will undoubtedly promote the development
of so-called macrocells. Many factors can set up potential differences between
adjacent parts of the steel reinforcement network. Common examples for
corrosion of the reinforcement include differential aeration cells and
active/passive cells.

The corrosion process induced by the presence of chloride ions at the steel-
concrete interface is normally associated with the development of active-passive
cells. The local active steel surface predominantly acts as an anodic site whereas
the adjacent steel remains passive and consequently acts as a cathodic area. The
resulting galvanic action between active and passive steel may have a pronounced
effect on the corrosion rate at the anodic site. A macroscopic active/passive
corrosion cell can possess both a large driving voltage and a large-cathode/small-
anode ratio known to be most detrimental. Under these conditions substantial,
strongly localized reductions in the cross sectional area can occur (pitting).

3 Simplified calculation model for macrocells

The electrochemical behaviour of a simple macrocell involving one anodic
and one cathodic component can be evaluated by using an appropriate equivalent
electrical circuit. A two-component macrocell is considered to comprise a
separate anodic and cathodic resistance against polarisation, Rp,a and Rp,c

respectively, linked by an electrolytic concrete resistance, Rcon, in series. The
anodic and cathodic resistances reflect the polarisation behaviour of the steel
sections involved. Both interface resistances exhibit a pronounced non-linear
current-voltage relationship.
Macrocell action between actively corroding and passive steel can thus be
expressed mathematically by the following equation:
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The magnitude of the galvanic current, Igal, flowing between the anodic



component (actively corroding steel) and the macro-cathode (passive steel) is
determined by the ratio of the potential difference between passive (cathodic) and
corroding (anodic) areas, (UC - UA), and the total resistance of the galvanic circuit.
This basic relationship permits the numerical simulation of macrocells for both
planparallel and coplanar arrangements of reinforcement steel.

Actively corroding steel may exhibit microcell action in which anodic and
cathodic sites are randomly distributed over the exposure surface of the steel
electrode giving rise to a uniform corrosion attack. In this condition the
polarisation behaviour of corroding steel is described by the following equation
relating average current density, i, and potential change (overvoltage), ∆U:
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with ln(10) = 2.303
For the anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes, ba and bc, values of 90.7 mV/dec

and 176,3 mV/dec, respectively, are introduced introduced which results in a
Stern-Geary constant B = 26.0 mV [4]. At the free corrosion potential, Ecorr, i.e.
without any macrocell effects, the steel corrodes uniformly with a corrosion
current density of icorr [µA/cm2]. For the planparallel electrode arrangement,
microcell activity is considered for the anodic component with icorr = 1.0 µA/cm2.
If small concentrated anodes are considered, i.e. for the coplanar arrangement, it is
assumed that the local anode exhibits no significant resistance against
polarisation. In the latter case the macrocell current is equal to the corrosion
current of the local anode.

For passive steel it is assumed that anodic reactions can only proceed to a
very limited extent. The electrochemical behaviour of passive reinforcing steel
under cathodic polarisation is given by:
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based on data obtained from experimental investigations [2, 5].
For passive steel values of 1⋅1015 mV/dec and 176,3 mV/dec for the anodic

and cathodic Tafel slopes, ba and bc, respectively, were introduced which results
in a Stern-Geary constant B = 76.55 mV. The corrosion current density of passive
steel at the steady state potential, icorr, is set at 0.01 µA/cm2 [2]. The influence of
oxygen diffusion through the concrete cover on the polarisation behaviour is taken
into account by introducing a limiting diffusion current density, ilim [6] It is
assumed that oxygen diffusion has a significant effect for coplanar macrocells but
not in the case of planparallel arrangements of reinforcing steel [5].

Fig. 1 shows the cathodic polarisation curve of passive reinforcement for
different limiting currents according to equation [3].



Fig. 1:Cathodic polarisation-curves of passive reinforcement for different
limiting currents i, lim

4 Macrocells with planparallel arrangement of corroding steel and
macro cathode

For the numerical simulation of a planparallel arrangement, a basic set-up of
a macrocell is considered (see figure 2). The macrocell consists of two rebars with
a diameter of 16 mm placed in parallel being separated by 200 mm of concrete.
This arrangement results in a corroding to passive surface area ratio of 1.0. Both
rebars have a cover depth of 32 mm; the width of the specimen amounts to 200
mm whereas a unit length of the rebars of 100 mm is considered resulting in an
exposure surface of 50.27 cm2 for each rebar.

Fig. 2: Cross section of macrocell specimen with planparallel rebar
arrangement
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The electrochemical behaviour of the steel-concrete interface of each rebar
is modelled with 16 discrete equidistant interface elements. The electrical
properties of the concrete environment are modelled by pure resistive elements
each representing a square cross section of 4×4 mm2.

As a starting point the corrosion current density for the corroding steel
(denoted rebar A) due to microcell action is arbitrarily set at icorr = 1 µA/cm2,
resulting in a total corrosion current, Icorr = 50.27 µA. For the macro-cathode
(denoted rebar P) the corrosion current density is set at icorr = 0.01 µA/cm2

reflecting the passive condition of the steel. The concrete resistivity, ρcon [Ω·cm],
and the initial potential difference between the passive and the corroding steel, Uoc

= (UC - UA) [mV], are varied within a wide range during the numerical simulation.

5 Corrosion current and resistance control for planparallel rebar
arrangement

Due to macrocell action the kinetics of both the anodic and cathodic
processes of the corroding rebar are affected. In Figure 3 the resulting change in
the corrosion current density, icorr, i.e. self-corrosion rate including macrocell
action, is shown as a function of open-circuit voltage Uoc, for different practical
values of concrete resistivity, ρcon. For Uoc ≤ 400 mV the influence of macrocell
action is limited since it does not result in a significant acceleration of the
corrosion rate. However, for Uoc ≥ 400 mV the magnitude of icorr is increased from
1.0 µA/cm2, i.e. the initial corrosion without macrocell action, to values ranging
from 1.23 µA/cm2 (400 mV; 50000 Ωcm) to 3.52 µA/cm2 (600 mV; 5000 Ωcm).
The corresponding potential of the anodic components shifts by +8.0 to +49.5 mV
(anodic polarisation) and for the macro-cathode from -268.8 to -436.7 mV
(cathodic polarisation).

Fig. 3: Macrocell current as a function of concrete resistivity
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These potential shifts of the anode and macro-cathode already indicate that
the control exerted by the concrete resistance on the macrocell process is
significantly lower than the control exerted by the cathodic process of the passive
steel. As an example Figure 4 shows the relative resistance control of the three
processes involved, i.e. the anodic, cathodic and electrolytic proces, denoted Ca,
Cc, Cel, respectively, as a function of concrete resistivity for Uoc = 400 mV. For
the complete range of concrete resistivities investigated the cathodic control, Cc,
clearly dominates starting with a value of 93% (20 Ωcm) which gradually
decreases to 59% for ρcon = 100000 Ωcm. The increase of concrete resistivity is
reflected in a simultaneous rise of the control exerted by the concrete resistance,
Cel, from 0% to 40%. For Uoc = 600 mV and ρcon = 5000 - 50000 Ωcm, the
contribution of the concrete resistance to the overall macrocell circuit resistance
ranges from 19% to 43% and for Uoc = 400 mV from 9% to 31%. Due to the high
corrosion rate the relative resistance control of the resistance against polarisation
of the actively corroding steel, Ca, is always less than 10%.

Fig. 4: Relative control of the anodic, cathodic, and electrolytic process on the
overall macrocell resistance for planparallel rebar arrangement

6 Macrocells with coplanar arrangement of local anode and macro cathode

A single rebar may exhibit macrocell action when large areas of passive
steel are interspersed by small anodic sites. Such a situation may develop when
cracks in the concrete cover cross underlying reinforcing bars. The corrosion
behaviour of this macrocell may be simulated by a one-dimensional approach
using a transmission line model. The passive steel acts as macro-cathode which is
subdivided into 50 discrete elements along the rebar, each with a certain potential
and current. The individual cathode-elements have a standard length of 10 mm
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and a diameter of 16 mm.
Between neighbouring elements an ohmic drop over the concrete electrolyte

is induced by the flow of ionic current along the rebar. The calculation procedure
for macrocells using a transmission model is described in more detail in [2].

Figure 5 depicts the distribution of the cathodic current over the passive
steel as a function of the distance from the central corroding zone (ideal anode)
for a wide range of driving voltages between corroding and passive zones, Uoc =
100-600 mV, using the following assumptions:

• Anode: anodic polarisation resistance = 0 Ω, simulating e.g. extremely high
chloride contents; no cathodic reaction on the surface of the anodic
component;

• Concrete: longitudinal electrolytic resistance along the rebar: rcon = 100
Ω/cm1;

• Macro-cathode: polarisation behaviour given by eq. [3] with ilim = 100
µA/cm2.

The first assumption implies that the corrosion current of the anode is given
by the overall cathodic current produced by the passive steel area.

Fig. 5: Cathodic currents for a coplanar macrocell arrangement (example)

As to be expected, the cathodic current density increases considerably with
higher driving voltages, and decreases with the distance from the corroding area.
However, significant cathodic current densities are not only present within a few
cm from the corroding zone, but also at passive steel surfaces more distant from
the anode. Especially when high driving voltages are present, passive steel at a
distance more than 20 cm still may contribute significantly to the overall cathodic
current. The distance of influence may then even amount to several meters in case
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of low resistivity concrete or in cases with large distance between depassivated
and well aerated areas.

6 Investigations to verify the numerical models

Two reinforced concrete beams with a length of 2 m have been produced to
study the cathodic current distribution of passive reinforcement within a one-
dimensional electrical field to verify the transmission line model. Altogether 20
pieces of reinforcement have been embedded each with a length of 10 cm to
simulate one 2 m bar (see Fig. 6). At one side 2 % and 3 % of chlorides / cement
have been added to the concrete mix while the remaining 19 segments have been
produced using concrete without chloride addition. Connecting an amperemeter
between the cables of the rebars it was possible to measure the macrocell currents
as shown in Fig. 6. Details are described in [2].

Fig. 6:Test set-up and cathodic current distribution of the passive
reinforcement



The test results show a good correlation between measured values and the
data calculated using the transmission line model using the formula describing the
polarisation behaviour of passive steel (equation [3]). However, for geometrical
conditions of macrocells occurring in practise more complex models for the
description of the electrical fields have to be used for the numerical simulation.

7 Determination of steel removal rates

The basic relationship between anodic current and steel removal rate is
given by Faraday’s law. In Fig. 7 the resulting removal rate [µm/a] due to
macrocell action, i.e. due to the current supplied by the macro-cathode, is shown
for various anode surface areas, assuming uniform corrosion attack over the
exposure surface. In the case of non-uniform corrosion attack, the surface areas
showing the highest local corrosion rates are considered of most practical
relevance. Therefore an average value for the anode surface may be used as an
input for Fig. 6.

For planparallel macrocells the steel removal rates can be approximated as
the sum of the initial corrosion current generated by self corrosion and the
macrocell current supplied by the macro-cathode. Generally, the macrocell current
underestimates the actual rate of attack, since cathodic reactions on the corroding
rebar are not completely suppressed.

Fig. 7: Relationship between cathodic current and steel removal rate
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For the coplanar arrangement the overall cathodic current is equal to the
corrosion current of the anode. Hence, the magnitude of the cathodic current can
be converted directly into the rate of attack.

8 Concluding remarks

Macrocell action plays an important role in the corrosion process of
reinforcement steel. For practical situations this results in complex
electrochemical interactions involving all parts of the steel reinforcement network.
These effects can be quantified by a numerical analysis which permits a prediction
of the current distribution for arbitrary reinforcing steel geometry’s,
electrochemical characteristics of the steel/concrete interface, and concrete
resistivity distributions [5,7].

The magnitude of the macrocell current flowing between the macro-cathode
and the anodic component is strongly dependent on the driving voltage, the
resistivity of the concrete electrolyte, and the polarisation behaviour of the passive
steel. Therefore simplified models based simply on the influence of the
electrolytic resistivity on the concrete might be misleading in many cases.

Generally, the rate of attack is determined by the conjoint action of
microcells and macrocells. Under adverse conditions the local corrosion rate may
be multiplied compared to the initial situation without macrocell action. The
situation when the macrocell current equals the corrosion current is approached
when the overall anodes of the macrocell system are polarised in the anodic
direction by more than approximately 50 mV from their respective initial free
corrosion potential.

In general, the highest corrosion rates have to be expected when the
corroding area is small compared to the exposure surface of the macro-cathodes.
The situation is exacerbated when the concrete has a low resistivity and a high
permeability for oxygen. However, restriction of the corrosion rate by oxygen
diffusion is not to be expected for most practical situations unless the concrete
cover is water saturated during an extended period of time [6].
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CORROSION MONITORING USING A NEW SENSOR SYSTEM FOR
INSTALLATION INTO EXISTING STRUCTURES
Corrosion monitoring into existing structures

M. RAUPACH
S and R Sensortec GmbH, Aachen, Germany

Abstract

Since recent years modern sensor systems are used to monitor the corrosion risk
for the reinforcement of concrete structures, i.e. the depth of the critical chloride
content initiating corrosion. The Anode-Ladder-System has e.g. been used
successfully since 1990 world-wide in structures exposed to aggressive
environment. As these systems have to be installed before placement of the
concrete, the new Expansion-Ring-System has been developed, which can be
installed into drilled holes of existing structures. It consists of 6 anode rings
within the main sensor and a cathode bar, both with special expansion
mechanisms. Using this sensor system the time-to-corrosion can be determined
continuously, enabling the owners of buildings to initiate preventive protection
measures before damages due to corrosion of the reinforcement like cracks and
spalling have occurred.

Keywords: Corrosion, monitoring, steel, concrete, reinforcement, anode, cathode,
sensor

1 Introduction

Corrosion of the reinforcement has become a major problem world-wide,
especially for structures exposed to aggressive environments such as bridges,
parking decks, tunnels, offshore structures or other buildings exposed to seawater
or deicing salts. As result, the repair costs nowadays constitute a major part of the
current spending on the infrastructure.

Many new systems and materials have been developed to repair the damages
and to increase durability, e.g. high performance concretes. However, there is only
limited long-term experience with these developments. Therefore sensor systems
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are needed enabling the owners of the structures to monitor the corrosion risk and
to take protective measures before the damaging processes start.

As known, the costs for repair measures increase more than proportionally
with time, when the reinforcement already has started to corrode. However, the
traditional monitoring systems like reference cells only show the local onset of
corrosion, but not the time-to-corrosion, which is measurable using the Anode-
Ladder-System or the new Expansion-Ring System.

2 Basic principle to determine the time-to-corrosion

The basic measuring principle is to place electrodes into different depths
related to the concrete surface and to measure the onset of corrosion of these
electrodes one by one (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Basic principle to determine the time-to-corrosion

The measuring electrodes are made of steel with a similar composition as
reinforcing steel to ensure that they will start to corrode at the same time, when a
rebar at the same depth would start to corrode. Comparative tests have been
carried out at the Institute for Building Materials Research of the RWTH Aachen,
showing that there was no significant difference in the corrosion behaviour of the
steel used for the measuring electrodes (anodes) and reinforcing steel with
different degrees of pre-rusting before installation into the concrete specimens.

Using adequate calculation models the time to corrosion can be determined
at any time provided that the cover thickness of the reinforcement is known. If
necessary the concrete cover can be measured using covermeters.



3 Development of the expansion-ring-system

The development of the corrosion monitoring systems has been carried out
based on an extensive research program on chloride-induced corrosion of steel in
concrete at the Institute for Building Materials Research of the Technical
University of Aachen. More than 500 concrete specimens with different concrete
compositions have been investigated under varying environmental conditions
using macrocell current measurements as testing method (see e.g. [1]-[5]).

The tests have shown, that this technique can also be used to monitor the
ingress of aggressive substances like chlorides or carbonation by measuring
electrical signals between different steel bars installed at defined locations.

Fig. 2:Photographs of the Anode-Ladder-System to monitor the corrosion
risk of the reinforcement installed during construction

Since 1990 the so called Anode-Ladder-System (see Fig.2) has been used
world-wide in different types of structures to monitor the corrosion risk for new
reinforced concrete structures in aggressive environment [6]. More than 600
Anode-Ladders have been installed into tunnels, bridges, foundations and other
structures exposed to agressive environment in Germany, Austria, Denmark, Hong
Kong, Japan, Croatia, Egypt, Switzerland, The Netherlands, Sweden, Taiwan and
Australia.

The six steps of the ladder made of steel will be depassivated one after the
other by chlorides or carbonation of the concrete showing the actual critical depth,
where the reinforcement is not any more protected by the passive layer induced by
the alcalinity of the pore solution of the concrete.

This sensor can only be installed before or during placement of the concrete
into new structures. As further development the Expansion-Ring-System is able to
monitor the corrosion risk also for existing structures by inserting the sensors into
drilled holes.



4 Description of the expansion-ring-system

The Expansion-Ring-System consists of the Expansion-Ring-Anode and a
cathode-bar. Both electrodes are inserted into holes, which have to be drilled into
the concrete surface. The holes for the Expansion-Ring-Anode shall not be drilled
by hand without fixed drilling equipment, because the geometry of the holes has
to be very exact. Usually the hole to be drilled to fix the drilling equipment by a
dowel is later used to insert the cathode-bar into the concrete. Fig. 3 shows the
installation- and measurement-procedure schematically.

          |→ depth                               |→ depth                               |→ depth

Fig. 3: Installation procedure of the new Expansion-Ring-Anode

The main measuring sensor is the Expansion-Ring-Anode (see Fig.4, (A)).
Similar to the six bars of the Anode-Ladder-System [6] the Expansion-Ring-
Anode consists of six measuring rings in different distances from the concrete
surface, in 1 cm-steps from 1 to 6 cm. In this way the ingress of chlorides and/or
carbonation from the concrete surface into the concrete and the subsequent
corrosion risk of the reinforcement can be measured as it was presented in section
2. Above, between and below these metal rings altogether seven insulation rings
are established to seal the area between the rings, i.e. to prevent water or chlorides
penetrating along the drilled surface deeper into the hole of the Expansion-Ring-
Anode.

The cathode (see Fig. 4, (B)) consists of two pieces of a platinum-coated bar
to be expanded by a special mechanism to ensure a durable contact to the
concrete.

The Expansion-Ring-Anode and cathode bar are connected to the concrete
by turning nuts at the upper part of the sensors, leading to an expansion of the
rings in a way that both sensors can be tightened sufficiently strong. During
installation of the sensors the torque of the sensors will be measured to ensure that
the tension between sensor and concrete is sufficient for a durable contact and not
to high to induce problems of cracking of parts of the sensor or the concrete. To
prevent cracking of the concrete, the sensors should not be installed at edges or
near the ends of concrete elements.



Fig. 4: Design of the Expansion-Ring-Anode (A) and cathode-bar (B) and
photograph of the Expansion-Ring-System installed into a bridge cap
in Germany during measurement with removed protection cap (C)

The distance between anode and cathode should be in the range of 15 cm.
Additionally the electrolytic resistance between the rings can be measured to
check the electrical contact between the rings and the concrete.

In the head of the Expansion-Ring-Anode a socket is integrated, which
allows to insert a plug of the measuring instrument. Between the measurements a
sealing cap is put onto the socked to protect it from corrosion. Cables are lead
from the measuring rings to this integrated socket inside of the Expansion-Ring-
Anode. After production of the electrode all inner open spaces are filled with resin
and sealing material to insure that no water or chlorides can penetrate to the inner
part of the sensor.

Laboratory tests have shown that the formation of rust at the first anodes
after depassivation has an additional sealing effect. Therefore, the depth of the
critical chloride front is not influenced by the presence of the sensors, because
chlorides can only enter into the concrete besides the Expansion-Ring-Anode
through the existing concrete.

4 Measurements and evaluation

To detect the onset of corrosion of the anode-rings the electrical currents,
voltages, electrical resistances and temperatures of the embedded sensors are mea-
sured using a specially developed hand instrument e. g. one to four times a year.

As long as the critical chloride content and the carbonation depth have not
reached the surface of the outer anode-ring, all electrical currents between the
anode-rings and the cathode-bar are low. In the course of time the anodes will be
depassivated one after the other. By measuring the electrical currents and voltages
between anode-rings and cathode-bar in regular intervals, the critical depth
regarding reinforcement corrosion is measurable continuously.

To be able to estimate additionally the potential corrosion behaviour of the
reinforcement after depassivation, the electrical AC-resistance-distribution of the

A

B
C



concrete between the six single anodes is also measured. Generally the maximum
possible corrosion rates decrease with increasing resistance of the concrete.
Additionally the temperature is measured using an integrated PT 1000 sensor.

For the measurements an automatic portable instrument CANIN-LTM has
been developed. Using this battery-powered instrument the electrical currents,
potentials, electrolytic resistances and the temperature are measured automatically
after pressing the start-button. The critical values are indicated simultaneously
within the large display. The data of the measurements of 1.000 sensors can be
stored and transferred to a personal-computer by the integrated serial port. For
further evaluation of the data software is available, which builds up a database and
shows the data versus time including alarm-values (see section 6).

Fig. 5: Measuring instrument CANIN-LTM

The CANIN-LTM is also used to check the proper contact of the anode-
rings during installation. From the first experience it is known, that the electrical
resistances between the anode-rings have to be in the range between 1 and 10 kΩ.

6 Results of laboratory tests

To investigate the correct functioning of the Expansion-Ring-System
comparative tests have been carried out using concrete specimen with embedded
Anode-Ladder according to [6]. Expansion-Ring-Anode and cathode have been
installed 137 days after placement of the concrete. At this stage the first two
anodes of the Anode-Ladder indicated activity showing that the critical depth
related to reinforcement corrosion was between 2 and 3 cm as the single anodes
have been installed in 1 cm - steps. To achieve this situation a chloride solution
containing 1 % Cl- had been applied onto the concrete surface beginning from 1
week after placement of the concrete. After installation water has been applied
onto the concrete surfaces in regular intervals (see Figs. 6 and 7) to investigate the
influence of wetting and drying on the measured data.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the standard plots produced by the MACRO-software
developed for the monitoring systems. To get a direct overview of all data, the
time-dependant values of voltage of all anodes against the cathode, electrical
currents 5 seconds after coupling of the anodes against the cathode, the AC-



resistance at 100 Hz between neighboured anodes and temperature of the
integrated PT 1000 sensor are plotted on 1 page. As limit values for activity of the
single anodes under usual conditions 150 mV and 15 µA after a short circuit time
of 5 seconds are used from experience. For special conditions regarding concrete
composition or environment, e.g. for permanently submerged concrete, other limit
values might be relevant, which can be determined easily by calibration tests using
the same concrete under the same conditions.

Fig. 6 and 7 show the data taken from both sensor systems beginning at the time
of installation of the Expansion-Ring-Anodes during cyclic application of the 1 %
Cl- solution, which can especially be seen at the data of the outer anodes near the
exposed concrete surface. Voltages and currents of the Anode-Ladder show that
the 2 outer anodes 1 and 2 are depassivated, while the remaining anodes 3-6 are
passive (Fig. 6).

Fig. 7 shows that it takes about 1 month until voltages and currents of the
single anodes of the Expansion-Ring-Anode above and below the critical depth
separate clearly from each other. This can be explained by the fact that it takes a
certain time until the surfaces of the rings passivate due to the alkalinity of the
surrounding concrete and until the chlorides cause an activation. After this period
the further ingress of chlorides can also be monitored.

The differences in the absolute values for the electrical currents and
resistances are caused by the different geometry of both types of sensors. For these
comparative tests an Expansion-Ring-Anode with a diameter of 30 mm has been
used.

This preliminary test shows that the Expansion-Ring-System is suitable to
monitor the critical depths related to corrosion of the reinforcement. The long-
term-tests are still running and will be presented later.

7 Fields of application

The corrosion monitoring system has the following advantages compared to
other monitoring methods:
• It is not only shown, whether the reinforcement corrodes or not, but it can

also be estimated, when the reinforcement will start to corrode.
• The corrosion monitoring system shows directly the depth of the critical

chloride content and not the absolute chloride contents. Compared to the
measurement of chloride profiles this is a decisive advantage, because as
known from experience the interpretation of absolute chloride contents is
often difficult. Therefore the installation of corrosion monitoring sensors
can not be replaced only by taking concrete samples for chloride profiles.

• The use of the corrosion monitoring system is especially economic in not
accessible locations, e. g. at the outer surfaces of tunnels or in the tidal zones
of pier shafts, etc..



When the corrosion monitoring systems are used as an effective integrated
part of the maintenance program, the operating costs i.e. the inspection, main-
tenance and repair costs, can be reduced significantly. Possible fields of
application are the following:
• Reinforced concrete structures exposed to aggressive environments

(offshore structures, buildings near the coast, bridges, parking structures,
tunnels, foundations, etc)

• Areas with difficult or without access (outer areas of tunnels and pipes,
foundations and tanks, piers, piles of bridges near the water level, etc.)

• Monitoring of the durability of special protection systems for new structures
especially with a high designed service life, e.g. 100 years (high
performance concrete, coatings, inhibitors, etc.)

• Monitoring of the durability of special repair systems (cathodic protection,
desalination, coatings, inhibitors, etc.)

8 Outlook

Laboratory tests and first installations on site have shown, that it is possible
to monitor the critical depth related to reinforcement corrosion using the
Expansion-Ring-System.

Since September 1998 the Brite Euram Project “Smart Structures” is
running to develop an integrated monitoring system for concrete structures. One
task of this project is the further development of the Expansion-Ring-System,
especially optimisation of the installation procedure and testing in different
concretes in laboratory and in critical locations of bridges. The further results will
be presented within the next years
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Fig. 7: Results of the Expansion-Ring-System installed near the Anode-
Ladder; compare to Fig. 6 (A1 is the single anode next to the concrete
surface, etc.)
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Fig. 6: Results from a laboratory test of the Anode-Ladder-System under
cyclic water application (A1 is the single anode next to the concrete
surface, ect)
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STEEL CORROSION IN CONCRETE: A COMPREHENSIVE
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Steel corrosion in concrete

C.Q. LI, M. CLEVEN and F. ISAAC
Department of Civil Engineering, Monash University
Victoria, 3145, Australia

Abstract

The emphasis of current research in steel corrosion is on the corrosion
mechanisms and on the prevention and mitigation of corrosion from a material
perspective. Little is known about how the material induced degradation affects
the residual strength and serviceability of a concrete structure in a quantitative
way. The intention of this paper is to discuss issues related to steel corrosion in
concrete structures. A comprehensive experimental program aiming to investigate
strength and serviceability deterioration of concrete structures is presented. The
thrust of the program is that full size specimens are tested under service loading
and subjected to simulated environment in an environmental chamber. The
program will provide vital data on corrosion initiation, propagation and its effect
on residual strength and serviceability of concrete buildings which can be used as
a rational basis for rehabilitation and replacement of deteriorated concrete
structures. Some preliminary results are also presented.

Keywords: Reinforcing steel, corrosion, concrete structures, residual strength

1 Introduction

Reinforced concrete structures are one of the most widely used engineered
structures and are frequently subjected to extreme natural hazards, such as wind,
earthquake etc. These structures also suffer material and structural deterioration to
certain extent. Of three major mechanisms that cause structural concrete
deterioration (Warner, et al 1989), steel corrosion in concrete is the most severe
form of deterioration and is most difficult to deal with.  Considerable research on
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reinforcing steel corrosion has been undertaken. But the emphasis of current
research is on the corrosion mechanisms and on the prevention and mitigation of
corrosion from a material perspective. Little is known about how the material
induced degradation affects the residual strength and serviceability of in-service
concrete structures in a quantitative way. The corrosion induced structural
deterioration is attributed to a combination of factors including area reduction and
bond loss. This combined effect of steel corrosion on structural performance has
not been fully investigated and an understanding of this effect can only be gained
through experiment. Prediction of the remaining safe life of corrosion-affected
structures must be based on models of structural deterioration (strength and
serviceability). Such models can only be derived from realistic and accurate data.
Field data is usually poor in accuracy and has a high degree of variation
(uncertainty). Laboratory data so far is obtained from tests without a service load
and hence they are not fully applicable to structures in-service (i.e. under loading).
Research into the corrosion induced bond loss and its effect on structural strength
and serviceability under operating loads is virtually non-existent as shown in
literature, due mainly to a lack of experimental facilities capable of simulating a
desired aggressive environment and maintaining load during the corrosion
process.

The intention of this paper is to discuss issues related to steel corrosion in
concrete structures. Based on the understanding of the problem, a comprehensive
experimental program aiming to investigate strength and serviceability
deterioration of concrete structures, caused by corrosion of reinforcing steel in
concrete, is presented. The thrust of the program is that service loading is to be
applied to test specimens which at the same time are subjected to simulated
marine environment in a large corrosive environmental chamber with salt spray
facility. The proposed research will provide vital data on physical characteristics
of corrosion initiation, propagation and its effect on residual strength and
serviceability of concrete structures which can be used as a rational basis for
rehabilitation and replacement of deteriorated concrete structures. Some
preliminary results are also presented.

2 Current issues related to steel corrosion

It is believed that research into structural durability should be focused on
how to assess the performance over the time during the service life of the
structures. Only in this way can the research of structural durability be of any
practical significance and the benefit to the society and community be observed.
Since the factors that affect structural durability are highly uncertain and time-
variant, only a time-dependent reliability approach is justifiable in dealing with
the problem. The theoretical framework for structural assessment based on time-
dependent reliability theory has been layed but substantial work is needed,
particularly in experimental research, to make the methodology practically
useable. Based on this understanding it can be envisaged that the followings are
demanding issues in the research of concrete structural durability.



2.1 Initiation of steel corrosion under service loads
A theoretical prediction of initiation time of steel corrosion in concrete is

through Fick’s law to estimate the diffusion of Cl- to the surface of the steel.
Unfortunately, the assumptions built in this law in application to initiation
prediction are not always met in practice. In particular, the service load induced
cracks would invalidate the assumption that concrete be homogeneous material,
even though it may be assumed to be homogeneous in the absence of cracks. Also
the diffusion process assumed in Fick’s law applies to “semi-infinite” solids with
constant concentration of chloride on the surface, which limits its application to
more common situations, in particular, the chloride concentration on the surface
varies. Also half cell potential measurement for the initiation of steel corrosion
seems to be very random. It is therefore desirable that a model be developed to
predict the initiation of steel corrosion in a situation that is more realistic, i.e., a
concrete structure in service under loading and aggressive environment.

2.2 Residual strength
As has been noted steel corrosion is essentially a two-stage electrochemical

oxidation process. The current research should be focused on the second stage,
i.e., determining the strength deterioration which depends on corrosion rate and,
in turn, various factors that are related to material and structural properties.
However, very limited research has been undertaken using advanced stochastic
approaches. Although in some countries, e.g., in Europe, considerable research
has been undertaken (Andrade, et al 1996), care should be taken in considering
the fact that substantial differences exist (in different countries) in environments,
material constituents, construction practices and design loads.

Theoretical models based on area reduction of the cross-section of rebars
are more or less simplistic. The model is of the form as follows (Li and Melchers
1993)
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where As(t) is the area of reinforcing steel. It is evident that the residual strength
of a concrete structure is not only related to area of rebar (although it may be
dominant). It depends on a combination of factors, such as the area reduction, the
bond loss at the interface of steel and concrete, expansion of cracks (deepening)
and so on. These factors may also interact, resulting adverse affect on the strength
of the structural section. All this means that any theoretical model needs to be
verified by experiment.

2.3 Acceptable probability of  deterioration failure
In performance assessment, the probability of deterioration failure is

checked against an acceptable probability of structural failure. How to determine
the acceptable probability of structural failure is of great significance in decision-
making in infrastructure (asset) management. The acceptable limit for the
probability of structural failure can be determined in the framework of reliability-



based economic optimisation of structures. The basic idea of economic
optimisation is to find an optimal balance between the total cost of a structure
(including initial cost, maintenance cost, rehabilitation cost etc.) and the safety
level that is required for the structure, which should be based on a socio-economic
criterion (Li 1995). Although the concept of reliability-based optimisation as
illustrated in Fig. 1 is not new, the topic has not been fully explored and a general
solution to obtain the optimised safety index (acceptable failure probability) and
to incorporate it in engineering structures is highly desirable.

Fig. 1: Optimised safety level

The total cost, CT, of a concrete structure (including initial cost, CI,
maintenance and/or repair cost, CM,R, the cost for structural failure, CF, etc.), can
be expressed as

CT = CI  + CM,R + ... + pfCF     (2)

Theoretically, a “target” acceptable limit for the failure probability can be
determined by minimising the total cost of equation (2).

2.4 Durability design
Traditionally the durability design of concrete structures is based on implicit

rules for materials, material compositions, working conditions, structural
dimensions, etc (SAA 1994). These “deemed-to-comply” rules are also related to
the type of environmental exposure. Modern structural design codes should
increasingly be based on the performance of structures. It must be ensured that the
required performance exists throughout the service life of the structures. With
deemed-to-comply rules it is not possible to give an explicit relationship between
the performance and service life. For concrete structures these relationships are
not yet available as design tools. They need to be developed.

3 A comprehensive research program on steel corrosion

A comprehensive experimental program aiming to investigate strength and
serviceability deterioration of concrete structures caused by corrosion of



reinforcing steel in concrete has been developed at Monash University since 1997.
The first step was to apply for funding to build large corrosive chamber with salt
spray facility. The overall objective of the program is to develop a reliability-
based methodology to quantitatively evaluate structural deterioration of concrete
structures and to predict the remaining service life. The experiments proposed
examine those factors from materials, service loads and exposed environment that
contribute to steel corrosion, including corrosion rate and debonding, which leads
to loss of structural integrity and serviceability.

3.1 Large corrosive environmental chamber
Funded by Australian Research Council, a large corrosive environmental

chamber has been built in the Department of Civil Engineering, Monash
University, Australia. It is believed to be a world first and largest environmental
chamber with salt spray facility. The chamber has the following functions:

♦ Operating temperature range of 10 to 60 oC
♦ Operating relative humidity (RH) range of 50% to 100%
♦ Content of carbon dioxide of up to 4%
♦ Controlled salt spray facility (different content of sodium chloride, NaCl)

The features of chamber are as follows:

♦ Plan dimension of 4 by 8 meters
♦ World largest with salt spray facility
♦ Fully computerised
♦ Full size structural members can be tested
♦ Service loads can be applied
♦ Tests can be controlled and accelerated
♦ Different environments can be simulated

The tests that can be done include:

♦ Effect of material degradation on structures
♦ Effect of material constituents on material degradation
♦ Structural residual strength and deterioration rate under service loads
♦ Structural failure mechanisms
♦ Effect of material degradation on fatigue
♦ Diagnose and remedial strategies

3.2 Initiation of steel corrosion under service loads
This is the first project of the comprehensive program, the aim of which is

to determine the initiation time of steel corrosion in concrete from a probabilistic
perspective. Specifically the project examines three factors that are deemed to
contribute to the initiation of steel corrosion under service conditions. These
factors are service loading, chloride content in the environment and concrete



constituents. The objective of the project is to develop a stochastic model to
predict initiation of steel corrosion. The outcomes of the project will be:

♦ A quantitative understanding of the effect of service loading, chloride content
and concrete constituents on initiation of steel corrosion in concrete;

♦ Stochastic models to predict the time of initiation of steel corrosion.

3.2.1 Details of specimens
There are two types of test specimens: full size beams and model beams.

The cross-section of the specimens is as shown in Fig. 2. There are 60 model
beams: 54 to be tested under accelerated conditions, including: 3 cement type; 2
water cement ratios; 3 time points to obtain a function over time; and 3 replicates
for statistical study. Concrete ingredients of model beams are as shown in Table 1.
There are six full size beams to be tested under accelerated conditions, consisting
of different mixes of concrete with 3 cement types: ordinary Portland cement; fly
ash blended cement (3:7); and blast furnace slag blended cement (3:7); and 2
water cement ratios: 0.45 and 0.6.

(a) Full size (b) Model

Fig. 2: Cross-section of test specimens

Table 1: Concrete mixes used in model beams

w/c = 0.45
Ingredient Normal Portland Fly ash Furnace slag
Sand 62.5 kg 62.5 kg 62.5 kg
Cement 31.4 kg 21.9 kg cement

9.6 kg fly ash
21.9 kg cement
9.6 kg slag

Coarse Aggregate 94 kg 94 kg 94 kg
Water 14.2 kg 14.2 kg 14.2 kg

3.2.2 Test method
The test rig for model beams is as shown in Fig.3. Loads up to 60% of the

ultimate flexure strength are applied to model beams by tying rods. This load is
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kept constant during the test duration. The acceleration is achieved by manually
spraying the salt solution on the beams for wetting, and then being left in oven at
500C for drying. There are two wet-dry cycles in a week.

The test rig for full size beams is as shown in Fig.4, where the loads are
applied using lead ingots, which are up to 60% of ultimate strength of the beam.
For the full size beams the cycles will be controlled in the environmental
chamber. Extra model beams and full size beams are subjected to natural cycles of
wet and dry to obtain the actual cycle period of wet and dry under natural
conditions.

3.2.3 Parameters to measure
Three parameters are measured in the tests: (1) half cell potential; (2) depth

of chloride penetration and; (3) chloride concentration. All these parameters are
measured over time. The initiation of corrosion is determined when the chloride
concentration on the surface of steel bars exceeds a threshold of 0.06% of
concrete by weight and this initiation is confirmed with visual inspection by
breaking open the specimens after cleaning. Half cell potential is also used as an
indication of corrosion.

Section A-A
supportbeam tying rod

tying nut

tying washer
to monitor the
static load
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Fig. 3:Test rig for model beam specimens
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Fig. 4: Sketch of test rig for full size beams (symmetric)

3.3 Determination of residual strength
The aim of this project is to investigate strength deterioration of concrete

structures. In particular, it is to examine the strength deterioration due to a
combination of area reduction of steel bars and bond loss. The factors to be
examined are the same as in Section 3.2. The objective of the project is to develop



a reliability-based methodology to quantitatively determine residual strength of
concrete structures and to predict the remaining service life. The outcomes of the
project will be:

♦ A quantitative understanding of the effect of the build-up of corrosion
products on residual strength and failure mechanisms induced by corrosion;

♦ A stochastic model of strength deterioration of concrete structures under
corrosion attack and service loadings;

♦ A reliability-based method to predict the remaining service life of deteriorated
concrete structures.

3.3.1 Details of specimens
There are 28 beam specimens to be tested in the project, broken down as

follows. 2 cement types: normal Portland cement and fly ash blended cement
(3:7); 2 water/Cement ratios: 0.45 and 0.6; 2 duplicates for statistical study; and 3
time periods: 3, 6 and 9 months duration respectively. An additional 4 beams (2
cement types, 2 water/cement ratios) will be used for long term testing to verify
the data acquired under accelerated conditions. Typical cross-section of the beam
is as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig.5: Details of cross-section of fuss size beams

3.3.2.Test method
The test rig is as shown in Fig. 4. The specimens are exposed in the

chamber for acceleration. A typical cycle of wet and dry is as follows: spayed with
salt water for 2 hours until saturated. The salt (NaCl) content is 3.5% by weight to
comply with Australian Sea Water;  dry purge at 50°C for 24 hours. Generally
there are 2 cycles a week. Service loads of 60% ultimate load are applied by lead
ingots and kept constant during the test duration.

3.3.2.Measurement
The following parameters will be investigated in the experiment: (1) Bond

loss, which is determined by slips at the interface of concrete and steel and
recorded with DeMag gauge; (2) Corrosion rate, which is determined by the cross



section reduction of steel bars; (3) Ultimate strength, which is determined by
external loads at cantilevered ends; (4) Deflection, which is measured at the
cantilever ends; and (5) Cracks. Crack width, depth and patterns will be measured
and monitored

4 Preliminary results

Preliminary results can be summarised as follows:

♦ Corrosion occurs where cracks are (see Fig. 6). So Fick’s law is not accurate
to predict the initiation time of steel corrosion when service loads may induce
considerable cracks. In the tests cracks width varied from 0.2 to 0.5 mm.

♦ Half cell potential measurement is very unreliable (Fig. 7). At the time of
corrosion, the range of half cell potential varied from –350mV to –600 mV.

♦ Chloride content seems to be more accurate than other measurements (Fig. 8).
♦ The bond failure in a pioneer test to determined the bond strength is in Fig. 9.

Fig. 6: Corrosion initiation at cracks

Fig. 7: Half cell potential varies with time
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Fig. 8: Chloride content (by weight of concrete) varying with the depth from
surface

♦ The relationship between slip and ultimate load will be presented in the
conference due to length limit of the paper.

Fig. 9: Slag Blended Cement – 200mm Transmission Length (Beam 3)

5 Conclusion

Current issues related to steel corrosion in concrete structures have been
discussed. A comprehensive experimental program aiming to investigate strength
and serviceability deterioration of concrete structures has been presented.
Preliminary results from this program have also presented. It can be concluded
that corrosion initiation and propagation in concrete structures without loading are
different to those under loading. The focus of research on concrete durability
should be on how to assess the structural performance and hence to determine the
maintenance time and service life of the structures.
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SURVEY RESULTS REGARDING ATTITUDE TOWARDS
STONECLEANING OF BUILDING SANDSTONES
Stone cleaning and building stone decay

M.E. YOUNG, J. BALL and R. LAING
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Surveying, The Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, UK.

Abstract

Over the past 20-35 years, cleaning of stone facades of buildings has been a significant
activity, both in terms of financial outlay and the effect on the built heritage of
Scotland’s cities.  The removal of soiling has been perceived by the general public and
building owners as a “good thing” because of the simplistic notion that a clean, bright
facade reflects well on the urban environment in general and on the image of the
building occupier in particular.  However, the potential for immediate and longer term
damage to stone is seldom fully appreciated.  Both abrasive and chemical cleaning
methods can cause changes to the physical and chemical characteristics of sandstones
which may increase the rate of decay of a previously cleaned stone.  These effects may
take a number of years to manifest themselves and it has recently become evident that
stone replacement is being carried out on facades that have been cleaned in the past.
This research programme was initiated by Historic Scotland to investigate the scale of
any problem with respect to the decay of building sandstones.  A database of
information is being collected to determine the relative rates of decay of cleaned and
un-cleaned sandstone facades.  This will allow estimates to be made of the amount of
stone required for repair purposes and will provide projections with regard to future
repair costs.  Objective and quantifiable evidence on the impact of stonecleaning with
respect to stone decay and stone replacement is now urgently required if proper
guidance is to be provided, to both practitioners and the stone industry.

Keywords: database, sandstone, stonecleaning, stone decay, stone repair.
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1 Introduction

In the previous two decades, many of the mainly sandstone buildings in
Scotland’s cities have undergone stonecleaning. Where figures for grant aid have been
collected, the amount spent on stonecleaning has been estimated at about £9M per year
(by Scottish Development Agency for the three years to 1992). The large amount of
cleaning which has taken place has had a significant effect on the appearance of
buildings and on their environmental context.  Stonecleaning is generally perceived by
the public and building owners as a “good thing” because of the simplistic notion that a
clean, bright facade reflects well on the urban environment and on the image of the
building occupier.  However, no stonecleaning method has yet been devised which can
remove soiling without affecting the underlying stone.  Physical cleaning methods such
as grit blasting inevitably result in some abrasive damage to the stone surface.
Chemical cleaning may dissolve some stone components along with the soiling and
can leave substantial amounts of chemical residues in porous stone.  The soiling layer
is often hydrophobic in character and its removal is likely to change the behaviour of
the stone (and joints) with respect to movement of water and water vapour.

Where the soiling layer is responsible for accelerated decay of the underlying
stone then cleaning may be advantageous.  However, stonecleaning is often carried out
for purely aesthetic reasons with little understanding of the potential damage which
may be done by improper or uncontrolled cleaning.  The amount of damage caused at
the time of cleaning varies depending on the technique and the stone characteristics,
but what is seldom understood is that stonecleaning has consequences for the longer
term behaviour of the stone.  Previous studies (Andrew et al. 1994; Urquhart et al.
1993, 1994; Webster et al. 1992; Young & Urquhart 1998; Young 1998) have
established that stonecleaning can cause immediate damage to sandstone buildings and
that it has the potential to accelerate decay in the longer term.  However, no previous
studies have attempted to quantify the scale of this damage.  This research project aims
to determine the extent and rate of stone decay on stonecleaned sandstone facades
relative to un-cleaned facades and to predict the effects of previous and on-going
stonecleaning on the future costs of facade maintenance.  Objective and quantifiable
evidence on the impact of stonecleaning with respect to stone decay and stone
replacement is now urgently required if proper guidance is to be provided, to both
practitioners and the stone industry.

2 Methodology

One of the objectives of this research programme is to predict the effects of
stonecleaning on the future costs of maintenance. As a first step, it was therefore
necessary to establish the motivations behind current stone repair and replacement.  A
questionnaire survey was used to determine the extent of awareness among
practitioners of the issues and problems associated with stonecleaning and the
replacement and repair of damaged or decayed stone.  A total of 100 questionnaires
were sent out to architects, developers and planning departments of City Councils.
Answers were received from 42 respondents.  In this way, preliminary information was
gathered on the frequency of maintenance interventions, attitudes regarding



maintenance methods, the choice of material, costing methods in use and any prior
knowledge of respondents regarding possible negative effects of stonecleaning.

This initial survey has been followed by a series of more closely focused
investigations of cost, specification and materials sourcing.  The life cycle cost model
which is currently being developed (Laing et al. this volume) reflects the link between
stone decay (resulting from stonecleaning) and remedial work.  The point at which
such work would be completed in reality is vital to both the cost and resources
required.  Information was gathered in the following stages:

1. Initial costs of cleaning (including temporary works and testing) represent a
major financial cost.  Previous work has shown that aesthetic (Webster et al.
1992) or financial (Laing and Urquhart 1997) benefits may result, at least in the
short term.

2. Where accelerated or additional stone decay results from stonecleaning, this
might require maintenance work.  The extent and rate of decay are to be
established through the compilation and analysis of a buildings database.

3. Parties responsible for the specification of stone maintenance were questioned
regarding both stonecleaning and stone repair with respect to cleaning methods,
reasons for cleaning, reasons (quantified) for stone repair or replacement and
sourcing of materials.  Linked with information from item 2.  above, the timing
and extent of maintenance work during the life cycle can be established.

4. Stone masons were questioned regarding the techniques and costs of stone repair
and replacement work.  In addition to financial information (e.g. unit rates), data
was also gathered regarding labour and materials costs.  It was hypothesised that
the often long timescales involved could reduce the apparent scale of work after
discounting had taken place.  By reporting the resource implications there was
less danger of this occurring.

5. Work has begun on the investigation of the quantity and quality of stone
available for repair and replacement.  Issues concerning skills required, variables
used in matching of stone and the practicalities of sourcing stone from closed or
mothballed quarries will be covered.  This section of the work, while clearly
following the other areas, will have important implications for the study as a
whole.

Over 200 buildings located in various Scottish cities have been identified for
inclusion in a survey to determine the relative rates of decay on cleaned and un-cleaned
sandstone facades.  Most buildings have been chosen as pairs of essentially identical
cleaned and un-cleaned facades to allow realistic comparisons to be made of their
condition.  Wherever possible the pairs of buildings are in the same terrace (often side-
by-side) to eliminate the effects of local variations in environment.  The facades chosen
cover a wide range of stone types and cleaning methods.  A database is being
constructed to hold and analyse the information collected from field visits to survey the
condition of these buildings.  Analysis of information regarding the mapping of decay,
soiling and interventions (e.g. repair) on these facades will allow estimates to be made
of the amount of stone required for repair purposes and will provide projections with
regard to future repair costs.



Data section 1Photographs

Sandstone
classification

Water absorption
test

Sample

Decay and soilingCarved detail

Data by facade

Masonry type Surface finish

Table 1: Database structure

Table name Parent
table

Position in
hierarchy

Brief description of contents

Sample (S) - Primary parent Address, reference number and all details known about
the building prior to survey, including architectural
description, type of sandstone and cleaning method.

Photographs S 2nd level Facade photographs with the facility to print survey
forms.

Data section 1 (DS1) S 2nd level All data pertinent to the building as a whole including its
relationship to its environs and neighbours.

Sandstone classification DS1 3rd level Description of sandstones.
Data by facade (DbF) S 2nd level Facade specific data including assessment of

architectural and ornamental detail and general facade
condition.

Masonry type DbF sub-table Masonry type used on the facade.
Surface finish DbF sub-table Type of surface finish used on the facade.
Carved detail DbF 3rd level Photograph and assessment of complexity of carved

detail.
Decay and soiling DbF 3rd level Percentage coverage of the facade by different degrees of

soiling, soiling types, biological growths, colour
changes, decay types and repairs.

Water absorption test DS1 3rd level Results from field tests.

The database is comprised of a number of related data tables whose contents and
relationships are outlined in Table 1.  More detail about the nature of the essential core
data is contained, where relevant, in Table 2.  As can be seen from the contents of
these tables it is possible to account for a considerable number of variables.  The
essential comparison will be of the differences in rates of decay between cleaned and
un-cleaned buildings in similar locations of similar architectural complexity.  Other
important comparisons include the amount of stone replacement and repair, soiling
rates and amount of biological growth.



Table 2: Nature of essential data collected

Type of data Description Data table
Sandstone description Cement type(s), colour, grain size, sorting, grain shape,

constituents, fabric, bedding depth and source.
Sandstone
classification,

Environmental details Orientation and alignment of terrace, road category, proximity
to road, traffic density, relationship to neighbouring
properties, layout density, terraced or not, shape of terrace,
position in terrace.

Data section 1

Treatment of facade Cleaned or un-cleaned, date and method of cleaning. Data section 1
Physical appearance General appearance, condition of visible rainwater goods,

staining from hidden rainwater goods, condition of joints and
beds, crispness of detail and arises.

Data by facade

Soiling characteristics Density and pattern of particulate soiling. Decay & soiling
Crusts and deposits Crusts (e.g. gypsum), salt efflorescences and bird droppings. Decay & soiling
Biological colonisation Extent & location of colonisation by algae, lichens & higher

plants.
Decay & soiling

Colour change Natural mineral movement, chemical bleaching or staining,
run-off from metal fixings, splash-back and water run-off
patterns.

Decay & soiling

Decay and repair Granular disintegration, blistering, flaking, contour scaling,
solution decay, abrasion, decay of components, delamination,
severe pitting, irregular pitting, differential decay, mechanical
damage, fissures, debasement of detail sharpness, redressing,
plastic repair, lack of mortar, inappropriate bedding,
indenting, honeycombing.

Decay & soiling

Survey conditions The weather conditions are noted at the time of survey as this
can have an effect on what the surveyor is able to detect
(particularly in the case of salt efflorescences).

Data section 1

3 Results

3.1 Questionnaire survey
Using a series of photographs showing different types and degrees of decay,

respondents were asked to indicate whether or not they would replace or repair the
stone and to indicate their reasons: aesthetic, functional or structural.  The answers
varied markedly for the different examples provided which covered a range of stone
conditions from slight damage to severe decay.  In many cases, the reasons cited for
stones requiring replacement or repair were primarily aesthetic (Fig. 1).  Problems with
the stone’s ability to function (e.g. in water shedding) were cited rather less often and
relatively few respondents thought the examples of decayed stones represented a
structural threat, although this depended on the state of the stone and its perceived role
in the facade.  Where stone decay was perceived as a structural threat, replacement was
preferred over repair.

Respondents were asked what time scale they considered reasonable for carrying
out particular forms of maintenance on a natural stone building facade (Fig. 2).  The
only maintenance interventions that all respondents agreed should be carried out at
some stage were “re-pointing” and “replacing decayed stone with natural stone”.  For
all the other interventions suggested, at least some respondents were of the opinion that
they should “never” be carried out.  The most rejected intervention was “application of



water repellent” which 69% of respondents felt should never be done.  As many as
50% of respondents replied that “stonecleaning” should never be carried out.  Biocide
application and plastic repair were also rejected by a large number of respondents (43%
and 33% respectively).

The logistics and cost of stone sourcing will be investigated as they relate to the
immediate and future needs for matching stone for repair purposes.  With regard to
gathering information which can be used to inform further studies, respondents were
asked to what extent they regarded particular items (Fig. 3) to be of importance when
preparing a specification for matching replacement stone to original stone.  Responses
were all greatly skewed towards the higher end of the scale (more importance),
indicating that respondents perceive the correct selection of material to be of great
importance.
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Fig. 2: Respondents’ answers to the question “What time scale do you consider
reasonable for carrying out the following maintenance on a natural stone
building facade? ”
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Fig. 3: Respondents’ answers to the question “When preparing a specification for
matching replacement stone to original stone, to what extent do you regard
the following to be of importance? ”
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Perhaps surprisingly, the item respondents thought to be of most importance in
matching replacement stone to original stone was “matching the original tooling”, 67%
of respondents rating this as very important.  While only 12% of respondents rated
“matching present stone colour” as very important, 45% rated “matching original stone
colour” as very important.  This may be an indication of the general appreciation of
respondents that stone colour changes throughout the life span of a building and that
initial colour differences of replacement stone need not be seen as a problem.  In
general, with the exception of present stone colour, all the items specified were seen as
moderately to highly important by respondents.

Respondents were asked whether they had noticed any detrimental effects to
natural stone building facades caused by chemical or abrasive stonecleaning.  The prior
knowledge of respondents is interesting in two main respects.  Firstly, the responses to
other parts of the questionnaire might be influenced by such knowledge and, secondly,
the depth of knowledge informs as to the extent to which previous research findings
are currently recognised at a practical level.  The overwhelming majority of
respondents (86%) had observed a variety of detrimental effects of stonecleaning
(Table 3).  Erosion was overwhelmingly the most commonly noticed detrimental
effect, being cited by 44% of respondents.  10-20% of respondents had also noticed
increased biological growth following cleaning, discoloration, surface spalling and salt
efflorescences.  Accelerated weathering was only remarked upon by one respondent.

Table 3: Number and percentage of respondents citing particular detrimental
effects of stonecleaning that they have noticed on building facades

3.2 Database development
At the time of writing, survey information is being entered into the database but

no formal statistical analysis has as yet been carried out.  However, early indications
have suggested that, in some circumstances, a significant difference is likely to be
found in the rates of decay between buildings which have undergone stonecleaning and
those which have not.  A fuller understanding of any link between stonecleaning and
rates of stone decay will only become possible following a full analysis of the
information once the data collection phase of the project is complete.

Observed effect Number of responses % response
Erosion 18 44

Increased biological growth 7 17
Discoloration 7 17

Spalling/scaling 5 12
Efflorescence 5 12

Pitting 3 7
Bleaching 2 5

Accelerated weathering 1 2
Damage to adjacent buildings 1 2

Delamination 1 2
Increased porosity 1 2

Joints opened up 1 2
Loss of cement 1 2



4 Discussion

Continuing work on this research programme involves the completion and
analysis of the database and follow-up interviews to the questionnaire survey.

If it can be shown that stonecleaning causes an acceleration of decay then there
are cost implications for the maintenance cycle of the fabric of the building.  Results
from the questionnaire survey indicated that the primary reasons for most stone
replacement and repair were aesthetic.  This implies that stones on which decay
(including that caused by stonecleaning) is relatively superficial and poses no
immediate structural or functional threat to a building’s performance may be frequently
considered suitable for repair or replacement during facade maintenance.  Even a
relatively small degree of accelerated stone decay as a result of stonecleaning may
therefore greatly increase that amount of repair and replacement over the following
years.  The implication here is that accelerated rates of even superficial decay will lead
to higher costs.  It is clearly essential that the long term effects of stonecleaning
methods are fully appreciated by building owners and professionals involved in
building maintenance before any decision to clean a facade is taken.  Respondents
answers to the questionnaire indicated that many were wary of the long term
implications of irreversible treatments to stone (including stonecleaning, biocide
application and use of water repellents).  This response is clearly justified where there
is a lack of useful practical guidance regarding the long term effects of treatments.
Industry needs to be informed by “best practice” and best practice needs to be
supported by research.

The existence of any link between accelerated stone decay and particular
stonecleaning methods carries major implications for:
1. an appraisal the desirability in stonecleaning per se,
2. a re-assessment of current cleaning methods and their suitability for certain types

of stone,
3. interpretation of how the consequences of stonecleaning may affect the

maintenance cycle of buildings and the production of cost models.
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AN ENGINEERED MODEL FOR SERVICE LIFE OF MARINE CONCRETE
STRUCTURES
Marine concrete structures

H. T. CAO and V. SIRIVIVATNANON
CSIRO Division of Building, Construction and Engineering, North Ryde, NSW,
Australia.

Abstract

This paper presents a simple approach to predicting service life of marine reinforced
concrete structures.  This approach is based on the solution derived from Fick’s 2nd

law of diffusion with modifications.  The modifications required are the corrections
for chloride surface concentration CS and chloride diffusion coefficient D.  Acceptable
steel corrosion rate is suggested for use in the prediction of service life.

Keywords: Service life, chloride penetration, corrosion

1 Introduction

Reliable prediction of service life of concrete structures is a complicated
process.  It requires intimate knowledge on the environments, material behaviours,
degradation/interaction mechanisms and kinetics; and functional/safety requirements
[Pommersheim and Clifton, 1985, Fagerlund, 1983].  Due to these complications,
even with the narrowed list of variables, prediction of service life should be viewed as
a qualitative process or at best semi-quantitative at this stage.

In a marine environment, concrete can be subjected to a range of chemical,
physical, biological and electrochemical attack.  Chloride induced corrosion of steel
reinforcement – electrochemical attack – has been known to be the major cause of
concrete deterioration.  Hence, modelling of service life of reinforced concrete
structures with respect to chloride induced steel corrosion has been the focal point of
many research and studies.  Such a model can be used in the design/materials
selection/specification of new structures to meet specific service life requirements; in
the assessment of residual service life of existing structures or in planning of
maintenance/repair strategy.  When used in combination with a life cycle costing
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model, it can be used to formulate economical solution to combat reinforcement
corrosion.

Service life of a concrete structure can be defined in different ways (Figure 1).
Some of these definitions are:

• Time from construction until when the chloride content at the reinforcement is
high enough to initiate steel corrosion (corrosion-free models);

• Time from construction to time at which signs of distress are visible/observable
(acceptable corrosion models);

• Time from construction to time at which the member/component/structure is
considered to be functionally unacceptable or unsafe (end-of-function models).

In this paper, an approach to the prediction of service life of concrete structures is
given based on the acceptable corrosion rate (2nd definition).  This concept is adopted
based on the consideration that in practice, the initiation of ‘real’ maintenance/repair
work is likely when signs of distress including rust stain, spalling are visible.

The basic modules needed are:

• Chloride penetration pattern vs time;
• Chloride threshold level;
• Steel corrosion rate vs time;
• Cumulative damage to concrete;

These items will be discussed in this paper.  The objective of this paper is to
present the rationale behind the process of prediction of service life of marine RC
concrete structures.  The key to predicting service life of marine RC structures is to
evaluate the life of each component using an appropriate model/process.  For a given
structure, different models may be required for different components.  The
components with the shortest predicted service life would dictate the overall service
life, especially when the failure of such a component has a serious structural/safety
consequence.  The discussion of service life prediction in this paper is therefore
limited in scopes.
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2 Prediction of chloride penetration into concrete

Fick’s second law of diffusion (1) is commonly used in evaluating chloride
penetration into concrete.  For a semi-infinite slab with constant surface chloride
concentration, a well-known solution can be found as follows:
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where ),( txC  is the chloride content at depth x at time t; iC  is the initial chloride

content of the concrete (usually negligible); SC is the chloride content at the exposed

surface; D is the chloride diffusion coefficient and erfc is the error function
complement.

Based on this equation, the concrete is characterised by SC  and D ( iC ~0).

Curve fitting programs are widely used to obtain values of D and CS from an
experimentally determined chloride profile at a known time.  The C(x,t) is predicted
with relevant figures of concrete cover depth and exposure time.  This procedure has
been adopted in many models for predicting chloride penetration into concrete

Recently, it has been pointed out that theoretically the use of Fick’ law in the
prediction of chloride penetration is not appropriate [Chatterji, 1994 a,b; 1995].  The
main reason for this “inapplicability” is that Fick’s law is valid for non-ionic
diffusants through inert homogeneous medium.  Chloride penetration into concrete is
clearly an ionic transportation process involving other ions in the pore solution
[Chatterji 1994c; Sergi 1992].  Concrete is an inhomogeneous and dynamic medium
chemically and physically.  Practically, analyses of concrete subjected to real marine
environments indicate that CS and D are not constants with exposure time [Johansen
et. al 1995; Maage et. al 1996; Weyers et. al 1998].  From both theoretical and
practical viewpoints, one must concede that the application of the solution derived
from Fick’s second law in the prediction of chloride penetration into concrete is not
appropriate.  The Nernst/Nernst-Planck equations are more appropriate for movement
of ions [Chatterji 1994 a].  Even with these equations, catering specially for ionic
transportation, the authors are not convinced that they can cope adequately with the
chemical and physical variations of concrete with time.  At this stage, it appears that
the solution to Fick’s 2nd law is still the most convenient and practical means of
predicting chloride penetration into concrete, provided that adequate corrections are
made.

With considerations to concrete behaviour and the nature of ionic movement,
the parameters defining concrete in equation (2), CS and D, can not be constants in the
process of prediction of chloride penetration. CS  should be a time-dependent
parameter and D should be dependent on time and depth of concrete.  The time
dependent corrections for CS and D are necessary for the variations in pore structure
and hydration/reaction between concrete and the environment, particularly in the
presence of chloride ions.  The depth dependence of D is required for the
concentration effect on ionic movement, which is related to both time and depth.



All of these needed “corrections” are based on empirical relationships with
large degree of extrapolation in most cases.  Hence even in the first step of making
prediction service life, the qualitative nature of this exercise is fairly obvious.  It
should be noted further that empirical relationships are case- and environment-
specific.  The application of correction factors derived from empirical relationship
requires care and understanding of relevant situations and collected data.

Linear and square root relationships have been suggested for time-dependent
CS build-up [Uli et. al 1990; Zemajtis and Weyers 1996; Weyers 1998].  For the linear
relationship, CS = C(0,t) = kt  where k is a constant, a solution to Fick’s 2nd law is:
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For the square root relationship, tktC =),0( , C(x,t) is given as
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D is assumed to be constant; Ci and C(x,t) for large x are assumed to be zero in
obtaining the above equations.  The value of k can be estimated from a surface
chloride concentration determined after a known time of exposure.

Since the build-up of surface chloride concentration is more likely and more
significant in the vicinity of the splash zone and in air-borne chloride situation,
equations (3) and (4) are more suited for the purpose of predicting chloride
penetration in these situations.  Equation (2) is more suited for submerged
applications.  The build-up of near surface chloride concentration with time is a local
parameter and tends to reach a limiting value depending on the concrete and
application [Weyers 1998; Bamforth 1993].  Since there is no existing method of
estimating these limits, the following estimation procedures are proposed:

• Assume that concrete porosity at the surface is saturated with chloride ion (~35%
NaCl equivalent).  This is about 190 kg of Cl per m3 of saturated salt solution.

• Some chloride ions are bound in hardened cement pastes, which should be
related to the binder content of the concrete (B).  A binding capacity of 2.5% by
weight of binder is proposed [Nagataki et. al 1993].  The bound chloride is
estimated as 2.5 x B/100.  For a concrete containing 400 kg of binder, the amount
of bound chloride is about 10 kg.

• For concrete with surface porosity P (eg. 10% or 0.1) and density ρ (eg. 2400
kg/m3), the surface chloride concentration CS  (total Cl concentration by weight of
concrete) can be estimated as (bound chloride + 190 x P) /ρ.  With the values
given as example; CS is estimated as (10 + 19)/2400 = 1.2% by weight of
concrete.  (The ‘connection’ between CS to porosity can be used to cope with
cracked concrete).

• Rough estimates of “limiting” CS values (by weight of concrete) are about 1.5%
for 32 MPa; 1% for 50 MPa and about 0.8% for 60 MPa (uncracked) concretes.



The above estimated values of CS can be used in Equation (2) for long term
prediction of chloride penetration and in Equations 3 and 4 as limiting values for kt or

k t .  It is expected that in practice, due to salt recrystallisation, much higher value of
CS may be observed.   However, salt crystals eg. NaCl do not participate in the inward
movement of saturated Cl solution.  Hence the use of these apparently high CS values
in the prediction of chloride penetration is not justified.

D is assumed to be constant in the above discussion.  As noted previously, D is a
time and depth dependent parameter.  Provided that other physical and chemical
processes do not cause damages to concrete, the measured chloride diffusion
coefficient D should decrease with exposure time.  This is partly due to the
modification of the pore structure and partly due to the reactions between cement
hydrates and advancing chloride ions.  Chloride binding capacities of cementitious
materials and pore refining/degree of hydration of the hardened cement pastes are
time dependent.  In practice, the trend of reduction of D with exposure time is well
published [Maage et. al 1996; Mangat and Molley 1995; Tumidajski et. al 1995].

An empirical form of correction for the time dependence of D is KtD aa =β

[Maage et. al 1996], where Da is the chloride diffusion coefficient at time ta and K is a
constant.  Chloride diffusion coefficient Db at time tb > ta can be estimated from Da,
and Db is smaller than Da.  β is a parameter depending on the material, mix design and
environment.  In most if not all applications, β is not known.  The reduction of D with
time, therefore should be determined by obtaining two pairs of D and t and by plotting
D vs t on a double log system.  A straight line is expected and can be used in the
extrapolation of D to the required exposure time as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Extrapolation for long-termed D based on double log plots



This correction for D appears to be reasonable.  However, the authors intuitively
lean towards a limiting value of D.  This is based on the consideration of limiting pore
refining effect and “maximum” chloride binding effect.  The limiting value of D is
illustrated in Figure 3.  At the moment, the limiting value of D (based on early age
values) is guessed rather than rationally predicted.  Research work at the CSIRO
indicates that D is closely linked to the porosity of the concrete.  A possible simple
relationship is D = DO(1-e-kP) where DO and k are constants depending on binder type
and P is the porosity of the concrete (including cracking).  This work is still in
progress.

Regardless of what system is used for correcting D, three important points need
to be made :

• Correction for variation of D with time is critical in the prediction of chloride
penetration into concrete;

• Variation of D with time depends on concrete ingredients and proportions; and
• Variation of D with time depends on environment.

In the previous discussion, the diffusion coefficient D is that obtained from the
chloride concentration profile.  When D is calculated on each measured point, it has
been demonstrated that it is depth dependent and increases with depth.  Theoretically,
this can be partly explained by the increase in diffusivity with decreased concentration
of diffusant solution (Cl-) at higher depth.  The chloride binding capacity has also
been observed to decrease with depth [Nagataski et. al 1993; Mangat and Molley
1995].  Boltzmann-Mantano analysis has been used to treat both time and depth
dependent characteristics of D [Shewmon 1989; Tumidajski et. al 1995].  The issue of
depth dependence of D is still needed to be sorted out in a practical manner.  At the
moment, it appears that there is no practical need for a correction with a concrete
cover of 50 mm or less.  For a concrete cover depth greater than 50 mm, a factor of
(cover depth/50) should be applied to D for long term prediction of chloride
penetration using solutions derived from Fick 2nd law.

It can be summarised that long term prediction of chloride penetration into
concrete, which is the most critical module in any service life model, is not a precise
process.  It is performed with the use of empirical relationships (some with limited
application).  For practical purposes, it appears that the Fick’s 2nd law solutions with
suitable corrections can be used to provide a “reasonable” estimation of chloride
penetration.

3 Chloride threshold level for steel corrosion and acceptable corrosion rate

Chloride threshold level is usually defined as the concentration below which
there is no corrosion of steel reinforcement.  For concretes subjected to chloride
ingress from an external source, it is difficult if not impossible to determine this value.
This is due to the inhomogeneous nature of concrete, cement paste and chloride
distribution as noted in the literature [Neville 1995].  Even the definition of “no
corrosion” is neither clear nor stated in clear electrochemical terms.

The adaptation of Cl-/OH- ratio derived from testing of steel in alkaline solution
[Hausman 1967; Goulda 1970] has been found to be very unreliable when pore
solutions are used and different binders are concerned [Cao et. al 1991; Mangat and



Molley 1995; Hussain et. al 1996]. Furthermore the pore solution chemistry is
expected to change with exposure time due to OH- movement and the effect of SO4

2-

and carbonation.  In the laboratory, the authors observed that the “chloride threshold
level” varies significantly with binder type, concrete mix design, initial curing and
concrete cover.  It is also depend on the measurement techniques (eg. halfcell
potential, anodic polarization, linear polarization, steel loss, etc.) and adopted
definitions.

The sometimes used figures of chloride threshold level of less than about 0.4%
by mass of binder or about 0.1% by mass of concrete (total chloride) can be either
over optimistic or pessimistic for applications in service life prediction.  Due to this
additional uncertainty/arbitrary, the authors opted to abandon the concept of chloride
threshold level in the prediction of service life.  Using laboratory-generated results,
the authors observed that when steel corrosion rate is at a reasonable level, the
variation of chloride level with respect to binder types, concrete mix design and
concrete cover become much less than that observed at low corrosion rate (nearer to
chloride threshold level).   Similar observation has been given in the literature
[Mangat and Molley 1995].  For this reason, it is recommended that acceptable
corrosion rate be used in the service life prediction.

It has been suggested that cracking of concrete cover depends on bar size,
corrosion rate and cover depth [Weyers 1998; Lopez et. al 1993; Andrade et. al 1993;
Schieβl and Raupach 1997].  A corrosion rate of about 2µA.cm-2 appears to be a
“reasonable” value for acceptable corrosion rate.  Available data [Weyers 1998; Lopez
et. al 1993; Andrade et. al 1993] suggest that at a corrosion rate of 2µA.cm-2, the
expected time require to crack a concrete cover greater than 25 mm is greater than 2
years.  It would take about 10 years for the crack to reach 0.3mm in width or a 5%
section reduction of the bar.  Structural performance of the reinforced concrete is not
expected to be seriously damaged [Cabrera 1996].

The issue is to determine the chloride concentration at which the steel corrosion
rate is 2µA.cm-2.  Based on electrochemical experimental data generated using a wide
range of binders including portland cements and blended cements containing different
fly ashes, slag and silica fume at different percentages and water-to-binder ratio, the
authors suggest an interim value of 0.2% Cl (total) by weight of concrete.  This value
appears to be in reasonable agreement with actual site data [Liam et. al 1992].  Work
is still in progress to validate this figure and to establish a list of values for different
binders and W/B.  This chloride concentration is then used in conjunction with the
predicted chloride penetration for service life prediction.

4 Prediction of service life of reinforced concrete in marine environment

As mentioned previously, prediction of service life should be viewed as a
qualitative or at best semi-quantitative estimation.  This is due to the large number of
variables involved.  The goal in the prediction of service life is to get a reasonable
estimation from which specification requirements, maintenance strategy and other
economical decisions can be formulated.  Since exactness is not possible and is not
the key issue, complicated procedures including lengthy, detailed equations should be
avoided.  In the authors’ opinion, simple procedures are as effective as (if not more
effective than) the apparently complicated ones.



The suggested procedure for prediction of service life is that based on Fick’s 2nd

law with modifications as discussed in the previous sections.  For example, if a
service life of 50 years is required for a marine RC component with a 50 mm cover,
this means that the expected chloride concentration at 50 mm depth after 50 years
should be about 0.2% by mass of concrete.  Using equation (1) with suggested CS of
1%, the required chloride diffusion coefficient is about 0.5 x 10-12 m2.sec-1.  This is
the long term chloride diffusion coefficient.  Data are then required to “translate” this
requirement back to short term chloride diffusion coefficient needed for specification
purpose.

An example of the required data is shown in Figure 3.  This figure illustrates the
diffusion coefficient data for a 25% fly ash blended cement 50 MPa concrete cured
for 7 days.  Based on this figure, it is likely that this fly ash concrete will achieve the
service life of 50 years.  It can be seen from this figure that the measured chloride
diffusion for this concrete after 1 and 6 month of immersion in ocean water are about
1.0 x 10-10 m2.sec-1 and 1.9 x 10-12 m2.sec-1respectively.  The D value of 1.0 x 10-11

m2.sec-1 can be used in the specification for fly ash concrete of similar replacement
percentage if the test method is based on 28-day immersion.  However, this value
should not be used when concretes are made with other binder types.  This is due to
the different response of D vs t.

From this example, the case-by-case feature of service life prediction is
illustrated.  A 50 MPa/25% fly ash concrete cured for 7 days may satisfy the
Australian Standard AS 3600 expectation of 40-60 years service life in marine
exposure.  Other 50 MPa concrete made with different binders and cured for 7 days
may not.
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Fig. 3: D vs t for a 25% fly ash blended cement concrete, 50 MPa, 7 days cure



5 Concluding remarks

In summary, prediction of service life is a qualitative/semi-quantitative process
in which reasonable answers rather than exact answers are sought.  This process
requires knowledge/experience/data on environment, material behaviour,
material/environment interaction and degradation mechanisms.  Since service life and
routine maintenance are inter-related, predicted service life should be used primarily
for the planning of effective inspection/maintenance schedule.

In this paper, a simple procedure for predicting service life of marine RC is
proposed with limited scopes.  Factors such as cracking/microcracking, temperature,
humidity, secondary reactions (eg. sulfate attack, leaching) have not been considered.
The key message is that reasonable prediction of service life of marine RC structures
is possible as long as data are available and the limitations are known.
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Abstract

During the last 10 years, national standards have been developed in order to assess the
expected service life of building materials and constructions and work is still
progressing on the international level.  Besides the current and upcoming standards,
several methodologies have been developed or suggested at the national, international
or individual level.  The overview provided in this paper focuses on two two items:
The first describes the current methods or standards established at a national level for
either assessing and implementing service life requirements in the design stage of a
building construction or for assessing the performance over time of building
constructions in the building envelope.  A review is provided that contrast the less
practical against the more useful aspects of national and international standards.  The
second gives suggestions as to those methodologies that potentially can enhance parts
of the upcoming standards.  This objective here is to provide methodologies that are
simple to use, since complex methods are often time consuming.

Keywords: building, building envelope, service life, standards, performance, life cost

1 Introduction

Durability has been an important aspect of the design process from the inception
of the very first buildings.  By observing the building constructions’ performance over
time, knowledge of best practice accumulated over the ages.  New building designs

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1051-1061.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



were developed from trial-and-error, where faulty designs disappeared a long time
ago whereas many of the buildings constructed by best practice are still found today.

In strong contrast to this, a large amount of the building stock constructed
during the sixties suffers from serious defects due to changes in building design.  In
the post-war period the demand for housing was great and therefore one of the major
issues was to build as many square meters as possible, while keeping the investment
at a minimum.  Buildings were expected to last 100 years, but 30-40 years after
construction many of them are now in need of total renovation as the facades are
deteriorated and the roofs are leaky.

Instead of focusing on the investment cost as the only economic parameter, life-
cycle cost can also be used.  Here, the costs of constructing, operating and
maintaining a building is included in the calculations, making it economically sound
to invest more money if the results are savings on operation or maintenance which
justifies the larger investment.  Life-cycle costs are treated in numerous publications,
e.g. (ASTM 1994).  Since life-cycle costs depend, among other factors, on service life
and maintenance costs of the building, these should be estimated as accurately as
possible.  Such estimates should not only be given as an annual percentage value but
also include information of the building components’ and internal/external climate.

Methods for estimating service life have also received increased attention from
building surveyors.  Their customers want to postpone investments as long as
possible (e.g. replacing a roof membrane) but also to have defects fixed before failure
occurs (leaky roof).  Faced with this dilemma the building surveyor must be able to
give a good prediction of the remaining service life for the building component.

Currently no commonly available methodology exists for performing such
assessment, making service life prediction a discipline that needs significantly more
attention if it is to be used in e.g. life cycle cost calculations.

2 Current standards, guidelines and methods for assessing service life

Until now, a number of standards, guidelines and methods for assessing service
life of building components have been developed at several levels.

2.1 National standards and guidelines
National guidelines have been produced in the last decade, including:

1. Japan - Principal Guide for Service Life Planning of Buildings (AIJ 1993)
2. Great Britain - Guide to Durability of Building and Building Elements, Products

and Components (BSI 1992)
3. Canada - Standard S478: Guideline on Durability in Buildings (CSA 1995)

The Japanese guide states that service life should be predicted for the whole
building, parts of the building or its elements, components or equipment.  The end of
the service life is either determined by physical deterioration or by obsolescence.
Assessment of physical deterioration is based on information of the deterioration



level at the end of the service life and the length of the service life.  Based on these
values, an annual physical deterioration, valid for one climate, can be calculated,
helping in the assessment of the service life for future buildings.  Calculation of the
predicted service life under other stresses (level of use, climate etc.) and with other
material qualities is performed using an equation including a combination of
additions and multiplications with factors which describe the influence environmental
agents, quality of work, quality of materials etc. have on the predicted service life.

The British guide recommends that service life is attained by reference to
previous experience with a similar construction, measurements of the natural rate of
deterioration combined with an assessment of the durability limit or results from
accelerated tests which are performed on a scientific basis.  As such methods can be
imprecise it is recommended that more than one approach be used with a subsequent
comparison of results.  There is a lack of information regarding one method being
superior to others.  Another issue not being adressed is the possibility of calculating
service life for a structure under one condition using information for other conditions.

From the beginning the Canadian guide drew on work done during the
development of the BSI guide, but in due time evolved in width and depth.  Unlike
the two other guides, the Canadian guide also includes renovated buildings.  Service
life can be assessed by demonstrative effectiveness, modeling of the deterioration
process and testing.  Information is given regarding when to use which method and
whether more than one method should be used.  Like in the BSI Guide, the Canadian
guide does not offer calculation routines for calculating service life.

2.2 International standards and guidelines
At the international level several organizations (ISO, CIB, RILEM, EOTA and

ASTM) are working with the assessment of service life.  Work with service life in
ISO is conducted in ISO/TC59/SC14, “Design life of buildings” with the
development of an international standard series entitled “Buildings - Service Life
Planning” of which six parts are planned.  The first part (ISO 1998) describes the
general principles of the standard and outlines the methodology.  The methodology
for estimating service life follows the guide from AIJ (1993).  In order to calculate the
estimated service life of a component (ESLC), a reference service life (RSLC) is
found for the component.  The RSLC can be based on previous experience, building
codes or test results, e.g. in accordance with the methodology developed by CIB-W80
and RILEM TC71-PSL and described in (Masters 1989) and further developed in
(ISO 1998a).  The ESLC can then be calculated by multiplying the RSLC by a
number of modifying factors taking into account quality of materials, design, site
work, indoor and outdoor environment, operating characteristics and maintenance
level.  This method is commonly known as the “Factor method”.  In the draft (ISO
1998) it is stressed that “double counting” should be avoided, i.e. that it must be
ensured that the RSLC is not modified by any factors before using the method.

In CIB and RILEM research related to service life prediction has been
conducted in CIB W80/RILEM TC-175 “Prediction of service life of building
materials and components” and CIB W94 “Design for durability”.  A major objective
for both commisions is to support ISO standardisation in the field.  The result of the



work in W80/TC-175 will be published in “Guide and Bibliography to Service Life
and Durability Research for Building Materials and Components” (Jernberg 1997).
Work in CIB W80 continues in four task groups named damage functions and
environmental characterization, factorial methods, information technology and
reliability and probabilistic methods.  In CIB W94 the aim is to develop a design
methodology to make it easy and natural for a designer to include durability in the
design process.  As problems may arise if communication between researchers and
practitioners fails, the aim is also to produce guidelines for the presentation of
research results in publications.

As accelerated testing is one of the methods for assessing the service life of
building components and materials, ASTM developed a standard (ASTM 1996) to aid
in the prediction of service life.  Based on the ASTM standard a RILEM methodology
(Masters 1989) was developed which was developed further into an ISO document
(1998a).  Such tests can be combined with deterministic or probabilistic analysis but
this is only dealt with very superficially.  An examination of a component begins with
the characterization of the degradation mechanisms.  Based on this, a list of
degradations factors are compiled and pre-testing is conducted.  These tests should
demonstrate that rapid change in performance can be induced by exposure to extreme
levels of factors on the compiled list.  To ensure the validity of the the accelerated
tests, other tests are performed under natural conditions, with a comparison of results.
It is important to include the possibility of synergism, as the effects of a combination
of weathering effects might be larger than the effects of the individual factors.
Despite the test procedure which is outlined in the standard, no quantitative statement
can be made on the precision of the testing, as the standard is insufficient to make a
statistical analysis.

2.3 Individual or institutional methods for service life prediction
Research on service life prediction is also progressing at individual level or

institutional level, with results published in international journals or at conferences.
Different approaches have been followed in the research which is treated briefly here.

2.3.1 Structural approach
The aim of structural design is to calculate the strength needed of a construction

in order to carry a mechanical load.  In its simplest form the fracture stress of the
construction should exceed the appearing stress by a certain factor (e.g. 3).  In
durability design a similar approach could be that the critical moisture content (above
which damage is likely to occur) in a material should exceed the appearing moisture
content by a certain factor.  The analogy between structural design and durability
design is mentioned by several, e.g. (Fagerlund 1996) and (Siemes 1996).  However,
deterioration is often due to a series of exceedings of an allowable stress level (e.g.
moisture content) instead of just one instance.  To include cycles of stresses in the
calculations, S-N curves (S=stress, N=number of cycles) might be a solution as they
are a common impact on a construction.  A schematic representation of an S-N curve,
assuming that damage is independent of the loading level, is shown in figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Schematic S-N curve assuming damage being independent of load level

If the construction should last for Ni cycles, the load of each cycle should be
kept below Si.  Other methods (Fatemi 1998) have been proposed to account for the
relationship between damage and loading levels in structural engineering, but these
are not treated here.

Another type of curve often used in structural design is the S-R curve shown on
figure 2 where S denotes the characteristic value of the stress level and R denotes the
load bearing capacity of the structure.  When the stress level is higher than the load
bearing capacity, the end of the constructions life is reached.  Similar curves might be
made in durability design, where S still would be the stress level, e.g. moisture
content, and R would be the construction’s performance level.

R(t)

S(t)

Fig. 2: Schematic S-R curve for a building component

2.3.2 Probabilistic approach
No two constructions follow the same performance curve or fail at the same

time even though they are constructed and treated the same way.  Material properties
and quality of workmanship are statistically distributed and therefore probability
analysis might be a useful tool in assessing the service life of constructions.

One way of using probability with regard to durability of building components



is by including the probability of failure in economic calculations as suggested by
Siemes (1985). Here the cost in case of failure of a component is included in the life
cycle cost calculation.  In equation (1) below T denotes life cycle cost, I is the
investment, N is the design life of building, r is the interest rate, Mi is the
maintenance cost in year i, P{Fi} is the probability of failure in year i and Di is the
damage cost in consequence of failure in year i.
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To solve equation (1) it is necessary to know the yearly probability of failure for
the construction.  This can sometimes be derived from experience if sufficient
statistical data is available, but often the parameter is difficult to estimate.  One way
of estimating probability of failure is described by (Lounis et al. 1998).

Whereas Siemes operates with two states, either working or failure, (Lounis et
al. 1998) uses a more differentiated view of the deterioration process.  The method is
under development for roofs, but it can be expanded to other parts of the building
envelope.  After a visual inspection, the condition of the roof is represented by a
condition rating in the range of 1 to 7 corresponding to “failed” and “excellent”
respectively.  State 1 is an absorbing state (cannot be vacated unless repairs are made)
whereas state 2 to 7 are transient states.  For each roofing system and environmental
condition, the probability of the roof going from one state to another during e.g. one
year is estimated based on a categorization of visual observations of defects in the
field.  A certain roof could have a probability of 0.95 of going from state 7 to state 7
(unchanged condition) and a probability of 0.05 of going from state 7 to state 6.
These values are combined into a matrix called the transition probability matrix.  The
advantage of the method is that only the present state of the roof is needed in order to
predict the future performance of the roof.  The disadvantage is that several
probabilities have to be estimated before the method can be used and this is a time
consuming and laborious task that requires a substantial number of field observations
being collected using a standard procedure.

Siemes’ method is not in itself  a methodology for predicting service life, but
use statistical data from other methods, such as that provided by (Lounis et al. 1998),
as input to help a designer choose between two constructions.

3 Discussion of standards and guidelines

Work in the field of service life prediction is progressing along several major
lines.  Some methodologies focus on a deterministic approach, where figures are
given as exact numbers without variation, whereas the methodologies focusing on a
probabilistic approach include the effect of chance - or probability - in the values.



3.1 Factor method approach
The factor method, which is used as the tool of predicting service life in (ISO

1997) and (AIJ 1993) is based on very simple mathematics and is therefore very
simple to use when the relevant factors have been decided.  In the ISO guide the
factors are just multiplied by the reference service life, while the Japanese guide
operates with other simple mathematical operations i.e. addition, subtraction and
division.  An evaluation of the factor method by (Hovde 1998) indicated that although
the method is simple, there are several issues which should be further evaluated in
order to improve the use of the methods.  These include the number of factors in the
equation, span of factors, way of combining factors, relative importance and
uncertainty of factors and the factor dependency of the material examined.  When
these issues are clarified, it should be noted that the predicted service life will be a
number stating that the construction probably will last for a certain amount of time.
However, there is always the uncertainty of something going wrong, e.g. due to poor
workmanship or faulty design.

3.2 Structural approach
In structural engineering service life prediction has been performed in the last

seventy years starting with development of linear damage rules as developed by
Palmgren (1924).  Much experience exists and the development of a methodology for
building envelope construction would therefore create a seamless connection between
structural and durability design.  However, in order to use such an approach more
information is needed.  Functions describing the load and the resistance (the S and R
functions in structural design which are schematically shown on figure 2) are needed
for every type of environment, construction and material.  To construct such functions
huge amounts of data would be needed, making it a very cumbersome work.

3.3 Probabilistic approach
The advantage of the probabilistic approach is that it includes the aspect of

uncertainty when predicting service life.  With the inclusion of probability a building
designer will have a tool helping to choose between e.g. a less expensive construction
with a high probability of failure and a more expensive one with a low probability of
failure.  Probability belongs to the service life prediction as e.g. quality of materials
and level of workmanship during construction are not fixed parameters, but change
from one building site to another.

Two probabilistic approaches are sketched - one based on life cycle cost
(Siemes 1985) that need input data for probability of failure for constructions, and
one under development for roofing constructions (Lounis et al. 1998) where the
construction is in one of seven states.  The approach by Siemes suffers from having
only two states and the construction will then change state from working to failed
inside a short span of time unlike the approach by Lounis where progress of
deterioration can be followed as the construction changes from one state to the other.

To implement these two approaches large amounts of data are needed.  Siemes’
method needs estimation of the probability of failure and the cost of these failures for



different sorts of constructions throughout their lives, whereas Lounis’ method needs
transition probability matrices for each type of construction and climate.

4 Suggestions for improvement of standards and guidelines

To improve the usage of methods for service life prediction of building
components, better knowledge outside research communities is needed, but before the
methods are commonly accepted, some aspects should be dealt with.  They can be
divided into general aspects, aspects related to the deterministic approach and aspects
related to the probabilistic approach.

4.1 General improvement
As more information regarding performance of building components is needed,

both in the development of new methods and later on when the methods is to be
widely used, there is a need for a systematic way of collecting and storing data.

Classification systems are also needed for building components and
environments (indoor and outdoor climate).  Groups of building components, with
almost similar deterioration processes, should be formed to reduce the needed amount
of data and similar approaches should be applied in description of the environment.

Finally, methods for predicting service life should be linked to the discipline of
life-cycle cost.  Buildings’ service life is not calculated out of curiosity, but because
the designer and owner would like to get the best performance per dollar.  Being able
to estimate a building’s service life, the design of the construction can be optimized.

4.2 Improvement of deterministic methods
Regarding deterministic methods, as represented by the factor methods, some

issues should be examined to facilitate their use.  Calculation of predicted service life
in (ISO 1998) only uses multiplication to combine the factors.  It might be necessary
to use other mathematical operations, expand the number of factors and add a
possibility of weighing the different factors.  However, care should be taken, as the
method should be easy to use and still be able to give correct results.

Another improvement is that the method should be able to answer “How long
can this construction last from now on?” at any time during the construction’s life.  If
new information regarding the state of the construction is obtained it should influence
the predicted service life.

Finally, better description of the method’s use and better documentation of
factors in the method are needed.

4.3 Improvement of probabilistic methods
To be useful in the prediction of service life, the probabilistic methods should

be validated and strengthened by use of in-field data.  When this has been carried out
the method should, if possible, be expanded to other parts of the building envelope.

Other statistical methods than Markov chains used by (Lounis et al. 1998),
should be examined for possible use in service life prediction.



5 Integrating durability in future building design

As mentioned, service life prediction should be combined with other disciplines
to get the best result.  Two major research projects are aiming at integrating, among
other disciplines, service life prediction in the assessment of the building envelope.

The Integral Building Envelope Performance Assessment (IBEPA) project is
aiming at developing a methodology to support the integral design and evaluation
processes for building envelopes.  The methodology include energy efficiency,
durability, comfort, etc.  Durability is important in the performance assessment, as
determination of a building’s predicted service life is crucial for other aspects (e.g.
insulation thickness).

The Building Envelope Life Cycle Asset Management (BELCAM) project
(Vanier and Lacasse 1996) was initiated to help asset managers in the decisions
regarding when and how to repair their buildings.  This is done by research in service
life and durability, risk analysis and asset management.  Current focus is on roofing,
but the methodology is expected to be used for other parts of the building envelope.

Together, these two major research projects include the aspect of durability in a
larger perspective as durability is not solved individually, but instead assessed
together with other requirements, helping the building to perform at its optimum.

6 Conclusion

An overview of current methods and standards used for predicting service life of
buildings is given. A review is provided that contrast the less practical against the
more useful aspects of national and international standards.  One improvement
needed of the methods for predicting service life of building envelope components is
to include life-cycle cost assessment.  Furthermore a systematic method in collecting
and storing data related to durability is needed.  Deterministic methods, such as the
factor method, suffer from lack of the method’s use and description of the factors
used.  Such calculations should perhaps include more factors as well as weighing
factors - an issue which should be examined in the future.  However, an investifation
of the basis on which these factors are derived should also be conducted.
Probabilistic methods have been treated, and work is still needed in the form of in-
field data to support the methods.  These methods, potentially can be expanded to
other parts of the building envelope.

Finally, there is a significant need for service life prediction given it is clearly an
important part of the total assessment of building envelopes - both during the design
and construction phase and later on, during use, where maintenance is needed.
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Abstract

The experimental study was carried out in two stages:  Stage one constituted a test
of the mechanical strength and moisture resistance of hemi-hydrate gypsum
(CaSO4.H2O) combined separately with acrylic, epoxy and silicone resins.  With
the objective of determining the best-performing mixture, different types of
acrylic, silicon and epoxy-based polymers in varying quantities were combined
with gypsum.  Succeeding the capillary trials of the gypsum specimens, the
specimens were subjected to submersion in water for 7 and then 15 days.  The
specimens were then weighed to establish the relative amount of moisture
adsorption.  Measurement of the mechanical strength of the specimens was
conducted by compressive- and flexural tests.
Stage Two focused on tests of the moisture durability of gypsum compounds that
had been impregnated with acrylic and epoxy emulsions.  The degree of polymer
impregnation of the specimens was determined.  Subsequent to the capillary tests,
the specimens were submerged in water for 7 days.  The level of water absorption
was ascertained, and the depth of the polymer impregnation attained in the
specimens was calculated.
The findings of this study revealed that the best performance among the different
resins was displayed by the specimens containing silicone resin.  Though the
moisture durability of gypsum compounded with silicone resin was less than
100%, it was demonstrated that gypsum modified in this manner can be utilized as
an outdoor material.  The next best results were offered by modification with
epoxy resin.  The outcome of the impregnation tests also indicated that silicone
resins yielded the greatest durability to water adsorption and that epoxy resins
came second.

Keywords: Gypsum, silicone resins, epoxy resins, acrylic resins
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1 Introduction

In use for more than 5,000 years, gypsum is still reserved a place among
indispensible building materials on account of its outstanding properties.  Among
the positive qualities of gypsum valued in the construction business are its good
thermal and sound insulation, light-weight, ease of application, resistance to fire,
hydrometric dimensional stability, smooth surface, good compressive strength,
and neutral pH.

Further, it is a readily available natural resource.  It should be also noted,
that the raw material gypsum is increasingly being replaced by technical gypsum
which is a waste product of industry.  The most common type of such materials is
Reagypsum, an industrial by-product of power station plants that undergoes a
post-recovery purifing process.

The main defect of gypsum is its lack of resistance to moisture, making it
unsuitable for use on exposed exteriors.  For this reason, much research on
gypsum has been aimed at enhancing its resistance to atmospheric conditions.  In
this connection, the present study on gypsum was intended to discover a means
for overcoming its poor moisture resistance, so as to permit its utilization in
exterior construction elements.  Correlation was made in the current study of the
relative efficiency of the polymer-based additive substances of acrylic, silicone
and epoxy resins in both modified gypsum compounds and superficially
impregnated gypsum blocks.

This experimental investigation was carried out in two stages:  Stage one
constituted a test of the mechanical strength and moisture resistance of gypsum
(CaSO4. 2H2O) combined separately with acrylic, epoxy and silicone resins.  With
the objective of determining the best performing mixture, different types of
acrylic, silicon and epoxy-based polymers in varying quantities were combined
with gypsum.  Succeding the capillary trials of the gypsum specimens were
subjected to submersion in water for 7 days.  The specimens were then weighed to
establish the relative amount water adsorption.  Measurement of the mechanical
strength of the specimens was conducted by compressive- and flexural- strength
tests.

Stage Two focused on tests of the durability of gypsum material against
water that had been impregnated with acrylic and epoxy emulsions.  The degree of
polymer impregnation of the specimens was determined.  Subsequent to the
capillary tests, the specimens were submerged in water for 7 and then 15 days.
The level of water absorbtion was ascertined, and the depth of the polymer
impregnation attained in the specimens was observed.

2 Materials and method

The specimens were prepared with the aim of measuring the degree of
moisture resistance obtainable by gypsum material that had undergone
modification through the addition of epoxy, silicone and acrylic resins (for the
proportions, see Table 1).  Each test run was conducted with 10 specimens
measuring 4 x 4 x 6 cm, of which 6 specimens each were subjected to capillary
and water absorption and density tests and 4 each were employed in flexural and
compression strength trials.  In addition, for purposes of comparison, another 10



specimens were prepared of unmodified gypsum, each measuring 4 x 4 x 16 cm,
all of which were dried for 3 days in an oven by 40ºC to yield a measure of their
dry weight.  These specimens were weighed again after an interval of 24 hours of
exposure to 65% humidity and at a temperature of 20º C ± 2ºC to determine their
weight under conditions of atmospheric humidity.  Based on the results of the
preliminary trials for consistency determination, the composition of the
experimental specimens of gypsum combined with silicone and epoxy resins
possessed a 60% ratio of water/gypsum (60 gr. water to 100 gr gypsum).  But, due
to the increased water demand of the acrylic resins at 60%, the gypsum compound
became too dry for production of the specimens with acrylic resins and were
prepared with an 80% water ratio.  Only distilled water was used in the
preparation of the specimens and the trials on capillarity and water adsorption.

Table 1:Matrix of prepared specimens from each resintype and ratios

0,5%  2,5%   3%   5%   8%   10%  13%  43%
Silicone  10   10   -   10    -   10    -    -
Epoxy   -   -   10   10    -   10    -    -
Acrylic   -   -   -   -   10    -   10   10

Table 2: Resin types used in the experiments

Base Type Firm and Label Application
Silicon Wacker BS46 Modifing
Epoxy Araldite Modifing
Acrylic STT Modifing

Silicon Wacker    290 Impregnation
Epoxy Aradite,  Epoxy Grout S Impregnation
Acrylic Heydi,  Impregnation Fluid Impregnation

The proportion of the additive resins used in the specimens was calculated
as part of the water used in the mixture and a corresponding deduction was made
in the amount of water employed.  As the test program for the investigation of the
durability of gypsum material with in table 1 mentioned additives, the Volume
weight, Flexural- and Compression strength tests, Capillarity tests and Water
Adsorbtion tests are conducted.

3 Experimental method and results

This section contains a description of the procedure and a presentation and
evaluation of the results.

3.1 Capillarity
The specimens, whose weight reflected conditions of atmospheric humidity,

were placed on a grill with 1 cm thickness in a tray in such a manner that the
undersurface of the specimens were in contact with the water and weighed at
regular intervals.  The weight values obtained were used in the formulas given
below to determine the water adsorption ratio by capillarity.
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As the water was absorbed by the specimens in the capillarity trials, the
water in the tray was replenished and the degree of water absorption was
measured at minutes 4, 9, 16, 49, 64, 81, 100, 121 and 149 th.
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Fig. 1: Capillary of epoxy resins
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Fig. 3: Capillary of acrylic resins

• In the capillary tests, the specimens modified by silicone resins demonstrated
an undeniable superiority of durability against moisture by capillary action.  In
relative terms, the least amount of durability to exposure to moisture exhibited
by silicone that is, at a ratio of 0,5% (of the amount of to the water which is
added to the gypsum) can be compared with the greatest degree of durability
shown by epoxy resin, which was obtained only at the much greater ratio of
10%.  Though an increase in the ratio of silicone tended to produce a
corresponding increase in moisture resistance, little gain in resistance was
procured by an increase from 5% to 10%.  The addition of 0.5% silicone to the
specimens resulted in also a better performance than a gypsum compound
containing 43% acrylic resin.

• As can be seen in the graphs of the capillary trials, the epoxy resins exhibited
a greater degree of durability against moisture than unmodified gypsum and
acrylic resins.

• In the capillarity tests, the acrylic resins displayed the least moisture resistance
among the three kinds of resins.

• The existence of a slight 0.1% gain in weight in the gypsum compounds with
10% silicone resin in the capillarity trials can be regarded simply as a signifier
of surface moisture.

3.4 Water adsorption
The specimens for the capillarity trials were first placed in a tray in which

water was added so that it would successively reach a level of one-third, two-
thirds and three-thirds, relative to the height of the specimens.  This was designed
to drive out any air contained in the gypsum.  The specimens were weighed after
their submersion in water for 2 days, which constituted the saturated weight for
each.  The oven-dry weight was deducted from the saturated weight of each
sample to calculate the amount of water that had been absorbed.

From the results of the water absorption trials can be maitained that;



• The specimens with silicone resin gave similar to the capillary tests the best
results.  Water adsorption trials with epoxy resin served to place this gypsum
compound in the second place with the least resistance to moisture.  While
testing better than unmodified gypsum, epoxy resin endowed gypsum with no
great success.  Another factor revealed in the test results of epoxy-modified
gypsum was a the combining of the epoxy resin with the water in the gypsum,
which caused a foaming in the water while stirring and therefore porosity in
the gypsum compound.

• Though acrylic resins proved the least moisture resistant in the capillarity
tests, the one with 43% ratio, exhibited a better performance than epoxy resins
in water adsorption tests.  This is undoubtedly due to the fact that the
proportion of acrylic resin was greater than (which had to be high proportion
according to the manufacturer's advise) those of the other two resins.  The
composition ratios of 43% of acrylic resin to the water added to the gypsum
can be compared, for instance, with 10% at the most for epoxy and silicone
resins.

3.3 Volume weight
The measuring of the volume weights of the specimens were included to the

experimental program in order to determine the porosity of the specimens as the
water absorbtion of a material has a directly relationship with it's porosity unless
the cellular structure is in a closed form.

For the determination of the volume weights, the specimens were subjected
to the water adsorption trial., These specimens were weighed in a vessel of water
suspended from the scale to determine their weight in water.  The obtained values
from these weighings were divided into the oven-dry weights of the specimens to
establish the unit volume weights.

Table 3: Determination of the volume weights

Types of
Resin Matrix

%

Average
Volume
Weight gr/cm³

Number
tested

Average
Capillary
coefficients
cm/√ min.

Average Water
Adsorbtion
Ratio

0,5 2,55   4 0,010054 0,232
Silicone 2,5 4,33   4 0,000081 0,082

5 5,16   4 0,000080 0,034
10 5,47   4 0,000074 0,017

3 2,30   4 0,102697 0,27
Epoxy 5 2,33   4 0,017082 0,264

10 2,35   4 0,009753 0,250

8 2,63   4 0,1562718 0,292
Acrylic 13 3,23   4 0,068561 0,241

43 3,42   4 0,048473 0,179

Without Additive 0 2,14   4 0,4559122 0,308



3.4 Mechanical strengths
Mechanical and compression strength tests were conducted to establish the

mechanical strength of the gypsum specimens containing the various proportions
of silicone, epoxy and acrylic resins (see Table 1).

3.4.1 Flexural strength
Measuring 4 x 4 x 16 cm, the flexural strength of the specimens of gypsum

combined with the resins in the proportions shown in Table 1 was tested by
crushing them in the manner indicated below with a fracture rate of 2 N/mm².  In
determining the flexural strength, the full width and length of the specimens were
measured and formulated.  The results of the flexural strength test are presented in
Table 4.

2bh

P
x150=τ   N/mm²      P=Force in Newton        b=width         h=height in mm

Fig. 4: Performing of  flexural strength tests

3.4.2 Compression strength:
To calculate the compression strength of the specimens, they were crushed

by the application of pressure to their upper surfaces with a head measuring 4 cm.
The strength values obtained were inserted in the compression strength formula
indicated below.  The compression strength values of the specimens are given in
Table 4.

A

P
=σ   N/mm²          σ=Compression strength       P=Force         A=Area in mm²

Fig. 5: Performing of compression strength tests



Table 4: Mechanical strength of the resin modified gypsum specimens

Resin Types Resin matrixes
%

Compressive
Strength

MPa

Flexural
Strength

MPa

Volume Weight
gr/cm³

0,5 14,21 5,63 2,55
Silicone 2,5 16,07 5,78 4,33

5 16,51 6,03 5,16
10 16,99 6,04 5,47

3 12,88 5,40 2,30
Epoxy 5 12,39 6,46 2,33

10 14,35 6,44 2,35

8 9,95 3,84 2,63
Acrylic 13 18,51 6,44 3,23

43 20,65 7,24 3,42

Without Additive 0 14,83 5,60 2,14
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3.4.3 Results of the mechanical strength trials

• Among the specimens compounded with resins in the study, those with the
proportion of 43% acrylic resin demonstrated the highest flexure and
compression strength.  Second best was again acrylic resin in the ratio of 13%.
The fact that the specimens with these two ratios of acrylic resin exhibited
high performance in both compression and flexure strength can largely be
attributed to the excessive amount of resin added.

• Second place in compressive strength was occupied by silicone resins.
• Specimens with 5% and 10% epoxy resin components possessed greater

flexural strength than the specimens with silicone resins.
• In the compression and flexural strength tests, the lowest degree of mechanical

strength was displayed by specimens with 8% acrylic resin.
• The compression and mechanical strengths of the unmodified gypsum

specimens was approximately the same as those with 0,5% silicone resins
which is very natural because of the low  ratio of the resin.  But, the addition
of 0.5 % silicone resin endowed the gypsum material with a much greater
resistance to moisture.

3.5 Impregnation
A layer of silicone-, epoxy- or acrylic-based resin was applied by brush to

the surface of each of the specimens of unmodified gypsum, after which the
specimens were left to dry.  When the resins were cured in laboratuary conditions
(20ºC, 65% humidty) for 7 days, the specimens underwent capillary and water
adsorption tests.  The amount of protection product absorbed by the specimens
was determined by calculating the difference between dry weights before and
after treatment.  The weighings are  made 7 days after  the application of the
product and repeated 7 days later.   The average amount of protective product
absorbed by the specimens in various times is given in table 5.  The weight of the
product absorbed generally tends to diminish in time because of their progressive
polymerisation.  This behaviour is stressed for silicone  treated specimens which
present loses of weight reaching up to 50 % after 15 days.  In the case of epoxy
treated specimens , the water evaporates very rapidly due to the high porosity of
gypsum specimens and the product weights are stabilised in a short time.
Whereas the specimens treated with acrylic show moderate difference of weight
probably caused by its slower rate of polymerisation.

The specimens treated with epoxy and silicon show the same trend.  The
amount of water absorbed by these specimens remains very small in time
assuming a high and lasting protection.  The protection furnished by silicone is
always excellent even if the amount of protective absorbed on specimens is often
very different.  These results indicates that smaller protective amounts are
sufficient to assure good protection.

The different trend of capillarity curves for the two classes of products is
very significant.  Silicon products show straight lines very close to the abscissas
axis, whereas acrylic products show curves similar to those obtained for non-
threated specimens, though a reduction, sometimes high of water absorbed by
capillarity is observed.  Data obtained seen therefore to confirm the hypothesis
that silicone products form on the sample a sort of continious and resistant
protective layer .  On the  other hand, acrylic products seem to act in a different



manner.  They slow down the speed of water entry, but do not form a barrier able
to prevent its penetration.  In other words, silicon based products arrange mostly
on the surface of the sample while acrylic ones penetrate more deeply filling the
pores and then diminishing the available volume.

Table 5: The amount of protective product absorbed by the specimens

Protection Type Amount of Protection Product
7 days 15 days

Silicon 0,50 0,25
0,40 0,22

Epoxy Emulsion 0,53 0,53
0,44 0,43

Acrylic 0,93 0,90
0,99 0,95

* q of protective absorbed for 100g of gypsum sample
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Fig. 8: Capillarity of impregnated specimens

4 Conclusions

The findings of this experimental investigation of the durability of modified
and impregnated gypsum by silicone, epoxy and acrylic resins are summarised as
follows:

• In the capillary trials, the specimens modified by silicone resins demonstrated
an undeniable superiority of durability against moisture by capillary action.
The second good results revealed the epoxy resins.

• As in the capillary trials, the silicone resins also showed superiority over the
other two resin types in the water adsorption trials.  An increase in the
proportion of silicone resins in the gypsum specimens produced a direct



correspondence in its level of moisture resistance.  For instance, the addition
of a 10%-ratio of silicone resin to a test sample of gypsum produced a 17-
times higher durability level compared with unmodified gypsum.  Compared
with other materials, such as cement and brick, the low level of water
adsorption of gypsum with silicone resin makes it suitable for exterior
construction use.  Though, no gypsum compound was obtained that possessed
100% moisture resistance.

• The unit volume weight of silicone resins was greater than that of the other
two resins.  This indicates that silicone resin fills the spaces between the
gypsum molecules and decreases its porosity.  Thus, silicone resin not only
possesses a water-repellant character but it endows the material from itself
with the quality of moisture resistance.

• Because the specimens with acrylic resin content represented the large
proportions of 13% and 43%, their unit volume weight showed an increase.
Nevertheless, this was insufficient for a more than satisfactory performance in
moisture durability.

• Moreover, in the tests designed to provide gypsum with moisture durability by
the impregnation method as well as by other methods, such as spreading the
resin over the surface, produced results similar to that with modified gypsum.
In the impregnation system, also, silicone resins produced the best results in
both the capillarity and water adsorption tests.  In second place were the epoxy
resins and in the specimens with resin-covered surfaces the least satisfactory
performance was displayed by the acrylic resins.
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Abstract

The experimental study was carried out in two stages:  Stage one constituted a test
of the mechanical strength and moisture resistance of hemi-hydrate gypsum
(CaSO4.H2O) combined separately with acrylic, epoxy and silicone resins.  With
the objective of determining the best-performing mixture, different types of
acrylic, silicon and epoxy-based polymers in varying quantities were combined
with gypsum.  Succeeding the capillary trials of the gypsum specimens, the
specimens were subjected to submersion in water for 7 and then 15 days.  The
specimens were then weighed to establish the relative amount of moisture
adsorption.  Measurement of the mechanical strength of the specimens was
conducted by compressive- and flexural tests.
Stage Two focused on tests of the moisture durability of gypsum compounds that
had been impregnated with acrylic and epoxy emulsions.  The degree of polymer
impregnation of the specimens was determined.  Subsequent to the capillary tests,
the specimens were submerged in water for 7 days.  The level of water absorption
was ascertained, and the depth of the polymer impregnation attained in the
specimens was calculated.
The findings of this study revealed that the best performance among the different
resins was displayed by the specimens containing silicone resin.  Though the
moisture durability of gypsum compounded with silicone resin was less than
100%, it was demonstrated that gypsum modified in this manner can be utilized as
an outdoor material.  The next best results were offered by modification with
epoxy resin.  The outcome of the impregnation tests also indicated that silicone
resins yielded the greatest durability to water adsorption and that epoxy resins
came second.

Keywords: Gypsum, silicone resins, epoxy resins, acrylic resins
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1 Introduction

In use for more than 5,000 years, gypsum is still reserved a place among
indispensible building materials on account of its outstanding properties.  Among
the positive qualities of gypsum valued in the construction business are its good
thermal and sound insulation, light-weight, ease of application, resistance to fire,
hydrometric dimensional stability, smooth surface, good compressive strength,
and neutral pH.

Further, it is a readily available natural resource.  It should be also noted,
that the raw material gypsum is increasingly being replaced by technical gypsum
which is a waste product of industry.  The most common type of such materials is
Reagypsum, an industrial by-product of power station plants that undergoes a
post-recovery purifing process.

The main defect of gypsum is its lack of resistance to moisture, making it
unsuitable for use on exposed exteriors.  For this reason, much research on
gypsum has been aimed at enhancing its resistance to atmospheric conditions.  In
this connection, the present study on gypsum was intended to discover a means
for overcoming its poor moisture resistance, so as to permit its utilization in
exterior construction elements.  Correlation was made in the current study of the
relative efficiency of the polymer-based additive substances of acrylic, silicone
and epoxy resins in both modified gypsum compounds and superficially
impregnated gypsum blocks.

This experimental investigation was carried out in two stages:  Stage one
constituted a test of the mechanical strength and moisture resistance of gypsum
(CaSO4. 2H2O) combined separately with acrylic, epoxy and silicone resins.  With
the objective of determining the best performing mixture, different types of
acrylic, silicon and epoxy-based polymers in varying quantities were combined
with gypsum.  Succeding the capillary trials of the gypsum specimens were
subjected to submersion in water for 7 days.  The specimens were then weighed to
establish the relative amount water adsorption.  Measurement of the mechanical
strength of the specimens was conducted by compressive- and flexural- strength
tests.

Stage Two focused on tests of the durability of gypsum material against
water that had been impregnated with acrylic and epoxy emulsions.  The degree of
polymer impregnation of the specimens was determined.  Subsequent to the
capillary tests, the specimens were submerged in water for 7 and then 15 days.
The level of water absorbtion was ascertined, and the depth of the polymer
impregnation attained in the specimens was observed.

2 Materials and method

The specimens were prepared with the aim of measuring the degree of
moisture resistance obtainable by gypsum material that had undergone
modification through the addition of epoxy, silicone and acrylic resins (for the
proportions, see Table 1).  Each test run was conducted with 10 specimens
measuring 4 x 4 x 6 cm, of which 6 specimens each were subjected to capillary
and water absorption and density tests and 4 each were employed in flexural and
compression strength trials.  In addition, for purposes of comparison, another 10



specimens were prepared of unmodified gypsum, each measuring 4 x 4 x 16 cm,
all of which were dried for 3 days in an oven by 40ºC to yield a measure of their
dry weight.  These specimens were weighed again after an interval of 24 hours of
exposure to 65% humidity and at a temperature of 20º C ± 2ºC to determine their
weight under conditions of atmospheric humidity.  Based on the results of the
preliminary trials for consistency determination, the composition of the
experimental specimens of gypsum combined with silicone and epoxy resins
possessed a 60% ratio of water/gypsum (60 gr. water to 100 gr gypsum).  But, due
to the increased water demand of the acrylic resins at 60%, the gypsum compound
became too dry for production of the specimens with acrylic resins and were
prepared with an 80% water ratio.  Only distilled water was used in the
preparation of the specimens and the trials on capillarity and water adsorption.

Table 1:Matrix of prepared specimens from each resintype and ratios

0,5%  2,5%   3%   5%   8%   10%  13%  43%
Silicone  10   10   -   10    -   10    -    -
Epoxy   -   -   10   10    -   10    -    -
Acrylic   -   -   -   -   10    -   10   10

Table 2: Resin types used in the experiments

Base Type Firm and Label Application
Silicon Wacker BS46 Modifing
Epoxy Araldite Modifing
Acrylic STT Modifing

Silicon Wacker    290 Impregnation
Epoxy Aradite,  Epoxy Grout S Impregnation
Acrylic Heydi,  Impregnation Fluid Impregnation

The proportion of the additive resins used in the specimens was calculated
as part of the water used in the mixture and a corresponding deduction was made
in the amount of water employed.  As the test program for the investigation of the
durability of gypsum material with in table 1 mentioned additives, the Volume
weight, Flexural- and Compression strength tests, Capillarity tests and Water
Adsorbtion tests are conducted.

3 Experimental method and results

This section contains a description of the procedure and a presentation and
evaluation of the results.

3.1 Capillarity
The specimens, whose weight reflected conditions of atmospheric humidity,

were placed on a grill with 1 cm thickness in a tray in such a manner that the
undersurface of the specimens were in contact with the water and weighed at
regular intervals.  The weight values obtained were used in the formulas given
below to determine the water adsorption ratio by capillarity.



Capillarity    
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E =    cm³/cm²   
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As the water was absorbed by the specimens in the capillarity trials, the
water in the tray was replenished and the degree of water absorption was
measured at minutes 4, 9, 16, 49, 64, 81, 100, 121 and 149 th.
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Fig. 3: Capillary of acrylic resins

• In the capillary tests, the specimens modified by silicone resins demonstrated
an undeniable superiority of durability against moisture by capillary action.  In
relative terms, the least amount of durability to exposure to moisture exhibited
by silicone that is, at a ratio of 0,5% (of the amount of to the water which is
added to the gypsum) can be compared with the greatest degree of durability
shown by epoxy resin, which was obtained only at the much greater ratio of
10%.  Though an increase in the ratio of silicone tended to produce a
corresponding increase in moisture resistance, little gain in resistance was
procured by an increase from 5% to 10%.  The addition of 0.5% silicone to the
specimens resulted in also a better performance than a gypsum compound
containing 43% acrylic resin.

• As can be seen in the graphs of the capillary trials, the epoxy resins exhibited
a greater degree of durability against moisture than unmodified gypsum and
acrylic resins.

• In the capillarity tests, the acrylic resins displayed the least moisture resistance
among the three kinds of resins.

• The existence of a slight 0.1% gain in weight in the gypsum compounds with
10% silicone resin in the capillarity trials can be regarded simply as a signifier
of surface moisture.

3.4 Water adsorption
The specimens for the capillarity trials were first placed in a tray in which

water was added so that it would successively reach a level of one-third, two-
thirds and three-thirds, relative to the height of the specimens.  This was designed
to drive out any air contained in the gypsum.  The specimens were weighed after
their submersion in water for 2 days, which constituted the saturated weight for
each.  The oven-dry weight was deducted from the saturated weight of each
sample to calculate the amount of water that had been absorbed.

From the results of the water absorption trials can be maitained that;



• The specimens with silicone resin gave similar to the capillary tests the best
results.  Water adsorption trials with epoxy resin served to place this gypsum
compound in the second place with the least resistance to moisture.  While
testing better than unmodified gypsum, epoxy resin endowed gypsum with no
great success.  Another factor revealed in the test results of epoxy-modified
gypsum was a the combining of the epoxy resin with the water in the gypsum,
which caused a foaming in the water while stirring and therefore porosity in
the gypsum compound.

• Though acrylic resins proved the least moisture resistant in the capillarity
tests, the one with 43% ratio, exhibited a better performance than epoxy resins
in water adsorption tests.  This is undoubtedly due to the fact that the
proportion of acrylic resin was greater than (which had to be high proportion
according to the manufacturer's advise) those of the other two resins.  The
composition ratios of 43% of acrylic resin to the water added to the gypsum
can be compared, for instance, with 10% at the most for epoxy and silicone
resins.

3.3 Volume weight
The measuring of the volume weights of the specimens were included to the

experimental program in order to determine the porosity of the specimens as the
water absorbtion of a material has a directly relationship with it's porosity unless
the cellular structure is in a closed form.

For the determination of the volume weights, the specimens were subjected
to the water adsorption trial., These specimens were weighed in a vessel of water
suspended from the scale to determine their weight in water.  The obtained values
from these weighings were divided into the oven-dry weights of the specimens to
establish the unit volume weights.

Table 3: Determination of the volume weights

Types of
Resin Matrix

%

Average
Volume
Weight gr/cm³

Number
tested

Average
Capillary
coefficients
cm/√ min.

Average Water
Adsorbtion
Ratio

0,5 2,55   4 0,010054 0,232
Silicone 2,5 4,33   4 0,000081 0,082

5 5,16   4 0,000080 0,034
10 5,47   4 0,000074 0,017

3 2,30   4 0,102697 0,27
Epoxy 5 2,33   4 0,017082 0,264

10 2,35   4 0,009753 0,250

8 2,63   4 0,1562718 0,292
Acrylic 13 3,23   4 0,068561 0,241

43 3,42   4 0,048473 0,179

Without Additive 0 2,14   4 0,4559122 0,308



3.4 Mechanical strengths
Mechanical and compression strength tests were conducted to establish the

mechanical strength of the gypsum specimens containing the various proportions
of silicone, epoxy and acrylic resins (see Table 1).

3.4.1 Flexural strength
Measuring 4 x 4 x 16 cm, the flexural strength of the specimens of gypsum

combined with the resins in the proportions shown in Table 1 was tested by
crushing them in the manner indicated below with a fracture rate of 2 N/mm².  In
determining the flexural strength, the full width and length of the specimens were
measured and formulated.  The results of the flexural strength test are presented in
Table 4.

2bh

P
x150=τ   N/mm²      P=Force in Newton        b=width         h=height in mm

Fig. 4: Performing of  flexural strength tests

3.4.2 Compression strength:
To calculate the compression strength of the specimens, they were crushed

by the application of pressure to their upper surfaces with a head measuring 4 cm.
The strength values obtained were inserted in the compression strength formula
indicated below.  The compression strength values of the specimens are given in
Table 4.

A

P
=σ   N/mm²          σ=Compression strength       P=Force         A=Area in mm²

Fig. 5: Performing of compression strength tests



Table 4: Mechanical strength of the resin modified gypsum specimens

Resin Types Resin matrixes
%

Compressive
Strength

MPa

Flexural
Strength

MPa

Volume Weight
gr/cm³

0,5 14,21 5,63 2,55
Silicone 2,5 16,07 5,78 4,33

5 16,51 6,03 5,16
10 16,99 6,04 5,47

3 12,88 5,40 2,30
Epoxy 5 12,39 6,46 2,33

10 14,35 6,44 2,35

8 9,95 3,84 2,63
Acrylic 13 18,51 6,44 3,23

43 20,65 7,24 3,42

Without Additive 0 14,83 5,60 2,14
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3.4.3 Results of the mechanical strength trials

• Among the specimens compounded with resins in the study, those with the
proportion of 43% acrylic resin demonstrated the highest flexure and
compression strength.  Second best was again acrylic resin in the ratio of 13%.
The fact that the specimens with these two ratios of acrylic resin exhibited
high performance in both compression and flexure strength can largely be
attributed to the excessive amount of resin added.

• Second place in compressive strength was occupied by silicone resins.
• Specimens with 5% and 10% epoxy resin components possessed greater

flexural strength than the specimens with silicone resins.
• In the compression and flexural strength tests, the lowest degree of mechanical

strength was displayed by specimens with 8% acrylic resin.
• The compression and mechanical strengths of the unmodified gypsum

specimens was approximately the same as those with 0,5% silicone resins
which is very natural because of the low  ratio of the resin.  But, the addition
of 0.5 % silicone resin endowed the gypsum material with a much greater
resistance to moisture.

3.5 Impregnation
A layer of silicone-, epoxy- or acrylic-based resin was applied by brush to

the surface of each of the specimens of unmodified gypsum, after which the
specimens were left to dry.  When the resins were cured in laboratuary conditions
(20ºC, 65% humidty) for 7 days, the specimens underwent capillary and water
adsorption tests.  The amount of protection product absorbed by the specimens
was determined by calculating the difference between dry weights before and
after treatment.  The weighings are  made 7 days after  the application of the
product and repeated 7 days later.   The average amount of protective product
absorbed by the specimens in various times is given in table 5.  The weight of the
product absorbed generally tends to diminish in time because of their progressive
polymerisation.  This behaviour is stressed for silicone  treated specimens which
present loses of weight reaching up to 50 % after 15 days.  In the case of epoxy
treated specimens , the water evaporates very rapidly due to the high porosity of
gypsum specimens and the product weights are stabilised in a short time.
Whereas the specimens treated with acrylic show moderate difference of weight
probably caused by its slower rate of polymerisation.

The specimens treated with epoxy and silicon show the same trend.  The
amount of water absorbed by these specimens remains very small in time
assuming a high and lasting protection.  The protection furnished by silicone is
always excellent even if the amount of protective absorbed on specimens is often
very different.  These results indicates that smaller protective amounts are
sufficient to assure good protection.

The different trend of capillarity curves for the two classes of products is
very significant.  Silicon products show straight lines very close to the abscissas
axis, whereas acrylic products show curves similar to those obtained for non-
threated specimens, though a reduction, sometimes high of water absorbed by
capillarity is observed.  Data obtained seen therefore to confirm the hypothesis
that silicone products form on the sample a sort of continious and resistant
protective layer .  On the  other hand, acrylic products seem to act in a different



manner.  They slow down the speed of water entry, but do not form a barrier able
to prevent its penetration.  In other words, silicon based products arrange mostly
on the surface of the sample while acrylic ones penetrate more deeply filling the
pores and then diminishing the available volume.

Table 5: The amount of protective product absorbed by the specimens

Protection Type Amount of Protection Product
7 days 15 days

Silicon 0,50 0,25
0,40 0,22

Epoxy Emulsion 0,53 0,53
0,44 0,43

Acrylic 0,93 0,90
0,99 0,95

* q of protective absorbed for 100g of gypsum sample
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Fig. 8: Capillarity of impregnated specimens

4 Conclusions

The findings of this experimental investigation of the durability of modified
and impregnated gypsum by silicone, epoxy and acrylic resins are summarised as
follows:

• In the capillary trials, the specimens modified by silicone resins demonstrated
an undeniable superiority of durability against moisture by capillary action.
The second good results revealed the epoxy resins.

• As in the capillary trials, the silicone resins also showed superiority over the
other two resin types in the water adsorption trials.  An increase in the
proportion of silicone resins in the gypsum specimens produced a direct



correspondence in its level of moisture resistance.  For instance, the addition
of a 10%-ratio of silicone resin to a test sample of gypsum produced a 17-
times higher durability level compared with unmodified gypsum.  Compared
with other materials, such as cement and brick, the low level of water
adsorption of gypsum with silicone resin makes it suitable for exterior
construction use.  Though, no gypsum compound was obtained that possessed
100% moisture resistance.

• The unit volume weight of silicone resins was greater than that of the other
two resins.  This indicates that silicone resin fills the spaces between the
gypsum molecules and decreases its porosity.  Thus, silicone resin not only
possesses a water-repellant character but it endows the material from itself
with the quality of moisture resistance.

• Because the specimens with acrylic resin content represented the large
proportions of 13% and 43%, their unit volume weight showed an increase.
Nevertheless, this was insufficient for a more than satisfactory performance in
moisture durability.

• Moreover, in the tests designed to provide gypsum with moisture durability by
the impregnation method as well as by other methods, such as spreading the
resin over the surface, produced results similar to that with modified gypsum.
In the impregnation system, also, silicone resins produced the best results in
both the capillarity and water adsorption tests.  In second place were the epoxy
resins and in the specimens with resin-covered surfaces the least satisfactory
performance was displayed by the acrylic resins.
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INVESTIGATION OF CONCRETE JETTIES AT CFB ESQUIMALT AND
PREDICTION OF FUTURE SERVICE LIFE
Investigation of concrete jetties
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Abstract

The concrete jetties at the Canadian Forces facilities at Esquimalt and Nanoose Bay
are of similar design and age. They consist of a 300 mm reinforced concrete topping
which acts compositely with square box girder beams which span between pile bents.
The concrete topping at both jetties has undergone severe cracking, which has been
attributed to drying and autogenous shrinkage aggravated by the use of epoxy coated
reinforcement. Many of the cracks are aligned with the reinforcement and have
created reservoirs for chloride ions concentrated very near the reinforcement.
Condition surveys indicate that while the chloride ion concentrations adjacent to the
reinforcement are high, no corrosion damage has occurred to date. Various analytical
models have been investigated to estimate the future service life of the  structures and
the potential effectiveness of the remedial work such as the application of surface
sealants.

Keywords: Epoxy coated reinforcement, cracking, predicted service life, sealants.

1 Introduction

C-Jetty, which is located at CFB Esquimalt and Ranch Point Jetty at Nanoose
Bay in British Columbia were investigated to evaluate the condition of the concrete
and the state of the reinforcement in the reinforced concrete decks (Ovstaas 1994).

These investigations were completed in 1996 at C-Jetty and in 1993 at Ranch
Point Jetty.  They were performed in part to obtain baseline information on the Jetty
conditions and also to evaluate the nature and severity of cracking which had been
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observed in the concrete deck surface, with a view to the design of appropriate
remedial procedures.

2 Structure

Both Ranch Point and C-Jetty were designed in a similar manner.  The jetties
consist of rectangular box girders supported on pile bents at 19 m centres, overlain by
a 200 to 250 mm thick reinforced concrete topping.  Both jetties were constructed in
approximately 1989-1990.  Some known differences in the jetties are that epoxy
coated reinforcement was used in both the top and bottom mats in the topping
concrete at Ranch Point Jetty, while at C-Jetty the top mat was epoxy coated and the
bottom mat was plain reinforcing steel.  Secondly, the Ranch Point Jetty deck is on
cathodically protected steel piles while the C-Jetty deck is on concrete piles.  These
two details have had considerable effect on the copper-copper sulphate half cell data
measured on each deck.

3 Observations

Both jetties were observed to be in a very similar condition.  In general, there
was little evidence of deterioration of either the concrete, or the reinforcing steel in
the decks.  However, the topping concrete on each deck contained severe shrinkage
cracking.  Typical examples of  the cracking are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Fig. 1: Portion of C-Jetty showing cracking



3.1 Deck cracking
The deck cracking in C-Jetty was mapped for most of the jetty surface and the

floor of the Ship Repair Unit (SRU) Building.  The cracking is extensive over the
deck surface and in many areas was found to be aligned along the axes of the deck;
i.e., the cracks are predominantly longitudinal and transverse to the length of the
fingers.  This is illustrated in the photograph shown in Figure 1 which were taken at
approximately 8.00 am as the morning dew dried from the deck surface.  The cracks
were accentuated by the presence of moisture.

Fig. 2: Cracking on West finger of C-Jetty



The cracking in C-Jetty and the SRU building is very similar to the cracking
observed at the Ranch Point Jetty at Nanoose.  For both structures, it appears that the
cracking is primarily the drying shrinkage and the plastic shrinkage induced,
aggravated by the use of epoxy coated reinforcing steel.  Previous work by Litvan
(1989) has indicated that there is reduced bond of concrete to epoxy coated bars and
that this may contribute significantly to the extent and width of cracking.  This is
reinforced by the cores undertaken which revealed that many cracks appear to
originate at the location of the epoxy coated reinforcing steel.

3.2 Concrete cores
Concrete cores were extracted from eight locations on C-Jetty.  At least three

cores were extracted at each location.  These cores were used for a variety of
laboratory tests including compressive strength, depth of carbonation, chloride ion
profile and density.

3.2.1 Compressive strength and density
The average strength for each location is listed in Table 1.  It is understood that

the specified compressive strength was 35 MPa at 28 days.  As shown in Table 1, the
cores from all areas tested (except at location 7) meet this criteria.  At location 7 the
compressive strength is very close to the specified 35 MPa value.

Table 1: Compressive strength and density

Location Density (kg/m3 )
Compressive

Strength(MPa)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2367
2332
2408
2400
2322
2401
2340
2397

47.2
46.3
62.0
57.9
35.7
48.3
34.6
35.7

AVG=46.0

3.2.2 Depth of carbonation
Treating the core samples with phenolphthalein indicator solution showed that

no measurable carbonation has taken place to date.  It is, however, recommended that
the depth of carbonation be determined at regular intervals, particularly at locations
where cracks intercept the reinforcing steel.  If the concrete around the reinforcing
steel becomes carbonated, then the concrete’s ability to inhibit corrosion may become
compromised.



3.2.3 Chloride ion content
The samples for chloride ion determination were obtained by dry drilling the

cores at the desired depths perpendicular to the core axis.  Typically samples were
obtained at depths of 25 mm, 50 mm, 75 mm  and 150 mm.  The procedure used for
determination of the chloride ion content was the “water soluble
chloride ion concentrations have been calculated for a concrete with an average
density of 2350 kg/m3 and cement content of 350 kg/m3.  The results are presented in
Table 2.

Additional samples were also obtained by dry drilling to specified depths into
the in-place topping concrete.  Companion samples were obtained in this manner both
at the location of the cracks and immediately beside cracks (Samples 9 to 11).

According to the American Concrete Institute, ACI 318-95, recommended limit
for water-soluble chloride ion content in conventionally reinforced concrete in a moist
environment and exposed to chlorides is 0.15 % by mass of cement.  At levels higher
than 0.15 % there is a significant increase in the potential for chloride induced
corrosion of the reinforcing steel.

As shown in Table 2., there are many areas where the chloride contents  are
below the detection limit of 0.007 %.  However, near the surface of the concrete and
in the cracks, the levels can be much higher than the ACI 318-95 recommended limit.

1. In the sound, uncracked concrete the chloride concentrations were measured
to vary from 0 to 0.215 % at a depth of 25 mm.  At depths of 50, 75 and 150
mm the chloride levels were in many cases either undetectable or relatively
low.

2. At the cracks in the concrete topping, however, the higher chloride levels can
occur at the base of the crack as shown for Samples 9 and 11.  Because many
of the cracks have originated at the reinforcing steel, elevated chloride levels
have been found at the steel.  As shown in Samples 9 and 11, these levels are
3 to 5 times the limit for controlling corrosion recommended in ACI 318.

3.3 Half cell potential measurements
Copper - Copper sulphate half cell measurements were obtained for the four

areas shown in the C-Jetty plan.  The half cell data is typically in a range which is less
than -350 mV.  The exceptions are the area East of the SRU Building and along the
rail on the two fingers.  The elevated potentials along the rails can most likely be
explained by the corrosion occurring at the rails and base plates within the rail trench
and the considerable surface area of steel available for corrosion sites.  The rail trench
is filled with hot mix asphalt concrete and therefore does not benefit from the usual
corrosion inhibiting qualities of alkaline concrete.  In addition, the trench can act as a
collector for the surface runoff and chlorides from both salt spray and deicing salts.

Test results for the area to the east of the SRU Building which also exhibited
high half-cell potential readings (ie; -600 to -800 mV) are not as easy to explain. They
do not, however, appear to be the result of corrosion of the reinforcing steel.  Because
of the consistency of the signal, it appears that a stray current within the
reinforcement has been detected.  Inspection of the area below the slab revealed that a
ground wire is attached to many of the piles and this may be contributing to a portion



of the measured signal.  This area will be investigated further since (as discussed by
Clifton  (1991)) stray currents, may accelerate the corrosion process.

Table 2: Water soluble chloride ion content

Sample Depth (mm) Chloride Ion Content (1)

(% by mass of cement)
Comments

1B 25
50
75

150

0.215
0.034

<0.007
0.045

-samples from core

7A 25
50
75

150

0.164
<0.007
<0.007
<0.007

-samples from core

9 0-25
25-50
50-53

0.404
0.444
0.710

-drilled samples on crack
-refusal (steel?) at 53 mm
-outside SRU door

9A 0-25
25-50
50-75

75-125

0.125
0.013

<0.007
<0.007

-drilled beside crack and
sample 9

9B 45-53 0.252 -drilled beside crack
-refusal (steel?) at 53 mm

10 0-25
25-50
50-75
75-97

0.356
0.172
0.018

<0.007

-drilled on crack
-refusal (steel?) at 97 mm.

10A 0-25
25-50
50-75

75-100
100-125

0.167
<0.007
0.014

<0.007
<0.007

-drilled beside crack near
sample 10.

11 0-25
25-50
50-60

0.451
0.350
0.526

-drilled on crack
-refusal (steel?) at 60 mm

11A 0-25
25-50
50-75

75-100
100-112

0.543
0.095
0.014

<0.007
<0.007

-drilled beside crack
-refusal (steel?) at 112 mm.

 (1) Chloride Content is expressed as water soluble % by mass of cement for an
estimated concrete density of 2350 kg/m3 and cement content of 350 kg/m3.



4 Predicting the future service life

As discussed above, the C-Jetty is showing no signs of distress due to corrosion
of the reinforcement at the present time.  However our opinion is, that the service life
of the deck may be compromised by the extensive cracking which has developed in
the topping concrete, and subsequent chloride contamination at crack locations.  This
increases the possibility of chloride induced corrosion occurring and shortening the
service life of the structure.

Various means of remediation were reviewed including the possibility of
chloride removal either by flushing the cracks with clean water or by electrochemical
means.  Neither was determined to be feasible.  The flushing did not change the
chloride concentrations significantly and electrochemical removal of the chlorides is
not considered appropriate because the reinforcement is epoxy coated, and the
developments of an electropotential driving force for chloride removal would be
weak.  Consequently, it was elected to attempt to apply a low viscosity sealer capable
of penetrating the cracks.  It was hoped that the sealer would reduce the permeability
of the surface and provide some water repellancy in the cracks, thereby reducing the
quantity of moisture and salts reaching the reinforcement.

To assist in the process of deciding whether or not to apply a sealer we have
used the analytical model developed by Yokozeki et al. (1997).  Several models
including those developed by Weyers et al. (1994) and Maage et al. (1997)  have been
reviewed.  The model by Yokozeki et al. (1997) appears to best fit the example of the
C-Jetty.

Many of the Service life models are based on the progress of chloride-induced
corrosion and deterioration.  This is illustrated in Figure 3.  The model is separated
into two parts.

Fig. 3: Graph illustrating corrosion damage vs time

T0 = the time for onset of chloride induced corrosion; and
T1 = the time for corrosion and crack development.



The time for the onset of chloride induced corrosion is based on Ficks Law of
diffusion and is given by:

To =  1  [                       L                         ] 2
         Dcl       2 erf –1 { 1 -  Ccr – CI }
                                         Cod - Ci

Dcl = Diffusion coefficient of chloride in concrete. (mm/year)
Ccr = The limit amount of chloride ions against corrosion
Ci = Initial chloride ion content in concrete
Cocl = Chloride ion content in concrete surface
L = Concrete cover thickness (mm)

For the C-Jetty, we have estimated the diffusion coefficient, Dcl from Maage et
al. (1997) to be 30 mm/year

Ccr = 0.15 % by mass of cement
Ci = 0
Cocl = 0.4 % by mass of cement
L = 50 mm

With this data the predicted time to the onset of corrosion is 42 years.  However,
if we assume that the cover has been significantly reduced as a result of the cracking
the time T0 is reduced as follows.

Cover L (mm) 0    10    20    30     40    50

T0 (years) 0   1.7    6.8  15.3  27.2  42

Secondly, the time for initiation of crack development is determined from the
following equation

T1 = Critical Corrosion Amount (mg/cm2) Wcr

         Rate of Corrosion (mg/cm2/year), W

where  W=742/L    (from Table 1 of Yokozeki et al. (1997))

and Wcr = 1.841φ (φ -8.661)+145.1α -1.194+3809D-0.8361+10.60x1,-72.30

where  φ = creep coefficient = 0.4
            α = vol. expansion ratio for corrosion products = 3.2
            D = 360o

            X1= L/d (in this case)



As for T0, we have computed T1 at various concrete cover thickness.

Cover L (mm) 10       20      30     40     50

T1 (years) .09     0.4     1.0     2.0     3.1

Thus if we assume that concrete cover is 50 mm then the predicted service life
will be;

T = T0 + T1   = 42+3.1 = 45.1 years

However, if as we suspect the concrete cover has been reduced because of the
extensive cracking in the surface then the service life is substantially reduced.  For
example if we say that the actual cover is more typically 20 mm, then;

T= 6.8 +0.4 = 7.2 years

It is difficult to accurately define the reduction in effective concrete cover
produced by cracking. However, the calculations of predicted service life show that
even a small reduction in cover thickness results in a significant reduction in the
service life prediction.  It is likely that damage, when it occurs, will start at the larger
cracks which permit greater access of chlorides moisture and oxygen to the
reinforcing steel.  Thus corrosion will likely occur initially at a few localized areas.
At these locations, the greatest resistance to corrosion-induced damage is likely the
epoxy coating. Thus the epoxy coating life expectancy could be substituted for T0 in
the preceding calculation.  In studies by others (memo 1992; Hearn 1992; Weyers
1997) it has been indicated that typical epoxy coating life expectancy is in the range
of 5-15 years, five years in warm salt water environments and 15 years in colder
environments. Victoria has a relatively temperate climate but the Jetty receives
substantial applications of deicing salt during the winter.  Therefore, an epoxy coating
life expectancy of the order of 8 -10 years is anticipated in this environment.

According to the study by Weyers et al. (1997), coating debondment occurs
mainly as a result of attack by the moisture available in the concrete.  Therefore, the
two activities of chloride diffusion and coating debondment likely run concurrently.
Weyers also showed that 20 years following the successful sealing of several bridge
decks, the chloride contents were reduced to approximately 50 % of the original
concentration. This reinforces the recommendation to seal the C-Jetty.

5 Conclusions

1. The deck concrete at the C Jetty has been severely affected by shrinkage
cracking.  The cracking appears to have been increased by the use of epoxy
coated reinforcement.

2. The cracks are heavily contaminated with chlorides and act as conduits to the
reinforcement.

3. It is postulated that the cracking has reduced the effective concrete cover on
the deck.



4. The analytical model developed by Yokozeki et al. (1997) indicates that there
may be a significant reduction in the service life; i.e., a reduction in the time
to corrosion caused cracking, and the need for repairs.

5. It is recommended that the deck be treated with a sealer capable of penetrating
the cracks.  It is expected that this will seal the cracks and help to restore the
effectiveness of the concrete cover.
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS ON THE THERMAL STRESSES OF CERAMIC
TILE COATING SYSTEMS
Thermal stresses on ceramic tile coating
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Abstract

The stresses on ceramic tile coating systems, subjected to temperature increase, were
estimated by a 2-D finite element linear analysis. Physical and mechanical properties of
the materials involved (ceramic tile, adhesive mortar, rendering mortar and grout) were
determined experimentally and were used as model input. The numerical analysis has
shown that peak stresses occur in the centre of the grout and decrease to nearly zero at
the centre of the tile. The model is very sensitive to the tile Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion and Young modulus and insensitive to the same parameters at the mortar
layer.

Keywords: ceramic tile coating, finite element analysis, thermal stresses

1 Introduction

In spite of great development within the ceramic industry, problems related to
ceramic tile detachment on buildings are very common at earlier ages or after a long
period of adequate performance.

Since earlier ages, each layer of ceramic tile coating system (substrate, rendering,
grout, adhesive mortar and ceramic tile) suffers differential volumetric changes due to
factors inherent in the materials (drying shrinkage of mortar, moisture expansion of
ceramic tile) or external factors (changes in temperature and/or humidity). Since free
deformation of each layer is limited by the bond between them, stresses will likely
occur.
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Ceramic tiles are subject to temperature and humidity changes, especially on flat
roofs and façades. The response of the materials to such variations appears in the form
of differential volumetric changes between each layer of the system, causing stresses,
which vary according to the magnitude of changes. As the properties of the materials
are different, the stresses may be of important intensity. According to Billi et al.
(1995), the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of ceramic tiles varies from 6 to 7 x
10-6/ºC. This value is two times lower than cement-based materials (CTE around 15 x
10-6/ºC according to Illston, 1994) in the form of rendering, adhesive and grout
mortars. This difference can result in serious problems, especially in places and regions
where great and rapid temperature changes may occur. Large falls of temperature may
also produce stresses high enough to detach ceramic tiles after a long period of
adequate performance.

It is possible to estimate the stresses on the various layers of a ceramic tile
coating system subjected to temperature changes, by numerical modeling of it
(Bowman and Banks, 1995). It is also possible to ascertain the influence of materials
properties on the stress development.

In this paper, a 2-D finite element, linear elastic analysis was developed with the
purpose to estimate the stresses. Experimental tests were performed to obtain data for
the model, such as temperature variation through the system layers and physical and
mechanical properties of the materials. Values obtained by other researchers were
applied when there was no possibility to perform tests.

2 Experimental procedure

2.1    Materials characterization
Ceramic tile, adhesive mortar, rendering mortar and grout were studied to obtain

values for model input. The ceramic tile used is called gres, obtained from powder
pressing and two burning times, resulting in a high-performance material. Three
adhesive mortars with different proportions of the polymer, methyl-hydroxyetyl-
cellulose (MHEC), were studied. Table 1 shows the proportion mix of these mortars.

Table 1: Proportion of materials in adhesive mortars (weight)

Cement Sand Filler MHEC Water/dry materials ratio **

RM* 1 2.8 0.2 - 0.18

M1 1 2.8 0.2 0.001 0.18

M2 1 2.8 0.2 0.020 0.18

* RM = reference mortar (without polymer)
** the weight of MHEC was not considered

Rendering mortar consisted of a mix of Portland cement, medium sand and
hydrated lime, in proportions of 1:1:6 by volume (cement:lime:sand) and water/cement
ratio of 1.76 (Mohamad, 1998). Grout mortar, used to fill the joints between each



ceramic tile, contained Portland cement, fine sand, and MHEC polymer. The
proportions used were 1:3:0.002 (by weight).

The coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of the materials described above
were determined, using Netzsch Model 202 and Shimadzu Model 50H
Thermomechanicals Analysers (TMA). Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the
materials were also determined. The mortars were tested in compression according to
NBR 8522/84 (Brazilian Standard for Young's modulus determination). The specimens
of ceramic tile were cut in dimensions of 35 x 35 x 8 mm, and were also tested in
compression. Table 2 shows the CTE, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio obtained
for each material.

Table 2: Average Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio for mortars and ceramic tile

Material CTE (ºC-1) Young's modulus (MPa) Poisson's ratio
Ceramic tile 4.6 x 10-6 38779 0,10*
Grout mortar 10.0 x 10-6 12265 0.18

Adhesive mortar RM 22790 0.18
Adhesive mortar M1 20739 0.18
Adhesive mortar M2

10.0 x 10-6

10745 0.18
Rendering mortar 9.6 x 10-6 5918** 0.17**

Substrate 6.5 x 10-6 20000 0.07
Mortar 9.6 x 10-6 8000 0.17

* estimated
** after Mohamad, 1998

2.2    Temperature profile
In order to estimate the temperature variation in ceramic tile coating systems, a

laboratory test was performed on a small system specimen, as shown in Figure 1. The
ceramic tile glazing was heated from 23ºC (ambient temperature) to 70ºC by contact
with a copper plate attached to a coil with flowing hot water. Thermocouples installed
at layer interfaces monitored the varying temperature profile in the system for 4 hours.

Legend:
a, c - rendering
b - clay block
d - adhesive mortar
e - ceramic tile

Fig. 1: Laboratory specimen and thermocouple positions.



Figure 2 shows the evolving thermal profile for the first 1.5 hours. These values
were also used as input to the model.

Fig. 2: Temperature profile in specimen

3 Finite element model

3.1    Stresses due to thermal variation
To predict the thermal stresses on the rendering/adhesive mortar/ceramic tile

interfaces, a 2-D finite element analysis was performed adopting a four-node plane
element. The rectangular element shape suits the regular pattern of the tiling system.
The model was considered isotropic and under plain strain.

The tiling system was modeled as a five-layer system (tile / adhesive / rendering /
substrate / rendering) deforming linearly under a thermal loading. A full adhesive
coverage was assumed. A panel, composed by 13 ceramic tiles (200-mm square) laid
side by side on a ceramic block substrate, was analyzed. Taking advantage of the
symmetry in the width direction, only half of the system was analyzed, with
appropriate symmetry-boundary conditions.  The boundary conditions adopted for this
study were that the system was laterally fixed. The geometry used by the model is
shown in Figure 3.

Legend:
a, c - rendering
b - clay block
d - adhesive mortar
e - ceramic tile
f - grout mortar



Fig 3: Geometry of the model.

The tile surface was heated at 70 0C. After approximately six minutes of heating,
there was a temperature profile trough the system from 68 0C, on the tile surface, to 23
0C (the initial temperature) at the outer layer. As can be seen in Figure 2, this is the
highest thermal gradient observed. Since it leads to the most critical situation,
regarding stresses, the temperature profile (figure 2) obtained on this time was chosen
to model the system. A linear temperature profile within each layer and a steady state
were assumed.

To verify the model reliability, it was first considered homogeneous and
isotropic. The tile mechanical properties presented on Table 2 were used to run this
model. Since the system was free to expand in the y direction, the application of the
thermal load did not produce stress in this direction. Therefore, a bi-axial state of stress
was established, due to the boundary and the plain strain conditions. These stresses
were expected to be equal and constant along an isothermal line. The stresses were
compared to that obtained analytically by using the following equation (Timoshenko
and Goodier, 1970):
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Where: - σx and σz are normal tensile stresses in the x and z direction respectively;
            - E is Young's modulus;
            - α is the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion;
            - ∆T is the temperature differential;
            - ν is Poisson's Ratio.

The heterogeneous system was then run to generate numerically the shear and
tensile stresses. The material properties adopted to run the model are those from Table
2.

The shear and normal stresses (Sy) on the tile/adhesive mortar and adhesive
mortar\rendering interfaces can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. As can be seen, the
stresses are nearly zero in the center of the tile and increase near the tile/grout
interface. Close to the tile/grout interface, a region of concentrated stresses appears,
whose signature depends very much on the material properties. At the tile/grout
junction there is a change in the sign of the stresses which  may be credited to the
difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the materials. Young's modulus of
the grout was three times smaller than that of the tile, allowing better deformation
capacity for the grout. This movement differential may be considered as the main
reason for the observed stress concentration. On the other hand, the adhesive is not
thick enough to dissipate the stresses discontinuity observed at the tile/adhesive
interface and, due to this factor, a discontinuity was also observed along the
adhesive/rendering interface. Tensile stresses (negative sign) may cause the detachment



of the tile.

 
Fig. 4: Shear and normal stresses between centers of adjacent tiles, at the

tile/adhesive mortar interface

Fig. 5: Stresses of adhesive mortar/rendering interface

3.2    Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of the tiling coating system to the variation of Young's modulus

and Thermal Expansion Coefficient of the tile and adhesive was investigated by
calculating shear and normal (Sy) stresses. The variables were changed one at a time,
according to the values shown in Table 3. In order to perform this analysis, only the
interfaces of the tile located at the center of the system were analyzed. Three different
values for the Young's modulus were chosen for the tile. The lowest and the highest
values correspond to the lowest and highest adhesive stiffnesses found in the literature
(Fiorito,1994). The intermediate value was obtained from experimental testing.  For
the adhesive, four values were chosen: the lowest was obtained in the literature
(Fiorito,1994); the other three were taken from test results and correspond respectively
to adhesives with highest, lowest and no polymers added to its formulae. Two different
values of the thermal expansion coefficient were selected for the tile and adhesive
mortar. Except for the lower value for the mortar adhesive, which was taken from the
experimental programme, the other coefficients represent lower and upper limits from
the literature (Fiorito, 1994; Billi et al., 1995; Illston,1994).





Table 3: Mechanical properties of materials used in the sensitivity analysis

Tile Adhesive
105030000
10745

38779 20739
E (MPa)

70000 22790
4.6E-6 1.0E-5αα (0C-1)
7.0E-6 1.5E-5

3.2.1 Effect of Young's modulus on the stresses
Figure 6 shows the influence of the tile stiffness on the development of stresses

with temperature change. As can be observed, highest tensile stresses are likely to
occur, in both the tile/adhesive and adhesive/rendering interfaces, by increasing the tile
modulus. It was found that peak stresses rose by more than 100% by changing E by
79%. Shear stresses seem to be even more sensitive to the E variation (Figure 7). By
changing E by 30%, peak stress increased by about 108%.

Fig. 6: Influence of the tile modulus on normal stresses (Sy).

Fig. 7: Influence of the tile modulus on shear stresses.



Regarding the influence of Young's modulus of the adhesive mortar, it could be
noticed that the highest tensile stresses were obtained, in the tile/adhesive interface, for
the most flexible adhesive (Figure 8 a). On the other hand, this value is responsible for
the lowest stress profile in the adhesive/rendering interface (Figure 8 b). It is worth
noticing that it was necessary to have a very huge change (about 900 %) in the E value
to promote sensitive variations in the stress values. It might indicate that Young's
modulus of the adhesive mortar is not important to the development of stresses.

 (a) (b)
Fig. 8: Influence of adhesive mortar modulus on normal stresses (Sy)

Regarding shear stresses, it can be seen that the most flexible adhesive mortar
does not produce high stress levels in the stress profile (Figure 9). Only with a very
high increase in Young's modulus was it possible to obtain considerable variations in
the critical stress values.

Fig. 9: Variation of shear stress with the adhesive mortar modulus

3.2.2 Effect of Coefficient of Thermal Expansion on stresses
The sensitivity of the model to the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion of the tile

was also tested. It can be seen in Figure 10a that, at the tile/adhesive interface, the Sy
maximum tensile stress is slightly lower for the higher coefficient. For compressive



stresses, a higher variation is observed and, in this case, the higher coefficient produces
a lower peak stress at the connection point with the grout. In the adhesive/rendering
interface, the Sy stresses, compressive and tensile, increase with the Thermal
Expansion Coefficient, as can be seen in Figure 10b. At the grout connection point,
tensile stress is obtained. For both interfaces the higher the Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion the higher the shear stresses (Figures 11 and 12).

 (a) (b)

Fig. 10: Influence of tile Coefficient of Thermal Expansion on tensile stresses

   Fig. 11: Influence of tile CTE on shear stresses at Tile/Adhesive Mortar Interface

Fig. 12: Influence of tile CTExpansion on shear stresses at Adhesive
Mortar/Rendering Interface



4 Conclusions

The model used to establish the stresses on a wall coated with ceramic tile has
proved to be adequate. In all cases, stresses, shear and normal (Sy) are nearly zero in
the center of the tiles, increasing near the tile / grout junction. This behavior might be
attributed to differential movement of the materials due to their different mechanical
properties.

The sensitivity analysis has shown that the ceramic tile coating system is more
sensitive to the tile than to the adhesive mortar mechanical properties. Highest tensile
and shear stresses were observed for stiffer tiles on both the tile / adhesive mortar and
adhesive mortar / rendering interfaces.

The effect of the tile Coefficient of Thermal Expansion has proved to be smaller.
Higher values of CTE produced lower peak stress at the connection point with the
grout. With respect to the CTE of the adhesive mortar, the system is not as sensitive.
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PREDICTION OF THE IMPACT OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON TIMBER
COMPONENTS: A GIS–BASED APPROACH
Environmental impact on timber components

I.S. COLE, G.S TRINIDAD and W.Y. CHAN
CSIRO Building, Construction and Engineering, Melbourne, Australia

Abstract

This paper reports on a system for the prediction of moisture content of timbers
and corrosion of connectors in the building envelopes of Australian houses. The
system forms part of a larger method being developed to facilitate reliability-based
design of timber structures. The system is constructed using geographic
information system (GIS) linked to climatic databases. Rules are developed which
permit the sequential estimation of moisture content of air in sheltered external
environments, the moisture content of specific timbers in this same environment,
the moisture content of timbers in different spaces in the building envelope and,
lastly, the corrosion of connectors in such timbers. The accuracy of the method
and its limitations are discussed.

Keywords: Houses, timber, moisture content, building envelope, connectors, corrosion

1 Introduction

The work reported in this paper forms part of a larger project with the aim of
developing a reliability-based method for designing durable timber structures
(Foliente et al. 1999). If a design method is to be derived for timber structures, it
is necessary to estimate the moisture content of timber members in a structure.
The moisture content will have a profound effect on the probability of decay of
timber members and corrosion of timber connectors. In this paper, a method for
the prediction of moisture content of timber components in houses is presented.
To illustrate the utility of such data, the moisture content estimations are then
combined with models of connector corrosion to develop a system for estimating
connector life.
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2 Overview of a GIS-based model

A computer model for the prediction of moisture content in timber and the
corrosion rate of timber connectors has been derived. This model combines a
system of rules and climatic databases with a geographic information system
(GIS) representation. The model aims to estimate the moisture content of and
lifetime of connectors for timber members within building spaces of standard
houses in any location in Australia. To do this, the model performs the following
functions:
• Meteorological data is ‘generalised’ and the generalised data is used to estimate

the nominal surface moisture content (NSMC) (%) of an ‘ideal’ timber in a
sheltered external location at any geographical location in the country.

• Using experimental rules derived from chamber tests, the moisture content of
specific timbers in sheltered external locations (ShMC) is then estimated from the
NSMC.

• Another series of rules derived from the house monitoring program (Cole 1996)
is then used to estimate the moisture content of timbers in specific building
envelope locations (BMC) from the ShMC.

• Experimental relationships between the corrosion rate of connectors, moisture
content and timber properties are then used to estimate the corrosion rate in
given building envelope cavities from data on timber properties and BMC.

3 Prediction of nominal surface EMC

The nominal air moisture content is calculated from RH and temperature as
measured at meteorological stations using the approximation of Bramhall (1979).
It is assumed that under sheltered (from both sun and rain) external exposures, the
surface of a timber component will be in equilibrium with the air and thus
Bramhall’s equations can define NSMC. A three-hourly climate database from the
Bureau of Meteorology is used to calculate the NSMC of timber in a sheltered
external exposure. The value of the climatic variable at geographic positions
between meteorological stations was estimated using a triangular irregular
network, or TIN, model following the procedures of Okabe et al. (1992).

4 Prediction of moisture content of selected timbers

The estimated moisture content for a particular timber is calculated as:
ShMCi = Ai + Bi × NSMC (1)

where Ai and Bi are derived regression constants for each particular timber
species, and ShMCi is the moisture content of the particular species (in a sheltered
external location). The regression constants were derived from results of actual
experiments. The values of A and B for selected timbers are given in Table 1,
where values for similar timbers are grouped together.



Table 1: Constants for NSMC/ShMC relationships

Timber A B
Huon pine –1.18 0.81
Oregon –1.97 0.87
Kauri –3.79 1.06
Spotted gum 1.83 0.63
Red iron bark/mountain ash –3.23 1.00
Brush box –3.33 0.96
LOSP/RP –2.46 1.05
H3/H5 –2.67 1.12
Douglas fir/karri –2.67 0.99
Meranti –2.91 0.92

5 Prediction of moisture content in a given position

The estimated moisture content value can be further adjusted using micro-
environmentally based adjustment factors. The average seasonal moisture content in
a given building space (BMCsa) is given by an adjusted value and is computed as
follows:

BMCsa = ShMCaa + D*(ShMCsa – ShMCaa)
 + ∆sea + ∆climate + ∆radiation (2)

where the subscript sa and aa refer to the seasonal average and annual averages
respectively. Equation (2) indicates that the seasonal variation in the moisture
content of a piece of timber in a building envelope space is damped with respect to
the sheltered exterior. The damping factor D is still under investigation, but for
facades is approximately 1 (i.e. no damping) and for subfloors, wall cavities and
roof spaces is 0.5.

The coastal factor ∆sea = +2 applies to all external locations within 1 km of the
coastline and reflects the higher RH of adjacent air and the effect of the hygroscopicity
of salt deposited on timber surfaces. The solar radiation factor ∆radiation applies to all
external locations, where ∆radiation = –2.5 and –1 for areas with high and low solar
radiation respectively. The magnitude of solar radiation is based on interpolated solar
radiation level using a Delaunay tessellation model (Okabe et al. 1992). The climatic
factor ∆climate applies to all locations. The value of the climatic factor is given in Table
2. These parameters are based on observed variations between timbers exposed in the
given locations.

6 Corrosion of nails

The corrosion rate of nails embedded in a particular timber is estimated
depending on the type of timber and nails. Two types of nails were considered in
this study, namely, bright nails and hot-dipped (zinc coated ≥600 g/m2) nails. The
estimation procedure assumed that the nail corrosion rate will increase in a linear
mode with increasing moisture content until, at a critical moisture content, the
corrosion rate remains constant with further increases in moisture content.

The proposed relationship between corrosion rate and equilibrium moisture
content (EMC) of timber is as follows:



• The maximum corrosion rate is reached when a certain EMC in the timber is
reached. This maximum threshold value depends on the particular timber.

• No corrosion is assumed to occur if the EMC level is below some minimum
threshold value which is also dependent on the particular timber.

• At EMC values between the minimum and maximum threshold values, the
corrosion rate is assumed to vary with EMC.

Table 2: Values of ∆∆climate for different climatic zones and building spaces

Zone Facade Subfloor Wall cavity Roof space
Tropical 1 1.2 0 –3
Subtropical 1 1 –1 –3
Temperate 1 1 –1 –3
Inland 1 1 –1 –3
Alpine 2 1 0 –3

The form of the corrosion/EMC dependence was determined by
experimentation for the timbers listed in Table 1. The form of the dependence has
been derived by a regression analysis using a series of experiments. Timber
samples were conditioned to set RH and temperature conditions until the moisture
contents of the timbers equilibrated (at three different moisture contents from 14
to 24%), at which stage two timber panels were nailed together and conditions
were maintained for 120 days. Hot-dipped coated and bright (uncoated) steel nails
were used. It was found that for bright nails, the timbers could be grouped into
three classes, as given in Table 3. These classes are defined purely on the basis of
observed performance, such that:
• Class 1 – when embedded in these timbers, bright nails show a plateau in

corrosion rate above 16–18% moisture content.
• Class 2 – when embedded in these timbers, bright nails show a plateau in

corrosion rate above 20–24% moisture content.
• Class 3 – when embedded in these timbers, bright nails do not show a plateau

in corrosion rate with increasing moisture content.
For corrosion of hot-dipped nails, the same classification could be used. For

each timber used, the pH, conductivity and acid content of water in equilibrium
with the timber was determined using a method adapted from Krilov and Lasander
1988. This data was then used to develop the regression models. The corrosion
rate (g/m2.year) of the plateau (Corrmax) was determined to be:

• For class 1 timber and bright nails
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• For class 1 and 2 timbers for hot dip nails
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In these equations, Dd is the dry density of the timber, Dw is the density of
water in the timber, pH, Conductivity and CH3COOH are the pH, conductivity (in
µS) and the acid concentration (in meq/100 g of wood), assuming the acid is
CH3COOH of water in equilibrium with the timber.   

Table 3: Form of moisture content/corrosion dependence

Class Condition Timbers
1 Plateau in corrosion rate at 16–18% MC Brush box, meranti, spotted gum, huon pine, karri,

red iron bark, LOSP-treated pine
2 Plateau in corrosion rate at 20–24% MC Douglas fir, mountain ash, radiata pine
3 No plateau CCA-treated timbers

At moisture contents below which the maximum corrosion rate occurs, the
corrosion rate as a percentage of the maximum is given as:

• For bright nails in class 1 timbers
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• For bright nails in class 2 timbers
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• For hot-dipped nails in class 1 and 2 timbers
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For CCA-treated timbers, a plateau is not reached and so only one equation is
given, viz:
• For bright nails
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The above equations define the initial corrosion rate, however it is well
established that for atmospheric corrosion, the corrosion rate decreases with time.
It is postulated that this is also the case for metals in timber and that the corrosion
(Corr) after a given time t (in years) is:

Corr = A × tn

where A is derived from the corrosion rates defined above (given that these rates
were determined over a 4 month exposure). The exponent ‘n’ is a constant with
initial analysis indicating that an appropriate value for n is 0.5, except for
exposures to marine environments when n = 0.7 is more appropriate. When the
corrosion in time t is determined, the life is defined by when the permissible
average thickness loss is equal to the average corrosion.

7 Comparison of experimental and predicted moisture content

Field data from moisture sticks exposed along the eastern seaboard in
sheltered external locations and in ventilated regions of subfloors provides a basis
for validating the predictions of the model (see Cole (1996) for detailed
procedures). Timbers exposed in this program were brush box, spotted gum,
Douglas fir, treated pine – H3, radiata pine and mountain ash.

7.1 Prediction of surface moisture content
The GIS system predicts the surface moisture content from meteorological

(met) stations data. In most cases, a given dwelling will be at a considerable
distance (up to 50 km) from the nearest met station, and thus there may be
significant differences between the local climate and therefore the predicted
surface moisture content at the dwelling and the met station. In Table 4, the
predicted NSMC at a number of sites and at the nearest met station are given. The
sites used to calibrate the model are Innisfail 1, Sydney Narrabeen, Mt Buller and
Narrandera. Innisfail (lat. 17.525, long. 145.986) is located on the coast in tropical
north-east Australia, Narrabeen (lat. 33.708, long, 151.302) is adjacent to a surf
beach in the Sydney metropolitan area and thus has a temperate climate, Mt Buller
(lat. 37.142, long. 141.450) is a ski lodge in the alpine region of southern
Australia, and Narrandera (lat. 34.748, long. 146.547) is inland in southern
Australia and has a savanna-type climate.



The RH and temperature used to predict NSMC at the sites is measured in
exterior sheltered locations on the facades of buildings (under eaves etc.), while at
met stations these same parameters are generally measured in the open (though
enclosed in a Stevenson screen). The surface moisture content at the sites is in
general 1 to 2 percentage points below the values at the met stations. In some cases,
this may be associated with differences in local climate, for example in Brisbane
‘The Gap’ is in the Brisbane Hills while the met station is on flat land near the
Brisbane River. Thus, higher RH would be expected at The Gap. Innisfail is at
O’Briens Hill, on higher ground (outside town) than the met station and thus could
have a different microclimate.

However, a microclimate will also exist on the facade of a dwelling
(compared to an open exposure) where wind and sunlight will be reduced. Thus, a
facade correction factor (of +1% for all climatic zones except Alpine which is
+2%) was introduced. The observation that marine sites such as Narrabeen, which
is on a northern Sydney beach, have NSMCs of more than 3 percentage points
higher than met stations away from the coast (e.g. Sydney met) justifies the
additional marine correction factor. This factor may be associated with humidity
carried by sea breezes.

7.2 Actual and predicted moisture content

7.2.1 Moisture content of boards exposed in sheltered exteriors
In this section, the measured and predicted moisture contents are compared.

Moisture content was scheduled to be measured every three months over a two-
year period. The predicted moisture contents are based on ten-year climatic data,
and thus some variations between measured and predicted data could be
associated with variations between the particular two years (1996–1998) during
which the measurements were made and the long-term average data. In Table 5
the experimentally measured moisture content (MMC) for brush box is given,
while in Table 6 the predicted moisture content (PMC) is given for the same
timber. The Sydney marine prediction should be compared with Sydney
Narrabeen.

Table 4: Surface moisture content (%) at sites and met stations

Site Autumn Winter Spring Summer Average
Innisfail 19.3 18.6 15.8 17.9 17.8
Innisfail met 18.2 17.5 15.7 17.1 17.0
Brisbane Gap 16 18 16 15 16.5
Brisbane met 15 16 15 14 15.2
Sydney Narrabeen 18.6 17.4 16.8 17.3 17.6
Sydney met 15.2 14.2 14.8 15.7 14.9
Mt Buller site 21.2 22.4* 21.2 17.3 20.5
Mt Buller met 16.7 20.4 19.1 15.2 18.4
Narrandera site 13 14 19 16 17.3
Narrandera met 12 17 23 17 19.6



Comparisons such as given by Tables 5 and 6 have been made for all
timbers, however to conserve space this data has been summarised in Table 7.
This table presents a comparison between the annual average measured and
predicted moisture content, i.e.:

Accuracy = MMCaa – PMCaa (3)

where aa signifies the annual average.

7.2.2 Moisture content of boards exposed in ventilated subfloors
In this section, measurements made in ventilated subfloors of selected

houses are presented and compared with predictions. Innisfail 1 is a brick veneer
house with a suspended floor having a clearance of 0.3–1.8 m. The Gap is brick
veneer with a very variable clearance of 0.2–1.5 m. Mt Buller is a concrete block,
suspended floor construction with clearance of 0.3–0.5 m.

In Table 8, the MMC for brush box is given for the same timber. In Table 9,
the accuracy of the predictions (using Eq. (3)) are given for all timber types.

Table 5: MMC (%) of brush box on sheltered facades

Site Autumn Winter Spring Summer Mean
Innisfail 1 14.2 14.6 13.5 14.3 14.1
Brisbane Gap 13.8 14.6 13.4 13.7 13.9
Sydney Narrabeen 16.5 16.0 13.3 17.4 15.8
Mt Buller 14.2 14.4 15.9 13.0 14.4

Table 6: PMC (%) of brush box on sheltered facades

Site Autumn Winter Spring Summer Mean
Innisfail 14.1 15.2 14.5 12.9 14.1
Brisbane 13.1 12.3 11.6 12.3 12.3
Sydney marine 15.4 16.8 16.0 15.4 16.1
Mt Buller 14.8 18.3 13.6 11.3 14.5

Table 7: Summary of accuracy of predictions of MC on sheltered facades

Location Brush
box

Spotted
gum

Douglas
fir

Radiata
pine

Treated
pine

Mountain
ash

The Gap 1.6 –0.8 0.6 0.1 0.6 1.5
Innisfail 1 0 –0.3 –0.7 –0.3 –0.3 0
Narrabeen –0.3 –2.9 0 0.8 0.1 –0.5
Mt Buller –0.1 –0.2 –0.1 1.3 –0.9 0.3
All 0.5 –0.8 0.2 0.3 –0.5 0.6

Table 8: MMC (%) for brush box in ventilated subfloors

Location Autumn Winter Spring Summer Mean
Innisfail, measured 15.1 15.3 14.6 15.1 15.0
Innisfail, predicted 14.3 14.8 14.5 13.7 14.3
Gap, measured 13.2 13.4 13.0 13.4 13.3
Gap, predicted 12.7 12.3 12.0 12.3 12.3
Mt Buller, measured 14.4 14.5 14.3 13.9 14.3
Mt Buller, predicted 14.6 16.4 14.1 12.9 14.5



Table 9: Summary of accuracy of predictions of MC in ventilated subfloors

Location Brush
box

Spotted
gum

Douglas
fir

Radiata
pine

Treated
pine

Mountain
ash

Innisfail 1 0.7 –0.2 –0.4 –1.5 –0.9 0.6
Innisfail 2 1.6 0.5 0.4 –0.5 –0.4 0
The Gap –0.1 –0.9 0.6 –1.7 0.1 –1.0
Mt Buller –0.2 0.6 1.2 0.1 0.5 1.4
All 0.2 –0.4 0.3 0.3 –0.5 0.6

8 Accuracy of the prediction of the corrosion rate of nails

Table 10 shows the measured and predicted corrosion rates for hot-dipped
nails on the facade for a range of timbers at Mt Buller, Narrabeen and Brisbane
Gap.

From Table 10 it is again evident that the models are reasonably accurate at
predicting the moisture content of the timber. Further, the model was in general
reasonably accurate at predicting the corrosion rate of hot-dipped nails. There are
however a number of exceptions (e.g. the predicted corrosion rate of hot-dipped
nails in radiata pine at Brisbane Gap is much higher than measured) which are still
being investigated.

Table 10: Comparison of predicted and measured moisture contents and
corrosion rates on sheltered facades

Location Timber Measured
moisture
content
(%)

Predicted
moisture
content
(%)

Measured
corrosion
rate
(g/m2.year)

Predicted
corrosion
rate
(g/m2.year)

H5 15 15 19 35
H3 15 15 9 8
LOSP 15 15 9 8
Brush box 11 13 27 10

Mt Buller

Douglas fir 14 15 21 34

Spotted gum 13 12 11 9
Brush box 11 13 5 7

Brisbane
Gap

Radiatia pine 15 15 7 34

H5 15 15 70 71
H3 16 16 38 56
LOSP 14 15 34 13

Sydney
Narrabeen

Douglas fir 14 14 57 53

9 GIS representation of data

The GIS system can be used to develop maps to define critical parameters.
In Figure 1, a map is given of the per cent of time that the NSMC on an ideal
timber on the façade (sun and rain sheltered) on a building exceeds 16%. This
map gives an indication of regions in which corrosion or decay may occur.



10 Discussion

10.1 Accuracy of moisture content prediction
The models presently formulated do not include terms to take into account

the rate of diffusion of moisture into timber. An analysis of the accuracy of the
predictions indicates that the prediction of monthly or seasonal average moisture
contents do not require this level of analysis. Future versions of the model will
include such terms in order to predict daily or weekly variations in moisture
content. The level of detail regarding moisture content variations (in time and in
section) required to reasonably model the degradation process have yet to be
determined.

The method used to predict the moisture content of air in building envelope
cavities compared to external conditions is at present largely empirical. It appears
to reasonably model the Australian data. However, the data set is quite small and
is related to specific materials and designs. Work is being carried out taking into
consideration heat and mass transfer to derive more fundamentally based
relationships between external and building envelope conditions.
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Fig. 1:Variation of time above 16 EMC in sheltered facades across Australia

However, despite the limitations of the approach outlined above, the method
appears reasonably accurate. The major source of errors appears to be the
prediction of conditions at the house site compared to the nearest meteorological
stations. Approximation procedures that combine meteorological and local terrain
data to estimate local climate are currently under investigation.



11 Conclusion

The GIS-based system has the capacity to predict with reasonable accuracy:
• Moisture content of a timber member in a standard Australian house.
• Probable life of connectors in timbers in a standard Australian house.

The development of the system has highlighted areas for further
development.
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AN AUSTRALIA–WIDE MAP OF CORROSIVITY: A GIS APPROACH
Australia-wide map of corrosivity
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Abstract

This paper presents two approaches to modelling atmospheric corrosion across
regions of Australia. One is based on a purely statistical analysis of a large
database of corrosion rates and climate. The other is based on combining such a
statistical approach with modelling the sources and distribution of airborne
salinity. The statistical approach is applied to data derived from a corrosivity
survey of the State of South Australia. In this survey, corrosion rates were
measured over 475 sites scattered over 420,000 km2. The corrosion data was
combined with climatic data and a model developed by regression analysis. This
model proved highly accurate at describing the variation in corrosion rate across
the state. Unfortunately, when the model was used to estimate corrosion rates
across the Australian continent it proved highly inaccurate. As a response, a
second model was developed. In this model, the role of the sea as a source of
airborne salinity was explicitly included as were the factors (including wind
direction) controlling the distribution of airborne salinity across the continent.
This model was found to have reasonable accuracy, although additional factors
(notably the effect of industrial pollution) still need to be incorporated.

Keywords: Atmospheric corrosion, mild steel, airborne salinity, sea state,
whitecaps, wind direction, regression analysis

1 Introduction

Many authors have conducted exposure programs in which climatic
parameters are monitored and statistical procedures (usually regression analysis)
are used to derive relationships between the measured corrosion rates and the
climatic parameters (Atteraas and Haagenrud 1982; Haynie 1982; Benarie and
Lipfert 1986; Spence and Haynie 1990). Unfortunately, despite the detailed work
carried out in this area and the many models proposed the scientific community
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has accepted no uniform model. In this paper, a model is derived from the
combined analysis (multiple regression) of the results of an extensive corrosivity
survey of South Australia and climatic data. It will be shown that this model can
comprehensively account for the variation observed in the corrosion rate of the
exposed plates. However, when the same model was applied to data from the
whole of the Australian continent, it failed dramatically. This failure was
instructive in a number of ways. Firstly, it underlined the limitations of models
derived from “limited” data sets. In fact, the South Australian data set was the
most extensive and reliable ever derived in Australia and in its scope exceeded
that of the major European and American programs. However, the model
contained intrinsic assumptions regarding a number of key characteristics of the
climatic (including wind) patterns and pollutant patterns which, although valid for
South Australia, were not valid for the rest of the continent. The key point is that a
statistical model can only incorporate sources of variation that are relevant for the
data set analysed. The converse is that climatic factors that can cause variations in
zones outside the data set, if constant in the analysed data, will not occur in the
models.

Given these limitations of statistically derived models, an attempt was made
to develop a model more firmly based on understanding the processes controlling
corrosion. In fact, the processes controlling corrosion across a continent are
complex and it proved impossible to develop a pure process-based model. Thus,
this paper presents a composite model where, although the generalised
formulation may be based on an understanding of processes, many of the details
of the model are derived from empirical methods or from fitting procedures (such
as regression). The development of this model has been very informative in
defining factors that may control the extent of corrosion across Australia.

2 A model of South Australian corrosivity

An initial corrosivity model for the State of South Australia was derived
from statistical analysis.

2.1 The South Australian data set
South Australia is a southern/central sate of Australia, located between the

latitudes of 38° and 26° south and the longitudes of 141° and 129°. The south-east
of the State is moderately populated and has a temperate climate, while the
majority of the rest of the state is semi-arid or arid. From 1991 to 1993, a
corrosivity study was conducted over the whole state (420,000 km2) using 475
sites. The site density varied considerably with the vast majority of sites in the
coastal regions. At each site, duplicates of a low-alloy copper-bearing mild steel
(BISRA) were exposed on brackets fixed to low voltage electric power supply
poles at a height of 3.7 m above the ground and facing north. Corrosion rates over
periods of one or two years were determined, however only the two-year data (in
micron/year) is analysed in developing the models. Full details of procedures are
given by King (1993).



2.2 The South Australian model
The model is based on regression analysis of measured corrosion rate as a

function of a range of climatic and pollutant parameters. However, during the
corrosivity survey, climatic data was not measured at the sites and thus a data set
must be constructed. Site climatic data can be derived from data from
meteorological stations using a triangular irregular network, or TIN, model
(following the procedures of Okabe et al. (1992)). In addition to meteorological
data, data on solar radiation was also derived following these procedures. The
climatic and pollutant parameters included in the regression modelling are: solar
radiation, average 3 pm RH (RH3pm), average 9 am RH (RH9am), average daily
maximum temperature (Tempmax), average daily minimum temperature, mean
temperature, rainfall (mm), and raindays.

In addition, each point is assigned an airborne salinity value. This salinity
value is estimated using a simple model. This model makes the following
assumptions:

• The salinity at the coast depends on the type of coast.
• A short-range (SRS) and a long-range (LRS) term can model the decrease in

airborne salinity with increasing distance from the coast.
• Both of these terms show an inverse exponential decrease with distance from the

coast.
• The rate at which the salinity falls off depends on the type of coast.

Formally the salinity factor (Sal) is defined as:

Sal = [LRS + (SRS × s)]/(s + 1) (1)
where s is an integer defined by the coast type, and the units of salinity are
mg/m2.day. The values of s for different definitions of coast type, along with E,
are given in Table 1. E in Eqs (2) and (3) is a measure of the salinity at the coast.

Table 1: Parameters for salinity at different coast types

Coast type s E
Very sheltered bay 1 5
Partially closed bay 2 15
Sheltered surf or very open bay 3 45
Open surf 4 130

LRS and SRS are then defined as:

LRS = E × exp[–dist × (s + 1.5)/275] (2)

SRS = E × exp(–dist/√s) (3)
In these equations, dist is the minimum distance from the point to the

nearest coast in an “allowable” direction. An allowable direction is one in which
wind is observed to originate for at least 5% of the year.

These equations formalise the assumptions listed above. The separation of
coast into different types and the assumption that there are long-range and short-
range salt distribution terms is based on both measurements of airborne salinity
(Cole and Ganther 1996) and on studies of salt production and wave mechanics.
The values used for the initial airborne salinity is again based on actual



measurements, however the exact formulation of rate of decrease and form of the
decrease has been derived as a result of optimising the fit of the experimental data
points.

When the salinity factor is included with the climate data, multiple
regression yields the following approximations:

Ln(Corrosion) = A × Ln(RH9am) + B × Ln(Tempmax) + C × Ln(Sal) (4)
where A, B and C are constants derived from the regression analysis.

The mean average error of the model fit with the data is 0.143, which when
converted from log gives an error of 15%. All the variables are significant at the
99% confidence level; the accuracy of the model (using Eq. (4)) is represented
graphically in Figure. 1 which is a misfit diagram for South Australia. This
diagram presents the predicted/measured corrosion rates. It is apparent that 80%
of the predictions are within 20% of the measured data, and 97% of the
predictions within 40% of the measured data. The above model assumes no effect
of terrain. Variables were introduced into the regression analysis to test the
sensitivity of the data to terrain factors. Variables included are elevation at site,
highest elevation between the site and nearest coast, and the ratio of the last two
variables. None of these variables increased the fit of the model in a significant
way.

Fig. 1: Misfit diagram for South Australia



3 Application of the South Australian model to the continent

A data set of the corrosion rate of copper-containing mild steel was derived
from a variety of published and unpublished data (Egan 1971; Martin 1973;
Martin and King 1981; Smith et al. 1994). This data set contained 75
measurements in all Australian climatic zones. The South Australian model was
applied to the Australian data set. A misfit diagram is given in Figure 2. The fit is
extremely poor with over 41% of predictions being a factor of 2 greater than
measured. Further, the model is extremely unreliable along the north-west coast of
Australia.

4 Assumptions within the South Australian model

South Australia lies just above the latitude known as the “roaring forties”
which is subject to strong westerly winds. The Great Australian Bight lies south
of South Australia and is contiguous with the Southern Ocean. The bight is
subject to high seas and the exposed coast of South Australia to significant surf.
Further, the wind patterns across South Australia are relatively constant, with
dominant westerlies shifting to south-westerlies and, in inland regions, to north-
westerlies. Thus, for South Australia it is reasonable to assume that for a given
beach type, airborne salinity is constant (that is the ocean state around the coast is
constant) and that detailed modelling of wind direction is not required. These
assumptions are invalid when applied to the Australian continent, as sea activity
generally decreases further north while the weather patterns on the west and east
coast of Australia are very variable and seasonal.

Fig. 2: Misfit diagram for South Australian model applied to Australia



5 The Australian model

The failure of the South Australian model when applied to Australia
necessitated the development of a new Australian model. In this model, the effect of
salinity sources and the effect of wind on salinity distribution are included explicitly
in the model.

5.1 Basic formulation
The model maintains the partition of pollutant and climate effects, and is of

the form:

Corr = A × (Sal)B × C × (Climate)D (5)

The climate factor may be replaced by time of wetness.

5.2 Effect Of climate
Two climate models are proposed:

Climate = E × RH3pm
F × RaindaysG (6)

Climate = H × (TOW-ISO)I (7)

where TOW-ISO is time of wetness defined by the ISO Standard 9223, i.e. the
surface is wet if RH is >80% and temperature is >0oC. This condition is applied to
three-hourly data on RH and temperature derived from ten years of
meteorological data following the procedures outlined in the South Australian
model.

5.3 Salinity

5.3.1 Sources of salinity
Studies of wave activity and airborne salinity over oceans indicate that

relationships exist between sea state and salt production on the one hand, and sea
state and latitude on the other. Salt aerosols may be generated either by the ocean
or from surf, through bursting of bubbles generated by ocean whitecaps, particles
torn from the crests of ocean whitecaps by the winds, and breakers on the shore.

An estimate of the sodium (and thus chloride) concentration in the air above
the surf zone (Na surf) can be given by (McKay et al. 1994):

Nasurf = e(0.23U – 16.72) (8)

where U is the wind speed at 2 m above sea level (ms–1).
Monahan (1980) demonstrated that the production of aerosol by the bursting

of bubbles generated by whitecaps (dFo/dr) is given by:

dFo/dr = Wτ–1 dE/dr (9)

where r is aerosol radius, W is instantaneous fraction of the sea surface covered
by whitecaps, τ is the time constant characterising the exponential whitecap decay
(measured in seconds), and dE/dr is the differential whitecap aerosol productivity,



i.e. the number of droplets per increment droplet radius produced by the decay of
a unit area of whitecap.

However, Monahan et al. (1982) found that Eq. (9) could be approximated
by:

dFo = 1.373U3.41 r–3 × 101.19e–B2

(10)

where B = (0.380 – logr)/0.650.
Monahan et al. (1986) found that aerosol is also produced from spume drops

that form as the result of mechanical disruption of wave crests by the wind. This
mechanism becomes particularly effective at higher wind speeds and can be
approximated by:

dF1/dr = 6.45 × 10–4 e2.08v r–3 e–D2
(11)

where D = 2.18 (1.88 – logr).
Total aerosol production is then given by:

DF/dr = dFo/dr + dF1/dr (12)

To derive salt production, it is also necessary to know the relationship
between whitecap coverage and air speed which, according to Monahan et al.
(1982), is given by:

W = 3.84 × 10–6 U3.41 (13)

The monthly distribution of whitecaps around the globe has been derived
from satellite observation (Monahan et al. 1982). From such data, the average
whitecap coverage in the ocean adjacent to the coast has been determined. Using
Eqs (10)–(13), the salt production at any point of the coast due to ocean activity
can be approximated. From Eq. (9) the salt production from breaking surf can be
estimated.

The salinity concentration at the coast is dependent not only on salinity
sources, but also the distribution of salinity across the atmosphere and the volume
of air which contains this salinity. It is a reasonable assumption that salinity
concentration above the cloud level is negligible and thus salt may distribute from
sea level to cloud level. The concentration of salinity thus depends on both
transport properties of air and cloud levels. At present we have not been able to
incorporate these factors into our model. In order to estimate airborne salinity in
the model, it is assumed that each coast type has a maximum airborne salinity
(according to Table 1) and that these values are then modified by Eqs (9)–(13).

5.4 Transport of aerosols
Aerosol particles produced by breaking surf tend to be quite coarse (10–50

µm) and are concentrated just above the surf. Particles generated from ocean
waves are finer and cover a wider range of sizes (0.5–5 µm). Coarse aerosol
particles associated with surf tend to deposit close to the coast, while the finer
particles from ocean waves may be carried higher into the atmosphere and
deposited further from the coast. In fact, aerosol salt can be distributed up to the



cloud layer and may be carried very significant distances, with final deposition be
a result of scavenging by rain drops (i.e. salt is deposited by rain). These
processes are complex and are being studied by the current authors using CFD
and other techniques.

The refined Australian model assumes that the deposition of airborne
salinity can be modelled by three terms, i.e. a short- (SRS), a medium- (MRS) and
long-range (LRS) term.

The incorporation of salinity sources and distribution mode into the salinity
formulation leads to the following definitions:

Sal = [MRS + LRS + (SRS × s)]/(s + 1) (14)

SRS = PS(W) × E × e(–dist/√s) × CalSRS (15)

MRS = PO × [(E – G) × e[–dist × (s + 1.5)/275]] (16)

LRS = G × e(–dist/H) (17)

where PS(W) is the surf salinity production term derived from Eq. (8), CalSRS is
a procedure that equates SRS to zero for coastline adjacent to very sheltered bays,
and PO is a term to take into account the variation in salinity produced from the
ocean, and is derived from Eqs (10)–(13). The values of G is determined by data
fitting to be 5, while H is derived from a combination of data fitting and reference
to existing Australian data. Keywood et al. (1997) proposed that the distribution
of salinity in rain as a function of distance could be modelled by a sum of two
inverse exponential terms (short and long range), with the long range having a
decay constant of 600 (in km).

5.5 Effect of winds
In the model outlined in Eqs (14)–(17), “dist” is to a given point on the

coast from the point for which the corrosion rate is being determined (the
modelled point). The Australian coast is represented by 5000 points and for any
modelled point, a radius of influence around the modelled point is defined. This
circle is then broken into wind quarters and the average salinity contribution
(AvSal) from the coastal points in each quarter is determined according to Eqs
(14)–(17). The weighted salinity factor is then given by:

Weighted salinity = ∑AvSal × Wind freq (18)

The wind frequency used is that of the modelled point derived from
meteorological observations at 3 m elevation. This method permits a
consideration of the effect of wind distribution on salinity.

5.6 Accuracy of the Australian model
When the new model is applied to the Australia-wide data, it shows a

significant improvement over the South Australian model. In Figure 3 a misfit
diagram is presented, and the majority of points (64%) fall between 0.6 and 1.2.
The greatest number (19%) of outliers fall between 0.2 and 0.6. Of these, 10% are
associated with industrial, 5% with severe marine and 4% with other locations.
The model does not as yet account for effects of industrial pollutants, and thus the



high misfit is to be expected. Overall the mean average error of the model is 36%
and thus the model is reasonably accurate at predicting corrosion across a
continent. Further, the errors in the model are now informative and highlight
fields in which more work is required.

Fig. 3: Misfit diagram for Australian model applied to Australia

6 Conclusions

Two approaches to developing atmospheric corrosion models for regions in
Australia have been outlined in this paper. The first is based on regression
analysis of large databases of corrosion and climate data, and the second is based
on combining such regression analysis with a more detailed modelling of the
processes controlling salinity sources and distribution. The following conclusions
can be drawn.

• It was found that the regression approach produced models that proved an
accurate description of the variation in the data of the databases from which
they were constructed. However, these models could not account for the
variation observed in a data set derived from a wider range of climates.

• In accounting for corrosion rate across the Australian continent, the role of sea
state in controlling salinity production should be considered.

• The use of a salinity distribution term that contains short-, medium- and long-
range factors gives rise to satisfactory estimations of corrosion rate.
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MEASURING MOISTURE CONTENT IN WOOD WITH BUILT IN PROBES
20+ YEARS EXPERIENCE
Measuring moisture content in wood

E.BRANDT and M. HJORSLEV HANSEN
Danish Building Research Institute, Hoersholm, Denmark

Abstract

In Denmark probes made with electrodes placed in a small plywood disc or a small
piece of beech wood have been used for long-term measurement of moisture content
in wooden constructions, especially roofs. The probes are embedded in the wood
structure where the measurements are to be made and are equipped with wires in
order to make remote measurements. This makes it possible to measure moisture
content in closed cavities etc, where it would be difficult or impossible to use hand-
held moisture meters. The method is described in NORDTEST method 420 “Building
materials, wood: Moisture content”.
The paper describes the experiences gathered during the many years of use. A large
amount of constructions have been equipped with this type of sensors giving
experience about the usefulness and the long-term stability of the sensors. Besides,
different investigations have taken place regarding, for instance, the influence of the
shape and dimensions of the probes, the materials used for electrodes and the way of
connecting the wires to the electrodes. For some years it has been feasible to perform
“continuous” measurements with a datalogger. An example of results achieved in this
way is given.
The precision, the advantages and drawbacks experienced during the use etc. is
discussed. Comparisons are made to what can be achieved by placing electrodes
directly in the wood to be measured.

Keywords: Durability, humidity, moisture content, moisture sensors, test method.
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1 Introduction

In Denmark the same principle as the one used in the hand-held moisture meters
was applied during extensive roof surveys in the early 1970's, when the so-called
moisture measuring discs were developed. The moisture measuring discs have since
then been used quite intensively both for research work and for practical purposes
where there was a wish of monitoring the moisture content of wooden constructions.
The use of the moisture measuring discs are described e.g. in (Prebensen and Brandt
1984 and PHØNIX Posten, 1984) whereas the moisture measuring dowels are
described in (Munch-Petersen, 1990). Finally the method has been described in detail
in (Nordtest Method NT Build 420, 1993).  The experience with the method is good
but in measurements carried out at the Danish Building Research Institute, (SBI), it
proved difficult to obtain concurrent results with moisture probes manufactured in
different ways. Consequently a series of investigations were carried out to reveal the
influence of different factors on the measurements. These results are examined and
commented upon in the following. Results from moisture measuring disc and
moisture measuring dowel as well as for electrodes placed directly in the wood to be
measured are described.

2 The advantage of built-in probes

The advantage of built in probes is that they are inserted permanently which
means they are able to monitor the moisture conditions over a period of time. In this
way it is possible to monitor variations in moisture content e.g. due to seasonal
variations or changes in use of the construction. Another asset is that it is possible to
detect any abnormal changes in the behaviour of a construction, e.g. it is possible to
follow the moisture content in new innovative constructions to ensure that the
moisture content remains on the expected (low) level.

Finally, it is an advantage that the electrodes can be built in right from the
beginning so that measurements can be carried out in inaccessible places, for instance
in cavities. For this purpose it is only necessary to wire the sensors to a place
convenient to measurement and registration.

The advantage of using an intermediary link in the form of moisture measuring
disc or moisture measuring dowel is that it assures that measuring is taking place in
relatively homogeneous material with well known properties and that a direct relation
exists between the measured resistance and the moisture content. Practical experience
also shows that more stable measurements are obtained. The disadvantage of using
probes is that it is necessary to calibrate and that, consequently, the price is relatively
high.



3 Description and use of probes

The moisture measuring disc consists of a 12 mm plywood disc with a diameter
of 50 mm. Originally the plywood was of the same type as the one in which the
moisture content was to be measured. Two electrodes are inserted in the plywood.
Besides, the disc is equipped with a thermocouple, which is used for temperature
registration as well as for temperature compensation of the resistance. Before use the
moisture measuring disc's are calibrated by being placed in turn under different,
controlled humidity conditions. In this way it is possible to find a correlation between
the resistance and the moisture content of the plywood. At calibration, probes
differing from the rest are identified and discarded.

At a later stage moisture measuring dowel's were developed. These are in
principle similar to the discs only differing by being made of beech wood and in
somewhat smaller dimensions.

Fig. 1: Plywood moisture measuring disc 50 mm Ø and beech wood
dowel 10 mm Ø

3.1 The use of moisture measuring disc and moisture measuring dowel
Moisture measuring discs and moisture measuring dowel have been available

for quite a few years and the method has now been made into a NORDTEST method:
NT BUILD 420 "Building materials; Wood; Moisture content ".

After calibration the probes are embedded in the wood or plywood under
investigation. After moisture equilibrium with the surroundings has been achieved the
resistance between the electrodes is measured and thereby, indirectly, it is possible to
find the moisture content in the probes and the surrounding wooden material.
Measuring by hand is usually done by means of a log(Mohm)-meter but the
electrodes may also be hooked up to an ordinary hand held moisture meter in which
case they function as an extension of the legs/pins of the  meter, se Fig. 2.



Fig. 2: Hand-held moisture meters and log(Mohm)-meter

Until a few years ago it was rather cumbersome and expensive to collect data
with a datalogger as the loggers were unsuitable for the purpose. There are, however,
now loggers on the market which function well with moisture measuring disc and
moisture measuring dowel. Suitable loggers should have a great input resistance
because of the large resistance between electrodes in wood. Besides it shall use AC or
alternating DC in order to avoid polarisation of the fluid in the pores of the wood.
At temperatures other than 20ΕC, correction must be made. For example a deviation
of - 8ΕC (i.e. measurement at 12ΕC) means a moisture reading which is
approximately one per cent too low. The temperature correction is described in NT-
Build 420.

4 Design parameters

Several tests have been performed as regards the influence of the mounting
method of the wires to the electrodes as well as the choice of electrode material and
the size and shape of the probes. The results of these tests are described below.

4.1 Mounting of wire
To find the influence of the electrode material a test was performed where brass

nails, copper nails, stripped wire and Ø 1.5 mm cable wire were used as electrodes.
The mounting of the wires were made by mechanical contact to the electrodes and a
soldered solution respectively.

The test results showed that all readings followed very closely the actual
moisture content of the wood which was followed also by weighing the specimens
during the tests, see Fig. 3. No significant difference was found between the various
electrode materials.



Fig. 3: Moisture content in various moisture measuring dowels subjected to varying
relative humidity as a function of time

As regards the effect of the mounting of the wires to the electrodes it was found
that soldering of the wires instead of mechanical fastening gives less resistance
between the electrodes. Apparently soldering of the wire to electrodes already fixed
in the wood causes some permanent changes in the resistance between the electrodes.
This is probably due to heating of the wood during the soldering. Consequently,
different calibration curves shall be used depending on the fixing of the wires.
Calibration of probes should therefore not take place until after the wires have been
fixed to the electrodes so that the effect of the fixing process is taken into account in
the calibration.

4.2 Types of electrodes
For hand-held moisture meters it is well known that electrodes may either be

insulated or bare (non-insulated), see Fig. 4.
For the insulated electrodes only the tip of the electrode is bare and the

resistance is consequently measured between the two tips of the electrodes. If the
electrodes are plugged into the wood it is, therefore, the moisture content of the wood
that is decisive for the result of a measurement - as it should be.

Contrary for bare electrodes, the resistance can be measured between any points
of the electrodes. The resistance registered is the lowest between any two points of
the electrodes. If, for instance, condensation exists on a surface, it is the resistance in
the condensation-layer that is the lowest and therefore the condensation becomes
decisive for the result of the measurement. The result of the measurement is therefore
unlikely to be representative of the moisture content inside the wood.

For use in probes, ready-made electrodes in the form of surface coated
(insulated) nails are available.
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If the probes are intended for use in places where so high humidity levels are
expected, that there is a risk of corrosion, electrodes of corrosion resistant materials
should be used.

This can, for instance be done by drilling a narrow hole equal to the diameter of
a thin plastic hose. A piece of hose is inserted into the hole and a nail, for example of
stainless steel, is led through the hose and hammered into the wood so only the tip
penetrates the hose. The hose functions as an insulator against the surroundings.

For hand held meters, bare electrodes are the most common ones on the market
due to price. As regards fixed electrodes, the price difference between the use of bare
and insulated electrodes is so minimal that there is no reason to use bare electrodes.

Recently the Danish Building Research Institute has started to use gold plated
precision manufactured contacts, meant for use in connectors, as electrodes in
moisture measuring discs. The wires are fastened to the contacts by means of a crimp-
tool.

4.3 Size and shape of probe
With a look to the difference in size of dowels and discs it seemed worthwhile

to test the influence of shape and size of the probes, as this could open up for the use
of probes “tailor-made” to specific purposes.

From previous tests it is well known that distance between the electrodes has
only a minor influence on the resistance (correct within wide limits). Therefore
experiments have been made regarding the influence of the design of probes using
different sizes, shapes and electrode distances and designs.

The results showed that design is of no influence. The probe can, according to
need, be made in the size and shape suitable for the task in question.

Fig. 4: Measurement of moisture content (resistance) with bare and insulated electrodes
respectively. With bare electrodes the lowest resistance is measured. In case of
surface condensation, the condensation is decisive for the result and not the
moisture content inside the wood

5 Experience from the use of moisture measuring probes

Long-term experience with regard to discs and dowels for moisture
measurement has been favorable. The long-term stability has been examined through
measurements made on 20+ year old discs in a roof construction. These



measurements show that the long-term stability is good.
A  more inexpensive solution is to place electrodes directly in the wooden

construction to be examined. The mounting is simple and inexpensive and if the only
purpose is to observe changes in the moisture content and not the absolute moisture
content, electrodes plugged directly into the wood in the construction could prove
beneficial.

By use of electrodes plugged directly into the wood it has proved practical to
apply ordinary terminal blocks for measuring. Measurement can be carried out either
directly on a coupler of conduits attached to the electrodes, or wires can be led from
the electrodes to a suitable measuring point where they end in a terminal block. If the
two outer links in a three-light terminal block are used the pins of an ordinary hand-
held moisture meter can be used for a direct measurement of the moisture content in
the desired depth, see Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Measurement of moisture content in various depths using a hand-held
moisture meter and three-light terminal blocks

6 Examples of usage of built-in electrodes for moisture measurement

Over the years built-in electrodes have been applied both for laboratory tests
and in connection with long-term surveillance of renovation solutions or new types of
construction.

As an example of usage for laboratory purposes can be mentioned usage in
connection with surveys of roof constructions and windows.

6.1 Moisture conditions in unventilated roofs
In connection with tests regarding moisture conditions in unventilated roof tile

underlays in the SBI moisture test house, moisture was measured in the upper and
lower surface of rafters as well as in counter battens. For this purpose a large amount
of dowels have been used which were built into the elements before erection. The
wires were hooked up to a datalogger inside the house. A regular registration of the
moisture conditions in the various roof elements was performed every 6 hours for 2
years. This was done in order to monitor the moisture content in the wooden



construction thereby making it possible to judge whether there was a risk of
degradation or not.

6.2 Accelerated ageing of windows
When performing accelerated ageing tests on wooden windows, insulated

electrodes were inserted directly into the frames in order to register the moisture
accumulation and the drying-out, all depending on the position in the window. In
these cases the electrodes were inserted where the greatest risk of moisture pick-up
was likely to occur, for example 5 mm from the outer surface of the frame or 5 mm
below the edge of the window fillet/groove, see sketch on Fig. 6. The electrodes were
inserted from the backside of the window (the inner surface of the window) and the
wires were hooked up to a measuring panel of terminal blocks fixed to a place
convenient for manual measurement. Measurement took place with a hand-held
moisture meter once a week. Reading of approximately 30 measurements could be
done in less than 30 minutes.

Fig. 6: Position of electrodes in window Fig. 7: Insulation of electrodes
frames during accelerated ageing test   with plastic hose

6.3 Tests concerning absorption and drying-out
In the case of pilot projects or damage investigations, there is often a need for

measuring the moisture content in certain depths to ascertain the moisture distribution
in the construction. In order to illustrate these possibilities, some tests with a series of
insulated electrodes embedded in different depths were made. The electrodes are
executed as described earlier with a drilled hole into which a thin plastic hose is
inserted. Through this hose, are inserted electrodes of brass or copper so only the tip
protrudes, see Fig. 7. Identical tests with fir sapwood, fir hearth-wood and spruce
were carried out.

 The electrodes are placed in heights varying from 5 mm to 40 mm above the
bottom of the wood specimen. As regards the first pair of electrodes the y are placed
approximately 15 mm from the end of the wood specimen, and as to the last pair of



electrodes approximately 120 mm from the opposite end. The electrodes are placed in
rows, for fir two rows of sapwood and two of hearth-wood respectively. Half of the
measuring points are doubled so that some absorption of the moisture through the end
specimen can take place at one end of the wood specimen while at the other end a
wetting/spraying primarily takes place through the side wood, see Fig. 8. The wood
specimens were placed with the bottoms emerged 3-5 mm in a water bath for
approximately 30 days. The moisture content is measured regularly by connecting the
electrodes to an ordinary hand-held moisture meter by means of a terminal block.
Close to the end of the specimen a rather quick wetting took place especially in the
three pairs of electrodes in the deepest position (closest to the end grain). Also the
remaining pairs of electrodes showed a faster wetting due to the influence of the end-
grain wood (absorption). Very distinct differences in the wetting and drying-out
cycles for the various qualities can be observed as the sapwood is wetted much faster
and more thoroughly than hearth-wood which again is wetted to a higher degree than
spruce. The test clearly shows that insulated electrodes are a suitable way of
determining the moisture content in different depths.

Subsequently approximately 4 weeks of drying-out took place by means of heat
lamps placed below the wood pieces (so that the moist bottom was heated up). From
Fig. 9 it can be observed how the heating causes an instant rise in the moisture
content because the temperature drives the moisture into the wood by diffusion. This
corresponds to conditions under which a moist window frame is exposed to sunlight

Fig. 8: Position of electrodes in wood specimen during wetting and drying
experiment

where the heating will drive the moisture into the wood. The temperature and thereby
the drive pressure will increase on dark surfaces. This fact is confirmed by
investigations concerning moisture measurement by means of electrodes in window
frames and beams in the SBI moisture test house.

For the highest-lying pairs of electrodes a certain delay can be observed both
during wetting and during the following drying-out. This corresponds to the general
experience that moisture accumulation and drying-out processes are dependent on the
dimensions of the wooden pieces. Drying-out by diffusion through the wood is a slow
process and is even slower when there are only small variations in the vapour
pressure
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Fig. 9: Moisture content in wood specimen during water uptake and subsequent
heating

7 Usage in practice

Usage in practice is mainly to be found in roof constructions. Normally dowels
or discs are installed in connection with erection/renovation and wires for
measurement purposes are led to a convenient measuring point. When it is a question
of manual reading it will, as a rule, only be possible to make one or at best a few
readings annually. As far as possible the measurements should be made at the same
time of the year each time so that the influence of the seasonal variation in the
moisture conditions does not become too great. When assessing the measurement
results, consideration should be given to how the moisture variations could behave
outside the moment of measuring.

  In components exposed to the environment (roofs, outer walls, etc.) it would
normally be most suitable to make measurements during the period of February-
March (in the northern hemisphere) at which time the highest moisture content is to
be found in the constructions.

8 Conclusion

Based on experience moisture measurement in wood by means of discs, dowels
or built-in electrodes must be considered as a good and reliable method. With
insulated electrodes (nails), it is possible to apply the method for measuring in certain
depths, for instance when assessing the moisture distribution. Measurement can be
made by means of an ordinary contact plug meter and a 3-light terminal block.
Experience shows that the long-term stability of built-in sensors/electrodes is good.

Furthermore it is important to remember the following before a moisture
measuring is initiated:
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§ Knowledge of building physics is a prerequisite when interpreting the results
exceeding ordinary moisture control.

§ The moisture conditions in a construction may vary considerably from one area to
another and consequently several measurements are necessary to give a clear
picture of the conditions.

§ The moisture conditions may vary considerably over the year and an assessment
of the results should take this fact into consideration.

§ As with hand-held moisture meters measurements should be made along the
grain. It should be avoided to measure near cracks or nails or in impregnated
wood.
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SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION OF FLAT ROOFS WITH POLYMER
MODIFIED BITUMINOUS WATERPROOFING MEMBRANES
Service life prediction of flat roofs
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Abstract

The paper proposes a model for the prediction of flat roof service life based on the
evaluation of the durability of the bituminous waterproofing membrane through ac-
celerated thermal aging tests and its characterisation with Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis (carried out with Rheometrics RDAII apparatus). Two different qualities of
polymer modified (APP) bituminous waterproofing membranes were tested and these
results have been used to measure performance level and to predict service life.
DMA tests on waterproofing membranes give information about the material’s me-
chanical behavior that can be related to its molecular structure and can be further re-
lated to the basic decay process and kinetic reactions relationship. Using the results of
accelerated thermal aging test of waterproofing membrane, Service Life can be cal-
culated for each flat roof type and climate context.

Keywords: flat roof, waterproofing membranes, service life, thermal decay, durability
of building materials, polymers modified bituminous membranes.

1 Durability and service life

Durability is generally assumed to be the ability of a building product to with-
stand weathering factors and to limit decay processes it can be subject to. This generic
concept can be translated in something less general and more measurable that can be
linked to the service life of the element or system the product is part of it.

If one wants to evaluate the service life of a critical system such as a flat roof,
one can start with identifying the most probable failure modes. Then, one can set

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1103-1113.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



apart those failure modes that are brought about by design or construction or mainte-
nance errors.

If one is able to identify the basic weathering mechanisms of its components
that give rise to “non-pathological” failure modes of the system, then one can define a
component’s durability in terms of its weathering resistance and one can evaluate the
service life of the system as function of this resistance and, as well, the weathering
action specific to context the component is subjected to.

The variations of a specific characteristic Z with time (t) can be modeled as lin-
ear function of a steady weathering action level C (as in the case of friction weather-
ing) or as an exponential function of it (this is the case of certain mechanical charac-
teristics of waterproofing membrane with thermal aging). In these cases one write:

linear model: ( ) tZ C ∆⋅=∆ δ1 (1)

exponential model: ( ) tZZ C ∆⋅=∆ δ10 (1 bis)

Where: Z0 is the initial characteristic value of the tested component; Z is the
actual value of the characteristic value at general time t; 1/C is the decay rate of the
characteristic Z in a generic environmental stress condition “C” (weathering factor
level) and δC its durability characteristic.

2 Service life prediction

Briefly, to predict the service life of a complex building system it is necessary:
(1) to identify the failure modes; (2) to understand their qualitative and quantitative
link with each decay process involved; (3) to model these elementary decay processes
and find a relation with them and weathering factor levels.

The first and second point can be, in some way, resolved but the solution to the
third point is not easily found through mere statistics. Natural decay process, in fact,
can be longer than the life of the products studied on the market, hindering any feed-
back from field data in the prediction of decay processes. Indeed, innovation in the
industry can produce better products (with lower natural decay rates) before one is
able to evaluate the service lives of the first generation products.

Accelerated aging tests can be performed, but they have a fundamental limita-
tion, that is, accelerated aging conditions cannot be easily related to in-service condi-
tions. To overcome this problem, time transformation functions have to be identified,
in order to relate accelerated weathering condition to in-service weathering conditions
and, correspondingly, accelerated time to normal time. A time transformation func-
tion will be able to relate different weathering conditions to different time periods for
the same amount of weathering. Infact, whatever model one chooses (linear, with eq.
1 or exponential, with eq. 1 bis), one can write the following equivalence:

tKtt CC
C

C ′∆⋅=′∆⋅=∆ ′−
′δ

δ
(2)



Where: KC-C’ is the time transformation function from the C to the C’ weathering
factor level.

Then we can generalise previous equation and write the following expression
for the evaluation of service life, on the basis of a time transformation functions:

ASTtKSL ⋅= (3)

Where: SL is the predicted Service Life; tAST is the time-to-failure, measured in
a standard accelerated weathering conditions (defined for the specific failure mode);
K, is the time transformation function that relates accelerated decay rate to the decay
rate produced by average local conditions (for a non-protected product exposed to lo-
cal micro climate).

3 Waterproofing membrane characteristics and flat roofing service life

The case of flat roofs and polymer-modified bituminous waterproofing mem-
branes is straight forward, as the principal failure mode of the first is the failure of the
waterproofing membrane (water infiltration through it) and it is normally connected,
in non-pathological cases, to one weathering factor: bituminous compound embrit-
tlement by thermal aging, i.e. an embrittled membrane is no longer capable with-
standing normal mechanical stresses.

The nature of polymer-bituminous compound, in fact, makes the membrane
very sensitive to thermal exposure: chemical reactions of the compound induced by
thermal energy reduce the mobility between molecular chains and induce a growth in
internal cohesion forces. This change in its micro-structure generates changes in the
mechanical behavior of the compound (i.e. glass transition temperature increases) and
consequently, alters the performance of the membrane. If one assume that the ageing
decay rate will follow an exponential Arrhenius relationship:

( )TBAC −⋅= exp1 δ (4)

Where: A (h-1) is a constant referred as the material failure mechanism; T (°K) is
the weathering factor level (thermal stress condition); B=E/k (°K) is a fixed value re-
lated to the composition of the material and the specific thermal induced decay reac-
tions, where E is the thermal energy of activation of the reaction and k is Boltzmann’s
constant.

Then, the time transformation function from standard test conditions (Ttest) to
average in-service conditions (T) can be written as:

( )
( )

( )
( )TB

TB

TBA

TBA
K testtest

−
−

=
−⋅

−⋅
=

exp

exp

exp

exp
(5)



4 Modeling of thermal stress

Waterproofing thermal exposure is related to local weather conditions and to
roof layer sequence, as they can provide more or less thermal protection to the mem-
brane, because of their construction sequence. Thermal decay rate has been expressed
as a function of temperature (4). As temperature is constant only in thermal aging
tests, and in-service conditions are characterised by variable temperature cycles due to
the weather conditions, we have to find a significant temperature value.

Temperature can be generally assumed as a periodical variable and expressed as
a function of some parameters. The following equation is proposed:

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )12cos15,04380cos15,0 )( tTtTTtT tday ⋅−⋅∆⋅+⋅−⋅∆⋅+= ππ (6)

Where: t is the time in hours; yT , is the mean yearly air temperature; ∆Ta, is the

difference between the maximum (summer) and minimum (winter) mean daily tem-
perature, in an annual cycle; ∆Td(t) is the daily temperature difference, that changes in
accordance with the seasons. The amplitudes of the two periodical components can be
expressed as:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )4380cos5.05.0 tTTTTT dWdSdWdStd
⋅⋅∆−∆⋅−∆+∆⋅=∆ π (7)

dTa TTT ∆−∆=∆ (8)

minmax TwTsTT ∆−∆=∆ (9)

Where: ∆TdS, is the difference between the maximum and minimum hourly
temperature in a standard summer day; ∆TdW, is the difference between the maximum
and minimum hourly temperature in a standard winter day; ∆Tsmax, is the maximum
value of average hourly temperature in summer; Twmin, is the minimum value of aver-
age hourly temperature in winter; ∆Td, is the mean difference between ∆TdS and ∆TdW.

Based on the above relations, a frequency distribution series can be calculated to
given temperature intervals, given by the percentage of the hours in a yearly cycle.

To be able to generalise the application to any thermal condition a membrane
might be subjected to, the temperature distribution is related to ∆Td /∆TT; in this re-
gard, the results of the percentages of hours in a year are shown in Table 1.



Table 1: Frequency distribution in percentages of hourly temperatures that can
be registered from Twmin to Tsmax in a annual cycle, assuming a sinusoi-
dal daily and yearly variation of the temperature values in function of
∆∆Td and ∆∆TT.

Temperature Intervals ∆∆Td /∆∆TT

From To 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Twmin+0.9∆TT → Tsmax 25 15 8 7 6 6 6 5 7 8 21
Twmin+0.8∆TT → Twmin+0.9∆TT 0 10 11 6 5 6 6 6 7 14 8
Twmin+0.7∆TT → Twmin+0.9∆TT 17 12 14 13 9 7 5 9 10 10 8
Twmin+0.6∆TT → Twmin+0.7∆TT 0 6 8 9 10 8 9 8 11 9 8
Twmin+0.5∆TT → Twmin+0.6∆TT 8 5 7 11 14 12 10 11 10 8 4
Twmin+0.4∆TT → Twmin+0.5∆TT 8 11 9 6 8 14 14 14 9 8 4
Twmin+0.3∆TT → Twmin+0.4∆TT 0 0 3 10 13 11 20 14 12 8 8
Twmin+0.2∆TT → Twmin+0.3∆TT 17 17 14 8 10 16 12 14 12 10 8
Twmin+0.1∆TT → Twmin+0.2∆TT 0 0 6 12 15 11 9 10 13 12 8
Twmin → Twmin+0.1∆TT 25 25 20 16 11 9 8 9 9 14 21

After this, we can use equation (5) to evaluate K, assuming that the total effect
of the thermal decay rate as the addition of each effect in the decay rate given by each
step of thermal level. So, we have an expression that can be used along with the val-
ues given by Table 1, with each percentage and temperature value:

( )
( )∑ =
−

−
=

n

i i

test
T

TB

TB
K

i

1 100
% exp

exp
(10)

Where: %i is the percentage of hours in a annual cycle at determinate tempera-
ture values; Ti, is the nominal temperature value related to every interval, and it can
be assumed with the value of the maximum limit superior of the temperature interval.

5 Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)

As mentioned before, waterproofing membrane is the most critical component
of a flat roof systems and thermal decay is the principal bituminous membrane altera-
tion process. Any bituminous blend or composite is characterised by a temperature
range in which the material is considered performing. The uppest limit of this range is
the hottest temperature without excessive softening of the compound (it can be evalu-
ated with the ring & ball test as it is usually done for bituminous blend) and it is usu-
ally evaluated through the ring & ball test. The lower limit - the coldest temperature
at which the membrane can maintain good flexible behavior - is usually evaluated
through the cold bending membrane standard test, an empirical test which shows the
coldest temperature at which it can bend in a predetermined cylinder without crack-
ing.

As these tests evaluate actual membrane behavior, the assessment of its durabil-



ity is usually carried out measuring cold bending temperature evolution after different
accelerated thermal aging periods tests at constant temperature exposition (70°C).
Smaller changes of this characteristic between aged and unaged samples means
longer waterproofing membrane durability. Nevertheless, this evaluation does not
give information about the micro-structural conformation of the material and the fun-
damental failure mechanisms cannot be modeled to forecast decay rate.

Research is dealing with new testing methodologies, as for instance the Dy-
namic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) applied to waterproofing membrane thermal ag-
ing: this test, in fact, can provide information about the mechanical behavior of the
compound over a large range of temperatures and more precise data about the varia-
tions of the thermal-mechanical characteristics against the fundamental changes in the
material’s micro-structure, that can be used more effectively to evaluate waterproof-
ing durability and roof systems service life.

DMA tests consist of torso-deformation cycles of load on material samples to
evaluate the characteristics of viscous-elastic-plastic response of the submitted mate-
rial at a determined frequency. It provides the values of “storage shear module” G’
and “dynamic shear module” G”. The first is related to the potential energy that is
stored as a mechanical response of the material, while the second one is related to the
energy that is dissipated by heat. From the ratio of these material’s modules (G”/G’)
the material’s damping is given, this characteristic is related to the material’s micro-
structure and the relative mobility between molecular chains in the material.

Carrying out DMA over a wide range of temperature values, with the help of a
thermal cell and temperature control systems (available in Rheometrics RDII appara-
tus used in standard test for plastic materials) one can obtain a series of damping-
temperature curves for various waterproofing membranes. These damping-
temperature values provide interesting and useful information about the thermal-
mechanical behavior of waterproofing membrane; changes in damping values after
aging can be easily related to decay reactions and weathering process of the material.

6 Experimental decay rates of waterproofing membranes

A series of experimental program tests were carried out based on accelerated
thermal aging of polymer modified bitumen waterproofing membranes: the aim was
the experimental evaluation of the changes of mechanical characteristics of the mem-
brane generated by thermal exposure.

Two different qualities of polymer modified bituminous waterproofing mem-
brane have been tested. The first type of waterproofing membrane (n.1) had a mini-
mal amount of polymers and poor reinforcement, whereas the second one (n.2) was
richer in polymers and better reinforced.



Table 2: Values of the characteristics of waterproofing membrane over different
lengths of time of thermal ageing, and the respective decay rates and
correltion parameters with respect to their tendency to follow an expo-
nential model

Membrane 1 Days of ageing at 70°C decay parameter

Tests 0 d. 28 d. 90 d. 180 d. rate R2

Cold Bending (°C) 0 10 15 25 0,0084 0,754
Softening Point Blend (°C) 143,0 143,5 146,0 146,0 0,0001 0,7869
Max. Tens. Strength Long. (N) 471 612 759 648 0,0015 0,3698
Max. Elongation Long. (%) 28 8 5 5 -0,0079 0,5951
Damping at 0°C (adim.) 0,34 0,29 0,23 0,20 -0,0029 0,9328
Damping at 20°C (adim.) 0,38 0,35 0,28 0,24 -0,0026 0,9701

Membrane 2 Days of ageing at 70°C decay parameter

Tests 0 d. 28 d. 90 d. 180 d. rate R2

Cold Bending (°C) -15 -10 -5 5 0,0081 0,9038
Softening Point Blend (°C) 152,0 152,0 152,0 153,0 0,0000 0,7777
Max. Tens. Strength Long. (N) 824 861 868 812 -0,0001 0,1269
Max. Elongation Long. (%) 48 41 41 40 -0,0008 0,5128
Damping at 0°C (adim.) 0,28 0,22 0,20 0,20 -0,0017 0,6643
Damping at 20°C (adim.) 0,30 0,25 0,22 0,22 -0,0016 0,7416

Standard and DMA membrane tests were performed on submitted unaged and
aged samples of both materials, after 28, 90 and 180 days of accelerated thermal ag-
ing at 70 °C (UNI-8202/27). The results of these tests for both materials are shown in
Table 2. Moreover the decay rate and its correlation parameter (R2) are included, both
calculated according to an exponential tendency curve of the respective characteristic
vs. time.

In accordance with the results of standard tests, membrane n. 2 can be consid-
ered more durable than membrane n. 1, as the first shows lower changes in the values
of its Cold Bending Temperature against thermal aging.

First results confirm that an exponential model can be proposed for thermal de-
cay process of polymer modified bituminous membranes. In absence of any time-
transformation function, the values of δC should only be obtained empirically from
field experiences. In this sense, results taken from standard accelerated thermal aging
tests at constant temperature of 70 °C can be used to calculate the decay rate of the
respective characteristics of the waterproofing membranes studied and the parameters
used into the model considering the parameters when they are in service.

7 Roof service life prediction

Equation n.3 can be used to estimate the service life of a roof waterproofing
system. We have applied this method to two different roofs in different localities:
Milan (45°N) and Maracaibo (10° N). Input data and results are shown in Table 3, for



the following roofs:
1. unprotected membrane in a 20 cm thick concrete roof deck, without insulation.
2. unprotected membrane in a 20 cm thick concrete roof deck, 5 cm layer insul.
3. protected waterproofing in a 20 cm thick concrete roof deck, 5 cm layer insul.
4. inverted roof with waterproofing membrane located under 5 cm insulation over

a 20 cm thick concrete roof deck.

The distribution of temperatures for the different exposure of the membrane
analyzed in the examples are showed in Table 4 (Milan) and Table 5 (Maracaibo)
based on the distribution given by table 1. Taking as a reference the experimental re-
sults of tests on membrane 1 (which showed a higher decay degree and lost its main
characteristics over 180 days of thermal aging testing at constant temperature of
70°C) we calculated K using Eq. 9 for the different types of roof, assuming B= 8,000
K. With these values of K, we calculated the expected service life of the different
roofs, which are shown in Table 6.

8 Conclusions

The results obtained confirm the importance of controlling thermal exposure
and the durability performance of the membrane for a longer roof service life; espe-
cially for site conditions characterised by high temperature peaks and hig solar irra-
diation.

The model presented can give only an indication of the expected service life of a
roof, through analysis of thermal decay rates. Nevertheless, these results can be useful
used in building design and planning when service life expectancy data is not avail-
able. Further investigation is required in order to obtain a more accurate prediction;
but this may not be useful for standard applications.



Table 3: Application of two locations of different latitude in calculating the rela-
tionship ∆∆Td/∆∆TT  to the membrane temperature values as a function of
the roof technologies

Site Year Period Temp. Val-
ues

Roof
Type 1

Roof
Type 2

Roof
Type 3

Roof
Type 4

Milan Coldest month, Twmax (°C) 10 10 8 15
Lat.: 45° N winter (January) Twmin (°C) 0 -3 0 15

∆Tdw(°C) 10 13 8 0
Hottest month, Tsmax (°C) 52 60 50 23
summer (June) Tsmin (°C) 22 19 23 22

∆Tds (°C) 30 41 27 1
∆∆Td = (∆∆Tdw+∆∆Tds)/2 = 20 27 17 1
∆∆TT = Tsmax - Twmin  = 52 63 50 8

∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 0.38 0.43 0.34 0.13
Maracaibo Coldest month, Twmax (°C) 55 65 53 25
Lat.: 10° N winter (January) Twmin (°C) 25 23 25 24

∆Tdw(°C) 30 42 28 1
Hottest month, Tsmax (°C) 60 72 58 25
summer (June) Tsmin (°C) 28 26 28 24

∆Tds (°C) 32 46 30 1
∆∆Td = (∆∆Tdw+∆∆Tds)/2 = 31 44 29 1
∆∆TT = Tsmax - Twmin  = 35 49 32 1

∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 0.89 0.88 0.90 1.00

Table 4: Assumed membrane temperature frequency distribution of the differ-
ent types of roofs in the city of Milan (Lat. 45° N), according to the ap-
plication of the values given by tables 2 and 3

Roof Type 1 Roof Type 2 Roof Type 3 Roof Type 4

∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 0.38≈≈ 0.4 ∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 0.43≈≈ 0.4 ∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 0.34≈≈ 0.3 ∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 0.13≈≈ 0.1
Ti (°C) %i Ti (°C) %i Ti (°C) %i Ti (°C) %i

Tsmax = 52 6 Tsmax = 60 6 Tsmax = 50 7 Tsmax = 23 15
46.8 5 53.7 5 45.0 6 22.2 10
41.6 9 47.4 9 40.0 13 21.4 12
36.4 10 41.1 10 35.0 9 20.6 6
31.2 14 34.8 14 30.0 11 19.8 5

Tmed = 26.0 8 Tmed = 28.5 8 Tmed = 25.0 6 Tmed = 19.0 11
20.8 13 22.2 13 20.0 10 18.2 0
15.6 10 15.9 10 15.0 8 17.4 17
10.4 15 9.6 15 10.0 12 16.6 0
5.2 11 3.3 11 5.0 16 15.8 25

Twmin = 0 Twmin = -3 Twmin = 0 Twmin= 15



Table 5: Assumed membrane temperature frequency distribution of the differ-
ent types of roofs in the city of Maracaibo (Lat. 10° N), according to the
application of the values given by Tables 2 and 3

Roof Type 1 Roof Type 2 Roof Type 3 Roof Type 4

∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 0.89≈≈ 0.9 ∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 0.88≈≈ 0.9 ∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 0.90 ∆∆Td/∆∆TT = 1.0
Ti (°C) %i Ti (°C) %i Ti (°C) %i Ti (°C) %i

Tsmax = 60 8 Tsmax = 72 8 Tsmax = 57 8 Tsmax = 25 21
56.5 14 67.1 14 53.8 14 24.9 8
53.0 10 62.2 10 50.6 10 24.8 8
49.5 9 57.3 9 47.4 9 24.7 8
46.0 8 52.4 8 44.2 8 24.6 4

Tmed = 42.5 8 Tmed = 47.5 8 Tmed = 41.0 8 Tmed = 24.5 4
39.0 8 42.6 8 37.8 8 24.4 8
35.5 10 37.7 10 34.6 10 24.3 8
32.0 12 32.8 12 31.4 12 24.2 8
28.5 14 27.9 14 28.2 14 24.1 21

Twmin = 25 Twmin = 23 Twmin = 25 Twmin = 24

Table 6: Predicted service life for both waterproofing membranes, calculated as
a function of the different conditions of assumed thermal exposure

Thermal Context Milan: Lat. 45° N
Tmin(air): 0°C.

Maracaibo: Lat. 10° N
Tmin(air): 20°C.

Reference Material Charac-
teristic

Membrane Damping at 0°C Membrane Damping at 20°C

Technological Choice Roof 1 Roof 2 Roof 3 Roof 4 Roof 1 Roof 2 Roof 3 Roof 4
Calculated parameter, KT

* 16.73 10.74 17.38 55.13 5.12 2.69 6.06 35.96
S.L. Membrane n. 1 (years) 8.25 5.30 8.57 27.19 2.82 1.48 3.33 19.78
S.L. Membrane n. 2 (years)** 14.07 9.04 14.62 46.38 4.57 2.41 5.42 32.14
* Calculated by equation 5 with temperature and percentage values given by Tables 4 and 5.
** Calculated by relations of the reference characteristic decay rates shown in table 2.
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THE EVALUATION OF FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF RC BEAMS
DAMAGED BY REBAR CORROSION
Flexural strength of RC beams
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Abstract

This study was carried out to investigate quantitatively the relationship between the
degree of rebar corrosion and the flexural strength of RC beams damaged by rebar
corrosion.  In the experiment, the static loading tests of RC beams were conducted at
different degrees of rebar corrosion, which was controlled by an electric supply
system.  Also, after producing equations for the relationship between both the tensile
properties of rebars and bond properties and the corrosion percentage of rebars, finite
element analysis was conducted.  As a result, it was made clear that the flexural
strength of RC beams damaged by rebar corrosion could be practically simulated by
FEM using experimentally determined material models representing the bond
properties and the mechanical properties of corroded rebars.

Keywords:  Rebar corrosion, RC beam, flexural strength, corrosion percentage, FEM

1 Introduction

In order to ensure safety of RC structures whose reinforcing steel has been
severely corroded, it is necessary not only to repair the damage appropriately, but
also to evaluate strength of RC members according to the degree of rebar corrosion.
The effects of rebar corrosion on the strength of RC members reinforced with them
can be evaluated by three factors; the losses in the effective cross-sectional area of
concrete due to cracking of cover concrete; the losses in the mechanical properties of
rebars due to their reduced cross-sectional areas; and the bond strength and rigidity
between corroded rebars and concrete.  Also, it was confirmed that the strength of RC
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members damaged by rebar corrosion can be analyzed by finite element analysis if
material models representing the relationships between the degree of rebar corrosion
and the bond properties and mechanical properties of corroded rebars can be derived.
The purpose of this study is to investigate quantitatively and experimentally the
relationship between the degree of rebar corrosion and the flexural strength of RC
beams damaged by rebar corrosion.  Also, results of experiment on RC beams
damaged by rebar corrosion were compared with  the results of finite element
analysis.

2 Flexural loading tests of RC beams damaged by rebar corrosion

2.1 Experimental procedure
Table 1 shows the types of specimen.  In this experiment, three types of

specimens were used : sound specimen (BS) ; model specimen with tension rebars of
reduced size (BD) ; and corroded specimens which are identical to BS specimen
except that their main tension rebars have been corroded in advance by an the
electrolytic corrosion method (BCD1-0 corrosion step 1, BCD2-0 corrosion step 2,
and BCD3-0 corrosion step 3).  The details of RC beams is shown in Fig. 1.  The
specimens were 200×250×2400 mm in size and the shear span ratio is 3.4.

Table 1: Types of specimen

No. Symbol Names of specimen Tension Main Rebar Common Data

1 BS Sound 3-D13 (Pt=0.87%)
2 BD Model 3-D10 (Pt=0.49%)
3 BCD1-0 Corrosion 1 3-D13 (Pt=0.87%)
4 BCD2-0 Corrosion 2 3-D13 (Pt=0.87%)
5 BCD3-0 Corrosion 3 3-D13 (Pt=0.87%)

Cross section
b x D = 200x250mm
Shear Span Ratio:3.4

Stirrup ratio
D6-@50  (0.64%)

                                                                                                            Unit:(mm)

Fig. 1: Details of RC beams



2.2 Materials properties
The mixing proportion and mechanical properties of concrete are shown in table

2.  Also, the mechanical properties of rebars are shown in Table 3.

Table 2: Mixing proportion and mechanical properties of concrete

W/C s/a Slump Unit Weight (kg/m3) σσc Ec νν

(%) (%) (cm) W C S G (N/mm2) (N/mm2)
65 45 18 185 285 776 1007 39.2 29419 0.19

Table 3: Mechanical properties of rebars

Type Yield Strength Tensile Strength Elastic Modulus
(N/mm2) (N/mm2) (Gpa)

D13 343 477 182
D10 289 429 187
D 6 226 415 194

2.3 Corrosion methods of tension main rebars for RC beams
The electrolytic corrosion method is shown in Fig. 2.  The level of corrosion

was controlled by impressing a direct current of 1A on the specimens for specified
periods using a constant electrical current supply.  The current was so arranged that
the rebar embedded in the specimens and a copper plate, both immersed in water,
served as the anode and cathode, respectively.  The corrosion percentage was
determined by measuring the weight of the rebars after removing the rust with 10%
diammonium hydrogen citrate.

Fig. 2: Electrolytic corrosion method



2.4 Static loading tests and measurement items
In loading the specimen, concentrated loads were applied unidirectionally and

monotonically at two points, as shown in Fig. 3.  In the tests including sound
specimen BS, model specimen BD and corroded specimen BCD1-0, BCD2-0 and
BCD3-0, beam deflections at the loading points, strains in the tension main rebar and
crack width were measured, and the progress of crack and the condition of crushing
failure of concrete were recorded.

Fig. 3: Static loading test

2.5 Results and discussion
Table 4 is a list of the test results.  Fig. 4 gives an overall view of cracking in

the specimens observed after carrying out electrolytic corrosion.  Mainly cracks
alongside the main tension rebar occurred and the corrosion crack width increased
with the corrosion level.  Also,  the rebars had black rust caused by the electrolytic
corrosion all over and their surfaces had flake rust and partial losses of the sectional
area. Fig. 5 shows cracks observed in the specimens after they failed.  The BS and
BD specimens collapsed by crushing of concrete after many flexural cracks occurred
.  The corroded specimens BCD1-0, BCD2-0 and BCD3-0 showed a concentration of
flexural cracks in the even bending section.  The spalling of concrete at the bottom of
the specimen indicated that the bond between tension main rebars and concrete had
deteriorated.  The load-deflection relationships for specimens are shown in Fig. 6.
The maximum strength of BD was 70% that of BS, and the rate of decrease in
strength was small for the amount of reduction in the cross-sectional area of rebars.
Also, as the corrosion of reinforcing bars progressed, the yield strength and the
maximum strength decreased, along with deflection at the maximum strength.  Fig. 7
shows the relationship between corrosion percentage (∆w) and the maximum strength
ratio (strength of BS / strength of corrosion specimens).  As the corrosion percentage
increased, the yield strength and maximum strength of the corrosion specimens
decreased due to the reduction of sectional area of corrosion rebars, the bond failure
of corrosion rebars and the falling of cover concrete.



Table 4: Test results

Symbol ∆∆w
(%)

Cracking
Load (kN)

Yield
Load (kN)

Maxiumu
Load (kN)

Type of
Failure

BS 0 22.6 (1.00) 75.5 (1.00) 88.9 (1.00) Flexure
BD 0 25.5 (1.13) 49.0 (0.65) 62.6 (0.70) Flexure

BCD1-0 3.8 21.6 (0.96) 71.1 (0.94) 85.4 (0.96) Bond and flexure
BCD2-0 7.9 20.6 (0.91) 69.6 (0.92) 78.8 (0.89) Bond of rebar
BCD3-0 25.3 24.5 (1.09) 51.5 (0.68) 67.3 (0.76) Bond of rebar

   ∆w : corrosion percentage by weight,  (     ) :  Strength of specimen / Strength of BS

Fig. 4: Cracks in concrete cover due to rebar corrosion

Fig. 5: Cracks patterns of RC beams at failure



Fig. 6: Load – deflection curves Fig. 7: Relationship between  ∆∆w and
strength of RC beams

3 FEM analysis of RC beams damaged by rebar corrosion

3.1 Outline of FEM analysis
The specimens analyzed by the finite element method were the sound specimen

BS, the model specimen BD and corrosion specimen BCD1-0, BCD2-0 and BCD3-0.
Because of the symmetry of the specimens, only the left half of each specimen was
analyzed.  Each specimen was modeled by dividing the specimen into elements as
shown in Fig. 8.  The analysis program is a two-dimensional program, which is a type
of non-linear analysis program.  The displacement-increment method were used for
loading.
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Fig. 8: Finite element meshes for FEM analysis

3.2 Constitutive laws for material elements

1) Concrete elements: Being an isotropic material, 4-node isoparametric plane stress
elements were applied.  The main input data were compressive strengths,
Poisson’s ratios and tensile strengths obtained from the experiment.

2) Rebar elements: The bilinear model shown in Fig. 9a is a model available for
tension main rebars in an FEM analysis.  The main tension rebars and stirrups
were expressed by truss elements and the main input data were yield points and
elastic modulus of rebars.  The mechanical properties of corroded rebars were
calculated using the constitutive law based on electrolytic corrosion in Table 5.
Accordingly, the constitutive law for rebars can be obtained by determining the
yield point and elastic modulus of rebars using the degree of rebar corrosion as a
parameter (∆w).

3) Bond elements between rebars and concrete: Bond elements consist of the
maximum bond strength (τmax) and bond stiffness (Ds) as shown in Fig. 9b.
Accordingly, the constitutive laws for bond elements can be obtained by
determining τmax and Ds using the degree of rebar corrosion as a parameter.  In
the FEM analysis, bond elements were expressed by changing the τmax and Ds.
Also, 4-node isoparametric plane bond elements used as the bond elements.  Their
physical properties were calculated from the corrosion percentage using the
equations in Table 6.

Concrete Element

Rebar  Element

Bond  Element



Fig. 9a: Modelling of corrosion rebar Fig. 9b: Modelling of bond

Table 5: Equations for mechanical properties of corroded rebar

Properties Type of Corrosion Equations

Yield*
Strength

Uniform Corrosion
Pitting

σ cy = (1-1.24(∆w/100))× σ sy

σ cy = (1-1.98(∆w/100))× σ sy

Elastic*
Modulus

Uniform Corrosion
Pitting

E cs = (1-1.24(∆w/100))× E ss

E cs = (1-1.24(∆w/100))× E ss

  * Nominal values, σ sy : sound rebar, σ cy : corroded rebar

Table 6: Equations for bond  properties of corroded rebar

Corrosion
percentage (%)

Bond strength (ττmax)
(Mpa)

Bond rigidity (Ds)
(Mpa)

∆w < ∆wc τmax = 0.34σB-1.93 Ds = 16.5σB-160
∆w ≥ ∆wc τmax = 5.21e-0.0561∆w Ds = 11600∆w –1..014

  σ B : Strength of concrete, ∆w  : Corrosion percentage ∆wc  : ∆w  at cracking

3.3 Results of FEM analysis
Fig. 10 shows the measured  and analyzed state of cracking after failure.  In

sound specimen (BS), bending cracks spread  over to the shear zone, exhibiting a
bending failure mode due to collapse of compressed concrete.  In corroded specimen
(BCD3-0), however, cracks tended to concentrate on the equal bending moment zone,
exhibiting a bonding failure mode associated with widening of axial corrosion
cracking due to corrosion expansion of rebars and spalling of cover concrete.  Though
the FEM analysis results agreed well with the experiment  results, a number of cracks
appeared along the rebars on the sound beam, while few cracks appeared along the
rebars on the beam with corroded rebars.  This may be because the bond failure
between the rebar and concrete due to rebar corrosion in effect prevented the stress on
the rebars from being transferred to concrete.



Fig. 10: Crack patterns of RC beams (FEM analysis)

Fig. 11 shows the load-deflection relationships obtained from the loading tests
on the reinforced concrete beam and the FEM analysis of sound beam BS and model
specimen BD.  The analyzed load-deflection relationship agreed well with the static
loading test results.  Therefore, it can be said that the validity of the input data and the
FEM analysis verified.  Fig. 12 shows the load-deflection relationships obtained from
the loading tests on the reinforced concrete beam and the FEM analysis of corroded
beams BCD2-0 and BCD3-0.  As a result, the FEM analysis results agreed well with
the static loading test results.  Accordingly, it is considered that the losses in the
structure performance of concrete beams with corroded rebars can be evaluated by an
FEM analysis by evaluating the physical properties of rebar elements and bond
elements based on the corrosion percentage by weight.

Fig. 11: Load – deflection curves   Fig. 12: Load – deflection curves
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4 Conclusions

To investigate quantitatively the relationship between the degree of rebar
corrosion and the flexural strength of RC beams damaged by rebar corrosion, the
static loading test and FEM analysis of RC beams were conducted.  The results
obtained from these experiments and analysis are summarized as  follows :

1) If the main tension rebars of RC beam were corroded,  mainly cracks alongside
the main tension rebar occurred.  Also, the corrosion crack width increased with
the  corrosion level.

2) As the corrosion of main tension rebars progressed, the yield strength and the
maximum strength of RC beams decreased, along with deflection at the maximum
strength due to the reduction of sectional area of corrosion rebars, the bond failure
of corrosion rebars and the falling of cover concrete.

3) The FEM analysis results of RC beams damaged by tension main rebar corrosion
agreed well with the static loading tests results of that.  Accordingly, it is
considered that the losses in the structure performance of concrete beams with
corroded rebars can be evaluated by an FEM analysis, if the mechanical
properties of rebar elements and bond elements based on the corrosion percentage
by weight can be derived.

4) The subjects to be investigated in the future include the accuracy improvement of
the constitutive law for each material changed by corrosion of rebar.  Also, the
FEM analysis results should be verified with full-scale loading tests not only on
RC beams but also on RC column and RC slab.
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PREDICTION OF WOOD DECAY IN THE EXTERIOR WALL OF
WOODEN HOUSES BY THE DETERIORATION OF NAILS
Prediction of decay by nails
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Abstract

The deterioration of nails was graded using a five-rank numerical rating. Nails,
moisture content and the decay of wood were examined in some mortal-wall wooden
houses in central Japan. The wood was mostly in decay when the nail rating was
above about four and the moisture content above about 20 %. Nailed wood specimens
kept in several conditioning rooms for four years showed that the nail rating was
about three in wood with a moisture content of 20 %. A nail rating curve against the
service life was obtained the examination of 524 nails in mortal-walls. This curve
could be used as a standard service life curve of nails in mortar-walls in central Japan.
The curve obtained by connecting the points at rating three in four years and rating
four in 34 years seems to be a wood decay warning line in terms of high moisture
content. Shear tests for deteriorated nailed joints showed that the load was expressed
as a function of the slip and the amount of rust on the nail.

Keywords:  bevel siding, decay, mortar-wall, nail, rust, service life, wooden house

1 Introduction

Since the durability of a wooden house depends largely on its joints, nail
durability is important especially for the bearing walls (Soshiroda 1950, Hirai and
Wakashima 1996). Numerous wooden houses were destroyed during the Hanshin-
Awaji (Kobe) Earthquake in 1995 (Murakami et al. 1996). Although most of the
houses were old and their construction weak against for big earthquakes, their joint
parts had been damaged by wood decay or termites (Hijikuro 1995). Thus the
inspection of wooden houses is very important, and easy an inspection method is
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strongly in demand.  In this study, the deterioration of nails was used as a sensor for
the prediction of wood decay. Most iron nails used for wooden houses are standard
products and prescribed by the JIS (Japan Industrial Standard), and their quality is
stable. The exterior walls of wooden houses in Japan are mainly covered with lath-
mortar for protection from fires. In this study, the deterioration of nailed joints was
investigated mainly from mortar-walls, and environmental corrosive factors were
assessed by the deterioration of nails in the bevel siding walls (Imamura et al. 1987).

2 The relationship between the deterioration of nails and wood decay

2.1 Rating of nail deterioration
A five rank numerical rating scale to grade the deterioration of nails as shown in

Table 1 was established. A relationship between the change in diameter d (%) and the
rating of the nail (D) was found as shown in eq.1 and Fig. 1 (Imamura et al. 1983a).

d=0.586D2 (1≤ D ≤5) (1)

The length of the CN50 nails was 50 mm. The change in diameter was the
average of the changes at the neck, middle and near the point. The relationship
between the amount of rust r (% in weight) and the rating of the CN50 nails (D) was
obtained as follows.

r = D2 (1≤ D ≤4.5) (2)

2.2 Effective diameter of nails
Morris reported that, in the shearing tests of nails with diameter d, the value of

K/d at slip δ = 0.6 (mm) and the load P (N) was stable regardless of d, where K was
P/δ (Morris and Gajiar 1973). In fact, however, K/d increased with the d value. From
Morris’s data, eq. (3) was obtained as follows (Imamura et al. 1983b).

K = 155.96 d 1.57 (3)

Table 1: The rating of the deterioration of nails



Fig. 1: Relationship between the rate of     Fig. 2: Shear test specimen of nailed
            diameter change and nail rating                  joint

Table 2: Residual percentage of effective
diameter of nails

Fig. 3: Load of the deteriorated nail (32mm)
            of the shear specimen with the sound wood

A shear test of nails (32 mm length) taken from 30-year-old wooden bevel
siding was carried out with the specimen shown in Fig. 2. The effective diameter of
the nail d was obtained from K at δ (0.6 mm) in the curves in Fig. 3. The diameter
obtained from eq.(3) was 1.85 and the one obtained from direct measurement was
1.83. Table 2 shows the residual percentage of the effective diameter.

2.3 Deterioration of wood in contact with rusty nails
Fig. 4 shows the differential thermal analysis curves of the wood powder

(Western hemlock: Tsuga heterophylla) (Ohkuro and Imamura 1988). The samples
were taken from the part adjacent to the nails (A), the part where the rust penetrated
(B), and the sound part (C). The main peaks of the curves differ in temperature, and



the closer to the rusty nail, the earlier the thermal degradation of the wood occurs.
This phenomenon suggests that wood in contact with the rust deteriorated (Marian
and Wissing 1960; Farber 1954).

2.4 Deterioration of nails and wood decay
Fig. 5 shows the amount of rust on the nail (CN50) in Western hemlock (160 x

80 x 30 mm) conditioned at several humidity levels at 20 �C for four years. The
amount of rust increases rapidly with a relative humidity of 70 – 80 %, where the
equilibium moisture content of the wood is about 15 %. In Fig. 6, the amount of rust
is 9 to 10 % at the moisture content of 20 %. This amount of rust corresponds to the
rating of amount three (III) using eq. (2). Since the deterioration of nails and wood is
accelerated by water and temperature (Okamoto and Inoue 1977), there seems to be
some connection between the degree of deterioration of the nails and that of the
wood. Fig. 6 shows the moisture content of the wood and the rating of nails in the
mortar-walls of a 34-year-old house. The moisture content was measured by using an
electric resistance type moisture meter. The white circles show that the wood near the
nails is without decay; and black circles show the wood with decay. Decay or sound
was determined by visual inspection. Decay included some damage caused by
termites.

Fig. 4: Curves of differential thermal     Fig. 5: The equilibrium moisture content
analysis                                                 (••) of wood and the amount of rust

   A: Wood in contact with rust nail                             (oo) of nail in wood which were equilibrated
   B: Wood colored with nail rust                                        in several RH at 20�C for 4 years.
   C: Wood of a sound part



Fig. 6: Relationship between moisture content of wood and the nail rating
                     (o): Wood without decay
                         (•): Wood with decay

By using a statistical method, the discriminant function ZWD is expressed as
eq.(4) where W (%) is the moisture content of the wood and D is the rating of the nail.

ZWD = 0.03 W – 3.76 D + 13.63                                                                         (4)

According to the discriminant function, the wood is sound when ZWD is positive,
and in decay when negative. In Fig. 6, the right side of the dotted line which
expresses ZWD is a decay area. The possibility of misdiscrimination is 10.9 %. It is
also 10.9%, when the discrimination depends upon the nail rating only. In this case,
the discrimination function ZD becomes zero, at a nail rating 3.75. The discrimination
function by the moisture content ZW becomes zero at the moisture content 19% with
the possibility of misdiscrimination of 23.6 %. This moisture content value is close to
20 % which is said to be the critical value in wood decay.

2.5 Shearing properties of the deteriorated joint
The double shear specimens were made by using CN50 nails, plywood (70 x

120 x 12 mm) and Western hemlock solid wood specimens (70 x 120 x 26 mm,
average specific gravity: 0.53). The conditions for the deterioration were that (a) the
specimens were kept in a sink for one year where hot water (50 �C) flowed beneath
the specimens, (b) the specimens were kept in a transparent plastic desiccator for one
year which was placed near a sunny window side with water beneath the specimens.
The moisture content at the test was 80 – 102 % for (a) and 21 – 26 % for (b). After
the shear test, nails were treated with ferric ammonium citrate for removing rust, and
the amount of rust was obtained as weight loss.



Fig. 7 shows the load of the deteriorated double shear specimens (solid line) and
the specimens made of the sound plywood, Western hemlock and the deteriorated
nails (dotted line). Each curve is the average of three specimens. The curves show
that the load of the deteriorated specimens was higher than that of the specimens with
sound wood in the lower slip region, and the deteriorated wood decreased the load in
the higher slip region. The iron rust made the connection tight between the nails and
wood mainly effective in the lower slip region, and the deteriorated wood decreases
the load in the higher slip region. Fig. 8 shows the relationship between the load and
the rating at the slip of 0.9 mm. The load of the deteriorated specimen and that of the
specimen with sound wood agree with each other at the slip of 0.9 mm where the
effect of the rust and the wood on the load becomes a minimum value. The possibility
of estimation of the load at the slip of 0.9 mm from the rating of the nails seems likely
to be high regardless of the difference in the specific gravity of the wood.

Fig. 7: Load of deteriorated samples        Fig. 8: Relationship between the load at
          (1-3.5) and of sample (1 ’-3.5 ’) made          0.9mm slip and the rating (CN50,
          with the deteriorated nails and the            double shear)
          sound wood                                               oo: Deteriorated samples

                                                                          ••: Samples made with deteriorated
                                                                                 nails and sound wood



3  Effect of the design and details of the wall

         One of the most influential factors for the durability of the mortar-wall is a
crack in the mortar. Rainwater penetrates through cracks into the wall and
deteriorates the nails and wood. Fig. 9 shows the mortar-wall of a house with a crack.
The rainwater penetrated through the crack and increased the average nail rating seen
on the right side of the floor in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows the rating of the nails and the
moisture content of the area between the top of the eaves of the first floor and the
bottom of the window sash on the second floor in the eastern wall. Penetration of
rainwater from the window sash increases the rating and the moisture content.

The rainwater permeates the mortar when it is saturated with water. Traces of
permeation were found inside the mortar-wall of the northern aspect of the Northwest
corner NW (N), but not in the western aspect of the corner NW (W) of the house
inspected. The moisture content of the mortar at the NW (N) was higher than NW
(W) as shown in Table 3.
         The influence of the interior corner and the rainwater pipe on the nail
deterioration was investigated in the bevel siding wall of a schoolhouse. The average
ratings on five to six nails at a height within one meter from the top of the foundation
were 4.38, 3.94 and 3.93 for the service years of 21, 25, and 28 years, respectively.
This indicates that the factor of environmental circumstances is more influential than
the service years.

Fig 9: Elevation (Nagoya City) Fig 10: Distribution of the nail rating
in the eastern wall

Table 3: Moisture content of mortar



Fig. 11: The nail rating and the moisture content of plywood under the window

4  Prediction of wood decay from nails

The change in the rating of nails as service life elapses is fundamentally
important for the evaluation of a house. Table 4 shows the number of nails for the
rating levels in the mortar-walls and Fig. 12 shows the curve obtained from Table 4.
The relationship between the rating D and the years of service (t) is expressed in
eq. (5).

         D = 2.2 log t + 0.6                                                                                              (5)

The black circles in Fig. 12 are the average rating of nails with limited numbers and
were not used in obtaining the equation.
          The following findings are important to make an attempt to predict wood decay
from nails.
(1) From the inspection of the mortar-wall of the 34-year-old house, the wood decay

was found to be prevailing at a nail rating of above about four and moisture
content of above about 20 %.

(2) The test showed that the nail rating was about three in the wood kept in 20%
moisture content for four years.
The following assumptions are needed:

The moisture content of the wood in the inspected mortar-wall is stable. Namely the
moisture content of 20 % is significant, and brings the nail to rating four after 34
years.



Fig. 12: Relationship between the nail rating in the exterior wall covered with
lath-mortar and service life

Fig. 13: Relationship between the nail rating and decay of wood in the exterior
wall covered with lath-mortar



          Based on the above findings and assumptions, a line from rating point three at
four years (III at 4 y) to rating point four at 34 years (IV at 34 y) is conceivably a
decay warning line of wood in mortar-wall. Fig. 13 shows the deterioration curve of
the nail and the decay warning region of the wood. In the inspection of the mortar-
wall, if the rating of the nail is in the wood decay warning region, the moisture
content is above 20 % and the wood seems to be undergoing decay even if it is sound
upon the inspection.
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THE REAL SERVICE LIFE OF ROAD BRIDGES IN SWEDEN
– A CASE STUDY
Road bridges in Sweden
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Abstract

To clarify the real condition of a country’s bridge stock and their structural members
at a given time, reliable regular and systematic inspections are needed. Accurately
documented, these inspections are essential for the road administration authority in
the planning of the necessary maintenance and repair works on the existing bridge
stock, thus contributing to an overall cost-effective bridge management.
The Swedish Road Administration has, at the present, a relatively intact and well-
organised bridge archive system. Most of the former bridge inspections performed on
the public road network after the nationalisation of the Swedish roads in 1944, are
documented and stored in different archives throughout the country. The information
from these inspections has been fed into a Microsoft Access database called BEA
(Bridge Element Analysis), with the purpose to explore the possibility to determine
the damage occurrence, damage growth and the real service life for bridge structural
members.
In this case study, the database is used to examine, if certain information and factors
like geographical location, traffic, and weather data at the time of casting, affect the
service life of bridge structural members thus the service life of bridges. Based on the
information stored in the database, the service life of bridge structural members in
certain service life conditions may be estimated. For example, the real service life of
bridge members as a function of the outside airs temperature at the time of the con-
crete casting. The information stored in the database may also be used in the devel-
opment of a damage growth model based on the assessed condition at the time of in-
spection.

Keywords: Bridges, service life, bridge structural member, bridge management, data-
base, estimated service life, damage type, damage cause.
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1 Introduction

1.1 General
This paper is the result of a case study on the real service life of some 270

bridges located on the Swedish National road-network. However, the results from the
extended study during 1998, comprising a total of 370 bridges are not presented in
this paper.

Bridges are an important part of a nations road system. Maintaining and repair-
ing existing bridges is a major economic concern for many governments and local
authorities around the world. Many bridges are built with outdated technical codes
and demands. The service life of a bridge is often defined as the time from construc-
tion to the time a critical limit state or property has been reached. It is generally ex-
pected that during their service life, bridges can fulfil certain demands such as traffic
safety, continuous traffic flow and a designed load bearing capacity. Regular and
systematic inspection of the existing bridge stock should be performed in order to
verify that such demands are met at all times.

With the 1944 nationalisation of the public roads in Sweden, information about
most of the regular bridge inspections have been carefully documented and filed by
the Swedish National Road Administration in different archives. Damages are rated
in condition grades on a scale between zero and three.

1.2 Background
The research program ”The durability, management, repair and life cycle cost of

concrete structures” conducted at the Royal Institute of Technology was initiated by
the Swedish National Road Administration in 1991. As the program title suggests the
program consist of a number of research projects. The project ”Actual durability and
service life of Swedish concrete bridges” was started in late 1992. The aim of the
project was, initially, to establish the research possibilities of the vast amount of in-
formation in the archives and data in the bridge management system of the Swedish
National Road Administration. The project resulted in the later part of 1997 in a Li-
centiate Thesis, “The Real Service Life of Bridges”.

1.3 Aims and scope
The second stage of the project was a further investigation in the use of the

bridge information available with the aim of developing deterioration models. This
has been achieved for bridge structural members in certain service conditions. In the
future, bridge designers and inspectors would predict the performance of certain
bridge structural members in certain service environments according to type and
cause of the damage.

Service life models in combination with a relational database containing actual
durability information would result into a tool for assessing and predicting the actual
service life. If such a model could be achieved, it would give researchers and owners
a precious tool in the planning of maintenance works, design of the different struc-
tural parts and component and feedback for future codes and regulations.



The development in time of the condition grade can be a way of predicting the
service life of bridge components, contributing to cost effective bridge management
and improved bridge component design in the future.

2 Method

Sweden has many different local climate conditions. In the north of Sweden
there are few yearly frost-cycles, mainly because the temperature is always below
zero degrees Celsius throughout the winter season while it can oscillate around zero
degrees in central and southern Sweden leading to several frost-cycles. This implies
better frost-resistance performance of the concrete in the central and southern parts of
the country.

De-icing salts are used on many roads during the cold season of the year. Be-
cause of the various climate conditions in Sweden, bridges in the central and southern
part of Sweden are especially exposed to de-icing salts. It became evident in the early
part of the study that to minimise the service life variables, bridges should be studied
on geographically close road sections. 15 different road and highways sections with
188 bridges were selected in the central part of Sweden. In order to be able to study
how different climates affect the bridge structures, the geographical extent should be
increased with road sections in different parts of the country. This resulted in the
gathering of information on 82 bridges in the northern part of Sweden. The roads in
that particular county are de-iced using very little salt or no salt at all which is an in-
teresting factor to study.

2.1 The information gathering process

2.1.1 Extent
In order to gather the information in an efficient way a strategy to find relevant

information was prepared. During the first part of 1993, detailed checklists and rou-
tines for the gathering process were produced. This was essential in order to minimise
the risk for errors and loss of information. The gathered information was placed in
project files for each road section in the investigation. This material is unique, and
should be an important asset for many research projects.

The limitation of the road sections, in both length and the amount of bridges
were adjusted so that traffic flow and climate have similar conditions. This was made
to make road sections comparable and thus enabling the study of certain factors im-
posed by the surrounding environment that might affect the service life of structural
members. In 1997, the investigation included 19 different road sections with a total of
270 bridges. The results and conclusions were presented in the Licentiate thesis
“Konstbyggnaders reella livslängd”, the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm.

The R&D project was continued and during 1998, 100 bridges on four road
sections in the western and eastern parts of Sweden were added to the investigation,
thus covering two new different parts of Sweden.



2.1.2 Selection of information
The gathered information for each bridge can be divided into three different

groups:

• General information on the bridge
• Inspections and repair works performed on the bridge
• Information from the construction stage and the final inspection

All performed inspections and repairs by the Swedish National Road Admini-
stration were summarised in the inspection- and maintenance sheet of the bridge and
archived. Even these have been copied, when available, for the bridges included in
the investigation. Information given is notes the inspectors have taken during inspec-
tion or the maintenance work and the date they were performed.

The basis of the inspection- and maintenance sheet is ”the full inspection re-
port”. That report gives information, in addition to that in the summarised inspection-
and maintenance report, on for example suggestions of bridge maintenance measures
or activities and who should carry them out.

The full inspection reports were not always easy to find. Unfortunately, in many
cases only the inspection- and maintenance report had been saved.

The documentation from the performed special inspections is often in the form
of tables and diagrams and have been found both at the central and regional archives
of the Swedish National Road Administration. Values from the chloride profiles have
been inputted the database BEA for analysis. Other gathered information, on bridges
in the investigation found in the different archives, was copied and placed in the proj-
ect files. Concrete castings are documented in concrete casting reports. The report
includes facts about mixing conditions, quantity, concrete quality and meteorological
conditions at the time of concreting.

At many concrete castings, concrete tests are taken for analysis. The concrete
samples are related to a testing record in the concrete casting reports. Some tested
qualities are compressive strength, water tightness and frost resistance of the con-
crete.

Examples
A lot of the gathered information is of historical value. One can, for instance,

look back in time and see how certain parameters have developed in reality. An ex-
ample of this is the development of the real (test results) compressive strength of the
concrete in certain structural members.
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Fig 2a: The real development of compressive strength (test values) according to
documented concrete castings for deck slabs in the investigation
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Fig. 2b: The average development of water cement ratio, wcr, throughout the
years according to all documented concrete castings in the investigation

Another example is how the water-cement ratio, (WCR), has decreased
throughout the years. All gathered information on the WCR are originate from the
concrete casting journals from the investigated bridges that were found in the differ-
ent bridge archives of the Swedish National Road Administration

2.1.3 Other sources of information
One of the aims of the R&D project was to identify possible sources of infor-

mation within the Swedish National Road Administration. A number of available da-
tabases were used extensively and successfully in the information gathering process.
These are:

• Road Data Bank (Vägdatabanken VDB)
• Bridge Data (Brodata)
• Central and Regional Bridge Archives
• Road Museum in Borlänge



Another important source of information was gathered during interviews with
experienced personnel working with the Swedish National Road Administration.
Bridge inspectors, bridge engineers, archivists and historians helped to complete the
missing ends, which occurred during the entire time.

3 Bridge element analysis, BEA –– Relational database

It became clear at an early stage that Brodata, which is the bridge database of
the Swedish National Road Administration, could not be used with the aims and goals
of this R&D project. Brodata does not contain any information on performed bridge
inspections prior to 1987. A new database should be created. As all available and
relevant concrete information such as wcr, designed and real compressive strength,
entrained air, weather data from the time of casting, maintenance and repair work
performed on the structures and more was gathered, the choice fell on using Micro-
soft ACCESS relational database.

The Windows - ACCESS database, BEA (Bridge Element Analysis), specially
developed for the needs and requirements imposed by this research project, deliber-
ately uses the same codes, definitions and terms as used by the Swedish National
Road Administration. The database is described in detail under chapter four in the
Licentiate Thesis “Konstbyggnaders reella livslängd”.

The process of creation and development of the Bridge Element Analysis, BEA,
database was achieved in five major steps:

1. Step one: Planning; What will the results be used for? How to design the tables
and relations for an optimal database structure? Why certain data will be se-
lected for the analysis?

2. Step two: Creating tables and relationships; All tables and relations were cre-
ated in such a way that data could be combined after needs.

3. Step three: Creating quarries; Quarries can cross-examine data in one or more
tables, after the needs of the project.

4. Step four: Creating forms; Data input needs a number of forms, which make the
database user friendly.

5. Step five: Creating reports; When all data has been put into tables, quarries are
completed with reports. New reports have been created continuously, according
to increased search parameters.

The database BEA has great development possibilities. New objects can be cre-
ated without difficulties. The performance can be improved if that becomes a priority,
for example, through division of the database or better query design. Many queries
have developed during the investigation. This is mainly due to the many questions of
issues and reports that have occurred throughout the project.



Fig. 3: Tables and relations in the relational database BEA. (For principal
contents of the database see section 6.1)

4 Damage picture in the investigation

2898 performed bridge inspections on the 270 investigated bridges have
brought forward 2165 damage remarks where type- and cause of damage is stated.
Even if the result is not significant for the entire country, they are giving a clear indi-
cation of the general condition of bridges in the central and northern parts of Sweden.

The first step is to present how the 2165 damage remarks are divided on the dif-
ferent structural members of the bridges. Later the some types of damage over-
represented on the structural member level for all condition classes will be presented.
The last step is to present, which causes of damage, for all condition classes, that lay
behind the most common damage types.

4.1 The damage picture on structural member level
As previously stated, the bridge inspector must record certain damage informa-

tion during the inspection. The extent of the data depends on the type of performed
inspection. The requirements are established in the bridge inspection manual of the
Swedish National Road Administration.

4.1.1 Assessment of condition classes (CC)
Two important requirements in the damage documentation process are the

measurement and condition assessment of damages. This is done for damaged struc-
tural elements in the following two stages:



• Stating the physical condition in terms of measurement and measured value
• Assessment of the functional condition in terms of condition classes

The physical condition is determined with reference to the development of pre-
vious or new damages and certain known deteriorating processes. The different
methods of measurement that are to be used for a particular type of damage are de-
scribed in publication 1993:35 (in Swedish) or publication 1996:038(E) (in English).
The physical condition of a damaged structural element can then be described using
the variable defined for each method of measurement.

The functional condition of a structural member is described by the bridge in-
spector in terms of condition classes. The condition class describes to what extent a
certain structural member satisfies the designed functional properties and require-
ments at the time of inspection. It can be said that the assessment of condition classes
is composed on previous and current measured values (the physical condition) and
the inspector’s competence in the propagation of different deterioration processes.
The condition class (CC) for a structural member can be registered on a scale of four.
The scale implies that, at the time of inspection, the structural member was consid-
ered to have:

Table 4: Assessment of condition classes for bridge structural members

Condition class (CC) Assessment

3 Defective function
2 Defective function within 3 years
1 Defective function within  10 years
0 Defective function beyond 10 years (No damage at time of inspection)

4.2 The damage picture in the investigation on structural member level, all
condition classes
With this search criteria, all damage remarks will be expressed as a percentage,

even those damages that have been given the condition class ”0”.
Interesting in the context is that the structural members ”edge beam”, ”support”

and ”deck slab” together answer for 47% of all remarks, regardless of year of con-
struction, type- and cause of damage.

The result confirms the hypotheses that these three structural members can be-
come the largest maintenance problem for the Swedish National Road Administration
in the future. The service life problem on Swedish bridges is directly dependent upon
the physical condition development for these three structural members.

The structural member’s ”slope and embankment end” and ”parapet” together
answer for 26% of all remarks.

The restoration of embankment ends is a frequent maintenance problem for the
Swedish bridge management. Steep slopes and embankment ends, above all on the
older bridge stock, have such inclination that it seems like the former bridge design-



ers wished to defy the law of gravity.
On most Swedish bridges the parapet is fixed to the edge beam. This is, in many

cases, an unfortunate solution. The structural member ”parapet” is more frequently
involved in collisions, and this can lead to a domino effect where the edge beam is
damaged.

Condition class 3 means that, at the time of inspection, the structural member
has entirely lost its function. The structural member ”parapet” is over-represented in
the group of condition class 3. It answers for 22% of all reported damages; most of
them caused by collisions. The structural member ”edge beam”, ”support” and ”deck
slab” together answers for 27% of all damages in this particular group. Worth noting
is that the structural member ”primary load-bearing element” has managed fairly well
in the investigation with only 1% of all reported damages with assessed condition
class 3.
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Fig. 4: 2165 damage remarks, all condition classes, and percentage division by
the bridges’ structural members

5 Damage types and causes

Bridges consist of a number of structural members, which, in their turn can con-
sist of a number of structural elements. Even structural elements can consist of a
number of element parts. When a damage is detected, the damage is documented with
information about the type of damage and the cause of the damage.



5.1 Types of damage
The damage types used in the investigation follows that used by the Swedish

Bridge Management System, SAFEBRO. Initially, the investigation of 270 bridges,
2165 reported damages were registered. “Corrosion” as a damage type can even be
related to other steel components such as railings.
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Fig. 5a: Distribution of the 2165 (>5%) damage reports in the investigation after
type of damage

5.1.1 Causes of damage
If an inspection report contains damage remarks, the bridge inspector must es-

tablish the probable cause of the reported damage. This will be accomplished in three
steps. First, the primary cause has to be determined. These can be one of the follow-
ing:

• Defective construction
• Service condition
• Environmental action
• Accident
• Defective design
• Defective maintenance

Each of the primary damage cause is subdivided in their turn into secondary and
tertiary causes.

Over 40 percent of all the damages in the investigation are related to “Environ-
mental action” and remarkably only one percent to “Defective design”.
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Fig. 5b: Distribution of the primary causes of damage in the investigation

Table 5: Environmental action as primary cause of damage. The distribution of
the secondary and tertiary causes of damage in the investigation

Environmental action (937)
Environmental

Action
(725)

Physical attack
(163)

Chemical attack
(30)

Biological attack
(19)

Environmental
Action (183)

Physical attack (24) Chloride attack (10) Biological attack (19)

Frost action (139) Initiated chloride attack (8)
Carbonation (6)
Water (5)
Alkali-silica reaction
(ASR) (1)



Table 5-2: Service condition as primary damage cause. The distribution of the
secondary and tertiary causes of damage in the investigation

Service condition (650)
Loading

(483)
Abrasion

 (34)
Erosion
(133)

Loading (183)
Loading, shrinkage (178) Abrasion, traffic (31) Erosion (133)
Loading, traffic (60) Abrasion, movement (2)
Loading, temperature (25) Other (1)
Loading, overload (22)
Loading, creep (8)
Loading, movement of
support (4)
Other (2)
Loading, earth pressure (1)

5.2 Service life model
A simple method in predicting the development in time of the condition class

(CC) for a given type of damage on a certain bridge element is introducing a linear
trendline on the development of the average condition class. The condition put is that
at the time of final inspection (age = 0) the average condition class (CC) was “0”.
This has been integrated in the BEA database and trendlines can be drawn for a num-
ber of search criteria.
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Fig 5c: Variation in time of the condition class development for the element
”parapet fixing”, all causes of damage for road section E18 Köping-
Västerås (38 remarks), E20 Eskilstuna-Arboga (17 remarks) compared
to all road sections (143 remarks).



6 Conclusions and further research

6.1 Relational database – A must in a modern bridge management system
The results presented so far with the help of the relational database BEA apply

to the limited geographical areas. Data for bridges in big parts of the country are
missing. At the present, the database is being completed with a further 100 bridges
located on four new road sections, bringing the total number of investigated bridges
to 370 on 23 different road sections. The relational database BEA ought to be updated
with new inspections. Among other things, BEA today (1998-09-10) contains:

• 2898 Bridge inspections made between 1944 - 1995
• 2269 Major inspections
• 446 General inspections
• 105 Investigations
• 1044 Records from concrete castings
• 2165 Damages with stated type and cause
• 387 Chloride profiles

A relational database is today a must for an effective bridge management sys-
tem. This relational database should be user-friendly and flexible. One of the obvious
advantages using a relational database is the possibility to use a number of search
criteria. In the Licentiate Thesis, “Konstbyggnaders reella livslängd”, a number of
different search criteria were used. It was discovered that five structural members are,
together, responsible for most of the inspection remarks.

Table 6a: Damage distribution on certain structural members situated on 19
different road sections in the investigation

Road section Edge beam
(%)

Support
(%)

Deck slab
(%)

Slope and Embank-
ment end

(%)

Sum
(%)

Arboga-Eskilstuna 19 11 10 12 52
Arboga-Örebro 31 8 9 7 55
Dorotea-Vännäs 16 2 0 18 36
Enköping-Bålsta 7 51 0 0 58
Eskilstuna-Arboga 19 17 12 13 61
Eskilstuna-Mariefred 19 18 18 9 64
Köping-Fagersta 27 0 9 7 43
Köping-Västerås 31 3 15 7 56
Nordmaling-Piteå 41 7 6 13 67
Nyköping-Stockholm 16 20 13 7 56
Ramnäs-Kopparberg 19 12 2 23 56
Storuman-gränsen 14 3 6 18 41
Strömsholm-Ramnäs 18 18 2 11 49
Strömsund-Arvidsjaur 24 7 5 20 56
Uppsala-Gävle 32 9 13 3 57
Västerås-Enköping 20 20 7 19 66
Örebro-Grängesberg 39 6 8 13 66
Örebro-Laxå 19 18 1 15 53
Östhammar-Karlholm 28 4 20 10 62



By changing the search criteria in BEA, new facts can be revealed. The percent-
age of damage remarks reported on certain structural members for certain construc-
tion types of bridges are presented in table 6-2. The following four types of construc-
tion were investigated:

• Beam and slab bridges (32 bridges),
• Beam and slab frame bridges (24 bridges),
• Frame bridges (162 bridges)
• Slab bridges (44 bridges)

The structural member ”edge beam” are responsible for 24% of all inspection
remarks in the investigation. The structural members ”edge beam”, ”support”, ”deck
slab” and ”slope and embankment end” together answer for almost 50% of all in-
spection remarks, regardless of search criterion. Changes in the design, above all in
details such as parapet fixing and support placing. More careful inspection of slopes,
embankment ends and fillings at the final inspection should be taken into account.

Table 6b: The percentage contribution, from four structural members, to the
inspection remarks on four different types of construction.

Type of
construction

Edge beam
(%)

Support
(%)

Deck slab
(%)

Slope and Em-
bankment end

(%)

Sum
(%)

Beam and slab
bridge

25 13 4 6 48

Beam and slab
frame bridge

24 6 5 19 54

Frame bridge 25 12 11 11 48
Slab bridge 24 12 10 11 57

6.2 Bridge inspections
The cause of damage “environmental action” is highly overrated as a primary

cause. The cause of damage “defective construction” has not been used, as a primary
cause in the correct extent. The cause of damage “defective design” has not been
used, as a primary cause, in the correct extent.

The extent of the final inspection as well as the physical measuring points
should be integrated in valid codes and regulations. This should be even considered
for the guarantee inspections.

6.3 Service life models
When assessing the service life for a structural member in a certain service life

condition, a lot of search criteria is needed. It is also important to note that the service
life of bridges often depends on the condition of its different structural members. The
deterioration of one can inevitably start a deterioration process on one or more other
structural members – The domino effect.



6.4 Future research
The R&D project continued through 1998 by increasing the number of bridges

in the investigation to 370. Even the relational database BEA has been further devel-
oped for new search criteria.

Several service life models have been taken into consideration. The author will
present the results in “The real service life of Swedish Road Bridges” during 1999.
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DURABILITY OF WOOD
A field study on a traffic noise barrier
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Abstract

At present a rapid-train track is built between downtown Stockholm and the
international airport of Arlanda. It is partly passing through densely populated
suburbs and therefore noise barriers are built along the track. They are about 3
meters in height and built in sections of 4 meters each and the main part is made
of larch /Larix sp/. These wood species have a high content of heartwood and is
therefore expected to have a higher durability than many other commonly used
wood species e.g. pine or spruce. However, the applicability of this is disputed
and experimental studies are needed for verification.
In order to compare the deterioration of larch with other species nine of the
sections have been replaced with other wood materials with and without
additional treatment. Four of these use new, arsenic-free, impregnation systems
and two use a well established CCA-based system. In the test series untreated
pine and spruce as well as the original larch is also included. All materials have
been carefully documented, regarding relevant material properties for the wood
and the treatment systems. In the paper an overview of the test set-up is given.
The test has been running for approximately three years and no distinct results
can or should be seen so far. The deterioration process will be evaluated on the
basis of visual inspections as well as microscopical studies. An evaluation based
on the environmental conditions is also planned.
The results are expected to give a good base for judging and comparing different
treatment systems, and type of wood. Furthermore, to make it possible to model
the deterioration process in the view of the modern SLP concept (Service Life
Prediction).

Key words: Wood, Durability, Field test, Traffic noise barrier
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1 Introduction

At present, a rapid-train track is built between downtown Stockholm and the
international airport of Arlanda. It is partly passing through densely populated
suburbs and therefore noise barriers are built along the track. They are built in
sections of 4 meters each and the main part is made of larch /Larix sp/. These wood
species have a high content of heartwood and are therefore expected to have a higher
durability than many other commonly used wood species e.g. pine or spruce.
However, the applicability of this is disputed and experimental studies are needed.
(Viitanen, 1997).

In order to compare the deterioration of larch with other species, nine of the
sections have been replaced with other wood materials, with and without an
additional treatment. All materials have been carefully documented regarding,
relevant material properties (wood and treatment).

The field test is also an attempt to be a part in a methodological way to predict
service life.

2 Principles for service life prediction

A methodological way to predict the service life of building materials and
components, is object of standardisation in the ISO draft ”Service Life Planning –
Part 2: Service Life Prediction Principles” (ISO, 1998), which is partially based on
the RILEM Technical Recommendation ”Systematic Metho-dology for Service Life
Prediction of Building Materials and Components”. (Master and Brandt, 1989).

A prediction according to the standard relies on establishing performance-over-
time functions that describe how measured values of some chosen performance
characteristic of a material are expected to vary over time. With performance-over-
time functions established for the range of in-use conditions considered and agreed
performance criteria, all essentials elements are known to complete a service life
prediction. The methodology includes identification of required information, the
selection or development of exposure programs and evaluation methods, exposure
and evaluation, interpretation of data, and reporting of results. It employs an iterative
approach that permits improved predictions to be made as the base of knowledge
grows. (Norén et al, 1998)

The essential steps in a prediction process are shown in Fig 1.
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Fig 1: Systematic methodology for Service Life Prediction

3 Description of the noise barrier

The noise barrier is built in sections, each of which has a length of 4 m and
a height of about 3 m. The barrier is built with horizontal planks attached by
screws to vertical studs. The entire sections are mounted on vertical steel studs
with concrete foundations. In order to prevent water from running on and into the
structure, horizontal bars with triangular cross section are mounted at a distance
of 500-mm. (Paulsen, 1996).

Each section is built in two parts where the lowest part is replaceable. The
reason for this is the expected contact with the ground and thus a substantially
lower duration compared to the rest of the structure. A sealing strip of EPDM
rubber separates the upper and the lower parts. In figure 2, we present a typical
cross section of the structure.



Fig. 2: Cross section of the structure

4. Test material

As alternatives to the original larch the following materials are included in the
test.

• Pine /pinus sylvestris/ treated with four new products of wood preservatives all
in wood preservation class. NTR/AB* :

1. Kemwood ACQ 1900
2. Kemwood ACQ 1900  with surface treatment
3. Tanalith MCB
4. Wolmanit CX-S

5. Scan IMP
• Pine /pinus sylvestris/ treated with CCA (copper, chromium and arsenic) , wood
preservation class. NTR/A*, Kemwood K33 C60
• Pine /pinus sylvestris/ treated with CCA (copper, chrome and arsenic) wood
preservation class. NTR/AB*, Injekta K33 C
• Pine /pinus sylvestris without additional treatment.
• Spruce /picea abies/ without additional treatment.

The declaration of contents for the products of wood preservatives is shown
in Table1.



Table 1: Declaration of content for wood preservatives

Product Chemical Content CAS-number

Kemwood
ACQ1900,AB

N-alkylbensyldimethylammoniumchloride
Tetramincopper

4,8
23

16828-95-8
61789-71-7

Tanalith
MCB, AB

Tebukonazol
Boric acid
Copper (II) hydrocxycarbonate

0,5
5,0
22,0

107534-96-3
10043-35-3
12069-69-1

Wolmanit
CX-S, AB

Copper HDO
Copper (II) hydrocxycarbonate
Boric acid

6,1
8,1
4,0

--------------
12069-69-1
10043-35-3

Scan Imp
KF, AB

Propiconazole
Cocobenzyldimetylammoniumchloride

5-10
30-60

--------------
61789-71-7

Injekta
K33 C, AB

Chromiumtrioxide
Diarsenicpentoxide
Copper (II)oxide

34,0
24,0
14,0

1333-82-0
7778-39-4
1317-39-1

Kemwood
K33 C60, A

Chromiumtrioxide
Diarsenicpentoxide
Copper (II)oxide

27,2
19,5
10,6

1333-82-0
7778-39-4
1317-39-1

*Wood preservation Class. A and AB are 2 of 4 grades in the Swedish
standard SS 056110(INSTA 140).

Class. A: Full penetration to the heartwood and full retention of
preservatives in the sapwood. The field of application is for wood in contact with
ground and freshwater and also for wood above ground, which demand
extraordinary treatment.

Class AB:. Wood used in constructions above ground which mean full
penetration to the heartwood and same or less retention as for Class A

5 Documentation of the test sections

For all the planks in the ten test sections the following information is
documented:

• The content of heart wood
• The width of the annual rings
• The quantity and length of cracks on the end grain
• The moisture content
• 

All test sections have also been strictly documented by photos.
The content of heartwood and breadth of the annual rings are estimated by visual
inspection.

Length and breadth of cracks on the end grain, longer than 5 cm has been
documented.



The moisture content is measured in three points, in the middle and at the end
grains of the planks, using a protimeter (Gann hydromette HT 85digital).
In laboratory, the retention of additional treatment in the wood is analyzed and the
bulk density of the planks has been determined.

Furthermore, 100 screws in the screw union have been weighted, and the
average weight, variance and standard deviation are documented.

6 Future measurements and documentation

The test has now been running for approximately three years and no distinct
results are given.

The deterioration process will be evaluated based upon visual inspections as
well as from microscopical studies.

The visual inspection is divided in two parts:
• Changing in quantity and length of cracks on the end grain.
• The extent of biological degradation

By using microscopical techniques, the type of microorganism attacking the
planks can be identified.

The corrosion of screws will be evaluated by measuring the mass loss
Besides measurements and documentation of the test sections, the environment will
be documented for an environmental characterization. The data used will be available
from a meteorological station close to the noise barrier.

7 Final remarks

The primary aim with the field study is to compare the durability of
larch with other sorts of wood e.g. spruce and pine. Secondary is to
compare, the efficiency of new arsenic free impregnation systems with well
established CCA-systems

Finally is the intention to implicate the study in the service life methodology.
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INVESTIGATION ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF POLYMER–CEMENT
COMPOSITES IN ETICS RENDERINGS
Polymer-cement composites
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Abstract

The study of the ageing of polymer / cement composites under hygrothermal strains
may lead to increasing the durability of these materials.  The loss of flexibility
observed on the composite during the accelerated ageing phases can not be attributed
to a degradation of the polymer in aggressive concrete environments.  Nevertheless,
post-hydration of the initially poorly hydrated cement induces the development of a
rigid inorganic matrix within the composite that becomes less flexible.

Keywords: polymer–cement, external thermal insulation, durability, ageing,
microstructure, weathering.

1 Introduction

External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems (ETICS) are complex systems
that are principally used to cover walls with an insulating material (e.g. expanded
polystyrene), mechanically or adhesively anchored to the substrate.  On this
insulating layer are applied a base coat, containing a glass fibre mesh, and two other
coats, namely the base and finishing coats (see Fig. 1).  The present study deals with
the base coat (rendering) which is a 3-mm thick polymer–cement composite.  This
rendering undergoes very high thermal and hygric strains that can lead to cracking.
Our aim is to develop a better understanding of the origin of these problems.

Indeed the purpose of this study is two-fold:
1. To investigate the processes responsible for the changes in the properties of the

materials, linked to the alteration of their structure induced by artificial
weathering (cyclic temperature and/or moisture variations);

2. To establish correlation between these features and the appearance of cracking in
order to propose measures to improve the durability of the initial satisfactory
properties.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
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Fig. 1: External thermal insulation composite system

2 Experimental methods

2.1 Materials
Five latex-based materials were used in this investigation.  They included

copolymers of: vinyl acetate/vinyl versatate (VA/VV), ethylene/vinyl Acetate (EVA),
styrene/acrylate (SA) and acrylic monomers (PMMA/Butyl Acrylate).  The properties
of these latex materials are given in Table 1.

These emulsions were used to prepare the polymer–cement composites that are
identified using the same lettering as the corresponding latex material.  These
renderings are manufactured products with particularly complex formulations.  All of
them are bi-component systems: the (B) rendering is a powder (made of cement,
fillers and additives) requiring the addition of an extra binder (polymer + water)
whereas the other ones are pastes (fillers, polymer, water, additives) requiring
addition of cement.  Table 2 gives the essential components of their formulation.

Table 1: Properties of latex and polymers

Property VA/VV
(A)

EVA1
(B)

EVA2
(C)

SA
(D)

PMMA/BA
(E)

Appearance White, milky White, milky White, milky White, milky White, milky

Solid content (%)
50 ± 1 54 – 56.5 50 ± 1 50 ± 1 50 ± 1

Density (g/cm3)
1.06 1.09 1.04

pH of latex 5 4 – 5 4.5 7.5 – 9 8.5 - 10

Particle size (µm)
0.6 0.5 - 2 0.7 0.1 0.15

Tg 10 6 5 22 15

MFFT* 3 0 4 20 14

Emulsifying
system

Anionic / non
anionic

Polyvinyl
Alcohol

Cellulosic
derivative Anionic

*Minimum Film Formation Temperature



Table 2: Basic formulations of composites

Components (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

Cement (%) 23 16 20 23 23

Polymer (%) 7.3 5.0 7.6 4.6 6.9

Mineral
fillers

SiO2, CaCO3 SiO2, CaCO3 SiO2, CaCO3 SiO2, CaCO3 SiO2, CaCO3

* Except for the B composite, for which a CPA CEMI 42.5 cement was used, the cement was
CPJ CEMII B 32.5.

2.2 Samples preparation and determination of mechanical properties

2.2.1 Polymer film preparation
Films of polymer were prepared by drying a thin layer of latex at 23°C and

50% RH (23/50) for 7 days (“initial samples”).  Some of these films were kept for 7
days or 1 month in different aggressive environments, namely: (i) in water (23°C),
(ii) in a pH 13 solution and (iii) in an oven at 70°C (“aged samples”).  These
treatments were followed by a drying treatment (at 23/50) lasting 7 days.

2.2.2 Composite preparation
After mixing the components, 3mm thick specimens of polymer–cement

composite were prepared and cured for 28 days at 23/50 (“initial samples”).  The
ageing process consisted, on the one hand, of immersing some specimens in water for
7 days at room temperature, and on the other hand, in submitting others to 140
hygrothermal cycles.  Each cycle was composed of 3 hours at 70°C followed by 3
hours water spraying at 23°C.  Specimens were then dried for 7 days at 23/50 before
testing.

Mechanical properties were evaluated by tensile tests (v=2-mm/min on samples
3-mm thick for the composites and 50mm/min on samples 0.25-mm thick for the
polymers) under 23/50 conditions at the initial and aged stages.

2.3 Analysis
The evolution of polymeric structures was followed by FTIR, 1H-NMR, and

thermal analysis (TGA/DTA and DSC).  The results were compared to those obtained
on the corresponding polymers Soxhlet-extracted from the composite, using
methylene chloride as a solvent.  The microstructure of the composites was
investigated by Scanning Electron Microscopy on polished surfaces using the
backscattering electron technique, and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Mechanical properties of composites
Tensile tests showed that the composites, whatever their nature (Powder + Extra

binder or Pastes + Cement) and their formulation, lost their flexibility after the ageing
phases (see Figures 2 and 3).
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Fig. 2: Tensile tests of the composite C at initial and aged stages
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Fig. 3: Tensile tests of the composite E at initial and aged stages

Three hypotheses can be proposed to explain this phenomenon: (i) a
modification of the organic phase; (ii) an evolution of the mineral matrix, or; (iii)
polymer/cement interactions.

Polymer films were subjected to several aggressive environments in order to
evaluate their stability in the inorganic phase.



3.2 Mechanical properties of the polymers
Three aggressive agents were deemed able to influence the structure and thus

the mechanical properties of the polymers:
1. water (which can lead to a solubilisation, a lixiviation or a re-emulsification of the

polymer);
2. temperature (which can lead to a plasticiser extraction or act as a catalyst for the

crosslinking of some polymers), and;
3. pH because the cement medium is a particularly basic environment (pH = 13/13.5

during hydration) that can promote the (partial) hydrolysis of some polymers.
Figure 4 shows that water does not influence the mechanical behaviour of the

tested polymers.  Moreover, analyses of the immersion waters showed no trace of
polymer.  This proves that neither solubilisation nor re-emulsification of the polymer
occurs.  Nevertheless, results indicated that organic components were extracted from
the film during the immersion phases.
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Fig. 4: Influence of water on the (E) composite

The IR spectrum of the product extracted from the EVA1 showed the
characteristic peaks of polyvinyl alcohol with residual acetate functions, suggesting
the lixiviation of stabilising additives.

In more general terms, colloids and surfactants present in the film, because of
their particularly high hydrophilic character, can in fact be removed from the film
during the immersion phases, but with no consequence on the residual polymer
mechanical properties.

It was also found that temperature has no negative influence in this context but
rather seemed to bring about a minor positive action since the polymers gained better
stress and strain at break after one month in the oven (see Figure 5).
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Conversely, pH seemed to cause a slight loss of flexibility of the polymers (see
Figure 6) which may be explained by a partial hydrolysis, as indeed observed on the
IR spectra.  Table 3 shows the evolution of the optical density for the O-H and C=O
bands.
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Fig. 6: Influence of pH on the (A) composite



Table 3: Absolute and relative optical densities of the OH and C=O bands for
the EVA2 polymer at the initial stage and after 7 days in a pH 13
solution at 70°C

Optical Densities

EVA stage OH

(3444 cm-1)

C=O

(1735 cm-1)

CH2

(1435 cm-1)
OH/CH2 C=O/CH2

EVA2 initial 0.17 0.77 0.46 0.37 1.67

EVA2 7days
pH13/70°C

0.35 0.61 0.45 0.78 1.35

This set of results, which were in fact common to most of the numerous systems
studied, shows that the polymers used here are well adapted for an application with
cement such as ETI.

Nevertheless, in order to check the pertinence of these results, analyses of
polymers extracted from the composite were also carried out. The Soxhlet extraction
method is well suited for this kind of study.  Figure 7 shows the IR spectra of both the
EVA1 polymer film and of the products extracted from the initial and aged (B)
composites.
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Fig. 7: IR spectra of the EVA1 polymer film and of the products extracted from
the initial and aged (B) composites

The strict correspondence of the peaks tends to prove that no structural changes
occurred during the stay of the polymer in the cement environment.  However, a



number of new peaks, characteristic of C=C bonding, can be observed on the spectra
of the extracted products.  The corresponding 1H-NMR spectra showed that these
peaks appeared because of the presence of an organic additive (coalescing agent),
also removed from the composite during the Soxhlet extraction, which indeed
contains at least one aromatic ring in its structure.  As a consequence, the polymer
extracted did not suffer any damage that could explain the loss of flexibility of the
composite.  Nevertheless, even if the nature of the removed polymer is the same,
Table 4 shows a clear decrease in the extraction yields as the materials were
undergoing the ageing treatment.

Table 4: Soxhlet extraction yields (%) for the polymers and
the initial and aged composite

Polymer Initial composite Aged composite

(A) 90 61 33

(B) 36

(C) 78 64 44

(D) 25 17 13

(E) 97 43 25

Two hypotheses can help explain this trend, namely: (i) a change in the polymer
chemical structure, or (ii) the establishment of polymer/cement interactions.

In the former case, an increase in polarity, induced by the (partial) hydrolysis of
the polymers (polyvinyl acetate into polyvinyl alcohol or polyacrylate into
polycarboxylate), would decrease the solubility of the polymer in methylene chloride,
the low-polarity organic solvent used for the extractions. At the same time, this
chemical change would introduce a stiffening effect on the polymer chains associated
with the polar or ionic groups formed.

In the latter case, the formation of organic-inorganic complexes, insensitive to
methylene chloride, could also cause the decrease in the extraction yields and a loss
of flexibility of the composite. The inorganic moieties could be responsible of
interchain interactions which, as a consequence, would result in higher stiffness and
lower solubility in organic solvents.

3.3 Microstructure
The analysis of backscattering electron images of polished surfaces provides a

means whereby the microstructure of cements and concretes may be characterised.
Indeed, the analysis in a backscattered mode is based on the grey level differences
among the phases, which, in turn, depends on the actual chemical composition of
each phase.

The SEM observations of the composites allowed to reveal three kinds of
contrasts, viz. large grey zones corresponding to the mineral fillers, black zones
corresponding to porous areas and white zones, whose sizes were variable (but in any
case below 100µm), corresponding to anhydrous cement particles.



      

Fig. 8: Microstructure (x 150) of the (C) composite after 28 days of curing at
23/50 (left) and after the 140 hygrothermal cycles (right)

The micrographs of the samples at the initial stage revealed a great number of
anhydrous cement particles within the matrix after 28 days of drying at 23/50.  This
clearly reflects a low hydration rate (see Figure 8-left-).  The proportion of anhydrous
particles was found to be much lower for samples that underwent the 140
hygrothermal cycles (Figure 8-right-).  Moreover, the observations at higher
magnification showed that a “hydration ring” which was visualised by a greyish band
of cement hydrates surrounded each remaining anhydrous particle.  These
observations suggest that the cement, initially with poor hydration, becomes re-
hydrated during the accelerated ageing phases as it comes again in contact with water.

The use of Image Analysis provided an estimate of the amount of anhydrous
cement, determined in terms of surface coverage.  This gave about 7% after the 28
first days of curing which decreased to only 2% after the ageing process.

These results were confirmed by XRD analysis.  Diffractograms of samples
taken at the initial stage (Figure 9-left-) showed peaks of relatively high intensities
corresponding to bi- and tri-calcic silicates (C2S et C3S) at 2θ = 32-33°, 34.5°, 41-42°
and 52° and tri-calcic aluminates (C3A) at 33.2° and 59.3° which are the three main
components of anhydrous cement.  In certain cases, small peaks attributed to gypsum,
used in cement as a regulator set, could also be observed (2θ = 11.5° and 20.8°).  This
is corroborating evidence for the very early stoppage of hydration.

The peaks of anhydrous cement were much lower on the diffractograms of aged
samples (Figure 9-right-).  The gypsum peaks had disappeared and small peaks of
cement hydrates, particularly ettringite, became noticeable (2θ = 9° and 15.8°).



Fig. 9: Diffractograms of the initial (top) and aged (bottom) (C) composite

These results showed very important modifications of the cement matrix.  At
the initial stage, plasters are composed of an inorganic matrix whose poor cohesion
can be explained by a low content of hydrated cement.  In this configuration, the
polymer brings an essential contribution to the mechanical properties of the
composite whose flexibility is linked to the Tg of the macromolecules and the
polymer/cement ratio.  During the accelerated ageing phases, the cement comes again
in contact with water and the development of cement hydrates reinforces the
inorganic matrix.  As a consequence, the composite looses part of its flexibility.
Indeed, re-hydration causes, on the one hand, an increase in pH which can lead to a
higher hydrolysis of the polymers, and, on the other hand, the release of new calcium
ions which can interact with the polar groups on the polymer chains as often



described in literature  (Chandra et al. 1981; Chandra and Florin 1987; Ben-Dor et al.
1985)

4 Conclusion

The present state of this study enabled us to propose preliminary suggestions
concerning the explanation related to the complex features associated with the ageing
of the polymer/cement composites.  However, a critical question remains:  why is
there such a low extent of cement hydration after the 28 first days of curing?  In order
to find a reasonable answer, further work will be conducted to study the influence of
curing conditions on drying.  Indeed, the 3-mm thick composites may not have
enough time to get a good hydration because water may (partly) evaporate before
being able to hydrate the cement grains.  Based on available literature, the influence
of the type and characteristics of the latex (i.e. monomer, Tg, particle size,
emulsifying system) on cement hydration is also a logical way to pursue this
investigation.  Work is in progress to explore both avenues.
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ESTIMATION OF SERVICE LIFE OF CONCRETE PIPES IN SEWER
NETWORKS
Concrete pipes in sewer networks
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Abstract

The expense of repair and maintenance of private and public sewage systems in Ger-
many runs to about 100 billion US $. This primarily affects concrete pipes and brick-
work sewers. Approximately 40 per cent of the damage can be attributed to corrosion
by biogenous sulfuric acid attack as a result of long flow periods and insufficient
ventilation of waste water. The report deals with investigations into the prediction of
concrete corrosion by biogenous sulfuric acid.
For testing of service life in cases of dissolute and expansive chemical attack a very
simple easily reproducible comparative simulation method has been developed. The
specimens are stored in diluted sulfuric acid for 35 days. After 6 days the specimens
are removed from the solution, stored under running water for 24 hours and all loose
parts removed in an ultrasonic vessel. This procedure corresponds to the practical
conditions of cyclic flooding in combined sewers. After the exposure time the un-
damaged cross-section, the residual weight, the residual compressive strength and the
acid penetration depth are determined.
The ageing progress of the specimens stored in acid is compared with the observed
corrosion of concrete pipes in real sewer systems. The result is a very good correla-
tion between the calculation of corrosion by Pomeroy’s equation and the time-
accelerated laboratory test involving storage in diluted sulfuric acid. The predicted
corrosion after laboratory tests in sulfuric acid at pH value 2 corresponds to the aver-
age observed corrosion in a 20-years-old combined sewer.

Keywords: Concrete sewer pipe, time-accelerated test, biogenous sulfuric acid attack,
durability, prediction of chemical corrosion
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1 Introduction

The historical development of the German sewerage network shows that the
majority of sewers are more than 70 years old and have reached the end of their serv-
ice life. Of the pipe materials used, concrete and stoneware predominate for pipe di-
mensions of  200 to 1.200 mm. Most damage is caused by cracks, defective pipe con-
nections, joint displacements and corrosion. The restoration of the damaged sewerage
network, indispensable for ecological as well as economic reasons, is estimated to
cost about 100 billion US $. Figure 1 shows some technical data on the German sew-
erage network  (Kaempfer 1998).

Fig. 1: Technical data on the sewer network in Germany
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Fig. 1, cont’d: Technical data on the sewer network in Germany

Many sewers show pipe damage on account of
• improper construction
• improper sewage engineering and
• high traffic loads.

In a large number of cases, damage in sewer pipes will actually result in exfil-
trations into ground water. It estimated that, due to this damage, 500 million cubic
meters of contaminated liquids per year can leak into soil and ground water. This
quantity of waste water represents an overall risk for the environment and public
health. Damaged sewer systems are one of the main sources of underground contami-
nation with sulfate, chloride and nitrogen compounds.

Approximately 40 per cent of the damage in concrete and brickwork sewers can
be attributed to biogenous sulfuric acid attack. The resistance of conventional mortar
and concrete using standard mix composition is not sufficient to prevent chemical
corrosion in the long flow of waste water (Kaempfer 1998).

2 Sulfide generation and corrosion

Under certain conditions hydrogen sulfide, which occurs particularly in sewer-
age, is converted into sulfuric acid by the action of sulfur bacteria. As a result, a sul-
furic acid concentration of several percent may be reached in a matter of weeks. With
regard to the intensity of the acid formation, the temperature and the flow period of
waste water are very important factors in the formation of sulfuric acid. As the bacte-
ria which produce sulfuric acid can grow only in the 0.5 to 6.0 pH range, a reduction
in surface pH value is essential when cementitous material is attacked. This is facili-
tated by the presence of CO2 in the atmosphere of sewerage canals  (Meyer 1980).

The term biogenous sulfuric attack is used for processes in sewerage systems
where microorganisms form sulfuric acid and cause the cement paste matrix to be at-
tacked until it dissolves. Damage due to biogenous sulfuric acid leads to a scrubbed
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concrete surface above the effluent line in part-flow sewer pipes, especially dirty
waste water sewers. The typical appearance of a chemically-damaged pipe wall sur-
face is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Damage by biogenous sulfuric acid attack in sewer pipe atmosphere

The formation of harmful biogenous sulfuric acid depends on the presence of
components in the sewer that contain sulfur. Insufficient ventilation of sewer pipes
leads to the accumulation of hydrogen sulfide in the atmosphere on the pipe walls.
This is then oxidized into elemental sulfur by the oxygen. The biochemical activities
of differing microorganisms of the species Thiobacillus lead to the formation of sulfu-
ric acid  (Schmidt 1997).

The reduction of sulfate (SO4
-2) in the presence of waste organic matter pro-

ceeds as follows

2C  +  2H2O  +  SO4
-2     Desulfovibrio      H2S + 2HCO3

-.

Sulfate-reducing bacteria thrive in the slime layer that coats the inner wet pipe
wall. Oxygen cannot normally penetrate this layer, leading to the formation of an inert
anaerobic zone next to the pipe wall where the sulfides are formed. Hydrogen sulfide
in the atmosphere can be oxidized on moist surfaces by bacteria, producing sulfuric
acid according to the following reaction  (Meyer 1980):

H2S  +  O2   
Thiobacillus thiooxidans H2SO4.

This can lower the pH value on the surface to 1.0 or even lower and can cause a
very strong acid attack. The corrosion rate of the sewer pipe wall is determined by the
rate of sulfuric acid generation and the properties of the cementitious materials.
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Fig. 3: Sulfide generation and corrosion in domestic and industrial waste water
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The rate of corrosion of concrete pipes depends on the strength and density of
concrete, the degree of acid penetration, the acid value and the circulation of hydro-
gen sulfide in the atmosphere. An important influence on the rate of corrosion is ex-
erted by the geometry of the pipes and the filling capacity. The theoretical corrosion
prediction equation  - CR corrosion rate - by Pomeroy (1977) is given by

( )CR k asw= ∅114 1. * * * / (1)

where

11.4 = empirical factor
C = average rate of corrosion of concrete by acid (mm per year)
k = coefficient for acid reaction, accounting for estimated fraction of acid 

remaining on wall
0.8  for  S (increase of sulfide concentration) ≤ 1,0
0,7 for  1.0 ≤ S ≤ 5.0



0.6 for  S > 5.0
∅sw= flux of hydrogen sulfide to pipe wall (g/m² * h)
a = coefficient for alkalinity of concrete, normally 0.16.

The CR corrosion rate can be simplified and formulated as:

CR S= 0 4 1. *    for part-flow pipes with capacity < 10 % and (2)
CR S= 10 1. *     for part-flow pipes with capacity 10....50 %. (3)

Corrosion is a function of exposed perimeter, surface width of stream, velocity,
and dissolved sulfide. From the corrosion rate the so-called critical sewer length  Lc

can be calculated as follows, from Pomeroy (1977)

L v tc c= 36. * * (4)

where

Lc = critical sewer length (m)
3.6 = empirical factor
v = velocity of waste water (m/s)
tc = flow period (s).

The rate of corrosion of concrete pipes has been expressed by Thistlethwayte
(1972) using the theoretical equation

CR
K p A

z A
Sa H S Sa

aw

= 19 9 106 2. *
* *

* **ρ
(5)

where

Ksa = rate of absorption of H2S on pipe wall (kg/m² * h)
pH2S= partial pressure of H2S (ppm)
Asa = ratio of surface width of waste stream to exposed perimeter of pipe wall 

above water surface (m²/m)
z = of cement content of concrete (kg/m³)
ρ = density of concrete (kg/m³)
Aaw = exposed perimeter of pipe wall above water surface (m²/m).

Using the equations 1 and 4, the hydraulic and sulfide data of a number of ex-
amples were used to calculate the predicted corrosion and the critical sewer length in
Table 1.



Table 1: Calculation of predicted corrosion rates for different sewer conditions

Parameter Sewer Condition

I II III IV

Rate of flow (l/s) 50 1.700 1.700 50

Part-flow capacity (%) ≤ 10 10...50 50...80 80...100

Velocity of waste water (m/s) 0.50 1.40 1.40 1.0

Rate of corrosion (mm/year) 0.72 4.0 18 4.0

Critical sewer length (km) 1.5 20.4 20.4 2.4

The calculation based on the values established by Pomeroy (1977) allow an
exact prediction to be made for the expected level of biogenous sulfuric acid attack in
sewers. The examples clearly shows that concrete pipes do not only need to be pro-
tected against acid corrosion when exposed to extreme conditions.

3 Time-accelerated laboratory tests

To simulate resistance to biogenous sulfuric acid attack, a very simple test pro-
cedure has been developed that provides an authentic demonstration of how sulfuric
acid attacks in dirty and combined waste water systems. In these tests waterlogged
specimens are weighed and stored in plastic containers. Each container is filled with
diluted sulfuric acid (pH value 1, 2 or 4.5). The pH value of the acid bath is kept con-
stant over 35 days. This test procedure is suitable for a decision on service life under
various working conditions. Figure 4 illustrates the test equipment for the acid storage
of concrete specimens.

After 6, 13, 20, 27 and 34 days the specimens are removed from the solution,
then stored under running water, vigorously brushed off and all loose parts removed.
After this the specimens are weighed and stored, following the same procedure. This
operation corresponds to practical conditions of cyclic flooding in combined waste
water sewers after downpours. The acid is circulated permanently. In order to keep
the pH value constant, concentrated acid is added. The acid bath is restored after each
storage cycle.



Fig. 4: Test equipment for time-accelerated testing of the corrosion by biogenous
sulfuric acid attack

4 Correlation between predicted and observed corrosion

It is a well-known fact that corrosion in the crown of pipes may be up to 80 %
greater than the average in exposed pipe wall areas. Use of the Pomeroy equations for
the prediction of generating corrosion proves a helpful tool in the design of sewers.
The predicted corrosion using Pomeroy’s equations and carrying out time-accelerated
tests in diluted sulfuric acid is compared with the observed corrosion in real concrete
sewers. This is illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2: Comparison of predicted corrosion with observed corrosion

Parameter Type of corrosion

I II III IV
Residual weight (%) - 94 84 95

Undamaged cross-section (%) 86 85 74 88

Residual compressive strength (%) 86 84 72 81

Acid penetration depth (%) 14 12 19 10

I   - Calculation of predicted corrosion using Pomeroy’s equation
II  - Corrosion after 35 days storage in diluted sulfuric acid pH 2
III - Corrosion after 35 days storage in diluted sulfuric acid pH 1
IV - Observed corrosion in sewer

For laboratory tests, different concrete samples taken from the whole perimeter



of the wall were removed by coring and then measured. After removal of the soft sur-
face layer, some of them were stored in diluted sulfuric acid to determine the corro-
sion in time-accelerated laboratory tests. All specimens were tested for residual
weight, undamaged cross-section, residual compressive strength and acid penetration
depth.

The sewer under investigation is located in the central part of Germany. The
sewer conveys both domestic and industrial waste water. The trunk is 8.8 km long. Of
this, 2.8 km is unreinforced concrete pipe, 1.200 mm in diameter. The original wall
thickness was 120 mm. The trunk was put into operation in 1976. Visible corrosion
occurs in the upstream sections of pipe, especially at the springline. However, the
measurable corrosion at the crown is usually greater than the average corrosion of the
pipe.

The trunk was designed and constructed with a compressive concrete strength
of 35 N/mm², and  made of ordinary Portland cement type CEM I 32,5R. The cement
content was 340 kg/m³ and the water-cement ratio 0.40. In order to reduce the cement
content, fly ash was added.

The total flow period of waste water through the trunk amounts to 10.5 hours.
The part-flow capacity alternates between 10% and 30%. After downpours the sewer
is full-flow. The concentration of hydrogen sulfide in the atmosphere was measured at
1.6...2.8 ppm. The pH value of the thin wet film on the pipe wall surface averaged
3.5.

5 Conclusions

Biogenous sulfuric acid corrosion is one type of corrosion in sewerage systems.
Chemical attack on the pipe wall surface takes place above the effluent line. The cor-
rosion in the crown of pipes may be greater than the average for exposed areas. Val-
ues of more than 1.0 mg/l for total sulfide content in waste water and of more than 0.5
ppm for hydrogen sulfide concentration in the sewer atmosphere point to the possibli-
bility of high-level chemical attack. The generation of biogenous sulfuric acid de-
pends on pipe diameter, sewer length, pipe gradient, pipe ventilation, turbulence and
other aspects of construction.

Due to the fact that sewers worldwide are increasing in size and that flow dis-
tances and periods are getting longer, the necessity of monitoring biogenous sulfuric
acid attack is becoming more urgent. Sewers are large-scale investments with a
planned service life of at least 80 years. Special consideration must be given to prob-
lems of sulfuric acid corrosion.

Investigations by Parker (1951), Pomeroy (1977), Thwistlethwayte (1972),
Bielecki (1987) and others have led to the establishment of equations for predicting
corrosion of sewers and critical sewer length. Although the general rate of corrosion
can vary considerably, it is possible to predict corrosion by using both theoretical
equations and time-accelerated laboratory tests. For an exact prediction of service life,
the main parameters of waste water quality, pipe atmosphere and concrete specifica-
tions must be available.

The observed corrosion of a 22-years-old unreinforced concrete pipe was simi-



lar to the average predicted corrosion using Pomeroy’s equation. The laboratory
simulation tests provide a useful tool for determining the service life of mortar and
concrete in sewer atmospheres. The designers can provide a protective concrete cover
over the reinforcment steel.

The very simple time-accelerated laboratory tests of storage in diluted sulfuric
acid give results which can easily reproduced. Extensive laboratory tests showed that
storage in diluted sulfuric acid for 35 days with 5 cycles corresponds to real-time
stresses in ordinary combined sewers of about 20 years.
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EVALUATING THE RELIABILITY OF STRUCTURAL MASONRY
ELEMENTS USING THE RESPONSE SURFACE TECHNIQUE
The reliability of structural masonry
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Abstract

In historical buildings, the load bearing capacity is often doubtful due to deterioration
processes or external actions.  To decide whether or not these structural elements need
to be strengthened, a probabilistic method is searched for.  Indeed, as none of the
parameters is known exactly - material characteristics, imposed loads due to the new or
altered destination of the building, uniformity of material properties, ...- a probabilistic
method is developed.  The goal of this paper is to illustrate the applicability of
probabilistic methods for the safety assessment of historical masonry constructions.
This objective is illustrated on a masonry shear panel under horizontal loading.  A 2D
non-linear finite element model is used for the numerical analysis.  The outcome of the
numerical experiments provide the input for the response surface method.  The surface
is fit into the limit state function, that allows the probability of failure to be calculated
using a First-Order Reliability Method and the Monte Carlo method.

Keywords: failure modes, FORM, homogenisation, load-bearing capacity, masonry,
probability of failure, reliability analysis, Response Surface technique.

1 Introduction

Extremely idealised structures can be studied in an analytical way, in
deterministic as well as in probabilistic context.  A real structure however has a high
degree of mechanical complexity.  Therefore, even deterministic analyses can be
conducted only by numerical algorithms (finite element analyses) (Giannini and al.
1996).  Besides the mechanical complexity, the analysis of historical masonry
constructions is mainly characterised by the uncertainties related to the material
parameters and geometry. Among the possible approaches to this type of problem are
the stochastic finite element method and Monte Carlo simulation.  The latter, although
very general in principle, is limited in practice by the heavy computational demand
necessary to build up statistically significant samples.  The Response Surface method,
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extensively used in statistics, and proposed a few years ago for structural reliability
problems (Faravelli 1989; Veneziano and al. 1989), represents under certain conditions
a valid alternative for simulation.  This method not only provides information on the
randomness of the response, but also quantifies the contributions to the response
uncertainty from different sources of uncertainty.  Therefore, in combination with a
finite element calculation and a reliability analysis, this method can be characterised as
a stochastic finite element method to assess both the response uncertainty and its
dependence on the randomness of the design variables.

The method searched for has to be able to solve problems of realistic
dimensions.  Therefore, a combination of two techniques is presented.  To restrict the
amount of elements in the finite element analysis, homogenisation has already proven
its reliability in a deterministic sense.  The method is extended introducing the spatial
variability of the masonry material properties and geometry.  In the Response Surface
method, the main variables are reduced to a limited set, covering the major
uncertainties.  The effect of all other parameters, grouped in an appropriate subset, is
accounted for with a statistical treatment.  A well-organised amount of suitable
numerical experiments provides the outcome required for estimating the response
surface.

The evaluation of the global probability of failure of a rectangular shear panel
requires a mechanical model capable of describing the complex behaviour of the
structure under increasing external forces up to its failure.  A 2D non-linear finite
element model allowing for local crushing and fracturing of the masonry has been
adopted for the numerical analysis.

Once the response surface is established, it is fit into the limit state function to
calculate the probability of failure of the shear panel under horizontal loading.  For that
purpose, a FORM analysis, combined with an Importance Sampling Monte Carlo
algorithm is used.

2 Response surface technique

2.1 Governing relations
A reliability analysis requires the definition of the limit state function, depending

on the main random variables X which control the structural behaviour.  The chosen
limit state (LS) function is of the form:

LS: g(X) = Y(X) – FH (1)

Y(X) is the horizontal load which causes the shear panel failure, and the random
variable FH is the actual horizontal load on the structure.  Using a FORM analysis and
a Monte Carlo simulation, the probability of failure is calculated, with respect to the
limit state function as expressed in eq. 1 (Melchers 1987).  The variable X represents
the random fields of material parameters that, after the finite element discretization,
become random variables representing the material parameters at the Gauss points.



For complex structures with realistic dimensions, the problem is that the
response is not known beforehand and has to be estimated from data and/or numerical
experiments.  Then we have now the problem that:

Y = Y(X) (2)

A major disadvantage of the Response Surface method lies in the exponential growth
(~2n), with respect to the number (n) of terms in X, of the number of experiments
required to determine the parameters of the surface.  In order to overcome this
limitation, X is subdivided into two sub-vectors: X=[X1, X2]  (Breitung and Faravelli
1996; Giannini and al. 1996).   In order to separate the X vector into two sub-vectors,
the random fields of the material parameters are expressed in the form:

Xi(ξ,η) = vi.wi(ξ,η) (3)

Where i is the number of the material parameter and (ξ,η) the co-ordinates. Vi is a
random variable expressing the spatial mean of Xi(ξ,η) on the whole structure,
whereas wi(ξ,η) indicates a random field with unit mean, which accounts for the
spatial variability of Xi(ξ,η).  Only the random variables vi are included in the vector
X1 of the parameters which control the Response Surface.  In this example, X1 consists
of 4 random variables representing the major material properties of the masonry: fc

(compressive strength), ft (tensile strength), E (initial modulus of elasticity) and Es

(softening modulus after failure).
The spatial variability of these material properties – the random field description

– and the description of the localised defects are included in the vector X2.  This option
is taken, mainly to reduce the computational effort.  It may be justified by the fact that
if more data become available, they will more likely concern the entire wall more than
the spatial variability of the material properties or the distribution of the local defects
(Giannini and al. 1996).  Then, the outcome of the experiments can be written as:

Y(X) = Y1(X1) + ε0(X2) (4)

in which ε0(X2) is an error term represented by a zero-mean Gaussian random variable,
accounting for the exclusion of X2 in Y1(X1).  This intrinsic randomness is the so-
called “pure error”.

The Response Surface technique substitutes the actual and unknown function
Y1(X1) with an approximating polynomial of low order whose coefficients must be
determined from the results of suitable experiments.  In this case the experiments are
carried out using a non-linear finite element analysis of the shear panels to determine
the failure load corresponding to specific samples of X1.
In this example a polynomial of second order is chosen, resulting in the following
formulation:

( ){ } ( )201121110 XXXXX εεθθθ ++++= L
TTY (5)

in which θ0, θ1 and θ2 are the regression coefficients and εL is the “lack of fit” error
term, accounting for the 2nd order approximation of the Response Surface.   For ease of



formulation and calculation, the 2nd order polynomial or Response Surface formulation
is put into matrix notation:

0εεθ ++= LAY (6)

where θθ is the vector of the model parameters θk  (k= 1…1+n+n(n+1)/2) and A is the
observation matrix that contains constant, linear, quadratic and cross-combinations of
Xi (i = 1,…,ne and ne is the number of experiments).  Fully outlined, Eq. 6 in general
becomes:
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where Y is the vector of the actual outcomes or observed responses (e.g.: obtained by
the finite element analysis). It will be assumed that the random errors have zero mean,
are non-correlated and have variances:σ σε εL

2 2
0

, .  Given ne experiments the solution of

eq. 7 provides the least square estimates of the model coefficients θk  (Petersen 1985).
The estimated vector of the regression coefficients is then

( ) YAAA TT 1−
=θ (8)

The estimated value of the response vector Y  results in

( ) YAAAAY TT 1^ −
= (9)

2.2 Design of experiments
For first-order approximations the design variables must be selected to satisfy

orthogonality property

( ) IAA cT = , (10)

with: I = identity matrix and c = any constant.  In fact, this minimizes the variance of
the estimates θ0  and θ1 (Petersen 1985).  The most often used orthogonal designs are
the 2n factorial designs [i.e. for two design variables, n=2;

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ξ ξ ξ ξ1 2 3 41 1 11 1 1 11T T T T= − − = − = − =, , , , , , , ] and the fractional factorials.

An efficient class of design for fitting second-order response surface is the class of
"central composite terms", leading to the central composite design (Montgomery
1997).  This design consists of a 2n factorial design, with each factor at the two-level -1



and +1, augmented by 2n points placed at the coordinates -α and +α of the axes (axial
points).  The axial points also called “star points” allow the design to fit higher order
surfaces without the computational effort associated with a 3n factorial design (Yoa
and Wen 1996).

The estimation of pure error (Eq. 6) would require the replication of the 2n

factorials.  Alternatively "augmented 2n factorials" are obtained by adding n2 points at
the center of the design.  Therefore, the design contains 2n + 2n + n2 = ne points.  The
values of α and n2 are chosen by the experimenter to achieve the design properties
(Petersen 1985).  In the example of the shear panel, the following amount of
experiments is chosen: 2n + 2n + n2 = 24 + 2x4 + 8 = 32.  The distance α of the axial
points from the design center is provided by means of the rotatability requirement
(Petersen 1985; Montgomery 1997).  For n equal to four, α equals:

( )α = 2
1 4n = 2  (11)

For the optimal design of experiments, use is made of the Matlab built-in m-files
(Braley 1995).  Two iterative algorithms are available to create optimal designs of
experiments.  These designs maximize the determinant of Fisher's information matrix
A'A.

2.3 Testing the lack of fit
Depending on the choice of experiments, the obtained response surface differs.

To be able to check the lack of fit of the response surface, an F-test is performed.  For
a detailed description the reader is referred to (Montgomery 1997; and Yoa and Wen
1996; Breitung and Faravelli 1996).  If the model passes this test, it might be adopted.
To select the best model among those which are not rejected by the test, the use of the
statistic λ is proposed (Faravelli 1989), defined as:
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If there is no lack of fit, the expected value of λ is given by (Montgomery 1997):
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For the last approximation we assume that n2 is not too small.  The models, whose λ-
values are near unity, are therefore taken as the best fit.



3 Homogenisation technique – Stochastic extension

In stead of making pre-assumptions about the correlated random field description
given to the elastic properties (E, ES) of the masonry shear wall similar to (Giannini
and al. 1996), they are derived from the natural spatial correlation structure of a
homogenised basic cell (Huyse and al.).  Therefore, a stochastic extension of the
homogenisation technique described in (Lourenço 1996) is made.

The structural analysis of historic masonry is affected by substantial
uncertainties.  The main uncertainties are: physical uncertainty associated with the
strength and stiffness of bricks and mortar joints, and geometric uncertainty regarding
the thickness of the head and bed joints, i.e. vertical and horizontal mortar joints
respectively.  Starting from bricks and joints a homogeneous basic cell is constructed.
The two dimensional translation of this process is summarized below.  For a full
description, the reader is referred to (Huyse and al.; Lourenço 1996; Schueremans
1998).  The objective is to obtain a macro or homogenised constitutive relation
between homogenised stresses σσ and homogenised strains εε :

[ ] [ ]xyyxxyyx
h andwhere εεεεσσσσεσ ,,,,, === C  (14)

Here Ch is the homogenised stiffness matrix, which will be obtained from the
micro-constitutive relations, the constitutive relations of the bricks and mortar joints.
Therefore, a homogenisation process is performed in two steps: first a homogenisation
is performed along the x-axis.  The resulting material becomes a layered composite
(figure 1).  Afterwards, the same procedure is repeated along the y-axis.  Details of the
homogenisation process can be found in (Lourenço 1996).  The equation for the linear
elastic stiffness matrix of the equivalent continuum, homogenised along one axis,
reads:

( ) ( )C P C P P C P Ch
i t i e

i
i t i e i

i

p p= −








 −−

−
−∑ ∑1

1
1 (15)

where pi is the ratio of the thickness of layer i over the length of the basic cell, Ci is the
stiffness matrix of layer i and Pt and Pe are projection matrices, table 1.

The homogenisation technique has already proven its reliability in the
deterministic sense.  The method is extended introducing the variability of geometry
and physical properties.

Figure 1 shows the two step homogenisation process (Lourenço 1996).  Because
of simplifications in Lourenço’s model, slightly different results are obtained for the
elastic stiffness coefficients [C], depending on the homogenisation sequence:
homogenisation along x-axis first, followed by homogenisation along y-axis, or vice-
versa.



Table 1: Projection matrices Pt and Pe for homogenisation along x- and y-axis

Projection matrix Homogenisation
along x-axis

Homogenisation
along y-axis

Pt Diag[ 0 1 0  ] diag[ 1 0 0 ]
Pe Diag[ 1 0 1 ] diag[ 0 1 1]

However, the difference is small for a wide range of values for the material
properties.

Fig. 1: Two step homogenisation process

The bricks as well as the mortar joints are assumed isotropic.  Every basic cell
consists of 5 different bricks, 4 of them only partly present in this basic cell.  The
stiffness of every brick (Eb) is considered random, introducing 5 normally distributed,
non-correlated random variables.  The mortar joints are divided into 6 different joints,
splitting up head and bed joints.  The variability of the  joints is dual: the physical
properties of the mortar are considered random (Em) , introducing 6 non-correlated
lognormal stochastic variables, and the geometry - governed by the thickness (tm) - is
taken random as well.  The geometry introduces another 6 non-correlated lognormal
stochastic variables.  As the scatter in the geometry of the prefabricated units is
believed to be small, the geometrical randomness will be governed by the randomness
in the thickness of the mortar joints. They represent the workmanship of the masonry.
The different variables are outlined in figure 2.  The random variables are summarised
in table 2.

The stiffness matrix [C] is calculated for the basic set of variables as outlined in
table 2.  As the homogenised material is no longer isotropic, the full 2D matrix of
elastic moduli is given. The result for the xy-homogenisation - results of the yx-
homogenisation are similar - is given below, based on 40,000 simulations:

As already mentioned, for neighbouring basic cells, some of the bricks or mortar
joints will overlap.  This introduces a natural spatial correlation between the stiffness
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moduli of different basic cells.  When the correlation can be established for the
neighbouring basic cells, it can easily be extrapolated to basic cells on a bigger
distance from each other.  Basically, 3 spatial correlations need to be calculated, for
the closest neighbours in the x, y and diagonal position, see arrows figure 3.  The
correlations are calculated for the basic set of values as mentioned in table 1, using
10.000 simulations.  For the simulation of the correlated stochastic field of the material
parameters later on, only the diagonal values of the correlation matrices are used.  This
is a so-called first order analysis, introduced for reasons of computational effort
(Huyse and al.).

Table 2: Basic set of variables

Random
Variables

Pdf Mean µµ cov
[%]

Eb1 ,...,Eb5 N 20000 N/mm2 10
Em1,...,Em6 LN   2000 N/mm2 20
tm1,...,tm6 LN        10 mm 20

The correlation between C1 and C4 in fact is only a control value as it should
equal the product of the other two correlation values.  Taken into account the rather
low amount of simulations, this requirement is approximately met, as illustrated for
C11:

corr(C1,C2) x corr(C1,C3) = 0.277x0.180 = 0.0498 ≅ corr(C1,C4) = 0.041.  (17)

Fig. 3: Natural correlation between different basic cells
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Fig. 2: Stochastic Variables
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4 Simulation of correlated random fields by statistical preconditioning

As described above, the material model is defined by a number of parameters.
Four of them: fc (the compressive strength), ft (the tensile strength), E (the initial
modulus of elasticity) and Es (the softening modulus after failure), referring to the uni-
axial constitutive relationship, have been selected as the main variables.  Since there is
no reason to distinguish between the various areas of the masonry, a uniform random
field has been assumed for these material properties.

Considering also that the four parameters are generally correlated, the
corresponding fields are also correlated.   The correlation between two material
properties for a given basic cell has been assumed equal to 0.6 (Giannini and al. 1996).
The compressive (fc) and tensile (ft) strength are also described by means of a
continuous homogeneous random field.  These continuous fields are discretised into
lognormal distributed random variables.  Following (Giannini and al. 1996)  the
correlation decay is chosen to produce a loss of correlation of 50% between
neighbouring basic cells.  The correlation decay of the softening modulus (ES) is taken
the same as for the initial modulus of elasticity (E).  On the basis of these correlation
values, the correlation function is established for the 4 material properties fitting it into
the following exponential equation (Giannini and al. 1996):

( ) ( ) ( )lklk
ybxa

yx yyabsyandxxabsxwheree ii −=∆−=∆= ∆+∆−
∆∆ ,,ρ  (18)

ai and bi (i=1,..., 4) are constant values that can be determined on the basis of the
correlation of neighbouring basic cells.  Their values are listed in table 3.

Table 3: Parameter values  a and b for the correlation function

Material properties X1 ai bi

fc, ft 3.15 5.59
E, Es 5.84 13.83

The simulation and generation of sample functions of stochastic fields can be
performed in various ways (Zhang and Ellingwood 1993; Yamazaki and Shinozuka
1990; Samaras and Shinozuka 1985; Fenton and Vanmarcke 1990; Fenton 1994).  The
method used here to generate the stochastic fields, is a hybrid method based on
covariance matrix decomposition and spectral preconditioning using a trigonometric
expansion.  The samples generated by this method precisely reproduce the target mean
values as well as the correlation function (Yamazaki and Shinozuka 1990).

5 Finite element analysis

5.1 3x3 Rectangular shear panel
The framework as outlined in the previous sections is illustrated on a rectangular

wall element.  The finite element example is kept simple for purpose of illustration and
computational effort.  The two-dimensional shear panel, figure 4, consists of 9 (3x3)
homogenised elements.



As every homogenised element (basic cell) has following dimensions: width x
height = 0.220 x 0.124 m, the overall dimensions of the rectangular wall are: width x
height = 0.660 x 0.372 m.  Due to the homogenisation technique, realistic dimensions
are obtained with a low amount of elements.  Due to restrictions in the used finite
element code Sbeta (Cervanka 1996) – only 4-noded iso-parametric elements are
provided - the definition of the full stiffness matrix [C] is reduced to two coefficients
(E,ν).  As the coefficient of Poisson is taken 0.15 (Lourenço 1996), the modulus of
elasticity is back-calculated from C11, eq. 16.

Fig. 4: FE-mesh of the 3x3
rectangular wall element

Fig. 5: Equivalent uni-axial stress-
strain diagram adopted for masonry

5.2 Material model
The evaluation of the probability of collapse or the global probability of failure

of a structural element, requires a mechanical model capable of describing the complex
behaviour of the structure under increasing external forces and up to its failure
(Giannini and al. 1996).  The material model should account for the highly non-linear
response of the masonry material, allowing for compression failure and tensile
cracking.

Keeping in mind these requirements as well as the critical need for
computational efficiency, the material model for the concrete implemented in Sbeta
finite element code (Cervanka 1996; Giannini and al. 1996) has been selected.   Such a
model is based on a general formulation that couples an elastic-plastic constitutive
relationship for the compressive behaviour, with a smeared cracking approach for the
tensile failure, figure 5.   The finite element code is developed for materials with brittle
failure, typical for concrete.  Although there are some limitations, it has been adopted
for this example.  As a more accurate model becomes available, it can easily be
plugged into the framework, as the reliability analysis is, at least partly, independent of
the finite element analysis (Faravelli 1996).   For a full description of the material
model, the reader is referred to (Cervanka 1996).

5.3 Modelling defects
A binomial random generator with parameter p = 0.05 is assumed to generate the

location of the defects.  This Binomial process generates the list of elements suffering
from a defect.  The expected value will be 0.05 or 5% of the total surface.  Thus on
average, 0.45 elements of the rectangular wall element will contain a localised defect.
A uniformly distributed variable χχi describes the reduction factors of the element i
containing a defect.  This is a vector containing 4 reduction values for each defect,
referring to the 4 main material properties of the masonry: fc, ft, E and ES.  χχi Is

Fh
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uniformly distributed in the range 0.7-0.9, meaning a reduction of 70 till 90%
(Giannini and al. 1996) of the original stiffness/strength of the element.  The reduction
values χχi are assumed non-correlated.

6 Application to rectangular shear panel

The random variables and their parameters adopted for the analysis are
summarized in table 4.  As to the response surface, the lack of fit λ is equal to: 1.23.
With the outcome of the experiments, the regression coefficients are calculated, using
eq. 9.  The 15 coefficients θk read: [42.14;7.61;-0.74;-0.27;1.72;-2.32;-3.21;-
2.19;1.51;3.49;-1.46;0.19;1.61;-0.11;1.14].  An analysis of the variance (ANOVA)
(Montgomery 1997) is used to calculate the standard deviation of the error terms.
These equal: σ(ε0)=14.8 kN and σ(εL) = 17.8 kN.  To calculate the reliability or
probability of failure, use was made of a First Order Reliability Method (FORM).  This
value is updated with an Asymptotic Importance Sampling Monte Carlo simulation
(Melchers 1987; Schueremans 1998), accounting for the non-linearity of the response
surface.

Table 4: Distinction between X1 and X2 variables and their values

Reliability analysis PDF Mean StDev Cov (%)
1. Fh: horizontal force N Parameter, fig.6 Variable 20
X1=[fc,ft,E,Es] Pdf Mean StDev Cov (%)
2. fc:(v1) compressive strength
3. ft: (v2) tensile strength
4. E: (v3) modulus of elasticity
5. ES: (v4) softening modulus

LN
LN
LN
LN

2.62 N/mm2(*)
0.13 N/mm2

12020 N/mm2(**)
1503 N/mm2(***)

0.65 N/mm2(*)
0.057 N/mm2

708 N/mm2 (**)
134
N/mm2(***)

25
44.1
5.89
5.89

X2 Parameters
6. Random field description;
7. (p, χχ): defects

wi(ξ,η)
p = 0.05 and χχ: 0.7-0.9

Legend: (*) (Vermeltoort 1991; Lourenço 1996), (**) Elastic modulus calculated from C11,
eq. 17, (***) Softening modulus: Es = 0.125xE (Cervanka 1996)

Once the response surface is established, the reliability analysis can be
performed for different values of the horizontal force, without repeating the finite
element analysis.  Figure 6 shows the evolution of the reliability index/probability of
failure in function of the mean value of the horizontal force.  The coefficient of
variation remains constant.  Table 5 lists the sensitivity towards the major variables.

The main conclusions from the results in table 5 and figure 6 is that the error
term has a major contribution to the total variability.  This is mainly due to the
localized defects (Giannini and al. 1996).  For increasing values of the horizontal
force, the reliability decreases from 2.2 down to 0.70.  The results of the Importance
Sampling Monte Carlo analysis, based on 1000 simulations, account for the non-
linearity of the Response Surface.



7 Conclusions

This paper deals with many aspects of the global reliability assessment of
historical masonry structures.  The Response Surface method is used to estimate the
horizontal failure load, based on four main variables.

Table 5: Sensitivities of random
variables

Random
Variable

Sensitivity

fc

ft

E
ES

Fh

ε

0.5014
0.0147
0.1860
0.1949
0.1100
0.8147 Fig. 6: Reliability index ββ/probability of

failure Pf versus the horizontal force FH

To reduce the amount of variables, the random variables X were split into two
sub-vectors: X1 and X2.  To account for the spatial variability of the material
properties, continuous random fields were discretized in the Gauss integration points.
The correlation decay of the stiffness coefficients could be calculated from the natural
correlation between neighbouring basic cells.  A non-linear finite element analysis was
used to calculate the failure load of the shear-panels.  Once the response surface is
established, the reliability analysis can be repeated for different values of the
horizontal load, as it is mainly independent of the calculated response surface.

It is believed that this paper illustrates the main difficulties and possibilities of a
probabilistic approach to evaluate the safety of existing masonry structures.  Further
research will focus on the restrictions that have been made in this framework.
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Abstract

Assessing the service life of building products is relevant for all building actors
(insurers, manufacturers, building owners and architects). Indeed, the knowledge of
building products service lives leads to a reduction of maintenance costs and
environmental impact, and an improvement of safety. This paper deals with a
methodological approach for durability assessment. The major steps are :
• Research of available durability data and their organization in a graph structure

followed by the assessment of  belief and plausibility distribution of service life.
• A Failure Mode and Effects Analysis, including a structural and a functional

analysis in order to search all potential failures (weathering factors, product
design and setting up).
The proposed method is a multi-model and multi-scale approach ; multi-model

in order to adjust the model with our knowledge and our aim (modelling real life of
building, but not a too complex and unusable model), multi-scale to take into account
the links between the three geometric scales materials/products/building.

Finally, it gives (1) a distribution of nominal service life, for normal weathering
processes, with corresponding belief and plausibility degrees, (2) details on the
design and setting up problems, on exceptional weathering phenomena, which could
lead to a shorter service life.

Keywords: belief, data quality, data sets, durability, FMEA, failure, functional
analysis, hypergraph, nominal service life, plausibility, service life, structural
analysis.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
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1 Introduction

The forecasting of building durability is needed for economic, environmental
and safety reasons. Durability can be defined as “the ability of a building and its parts
to perform its required functions over a period of time and under the influence of
agents”. (British Standards Institution, 1992)

This paper deals with a methodological approach for building and building
products durability assessment. But, instead of durability assessment with current
methods (artificial ageing, models, fundamental studies in materials science) or with
current data sets (field tracking studies and experts), our method is based on the use
of all the available data.

The product durability will be defined by :
• the assessment of nominal service lives and belief degrees, which are the

expected service life of the product under normal conditions and the belief we
have in this assessment,

• an exhaustive list of the potential failures, according to design problems, setting
up faults, exceptional use, maintenance errors (with FMEA).

2 Generalities

2.1 Data characteristics
The different sources of aging data are (Martin et al., 1996; Lair et al., 1998):

• artificial and natural tests (“short term laboratory based exposure”) (Eurin et al.,
1985),

• field tracking studies, in situ weathering, experts knowledge (“long term in
service or outdoor exposures”) (Ishizuka, 1983)

• fundamental mechanistic studies (Martin et al., 1996)
• reliability studies (Siemes et al.,1985).

According to the data sources, the data format is different. We propose a
characteristic review of each data, including the scale of the study (system, sub-
system, component), hypothesis, format of the result (quantitative deterministic,
probabilistic or possibilistic data, qualitative orderly or non-orderly data), the type of
test and the reference. As we will see further, we will associate a mass to each data,
according to these characteristics and corresponding to the quality or credibility of the
data. Unfortunately, these data are often incomplete, uncertain, and imprecise.

2.2 Evidence theory
To take this uncertainty into account, we propose to use the evidence theory

(Shafer, 1976). Indeed, evidence theory and belief functions are tools of “modelling
and quantifying the belief we can have in events which probability occurrence is un-
known” (Bouchon-Meunier, 1995). According to Pearl, belief “consists of assertions
about a specific situation inferred by applying generic knowledge to a set of evidence
sentences.” (Pearl, 1990)



Let’s assume a set Θ, called Frame of Discernment, which is a finite set of
alternatives (for example, when searching a product service life, Θ is the temporal
scale [0, tmax] with tmax arbitrary high bound). Let’s associate to each subset T of Θ, a
basic probability assignment m(T), a belief Bel(T) and a plausible belief Pl(T). m(T),
Bel(T) and Pl(T) represent respectively the strength of an evidence, the reasons we
have to believe T and the reasons we have to believe T if all unknown facts were to
support T.

The relation between Bel(.) and m(.) is:

 ( ) ( ){ }∑ ⊆= ABBmABel  (1)

Pl(.) satisfies the following formula (where ¬A is “Not A”):

 Pl(A) = 1 – Bel(¬A)  (2)

The use of belief functions result from assigning probabilities to sets rather than
to individual points. With evidence theory, it is possible to model the narrowing of a
hypothesis set with the accumulation of evidence.

3 Aim of the research

The aim of this research is the modelling of degradation phenomena of all
materials, products and buildings, so that actors (insurers, manufacturers, building
owners and architects) easily can have an opinion on the building system’s behaviour.
All the building actors are interested in the service life of a building system, whatever
the degradation factors are. So, we have to model the “real” life of any building
system while considering phenomena and actors as fixed parameters (Fig. 1).

All building systems,
        all degradation phenomena.

      ⇑

               Phenomena       

    Building     ⇐         Actors                 Models           ⇒  ?
        actors

Fig. 1 :  Modelling parameters

In our opinion, the building of a single model – modelling the behaviour of a
system  as well as the change in time of this behaviour, as structures and properties
change – is  a too complex task. Our proposal is a multi-model and multi-scale
approach. For a multi-model approach, we build a normal functioning model, and
some other models in case of structural change (for example, setting up faults, lower
material quality…).



For a multi-scale approach, we take into account the decomposition of the
system (building, products) into sub-systems (products) and components (materials).
Each decomposition level seems to correspond to a different data source. For
example (Lair et al. 1998), we have durability data of a roofing system with field
tracking studies. One of the sub-system, the waterproofing layer, is well-known with
artificial aging tests, and we assess the behaviour of its major component, the
polymer bitumen, through its physical properties. Sometimes, it would be possible to
model the behaviour of a new or unknown product combining the known behaviours
of its components and their interactions.

4 Method

The three steps of the proposed method are (Lair et al. 1998):
• Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA),
• Data compilation and organization,
• Service life and belief degree assessment.

4.1 Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)
Used in electronic and aeronautic industries, the FMEA is a method of failure

modes search. It gives an exhaustive list of all potential failures.
This approach requires:

• A structural analysis of the system in order to define the sub-systems and
components, their characteristics, the physical, chemical and mechanical links;

• A functional analysis to understand the behaviour of the system under weathe-
ring and use factors (we have to know the system environment: degradation
factors check-list);

• The FMEA, i.e. the experts opinion compilation.
To compile failure modes data, we propose to fill Table 1, a FMEA adapted to

the building domain :

Table 1 : FMEA framework for a roofing system

Elements Function Modes Solicitations Reasons Inner Outer
Defects Effects effects

Water proofing Impermeability Cracking Loads Wear and tear Permeability Moisture in
insulation

Impermeability Boring Punctual stress Gravel Permeability Moisture in
insulation

Punctual stress Maintenance
load

Permeability Moisture in
insulation

…

The first column is filled with structural analysis data. Using functional analysis,
we complete columns number 2, 3 and 4. Experts “imagine” columns 5, 6 and 7.



As we see, the degradation of a sub-system not necessarily lead to the failure of
the system, but can involve a structural change and then an unexpected solicitation of
a neighbouring sub-system (inner degradation but outer action change).

So, we determine not only sub-system failures, but also chaining events leading
to the system failure.

Finally, it will be possible to determine the failure modes resulting from design
errors (dimensional problems, material choices…) or setting up and maintenance
faults (materials quality, setting up conditions…). For example, we have to notice
that a faulty joining of plies in a roofing system (glue choice problem or too low
temperature during setting up)  will lead to a premature failure through a loss of water
impermeability and moisture development in the insulation layer.

Therefore, we obtain a list of potential failure modes from a dialog with experts,
in which the time is only a qualitative parameter (durability not expressed as service
life but as ordinal classification).

4.2 Data compilation and organization
Now, we have to collect the available data, in any format, in any scale, on every

phenomenon which may occur during the life of the system. We can also make
analogies with similar products and/or similar environmental conditions. Let’s notice
that FMEA helps us in this search.

After that, we have to organize all these data. Assume we have several super-
posed graphs; the set is called Durability hypergraph. Each graph is a more or less
precise picture of the system, built with a set of data. A graph is made of nodes
(durability data and models) and links (existence of common parameters between two
data). In top graphs, the temporal, geometric or phenomenological granularities are
large (close to one). In bottom ones, they are small (close to zero). Granularity is
defined as the ratio between the level of decomposition and the size of the system. It
represents “grain fineness”. The finer the grain is, the smaller the granularity is.
When we have equivalent granularities, we consider that the data are on the same
level.

As an example, consider a reinforced concrete wall, painted on its external face.
The service lives are classified in a complete preorder (Table 2)

Table 2 : Available data and their corresponding granularities

Service
life (year)

Level Reference Geometric
granularity

Temporal
granularity

Phenomenological
granularity

20 1 [1] product Limit state not explicit
150 1 [2] product Failure time not explicit
> 30 1 [3] product failure time not explicit

[25, 100] 1 [4] product failure time not explicit
[100, 120] 2 [5] material (RC) failure time not explicit
D(100,80) 2 [6] RC slab failure time Carbonation
[5, 130] 3 [7] steel, concrete,

paint
failure time not explicit

[55, 75] 4 [8] phenomenological
decomposition

limit state or
failure time

according to the
decomposition level



The references are:
[1] – (OPAC38, 1993). The limit state is maintenance interval against carbonation

risk.
[2] – (EPFL-LESO, 1995)
[3] – (Perret, 1995)
[4] – (Gumpertz & Schwartz, 1996)
[5] – (Kürti, 1971)
[6] – (Siemes et al. 1985): D (100,80) is a probabilistic distribution with mean µ ≈

100 years and standard deviation σ ≈ 80 years.
[7] – (Pihlajavaara 1980). We have three nodes: concrete, steel, paint. Their corres-

ponding service lives are SL (concrete | very severe exposure) ∈ [10, 100
years], SL (iron | very severe exposure) ∈ [1, 10 years], and SL (paint | severe
exposure) ∈ [2, 20 years]. Reinforced concrete wall service life of the level is
calculated with an appropriate algorithm.

[8] – This level is composed of several nodes, corresponding to degradation
phenomena of reinforced concrete components, i.e. the concrete cover
(carbonation, chloride penetration, sulfates, thawing) with and without cracking
(let’s notice again that some phenomena are strongly correlated), the steel
(corrosion) and the paint (gloss, cracking). Several references as (Sarja 1994;
Papadakis 1992)

4.3 Service lives and belief degrees
For each level (or graph), we assess the service life of the studied system from

the durability data, with appropriate algorithms. To each service life, we assign a
mass m (which is similar to a probability assignment) according to the quality of the
basic durability data. Thus m is a quality indicator according to the origin of the data.
Theoretical structures, data input, set-up conditions… are quality criteria (Funtowicz
& Ravetz 1990) valued on a five-level scale, an example of which is given in Table 3.
This idea will be developed further.

Table 3: pedigree criterion

Level Criterion  “Theoretical structures”
4 Established theory
3 Theoretically-based method
2 Computational model
1 Statistical processing
0 Definitions

Let’s now assume that Θ is the finite temporal scale ([0, tmax]). Each durability
data correspond to a support function on Θ. The degrees of support are easy to
specify (in this case, the data “points precisely and unambiguously to a single non-
empty subset A of Θ” (Shafer 1976)):

0 if B does not contain A
M(B) = m if B contains A but B ≠ Θ  (3)

1 if B = Θ



We apply Dempster’s rule (Shafer, 1976) to combine all support functions BEL1,
BEL2 (focusing respectively on A1, A2, …). The resulting support function is
independent of the combination order; and is given by :

BEL(A) = ((…(BEL1(A1) ⊕ BEL2(A2)) …) ⊕ BELn-1(An-1)) ⊕ BELn(An) (4)

However durability data are often conflicting data. In order to assess the validity
of Dempster’s combination, let’s define CON(BEL1, …, BELn) the weight of conflict
(between evidences). The weight of conflict between BEL1 and BEL2 is the quantity:

We can now assess belief and plausibility degrees of  service lives (Bouchon-
Meunier, 1995). For example, considering the data A = [25, 100years] and its
corresponding mass m([25, 100]years) ≠ 0; we have:
• If B = [0, 20[ years then  Bel(SL ∈ B) = 0  and  Pl(SL ∈ B) = 0.
• If B = [0, 50[ years  then  Bel(SL ∈ B) = 0  and  Pl(SL ∈ B) ≠ 0.
• If B = [0, 110[ years  then  Bel(SL ∈ B) ≠ 0  and  Pl(SL ∈ B) ≠ 0.

The decision criterion is the confidence interval [Bel, Pl] (Dromigny-Badin et
al., 1997). It expresses the knowledge we have about an assumption. The closer we
are to [1, 1], more confident we are about our assumption; the closer we are to [0, 0],
the less probable the assumption is; [0, 1] gives no information.

The methodological approach is shown in Fig. 2 : (1) compile available
durability data, (2) organize data in a hypergraph, (3) assess service life and mass of
each level, (4) combine them to obtain belief and plausibility of service life.

5 Results

Table 4 represents a non exhaustive list of available data. For the moment, we
have used arbitrary masses m. Let’s note that m(.) is an intrinsic value of the data.
Thus, we could classify the data according to their own quality, and compare the
belief and plausibility degrees of different products.

Table 4 : Data compilation and mass assignment

Level Durability data Mass m(.)
11 20 years 0.1
12 More than 30 years 0.7
13 [25, 100 years] 0.8
14 150 years 0.2
21 Distribution (µ=100, σ=80) 0.5
22 [100, 120 years] 0.6
3 [5, 130 years] 0.4
4 [55, 75 years] 0.6
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    (1)

(2) (3)
Levels 11, 12, 13, 14:   (SL, m)11

Reinforced Concrete Wall    (SL, m)12

  (SL, m)13

  (SL, m)14

Levels 21, 22:
Reinforced concrete   (SL, m)21

  (SL, m)22

Level 3:
{concrete, steel, paint}    (SL, m)3

Level 4:      (SL, m)4

{carbonation, corrosion…}
            (4)

   {(SL, m)1, … (SL, m)4}
 → Belief and plausibility
         service life graph.

Fig. 2 : Methodological approach

As an example, assume we want to combine the two evidences: A = {SL / SL ∈
[5, 130 years]} and B = {SL / SL ∈ [55, 75 years]}. Assume that their corresponding
masses are 0.2 and 0.5. A∩B ≠ 0 so they are heterogeneous evidences. Dempster’s
rule involves: M(A∩B) = 0.1 ;  M(A) = 0.1 ;  m(B) = 0.4 and  M(Θ\{A, B}) = 0.4.
Since we are in the particular case B⊂A, M(B) = 0.4 + 0.1 = 0.5 (the belief degree of
a subset is the sum of its belief degree and the belief degrees of its subsets); so the
resulting separable function will be: M(A) = 0.1 ;  M(B) =  0.5 ;  M(Θ\{A, B}) = 0.4.

Combining all the support functions, we obtain the resulting belief function. The
Fig. 3 : Service lives belief and plausibility graph shows the service life belief and
plausibility degrees for the reinforced concrete wall, given that CON(BEL1…BELn) =
0.62.

Given a Bel-Pl level, this figure shows that we can strongly believe (90%) that a
[100, 130] years concrete wall structure would have failed. The reinforced concrete
wall failure may occur in the interval [0,100] years with a less than 60% belief
degree, given that only a 10% belief degree corresponds to [0,75] years, it is hardly
believed that failure would occur before a 75 years time.
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Fig. 3 : Service lives belief and plausibility graph

6 Conclusion and perspectives

The proposed method gives belief and plausibility distributions of service life for
any building system (traditional or new systems), built on available durability data.
Combined with FMEA analysis, we also have an exhaustive list of possible defects or
faults (design, setting up, maintenance) leading to a premature failure of the studied
system. This method handles the incomplete, conflicting and uncertain data often met
in building industry.

Now the needs are developments in the aggregation of different opinions from
experts and in the assignment of the mass on data, according to their quality. We also
have to distinguish precisely nominal functioning (service life assessment in
hypergraph) and exceptional functioning (in FMEA).

Finally, the bounds of the studied system have to be defined in order to take into
account the interactions in the whole building (it will be interesting to simulate the
potential pathologies in a building, submitted to various weathering factors).
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A STOCHASTIC APPROACH TO THE FACTOR METHOD FOR
ESTIMATING SERVICE LIFE

L.I.AARSETH and P.J.HOVDE
Dept. of Building and Construction Engineering, NTNU, Trondheim, Norway

Abstract

The ISO/CD 15686-1 “Service life planning” describes a deterministic method that
allows an estimate of the service life to be made for a particular component or assem-
bly in specific conditions.  In “real life” the service life has a big scatter and should be
treated as a stochastic quantity.  In this paper we introduce the “step-by-step” principle
as a stochastic approach to the ISO factor method.  The “step-by-step” principle pro-
vides a more systematic approach to the estimating process and makes possible a sto-
chastic handling of the factors.  For each factor three estimates shall be made; the
minimum, maximum and the most expected value of the factor.  In this way the un-
certainty is identified and estimated for each factor.  The most uncertain factors
should, if possible, be divided into sub-elements and more information should be gath-
ered in order to reduce the uncertainty.  In this stochastic approach the “factors” are
treated as elements which finally are summed up.  Also unlike the proposed ISO factor
method, the estimates are expressed in years, instead of in numbers close to 1.  These
changes facilitate seeing the consequences of the estimates during the estimating proc-
ess.  After a statistical calculation the estimated service life is expressed as three fig-
ures; the expected value plus/minus one standard deviation.  Two examples are shown
where the service life is estimated for a window: first in a deterministic way according
to the proposed ISO factor method, then in a stochastic way according to the proposed
“step-by-step” principle.

Keywords:  Estimating service life, "step-by-step” principle, stochastic approach, ISO
factor method
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1 Introduction

The ISO/CD 15686-1 “Service life planning” describes a method that makes pos-
sible to estimate the service life of a particular component or assembly under specific
conditions.  An important shortcoming in this method is that the service life is treated
as a deterministic value.  In reality the service life has a big scatter and should be
treated as a stochastic quantity (Siemes 1997).  A stochastic treatment requires the aid
of a statistical tool, and preferably a tool designed for practical utilisation.  In this
report the “step-by-step” principle is introduced as a stochastic approach to the ISO
factor method.

2 The ISO factor method

The following definitions are taken from “ISO 6707 Vocabulary of construction
terms – Part 1 General terms” (as referred in the ISO/CD 15686 – 1; 1997).

Table 1: Definitions

Service life (SL)
Period of time after installation during which all essential properties of an item meet or exceed
the required performance.

Design life (DL)
Period of use intended by the design, e.g. as established by agreement between the client and
the designer to support specification decisions.

Reference service
life (RSL)

Service life established for a class of building or for parts of a building for use as a basis for
estimating service life in specific items in specific conditions.

Estimated service
life (ESL)

Reference service life multiplied by factors related to specific conditions, e.g. materials, de-
sign, environment, use and maintenance

The method allows an estimate of the service life to be made for a particular
component or assembly in specific conditions.  The method is based on a reference
service life and a series of modifying factors that relate to the specific condition of the
case.  The reference service life is the expected service life in the conditions that gen-
erally apply to that type of component or assembly.

Table 2: Deterioration factors of materials and components

Factors Relevant Conditions (examples)

A
Quality of compo-
nents

Manufacture, storage, transport, materials, protective coatings (fac-
tory-applied)

B Design Level Incorporation, sheltering by rest of structure

Agent related
to the inherent
quality char-

acteristics C
Work execution
level

Site management, level of workmanship, climatic conditions during
the work execution

D1 Indoor environment Aggressiveness of environment, ventilation, condensation
Environment

D2
Outdoor environ-
ment

Elevation of the building, micro-environment conditions, traffic
emissions, weathering factors

E In use conditions Mechanical impact, category of users, wear and tearOperating
Conditions F Maintenance level Quality and frequency of maintenance, accessibility for maintenance

Any one (or any combination) of these variables can affect the service life.  The
factor method can therefore be expressed as a formula in which:

ESLC = RSLC x A x B x C x D1 x D2 x E x F”



The output of the equation is a single number; the estimated service life of the
component (ESLC). The following quotation from chapter 7 in the ISO/CD 15686 – 1
indicates the intended use level of the factor method (in 1997):

“The factor method is a way of bringing together the consideration of each of the
variables that is likely to affect service life. It can be used to make a systematic as-
sessment even when little or no reliable test data is available. Its use can bring to-
gether the experience of designers, observations, intentions of managers and manu-
facturers assurances as well as some data from test houses.

The factor method does not provide an assurance of a service life - it merely
gives an estimate based on what information is available. It is less reliable than a fully
developed prediction of service life. The distinction between estimated and a predicted
service life should be made when a forecast of service life is given. The information
taken into account should also be recorded, so that it is clear whether the estimate is
particularly robust or not.

It may be desirable to consider the consequences of failure when estimating
service lives using the factor method. It may be used as a guide both to those compo-
nents which should be included in estimates (it is not necessary to estimate every com-
ponent’s service life) and in deciding those where failure would be most critical. For
these it may be necessary to be extra cautious, either by raising the design life (the
“target”) or by being particularly rigorous in assessing the value of factors.

The factor method can be applied to both components and assemblies. When ap-
plied to assemblies it is necessary to consider the interfaces (e.g. joints) between com-
ponents as well as the components themselves. For example, different external envi-
ronment and maintenance factors may apply to a whole assembly that relies on sea-
lants to weatherproof the joints between factory made cladding units than that which
would apply to the each of the individual cladding units.”

3 The “step-by-step principle”

The conceptual context in the original description of the “step-by-step” principle
is project planning.  In this paper most notions are left unchanged but, where neces-
sary, their relevance for estimating service life is emphasised.  The “step-by-step”
principle is based on “Successivprincippet”, which was developed by Lichtenberg
(1990) at DTU in Denmark in the early 70’s.  The “step-by-step” principle was devel-
oped at NTNU in Norway (Klakegg 1993) as a tool for improving the quality of the
basis for decisions in project planning under uncertainty.  As with estimating service
life, a basic problem in project planning at an early stage is the lack of relevant infor-
mation.

In “The step-by-step principle – a systematic approach to project planning under
uncertainty” Klakegg (1993) states that the "step-by-step” principle, when applied to
e.g cost planning, puts focus on the way the plans are made, and not only on the con-
tents of the plans.  Improved communication and awareness of the process of planning
is vitally important in order to improve the plan itself.  This is why the “step-by-step”
principle is applied in the planning session with a resource group, consisting of plan-
ners and project members, guided by a moderator.  The “step-by-step” principle is
built on knowledge from professions like psychology, sociology, pedagogy, creative



problem solving, and management formed into a consistent and flexible working pro-
cedure.  This procedure offers support to the process of documenting the basis for de-
cisions in accordance with the modern philosophy of quality management.  The aim of
implementing a systematic approach to planning under uncertainty is normally to im-
prove the economic benefit of the project.  This is achieved by improving the basis for
decision-making and improving control and management in the project by focusing on
the situation in which decisions are made.  Practical use of the “step-by-step” principle
has demonstrated that the plan is realistic and relevant for decision-makers.

In traditional project planning, estimates of costs, time consumption etc. are han-
dled as deterministic values.  The uncertainty of these estimates is taken into account
after the main calculations are done, and then added to this sum as a “safety value”.  In
the “step-by-step” principle, the uncertainty is identified and estimated for each ele-
ment (cost, time etc.) during the calculation.  Thus the “step-by-step” principle identi-
fies the most uncertain elements.  These elements may then, if possible, be divided into
sub-elements and/or more information can be gathered in order to reduce the uncer-
tainty.

3.1 The main steps in the “step-by-step” principle
Klakegg (1994) describe the main steps in the “step-by-step” principle as shown

in Figure 1.

1 Problem
definition

Conclusion
7

Dividing
Structure

3

Calculation
Evaluation 5

Estimate

4
2

General
conditions

Detailing
6

Fig 1: Elements of the iteration process in the “step-by-step” principle

3.1.1 Problem/task definition
Before the planning process can start, the project and the approach to the prob-

lem must be defined.  This is important to ensure an efficient project work without
disturbing discussions about irrelevant issues.  To assist and clarify the definition
phase, a situation map can be drawn.

3.1.2 Situation map
A situation map should highlight the essential elements of the project, such as

clarity of the objective, acceptance of the objective, organisation, market conditions,
innovation, complexity, size, duration.  When estimating service life, other elements
will be more relevant.  This could be a list of the factors affecting the service life.

3.1.3 General conditions
This is a main point in the “step-by-step” principle.  All external and internal

factors likely to influence the project itself, as well as the project execution, must be



highlighted.  This should normally be done in two separate steps:

1. Brainstorm; identify all conditions of relevance
2. Select and evaluate/consider particular important conditions

In the proposed ISO factor method the factors are supposed to cover all condi-
tions affecting the service life, including “general conditions” and synergy effects.
“General conditions” and synergy effects can be numerous and difficult to account for
in a reasonable and correct way.  The total effect of the assumed contributions to each
factor might also be rather arbitrary and hard to foresee.  In section 4.2.1 we suggest a
new, separate factor, in order to cover general conditions and synergy effects in a
clearer and more separate manner.

3.1.4 Division, structure
The project must be divided into separate, independent parts, suitable for the in-

dividual project.  In the first loop of the “step-by-step” cycle, the division should be
rather coarse.  In later loops (if necessary) one or more parts/groups can be divided
into sub-groups, until the division is satisfactory.  (This explains why the “step-by-
step” expression is used.)

The seven factors in Table 2 form the first division in a service life estimation
process.

3.1.5 Triple estimate
The quality of the estimates of costs/time consumption etc. is a crucial step in the

“step-by-step” principle.  Three values must be estimated, and preferably in the fol-
lowing order:

1. The minimum estimate (the 1% percentile)
2. The maximum estimate (the 99%percentile)
3. The (most) expected estimate (not necessarily the statistical expected value, see

Fig. 2

By focusing on the extreme estimates first, the estimates will be conservative and
more realistic.  Too much focus on the expected estimate could yield too narrow and
definite estimates.  Wide exterior values will ensure:

• A wide range of estimated values that will contain the “real value”, even if this
value is quite different from the most expected estimate

• Lower risk of hidden uncertainty

Good estimates can be achieved by a “neutral” (but subjective) evaluation, free
of prejudice, of all input data.  A group of individual persons (the resource group) are
supposed to make individual estimates.  After a discussion, the three values are fixed
for each factor to estimate.  This group process will even out individual elements of
pessimism or optimism.  Expertise within the resource group can be utilised for better
estimates of the most expected value.

Bourke and Davies (1996) state that for practical use of the factor method, the
accuracy and range of the factors should be considered, e.g. by a panel of experts for



individual materials.

3.1.6 Calculation
The typical triple estimate will form a skew probability density function as

shown in Fig. 2.

“Maximum”
estimate (h)

“Expected”
estimate (m)

"Statistical" expected value (f)f(x)

x
“Minimum”
estimate ( l )

Fig. 2: Probability density function

The “Erlang” density function with k = 10 is applied in the “step-by-step” princi-
ple, which is assumed to give a reasonably good statistical representation of the triple
estimates (Klakegg 1993).  The statistically expected value f and the standard deviation
σ can be calculated from the following equations:

95.4

95.2 hml
f

+⋅+
=

6.4

lh −
=σ (1, 2)

where
l =  minimum estimate (low)
m =  expected estimate (medium)
h =  maximum estimate (high)

When the plan/project has been divided into suitable parts and the triple esti-
mates have been done for each part, the whole plan must be thoroughly calculated.
Special software for this purpose has been developed at NTNU (Klakegg 1993).

When the total project values are calculated, the sum probability density function
is assumed to be a normal distribution.  This assumption can be done when adding up a
number of independent elements of reasonably uniform size (according to the Central
Limit Theorem).  This assumption will not always be fulfilled, and the sensitivity of
the calculations might need to be evaluated in some cases.

3.1.7 Evaluation
After the calculation, the results must be evaluated.  Some questions to answer

are listed below:

• Does the plan contain unreasonable or unrealistic elements (definition, division,
general conditions or synergy effects)?

• Does the plan include all general conditions and synergy effects  (-of relevance)?
• Is all information taken into account, that is known at the moment when the cal-

culations are done?



• Does the result satisfy the needs?

3.1.8 Detailing and iteration
Normally it will be necessary to do one or more iterations if the plan is too

coarse.  Some of the elements might need to be divided into smaller sub-elements that
are more clearly defined.  This can enable better triple estimates.

3.1.9 Conclusion and complementary work
If the preceding analysis is carried through in a systematic and well-documented

manner, much important information for future activities will be gathered.  That is in-
formation for maintenance planning, quality management of design and work execu-
tion.

4 How can the “step-by-step” principle improve the proposed ISO factor
method?

4.1 Possibilities
Two major aspects of the “step-by-step” principle could be useful for the service

life estimation process:

1. The factors will be handled as stochastic variables.  The uncertainty of each single
factor will be estimated.

2. All conditions that are assumed to influence the service life can be identified and
quantified in a more systematic way.

4.2 Changes to the ISO factor method

4.2.1 Removing interactions between the factors
The statistical treatment in the “step-by-step” principle is based on a structure

where each cost element or factor can be assumed independent.  In the ISO factor
method there normally will be strong interactions between the factors.  The way these
effects are taken into account in the factor method gives results that are difficult to
foresee.  The problem can be handled in two different ways:

1. Altering the statistical treatment.  This can hardly be done simply enough for prac-
tical use.

2. “Remove” every assumed synergy effect or interaction between factors.  Evaluate
the effect of the interactions in a new factor, such as the general factor in the “step-
by-step” principle.

The latter alternative will be used in this paper, and the new factor, G, is named
“general conditions”.

4.2.2 Turning factors into elements and percentages into years – the element method
Several major problems entail the use of factors:

1. It is difficult to find or calculate a reasonable accurate number for the modifying
factors.



2. It is difficult to evaluate the consequences of each factor in service life/years.
Conversion calculations must be done in order to evaluate these.

3. The effect of multiplying factors is difficult to foresee.  In the “step-by-step” prin-
ciple, the estimates are added up; this is far more observable.

Problem number 1 in the section above will not be addressed further in this pa-
per.  Problem 2 and 3 may be reduced by:

1. Expressing the estimates in years, and
2. Adding up the estimates for each factor instead of multiplying them.

If the estimates are expressed directly in years it will be easier to see the effect of
the estimates.  The estimates should be made relative to the RSLC, namely the number
of years that the given conditions are assumed to shorten and/or prolong the service
life.  Finally the l-, m-, and h-estimates may be added up in order to find the ESLC and
the total uncertainty, see Table 3.  After such a change, the factors should be named
elements.  In order to avoid mixing up the two methods, the altered method will be
named the element method.

5 Examples of ESLC calculations

In the ISO/CD 15686 – 1 an example is shown where the service life of a soft-
wood window is estimated.  The important conditions that influence each modifying
factor are listed in a matrix.  Their assumed contribution to the service life is divided
into three groups: poor, average and good.  0.8, 1.0, and 1.2, respectively, is proposed
as default values for the modifying factors.  In the example the RSLC is 25 years, and
the seven modifying factors are 1.2, 1.2, 1,2, 1, 1,2, 1 and 1.2.

5.1 ESLC calculation according to the ISO factor method
ESLC = 25 x 1.2 x 1.2 x 1.2 x 1 x 1.2 x 1 x 1.2 = 62.2 years.  In the ISO-example

the result is rounded off to 60 years.

5.1.1 Discussion
The factor method lacks information about uncertainty.  An error range should be

given for both the result (ESLC) and for the individual factors upon which the results
are based.

5.2 ESLC calculation according to the “step-by-step” principle; the element
method
The factors from the ISO-example will be transformed into years relative to the

RSLC of 25 years.  The m-estimates correspond to the factors in the example above,
and are found by multiplying the factors (ranging from 1.0 to 1.2) to the RSLC and
then subtracting the RSLC ((25 x 1.2) – 25 = 5, and (25 x 1.0) – 25 = 0).

The l-estimate is found by subtracting (0.2 x 25 = 5 years) from the m-estimate.
This corresponds to one step “down” in the three-divided range for factors in the ma-
trix in the ISO example.  The h-estimate is found by adding 5 years to the m-estimate.
A more moderate addition of e.g. 2.5 years would be more realistic, since it is harder to
improve a top score than reduce a high/medium score.  However, by choosing a sym-



metric range of ± 5 years, the examples will be more comparable.  For the same rea-
son, the G-element is left inactive (set to 0).

5.2.1 Result

Table 3. Calculation sheet

Elements l m h f s Part of s
A Material and components 0 5 10 5.00 2.17 14 %
B Design 0 5 10 5.00 2.17 14 %
C Sitework/execution 0 5 10 5.00 2.17 14 %
D1 Indoor environment -5 0 5 0.00 2.17 14 %
D2 Outdoor environment 0 5 10 5.00 2.17 14 %
E Operating characteristics -5 0 5 0.00 2.17 14 %
F Maintenance level 0 5 10 5.00 2.17 14 %
G General conditions 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.00 0 %

Sum l, m, h = -10 25 60 Sum f = 25.0 15.22 100 %
RSLC + sum l, m, h = 15 50 85 Sqrt-sum σ σ = 5.8

ESLC, "statistical values" = 44 50 56 RSLC + sum f = 50.00 ESLC = 50 years
RSLC =  +/- 6 years25 years

Estimates Statistical 

calculation
f = 

(l+2.95 x m+h)
/4.95
s  = 

(h - l)/4.6

Result

Table 3 shows the estimates that are made and how the ESLC are calculated.
The ESLC are 50 years ± 6 years (± 1 standard deviation or ± 12%).

5.2.2 Discussion
The element method gives a more conservative result than the factor method, due

to the different nature of addition and multiplication (62 and 50 years, respectively).
With a lower and more realistic h-estimate, this difference would have been even big-
ger (an h-estimate of m + 2,5 years would give a RSLC of 46 ± 4 years).

The scattering of ± 12 % indicates that the estimates are too definite and narrow.
If the estimates had been made in a practical case, preferably in a resource group, the
range of the estimates would most probably have been wider due to the present lack of
reasonably accurate “service life” data.

As mentioned earlier, the result from the first calculation step would normally
have an unacceptable amount of scattering.  In this example “environment” is already
divided into “indoor” and “outdoor”.  Another sub-division could be within the A-
element, e.g. A1 “material” and A2 “protection” (painting).  “Outdoor environment”
could also be divided into “driven rain”, “time of wetness”, “air temperature”, “pollu-
tion” etc.

Making estimates in “years” instead of in percentage of the RSLC might be con-
fusing in some situations, e.g. when estimates are made for similar components with
different RSLC.  This possible drawback should be considered in further work.



6 Summary

By use of the “step-by-step” principle, as shown in the element method, the un-
certainty is identified and estimated for each factor/element, as well as for the ESLC.
This gives an opportunity to identify the most uncertain elements for further detailing,
and for making better estimates.

The estimating process can be improved by changing the factors into elements
that are added together.  The estimates can also be made directly in years.  These
changes will make it easier to see the consequences of the estimates during the estima-
tion process.

The statistical calculation makes the element method more complicated than the
factor method.  However, a computer with any kind of spreadsheet software should be
available, at least for reporting, regardless of which estimating method that is used.

7 Conclusions

The “step-by-step” principle enables a stochastic handling of the modifying fac-
tors in the ISO factor method by performing a triple estimate for each factor.  After the
statistical calculation the estimated service life is expressed as three figures: the ex-
pected value pluss/minus one standard deviation.

The “step-by-step” principle also demonstrates a systematic approach to the es-
timating process, including the process of defining, subdividing and estimating the
modifying factors in the ISO factor method.
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SERVICE LIFE WITH REGARD TO FROST ATTACK - A
PROBABALISTIC APPROACH
A general service life model

G. FAGERLUND
Division of Building Materials, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund
Sweden

Abstract

Significant frost damage will not occur until a certain critical moisture level is
transgressed over a sufficiently big portion of the structure.  The critical moisture
level is a “fracture value” which can be compared with the load carrying capacity
in structural design.  It is a materials property that seems to be rather uninfluenced
by normal variations in environmental properties, such as number of freeze-thaw
cycles and minimum freezing temperature.  The moisture content inside the
structure depends on the outer moisture conditions; the more moist the
environment, the larger the inner moisture content, and the larger the risk of frost
damage.  The actual moisture content in the structure can be compared with the
actual load in structural design. The risk of frost damage can be calculated when
the frequency functions of the two parameters, critical moisture content and actual
moisture content are known.  Some hypothetical cases are treated in the paper
showing that the probability of frost damage might actually decrease with
increasing exposure time in moderately moist environments, but that it normally
increases with increasing exposure time in continuously moist environments
where the structure has no possibility to dry.

Keywords: Frost resistance, service life

1 Frost attack generally – “The critical moisture content”

Consider a small but representative material volume inside a structure, Fig.
1(a). For most building materials the size of a representative volume (unit volume)
is  less than 1 cm3.  The material is supposed to be porous with the porosity P,
(m3/m3). The structure is exposed to moisture from outside so that a certain
moisture profile occurs over the cross-section of the structure, Fig. 1(a).  The size

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1268-1279.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



of the representative (unit) volume is so small that its moisture content we,
(kg/m3), can be assumed to be constant.  Thus a degree of saturation

S= we/(1000 P) (1)

S, (m3/m3) of the unit volume can be defined
where 1000 kg/m3 is the density of pore water.

All neighbouring unit volumes have almost the same degree of saturation
under such natural situations where the outer environment is very moist and,
therefore, the risk of frost damage is imminent.  As a first approximation, this
means that each unit volume can be treated as an isolated material volume which
is not affected by its “neighbours” when frost action occurs.  No more water is
transferred to the unit volume during freeze/thaw than transferred from the
volume.

If the material is exposed to frost, some pore water is transformed into ice.
This causes stresses inside the unit volume considered.  Theoretically, all principal
damage mechanisms proposed (e.g. Powers 1949, Powers and Helmuth 1953) will
lead to the occurrence of a critical, or maximum, allowable moisture content
inside the unit volume, (Fagerlund 1979, 1996).  In the following this moisture
content is expressed in terms of a critical degree of saturation, Scr.  The
theoretical prediction of the existence of a critical moisture content has been
verified by numerous experiments, (e.g. Fagerlund, 1972, Klamrowski and
Neustupny, 1984).

Theoretically, and also experimentally, it can be shown that the value of Scr
is hardly influenced by changes in the freezing rate (Fagerlund 1992, Klamrowski
and Neustupny, 1984).  It has also been shown experimentally that it is almost
unaffected by an increased number of freeze-thaw cycles (Fagerlund, 1973,
Rombén 1974, Klamrowski and Neustupny, 1984).  On the other hand, since the
amount of freezable water increases with decreasing temperature, the Scr-value
ought to be somewhat influenced by the lowest temperature reached during each
freeze-thaw cycle.  It seems safe to state, however, that the value of the critical
moisture content is a true materials property that is almost constant when the
material is used during normal, natural variations in the outer climate.Thus, Scr
can be compared with the strength, or fracture stress, used in structural design.

Examples of experimental determinations of the critical moisture content by
freeze-thaw tests are shown in Fig. 2.  The critical value is indicated by the rather
drastic change-over from undamaged to damaged material within a narrow range
of degree of saturation. It should be noted that the specimens in Fig. 2 have only
been exposed to 3 freeze-thaw cycles with constant degree of saturation.
Therefore, it is evident that few freezings cause considerable damage when the
material is more than critically saturated.

The Scr-value can also be determined theoretically assuming the existence
of a maximum distance inside the material for moisture flow during freezing,
(Fagerlund 1979).  Other factors besides the maximum distance determining the
Scr-value are:



1. The total content of coarse pores (radius bigger than about 5 µm)
2. The size distribution of such coarse pores
3. The manner by which the coarse, initially air-filled, pore system is inactivated

by water absorption when the material is more or less continuously exposed to
water from an outside source

The Scr-value of the unit cell is of course not precisely defined.  It has a
certain variation depending on variations in the materials properties.  To some
extent it is also influenced by natural variations in the outer climate, such as the
number of freeze-thaw cycles and the minimum freezing temperature.  Therefore,
Scr can be described by a frequency function fScr or a distribution function FScr.
Under ideal conditions these are normal distributed.

For many materials Scr can be assumed to be independent of time, simply
because the material itself does not change with time.  For other materials, such as
concrete, there is a gradual hydration changing the properties that are determining
the value of Scr.  Therefore, one can assume that there is a certain time
dependency also in Scr, so that the frequency and distribution functions can be
described by fScr=f[Scr(t)],  and FScr = F[Scr(t)].  These principles are illustrated in
Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 1:
(a) A representative unit volume inside a structure and the moisture profile

across the structure
(b) The critical degree of saturation of the unit volume, and its distribution,

as function of time
(c) The actual degree of saturation of the unit volume, and its variation, as

function of time. Varying outer moisture conditions
(d) The actual degree of saturation of the unit volume, and its variation, as

function of time. Permanent exposure to moisture at the surface



The frequency function fScr can be determined experimentally by freeze-thaw
tests of a representative number of specimens.  The freeze-thaw cycle used can
either be a standard cycle representing the most severe cycle likely to occur in
practice, or a spectrum of freeze-thaw cycles representing the real spectrum
occurring in practice.  However, the effect of the shape of the freeze-thaw cycles
on fScr will probably not be so big.  An experimental technique for the
determination of Scr has been developed (RILEM 1977).

An example of a determination of the time effect on the Scr-value of
concrete is shown in Fig. 2.  In this case the Scr-value is increasing with time.

A special type of frost attack is salt scaling ocurring when the material is
exposed to combined frost and salt solution at the surface.  Typical solutions are
sea water and de-icing agents. Under such conditions, surface spalling often
occurs.  This type of frost attack is caused by moisture ingress during the
freeze/thaw cycle.  The theory presented in this paper does not cover this type of
attack.

Fig. 2: The critical degree of saturation of a certain concrete as function of
the concrete age. The parameter E3/Eo is the ratio dynamic E-
modulus after 3 freeze-thaw cycles and before freeze-thaw



2 The water content in practice – “The actual moisture content”

In practice, the unit volume will take up moisture. Its moisture content can
be expressed in terms of an actual degree of saturation, Sact where S is defined by
Eqn 1. Sact will depend on the pore size distribution and on the “wetness” of the
environment. One can theoretically show that pores that are smaller than about 1
µm will become completely saturated after a rather short time of exposure to free
water, while it takes a much longer time to fill the coarse pore system, (Fagerlund
1996).  But, for most materials, the Scr-value corresponds to a certain water-
filling of the coarse pore system.  Therefore, frost damage will not occur until the
unit volume has had time to fill itself by water to more than the critically saturated
condition.  This takes time, and it means that the risk of frost damage increases
with increased possibility for the material to take up water, and decreased
possibility to dry.  Therefore, the longer the exposure to free water present at the
material surface, the bigger the risk of frost damage.

In the real case, with given environmental conditions as wetness, the Sact-
value will evidently be a function of time.  It is quite clear that the Sact-value will
be a stochastic variable that can be expressed in terms of a frequency function,
fSact and a distribution function, FSact.  These principles are shown in Fig. 1(c).
The variation in Sact will depend on variations in the pore structure, but above all
on variations in the outer climate.  It is safe to assume that the variation in Sact is
considerably larger than the variation in Scr simply because the normally
occurring large variations in the outer climate is fundamental for Sact but of
marginal importance for Scr.  For many types of environment the functions fSact

and FSact are independent of time, seen over a given constant time interval, e.g.
one year. Each year gives about the same spectrum of Sact.  The two functions
only depend on natural climatic conditions. Typical environments giving this type
of behaviour are:

• A façade exposed to normal variations in rain and outer relative humidity.
The outer climate generates an internal climate expressed in terms of a
variation in the Sact-value of the unit volume.  This variation is about the
same each year.

• A road surface exposed to normal variations in rain, melting snow and RH.
Each new winter will give about the same variation in the internal Sact-value
as the previous winter, or the winters to come.

Other types of environment will give a steadily increasing value of Sact with
increasing exposure time, Fig. 1(d).  Typical examples are:

• A concrete dam wall constantly exposed to free water, which will cause a
gradual increase in the Sact-value of each unit volume inside the wall.

• A concrete pier standing in water, in the splash zone.
• A ground-wall founded below the ground water level and, therefore,

constantly sucking ground water.



In these cases, the functions fSact and FSact will be time dependent, fSact =
f[Sact(t)] and FSact = F[Sact(t)].   In the simpliest case, the standard deviation of
Sact can be assumed to be constant while the mean value of Sact increases with
increasing time.

It is a very difficult task to determine the exact shape of the function fSact

since it involves a calculation or measurement of the relation between the outer
climate (frequency of rain and snow, frequency of RH, sequence of rain and RH,
etc) and the internal moisture content in all parts of the structure.  It is not possible
to have all the required information concerning the outer climate.  Therefore, one
has to use a standard environment representing the real environment as closely as
possible.  Such an environment could be a cyclic variation composed of fixed
periods of free water at the surface and fixed periods of a certain constant RH at
the surface.  Then, by using computer simulations, or by measurements on the
structure, one can estimate the moisture variation inside the structure.  A
technique for calculating the moisture content in concrete at such cyclic variations
of the outer environment has been developed (Fagerlund and Hedenblad 1993).

Other complications in estimating the function fSact are:

• Frost damage almost always occurs when the moisture content is above the so-
called hygroscopic range.  It is very difficult to calculate moisture transport at
these very high moisture levels.  Ordinary transport equations, transport data
and moisture fixation data used in the hygroscopic range cannot be used.  A
technique for the determination of the relevant material properties at these
high moisture contents, together with a calculation method, has been
developed (Janz 1997).

• There are no good methods for the determination of the moisture content
above the hygroscopic range.  Therefore, it is difficult to verify the calculation
methods. Methods such as NMR can be used, but they are limited to
laboratory test and are very expensive.  Weight measurements are fairly
precise, but they are destructive. One theoretical possibility is to use an
osmotic cell by which it ought to be possible to measure the capillary under-
pressure, and thereby indirectly the moisture content, but so far no cells have
been developed.  Electrical methods (resistive or capacitive) might be used,
but they are very sensitive to salt migration in the material, or to other
disturbances.

An alternative method, used by the author, is to expose at thin slice of the
material to continuous moisture uptake from one side.  Then, a constantly
increasing moisture uptake will occur, which can be detected by weighing the
slice at regular intervals.  By exposing a number of slices representing the natural
variations in materials properties one will obtain a spectrum of Sact-values which
can be used for calculating the function fSact.  This technique will give the
maximum values of Sact likely to occur in practice.  One can only continue the
measurements for 1 or 2 months at maximum. Therefore, one has to make an
extrapolation of the measurements to longer absorption times.  A theoretical
analysis indicates that the Sact value can be described by the following type of
equation (Fagerlund 1996):



Sact = A+B tC (2)

where A, B and C are coefficients determined by the short-term absorption
experiment; t is the absorption time.  The coefficient C is smaller than 0.5.
Therefore, the water absorption is gradually slowing down with time.  It is
reasonble to assume that the function fSact will have the same shape irrespectively
of the absorption time.  The only effect of time is that the mean value of Sact
increases with time according to Eqn 2.

3 The probablity of frost damage

The unit volume will be frost damaged if freezing occurs in the more than
critically saturated volume.  Thus, the condition for frost damage to occur can be
defined by:

Sact>Scr (3)

The unit volume will be severely damaged also in cases where Scr is
transgressed by a very small amount.  Besides, one single freezing is enough to
cause damage. Severe frost damage will not occur in a structure, if only one single
unit volume is damaged, or only a few unit volumes.  For macroscopic frost
damage to occur, a considerable volume fraction of the structure must be more
than critically saturated.  It seems reasonable to assume, however, that this often
happens; viz. if one unit volume can be damaged it is reasonable to assume that
also adjacent unit volumes can be damaged at the same time, since their moisture
contents ought to be about the same.  Therefore, the criterion expressed by Eqn 2
can be assumed to be valid also for the material in bulk.

Both Sact and Scr are stochastic variables.  The probability P{Scr<Sact} that
frost damage occurs can be calculated by:

                              1
      P{Scr<Sact} = ∫ FScr fSact dS      0 ≤ P[Scr<Sact] ≤ 1 (4)
                              0

This equation requires that the lowest Sact-value of the function f(Sact) is
lower than the lowest Scr-value of the function f(Scr).  When the opposite is valid
the probability of frost damage can be expressed:

                                                               1
      P{Scr<Sact} = 1- P{Sact<Scr} = 1-∫ FScr fSact dS (5)
                                                               0

Thus, the probability of frost damage can be calculated when the two
functions fScr and fSact are known.  As said above, both functions can be
determined experimentally.



4 Service life with regard to frost attack

The service life will depend on the functions fScr and fSact.  A number of
cases can be discerned.  Three of these will be treated below.  In all three cases the
frequency functions fScr and fSact are assumed to be triangular with the mean values
Scr, m and Sact, m and the standard deviations σcr and σact which are both 0.04
(thus, the triangular distributions have the height 10 and the width 0.20).

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 3: Frequency functions of Scr and Sact
(a) Case 1: No time dependency of fSact and fScr.
(b) Case 2: Time-independent fSact. Time-dependent fScr.
(c) Case 3: Time-dependent fSact and FScr.

Case 1: No time-dependency of the functions fScr and fSact; (Fig 3a):

• Scr is independent of time. The mean value, Scr,m=0.80. The lowest value,
Scr,min=0.70.

• Sact over a given period, such as one year, does not change with time.  The
mean value Sact,m=0.50.  The highest value, Sact,max=0.60.

This means that all possible values of Sact are smaller than the lowest
possible value of Scr. Therefore, the probability that frost damage will occur is
zero irrespective of the exposure time.  Therefore, the service life of the structure
is not determined by frost damage but by some other deterioration mechanism.



A typical example where both Scr and Sact can be assumed to be
independent of time is a brick façade.  Brick is a material that hardly changes with
time.  Therefore, fScr is constant.  Besides, a façade is a structural component that
is normally exposed to about the same moisture load each year.  Therefore fSact is
constant.

Case 2: Time-independent function fSact. Time-dependent function fScr;(Fig 3b):

• Scr is gradually increasing with time.  The mean value, Scr,m=0.70 after 1
year and Scr,m=0.75 after 50 years.  Therefore, the distribution functions after
1 and 50 years are:

1 year:
                                           S

          0.60 ≤ S ≤ 0.70:    FScr = ∫(100S-60)dS = 50S
2
-60S + 18 (6)

                                            0.60

                                                          S
          0.70 ≤ S ≤ 0.80:    FScr = 0.5 + ∫(80-100)dS = -50S

2 
+ 80S-31 (7)

                                                        0.70
50 years:

                                                  S
          0.65 ≤ S ≤ 0.75:    FScr = ∫(100S-65)dS = 50S

2
-65S + 21.125 (8)

                                               0.65

• Sact does not change with time (the same as Case 1).  The mean value,
Sact,m= 0.65. Thus, the frequency function is:

          0.60 ≤ S ≤ 0.65: fSact = (100S-55) (9)

          0.65 ≤ S ≤ 0.75: fSact = (75-100S) (10)

          S > 0.75:            fSact = 0 (11)

Then, according to Eqn 4 the probability of frost damage after 50 years
exposure time is:

                            0.75
      P{Scr < Sact}= ∫(50S

2
-65S+21.125)(75-100S)dS = 0.042 (4.2%)

                            0.70

For 1 year exposure time the calculation is a bit more laborious and is not
shown here.  The calculations give a probability of frost damage after 1 year of
20%.  In this case the probability of frost damage decreases with increasing time
as the critical moisture content increases with time.  The most critical years are the
first.  This behaviour is valid for materials which change with time in a positive
manner.  A typical material is concrete which undergoes continued densification



by hydration which probably leads to both an increase in Scr and a decrease in
Sact.  One example of the effect of time on Scr of concrete is shown in Fig. 2.

The opposite result is of course valid when the Scr-value decreases with
time, from a mean value of 0.75 to 0.70, or if the Sact-value increases with time.

Case 3: Time-dependent functions f(Sact) and f(Scr); see Fig 3(c)

• Scr gradually decreases with time.  The time function of the mean value is
described by:

           Scr,m= 0.80-0.02log t   (t in years) (12)

Then, the following mean values are valid:
0.1 years: Scr,m=0.82
1    year:   Scr,m=0.80
10  years: Scr,m=0.78
70  years: Scr,m=0.76

The shape of the function fScris supposed to be unchanged.

• Sact increases with time.  The following relation is used for the time
dependency of the mean value, Eqn 2:

           Sact,m= 0.55+0.10t0.3    (t in years) (13)

Then, the following mean values are valid:
0.1 years: Sact,m=0.60
1 year: Sact,m=0.65
10 years: Sact,m=0.75
70 years: Sact,m=0.90

The probability of frost damage is now calculated by Eqn 4 and Eqn 5.  The
following probabilities are obtained:

0.1 years: P{Scr<Sact}=0  (0%, frost damage cannot occur)
1 year: P{Scr<Sact}=0.0026 (0.3%)
10 years: P{Scr<Sact}=0.308 (31%)
70 years: P{Scr<Sact}=0.984 (98%)

Thus, the risk of frost damage increases with increasing time of water
exposure. This case is valid for structures that are constantly exposed to liquid
water.  Typical examples are concrete dam walls or foundations in water.  In
normal cases, the Scr-value will not decrease with time but is kept constant.  In
such cases a less drastic reduction in the “probability of survival” than that
calculated value above will occur.



5      Conclusions

The analysis in this paper shows that the frost resistance problem is of a
stochastic nature.  It also shows that no statement can be made concerning the
service life with regard to frost resistance of a given structure in a given
environment unless it is possible to transform the outer environment into an
internal moisture-time field in all parts of the structure.  This moisture field is of a
highly stochastic nature.

The analysis also shows that the frost damage problem is of a nature that
differs from many other destruction types in the sense that there is normally no
well-defined time axis involved.  Normally, for most destruction types, an
increased exposure time causes increased damage until a certain limit is reached at
which service life is ended.  In the frost damage problem, an increased exposure
time does not necessarily imply an increased risk of damage. Single freezings with
a moisture content that is higher than the critical is enough to cause severe
damage.  But the occurrence of this dangerous situation is not necessarily a
function of the exposure time.  Frost damage might just as well occur during the
first year as during the fiftieth, simply because the risk that the critical moisture
content is trangressed is just as high during the first year, or even higher for
materials that “mature” in a positive manner, like cement-bound materials.  In
many respects, the frost damage problem is similar to the problem of structural
stability; failure occurs once the load-carrying capacity is transgressed.  This
might happen to structure, new as well as old one.

The analysis also shows that the uncertainty in a service life prediction with
regard to frost attack is very large, which depends on the constable uncertainties in
the internal moisture conditions that are reached inside the structure. The only
rational way to ensure that the service life is high is to design the pore structure of
the material in such a way that the probability that the critical moisture level will
be transgressed during the real exposure is very low. This is done by designing the
coarse pore-structure in such a way that it cannot absorb water easily (Fagerlund
1996). For a material like concrete this is achieved by entrainment of artificial so
called air-pores. For brick it is achieved by burning the brick at a sufficiently high
temperature. For other materials there are similar possibilities.
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Abstract

The service life of buildings is an important factor e.g. in life cycle assessment and
the assessment of global costs.  Based on experience much information is available
regarding the service life of building elements.  However, for existing buildings such
information is of little use as the key question is the probable date of
repair/replacement.  MEDIC is developed on the theories of conditional probabilities
to help assess the residual service life and thereby the necessary investments in
refurbishment.
When passing from working on general products, like the life span of wooden
windows, to specific objects, for example 29-year old wooden windows, the current
condition of the object must be taken into account.  An evaluation of residual service
life must for that reason be closely connected to a good diagnosis method.  In the
European project EPIQR on deterioration of building materials and components is
described by the use of a classification system with four classes for the qualitative
condition (e.g. of a facade or window). MEDIC calculates the probability to change
from one class to another during time.  The prediction is based on the combination of
the a priori probability based on experience from a large number of previous
investigations/refurbishments and the current state of the object under study.

Keywords: Budgets, building assessment, refurbishment investment, residual service
life, service life prediction, probabilistic methods.

1 Introduction

When elaborating a refurbishment scenario, architects and engineers are
interested in the residual service life of the building materials and components.  When
energy saving is one of the goals of the refurbishment operation, this information
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becomes of primary importance.  A life cycle energy balance or a life cycle
assessment of an existing element cannot be performed without an estimation of the
remaining service life.  Most data found in literature concerns new items which is of
little use for existent and deteriorated building elements.

Knowledge of the probable residual life span of a building element will often be
decisive for whether it will be replaced or not.  For example, it is questionnable
whether windows in a relatively acceptable deterioration state should be replaced
only because they are energy inefficient.  Knowing that scaffolding will anyway be
installed for facade renovation, a replacement of the windows becomes more
plausible to consider.  To judge whether a replacement of the windows is energy and
cost efficient can only be verified by a cost benefit analysis where the energy savings
and the probable residual service life are taken into account. Obviously the analysis is
highly dependent on whether the residual service life is assessed to 5 - 8  years or 25 -
30 years.

Consequently it is of importance to develop a model which can simulate the
probable deterioration of all building elements thereby making it possible to
determine their probable date of replacement.  Knowledge of this deterioration for all
building elements makes it possible to assess the global development in maintenance
and refurbishment costs for the entire building. It also allows planning of future
refurbishment actions by listing the probable elements to be replaced in 5, 10 or 15
years from the time of the assessment.

2 Existing methods

Quite a few methods are already in use (e.g. Genre J-L (1995) and Mayer P. et
al., (1995)).  Of special interest has been the work done for the "Swiss Federal Office
for Economic Policy" in the framework of the PI BAT program: MEBI (Genre, 1995).
MEBI bases its predictions on a large-scale survey of 30 building experts.  It is
capable of calculating the residual service life of 50 different building elements and
assessing the development of the refurbishment investment budget under condition
that no refurbishment work is undertaken in the meantime.

(Mayer et al, 1995) present the deterioration curves of 10 envelope elements
studied on 120 buildings.  This method distinguishes between three deterioration
curves: Lmax for elements in favourable conditions (good element quality, protected
position, good maintenance, etc.), LØ for normal conditions and Lmin for unfavourable
conditions (inferior quality, exposed to harsh weather, bad maintenance, etc.).  For
the element "cladding" for example, see figure 1, Lmax corresponds to traditional
cladding, in a non polluted environment and protected by an overhang.  Lmin

corresponds to exposed synthetic cladding while LØ corresponds to modern mineral
claddings. The MEBI curve approximately corresponds to LØ on the graph in fig: 1.



3 The MEDIC method

MÉDIC stands for “Méthode d’Évaluation de scénarios de Dégradation
probables dÍnvestissements Correspondants” and is a proposal for a new method to be
used together with a surveying tool which uses a classification of the degradation
states of the elements, such as. EPIQR (Brandt et al. 1998). MÉDIC is intended for
use with EPIQR and is based on sub-dividing the building into 50 elements. Four
codes {a, b, c, d}, identical to those of EPIQR, are used to describe the deterioration
state of the elements.  Code a represents an element in good condition, code b an
element with minor deterioration, code c an element with more serious deterioration
and code d an element that needs replacement.  The knowledge base of the method is
summarised in 4 probability curves for each building element.  For a certain element
these curves show at any time in the elements’ life time the probability for the
deterioration code to be a, b, c or d respectively.
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Fig: 1.  Deterioration curves according to (Mayer P. et al.)
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Fig: 2: Illustrative probability curves for deterioration codes of the element
"cladding".

The probabilities of figure 2 can also be plotted on a cumulative curve, see
figure 3. The sum of the probabilities shall of course at every instant be 1.
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Fig: 3: Cumulative probabilities of deterioration codes

3.1 Examples
According to figure 3, a 10-year old cladding is certain to correspond to code

a, while a 17-year old cladding is code b with 50% probability.  A 40-year old
cladding has a 35 % probability of being code b, a 40% probability of being code c
and 15% probability of being code d.  A 95-year old cladding will, with a 99%
probability, need replacement.

3.2 Building quality space
On the y-axis of the graph in figure 3 the probability of a given building

element to be code a, b, c or d respectively can be seen.  The space Q{0, 1}on the y-
axis represents the universe of all building elements in the whole building.  Any



specific element, q, is situated somewhere between 0 and 1 on the y-axis of the graph
dependent on its quality.  If we accept the hypothesis that element deterioration
follows an affine curve to Lmin, Lmax or LØ in figure 1, and if we know the exact
position of an element on the y-axis of the graph, we can read the time of passage
from one code to another.  If q is a specific element, q∈Q, the value q=0 represents a
good building with a long life span as all transitions from one code to another are
taking place after very long time. It corresponds to Lmax in figure 1.  An element
corresponding to the value q=1 in contrast represents the worst case. It corresponds to
Lmin in figure 1.  The value q=0.5 corresponds to LØ.  We call the space Q={0,1} the
"Quality Space".  In practice it is impossible to determine the position of a specific
element exactly in the space Q, but it is possible to define or assess a region in which
it is likely to be found.  An element of poor quality for example belongs to q∈{0.5,1}
while an element of good quality belongs to q∈{0,0.5}.

3.3 Conditional probabilities
If we know that q∈{0, B}, conditional probabilities give

     P( code i | q∈{0, B} ) = P(code i) / 0B. (1)

If q∈{B, 1} (1) becomes:

     P( code i | q∈{B, 1} ) = (P(code i)-0B) / (1-0B). (2)

i∈{a, b, c, d}.
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Fig. 4: If we know that a building is found in a subspace q= {0, B} then
P(code i | q) = P(code i) / 0B

As we can see from figure 4, the interval of probable transition from code a to
code b is from the 12th to the 26th year, i.e. an interval of 14 years.  Knowing that
q∈{0, B} restrains the time of transition to the interval from the 18th to the 26th year
i.e. an interval of 8 years.  The new probable period for transition from b to c is from
the 34th to the 50th year and the new probable period of transition from c to d is from
the 50th to the 95th year.  As it appears, the knowledge of q∈{0, B} considerably
restrains dispersion on the probable residual service life.



3.4 Determination of the probable residual service life
During the building survey - EPIQR diagnosis - the surveyor determines the

deterioration code of the 50 building elements.  Further, information about the
building age is available from the general information about the building.  Combining
the information about degradation code and age, it is possible to determine a sub-
space q to which the element belongs, see figure 5.  To do this, a line, arrow 1, is
drawn from the element age to intersect with the curve between the area of the
elements degradation code to the neighbouring area(s). Then draw a line, arrow 2,
from the intersection point to the y-axis to determine point B. For instance, as shown
in the figure for degradation code c, the arrow is intersecting the curve between areas
for code b and code c. The quality subspace becomes q ={B, 1}, see figure 5, as the
deterioration code has changed from b to c. (In case there are two intersections two
vertical lines are drawn and the sub-space is determined as the “distance” from the
lower to the higher value of y).

As we have chosen a probabilistic approach, the probable residual service life,
L, is not a single figure but corresponds to an interval. To find the probable residual
service life the point where the probability of having code d is 50% is determined, i.e.
where y =  (1+B)/2 intersects the next transition curve (the curve that separates P(c)
and P(d)).  A line, arrow 3, is drawn vertically from this point to intersect with the x-
axis.  The difference between this point and the age of the element give the probable
residual  service life Lmean.  On the curve the upper and lower limits of the probable
interval of L are determined as the intersections of the curve with y = B and Y = 1
respectively.

Fig. 5: Residual service life for a 30 year old cladding with code c
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3.4.1 Example
The cladding of a 30 year old building has been allocated code c.  The quality

sub-space becomes q = {B, 1}, see figure 5.  This means that the cladding is of bad
quality.  On the graph in figure 5 it  can be read that at time t = 35 years, i.e. five
years after the diagnosis date, P(at least c, t = 30) = 0.94.  Also it can be seen that 0B
= 0.76.  Using equation (2):

P(code c, t=35| code c at t=30) = (P(at least c, t=30)-0B) / (1-0B) = (0.94 - 0.76) / (1 -
0.76) = 0.75.

The a priori probable deterioration code of a 30-year-old cladding in 5 years
from now is 0% code a, 49% code b, 45% code c, 6% code d.  Knowing that today,
30 years after construction, the cladding is at code c, the probability for code c in 5
years from now becomes 75% and for code d 25% (codes a and b are excluded).

3.5 Evolution of refurbishment investment budget
After determining the present state and the quality subspace of an element, the a

posteriori probability of having code a, b, c, or d for the 15 years that follow the
diagnosis can be determined.

With a number of random draws on the probability curves for the 50 elements
(Monte-Carlo procedure) and calculating the cost for the resulting code combinations,
we can obtain the probability distribution of the global refurbishment cost.
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Fig. 6: Random number generation of the deterioration codes for the 15 years
following diagnosis

Every random number gives a deterioration code for each year for an element.
With the costs corresponding to the codes, we calculate the global refurbishment cost
of a random building situated in the sub-space {q1, q2, q3, ….q50} 0 {Q1, Q2, Q3,
…..Q50}.

If a sufficient number of random buildings situated in the building quality sub-
space are drawn, the probability distribution of their refurbishment cost will approach
the real probability distribution.  Also the mean and the standard deviation of the cost
distribution can be calculated. The minimum global cost on the curve can be
interpreted as the refurbishment cost of elements with a long service life, i.e. good
quality materials, protected location etc.
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Fig. 7: Illustrative example of an expected curve of the evolution of the
refurbishment investment budget

4 Conclusions

The residual service life of building elements is an important piece of
information for refurbishment decisions that should be economically as well as
sustainable.  In order to determine residual service life correctly the current
deterioration state of the elements must be taken into account.  It is also necessary to
adopt a system with distinct classes to describe deterioration, and the classes should
have a physical meaning which can be observed and distinguished in practice. The
EPIQR qualitative deterioration codes a, b, c, d is an example of a tool which offers a
good basis for the modelling of the degradation over time.

MEDIC calculates the residual service life of a building element not as a
deterministic unique value but as a probability distribution.  To do so it combines a
priori information collected on a large number of buildings with specific information
on the examined building in order to calculate an a posteriori probability distribution
with less dispersion.

The residual service life of building elements is not only used as a decision
criterion in refurbishment scenarios but is also an important factor in Life Cycle
Analysis.  The evolution of the global refurbishment cost of the building is valuable
information for investment planning.  It can help the owner of a single building to
decide which is the most judicious moment to undertake refurbishment, or the owner
of a large building stock to organise refurbishment operations and determine his short
and long term financial needs.
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FAILURE PROBABILITY OF DETERIORATING REINFORCED
CONCRETE BEAMS
Failure probability of reinforced concrete beams
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Abstract

For a specific reinforced concrete beam the depassivation of reinforcement is assessed
and a consequent corrosion process in time is evaluated using the available numerical
models.  The cross-section of a beam is analyzed using the “layer approach”.  Division
into layers enables us the efficient modelling of the carbonation process and the
consequent corrosion of reinforcement.  The influence of deterioration on failure
probability is assessed.

Keywords: Bayesian updating, carbonation of concrete, corrosion of reinforcement,
deterioration, failure probability, importance sampling, reliability

1 Introduction

The deterioration caused by aggressive environment may have a significant
impact on safety and serviceability of reinforced concrete (RC) structures.  The
important degradation processes are the carbonation of concrete, the ingress of
chloride ions (both these effects cause the depassivation of reinforcement) and the
corrosion of reinforcement.  Such time-dependent processes are governed by many
uncertainties - random parameters.  Consequently, by these stressors the strength and
stiffness of RC members can be considerably decreased.  Therefore it is important to
develop a suitable tool for the prediction of such processes and to utilize them while
investigating the reliability or the repair strategy of structural members.

The problem of deteriorating RC beams have gained recently a strong attention
of several researchers, Lee et al. (1996, 1998): A nonlinear finite element (NL-FE)
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solution of a simple RC structure with the rebar corrosion effect is investigated by a
deterministic approach.  The deterioration is considered to be mainly due to the degree
of corrosion and a consequent decrease of steel yield point and bond performance.
Constitutive laws for these effects are based on experiments (which unfortunately
cannot be generalized).  Boer and Veen (1998) also presented a NL-FE approach, once
again deterministic.  No models for material deterioration were involved - the crack
analysis of concrete and the reduction of the bar diameter are not explained in detail.
Stewart and Rosowsky (1998) has developed an advanced approach taking into
account the random nature of parameters involved and have presented a preliminary
probabilistic framework for a time-dependent life cycle analysis for bridge slabs.  The
reduction of cross-sectional areas of steel bars and both the transverse and longitudinal
cracking of concrete were taken into account.

The present paper describes a probabilistic approach for the reliability
investigation and the life-time prediction of simply supported RC beams including
deterioration in time.  Only the ultimate limit state is controlled and the depassivation
of reinforcing rebars is supposed to be caused by the carbonation of concrete.  The
presence of chloride ions (Cl-) is excluded in this case. The physical, chemical,
technological and environmental characteristics are considered to be random variables
within the framework of a fully probabilistic approach.

If the bending action prevails and the attention is paid to the ultimate limit state
of simply supported beams only, the limit state function may be represented by
comparing the ultimate bending moment (resistance) and load action in one cross-
section.  First, the carbonation depth as a main factor influencing the initiation of
corrosion of reinforcement bars is treated more precisely using the so-called Bayesian
updating method based on short-term in-situ measurements (measured carbonation
depth statistics).  Secondly the appropriate advanced simulation techniques
(importance sampling) are used for the probabilistic prediction of deterioration in time
measured by the theoretical probability of failure pf.  Using pf -time curves and
“isoprobability” curves the residual life-time of the structure can be predicted.

2 Deterioration processes of reinforced concrete

2.1 Carbonation of concrete
The model of time-dependent carbonation depth xc of ordinary Portland cement

(OPC) concrete by Papadakis et al. (1992) is used.  This computational model is based
on the mass conservation of CO2, Ca(OH)2 and CSH (hydrated calcium silicate) in any
control volume of the concrete mass.  The simplified carbonation depth formula for
OPC concrete is expressed here as:
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where xc is the carbonation depth (mm) for time t (years), ρc, ρa are the mass density
(kg/m3) of cement and aggregates, resp., w/c, a/c are the water/cement,
aggregate/cement ratio, resp., RH is the ambient relative humidity, 

2COc is CO2 content

in atmosphere (mg/m3), a is the aggregate unit content.  In the original formulation
(Papadakis et al. 1992) the model for high values of RH does not provide satisfactory
results.  This has been overcome by implementing the step-wise linear relationship
f(RH) extracted from experiments reported by Matoušek (1997), see also Novák et al.
(1996).

A total of 11 variables (see details in Table 1) are involved in this model, and in
some cases not all appropriate information is available.  Therefore, a simpler model
may be useful.  For this purpose the model by Bob (1996) seems to be appropriate:
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where xc is the average depth of carbonation (or chloride penetration) (mm), fc is
concrete compressive strength (MPa), t is time of CO2 or/and Cl- action (years), C is
the coefficient of cement type, k introduces the influence of humidity (environmental
conditions) and d is coefficient for CO2 content.  Both models were randomized and
compared - see Keršner et al. (1996).  In these forms the models are utilized in the
present paper.  The purpose of modelling the carbonation depth is basically to calculate
the time at which depth xc reaches the concrete cover c (initiation time Ti).

2.2 Corrosion of reinforcement
An accurate and reasonably general computational model for corrosion of

depassivated steel bars embedded in concrete is still missing.  Note that both the
uniform and pitting type of corrosion should be modelled.  Presently the models used
e.g. by Andrade et al. (1996); Rodriguez et al. (1996) and Stewart and Rosowsky
(1998) seems to be sufficient for the prediction of uniform corrosion.  The formula for
the time related rebar diameter decrease is as follows:
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where Di is the initial bar diameter (mm), Ti is the time to initiation (years) (i.e.
depassivation) and icorr is the current density (normally expressed in µA/cm2).
Parameter α expresses the type of corrosion.  For homogenous corrosion α is equal 2,
however, when a localized corrosion (pitting) occurs α may reach values up to 8 (see
Rodriguez et al. 1996).



3 Computational model

3.1 Nonlinear analysis
The codes give approximate expressions for computing the ultimate flexural

resistance of reinforced concrete sections.  In order to make the computation more
accurate a simple method that satisfies equilibrium and compatibility is utilized.  The
reinforced concrete section is divided into layers, each layer is considered to be in a
state of uniaxial tension or compression.  Maximum strains are considered initially,
then stresses in layers (both concrete and reinforcement) are computed using the
idealized stress-strain diagrams given in Fig. 1.  By iterative algorithm equilibrium is
checked resulting in an ultimate bending moment Mu.  This “layered” approach is also
suitable for modelling the deterioration.

Fig. 1: Stress-strain diagrams: a) concrete; b) reinforcing steel.

3.2 Limit state function
For a reliability analysis a function g(X) of basic random variables X = X1, X2,...,

Xm is defined comparing ultimate bending moment Mu (resistance) with load bending
moment M (action of load).  Limit state function is then given as:

g(X,t) = ∅ Mu(X,t) – M     (4)

and is a function of time t, model uncertainty factor ∅ and m random variables.  Note
that the decrease of Mu(X,t) is strong when t > Ti.   A beam is considered to be safe if:

g(X,t) > 0     (5)

For the purpose of the present study the load action M is taken as a deterministic
value.  This arrangement enables us to predict the structural life-time of deteriorating
structure for a prescribed load level.

4 Reliability analysis

The material of concrete and reinforcing steel deteriorate in time and
consequently the ultimate bending moment decreases.  The goal is to quantify the
influence of deterioration on the reliability.  The failure probability is defined as:
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pf = P(g(X,t) ≤ 0)    (6)

and can be evaluated at several time points ti (i = 1, 2,..., n).  The increase of failure
probability in time can be estimated here by advanced simulation techniques e.g.
importance sampling (Bourgund and Bucher, 1986).

5 Numerical example – case study

5.1 General remarks
A particular storage building structure is composed of prefabricated RC units.

The study is focused on the roof beam where the carbonation depth was investigated
in-situ in several positions (the age being 11 years).  The cross-section of the beam is
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Critical cross-section with reinforcing bars.

5.2 Random variables
In-situ investigation also provided other values of several input variables and

their statistical parameters; some other parameters were gained by engineering
judgement.  All of them are summarized in Table 1.

5.3 Results of parametric study
The approach described above was used and the results of the probabilistic

analysis are as follows:
The probability of failure is obviously increasing in the course of time due to

corrosion of reinforcement.  This effect can be observed in Fig. 3 for different levels of
load (where the pf - time curves are shown).  Similar results are depicted in a different
way by the mean of the isoprobabilities  (i.e. curves of constant probability)  -  see
Fig. 4.  The pf -time curves or the isoprobabilities can be used for the structural life-
time (L) prediction.  It could be observed in Fig. 4 e.g. for M =550 kNm: If the
admissible pf would be 10-5 then L ≈ 75 years; for pf = 10-6 L ≈ 25 years only.

The in-situ measurements of carbonation depth xc after 11 years of the utilization
of the building were performed.  The results of the mean value of 6 mm and standard

H1=0.15 m

H=1.25 m

B1=0.30 m

B2=0.15 m



deviation of 1.2 mm were obtained, and the Bayesian updating (see e.g. Novák et al.
1996) of the xc evaluation in time could be assessed.  Based on this new xc-t function
also an updated pf -t curve could be computed.  The comparison of a prior and posterior
pf -time curves is shown in Fig. 5, the latter curve being more accurate as the utilization
of in-situ measurements takes into account the effect of local conditions.  This cannot
be accounted for by a general analytical model itself.  Such updated pf -time curves
make it possible to gain a more reliable prediction of the structural life-time.

Table 1: Basic random variables.

Variable Symb. Unit Mean COV
(%)

PDF

Uncertainty factor of model ∅ - 1 0.1 N
Ambient CO2 content

2COc mg/m3 800 0.15 N

Relative humidity RH - 0.85 0.1 N
Unit content of cement c kg 291 0.02 LN
Unit content of water w kg 189 0.01 LN
Unit content of sand ρ kg 853 0.015 LN
Unit content of gravel 4-8 mm size g4-8 kg 382 0.015 LN
Unit content of gravel 8-16 g8-16 kg 630 0.015 LN
Mass density of cement ρc kg/m3 3100 0.015 N
Mass density of sand ρs kg/m3 2590 0.02 N
Mass density of gravel 4-8 ρg4-8 kg/m3 2540 0.02 N
Mass density of gravel 8-16 ρg8-16 kg/m3 2660 0.02 N
Concrete cover cc mm 20.2 0.2 N
Diameter of steel Di mm 22 0.05 LN
Height of cross-section H m 1.25 0.02 N
Top flange depth H1 m 0.15 0.02 N
Top flange width B1 m 0.3 0.02 N
Web thickness B2 m 0.15 0.02 N
Strength of concrete in compression fc MPa 54.1 0.15 LN
Strength of concrete in tension Rbt MPa 3.1 0.25 LN
Strength of steel Rs MPa 410 0.05 LN
Modulus of elasticity for steel Es GPa 210 0.03 N
Modulus of elasticity for concrete Eb GPa 23 0.05 N
Type of cement C - 1.4 0.247 U <0.8; 2>
Influence of humidity k - 0.65 0.311 U <0.3; 1>
Influence of CO2 content d - 1.5 0.192 U <1; 2>
Current density icorr µA/cm2 1.5 0.33 U <1; 2>
Remarks: N...Normal, LN...Lognormal and U...Uniform on interval <Xlower ; Xupper>   

In Fig. 5 a) homogenous corrosion is treated and updated values of carbonation
depth (smaller values) decreased the failure probability to the level of the failure
probability for zero time.  For pitting corrosion, this decrease to zero time level works
approximately up to 40 years, then there is an increase of the failure probability (but of
lower values), see Fig. 5 b).  It has to be realized that we start from time zero where a
failure probability exists (≈10-5) and this failure probability is the result of the random



variability of geometrical and material characteristics only.  Also the influence of two
different models for the carbonation process was studied.  The curves in Fig. 6 indicate
only negligible effects in this particular beam.  A more serious degradation effect is the
pitting corrosion.  Using the same approach also the influence of a type of corrosion on
the probability of failure was studied - as it can be observed in Fig. 7.  The results are
only indicative as the pitting process is strongly uncertain and is often started due to
the chlorides attack.

Fig. 3: Failure probability vs. time for different levels of bending moments
(carbonation model by Papadakis and homogenous corrosion)

Fig. 4: Isoprobabilities (Papadakis, homogenous corrosion)
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Fig. 5: Bayesian updating of pf (carbonation model by Papadakis and M= 600
kNm): a) homogenous corrosion; b) pitting corrosion

6 Conclusions

• The influence of the degradation process on reliability is modelled and shown in
a quantitative probabilistic way - failure probability vs. time.

• The approach described above may conveniently serve for the assessment of the
residual life of a RC structure taking into account the degradation due to
carbonation of concrete and corrosion of steel reinforcement.
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Fig. 6: Influence of carbonation model (homogenous corrosion and M= 600 kNm)

Fig. 7: Influence of type of corrosion - homogenous (αα = 2) and pitting (αα = 6)
(carbonation model by Papadakis and M=600 kNm)
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• Utilizing the Bayesian updating procedure and site-oriented measurements the
predictions of degradation processes and the evaluation of their impact on the
reliability measure are more effective.  The local conditions are accounted for.

• The approach is rather general and different models and other degradation
processes may be incorporated.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A RELIABILITY-BASED DURABILITY DESIGN
METHOD FOR TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
Timber Durability Design Development
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Abstract

Formal durability design procedures for timber construction, based on prediction
models and concepts similar to structural design, are under development in Australia.
This paper presents an overview of key results of the sub-programs that comprise this
major multi-disciplinary research effort; these are: (1) model development and
calibration; (2) environmental agents – maps and databases; and (3) test protocols and
material resistance. The ultimate goal is to develop a durability modeling and design
software that will allow designers to predict the life expectancy of timber in certain
applications, and make informed decisions on important variables that affect timber
durability and building performance.

Keywords: timber/wood construction, durability design, modeling

1 Introduction

Durability is one of the most important considerations in the use of wood in
construction. While many timber durability guidelines and design aids are available to
engineers and designers (e.g., Sagot 1995, NAFI 1989, Dost and Botsai 1990), the
current approach to timber durability design is still very much an art; design solutions
vary from person to person and control of performance depend almost exclusively on
compliance to good building practice. This tends to inhibit innovation and
optimisation of building design, and is not useful for assessing the impact of rapid
changes enforced by legislation (e.g., banning of chemicals).

If the factors affecting durability and the mechanisms of degradation, including
inherent uncertainties, are quantified, design procedures can be developed so that a
product or building can be designed to perform satisfactorily with a given level of
confidence, much like the way it is currently done in structural design. This idea was

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1289-1298.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



first proposed by Leicester and Barnacle (1990) and investigated further by Stringer
(1993). But while the technology of structural engineering is well developed and
applied with confidence in design, the technology required for an engineering
approach to durability is far behind.

This paper presents an overview and some preliminary results of a major multi-
disciplinary timber durability research effort in Australia, focused on the development
of a reliability-based durability design method for timber construction. One factor that
helps us appreciate the complexity of this undertaking is the fact that since the
inception of the project, about 900 related references have been collected and
reviewed (Leicester 1998).

2 Project description

2.1 Background and objectives
The timber industry in Australia identified durability as a high priority research

need in early 1994. After further discussions with researchers, industry
representatives, regulators and end users (Foliente 1995), an integrated research
proposal to the Forestry and Wood Products Research and Development Corporation
(FWPRDC) was submitted by five research organisations and was subsequently
jointly funded as a three-year collaborative project for about AUD$1 million per year.

The long-term goal is to develop tools and methods to enable designers to: (1)
predict the durability of any type of timber construction located anywhere in
Australia; (2) make informed decisions on important variables affecting timber
durability and their influence on performance; and (3) design and specify a durable
system for any use or application that will achieve its performance goals.

The research program described herein is the first phase of an envisaged two-
phase durability project. The primary objective in the first phase is the development
of probabilistic durability prediction models and of a reliability-based design
procedure for timber construction. In the second phase, the models will be further
calibrated and validated, the design method will be trialed and refined, a durability
design software will be developed, and other practical results and recommendations
of the first phase of research will be implemented (e.g., test protocols and hazard
maps will be proposed to standards committees).

The Timber Research and Development Advisory Council (TRADAC)
coordinates the project and chairs the Project Technical Committee, which consists of
sub-program project leaders and key researchers, and industry representatives.
Research is divided into three inter-related sub-programs, which are described next.

2.2 Sub-programs

2.2.1 Sub-program 1: Model development and calibration
Research covering the development of degradation attack models and

formalised durability design methods, is led by Dr R.H. Leicester and undertaken at
the CSIRO Building, Construction and Engineering (CSIRO-BCE). The basic
approach is introduced below; key aspects are described in the next section and in



greater detail in Leicester and Foliente (1999).
Figure 1 illustrates the key steps in the development of the attack models and

the design procedure. In the case of decay, for example, we start with classical
models of moisture movement in porous media, using fundamental material
parameters. Climate, soil and other environmental data are used to identify the
context of durability performance, and as input to predicting performance. A
simplified degradation or attack model, with new material parameter inputs that can
be easily and quickly measured and with reasonable prediction capability (compared
to the fundamental model), is then developed and calibrated using all available data
including historical durability index properties, new field and laboratory data
generated in the present project (e.g., from Sub-programs 2 and 3) and, when
necessary, expert opinion. Then, the durability design procedure is developed from a
composite of all the attack models.

Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of the development of the prediction model and the
engineering design procedure

2.2.2 Sub-program 2: Environmental agents – maps and databases
This sub-program is led by Dr I. Cole (CSIRO-BCE), with participating

researchers from the CSIRO Forestry and Forest Products (CSIRO-FFP), and
Queensland Forest Research Institute (QFRI). This includes determining the levels of
risk of various hazards and developing hazard maps for decay (in and above ground),
termites and corrosion based on climate data and results of Sub-program 3 (Cole
1996; Thornton 1996).

Detailed climate data have been collected and are being related to microclimate
within the house, and eventually to local element condition (Figs. 2 and 3). This
process requires climate sub-models that relate global climate data to a specific site,
from external climate to microclimate within the house, and from microclimate in the
cavity to moisture conditions of the timber (Fig. 2). Climate data that have been
collected include rainfall, temperature, relative humidity, wind, evaporation, cloud
cover and various components of solar radiation. Microclimate data being monitored
in cavities of selected houses in locations with tropical, subtropical and temperate
climates are temperature and relative humidity (Fig. 3); also being monitored are
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material response parameters including time of wetness and moisture content of
selected timbers. Conditions that are conducive to degradation (initiation and/or
acceleration) are being investigated.

Based on seven years of Australian data on exposed L-joint specimens and the
mean monthly temperature and rainfall in Australia, an above ground decay hazard
map for Australia has been plotted (Fig. 4a) using the Scheffer’s index (Scheffer
1971; Carter et al. 1993). Knowing that faster evaporation in the Australian climate
allows wetted timber to dry out faster than in the northern hemisphere (where the
Scheffer’s index was originally derived), a new decay index, referred to as the DPI
index, has been derived as a function of percentage of wet days and the average
vapour pressure deficit (M. Cause, private communication). This index fits the
updated nine-year L-joint data better than the Scheffer’s index did. The differences
are seen in comparing Figs. 4a and 4b; the DPI index provides a more refined and
appropriate above ground decay hazard map for Australia. Further refinements in the
calculation of the above ground durability hazard are being investigated.

Fig. 2: Durability prediction from climate data to local elements

Fig. 3: Site locations for detailed climate data and for monitored indoor climate
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Above ground decay hazard map: (a) Scheffer’s index (after Carter et al.
1993); (b) DPI decay index (after M. Cause, private communication)

The termite hazard map will be based on a combination of results of a public
survey and prediction using the attack model. The first stage of a national survey has
been completed and the second stage is on going at the time of this writing.

Metal corrosion is a combination of atmospheric corrosion on exposed steel and
cathodic corrosion on the embedded steel. For the case of atmospheric corrosion,
critical attack parameters are the effective time of wetness and concentration of air
pollutants, particularly sea-salt. Based on analysis of available exposure test data and
modeling results, Fig. 5 shows the estimated corrosion of a metal plate of mild steel
containing copper.

Fig. 5: Contour map of corrosion of a metal plate of mild steel containing copper
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2.2.3 Sub-program 3: Material resistance and test protocols
This sub-program is led by Dr J Thornton (CSIRO-FFP), with researchers from

CSIRO-FFP, QFRI and the State Forests of New South Wales (SF-NSW) also
involved. Part of this sub-program is focussed on developing standardised durability
assessment methods for materials, including the suitability of accelerated field
simulation laboratory techniques to determine resistance to termites, fungi and
corrosion (Thornton 1996). Another focus is the determination of durability rating
resistance of common timber products for prescriptive design guidelines and of
degradation rates of treated and untreated timber for prediction models. The latter is
based on both new field data and previously collected data originally intended to
obtain durability index properties.

A considerable amount of material resistance evaluation is in progress, with
decay and termites, both in-ground and above ground, for both treated and untreated
wood. There are also above ground wood panel exposure tests and corrosion tests
with both nails and metal plates; see Thornton (1996) for details.

3 Model development

3.1 Basic concept and methodology
The key to developing a design procedure is first to have predictive models for

durability. Figure 6 illustrates the way the models and design procedure will be used.
A set of input parameters is used to define the design situation, a particular hazard
type is selected, and a calculation model is used to predict the performance of the
element or building system.

Fig. 6: Schematic illustration of the use of prediction models and engineering
design procedures
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Typical input parameters are those that relate to the hazard, building location,
building construction, building element and maintenance programs (or user action).
Performance criteria will be classified as either structural collapse, unserviceability
(such as  excessive deflections, water entry or loss of material) or aesthetic
deterioration. The hazards considered include attack by:
• Fungi
• Termites
• Corrosion agents
• Mechanical degradation

Since there are uncertainties in the data, models and analysis methods, it is
natural to apply probabilistic techniques and recognize and incorporate these
uncertainties in the model development process. Each attack model is assumed to
comprise a sequence of events as shown in Fig. 7. The duration of each event is a
random variable. This leads to a prediction in statistical terms as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7: Statistical model of event times

Fig. 8: Statistical representation of time to failure
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natural in-service variability of these events, but also the additional variability that
reflects the uncertainties arising from our inadequate knowledge or from the use of
simplified composite models. Of particular interest is the risk parameter Pr(tfail <
tdesign), the probability that the time to failure tfail is less than the specified design life
of the structural element, tdesign (Fig. 8) Typical acceptable values of the risk
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parameter are 0.05, 0.2 and 0.5 for structural collapse, unserviceability and aesthetic,
respectively.

3.2 Attack models
The attack models being developed are primarily focused on decay, termite and

corrosion. Details about the development of decay (in-ground and above ground) and
termite attack models are given in Leicester and Foliente (1999). The former is based
on the ability to predict the movement of free water in timber. The latter is based on
surveys of the opinion of experts on termites. Details about the development of the
corrosion model are discussed in Cole et al. (1999a, 1999b). These models are based
on simple equations that require the measurement of only a limited set of parameters.

4 Durability design and other applications

4.1 Design
General prediction models are too complex to be used directly in design codes.

Figure 9 shows an idealised diagram of how a general prediction model or an analysis
based on “first principles” can be used to develop an engineering design procedure
and eventually to develop simplified prescriptive design rules. Current methods have
been formulated via Path A. The present work is primarily focused on the
development of prediction models, which are calibrated using the available durability
knowledge base (Path C) as described earlier. Ultimately, the models will be used to
improve prescriptive durability design rules either directly or through an engineering
design procedure (Paths E and D).

Fig. 9: Durability design methods
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In engineered design, the obvious practical approach would be to decompose
the general model into a sequence of several simple sub-models. This would be
analogous to the structural analysis of a complex structure by first replacing it with
simpler analytical models.

For simplicity, input data should be in the form of a table or a map, such as the
map for DPI decay index in Fig. 4b, or in the form of classifications based on
evaluations according to some sort of protocol. Factors that should be considered in
the design process include:
• location and orientation of the structure;
• structural detailing, particularly at joints;
• treatment and thickness of timber elements;
• use of coatings; and
• use of inspection and maintenance activities.

4.2 Other applications
The general prediction models can also be used to assess the performance of

new and innovative products and the impact of rapid changes enforced by legislation
(e.g., banning of chemicals). In conjunction with a non-destructive testing method,
the models can be used to predict the residual life of a timber element and to develop
an optimised inspection and maintenance program. Thus, the models are key
components of an improved asset management system for timber structures.

5 Conclusions

This project provides a framework and method of using fundamental
degradation models, and climate and relevant environmental factors to develop
general durability prediction models and formal design procedures for timber
construction.

Research to date indicates that the development of formal durability design
procedures, based on prediction models, is not only feasible but is a better and more
flexible approach to ensure durable timber construction. The existence of formal
timber durability design procedures, similar in concept to structural design, will
facilitate the teaching and globalisation of the technology, and hopefully lead to the
day when failures related to durability will be regarded as failures of applied
technology, and not taken to be an unknown risk associated with the use of timber.

Much research is needed to better understand fundamental degradation
mechanisms of timber in-service, improve the attack models and provide more
reliable data to validate and calibrate the prediction models.
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MATERIAL INDUCED STRUCTURAL DETERIORATION AND
MAINTENANCE STRATEGY
Structural deterioration and maintenance strategy

C Q LI
Department of Civil Engineering, Monash University
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Abstract

Since material degradation is inevitable in reinforced concrete structures more
attention should be drawn on structural performance assessment and the maintenance
of the structure. This paper intends to provide an overview of problems of structural
deterioration with focus on concrete structures. A technique to assess the life cycle
performance of concrete structures is presented. Also presented is a basic idea of
developing a reliability-based maintenance strategy. The developed strategy can be
used to predict maintenance/repair time and ultimately the service life of concrete
structures. The strategy will provide robust tools for rating and benchmarking of
concrete structures, which would assist management in decision-making regarding
their maintenance and rehabilitation. An example is given to illustrate how to assess
the structural performance and to develop a maintenance strategy.

Keywords: Deterioration, concrete structures, maintenance, structural reliability

1 Introduction

The cost and consequences of structural failures are substantial, in particular,
when people’s lives are involved. The failure of concrete structures is usually
attributed to the deterioration of structural strength. Structural deterioration stems from
two basic sources: material degradation and the damage by external loads. Since both
the material degradation and the external damage are inevitable in concrete structures,
durability of concrete structures is an important issue in the design and operation of
these structures. However, current design criteria for structural durability in most
design codes, such as Australian AS 3600 (1994), are qualitative, which cannot
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determine the residual strength of a structure at a certain point of time in service and
therefore cannot assess the structural performance over time. Due to structural
deterioration, maintenance and repairs are necessary during the use of concrete
structures. Otherwise the design service life of the structure cannot be fulfilled, which
poses a risk to public life.

The importance of maintenance and repair of concrete structures is self evident.
Just think about infrastructure around us. Concrete structures, such as buildings and
bridges, constructed during 1960s and earlier, have deteriorated to an extent that many
of them are unsafe for the increased service they are challenged to provide, such as the
increased live load due to heavier equipment in a building or trucks on the road. The
importance of maintenance can also be seen from the perspective of the cost on the
maintenance and rehabilitation of infrastructure. In Australia it is currently estimated at
about $30 billion per annum (6.7% of its GDP). Given this huge investment, together
with an increasing scarcity of resources, it is essential that the funds be used as
efficiently as possible.

To ensure that concrete structures function at a high level of quality and
reliability, timely maintenance and rehabilitation of these structures are imperative. To
have a rational and cost-effective maintenance strategy it is essential to be able to
assess structural deterioration over time. Recently, control of the durability of concrete
structures has gained increasing appreciation at the design and operation stages of
these structures. Most of the current durability problems of concrete structures (for
example, bridges, dams, and facades of buildings) could have been avoided if a
systematic durability design and maintenance strategy had been developed. Such a
design, however, requires both an overall methodology and detailed calculation models
of actual deterioration processes. Unfortunately, both the methodology and
deterioration models are not widely available and need to be developed.

This paper intends to provide an overview on problems of structural
deterioration with focus on concrete structures. A technique to assess the life cycle
performance of concrete structures is presented. Also presented is a basic idea of
developing a reliability-based maintenance strategy. The developed strategy can be
used to predict maintenance/repair time and ultimately the service life of concrete
structures. The strategy will provide robust tools for rating and benchmarking of
concrete structures, which would assist management in decision-making regarding its
maintenance and rehabilitation. An example is given to illustrate how to assess the
structural performance and to develop a maintenance strategy.

2 An overview of degradation problems

2.1 Material degradation
Literature shows that there are three major mechanisms that cause structural

concrete deterioration (Warner, et al 1989): 1) abrasion, i.e., surface degradation of the
concrete; 2) internal degradation of the concrete, such as Alkali Aggregate Reaction
(AAR); 3) corrosion of the reinforcing steel in the concrete. Of these, steel corrosion is
the most severe form of material deterioration with the capacity to threaten the safety
of the structures. Since the problem of steel corrosion is dauntingly difficult to tackle,



the term “concrete cancer” can be used to graphically refer to distress caused by steel
corrosion.

Considerable research on the mechanisms of steel corrosion has been undertaken
(Yeomans and Cook 1978; Sagoe-Crentsil 1989; Guirguis 1990). It has been
understood that there are two basic mechanisms that trigger the corrosion of
reinforcing steel in concrete. These are carbonation of concrete around the steel and
the access of chloride ions to the surface of the steel. Steel corrosion is essentially a
two-stage electrochemical oxidation process: the breakdown of a protective alkaline
membrane occurs in an initiation stage, and the corrosion propagation proceeds in the
second. It has also been known that, in addition to surrounding environments, the
following factors affect steel corrosion, although the extent of effect varies: (1) water-
cement ratio; (2) cement type; (3) concrete cover; and (4) concrete cracking.

Abrasion of the concrete surface involves initially the hardened cement paste on
the surface of the structural member (Park and Pauley 1975). As the paste is worn
away, firstly fine aggregates and then the coarse aggregates are exposed. Depending on
the strength of the paste and subsequently on the bond and hardness of the aggregate,
surface degradation may take place. It has been identified that the following factors
affect the abrasion of concrete surface: (1) compressive strength; (2) aggregate
properties; (3) finishing procedures; and (4) curing.

Alkali Aggregate Reaction (AAR) is a problem intrinsic to the concrete itself.
Due to the constituents of concrete and environments around, some countries, such as
the United Kingdom have more severe AAR problem than others, such as Australia
(actually, in the UK and some other European countries, “concrete cancer” is referred
to as AAR). Since 1940, many studies on AAR have been carried and are available in
literature (e.g., Grattan-Bellew 1986). It is well known that conditions and factors that
affect AAR are: (1) presence of reactive aggregates; (2) supply of sufficient alkalies;
and (3) presence of adequate moisture.

It needs to be pointed out that research on material degradation is quite extensive
and reliable information and experimental data have been produced and published. It is
being recognised that a step forward from the research of material degradation to that
of structural deterioration would lead to a cutting edge of the research in concrete
durability (from the performance perspective of both materials and structures).

2.2 Structural deterioration
As has been noted, structural deterioration stems from two basic sources:

material degradation and the damage by extreme hazards, such as in strong wind or an
earthquake. This paper is only concerned with the material degradation. Structural
deterioration could be pursued in a number of ways, according to performance
requirements and limit states that are used in the design. For example, the deterioration
in structural strength is when the strength of the structure decays to an unacceptable
limit state. The deterioration in serviceability, such as deflection, is when the
deflection exceeds an allowable limit state.

Structural deterioration is one of the least attended topic in structural reliability
analysis (Melchers 1987; Rackwitz 1983). The most difficulty lies in lack of
deterioration models. Existing models for structural deterioration are either too
difficult to tackle mathematically or too simple to make any practical sense. From the



viewpoint of concrete structures, steel corrosion in concrete usually represents the final
stage of structural deterioration prior to collapse. However the majority of the research
on steel corrosion is limited more to corrosion mechanisms than to residual strength.
As a consequence, there are few stochastic models that could simulate the behaviour of
deteriorating structures, a situation which has actually overlooked the random nature of
the problem. A key step to establishing such a model is to identify critical factors that
relate steel corrosion to its structural strength. But this is not easy in view of the fact
that the deterioration rate depends largely on constituents of concrete, environments,
structural geometry and loadings.

An ideal probabilistic model that takes into account both degradation and
proven-strength could be the one as shown in Fig. 1 (Kameda and Koike 1975). As can
be seen from Fig. 1 the degradation is represented by the leftwards shift of the
probability density function of the structural strength. But the survival of the structure
confirmed that its initial strength was higher than originally assumed (proven-
strength). So the probability density function should be amended, conditional on its
survival, as represented by the truncated tail in Fig. 1. It is obvious that sufficient
experimental data are required to construct the probability density function of the
structural strength as well as the accurate truncation of the function.

Fig. 1: Probabilistic model of deterioration (R = resistance)

3 Performance assessment

Since both material degradation and structural damage are inevitable, research on
structural deterioration should be focused on how to assess structural performance over
time and to predict the maintenance time for the structure and hence its service life
(i.e., maintenance strategy, see below). Again, research in this regard is very limited
and only recently progress has been made in Europe (Sarja and Vesikari 1996). In
general, structural performance should be assessed using time-dependent structural
reliability approaches since both the applied loads and the structural strength are not
only uncertain but also time-variant. For this purpose, the basic theory of time-
dependent reliability is briefly described below. Details of the theory will not be
discussed in the paper but are available in textbooks, such as Melchers (1987).



3.1 Time-dependent reliability
A durability problem is a time-dependent reliability problem, in which all (or

some) variables should be modelled as stochastic processes. For reliability problems
involving stochastic processes, the structural reliability depends on the time that is
expected to elapse before the first occurrence of the stochastic processes crossing out
of the safe domain D, sometime during the service life [0, tL] of the structure.
Equivalently, the probability of the first occurrence of such an excursion is the
probability of structural failure pf(t) during that time period. Under some assumptions
(see, Melchers 1987), the so-called “first passage probability” can be determined from
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where pf(0) is the probability that the structure fails at time t = 0. For structural
deterioration problem p

f 
(0) is obviously very small and may be assumed to be zero,

which means that it is unlikely that a structure deteriorates as soon as it comes into use.
The main difficulty in application of equation (1) to practical problems is the
determination of the outcrossing rate ν(t), to which only few solutions exist.

When the stochastic process X(t) is a scalar process, the outcrossing problem
becomes a down or up-crossing one and for structural deterioration it is obviously a
downcrossing problem. So that the outcrossing rate in equation (1) can be replaced by
a downcrossing rate, which can be evaluated directly by Rice formula (Rice 1954) as
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where −
aν  is the downcrossing rate of the scalar process X(t) relative to a, the threshold

(limit state) to be crossed, a& is the slope of a with respect to time, &x (t) is the time
derivative process of X(t) and ),( xxf xx &&  is the joint probability density function for X

and &X . A solution to equation (2) can be expressed analytically, when the threshold a
is not random (constant), as (Li and Melchers 1993a)
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where νa=const stands for the downcrossing rate when the threshold is not random,  φ( )
and Φ( ) are standard normal density and distribution functions respectively, µ and σ
denote the mean and standard deviation of X and &X , represented by subscripts and “|”
denotes the conditional probability. For a given stochastic process, all the variables in
equation (3) can be determined as shown in Li and Melchers (1993a).

3.2 Practical application
In the context of structural reliability theory, assessment of structural

deterioration is based on the probability of the violation of a durability limit state. At
the time that the probability of deterioration failure is below an acceptable limit,
maintenance is required or the service life of the structure is attained.

Let the performance of a reinforced concrete structure be represented by residual
strength, e.g., the original flexural capacity, Mo, of a structural member, which is
determined based on design codes. Mo is a nominal value of the flexural capacity



(which is a random variable). Also let the time function ϕ(t) be used to describe
structural deterioration. Thus the flexural capacity of the structure at time t, M(t), can
be expressed as

oMttM )()( ϕ=                                                        (4)

where 1)( ≤tϕ  is known as deterioration function. For the structural member to be

safe it should satisfy the following limit state of durability: aMtM ≥)( , where Ma is a

threshold of the flexural capacity beyond which the probability of structural failure due
to structural deterioration is too high to be accepted. So whenever M(t) is less than the
threshold Ma, the structure fails due to deterioration. This is a typical downcrossing
problem and equations (1) and (3) are readily used to calculate the probability of this
deterioration failure, with M(t) replacing X(t) and Ma replacing a,
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It may be noted that probability of structural failure due to material degradation
has been separated from that due to external loads. This is because there is no evidence
suggesting that material-induced structural deterioration is related to external loads,
although damage-induced structural deterioration is associated with external load. The
apparent assumption herein is that failures due to structural deterioration and applied
loads are independent.

4 Maintenance strategy

There are basically two issues in developing a maintenance strategy. One is that
when the maintenance is needed. The other is how to implement the maintenance, i.e.,
the repair techniques. This paper is only concerned with the former. To develop a
maintenance strategy the key element is to determine the time when a structure needs
maintenance. This is essentially a problem of making decision under uncertainty. The
uncertainty comes from variations of material degradation itself, models used to assess
the structural deterioration and so on. Because of this uncertainty and time-variant
nature of the problem, only a time-dependent reliability approach is appropriate in
developing the maintenance strategy.

There are basically two categories of maintenance policies: preventive policy and
corrective policy.

4.1 Preventive policy
Under this policy, only routine inspection/repair is carried out, which is to

prevent defects that may cause structural deterioration. So it is also called routine
maintenance. Take a concrete building as an example. The routine maintenance
includes patching concrete, repairing cracks, cleaning exposed parts and replacing
small parts (non-structural). Guidelines for routine maintenance usually exist. The
routine maintenance is usually carried out at a regular time interval which varies
according to working conditions and environments. Since the time intervals for routine
maintenance are more or less determined a priori, and since the cost associated with



the maintenance is usually low, the preventive policy of maintenance is not discussed
any further in the paper.

4.2 Corrective policy
Corrective policy is to retro-fit and/or restore the structural capacity due to

material degradation or damage. Under this policy, only when a structure fails (defined
in any way) would maintenance be carried out. The corrective maintenance involves
considerable repair work. Compared with routine maintenance, corrective maintenance
is less frequent and there are, in general, no guidelines to repair work. Until now the
corrective maintenance strategy is, by and large, based on experience and local practice
rather than on sound theoretical investigation.

Maintenance and repair based solely on experience may be more expensive and
less safe than those based on a more rational material and structural assessment. Due to
the substantial cost difference between preventive policy and corrective policy, it is
very important to ensure that maintenance is carried out only when it is needed if a
cost-effective maintenance strategy is to be achieved. This requires a cost-risk
approach in developing a maintenance strategy.

A reliability-based maintenance strategy is to maintain a minimum acceptable
reliability, βm as shown in Fig. 2, throughout the lifetime of the structure. βm can be
determined by minimising the total life cycle cost of a structure to be built, including
initial construction cost, maintenance cost and the cost of structural failure (Li 1995).
In this strategy, the time, such as ti in Fig. 2, for maintenance is determined in terms of
a probability. That is only when a structure deteriorates below an acceptable reliability
level, the maintenance intervention is necessary. So the key in corrective maintenance
strategy is to determine the time the maintenance is required, i.e., ti. In Fig. 2, βT is the
target reliability index. It represents the safety level built in the design codes.

The corrective maintenance strategy is consistent with the current practice or
experience, which may be described as “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”. “Broke” should
be defined on a more sound scientific base as proposed herein, i.e., using a
probabilistic limit state to define the failure (broke). It is the probability of the failure
that is not acceptable rather than the actual failure itself, which is the conceptual
difference to experience-based maintenance policies. When a structural fails it is
usually too late to fix it.

              Reliability

       βT

                βm

                   Time
                          t1                     t2

Fig. 2: Concept of life cycle performance (schematic)



4.3 Maintenance time
To determine the time at which maintenance is needed, an acceptable limit of

risk should be determined beforehand. Obviously this risk can be represented by an
acceptable probability of structural failure, pfa = Φ(−βm).

By assigning t = tM in equation (1), a unique relationship between the probability
of deterioration failure, associated with a limit state requirement, and the maintenance
time, tM, is established (although an analytical solution is not available at moment).
Therefore, for a given acceptable probability of deterioration failure pfa, if pf(t) < pfa,

no maintenance is necessary at time t. At the time, e.g., t1, that pf(t1) is greater than or

equal to pfa the maintenance time for the structure is determined, i.e., tM = t1.

Alternatively if there is no maintenance, the design service life tL of the structure is
attained, i.e., tL = t1. When there are more than one time of maintenance, the design

service life becomes the sum of time intervals between maintenance, i.e., ∑=
=

n

i
iLt

1
τ ,

where n is the number of maintenance times that are required during the service life of
the structure and τi is the time interval between two maintenance times, i.e., τi = ti – ti-

1. The probability of structural failure within the service life tL is the union of the
failures in each time interval. As has been seen the structural performance (durability)
is closely associated with the service life of the structure. This is the nature of
durability problem.

5 Worked example

A concrete building located at a beach is taken as an example to show how to
assess structural deterioration and implement a maintenance strategy at the design
stage. It is expected that the cantilever beam of the balcony of the building would
suffer severe steel corrosion. In this case, the deterioration function of equation (4) is
simply taken from Li and Melchers (1993b) which is of a form: )(1 tAr−=ϕ , where
Ar is the area reduction rate of reinforcing steel over time. Data that are adopted in the
calculation of failure probability are as follows: )1(30)( 5.0ttM −=µ ,

jiatttC MjiM == 2)3.0(),( µ , Ma = 20 kNm. Using equation (5), the probability of

structural failure due to corrosion induced deteriroation can be calculated, the results
of which are shown in Fig. 3.

The property manager decides 3 times of maintenance will be carried out during
the service life of the building. To determine each maintenance time, an acceptable
probability of failure should be determined first. For a given minimum acceptable
reliability index, βm = 2.33, the acceptable failure probability is

01.0)33.2()( =−Φ=−Φ= mfa
p β (6)



As can be seen from Fig. 3, at the time t1 = 23.5 years, maintenance is required to
keep the risk lower than accepted. After the maintenance, it was assumed the flexural
capacity can be restored to 95% of the original capacity. Following the same
procedure, the second and third maintenance times can be determined, which were t2 =
20.3 (years) and t3 = 17.6 (years). After the 3rd maintenance, the building would serve
for another 14 year before the probability of deterioration is lower than accepted. If
there is no correlation between each maintenance, i.e., the maintenance is to be carried
out independently, the service life of the building is tL = 23.5 + 20.3 + 17.6 + 14 = 75.4
years with a confidence of 96%. In other words, the probability of deterioration failure
of the concrete building for a given service life of 75.4 years is 0.04.
     As can be seen from the results, the service life of concrete structures is directly
related to a structural performance (bending herein) and it is predicted in a
probabilistic manner.

Fig. 3: Probability of deterioration failure

6 Conclusion

This paper has provided an overview on problems of concrete structural
deterioration. A technique to assess the life cycle performance of concrete structures
has been presented. Also presented is a basic idea of developing a reliability-based
maintenance strategy. An example of a concrete building which is subject to steel
corrosion has been taken to illustrate how to assess the structural performance and to
develop a maintenance strategy. It can be concluded that a reliability-based
maintenance strategy should be implemented at the design stage of concrete buildings.
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DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION MODELS FOR SEWER
DETERIORATION
Prediction Models for Sewer Deterioration

D. M. ABRAHAM and R. WIRAHADIKUSUMAH
School of Civil Engineering, Purdue University, W. Lafayette, IN 47907, U.S.A.

Abstract

Due to their low visibility, rehabilitation of sanitary sewers is often neglected until
catastrophic failures occur. Neglecting regular maintenance of these underground
utilities adds to life-cycle costs and liabilities, and in extreme cases, stoppage or
reduction of vital services. Incorporating condition data and deterioration patterns of
the city’s sewer system is pivotal for obtaining a realistic assessment of the city’s
infrastructure. This paper will explore the probability-based Markovian approach for
modeling deterioration. This approach is based on the assumption that since the
behavior of sewer lines (i.e., the rate of deterioration) is probabilistic, the selection of
an appropriate repair strategy is also an uncertain procedure. Probability-based
prediction models enable the comparison of the expected proportions in given
condition states with the actual proportions observed in the field, and in this way
possible defects in construction, materials, quality control, etc., can be identified.
Expert opinions from engineers, who have developed the sewer assessment surveys
for the City of Indianapolis Department of Capital Asset Management (DCAM), will
be used to validate the  deterioration models developed in the research. More realistic
deterioration models will assist asset managers in improved performance modeling of
the sewer infrastructure and also in determining this infrastructure’s rehabilitation
costs based on improved estimates of deterioration.

Keywords: deterioration, sewer systems, probabilistic methods, condition states,
Markovian models, infrastructure, rehabilitation, maintenance

1 Introduction

The need to renew the deteriorating civil infrastructure in the U.S. creates a
tremendous challenge to civil infrastructure system planners and managers in terms of
financing, logistics, and demand and service assessment. Underground infrastructure
such as sewer lines have to compete with other types of facilities for limited funds.
Very often, maintenance of these facilities are neglected. Many of the nation's sewer
systems are deteriorating and vulnerable to failure. Some failures can endanger public



health and safety.  Reactive maintenance strategies often result in difficult and costly
rehabilitation (WEF-ASCE 1994). Tremendous capital can be protected if the cities
could make better investment decisions and consider infrastructure management on a
proactive basis.

Incorporating condition data and deterioration patterns of the city’s sewer
system is pivotal for obtaining a realistic assessment of the city’s infrastructure.
Deterioration models will assist asset managers in improved performance modeling of
the sewer infrastructure and in determining this infrastructure’s rehabilitation costs
based on more realistic estimates of deterioration.

This paper will discuss the mechanisms of structural failures in sewers.  An
overview of prior research in the area of deterioration modeling for other infrastruture
systems (e.g., bridges, pavements) will be provided. Finally, the use of Markov chain
models for deterioration modeling of sewer systems will be described.

2 Deterioration in Sewer Systems

Sewer collapses are caused by hydraulic failures and structural failures.
Hydraulic failures are caused by infiltration and inflow (I/I) problems. Infiltration is
water that enters the system from the ground through pipe defects, while inflow is
extraneous storm water that enters the system through roof leaders, direct stormwater
connections, clean-outs, foundation drains, basement sump pumps, etc. These I/I
problems reduce the planned hydraulic capacity of sewers, increasing the potential for
collapse.

The intensity of structural failures depend on the size of defects, soil type,
interior hydraulic regime, groundwater level and fluctuation, method of construction,
and loading on sewers.

2.1 Materials
The stability of deteriorated sewers depends on the materials used for the

construction of the sewer pipes. Rigid pipe materials are usually designed to resist
vertical loading on their own, while brick sewers and flexible pipe materials require
side support from the surrounding soil. Older sewers were typically constructed of
vitrified clay, brick, or concrete. Presently, materials such as plastic, ductile iron, steel,
reinforced concrete, reinforced fiberglass, etc., are used.

Extensive research projects which investigated all aspects of concrete and
brick sewer system performance have been performed by Water Research Center
(WRC) in order to understand the modes of failure for sewers (Serpente 1993). The
research included field, laboratory, and theoretical studies. Two-hundred-and-fifty
cases of sewer collapse were examined and mechanisms of ground loss and void
formation were investigated.  Based on these studies, it was found that the mortar and
materials in pipe joints can be eroded, and corrosion in concrete sewers can occur due
to the presence of hydrogen sulfide or other chemicals.

2.2  Soil conditions
The state of the surrounding soil is of great importance in assessing the

structural condition of a sewer. The main factors that affect the rate of ground loss
include sewer defect size, hydraulic conditions (water table, frequency and magnitude
of surcharge), and soil properties (cohesive or non-cohesive soil). Severe defects
(larger than 10 mm), high water table (above sewer level), frequent and high



magnitude of hydraulic surcharge, and soil types: silts, silty fine sands, fine sands, can
have serious effects on ground loss. Loss of side support will cause the side of the pipe
to move outward when loaded vertically and collapse will be likely once the pipe
deformation exceeds 10%. Uneven loading of pipes due to joint displacement also
accelerates the pipe deterioration process.

3 Prior Research in Deterioration Modeling and Defects Analysis for
Infrastructure Systems

Pavements and bridge assessment and deterioration models have been the basis
for research in infrastructure systems.

3.1 Pavement Systems
Pavement deterioration models, currently in use, vary in complexity from

simple straight-line extrapolation to probability models (Butt, et. al. 1994). However,
when sufficient data are available, it is found that the shape of the deterioration curve
is generally curvilinear rather than straight-line. Straight-line extrapolation tends to
produce unrealistic results, while regression techniques are valid only if predictive
variables that are related to condition deterioration can be found.

Probability-based Markov models have been used to portray the non-
deterministic behavior of pavements. This form of predictive model has the advantage
of ensuring that projections beyond the limits of data will continue to have the
worsening pattern with age, something that regression models cannot guarantee (Butt,
et. al. 1994).  Other research studies on pavement deterioration models includes the
utilization of latent variables to model characteristics that are not easily measurable or
directly observable. Ben-Akiva and Gopinath (1995) propose a methodology that
estimates deterioration using a latent dependent variable whose value is estimated
from a set of indicators, which are measures of damage on the pavement. This
modeling approach claims to have the flexibility to include different measurement
techniques and data collection strategies.

3.2 Bridge Systems
Deterioration models developed for bridge systems include linear, piece-wise

linear, linear regression coupled with a spike reflecting a single rehabilitation, non-
linear regression with exponential decay functions coupled with spikes to reflect the
effects of rehabilitation, and methods that incorporate Markov chain.  Linear models
do not provide sufficient accuracy, while the effort to develop the Markov chain
requires an extensive database. Sanders and Zhang (1994) present deterioration
models and modifications to databases that produce reasonable projections for bridge
management systems that have limited data. Lu and Madanat (1994) have developed a
method that employs condition data collected during facility inspections to improve
the precision of deterioration models. The updating method used is a Bayesian
approach, which combines prior information and sample information. This method
decreases the level of uncertainty in forecasting the condition of bridge structures, and
permits the development of a deterioration model even with limited data.

3.3 Sewer Systems
Several recent studies, including EPA (1991a), EPA (1991b) and ASCE

(1989), have explored critical sewer management issues in order to provide
information to support sanitary sewer infrastructure design and management. Dillard,



Kurz and Stonecipher (1993) discuss the development of a defects classification
system for sewers in order to provide objective criteria for evaluating most commonly
observed defects and selecting proper rehabilitation measures. This classification
system, used by the Metropolitan Department of Water and Sewerage Services
(MWS) in Nashville, Tennessee, claims to improve correction of identified problems
while minimizing their potential transfer to adjoining line segments.

Fick, Johnson and Johnson (1993) stress that effective management of urban
infrastructure requires accurate assessment of system-wide condition. Their paper
describes the development of a computer model to provide information about the
overall condition of the sanitary sewer system and the associated costs of
rehabilitation.  The system developed by CH2M Hill in cooperation with the City of
San Jose, California, provides an estimate of the system-wide condition through the
inspection of only a fraction of the pipeline population. Sewer pipes are rated
according to corrosion and structural conditions observed during closed-circuit TV
(CCTV) inspections. However, the assessment is based primarily on the observed
condition of the sewer system, and deterioration patterns are not considered.

Other work in the area of sanitary system assessment and management include
the investigation of methods for collection of multi-sensory data for sewer inspection
systems (Gokhale et. al. 1997, Abraham, et. al. 1997), and methods for automating the
interpretation of the multisensory data (Wirahadikusumah, et. al. 1997). The
understanding of sewer deterioration mechanisms helps asset managers in developing
a prediction model by estimating whether a sewer has deteriorated sufficiently for
collapse to be likely.  One approach that has been successfully used in other types of
infrastructure deterioration modeling is the Markov chain model.  The following
sections describe the initial results of the development and validation of a Markov
chain model for predicting sewer deterioration.

4 Use of Markov Chain Model

 Stochastic processes are processes that evolve over time in a probabilistic
manner. In the sewer deterioration model, the stochastic processes X1, X2, X3, ... can
represent the collection of condition ratings of a sewer line based on each five-year
inspection data. At any time t, the condition of a sewer line can be described in exactly
one of a finite number of mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories or states. In
this case, five states (associated with condition ratings 1 to 5, with 1 being optimal
sewer condition and 5 corresponding to critical sewer condition) are used.

A stochastic process is a Markov chain if it has the Markovian property, i.e.,
the conditional probability of any future event, given any past event and the present
state Xt = i, is independent of the past event and depends only upon the present state.
This property can be expressed as follows:

P (Xt+1 = it+1 | Xt = it, Xt-1 = it-1, ..., X1 = i1, X0 = i0) = P (Xt+1 = it+1 | Xt = it)           ... (1)

In order to reduce the complexity of the analysis, the future condition of
sewers is assumed to depend only on the present state, and independent of the past
condition. It is further assumed that for all states i and j and all t, P(Xt+1 = it+1 | Xt = it)
is independent of t. The probability, pij, that sewer condition is in state i at time t and it
will be in a state j at time t+1 does not change (i.e., it remains stationary) over time
(unless rehabilitation is performed, or other external factors change). This stationary
assumption is expressed by equation (2).



P (Xt+1 = j | Xt = i) = pij                ... (2)

The term transition is used when the system moves from state i during one
period to state j during the next period. Accordingly, the probabilities, pij’s, are
referred to as the transition probabilities.  The transition probabilities are commonly
displayed as an m x m matrix called the transition probability matrix P. In this study,
there are five states associated with the five possible conditions of sewers (state 1
corresponds to the optimal condition and state 5 corresponds to the worst condition).
To simplify the computation, it is assumed that sewer deteriorate by one state in one
transition period. Thus, the transition probability matrix is given by:

p11 p12 0 0 0
0 p22 p23      0 0

P  = 0 0 p33 p34 0 … (3)
0 0 0 p44 p45
0 0 0 0 1

The aforementioned transition probability matrix is for one-step (one-period)
transition. The n-step transition probability matrix, P(n), of the process that is in state i
and will be in state j after n periods (as opposed to in the next period) is computed
using Chapman-Kolmogorov equation: P(n) = Pn. The n-step transition probability
matrix is then obtained by taking the n-th power of the one-step transition matrix
(Ross 1997).

This Markovian model provides a reliable mechanism for developing
prediction models. The Markov process imposes a rational structure on the
deterioration model because it explains the deterioration as uncertain, and it also
ensures that the projections beyond the limits of data will continue to have worsening
condition pattern with age.

5 Example of Application

A significant requirement for the successful application of Markov chain
model is the availability of reasonably good estimates of probability values in the
transition matrices. These probability values can be estimated by analyzing
deterioration curve for each sewer classification. These curves can be developed based
on the historical records of sewer conditions, or based on expert opinions and
assumptions.

In this study, expert opinions from the engineers who were instrumental in
developing the sewer assessment surveys for the City of Indianapolis, Indiana, were
used to estimate the probability values for the transition matrices. The study focused
on large 60-inch (1500 mm) or larger combined sewers. For modeling purposes, the
sewers were classified in terms of the following:

• Material: flexible sewers (brick, clay), rigid sewers (concrete, reinforced
concrete)

• Ground water table (GWT): high ground water table (pipe crown is below
GWT), low ground water table (pipe crown is above GWT)

• Soil type: cohesive soil, non-cohesive (granular) soil



• Depth cover: normal depth (between 3 feet (900 mm) and 20 feet (6000
mm), too shallow and under high live load (less than 3 feet (900 mm)) or
too deep (more than 20 feet (6000 mm)).

Development of models for predicting deterioration in flexible sewers is
discussed. The ideal conditions for flexible sewers are low ground water table, non-
cohesive soil for backfill, and normal depth. Under these ideal conditions, the
expected life of flexible sewers is about 100 years. The deterioration curve based on
expert opinions for flexible sewers in ideal conditions is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Deterioration curve of flexible sewers under ideal conditions

While flexible sewers in ideal conditions will reach their worst condition
(rating 5) in 100 years, the expected life of similar sewers in adverse conditions such
as very shallow depth cover, is decreased to about 90 years. However, the experts
believe that the shape of the deterioration curve is unchanged. Table 1 shows the
expected life of flexible sewers under different conditions, based on expert opinions.

Table 1: Expected life of flexible sewers

Soil type of backfill Ground water
table

Depth of cover Expected life
(years)

Non-cohesive Low Normal 100
Non-cohesive Low Too shallow or too deep 90
Non-cohesive High Normal 80
Non-cohesive High Too shallow or too deep 70

Cohesive Low Normal 65
Cohesive Low Too shallow or too deep 60
Cohesive High Normal 45
Cohesive High Too shallow or too deep 40

To estimate the probability values in transition matrices, a non-linear
optimization technique is used to minimize the sum of absolute difference between the
data points (from Figure 1) and the predicted condition for the corresponding age
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generated by the Markov chain model. The objective function of the non-linear
optimization has the following form:

                N
Minimize  =      Σ    |  Y ( t )  -  E [ X ( t , P ) ]   |          … (4)

                   t=1

where N = total number of periods
Y(t,j) = sewer condition data point at time t (from Figure 1)
E[X(t,P)] = expected value of sewer condition at time t as predicted by

the Markov chain model with probability matrix P.

In this problem, the decision variable is the transition matrix P. As previously
described, P is a 5x5 matrix as shown in (3). The expected condition of sewer at time
t=n (which is in state 1 at time t=0), E[X(t=n,P)], is calculated using (5).

E [ X ( t = n , P ) ] =  [ 1  0  0  0  0 ]   P(n)  [ 1  2  3  4  5 ] T         …  (5)

To account for the assumption that older sewers would deteriorate faster,
different transition matrices are used for every five-stage zone. By dividing the life of
sewers into five-stage zones, there is an added advantage that the computation of the
complex objective function shown in (4) becomes reasonably manageable.

Suppose the transition probability matrix for the first five stages (stage 0 to 5)
is P and for the next five stages (stage 6 to 10) is Q. Then the expected condition of
sewer at time t = 6 is estimated by

E [ X ( t = 6 , P ) ]  =  [ 1  0  0  0  0 ]   P(5)  Q(1)  [ 1  2  3  4  5 ] T          … (6)

As an example, consider flexible sewers in cohesive backfill, high ground
water table, and deep cover. The transition matrices P and Q for such sewers that
minimize equation (4) are shown in (7) and (8). Figure 2 shows the deterioration
curve, as predicted by Markov chain model, for flexible sewers in such conditions.
The expected life of such sewers is forty years.

0.8500 0.1500 0 0 0
0 0.4696 0.5304 0 0

P  = 0 0 0.0001 0.9999 0 … (7)
0 0 0 0.0001 0.9999
0 0 0 0 1

0.0001 0.9999 0 0 0
0 0.0001 0.9999 0 0

Q  = 0 0 0.0001 0.9999 0 … (8)
0 0 0 0.2462 0.7538
0 0 0 0 1



Fig. 2: Deterioration curve of flexible sewers in cohesive backfill,
                           high ground water table, and deep cover.

The probability values in the transition matrices for flexible sewers in various
conditions have been estimated using the same techniques. Table 2 lists the results and
Figure 3 shows the comparison between deterioration curves based on expert opinions
(3.a) and those developed by Markov chain models, computed with non-linear
programming techniques (3.b).

Table 2: Estimated transition probabilities

cohesive, high, too deep cohesive, high, normal depth
expected life: 40 years expected life: 45 years

p11 p22 p33 p44 p11 p22 p33 p44

stage 1-5 0.8500 0.4696 0.0001 0.0001 0.9226 0.2567 0.0001 0.0001
stage 6-10 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.2462 0.3671 0.1536 0.0001 0.0001

cohesive, low, too deep cohesive, low, normal depth
expected life: 60 years expected life: 65 years

p11 p22 p33 p44 p11 p22 p33 p44

stage 1-5 0.9676 0.2917 0.0001 0.0001 0.9759 0.2929 0.0001 0.0001
stage 6-10 0.7523 0.4720 0.0001 0.0001 0.6943 0.6629 0.0972 0.0001
stage 11-15 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0845 0.0001 0.0001

non-cohesive, high, too deep non-cohesive, high, normal depth
expected life: 70 years expected life: 80 years

p11 p22 p33 p44 p11 p22 p33 p44

stage 1-5 0.9817 0.3011 0.0001 0.0001 0.9886 0.3073 0.0001 0.0001
stage 6-10 0.6845 0.6339 0.4410 0.0688 0.7347 0.7546 0.3819 0.4432
stage 11-15 0.2839 0.3125 0.3002 0.1962 0.5934 0.5548 0.4139 0.4124
stage16-20 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
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non-cohesive, low, too deep non-cohesive, low, normal depth
expected life: 90 years expected life: 100 years

p11 p22 p33 p44 p11 p22 p33 p44

stage 1-5 0.9920 0.3122 0.0001 0.0001 0.9957 0.5309 0.0001 0.0001
stage 6-10 0.9145 0.4786 0.1765 0.0001 0.9613 0.4460 0.0001 0.0001
stage 11-15 0.7383 0.4363 0.3193 0.0001 0.8138 0.4510 0.5250 0.0001
stage16-20 0.1947 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.5345 0.3153 0.4130 0.3535

Deterioration curves developed by Markov chain model (Figure 3.b.) give
good approximations to those obtained from expert opinions (Figure 3.a.). The
application of Markov chain model in developing deterioration curves also ensures
that the projections beyond the limits of data will continue to have worsening
condition pattern with time.

(a)    Based on expert opinions

(b)    Markov chain model prediction

Fig. 3:  Comparison of deterioration curves (Markov chain model vs. expert
             opinions)
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6 Summary

Effective deterioration modeling will assist asset managers in improved
performance modeling and more accurate prediction of the condition of sewer
infrastructure, and will be a step towards preventive rather than reactive maintenance.
This paper discussed the use of Markov chain models for developing deterioration
models for flexible sewer systems under different soil and groundwater conditions.
The deterioration curves developed closely resembled the curves obtained based on
expert opinions.  Future work will focus on integrating the deterioration models, with
automated sewer condition assessment models, as well as with infrastructure
management systems.
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TOWARDS THE PRACTICAL EVALUATION OF SERVICE LIFE —
ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION OF THE PROBABILISTIC APPROACH
Practical probabilistic approach to service life
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Abstract

Planning maintenance and repair of buildings requires detailed knowledge of the
service lives of numerous building components.  On the one hand, suppliers are often
not in a position to give exact values for service life, let alone guarantee them, even
under defined environmental and user conditions.  Additionally, conditions over
lifetime may differ from design assumptions and may change drastically over time.
On the other hand, intricate methods and theories are often presented using rather
elaborate methods for forecasting decay functions, distributions of service life and
consequential costs.
This paper first discusses the conditions that govern the end of service life,
considering the various but different properties of a simple building component.
Thereafter, using probability density functions either from supplier’s data, testing or
estimates employing variations of the factorial method set out in ISO/CD 15686,
simple examples are provided for a typical building component.  Service life
distributions for groups of similar building components are also established.  These
functions serve as a basis for forecasting financial requirements of maintenance
activities.  The proposed procedure does not rely on critical single value inputs, the
results are easy to understand and contain much more information than just estimated
mean values.  Straightforward tools for processing these variables in the form of
density functions are readily at hand.

Keywords: building component, density distribution, ISO/CD 15686, maintenance,
service life, variables processing.
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1 Introduction

Planning maintenance and repair of buildings requires detailed knowledge of
the service lives of the numerous building components.  Suppliers are often not in a
position to give exact values for service life, let alone guarantee them, even under
defined environmental and user conditions.  On top of this, conditions over lifetime
may differ from design assumptions and may change drastically over time.  New or
modified products inherently can not offer results for medium or long-time use.

The results of service life calculations using average values only are easy to
understand, but they do not give information on the effective distribution of service
life.  This clearly does not coincide with reality, as all elements of group will never
fail at the same (average) point of time.

Intricate methods and theories often are presented using rather elaborate
methods for forecasting decay functions, distributions of service life and
consequential costs, e.g. Lounis (1998).  These methods require large inputs of
detailed data and special data processing programs.  Their use today is only of
significance for owners of a large numbers of structures, such as a state owning
thousands of bridges or a real estate company managing hundreds of large buildings.

However, the use of probabilistic tools must not necessarily be restricted to such
large populations of structures, but can be handled fairly easily with limited effort.  In
order to demonstrate this, simple examples are shown for a typical building
component using probability density functions either from supplier’s data, from
testing or estimated employing variations of the factorial method set out in ISO/CD
15686-1 (1997).

These functions serve as the basis of the forecast of the financial demand for
maintenance and renewal.  The proposed procedure does not rely on critical single
value inputs, the results are easy to understand and contain much more information
than just estimated mean values.  Straightforward tools for processing these variables
in the form of density functions are readily at hand, e.g. VaP 1.6 (1996)

Another important point is the definition of the criteria, which govern the end of
service life. These have first to be discussed before developing the probabilistic
approach.

2 End of service life

2.1 Relevant properties
Service life in general is defined in ISO/CD 15686-2 (1998) as: “period of time

after installation during which all conditions of a building or building part meet or
exceed the performance requirements”.  It is worthwhile to take a closer look at the
different groups of properties of a building part involved:

• Safety properties,
• Functional properties,
• Aesthetic (appearance) properties.



The first group of properties are the safety relevant or crucial properties, that are
commonly defined using an appropriate safety factor.  By law or by established
professional principles this factor must not be impaired.  The safety factor is defined
by two values, i.e. resistance and load, that are combined into a relation.  No visible
signs normally exhibit possibly reduced resistance or increased load leading to an
inferior safety factor.  In some cases even new codes stipulating higher loads or
reducing the resistance to be taken into account can lead to unsatisfactory limit states.
Thus safety aspects must be complied with for building parts, but detrimental changes
may not be obvious to the owner or user.

A second group of properties are the functional properties required to fulfil the
stipulated functions of the part, i.e. keep out wind, driving rain, coldness or to provide
functioning wings for ventilation, glass panes to remain at least translucent, etc.

A third group of properties can be identified as aesthetic properties.  Most of
them deal with the superficial appearance of the part, be it a painted or of natural
surface, a windowpane staying fully transparent or turning cloudy, etc.  This group of
properties typically sets off at very high levels for new parts, but naturally decreases
towards much lower accepted levels during service life.

Taking the definition of ISO/CD 15686-2 (1998) literally, would mean that the
end of service life is defined by any of these very different properties falling below
the level specified, see Figure 1.  This may be very sensible for safety conditions but,
in the author's opinion, not necessarily for functional and aesthetic properties.

2.2 Combination of functional and aesthetical properties
Functional and aesthetical properties may be defined by a number of

parameters.  Instead of handling each parameter as critical on its own, which would
make it dominant for service life, a combined value should rather be considered.  It is
proposed, that a simple average may be used (say 50% of “new”) possibly combined
with individual minimum values, which should be set relatively low (say 30% of
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Fig 1: Schematic degradation of different groups of properties



“new”).  Such an approach results in a judgement similar to the one performed by the
user:  One characteristic property may degrade to a relatively low level, without
rejection of the part as a whole.  If several properties degrade simultaneously,
rejection occurs at a much higher level.

3 Simple deterministic approaches

One simple approach to service life consists of giving just one plane figure for
the estimated service life for the respective component.

Somewhat more advanced is the approach according to ISO/CD 15686-1
(1997): Average values for the reference service lives RSLC of the different building
parts are set up and combined with factors according to the following equation:

ESLC = RSLC × A × B × C × D1 × D2 × E × F (1)

From this equation one single value for the estimated service life of the
component ESLC is derived.  (The short definitions of the other variables can be
found in Table 1.)  It is quite evident, that the real behaviour of a group of similar
building parts can not be characterised significantly by one single value.  The service
lives of the parts are not at all identical but exhibit a more or less large scatter around
an average value.

These two and similar simple approaches can be helpful for a first orientation
and may be satisfying for rough estimates.  For more sophisticated planning, as for
the proper scheduling of larger maintenance funds, they are clearly unsatisfactory.

4 Probabilistic approach

Hence a more detailed analysis is generally required.  In most cases, this is a
probabilistic approach.  Figure 3 shows a schematic density curve based upon
experience or manufacturer’s data.  However, if sufficient data from experience, from
testing or from the manufacturer is not available, a density curve of the estimated
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service life can be defined by professional estimate or by the (recursive) Delphi
method.  This is best done by setting values to the average (50%) and to the minimum
and maximum values (typically chosen as fractiles of 5% and 95% of all elements).
The fractiles are partial integrals of the density function, whose total integral is 1.0 or
100% equal to all elements included.

The recursive Delphi method uses first inputs by experts. After due
consideration of the results from comparisons and processing of the values of the first
input, the experts are invited to give a modified second and usually much more
precise input.  This procedure has proved to give extraordinary good results in fields
with lack of sufficient statistical data (e.g. in risk engineering).

5 Numerical example

In order to demonstrate the procedure, a simple numerical estimate is calculated
based on the example offered in ISO/CD 15686-1 (1997) for softwood windows.

5.1 Estimated service lives for the windows in all four faces
The basis of the numerical example is a squared building of a length of 50 m, a

width of 25 m and a height of 30 m.  The long sides are facing due south and north
respectively.  The windows of the four façades of the building are treated separately.
Table 1 shows the arbitrarily assumed relevant conditions for all factors and faces.
Therefrom the factors for the three fractiles 5%, 50% and 95% are defined in the
sense of the Delphi method, in this case based on the factors and their description
given in ISO/CD 15686-1 (1997).

5% 50 95

Value

Density

Fig. 3: Visualised typical fractiles defining density distributions



Table 1: Fractile values of factors to calculate design life

Factor Face Relevant conditions
Factors for the

fractiles
5% / 50% / 95%

A Quality of component all general variations of components 1.2 / 1.5 / 1.8
B Design level all good, identical value 1.2
C Work execution level all general variation,

but insufficient quality repaired
1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5

D1 Indoor environment S
W
N
E

occasional risk of condensation
medium risk of condensation
high risk of condensation
medium risk of condensation

0.9 / 1.0 / 1.2
0.8 / 0.9 / 1.1

0.7 / 0.8 / 0.95
0.8 / 0.9 / 1.1

D2 Outdoor environment S
W
N
E

occasional cycling dry / damp
regular cycling dry / damp
sheltered from rain
occasional cycling dry / damp

0.8 / 1.0 / 1.3
0.6 / 0.8 / 1.0
1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5
0.8 / 1.0 / 1.3

E In use conditions S
W
N
E

occasional access by children 1)
regular access by children 1)
occ. / reg. access by children 1)
occasional access by children 1)

0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2
0.6 / 0.8 / 1.0
0.7 / 0.9 / 1.1
0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2

F Maintenance level all painted on judgement of caretaker 0.9 / 1.0 / 1.1
Note 1) according to example in ISO/CD 15868-1 (1997) 

(other descriptions for wear and tear may appear more realistic).

The factors for C reflect the fact that a quality of workmanship usually is such
that all parts are not likely to be repaired to a degree sufficiently adequate to meet the
requirement, whereas those exceeding the requirement are naturally left at their
higher level.  This procedure leads typically to asymmetric distributions (Figure 4).

The values for the fractiles given in Table 1 are approximated by the functions
given in Table 2 for ease of processing.  The functions chosen represent those
generally used: determistic-, normal-, lognormal- and Gumbel- (extreme-value-)
distributions.  The program used for the data processing, VaP 1.6 (1996), supports 11
types of distributions plus the possibility of user defined functions.  The variables m
and s are the first and second moments of the respective distributions (see VaP 1.6
(1996) for additional details and system requirements).



Table 2: Functions for approximating the estimated fractile values

Face
Factor Type of

Distribution
South
m / s

West
m / s

North
m / s

East
m / s

RSLC
A
B
C

D1
D2
E
F

Deterministic
Normal

Deterministic
Gumbel

Lognormal
Lognormal

Normal
Normal

25 years
1.5 / 0.185

1.20
1.25 / 0.10
1.05 / 0.10
1.05 / 0.20
1.0 / 0.12
1.0 / 0.06

25 years
1.5 / 0.185

1.20
1.25 / 0.10
0.95 / 0.10
0.80 / 0.20
0.80 / 0.12
1.0 / 0.06

25 years
1.5 / 0.185

1.20
1.25 / 0.10
0.80 / 0.10
1.25 / 0.20
0.90 / 0.12
1.0 / 0.06

25 years
1.5 / 0.185

1.20
1.25 / 0.10
0.95 / 0.10
1.05 / 0.20
1.0 / 0.12
1.0 / 0.06

ESLC (years) Lognormal 1) 62.0 / 20.4 34.2 / 11.8 50.6 / 14.8 56.1 / 18.6

Note: 1) close fit

The functions for the south windows are plotted in Figure 4 as representative
illustration for all four faces.  The average of ESLC (first moment m) can be found by
simply multiplying the RSLC by all m-values.  The second moment s can e.g. be
determined using the appropriate equations from statistics or by carrying out Monte
Carlo simulations.  The results were calculated by both methods using VaP 1.6
(1996).  The results of the direct method are shown on the last line of Table 2.  The
average results of two runs of a Monte Carlo simulation match these results by a
maximum difference on the average value of 0.1 years.  These simulations yielded
detailed results as shown graphically in Figure 5.  The absolute densities are derived
by dividing the relative densities shown on the vertical axis by the number of runs, in
this case by 100, 000.

5.2 Comparison of four facades
The results for the estimated service lives of the four facades as provided in

Figure 5 are different in several aspects.  First, one notices the different widths of the
distributions, all plotted against the same horizontal scale.  The spread is largest for
the south face and narrowest for the west face.  Some of this effect is relative: Due to
the high average value, the same relative spread is larger in absolute terms.

The west face shows as expected the shortest service life, mainly due to the
unfavourable outdoor climate and the in-use conditions.  The effect of the higher risk
of condensation, assumed for the north face indoor climate, is offset by the more
favourable outdoor climate.  The main difference originates from the in-use
conditions.  Both effects combined yield some 15% less estimated service life.



Fig. 4: South façade: variables defined as functions



Fig. 5: Density distributions for the windows in the four facesFig. 5: Density distribution for the windows in the four faces



5.3 Financial demand
For the estimation of maintenance funds, the functions for the service lives of

similar building components have to be superimposed.  In general, this has to be done
for all parts of a building considered.  For the superposition, costs have to be
allocated to the different groups of building components.  In this example, typical
results are shown in which only the superposition of all window areas to be replaced
is considered in the calulations.  It is assumed for this purpose, that the windows
cover 40% of the area of the respective facades.
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Fig. 6: Financial demand (shown as window area to be replaced)

The superposition yields an asymmetric function having a steep increase up to a
peak demand of replacements after 37 years of 48 m2/year.  Then the demand
decreases at a gentle slope down to 10 m2/year after 70 years.  In a next step, the same
service life functions have to be applied to the replaced windows, and the results of
the multiple replacements are summed up, leading to a fairly constant replacement
function.  This step is omitted here for clarity.

The lower curve depicts another sum function based on the same basic data, but
the subfunctions of the individual façades being shifted apart by 18.5 years each for
illustration purposes, thus resulting in a double hump shape.  This curve is fairly
representative for the superposition of elements with a remarkably different service
life.

In general, the financial demand for similar components tends to merge into a
one-peak function, whereas the superposition of the functions of all different parts of
a building is more likely to result in several peaks or even a relatively steady demand
over the lifetime of the building considered, starting at a certain age of the building.



6 Conclusion

The use of probabilistic tools for planning maintenance or replacement costs is
no longer only restricted to projects having large funding requirements or numerous
assets.  Making full use of the information, e.g. given in ISO/CD 15686 and modified
by professional opinion, permits the use of variables instead of deterministic factors
in the equation for the estimated service life.  The results give a much more detailed
insight into the service life of building components involved and allow a far better
planning of the investments required.
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DURACRETE: SERVICE LIFE DESIGN FOR CONCRETE STRUCTURES
A basis for durability of other building materials and components?
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Abstract

In the past decades much effort has been put into the improvement of the durability of
concrete structures.  This has resulted in a reasonable understanding of the main
degradation processes or in experience with measures to prevent degradation.  The
results of this effort can be found in the present concrete codes and in manuals on
durability design.  The design rules are in general presented as deem-to-satisfy rules.
If the rules are followed it may be assumed that the structure is durable.  The present
approach does not give direct insight in the service life, the necessary maintenance or
the probability of premature failure.  Further it is clear that lack of durability can have
an influence on the structural behaviour.  The direct relationship between durability
and safety and serviceability of concrete structures has however not been made in the
concrete codes.  In the Brite-EuRam project ‘DuraCrete’ the durability design has
been developed into a service life design based on performances and on reliability for
reinforced concrete structures.  This offers the possibility to present the design on the
same level as the structural design that has also been based on performances and
reliability.  The structural and service life design can even be integrated.  The
‘DuraCrete’ approach offers good opportunities for the service life design of other
structural materials and building materials.
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1 State-of-the-art durability design of concrete structures

The present design approach with respect to durability of concrete structures is
based on a reasonable understanding of the main degradation processes for concrete,
reinforcement and prestressing steel.  The performance of the design is however not
explicitly formulated as a service life.  It is based on deem-to-satisfy rules (e.g.
minimum cover, maximum water/binder ratio, and crack width limitation) and the
assumption that if these rules are met, the structure will achieve an acceptable long
but unspecified life.  The information about the service life to be achieved is to a
large extent empirical.  Improving the durability increases building costs without any
quantification of the reduction of maintenance costs or failure costs.  Current design
methods only permit to calculate the whole life cycle costs from assumptions with
respect to maintenance and failure rates.  There are thus no objective means for
demonstrating that future maintenance and repair costs will be low.

This common design approach to durability has other disadvantages.  The rules
are inadequate in some aggressive environments, while they are too rigorous in other
environments.  In some cases, this results in a 'belts and braces' approach (many
different types of measures on top of each other) which may contain unnecessary and
even counteractive measures.

Lack of durability can cause serious safety and serviceability problems for
structures.  Despite this, usually designers have considerably more attention for load
and resistance based structural design than for durability design.  Recent history has
however shown that due to a lack of durability, serious collapses and other types of
damages may occur with large amounts of damage.

On 4 December 1984 at 7 o'clock in the morning the Ynys-y-Gwas bridge in the
neighbourhood of Port Talbot in Wales (UK) collapsed (Woodward 1988).  This
concrete bridge was a single span segmental post-tensioned structure. Its span was
about 18 meters.  The bridge was constructed in 1953 and carried a minor road.
When its deck collapsed there was no traffic on the bridge.  The cause of the collapse
was serious corrosion of the post-tensioned tendons.  The corrosion took place at the
transverse joints in which chloride-containing water could penetrate.  This
penetration was possible as a consequence of a number of factors, such as the lack of
a slab over the beams, ineffective waterproofing, inadequate protection of the
tendons, opening of the gap between the segments under live load, poor workmanship
and the damp environment over the river.

In Berlin the southern outer roof of the Congress Hall collapsed on 21 May
1980 due to hydrogen-induced stress corrosion (Schaich 1980).  One person died and
another was badly injured.  The outer roof was characterised by a reinforced concrete
arch, which was hollow.  Post tensioned steel tendons, which were installed in roof
sheeting served as the anchorage of the arch against an inner ring beam.  In a part of
the roof the sheeting broke away from the ring beam.  In another part the sheeting
broke away at the outer arch. Corrosion could occur due to design faults leading to
cracks in the joints in combination with a porous mortar in the prestressing ducts.

In 1990 a reinforced concrete gallery in Wormerveer (NL) collapsed.  This was



caused by chloride induced corrosion.  Due to poor construction, the main
reinforcement in the gallery was situated in the lower part (the actual compression
zone) instead of the upper part of the slab (the actual tension zone).  This resulted in a
crack where de-icing salts could penetrate.  In Melle (B) a prestressed concrete bridge
collapsed during the passage of a tank-car filled with gas.  The driver died.  The cause
was a crack that opened during the passage of high loads.  Chloride could penetrate
through this crack and reach the post-tensioned tendons.

The previous list of structures in which serious accidents occurred as a
consequence of insufficient durability demonstrates that design for durability can be
as important as common structural design.  These failures are partly due to bad
construction and workmanship in addition to bad joint design.  These examples are
presented here to demonstrate that lack of durability may lead to collapse.  Lack of
durability may also lead to other types of failures, leading to a reduced serviceability
of the structure and to premature maintenance, repair or even demolition.

In the last decades much effort has been put into the development of models and
methods for predicting deterioration of concrete structures.  A number of methods
have matured to a level where these can be used in a formalised approach for the
assessment and design of concrete structures with respect to destructive mechanisms.

Controlling the durability of concrete structures will be a fundamental challenge
for the engineer in the next millennium.  Past decades have shown us that the
classical procedures for design, construction and use of concrete structures have
failed to provide reliable long-term performance.  Deterioration processes, in
particular corrosion of reinforcement, frost action, alkali aggregate reactions and
sulphate attack have caused serious damage to concrete structures.

To improve this situation a new concept for durability design needs to be
established.  Similar to the current procedures for structural design, a design for
durability should be performance based taking into account the probabilistic nature of
the environmental aggressiveness, degradation processes and material properties
involved.

In order to quantify the durability the concept of a service life design has been
introduced. In this respect the performance requirements for a service life design as
stated in the CEB-FIP Model Code (1990) has been adopted:

Concrete structures shall be designed, constructed and operated in such a way
that, under the expected environmental influences, they maintain their safety,
serviceability and acceptable appearance during an explicit or implicit period of time
without requiring unforeseen high costs for maintenance and repair.

Such a rational design for durability, however, requires both an overall
methodology and calculation models for the actual degradation processes of concrete
structures.  Similar to the structural design code for loads, safety requirements and
limit states must be defined for the design service life.



2 DuraCrete project

The new durability design methodology should be able to document the
efficiency of the materials to resist the aggressiveness of typical environments in
Europe.  The structural designer will, therefore, be able to document the fulfillment of
a specific limit state.  For the designer the deterioration models showing the
degradation over time, or showing the service life as a function of appropriate design
parameters, are valuable tools.  With the aid of this methodology for durability design
the designer can make decisions on the required dimensions and material
specifications for structures with service life requirements.

One consequence of the requirements to design for durability is that structural
engineers and designers need to be educated in the durability aspects of various
materials as well as in the structural layout, the effect of execution on the in situ
qualities, and the interaction between structure and environment.  This is a
prerequisite to enhance cost optimal durability designs incorporated into the overall
‘life cycle’ costs, and is thus a prerequisite to be able to satisfy the future
requirements to the performance of concrete structures.  An immediate spin-off will
also have to be reflected in the structural engineering curriculum.  The design
engineer will need a design guide to assist him in making a proper service life design,
not only for new structures but also for the redesign of existing concrete structures.  A
first edition of such a guide has been developed in the project ‘DuraCrete’.  The
project has been subdivided in 8 separate tasks:

1. Establishing theoretical framework for Task 7 and providing a mini-project to
show how all the tasks are interrelated.

2. Modelling of the deterioration mechanisms.  A simple form of each of the
models is provided for engineering design purposes.

3. Evaluation of compliance tests available for the key-point parameters of the
models selected in Task 2.  Furthermore, a number of test results for different
concrete mixes are provided with regard to carbonation resistance, resistance
against chloride penetration, corrosion resistance, frost de-icing salt resistance
and finally fatigue.

4. Statistical quantification of the uncertain parameters regarding the deterioration
models.  The results are tables identifying statistical distributions, mean values
and coefficients of variation (standard deviations).  Furthermore the
environmental parameters are classified and quantified and the mechanical
behaviour of concrete structures is statistically quantified.

5. Provides Task 6 with a range of relevant structural elements designed using
current code recommendations in Europe.

6. Limit state functions, sensitivity measures for the input parameters and finally
target reliabilities corresponding to today's practice concerning durability
(Task 5 structural elements).

7. Developing General Guidelines for Durability Design and Redesign (in short: A
Durability Design Guide) based on the work carried out in the previous tasks of
the DuraCrete project:

8. Dissemination.



3 Framework

3.1 Basis for design
In principle, the design strategy for durability is to select an optimal material

composition and structural detailing to reliably resist, for a specified period of use,
the degradation threatening the structure.  In the case of redesign there is however
less freedom available, as we have to accept (partly) the choices that have been made
during the original design.  As the redesign is based on the same principles as the
design we will concentrate further just on the design.

Sometimes, it will be clear that a design is very reliable (the structure is
protected from the aggressive environment by tanking, membranes, coatings etc.;
non-reactive or inert, materials like stainless steel reinforcement has been used; the
aggressive reactions are inhibited by cathodic protection).  In that case a further prove
of the reliability may be omitted.

The durability design strategy has different types of interventions.  For example,
corrosion protection could be achieved by selection of appropriate cover and concrete
mix.  In addition, the structure can be made more robust against aggressive
environments of different sorts by appropriate detailing such as minimising the
exposed surface, by rounded corners, or by adequate drainage.

The durability design will be based upon:

• realistic and sufficiently accurate definitions of environmental actions (different
micro-environmental aggressiveness classes) depending on the resulting type of
degradation

• material parameters for concrete and reinforcement
• mathematical models for degradation processes.  In the present version of the

guide the mechanisms which have been modelled have been limited to:

- carbonation induced corrosion
- chloride induced corrosion
- cracking and spalling of concrete due to corrosion products.

3.2 Structural design
The durability design guide follows the same principles (reliability and

performance) as a structural design code.  As is the case of the structural design load,
resistance variables also need to be defined.  By definition a load variable is a
variable where an increase of the numerical value leads to a reduction of the
reliability of the structure, whereas an increase of the numerical value of a resistance
variable leads to an increase of the reliability.

The basis of the conventional design procedure for the safety and serviceability
of structures with a static loading can be expressed as the limit state function.  This
limit state defines the border between an adverse state (such as collapse, buckling,
deflection, and vibration) and the desired state.  The limit state can in principle be



formulated as:

R - S = R(X1, X2, ..., Xn) - S(Xn+1, Xn+2, ..., Xm) = 0 (1)

in which:

R - a function that describes the load bearing capacity of the structure
S - a function that describes the influence of the load on the structure
Xi - a basic variable for the functions R or S.

The structural design procedure is worked out in such a way that the failure
probability is restricted:

P{failure} = Pf  = P{R - S < 0} < Ptarget = Φ(-β) (2)

in which:

P{failure} or Pf - the probability of failure of the structure
1- Pf - the reliability of the structure
Ptarget - the accepted maximum value of the probability of failure
Φ - standard normal distribution function
β - reliability index (this parameter is normally used

in codes in stead of the failure probability)

With the aid of probabilistic techniques this failure probability can be
calculated.  In practice the design has been simplified to a semi-probabilistic level
with characteristic values and partial factors γ.  These values are calibrated in such a
way that the target reliability will be achieved:

Rc / γR -  Sc . γS  = Rd - Sd  > 0 (3)

in which:

Rc - load-bearing capacity of the structure based on characteristic values
γR - material factor
Sc - characteristic value of the influence of the loading
γS - load factor.
Rd - design value of the load bearing capacity
Sd - design value of the load.

3.3 Time dependent design
In the performance based structural design both the resistance R and the load S

are considered to be time independent. In many loading situations this is not realistic.
Relationship (1) should then be rewritten as a time dependent limit state function
(Siemes and Rostam 1996):

R(t) - S(t) > 0 (4)

A special case for this limit state function occurs if either R or S is not time
dependent.  The working out of these relationships do in principle not differ from



working out (2).
Relationship (4) applies for all t in the time interval (0,T) where T is the

intended service period (i.e. reference period).  Even if the loading or the capacity of
a structure is time dependent, the limit state functions for the design of structures are
never formulated in this way (with an exception for fatigue).  They are always
simplified to time independent quantities for which relationship (1) can be used.
From a mathematical point of view it can be stated that relationship (4) is of the same
type as the functions that will have to be solved for the durability design.  The service
life concept can be expressed in a design formula, equivalent to relationship (2):

Pf,T  = P{R - S < 0}T < Ptarget = Φ(-β) (5)

in which:

Pf,T - the probability of failure of the structure within T
T    - intended service period.

It will probably be possible to simplify relationship (5) to a similar one as for
the conventional design procedure (3), but at a later stage.

The mathematical model for describing the event "failure", i.e. passing a
durability limit state, comprises a load variable S and a resistance variable R,
(Figure 1).  Failure occurs if the resistance is smaller than the load.  The probability
of failure within the period of time [0, T], Pf(T) is defined as the probability of the
load not exceeding the resistance within the given period.  I.e.,:

( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]{ }P T P R t S t t Tf = − > ∀ ∈1 0; (6)

As either the resistance R or the load S or both can be time dependant
quantities, the failure probability is a time dependant quantity.

Mean service life

Sevice life distribution

Time

Failure probability

Target service life

Distribution of S(t)

S(t)

R(t)

R,S
Pf

Pf

Distribution of R(t)

Fig. 1: Failure probability and target service life (illustrative presentation)



With equation (6) a target service life t = target can be determined for a certain
allowable failure probability, thus satisfying a certain acceptance criterion.  As in
structural design, the failure probability, Pf, and thus the acceptance criterion, is
usually being given in terms of a safety index or reliability index β, defined by

( )β = − −Φ 1 Pf (7)

3.4 Limit states and design service life
The first step of this durability design will be the definition of the

desired/required performance of the structure.  The client or the owner of the
structure is asked to define their requirements for quality and target service life.  The
definition of performance criteria will be related to a limit state criterion. Figure 2
shows in principle the performance (damage function) of a concrete structure with
respect to reinforcement corrosion and related limit states.  In general points 1 and 2
represent serviceability limit states related to durability and point 3 and 4 represent
ultimate limit states where point 3 relates to both durability and safety.

In the DuraCrete project the following durability limit states have been
identified with regard to service life:

1. Depassivation of reinforcement.
2. Cracking of concrete cover
3. Spalling of concrete cover
4. Collapse.

Fig. 2: Determination of service life and limit states with respect to
reinforcement corrosion



3.5 Degradation models
The second step of the durability design is to analyse the environmental actions

and to identify the relevant degradation mechanisms.  Mathematical models
describing the time dependant degradation processes and the material resistance
against it are needed.  The big step forward to performance related durability design
is that these models enable the designer to evaluate the time-related changes in
materials and structures depending on the specific material and environmental
conditions.

The different models used for this durability design consist of design parameters
such as structural dimensions, environmental parameters and material properties that
correspond to the load and resistance variables of the structural design procedure.  In
the case of chloride induced corrosion the following model describing the initiation of
corrosion has been identified:
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Table 1: Load and resistance variables in relationship

Load variable Resistance variable

Cs = chloride surface concentration
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,0

0  = chloride

diffusion coefficient

( )x t = required concrete cover

Ccr  = critical chloride concentration

The environmental factor ke (accounting for the actual environmental class), the
curing factor kc (accounting for the actual curing period) and the age factor n
(accounting for the desired service life t) are neutral factors, i.e. neither load nor
resistance factors.  These factors are used to determine the actual, effective chloride
diffusion coefficient

Taking the example of onset of chloride induced corrosion the durability inputs
are as follows:

The limit state is given by the requirement that the chloride concentration at the
surface of the reinforcement may not reach the critical chloride concentration.
The resistance R is given by the critical chloride concentration and the quality and
thickness of the concrete cover.
The load S is represented by the actual chloride concentration at the reinforcement
level. This depends on material parameters (chloride diffusion coefficient) and
environmental effects.



3.6 Level of reliability and quality control
The knowledge about the structural and material characteristics of a structure is

uncertain due to the uncertainties associated with structural layout, material
characteristics, execution and environmental input.  Testing and quality control is
therefore important at several stages during the life of a structure.  To check the real
performance of the structure the material properties, the geometrical and execution
variables that influence the selected degradation models have to be affected by
quality control.  The aim is to define and to update the statistical quantities (type of
distribution, mean value, standard deviation) of these affected stochastic variables.

If a high degree of quality control can be documented and quantified it serves as
basis for documenting service lives.  In this way the updating of the statistical
quantities by reducing the coefficient of variation will result in the possibility to
consider lower partial factors.  The combined set of problems to be considered can be
summarised as follows:

1. The factual information on the aggressiveness of the environment, the
characteristics of the materials in the structure, and the structure-environment
interaction, is uncertain.

2. The degree of uncertainty depends on the type and direct relevance of the
available information on the above variables.

3. The reliability of the available information is different depending on the stage
being considered, such as the design stage, the construction stage, the handing
over stage, and the period of use.

4. From a durability design point of view this means that design input data with
different levels of reliability must be used at the different stages.

Quality control (QC) in the sense of the durability design guide is mainly to
control the variation of the material parameters and the geometrical variables at the
different stages.  For concrete the quality control can be based on cement or concrete
properties on basis of compliance tests to measure the relevant quality of the cement
or the concrete under standardised conditions.  The test results may serve as input for
the designer in the design situation.  The cement producer can classify the potential
material resistance against degradation, measuring the following quality controlled
material parameters:

• Carbonation: carbonation penetration coefficient Deff

• Chloride ingress: chloride diffusion coefficient, Do

• Corrosion rate: electrical resistivity, ρo.

Compliance tests to measure the potential quality of the supplied concrete with
the composition defined (binder content, water/cement ratio) in the design by the
contractor/ready mix producer under standardised conditions.  The same QC-
measurements like for the cement are performed.  By means of this the quality of the
concrete supplied can be checked against the design requirements.

Similar to the classification system used in structural design (for example the



concrete strength classes) the durability design can be based on durability classes of
concrete which corresponds to specified values (characteristic values) with regard to
the carbonation penetration rate, the chloride diffusion coefficient and the electric
resistivity.

Verification tests are needed to determine the actual quality of the concrete in
the structure in service.  The actual resistance of the concrete to premature
degradation is influenced by execution (compaction, curing) and micro-environment.

3.7 Further developments for DuraCrete
To demonstrate the use of the DuraCrete design method a practical example for

the lining of a bored tunnel has been presented in (Breitenbücher et al. 1999).
Although it has been possible to make the service life design for this lining and also
for all the other parts of the tunnel, it is obvious that further developments have to be
made.  Some of them are:

• reliable mathematical models for degradations like frost, frost and de-icing salts,
alkali aggregate reaction, sulphate attack have to be developed

• more information and data are needed for the effects of corrosion of the
reinforcement (such as corrosion rate, cracking, spalling and collapse); until now
most research has been directed to avoid corrosion and is therefore restricted to
the initiation phase

• better understanding of the corrosion process under water and under the ground;
due to lack of oxygen or to slow transport of aggressive substances the type and
the rate of corrosion products may be different from atmospheric corrosion

• improved knowledge of environmental conditions
• determine the reliability of durability measures like repair materials and methods,

coatings, cathodic protection etc
• knowledge must be disseminated; the method must be used in practice and in

education.

The two main results of the DuraCrete projects are that all disciplines that are
necessary for a durability design are brought together: material science, reliability
engineering, structural engineering, and further a framework for the durability design
has been presented.  The objective has not been to develop new knowledge on
degradation of concrete.  The list of developments to be made in DuraCrete might
suggest that the method is not yet applicable in practice.  The example of the bored
tunnel by Breintenbücher et al. (1999) proves the contrary.

4 Extension to other materials

4.1 Structural materials
Modern structural codes for steel, aluminium, timber, plastics and masonry are

in principle based on performances.  These performances are formulated as limit
states with reliability indexes and reference periods.  This is similar to the approach
in modern concrete codes.  In principle, it will therefore be possible to apply the



DuraCrete approach to these materials.
The use of reinforced and prestressed concrete has always been connected with

research on degradations and durability.  In this respect concrete differs from most of
the other structural materials.  Timber is an exception to this.  This means that for
most of the structural materials a lack of practical knowledge might be available.  At
the same time we must realise that a designer of concrete structures is always aware
of the fact that he must take care of the durability of the structure.

The durability measures that are taken at the present state of knowledge are in
general the application of coatings (organic and metallic), sacrificial layers (e.g. pile
sheeting) or for steel cathodic protection.  In severe conditions durable materials are
applied such as stainless steel instead of low carbon steel.

With the aid of the DuraCrete approach it is possible to make an objective
estimate about the service life costs, including the maintenance.  It will be a challenge
for the other materials to present a life cycle costing for structures made of other
structural materials than concrete.  Owners of large structures, like buildings and
infrastructures will more and more demand such an objective cost comparison.
Contractors working on the basis of a design and construct contract can make their
profits by selecting the material with the lowest overall price.

4.2 Building materials and components in general
Besides structural materials the building industry uses a lot of other materials,

such as plasters, copper and bitumen. The industry uses further structural materials in
non-structural applications, like steel window frames or timber doors. This situation
differs in some aspects from the structural materials:

• the design is in principle not explicitly based on performances and on reliability
• the design is based on experience and on deem to satisfy rules in codes
• for a part of the applications the service life is restricted
• in some of the applications there is a high degree of repetition.

Making a service life prediction on the bases of performances and on reliability,
as in DuraCrete, will require considerable effort.  On the other hand a great deal of
work has already been done.  CIB W80/RILEM 175-SLM, its preceding committees
and other national and international committees on durability of building materials
and components have through the past years obtained useful results.  This applies in
particular for the CIB W80/RILEM 71-PSL (1987), RILEM technical
recommendation: “Prediction of service life of building materials and components”.

The main shortcoming of past work is the fact that in many cases the end of the
service life has not been defined on basis of performance but rather on the basis of a
lack of functionality or on other subjective judgements.  Furthermore, aspects of
reliability are not explicitly taken into account.  However, these shortcomings can
easily be overcome.

 An essential part of the research and testing in the past has been based on
routine testing where the testing conditions are not similar to the in-service
environment in which the building material or component is to function.  These tests
are essentially robustness tests.  An example of this type of testing is the salt spray



test for metals and organic coatings.  Passing this test with a good result does not
necessarily mean that the service life in an industrial environment with high SO2
contents in the atmosphere will be adequate.

5 Concluding remarks

The DuraCrete approach that has been developed for the service life design of
new and existing concrete structures is based on the same principles and framework
as the performance based structural design.  It is based on terms such as
performances, limit states, reliability and reference period or design service life.  It
may be expected that this approach will be the basis for service life design of
concrete structures in the future.

The DuraCrete approach can easily be developed towards a methodology that
can be used for the service life design of structural materials, like steel, aluminium,
timber, plastic and so on.  Defining the limit states, degradations, environmental
conditions and undertaking the relevant tests are future activities that must be
completed if this new design approach is to be used in practice.
For non-structural building materials it is also possible to use the new service life
design approach.  In fact many steps towards the application of the new methodology
have already been made.  In general it can be stated that the notions of performance
and reliability have to be firmly incorporated in the service life prediction methods.
The fact that many applications have a highly repetitive character and that the service
life is often restricted (in relation to structural applications where design service lives
of 100 or 200 years are sometimes required) make it easier to complete the necessary
developments.
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CONSIDERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES WHEN RENEWING
FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Environmental issues when renewing facilities

S.F.PULLEN
School of Geoinformatics, Planning & Building, University of South Australia,
Adelaide, Australia

Abstract

The renewal of facilities and infrastructure requires a comprehensive review of many
factors so that the most appropriate solution can be selected.  The complexity of the
decision making process has more recently been increased by the need to consider
environmental issues.  Using urban water infrastructure as a case study, a method is
described which provides additional information to determine a suitable replacement
strategy. Analytical techniques have been used including geographical information
systems (GIS) and embodied energy calculations to ensure a comprehensive
comparison.  The methodology used is applicable to other forms of infrastructure or
building facilities.

Keywords: asset management, environmental impact, GIS, total energy requirements,
urban infrastructure, water services

1 Introduction

This paper concerns the management of urban infrastructure and other
facilities such that appropriate decisions are made about the renewal of aged systems
and components.  The renewal of complete sections of a facility or infrastructure
requires a different level of decision making compared with routine maintenance and
repair.  It gives the asset manager the opportunity to consider new designs based on
contemporary developments.  A comprehensive approach examines all relevant
factors such as flexibility, compliance with regulations, energy efficiency, outsourcing
arrangements as well as capital and future maintenance costs.

The complexity of this decision making process has more recently been
increased by the need to consider environmental and related issues.  In addition to the
more conventional aspects of systems choice based on factors such as cost,
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performance and durability, there is an increasing obligation to minimise the
environmental impact of replacement plant, buildings and infrastructure.  This
approach requires a more holistic method of considering all the related issues and
normally requires life cycle analysis.

The broader context in which appropriate solutions can be found is explored in
this paper.  Using urban water infrastructure as a case study, a method is described
which provides additional information to find a suitable replacement strategy.  This
method addresses environmental issues which are now forming an increasingly
important backdrop for decision making.  The approach described can be used for
evaluating the renewal or replacement of other forms of infrastructure or building
facilities.

2 Environmental obligations

Most government instrumentalities in Australia adopted policies on energy
conservation some time ago as a result of the disruptions caused by the oil embargoes
of the 1970s.  Although driven by economic imperatives at the time, these policies
fostered better environmental practice by encouraging energy efficiency.  The policies
are now being reviewed and enhanced as a result of certain global, national and local
environmental initiatives.

An example of these initiatives is Agenda 21 (Halpern, 1992) which was
launched by the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED) and embraces many activities connected with environmentally sustainable
development (ESD).  In response to Agenda 21, the Australian Government published
the National Report to UNCED (Environment Australia, 1995) highlighting measures
and case studies relating to the various facets of ESD such as land resources,
agriculture and biological diversity.  Action on Agenda 21 issues also applies at a
local government level where municipal councils have, for example, undertaken
energy and emissions audits on their building and infrastructure (City of Marion,
1998).  This will have implications for the repair and upgrading of facilities managed
by local councils.

Of major significance to the operation and refurbishment of buildings and
facilities is the international agreement on greenhouse gas emissions made at Kyoto in
1998.  In connection with this accord, the Australian Government has undertaken a
number of actions.  As far as housing is concerned, stricter voluntary codes are
planned for reducing energy consumption and these may be reinforced using
mandatory compliance with standards.  There is also a focus on renewable energy
development and generation in terms of financial support and demonstration projects.
The proposals for offsetting carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions with tree plantations
have significant implications for investment decisions on new or refurbished
infrastructure (AACM, 1998).

A Greenhouse Challenge Office has also been established to encourage
industries to seek continuous improvements in energy and process efficiency and
achieve practicable greenhouse abatement performance.  A further example of
government organisations taking initiatives is the New South Wales Sustainable
Energy Development Authority (SEDA).  One of the policies undertaken by this body



is the reduction of energy consumption in government buildings by good practice and
plant improvement.  Hence, environmental impact is now one of the many issues to be
considered when upgrading plant or infrastructure.

3 Life cycle energy analysis

The principle of life cycle analysis has been well established for some
considerable time with regard to assessing the economic viability of alternative
investment strategies.  Similarly, it is necessary to take a long term view with regard
to environmental effects to ensure that apparent short term advantages are
substantiated over the life of the investment.  An international set of principles and a
framework for life cycle assessment has now been published (ISO 14040,1997) and
this provides a tool for the establishment of ecological balances.

There are many measures of environmental impact including greenhouse gas
emissions, resource depletion, loss of biodiversity, etc.  The assessment of energy
consumption is often used as it is relatively easy to quantify and is closely related to
carbon dioxide emissions. A comprehensive analysis of energy consumption involves
a life cycle approach which includes all of the energy inputs from the commencement
of a project to its final demolition.  Of the various energy inputs, the operational
energy is often the most significant and is traditionally measured as one of the
financial costs of running a facility.  However, the energy consumed in the
manufacture and supply of the materials and components of the facility can also be
large.  A study of a commercial building in Melbourne (Treloar, 1993) suggested that
the embodied energy of the materials in the building was of a similar order to the
operational energy over a 40 year life.

In a study of residential construction in South Australia, life cycle energy
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Fig 1:  Proportions of energy expended over 80 years for 15 houses.



analyses were carried out on fifteen houses (Pullen and Perkins, 1995).  The principal
energy inputs of operational and embodied energy were analysed for each dwelling.

Over a life cycle of eighty years, the operational energy was calculated in
terms of ‘heating/cooling’ and ‘all other’ energy.  The embodied energy of the
materials of the houses when constructed and as a result of periodic maintenance (eg
painting, repair, wet area upgrades) was also estimated.  On average, the embodied
energy amounted to approximately one quarter of the life cycle energy as can be seen
in Figure 1.

As far as managing publicly owned assets is concerned, the decision to
refurbish or demolish is given a new dimension when an environmental aspect such
life cycle energy consumption is considered.  If carbon dioxide emissions are
considered, then the future analyses will be particularly interesting as renewable
energy devices (with very low CO2 emissions) replace fossil fuel for operational
energy supply.

4 Urban water infrastructure case study

4.1 Background
Modern urban water infrastructure consists of a centralised resource connected

to customers by an extensive reticulation system.  This description applies equally to
water supply, waste/sewage removal and stormwater drainage. New concepts are
being introduced which are quite different to the conventional systems and these
include on-site rainwater storage, on-site dry effluent treatment, ponding and slow
release of stormwater, the aquifer storage and retrieval of stormwater, wetland
purification of wastewater, zero coastal discharge of wastewaters, restoration of
natural water channels and re-use of treated wastewaters for irrigation and grey water
supplies (Perkins, 1997).  These new concepts offer both economic and environmental
advantages and all aspects must be considered when deciding to renew parts of the
infrastructure. Other than the possibility of reduced water consumption and marine
pollution, the new systems may also require less energy and associated greenhouse
gas emissions.  However, the evaluation of such schemes must be comprehensive as
apparent improvements may be offset by unseen disadvantages.  For example,
improvements in energy efficiency may be offset by increased amounts of energy
required in the construction of the new system (embodied energy).  The first step in
such comparisons is the establishment of benchmarks for the conventional design
against which new proposals can be compared.

A case study has been undertaken which establishes a benchmark for the total
energy requirements of a conventional water system (Pullen et al, 1998).  The study
was based on a southern suburb of Adelaide, South Australia known as Seaford which
consists of approximately 450 dwellings and was constructed between 1992 and 1994.
Seaford is principally supplied with water from the Myponga reservoir which is 20km
to the south.

Sewage is removed to the Christies Beach treatment plant which is 15km to
the north and stormwater is discharged to the nearby ocean via the adjacent Pedler
Creek.



4.2 Method
To determine the benchmark for the total energy consumption of the existing

water infrastructure, six potential areas of energy consumption were identified as
shown in Table 1.  These were:
• operational energy i.e. that used on a regular basis for or pumping filtration and

effluent treatment and
• embodied energy i.e. that used initially to produce the materials in the physical

infrastructure for the three systems under study.

Table 1:  Summary of the six potential areas of energy consumption

Energy
type

Water Supply Sewer System Stormwater
System

Embodied Energy to produce
the materials and
components from
source of water to
Seaford house.

Energy to produce the
materials and
components from
Seaford house to
treatment plant.

Energy to produce
the materials and
components from
Seaford house to
marine outfall.

Operational Energy to filter,
chemically treat and,
possibly, pump water

Energy to pump and
chemically treat waste.

No energy used.

Operational energy information was collected from the State electricity supplier for
power supplied to individual pumps in the water system.  Collection of embodied
energy information was considerably more involved as the type and quantities of
materials in the entire water systems were required.  Some of this information for the
water supply and sewer systems was available from geographical information system
(GIS) files.  From GIS maps of Seaford and adjacent areas, it was possible to retrieve
data on the length, diameter and material type of water pipes along a chosen path and
the number of houses connected to a particular pipe.  For other parts of these systems
and the storm water system, quantities of materials were calculated manually from
specifications and drawings.

Once the quantities of the materials had been calculated, the embodied energy
was estimated by means of energy coefficients for each type of material.  To avoid
differences in the method of derivation of embodied energy coefficients, an
independent set based on Australian national economic data was derived using input-
output analysis (Pullen, 1995).
To relate the embodied energy to the operational energy for the three systems, it was
necessary to annualise the embodied energy of each material and component.   This
was calculated by means of life expectancy factors as shown in Table 2.  These
factors are the life expectancies applied by SA Water which is the body managing
South Australia’s water system.

To relate both the operational and embodied energy of the three water systems
to an individual dwelling in the Seaford area, it was necessary to calculate a relevant
apportionment factor for each component.  For example, the factor for the dwelling’s
individual water meter was 100% whereas the factor for the Myponga reservoir dam
was 0.004% due to fact that this part of the infrastructure was shared by 25000



dwellings.  This enabled the total energy for the water systems to be expressed in
units of GJ/house/annum.

Table 2:  Life expectancy factors.

Component Life (years)
Services 50
Mains 80-120
Pumping stations 25
Pumps 25
Structures 50
Switchboards 25
Tanks 75
Tank roofs 25
Kerbs 50
Gutters 50
Stormwater structures 50-100

5 Discussion of the results

The annualised energy consumptions for the water systems amounted to O.7,
2.4 and 1.6 GJ/house/annum for the water supply, sewer and stormwater, respectively.
These figures are in primary energy terms and include a small component for the
energy expended on-site during the construction phase.  When these values are
combined, the total energy consumption is 4.7GJ/house/annum.  To put this into
perspective, the total annual energy consumption for a typical house (including
embodied energy) in South Australia is approximately 95GJ.  Hence, the provision of
a comprehensive water system represents a further increase of energy expenditure of
about 5%.  This is a significant proportion especially when other services such as gas,
electricity, communications and roads are considered.

By way of comparison with the other research, the energy consumption results
for sewer system only can be expressed as 2.9MJ/kl for the embodied energy,
7.8MJ/kl for the operational energy and 10.7MJ/kl for the combined energies.  Hagan
& Roberts (1980) derived a value of 2.4MJ/kl for the total energy consumption of a
sewer system in California.  Diver & Mouritz (1994) noted a value of 0.4MJ/kl for the
operational energy consumption of a sewer system in Western Australia.  Bearing in
mind the likely differences in topography, system type, population served and the
known differences in energy analysis methods, the comparisons reveal energy
consumptions of a broadly similar order.  Other research (Carltech, 1986) reviews the
methods of estimating the embodied energy of waste water systems.

As an example of using the energy consumption values as benchmarks for
assessing other types of systems, the use of rainwater storage tanks has been
considered.  Although essential for remote locations, rainwater storage tanks for
individual houses are not normally used for providing the water supply in urban areas
of South Australia.  However, they represent a possible alternative to centralised
water storage and supply.  The comparison of individual storage tanks with the



conventional supply system illustrates the methodology required when considering
the renewal of facilities and infrastructure.

Depending on seasonal rainfall variations, catchment area and water
consumption for each house, the storage capacity can be determined.  The embodied
energy for three sizes of a water stage tanks were estimated.  Two types of tank were
considered, a polyethylene lined profiled steel tank and a reinforced concrete tank as
shown in Table 3.  Further details of these structures are given in Appendix A.

Table 3:  Embodied energy of water storage tanks.

Tank size PVC membrane lined steel Reinforced concrete
Embodied
energy
(GJ)

Life
expectancy
(years)

Annualised
energy
(GJ)

Embodied
energy
(GJ)

Life
expectancy
(years)

Annualised
energy
(GJ)

34kl (7500 gals) 13 50 0.3 42 75 0.6
68kl (15000 gals) 24 50 0.5 58 75 0.8
113kl (25000 gals) 36 50 0.7 78 75 1.0

Compared with the benchmark of 0.7GJ/house/annum for the conventional
urban water supply provided by a large storage reservoir and a reticulated pipe
system, the individual water supply using a tank can have a lower or higher energy
consumption depending on the size and type of structure.  The value of this type of
analysis is that it shows an environmental advantage (arising from lower energy
consumption and associated carbon dioxide emissions) under certain conditions.
Favourable conditions appear to exist for the lined steel storage tanks of lower
capacity.  This may suggest that individual tank storage of water is more suited to
areas of regular rainfall where large storage capacity is not required.

Hence, this type of analysis can indicate whether a possible infrastructure
alternative is viable from an environmental viewpoint.  A slight extension of this
method would provide information on carbon dioxide emissions.  The methodology
used in this case study provides information on environmental impact.  This
information should be considered alongside a range of other issues to form a more
holistic approach to the selection of alternative solutions for infrastructure renewal.

6 Conclusion

It is now recognised that environmental issues must also be considered when
replacing facilities or infrastructure.   A life cycle approach to energy consumption
can provide useful information in this respect.  Using a conventional urban water
system as a case study, a method has been developed which establishes a benchmark
for the total energy requirements of a facility. This has been used to measure the
environmental suitability of a possible alternative system.  Decisions regarding
infrastructure renewal can now be made in a broader context.  A similar methodology
could be used for the refurbishment of other forms of infrastructure or building
facilities .
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Appendix A

Details of water tanks

Tank type Capacity
(kilolitres)

Capacity
(gallons)

Diameter
(m)

Height
(m)

Steel 34 7500 4.5 2.15
68 15000 6.7 2.15
113 25000 8.7 2.15

Reinforced 34 7500 7.3 0.81
concrete 68 15000 7.3 1.95

113 25000 7.3 2.94

Details of materials

Tank type Component Material Thickness
(mm)

Embodied energy
(MJ/kg)

Steel Sides Profiled steel 0.86 26
Top Steel (zincalume) 0.46 26
Liner sides Polyethylene membrane 0.6 70
Liner bottom Polyethylene membrane 0.6 70
Base Sand 150 1

Reinforced Sides Steel reinforced concrete 70 - 85 26 (Steel), 1.3 (Concrete)
concrete Top Steel reinforced concrete 40 26 (Steel), 1.3 (Concrete)

Bottom Steel reinforced concrete 150 26 (Steel), 1.3 (Concrete)



DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED CONSERVATION AND
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT REGIME FOR HISTORIC MODERN
MOVEMENT BUILDINGS
Conservation and maintenance management
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Abstract

This paper adopts the premise that an increasing number of  buildings, from
Bauhaus onwards, will become designated as historic buildings for conservation
as part of the world’s historic and architectural heritage. This trend can be
predicted and accommodated to provide suitable asset management. The advance
of repair technologies for the structural components can be integrated with those
of other major components as the starting point for a maintenance strategy which
can be expressed in generalist terms although practically tailored to the individual
building.

Keywords: Conservation, Modern Movement buildings, repair techniques, asset
and maintenance planning, performance of repairs, life cycle costs, service life.

1 Introduction

This paper does not seek to introduce new research but to point a way
forward for the application of  technology and methodology expounded in
previous papers and in new initiatives to provide a cost effective approach to the
conservation and maintenance of an important part of our built heritage.

2 Background of listing modern movement buildings in the UK

The UK is extremely rich in its built heritage and administratively each area,
England, Scotland and Wales has its own heritage body to list buildings of
sufficient importance to be protected by legislation, namely English Heritage,
Historic Scotland and Cadw.
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The arrangements and criteria for listing are similar in each area but there
are regional variations and for this reason the main text references will be to the
English system for purposes of simplicity.

In England alone, according to figures supplied by English Heritage in April
1998, there are some 500 000 listed buildings and monuments, divided into 3
categories,  Grade I, Grade II* and Grade II of which the two highest categories
namely Grades I and II* represent about 6% of the total.  The list is not static,
currently less than 1000 inter-war and post war buildings are listed and this
number will continue to grow in the new millenium as the relative importance of
the genre and its seminal buildings becomes more apparent from the perspective
of a new century.

In its guidelines for conservation of listed buildings the government ministry
responsible does not differentiate between the treatment of 20th Century buildings
and any others. Buildings less than 10 years old may not be listed.

3 Why modern movement buildings are different

Heritage buildings from past centuries are often rare and of traditional
materials and craftsmanship.  As mass production and media communication
became universal from the start of this century a truly ‘International’ style of
Architecture developed using new technologies or new developments of old
technologies which transcended local vernacular forms.

It is true to say that those buildings which were at the forefront of
technology and therefore the most likely to be listed were also those in which the
pioneering nature of the design has lead to the first examples of maintenance
problems and obsolescence requiring specialist solutions.  Original specifications
for such buildings having been revolutionary rather than evolutionary unlike those
of previous eras.

In conserving modern movement buildings we have to respect the language
of the Architecture and often it is still being spoken by the Architect or his/her
immediate successors.  In many cases the original architectural and engineering
design solutions are still available and the provenance of the materials and
components readily apparent.  The approach which is taken may well depend on
the speed at which a particular component or material has become obsolete since
the original design  and on the availability of matching material.

The materials and designs requiring our conservation expertise are those of
the modern world, reinforced concrete, steel, aluminium, fibreglass, as opposed to
traditional material such as bricks, mortar or clay tiles.  However, the improved
technology applied to many of these materials has altered just as it has done for
vernacular materials and designs over the centuries.

In selecting modern buildings for listing there is a conscious effort to apply
aesthetic appreciation in listing the best buildings of their era together with
recognition  of  pioneering use of design form and materials rather than in much
older buildings where the need is to conserve remaining rare examples and
buildings having long historic associations with famous people and events.

It may well be that some of these buildings may have stood the test of time
without listing but it is more likely that commercial pressures would have



compelled drastic change or wholesale replacement within a relatively short time
scale, especially where land and rental values are high.

4 The underlying trends in repair and maintenance costs

The capital costs of repair and conversion to a listed modern movement
building are likely to be higher than those for an equivalent unlisted building of
similar materials and components. This will be mainly due to the need for
additional research and consultancy service to ensure that the building is
authentically repaired and also, if alteration is required, that it is in keeping with
the spirit and intention of the designer and the tailoring of repair technologies to
suit the individual building.  It also has to be borne in mind that the delays
inherent in seeking Listed Building Consent for work which requires such
permission may also have a bearing on costs.  The extent of any cost uplift will
ultimately depend on the condition of the building and its previous maintenance
history.

We can use information gathered by the BRE (Building Research
Establishment), published in the summer of 1998 and widely reported by Building
Magazine and other trade papers to demonstrate that over the last 10 years in the
UK maintenance costs have rocketed by a staggering 87% over the building sector
and that the running costs of a building cost 6 times as much as the original
investment.  Given that whole life performance is about optimizing expenditure,
not just long life buildings, it is as important to avoid unnecessarily expensive
options for listed buildings.

5 Life cycle costing

This paper does not intend to go deeply into the theory of life cycle costings
but to emphasize the need for a proper balance between capital costs and future
operating costs.

There is some resistance among building owners to the full implementation
of life cycle costing for the following reasons:-

• The feeling expressed that life cycle costing deals with the future and that
since this is uncertain the results of the costing will be inaccurate.

• The problems of generating data on which life cycle costing data is based.
• The feeling that the quasi-scientific basis of life cycle costing deprives a

manager of decision making flexibility.

In response to these concerns we can only say that all change is uncertain
but we can still use information to improve decisions and incorporate elements of
risk and uncertainty into cost projections.  Avoiding big surprises is better than
opting out and proper cost planning is more important than the lowest priced
option for initial capital expenditure on repairs. Risk analysis techniques can be
used to minimize the surprises and design/specification changed to reduce
uncertainties.  Data bases are now more comprehensive and better researched,
allowing the life cycle costings to be tailored to particular decisions.



Life cycle costing remains a guide to decision making not an absolute and is
dependent on input from the manager.

We are looking at the balance between initial and future expenditures which
is as applicable to a historic building as any other.  Spending money judiciously
now may appreciably reduce future expenditure and with the emphasis on
aesthetic quality of conservation work reduce disruption during restoration and
planned (or do I mean unplanned) maintenance.

Some of the benefits of  life cycle costings for historic buildings are not
immediately obvious in that outside bodies have some control of the materials and
aesthetics employed, nevertheless there is a beneficial result to be derived for the
design process.

Firstly the designer must understand the technical issues relating to the
components and materials, actual anticipated life expectancy, performance
characteristics and application of life cycle costing techniques.  These are wide
issues and can only be addressed in crude terms in this paper.

6 The importance of testing and diagnosis

No building can be properly assessed for application of any repair or
maintenance initiatives without application of good survey techniques.  This is
particularly true of reinforced concrete and steel frame structures, which are the
prevalent forms for modern movement buildings.  The exact measure of how
much concealed corrosion or potential corrosion is hiding behind the visible
façade is one of the main determining factors in the application of appropriate
repair strategies.

The full range of hammer testing, cover meter, half cell, carbonation and
chloride testing, as well as even more precise techniques, allow a full evaluation
necessary for cost comparisons.

We also need to know some important financial variables:-

• A discount rate must be selected to take into account the time value of money.
• The period of analysis for appraisal – In the UK cost planning is usually over

a 30 year period but for US federal buildings for example the period is
normally 25 years.

• Allowance must be made to handle future inflation for expenditure.
• The impact of taxation must be considered.  The anomalies of the UK VAT

system are such that new construction is zero rated but repairs attract 17.5%
VAT. Listed historic buildings do have zero rating for those works which
require Listed Building Consent but the tax position is generally unfavourable
to refurbishment and repair work.  Tax parameters can be changed at any time.

7 Traditional repair techniques versus New technology

When dealing with concrete repairs the accepted solution has been to hack
off all areas of concrete which are spalling together with all concrete in the
carbonation zone, treat the rebars locally and then carry out cementitious repair
before application of coatings etc.  This is enormously destructive of the fabric



and for a historic building the loss of such a degree of original fabric and surface
modulation can be disastrous.

Similarly for a steel frame building clad with a fragile and obsolete panel
form, large scale intervention to deal with corrosion in the frame can have a
permanent and tragic effect on the appearance of the façade.

The new technologies we are using to minimize such excessive disturbance
are those such as cathodic protection, re-alkalization and migratory corrosion
inhibitors.

A DETR (Department of Environment Transport and Regions) research
project recently completed indicates that as much as 50% of initial costs of
treatment to facades of historic steel framed buildings can be saved as a result of
applying cathodic protection.  Furthermore the implanted anodes are said to have
a life of 50 years plus.  The major costs being in the replacement of cabling and
other electrical equipment after say 25 years.  The implications of such savings for
the cost planning exercise are obviously of radical importance.

Historic buildings have already stood the test of time, they were built to last.
Just because a building was at the cutting edge of technology and mistakes were
made or the use for which it was built is obsolete does not mean it has no residual
value.  The important thing is not to separate capital and revenue expenditure but
to integrate budgetary control so that the choice of repair system or the impact of
repair rather than replacement can be fully evaluated.

It is easier to get large conglomerates or prestigious public bodies, for whom
the possession of a landmark building is a matter of corporate pride, to face up to
forecasts of future expenditure.  Also prime position listed buildings in town
centres are likely to perform well as they have high rental values.  Crisis
maintenance is a fact of life but for capital restricted building owners it is the
norm.

It is frequently said that developers have no interest in life cycle costing
because running costs will devolve to somebody else.  Increasingly
purchasers/lessees of  listed buildings are becoming more aware of running costs
and service charges and will want to see that the correct balance between current
expenditure and future revenue has been struck before purchase.  Landmark
buildings are now in the domain of international investment and investors will
demand to know their commitments for short and long term expenditure.

8 Case studies

8.1 St. Ann’s court
This is an elegant three storey ‘International Style’ house executed in

reinforced concrete based on a segmental circular plan form.  It was constructed in
1938 and it is one of the earliest known examples of shuttered board marked
concrete in the UK.  The Architect was Raymond McGrath and the property is
listed Grade II*.

The repair and refurbishment of the concrete represented a large proportion
of the external refurbishment costs required to be carried out for a new owner.
The various options for repair were considered.  The need to conserve the original
board marked marked concrete coupled wit a necessity to delay indefinitely the
onset of corrosion in the rebars which were in carbonated concrete were the main



criteria which governed the choice both aesthetically and technically.  Fortunately
the select repair system using migratory corrosion inhibitor was also the most cost
effective option.

The area of original concrete and previous repair which required cutting out
represented only a very small proportion of the wall area which had been
previously
identified by testing, although the majority of rebars were in the zone of
carbonation.  A traditional concrete repair method would have required all the
carbonated concrete to be removed.  Cathodic protection and realkalisation were
inappropriate due to lack of electrical continuity, difficulty in concealing anodes
and cost.

The migratory corrosion inhibitor was applied after cleaning off the old
coatings, cementitious repair and pore filling and finishes applied subsequently.
Tests were carried out to ensure that the corrosion inhibitor had migrated to the
rebars and formed a passivating environment.  Fortunately the building had
always been coated so the overall condition was better than might have been
anticipated in a 60 year old building.  All the repair materials and coatings are
guaranteed for 10 years. At the end of the 10 years the coatings will be ready for
replacement and fresh testing is scheduled by the manufacturer of the repair
system to ensure that the corrosion inhibitor is still working at that time.  Provided
that such preventative procedures are built into the maintenance plan the future
expenditure can be anticipated and controlled.

The 10 year testing will involve the erection of a tower to permit testing to
be carried out in selected locations, removal of samples, laboratory analysis and
minor making good following re-cleaning and renewal of  pore filler and renewal
of coatings.  A predictable and calculable operation for inclusion in the cost plan.

The capital cost of repair works to the external envelope of the property
including concrete repairs equated to approximately 1/10 the capital cost of the
property purchase figure and 1/20 the enhanced value of the property on
completion of the works.

8.2 Keeling house
Local government owned cluster block listed Grade II* in reinforced

concrete, designed by Denys Lasdun.  In situ concrete with portland  cladding
panels.  Built in 1959, very early for the UK as ‘streets in the sky’ public housing
in a tall building. The rebars have low concrete cover and mass placement
techniques were used giving characteristics of carbonisation of concrete close to
steel, steel corrosion and large areas of spalling to the unclad in situ concrete.  The
building also suffers from poor insulation, single glazing and insecure and
unattractive common areas.  It is located in a traditionally poor area of London’s
East End with equivalently low property values although it is geographically near
the City of London.

At the time the feasibility study was carried out the cost of the necessary
work was in excess of the capital value of the property.  Capital values were
known to be due to ‘gentrification’ but were insufficient to cover the cost of
works required to meet conservation criteria.  It was considered that only by
gaining grant subsidy through the Heritage Lottery Fund could the shortfall be
met.  English Heritage were extremely helpful in their approach to the study and



readily co-operated to make sure the proposals met with the requirements to
obtain funding.

Accurate assessment of future expenditure was vital to demonstrate to
financial lending institutions that an adequate sinking fund could be allowed to
ensure the integrity of the structure for the life of the loan.

As the building was threatened with demolition at the time the feasibility
study was carried out, the results of the study were germaine in allowing English
Heritage to prove to the building owner that a viable scheme of repair was
possible and therefore consent to demolition of a listed building could reasonably
be refused.

The concrete repair represented a very important factor in the overall repair
package.  A full structural survey was carried out by abseiling the building.  Tests
being carried out as previously described.  A fixed price was then obtained from a
specialist contractor for a repair methodology using migratory corrosion inhibitor.
The manufacturer of the system agreed in this case to provide a 15 year guarantee
on the materials which allowed for costs of re-testing, cleaning and recoating to be
allowed at the halfway point of the 30 year cost plan.  The future data would be
gathered by abseiling specialist teams which would keep access costs to a
minimum.  The cost plan prepared from the data proved that the future of the
building could be ensured by adequate and affordable maintenance funding.

8.3 The Joshua Hoyle building
Although this building is pre ‘Modern Movement’ it is an early example of a

steel frame building with Grade II listing which required conservation of a largely
terracotta cladded façade whilst addressing the problem of corrosion in the steel
frame.  As such, it is a model for dealing with younger buildings in which the
steel frame corrosion is only now becoming apparent.  This particular building
formed part of a study for the DETR carried out by Taywood Engineering.

In this case cathodic protection was the selected method given the electrical
continuity achievable in the frame.  The advantage of the method was minimal
disturbance of the façade in comparison to that of full removal of cladding
required by traditional methods.

As complete removal of the façade was not required, obvious and substantial
cost savings have accrued, while providing a solution ideal for the conservation of
the fabric.  It is claimed that up to 50% savings provided compared to traditional
repairs using this method and ongoing monitoring equipment has been built in to
allow continuous, remote assessment of the electrical readings over time.

The anode strips were easily concealed behind existing mortar joint
positions and have had no structural or visual impact on the building.

8.4 The Willis Coroon building
Formerly the Willis Faber Building designed by Norman Foster.  It was

designed as the Headquarter building for a multi-national company and occupies a
prominent corner site in the thriving provincial city of Ipswich.  This building was
erected in 1975 and is not therefore yet at the stage of requiring  wholesale
remedial work.  It is listed as Grade I and was the first such building to be the
subject of management guidelines.

When the building was first listed the owners were less than pleased with a
decision which they felt compromised their day-to-day business operations.  To



defuse the potential hostility of the situation a tri-partate agreement was drawn up
between the owners, the local authority and English Heritage.  The guidelines set
out those matters which it is agreed do require listed building consent when work
is carried out during the life of the building.  The Architect’s design intentions for
the building were explored and given full weight for the purposes of defining
these processes.  Although not legally binding, the agreement gives clear
parameters of what is understood to require ongoing consultation in the
maintenance plan, definition of all matters covered by the agreement and gives a
timetable for future review.

The exercise carried out has given the building owners opportunity to plan
for future alterations and maintenance with many areas of uncertainty removed.
This approach has been so successful that all historic building projects funded by
the Heritage Lottery Fund are to be required to have an agreed set of guidelines
based on this model.

It is clear that given a framework of these guidelines and the increased use
of new technologies to prevent future structural deterioration a more accurate cost
planning exercise can be applied to modern movement historic buildings.

9 Conclusions

There is an increasing need to look at the conservation of modern movement
buildings in an innovative and cost effective way.

A great deal of academic research into new techniques control of material
durability and repair needs to be assimilated into the mainstream of practical
building conservation methods.

Increasingly buildings using the techniques will become more common if
the methodology is clearly understood and the financial and managerial benefits
appreciated.

It is important that practical research projects, such as those funded by the
DETR receive the exposure required to marry technologies to real buildings, with
properly monitored results.

Although this paper refers to the application of technology mainly for
reinforced concrete and steel frames, the same principles would be applicable to
new advances in repair of other building elements.

It is entirely possible to agree written guidelines which satisfy the
conservation and user needs of the building.

Given the ability to monitor the effectiveness of new technologies in use and
to build the cost plan around known life cycles of materials we can look forward
to the development of ever more effective maintenance and management regimes
for our modern movement buildings.
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CRITICAL LOSS OF PERFORMANCE - WHAT FAILS BEFORE
DURABILITY
Critical loss of performance

A.M. AIKIVUORI
VTT Building Technology, Technical Research Centre of Finland, Oulu, Finland

Abstract

Empirical research has been carried out to find out the actual reasons for initiation of
repair projects on buildings. This research has shown that the owners of the buildings
actually experienced the user requirements predominantly outside of the range of
durability failures. Only 17 % of the repair projects were initiated primarily because
of deterioration. The critical loss of performance seems to primarily be in the range of
subjective perceiving of the building. Very little technical or economical rationality
can be seen in the actual decisions made on building refurbishment. In most cases the
limiting factor for service life is not durability.
Life cycle economics of the buildings are (according to the empirical findings)
covered by technically/economically irrational basis. Decision-makers pay little
attention to the condition and remaining potential for service life of the building
components. They pay very limited attention to economical expectations.
Optimization of economical factors of the buildings is the primary goal in less than 10
% of repair projects.
If service life is seen as the actual time in service of the building components, the
basis of service life prediction models should not be based on durability or economics
of the building components only. Durability is of course the limiting factor for service
life in the sense that service life can not exceed the limitations set by durability, but in
fact the actual service life seldom reaches the full potential life time of the
components limited by durability. The forecasting of the timing of the refurbishment
projects should not rely on the durability-based concepts only. Asset and maintenance
management should pay more attention to the more critical perceived quality of the
buildings.

Keywords: failures, technical rationality, economical rationality, optimization, actual
service life, forecasting, service life prediction models
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1 Introduction

In this paper refurbishment is seen as an option at the end of the service life of a
building. The end of service life occurs when the building fails to perform as
required. This failure can be a result of three causes: 1) failure resulting from
change(s) in performance (deterioration based failure); 2) failure resulting from
change(s) in requirement(s) (obsolescence based failure) or 3) failure resulting from
change(s) in use.

If the failure is due to changes in performance of the building, it is possible to:
i. have a corrective refurbishment to restore performance to its former level, or
ii. change the use of the building to match lower performance requirements or
iii. discard the building.

If the refurbishment is due to changes in the requirements, it is possible to:
i. have refurbishment according to new requirements or
ii. change the functional use of building so that its performance will meet the

requirements of the new use or
iii. discard the building.

If the failure is due to change in space use, it is possible to:
i. have a refurbishment to match the spaces with the changed use or
ii. find another use for the building as it is or
iii. discard the building (perhaps temporarily until it is put to a new use).

A refurbishment project may be initiated suddenly because profound damage
has occurred, or its initiation may be planned in advance for a chosen time according
to the expected rate of deterioration. The damage-based refurbishment is most
obviously due to the properties of the building (especially durability features). The
other route to refurbishment is via changes in the use and the user of building with the
normal wear and tear of the building itself. The theory of economy considers rational
the project that maximizes economic utility. One may endeavor to do this directly
through attempting to increase profit, or indirectly through minimizing expenditures
in order to add profit potential (cost-reduction expenditure). A refurbishment initiated
without deterioration of building on the basis of subjective valuations only can be
seen as a counterpart of failure in building. A marginal factor for initiation of
refurbishment projects can be anticipated to be a change of circumstances (e.g.
change of energy price).

According to this, the reasons for demand of various refurbishment projects can
be classified as follows:
1 Failure in building: corrective refurbishment
2 Change in use: space-altering refurbishment
3 Optimization of economical factors: optimizing refurbishment
4 Subjective features: pleasure refurbishment
5 Change of circumstances: opportunity refurbishment

Durability is the main concern of service life studies. Durability related
deterioration is often seen as the process leading to the end of service life of
structures. Service life prediction methods are based on assessing the extent of
deterioration in some specific measurable properties chosen to be indicators of



degradation (Sjöström 1985). The aim of service life prediction is to estimate the
performance over time as the function describing how the measured values of the
chosen properties vary with time. All this is related to the durability of materials.
Durability itself is a complex issue. Deterioration, of course, impairs the capability of
a system to meet the given requirements. But the requirements are not entirely
covered by the capability of a system to maintain its performance. In the following,
items other than deterioration are discussed as a counterpart to it as the criteria for
refurbishment, and their power to explain the refurbishment projects is viewed.

2 Obsolescence and deterioration

There are two considerations in the process leading to refurbishment. On the
one hand there are the requirements (which can be seen as the demand) and on the
other hand there is the performance of the object (the supply). But what are the
requirements that actually launch the refurbishment project? Or in other words, how
is the demand for refurbishment initiated?

The refurbishment project of a building may be initiated for various reasons.
Flanagan et al. (1989) who includes the following items makes one summary of the
reasons from the life cycle analysis point of view:

• physical deterioration
• economic obsolescence
• functional obsolescence
• technological obsolescence
• social obsolescence
• locational obsolescence
• legal obsolescence
• aesthetic and visual obsolescence (fashion/image obsolescence)
• environmental obsolescence

Equivalent lists with to some extent different points of view have been written
in a number of publications.

The level and to some extent also the character of requirements change over
time. In general the requirements both rise and increase (for example the case of
thermal insulation requirements in structures clearly shows this kind of development).
Simultaneous to the rise in requirements is the decline in performance due to the
deterioration of structures. The process of becoming discontent with the object accel-
erates. And even if a building could maintain its original properties, the refurbishment
will finally be inevitable only because of the change in requirements due to the com-
parison between the existing situation and the new substitution available; in other
words, there will be demand for obsolescence based refurbishment. Pullar-Strecker
(1990) illuminates dearly the origin of the demand for refurbishment in his definition
of building defects: "Building defects will always be with us because there will
always be aspects of building performance that are less good than the best, or even
average, or less good than we feel we have a right to expect." Thus the demand is
derived from the comparison of the existing building performance with either
standard performance criteria or personal expectations. It can be concluded that the



defects are relative, not absolute, and therefore difficult to measure objectively. The
refurbishment due to obsolescence is not technically rational since it does not
optimize the use of structures until the end of their durability. Since corrective
refurbishment is defined as the project aimed at deteriorated structures (an unaccept-
able physical condition), obsolescence based projects do not belong to this category.
On the other hand, quoting Taylor (1980), deterioration has no part in the
accumulated inferiority caused by obsolescence. Thus deterioration and obsolescence
are two separable issues. Both Taylor (1980) and Flanagan & al. (1989) have
categorized the causes of replacement into these two classes: deterioration and
obsolescence.

3 Economic life - service life

The concept of economic life is defined by Taylor (1980) as the period of time
that will elapse before the equipment - either present or proposed - is displaced from
the intended service by more economically viable equipment. Or, restated, economic
life is the period over which the equipment will continue to have the lowest annual
cost compared to any contender for the service. Further, Taylor states that the concept
of economic life is therefore inseparable from consideration of replacement.
Replacement or displacement is the result of a successful attempt by superior
equipment to terminate the service period of its predecessor.

In the technical-economical sense, maximization of utility means using an item
until its failure so that the annual costs will be at their lowest. A normative definition
for technical rationality can be expressed as: use as long as the item endures,
maintaining its performance. Accordingly, a technically rational refurbishment project
is initiated at the failure of the object. This area is handled in service life theory,
which seeks to explain the relationship between deterioration and failure. According
to service life theory, a technically rational refurbishment project will be initiated
when service life meets its limiting lifetime.

4 Definitions and some aspects of service life studies

Service life is defined (by ASTM, 1990) as the period of time after installation
during which all properties meet or exceed the minimum acceptable values when rou-
tinely maintained. Thus the object fails when property being assessed falls below the
minimum acceptable value. In the following text, service life refers to the time of
usage before failure of a building material, component or preferably the failure of a
well-described system of building materials and components in an environment.
Failure can be defined as the state of being where the object fails to meet the given
performance requirements.

The shortest definition of performance requirement is given by ISO: perfor-
mance requirement is the user requirement expressed in terms of the performance of a
product. Performance is behavior (of a product) related to use (ISO 6241, 1984).

Performance criterion has been defined in slightly different ways. ASTM (1990)



defines performance requirement as a qualitative statement of the performance
required from a building component or material. Accordingly performance criterion is
a quantitative statement of a level of performance for a selected performance
characteristic of a component or material needed to ensure compliance with a
performance requirement. RILEM (Technical Committee's TC 31-PCM Summary of
Work, 1987) defines performance criterion as the limiting value or value range which
satisfies the requirement for a given lifetime. (Here is the major difference between
ASTM and RILEM definitions: ASTM determines the performance without any time
concepts, whereas RILEM determines performance for a specific period of time.)
Furthermore, for a defined requirement, the performance of a material is its response
to the action of extrinsic factors. The nature of the response is due to the intrinsic
properties of the material.

In other words these performance criteria are given as the minimum or
maximum values of the properties vital to usability of the object. These kinds of
definitions don't state either the properties or their acceptable values to be measured.
Both properties and their limit levels are open to decision making. Thus it is obvious
that, since the requirements are given according to standards with more or less
variation, the definition of failure includes some non-absolute evaluation. Even the
standards, which are given in legislation, vary in the course of time. This shows
clearly that no estimate of service life can be absolute or final because it is a result of
non-absolute and changing factors.

While trying to gain a service life estimate for a system, the first step has to be
the identification of the requirements, which the system has to meet. After receiving
information on the requirements, the performance criteria can be formulated. This is
the phase where requirements are translated into levels of properties desired or
demanded from the system. The use of the values of physical and chemical properties
is essential for the practical task to gain a service life estimate, since the only things
that can be physically measured in the system are its properties or the changes in the
properties. In terms of the performance of an existing material system, we talk about
the properties of the system. In terms of performance criteria, we talk about the
requirements; these two modes have to be consistent.

The need of transforming the requirements into demanded levels of physical and
chemical properties implies that the methodologies to study service life are indirect.
This can be a source of inaccuracy for service life estimates since it is to some extend
a matter of choice of how to describe the requirements in the terms of properties.
Nevertheless, as soon as the properties have been identified, the measurements can be
carried out more objectively.

The definition of service life as a period of use before failure implies that the
service life studies actually seek to determine the length of time until the occurrence
of failure and concentrate rather on the deterioration rate than on the remainder of
beneficial properties of the system. That is indeed the case. The challenge in service
life prediction is to determine or predict how long time a system will be able to
maintain its desired or demanded properties above a level of acceptance. Usually
systems are designed to meet some given requirements at the end of their construction
or at the beginning of their usage. Hardly ever does improvement occur in the way in



which the system is able to meet these requirements during its use. On the contrary,
the usefulness of the system is usually susceptible to degradation both because the
standards of the requirements tend to rise and, at the same time, the capability of the
system to meet even the original requirements deteriorates.

A system meets its requirements according to its properties. Failure is usually
expressed as the exceeding of a maximum or falling below a minimum required level
of the properties which have been chosen to be characteristic of and demanded for
proper performance of the system. The information on the in-use-behavior of the
system is derived from the measurements of the changes in these properties. Time can
be connected to the measurements as the rate of changes or, since the changes usually
are to the worse direction, the rate of deterioration.

5 Empirical findings

The method chosen for empirical study was to identify the prime cause of
refurbishment by means of a written questionnaire sent to those who have made a
decision to initiate a refurbishment project. The method of asking decision makers
directly was chosen because it could be directed at the origin of the information: only
those who actually made the refurbishment project decisions are qualified to name
their specific reasons. The written questionnaire was formulated in such a way as to
gather facts about the background of the refurbishment and to pose the question of the
motive. Since the motive question is crucial, it was asked both as a multiple-choice
question and as a freely expressible question.

In this case, the empirical study was aimed at the whole population of private
sector refurbishment projects permitted during the period from the 1st of July 1990 to
30th of June 1991 in the city of Oulu (Aikivuori 1994). There were the total of 270
cases including 140 private individuals, 91 housing corporations, 10 real estate
corporations, 22 companies and 7 communities. The total answering percentage was 67
% and the total loss 33 %. Considering the reliability of the results, this answering
percentage is dependable enough.

The empirical findings as to the prime causes for the refurbishment projects of
this study are:

 (1) failure due to deterioration: 25 cases, 17 %
(2)change in use: 38 cases, 26 %
(3)optimization of economic factors: 14 cases, 9 %
(4)subjective features of the decision maker: 65 cases, 44 %
(5)change of circumstances: 6 cases, 4 %
This distribution is valid only locally and only at the time of the study, each

decision environment gives its own results.
Service life prediction based on the deterioration rate of structures covers 17 %

of the observed cases (only 17 % of the refurbishment was initiated primarily because
of deterioration). Based on the discussion above in the chapter 4, it can be said that
deterioration based service life prediction methods give the maximum expected
service life rather than a period to use in life cycle costing analyses.



The average periods of use before refurbishment in the categories are:
 (1) failure due to deterioration: 28.7 years
(2)change in use: 26.8 years
(3)optimization of economic factors: 17.7 years
(4)subjective features of decision maker: 17.2 years
(5)change of circumstances: 24.7 years

The overall average time in use before refurbishment of all the cases is 22.0
years.

It can be seen here that the deterioration-based refurbishment occurs in average
clearly later than its subjectively based counterparts. Changes in use or circumstances
confirm the widely used period (in life cycle analyses) of 25 years, and the overall
average 22.0 years is also reasonably close to it. According to these empirical
findings, obsolescence based refurbishment occurs much earlier (in average, after
20.6 years in use) than deterioration based refurbishment (occurring in average after
28.7 years in use).

6 Discussion and results

These results indicate that the service life of a building component is more
frequently determined by factors other than durability failure. Refurbishment projects
causing the replacement of a building component occur prior to discarding of the
component on technically or economically rational basis. It seems that decision-
makers don't conduct in technically economically rational manner. The rationality in
the majority of refurbishment decisions is very subjective in nature.

The study of the empirical material demonstrated that human behavior related to
decision making in refurbishment projects is not a clear case of seeking a technical-
economical optimum. Even if human behavior is not rational in terms of technology
or economy, it is intended to be rational when choosing the best among alternatives.
Obviously the greatest expected utility has been subjective in nature. The aspiration to
seek pleasure seems to be a strong motivator for refurbishment. It also indicates that
the built environment does not offer such pleasure, as people feel is their right to
expect from it. Construction companies should benefit from the innovation and
development of comfort providing items (such as the glazing of balconies in some
environments) offered to the market.

The importance of failures in durability as a prime cause of refurbishment is
surprisingly moderate (17 % of the observed cases). This low proportion is probably
an indication of maintenance work being effective to repair a large portion of
deterioration based failures.

If the occurrence of a refurbishment project in the life cycle of a building is seen
as a forecasting problem, it is obvious from the empirical findings that the long
established period of 25 years is a good estimate. On the whole, refurbishment
projects take place on average when the building is 25 years old, and occurs again
after another period of 25 years. The observed deviations from the average are
however large, thus it is rather difficult and inaccurate to try to estimate the exact
time at which a specific building will be encountering its refurbishment. For design



periods and cost estimation purposes 25 years with its multiples is a solid basis, even
regardless of whether the project is due to deterioration or obsolescence.

Service life prediction based on the deterioration rate of structure covers 17 %
of the observed cases. Therefore it can be said that deterioration based service life
prediction methods give the maximum expected service life rather than a period to
use in life cycle costing analyses.

It is also apparent that the empirical information about both the reasons and
timing of refurbishment projects is valid for statistical considerations only whereas it
might be difficult to find single cases that exactly obey the averages of the findings.

Obsolescence is overwhelmingly a more important basis for refurbishment than
deterioration (whereas deterioration may be the dominant cause for maintenance
activities; this also implies that most durability failure costs appear as maintenance
costs and not as refurbishment costs).  To maximize the utilization of structures,
factors causing early obsolescence should be identified and improved.
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CRITICAL LOSS OF PERFORMANCE - WHAT FAILS BEFORE
DURABILITY
Critical loss of performance

A.M. AIKIVUORI
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Abstract

Empirical research has been carried out to find out the actual reasons for initiation of
repair projects on buildings. This research has shown that the owners of the buildings
actually experienced the user requirements predominantly outside of the range of
durability failures. Only 17 % of the repair projects were initiated primarily because
of deterioration. The critical loss of performance seems to primarily be in the range of
subjective perceiving of the building. Very little technical or economical rationality
can be seen in the actual decisions made on building refurbishment. In most cases the
limiting factor for service life is not durability.
Life cycle economics of the buildings are (according to the empirical findings)
covered by technically/economically irrational basis. Decision-makers pay little
attention to the condition and remaining potential for service life of the building
components. They pay very limited attention to economical expectations.
Optimization of economical factors of the buildings is the primary goal in less than 10
% of repair projects.
If service life is seen as the actual time in service of the building components, the
basis of service life prediction models should not be based on durability or economics
of the building components only. Durability is of course the limiting factor for service
life in the sense that service life can not exceed the limitations set by durability, but in
fact the actual service life seldom reaches the full potential life time of the
components limited by durability. The forecasting of the timing of the refurbishment
projects should not rely on the durability-based concepts only. Asset and maintenance
management should pay more attention to the more critical perceived quality of the
buildings.

Keywords: failures, technical rationality, economical rationality, optimization, actual
service life, forecasting, service life prediction models
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1 Introduction

In this paper refurbishment is seen as an option at the end of the service life of a
building. The end of service life occurs when the building fails to perform as
required. This failure can be a result of three causes: 1) failure resulting from
change(s) in performance (deterioration based failure); 2) failure resulting from
change(s) in requirement(s) (obsolescence based failure) or 3) failure resulting from
change(s) in use.

If the failure is due to changes in performance of the building, it is possible to:
i. have a corrective refurbishment to restore performance to its former level, or
ii. change the use of the building to match lower performance requirements or
iii. discard the building.

If the refurbishment is due to changes in the requirements, it is possible to:
i. have refurbishment according to new requirements or
ii. change the functional use of building so that its performance will meet the

requirements of the new use or
iii. discard the building.

If the failure is due to change in space use, it is possible to:
i. have a refurbishment to match the spaces with the changed use or
ii. find another use for the building as it is or
iii. discard the building (perhaps temporarily until it is put to a new use).

A refurbishment project may be initiated suddenly because profound damage
has occurred, or its initiation may be planned in advance for a chosen time according
to the expected rate of deterioration. The damage-based refurbishment is most
obviously due to the properties of the building (especially durability features). The
other route to refurbishment is via changes in the use and the user of building with the
normal wear and tear of the building itself. The theory of economy considers rational
the project that maximizes economic utility. One may endeavor to do this directly
through attempting to increase profit, or indirectly through minimizing expenditures
in order to add profit potential (cost-reduction expenditure). A refurbishment initiated
without deterioration of building on the basis of subjective valuations only can be
seen as a counterpart of failure in building. A marginal factor for initiation of
refurbishment projects can be anticipated to be a change of circumstances (e.g.
change of energy price).

According to this, the reasons for demand of various refurbishment projects can
be classified as follows:
1 Failure in building: corrective refurbishment
2 Change in use: space-altering refurbishment
3 Optimization of economical factors: optimizing refurbishment
4 Subjective features: pleasure refurbishment
5 Change of circumstances: opportunity refurbishment

Durability is the main concern of service life studies. Durability related
deterioration is often seen as the process leading to the end of service life of
structures. Service life prediction methods are based on assessing the extent of
deterioration in some specific measurable properties chosen to be indicators of



degradation (Sjöström 1985). The aim of service life prediction is to estimate the
performance over time as the function describing how the measured values of the
chosen properties vary with time. All this is related to the durability of materials.
Durability itself is a complex issue. Deterioration, of course, impairs the capability of
a system to meet the given requirements. But the requirements are not entirely
covered by the capability of a system to maintain its performance. In the following,
items other than deterioration are discussed as a counterpart to it as the criteria for
refurbishment, and their power to explain the refurbishment projects is viewed.

2 Obsolescence and deterioration

There are two considerations in the process leading to refurbishment. On the
one hand there are the requirements (which can be seen as the demand) and on the
other hand there is the performance of the object (the supply). But what are the
requirements that actually launch the refurbishment project? Or in other words, how
is the demand for refurbishment initiated?

The refurbishment project of a building may be initiated for various reasons.
Flanagan et al. (1989) who includes the following items makes one summary of the
reasons from the life cycle analysis point of view:

• physical deterioration
• economic obsolescence
• functional obsolescence
• technological obsolescence
• social obsolescence
• locational obsolescence
• legal obsolescence
• aesthetic and visual obsolescence (fashion/image obsolescence)
• environmental obsolescence

Equivalent lists with to some extent different points of view have been written
in a number of publications.

The level and to some extent also the character of requirements change over
time. In general the requirements both rise and increase (for example the case of
thermal insulation requirements in structures clearly shows this kind of development).
Simultaneous to the rise in requirements is the decline in performance due to the
deterioration of structures. The process of becoming discontent with the object accel-
erates. And even if a building could maintain its original properties, the refurbishment
will finally be inevitable only because of the change in requirements due to the com-
parison between the existing situation and the new substitution available; in other
words, there will be demand for obsolescence based refurbishment. Pullar-Strecker
(1990) illuminates dearly the origin of the demand for refurbishment in his definition
of building defects: "Building defects will always be with us because there will
always be aspects of building performance that are less good than the best, or even
average, or less good than we feel we have a right to expect." Thus the demand is
derived from the comparison of the existing building performance with either
standard performance criteria or personal expectations. It can be concluded that the



defects are relative, not absolute, and therefore difficult to measure objectively. The
refurbishment due to obsolescence is not technically rational since it does not
optimize the use of structures until the end of their durability. Since corrective
refurbishment is defined as the project aimed at deteriorated structures (an unaccept-
able physical condition), obsolescence based projects do not belong to this category.
On the other hand, quoting Taylor (1980), deterioration has no part in the
accumulated inferiority caused by obsolescence. Thus deterioration and obsolescence
are two separable issues. Both Taylor (1980) and Flanagan & al. (1989) have
categorized the causes of replacement into these two classes: deterioration and
obsolescence.

3 Economic life - service life

The concept of economic life is defined by Taylor (1980) as the period of time
that will elapse before the equipment - either present or proposed - is displaced from
the intended service by more economically viable equipment. Or, restated, economic
life is the period over which the equipment will continue to have the lowest annual
cost compared to any contender for the service. Further, Taylor states that the concept
of economic life is therefore inseparable from consideration of replacement.
Replacement or displacement is the result of a successful attempt by superior
equipment to terminate the service period of its predecessor.

In the technical-economical sense, maximization of utility means using an item
until its failure so that the annual costs will be at their lowest. A normative definition
for technical rationality can be expressed as: use as long as the item endures,
maintaining its performance. Accordingly, a technically rational refurbishment project
is initiated at the failure of the object. This area is handled in service life theory,
which seeks to explain the relationship between deterioration and failure. According
to service life theory, a technically rational refurbishment project will be initiated
when service life meets its limiting lifetime.

4 Definitions and some aspects of service life studies

Service life is defined (by ASTM, 1990) as the period of time after installation
during which all properties meet or exceed the minimum acceptable values when rou-
tinely maintained. Thus the object fails when property being assessed falls below the
minimum acceptable value. In the following text, service life refers to the time of
usage before failure of a building material, component or preferably the failure of a
well-described system of building materials and components in an environment.
Failure can be defined as the state of being where the object fails to meet the given
performance requirements.

The shortest definition of performance requirement is given by ISO: perfor-
mance requirement is the user requirement expressed in terms of the performance of a
product. Performance is behavior (of a product) related to use (ISO 6241, 1984).

Performance criterion has been defined in slightly different ways. ASTM (1990)



defines performance requirement as a qualitative statement of the performance
required from a building component or material. Accordingly performance criterion is
a quantitative statement of a level of performance for a selected performance
characteristic of a component or material needed to ensure compliance with a
performance requirement. RILEM (Technical Committee's TC 31-PCM Summary of
Work, 1987) defines performance criterion as the limiting value or value range which
satisfies the requirement for a given lifetime. (Here is the major difference between
ASTM and RILEM definitions: ASTM determines the performance without any time
concepts, whereas RILEM determines performance for a specific period of time.)
Furthermore, for a defined requirement, the performance of a material is its response
to the action of extrinsic factors. The nature of the response is due to the intrinsic
properties of the material.

In other words these performance criteria are given as the minimum or
maximum values of the properties vital to usability of the object. These kinds of
definitions don't state either the properties or their acceptable values to be measured.
Both properties and their limit levels are open to decision making. Thus it is obvious
that, since the requirements are given according to standards with more or less
variation, the definition of failure includes some non-absolute evaluation. Even the
standards, which are given in legislation, vary in the course of time. This shows
clearly that no estimate of service life can be absolute or final because it is a result of
non-absolute and changing factors.

While trying to gain a service life estimate for a system, the first step has to be
the identification of the requirements, which the system has to meet. After receiving
information on the requirements, the performance criteria can be formulated. This is
the phase where requirements are translated into levels of properties desired or
demanded from the system. The use of the values of physical and chemical properties
is essential for the practical task to gain a service life estimate, since the only things
that can be physically measured in the system are its properties or the changes in the
properties. In terms of the performance of an existing material system, we talk about
the properties of the system. In terms of performance criteria, we talk about the
requirements; these two modes have to be consistent.

The need of transforming the requirements into demanded levels of physical and
chemical properties implies that the methodologies to study service life are indirect.
This can be a source of inaccuracy for service life estimates since it is to some extend
a matter of choice of how to describe the requirements in the terms of properties.
Nevertheless, as soon as the properties have been identified, the measurements can be
carried out more objectively.

The definition of service life as a period of use before failure implies that the
service life studies actually seek to determine the length of time until the occurrence
of failure and concentrate rather on the deterioration rate than on the remainder of
beneficial properties of the system. That is indeed the case. The challenge in service
life prediction is to determine or predict how long time a system will be able to
maintain its desired or demanded properties above a level of acceptance. Usually
systems are designed to meet some given requirements at the end of their construction
or at the beginning of their usage. Hardly ever does improvement occur in the way in



which the system is able to meet these requirements during its use. On the contrary,
the usefulness of the system is usually susceptible to degradation both because the
standards of the requirements tend to rise and, at the same time, the capability of the
system to meet even the original requirements deteriorates.

A system meets its requirements according to its properties. Failure is usually
expressed as the exceeding of a maximum or falling below a minimum required level
of the properties which have been chosen to be characteristic of and demanded for
proper performance of the system. The information on the in-use-behavior of the
system is derived from the measurements of the changes in these properties. Time can
be connected to the measurements as the rate of changes or, since the changes usually
are to the worse direction, the rate of deterioration.

5 Empirical findings

The method chosen for empirical study was to identify the prime cause of
refurbishment by means of a written questionnaire sent to those who have made a
decision to initiate a refurbishment project. The method of asking decision makers
directly was chosen because it could be directed at the origin of the information: only
those who actually made the refurbishment project decisions are qualified to name
their specific reasons. The written questionnaire was formulated in such a way as to
gather facts about the background of the refurbishment and to pose the question of the
motive. Since the motive question is crucial, it was asked both as a multiple-choice
question and as a freely expressible question.

In this case, the empirical study was aimed at the whole population of private
sector refurbishment projects permitted during the period from the 1st of July 1990 to
30th of June 1991 in the city of Oulu (Aikivuori 1994). There were the total of 270
cases including 140 private individuals, 91 housing corporations, 10 real estate
corporations, 22 companies and 7 communities. The total answering percentage was 67
% and the total loss 33 %. Considering the reliability of the results, this answering
percentage is dependable enough.

The empirical findings as to the prime causes for the refurbishment projects of
this study are:

 (1) failure due to deterioration: 25 cases, 17 %
(2)change in use: 38 cases, 26 %
(3)optimization of economic factors: 14 cases, 9 %
(4)subjective features of the decision maker: 65 cases, 44 %
(5)change of circumstances: 6 cases, 4 %
This distribution is valid only locally and only at the time of the study, each

decision environment gives its own results.
Service life prediction based on the deterioration rate of structures covers 17 %

of the observed cases (only 17 % of the refurbishment was initiated primarily because
of deterioration). Based on the discussion above in the chapter 4, it can be said that
deterioration based service life prediction methods give the maximum expected
service life rather than a period to use in life cycle costing analyses.



The average periods of use before refurbishment in the categories are:
 (1) failure due to deterioration: 28.7 years
(2)change in use: 26.8 years
(3)optimization of economic factors: 17.7 years
(4)subjective features of decision maker: 17.2 years
(5)change of circumstances: 24.7 years

The overall average time in use before refurbishment of all the cases is 22.0
years.

It can be seen here that the deterioration-based refurbishment occurs in average
clearly later than its subjectively based counterparts. Changes in use or circumstances
confirm the widely used period (in life cycle analyses) of 25 years, and the overall
average 22.0 years is also reasonably close to it. According to these empirical
findings, obsolescence based refurbishment occurs much earlier (in average, after
20.6 years in use) than deterioration based refurbishment (occurring in average after
28.7 years in use).

6 Discussion and results

These results indicate that the service life of a building component is more
frequently determined by factors other than durability failure. Refurbishment projects
causing the replacement of a building component occur prior to discarding of the
component on technically or economically rational basis. It seems that decision-
makers don't conduct in technically economically rational manner. The rationality in
the majority of refurbishment decisions is very subjective in nature.

The study of the empirical material demonstrated that human behavior related to
decision making in refurbishment projects is not a clear case of seeking a technical-
economical optimum. Even if human behavior is not rational in terms of technology
or economy, it is intended to be rational when choosing the best among alternatives.
Obviously the greatest expected utility has been subjective in nature. The aspiration to
seek pleasure seems to be a strong motivator for refurbishment. It also indicates that
the built environment does not offer such pleasure, as people feel is their right to
expect from it. Construction companies should benefit from the innovation and
development of comfort providing items (such as the glazing of balconies in some
environments) offered to the market.

The importance of failures in durability as a prime cause of refurbishment is
surprisingly moderate (17 % of the observed cases). This low proportion is probably
an indication of maintenance work being effective to repair a large portion of
deterioration based failures.

If the occurrence of a refurbishment project in the life cycle of a building is seen
as a forecasting problem, it is obvious from the empirical findings that the long
established period of 25 years is a good estimate. On the whole, refurbishment
projects take place on average when the building is 25 years old, and occurs again
after another period of 25 years. The observed deviations from the average are
however large, thus it is rather difficult and inaccurate to try to estimate the exact
time at which a specific building will be encountering its refurbishment. For design



periods and cost estimation purposes 25 years with its multiples is a solid basis, even
regardless of whether the project is due to deterioration or obsolescence.

Service life prediction based on the deterioration rate of structure covers 17 %
of the observed cases. Therefore it can be said that deterioration based service life
prediction methods give the maximum expected service life rather than a period to
use in life cycle costing analyses.

It is also apparent that the empirical information about both the reasons and
timing of refurbishment projects is valid for statistical considerations only whereas it
might be difficult to find single cases that exactly obey the averages of the findings.

Obsolescence is overwhelmingly a more important basis for refurbishment than
deterioration (whereas deterioration may be the dominant cause for maintenance
activities; this also implies that most durability failure costs appear as maintenance
costs and not as refurbishment costs).  To maximize the utilization of structures,
factors causing early obsolescence should be identified and improved.
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FORECASTING REHABILITATION EXPENDITURES:THE SHQ
SOLUTION
Forecasting rehabilitation expenditures

R. CHAMBERLAND
Architect, Technical Expertise, Société d'habitation du Québec (SHQ), Gouvernement
du Québec, Québec, Canada

Abstract

Faced with aging public housing stock comprising 65,000 low-rental housing units, in
1995 the Société d'habitation du Québec (SHQ) initiated a building components
rehabilitation program (CRP).  An examination of housing data enabled the SHQ to
establish a profile for its public housing stock according to various general criteria
including building age, floor space, number of housing units, dwelling category,
region and client type.  Subsequently, the SHQ did a more detailed characterization of
the buildings from a budget standpoint and involving the most important components
such as outside walls, windows, roofing, balconies, kitchen, bathroom and flooring.
After determining the service life and replacement cost of the components in
question, the SHQ established rehabilitation timetables as well as cost forecasts for a
period of 40 years (1985 to 2025). In addition to producing data sheets specifying the
criteria and the preferred rehabilitation methods, the SHQ wishes to make available to
its agents, municipal housing authorities, COOPs and non-profit organizations
housing management tools that can be adapted to their particular needs.  It is currently
developing a computer software application incorporating budget forecasting methods
established under the CRP.  Designed to be user-friendly, this tool must enable
managers to “personalize” the settings according to the characteristics of their
housing units and produce reports in table and graphic form.  This information
processing tool could be very useful for any group involved in planning and cost
forecasting as these relate to property rehabilitation and repair.

Key words: building characterization, service life of component, rehabilitation cost,
budget forecast, housing management, processing tool, computerization.
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1 Purpose of the presentation

This presentation gives a summary of the SHQ’s initiatives within the
framework of its building components rehabilitation program (CRP) : the objectives,
the characterization of public housing stock according to building age, timetables for
future work, and budget forecasts.  It also describes a management tool : a computer
program designed to assist housing managers perform cost forecasting.

1.1 The SHQ’s aging public housing stock
Quebec built it’s first public housing units in the early 1970's. Today more than

half the buildings making up the public housing stock are over 20 years old (Figure
1).  This  observation naturally leads us to predict a substantial increase in the amount
of rehabilitation work that will be required for building components and a related
escalation in rehabilitation costs.

1.2 Planning to help cut costs
The care taken to quantify this situation and plan its evolution will enable a

reduction in unforeseen circumstances,  allow effective measures to be developed and
most certainly help cut costs (component defects, damage-related costs, work backlog
and loss of control of the situation).

1.3 Definition of the building components rehabilitation program (CRP)
In this context, the CRP could be defined as the entire range of systematic

actions taken in order to achieve the greatest possible efficiency in carrying out
rehabilitation work on the building components of Quebec’s public housing stock.
An excellent planning and organizational tool, the CRP comprises, on the one hand, a
budget forecasting component which takes into account the physical deterioration
associated with the service life of building materials and systems.  On the other hand,
it will define the guidelines to be followed when such work is carried out under a
comprehensive housing stock maintenance policy : consistent energy standards,
acoustics, airtightness, adapting housing to specific client groups, support for the
various people involved in technical housing management.

2 General characterization of housing stock

According to the SHQ’s housing 1995 data bank, Quebec’s public housing stock
comprises : 5,540,000 m2  of floor space, 8,682 buildings and 61,144 housing units
(Figure 2).  The purpose of the general characterization was to show the distribution
of the housing stock in terms of floor space, number of buildings and units, according
to building age from 1969 to 1994, i.e., the construction year or interest adjustment
year, and according to certain characteristics such as region, acquisition method,
client group, building category, use of prototypes.



Fig. 1: Distribution of public housing floor space according to building age in
1998 (total of 8,682 buildings)

Fig. 2: Growth in Québec’s public housing stock from 1969 to 1994 in m2

(total of 5,540,000 m2 and 61,144 housing units)

3 Specific characterization of building envelope

To identify the amount of rehabilitation work needed in the future and enable
the establishment of an action plan, a specific characterization of the housing stock’s
physical building components had to be performed.

It was unthinkable that the 8,682 buildings and 61,144 units of the public
housing stock could be visited within a reasonable time frame to measure and
establish the state of health of each component.  Even though the SHQ has a regular
building inspection program, the purpose of the program is different from that of the
current undertaking and, as a result, building inspection reports do not contain the
data that is needed under the CRP.  We, therefore, chose a more deductive approach
consisting of analyzing the data already contained in the housing data bank and
modelling the future deterioration of the various components from this data.

First, the building envelope components were examined.  The siding, roofing
and openings constitute, not only the first line of protection against the elements, but
also, 40% of the SHQ’s major repair budgets.  To this end, only the most important
components were included and grouped together under six “headings” based on their
service life and related rehabilitation costs :



Heavy siding : brick, concrete and stone.
• Light siding : wood, metal, vinyl and stucco.
• Openings : doors and windows.
• Shingle roofing.
• Membrane roofing.
• Balconies.

The specific characterization of these six building envelope components
required numerous extrapolations based on information available in the SHQ’s
housing data bank.  The strategy was different for each. The following is a brief
description :

3.1 Calculating the surface area of siding
The housing data bank gave us data on building floor space as well as the type

and relative percentage of building siding.  To calculate the surface area for each type
of siding, we first needed to know the surface area of the outside walls of a building.
We, therefore, deduced a building's perimeter by multiplying its floor space by the
applicable building category factor.  We then inferred the height of the building based
on the number of floors, frame type, roofing type and the presence of a basement.  In
this way, it was possible to calculate for each year from 1969 to 1994 the total surface
area for each of the 10 different sidings specified in the housing data bank.

3.2 Calculating the surface area of openings
The housing data bank contains no data for this component.  We, therefore,

hypothesized,  taking into account National Building Code of Canada (edition 1980,
1985, 1990) requirements  and construction budgets, which had shown no variance
with respect to this expensive component, that the windowed surface area of our stock
was from 9% to 10% of the total housing surface area.  This hypothesis was validated
by calculating the windowed surface area of two multifamily buildings and two
single-family buildings.  The result we obtained was 9.2%.

3.3 Calculating the surface area of roofs and balconies
To calculate the surface area of roofs and balconies, we calculated the sum of

the figures given in the housing data bank for each year from 1969 to 1994 and the
surface areas proper to each building category.

4 Specific characterization for interior finishing

The second group of components to be examined was interior finishing
components which has traditionally also constituted 40% of major repair budgets.
The components selected from this group fall into the category of dwelling interior
rehabilitation work and exclude painting which is considered regular maintenance
work.  Nevertheless, the electrical, mechanical, and plumbing work required to
replace bathroom and kitchen accessories were included as part of the selected work.
Here again, only the most important components were considered and grouped
together under six “headings” based on their service life and rehabilitation cost :



• Family bathroom : vanity, sink and valving, toilet, bathtub and valving, cabinet
and mirror, lighting, fan, wall finishing and flooring, plumbing and electrical
system.

• Senior’s bathroom : same components.
• Family kitchen : cupboards and counter, sink and valving, fan, flooring,

plumbing and electrical system.
• Senior’s kitchen : same components.
• Family flooring : hardwood, flexible flooring and carpeting in rooms other than

the bathroom and kitchen.
• Senior’s flooring : same components.

The specific characterization of the interior finishing components of the housing
stock is determined directly from known housing data.  Because a dwelling contains a
corresponding bathroom, kitchen and flooring, the number and age of these
components are a function of the number and age of the dwellings.

4.1 Calculating bathroom component materials
This component is similar from one dwelling to another, and there is little

variance in the type and number of pieces of equipment and materials and the
measurements in relation to a dwelling’s floor space.  As a result, the rationale “one
dwelling-one bathroom” is completely applicable in this case.

4.2 Calculating kitchen component materials
To estimate the numbers for kitchen cupboards and counters, we took  the same

approach as we did with windows, taking into consideration National Building Code
of Canada (edition 1980, 1985, 1990) and SHQ standards (Société d'habitation du
Québec 1992), while factoring in the average measurements for a typical dwelling for
a particular type of client.

4.3 Calculating flooring surface area
To calculate the “flooring” component, we used 75% of the average dwelling

floor space according to type of client.  This percentage was derived by subtracting
walls and partitions as well as bathroom and kitchen flooring, which is included in the
calculations for bathroom and kitchen components.  It should be noted that average
dwelling floor space includes private space and common space.

5 Expected life and unit cost

A cost assessment based on the expected life of the various components as
surmised from our hands-on field experience and various references (Canada
Mortgage And Housing Corporation, 1991; France Télécom 1991; Marshall & Swift
1995; Société d'habitation et de développement de Montréal 1994; ICF inc. 1989),
allowed us to select the values shown in Table 1.  Unit cost takes into account total or
partial component replacement.

While realistic, these forecasts remain theoretical.  Their value is strategical and
lies in their usefulness for planning purposes.  Only a component’s actual state of



deterioration, taking into account the associated risks, will determine when a
component needs to be replaced.  Moreover, other factors unrelated to physical
deterioration such as obsolescence and updating to comply with standards may also
have an influence.

Table 1: Expected life and unit cost by component

Component Expected life Unitcost

Interval (years) Replacement (%)

Heavy siding 25 25 27,50$/m2

Light siding 25 100 60,00$/m2

Openings 25 75 262,50$/m2

Shingle roofing 20 100 30,00$/m2

Membrane roofing 25 100 45,50$/m2

Balconies 20 75 157,50$/m2

Family bathroom 20 75 1759,00$/unit

Family kitchen 15 75 1654,00$/unit

Family flooring 10 75 1125,00$/unit

Senior’s bathroom 25 75 1759,00$/unit

Senior’s kitchen 20 50 1103,00$/unit

Senior’s flooring 15 75 900,00$/unit

6 Rehabilitation timetables and annual costs

While the interval constitutes the expected life of a component, i.e., average
service life, we should expect the actual life to be a time interval that overlaps the
average service life by a number of years.  To simulate actual service life, we
estimated the distribution of replacement work according to a gradual curve
(Figure 3).

A rehabilitation timetable can be established for each component based on the
amounts obtained from component characterization according to building age
(construction year), unit cost and the replacement forecast as determined by the
previously described expected life.  These timetables were established for a forty-year
period, starting in 1985, the first replacement year according to our distribution model
which extends to the year 2025 (Figure 4).  The timetables shown here correspond to
the total cost of work calculated annually.  Cost has been expressed in present values
(constant dollars).  A 20% increase was applied to take into account the outdoor
design and systems components which have accounted for 20% of past rehabilitation
costs.



Fig. 3: Distribution of rehabilitation work according to different expected life
(X : 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 or 35 years)

Fig.4: Annual rehabilitation work cost forecast for Québec's public housing stock
(1985 to 2025 and annual average)

7 Highlights for the period 1996 to 2025

In view of the results obtained, it can be observed that the current period is
characterized by increasing rehabilitation costs, continuing to rise until the year 2002
to an uneven peak of $44 million.  Subsequently, costs will fluctuate around an
annual average of $30 million up to the year 2025.  The total cost for the period 2000
to 2005 is $255 million.  The most expensive components in descending order are
windows then kitchens, which are closely followed by outside walls and flooring
(Figure 5).

Fig. 5:Component rehabilitation cost forecast in $M for the period 2000-2005



8 Follow-up

It is urgent that guidelines be developed to enable all those concerned to deal
with this situation in a concerted manner.  This commitment takes on even greater
importance in the context of the growing decentralization of public housing stock
management.

First, a proactive planning strategy involving an awareness campaign aimed at
all actors and the need for the SHQ to play a leadership role.  Next, the establishment
of  rehabilitation criteria and methods for the components in question.  Last, their
integration into a rehabilitation work register.

8.1 SHQ leadership
The SHQ, both because of its mission and its position in Québec’s public

housing network, must play a leadership role in this program.  The SHQ must develop
a comprehensive approach by listening to its clients’ needs, staying on top of the most
advanced methods and most progressive regulations and being well aware of the
physical characteristics of the public housing stock.

8.2 Rehabilitation criteria
The rehabilitation criteria must be defined for each component according to an

optimum cost analysis.  The criteria will constitute an assessment grid that will ensure
uniform identification of rehabilitation work needs for the entire housing stock, the
presentation of consistent triennial plans and the approval of appropriate budgets.  All
in all, a decision-making tool for both municipal housing authority personnel and
SHQ officers.

8.3 Rehabilitation methods
The rehabilitation methods used should also be defined toward the same

objective of achieving an optimum cost-durability ratio.  Developing these standards
will allow the SHQ to pass along and share its know-how in the area of construction-
rehabilitation materials, methods and contract management.  It will facilitate the work
of the various players and provide a guarantee of quality throughout the entire
process.

8.4 Rehabilitation work register
A rehabilitation work register, which is currently being studied, will allow

those concerned to be continually up-to-date on the state of the housing stock, its
needs and the rehabilitation objectives to be set.

8.5 Demonstration buildings
In a subsequent step, it would be wise to set up a demonstration building

group that, in addition to being used to validate the present program parameters and
help determine the future directions that should be taken, could also be used for
experimental work in the framework of rehabilitation methods research and
development initiatives.



8.6 Other building components
Because the building envelope and interior finishing have traditionally

counted for 80% of major repair costs, we will now have to continue the study in
order to complete the overall picture by adding outdoor design, mechanical system,
electrical system and elevator components.  In this way, no unforeseen actual or major
costs will be overlooked during the overall planning process, undermining the
promise of efficiency offered by a comprehensive approach.  The CRP will be able to
be put to full use.

9 Computer program for use by agents

The SHQ wishes to make available to its agents, municipal housing
authorities, COOPs and non-profit organizations housing management tools that can
be adapted to their particular needs.  It is currently developing a computer program
application which incorporates  budget forecasting methods established in the context
of the CRP.  Designed to be user-friendly, this management assistance tool must
enable managers to “personalize” the settings according to the characteristics of their
buildings and produce reports in table and graphic form.

The prototype "RCF-Rehabilitation Cost Forecasting" that we are describing
here is being developed using the program Excel - Version 5. It consists of three main
function areas : a housing and components data bank, calculation parameters and
formulas for cost forecasting (costs and schedules), and a tables and graphics
function.

9.1 Housing and components data bank
The data bank contains the following essential data for each building :

identification, construction date, barring the service date for each building
component, a list of the components and quantities for each. Optional data consist of
secondary identification, building category, and for each component, a description,
the group it belongs to, service date, service life, and rehabilitation cost in standard
units.  The program will attribute default values for the last four pieces of information
which the user can modify as needed.

Initial data entry can be performed in two ways : direct entry by the user or a
data transfer request from the housing data bank (HDB). In the latter case, the
quantities for the various components are calculated automatically based on the
characteristics of a building.  This data can subsequently be changed by the user.
Then using the dialog box from the program’s main window, users can access the
data bank to consult or modify the list of buildings, building data sheet (list of
components),  or component data sheet (group, description, quantity, unit, service
date, service life and unit cost).

9.2 Cost forecasting and schedules
Total quantities by component and year are calculated by the program.

Similarly,  cost forecasts and schedules extending to the year 2025 are established
using array formulas, based on service life and unit costs.  Accordingly, calculations
update the results as the data bank grows and is modified.



9.3 Presentation of data in table and graphic form
As requested by a user, the results are presented in table or graphic form,

showing detailed data or selected data for a building, building group (according to
age, clients, etc.), component, component group (envelope, interior finishing, etc.),
year or specific period (Figure 6 & 7).

components A & B

curve

10 Conclusion

This program initiative, which is based both on scientific theory and first-hand
experience but which is entirely pragmatic, was undertaken in response to the very
legitimate concerns of the SHQ, the biggest real estate owner in Québec.  The
ultimate goal is to have even better data and tools in order to be able to make the best
possible decisions.

While the degree of accuracy of the present model remains to be
demonstrated, the essence of the initiative resides in the following facts which must
be emphasized in this conclusion : at a point in time when Québec’s public housing
stock has practically reached “zero” growth, its physical characteristics are
quantifiable, actual service life are foreseeable and replacement costs are predictable.
By becoming aware and being prepared, we can stay on top of the situation.  After all,
“managing is foreseeing”!



Our objective will have been achieved if we succeed in conveying our
concerns and our findings to all the actors concerned.  Their contribution will be
indispensable in order to validate and confirm the present hypotheses and  implement
appropriate solutions.
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MODELLING RUNNING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR LIFE
CYCLE COSTING APPLICATIONS IN BUILDINGS
Modelling and maintenance for buildings
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Abstract

Life cycle costing is the technique of considering the initial and subsequent
running costs and residual costs of an asset over the life of a project. Running
costs are defined as the total cost of operations and maintenance costs of a
building. The technique is accepted to be of theoretical merit but its practical
development is hindered by two extreme factors i) the absence of data in the right
form and ii) difficulties in handling the plethora of data when exists.
This paper describes the use of a novel approach, known as the cost-significance,
for the development of simple models for running and maintenance costs in
buildings. The models focus design and management effort on the high cost items.
The results are drawn from analysis of operation and maintenance costs for
university buildings over a period of 18 years demonstrating the feasibility of
deriving a small number of items, 16% of the total number of items occurring in
running costs and 30% in maintenance costs, which consistently represent some
87% of the total running costs of buildings and 70% of the total maintenance
costs. The model can calculate the costs to an average accuracy of ±5% and ±13%
for total running and maintenance costs respectively. The models were tested on
new information and proved to be effective and consistent.
The paper also discusses the major applications of the developed methodology and
models particularly considering data collection, recording and analysis for use in
life cycle costing applications in buildings.

Keywords: building economics, cost modelling, Life-cycle costs, maintenance
costs, operation costs, running costs, facilities management.
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1 Introduction

Life cycle costing is the process of economic analysis to asses the overall
cost of an asset including the cost of acquisition and the subsequent costs of
operation, maintenance and disposal. When attempts have been made to apply
life-cycle costing concepts in the building industry, owners, and managers have
been thwarted by the lack of both well-accepted methodology of documentation of
information and sound data from which to arrive at appropriate decisions.

Investment decisions in the construction and property industries continued
to be made mainly on the basis of minimal capital costs being the driving factor to
many promoters. There is, therefore, no lack of information on construction
processes and costs during the initial stage compared to the little information
available, on operation and maintenance costs of buildings. This may be blamed
on the lack proper monitoring techniques and the feedback of information on the
performance of materials and systems in a building over its life cycle. Even those
with the will to embark on total life cycle costing were thwarted by the lack of
useable information either about the real costs of operating and maintaining
buildings or about the lives of different components fulfilling the same function
(Spedding 1987, Mcdermott et al 1987).  As a result, the output from total life cycle
cost models is notoriously unreliable.  (Ashworth 1993, Grover & Grover 1987).

 This paper focuses attention on buildings’ running costs which is an
integral part of the overall life cycle costing study of any building project. The
paper describes, using a new approach, the development of a model for running
costs and another more specific model for maintenance costs in buildings from
different categories. These models which would by their very simplicity facilitate
and encourage data collection and analysis for Life Cycle Costing in buildings and
might serve to improve our understanding of how to identify those costs which
contribute most to the overall cost of buildings.

2 Definitions

BS3843 (1992) defined the life cycle costs as:
‘ the costs associated with acquiring, using, caring for and disposing of physical
assets, including feasibility studies, research, development, design, production,
maintenance, replacement and disposal; as well as all the support, training and
operations costs generated by the acquisition, use, maintenance and replacement of
permanent physical assets.’

The life cycle cost (LCC) of a building is defined as all costs that emerge
throughout its entire life cycle- from construction, through operating and
maintenance, to disposal. The maintenance costs are defined as the cost of keeping
the building in good repair and working condition. They include painting, decorating
and repairs. Operating costs are defined as the costs associated with operating the
building itself (RICS 1983).  They include the cost of cleaning, rates, energy and
security.  Running costs are defined as the sum of maintenance and operating costs.



3 Data collection and preparation

Data used for model development was obtained from York University. A
minimum of 18 years' records dating from 1971 was available for 20 buildings made
from residential, teaching and laboratory buildings. 15 further buildings from the
Estate Management Office at Birmingham University, were used to test the accuracy
of the developed models. In preparation of data there were four problems to resolve:

1. Data collected was converted to a standard structure and coding based on the
Building Maintenance Information (BMI) framework (1988).

2. All costs were expressed in terms of £ per 100 m2.
3. The data was discounted, to take account of inflation, to the year 1988 using the

indices published by the BMI.
4. Different periodicities of the data were taken into account by aggregating it into

a series of moving averages ranging in duration from 1 to 10 years. (Al-Hajj,
1991 PhD)

4 Methodology for models development

The methodology adopted involves checking the feasibility of applying
Pareto's 80/20 rule to identify a small number of cost elements which represent a
consistent and high proportion of the total running costs and total maintenance costs.
 The procedure is as follows. (Al-Hajj & Horner, 1998)

• Collect and record data in a readable and useful form.
• Plot in descending order of magnitude a graph of cumulative percentage cost

versus cumulative percentage number of items.
• Determine the point beyond which each percentage increase in number causes a

smaller percentage increase in cost. This is the point of maximum efficiency.
• Identify all the items whose cost is greater than or equal to the mean. The mean is

the total of annual cost divided by the number of occurring items, the so-called
cost-significant items, for each building.

• Determine the cost-significant items recurring most frequently.
• Development of models by progressively adding those cost-significant items

progressively recurring less frequently until their total cost represents a
sufficiently consistent proportion of the total running and maintenance costs.

• Test the models on new data, that is, data not used in their development.

4.1 The principles of cost-significance
Figure 1 shows the relationship between cumulative cost and cumulative

number of items for the general category of buildings under consideration.  The data
is derived from the average annual cost for all cost items incurred annually. The
curves clearly illustrate that: i) for running costs, 10% to 20% of the items contribute
to 80 % to 90 % of the costs; ii) for maintenance costs, 30% to 40% of the items
contribute to 80% to 90% of the maintenance costs. Both curves give a clear
indication that a high proportion of costs is focused in a small number items with
significant costs. These cost significant items were then identified (Al-Hajj, 1991)



to be those items whose costs were greater than the mean incurring over the years
and showing noticeable consistencies. These consistencies of the data allowed the
research to contemplate the development of models which can represent the total
running and maintenance costs sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes, yet
which contains only the cost-significant items.

Table 1 illustrates the consistency of the relationship between Vv /V and
Nv/N for both types of costs:

Where V is the total cost
Vv is the total cost of items whose cost is greater than the mean
N is the total number of items
Nv is the number of items whose cost is greater than the mean

Table 1: Average value and average number of annual running and
maintenance cost-significant items for all buildings

Building Total Cost (V)
£/100m2

Total Number
(N)

Mean
V/N

Vv/V
%

Nv/N
 %

Running Costs
Average 3601 63 56.8 88 19

Standard Deviation 585.82 3.84 8.32 1.93 2.48
Coefficient of Variation 16.71 16.36 16.5 2.19 13.28
Maintenance Costs

Average 559.44 51 10.89 78 27
Standard Deviation 243.39 2.93 4.66 3 3
Coefficient of Variation 43.5 5.7 42.8 3.8 11.1

The models are will be developed based on the following concept:
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Fig. 1: Cummulative value vs cummulative number of running and
maintenance costs for the general building category



Where,
Tc = total cost
CMF = cost model factor (ratio of the cost of the cost-significant items to the total cost)

CSI = cost of the ith cost-significant item (any item whose cost exceeds the mean).

4.2 Selection of CSI’s for inclusion in the models
Items that consistently recurred in every year were automatically selected for

inclusion in the model. As more cost-significant items that intermittently occurred
are added to the model, its consistency, and its accuracy increased as expected. 
However, so does its complexity.  We therefore progressively added to the core
items those additional items which recurred progressively less frequently.  In this
way, a number of alternative models were developed for both the running and
maintenance costs, each containing a different number of items and each with a
different cost model factor. This is illustrated in  (Al-Hajj & Horner, 1998 & Al-hajj
1991).  As expected, in general, the accuracy of the model expressed in terms of the
coefficient of variation of the CMF improves as the number of items increases.  The
models with CMF having the smallest coefficient of variation (Cv), were selected for
further testing.  These models are as expressed in Table 2:

Table 2: Cost models

Running Costs Model Maintenance Costs Model
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where Rc = Total running cost
cmf = Cost model factor (cmf=0.87)
n = Time in years
c1 = Internal cleaning
c2 = Laundry
e1 = Gas expenditure
e2 = Electricity expenditure
e3 = Fuel oil expenditure
a1 = Management fees
a2 = Porterage (security)
o1 = Rates
o2 = Insurance
m1 = Internal decoration
m2 = Roof repair

Items in module contribute to about 16 % of total running
cost items.

Mc = Total maintenance  cost
cmf = Cost model factor (cmf=0.73)
t = Time in years
d = Decoration

   - external
   - internal (programmed)

f = Fabric maintenance
   - windows external
   - glazing external
   - roof structure repairs
   -  floor finishes

s = Services maintenance
   - cold water service
   - sanitary fittings
   - boiler/calorifier rooms
   - LPHW services
   - air conditioning and ventilation
   - lifts and elevators
   - lighting
   - lamp replacement
   - refrigeration equipment
    -  floor finishes
    - loose appliances
   - built-in fittings

Items in module contribute to about 30 % of
total maintenance cost items.



5 Accuracy of the models

The accuracy of the running and maintenance costs calculated using the
models is the percentage difference between the cost predicted by the model and the
actual costs.

The accuracy was tested in two ways: first, the models were tested on the
information used in their development. This accuracy was called ‘the expected
accuracy’. Both models were used to calculate the total costs over 18 years and
for a series of moving averages with periodicity ranging from 2 to 10 years.
Figures 2 and 4 show the results of this exercise for running and maintenance
models respectively. The figures also show that the expected accuracy applied
using the moving average technique clearly improves considerably as the
periodicity increases. Running cost model accuracy ranges between ±5% at annual
level to ±7% at 10 years moving average level. For maintenance costs, accuracy is
shown to be less consistent due to the nature of maintenance items occurrence.
The expected accuracy of the maintenance model, as shown in figure 4, fluctuated
between ±30% at the annual level and ±13% with 10 years moving average
period.

Fig. 4: Variation in Expected Accuracy of 
the Maintenance Cost Model with the 
Moving Average Period
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The models were then tested by using data from new buildings not been used
in their development. Data from 12 additional buildings for the running costs model
and further data of 15 buildings were used to test the maintenance costs model.
Figures 3 & 5 show that the achieved accuracy, from both cost models, was within
the expected range.

6 Applications

The changing nature of the maintenance and operation in buildings has
been one of the main causes for the lack of uniformity in the method of collecting
and recording data and lack of feedback of information on the performance of
materials, building components and buildings. This in turns makes the analysis
into life cycle costing unreliable which brings about the demand for a review of
the methodology for collecting, modelling and analysing data, on maintaining and
operating buildings, for life cycle costing analysis purpose.

The models developed provide a focus of attention on the main cost items
over the operating life cycle of buildings. This in turn provides simpler tool for
conducting occupancy cost analysis and reducing costs associated with data
gathering. This simplistic approach allows a user-friendly mechanism for
incorporating information on main cost areas of facilities management, and directs
the designer to cost significant parts of the building. The described methodology
provides decision makers with a simple tool to evaluate and assess buildings using
the concept of life cycle costing as an effective and useful tool to aid the decision-
making process.

7 Conclusions

The paper described and presented the methodology for developing simple
cost models for running and maintenance costs in buildings. The models are shown
to be easy to use, simple in structure, and simple in concept and capable of
achieving reasonably accurate representation of the real data used in their
development.

The paper also shows that the methodology can provide a simplistic analysis
of alternatives based only on the most significant items of cost since only a small
number of items are involved in the models without loss in the accuracy of
predictions. The remarkable consistency of cost-significant elements across a
range of building types allowed the development of simple models of operating
and maintenance costs.

Because the models contain only a small number of items they can
considerably simplify the process of monitoring, collecting and feedback of data for
quick but sufficiently accurate performance evaluation in buildings.
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PREPARATION AND PRIORITIZATION OF MAINTENANCE
PROGRAMS
Maintenance programs
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Abstract

The maintenance requirements of any asset particularly buildings need a structured
process of justification to ensure that funds are available to develop programs to
identify preparatory work as well as the timescale for physical execution.  Condition
appraisals alone will not do this as the operational requirements of the organization
using the building  need to be assessed as well as the technical needs of the structure
and its equipment.  A systematic review of maintenance needs will also indicate
whether the value of the building warrants the level of expenditure or if there are any
potential benefits such as energy savings which could lead to one scheme being given
preference over another.  Once the value against expense appraisal has been done
judgments can be taken using specific criteria such as those affecting safety and
operational effectiveness are likely to be of the highest merit.  Disruptiveness of the
work in progress is a major consideration as it may be desirable to group medium
term building maintenance activities in a given building with the most urgent needs.
This enables all the disturbing activities to be carried out at the same time.
Economies  on access, contractor’s plant and management costs are possible but the
principal purpose of this exercise is to get the building to a state where intrusive
maintenance activities are unlikely to recur for several years.  Programs need to be
reviewed at least annually but this  need not involve looking at the whole portfolio.
Once the essential framework has been developed it should only be a matter of
responding to programmed events as they move towards their date for execution or
accommodating unanticipated work.

Keywords: programs, condition appraisals, prioritization, maintenance, operational
effectiveness, disruption, serviceability.
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1 Introduction

Most building maintenance managers have and prepare works programs for the
building for which they are responsible. In some aspects such programs may
demonstrate an objective approach in response to the stewardship they are entrusted
with and at the same time provide a basis for funding work under consideration and
approvals.  One of the inherent weakness of such programs are the procedures which
are followed mainly to provide cost forecasts or budgets tend to identify work on a
largely technical and critical basis.

Condition appraisal can lose credibility if they lack accuracy or flexibility [Smith,
1985].  The causes may be that too broad an approach was used, the system is difficult
to use or revise or that the appraisal does not show an appreciation of the needs of the
estate as a whole but concentrates on items of work but makes no judgment of how
they impinge on the functioning of the building.
     Other aspects of the operation of the estate come into play when more important
work items have been identified.  Economies in future running or energy costs,
prevention of cost escalation due to disrepair and savings in management or contract
costs by grouping work items together play an important part.  Some maintenance
operations can be severely disruptive to building users, but may be overcome by
grouping a number of schemes together to reduce disturbance to occupiers
[Ahonandoy, 1994].  In some cases less urgent work may be carried out before its
normally programmed date in order to prevent future disturbance.  The needs of the
organization using the building will often play a large part in the timing of major work.
Work may be delayed because disruption cannot be tolerated at a given time or brought
forward to link with the start of new activities in the building or for public relations
reasons.

The use of some formally agreed criteria may help to establish links between the
base condition of part of a building in need of repair and the urgency of doing the
work.  Surprisingly condition alone is not always the most important vector.  Often
legal, safety or operational considerations provide the grounds for the final decision of
when and how the repair is carried out.  If something is no longer performing
satisfactorily and needs occasional  running repair but does not create risks of
disruption to the activities of the organization occupying the building it is unlikely to
attract a high priority for major repair or replacement.

Maintenance programs need to be dependable.  The criteria used in maintenance
audits after work has been carried out[Robertson, 1983] provide maintenance
managers with a good indication of how to defend their proposals.
A programme which can demonstrate that objective criteria have been used will have
greater credibility and a better chance of securing funding for its execution.  The type
of questions an auditor may ask should be considered by the maintenance managers to
test the decisions being taken when preparing schedules.  They will be better able to
justify their actions after the work has been done if it can demonstrated how choices
were made in planning the work.



Table 1: Comparison of Maintenance Manager’s and Auditors criteria for
prioritization

Maintenance manager’s criteria Maintenance auditor’s questions

What needs to be done
Is it necessary
When should it be done

How much has been achieved

Are the right standards being set
Is a higher specification justified to give
longer service life and/or lower running
cost

How good was it

Was the expense justified
Could cheaper alternatives provide value
over time

How much did it cost

Are appropriate technical, legal and
organizational considerations being used
to set priorities
Should work be linked to other activities
either co-incidentally or sequentially

Was the job a priority item

2 Development of maintenance priority systems

In many organizations the priority of general repair tasks is  reactive and
responds to either breakdowns which appear to be giving the greatest problems or to
silence those who complain the loudest.  In the right context responsive or  breakdown
maintenance is an acceptable strategy .  There are some items whose failure is not
predictable and do not cause great inconvenience whilst waiting to be repaired.  When
the work is random and low cost it may be cheaper to repair on breakdown than to take
preventive action on all similar items some of which may have different rates of failure
rendering the preventive strategy uneconomic.

For more substantial maintenance activities a management strategy is imperative.
Currently in the United Kingdom there is a number of large estate portfolios in health
care, social housings and education.  Each of these sectors have had maintenance
planning strategies for sometime and since the 1980’s have developed system for
assessing maintenance priorities. In fact the health sector took the lead in setting down
priority factors  [Bushell, 1981].  Strategies were developed for council housing and
schools and these were reported on by the Audit Commission in the late 1980’s.

Early priority factors tended to be descriptive and even when ranked they did not
provide a simple means of sorting the work items.  Following a review of the UK
defense estate maintenance, estate condition reports were required to be supported by a
forward maintenance register classified using urgency criteria. [PSA, 1985.a]. The
ranking system had four main groupings with a sub-set of deciding factors, usually



applied to the two highest classes.  (See Table 2 below).  A similar system was adapted
when a separate defence works administration was set up in 1990 [DWS, 1990].

Table 2: 2 level prioritization system as used for government buildings in the
United Kingdom

Class Level  Description

Main Priority
Classifications

Priority 1 UNAVOIDABLE SERVICES: Schemes which
cannot be deferred without breaching statutory
obligations, health and safety or seriously affecting
occupier’s  operations and functions.

Priority 2 ESSENTIAL SERVICES: Schemes which cannot be
deferred without serious penalties such as damage to
property or increased costs.

Priority 3 URGENT  SERVICES: Schemes which are highly
desirable to maintain the value and utility of the estate.

Priority 4 DESIRABLE SERVICES: Schemes which are
necessary to maintain property standards or which
would show a saving in running or operational costs.

Priority
Sub-classifications

(a) Meet  Statutory obligations

(b) Meet Health and Safety requirements

(c) Avoid serious disruption

An example of the approach adopted in the priority classification system in
Table 2 would be an electrical distribution centre with a leaking roof causing damage
to the switchgear. this would be priority 1 as it is essential to sustain the power supply
to the site.  It would have an (a) sub-code because of the legal requirement to keep high
voltage systems safe and a contractual duty to maintain supply to occupiers.  A (c) sub-
code would also be appropriate as loss of power supply would disrupt the activities of
occupiers;  also some switch gear has to be built to order so it is imperative to stabilize
the environment to reduce the risk of failure.

The two most urgent classes (Levels 1 & 2 in Table 2) usually need to be
addressed within two years.  However, certain work needs preparatory activities, for
example in depth appraisals or design studies. Often these cannot be prepared in a
short time.  In such situations holding repairs may be required but for  complex works
the time factors and cost of preparing option studies and designs for major repair work
need to be built into the work programme and the general maintenance policy.



When the most urgent work has been identified the period of time over which less
urgent work may be placed can be determined.  Start years can be allocated to work
items shown in condition surveys or other appraisals  as being justified to be new starts
within the next five years.  Start dates for projects which are forecast to occur more
than 5 years hence may become nominal as they may have , in any event, to be
rescheduled to accommodate more urgent work which may  identified in the
intervening period.

The nominal start dates for later start jobs have some value as it permits
expenditure over time curves to be drawn.  In an estate of varied age and type which
has not been grossly neglected the profile may tend to taper off after a few years or
may undulate.  In such cases smoothing by shifting some starts may be desirable.
     If the property portfolio has several similar buildings of roughly the same age
expenditure curves may rise suddenly when the buildings are about 20 years old raising
the scepter of a “maintenance time bomb” [Spedding, 1994].  The cause is often
related to simultaneous expiry of external elements such as windows or felt flat roofs
with engineering items such as heating plant and light fittings.

3 Use of other attributes for prioritizing maintenance

The use that the building or accommodation is put to, may influence the
prioritization of work as much as its physical condition.  Indeed six major criteria have
been identified [Spedding, 1994].  These criteria are Building Status, Physical
Condition, Importance of Usage, Effect on Users, Cost Implications and Effects on
Service Provision.  (These terms are described in Addendum A).

Such attributes enable rankings and weightings to be placed on individual schemes
and provide the basis for decision making and finer tuning of programmes.  A score
range of 5 is usually adequate for most criteria to cover the range from essential to
desirable but not critical.  It is imperative that the order of ascendancy of the score is
uniform to permit them to be added.  If all other criteria are of rising importance;  very
poor physical condition must be 5 rather than using the high score to mean ‘excellent
no work required’.

These standard attributes may need to be expanded to accommodate special
features of the building.  Additional points can, however, be added to cover specific
buildings or needs such as legal  requirements, keeping historic buildings in good
order, maintaining a facility of regional or national importance or to avoid criticisms or
political consequences of repeating previous failures. If it is believed criteria are not of
equal relative importance they can be separated by weighting factors.  Generally
condition or cost scores will tend to have a low rating than those related to usage or
public service factors.

It should be noted that the attributes used to fine tune priorities relate more to how
the building is used than to physical condition or cost.  Maintenance managers require
a good understanding of how the buildings are used and should involve the users in the
decision making process.  A procedure for discussing the prioritizing of the most
urgent work with clients was introduced for the management of the UK government
estate in 1985  in order to make sure that occupiers  and building managers were aware
of the impact of the proposed work [PSA, 1985.b].



4 Minimization of disruption

The actual condition of the building or some of its elements may cause a
maintenance scheme to be identified and prioritized.  However, the needs of the
building user are a deciding factor of when and how the work is done [Kubo et al,
1994 ].  Timing in order to minimize difficulties to the occupier is a major
consideration.  Some building users have closed or quiet periods when work can be
accommodated.  For example, schools closing for holidays, food processing plants
which handle season crops and may close down process line, or energy installations
where plant can be shut down during periods of low demand.  Most other building
types do not offer this facility.
      If inconvenience of maintenance activities cannot be avoided careful planning is
needed to reduce its effects and mistakes in planning and execution.  Disruption is a
consideration which is part of the prioritization system used for UK government
offices [Property Holdings, 1992] - See Addendum  B.

The degree and cause of disruption varies with the type of work.  Noise can be
controlled by scheduling the noisiest activities to early morning, lunchtime and late
afternoon.  Moderate dust levels can be controlled by screens.  If the noise levels are
high and cannot be limited at justifiable cost or if dust may include toxic substances
the safest approach is to relocate the occupiers.

Disruption may be reduced by grouping activities.  The logic for grouping them
may be that work items have similar service lives and need replacing at about the same
time.  The reasoning for carrying out the works together may be reinforced if they are
in close proximity.  Another reason may be the availability of access equipment or
contractors plant, substantial saving in used charges and contractor’s mobilization
costs if such equipment is shared on one contract rather than being brought back a
short time later if the jobs run separately.  The effects of noise, increased fire risk,
health hazards or obstruction to movement will often cause occupiers to be moved out.
Savings can be made if the current occupier  is expected to depart at end of the tenancy
or if they are planning to move in anticipation of a refit of their accommodation for
other reasons.  Refits and refurbishments may be driven by needs of the occupiers
where a building needs to be in sound condition for the installation of new equipment.

One case of building elements having similar life spans is windows and some
services installations.  The linkage is more noticeable in the case of heating systems,
simultaneous replacement may be easier to arrange in summer when the heat
producing plant is not in service and the effects of reduced weather enclosure can be
more easily tolerated.  In some cases the heat emitters may be on the perimeter of the
building.  If occupier has to be moved away from the windows to permit their
replacement, access can be provided to the heat emitters at the same time.  If the new
windows are double glazed units in place of single ones it may be possible to down
rate the output of the heating systems to achieve savings in capital cost and make
energy economies.

Many roof repairs require access equipment on the facade usually in the form of
scaffolding.  The additional cost of modifying the scaffold to permit other work to
proceed is marginal compared to that of erecting it a few years later to do other work
on the exterior of the building.  Repair or replacement of windows, external decoration



or maintenance of cladding systems can be undertaken along with roofing  work whilst
the scaffold is in place.

Some installations require a good internal environment if they are not to
deteriorate quickly.  If an internal refit is planned the state of the external envelope of
the building should be checked first.  There is little purpose in replacing elements like
ceilings and lighting
systems if the roof leaks.  In some cases it may be necessary to bring forward re-
roofing and similar work if it is expected that replacement will be necessary within the
first third of the internal work’s expected life span.

Improved techniques have been developed for estimating service life [ISO,
1998].  These can assist maintenance managers in predicting when work may be
required and to identify simultaneously or closely occurring repair events.  In some
cases service lives can be adjusted by changes in specification or in use maintenance so
that service lives coincide.  If one element may cause another to fail it may be possible
to ensure the one which could cause more general deterioration has a linger service life
than the vulnerable element or at least is capable of being kept to a satisfactory level of
performance by unintrusive maintenance procedures.  If there is a long life critical non-
building  installation the building may need to be more durable than usual so that
building operation which could disturb the installations are kept to a minimum.  This
would have applied to computer suites in the days of  main frames but there are similar
requirements for communications centres and medical facilities.
         Service life planning and forecasting systems can be used as part of the design
and facility management process.  If elements are close together and influence each
others performance it may be worth adjusting their service lives so that they are
similar.  This can be done by improved specification, weather protection or
maintenance. In some cases it may be worth reducing the specification of the system
with the longer life if it is more cost effective that extending the life of the other.  This
can be tested  through value engineering or service life design and performance audits.
This procedure could be used for non-structural external elements such as cladding
panels or windows set against heating systems. Both systems are near the building
perimeter and the thermal performance of the cladding determines the output of the
heating system.

Major internal rearrangement is often seen as having a great impact on lighting
systems and heating controls.  This may lead maintenance managers to review the
adequacy of these elements during such a refit.  However such changes often have
affects on movement in and around the building and impinge on fire protection and
evacuation procedures.  These systems must not be overlooked at such times.  The
changes in the electronic functioning of fire detection and alarm systems over a
relatively short timescale is such that it may be difficult to modify these systems.
Accelerated replacement to sections of the system or sometimes the whole of it, may
be needed during even a modest refit operation.

One of the risks of combining maintenance schemes into one project is the
overall cost.  This may create difficulties in accommodating such a large item into an
annual programme or if it is not of the highest priority it may be a target for delay to
assist budget changes.  If necessary these should be backed up by investment
appraisals, schedules of short term savings and statements showing the impact on



corporate operations.  These will improve the programme’s chances of survival intact
when presented to management boards.

5 Conclusion

     Although maintenance requirements may be identified through building
inspections and condition audits, the prioritizing of the work may be decided through
other criteria.  The needs of the organization can be shown to be as important as the
condition of the building.  Accommodating the work at reasonable overall cost and
with minimum physical impact on occupiers is of increasing importance.
     A novel approach bringing in value engineering and attribute driven selection
and weighting can assist the maintenance manager in making optimum decisions for
the benefit of both the estate and the user organization. This can also be linked to value
engineering and service life planning so that  optimum performance, serviceability and
return  on investment can be delivered to the client.
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Addendum A

Criteria for attribute based  prioritization

Attribute Code Description

Building Status BS The relative importance of the building (where the
defective element is examine) compared to others, in
terms of function, current and intended future usage,
e.g. an infant school might have higher status than a
leisure building.

Physical Condition PC The physical condition of the defective element being
examined, and its possibility of breakdown or failure,
e.g. elements in very bad condition would be given
higher priorities than those in fair condition.

Importance of Usage IU The importance of the functional unit ( in relation to
other units within the same building) where the defect is
situated, e.g. the reception area would be more
important than storage rooms.

Effect on Users EU The effect of breakdown or failure of the defective
element(s) on the occupant and users of the building
(including staff and members of the public), e.g. a
problem relating to health and safety would be more
important than an aesthetic problem.

Cost Implications CI The cost implication of breakdown or failure of the
defective element(s) on maintaining the overall
condition of the building fabric and building services,
e.g. a defective roof would be given priority because if
not repaired promptly, the eventual cost will be higher
due to possible damage to other building elements

Effects on Service Provision ESP The cost implication of the breakdown of the defective
element(s) on the provision of services for which the
building is designed and used.

( After Spedding et al  - “Prioritising Major Maintenance items of Maintenance in large Organisations.”)



Addendum  B

Maintenance Prioritization - Action and Effect Classifications

Class/Group Priority Code/
Sub-class

Description

Maintenance
Priority
Classification

Priority 1 UNAVOIDABLE WORK:  Schemes which cannot be
deferred, without breaching statutory obligations , health and
safety, seriously affecting occupier’s operations and functions,
security or to meet lease or covenant obligations to landlords.

Priority 2 ESSENTIAL WORK: Schemes which cannot be deferred
without serious penalties such as damage to property or
increased cost.

Priority 3 URGENT WORK: Schemes which are highly desirable to

maintain the value and utility of the estate.
Priority 4 DESIRABLE WORK:  Schemes which are necessary to

maintain property standards, or which would show a saving in
running or operational costs of the property.

Maintenance
sub-classes

A Meet statutory obligations

B Meet Health and Safety requirements
C Avoid serious disruption and effect on client

operations

D Prevent severe physical deterioration of property, or
to meet requirements of lease.

E Avoid disruption of client operations
Effect if deferred 1 Failure to rectify defect or undertake ,maintenance

work will result in RAPID, consequential or
subsequent cost or nuisance to use of building

2 Failure to rectify defect will have a SIGNIFICANT
effect

3 Effect of delay will be MARGINAL
4 Effect of delay will be NEGLIGIBLE

Disruptive Effect on
Occupant

X Major inconvenience/disruption to occupants’
activities.

Y Minor inconvenience/disruption to occupants’
activities

Z Minimal inconvenience/disruption to occupants and
will not affect to any degree occupants’ activities

Example:  Priority   2D1Z   categorizes the requirement for Serious Non-Structural Fabric Defects
being   Essential//Prevent Physical deterioration/Rapid cost penalty/Minimal effect on occupant.

Based on the  maintenance classification system in Property Holdings Commissioning Code
(Property Holdings, London, 1992)
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Abstract

This paper presents a strategy for budgeting and planning for maintenance in
addition to presentation of a method for revealing status and need for maintenance
for construction works.  A method enabling stochastic handling for cost
estimating in maintenance planning is presented in addition to a budgeting
philosophy utilising the principle of annuity.

Keywords: Maintenance planning, annuity, stochastic, handling maintenance
budgeting, condition survey.

1 Introduction

As a building enters the phase of service life, maintenance costs tend to be
systematically underestimated and therefore resulting in accumulating
deterioration and accelerated decreasing value. Most buildings have an
accumulated state of damages – most often not visible, or with symptoms hard to
interpret. The design, composition of materials, level of maintenance in addition
to knowledge of the importance of deterioration mechanisms decides the
development of damages. The level of maintenance can presumably be traced to
strategy for budgeting. Poor maintenance yields damages over time. An
acceptance for using the annuity principle for expenses to come for areas not
momentarily affected by the use of money will establish a predictable and reliable
situation for budgeting.

It is important to utilise tools and methods for objective and unambiguous
diagnosing of buildings and construction work.  The purpose of this paper is to
briefly present a method used in Norway for condition survey, and to relate this
method to maintenance planning and control. The method is described in the
Norwegian Standard NS 3424.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1645-1654.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



One has to accept the uncertainty of cost estimating planned actions, even if
similar actions are well known.  A method enabling stochastic handling of
worst/best estimates is presented for cost estimating in maintenance planning.

2 NS 3424 – a brief description

The purpose of the standard “Condition survey for construction works”,
(NBR 1995) is to achieve a largest possible degree of objectivity in evaluation of
the built environment.
The standard is used in facilities management for identifying the status regarding
damages and degradation of the built environment for mainly five purposes:
1. Damage control
2. Maintenance planning
3. Valuation for purchase/sales and tenancy agreements
4. Basis for reconstruction evaluation/planning

The Norwegian standard NS 3424 is a framework for consistent and
objective evaluation of constructions.  The survey is to be carried out by skilled
personnel having the technical background within the field to be examined. All
fields relevant to the purpose of the condition survey should be covered.

The result of the survey is a report that states the diagnosis and the probable
future development of deterioration and an optional cost estimate – hence NS
3424 consists of the following main phases leading to the result as shown in Fig.1:
• Definition of the task
• Planning
• Examination
• Evaluation
• Reporting

2.1 The survey
The survey itself is based on a selected reference level and conducted in the

main phases: registration, evaluation and reporting – leading to certain
recommended actions

Sympoms

Registration Evaluation

Status Probability evaluation

Documentation Cost estimates

Registration Rebuilding/repair Timeschedule

Recommedations

Report

Extend the survey Detection of registered
 possible hidden failure

Action

Condition survey

Fig 1: Overview /structure of the condition survey



2.1.1 Registration
By future use of portable computers as “IBM’s Wearable PC” and utilising

positioning system in addition to voice control and high speed wireless
networking one should be able to speed up the registration considerably,
compared to manual registration at about 50 - 80 m2 per hour (Haugen 1988).
There are three levels of registration/examination as defined in the standard.
• Level 1 (rough): Condition registration of a general character consisting of

visual observations, if necessary combined with simple measurements.
• Level 2: Condition registration of a general character, but more exhaustive

and detailed than level 1. It includes examination of supporting data, e.g.
drawings, specifications and other documentation. When required due to
symptoms or purposes more extensive registrations or measurements should
be carried out to establish the construction and condition of the item.

• Level 3 (detailed): Condition registration of a special character that
normally only includes specific items (building elements, construction
elements, work sections) or specific problems. Such condition registration
implies the application of especially accurate measurement or test methods
and, if appropriate, laboratory testing

2.1.2 Condition registration
The registration consists of examination and recording at three different

levels - from visual control, level 1 - to rigorous and punctilious testing, level 3.

The condition is expressed by means of condition degrees from 0: no
symptoms  - to 3: strong symptoms (also includes collapse and malfunction). The
condition degree is evaluated from one or more individual symptoms or on an
overall evaluation of a set of symptoms.

2.1.3 Actions
The recommendations of actions are evaluated from the interaction between

consequences and probability, defined as Risk. Recommended actions are
specified and given priority in accordance with the purpose of the survey. A
flowchart for actions is shown in Figure 3.  Examples of actions are:

Level 1

Visual control,
simple measuring

Level 2 Level 3

Laboratory
testing

Easy and
quick to
perform

Time consuming,
expensive and
competence
demanding

REGISTRATION

  Fig. 2: Registration  - level 1 to level 3



• Expand the condition survey
• Detection of registered possible hidden failures
• Elimination of registered failures
• Prevention of failures

2.1.4 Consequences
The consequences are expressed by means of consequence degrees and

types.  Four consequence degrees with the following main significance are to be
used from degree 0: no consequences - to degree 3: serious consequences in
addition of describing types as: safety (e.g. load-bearing capacity, fire safety),
health environment (e.g. air quality, noise level), aesthetics (e.g. surfaces),
economy (e.g. maintenance, renovation)…

2.1.5 Risk
The risk associated with a building element, construction element or work

section is determined by the probability, based on the examiners opinion, that a
non-acceptable condition (failure) or situation will occur or further develop, and
the resulting consequences. The probability for increasing condition degree and
the resulting consequence should be evaluated following two cases:

Fig. 3: Flow chart for actions

Symptom

Yes

Condition degree
0-3

Condition control

Consequence degree
0-3

Probability

Risk

Action

No failurePossible hidden
failure?

Failure ?
No No

Reference level

Registration

Yes



• Condition degree 0 but with registered failure or possible hidden failure.
• Condition degrees 1, 2 or 3.

The risk should be specified as low, medium, or high. The consequences
that have been used as a basis for the specification of risk should be identified.
Figure 4 visualises the coherence between consequences and probability as
defined in the standard.

3 Planning ahead

Results from condition surveys can serve as a basis in budgeting for
rebuilding and/or maintenance.  In order to keep an effective pace and minimise
the costs, it is important to keep the survey as simple as possible, without
neglecting crucial information. The managers own staff provided some method-
education and training can easily do level 1 registration. Level 1 registration can
be planned as a routine once every second year to identify where to emphasise the
effort in further diagnosis and action. However, in case of more extensive survey,
one should make sure the competence involved is sufficient to rely on the result.
In this case it would often be wise to get external help – making the survey visible
on the budget and therefore demanding a strategy for how to deal with this issue.

3.1 Rebuilding
It is a well-known fact that the user requirements, illustrated in figure 5 (and

public demand as ventilation etc), are constantly developing towards increasing
levels.
It is not uncommon in technically dominated projects (e.g. hospitals) that the
building is inadequate before hand-over – and rebuilding is immediately initiated.

Consequences

Probability

Minor

Serious

LowHigh

High
Risk

Medium Risk

Low Risk

Fig.  4: Risk as result of probability and consequences



In case of major rebuilding it is essential to have insight in what it might
lead to of additional necessary changes and the cost of the operation. Rebuilding
contractors have a saying: the more you tear down – the more you will have to
tear down

3.2 Maintenance planning
As the building enters the phase of service life, maintenance costs tend to be

systematically underestimated, and therefore resulting in accumulating
deterioration and accelerated decreasing value.  The typical need for maintenance
is altering year by year due to different element service life and need for minor
rebuilding to meet altered user demands. Especially regarding public buildings, it
can be difficult to obtain sufficient means to obtain proper maintenance. One
should aim at making the budgeting process predictable for the politicians to
minimise the reluctance for spending money on purposes from which they don’t
see concrete results.

As a basis for yearly budgeting, one should calculate the estimated total
maintenance and rebuilding costs for each building in the portfolio during service
life. These total costs should then be subject to a calculation according to the
annuity system. Such calculations are done by various consultants and are easily
available for a number of types of buildings categorised by activities.

Fig. 5: A building development of requirement fulfilment over time
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The actual maintenance planning can be done by once a year collecting
requirements from users and a systematic registration done by skilled personnel.
The maintenance budget can be divided into three categories: Planned
maintenance, unforeseen/damage, and a reserve. Needs and requirements are to be
prioritised within “planned maintenance” In this way it is possible to gain
flexibility in planning and performing the maintenance during service life, and
still, in great comfort for owners and politicians, the spent amount of money will
be predictable.

The maintenance has to be monitored over time, and the resulting cost over
time can serve as basis for benchmarking and estimating future costs.

3.3 Budgeting
A recommendation is to perform a three step budgeting - taken into account

that the cost of having own workers compared to contracting external labour is of
little significance (Hasvik and Haugen 1993):

Update the accumulated need over a period of time based on how severe the
damages are.

Gather the need for funding by calculation based on cost per square meter
per building type, and then reduce this amount by funding already raised on
related areas.

Distribute the available amount (minus a reserve and an unforeseen - sum)
by prioritising registered entries.

If the backlog is substantial in relation to obtainable funding, the owners
must be notified of the need for extra funding. The backlog could today be
expected to be from $40-50 per m2 (Haugen 1995) – roughly calculated from
1989 to $146 per m2 (Sveen and Holtet 1999)

In order to avoid confusion and double use of the same money one should
cultivate the entries in the budget so only one person has the need for a selection
of entries in order to carry out his/hers tasks.

In short: Budgeting by predicted yearly cost according to the annuity system
for maintenance over the service life. Actual planning and performing due to
registration.

3.4 Prioritising
It is not likely that the funding is sufficient – the needs have to be

prioritised. By using the registered consequences by not fulfilling the needs in
combination with weighed types of consequences, one will obtain a score per
registered need, and a suggested prioritising by just sorting the scores. The
weighting will reflect the maintenance policy.

Table 1: Key for prioritising and time planning

Safety
Indoor 
climate Aesthetics

Economic/ 
accelerating 

damage
User 

requirements
Authorities 
demands

Weight 5 1 1 5 2 10 Scores cost Year



One can assume that next year’s funding roughly matches this year’s
funding, and reserve one half for the needs one can not afford this year, one third
of this year’s funding the following year – and so forth. For registered needs not
subjected to a condition survey – some sort of adapted Delphi approach (Linstone
and Turoff 1975), suitable for the current organisation, is to be recommended for
determining the consequences.

3.5 Probabilistic approach
In order to achieve a reliable plan and minimise the reserve needed, it is

possible to utilise probabilistic methods given the assumption that the
maintenance tasks are stochastically independent. This is formalised in a method
mainly meant for management: “the step-by-step” principle (Klakegg 1993) and is
a variant to the Delphi approach (Linstone and Turoff 1975).

3.5.1 The step-by-step principle
The step-by-step principles is dealing with uncertainty by identifying the

most uncertain factor in the project and narrowing down the uncertainty by
systematic detailing and recalculation (Klakegg 1993). The method is based on
workgroups and subjective triple estimates.

A workgroup can be established from the maintenance staff, and they can
brainstorm on cost estimating each maintenance task.

Other benefits of creating the workgroup from the staff in addition to a
presumable better cost estimate, is ownership to the tasks to be performed the
following year, and a valuable input in prioritising the tasks.

3.5.2 Triple estimate
This is a subjective approach and the quality is highly depending on the

participants.  They are supposed to estimate three values per subject:
• The minimum estimate
• The maximum estimate
• The expected estimate

These estimates consist of skilled estimates and intuitive guesses -
"guestimates" or "hunch evaluations" The main problem in this process consists of
difficulties in estimating the extreme values – meaning one is dealing with a
group of experts – and experts tend to be sure of the outcome. One should
emphasise on estimating the worst and best possible case.

3.5.3 Calculation
The Erlang distribution (a special case of the Gamma distribution) with

k=10 is found to produce reasonable results representing the subjective estimates
in the step-by-step principle.

The formulas presented here are based on the minimum estimate equals the
1% quantile and the maximum estimate equals the 99% quantile. Since the
extreme values can be difficult to estimate (one of a hundred), it could be wise to
rather aim at the 10% and 90 % quantile - one of ten. The formulas would then be
slightly different, but the principle remains the same.



The statistical expected value f and the standard deviation can be calculated
(Austeng and Hugsted 1995) from:
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Where
l =  minimum estimate (low), here 1 % quantile
m =  expected estimate (medium)
h =  maximum estimate (high), here 99 % quantile

The expected value and the variation (= σ2) is to be calculated for each
entry. When a number of independent elements of reasonably uniform size are
calculated, one can assume the probability density function to be normal
distributed, this means that the sum of variation per element adds up to the total
variation for all elements.

Further – by using standard functions – one can select a level of certainty
and calculate the cost of this level – or the other way around – select a cost and
calculate the level of certainty for not overstep this limit.

By definition the element rating the top of variations are the most uncertain.
Special tools are developed for this calculation, but use of a spreadsheet for

this task is strongly recommended.

4 Conclusion

The method described in the Norwegian Standard NS 3424 “ Condition
survey for construction works” is an available tool for revealing the status and
producing documentation of the built environment.

The facilities manager’s own staff can routinely do level 1 registration.
Status, need for repair – can be used in conjunction with long term maintenance
planning and prediction of additional work in rebuilding planning.

Maintenance budgeting should aim at predictable costs using the principle
of annuity over service life per building type.

Prioritising by utilising the obtained consequence degree combined with
weighed types of consequences.

Cost estimating can be improved by means of probabilistic methods
utilising hunch evaluations and a “step-by step” principle/ Delphi approach.
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PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE - WHAT SHOULD BE IN A CONDITION
DATABASE
Condition database

B. H. HERTLEIN
Structural Engineering Dept., STS Consultants Ltd., Vernon Hills, Illinois, USA

Abstract

In recent years building owners and asset managers have begun to embrace the idea of
Predictive Maintenance (PdM), but there is such a wide variety of tools being touted
as “condition monitoring systems” that it is difficult for a non-PdM expert to make a
wise choice. The owners and managers that have used PdM have experienced various
degrees of success or failure, depending on how well the chosen methods met the
purpose of the PdM program, and suited the particular structure on which they are
being applied. This paper examines some of the requirements that monitoring and
testing programs must meet if they are to provide reliable data that will be truly useful
for PdM of concrete or masonry structures, and reviews some of the test methods
currently available that meet those requirements.

Keywords: concrete, condition monitoring, corrosion, deterioration, nondestructive
testing, predictive maintenance, PdM, repeatability,

1 Introduction

Predictive Maintenance (PdM) has for some time been a useful tool for
production facility and utility supervisors striving to reduce life-cycle costs and find
more efficient ways of using maintenance budgets. More recently building owners
and asset managers responsible for concrete and masonry structures have also begun

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1203-1212.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



to understand how PdM can help them maintain the value or extend the service life of
their structures. From bridge engineers to high-rise landlords to harbor masters there
is now an appreciation of the potential benefits of condition monitoring and
maintenance scheduling.

However, so many different test methods and survey approaches are being touted
as “condition monitoring systems” by consultants and practitioners that it is difficult
for a non-PdM expert to make a wise choice. The owners and managers that have
used them have experienced various degrees of success or failure, depending on how
well the methods met the purpose of their particular PdM program, and how
appropriate they were to the specific structure on which they are being applied.

When selecting or planning a condition monitoring system, the first critical step
for the owner or manager is to determine what the present condition and exposure of
the structure is - the “baseline” data. That assessment will require an inspection and
testing program that, in turn, will help identify which inspection or test methods
provide useful data. If a test selected for the condition assessment proves to be of
little value for that particular structure, it is better to find out at the beginning, rather
than spend time and money on monitoring over several years, only to find that the
data collected is useless.

The second critical step is to analyze the risks to the structure, and determine
what information is actually required to monitor its condition. For this the nature and
purpose of the structure must be considered, along with its present condition and
environment.

The third step is to figure out the best way of getting the required information,
and the form in which it should be collated and stored for ease of retrieval and
analysis. In some cases none of these steps is easy.

The following text is not intended to be a definitive manual on the subject of
condition monitoring, but rather to provide owners and managers with a better idea of
some of the test and monitoring techniques currently available, and some key
questions to ask the consultant who is proposing the monitoring program.

1.1 Baseline data - is it accurate and complete?
No amount of monitoring information will help you predict residual life and

maintenance needs if you do not have a starting point, or baseline, to compare with.
Establishing the baseline can be very difficult on an older structure, and is often not
easy on a new one!

When establishing a baseline database, do not assume that everything is perfect
in a new structure. Apparently minor deficiencies in the construction or finishing
processes can create ‘weak’ spots - like Achilles heel, that leave your new structure
vulnerable to the early onset of damage caused by deterioration or corrosion. For
example:

• Misplaced reinforcing steel can lead to inadequate thickness of cover concrete
• Congested reinforcing steel can lead to poor consolidation of concrete
• Complex shapes in formwork can lead to poor consolidation of concrete



• Untrimmed tie wire and wire reinforcing chairs may be exposed at the concrete
surface

• Wall ties may be missing in multi-withe masonry walls and facades
• Mortar debris caught on wall ties may span wall voids, providing a “bridge” for

moisture
• Settlement and shrinkage can cause unexpected cracks that may not be readily

visible on large or complex structures
The program of inspection and testing performed to gather the baseline data

should be designed to thoroughly evaluate the condition of the structure, with no
assumptions made about ‘as-built’ conditions. All data used in the condition database
should be verified by direct observation or physical testing.

1.2 Is it repeatable?
For the condition database to be useful in predicting maintenance needs and/or

residual life, the data gathered must be highly repeatable, otherwise comparison of
‘then and now’ conditions will be meaningless. The tests used to gather data for the
baseline should be selected with repeatability in mind. Key considerations are :

• Does the test provide repeatable data, no matter who uses it?
• Does the test provide repeatable data no matter what the weather and ambient

conditions?
• Will the test be able to provide valid data as the structure or surface starts to

deteriorate?

This emphasis on repeatability includes visual observations made by the
inspecting personnel.  Visual assessment is inherently subjective. Any data gathered
by observation should be supported by some form of quantification, or by
photographic or videotape record. For example, an assessment of the amount of
cracking in an asphalt pavement, or efflorescence on a basement wall should be
accompanied by a photograph or accurate sketch that includes a readily identified
scale to give a sense of proportion. Such scale might be provided by the number of
bricks in a wall, an adjacent door or steps, or a tape measure or notebook held
adjacent to the feature being recorded.

Similarly, the conditions under which photographs are taken should be recorded,
particularly where color is an important indicator of a condition. The time of day, use
of flash, or use of incandescent lighting, will all affect the apparent color tones in a
photograph or video.

1.3 Is it relevant?
Recent advances in computers and data acquisition technology have made it so

easy to collect and process large amounts of data that sometimes quantity is
substituted for quality. The data collected must be relevant to the purpose of the



monitoring program, and to the specific structure that is being monitored. There is no
“one-size-fits-all” monitoring program.

Consider the example of a storage silo that is several hundred miles from the
ocean and is not exposed to deicing salt spray from highways. If the initial condition
assessment of shows low chloride content in the concrete there is little point in
monitoring chloride penetration. However, if the same silo is adjacent to a fossil-
fueled boiler plant in a factory or electricity generating station, condensation of flue
gases could introduce chlorides, and the associated likelihood of accelerated
reinforcing steel corrosion.

Monitoring of vibrations is often recommended, based on the theory that the
natural, or resonant frequency of the structure will change as deterioration occurs.
However, experience has shown that on certain structures the damage must be
significant before any measurable change in natural frequency occurs. Such
information is therefore not much use in a program that is intended to predict
maintenance needs and maximize the structure’s life.

2 Physical tests

There are several nondestructive or semi-destructive tests that can provide
reliable baseline data, and are repeatable enough to be useful in monitoring or
tracking symptoms of deterioration in concrete and masonry structures.
Nondestructive testing in the context of this paper means a test that does not mar the
surface of the test area, or require removal of a sample of material. Semi-destructive
means that some surface marking may result from the application of the test, or the
removal of a small sample of material, but the integrity and durability of the structure
will not be affected by the test.

Space limitations preclude lengthy descriptions of the test methods here, but for
those seeking more information, a very useful reference that gives more detail on all
of the test methods mentioned in this paper is Report No. ACI-228.2R, published by
the American Concrete Institute (ACI, 1998) In addition, all of the methods shown
with an ASTM designation are described in the ASTM Annual book of standards,
Volume 4.02 - Concrete and Aggregates. (ASTM, Annual)

2.1 Carbonation depth
Fresh concrete has a pH of about 13.5. It is this alkalinity that inhibits corrosion

of the embedded reinforcing steel by forming a passive, corrosion resistant coating.
Over time carbon dioxide in the air combines with moisture to form dilute carbonic
acid, which reacts with the alkaline constituents of the cement paste, gradually
reducing the pH of the material. Eventually the pH of the concrete is reduced to such
a level (less than about pH 11.5) that it can no longer maintain the passive coating on
the reinforcing steel, and corrosion can ensue.

The carbonation process originates at the surface of the concrete. By measuring
the depth of cover concrete over the reinforcing steel, and monitoring the rate of



penetration of carbonation, the time it will take for the carbonation front to reach the
reinforcing steel, and increase the risk of corrosion, can be estimated.

Accurate measurement of carbonation depth can only be made from laboratory
examination of a sample of the concrete, but there is a simple field test that can give a
very useful approximation of carbonation depth. A small diameter hole is drilled into
the concrete, and the edge of the hole is flaked off with a small chisel to create a
freshly broken surface. A chemical indicator is sprayed on the freshly broken surface.
The simplest indicator is Phenol Phthalein, which is clear when applied, but turns
purple when in contact with uncarbonated concrete. A more sophisticated “rainbow”
indicator changes color according to the alkalinity of the concrete, allowing an
estimate of approximate pH value to be made.

It should, however, be borne in mind that this field test only indicates the depth
of the fully carbonated concrete. Partial carbonation may have advanced further than
the depth indicated by the field test.

2.2 Concrete cover to reinforcing steel
If the probable onset of corrosion is to be predicted from carbonation depth

measurements or penetration of externally-originating contaminants such as chlorides,
then the depth of concrete covering the reinforcing steel must be known. Several
proprietary instruments, or “cover meters”, are available for estimating the depth of
cover concrete nondestructively.

The term "estimating" is used because the accuracy of the depth measurements
made by these instruments is affected by the type of reinforcing steel, the presence of
magnetic or metallic aggregates, and the orientation and proximity of the steel bars
and other embedded metal items such as conduits or pipes.

The accuracy of depth estimates for a specific structure can be improved by
calibrating against direct physical measurement of reinforcing steel depth and size at a
location where the steel can be exposed drilling or cutting. Complications will arise
where bars are closely spaced, and the meter may not be able to discriminate a single
bar for reliable measurement of depth.

Strong electrical or magnetic fields will also affect the accuracy of the
measurements, and in extreme cases may make the instruments so unstable that no
useful information can be obtained.

Because of these physical influences, the accuracy of the cover meter is partly
dependent on the operating principal of the particular meter used. A report published
in 1992 by the United States National Institute of Standards and Technology  (Carino,
1992) examined the various types of cover meter then available, and documented the
relative accuracy, discrimination and sensitivity of each instrument.

2.3 Ultrasonic pulse velocity (ASTM C-597)   
The velocity of an ultrasonic pulse through concrete is a function of the modulus

and density of the concrete.  Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) measurement is
therefore useful in assessing concrete quality and uniformity. The method can locate
areas of lower density material resulting from construction defects such as poor



consolidation (honeycombing) and microcracking associated with freeze/thaw or fire
damage, or alkali aggregate reaction. UPV can provide useful data for monitoring
deterioration over time.

However, concrete has an inherent degree of variability that must be considered.
The UPV calculated for a given test is the average velocity for each particle along the
transmission path.  If the UPV transmitter or receiver are moved a few millimetres
across the surface, the pulse will probably pass through a different set of particles.
The average velocity will vary depending in aggregate size, orientation, and
distribution.  Where it is required to monitor deterioration by repeating UPV tests
over an extended period of time, it is essential that the precise locations of the
transducers be marked or documented, and accurately repeated. Experience has
proven that variations in transducer locations can cause variations in calculated
velocity that render the data useless for trend tracking. (Hertlein, 1992)

2.4 Impact/Echo test (ASTM C-1383)
The impact echo test uses a BB sized impactor to strike the material surface,

generating an elastic wave that radiates from the point of impact. The wave is
reflected back towards the surface by discontinuities in the material. A transducer
mounted on the surface close to the impact point detects the reflected waves. A data
acquisition system records the transducer data, from which the depth to the reflecting
surface or discontinuity can be calculated.

The method can measure plate thickness from a few millimetres to about a metre
or so with a high degree of accuracy. The Impact/echo test can be useful in checking
the uniformity of grout in post-tensioned tendon ducts. The method has also proven
useful in identifying debonding or delamination of concrete repair materials.
(Henriksen, 1995)

The small size of the impactor, and the limited range of the displacement
transducer, make the Impact/echo method unsuitable for use on roughened or spalled
surfaces. (Davis et al, 1998) Where surface roughness is excessive, grinding of the
concrete is required to provide a suitable test surface. The method is also hampered
by thick elastomeric coatings.

2.5 Impulse response test
The Impulse Response Spectrum test is also sometimes known as the Sonic

Mobility test. The structure is instrumented with a velocity transducer and excited by
an impact from a small sledge hammer which contains a load cell to measure force
input. The data from both instruments is recorded and both signals are converted into
frequency-based data, where velocity is divided by force to provide a normalized
response of mobility against frequency, or the Impulse Response Spectrum (IRS).

The IRS contains information on the dynamic stiffness of the test point and the
quality of the concrete.  The integrity of the structure can be assessed from IRS data,
and the test can identify conditions that are not visible to the eye, such as sub-surface
honeycomb, delamination, micro-cracking, and lower modulus concrete. (Davis and
Kennedy, 1997)



The IRS test is unaffected by surface moisture or paint, but thicker elastomeric
coatings can deform at the impact point, leading to variability of stiffness
measurements. (Hertlein et al, 1995)

2.6 Chloride content analysis (AASHTO T260, 1995)
Free chloride ions from deicing salts or seawater penetrate concrete and masonry

rapidly, where they become a catalyst in the corrosion of embedded steel such as
reinforcing or conduit.  Concrete that is heavily contaminated with chlorides cannot
be effectively repaired without first removing all the contaminated material. The
effects of highway de-icing salts on bridges and parking decks is common knowledge.
What is less well-known is that flue gases from fossil fueled boiler plants can contain
a high proportion of Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) vapor, which, at normal operating
temperature, is discharged with relatively little harm to the flue or chimney system.
However, if the temperature of exposed steel or concrete surfaces is below the dew-
point of HCl, the acid condenses and directly attacks the material.

Chloride content can be determined in a laboratory from a drilled powder sample
of concrete or masonry. The rate of chloride penetration and the direction from which
contamination is occurring can be determined from samples taken from different
depths in the same drill hole.

2.7 Half-cell potential/resistivity (ASTM C876) and rate of corrosion
Corrosion of reinforcing steel in concrete is an electrochemical process that

requires oxygen, water, and a conductive medium through which electrical current
can flow. Dry concrete has a high resistivity and impedes corrosion currents. Moisture
or contaminants in the concrete can lower its resistivity until it becomes conductive
enough for corrosion currents to flow through it.

The differences in electrical potential that are needed to drive the corrosion
currents can result from forming and working stresses in the steel, and surface
contaminants. The potential differences and the resistivity of the concrete can be
measured to provide an indication of where corrosion activity is likely, or is
occurring.  Higher potential differences, and lower concrete resistivity increase the
likelihood of corrosion activity.

The Half-cell Potential method is a means of measuring the potential difference
between various points on the reinforcing steel. An electrical  half-cell, made of silver
in silver chloride (Ag/AgCl), is connected in series with a sensitive voltmeter, and a
reference location on the reinforcing steel. A measurement circuit is completed by
pressing the tip of the half-cell against the concrete surface over another part of the
reinforcing steel.  The potential difference (PD) between the test point and the
reference point is then measured and recorded.

A fundamental weakness of the method is that the conductivity of the concrete
will vary as moisture content changes, so changing the apparent PD value measured.
Similarly, electrical discontinuities in the reinforcing armature, or poor contact
between the half-cell and the concrete surface, will affect the test results.
Interpretation of test results can be made more reliable if PD data is correlated with



measurements of the concrete resistivity taken at the same time.  Poor correlation
between PD and resistivity values indicate invalid test results due to one or all of the
factors given above.

Since ambient conditions such as humidity and temperature will affect the
measured values, PD/resistivity data should not be interpreted in terms of absolute
values.  More reliable estimates of the probability of corrosion activity are made from
assessing the difference, or gradient, between adjacent parts of the structure.
(Clemena et al, 1992)

The Rate of Corrosion test is based on the same principle as the Half-cell
Potential method, but measures the current that must be impressed on the
concrete/reinforcing steel circuit to maintain a certain level in potential difference, or
polarization. It is therefore affected by the same variations in moisture content and
contaminants in the concrete. These tests can only provide repeatable data if ambient
conditions are identical for each set of measurements. (Clemena et al, 1992)

A common alternative half-cell construction is the copper/copper sulfate
(Cu/CuSO4) half-cell, but this type of cell is adversely affected by any chlorides that
may be present on the surface of the concrete. The Cu/CuSO4 cell is therefore not
suitable for parking decks or bridges that may be contaminated by deicing salts.
Chlorides are also present in abundance in the flue gas from most coal burning plants.
Investigation of concrete chloride content should therefore be performed prior to
using Cu/CuSO4 Half-cells on chimneys and nearby structures.

If reinforcing steel has not already been exposed by spalling of the concrete,
access for the reference connection to the reinforcing steel must be provided by
drilling or chiseling a small hole in the concrete. The half-cell potential test cannot be
used on reinforcing steel coated with epoxy or any other non-conductive material.

3 Instrumentation and embedded monitors

3.1  Crack monitoring
Monitoring of cracks to measure growth and/or movement can provide valuable

information for condition assessment and durability prediction, and in some cases can
help determine the cause of cracking. The crack can be monitored periodically or
continuously. Periodic monitoring can be done very simply by installing a mechanical
or optical measurement system, in which reference points or grids are fixed to the
structure either side of the crack.

If continuous monitoring is required, or the crack is difficult to access on a
regular basis, monitoring can be automated by installing strain gages and a suitable
recording system. However, strain gages can accommodate only a limited range of
movement, typically only a few millimetres at most, and should be selected with care
if large crack movements are anticipated.

If movements are anticipated to be too large for continuous monitoring by strain
gages, then displacement transducers could be considered. They generally will not



have the fine resolution of strain gages, but can be made to accommodate movements
of 100 mm or more.

Since structural dimensions will vary as temperature changes cause thermal
expansion or contraction, the temperature should be measured when the strain or
crack width is measured. Correlation of temperature variations with strain or crack
width measurements can provide clues as to the cause of the cracking, and the
behavior of the crack. Similarly, on tall or exposed structures, measurement of wind
speed and direction can be useful.

3.2 Embedded instrumentation
There are a number of transducers available today for embedment in the concrete

or masonry of the structure to monitor various parameters. Measurements of acoustic
emission, chloride contamination, displacement, humidity, temperature, strain, and
vibration can all add valuable data to a PdM database.

A Canadian firm has developed an instrumentation grid for post-tensioned
structures that “listens” for the characteristic sound produced by a breaking tendon.
Using a computerized triangulation process that analyzes the strength of the vibration
impulse generated by the tendon break, the system can identify where in the structure
the break occurred. (Elliot, 1996)

Key elements of certain structures, such as bridge cables, can be instrumented to
monitor the natural frequency of vibration. Significant changes in the integrity of the
element, or the load distribution in the structure, can often be detected by a shift in the
natural frequency of the element. Care must be exercised in this application however,
because, as mentioned earlier, some structural shapes and materials have to be
severely damaged before any significant change in natural frequency occurs.

Structural protection systems can be monitored to provide warning of failure.
Monitoring the supply current in impressed-current cathodic protection systems is an
obvious choice. Other protection systems are often overlooked. For example, a
sudden decrease in resistivity, or an increase in chloride content can indicate the
failure of a parking deck or bridge deck membrane. University researchers have
recently reported the development of a fiber-optic sensor for chlorides that can be
permanently embedded within the concrete deck of a bridge or parking structure.
(Fuhr et al, 1998)

An increase in relative humidity can indicate an increase in moisture content
associated with the failure of a wall coating or water-proofing membrane. Again, the
sensors can be permanently embedded within the structure.

Mechanical services can be monitored too. An increase in vibration in a
drawbridge or elevator motor room may be a symptom of structural problems, or
more likely, mechanical problems that may eventually cause structural problems.
Many large buildings and industrial plants already have trend-tracking vibration
monitoring programs in place for the mechanical equipment. Some of these systems
may be readily modified to include information from transducers located in or on the
building structure.



4 Summary

The concept of “smart” structures has been bandied about for some time. Long
term monitoring of almost any structural or behavioral parameter by a reliable,
repeatable measurement will eventually show a regular pattern that may vary on a
daily, monthly, or annual basis - but once the pattern has been established, deviations
from it will be readily recognized. There are enough commercially available systems
to make the idea of a smart structure an economical reality. Integrated monitoring
systems can report continuously on key parameters that can be compiled into a
database, and thus provide warning of changing conditions that may need immediate
attention, or simply need to be accounted for in next year’s budget.

For existing structures a full retrofit with permanent monitoring equipment may
not be economically viable, but a carefully considered program of inspection and
testing can gather vital information, provided that the methods chosen acquire
repeatable data, and key environmental variables, such as temperature and humidity,
are included in the measurement program.

A well-designed test and inspection program can provide reliable, repeatable
information that will help the owner or manager plan maintenance needs proactively.
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OVERALL SURVEY OF BUILDINGS - PERFORMANCE AND
MAINTENANCE
Overall survey of buildings

B. MARTEINSSON and B. JÓNSSON
The Icelandic Building Research Institute, Reykjavik, Iceland

Abstract

The evaluation of the condition of a large group of buildings is very interesting
from mainly two points of view.  It gives very valuable and necessary information
for planning future maintenance work and also some information can be gained
about the performance of building materials, components and whole buildings
under in-use conditions. In the former case, a good idea can be obtained on what
kind of work is needed, at what expense, and even how urgently.  In the latter
case, it is clear that the results of inspection reflect the situation at the inspection
time, and the problem remains on how former repairs influence status results. This
paper presents a survey of 220 buildings in Reykjavik, Iceland, where the
buildings were given visual external inspection with each surface (classified by
orientation and the kind of material) being given a systematic rating according to
three main criteria: the characteristic breakdown of materials; the percentage of
breakdown and the need for repair. Information from the inhabitants/users of the
buildings was collected on former maintenance work, and these people were also
asked to give their opinion on the condition of the building.  Information from the
survey and from inhabitants was compared, and the result of the final evaluation
takes both into account. This methodology will be discussed in the paper and
some examples given showing what can and cannot be learned from such a survey
.
Keywords:  buildings, field inspection, evaluation, in-use condition, maintenance

1 Introduction

In Iceland the number of new buildings has decreased considerably in the last
decade and the average age of buildings is thus rapidly increasing.  Likewise,
building maintenance is a fast-growing specialty and hence it is worthwhile to
gather information on its scope in the near future, and in particular, what its major
tasks will be.  In order to make such predictions, condition surveys of existing

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1634-1654.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



buildings must be made, otherwise certain pertinent questions on future
maintenance might not be answered. In addition to maintenance needs, it is useful
to examine what information is available on material durability as well as the
nature of deterioration.

Data gathering by inspection of buildings in use, rather than from models
under experimental conditions, is an important means of learning about durability
and the need for maintenance as has been discussed by several authors (Brandt
1984; Masters and Brandt 1987; Brandt and Sjöström 1993). Obviously, building
condition reflects original quality, age, environmental influences and any
maintenance previously performed.  Inspection reveals only current status with the
effect of former maintenance.  The results of the most resent efforts is clearly
detectable but in older houses the effect of former maintenance works is
overlapping and the result of a single effort is diffuse.  Therefore, in order to
evaluate maintenance needs and predict future building condition, the importance
of gathering information from residents/users about previous maintenance is also
obvious.

In this conjunction, it should be mentioned that in Iceland there is a long
tradition of building owners personally participating in the construction of homes,
as well as playing a major role in subsequent maintenance. This actually can have
a major impact, both fortunate or unfortunate, on the original quality of the
building, and not least, the quality of future maintenance.

2 Conducting the surveys

2.1 Building sample
Examination of building condition was confined to Reykjavík (with a

population of over 100,000 of the nation’s 270,000 residents) in order to limit the
scope of the survey. Reykjavík consists of about 26,000 buildings of various
types, including a large part of the nation’s service and commercial construction.
The age distribution of these buildings is quite skewed, see fig. 1, with the main
period of construction being the last 30 years, due to rapid increase of the area’s
residents and growing need for services.

In order to obtain information about these buildings, a random sample was
chosen to reflect the whole group. In determining sample size, it is important to
limit it in order to keep survey costs manageable, but not so much that information
from it cannot be assumed to be typical of the whole from which the sample is
drawn. At first glance, it seems that the necessary number of buildings in this case
rather large, or 1,000-2,000 units, or similar to the number of persons considered
if surveying residents. On closer examination, it is possible to justify a
considerably smaller sample.would have to be



Fig. 1: Volume of buildings in Reykjavik related to building period

A building’s status clearly reflects original quality, current age,
environmental influences and maintenance during use;

• Buildings in the same area will have very similar environmental influences,
though with some exceptions.
1. Local pollution, for example from industry or considerable road traffic,

can be quite variable. In Iceland, pollution is generally very slight, and its
influence negligible, except for a concentrated area of Reykjavík’s city
centre and areas near the rare larger factories outside Reykjavík.

2. The shelter effect differs from one building to another, but the average
effect is probably similar throughout an entire neighbourhood. Condition
can differ from one neighbourhood to another, and therefore condition
varies according to building period (neighbourhoods are constructed at
different times). Increasing sample size does not reduce this influence.

• Buildings of a similar construction period, and of similar type (single family,
multi-family, industrial, commercial, service centre) are inherently similar,
both regarding construction and internal deterioration.

Therefore, necessary sample size can be limited by dividing the whole into
categories--first by age, i.e., using 10-year increments, then by types within each
interval. Due to the relatively minor statistical weight of the oldest buildings, all
structures built prior to 1930 were considered of one age category. Random
buildings were then chosen from each age category until the complete sample
consisted as closely as possible to 1% of buildings from each category, with a
minimum of 10 structures from each sub-group. The final sample size obtained
from this method was a total of 220 buildings, which the authors feel is adequately
numerous to give a good indication of the whole.

2.2 Survey questions for owner/residents
For the chosen sample only the owner or resident can give some information

on previous maintenance and recent expenses from unforeseen damage, such as
leaks, which may have come up. Information from building owners will never be
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complete, often due to relatively short occupation of the current owner, or perhaps
because of a natural human reluctance to remember negative aspects of residency.
Upon surveying duration of residency, a rather sizeable group showed long-term
residency, considering age of the structure in question, Table 1. The often long
residency coupled with the tradition of self owned housing gives us a certain
confidence in the value of the answers.

2.3 Condition survey
It was decided to use visual evaluation only, as material sampling would’ve

proven too time-consuming.
Status evaluation can be considered in two ways: first, frequency of certain

symptoms rating and second, scope of the given condition.  This methodology has
been previously discussed and explained in (Brandt 1984, Norwegian Standard NS
3424).  Usually the evaluation of degradation, as such, is seen as the important

Table 1: Length of occupancy in houses in Reykjavík (year 1994)

aspect, but the importance of both considerations (frequency and scope) has not
been stressed sufficiently.  Recording frequency at which certain symptoms are
seen, for example on given parts of buildings, will yield an idea of the kind of
degradation, how often and even how fast it occurs.  The condition scope is then
less distinct and it is impossible to predict maintenance needs from frequency of
degradation alone. Information on scope is obtained from overall condition of
walls, floors and roofs and from volume calculations for parts of buildings based
on architectural drawings. This makes it possible to determine the amount of
affected surface for each symptom, and finally one can evaluate the maintenance
needs. Conclusions from evaluations based only on frequency of damage,
therefore, yields different information on overall condition, compared to scope
surveys, and hence it was decided to apply a double evaluation to evaluate both
frequency and scope.

In addition to condition, maintenance needs were evaluated. This
independent evaluation of the need for maintenance simplifies later estimates of
maintenance costs, since rating the need for maintenance based only on condition
reports is otherwise very time-consuming. In processing results it became
apparent that the double evaluation gave a good indication whether there was
harmony between evaluations on buildings, and if there was need to repeat a

Length of All Occupancy related to the building year of dwellings (in %)
occupancy, in years. houses 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

(in %) -1929 -39 -49 -59 -69 -79 -89 -94
One or less 10 43 14 10   4   5 16
Two to five 15 14 35   8 12 10   6 60
Six to ten 23 29 15   8 16 20 48
Eleven to twenty 20 29 29 10   9 16 35 23
Twenty one to thirty 11 17 32 20
Thirty one to forty   6 33 12
More than forty   6 14 14 20 17
No time given   9 14 10   8   8 10   6 40



building’s evaluation due to poor record-keeping or actual fault in the initial
rating.

An evaluation key was used when examining buildings as was a detailed
reporting sheet where examiners marked appropriate observations and recorded
remarks. An introductory section covered general aspects of each building, such
as type of structure, number of floors, external conditions (shelter, exposures) and
building shape.

Each part of the building is described according to substance used (main
materials first, i.e., concrete, steel and later, a more specific description); surface
texture (smooth, corrugated, etc.); surface treatment (e.g. painting); fastening of
panels; roof finish; and finally a special description about windows, detailing
material used for the openings, the type of glazing, framing lists, and finishing at
walls (caulking) and installation of windows which open.

The main purpose of the survey then deals with conditions of surfaces and
estimates need for maintenance, both regarding surface finish (e.g. painting) and
main material of the building (e.g. concrete in concrete walls and panelling in
panelled surfaces. The main material of external surfaces was called underlying
material in the survey to distinguish it from surface finishing.  In order to obtain a
standardised appraisal of degradation, a survey system was used which divides
degradation into four stages, using the letters A through D.  Each material then
has its own description for these stages.  For clarification, descriptions for
concrete are shown below in Table 2.

Table 2: Concrete surfaces, description of surface degradation

Description Surface finish      Underlying material
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

A- Undamaged Clean, intact, unworn undamaged, no or
non-flaking very little damage

B- Slight damage dirty, discoloured but Slight flaking, fine cracks with
intact so as not exposing limited scope
underlying layers

C- Considerable Flaking which exposes Some flaking, limited frost and
     damage underlying layers alkali damage, some cracks
D-Severe Widespread flaking Much frost &/or alkali damage.
Lots
    condition with underlying of cracks and other damage.

layers widely exposed

Thus, the attempt is made to divide each material into four, well-defined
stages. But despite this, it is impossible to completely eliminate the subjective
opinion of the surveyor.  In order to minimise this impact, surveyors worked in
pairs, with partners changing regularly to keep them fresh and improve the
likelihood that evaluations between individual buildings would be comparable.

In addition to evaluating degradation, a number of questions were asked
regarding type and quantity of damage or defect in material layers or makeup.  In
the case of concrete surfaces, assessment was made on type of crack network,
chemical precipitation, rust damage, flaking, etc.  Regarding wooden window
frames, rating was done on wood weathering, raw framing, looseness of framing
lists, etc. This specification of damage beyond general condition description is



important for evaluating the exact deterioration process and for making cost
estimates possible.

Scope of degradation or frequency of damage was then scored on a scale
from 0 - 3, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Scope of degradation

 % of plane involved
0 = Minimal scope / rare defects  up to 5
1 = Some scope / occasional defects 5-33
2 = Considerable scope / widespread defects 34-66
3 = Severe scope / defects near complete 67 - 100

Whole planes were rated, one at a time, in the survey, regarding condition
and scope of deterioration in accordance with the above, but such that each plane
could be given as many as four scores with appropriate scope scores. However,
total scores for each plane could not exceed the rating of three (3).  For further
clarification Table 4 gives an example of a concrete, south-facing wall.

Table 4: Rating of a concrete surface (underlaying material), vertical plane;
south facing

Condition rated (per key) N S E W
A Undamaged
B  Slightly damaged [ ] [2]        [ ]          [ ]
C Considerable damage [ ] [1]        [ ]          [ ]
D Severe deterioration [ ] [0]        [ ]          [ ]

Interpretation: the wall is generally somewhat damaged;
34-66% of the plane has slight flaking &/or fine crack networks of limited scope
 5-33% of the plane has some flaking on the surface, limited frost &/or alkali

damage with cracks here and there.
    -5% of the plane has severe frost &/or alkali damage, widespread cracking or

other
damage.

This treatment gives a variety of possibilities for data processing;

• Incidence of worst damage:
The worst condition scores, regardless of scope, give information about when
certain damage first appeared, and therefore what maintenance steps are
necessary.

• Condition frequency, pertaining to scope:
Different condition descriptions resulting from a double rating-condition on
the one hand, and scope on the other are in fact comparable when it comes to
evaluating maintenance needs. Thus the maintenance needs of planes with the
following scores are similar:      B3A0~B3~A3C0      A2D1~A1B1D1
although it is obvious from the rating that the type of damage is somewhat
different.  The different groups found in this way can be ranged on a scale
from 0 to 100 (100 scoring highest without damages or degradation) and  an



average value or distribution can be calculated.  It is therefore possible to
group surfaces according to such condition scores as follows (the technique
may vary with material rated):

1. Nearly undamaged
2. Mostly undamaged, slight degradation visible
3. Significant or much subtle degradation
4. Significant or much obvious degradation
5. Significant or much obvious, widespread degradation

Frequency of such categories gives considerable information on overall
condition and need for maintenance.

Finally, surveyors rated the maintenance need for certain planes: repair of the
surface finish on one hand, and need for maintenance of the underlying substance.
Scores rated as in Table 5.

Table 5: Category description and need for maintenance

Category description Remarks
A Condition good no need for attention for the next 5 years.
B Adequate Needs attention in 3-5 yrs.
C Poor Needs attention in 1-2 yrs.
D Very poor Repair as soon as possible, used if it is felt that damage may

result from this part (e.g. leaks) or if a structural risk is at
hand.

3. Survey conclusions

3.1 Owners responses
Home-owners in Iceland provide about 60% of maintenance labour

themselves. However, this is changing, and own maintenance work in multi-
family units is mostly interior painting.

Maintenance cost division shows that about half of costs are for interior
maintenance and half for exterior maintenance.

Costs for maintenance are quite variable, according to the age of the
structure. Figure 2 shows maintenance expense as a proportion of new building
costs for residences. From home-owner responses it is possible to obtain quite a
good idea of maintenance need in monetary terms, but the information about steps
taken are often little.  This is due to the fact that only in extensive maintenance
works it is considered as feasible to make a special inspection of the building and
then a job specification for the maintenance effort.  The average annual
maintenance cost for housings, calculated over 60 years, is 2 % of the building
cost for a new house, which is very similar to figures published by others.
    The information from the owners indicate that concrete walls have required
extensive maintenance and a portion of them has been cladded due to deterioration
of the concrete surface, see Table 6.  The heavy maintenance required by the walls
built in the period 1960-1980 is due to great problems with alkali-reactions, but
corrective measures made on the cement production in 1979-85 have resulted in
that this is not a problem in concrete produced since then.



Fig.2: Annual cost of maintenance as a fraction of building cost

Table 6: Former maintenance of concrete walls; shown as ratio of all houses
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______

Building period
All -1930 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

houses - 39   - 49   - 59   -69   -79   -89   -93
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
____

Repair of concrete 33 20 33 40 44 47 31 29
Wall cladded 12 30 18 25 4
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______

3.2 Status survey
A sequential order of different damage events and the relative significance of

each incident can be obtained from the double status rating (frequency of
symptom plus scope of symptom). A frequency survey generally shows a gloomier
picture of status, compared to a scope survey, as the former considers damage or
deterioration as soon as they are visible, regardless of scope or severity. Condition
survey indicates how a given material deteriorates and also the expected service
life of building parts.  On the other hand, it is difficult to determine the frequency
of maintenance needs from such surveys.

Results from condition surveys of concrete external walls are shown in Fig. 3,
with distribution according to age group, average condition and also average scope
of prior maintenance. Even though extensive maintenance has been performed on
houses from all building periods until 1990 (see Table 6), typically 11 -  28% of
the walls are in poor condition and about 10% of the walls additionally have been
cladded due to concrete damage. Cladding on houses aged 5-15 years is either
planned from the start or decided upon due to adverse discussion on durability of
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concrete.  The condition of all the walls in houses 15 years old, or older, is
classified as acceptable or good in only 40-50% of the cases.



1.  The condition  is good 2.  Slight degradation with limited scope
3.  Slight degradation, the scope is medium 4.  Significant or much subtle
degradation
5.  Significant or much severe degradation 6.  Cladded walls

Fig. 3: Condition survey of concrete walls

Fig. 4: Condition of walls in values of average, median and standard
deviation

By rating status using scores 1 (poorest) to 100 (best) it is possible to
calculate distribution within each age group. The resulting distribution curve in
each group definitely does not show normal distribution as can be seen on the
difference between average- and median values, fig 4.  The distribution for some
building ages is very skewed with a longer tail towards poorer condition.
Therefore, it is necessary to use particular care in evaluating results, as averaging
can give a misleading appraisal of condition.

In Iceland’s wet climate, surface finishing in many cases has a major
influence on the condition of underlying material. The survey clearly showed that
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quality of surface finishing was often very low and therefore gave inadequate
protection to underlying material. In the case of windows with wooden frames of
low original quality, their condition steadily deteriorates until window
replacement becomes necessary. With windows frames of high initial quality, the
problem is mainly that frequency of surface maintenance increases abnormally due
to poor finish durability, until it becomes necessary to strip paint from the wood
and refinish, and also repair any damage which may have occurred, then treat the
surface as if it were a new frame.

A large portion of wall surfaces, taken from any given age period and which
now rates in good condition, has never needed maintenance to speak of.   The
condition of the material seems to be more dependant on initial quality than on
maintenance.  Concrete which is poor quality from the start will be a heavy
maintenance burden, and ultimate quality will never be adequately good.  In these
cases it may prove necessary to renew the outermost underlying layer of the wall
using replacement material which will tolerate environmental factors. But this
concept seems difficult for building owners to understand.   The owner, and often
his consultant too, overrates results of normal minor maintenance on concrete and
has a tendency to make cosmetic repairs only to visible damage.  The structure
continues to deteriorate and rarely are all aspects of the building entirely in good
shape at any given time, or even one type of building components such as the
concrete walls.  Therefore, building repair processes are repeated at regular
intervals, e.g. typically concrete repair is needed every 5-7 years. Each repair
seems to come as a surprise to owners, who do not understand why the previous
repairs did not prove adequate. Hence, there is a serious need for much better
ways to conduct surveys and make predictions relating to building maintenance.

Results show that degradation has typical patterns for each material, but due
to previously performed maintenance, it is difficult to predict the rate of
deterioration. On the other hand, it is possible to estimate the average “service
life” of different materials with some certainty, but existing distribution is quite
variable between buildings, see Table 7.

Table 7: Service life of building materials in Reykjavík, Iceland - common and
extreme values

           Service life (years)
Common     Extreme

• Galvanized steel claddings
1. Roofs -

The cladding material 35 - 45 15  - 100+
Coatings;   Industrial 10 - 15 5  -   20
Coatings ;  Painted in situ 10 8 - 15

2. Walls
The cladding material > 60 25  - 100+

• Windows of wood
Wood -mainly Nordic Pine 35 - 40 4  - 80+
Coatings 2-4 1 - 10

• Concrete walls (see  fig 7) > 60 15 -  100+



Results of the condition survey as discussed here show the present need for
maintenance and what that entails. In the process, it proved feasible to make
predictions on the need for maintenance and estimate costs for the next 20 years.
According to our sample, this cost is now equivalent to 30% of the entire
construction budget.  In the next 20 years the cost of maintenance will be double
as high because of higher age of now existing buildings and new buildings added
over those 20 years, while the market for new building construction is expected to
remain the same.
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EPIQR – A NEW SURVEYING TOOL FOR MAINTENANCE AND
REFURBISHMENT
Epiqr – A new surveying tool

E. BRANDT and K.B. WITTCHEN
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Solar Energy and Building Physics Laboratory, Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology, Lausanne, Switzerland

Abstract

Consultants and maintenance managers are often requested to inspect buildings in
order to assess the conditions and to make proposals for maintenance and refurbish-
ment actions including investment budgets.  In a European project a computer-based
methodology has been developed including tools for diagnosis of the building, analy-
sis, decision making and reporting.  The systematic procedure in the methodology
helps to identify all major parameters affecting the performance of the building.  The
methodology is based on collection of available general information, a standardized
visit to the building and a questionnaire. The available general information, i.e.
drawings, addresses, dimensions, energy consumption etc., is collected from the
owner or the manager of the building during the preparation of the visit.  The visit
itself is done in a systematic way assessing the building element by element using a
template on a personal computer as support. During the visit also energy performance
of the elements are evaluated and potential energy saving measures are noted.  The
indoor environment quality is evaluated on basis of questionnaires given to the resi-
dents prior to the visit.  During the visit at least three flats are assessed which gives an
opportunity to investigate indoor environmental problems further by interviewing the
residents.  Based on the findings and a comprehensive price database, the computer
program gives reports on the current conditions, alternative scenarios regarding refur-
bishment, energy saving measures and costs for each scenario.

Keywords: Building conditions, building diagnosis, building investigations, energy
performance, indoor environment quality, refurbishment, surveying.
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1 Introduction - The refurbishment demand

In Europe, building maintenance and refurbishment have become of increasing
importance to the building sector.  According to a study by the institute Euroconstruct
covering all EU member countries and Switzerland, the total construction sector
represented, in 1990, 670 billion ECU (about 750 billion US$)
(EUROCONSTRUCT,1990).  Refurbishment and related activities represented 39% of
this figure, with a growing tendency.

The demand for maintenance and refurbishment is based on the fact that a major
part of the building stock was constructed in the first half of the century and now needs
action in order to prolong its service life and to bring the performance up to current
standards as regards insulation, wiring, sanitary installations etc.  Furthermore in the
sixties and seventies a large number of dwellings was constructed in big haste during the
building boom in Europe.  They are often of an insufficient quality and, as they were
constructed before the oil crisis, often with insufficient insulation and outdated heat
production systems.  Rehabilitation activities in these buildings often constitute an
excellent opportunity for reducing the energy consumption and often with an
improvement of the indoor environment quality as well. Building refurbishment is
normally considered mainly to concern the physical state of building materials and
components but should also take into account related subjects such as energy
consumption, function of building services, waste management, indoor environment
quality and spatial comfort.

2 New tool required

Taking into account the huge amount of money required for maintenance and
refurbishment, it is obviously of great economical interest to ensure an efficient
assessment and handling of the works to be done.  First of all it must be ensured that all
information of importance to the decision process is taken into account and that this is
done as objectively as possible. Next the information should be utilized thoroughly to
ensure the best possible basis for decisions.  For example the information should serve
as a basis for an analysis of potential problems and for the planning of an intervention
strategy.

Many tools and methods already exist for aid in maintenance and refurbishment
problems. However, they have not been found suitable to solve the problems in the
current situation.  A new tool was set up which approaches projects in a pragmatic way
and responds to the new requirements of the market.  The target was that it should allow
rapid (and therefore low-cost) collection of all data relevant to a sufficient precision of
the diagnosis and it should be able to respond to market fluctuations in the building
sector.  Furthermore, the developed tool should be accessible to a wide range of people
working in the building sector, e.g. architects, engineers, surveyors and technicians, who
are not necessarily specialists in building investigation, or building pathology.



To meet these requirements the tool should be easy to use, guide the surveyor
through the data collection, help to reveal the possibilities of energy saving and indoor
environment improvements and, last but not least, calculate the costs for all proposed
actions and report the findings in a standardized way.

2.1 EPIQR - a new tool
In a European project sponsored partly by the EU and partly by a number of

national bodies, a new tool was developed on the basis of the demands mentioned
above.  The project EPIQR (Energy Performance Indoor environment Quality
Retrofit) was launched in 1995 and finished at the end of 1998.  It was carried out in
collaboration between:
• Building Research Establishment (BRE, United Kingdom) Project coordinator
• Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment  (CSTB, France)
• Danish Building Research Institute (SBI, Denmark)
• Fraunhofer Institut für Bauphysik (IBP, Germany)
• National Observatory of Athens (NOA, Greece)
• Building and Construction Research (TNO, The Netherlands)
• Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL, Switzerland)
• G.A. Meylan (Lausanne, Switzerland)
• GS Arkiteckten AG (Münchenstein, Switzerland)

EPIQR is a computer-based methodology including tools for diagnosis, analy-
sis, decision-making and reporting.  It is based on previous methodologies used in
Switzerland (Genre, J.-L.et al., 1992). The target audiences are building surveyors,
architects, engineers, owners and managers. It concerns the first phase of refurbishment
projects, figure 1, and encompasses every step from the first decision to assess the
building is taken to the providing of different refurbishment scenarios as an aid in the
decision process of whether and how maintenance and refurbishment should be done.

EPIQR uses a systematic diagnosis formalism in order to determine the cur-
rent state of deterioration of each element and its impact on energy consumption and
indoor environment quality.  Interacting with a large database of costs, energy con-
sumption, indoor environment quality and upgrading possibilities, the EPIQR user
can review different refurbishment scenarios. For each scenario the method calculates
the global refurbishment cost and the energy requirement of the new situation. A cost
analysis is possible using the EPIQR cost database with more than 900 detailed refur-
bishment reference costs set up for each of the participating countries.

Recent developments in the IT technology enabled the integration of different
software modules. The user-friendly EPIQR software uses database technology to
organize information and multimedia possibilities to illustrate it. The open structure of
the software package offers the possibility to each country to adapt the method to local
particularities and construction modes.



3 EPIQR diagnosis

The basis for the EPIQR methodology is a systematic inventory of the current
building condition based on objective assessment of critical parameters, achieved by:
§ A visit according to a standardized procedure to determine the current state of the

building materials and components
§ Information from the management about the current energy consumption and an

assessment of potential energy saving measures.
§ Information about indoor environment quality gathered from a questionnaire.
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Fig. 2: The EPIQR database contains different subjects. Data are gathered
through visual observation and occupant interviews
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Fig. 1: EPIQR in the general renovation process has its place in the preliminary
phase



In order to facilitate the investigator's assessment and to ensure a correct judge-
ment of the situation, the advantages of multimedia are used thoroughly, both through
text and images, in the inventory. All information is entered into databases on the
different subjects. The databases related to the various subjects, i.e. deterioration,
energy, indoor environment quality, etc. can be adapted to local particularities and
evolve as a function of more precise and complete knowledge of the domain.

3.1 The visit
Before the visit all available information about the building(s) is collected from

the owner or the manager of the building and entered into the database, i.e. location,
use, types of materials, age, management and current energy consumption.  Energy con-
sumption is used in the EPIQR software to situate the building relative to the national
average.  Likewise information from previous surveys may be relevant.

The visit itself is done in a systematic way.  In the methodology the building is
sub-divided into 50 elements which are assessed element by element using a template
on a portable computer as support.  The condition of each element is classified in one
of four degradation classes designated “a”, “b”, “c” and “d”, where “a” signifies
elements in a good state whereas “d” signifies a very deteriorated element which
should be replaced.  The classification criteria are explained as text and illustrated by
photos from a national database, giving examples of building elements belonging to
each type and class, see figure 3.  All findings/classifications are entered directly into
the template.  During the visit energy performance of the elements are also evaluated
and potential energy saving measures can be noted.

The visit will normally take a few hours (2 to 6 hours) dependent on the size and
complexity of the building. The methodology used for the visit also exists in the form of
a booklet, which contains all building elements and criteria.

3.2 The questionnaires
Before the visit questionnaires about indoor environment problems are distri-

buted to the occupants. The answers help the auditor to identify indoor environment
problems and other problems, which may not be visible at the time of the visit. For
example it is not possible to see if there is a problem with insufficient heating under
winter conditions, during a visit in the summer. The results of the questionnaire can
be supplemented by interviewing some of the residents during the visit.



4 Refurbishment scenarios

In a special interface, all information collected in the diagnosis phase is
summarized.  Additional information for any specific building element is available
concerning national standards and guidelines, indoor environment quality and energy
savings.  Energy calculations give information on the energy saving potential of each
action as it is possible to calculate the potential energy savings by improving a
building element and compare to the current conditions. For each action there is
feedback on the refurbishment costs sub-divided into the detailed works. Further, the
costs obtained from the EPIQR database can, if necessary, be adjusted by the
surveyor to fit the particular project better. All costs can be changed and new works
added.

Fig. 3: The degree of deterioration of the 50 EPIQR elements is described and
coded ”a” to ”d”. The text is illustrated with typical examples



This information can help the surveyor decide what maintenance and
refurbishment actions to suggest. The proposals are given as refurbishment scenarios
and it is possible to make scenarios with emphasis on different themes, i.e. energy
savings, indoor environment and low investments. Each scenario lists the required/-
proposed actions with an associated budget.

The scenarios can be used by the building owner and/or manager as a basis for
decisions on which actions should be taken, dependent on the maintenance policy,
priorities and/or budget limitations.

5 Reports

EPIQR offers the possibility of producing different reports automatically de-
pendent on the results of the diagnosis and the chosen scenario. The surveyor is there-
fore able to present a complete report to the building owner/manager including not only
the building diagnosis but also a presentation of different scenarios for the future main-
tenance and refurbishment.

The indication of the global cost is accompanied by a detailed description of re-
lated work with associated costs, classified according to building elements or profes-
sions (masonry work, carpentry etc.).  A probabilistic model simulates the evolution of
the global maintenance and refurbishment cost for the next 15 years (figure 6).  This will
be a really useful tool for the financial planning of building refurbishment and the choice
between possible scenarios.

Survey

Diagnosis Data base

Possible actions

Scenarios

Action 1 Action 2 Action 3

Standardised visit

Fig. 4: The EPIQR concept - The complete catalogue of possible actions
allows different refurbishment scenarios



Fig. 6: Simulation of the development in degradation code, based on the current code and
age of the building element and statistical information on the degradation of such
building elements (Flourentzou F. et al., 1998)

Fig. 5: An interactive graph visualizes the deterioration codes or costs of the
50 building elements. Choosing different scenarios immediately results
in an illustration of the consequences



6 Extension of the methodology

The EPIQR tool has been developed solely for use in residential buildings. The
EPIQR databases were set up for 7 countries each in their national language.  The open
structure of the software allows adaptation to new ones.

However, it is believed that it can relatively easy be adapted to other building
types such as schools, hotels and office buildings which might contain somewhat
different elements and where focus is on problems slightly different from those found in
residential buildings. A similar project, TOBUS (A decision making Tool for selecting
Office Building Upgrading Solutions), concerning office buildings was started in
September 1998.

7 Conclusion

It has been shown during the project that EPIQR allows a rapid and
comprehensive inventory including reporting. The software makes it possible to utilize
the information acquired through visual observation and interviews with the occupants
comprehensively. Different refurbishment scenarios can easily be elaborated as a basis
for choosing the one that best fits the specific situation i.e. the financial possibilities and
the need of reducing the energy consumption and improving indoor environment
quality.

Finally EPIQR could easily be adapted to other countries, and even other building
categories or other sectors.
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CONDITION ASSESSMENT OF FLAT ROOFS, INCLUDING THE USE OF
EXPERT SYSTEMS
Flat roof condition assessment

G. SAUNDERS and A. GOODIER
Building Research Establishment Ltd. Watford, United Kingdom

Abstract

This paper reports the current state of condition assessment flat roofing and its impact
on assessing the durability of flat roofs in the UK. The paper is intended to provide
information to support the development of approaches to assessing the durability of
flat roofing. This included the development of expert system and to this end the paper
report work undertaken by or in close co-operation with the BRE upon diagnosis and
condition assessment expert systems.

Keywords: flat roofing, condition assessment, expert systems.

1 Introduction

The typical design life of a building in the UK is considered to be 60 years.
Recent experience has shown that the durability of flat roofs is not that long and the
roof will need to be replaced at least once during the building life span. In effect the
60 years life is a notional lifetime attributed for insurance purposes and buildings do
last longer than 60 years. The waterproof membrane of a flat roof will need replacing
at some stage during the service life of the building due to the durability of the
membrane affected mainly by natural weathering. In the U.K. there is a substantial
amount of information in the BFRC/CIRIA guide on “Design and Good Practice”. It
recognizes that the relatively recent inclusion of thermal insulation together with
changes in building methods has led to the premature failure of a number of flat roof
membranes. The reason for these failures can be due to design, materials or their
interaction and installation. A failure of the roof membrane can be a combination of
these factors resulting in sometimes a unique failure exceptional to one particular

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1235-1244.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



roof, this can make assessing the durability at the design stage very difficult. There
are however a number of faults which do occur frequently and can be recognized so
that appropriate guidance can be given to avoid them in the future. Recognizing these
faults and their symptoms is a part of the information given by a condition survey of
the roof. Being able to assess the importance and impact of these faults is an
important step in developing an approach to predict the durability of flat roofing.

The next section of this paper details the current state of the art in terms of flat
roofing and the assessment of flat roofing in the UK. It is strongly felt that this
information will be a critical factor in developing a successful approach to assessing
and predicting flat roof durability.

1.1 Materials used in the UK for flat roofing membranes
The majority of flat roofs in the UK have membranes made from bituminous

materials. The use of plastic or rubber sheets for flat roof waterproofing has increased
in recent years.

1.1.1 Bitumen roofing felts
In the UK it is common for a bituminous membrane to be built-up in a number

of layers. The roofing felt is supplied as a reinforcement or carrier that has been
impregnated and coated with bitumen as part of a manufacturing process. The surface
is coated with fine sand to prevent sticking in the roll. It is common for capsheets to
be coated with mineral flakes or granules. The reinforcement or carrier can be organic
fibre, asbestos, mineral (including glass) or polyester. Although asbestos carriers are
no longer manufactured in the UK it is still possible to find roofs which have this type
of covering.  The most common way of forming a built-up membrane is by fusing the
layers together using hot molten bitumen.

Although the bitumen can be polymer modified a built-up membrane which has
polyester reinforcements is referred to as “high performance” regardless of the type
of bitumen used. Built-up membranes made from high performance felts have been
used successfully in the UK and have a service life of at least 20 years.

1.1.2 Mastic asphalt
Mastic asphalt is a bituminous material that has fillers such as limestone added

to it together with fine aggregates to form a hot liquid applied membrane which can
be used for roofs, floors or roads. In the UK mastic asphalt has been widely used for
the waterproof membrane on concrete decks. Mastic asphalt is laid over a separating
membrane to isolate it from movements in the substrate. There are examples of
mastic asphalt roofs about 70 years old. The introduction of thermal insulation into
roof designs and the widespread use of lightweight decks has shown that traditional
mastic asphalts do not tolerate movement especially at the edges of the roof. Modern
asphalt is modified with suitable polymers to enhance its performance.

1.2 General condition survey of a flat roof
This section deals with a general condition survey developed at the Building

Research Establishment to be included in a Good Repair Guide (BRE Good Repair
Guide 16). It shows how much information is required just to interpret a simple



external inspection. There is insufficient space here to show what factors influence
the next important decision to replace or refurbish based on the condition survey.

Before embarking on any work on a flat roof it is essential to carry out a careful
and detailed assessment of its condition. There is no point in carrying out repairs to
the waterproofing membrane if there are serious problems in the roof structure. It is
also wasteful to replace an otherwise sound roof when a repair would have been
adequate.

1.2.1 History of the roof
The first thing to do is to find out about the roofs history. The information needed

is;

• How old is the covering
• Has the covering been repaired before
• For how long has the roof been defective
• If the roof is leaking, does it leak during or immediately after rainfall? or a few

days   later?
• Does water pond on the roof?
• What is the room below used for? (Flat roofs above kitchens, bathrooms or utility

rooms are more vulnerable to condensation problems than those above living
rooms or garages.)

• Are there plans for change of use? is the roof used as a balcony or terrace? or are
there plans to use it as such.

1.2.2 Visual inspection
 The next step is to make a thorough visual inspection, both outside and inside

the building. Before getting up on the roof make sure it is safe to do so. If the roof is
sagging between joists do not walk on it. If possible carry out an inspection
immediately after rainfall so that you can see any ponding or leaks and watch the
speed of drainage.
 
 1.2.3 Inspection check list

 Table 1 below is a check list for an external inspection together with an
interpretation of what the findings mean. This is general advice and is based on many
years of inspecting flat roofs.

1.2.4 Other considerations
The BRE Good Repair Guide also has a check list for looking at the edges of

the roof where faults often occur at edge details. Detailed information is given on
faults in membranes, checking for condensation, problems with parapet walls,
thermal insulation and fire performance.



 Table 1: Typical inspection check list
 
What to look for in the general flat area of
a roof.

 Cause or Fault

Are there any signs of previous repairs, and
are they all in the same place?

  This indicates that the original repair has been done poorley. Carry
out proper new repair. Several patches mean a general problem. If
the roof has dried out then overlay with a new covering. Otherwise,
consider replacement.

Has the membrane been punctured?  eg by
cable clips.

If yes, a localised patch repair is needed. If there is a line of holes
then it may be better to overlay with a strip of high performance
felt.

  Is there flowing, rippling, cracking or
crazing?

 This tends to indicate old age, particularly of mastic asphalt.

Are there splits holes or ruckles ?  A hole may be caused by damage. Localised patch repair will be
sufficient if cause can be established. Ruckles and splits are
associated  with substrate movement.

 Are there blisters? The likely cause is entrapped water or condensation. If blisters are
small, inspect regularly. If they grow then further investigation of a
condensation problem is needed.

 Have the lap joints pulled or lifted?  This can be a problem with older membranes. In severe cases
remove the old covering and replace with high performance felt
checking other roof components. Filling with sealant is a short term
solution and is rarely effective.

Has the roof been surfaced with chippings,
solar-reflective paint or a factory-applied
mineral surface(bitumen felts only)? Is the
surface damaged or absent.

 Solar reflective paints need maintenance about every 5 years. The
wrong types on mastic asphalt can induce surface cracking.
Chippings may be blown away by the wind if they are not secured
in a surface dressing. In this case, the old ones should be removed
and a new dressing compound and chippings applied.

 Is there ponding of surface water? Ponding can be tolerated by high performance felts and mastic
asphalt. Combined with other symptons it can indicate major
problems.

• Is there excessive deflection,
springiness or sponginess in the roof.

 Deflection or sagging may affect the flow of water off the roof
resulting in ponding and additional loading on the structure. It may
be caused by : incorrectly designed structural components, or
degradation of components

• Is there flooding in gutters or above
roof outlets.

This indicates a drainage problem. If flooding extends up to
flashing level water can enter the building.

1.3 Repair, refurbish or replace
The decision to repair or replace the waterproof membrane is not an easy one to

make despite having carried out a detailed assessment of the roof. Cost is always an
important consideration but there does come a point when patching an old roof
frequently is less cost effective than replacement with a new roof, especially
considering the internal damage a severe leak may cause. A table has been developed
in the Good Repair Guide which gives further guidance on the decision to repair or
replace taking into account age of the roof. It is also apparent that a roof may exhibit
more than one sympton and that the whole table should be studied before making a
decision.

1.4 Comments on roof survey
The checklist stated above is just a part of that required for a full and

comprehensive roof survey. The results of the condition survey lead to many
situations and the BRE Good Repair Guide is only general in nature. To cope with the



situation that many roofs are unique  would require the development of a much larger
set of rules and causes which in paper form would be impractical to develop.

2 Introduction to the use of advanced information technology in support of
flat roof condition assessment

The earlier parts of this paper have explained the current state of the art in flat
roofing assessment. The BRE Good Repair Guide recognises that observations made
at different intervals during the life of a roof covering will lead to different repair
proposals. The current view is that a general estimate of service life is 20 years. More
information of a specific nature is required to predict service life which in turn means
that a much larger set of rules are needed. Other means than note pad and paper are
required to gather and interpret this information for a wide range of systems. This
part of the paper therefore explains the advances in the use of information technology
in support of flat roofing assessment, using as an example a system called ROOF
which was developed to aid the diagnosis of flat roofing defects.

A number of technologies collectively known as expert systems have been
explored by the BRE.  Expert systems are an information technology technique that
falls within the IT area known as Artificial Intelligence (AI).  Formally AI is the use
of techniques developed by the AI community with the aim of making computers
reason like human beings.  The use of expert systems within the building industry
does not have this aim, but is focused on the application of AI techniques to aid the
development of computing systems to aid engineering tasks.  The use of the term
expert system is a misnomer for the role of such computing systems.  Expert systems
are not experts in a field of knowledge, at best the level of intelligence displayed
could possibly be described as "a steady plodder".  Expert systems do not generally
invent new appreciation of knowledge or understanding of a new problem, but are
very good a applying knowledge it already has, without omitting or overlooking some
part of the knowledge or task related to the problem being examined.  The authors
prefer the term "Advisory" or "Assistant" for such systems rather than "Expert".

One significant advantage that the BRE sees deriving from the extensive use of
expert systems is the formalisation of the data collected from site visits and
examinations.  A significant problem for the general assessment of building stock (for
diagnosis, condition assessment or service life prediction) is the lack of data.  What
data that has been collected is extremely variable from one assessment to another
assessment.  This makes any formal (e.g.  statistical) analysis of detailed aspects of
the buildings behaviour difficult.  To overcome this difficulty the data collection will
need to be standardised, this can be best achieved by using an expert system to guide
the data collection.

The work on ROOF is only one of several expert systems [Allwood et al 1986;
Goodier and Matthews 1996; Dutton, and Maun 1996] that have been developed by
or in close co-operation with the BRE.  ROOF is a large rule based expert system that
can diagnose over 270 defects affecting flat roofs.  This diagnosis is undertaken using
a rule base of over 1000 rules.



2.1 Background to the development of a roofing diagnosis system
There are numerous reasons why it is advantageous to develop such a computer

system to assist the diagnosis of defects in flat roofing, these include:

1. Retention of expert knowledge.  The development of an individual into an expert
upon a subject is a very expensive task, and is generally achieved over a long
period of time.  When the individual is lost to the organisation (typically through
retirement) the individuals knowledge is also lost to the organisation.  A system
incorporating some of the individuals knowledge is an effective way of mitigating
some of this loss.

2. De-skilling of the task.  As mentioned above experts are very expensive, if
information about a defective roof can be collected by a less skilled individual
supported by an expert system this can be extremely beneficial to the
organisation.

3. Ensuring rigourous data collection.  Regardless of the quality of the individual
undertaking an assessment, important information, data and observations can be
easily overlooked.  Expert systems can help to avoid this by guiding the
information collection.  However, importantly, this guidance is targeted and
refined and does not suffer from the restrictions of a checklist.

4. Support for design and specification.  The ROOF system was designed not only to
support diagnosis, that is determining the cause of a roof defect but to also
support condition assessment and design checking.

A number of programming techniques were considered, these included:

1. Traditional Procedural Programming.  Traditional programming such as 'C' or
HTML/Java (web pages) has a number of advantages, such as, a fixed path from
start to finish and a inexpensive development environment.  However encoding
interactive knowledge within such systems is extremely difficult and requires a
clear understanding of the knowledge paths and often leads to considerable
duplication.

2. Case Based Systems.  Case Based Reasoning systems are an expert system
technique where example problem cases (with known solutions) are identified as
being close or similar to the problem (case) being considered.  However the use
of this technique for diagnosis (and other tasks) in buildings is restricted due to
the lack of readily available and formatted example cases.

3. Rule Based Systems.  Rule based systems are another expert system technique.
This technique encodes the knowledge (e.g.  the knowledge about roof diagnosis)
in the form of  IF <condition > THEN <conclusion> rules.  The set of rules
encoding the knowledge is known as a Rule Base.  This rule base is searched
using a software tool known as an inferencing engine to find the solution(s) to
problems.  This was the expert system technology adopted for ROOF.

It was envisaged that the ROOF system could be used at several points in the
life cycle of a roof, these include:



1. The primary role of ROOF was to aid the on site diagnosis of defect of a flat roof.
This can be used to aid the estimation of service life.  When the cause (and hence
seriousness) of the defect is correctly identified with a significant degree of
confidence then the decision about repair or replacement can be undertaken with
an improved degree of confidence.

2. As a tool to check condition.  It is obvious that the knowledge used by an expert
to diagnose a defect in a roof has a lot in common with the knowledge used to
check a roof condition and likely service life.  The use of the knowledge collected
and encoded for diagnosis in ROOF for condition assessment was examined in
some detail (Allwood and Goodier 1995c)

3. As a tool to check designs.  The checking of a design is very similar to condition
assessment except that the roof only exists on paper.

2.2 The development of the ROOF system
The next few sections of this paper detail the development stages for the ROOF

system.  This careful staged development is arguably more important for expert
systems than for traditional programming.  The stages here are similar to those
followed for the development of other expert systems at the BRE (Goodier and
Matthews 1996) and form a useful guide to follow when developing similar systems
either for diagnosis, condition assessment or service life prediction.  The descriptions
of the stages presented here are brief, more detail can be found in other publications
(Allwood and Goodier 1995a, 1995b).  The stages in the development of the roof
systems were:

1. The development of a specification.
2. Producing a list of goals for the system to identify.
3. Collecting the knowledge used to establish the goals.
4. Encoding the knowledge.
5. Testing the system.

2.2.1 Developing the specification
The development of the specification for ROOF had to consider a number of

factors, these included:

1. The target user of the system.  What level of expertise would the user have, this
could vary from an experience roof inspector that was using the system as a
supportive tool to a individual with no technical experience (the caretaker).  The
target user for ROOF was set as a building professional but with no experience of
roofing.

2. The hardware system.  The system was designed to run on a laptop computer.  It
is easily capable of running on a compact laptop such as a Toshiba Libretto.

3. The operating system.  At the time of the initial development of ROOF MS
Windows was not an established environment for technical computing.  However
it was decided to develop ROOF in this environment, this proved to be a
fortuitous choice.

4. The development system.  A detailed examination of the expert system shells (the



software systems used to develop and run rule-based systems) was undertaken to
establish the best shell.

5. The degree of help to be given.  The help to be included in an expert system has
to be balanced between the competing requirements of clarity and completeness.

2.2.2 Producing a list of goals for the system to identify
A Goal is the expert system terminology for the fundamental cause of a defect

that can affect a roof.  When undertaking a survey it is one or more of these goals that
the system is attempting to identify.  It is the identification of these goals that is the
first technical stage in the development of any rule-based system.  In the building
industry the identification of these goals is not trivial.  Many experts do not find it
easy to list goals as they represent the end result of their thinking whereas a
consultation will start with symptoms.  This requires that the system developers
develop techniques to aid the identification of the goals [Allwood and Goodier
1995b].  The development of the goal list for ROOF was no exception to this.  The
goal identification exercise established 276 fundamental causes of defects that could
be found on a flat roof.

2.2.3 Collecting the knowledge to identify goals
Once the set of goals have been established the main work in the development

of the expert system can be undertaken, that is, the collection of the knowledge to
identify and establish the goals.  This process is known as knowledge elicitation.
Knowledge that is used to establish goals can be collected from several sources, such
as; published literature, example cases of defective roofs and directly from experts.
All of these were used in the development of ROOF, but the most significant was the
knowledge collected directly from experts.  The knowledge was collected from the
experts in a series of interviews.  The interviews had a range of formats, such as
informal discussions about roof diagnosis, review of example investigations, to,
structured interviews to collect specific knowledge.  The knowledge elicitation for
ROOF was aided by the recognition of structure within the knowledge [Allwood and
Goodier 1993, 1995b].  If structure can be found, this allows the elicitation tasks to be
broken down, the knowledge elicitation is then considerably eased and the accuracy
significantly improved.

2.2.4 Encoding the knowledge
One of the significant advantages of rule based expert system is that encoding

the knowledge (if it has been collected in a structured manner) is relatively easy,
though still not a trivial task.  Figure 1 shows an example rule from the ROOF
system.  Figure 1 shows the benefit of establishing a structure to the knowledge that
can be reflected in the encoded rules.  Each set of rules that can be used to establish
the cause of a defect has two halves.  One half establishes that the symptoms on the
roof are such that the cause of the defect can occur.  The second half checks that the
symptoms confirming the cause of the defect exists.  The encoding of the knowledge
was further aided by recognising the existence of meta knowledge (knowledge about
knowledge) and how this influenced the system (Allwood and Goodier 1993).  In rule



based systems knowledge is not only encoded in the rules, but also exists in the
questions and help screens, this is the case with ROOF.

if situation allows cause c3.5
and symptoms indicate cause c3.5
then causes include c3.5 built up roofing
improperly spanning expansion joint

if type of membrane is built-up roofing
and built-up membrane had base of low grade
and roof deck includes movement joint
and membrane does not include movement detail
then situation allows cause c3.5

if presence of splits is yes
and orientation of splits include in-line with movement joint
and location of splits include at movement joint

or offset slightly from movement joint
then symptoms indicate cause c3.5

Fig. 1: Example rules from the ROOF system

2.2.5 Checking the system
Checking expert systems is not an easy task, primarily because the route to a

conclusion is not fixed.  ROOF was checked in several ways.  One advantage of rule
based systems is that the individual rules are English like and can be read by an
expert.  This was undertaken for ROOF.  The system was taken on a number of site
visits and tested against roofs with defects where the cause of the defects were
known, and its' performance checked.  ROOF was further tested using a technique
known as blind testing.  Here the data from a number of case studies were entered
into the system and presented to experts.  The solution found by both the systems and
the experts were anonymously presented to an adjudicating expert.  This enabled the
systems' performance to be compared to an expert.  The system performed very well
in these tests.

2.3 Future  expert systems development at the BRE
The BRE remains heavily involved in the development of expert systems for

diagnosis, monitoring and specification.  These systems can be expected to contribute
to service life prediction.  Two areas are currently underway.  The first is the
development of a real time expert system to aid structural monitoring, this follows on
from earlier work [Goodier and Matthews 1996].  The second is the development of
an expert system to aid flat roof specification.  Real time expert systems to aid
structural monitoring perform several functions such as improving the presentation of
information, advanced sensor validation and applying engineering knowledge to
check the structure.  In many situations monitoring is the first stage in condition
assessment, an important part of service life prediction.  Benefits from the improved
performance of monitoring can be expected to cascade down.  The second system to
aid flat roof specification will be based on standards, manufacturer's data and



published performance figures to make design less laborious and more accessible.
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A TOOL FOR BUILDING REFURBISHMENT AND ITS APPLICATION
Building refurbishment and its application
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Abstract

The paper reports the results of the application of an analysis tool designed to support
the optimisation of building refurbishment projects.

The analysis process goes through many evaluation phases, starting from the
assessment of economical feasibility to the technical evaluation of the layout and the
performances of the buildings and its components, and it is based on the survey of the
starting conditions and the systematic definition of a briefing set of goals, based on
performance approach
The analysis is based on a first identification of a set of performance lacks and faults of
the building system, as to define the goals of the refurbishment project.

Once these objectives are established, a set of refurbishment strategy is extracted from
a database in which every kind of possible refurbishment strategy is collected. This is
the set of all the possible refurbishment strategies able to solve identified problems i.e.
to reach established objectives.
A first compatibility analysis is then practised in order to exclude every strategy that is
not economically or technically feasible with clear evidence. Once this second
selection is made, then, detailed refurbishment solutions are analysed, in order to
optimise costs, durability, maintainability and every other stated objective

This methodology has been validated with a first application to the case of mass
housing refurbishment projects of some precast panel buildings in Milano. These
building are strongly characterised either from the point of views of their typology and
technology. This determines a reduction of the number of possible refurbishment
solutions.

Keywords: refurbishment; methodology; performance approach; precast concrete
panels
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1 General principles

The main goal of this methodology is supplying tools for building refurbishment
and paying attention to technology.
Refurbishment does not mean the return of initial project condition (time zero of
service life): this word refers to improvement of environmental condition of building
starting from a situation of degeneracy.
The purpose of the project is increasing quality of buildings in order to set the same
level we usually request in construction.

This methodology gives the possibility of identifing the most correct
technological solution for the main part of construction and arriving to an acceptable
level of quality at the end.
The first step of such methodology is analysing the typical parameters of building in
the present condition and making a comparison between them and those we are
looking for in the project.
By using financial analysis based on a few parameters linked to building degradation,
it is also possible to estimate the feasibility of building refurbishment.
It is incorrect to identify this methodology with a data base of possible solutions for
building problems; on the contrary, it is aimed at organising a system of solutions:
strategies in use, discover possible connections and compatibility between different
solutions.

That means that every solution becomes part of a system in which they are
directly linked one to each other. The final result is an improved product.
In order to solve a problem, in fact, there are lots of solutions in competition one to
each other as regards technological and environmental compatibility (they could
improve some performance or worses others).

In some other cases particular solutions could permit the use of new products and
increment the technological quality of whole the building.
This methodology of project is based on performance approach: all analysis, included
those linked to dimensioning of buildings units, are based and organised on subtraction
of project performance from the initial condition.

2 General structure

This method is composed of different steps: every one has its particular goal:
1) financial feasibility;
2) analysis of space;
3) survey of damaged parts of building;
4) environmental analysis;
5) analysis of technological parameters and pathological cases;
6) energetically analysis;
7) analysis of building systems;
8) implementation of strategies and system verification;
9) technological solutions.



 3 Comparison between building re-use, building demolition and new building
construction: analysis of financial feasibility.

First of all, for important projects, it is necessary to identify this step by paying
attention on the two choices:
1) re-use of building;
2) demolition and new construction.

It is important that such analysis is one of the first steps, in order to avoid waste
of time and money (ex.  surveys) in case of demolition.
Comparison between the two choices depends on the value of property after a correct
re-use or a new construction.

This analysis is obtained using typical processes of building estimation.
Following estimation criteria based on this comparison process, it is possible to
organise the most suitable financial plan.
Three different suppositions are the usual hypothesis:
1) building retraining or re-use is chosen for financial convenience;
2) demolition and  new  construction are chosen for financial convenience;
3) the above choices have the same financial convenience: the last decision should be

taken considering social, political and cultural environment.

4 Space organisation analysis

The first step in this stage is based on the identification of the characteristics of
building in the present condition (restraining time zero; tRO).
The essential information we need to collect in a data base, regards, for example,
typology of building.

That information should be collected with the official set of rules that identifies
space restraints.

At this time method gives the opportunity to modify building space organisation
by considering three variables: typology, morphology of flats and number of people
living in them.

Next step is to point at space units which are not correct in dimension (i.e. surface
is not enough).

At the end of this process it is possible to understand if it is necessary to modify
space organisation.

After this stage a decision on demolition operation could be taken.



5 Survey of damaged parts of building.

The survey of geometry, decay and obsolescence is important for the knowledge
of building present configuration, and is also fundamental to start the following steps
in performance method.

The survey of building geometry is necessary even if original project (plans,
prospects, sections, certificates of construction systems) is available, because of the
real construction being not a perfect copy of the project.

The survey of decay obtained with specific instruments gives the opportunity to
verify if a component of the building is “out of order”.

All results are organised in a “system”: the most correct strategy of operation
depends on the different decay problems and could be different when dealing for
example with roof or external wall or with energy problems.

Last but not least the survey of obsolescence should discover all those situations
which were correct at the beginning of the service life of building, but which are now
wrong because of changing in life standard and rules (e.g.: electrical components).

6 Environmental analysis

The analysis of environmental requests gives the possibility to identify strategies
for this kind of performance deficit.
Environmental parameters could be defined starting from the typical way of using
building.
Hereby we enclose a typical list of environmental parameters for residence:
• living temperature in winter
• number of winter air exchange
• asymmetrical radiation in summer
• thermal inertia of building components
• speed of cooling
• daylight factor

The general system is based on comparison between environmental performance
of the project and the present condition.
Next step is the evaluation of environmental performance of the project.
It is necessary to create a unification of performance request for space units even if
activities are different, by looking at the most restrictive values.

This logical process is based on comparison, for each performance, between the
new project value and the present one.

The most correct strategies depend from presence or absence of deficit.
In case of no deficit the process indicates the most proper strategies, considering
technological and financial opportunities.
The right solution is always linked to the opportunity of working on technical
components that already need to be corrected.



7 Analyse of technological parameters and pathology

Strategies for resolution of performance deficits of building components are
pointed out using a particular “atlas of strategies”, one for each part of the building.
Input data are collected from the comparison between the value of project performance
(from literature) and the value of present building performance.

The presence of pathology is deducted by mathematical logic by using two
possible data:
1)  instantaneous performance loss
2) gradual performance loss.

The first case is connected to pathologies which already exist.
The second case is define using the “atlas of strategies”: the above method comparison
gives important information for the right solution of the problem.

Pathology is a dynamic phenomena and so it is necessary to the exactly describe
actual condition: starting from this description it is possible to work on building
components just on their surface or by making important changes.

Each performance deficit or pathology may be sharing solution strategies with
some other pathology.

For this reason it is definitely necessary to identify which is the prevailing one.
This choice allow to identify the most suitable strategy for each group of performance
deficit.

8 Implementation of strategies and system verifications

The implementation of other technologies, obtained with a slow cost, could be
the consequence of a process based on technological strategies divided for each part of
the building.

Such new technologies improve the technological quality of the whole building.
Moreover they become part of the “building system”, with economical

advantages that would not be obtained in single works.
This goal identifies a new important stage in the methodological process.

Strategies of single part of the building are compared with global strategies:
congruencies are verified, global strategies are activated.
For example global strategies concern passive solar systems or ventilation.



Table 1: Example for strategies for wall
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Spandrel demolition and casing
replacement

x x x x x x x x

Fixture and casing replacement x x x x x x x

Replacement fixture only x x x x x
Glass replacement x x
Strip replacement x x
Increase of the thermal insulation of the
screening system

x

Insertion of internal thermal insulation
elements

x

Increase of window sill reflectance x

Insert outdoor shelf x
Insert lateral metallic carter x
Sealing x
Insert fly screen x
Technical equipment for ventilation
control

x

Insert shading devices x
Fixture painting x
Insert orizontal brise-soleil x

9 Data base of technological solutions

A database of technologies, connected with strategies, has been organised in the
research.

In this database all strategies are linked to a list of typological solutions, directly
obtained from performance requests: for each performance we indicate the typical
parameters (materials, width and so on).

Each performance is divided into differents groups and each group is linked to a
specified solution that is defined by evaluating the previous parameters.
Indicators of costs, management of the process and management of components during
building service life also identify technological solutions.

If different technological solutions can be used, such indicators give the right
suggestion.

For each solution we enclose some rules to consider for a correct installation of
building components.



10 Conclusion

This process was elaborated starting from a data base collected studying big
districts of public housing. This fact does not mean it has a unique destination: it can
be surely applied to other refurbishment cases.

One of the goals of this method is also to guarantee the control of project
situation by the planner giving him continuous information and help on line.

All solutions are part of a logic system and every time that logic must bie clear to
the designer and, if necessary, it can be changed by him.

Anyway the last official decision on technological solution is given by the
planner and not by the computer.

In fact the process is not independent from the planner decisions. The database of
technological solution will be expanded starting from planner experience and
knowledge.
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A PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT OF COMPONENTS
MAINTENANCE
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Abstract

Building maintenance can be roughly viewed as a suitable set of actions which tends to
restore performance levels of components to acceptable values.  The main difficulty in
the planning of this activity pertains to the problem that any performance is usually
linked to a variety of feature of building components so that a maintenance operation
can’t be bounded to a simple repair action but frequently involves a set of coordinated
actions aimed to remove any cause of possible fast degradation.  Furthermore the
planning of the operations is performed under uncertainty about the real cause of any
degradation process and the effectiveness of the rehabilitation strategy selected.  To
this aim, maintenance planning implies the organization of an effective sequence of
operations with particular regard to their reciprocal technical interrelation.  In this
paper, we develop a formulation of repair planning integrated in a diagnosis model and
describe a repair algorithm aimed to compute optimal sequences of observations and
actions.  Our approach generates rehabilitation plans in the face of uncertainty about
building state, trustworthiness of observations, as well as the effect of repair actions.
Included in our approach is a Bayesian-network representation in order to formalize
effective model-based diagnosis of observed failures.  Integration of diagnosis and
repair actions in a unique decision-theoretic model allows to conceive a dynamic
planning which reacts to the updating of state of information about the system
conditions and effectiveness of repair procedures.  The approach proposed in this
paper could be a contribution in dealing with the problem of envisioning the overall
structure of maintenance process and managing the information flow among process
actors.  The decision-theoretic discussed is under implementation in a support system
capable of automatic generation of planning schedules about maintenance operations
and runtime advice about technical dependencies among repair operations.

Keywords: Building maintenance planning, automatic operation scheduling.
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1 Introduction

Given that a device is not working properly or a patient has some complaint,
automated-diagnostic systems have traditionally been designed to determine the set of
faults or diseases that explain the symptoms (de Kleer and Williams 1987; Genesereth
1984; Heckerman et al. 1992; Breese et al. 1992).  The diagnostician is able to ask
questions about the behavior of the device or test individual components in order to
determine if they are working properly.  As new information is gained, the procedure
updates its current view of the world.  Inference focuses on identifying the set of faults
consistent with the observations and, in the probabilistic case, assigning probabilities
to the feasible diagnostics.  Information gathering proceeds until the current diagnosis
is sufficiently restricted to support action.  From a decision making perspective,
however, our primary objective is to repair the device or restore the building, not just
determine what is wrong.  At any stage of the process, there are many possible
observations, tests, or repairs that can be applied.  Because these operations are
expensive in terms of time and/or money, we wish to generate a sequence of actions
that minimizes costs and results in a re-established right performances. In this paper,
we develop a diagnostic procedure, amenable to be automated in a planner, that gather
evidence about the state of the building components and then selects the next best
repair action by estimating the expected cost of repair for various plans. Our approach
is closely related to the decision-theoretic method for troubleshooting of non
functioning devices drawn in (Heckerman et al. 1994; Heckerman et al. 1995) and to
the hierarchical repair strategy discussed in (Srinvas and Horvitz 1995).  The
diagnostic process based on bayesian networks, a specific class of belief networks, is
described in large body of literature.  We refer to following basic works for key
concepts and terminology related to these issues (Pearl 1988, 1996; Shachter 1990;
Jensen 1996; Spirtes et al. 1993).

2 The diagnostic reasoning

Let us consider the steel frame sketched in figure 1 which needs structural
rehabilitation because of a high displacement δ measured in the middle of the span.

δ

X1 X1

X2 X2

X3

Fig. 1: A rehabilitation problem pertaining to a steel frame with too high
displacements of the truss.



The problem of diagnosing the cause of excessive displacements is amenable to
representation in the form of bayesian network and can be solved using standard belief
network inference algorithm.

The fragment of the network representation of a structural diagnosis problem is
shown in figure 2.  The arcs of the network represent direct influences between
random variables relevant for the phenomenon.  The direction of an arc is assigned in
agreement with intuitions about causality.  For example the diagram represents the
qualitative information that high displacements δ might depend on high foundation
movements (X1) and/or high strain of joints (X2) and/or high girder elements strain
(X3).  Moreover, because bayesian network allows us to capture quantitative
information about conditional independence, it make it possible to compactly represent
joint distribution over all variables of the problem, giving conditional probability
distributions for each node.

X1

δ High
displacements

X2High foundation
displacements

High joints
strains

X3

High elements
strains

Insufficient
foundation

dimensioning

Insufficient
constraining

Joints stiffening

Insufficient bolts
tightening

Insufficient nodes
dimensioning

Low pillar
stiffness

Soil softening

Absolute
subsidence

Low material
stiffness

Fig. 2: A rehabilitation problem pertaining to a steel frame with too high
displacements of the girder.

To solve the problem of rehabilitation we could use the network in order to
perform a probabilistic inference about the most probable cause of the defect with the
current information state.  Information state pertains to base observations (observations
of the problem defining variables) and non-base observations (observations of non
defining variables that share influences with defining variables); for example the
observation of an absolute subsidence of the frame with respect to neighboring
buildings is a non base observation that increases the probability of important
foundations subsidence.

Bayesian networks are parameterized by conditional probabilities and offer the



ability to explicitly represent dependencies among random variables at arbitrary levels
of detail.  They take the form of directed acyclic graphs whose nodes represent random
variables and whose edges represent probabilistic dependencies.  Under a causal
interpretation, the edges represent direct causal influences that are quantified by
probability distributions associated with the nodes.  While the interpretation of
Bayesian networks was suggested by causal considerations, the formal semantics make
no reference to causality. Because Bayesian networks allow us to capture information
about conditional independence (that is, any pair of variables, depicted as nodes in the
graph, which are not directly connected are assumed to be conditionally independent),
they make it possible to compactly represent probability distributions.  The probability
distribution corresponding to a Bayesian network may be specified by giving
conditional probability distributions for each node in the network.  The conditional
probability distribution gives the probability of the random variable taking on each
possible value conditioned on each combination of values of its parent nodes.  If the
node has no parents (a ‘root’ node), one specifies a prior distribution over the values of
that node.

Bayesian networks achieve an economical representation of a joint distribution
over the variables involved by specifying, for each variable, xi , the conditional
probabilities P(xi|pai) where pai are a set of predecessors (of xi) which render xi

independent of all its other predecessors. Variables judged to be the direct causes of xi

satisfy this property, and these are depicted as the parents of xi in the graph.
Given this specification, the joint distribution is given by the product

( ) ( )∏=
i

iin paxPxxP |,...,1

from which all probabilistic queries can be answered coherently using probability
calculus. In fact because the Bayesian network determines the joint probability
distribution, we can, in principle, use a Bayesian network to compute any probability
of interest. For example the classical probabilistic inference in a diagnosis process is
the evaluation of P(xk|xz) where z is an evidence and k is an hypothetical explanation;
using the rules of probability we have
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However when we actively set (as opposed to passively observe) the value of a
variable in a Bayesian network (i.e. with a repair action), previous observations
regarding device behavior may change because any action that changes the
configuration of the frame may change the causal mechanisms of the system.  So once
a repair has been carried out, we must remove all observations that correspond to
nodes that are descendants of the repair action node, because the repair action could
have changed these observations.  Moreover, we must delete all the nodes that are
ascendants of the repair action node, because the repair action has made the
descendants and the ascendants of that node causally independent.

For example to represent the rehabilitation operation of stiffening joints of the
frame, in the network of figure 2, we delete all the incoming links in the node of the



variable ‘High strain of joints’ and fix value of the variable to ‘no’.  Note the
difference between the action (High strain of joints=no) and the observation ‘High
strain of joints=no’.  The latter is encoded by ordinary Bayesian conditioning, while
the former by conditioning a mutilated graph.  This mirrors indeed the difference
between seeing and doing: after observing that strain of joints are high we wish to infer
that the dimensioning of the frame nodes is insufficient, or that the tightening of bolts
is insufficient and so on; no such inferences should be drawn in evaluating the effects
of the contemplated action ‘joints stiffening’.

There is no mechanism in a single static Bayesian network to combine the
observations before and after this action.  In this paper, we recall a notion called
persistence introduced in (Heckerman and Breese 1996), and show how it can be used
as a solution to this problem in the context of rehabilitation planning. We refer to
(Colajanni 1991) for the key concepts and terminological issues about application of
planning in architectural field.

In the remainder of this paper, we firstly expose the paradigm of basic
rehabilitation planning which performs only an offline optimization of the operations
sequence. Then the case of runtime planning optimization is discussed; in this case
repair action are meshed with observations of both the state of the system and the
effectiveness of the repair operations.

3 Basic rehabilitation planning

Let X be the set of variables {x1, x2, …, xn} representing the behaviors of
components of the building system that we are examining.  We shall assume that each
component or performance xi is in exactly one of a finite set of states.  By convention,
we use ‘xi=ok’ to denote the event that component xi is in the state of working
properly.

Let Y be the set of variables {y1, y2, …, ym} representing the set of observations
that one can potentially make about the building system in question, with each yi

taking on exactly one of si possible states {yi1, yi2, …, yisi}. We write yi=k to indicate
that observation yi takes on state k.

In this paper, we assume there is a distinguished observation z that denotes the
functional state of the building.  We use ‘z=ok’ to denote the event that the building
performances are in the normal ranges. We assume that both repairs and observations
can have nonzero cost.  Cost-effective maintenance is the development of a plan with
minimum expected cost.

In this framework, an observation is valuable only if the expected cost of repair
given that observation is less than the expected cost of rehabilitation procedure in the
absence of that observation.  This type of analysis is called ‘value of information
analysis’ in the field of decision analysis, because we are explicitly calculating the
expected value of various observations in terms of their subsequent effect on actions.
A decision tree for optimal plan search in a simple problem is shown in Figure 3.  It
shows the decision framework in a rehabilitation problem connected with a failure of a
bearing wall in a building.  In drawing this model, we have assumed that the costs of
repair are independent, that the defect will be fixed if one operates both on foundation
capacity and on wall capacity of bearing stresses deriving by horizontal displacements
of the upper floor slab (i.e. making a fastener beam on its upper side).

Moreover we have assumed that only variable y1 can be observed.
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X1 := foundation stability
X2 := wall capacity
Y1 := foundation settlements (observable)
Y2 := wall capacity (non observable)

Fig. 3: A decision tree for optimal planning of a rehabilitation problem.

The values at the end of the tree are the cumulative costs of observations and
costs of repairs along the path from the root.  We use Cy

i and Cx
i to denote the cost of

observing the variable yi and repairing component xi respectively.
The expression P(z=ok|fix(xi);yj) is the probability that the building

performances are in the right ranges, given that we have repaired component xi and
have observed yj before repair.  We call such probabilities repair probabilities.

The expected cost of a repair sequence defines the (negative) value of that
sequence.  In Figure 3, the expected cost of repair for the sequence with no
observations and repairing x1 first is

P(z=ok|fix(x1))C
x
1+(1-P(z=ok|fix(x1)))(C

x
1+Cx

2)

this expression assumes that repairing both x1 and x2 is guaranteed to fix the problem.
Under particular assumptions (there is exactly one cause responsible of the

failure, the costs of observation and repair do not depend on previous actions, if an
observable component behavior is observed to be abnormal the rehabilitation of the
component is immediately performed, no observations, other than the observation-
repair of a component, are undertaken during the course of rehabilitation progress), it
is possible to generate an optimal sequence of rehabilitation operations under



uncertainty without enumerating a decision tree or equivalent search procedure.
For this purpose let pi=P(z=ok|fix(xi),I) be the repair probability that the behavior

will be right, given xi is repaired and under the current state of information I including
information about previous observations as well as rehabilitation operations. If we
observe and possibly repair components in the order {x1, x2, … , xn}, the expected cost
of rehabilitation under state of information I is given by:
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The preceding equation says the expected cost of rehabilitation consists of the
cost of observing and repairing the first component, and if that rehabilitation is
unsuccessful (with probability 1-p1) then we incur the cost of the second component,
and so on. (Kalagnanam and Henrion 1990) have shown that the minimum expected
cost sequence is obtained by ordering the operations according to a decreasing
probability to cost ratio.  The expected cost of repair is understood to be that under the
component ordering where
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4 Computing repair probability in dynamic planning

The problem we have to solve at this step, is the computation of repair
probabilities.  As formerly stated, in our approach, we compute these probabilities
using a Bayesian network.  For example, given the observation that ‘Foundation
movements’ is false, we can use a Bayesian-network inference algorithm to compute
the probability that any or all of the building components have a defective behavior.
However when we wish to recalculate probabilities given a component has been
manipulated, updating procedures must account for the change in underlying state of
the device and the fact that previous observations may have been invalidated.

Consider the simple causal relationship between the foundation settlements,
which we model as having values ‘low’ or ‘high’, and the cracking process in the
supported wall, which we model as having states ‘inactive’ and ‘active’.  The two
nodes are dependent as depicted in the bayesian network in figure 4a.

Now suppose we observe the wall cracking to be ‘active’, and we want to
determine the probability that the ‘wall cracking’ will be ‘inactive’, after we make sure
the ‘Foundation settlement’ is halted.  We can do so, using the Bayesian network
shown in Figure 4b. In this network ‘Foundation settlementpre’ and ‘Foundation
settlementpost’ represent whether or not the settlement is halted, respectively before and
after we consolidate the foundation.  Similarly, ‘Wall crackingpre’ and ‘Wall
crackingpost’ represent whether or not the cracking process is active before and after we
make the foundation firm, respectively.  The node ‘mWall’ represents all of the possible
mappings between ‘Foundation’ and ‘Wall’. This node is called ‘mapping node’ while



the remaining nodes ‘domain nodes’.

x2

x1

Foundation
settlements

Wall cracking

mWall

Foundationpre Foundationpost

Wallpre Wallpost

a b

Fig. 4: a) A Bayesian network for the interaction between Foundation settlement
and Wall cracking process. b) A persistence network for determining the
probability of Wall cracking after we consolidate foundation system, given
that the Wall cracking is currently active.

As shown in Table 1, the mapping node ‘mWall’ has two possible states: 1)
‘relevant’, where the Wall cracking is active if the Foundation settlement is ‘high’; 2)
‘not relevant’ where the Wall cracking is active regardless of condition of Foundation
settlement.

Table 1: The possible mappings between ‘Foundation settlement’ and ‘Wall
cracking’.

Relevant Not relevant
Foundation settlement Low High Low High
Wall cracking Inactive Active Active Active

In this model the causal relationship between domain nodes are deterministic.
For example, if ‘Foundation settlementpre’ is ‘high’ and ‘mWall’is ‘relevant’, then ‘Wall
crackingpre’ will be ‘Active’.  The uncertainty in the relationship between ‘Foundation
settlement’ and ‘Wall cracking’ is encoded in the probabilities for the node ‘mWall’.

By using a single node ‘mWall’ to represent the mappings between ‘Foundation
settlement’ and ‘Wall cracking’ both before and after the action is taken, we encode
the assertion that the mapping (or mechanism) between cause and effect is not affected
by actions that may change the cause.  We could equivalently have two mapping
nodes, one for before and one for after the action, with an arc between the two.

In order to calculate the probability that the wall cracking will be inactive after
consolidating the foundation, we set ‘Foundation settlementpost’ to state ‘low’ and set
‘Wall crackingpre’ to state ‘active’ in the network in Figure 4b.  We then apply a
standard belief network inference algorithm to the network to calculate the probability
that ‘Wall crackingpost = inactive’.  In general, suppose we have a Bayesian network
for a set of domain variables X≡{x1, x2, …, xn}; then suppose that we want to answer



questions of the form: ‘What would be the probability of X*⊆X if we were to take
some action, given that we now observe Y⊆X.  To answer such questions, we
construct a Bayesian network as we did in our example.  First, we copy the network,
using the first and second instances of the network to represent the domain variables
before and after we take the action.  Second, we introduce mapping nodes ‘mi’ for each
domain node ‘xi’ and assess the prior probabilities of these nodes. Typically, these
mapping nodes will be mutually independent, but they need not be (Heckerman and
Shachter, 1995). Third, we make both versions of node xi the same deterministic
function of its parents and mi.  Finally, we identify those domain nodes in the post-
action network that are affected directly by our action, break the arcs from their
parents, and set the states of these nodes to their values as determined by our action.
Under this construction, as in our example, the shared mapping nodes encode causal
persistence.  We refer to Bayesian networks constructed in this manner as persistence
networks. An extension of persistence networks with probabilistic account of actions is
known under the name of influence networks (Heckerman and Shachter, 1995).

In figure 5 is shown the persistence network of the wall cracking rehabilitation
problem.  The persistence network is a compound of three parts: the first bounded by
the dashed fence is the static primitive bayesian network; the second part, in which
nodes have the suffix ‘postF’, is related to the action of consolidating the foundation
system and the third, in which nodes have suffix ‘postC’, is related to the operation of
making a fastener beam on the upper side of the wall.  Note that, in each part of the
network, there is only the copy of domain nodes directly affected by the action
performed, reflecting the assertion that the actions influence exclusively one
component besides the cracking process. The model in the figure allows us to compute
for example the probability that the wall cracking will be halted after the consolidation
of foundation system (Wall crackingpostF = inactive).  In this case the nodes directly
updated by the user are those shaded.

Foundationpre FoundationpostF

Wall crackingpre

mWallFound

WallCapacitypre

WallCapacitypostC

Wall crackingpostF

mWallCapac

WallCrackingpostC

Fig. 5: Persistence network of the wall cracking rehabilitation problem

5 Conclusions

We have discussed a decision-theoretic framework to support planning management of
rehabilitation of building components. Particular attention has been focused to the
capability of model to respond to the information updating about building state, which



is modified during the rehabilitation process.  The model presented here is being
implemented into an automated assistant. Moreover we are working to specialize a
version of the system in the particular field of structural rehabilitation.
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A PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT OF COMPONENTS
MAINTENANCE
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Abstract

Building maintenance can be roughly viewed as a suitable set of actions which tends to
restore performance levels of components to acceptable values.  The main difficulty in
the planning of this activity pertains to the problem that any performance is usually
linked to a variety of feature of building components so that a maintenance operation
can’t be bounded to a simple repair action but frequently involves a set of coordinated
actions aimed to remove any cause of possible fast degradation.  Furthermore the
planning of the operations is performed under uncertainty about the real cause of any
degradation process and the effectiveness of the rehabilitation strategy selected.  To
this aim, maintenance planning implies the organization of an effective sequence of
operations with particular regard to their reciprocal technical interrelation.  In this
paper, we develop a formulation of repair planning integrated in a diagnosis model and
describe a repair algorithm aimed to compute optimal sequences of observations and
actions.  Our approach generates rehabilitation plans in the face of uncertainty about
building state, trustworthiness of observations, as well as the effect of repair actions.
Included in our approach is a Bayesian-network representation in order to formalize
effective model-based diagnosis of observed failures.  Integration of diagnosis and
repair actions in a unique decision-theoretic model allows to conceive a dynamic
planning which reacts to the updating of state of information about the system
conditions and effectiveness of repair procedures.  The approach proposed in this
paper could be a contribution in dealing with the problem of envisioning the overall
structure of maintenance process and managing the information flow among process
actors.  The decision-theoretic discussed is under implementation in a support system
capable of automatic generation of planning schedules about maintenance operations
and runtime advice about technical dependencies among repair operations.

Keywords: Building maintenance planning, automatic operation scheduling.
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1 Introduction

Given that a device is not working properly or a patient has some complaint,
automated-diagnostic systems have traditionally been designed to determine the set of
faults or diseases that explain the symptoms (de Kleer and Williams 1987; Genesereth
1984; Heckerman et al. 1992; Breese et al. 1992).  The diagnostician is able to ask
questions about the behavior of the device or test individual components in order to
determine if they are working properly.  As new information is gained, the procedure
updates its current view of the world.  Inference focuses on identifying the set of faults
consistent with the observations and, in the probabilistic case, assigning probabilities
to the feasible diagnostics.  Information gathering proceeds until the current diagnosis
is sufficiently restricted to support action.  From a decision making perspective,
however, our primary objective is to repair the device or restore the building, not just
determine what is wrong.  At any stage of the process, there are many possible
observations, tests, or repairs that can be applied.  Because these operations are
expensive in terms of time and/or money, we wish to generate a sequence of actions
that minimizes costs and results in a re-established right performances. In this paper,
we develop a diagnostic procedure, amenable to be automated in a planner, that gather
evidence about the state of the building components and then selects the next best
repair action by estimating the expected cost of repair for various plans. Our approach
is closely related to the decision-theoretic method for troubleshooting of non
functioning devices drawn in (Heckerman et al. 1994; Heckerman et al. 1995) and to
the hierarchical repair strategy discussed in (Srinvas and Horvitz 1995).  The
diagnostic process based on bayesian networks, a specific class of belief networks, is
described in large body of literature.  We refer to following basic works for key
concepts and terminology related to these issues (Pearl 1988, 1996; Shachter 1990;
Jensen 1996; Spirtes et al. 1993).

2 The diagnostic reasoning

Let us consider the steel frame sketched in figure 1 which needs structural
rehabilitation because of a high displacement δ measured in the middle of the span.

δ

X1 X1

X2 X2

X3

Fig. 1: A rehabilitation problem pertaining to a steel frame with too high
displacements of the truss.



The problem of diagnosing the cause of excessive displacements is amenable to
representation in the form of bayesian network and can be solved using standard belief
network inference algorithm.

The fragment of the network representation of a structural diagnosis problem is
shown in figure 2.  The arcs of the network represent direct influences between
random variables relevant for the phenomenon.  The direction of an arc is assigned in
agreement with intuitions about causality.  For example the diagram represents the
qualitative information that high displacements δ might depend on high foundation
movements (X1) and/or high strain of joints (X2) and/or high girder elements strain
(X3).  Moreover, because bayesian network allows us to capture quantitative
information about conditional independence, it make it possible to compactly represent
joint distribution over all variables of the problem, giving conditional probability
distributions for each node.

X1

δ High
displacements

X2High foundation
displacements

High joints
strains

X3

High elements
strains

Insufficient
foundation

dimensioning

Insufficient
constraining

Joints stiffening

Insufficient bolts
tightening

Insufficient nodes
dimensioning

Low pillar
stiffness

Soil softening

Absolute
subsidence

Low material
stiffness

Fig. 2: A rehabilitation problem pertaining to a steel frame with too high
displacements of the girder.

To solve the problem of rehabilitation we could use the network in order to
perform a probabilistic inference about the most probable cause of the defect with the
current information state.  Information state pertains to base observations (observations
of the problem defining variables) and non-base observations (observations of non
defining variables that share influences with defining variables); for example the
observation of an absolute subsidence of the frame with respect to neighboring
buildings is a non base observation that increases the probability of important
foundations subsidence.

Bayesian networks are parameterized by conditional probabilities and offer the



ability to explicitly represent dependencies among random variables at arbitrary levels
of detail.  They take the form of directed acyclic graphs whose nodes represent random
variables and whose edges represent probabilistic dependencies.  Under a causal
interpretation, the edges represent direct causal influences that are quantified by
probability distributions associated with the nodes.  While the interpretation of
Bayesian networks was suggested by causal considerations, the formal semantics make
no reference to causality. Because Bayesian networks allow us to capture information
about conditional independence (that is, any pair of variables, depicted as nodes in the
graph, which are not directly connected are assumed to be conditionally independent),
they make it possible to compactly represent probability distributions.  The probability
distribution corresponding to a Bayesian network may be specified by giving
conditional probability distributions for each node in the network.  The conditional
probability distribution gives the probability of the random variable taking on each
possible value conditioned on each combination of values of its parent nodes.  If the
node has no parents (a ‘root’ node), one specifies a prior distribution over the values of
that node.

Bayesian networks achieve an economical representation of a joint distribution
over the variables involved by specifying, for each variable, xi , the conditional
probabilities P(xi|pai) where pai are a set of predecessors (of xi) which render xi

independent of all its other predecessors. Variables judged to be the direct causes of xi

satisfy this property, and these are depicted as the parents of xi in the graph.
Given this specification, the joint distribution is given by the product
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from which all probabilistic queries can be answered coherently using probability
calculus. In fact because the Bayesian network determines the joint probability
distribution, we can, in principle, use a Bayesian network to compute any probability
of interest. For example the classical probabilistic inference in a diagnosis process is
the evaluation of P(xk|xz) where z is an evidence and k is an hypothetical explanation;
using the rules of probability we have
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However when we actively set (as opposed to passively observe) the value of a
variable in a Bayesian network (i.e. with a repair action), previous observations
regarding device behavior may change because any action that changes the
configuration of the frame may change the causal mechanisms of the system.  So once
a repair has been carried out, we must remove all observations that correspond to
nodes that are descendants of the repair action node, because the repair action could
have changed these observations.  Moreover, we must delete all the nodes that are
ascendants of the repair action node, because the repair action has made the
descendants and the ascendants of that node causally independent.

For example to represent the rehabilitation operation of stiffening joints of the
frame, in the network of figure 2, we delete all the incoming links in the node of the



variable ‘High strain of joints’ and fix value of the variable to ‘no’.  Note the
difference between the action (High strain of joints=no) and the observation ‘High
strain of joints=no’.  The latter is encoded by ordinary Bayesian conditioning, while
the former by conditioning a mutilated graph.  This mirrors indeed the difference
between seeing and doing: after observing that strain of joints are high we wish to infer
that the dimensioning of the frame nodes is insufficient, or that the tightening of bolts
is insufficient and so on; no such inferences should be drawn in evaluating the effects
of the contemplated action ‘joints stiffening’.

There is no mechanism in a single static Bayesian network to combine the
observations before and after this action.  In this paper, we recall a notion called
persistence introduced in (Heckerman and Breese 1996), and show how it can be used
as a solution to this problem in the context of rehabilitation planning. We refer to
(Colajanni 1991) for the key concepts and terminological issues about application of
planning in architectural field.

In the remainder of this paper, we firstly expose the paradigm of basic
rehabilitation planning which performs only an offline optimization of the operations
sequence. Then the case of runtime planning optimization is discussed; in this case
repair action are meshed with observations of both the state of the system and the
effectiveness of the repair operations.

3 Basic rehabilitation planning

Let X be the set of variables {x1, x2, …, xn} representing the behaviors of
components of the building system that we are examining.  We shall assume that each
component or performance xi is in exactly one of a finite set of states.  By convention,
we use ‘xi=ok’ to denote the event that component xi is in the state of working
properly.

Let Y be the set of variables {y1, y2, …, ym} representing the set of observations
that one can potentially make about the building system in question, with each yi

taking on exactly one of si possible states {yi1, yi2, …, yisi}. We write yi=k to indicate
that observation yi takes on state k.

In this paper, we assume there is a distinguished observation z that denotes the
functional state of the building.  We use ‘z=ok’ to denote the event that the building
performances are in the normal ranges. We assume that both repairs and observations
can have nonzero cost.  Cost-effective maintenance is the development of a plan with
minimum expected cost.

In this framework, an observation is valuable only if the expected cost of repair
given that observation is less than the expected cost of rehabilitation procedure in the
absence of that observation.  This type of analysis is called ‘value of information
analysis’ in the field of decision analysis, because we are explicitly calculating the
expected value of various observations in terms of their subsequent effect on actions.
A decision tree for optimal plan search in a simple problem is shown in Figure 3.  It
shows the decision framework in a rehabilitation problem connected with a failure of a
bearing wall in a building.  In drawing this model, we have assumed that the costs of
repair are independent, that the defect will be fixed if one operates both on foundation
capacity and on wall capacity of bearing stresses deriving by horizontal displacements
of the upper floor slab (i.e. making a fastener beam on its upper side).

Moreover we have assumed that only variable y1 can be observed.
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Y1 := foundation settlements (observable)
Y2 := wall capacity (non observable)

Fig. 3: A decision tree for optimal planning of a rehabilitation problem.

The values at the end of the tree are the cumulative costs of observations and
costs of repairs along the path from the root.  We use Cy

i and Cx
i to denote the cost of

observing the variable yi and repairing component xi respectively.
The expression P(z=ok|fix(xi);yj) is the probability that the building

performances are in the right ranges, given that we have repaired component xi and
have observed yj before repair.  We call such probabilities repair probabilities.

The expected cost of a repair sequence defines the (negative) value of that
sequence.  In Figure 3, the expected cost of repair for the sequence with no
observations and repairing x1 first is

P(z=ok|fix(x1))C
x
1+(1-P(z=ok|fix(x1)))(C

x
1+Cx

2)

this expression assumes that repairing both x1 and x2 is guaranteed to fix the problem.
Under particular assumptions (there is exactly one cause responsible of the

failure, the costs of observation and repair do not depend on previous actions, if an
observable component behavior is observed to be abnormal the rehabilitation of the
component is immediately performed, no observations, other than the observation-
repair of a component, are undertaken during the course of rehabilitation progress), it
is possible to generate an optimal sequence of rehabilitation operations under



uncertainty without enumerating a decision tree or equivalent search procedure.
For this purpose let pi=P(z=ok|fix(xi),I) be the repair probability that the behavior

will be right, given xi is repaired and under the current state of information I including
information about previous observations as well as rehabilitation operations. If we
observe and possibly repair components in the order {x1, x2, … , xn}, the expected cost
of rehabilitation under state of information I is given by:
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The preceding equation says the expected cost of rehabilitation consists of the
cost of observing and repairing the first component, and if that rehabilitation is
unsuccessful (with probability 1-p1) then we incur the cost of the second component,
and so on. (Kalagnanam and Henrion 1990) have shown that the minimum expected
cost sequence is obtained by ordering the operations according to a decreasing
probability to cost ratio.  The expected cost of repair is understood to be that under the
component ordering where
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4 Computing repair probability in dynamic planning

The problem we have to solve at this step, is the computation of repair
probabilities.  As formerly stated, in our approach, we compute these probabilities
using a Bayesian network.  For example, given the observation that ‘Foundation
movements’ is false, we can use a Bayesian-network inference algorithm to compute
the probability that any or all of the building components have a defective behavior.
However when we wish to recalculate probabilities given a component has been
manipulated, updating procedures must account for the change in underlying state of
the device and the fact that previous observations may have been invalidated.

Consider the simple causal relationship between the foundation settlements,
which we model as having values ‘low’ or ‘high’, and the cracking process in the
supported wall, which we model as having states ‘inactive’ and ‘active’.  The two
nodes are dependent as depicted in the bayesian network in figure 4a.

Now suppose we observe the wall cracking to be ‘active’, and we want to
determine the probability that the ‘wall cracking’ will be ‘inactive’, after we make sure
the ‘Foundation settlement’ is halted.  We can do so, using the Bayesian network
shown in Figure 4b. In this network ‘Foundation settlementpre’ and ‘Foundation
settlementpost’ represent whether or not the settlement is halted, respectively before and
after we consolidate the foundation.  Similarly, ‘Wall crackingpre’ and ‘Wall
crackingpost’ represent whether or not the cracking process is active before and after we
make the foundation firm, respectively.  The node ‘mWall’ represents all of the possible
mappings between ‘Foundation’ and ‘Wall’. This node is called ‘mapping node’ while



the remaining nodes ‘domain nodes’.

x2
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settlements
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Foundationpre Foundationpost
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Fig. 4: a) A Bayesian network for the interaction between Foundation settlement
and Wall cracking process. b) A persistence network for determining the
probability of Wall cracking after we consolidate foundation system, given
that the Wall cracking is currently active.

As shown in Table 1, the mapping node ‘mWall’ has two possible states: 1)
‘relevant’, where the Wall cracking is active if the Foundation settlement is ‘high’; 2)
‘not relevant’ where the Wall cracking is active regardless of condition of Foundation
settlement.

Table 1: The possible mappings between ‘Foundation settlement’ and ‘Wall
cracking’.

Relevant Not relevant
Foundation settlement Low High Low High
Wall cracking Inactive Active Active Active

In this model the causal relationship between domain nodes are deterministic.
For example, if ‘Foundation settlementpre’ is ‘high’ and ‘mWall’is ‘relevant’, then ‘Wall
crackingpre’ will be ‘Active’.  The uncertainty in the relationship between ‘Foundation
settlement’ and ‘Wall cracking’ is encoded in the probabilities for the node ‘mWall’.

By using a single node ‘mWall’ to represent the mappings between ‘Foundation
settlement’ and ‘Wall cracking’ both before and after the action is taken, we encode
the assertion that the mapping (or mechanism) between cause and effect is not affected
by actions that may change the cause.  We could equivalently have two mapping
nodes, one for before and one for after the action, with an arc between the two.

In order to calculate the probability that the wall cracking will be inactive after
consolidating the foundation, we set ‘Foundation settlementpost’ to state ‘low’ and set
‘Wall crackingpre’ to state ‘active’ in the network in Figure 4b.  We then apply a
standard belief network inference algorithm to the network to calculate the probability
that ‘Wall crackingpost = inactive’.  In general, suppose we have a Bayesian network
for a set of domain variables X≡{x1, x2, …, xn}; then suppose that we want to answer



questions of the form: ‘What would be the probability of X*⊆X if we were to take
some action, given that we now observe Y⊆X.  To answer such questions, we
construct a Bayesian network as we did in our example.  First, we copy the network,
using the first and second instances of the network to represent the domain variables
before and after we take the action.  Second, we introduce mapping nodes ‘mi’ for each
domain node ‘xi’ and assess the prior probabilities of these nodes. Typically, these
mapping nodes will be mutually independent, but they need not be (Heckerman and
Shachter, 1995). Third, we make both versions of node xi the same deterministic
function of its parents and mi.  Finally, we identify those domain nodes in the post-
action network that are affected directly by our action, break the arcs from their
parents, and set the states of these nodes to their values as determined by our action.
Under this construction, as in our example, the shared mapping nodes encode causal
persistence.  We refer to Bayesian networks constructed in this manner as persistence
networks. An extension of persistence networks with probabilistic account of actions is
known under the name of influence networks (Heckerman and Shachter, 1995).

In figure 5 is shown the persistence network of the wall cracking rehabilitation
problem.  The persistence network is a compound of three parts: the first bounded by
the dashed fence is the static primitive bayesian network; the second part, in which
nodes have the suffix ‘postF’, is related to the action of consolidating the foundation
system and the third, in which nodes have suffix ‘postC’, is related to the operation of
making a fastener beam on the upper side of the wall.  Note that, in each part of the
network, there is only the copy of domain nodes directly affected by the action
performed, reflecting the assertion that the actions influence exclusively one
component besides the cracking process. The model in the figure allows us to compute
for example the probability that the wall cracking will be halted after the consolidation
of foundation system (Wall crackingpostF = inactive).  In this case the nodes directly
updated by the user are those shaded.

Foundationpre FoundationpostF

Wall crackingpre

mWallFound

WallCapacitypre

WallCapacitypostC

Wall crackingpostF

mWallCapac

WallCrackingpostC

Fig. 5: Persistence network of the wall cracking rehabilitation problem

5 Conclusions

We have discussed a decision-theoretic framework to support planning management of
rehabilitation of building components. Particular attention has been focused to the
capability of model to respond to the information updating about building state, which



is modified during the rehabilitation process.  The model presented here is being
implemented into an automated assistant. Moreover we are working to specialize a
version of the system in the particular field of structural rehabilitation.
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STONE CLEANING: DEVELOPMENT OF A LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL
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Abstract

The application of stone cleaning methods can result in damage to a stone surface, in
addition to any visual changes.  The physical condition of the stone following cleaning
can degrade over time, leading to an increased repair and maintenance requirement.
The effects of cleaning are most obvious immediately following the application of
cleaning methods.  When soiling is removed, an often lighter and more appealing
stone colour will be uncovered, leading with certain stone types to a likely increase in
the attractiveness of a building.  Stone degradation may not become obvious until
some time afterwards, concealing any link between cleaning and decay and making a
link seem doubtful.  Stone cleaning, if seen rightly as being the beginning of a long
term alteration, carries with it a range of costs and benefits, in both the short and long
term.  It is essential that the life cycle effects of cleaning are considered prior to
cleaning works, and a life cycle cost model provides a powerful and useful tool for the
decision maker.  The incidence of maintenance and repair work depends on both the
rate of decay and the practice of those responsible for payment.  Using data provided
from a mapping of the effects of cleaning on a range of buildings, the rates of stone
decay attributable to cleaning will be established.  The likely frequency of work
completed due to this decay has been established through contact with experts and
practitioners.  Areas of uncertainty will be included in the model through use of the
Monte Carlo technique.  The resulting cost model will be useful through the provision
of a unique “value” in relation to the life cycle effects of cleaning, and indications of
where benefits or costs may change due to evolving attitudes toward cleaning.

Keywords: financial, life cycle cost, stone cleaning, stone decay.
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1 Introduction

Many buildings in Scotland have been cleaned over the last two to three
decades, although the effects of such cleaning have begun to be fully understood only
recently.  The reasons for the continuing popularity of cleaning include the perceived
improvements in visual quality and possible financial gains.  Due to the known
potential for damage to the stone itself, though, there is a counter balance which must
be considered.  This paper describes a project concerned with attempting to develop a
model of the financial life cycle resulting from that balance, allowing in the future for
the prediction of financial effect prior to cleaning.

2 Approach

A life cycle cost model was structured conceptually in accordance with
accepted practice, allowing the project team to identify those variables for which the
current data set was deficient.  Previous work (Newby et al. 1991) attempted to model
the future potential for the stone cleaning market, based on the likely incidence of re-
cleaning, with no mention of the potential for damage to the stone.  Research
published since that work (Andrew et al. 1994, Webster et al. 1992) has shown
conclusively that the actual financial situation presents a combination of potential
costs (financial cost of repair work) and benefits (aesthetic benefits leading to possible
increases in property market values), and this is reflected in the cost model developed
here.

Life cycle costing techniques are based on the premise that total value is equal
to the present value of initial and future cash flows (Johnson et al. 1987).  Note that
past costs are not considered, and that the model assumes only costs and benefits
realised from cleaning onwards will be of interest.  This is represented by Bromilow et
al. (1987) through the following expression:

     ST = C 0 + C it + C jt - d (1)

where,
ST is the present discounted life cycle cost measured over a period T
C0 is the total cost of procurement at time zero
Cit is the annual cost, which may be regarded as continuous
Cjt is the cost of non - continuous work, which will not happen on an annual basis
d is the value of an asset on disposal (taking account of the costs of that disposal)

This equation relates closely with the discussion so far, in that the equation
allows for each of the constituent variables in the financial value system to be
included.  The inclusion of variable d allows for any possible gains to be included in
the model. Variable C0 refers to costs and benefits at the time of cleaning.  Table 1
indicates the variables which are to be considered, as well as the variable heading
under which each is categorised.



Table 1: Variables for life cycle cost model

Variable Cost elements relating to this project
C0 • testing at pre-cleaning stage

• initial cost of cleaning
• re-pointing required at cleaning stage
• treatment at cleaning stage

Cit • regular re-pointing
Cjt • stone repair

• re-cleaning (including testing)
d • changes in market value of building

• reduction in stone repair incidence

The final variable, “reduction in stone repair incidence”, has been cited to
reflect arguments for the continued cleaning of stone buildings.  The belief is that
cleaning can uncover certain defects in the stone previously “hidden” by a soiling
layer, prompting repair work at an earlier stage than would otherwise be the case.
Where this were true, it is possible that a reduction in overall stone repair cost would
be realised.  This argument is flawed, however, in that soiling of a stone surface rarely
if at all masks defects in the stone where the observer is experienced and trained with
regard to building surveys1.  It is possible, however, that if an experienced observer
were not present that cleaning might well result in decay becoming obvious, and thus
prompt the application of repair work. The variable has, therefore, been included in
the model outline, but in reality would be likely to have little impact.  With regard to
changes in market value, the percentage indicators reported in Laing and Urquhart
(1997) will be applied2.  The data requirement of this investigation is shown in Table
2.

In the longer term, the potential exists for cleaning to lead to increased levels
and rates of decay (Urquhart et al. 1993).  The financial cost of work associated with
this relates to the extent of decay, the point at which decay becomes intolerable, the
likely intervals at which repair work will be implemented and the costs of work and
materials specified.

The extent of stone decay resulting from cleaning is being investigated through
the mapping of over 200 sandstone buildings in Scotland (see Young et al. 1999).
The results of that exercise will identify the range of possible decay effects which can
result from cleaning, and provide the financial model with likely frequency
distributions.  Such decay will only carry a financial cost where it is deemed necessary
that work is completed to rectify or halt the decay process.

The variables in Table 2 relate to interventions resulting from decay, as
opposed to the decay itself. Cost data relating to the work was gathered through
contact with parties responsible for the specification of repair work and stone masonry
firms, including data concerning the labour, plant and materials requirement.  The
costs included in the model are limited to considering the cost of completing work,
and exclude wider environmental costs and benefits (such as those concerned with
material sources).

                                                          
1 On limestone buildings, it is possible that thick black crusts built up on the stone surface could lead to stone
decay becoming obscured. This project relates to sandstone buildings only, however, and that set of circumstances
does not apply.
2 The likely percentage increase in property market selling or letting prices was investigated in Laing and Urquhart
(1997). The indicators vary depending upon building use and location.



Table 2: Data required for incorporation in the life cycle cost model

Variable
Initial cost of cleaning • cost of cleaning/m2 for a representative sample of cleaning

methods3

• cost of temporary works (both apportioned with other works, and
solely with cleaning)

• cost of testing
• specialist surveys and reports
• linked to method of cleaning

Re-pointing (initial) • cost of re-pointing
• influence of listed building regulations

Re-pointing (regular) • extent (for modelling purposes)
• projected cost
• anticipated rate of incidence
• linked to method of cleaning
• influence of listed building regulations

Stone repair • initial condition of stone pre-cleaning
• size of facade
• stone carving present
• stone type (e.g. sandstone or granite)
• linked to method of cleaning
• cost of repair work
• consultancy costs
• influence of listed building regulations

Re-cleaning • anticipated rate of incidence
• costs involved
• influence of listed building regulations
• possible link with initial method of cleaning

Alteration in market value • building use
• location

Reduction in repair incidence • Please refer to note below Table 1.

3 Discount rate

For all but the initial costs, it is necessary to discount the costs to calculate
values at the base year.  The outcome of any life cycle cost model is highly sensitive
to the discount rate selected.  The discount rate is used to simulate the influences of
interest rates and inflation over time, making the reliability of the model’s outcome
highly dependant on the chosen discount rate being accurate.  Over time, however, it
is obvious that interest rates will vary, meaning that a discount rate must properly
reflect these long term changes, and represent a realistic average.  To help ensure that
the model reflects the range of possible outcomes, a risk analysis and a methodology
to be followed in practice is presented as part of the model itself (making use of the
Monte Carlo simulation approach and a sensitivity analysis). Although the model’s
outcome will exist over a range of possibilities (presented with a frequency
distribution), that range will more accurately reflect the likely outcome than a mean
value with standard deviation.

                                                          
3 Although generic costs have been used here, measured in m2, costs would in reality be influenced by an on- site
assessment by the works estimator.



In addition, data regarding the resource implications is being sourced through a
survey of stone masons (see Section 5). The possibility of extensive repair works
seeming less important due to time elapsing between cleaning and decay cannot be
ignored, so intervention works will be presented as both a financial cost and resource
cost (i.e. labour, materials and plant).

4 Specifier survey

A survey of specifiers (selected Architects experienced with heritage
properties) has gathered information regarding building maintenance programmes,
stone cleaning, stone repair and maintenance (intervention) and materials sourcing for
repair purposes. Data was required as to the work which could be expected as a result
of decay uncovered by the mapping exercise, the point at which such work would be
completed and the costs of such work.  Information concerning the specification of
work was gathered, uncovering both the motivations behind repair work and the work
itself.  Wherever possible, specifiers were selected with regard to their previous
involvement in the maintenance and repair of buildings of historical importance, as it
was felt that a “best practice” approach might be reflected in the responses.  It was felt
also that the specifier’s role is to offer expert advice to the Client, thus helping ensure
that a “best practice” approach is actually followed.

From the perspective of modelling the costs of intervention, the most
important questions concerned the point at which, and for what reasons, stone repair
work would be undertaken.  The respondent group was asked to state whether or not
they believed stone repair to a building facade would be required due to a range of
factors (these factors linking with variables in the mapping project).  The results are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Reasons for stone repair

Possible reason Repair?
Yes (%) No (%) Unsure (%)

Natural weathering and mineral movement 80 10 10
Bleaching/ staining from cleaning 20 65 15
Surface decay 55 30 15
Delamination 80 10 10
Insensitive redressing 70 20 10
Insensitive/ decayed plastic repair 90 0 10
Face bedding of stone 60 30 10

Subsequent questions asked respondents to quantify the point at which the
above variables would require work (i.e. % of the facade affected).  The responses to
that question reflected the fact that each building is in a unique set of circumstances,
and subjective criteria were offered.  Nonetheless, the results shown in Table 3, linked
with those criteria and results forthcoming from the mapping exercise, will provide
useful predictive frequencies for work following cleaning.  Therefore, where a
building is being considered for cleaning, it will be possible to predict (within a
distributed range) the extent of decay and subsequent repair work which would
emanate from that cleaning.



All respondents to this survey indicated that they would avoid the specification
of stone cleaning work, due to their awareness of the dangers posed to the stone itself.
A great deal of cleaning has been completed to date, the effects of that cleaning
mapped as part of this project.  If the respondent group here can be taken as
representative of Architects throughout Scotland, it would seem that rates of cleaning
in the future will decline.

5 Stone mason survey

A series of surveys is ongoing with stone masons working in the field of stone
repair and replacement.  The aims of this study are to uncover the costs of stone repair
(as specified by the respondents in the previous study), and give further indication of
the criteria important to the selection of materials.

This study will also lead into further work considering the cost implications of
matching stone for repair purposes.  The number of quarries operating in Scotland is
today much less than was the case 100 years ago.  The implications for sourcing stone
for repair purposes are potentially far reaching, as the specifier survey indicated that
85% of respondents had considered or undertaken a return to the original source.  The
results also indicated a lack of agreement as to the costs or resources of such work,
and that a clarification was required.

6 Discussion

The unique and valuable nature of this project stems from the close links
between the mapping exercise (reported in Young et al, this volume), and the cost
study.  Long term work, associated with stone cleaning, is required due to accelerated
decay mechanisms leading to a desire (or need) for a making good of that decay.
Unlike many life cycle costing studies, where natural obsolescence would lead to a
similarly natural need for replacement, the repair work being investigated here could
be avoided were stone cleaning not carried out.

The mapping exercise has been undertaken to highlight cases, and the
circumstances, in which stone cleaning has led to increased levels or rates of decay.
Data from that exercise will be fed into the life cycle model, allowing pre-cleaning
predictions of likely decay, repair requirement and overall financial cost (or benefit) to
be included as part of the decision making process.

Aesthetic benefits resulting from stone cleaning must be regarded in many
cases as transient, due to inevitable re-soiling.  Where a financial loss is predicted
over the long term, many building owners and specifers might be likely to avoid stone
cleaning, making the implications of this project for the stone cleaning industry great.



7 Conclusions

This paper has described work ongoing, due for completion during 1999.  The strong
links between the physical mapping and the life cycle cost study in themselves present
a  useful and original contribution to knowledge.  The final model will facilitate better
informed decisions, and avoid unnecessary damage to buildings.
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Abstract

The introduction of competition has brought about dramatic changes to the
maintenance service industry within Local Government in many countries. The
Victorian State Government has initiated an aggressive compulsory competitive
tendering (CCT) model for competition, in response to a national drive for
increased competition in the provision of government services. This public sector
reform follows similar reforms within the UK, the US (STEP program) and
Canada (Public Service 2000 program). Implied in the Victorian approach to a
more effective and efficient method of administration, management and service
delivery is restructuring of organisations to reflect the needs of the customer in the
services being delivered.
Out-sourcing local government services requires the service provider to consult
two customers, the client (council, owner of the assets) and the customer
(ratepayers, users of the assets). The structures of the organisation must be
designed to reflect this dichotomy. This is exacerbated by the different approaches
needed to manage internal and external service providers. Furthermore, councils
are unsure of the best way to monitor customer satisfaction, which must be the
responsibility of both client and provider.
This paper examines and charts the organisational structures local government
have adopted in adapting to the change and also the client/provider roles, to
illustrate the mechanisms used to develop a customer focus in the service delivery
role. A case study approach is utilised in investigating two council’s different
approaches to the management of assets (buildings and infrastructure) – both
policy and maintenance.

Keywords: Local Government, Service Delivery, Asset Management,
Methodology.
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1 Introduction

Compulsory Competitive Tendering in local government has the potential to
change the way maintenance of assets is organised and managed (Bewry, 1998).
As organisational structures alter, and strategies for defining the level and
standard of service delivery are redefined, there is the potential to shift from
centralised to decentralised management of assets.

This paper reports on the changes in the provision of local government
services following the introduction of compulsory competitive tendering, and
illustrates the types of structures which have flowed from the change.
Examination is made of the fundamental issue of decentralisation of asset
management, which has not yet been tackled in organisational structures.
Generally, asset management is maintained as a client side function, which is not
devolved to the role of the service provider.

2 Local Government Reform in Victoria

The 1990's are a period of significant change for governments throughout
the world. The reform of the public sector has been a major economic and social
issue applying to all levels of government. Increased efficiency and service
delivery are expected to follow the pressure to reduce funding, as the market
model is applied to public sector organisations (Hodge 1996). Increases in
customer focus are expected across government as existing methods and
procedures are challenged, and service delivery practices and standards are
continuously reviewed against models of private sector practice. The structures,
processes and service delivery mechanisms of government are increasingly under
pressure from these drivers of reform. The roles and responsibilities of
government are being subjected to public scrutiny, as accountability becomes
more significant within the context of the provision of public services.

In recognition of the importance of achieving improved productivity and
enhanced Australian international competitiveness, the Commonwealth and all
States and Territories of Australia agreed in April 1995 to the implementation of a
National Competition Policy (Department of Premier and Cabinet 1996). This
agreement followed the report of the independent National Competition Policy
Review Committee, chaired by Professor Hilmer (Independent Committee of
Inquiry 1993). The Hilmer report found that, “while there had been significant
progress towards improving the competitiveness of the trade exposed sectors of
the Australian economy, many restrictions on competition remained within the
domestic economy”.

Earlier, in response to the Hilmer enquiry, local government in Victoria has
been seriously impacted, through forced amalgamations and the introduction of
Compulsory Competitive Tendering (CCT) in 1994. CCT represents a
fundamental change to the methods local government uses in performing its duties
and functions (Ernst et al, 1997). The introduction of a commercial approach
contrasts with the traditional community based service approach of local
government. Indicating that CCT impacts upon the operating philosophy and core
values of public authorities as they change organisational structures, external



relationships and human resource management to adopt the principles of the
market model.

In 1994, legislation was passed by the Victorian State Government,
requiring councils to expose minimum levels of expenditure (% of budget) to
competition and defined the requirements for achieving these levels1. This
approach contrasts with that previously adopted in the U.K. whereby particular
services were nominated. Councils in Victoria are subject to regulatory scrutiny to
ensure the competitive process is fair in practice. In complying with these
requirements, Morgan (1994) suggested councils need to adopt two clearly
separate roles:
• that of defining service requirements, selecting the service provider and

monitoring performance (client function); and
• that of being a service provider where a council chooses to compete in the

competitive process (provider function).
The restructuring of local government to achieve cost efficiency was part of

a package of reforms involving:
• amalgamations;
• capped rates (fixed at current levels); and
• Compulsory Competitive Tendering.

Following the restructure of local government, a ministerial report indicated
that Victoria's 78 councils (after amalgamations) achieved aggregate savings in
expenditure of $328 million for the 1995/96 year (Maclellan 1996). The majority
of rhetoric has focused on cost efficiency, levels of service delivery through the
maintenance of assets is not easily measured. The Victorian experience remains
immature, as many councils are currently adapting their organisational structures
to accommodate the market model. To understand this situation better, we need to
examine the international experience.

3 International experience

The restructuring of local government in Victoria is similar to that
experienced internationally as governments of all persuasions are seriously
considering this reform mechanism and many are adopting it vigorously.

Public sector reform through privatisation is certainly widespread on an
international scale. In particular, contracting out is a key instrument in enabling
public services to be provided more efficiently and effectively. Countries such as
the United Kingdom and New Zealand have actively encouraged privatisation
through the contracting out of public service provision. Implied in this approach
to competition is a belief in the efficacy of the market, thereby introducing client -
contractor relationships which mimic the operation of the market (Walsh, 1989).

Government's rationale for the introduction of competitive tendering for
local authority services is the increase in efficiency generated by competition.
However, Walsh (1989) argues that the intention of competitive tendering in the
U.K. is not only about efficiency, but also about power. The goal is to reduce the
power of both the local authorities and the trade unions. It is suggested that the

                                                
1 The first year required 30% of expenditure be exposed to the competitive process, the second and
third years required 40% and 50% respectively.



policy is particularly aimed at the trade unions and the way they have colluded
with local authorities to distort the working of the labour market, forcing local
authorities to abandon excessively high wages and over generous conditions and
recognising the local labour market conditions. Walsh (1989) concluded that
contracting out fits easily into the market orientated philosophy of conservatism
developed under the Thatcher government, aimed at reducing the power of
suppliers of public services.

Government's rationale has been supported widely in the form of published
reports on the positive effects of CCT on cost efficiency. Hodge (1996) reported a
number of findings with regard to the economic viability of contracting out
government services through competitive tendering. He concluded that the weight
of evidence supports the notion that the cost of service provision is reduced. Cost
savings ranged from 28% to as high as 49% for single services, most notably
cleansing, refuse collection and in the 49% case, road maintenance (Hodge 1996).
Although most studies appear to find that cost savings are possible on average
through contracting out, the extent to which these savings accord with Domberger
et al's 20% rule2 is unclear. However, the evidence of cost efficiency is certainly
not unanimous, as reported by Hodge (1996). Several studies such as Rimmer
(1993) and Greene (1994) argue that contracting out makes no difference to costs.

Canadian experience with the Public Services 2000 initiative supports the
notion of improving public sector operations through the introduction of private
sector practice. This review of government administration attempts to improve
values, cultures and attitudes. Clark (1990) argues that while government will
continue to be steered by traditional values of governance such as economy,
efficiency, effectiveness, probity, prudence and consistency, the best practices of
the private sector will have to be adopted and adapted to the needs of government.
The core values of the private sector nominated by Clark (1990) include improved
client service, public consultation, results, people as valued individuals,
empowerment at the point of service delivery, accountability and simplicity.
Implied in this approach is the organisational structure of local government best
fitting the needs of the public through service provision. However, the rationale of
the Public Service 2000 initiative is to review and improve from within an
organisation as opposed to simply outsourcing a role to achieve reform.

It is not clear whether cost savings in providing services under contract have
impacted negatively on the quality of service provided or service levels.
Domberger (1995) and Rimmer (1993) provided no consensus as to the impact on
quality of service provision. Hodge (1996) collected empirical evidence to show it
is possible to maintain the quality of service whilst reducing costs.

Walsh (1989) suggests that it is possible to envisage local authorities of the
future to be simply a set of contracts and a network of internal and external
trading. This is emphasised by the introduction of an ethos of commercialism
through the introduction of competition.

                                                
2 Domberger concluded that on average, contracting out in both the private and public sectors
afforded a 20% decrease in costs for a given service (Domberger and Hall 1995).



4 Organisational structures

A key aspect of the introduction of CCT in Victoria is the separation of the
client and provider functions. Prior to examining this issue, it is useful to provide
insight as to the factors which might affect the structure of an organisation in the
CCT context. Organisational theory (Robbins 1993) suggests the following
theoretical imperatives or determinants of structure:
• strategy;
• organisational size;
• technology which is the information, equipment, techniques and processes

utilised to provide outputs;
• organisational environment;
• power-control theory which suggests those in power selecting a structure to

maintain and enhance their control.
The introduction of CCT causes the circumstances for each of the above

criteria to alter. The strategy is firstly affected by the imposition of CCT, and
subsequent changes related to CCT include the decision of how to package
services to maximise customer satisfaction, how to drive organisational change
and whether council will compete to become a provider of services. Morgan
(1994) argues that the need to provide for policy development and governance
functions may affect structure. Implied in this, is the power-control issue as
described by Walsh (1989), suggesting that special interest groups will lobby for
structures which best meet their needs or maintain their control. This is
particularly relevant in the case of elected representatives being involved in the
process.  In the case of Victoria, the structure adopted is decided by
Commissioners (appointed temporarily by the State Government), most likely on
the recommendation of the Chief Executive Officer3. This presumably allowed
organisational structures to be developed without undue influence or bias.

The importance of the separation of client and provider functions is
paramount to the fairness of the competitive process (Local Government Industry
Working Party 1994), suggesting that an image of structure and control is
maintained to outside organisations and the public. This practice implies a process
orientated, control approach to management whereby rules and procedures are
integral to the structure. This case appears to fit best with a centralised
management structure.

The Canadian approach fostered in the Public Service 2000 reform attempts
to remove unnecessary procedural methods. Clark (1990) argues that flexibility is
required to enable those business units involved in the provision of services to
manage and deliver programs, concentrating on results rather than detailed
procedural requirements. This approach lends itself to increasing cost efficiency
of service delivery by examining existing service provision and investigating
possible changes to meet customer needs through a decentralised structure. This
contrasts with the approach apparently adopted in Victoria, which remains a
centralised approach. Alternatively, Morgan (1994) suggests separation can be
achieved by simply defining roles and establishing procedures rather than making

                                                
3 The introduction of CCT was facilitated by State Government removal of elected Councillors,
and the appointment of Commissioners for a 3 year term. Staged elections followed to provide for
elected representatives to replace the appointed Commissioners.



changes to a traditional structure.  Two main organisational models were
proposed: the full separation model and the two-hatted model.

Figure 1 illustrates a full separation model. The features of this model are:
• clear separation between client and provider sides of the organisation;
• client side includes CCT client functions and core functions such as

governance, policy, planning, asset management, finance and human
resources;

• the directors on the provider side will be responsible only for managing
business units and will not be involved in policy or have a client side role;

• the CEO will have a dual client/provider role; and
• displays of the client/provider split.

Figure 2 illustrates a two-hatted model. The features of the model are:
• each director would have a dual client/provider role;
• each director would have a client unit to undertake the CCT client functions;
• the provider role comprises the business units, both in-house agreements and

those services not competitively tendered;
• each director is responsible for ensuring appropriate separation between the

client unit and the business units;
• the CEO and directors would be responsible for corporate planning and policy

development;
• asset management may be split amongst the relevant units; and
• displays the client/provider split.

Fig. 1: Full separation model

The selection of model to be applied will have a significant effect upon the
nature of operations, in particular the role of asset management. The full
separation model signifies total separation of the asset management role from the
provider, and ultimately the customer. Alternatively, the two-hatted model
indicates a decentralised approach whereby asset management may be a role for
each business unit individually.
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Fig. 2: Two-hatted model

5 Governance of assets

The full separation model (figure 1) maintains the governance of assets as a
purely client function. Whereas the two hatted model (figure 2) devolves the
governance role to the business unit involved in the service delivery function, a
dual role including both client and provider management functions.

An alternative structure is proposed, a decentralised management approach,
in order to maximise service delivery, and ultimately customer satisfaction
through the role of asset management. The asset management role is traditionally
a client side task and a responsibility seen widely as not appropriate to devolve to
contractors. In achieving separation throughout the CCT processes, there needs to
be appropriate technical expertise on the client side for the preparation of
specifications and monitoring technical performance. However, if this expertise
were available in the contractor organisation, a duplication of expertise would
exist in the case of a full separation model, and perhaps adding to the costs of
service provision.

Clark (1990) argues that the focus must shift from meeting client side
(council) requirements to improving service through greater decentralisation of
decision making. Concluding that a shift in focus would require the recognition
and acceptance of risk in the short term, whilst making available innovative
service delivery approaches to improve government service delivery and
increasing value to the tax payer's dollar. Stewart (1989) supports this notion by
suggesting that although local government is constituted for local choice, that
choice is limited by organisational principles that become embedded in the
culture. Further, he asserts that the devolution of management responsibility has
created a clear focus in accountability to achieve the service delivery
requirements.

Figure 3 illustrates the opportunity to devolve the responsibility of asset
management to the provider side under a decentralised management structure in
the case of local government maintenance service provision. The diagram
illustrates a move of the asset management function from that of a client role (1)
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to a provider role (2). Implied in this approach is a decentralised management
structure with a service driven asset management program. The service emphasis
is supported by Dunlop (1992) who stresses that importance of customer
perception and service delivery in relation to asset management.

Fig. 3: Client/provider split in local government organisation

Kenley (1997) nominated a number of benefits of this approach:

• those responsible for the direct service provision to the customer maintain a
single point of contact to the customer, ensuring the appropriate level of
service; and

• service levels are determined by demand-side decision making, that is, the
customers requirements;

It could be argued the service provider is in the best position to determine
the needs of the asset users, therefore enabling service levels to be determined by
the customer requirements. As a client side role, asset management may be clearly
separated from the provider and therefore not receptive to the customer. Implied
in this customer focus, is the ability to provide asset maintenance to meet the
needs of the customer, rather than being an asset based approach.

The client side would obviously need to ensure responsible asset
management is being employed and prevent loss to the value of assets. Kenley
(1997) suggested the following be adopted by the client as a governance role, to
ensure performance:
• asset management plans be developed by the provider in accordance with

client budgets; and
• the use of benchmarks and performance indicators.
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Schreiber (1996) reported a trend within the UK and US towards
performance related specifications and output rather than input measurement. Put
simply, client managers are allowing industry to decide how to provide service
delivery after specifying the output required. Further, Schreiber (1996) reported
the control aspect is best performed by managing the output, not the input. This
approach allows the provider to determine how to best achieve the desired result.
However, the control or management of the desired result, or outcome, is still
maintained by the client, which is generally in a position removed from the
service delivery function. Thereby, the provider is in the best position to
understand the needs of the customer, the end-user of the service. The structure
proposed in figure 3 allows service levels to be determined by the needs of the
customer, allowing demand-side decision making to maximise the use of available
resources.

Outsourcing of corporate real estate management has seen an increase in the
use of strategic alliances and total facilities management. A strategic alliance
allows the client to utilise the strategic planning and management services of
specialist industry providers. Thereby complimenting the client facility manager's
role of adding value to the corporate plan. Further, the service provider and client
are allowed to work and grow together with ground rules set so there are common
goals and incentives driving performance. Evidence of the success of this
approach was reported in FM Journal (1997), noting that the best outcomes for the
customer are identified and achieved in a faster, more effective and efficient
manner than the traditional contractor/client relationship. Further, the total
facilities management approach allows all FM services to be outsourced and
managed by one company.

The client/provider split is significant in the context of asset management in
that the demand/push-supply/pull relationship may be subsequently inherited due
to the non-aligning nature of decision making processes under each approach.
This provides the case whereby the service provider, given a set specification or
budget, attempts to push (increase) the level of service, and in effect increasing
the volume and value of the activity to the provider as a business.

Alternatively, the client-side would prefer to pull (and therefore constrain)
the level of service to a volume predetermined by themselves, although somewhat
removed from the service provision activity, and therefore, the customer.

An example of this phenomenon could occur where the asset management
role determines the service levels, as a client-side activity. The service provider
provides maintenance services in accordance with the client-side requirements,
irrespective of the ability of the service provider to determine the needs of the
customer, particularly as they are the sole provider of services and maintain the
contact to the customer. Providing further evidence of the importance of the client
governance role in the case of devolution of the asset management function to the
provider.

Under a decentralised management approach, devolving asset management
to the provider may enable a customer focused, service driven approach to asset
maintenance. Thereby ensuring the appropriate levels of service as determined by
customer requirements (demand side decision making).



6 Asset governance and customer satisfaction

Figure 4 provides a representation of the key areas of consideration for the
achievement of customer satisfaction under the changing structures of local
government, in Victoria. Of particular consideration is the role of asset
governance.

Fig.4: Service quality model

The diagram identifies a number of gaps in the delivery of service and
customer satisfaction, namely:

Gap 1. Management perception of customer expectations (client) and
expected service (customer)
This gap occurs when management are out of tune with their customers, which
could occur when the client is removed from the service delivery function, and
misunderstand their requirements.

Gap 2. Service quality specifications (client) and service delivery (provider)
Following from gap 1, management may fail to translate their understanding of
the customer’s requirements into an accurate specification of the service required.
If the delivery process is not designed to deliver the customers required service,
there  is  minimal  chance  of  delivering  what  the  customer wants.  Provided the
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service requirement is correctly specified, there may still be error in the
performance of frontline provider personnel in actually delivering the service.

Gap 3. Service delivery (provider) and external communications to
customers (provider)
This gap may occur when an organization, via external communications, raises a
customers expectations beyond what the organization can or does provide.
Thereby failing to meet customer expectations.

Gap 4. Expected service (customer) and perceived service (customer)
This gap occurs when personal needs, past experience and external
communications regarding the service influence expectations along the ten
dimensions of service quality: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, competence,
courtesy, credibility, security, access, communication, and understanding the
customer (Hope and Muhlemann, 1997). Accordingly a difference will appear
between customer expectations and perceptions of the service.

As portrayed in Figure 4, the customer builds their own expectation of the
service delivery requirement through both soft and hard issues. Hard issues
describe the measurable elements of the service encounter which can be sensed
and judged against a benchmark of some description. Marsh (1998) describes the
soft issues as the intangibles that deal with the subjective elements of the delivery
of service and cannot easily be defined. They may include such issues as
perception, trust, security and confidence. These issues are difficult for the
provider to initially understand as they are subject to value judgements.

The basis of the customer’s service expectation, as portrayed in Figure 4,
provides a social inertia which can act as an opponent to change within the service
delivery system. The ability of council of implement change may be opposed by
the customers through a social inertia developed over many years of receiving
services via the traditional local government method (i.e. in-house local supply).
CCT drives change within the service delivery mechanism, and it is not clear that
customer satisfaction is easily achievable under the recently adopted structures.

Prior to the implementation of CCT, and the subsequent adoption of new
structures within councils, there was a clear distinction between the customer
(ratepayer) and the service supplier (council). Under the new structures it is not
clear exactly who the customer is.

Fig. 5: Multi-client dichotomy
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The council is satisfied in the case where the service provider meets the
contract specification. Alternatively, the ratepayer is satisfied upon delivery of
expected service to meet their requirements. It is not clear that these objectives are
always aligned. Therefore, the service provider is faced with a multi-client
dichotomy and conflicting incentives to satisfy each of the parties. The provider
may have a contract with the client to deliver services, however, the ratepayer is
ultimately the recipient of the services.

7 Further research

This paper is a preliminary report on findings associated with a major
project examining the packaging of local government maintenance services.
Further work will focus on the relationship between asset management and
service delivery in the context of local government maintenance services, in
particular the organisational decision making processes following the recent
microeconomic reforms.
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A COMPUTER-AIDED PRIORITISATION FRAMEWORK FOR
PLANNED MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
Computer-aided prioritisation framework
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Abstract

The mismatch between maintenance budgets and the ever-increasing maintenance needs
of public buildings is a worldwide problem.  As a result, many public buildings are
deteriorating.  Although it is unlikely to completely overcome this problem without an
injection of further resources, it is possible for maintenance managers to improve the
situation by ensuring that the best solution in terms of "value for money" is achieved in
the planned maintenance programme.  A computer-aided maintenance plan that is based
on rational assessment of priorities and up-to-date knowledge of the condition of the
property stock will help to ensure the best use of available resources.  This paper presents
the results of a major research project undertaken at the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University.  It focuses on the development of a multi-attribute prioritisation model by
using the analytic hierarchy process to assign weightings to selected criteria for
maintenance priority setting, followed by a description of the computer-aided
prioritisation framework that implemented the prioritisation model.  The framework is
simple in practice and flexible from a management point of view, which empower
maintenance managers to make more objective and rational decisions.

Keywords: Planned maintenance, computer-aided prioritisation, and public buildings.

1 Introduction

In the current economic climate, maintenance budgets for public buildings are
unlikely to meet the ever-increasing maintenance need (Audit Commission, 1988).  There
is a pressing need to develop a framework within which maintenance can be prioritised
rationally and limited resources can be allocated more wisely to achieve best value for
money (Audit Commission, 1993).

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1655-1665.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Although it is unlikely to solve this problem completely without an input of further
resources, it is possible to improve the situation by ensuring that the best solution in terms
of "value for money" is achieved in the maintenance programme.  A maintenance plan
that is based on a rational assessment of priorities and up-to-date knowledge of the
condition of the property stock will help to ensure that difficult long-term decisions are
not outweighed by short-term considerations (Shen et al, 1998).

It is clear that increasing pressure is being brought to bear on the resources available
for maintenance management and the setting of priorities has always been a problem for
property managers who need to take a number of factors into consideration during the
prioritisation process.  The techniques in assessing "value for money" for planned
maintenance are not robust and the resources for addressing the problem have become
increasingly scarce (Spedding et al, 1994).  Decisions concerning the use of resources on
planned maintenance are normally based on qualitative assessment, containing a large
amount of subjective elements which can lead to inadequate spending on repairs and
maintenance, particularly for strategic work.  Although senior staff are aware of the
benefits of setting up priorities, little effort has been put into the development of a
systematic approach of prioritising work by drawing upon maintenance databases and
factors which often influence the decision-making process in planned maintenance.

The objective of the research undertaken at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University
is to improve planned maintenance management of public buildings in terms of "value for
money" by setting up a viable prioritisation model that takes into account of factors and
issues which managers have to consider before decisions are made.  A mathematical
model has been developed for the priority setting process in an effort to connect the
factors identified with quantitative data from condition surveys.  This model provides a
method of ranking maintenance and repair proposals on the basis of agreed criteria, in the
knowledge that the application of common standards would reduce the subjective element
that has featured so largely in maintenance decisions.

2 The practice of maintenance prioritisation in Hong Kong

In Hong Kong there are two government departments with large building stocks to
look after - the Architectural Services Department (ASD) and the Housing Department.
For the purpose of maximising the use of resources and good management, each of the
above two departments has its own way of maintenance prioritisation.

The Property Services Branch (APB) of the ASD holds responsibilities for the
construction and maintenance of all sorts of government properties in Hong Kong.  The
types of buildings taken care by APB include government offices, hospitals, clinics,
police stations, fire services station, post offices, prisons, laboratories and workshops.  In
1996/1997, the APB was responsible for maintaining 21.9 million m2 of floor area, in
more than 68 government departments.  The overall expenditure was in the order of
HK$570 million and the total number of work orders was around 200,000 in 1997.  APB
has a condition-related building maintenance programme.  Its essence is to plan for or
accept the possibility of restricted maintenance as a result of fiscal stress.  The concept is
simple and it can be described as follows:

The technical need of buildings is established through cyclic condition surveys.  A
priority system reflects stated policy in standards of maintenance for different types of



buildings, usage of parts of buildings, health, safety and legal requirements.  It is
employed to rate the condition related maintenance proposals.  Work items in projects are
selected according to their priorities until the allocated funds are fully committed.

This method produces a budget relating real physical needs to funds available - a
Needs Budget.  Regular update of condition will gradually elevate deteriorating items or
elements to a high priority to secure funds.  The result of this approach is that APB can:
(1) justify a budget - APB knows what work must be done and can explain to the
administration the effect of not proceeding; (2) tailor the works programme to the funds
allocated - in the event that the actual allocation does not reach the same value as the
justified Needs Budget, APB will ensure essential works (high priority projects) are
undertaken; and (3) record condition of buildings as a central source of information -
condition is reflected in the on-site condition survey results, recorded in computers.

The Housing Department has a stock of 870,000 public flats, and some 3million m2

of commercial and other facilities.  Its budget represents 2% of Hong Kong's GDP.
Housing 3.2 million people, it is “one of the world’s largest home-makers”.  Besides
public houses, the Department also managed a large number of auxiliary public buildings
including 230 schools, 205 kindergartens, 75 nurseries, 57 libraries and study rooms, 568
welfare and amenity premises in public housing estates by the end of 1995 (Bates, 1996).

Each year the Department makes 200,000 repairs to public housing and home
ownership estates.  It has spent HK$4 billion in improvement and maintenance and the
total expenditure would increase to HK$23 billion for the next five years from 1995.
Between 1987/88 and 1994/95, the department has spent HK$1.7 billion on structural
repair, representing 15.6 per cent of the total expenditure on maintenance.

The Housing Department has a rigorous and complicated survey and planned
maintenance programme called CARE, which is the acronym for Condition, Appraisal,
Repair and Examination, involving inspections inside every one of its 800,000 flats every
18 months and a thorough external review at least every six years.  The concept is to
systematically deal with maintenance and improvement of each public housing block by
first carrying out a condition survey and then appraising the findings and arranging for
works to be carried out in an intensive repair period of about 2 years.  Tenants would be
able to enjoy a low breakdown and “quiet” period of 4 years and an improvement in
maintenance standards.  The quiet period is also called examination period during which
building condition data would be collected for the next CARE cycle.

Guidelines are developed for determining the priorities of the estates in the CARE
programme.  The priorities are as follows in descending order: (1) work necessary to
maintain the safety of persons; (2) work necessary to keep property habitable (e.g., by
reason of hygiene, security, electrical and water supply); (3) work necessary to keep
buildings operational; and (4) work necessary for the appearance of the property, the
provision or upkeep of non-essential services or facilities.

There are two serious problems associated with the above practice.  Firstly, the
decision-making process is not clear, it is difficult to tell why and how a surveyor assigns
a certain priority to a particular maintenance item, subjective elements can be introduced
very easily into the process.  Secondly, since budgets for maintenance are normally
significantly less than the real needs, the cut-off line can easily fall somewhere in the
middle of a priority category, which creates a very difficult task for the maintenance
managers to differentiate maintenance items in the same category.



3 The AHP-based multi-attribute prioritisation model

This multi-attribute prioritisation model was first introduced by Spedding, Holmes
and Shen at the University of West of England (1994), based on a comprehensive study
of the current practice of planned maintenance prioritisation in British local authorities
and various existing prioritisation methods.  It was further developed by Shen et al (1998)
at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, by using the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) to assign weightings to selected prioritisation criteria on a quantitative basis.  The
method is straightforward from the practical point of view and flexible from the
management point of view.  It also increases client/user satisfaction through their
participation in the more transparent prioritisation process.

As shown in Fig. 1, a number of major factors are normally considered by
maintenance managers in the process of setting priorities for planned maintenance.

M a jor factors to be taken into
consideration by maintenance

managers in setting priorities for
planned maintenance

TECHNICAL
e.g. condition, age, life span,

energy rating, complexity

FINANCIAL
e.g. cost of work vs budget available,

can the building  generate revenue

SOCIAL
e.g. health & safety, current/future

usage, security, building status

LEGAL
e.g. legislations, statutory &

contracting requirements

ECONOM ICAL
e.g. cost im p lication of delaying
repair, maintenance cost trend

POLITICAL
e.g. location,
constituency

Fig. 1: Major factors for maintenance prioritisation (Spedding et al, 1995)

Within the prioritisation model, these factors will be treated as priority setting
criteria and weighting will be assigned to each criterion according to its relative
importance.  Every maintenance work identified during a condition survey will be
measured and a score will be given in respect of each criterion selected earlier.  Suppose
n criteria C1, C2, ..., Ci, ..., Cn are used in the prioritisation process, their relative weights
are W1, W2, ..., Wi, ..., Wn, and work j was scored Sj1, Sj2, ..., Sji, ..., Sjn in respect of
criteria C1, C2, ..., Ci, ..., Cn.  The priority index Sj for job j can then be calculated by using
the following formula:

Sj = Sj1*W1 + Sj2*W2 + ...  + Sji*Wi + ...+ Sjn*Wn ....  ...  ...  ...  (1)
Details regarding the selection of prioritisation criteria, the determination of their

weightings, and the scores given to a maintenance work with respect to each criterion will
be described in the following section.

4 The computerised implementation of the proposed model

Because of the large amount of complicated calculations involved in the above
model, it is essential to use a computer programme to assist its implementation in
practice.  It was also found by Holmes and Shen (1994) that where formal computerised



prioritisation methods are not yet in use, maintenance managers have the difficult annual
task of confirming or amending the priorities of many thousands of work items, initially
given by individual surveyors. The following sections describe the computerised
implementation of the model.

4.1 Selection of criteria for maintenance priority setting
The criteria used in the prioritisation process and their weightings may be different

among different organisations.  These reflect differences between their maintenance
objectives, policies and practices.  The following commonly used criteria have been
identified in setting up maintenance priorities (Holmes and Shen, 1994), which can be
selected from the computerised programme:
(1) Building Status (BS): The relative importance of the building (where the defective
element is examined) compared with others, in terms of function, current and intended
future usage, e.g.  an infant school might have a higher status than a leisure building.
(2) Physical Condition (PC): The physical condition of the defective element being
examined, and its possibility of breakdown or failure, e.g. elements in very bad conditions
would be given higher priorities than those in fair conditions.
(3) Importance of Usage (IU): The importance of the functional unit (in relation to other
units within the same building) where the defects are situated, e.g., the reception area
would be more important than storage rooms.
(4) Effects on Users (EU): The effects of breakdown or failure of the defective
element(s) on the occupants and users of the building (including staff and members of the
public), e.g. health and safety problems are more important than aesthetic problems.
(5) Effects on Fabrics (EF): The cost implication of breakdown or failure of the defected
element(s) on maintaining the overall condition of the building fabric and building
services, e.g. if a defective roof is not repaired promptly, the eventual cost would be
higher due to possible damages to other building elements.
(6) Effects on Service Provision (ESP): The cost implication of breakdown or failure of
the defected element(s) on the provision of services the building is used for.

In addition to the standard criteria listed above, some special criteria, such as legal
requirements, special maintenance policies, and pressures created from day-to-day
maintenance also need to be considered when assessing maintenance priorities.  These
special criteria sometimes override the standard criteria.  For instance, a low priority
could be assigned to a maintenance job according to the standard criteria, however,
because the work is required to comply with a conservation order, a very high priority
will be assigned to keep it in the next maintenance programme.

4.2 Determination of weightings for maintenance criteria by using AHP
AHP was developed by Saaty (1990) to help individuals and groups deal with

multi-criteria decision-making problems.  By incorporating both subjective and objective
data into a logical hierarchy framework, AHP provides decision-makers with an intuitive
approach to evaluate the importance of every element of a decision through a pair-wise
comparison process, allowing them to structure complex problems in the form of a
hierarchy.  A hierarchy has at least three levels: the goal, the criteria and the alternatives.
In our model, AHP was used only to determine the relative importance of the criteria in
meeting the goal.  Fig. 2 illustrates the flow diagram for this process.



Formation of a decision-making hierarchy
The prioritisation problem can be broken down into a hierarchy of interrelated

decision elements as shown in Fig. 3.  Level 1 describes the objective of the decision-
making problem.  Level 2 contains factors that are perceived as important attributes to
achieve the objective described in level 1.  In theory, this process can be extended to
include many levels.  Factors listed at each level are perceived as important attributes
that affect attributes at the upper level.  For simplicity reasons, the number of levels in
Fig. 3 has been restrained to two.  Managers with decision-making responsibilities will
provide information within the hierarchy.

Fig. 3: Hierarchy for prioritisation of planned maintenance of public buildings
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Fig. 2: The  AHP-based multi-attribute prioritisation process
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Formulation of a pair-wise comparison matrix
In order to decide the relative importance of one criterion versus another, a number

of pair-wise comparisons between the criteria with respect to the goal of the hierarchy
have to be made.  Decision-makers are asked to make judgements for the comparisons.
Each comparison involves assessing relevant importance of one factor over the other
factor with respect to the goal in a ratio scale.  Table 1 shows commonly used scales.  The
comparison is represented in a pair-wise comparison matrix.  If there are n items to be
compared for a given matrix, a total of n(n-1)/2 judgements are needed.  The eigenvector
of the matrix provides a priority ordering and the eigenvalue gives a measure of the
consistency of judgement. A consistency ratio of less than 0.10 is acceptable, otherwise
changes should be made to the original judgements made by the maintenance manager.

Table 1: Fundamental ratio scale in pair-wise comparison (Source: Saaty, 1990)

Intensity of
importance

Definition Explanation

1 Equal Importance Two activities contributes equally to the
objective

3 Weak importance of one over another Experience and judgement slightly favour
one over another

5 Essential or strong importance Experience or judgement strongly favour
one over another

7 Very strong or demonstrated importance An activity favoured very strongly over
another; its dominance demonstrated in
practice

9 Absolute importance The evidence favouring one activity over
another is of the highest possible order of
affirmation

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values between adjacent scale
value

When a compromise in judgement is needed

Reciprocals
of above
nonzero

If activity i has one of the above nonzero
numbers assigned to it when compared
with activity j, then j has the reciprocal
value when compared with i.

A reasonable assumption

Rationales Ratios arising from the scale If consistency were to be forced by
obtaining n numerical values to span the
matrix

As shown in Table 2, by answering question "with respect to the given criterion,
what is the importance of factor i over factor j?", the pair-wise comparison matrixes are
formed.  For instance, if a decision-maker believes that "safety" is absolutely more
important than "aesthetics" with respect to the goal, a value of 9 to "safety" expresses this
judgement.  If "effects on users" are moderately more important than "effects on fabrics",
a value of 3 can be assigned to "effects on users".  The weightings in the last column of
the table are calculated based on the method introduced in the next section.



Computation of priorities and consistency ratio
From the pair-wise comparison matrix, the eigenvector and the maximum

eigenvalue could be calculated by using the right eigenvector method.  The eigenvector
provides the weightings of the criteria while the maximum eigenvalue is used to obtain a
measure of the consistency of the judgement.  The right eigenvector method is the most
widely used method, in which the general eigenvector equation     AW=λmax W    is used,
where A is the pair-wise comparison matrix, W=(W1 W2 W3 W4 W5)

T is the vector of
actual relative weightings of the criteria.

Table 2: Pair-wise comparison matrix

With Respect to Goal BS PC IU EU EF Weighting
BS 1 1/3 3 1/4 2 0.123
PC 3 1 5 1/2 4 0.280
IU 1/3 1/5 1 1/9 1/3 0.043
EU 4 2 9 1 6 0.471
EF 1/2 1/4 3 1/6 1 0.083

A Consistency Ratio (CR) will be calculated to measure the consistency in the pair-
wise comparison: CR= CI / RI, where CI is called consistency index defined as CI= (λmax

- n) / ( n -1), RI is the random consistency index obtained by averaging the consistency
index of a randomly generated reciprocal matrix from a scale of 1 to 9.  The value of RI
could be obtained from Table 3.

Table 3: Value of random consistency index (Saaty, 1990)

Matrix Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
RI 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49

Based on this method, and by using a commercially-available computer software
called "Expert Choice", the results for the matrix shown at the previous section are as
follows: W=(W1 W2 W3 W4 W5)

T = (0.123 0.280 0.043 0.471 0.083) T, λmax = 5.10,
CI=(5.10-5)/(5-1)=0.025,  CR=0.025/1.12=0.02.

4.3 Assigning scores for maintenance works in respect of each criterion
Having selected the criteria for prioritising maintenance works and determined their

weightings, it is necessary for building surveyors to assign scores to maintenance items in
respect of each criterion, and to calculate the priority indexes based on formula (1).  A
database programme has been designed specifically for this purpose.

In order to ensure consistency, we have designed detailed guidelines on assigning
scores to maintenance works for surveyors.  For example, in respect criterion "physical
condition", a score of 5 will be given to the item under examination if it is in a very bad
condition and requires immediate attention; a score of 4 will be given if its overall
condition is bad but does not need immediate attention.  In order to avoid district building
surveyors compete with each other by giving higher scores to the maintenance items they
are looking after, if necessary, the chief building surveyor in-charge can keep the



weightings confidential, so that building surveyors do not know which scores they should
increase to have the highest possible effect on the priority.

4.4 Testing of the AHP-based multi-attribute prioritisation model
The model for prioritisation of maintenance work has also been tested with real data

provided by the Architectural Services Department in Hong Kong.  During the test, a total
of around 60 maintenance items were picked up from the condition survey among
schools.  The chief building surveyor from the participating organisation was then asked
to do a pair-wise comparison for selected maintenance criteria using the model, based on
which the following weightings are calculated: BS=0.123, PC=0.280, IU=0.043,
EU=0.471, EF=0.083.

In respect of each selected criterion, the chief surveyor gave a score for a
maintenance item.  A priority index (PI) was calculated for each item by using formula
(1) as described earlier in this section.  Based on the priority index, all the maintenance
items were rearranged in a descending order of priority.  Table 4 shows a small number of
the 60 selected items with high priority indices.  The PI for the first listed item, for
example, is based on: 3x0.123+5x0.280+4x0.043+5x0.471+5x0.083=.  The accumulated
cost is used for placing a cut-off line among maintenance items to separate items in the
current maintenance programme from those in the backlog.

Table 4: An example of modified multi-attribute prioritisation

Property Functional Unit Description of Defect BS IU PC EU EF PI
KT GTSS Corridor Mosaic tile flooring with patches 4 5 5 5 3 4.428
HH GPS External Wall Spalling concrete 4 4 5 5 4 4.375
HH GPS Corridor Spalling concrete at roof 4 4 5 5 4 4.375
KT GTSS Boys Toilet Flushing water of urinal splashing 4 5 5 3 4 3.943
HH GPS G/F Glass Pane Broken 4 3 3 5 2 3.827
KT GTSS Biology Lab Side benches rotten 4 4 4 4 2 3.766
KT GTSS Boys Toilet Hand basin detached from wall 4 5 2 3 4 3.736
KT GTSS Boys Toilet Door frame of a cubicle damaged 4 5 3 3 3 3.686
QE Sch 16 Nos Classroom Repair to electrical installation 3 3 2 5 4 3.657
KT GTSS Drawing Room Door damaged 4 4 4 4 1 3.647
KT GTSS Classroom 407 Door lock and hinges damaged 4 3 3 4 3 3.644
HMT GMS Physics Lab Ditto 4 3 4 4 2 3.594

The test indicated that by using the framework it was possible to speed up the
priority setting process with increased transparency and reduced subjectivity.  The results
showed that although most of the maintenance items in the current programme appear at
the top of the list, a few items in the current maintenance programme appeared near the
bottom of the rearranged list.  The main reason for these "low-score" items being
included in the current maintenance programme was the fact that they satisfied some
special criteria.  For instance, according to this authority's policy, the 2nd phase of a
project will be given a very high priority to put it in the next year's planned maintenance
programme regardless its current condition and effects on users etc.



5 Conclusions

The computerised implementation of the AHP-based multi-attribute prioritisation
model for planned maintenance was developed for organisations with large building
stocks.  Because the weighting of each criterion is of vital influence on the final
prioritisation results, it is necessary to use a computerised programme to assist the
complicated calculations in deciding the weightings for each criterion.  This approach
also improves client and end user satisfaction through improved transparency in the
prioritisation process and their increasing awareness and participation of the process.

The computerised model is being refined for further implementation in a number of
participating maintenance organisations.  It is necessary to test the model further in two
aspects: (1) to see how well building surveyors in Hong Kong respond to the modified
method of data collection during their condition surveys or inspections, and (2) to further
test the validity and weightings of the identified criteria.

Although the above method was mainly designed for the planned maintenance of
public buildings, the concepts and principles could be easily extended to the private
sector.  In order to facilitate the testing of the model, a method of collecting data was
produced.  Guidelines for assigning scores to maintenance works have been prepared for
surveyors to ensure the consistency in the scoring process, which is critical to the success
of the new method.  The documentation for data collection and procedures in using the
computerised model is now ready for full testing in both the public and private sectors.
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IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN ROOFING ASSETS
MANAGEMENT: EXPERIENCES FROM THE US ARMY
Roofing Assets Management - US Army
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Abstract

The Army maintains approximately 170,000 buildings at installations located all over
the world. The roofing inventory that protects these buildings comprises a variety of
materials and systems.  The funds spent annually by the Army to repair and replace
roofs make up thirteen percent of its overall building maintenance and repair (M&R)
budget.  This paper discusses current Army business practices for roof management,
investigates technology needs and recommends solutions for bridging existing gaps
through proposed process changes and research efforts.

Keywords: roofing systems, asset management, service life performance.

1 Introduction

Roof performance continues to pose a costly and frustrating challenge to the
Army.  As available M&R dollars and facilities management staffing continue to
shrink at Army installations, the concern for roof performance continues to grow.
Thus, it is critical for the Army to assess its roofing needs and identify the means for
meeting them.  This paper defines the Army’s roofing assets and performance, and
discusses its roof management practices, shortfalls, and needs.  Opportunities for
improvement through changes in business practices and adoption of technology
solutions are presented.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1193-1202.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



2 Army roofing assets

2.1 Roofing inventory
The Army is responsible for operating and maintaining approximately 170,000

buildings, which are located at installations located all over the world.  These
buildings house approximately 1 billion square feet (sf) of floor space (Headquarters,
Department of the Army, 1996).  The Army has a total of 627 million (M) sf of
roofing that protects both mission-specific and family housing buildings.  The roofing
on mission-specific facilities (training, maintenance, production, supply, storage,
troop barracks, medical, administrative, utility) account for 439M sf.  Roofing on
family housing units account for the remainder.

Army roofing comprises of a variety of materials and systems.  These include
low-slope roofing systems such as bituminous built-up roofing (BUR) membranes,
single-ply sheet membranes, modified bitumen membranes, sprayed polyurethane
foams, and metal systems; and steep roofing systems that use materials such as
asphalt shingle, metal, clay and concrete tile, slate, and wood.  For the 466 million sf
of roofing on both mission-specific and family housing buildings at continental US
(CONUS) installations only, membrane systems comprise 44% of the total area.
Metal and asphalt shingle roofing account for 15% and 35%, respectively (Figure 1).
The majority of the membrane roofing is BUR with the remainder being primarily
single-ply and modified bitumen systems. The family housing buildings on CONUS
installations have predominantly steep roofing, with the majority being asphalt
shingles.

Fig. 1:  Percentages of roofing area by type on Army CONUS installations

Based on unit costs (RS Means, 1996), the replacement value for all roofing on
CONUS installations is approximately $1.2 billion.  Extrapolated for the entire Army,
this amounts to more than $1.5 billion in roofing assets.

2.2 Roofing performance
The roofing industry has for many years accepted the notion that BUR systems

should be expected to last 20 years.  Perhaps for competitive reasons, similar
expected service lives for the other membrane roofing systems have been claimed.
Based on a 1996 survey of NRCA roofing contractors located all across the United
States (Cash, 1997), the actual service life for membrane roofing averages 16 years,
only 80% of the industry-standard 20-year design life.
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For the purpose of evaluating the performance of Army roofing, the United
States Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (USACERL) acquired
and analyzed ROOFER (Bailey et al, 1989) databases from 21 Army installations
(Bailey, 1997).  These databases contained inventory data that included historical,
design, and construction information as well as condition assessment data for 3059
roof sections totaling 18 million sf of BUR and single-ply membrane roofing.  The
overall condition of each roof was characterized by the roof condition index (RCI)
having a scale of 0 to 100, with 100 being excellent and 33 indicating failure.  RCI
frequency diagrams for the roofs grouped by age are shown in Fig. 2.

From examining the figures, clearly age is an important factor in overall
condition.  For the purpose of this study, a roof section having an RCI of 10 points or
more below that of a “normal” roof can be considered to be performing
unsatisfactorily.  Using the data presented in Fig. 2, roofs 5 years or less in age having
ratings below “excellent,” roofs between 6 and 10 years of age having ratings below
“very good,” and roofs between 11 and 15 years of age having ratings below “good”
were classified as performing at a level lower than should be expected of a typical
roof.  Based on these conservative criteria, 39 percent of the roofs were performing
below their expected level.
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Fig. 2: RCI frequency histograms

Similar indications of Army roofing performance are provided by roof
replacement project data compiled from several Army installations that have
implemented ROOFER.  From a database of 413 roof sections, 70% of the roofs were
replaced before reaching their 20-year design life, and almost half were replaced
before the age of 16 years.  Of the roofs replaced before the age of 16 years, which
can be characterized as having below “expected performance,” the average age at
time of replacement was 12 years.



2.3 Roofing costs
Army roofing M&R costs are not separately tracked but embedded in overall

building M&R expenditures.  Therefore it is necessary to estimate the roofing portion
of the Army’s M&R based on private sector experiences.  To calculate annual
replacement requirements, average durabilities for single-ply and BUR membranes,
asphalt strip shingles, and metal roofing were assumed to be 16 years, 15 years, and
25 years, respectively (Cash, 1997).  Using unit costs from Means and other sources
for tear-off, disposal, and replacement of the different roofing systems, the yearly roof
replacement cost for all CONUS installations is estimated to be $99 million. This
extrapolates to $133 million for the entire Army.  Adding in costs for routine
inspection and maintenance results in a total annual M&R requirement of
approximately $200 million for roofing, which is equivalent to 13% of the total M&R
dollars spent on Army buildings in FY96.

The “early” replacement of roofs has a significant impact on the Army’s M&R
requirements.  Using 16 years as the acceptable service life, the 12-year service life of
half of the membrane roofing systems on CONUS installations results in an estimated
additional annual cost of  $9 million.  This does not include costs due to damage to
furnishings, lost occupancy, mission interruption, and increased energy usage.

3 Army roofing management and improvement opportunities

From an Army perspective, roof management encompasses all activities
necessary to ensure the suitable performance of roofing assets through their entire life
cycle, including design and specification, construction quality management, and
M&R management.  Corps of Engineers (COE) District offices are responsible for
executing the design and specifications, procurement, and quality assurance phases
for new construction projects funded under the Military Construction, Army (MCA)
program.  District offices also provide these services for other customers, such as the
Air Force, Army and Air Force Reserves, and the Veterans Administration. The roof
designs for replacement projects and smaller building construction projects at Army
installations are usually accomplished with the installation Directorate of Public
Works (DPW) in-house design staff and Architect/Engineer (A/E) firms under
contract.  DPWs also manage the M&R of roofs on these installations.

3.1 Design

3.1.1 Process
Roof design has been recognized as one of several factors involved in ensuring

satisfactory roof performance.  Flaws and inconsistencies in the roofing system design
and detail drawings can directly result in poor performance of a well-installed roof,
and these problems can even impede proper installation by the contractor.

To accomplish building design, a typical COE District has an Engineering
Division with an in-house design staff.  This staff has several architects to handle the
duties of developing roof designs, detail drawings, and technical specifications.
Districts also maintain A/E contracts with design capabilities.  An in-house designer
or an A-E firm may accomplish the roof design tasks for a given project, depending
on the District’s current workload, expertise, and customer request.



As compared to COE Districts, the roof design process tends to vary more
between installation DPWs.  At some installations, roof replacement projects are
accomplished under a roof requirements contract, which is awarded to a roofing
contractor on an annual or multi-year basis for the purpose of expediting the process
of accomplishing repairs and replacements. Typically, formal design and project
specifications are not developed for these types of projects.  Aside from being
required to install a certain generic type of membrane and thickness of insulation, the
contractor is allowed significant latitude in what he provides.  The Army has limited
assurance that it is receiving an adequately designed roofing system for the specific
building.
 Some Army roofing design inadequacies occurring on building construction
projects can be attributed to the need to meet project cost and time constraints.  For
roofing as well as other types of construction, there is great pressure to keep costs
down and to complete the contract documents in time to meet the project schedule.
As a result, the design drawings may lack sufficient details to communicate the design
properly, requiring the contractor to work out the deficiencies in the field.  For many
projects, the particular roofing system submitted by a contractor utilizes the
membrane manufacturer’s details, which may be very different from the project
design details.   Proper and sufficient review of these submitted changes and other
similar activities may be difficult to accomplish without causing construction delays.

3.1.2 Improvement opportunities
Formalization of the engineering process through establishment of an internal

roofing committee within each COE District can provide several functions to help
improve the quality of roof designs.  Committee responsibilities could include sharing
expertise, performing final design review, and providing assistance to other parts of
the organization on roofing matters.  With representation from the design staff,
construction quality assurance personnel, and users, the committee can serve as a
focal point and conduit for ensuring that problems and issues are communicated back
to the design staff.

To assure quality roof design from third-party contractors, A/E designers need
to be pre-qualified.  Aside from being a registered architect or professional engineer,
a requirement for membership in IRWC (Institute of Roofing and Waterproofing
Consultants International) would serve as evidence of both a professional license and
roofing design experience.  Membership with RCI (Roof Consultants Institute) could
also be required.  In addition to holding certain registration and membership, the A/E
designer should be required to have experience in the design of roofing in the local
area and climate of the project.

The Army should also consider the requirement of having all roof designs and
specifications reviewed by an independent designer.  This peer review of the designer
of record's work would apply to both in-house and A/E designs.  The small addition
to the project cost would provide great benefit by avoiding serious mistakes that may
be uncovered by the independent "second set of eyes."

The development of an Internet roofing site for the COE design and construction
personnel was recommended during a 1997 Army roofing workshop.  The major
functions for the proposed site were to provide up-to-date information on Army and
non-Army references, training seminars, and other roofing-related events, and to
provide a means of communication for sharing lessons learned and obtaining expert



assistance.  Since that time, an existing Army Internet site for roofing maintenance
(Roofing Information Support System) has undergone substantial improvements and
enhancements.  The site is not yet fully functional and requires some additional
development work.  When completed, it should provide an invaluable capability to
the entire Army roofing community.

With replacements accounting for the large majority of the Army’s current
roofing projects, those procured through roof requirements contract methods may
have a substantial impact on the Army’s overall roof performance.  Investigations are
needed to determine the level and quality of designs used in such roofing projects.

3.2 Specifications

3.2.1 Process
Project specifications for military construction provide for the technical aspects

of the work.  As per Army regulations, Corps of Engineers Guide Specifications
(CEGS) are used for the technical provisions of the project.   These specifications are
edited or “customized” by the designer to suit a project’s particular requirements.
They are coordinated with the construction industry and revised periodically to
maintain state-of-of-the-art technology.  Field users and others provide input for
revisions through a standardized process.

These CEGSs, which exist for each of the major roofing systems, include three
separate parts: General, Products, and Execution.  The General section contains a
listing of references and subsections with requirements for submittals, storage and
handling of materials, fire and wind uplift resistance, and warranty.  The Product
section contains specific requirements for the materials and components used in the
roofing system.  The material and system installation procedures for the contractor are
stipulated in the Execution section.

Within the CEGS, ASTM standards are referenced for the purpose of providing
initial material property requirements. These standards are often prescriptive in nature
and do not necessarily ensure their long-term durability.  Although roofing materials
and systems meeting the ASTM requirements have generally performed satisfactorily,
their use has not been trouble-free.  Examples of such problems include excessive
plasticizer loss in the earlier poly(vinyl/chloride) (PVC) membranes and, more
recently, shrinkage of ethylene-propylene-diene terpolymer (EPDM) membranes.

Because regulations and policy restrict the specification of brand names, the
Army is required to specify roofing by material or system type.  Therefore to ensure
that satisfactory materials are specified and procured, standard test methods and
performance criteria are needed which describe and measure how roofing materials
will perform in service (Cash, 1993).

Even if good roofing materials are obtained for a project, the likelihood of
getting an adequately performing roof is greatly increased if a reputable and capable
contractor is awarded the contract.  Typically, the Army’s roofing specifications
require that the contractor be a certified installer by the system manufacturer.  This
may ensure that the contractor has had at least some training on how to install the
product.  However, it must be realized that roofing manufacturers make greater profit
by having more contractors use their product.  Therefore, their certification process
may be considerably less than rigorous.  This problem is exacerbated by the fact that



disreputable roofing contractors exploit the current government procurement system,
which requires “free and open competition” and award to the lowest bidder.

3.2.2 Improvement Opportunities
As part of its Roofing Service Life Extension research program, USACERL is

conducting studies to develop methods to predict the long-term performance and
expected service life of different roofing membranes.  The multi-year effort includes
the following phases:

• Determining degradation processes and identifying the parameters of change.
• Developing performance models for the major generic roofing material types.
• Developing performance prediction models through the correlation with

accelerated weathering.
• Establishing standard tests and service life criteria for roofing materials.

By having performance tests and service life criteria incorporated into ASTM
standards and roofing systems selection and design guidance, the Army will be better
able to ensure that appropriate roofing products are contracted for.

Aside from ensuring that quality materials are procured, a better means for
qualifying roof installers needs to be pursued.  For its own purposes, Factory Mutual
(FM) has recently undertaken the development of a roofing contractor certification
program.  The draft standard is currently being reviewed by the roofing industry.  It is
intended to serve as approval criteria for certification of roofing contractors involved
in the construction of roof assemblies approved by Factory Mutual Research
Corporation (FMRC).  It examines the training, education, and abilities of the
contractor for the purpose of verifying that the installation of a roofing system will
meet acceptable levels of performance and quality.   A specification requirement for
contractors to have such an approval can be instrumental in ensuring that good
contractors are retained for Army roofing projects.

3.3 Construction quality management

3.3.1 Process
The Construction Divisions within COE Districts are responsible for

construction management of COE-administered contracts and some DPW contracts.
Per Army regulations, quality control (QC) is defined as the contractor’s
management, control, and documentation of its own activities to comply with the
contract requirements.  Quality assurance (QA) is the responsibility of the
government, and is the system that ensures that the contractor’s QC program is
functioning properly and that the specified end product is realized.

For COE-managed projects, the field engineer’s QA program includes a pre-
construction meeting to discuss contract requirements, critical activities, design, and
submittals required for the job.  A “mutual understanding meeting” between the field
engineer and the contractor is later held to discuss the submittal process.  Prior to the
start of roofing construction activities, the contractor must ensure that submittals as
required by the technical specifications have been provided to the government and
approved.  The COE field office will receive the submittals, which for roofing may



include FM and Underwriters Laboratories (UL) approvals, catalog cuts for materials,
material specimens, and shop drawings of flashing and other details.

During actual construction, a three-phase control process (preparatory, initial,
and follow-up) is utilized by the Corps Quality Assurance Representative (QAR) to
ensure that the contractor is adequately conducting the required control processes.  A
single QAR is typically responsible for all aspects of a building construction project,
ranging from foundation to roofing.  This person may spend very little time on the
roof or may be present throughout the workday.  This will depend on the criticality of
the ongoing work, other daily activities on the project, and available manpower.

For those roof construction projects managed by the installation DPW staff, the
construction quality management process differs from the COE’s and varies between
installations.  A Construction Inspection Branch within the DPW typically performs
the quality assurance functions.  The branch may have up to a dozen inspectors who
are responsible for all types of construction and maintenance projects.

For both COE and DPW managed projects, the government’s oversight function
is lacking sufficient embeddment into the roofing QC process. The QC representative,
an employee of the contractor, has the duty to ensure that contract requirements are
met, and that workmanship is satisfactory. Giving the contractor full QC
responsibility can best be described by the old adage “having the fox guard the hen
house.”  The government is heavily relying on the specification and procurement
processes to ensure that honest and reputable contractors are awarded projects.

An under-resourced quality assurance program only magnifies the shortcomings
of the quality control process.  The size of the existing staff compared with the size
and complexity of their project load significantly limits QAR time spent on a
construction activity.

3.3.2 Improvement opportunities
While having the contractor hire its own QC person is not the solution, having

the manufacturer’s representative perform these functions also presents problems.
The manufacturer is in business with the contractors and does not want to alienate
them.  Having the Army hire an independent third-party roof monitor would provide
the benefit of dissolving the relationship between the contractor and inspector,
thereby strengthening the government’s control of the process.

The contractor’s best work quality can be expected when a roof monitor is
present on the roof.  An independent full-time QC inspector could also provide
continual communication between the owner, the building occupants, and the
contractor.  A certification program, such as the Registered Roof Observer (RRO)
operated by RCI, can serve to ensure that a minimum set of qualifications is met.
With full-time third party QC expected to add only 2 to 4% to the roofing costs, the
customer could easily be convinced of its benefits.

3.4 Maintenance and repair management

3.4.1 Process
Each installation DPW organizational structure has evolved over many years.

As a result, the business processes used to achieve the maintenance of facilities differ
widely among installations.  Regardless of its structure, the DPW is required by
regulation to perform annual inspections of its building roofs.  In practice, some



DPWs perform inspections regularly, but this is the exception and not the rule.  More
often, crisis management, or in the case of roofing, leak management is practiced.

Installations that have routine inspection programs utilize teams of facility
component inspectors to perform visual surveys of each membrane roof every 2 to 4
years.  Building roofs that have significant problems are brought to the attention of
management by submitting a work request. The major responsibilities for conducting
detailed follow-up inspections and developing roofing repair and replacement
requirements often reside with a DPW roofing manager or subordinate.  This person
may be a branch chief or senior engineer.

Installations that do not have formal inspection programs rely on their leak-
management process to identify roofs having problems that require further
investigation.  Those roofs may be identified through work requests generated by the
building occupants or submitted by maintenance shop workers after responding to a
roof leak report.  Neglecting roofs until leaks occur and require immediate attention is
both disruptive and inefficient.  Roof anomalies that could be resolved with minimal
effort and cost go undetected until they become major maintenance and repair
requirements.

A major reason why crisis management is perpetuated in a large organization
such as the installation DPW is that its often easier to obtain funds from higher
authority for emergency replacement than for routine inspection and maintenance
programs.  Just as “the squeaky wheel gets the grease,” the leaky roof gets replaced
because it has such a negative impact on the functioning of the building.

3.4.2 Improvement opportunities
Approximately 30 Army installations have implemented the ROOFER

Engineered Management System (EMS) to assist them in managing the repair and
replacement of their BUR and single-ply membrane roofing assets.  The system
provides a decision-support software application and standardized procedures for
collecting inventory and inspection information, and evaluating roof condition.  The
DPW roofing managers use the program for data storage and analysis, and to generate
management reports.  This enables them to rate their present roof conditions,
prioritize projects, and optimally allocate their roofing budget.

Installations, which have implemented ROOFER and actively use it, have been
able to increase the benefit realized from their roofing M&R dollars.  By having their
roofing requirements quantified and documented through the use of standardized
engineering procedures, Army roof managers have been much more successful in
competing against other facility operation and maintenance (O&M) activities for
limited repair funds.

The DPW roof managers that which do not actively use ROOFER need to be
shown how investing in proactive roof management will enable them to stretch their
roofing dollars further and improve the condition of their roofing assets.  ROOFER
developments need to continue as well.  Current Army users have identified a
requirement to extend the system from BUR and single-ply roofing to other types of
roofing.  These types include asphalt shingle, modified bitumen, and metal.  Since the
last revision of ROOFER in 1995, several new tools (e.g., a performance prediction
model) and a stand-alone ROOFER geographical information system (GIS)
application have been developed.  These and other enhancements should be integrated
into ROOFER to enhance its utility.



4 Summary

Roofing repair and replacement comprises a major portion of the Army’s O&M
budget.  It is estimated that the Army incurs an added annual cost of $9 million due to
“early” replacement of just their membrane roofing.  Leaking roofs can have serious
negative impact on a building’s mission function and occupancy comfort and can
result in additional costs from secondary damage to other building systems and
contents.

The following list summarizes the recommendations for making improvements
to the Army roofing assets management:

• formalized internal roofing committee
• enhanced pre-qualification requirements  for A/E designers
• third party independent design reviews
• sustainment and enhancement of Army roofing internet site
• review of DPW roof requirement contract procedures and impact
• research studies to develop standard tests and performance criteria for roofing
• improved contractor certification requirements (proposed FMRC program)
• investigation of use of third party full-time roof monitors during construction
• continued development of ROOFER EMS and DPW training

Employing any of the recommendations by itself would not likely have a major
impact on Army roofing performance.  It must be remembered that good roofing
requires proper design, materials, workmanship, and maintenance.  Similarly, trying
to solve the problem with just changes to business processes, application of existing
technology solutions, or research and development is not the answer.  By utilizing all
of these and continually searching for new ones, the performance of Army roofing
can be improved significantly over time and, in the end, can save millions of dollars.
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MAPPING OF VISUAL DECAY FORMS AND INFRARED IMAGING OF
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Abstract

Well-designed programs are necessary for the efficient maintenance and monitoring
studies of stone structures. The mapping of visual decay forms and the infrared
imaging of surfaces are useful methods to establish such programs for them. The
studies have been performed on the 13th century caravanserai in Aksaray named
Agzikarahan. The program started with site investigation by visual analysis of the
decay forms on the stone. It involved the visual classification of the observed decay
forms and their mapping on measured drawings and drawings produced from rectified
photographs. The visual decay forms were classified in groups and each decay form
was also evaluated as a degree of damage. The second stage was to take infrared
images of the stone surfaces to produce temperature distribution maps which have
further been analysed for moisture distribution in the structure. In the light of these
studies, sampling has been done for the laboratory analysis. Juxtaposition of the
different maps, photographs and infrared images have exhibited the present problems
of the structure and their distribution and facilitated to make the immediate and long-
term conservation programs.

Keywords: dampness, infrared imaging, maintenance, mapping, monitoring, stone
structures, visual decay forms

1 Introduction

The frequency of the problems sourced from the improper or unnecessary
maintenance and lack of maintenance show the importance of correct diagnosis of the
problems for the maintenance of stone structures. In this respect the correct definition
of the present problems of the stone structure and the detailed knowledge about its
weathered state are necessary for the maintenance and monitoring studies. The

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 613-623.
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mapping of visual decay forms and surface temperature analyses of stone structures are
the two non-destructive and useful survey methods to diagnose their problems which
form the first stage of a well-designed research program. (BRE., 1981; Garrecht, 1996;
Fitzner et al. 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994; Massari et al. 1993)

Two monuments have been studied for the definition and the diagnosis of the
problems. One of them is Agzikarahan, a 13th century caravenserai in Aksaray, Turkey,
and the other one is the tomb of Karacabey, a 14th century building in Ankara, Turkey.
Agzikarahan has serious problems which can be detected visually, while the tomb of
Karacabey has been restored in recent times.

The building stones of the Agzikarahan are tuff, used as cut stone and rubble
stone. The characteristic wall structure is cut stone facing on both sides of the wall
with rubble stone infill (Altintas). The observations and measurements were made on
the tuff cut stone surfaces of the monument.

The site investigation has started with the mapping of visual decay forms as the
first stage of the pilot study to prepare the rehabilitation programs for the related
buildings. Detailed information were visually recorded on type, intensity and extent of
the occuring damages as well as their distribution at the building. The second part of
site investigation was the surface temprature analyses together with the infrared
imaging of the building surfaces in the context of microclimatic investigations for
searching the dampness in the structure. These studies were supported by material
sampling and laboratory analysis.

2 Surveys, experiments and their results

2.1 The mapping of visual decay forms
The method developed by Fitzner and others was adopted for the mapping of

visual decay forms of stone at Agzikarahan. (Fitzner et al. 1995, 1992) It involved the
classification of the visually observed decay forms and their mapping on measured
drawings and drawings produced from rectified photographs. The documentation of
visual decay forms was done on 1/50 scaled elevation drawings. The decay forms were
classified in three main groups such as "stone loss", "stone detachment" and
"discoloration and deposits on stone surfaces". Each decay form observed at the
monument is classified in the subgroups of these main groups. In addition, each decay
form was also given a degree of damage such as "very severe decay", "severe decay",
"medium decay" or "slight decay". The observed decay forms and their damage
categories are as follows:
• Loss of stone material - most severe and severe decay:

− Outbursts - most severe decay
− Outbursts due to the anthropogenic influences - most severe decay
− Alveolization - severe decay

• Detachment of stone material - medium decay:
− Scales
− Flakes



• Discoloration and deposits on stone surfaces - slight decay:
− White staining − Black staining
− White-to-grey staining − Salt deposition
− Grey-to-dark grey staining − Biological colonization
The visual decay forms are analysed in three maps. The first map shows the loss

and detachment of stone material and the second one shows the discoloration and
deposits on stone surfaces. Furthermore, the areas of new repair stone and original
stone are also recorded on the same drawings which is the third map to facilitate the
comparison. For instance, Fig.1 is the view of the north elevation at the courtyard and
the analysis of decay forms observed on this view was given in Figures 2-4. During the
survey period of seven months, the progress of stone decay forms have also been
noted.

2.1.1 The results
The results obtained from the mapping of visual decay forms are summarized as

follows:
• The most severe decay has been noticed on the original material at the lower

parts of the monument up to 130 and 145 cm. height from the ground level as
material loss: outburst, together with salt deposits. This situation indicated the
existance of continual rising damp problem.

• Severe decay has been observed on the original material at the upper part of the
monument as material loss: alveolization, together with lichens. This situation
indicated a severe dampness problem at the upper structure which still continues.

• The distribution of new stone material use indicated the previous severe
problems related with the upper structure and the lower part of the north
elevation walls in the courtyard. Slight decay observed on these new stone
surfaces as discoloration with white staining showed that the problems of the
monument continue with the upper structure and the lower part of the north
elevation walls in the courtyard. Furthermore, during the survey period of seven
months, slight decay forms of discoloration in those areas have developed to
medium decay forms as flakes and scales. It showed that monument needed
urgent interventions.

• The maps also indicated the decay areas where representative sampling can be
done for laboratory analysis.

2.2 Surface temperature measurements and infrared imaging of building
surfaces
The study of the surface temperatures and the infrared imaging of the building

surfaces is the part of the microclimatic investigation of the monument. Therefore, the
temperature and humidity measurements were taken from the stone surfaces and in the
atmosphere. The instruments used for the study are an infrared thermometer (Raytek
Raynger PM Plus) and a thermovision camera (AGEMA Thermovision 550 camera)
for surface temperature measurements, a Gann Hydromette B42 for the moisture
content estimation in the material, and a Lambrecht Psychometer Type 761 and Hanna
HI 8564 thermo-hygrometer for the relative humidity and temperature measurements
of the air next to the stone surface and in the atmosphere.



Although the surface temperature and humidity measurement have been taken
for several periods during the four seasons, the infrared imaging of the building
surfaces could be taken only once, in May.
The analysis of the studies were done by the comparison of the surface temperature
graphics as a function of height on the walls, the infrared images of building surfaces
together with humidity measurements, furthermore, by the juxtaposition of the
obtained results with the produced maps showing the distribution of visual decay
forms.

Fig. 1: General view of the north elevation at the courtyard, Agzikarahan

NEW REPAIR STONE ORIGINAL STONE

Fig. 2: The map showing the areas of new repair stone and original stone

LOSS OF STONE-MOST SEVERE AND
SEVERE DECAY

DETACHMENT OF STONE-MEDIUM
DECAY

OUTBURSTS-MOST SEVERE DECAY SCALES-MEDIUM DECAY
OUTBURSTS DUE TO ANTHROPOGENIC
INFLUENCES-MOST SEVERE DECAY

FLAKES-MEDIUM DECAY

ALVEOLIZATION-SEVERE DECAY AREAS WITHOUT LOSS AND
DETACHMENT OF STONE

Fig. 3: The map showing the areas of loss and detachment of stone material



DISCOLORATION AND DEPOSITS ON STONE SURFACES-SLIGHT DECAY
WHITE STAINING BLACK STAINING
WHITE-TO-GREY STAINING SALT DEPOSITS
GREY-TO-DARK GREY STAINING BIOLOGICAL COLONIZATION

AREAS WITHOUT DISCOLORATION AND DEPOSITS ON STONE SURFACES

Fig. 4: The map showing the areas of discoloration and deposits on stone surfaces

2.2.1 The results
The analysis of these studies have shown that:

• The surface temperature graphics are consistent with the infrared images of the
surfaces.

• There is a relationship between the surface temperatures of stones and their
decay forms.

• The lower part of the exterior wall surfaces are the coldest areas of the structure.
The upper parts of the exterior wall surfaces are the next cold areas. The
photograph views and the infrared images of the lower parts and the upper parts
of the structure are shown in Figures 5-8.

Fig. 5: Partial view of the south
elevation at the courtyard

Fig. 6: Infrared image of the view
shown in Fig. 5

Fig. 7: Partial view of the south and
west elevation at the courtyard

Fig. 8: Infrared image of the view
shown in Fig. 7
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• The surface temperature increases with the increasing height at the lower parts of
building according to the measurement taken in winter. The surface temperatures
of the original stone with the most severe decay and severe decay are much
colder than the surface temperatures of the new repair stones with slight decay
(Fig.9). The moisture content in the original stone is very high, approximately
14%, and the same up to the height of 150 cm., according to humidity
measurements taken in January. These results have indicated the presence of
rising damp problem.

• In the following seasons the surfaces of the original stone at the lower parts of
the building with most severe and severe decay are warmer than the surfaces of
new repair stone. The extreme drying must have occurred at the surfaces of the
decayed original stone in July and October.(Fig.9).

Fig. 9: The surface temperature curves for three region of the north elevation at
the courtyard in January and October

• In the rising damp zone, the surface temperature curves of the original stone
surfaces having the most severe and severe decays are inconsistent (Fig.10).
Extensive salt deposits have been observed on those areas. One of the reasons of
the surface temperature fluctuations should be the hygroscopic properties of
soluble salts. In addition, the physical properties of  the heterogenously decayed
stone should be checked.

• The surface temperature curves of the new repair stone with slight decay are
more consistent in comparison to the original stones. For instance in Fig.11, the
temperature curves have shown that the part of the wall up to approximately 35
cm. height is the coldest area, and the temperature is steady on the wall above
this height up to 184 cm. The temperature starts to increase after this level where
there is the passage from new repair stone to the original stone. Fig.12 is the
view of this region and Fig.13 shows the infrared image of that area which is

•  consistent with the temperature curves.
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Fig. 10: The surface temperature
curves of the original stone at
the portal

Fig. 11: The surface temperature
curves of the new repair stone
at the right of the portal

Fig. 12: Partial view of the lower parts
from the north elevation at the
courtyard

Fig. 13: Infrared image of the view
shown in Fig. 12

• the surface condensation is unlikely on the exterior wall surfaces during the
investigation times.
The observations obtained from the infrared imaging studies are as follows:

• The infrared imaging gives the opportunity to analyse an area extensively while
surface temperature measurements are restricted with location and time.

• The infrared images have shown that different materials may have different
surface temperatures for the same climatic conditions. In A�z�karahan, there
are differences between the surface temperatures of new repair stone and original
stone (Fig.8 and Fig.13). The infrared image of the tomb of Karacabey shows
that the surface temperatures of mortar, brick and stone are different (Fig.14).

• The infrared images have given information about problem areas on the
monument which can not yet be detected by visual analyses. For instance, the
infrared image given in the Fig.15, shows that a roof drainage fault has already
started in the newly restored monument, the tomb of Karacabey.
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Fig. 14: The infrared image showing
different surface temperatures
for different materials

Fig. 15: The infrared image showing a
roof drainage fault

• In the times and places where extreme drying occurs, the infrared images can be
misleading for the dampness problems. The areas which have mostly suffered
from dampness can be seen as dry surfaces in infrared images during a dry
summer. Therefore a periodical study is necessary for the infrared imaging of the
surfaces supported by temperature measurements.

2.3 Laboratory analysis
In the light of these studies, stone, mortar, salt and soil samples were collected

from the decay areas. The laboratory analysis included both the analysis of physical
properties of the materials, such as the density, the porosity, and as well as the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of soluble salts. (Black 1965; Teutonico 1988)
The laboratory analysis have been done to investigate the types of soluble salts, their
sources and their relative amounts in the material to verify the importance of salts in
the decay. The information obtained from the further laboratory analyses is also
necessary for the assessment of  the intervention techniques to the materials.

2.3.1 Results of laboratory analysis
The analysis has shown that the density and the porosity values of the original

tuff samples are in the range of 1.57 gr./cm3 -1.70 gr./cm3, and 27% - 38%,
respectively. The density and the porosity of the new repair stone samples are in the
range of 1.56 gr./cm3 - 1.67 gr./cm3, and 34% - 38%, respectively. Although there is
not too much difference between the physical properties of original tuff and new repair
stone, the new repair stone is slightly more porous than the original tuff stone.

The quantitative salt analysis have shown that the stone material contains
considerable amount of soluble salts in the lower parts and the upper parts of the
exterior walls, which are the damp zones.

The amounts of soluble salts in the original stone are in between 3.8%-9.2%. The
original stone collected from the most severe and severe decay areas in the rising damp
zone are very salty having the salt content of around 7%-8%. The average amount of
soluble salts in new repair stone was found 6.0% at rising damp zone. On the other
hand, the average amount of soluble salts was found to be 3.5% at the new repair
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mortar. It is seen that the new repair stone contains more soluble salts than its
neighbouring mortar.

The amounts of soluble salts in the new repair stone at roof paraphet walls are in
between 3%-8%.

The qualitative salt analysis have shown that the original tuff stone and the new
repair stone at rising damp zone contain nitrate, nitirite, sulphate, phosphate and
chloride ions in considerable amounts. These types of soluble salts sourced from the
soil support the rising damp problem and the presence of ground water has to be
checked.(Arnold at al. 1989; Nord et al. 1996; Schaffer 1972) In the new repair stone
used at the roof paraphet walls, sulphate, chloride, phosphate and nitrate ions have
been found in large amounts. They may come from the deposited soil and plant on
stone roof cladding. The presence of sulphate may be due to the use of cement mortar
during previous repairs and the effect of air pollution should also be checked.

3 Conclusion

The mapping of visual decay forms and the surface temperature measurements
together with the infrared imaging of the building surfaces revealed the types of
problems and their distribution in the structure, as well as the extent of damages and
their possible sources. The results also help to program the further necessary
investigations. The obtained results are as follows:
• Juxtaposition of the produced maps and photographs have shown that the most

severe decay was on the original stone at the lower parts of the structure which
indicated the continual rising damp problem. The soluble salts were also
important decay agents for the structure in damp zones and the presence of
soluble salts in the stone supported the rising damp problem. The original field
drainage systems have to be invstigated in relation to the periodically produced
maps of the structure and the substructure of the building together with the
present topography.

• The upper parts of the walls are largely repaired with the new stones which is a
sign of previous severe problems in those areas. The slight decay observed on
these new repair stones has indicated the continuation of previous problems in
the upper structure and roof drainage faults. The results have shown that the
study of the original roof drainage system in terms of the materials used, its
design principles, its defects, and its capacity is necessary.

• During the periodical mapping, the advancement or the slowing down of the
decay can be followed, as well as the changes in the damp zones. The
information are very helpful in monitoring studies.
Further non-destructive testing methods, such as ultra-sound velocity testing, are

necessary to determine the present condition of the heavily deteriorated stone. The
further detailed laboratory analysis are required for the removal of the soluble salts
from the stone material, and for the selection of new repair stone and mortar.

These mapping studies supported by the laboratory analysis are the practical and
non-destructive site investigation methods which are helpful at each stage of
conservation, such as the planning of the the immediate conservation program and the
long-term monitoring and maintenance studies.
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EFFECTIVE ROOF MANAGEMENT – UNDERSTANDING THE LIFE
CYCLE OF YOUR ROOF SYSTEMS
Effective Roof Management

C. P. Hodges
Facility Engineering Associates, Fairfax, Virginia, USA

Abstract

Roof system management can be an effective tool for keeping track of selection,
maintenance, and long term performance of roof systems.  The National Roofing
Contractors Association currently lists over 1,300 different roof membrane products
and systems that are available to building Owners.  On any large facility, it would not
be unusual to find dozens of different types of roof systems in use.  Each roof system
has its own maintenance requirements and life cycle performance characteristics. This
presentation is oriented toward reviewing available roof life cycle data and
management systems, and suggesting some key elements that should be included in a
roof management system.  An effective roof management system can also utilize past
performance, material properties, and life expectancy databases to sort through and
select the optimal systems for the next re-roofing project.  This presentation will
review available life expectancy data for different types of roof systems, and
summarize key factors that have a large influence on life expectancy.  Much of the
data presented is derived form actual surveys and life-cycle predictions from several
commercially available roof management software packages, and published studies on
expected service life for many different types of roof systems.

Keywords: roof system management, life cycle, maintenance, material properties,
inspection systems, prioritization

1 The roofing industry

The National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA) closely tracks trends
in the roofing industry.  NRCA’s 1997-98 Market Survey 1 predicted a $21 billion
market for roofing in the United States in 1998.  About 75% of the $21 billion was
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projected to be in the replacement of existing roof systems. The NRCA also publishes
the “Commercial Materials Low-Slope Guide” on an annual basis.  The purpose of
the guide is to maintain a list of currently available low slope roof systems.  The guide
lists roof membrane systems by type, insulation types by manufacturer, and available
warranties.  Roof membrane systems are listed under the following categories:

q Built-up roofing Membranes
q Modified Bitumens
q Single-Ply Roof Membranes
§ Vulcanized Elastomers
§ Nonvulcanized Elastomers
§ Thermoplastics

q Spray-applied Polyurethane Foam Roof Systems
q Metal Roof Panels

The 1998 edition of the low-slope guide lists over 1300 available roof systems
for new and replacement roof systems.  This represents a seven-fold increase over the
number of membrane systems listed in the first edition of the guide in 1983.  In the
chart below, the first series represents the number of roof systems available (by type)
in 1983.  The second series represents the number of available systems (by type) as
listed in the 1998 edition of the guide.
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Fig. 1: Roof system availability – 1983 to 1998

Since the early 1990’s the guide has been expanded to represent several new
categories of roof systems that were not represented in 1983.  Figure 1 does not
include two of the guide’s newest categories of roof system, spray applied
polyurethane foam, and metal roof systems.  The 1998 edition of the guide lists 131
spray applied polyurethane foam roof systems and 155 metal roof panel systems.

This tremendous rate of growth in the roofing industry has lead to the
introduction of an unprecedented number of new products.  The last 20 years in the
roofing industry has been a time of new product development and implementation.
Unfortunately, not all roof systems have passed the test of time.  Along with
significant growth, we have seen instances of product failure and inability of specific
formulations of products to resist weathering.  For example, some early formulations



of unreinforced polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sheet material in loose-laid ballasted
membranes were prone to shattering due to loss of plasticizer 2.  Degradation due to
the exposure of chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE) based single-ply roof
membranes to ultraviolet (UV) has been documented 3.  Binder erosion in the CSPE
membrane can lead to the development of cracking down to the level of the
reinforcement, and the development of pinholes in the membrane.

Premature failure of roofing systems cannot always be attributed to product
failure.  C. W. Griffin, P.E., in the “Manual of Built-up Roof Systems” cites several
causes of premature failure; the difficult environment in which a roof must perform,
an abundance of new materials, complex roof system design, increasing roof
dimensions, application issues, and trends toward more flexible buildings 4.

The issue of life expectancy of any given roof system is often debated and
rarely agreed upon.  We know that due to the forces of nature, a roof system will
deteriorate.  The stresses imposed on a roof system include thermal cycling,
ultraviolet radiation, snow load, wind load, traffic, and a variety of other forces that
vary by region.  Each roof system will have a characteristic deterioration curve, such
as the one shown in Figure 2.
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Excellent

Good
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Very Poor
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Time
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75% of life

40% drop
in quality

40% drop
in  quality

Fig. 2: Roof deterioration curve

Roof system failure is rarely a catastrophic event.  The most common mode of
failure is an increase in the occurrence of leaks.  This is accompanied by an increase
in the amount of annual maintenance dollars spent to maintain a roof in the last few
years of its service life.  In modeling the life cycle of a roof system, we generally
assign a service life, then extend that service life by three to five years, assigning
increasing annual maintenance costs during the extended period.  This provides a
more realistic economic forecast of true cost.  The life cycle curve shown above is an



illustration of the rapid decline in the condition of a roof system over the last few
years of its life cycle.

2 Roof life cycle

With few exceptions, roofs fail over a period of time that usually lasts several
years.  As a roof nears the end of its life cycle, maintenance cost rises as owners
respond to increasing instances of leaks.  Failure of a roof system is usually defined as
that time when replacement becomes necessary to protect the building.  Until the past
several years, there has been little published data regarding the life expectancy of a
roof system.  Factors such as the length of time required to conduct a study, and the
dozens of variables that effect service life make life cycle prediction difficult.

In 1997, Cash 5 presented the results of a 1996 nationwide survey of durability,
initial maintenance, and life cycle cost for frequently used low-slope roof systems.
One of the results of the study is summarized in Table 1, Roof Life Cycle Costs.
Cash notes in the study that durability is not represented by one value, rather a range
of values.  The mean durability of several roof systems is listed in the Table below.

Table. 1: Roof Life Cycle Costs for low-slope roof membrane (Cash (1997))

EPDM (Rubber)

Asphalt-organic felt &
asphalt built-up

SBS-Modified Bitumen

APP-Modified Bitumen

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

Metal

Ethylene Propylene, Other

Reinforced Hypalon, CPE

Polyisobutylene (PIB)

Polyurethane Foam*

Membrane
Type

Mean
Durability
(Years)

Coal tar-glass felt
& pitch built-up 0.30
Asphalt-glass felt
& asphalt built-up 0.31
Asphalt-glass felt
& pitch built-up 0.31
Coal tar-organic
felt & pitch built-up

2.21

2.27

2.70

2.35

2.54

4.94

2.61

2.69

2.76

2.57

3.23

2.28

2.87

2.97

0.98

0.86

0.93

0.72

0.84

1.27

0.73

0.75

0.76

1.27

1.12

0.81

1.07

1.10

14.2

14.7

15.9

13.7

13.8

25.0

12.7

12.8

10.6

12.1

21.9

16.7

17.7

23.0

0.10

0.12

0.11

0.12

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.09

0.15

0.10

0.12

0.09

0.14 0.32

0.33

0.33

0.34

0.34

0.36

0.36

0.37

0.38

0.42

0.47

Maintenance
Cost

$/(ft2 x yr.)

Life Cycle
Cost

$/(ft2 x yr.)

Disposal
Cost
$/ft2

Installed
Cost
$/ft2

* Includes Insulation



Studies such as those by Cash have alluded to the fact that durability (life
cycle) may be heavily dependent on heat aging (thermal load) of roof systems.  Cash
hypothesizes that roofs exposed to higher temperatures over their life cycle
experience decreased durability over those that do not experience the same thermal
loads.  In other words, the mean time to failure decreases as the thermal load
increases.  Other factors which may have a significant effect on life cycle include
slope, roof traffic, and maintenance.

Data presented by Kyle and Kalinger 6 at the Fourth International Symposium
on Roofing Technology showed several examples of reductions in service life due to
maintenance practices and roof traffic.  In some cases, the reductions were over one-
fourth of the service life between under-maintained roofs and highly maintained roofs.
Reductions in service life of 18 to 20 percent were cited for heavily trafficked roofs
versus those that sustained minimal roof traffic.

Most designers would recognize that roof slope plays a critical role in
extending the service life of a roof system.  However, there is very little published
data available to compare roof system service life versus slope.  Clearly, more study is
needed to evaluate the effect of roof slope on service life.

Table 4 represents the results of a study of average roof life from a database of
over 24,000 roof systems studied from 1982 to 1996.  The study was conducted by
Schneider and Keenan 7.

Table 2: Average life of roofing system by type (Schneider and Keenan (1997))

ROOF

SYSTEM

Asphalt BUR

Coal Tar BUR

Modified Bitumen

Polyvinyl Chloride

EPDM Adhered

EPDM Ballasted

EPDM Mech. Fast.

Metal

Shingles

1982

AVG

LIFE

13.3

18.2

16.9

9.1

17.7

17.7

17.7

17.9

1994

AVG

LIFE

13.6

18.1

17.2

9.4

17.9

18.3
16.8

22.4

12.2

1995

AVG

LIFE

13.6

18.1

17.3

9.4

17.9

18.4

16.8

22.4

12.2

TO DATE

AVG

LIFE

13.6

18.1

17.3

9.5

17.9

18.4

16.8

22.4

12.2

TO DATE

AVG

LIFE

13.64477

18.08732

17.33041

9.48136

17.94122

18.43481

16.83660

22.44841

12.23594



A comparison of the study by Cash to the study by Schneider & Keenan
indicates that there is general agreement regarding the relative position of the service
life of different types of roof systems in relation to each other.  However, the service
lives of several roof systems types is shorter in the Schneider & Keenan study, most
notably in the case of built-up, PVC and metal roofing.  The average service life of
modified bitumen and EPDM roofs is longer in the Schneider & Keenan study.

The Schneider & Keenan study also appears to indicate that there has been no
significant increase in service life for any of the roof systems in the study over the
period of 1982 to 1995.  This may be an indicator that although there may have been
technological improvements in several of the newer types of roof systems since their
first introduction, we have yet to see an increase in service life due to improved
technology.  Some data, such as that presented by Hoff 8 at the Fourth International
Symposium on Roofing Technology, indicate that technological improvements in
EPDM seaming, flashing, and application techniques have significantly reduced
annual repair and maintenance expenditures on roofs constructed in the late 1980’s as
compared to those constructed in the early 1980’s.

3 Managing roof systems

If a facility has more than four or five buildings, chances are there will be
multiple types of roof systems present.  In a campus setting of ten or more buildings,
it would not be uncommon to have each major roof type represented in the inventory.
Chances are also very good that at least one roof replacement is required in the next
several years.  The service life of a replacement roof system can vary from 10 to 25
years.  At an average for removal and replacement of an existing roof system of $4.00
to $8.00 per square foot, the amount of money spent replacing roof systems can be
significant.  The expenditure of several hundred thousand dollars per year for roof
replacement is not uncommon for large facilities.

Annual roof maintenance cost is also an important consideration.  The level of
roof maintenance has a significant impact on the annualized cost of installing and
maintaining a roof system.  The Cash data indicates that the average annual
maintenance cost for the roofs reported in the study are typically one-third of the
average annual life cycle cost.  It has been the authors’ observation that a lack of
annual maintenance can lead to a shortening of expected service life.  From a cost
standpoint, the increase in annual life cycle cost for an under-maintained roof can far
outweigh the cost savings from not performing the maintenance.  The Kyle &
Kalinger study presents data that supports the hypothesis that a well maintained roof
may have a significantly increased service life over one that is poorly maintained.

With a significant amount of dollars at stake, it becomes cost effective to
implement a roof management program.  At the very least, roof system management
can become an integral part of an overall facility management program.



4 Roof management systems

Many facilities are managed on a reactive basis where roof systems are
concerned.  When a roof leaks and becomes a constant drain on annual maintenance
dollars, it is programmed for replacement.  An effective roof management system can
help quantify roofing assets, and program maintenance and replacement costs on an
annual basis.  A roof management program can help facility managers reduce annual
maintenance cost.  The savings is realized by programming the appropriate repairs at
the right time in the life cycle, thus extending the life cycle curve shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Extension of life cycle

The first step in an effective roof management program is an accurate
quantification of existing roof assets by periodic inspection.  This includes gathering
basic roof system information such as roof type, age, and maintenance history.  This
information can be entered into a simple database, or into a facility management
program.  More sophisticated roof management programs include quantification of
roof defects and compilation of a roof rating.  The rating can be used to compare to
other roof systems in the database and help in the prioritization of repairs or
replacement.  The roof management system can also be linked to a construction repair
and replacement cost database, to derive one-time or annualized repair costs.  Several
of the most detailed roof management programs include each of these elements, plus
the ability to conduct life cycle cost analysis on various roof replacement options.  A
reasonable service life prediction can be made for each potential roof replacement
type, and comparisons made to other types of roof systems.  If the cost and potential
service life is known, a reasonable life cycle cost analysis can be made.  There are two
critical elements in making this type of comparison worthwhile: (1) An accurate
estimate of service life is made, and (2) Accurate replacement costs are used.



Unfortunately, there is very little empirical data regarding the expected service life of
a given roof system.  The data that is available in the industry is often proprietary to
the interest of the manufacturer of the system, and varies widely within the industry.

The key elements of a roof management program include the following:

q An inspection system
q A database to manage roof information and inspection data
q Repair and replacement cost data
q Reasonable service life predictions for various roof systems
q Capability to prioritize repairs and replacements
q Reporting capabilities useful to the facility manager

Effective roof management can start with the implementation of a basic
inspection system.  This does not need to be a costly or time-consuming process.
Collecting data on roof type, age, and general condition can be a useful first step.

The more sophisticated the management system, the more detailed the
inspection information required.  This information is input to a detailed database that
makes retrieval and comparison to other roof systems of facilities easy.  The most
detailed management systems include cost data, service life prediction, prioritization,
and reporting capabilities tailored to a Facility Manager’s financial and capital needs
programming requirements.

5 A roof management example

There are many commercially available roof management systems.  Many are
proprietary and can be costly to purchase or to implement.  One of the most detailed
and commonly used roof management tools is the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
ROOFER Roof Management System (RMS).  The basis of the ROOFER RMS is
the collection of detailed inspection information and development of a Roof
Condition Index (RCI).  The RCI is based on a sum of the quantity and density of
defects found in a roof system.  The RCI is derived as a composite of three separate
indices developed for the roof membrane, flashing, and insulation.

The overall RCI is numerical value (from 0 to 100) which defines the roof
condition.  The numerical value can be used to compare to other roofs (to aid in
prioritization), or can be used as a decision making tool as to when a roof requires
replacement.  The ROOFER RMS has cost estimating capabilities for repairs or
replacement.  This allows for economic cost comparison of repair vs. replacement
scenarios for any given roof, as well as comparison between roofs.

The ROOFER RMS has been developed to include built-up, modified
bitumen, and single-ply roof systems.  One attractive feature of the ROOFER RMS
is that the cost of the system is extremely low since it was developed in the public
domain.  One drawback to the ROOFER RMS is that since it utilizes detailed
inspection information, the initial inspection cost may be significantly higher than
other more basic systems.



Depending on facility type, it may also be useful to implement a roof
management system on steep roofs.  Steep roofs are generally those with slopes of at
least two inches per foot, and include slate, tile, asphalt shingles, metal panels, and a
variety of composite and man-made coverings.  The following is an example of a data
screen from a steep roof management program.

This program uses similar types of detailed roof inspection information as the
ROOFER RMS to develop a roof condition index.  The implementation of these
types of roof management programs can now be used for all of the major roof system
types; built-up and modified bitumen roofs, single-ply roof coverings, and steep roof
coverings.

6 Summary

Current roof life cycle data shows roof systems with effective service lives
from about 10 to 25 years.  Although there are many factors that influence life cycle,
some of the more critical factors have been identified by research as heat aging, roof
traffic, roof slope, and maintenance practices.  Some of these factors have been shown
to influence life cycle by reducing service life up to 25%.  These factors should be
considered in the design phase of new roof design, and in analyzing roof replacement
alternatives.  Clearly, more study is needed to analyze the effect of slope, maintenance
practices, roof traffic, and the influence other factors on roof life cycle.

Regardless of the types of roof systems in the building inventory, few would
argue against the cost savings features of an effective roof management system.  Roof
system management can be as simple and cost-effective as knowing the type, age, and
area of each roof system on a campus or facility.  This type of information is the least
costly information to collect and maintain.  It serves as the first step toward a more
comprehensive and detailed management system.



The more detailed the inspection information and database management
system, the more accurate the future maintenance and replacement cost predictions
become.  One of the benefits of a detailed roof management system is that an Owner
can make better judgments as to which systems are working at their facility.  This
leads to better decision making and longer service lives for each new or replacement
roof system.
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Abstract

The EU-project ENV4-CT95-0110 Wood Assess pursued pooling of European
resources to develop methods and technologies for proper assessment of the
conservation state, and for mapping and assessing environmental risk factors to
wooden cultural buildings. The project completed all its tasks and achieved all its
objectives, developing and validating a Condition Assessment Protocol, methods for
continuous measurements of moisture and temperature in the micro-environment, and
systems for mapping environmental risk factors to wooden cultural buildings. The
theoretical and methodological foundation for the project builds heavily on the
internationally recognised methodology for prediction of durability, service life and
maintenance intervals, now being standardised by the ISO/TC59/SC14 “Design Life”.
European standards like prEN 13013-3 “Calculation of driving rain index for vertical
surfaces from hourly wind and rain data” have been used in estimating environmental
exposure and it’s impacts on the building objects. The PC based pilot version of the
Assessment Protocol is available on a Geographical Information System (GIS)
platform that can store, integrate and further process data of all kind such as text,
pictures, maps, etc. Implementation of such a system puts requirements on its users,
and it will require maintenance, support and further development to adopt to new
technology and knowledge. These issues are dealt with in the following up project,
the ENV4-CT98-0796 “System for Maintenance Management of Historic (Wooden)
buildings”, where the Wood-Assess concept is further developed towards the market.

Keywords: condition assessment, maintenance management, durability, service life,
environmental risk factor mapping, Geographical information systems.
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1 Introduction

Europe’s rich culture in wooden buildings is rapidly degrading due to
environmental impact, improper conservation techniques, and lack of resources and
technological tools for appropriate conservation.

The recently finalised EU-project ENV4-CT95-0110 Wood Assess pursued
pooling of European resources to develop methods and technologies for proper
assessment of the conservation state, and for mapping and assessing environmental
risk factors to wooden cultural buildings (Haagenrud et al, 1998). The project
completed all its tasks and achieved all its objectives. During the pilot testing of the
applications small and medium sized companies (SMEs) and clients expressed great
interest and need for potential product developed from the Wood-Assess concept, and
in a new EU sponsored project, ENV4-CT98-0796 MMWood “System for
Maintenance Management of Historic (Wooden) buildings”(acronym MMWood), the
Wood-Assess concept is further developed towards the market.

2 Wood-Assess - objectives and strategies

Objectives of this project were to develop and validate:

1 Systems and methods for assessing the conservation state for the outer
wooden parts of cultural buildings, and their causes and effects.

2 Methods for measuring continuous surface time of wetness and resulting
moisture content inside wood, biological and environmental damage to wood.

3 Methods for assessing and mapping environmental risk factors and areas for
wood on meso- and micro- scale at some locations in Europe.

The systems and methods have been validated by assessing outer wooden parts
of chosen buildings in Germany, Poland, Norway, and Sweden.

3 Project methodology and relation to ISO/TC59/SC14”Service Life
Planning”

3.1 Basic elements of Service Life Prediction
The Wood-Assess project develops methods and technologies that will enable

prediction of service life and maintenance intervals for buildings, relying upon the
methodological way to predict service lives for building materials and components,
now subject to standardisation in the ISO/TC59/SC14 “Design Life” (ISO/DIS
15686-1 1997; ISO/CD 15686-2 1998).

This standardised methodology encompasses prediction models, that rely on
knowledge of performance-over-time functions (P-T), degradation mechanisms, dose-
response functions and environmental exposure data.  Inspection and condition
assessment of buildings, which is a main aim of Wood-Assess project, is defined as a
major long-term test method for gathering test data in the PSL method.



In practice the service life and maintenance intervals are dependent on many
factors.  The so-called factor method in the ISO draft standard (ISO/CD 15686-1
1997) lists the following modifying factors to account for when assessing the service
life and maintenance intervals of a specific building:

ESL = RSL × A × B × C × D × E × F (1)

Where: ESL = estimated service life
RSL = reference service life

and the modifying factors A-F are described in Table 1.

Table 1: Modifying factors of “the factor method” (ISO/DIS 15686-1 1997).

Factors related to inherent
quality characteristics

A1

A2

B

C

Performance of
Materials

Design level

Work execution level

Material type or grade. Manufacture, storage,
transport

Durability features: Protection system

Details of construction: Joints fixing, incorporation,
sheltering by rest of the structure

Site work: Quality to standard or manufactures
specifications. Level of workmanship, climatic
conditions during execution work

Environment

D1

D2

Indoor environment
conditions

Outdoor environment
conditions

Condensation, aggressiveness of environment,
ventilation

Macro, meso, micro environment conditions

Operation conditions
E

F

In use conditions

Maintenance

Mechanical impact, category of users, wear and tear,
vandalism

Quality and frequency of maintenance, accessibility
for maintenance

3.2 Degradation model and damage function for wood
The degradation of outer parts of wooden buildings are influenced by a whole

set of factors (see Figure 1) such as environmental degradation agents classified here
according to ISO 6241 (ISO 6241 1984) quality of wood and the type of and quality
of wood, protective treatment, maintenance and so on.

The relationship between the environmental degradation agents and the
observed effects are expressed as dose-response functions.  If performance
requirements and their limit states are included into the function it transforms into a
damage function.  Due to the very complicated nature of the degradation system and a
lack of systematic scientific research, very few quantitative dose-response functions
exist today.  Scheffer’s Climatic Risk Index (SCRI),
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that describes the rotting tendency of wood as a function of climatic parameters of
temperature and moisture, is an example of a damage function for wood
(Scheffer, 1971).  A main objective of the project was to develop and validate such an
index for the chosen locations.

Thermal

Heat,
frost

Mechanical

Wind, hail,
snow, sand,

thermal/moist.
expan./contra.

Electro-magn.

Solar radiation
(UV)
(IR)

Chemical

Moisture, rain,
condensation,

pollutant,
dust

Biological

Bacteria,
fungi,

moulds
insects

Environmental Degradation agents (ISO 6241)

Wood object properties:
• Wood quality
• Chemical protection
• Surface condition

Other Important factors:
• Construction

• Work Quality
• Maintenance
• Time

Wood boring,
deformation,

cracking

Fungal
growth,

discoloration

High
moisture,

Rot

Untreated Wood Surface treatment

Flaking,
crackery,

overgrowth,
fungi

Blistering
Erosion

Chalking,
fading,
soiling

Effects of various degradation agents on wood and wood protective treatment

Fig. 1: Degradation of wooden objects – model of degradation factors and their
observed effects

To be active the fungi involved need sufficient water and the right temperature
over time.  The water needed will vary from fungus to fungus.  While white rot needs
as much as 30% water in the wood to develop, dry rot needs only 23%.  It is very
limited knowledge on required time for fungi attack to develop, taking that the
temperature-moisture conditions are favourable.  For this type of studies techniques
for simultaneous measurements of temperature, moisture and time are important.  In
the Wood-Assess project, a NILU designed instrument, WETCORR, was used for
such measurements in the micro-environment (Eriksson et al. 1998).

Furthermore, when looking at building elements and the whole building, factors
such as constructive solutions, micro environment at the building, workmanship and
the time aspect, i.e. the history of the building becomes essential.

Information on all these elements needs to be elaborated in a systematic way
as does the methodology for carrying out the condition assessment survey including
the field inspection.



4 Results

4.1 PC based assessment protocol and field inspection system
The Assessment protocol is synthesised from existing national guidelines and

standards in the participating countries (Veit et al 1998).  The protocol is available in
a PC-based geographical information system (GIS) as depicted schematically in
Figures 2 and 3 below.  Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the levels of information
and information elements in GISWood, such as:

• Building orientation system;
• Description of purposes, phases and levels of investigation;
• Overview of investigation and measuring methods;
• Themes for environmental risk factors;
• Databases with types, degrees, causes and effects of damages (Pictures and

texts); The condition degrees are classified on a scale 0 (no symptoms), 1
(slight symptoms), 2 (medium-strong symptoms) to 3 (strong symptoms
including malfunction and collapse)

• System for graphical mapping of damages.

This system will give the user a tool to handle and systematise data from the
assessment of cultural wooden buildings.  This ranges from needed basic background
data and knowledge down to detailed measurement and inspection data.  Different
user levels are taken into account (Veit et al 1998)

The Wood-Assess–GIS system was based on the standard ArcView 2.1
package, which is a part of the ARC/INFO GIS system, delivered by ESRI.  ArcView
is a Windows based program running under MS-Windows 3.1, Windows 95 and
Windows NT.

Figure 3 shows the assessment and categorisation of some damages at
Hjeltarstua, Maihaugen, Norway as recorded by the inspection system, MMWood and
exhibited in the GISWood system.  MMWood is a computer-based system developed
to structure the work and the resulting information handling from inspections, and
also as a tool easing the planning and execution of maintenance work.

The inspection is done by using a hand-held computer with a bar-code reader
and a digital camera for taking pictures.  The bar-codes are defined in the assessment
protocol and consist of categories of elements of a wooden building, observations of
symptoms linked to these elements, and a set of predefined questions ensuring the
proper registration of relevant information.



 Fig. 2: Schematic view of integration of information and information elements in
GISWood

Fig. 3: Damage assessment of Hjeltarstua at Maihaugen, Lillehammer exhibited
in GISWood



4.2 Characterisation and mapping environmental risk factors from regional to
local and micro- scale — use of prEN13013
As there are great differences in temperatures and precipitation regimes in

Europe, there are likewsie to be expected great differences in potential rates of wood
decay.  This is in accordance with the encountered practice.  For the interpretation of
the damage observed on building objects data is needed on levels and spatial
variations of environmental degradation factors on various geographical scales
(EOTA, 1997).  One frequently used classification of geographical scales for climate
and environment is the division into macro, regional, local and micro, as shown in
Figure 4.

For the characterisation and mapping of environmental degradation factors to
the regional scale, data must be provided from existing data sources due to the cost
and the time span otherwise involved.  Fortunately, a lot of environmental data on
macro/regional scale is available from meteorological and environmental research
communities.  However, for use on the local and micro scale a correlation between
this kind of data and the local and micro environment at the building must be done.

Fig. 4: Exposure environment on different geographical scales, and modifying
factors to consider when transforming environmental data from the
regional level to local and micro level. (Noren et al. 1998)

The Wood-Assess methodology for assessing and mapping environmental risk
factors and areas is based on assessing both Scheffer’s CRI for potential wood decay
and also the potential of a WETCORR based CRI for the micro-environmental
conditions.  It is shown that yearly and monthly SCRI can be calculated and mapped



by use of available meteorological data for temperature and precipitation from a very
extensive network of stations in the participating countries.  These calculations are
made available in the GISWood application, as shown in Fig. 5.

Regression analysis shows that in this case the meteorological site represents to
a reasonable degree the conditions at the object site.  This is not always the case and
specific assessments need to be carried out in each case (ISO /DIS 15686-1 1997).

In order to increase the spatial resolution and thus the reliability of risk factor
assessment, the temperature and precipitation can be modelled on the regional and
local level taking into account the effects of topography and sunny and shaded areas.
A digital terrain model in GRID/ArcInfo has been developed to give a good
description of SCRI on a regional and local scale based on available meteorological
data.  Figure 6 shows the local scale modelling of SCRI in the
Lillehammer/Maihaugen area.

Digital maps with models of precipitation, temperature and relative humidity
can probably also be obtained from the national meteorological offices in many
countries and form a proper basis for more detailed modelling of SCRI.

Fig. 5: Calculated monthly and yearly Scheffer´s climatic risk index at Norrkulla
gård and the meteorological sites Gustavsberg and Adelsö



Fig. 6: A smaller section of the Iso-line map of the average Scheffer’s index in
the area around the test site Maihaugen

A new attempt for using available regional meteorological data to assess
microclimatic impact on buildings has recently been proposed in the prEN 13013-3
“Calculation of driving rain index for vertical surfaces from hourly wind and rain
data.” (CEN 1997).  This is mainly based on the British standard BS 8104:1992
“Code of practice for assessing exposure of walls to wind-driven rain.” (British
Standard 1992).  This standard, that addresses the impact of driving rain on masonry,
can be used in the same conceptual way to assess the impact on the porous material
wood.  In mapping the environmental risk factors and areas we have therefore applied
this standard on facades where the wetness impact is recorded with the WETCORR
instrument.

The prEN specifies a procedure for analysing the hourly rainfall and wind data
derived from meteorological observations so as to provide an estimate of the quantity
of water likely to impact on a wall of any given orientation.  It takes account of
topography, local sheltering and the type of building and wall.

After calculating the driving rain spell index, IS, for a period of time the next
step is to estimate the actual buildings location and exposure compared to an airfield.
That is performed by estimating the values of four different parameters, the roughness
coefficient, CR, the topography coefficient, CT, an obstruction factor, O, and a wall
factor, W, and converting the airfield indices into wall indices, IWS, by the formula:

IWS = IS x CR x CT x O x W (3)

The prEN has also categorised, described and illustrated the CR, CT, O and W factors.



 Table 2: Estimated values for the roughness coefficient, CR, the topography
coefficient, CT, the obstruction factor, O, and the wall factor, W

  Factor  Hjeltarstua  Alte Mangel  Berggrenska  Norrkulla
 South wall  CR  0.75  0.75  0.75  1.15
  CT  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0
  W  0.4  0.4  0.3  0.3
  O  0.4  0.4  0.6  1.0
 East wall  CR  0.75  0.75  0.75  1.15
  CT  0.8  1.0  1.0  1.0
  W  0.4  0.3  0.3  0.2
  O  0.5  0.5  0.2  1.0
 North wall  CR  0.75  0.75  0.75  1.15
  CT  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0
  W  0.4  0.4  0.3  0.3
  O  0.3  0.3  0.2 lower part

 0.4 higher part
 0.5

 West wall  CR  0.75  0.75  0.75  1.15
  CT  0.8  1.0  1.0  1.0
  W  0.3  0.3  0.3  0.2 lower part

 0.3 higher part
  O  1.0  0.4  0.2  1.0

The WETCORR technique allows for simultaneous monitoring of the surface
temperature/wetness and the resulting temperature profile inside wood by the surface
sensor and the INWOOD sensor respectively.  Thus two WETCORR based indexes
has been proposed, namely the WC-CRI for the surface rotting susceptibility, and the
IW-CRI for the inside rotting (Henriksen et al. 1998).  Comparison of the driving-rain
calculations according to prEN13013 and using the WETCORR data shows good
correlation.

The Wood-Assess concept for assessing environmental impact on to building
facades can be directly applied to the Factorial approach in the ISO standard.  This
provides major new methodologies and tools for assessing the climatic risk factors for
wood preservation on meso-, local- and micro scale in Europe.

 5 Further developments towards market in new EU project

During the pilot testing of the applications small and medium sized companies
(SMEs) and clients expressed great interest and need for potential product developed
from the Wood-Assess concept.  As the project also got a very high rating from the
EU, a new project proposal was developed and endorsed by the EU.  In this new
project, ENV4-CT98-0796 MMWood “System for Maintenance Management of
Historic (Wooden) buildings”(acronym MMWood), the Wood-Assess concept is
further developed towards the market.

The major needs expressed by these actors were a broader spectre of materials,
an updated and fully integrated technology platform and inclusion also of the
maintenance management phase.  The new project that started in January 1999 runs
for two years; therefore comprise the following main tasks:



To develop and validate for the SMEs an integrated Maintenance Management
system for historic (wooden) buildings adapted to the needs and purposes of various
user group levels.  Based on the Wood-Assess concept and results the modular GIS
(Geographic Information System) based system, MMWood, shall specifically contain:

• a documentation system for outer and inner parts of historic buildings and
components (wood, stone, brick and rendering)

• soft- and hardware tools for building inspection for maintenance tasks,
• an environmental risk factor assessment module,
• a standardised maintenance assessment module based on complementation of

the Wood-Assess process of assessing the symptoms, causes, effects,
consequences, risks and remedial actions for environmental damages to the
historic buildings, and

• a cost and maintenance planning module.

There are three SMEs (Germany, Sweden, Norway) and seven R&D partners
(Norway, Sweden, Germany, Italy and Latvia) collaborating.  The beta version of the
application will be developed during the first year, installed with clients and test
objects for validation in year two.

Implementation of such a system puts requirements on marketing, selling, its
users, and requires maintenance, support and further development to adopt to new
technology and knowledge.  These issues are being delt with in Collaborative
Agreements.

6 Conclusions from Wood-Assess

The Wood-Assess project has completed all its tasks and achieved all its
objectives, developing and validating an Assessment Protocol, methods for
continuous measurements of moisture and temperature in the micro-environment, and
systems for mapping environmental risk factors to wooden cultural buildings.  The
total concept is available on a PC -based Geographical Information System (GIS)
platform.

The theoretical and methodological foundation for the project builds heavily on
the internationally recognised methodology for prediction of durability, service life
and maintenance intervals, which is now subject to standardisation by the
ISO/TC59/SC14 “Service Life Planning”.

The Wood-Assess concept for assessing environmental impact on to building
facades can be directly applied to the Factorial approach in the ISO standard.  This
provides major new methodologies and tools for assessing the climatic risk factors for
wood preservation on meso-, local- and micro scale in Europe.

Development and implementation of such PC/GIS based Condition Assessment
Protocol systems into the field of conservation management of cultural objects
represents a new and innovative approach with great exploitation potential.

In a new EU sponsored project, ENV4-CT98-0796 MMWood “System for
Maintenance Management of Historic (Wooden) buildings”(acronym MMWood), the



Wood-Assess concept is further developed towards the market.
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Abstract

This paper presents the framework of a stochastic decision-support system for life
cycle asset maintenance management of building elements and systems. This system
is based on a probabilistic modeling of the performance and risk of failure of building
components. The maintenance optimization is formulated as a multi-stage and multi-
objective optimization problem where the simultaneous satisfaction of several
conflicting objectives, including minimization of maintenance costs, maximization of
performance, and minimization of risk of failure, is sought. Compromise
programming is used to determine the optimal ranking of the deteriorated
components in terms of their priority for repair and replacement, by achieving a
satisfactory trade-off between the competing or conflicting objectives. A product
model of the building system is used to provide the data framework for collecting and
processing data.

Keywords: Data collection, risk-based maintenance management, multi-objective
optimization, product model, stochastic performance model.

1 Introduction

A review of recent Canadian construction statistics shows that $8.5 billion is
spent annually on repairs and maintenance of buildings (Vanier 1998). An effective
decision-support system is needed by asset managers to assist them in identifying
optimal maintenance strategies that minimize life-cycle costs and risk of failure for a
network of building systems and components. The development of such a system is
the main objective of the Building Envelope Life Cycle Asset Management

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1223-1234.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



(BELCAM) project (Vanier and Lacasse 1996; Lounis et al. 1998). The BELCAM
project has identified two achievable goals that will assist asset managers in the
course of their work:

1. To develop reliability-based methodologies to predict the performance and
service life of building components;

2. To establish protocols to optimize the maintenance management of building
systems.

The use of the BELCAM system will enable facilities managers and owners to
overcome some of the challenges facing them regarding: (i) prioritization of facilities
for repair, and (ii) optimized time and repair action. The implementation of such a
system will result in extended service lives for building components and systems,
lowered life-cycle costs, and potentially lower risks of failure.

Given the time-dependence and uncertainty associated with roofing
performance, Lounis et al. (1998) proposed a probabilistic Markovian model for the
assessment and prediction of performance and probability of failure. The
consequences of failure are evaluated from available data on maintenance and failure
costs that depend on the building type, or occupancy, and mode of failure (i.e., water
leakage, loss of energy control, loss of serviceability, deck collapse).

The maintenance optimization problem is formulated as a sequential, stochastic
and multi-objective optimization problem; where the satisfaction of several
conflicting objectives is considered, including:  (i) minimization of maintenance and
repair costs; (ii) maximization of network performance; and (iii) minimization of risk
of failure. The multi-objective optimization problem is solved by using compromise
programming methods (Lounis and Cohn 1995) that seek to determine the optimal
ranking of deteriorated roof sections, in terms of their priority for repair and
replacement, by achieving a satisfactory trade-off between all competing objectives.

The probabilistic performance prediction model and the multi-objective
optimization procedure have considerable data integration and communication
demands that will be effectively met through the use of a product model. Product
modeling refers to the digital representation of elements that completely defines a
product for all applications over its expected life. The proposed product model
requires three major components (Vanier 1998): (i) elemental aggregation model of
typical roofing systems; (ii) classification model of in-field roof performance
characteristics; and (iii) instantiation of the subject roof portfolio.

This paper describes the framework needed to collect and analyze data required
to prioritize repair and replacement projects in a given roof portfolio. It also identifies
how the Markovian models, multi-objective optimization procedure and product
models can be used to assist decision makers maximize the return on investment of
their maintenance expenditures. The BELCAM project is concentrating on the life
cycle maintenance management of low-slope roofs in the initial three years of the
project.  The methodologies developed during the course of the BELCAM research
will be readily applicable to other building envelope systems.

The proposed decision-support system is shown schematically in Figure 1, and
consists of the integration of the following three subsystems or enabling technologies:



1. Probabilistic models for performance prediction and risk assessment;
2. Multi-objective optimization procedure for decision making under conflicting

objectives;
3. Product model of the roof system that provides the data framework for collecting
4. and processing data.

Fig. 1: Decision-support system for asset management: BELCAM methodology

2 Stochastic maintenance management system

The following section presents the framework for a stochastic maintenance
management system that integrates a probabilistic performance prediction model and
a risk assessment model with a multi-objective optimization algorithm.

2.1 Performance prediction using probabilistic Markovian models
The condition or performance of roofing components and systems deteriorate

with time as a result of environmental degradation factors (temperature, solar
radiation, water, wind), traffic loading, inadequate maintenance and poor
workmanship. Given this fact, considerable uncertainty and variability are associated
with the performance of roofing components, resulting from the uncertainty and
variability in the environmental factors, quality of workmanship and maintenance
level.

Therefore, a probabilistic Markovian model, and more specifically a discrete
Markov chain that captures both the time-dependence and randomness of the roofing
performance is used to model both the deterioration and repair processes. The
condition of roofing components is represented by discrete condition ratings obtained
by mapping the assessed damage levels obtained using the “Roofer” condition
assessment system (Bailey et al. 1990) to the 1 through 7 rating scale shown in
Figure 2.

The underlying assumption of the first-order Markov chain model is the
dependence of the rate of deterioration on the current stress and cumulative damage
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only, and not on the entire stress history. The transition probability, pij, represents the
likelihood that the roofing condition will change from state i at time tn to a lower state
j at time tn+1.

Fig. 2: Condition assessment of roofing components

The development of the Markovian model requires a relatively limited amount
of historical performance data at two or more points in time. Once the one-step
transition probability matrix is generated, the future performance of the roofing
component can be predicted using the n-step transition matrix as follows:

P{S(tn)} = P{S(0)}Pn (1)

in which P{S(tn)} is the state probability matrix at time tn after n transitions; P{S(0)}
is the initial state probability matrix; and P is the transition probability matrix. The
probabilistic prediction of the performance using Eq. (1) is illustrated in Fig. 3, which
indicates the evolution with time of the probability mass function of roofing
performance.

Fig. 3: Probabilistic Markovian modeling of deterioration
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The transition probability matrix is determined from the historical performance
data, collected during inspections, and is dependent upon several explanatory
variables, including: age, environmental conditions, material type, quality of work
executed as well as the amount and quality of maintenance.

2.2 Risk assessment
A modern built-up roof system has in general five basic components: namely, a

waterproofing membrane, thermal insulation, flashings, structural deck and possibly a
vapor or air barrier. In general, there is some correlation between the performance of
different components, that in turn has a direct impact on the performance of the entire
roofing system, and its risk of failure. A roof is a multi-component system with
multiple failure modes that can be modeled as a hybrid system comprised of a
combination of series and parallel subsystems. The probability of failure of each
roofing component is time-variant and changes with time as a result of degradation or
repair. The probability of failure can be determined using a systems-reliability
approach, taking into account the correlation between different components and
failure modes. In addition, the corresponding risk of failure of the roofing system
may be evaluated once the consequences of failure are assessed. Two main failure
modes can be identified:

1. Envelope failure, defined by the loss of the envelope main functions, namely
water tightness and energy control;

2. Structural failure, or deck failure, that includes collapse and loss of serviceability.

The envelope failure at this time is the main concern of the BELCAM project.
The cost of envelope failure depends on the value and vulnerability of the building
contents under the roof, the costs of repair, energy costs and other incurred costs,
such as costs of relocation and disruption.

2.3 Stochastic and multi-objective maintenance optimization system
At the network-level of roofing maintenance management, effective decision

making requires the determination of the optimal prioritization of roofing projects for
maintenance, repair and refurbishment (MR&R), including the time of repair and
repair action. This optimization is a rather complex task, owing to: the large stock of
deteriorated roofs; limited maintenance funds; uncertainty in the performance of
roofing components; and, difference in the risk of failure associated with different
buildings, roof sections and components. An effective maintenance management
system should include all relevant objectives, such as: minimization of MR&R costs;
maximization of network reliability; and minimization of risk of failure. Hence, it is
clear that the actual maintenance management problem is multi-objective in nature
and requires the determination of an optimal maintenance strategy to achieve the best
trade-off between these conflicting objectives.



The multi-objective maintenance management problem can be mathematically
stated as follows (Lounis and Cohn 1993; Lounis and Vanier 1998):

min  f(x)= [ f1(x)  f2(x) ………. fm(x)  ]T                 x ∈ Ω Ω (2a)

Ω Ω ={x ∈ N: Sx(t)  ≤ 5} (2b)

where f = vector of objective functions; ΩΩ= subset of the roofing network that at
time t contains roofs with condition ratings (Sx) less than or equal to 5 and that
require maintenance, and N= entire roofing network. The solution of this
maintenance management problem can be obtained using vector optimization
techniques, and more specifically, the compromise programming approach (Lounis
and Cohn 1993, 1995; Lounis and Vanier 1998). In compromise programming, the
“best” or satisficing solution is defined as one that minimizes the distance from the
set of Pareto optima or efficient solutions to the so-called “ideal solution”. This ideal
solution is defined as the solution that yields the extreme (minimum or maximum)
values for all objectives. The adopted priority index is based on the minimization of
the normalized deviation from the “ideal roof for repair” that is associated with the
“ideal vector objective f*” measured by the family of Lp metrics defined as follows
(Lounis and Cohn 1995):
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These Lp (1≤ p≤ ∞) metrics indicate how close the satisficing solution is to the ideal
solution. Another alternative to the above approach is possible through weighting of
different objectives, depending on the sensibility of the decision maker toward risk
(risk averse or risk prone), economics and network reliability.

The proposed optimization approach represents the first step towards the
development of a comprehensive roofing management system. The next step is the
optimization of MR&R strategies within a finite or short term planning horizon,
followed by an optimization within a longer planning horizon at both network- and
project- levels of management. This task is achieved through the combination of the
dynamic programming approach with the proposed multi-objective optimization
procedure

3 Regional surveys and data collection

The development of the probabilistic Markovian model is based on historical
performance data of roofing components and systems collected throughout Canada.
The participating Canadian agencies in the BELCAM project are identified by the
star symbol in Figure 4. These sites represent a wide range of buildings in
geographically diverse and hence, climatically different regions of the country.  Each
agency gathers information on roofs under their mandate and forwards the data for
inclusion in a central database.

By gathering regional data, the project is generating performance profiles of



sample roof sections that are representative of various climatic zones, construction
techniques and maintenance practices and histories. Further data treatment will
permit groupings relative to several explanatory variables.  As additional
performance data become available, the prediction model can be continuously
improved using the Bayesian-updating method (Madsen et al. 1986).

Fig. 4: Data collection sites and environmental characterization

3.1 Standardized data collection tools
Following an evaluation of available roofing inspection and maintenance

management software (Vanier et al. 1998), “MicroROOFER vers.1.3” (Bailey et al.
1990; USACERL 1995) was chosen as the data acquisition software for the project.
The software review examined four commercially-available packages relative to their
ease of use, required minimum hardware configurations, operating platforms and
database structure, their technical and reporting features as well as their ability to
interface and link with other applications.  MicroROOFER was considered to be the
most comprehensive software package of the products studied, with respect to service
life prediction.

The ROOFER methodology uses various quantified visual inspection indicators
to determine a component condition rating for the roof flashing and membrane,
whereas the condition rating of the insulation is determined from core sampling and
evaluation of the percentage of wet insulation.  These condition ratings conveniently
map to the discrete condition states adopted in the discrete Markov chain model
described earlier, and shown in Figure 2.

A review of existing data collection technologies lead to the expansion of the
standard data collection framework to include the Fujitsu 1200 Stylistic pen-based
computers running Microsoft Windows 95 operating system.  The utility of digital



images was clearly recognized and, although not explicitly a component of the
standardized data collection package, each agency participating in the regional survey
is encouraged to use these visual recording techniques as part of their "survey kit".

3.2 Roofing condition assessment information requirements
An examination of the existing data fields of MicroROOFER (USACERL

1995) and the BELCAM information requirements, relative to the identified
explanatory variables, revealed numerous data gaps.  In order to assure that adequate
information was collected on all aspects of roofing performance (design and as-built
conditions, material and workmanship quality, and condition of structural elements),
additional requirements were mapped to appropriate storage locations within
MicroROOFER.  In all cases, the identified BELCAM protocol requirements can be
recorded in existing “remarks” fields in MicroROOFER. The interaction between the
explanatory variables, MicroROOFER data and BELCAM specific information is
illustrated in Figure 5.

The Roofing Condition Assessment Survey (RCAS) methodology assists in
obtaining consistent and easily interpreted information by detailing recommended
methods of data collection and recording.  A web-based On-line RCAS Manual
provides a description of the MicroROOFER program requirements (USACERL
1995), as well as the data needed to fulfil requirements for the explanatory variable
(Kyle 1998).  An example of the recommended inspection procedures, rating scale
and data input instructions for roof deck condition (as found in the on-line manual) is
presented in Figure 6.
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Fig. 5: Explanatory variable data requirements for BELCAM



Fig. 6: RCAS instructions and rating scale for roof deck

The RCAS provides all regional surveyors with easily-accessed information on
roofing defects, their definitions, how and what to inspect, as well as a consistent
methodology to record specific roofing distresses.  Use of the on-line RCAS manuals,
coupled with the pen-based systems and digital cameras, reduces learning time
required to conduct inspections and minimizes the time between inspection and data
entry. Over 500 roofs are being surveyed in the course of the project, with inspections
recurring annually.

4 Integration of decision-making tools

As mentioned earlier, the main requirements of the BELCAM project are: (i)
collection of in-field performance data (as described above); and (ii) development of
performance and service life prediction models using these data. The improved
performance prediction model will lead directly to the optimization of maintenance
expenditures. The following steps are needed to accomplish these requirements:

1. Regional survey crews collect baseline building information, including drawings
2. Crews collect electronic information on current condition using MicroROOFER,

on-line RCAS Manuals and pen-based systems, including digital images of
distresses;

3. Crews collect past maintenance information for individual roofs regarding repair



actions and associated expenditures to assess life cycle costs and MR&R
investment level;

4. New data are uploaded to a central server to update the probabilistic model and
the MR&R and failure costs;

5. Operator queries the central database on issues regarding specific roofing
components to establish the remaining service life; and

6. The performance and service life data calculated above, in conjunction with risk
and MR&R costs data, are used by the asset managers to optimize their
maintenance expenditures using multi-objective and dynamic programming
approaches.

5 Envisioned user interface

The decision-making tool must have an intuitive interface such as the one
proposed in Figure 7. This interface would permit the user with quick and efficient:

1. Views of the current “condition or performance profile” of the roofing network
and simulate its “change with time” as a result of degradation or maintenance;

2. Views of the current “risk profile” of the roofing network and simulate its
“change with time” as a result of degradation or maintenance;

3. Views of the current “maintenance cost profile” of the roofing network and
simulate its “change with time” as a result of degradation or maintenance; and

4. Sensitivity analysis by changing the weighting factors applied to the different
objectives depending on the decision maker’s risk aversion.

Fig. 7: Proposed user interface
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6 Conclusions

A stochastic and multi-objective decision-support system is proposed for the
optimization of roofing maintenance management at both network and project levels.
A discrete Markov chain model is used to predict the performance of the roofing
system during its service life. The maintenance optimization aims at simultaneously
satisfying several conflicting objectives, including the minimization of the MR&R
costs and risk of failure and the maximization of the roofing network reliability or
condition rating. Compromise programming is used to determine the optimal ranking
of deteriorated roofs in terms of their priority for repair and replacement.

BELCAM’s first goal of developing techniques for service life prediction is
addressed by the probabilistic Markovian modeling of performance of roofing
components. The second goal of optimizing maintenance management is addressed
by multi-objective optimization.  These two goals could not be addressed without the
use of product modeling, which provides the data integration requirements for this
project. The research plan is presented in this paper; however, considerable work is
still required to collect the requisite data, to integrate the required applications, and to
test and validate the techniques proposed in this paper. The decision-making tools
proposed in this paper will assist asset managers to predict the remaining service life
of roofing systems and will allow them to optimize the expenditures of their
maintenance dollars.  Conceptually, the techniques developed in the BELCAM
project are readily applicable to other building envelope systems.
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ACCRUED VALUE ASSESSMENT - A DYNAMIC APPROACH FOR
INVESTMENT APPRAISAL AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Accrued value assessment
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Abstract

Construction projects typically involve a variety of decision-makers that decide on
alternatives that generate capital and on-going costs during a project's life. These
capital costs generate value for different stakeholders and potential for returns to the
project owner, which are durable and vary over the life cycle of the completed
project.  Conventional investment appraisal techniques, which focus on cash flows
represented by the costs and expected returns of a project discounted to a common
base period, do not reflect the total value of capital expenditure choices which include
intangible and non-monetary benefits as well as reduction of future costs and
financial returns.  This paper discusses an approach in which project decision-makers
evaluate and allocate identifiable value from capital and continuing costs to relevant
stakeholders and periods in the life cycle of the project. The objectives of different
stakeholders for the project can be taken into account in the assessment of project
expenditure value. The ability of a project owner to recover a premium for identified
accrued value will provide incentives for up-front spending where the potential for
improving overall project performance is greatest.  Discounting procedures will allow
the value of the project to be appraised at any stage of the project's life cycle. This
approach leads to a technique, which is more refined than conventional appraisal of
earning potential with the ability of a project owner to recover a premium for
identified accrued value. The accrued value assessment also provides a useful tool for
facilities management and design decision evaluation.  The approach builds on and is
embodied in a larger framework for project decision support, which aims to improve
overall project performance.

Keywords: Accrued Value Assessment, Facilities Management, Decision Support.
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1 Introduction

It is not desirable in terms of a life cycle perspective for initial and continuing
capital costs to be minimised, if the future financial performance of the project is
disproportionately penalised.  However, as different stakeholders come into play over
the project life cycle, there is a natural propensity for developers to trade off their
initial capital costs against costs that might be incurred by future stakeholders.

Hence rational capital cost decisions cannot be decided unless the value of these
up-front costs can be identified and factored into the investment appraisal of the
project at any period in its life cycle.  These costs would be recovered from other
stakeholders who would benefit from the enhanced financial performance of the
project.  This would provide the incentive for the developer to invest additional value
up-front and improve the life cycle costs associated with the project for subsequent
stakeholders.

It is also desirable for the developer and subsequent stakeholders to monitor the
continuously changing status of an investment and use the data to assist decision
making in subsequent projects or benchmark between alternative projects.  One
method of accomplishing this is to take into account the accrued (time dependent)
value of capital decisions and allowing this to be factored into the investment
decision.

This paper proposes the use of an integrated decision approach that identifies
values up-front, together with continuing capital costs and accrues these to the
appropriate period in the project life cycle.

The concept has merit for a number of stakeholders in the project life cycle.  In
addition to the incentive offered by the ability of a project owner to recover a
premium for identified accrued value, subsequent purchasers (investors) are given an
accurate ‘real value’ assessment of a project at any stage in the project life cycle.
Current methods of investment appraisal fail to identify the ‘real’ initial value
injected into the project and do not discriminate with respect to future capital costs to
be incurred once alternative stakeholders are introduced.

This paper will provide an overview of current investment appraisal techniques
and investigates the relative merits of each tool.  The accrued value assessment
concept is introduced and a review of the advantages it offers is undertaken.  Finally
the paper outlines an implementation strategy that maps the concept through the
design production, construction and facilities management stages of the project life
cycle.

2 Current methods of investment appraisal

The conventional investment appraisal and facilities management techniques
currently available are briefly outlined below.  Two distinct types of methods
currently exist.  The first type does no take into account the timing of cash flow.  The
general approach adopted by these various methods centres on cash flows represented
by the costs and expected returns of a project.  These methods include: accounting
rate of return, investment yield and pay back period.  The second type however does



take into account the timing of the cash flow discounted to a common base period.
The methods that fall into the second include:

Net present value (NPV) - return on investment
Net present value is the simplest and most commonly used discounted cash flow

method for capital investment appraisal consists of calculating the value in the present
year of all the cash flows associated with the project, and then adding these values
together.  This results in the total being known as the net present value (NPV) of a
project (Dixon, 1994).

Internal rate of return (IRR)
The IRR represents the rate of return on capital expended that the owner would

obtain for the initial investment in the project (Ferry & Brandon, 1991).  The IRR is
the interest rate, which results in the capital outlay being paid off by the incoming
cash flows at the end of the life cycle of the project, after deduction of ‘interest
payments’ for capital outstanding.

Life cycle costing of individual building elements
Life cycle costing is a method of evaluating all of the relevant costs associated

with a project throughout its life. In a construction project the analysis is usually
performed with respect  to construction, maintenance, running and demolition costs.
However life cycle cost analysis can be adversely effected by inflation and the limited
nature of a one off life cycle costing analysis tends to limit the reliability of an
extensive study into the main building cost items (Sierra, 1999).

3 Advantages and disadvantages of current techniques

The alternative investment appraisal techniques outlined previously provide the
basis by which property investors decide to invest, hold or divest of a capital works
project.  Significant use is made of these techniques at project initiation and
throughout the design development and documentation period to firm predictions of
project worth.

Figure 1 indicates the stage of the project life cycle in which current approaches
to investment appraisal finish, i.e. at design documentation.  Each method is
completed at this stage with nothing following through to aid in investment decision
making during the construction stage or post project completion.  This has significant
implications for changes in scope during and post completion, which should be
factored into the decision to invest.  Indeed the ability to update and compare the
initial study post project completion is very difficult and sometimes not possible.
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Fig. 1: Investment Appraisal and the project life cycle

As widely applied as the current methods have been they do not reflect the total
value of capital expenditure choices, that includes intangible and non-monetary
benefits as well as the reduction of future costs and financial returns.  In addition all
current approaches to investment appraisal fail to consider the evolution of the
continuously evolving facilities management concept and the extensive list of the
implications this has for property ownership.

The majority of the current techniques were developed prior to the evolution of
current facilities management concepts.  The changes in the property investment
environment, which have included property syndication, the proliferation of property
trusts, outsourcing of non core facilities management functions and significant
taxation changes (with respect to the Australian context) all require a tool to evaluate
individual property returns on an ongoing basis.

Facilities management provides the property owner with an integrated
management system focused on the efficient management and control of a property or
whole portfolio.  The link between property and the core business objectives of an
organisation is the key concept within the evolving facilities management discipline.

The evolution and change in facilities management has effectively changed the
investment appraisal focus to require emphasis on the continuing value of holding
every individual property.  This value will change over time as the building ages,
taxation benefits are reduced and the cost of maintenance and other recurrent capital
expenditure increases.  Hence there is the need for a tool that can provide an ongoing
decision aid for investment appraisal and facilities management.

4 Accrued value assessment: a dynamic approach to investment appraisal

This paper describes a new approach to track the value of an investment over its
entire life cycle.  As outlined previously, current methods of investment appraisal
focus on project initiation and fail to adequately keep pace with the changing nature
of project once completed.  This new approach provides different stakeholders in the
project life cycle with a tool that can also be used to manage the financial planning,



both capital and recurrent, of the project.  Once the initial assessment has been
completed the same document will evolve of the life of the project to be used by
successive stakeholders who may enter post project completion.

4.1 The Accrued value concept
The accrued value assessment tool can be extended beyond maintenance

planning and costing to include other ongoing expenditure that is continually
attributable to the life cycle of a completed building.  Examples may include, land
tax, rates, essential services and condition audits, asset registers, taxation changes and
benefits associated with ongoing capital works, leasing fees, insurance’s, year 2000
compliance expenses and a host of other items.

The general concept is graphically shown in Figure 2, below.  This diagram
illustrates the extended scope of the accrued value concept.  The line A-A delineates
the base for dissecting the accrued value profile of the building three years post
completion.  Not only are the capital costs expressed in annual terms, but also each
asset management cost can be assessed individually to reflect the changing nature of
management costs over the entire building life cycle.  This aspect will be particularly
important for stakeholders who enter post completion and require information in
order to manage the facility and anticipated associated costs.
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Fig. 2: Accrued value profile of initial construction



Accrued value assessment is intended to provide a whole of life initiative for
decision support in all stages of the project life cycle.  The technique offers the ability
to evaluate ‘dead’ and ‘live’ items of a building and the ability to track their condition
over the period of the buildings life cycle.  A unique aspect of the tool is the ability to
make an investment decision based on the actual historical evidence that has been
accumulated since the building was completed.  This data would incorporate the
original decisions made on building plant and equipment and the reasons for their
selection.

Particular advantages offered through the application of the technique are
envisaged to include:

1. A tool to determine where major project costs have been incurred.
2. As a method of determining the value of an individual investment past, present

and future.
3. The ability to project and track the future fluctuations in value over an extended

period of time.  This will enable an investor or purchaser to base decisions on
more concrete data and generate significant information from which the value of
individual property investments can be benchmarked on a real return basis.

4. Provide the maximum continuous taxation advantages from all items of plant and
associated equipment.

5. The ability to forecast major cost items years ahead.
6. The potential to be applied at due diligence stage to benefit both the vendor and

the purchaser.
7. Appraise, on a continuous basis, the accrued value of an individual building or a

large portfolio.

One of the most significant advantages outlined above is the ability for project
decision-makers to evaluate and allocate identifiable value from capital and
continuing costs to relevant stakeholders and periods in the life cycle of the project.
This provides an objective basis for valuing a property asset for balance sheet
purposes.

The tool offers the added benefit of flexibility in data entry so as complex
calculations including such aspects as the changes in taxation aspects and emergency
equipment replacement can be tracked and their total effect on asset value
determined.  The ability of a project owner to recover a premium for identified
accrued value will provide incentives for up-front spending where the potential for
improving overall project performance is greatest.

The accrued value assessment also provides a useful tool for facilities
management and design decision evaluation.  It offers the facility manager a
comprehensive financial package, these can be used to set performance targets and
benchmark existing and new projects. Specific problems or issues can be tracked and
action taken well ahead of issues arising.  The ability of the building to adapt to
technology and the changes associated with such can be assessed and costs for
essential upgrading,. For example, year 2000 compliance, can be projected.

Design decision support is provided with a financial data collection tool that can
track individual buildings and provide evidence for all stakeholders to improve
performance.



4.2 Implementation strategy
The ability to implement the concept from project initiation through the design

production, construction and facilities management stages of the project life cycle is
not only essential in order to maximise the value of the concept as a decision support
tool but also crucial.
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Management
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Fig. 3: Scope of data required for implementation

The tool has the potential to pass from one stakeholder to another a fair and true
value of major building costs that will aid in the determination of overall project
value and return on investment.  It is envisaged an implementation strategy would
require the building owner to invest significantly more in cost advice and facilities
planning at project initiation.  From this foundation the ability to control and apply
the data to the completed project is at its highest.

5 Conclusion

The assertion that the construction industry lacks any real incentives for up-front
spending where the potential for improving overall project performance is greatest
has been stated repeatedly.  Accrued Value Assessment is intended to provide a
whole of life perspective for all stakeholders in order to maximise the investment
worth of spending funds in the initial stages prior to construction.  The benefits of
such can then be realised by subsequent stakeholder reward. If value is made explicit
then it is more likely be recovered by appropriate premiums paid when the property is
passed from one owner to another.



The consistent practice of Accrued Value Assessment from initial cost planning
to on-going facilities management would greatly improve the life cycle management
of any physical asset and add to best practice performance principles within the
construction industry.
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ASSESSMENT OF BUILDING REHABILITATION EXPEDIENCY IN
BULGARIA
Building rehabilitation expediency in Bulgaria
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Abstract

The basic features of the methodology for technical and economic analysis and
assessment of the rehabilitation expediency for existing industrial buildings and
facilities are presented in the paper. This is a  very current problem in Bulgaria.
Industrial buildings and facilities built more than 15-20 years ago are not in good
condition especially from the point of view of their reliability and durability. At
present, because of the privatization running, decisions are being taken for
rehabilitation or new construction. The methodology is based on the results from
field and laboratory tests of the physical and mechanical properties of the
structural materials (concrete, steel). On this basis the actual bearing capacity and
reliability of the structures subject to continuous action of various aggressive
environments as well as climatic and force impacts could be assessed. The
condition of the structures is the ground for conducting a technical and economic
analysis and assessment for the expediency of undertaking respective
rehabilitation actions as to reach an adequate reliability and durability of the
industrial buildings and facilities during their service life.

Keywords: depreciation period of buildings, building components durability , life
cycle economics, building rehabilitation, building structures reliability, service life

1 State of the industrial building structures

The change of the physical and mechanical properties of the structural
materials used in the reinforced concrete and steel structures of the buildings and
facilities of fertilizer plants is at the root of their reliability and durability
reduction in the course of time [Durability, 1987].
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From the investigations conducted in the last 15-20 years on reinforced
concrete and steel structures in the mineral fertilizer plants in the towns of Stara
Zagora, Devnia, Dimitrovgrad and Vratza, it was estimated that the concrete and
the reinforcement of the reinforced concrete structures corrode very intensively in
aggressive environments like ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate, carbamide,
etc. Some of the structures require major repair every 3-5 years.  The reduced
durability of the structures is mainly due to poor quality of corrosion protection at
time of  construction as well as to regular leakage from equipment over structural
elements.

It was found during the investigations that in the plants for mineral
fertilizers in Bulgaria the liquid, solid and gaseous environments by their chemical
contents and concentration could be classified as “strongly aggressive” with
respect to the reinforced concrete as a whole, and to the concrete and reinforcing
steel separately.

As a result of the aggressive environments, the concrete strength reduced at
an average of 5-8% annually, and the reinforcing steel corroded at a depth of 0.2-
0.35 mm.  After a period of 4 years, the concrete in some structural elements has
lost 20-30% of its designed strength, and the reinforcing steel rods have corroded
to an average depth of 1.0 mm. These changes are the root causes of the designed
bearing capacity and deformability reduction of structural elements and structures
as a whole.  They are accompanied by damage and cracks in the concrete surface,
breaking the concrete protective coating of the reinforcement and reducing the
designed cross-section of the reinforcement.

2 Technical analysis of the rehabilitation necessity

A static/structural analysis is made of each structure followed by an
assessment as to whether an individual structure is in “pre-emergency” or
“emergency” condition.  The diagnosis for the condition of a structure is the basis
for developing a special structural design for its rehabilitation in order to reach the
designed parameters with respect to bearing capacity and deformability.

Taking into consideration the repair and restoration works carried out in the
last 15-20 years, the conclusion that can be drawn is that the investments for those
repairs lay within 70-80% of the respective cost for a new construction [Kelly,
1990].  That is why, in a number of cases decision is made to erect new structures
and facilities instead of repairing the existing ones.

The rehabilitation of industrial buildings and facilities is closely related to
economic issues.  The ultimate aim of this process is the raising of the reliability
and durability of individual structural components and systems, thereby increasing
the durability of the whole system.

The improvement of the physical and mechanical properties as well as the
structural and operational reliability of the components of a system are connected
to investment levels. In return, however, the operational and production costs are
expected to be lower.  It is of primary importance whether the total effect of a
rehabilitation is higher than the one in a new construction (when accomplishing
one aim), i. e. it is necessary to prove the expediency of carrying out rehabilitation
steps against a new construction.



3 Research methodology

The principles and methods for assessment of investments in the building
industry are used for economic analysis [CIB, 1991].

Let us imagine an industrial building or facility having a specified economic
service life. According to the norms in Bulgaria [Regulations, 1994] it is
expressed with the depreciation period which is related to buildings and facilities
but not to their components.

During the depreciation period of a building or facility which will be
generally called below a “system”, changing or rehabilitation of some components
is needed.  We assume that the system consists of m such components and each of
them needs expenses    IiR (i =1÷ m) that may be considered as investment.  The
service life of each component in case of a rehabilitation is determined through its
depreciation period TiR, and the annual operating costs are PiR.  It is accepted that
the depreciation period for the whole system is Ts, the number of rehabilitation
cases for the component i during  the service life of the system being

niR
T
T

s

iR
= − 1.  The total expenditures for one component during the period TiR are

IiR + PiRTiR .   Let’s discount those expenditures to the present (the year of the
analysis) for all components subject to rehabilitation [CIB, 1991].  Given that the
expenditures IiR and PiRTiR  are made at the beginning of the period TiR, the result
is
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where:
LCCiR         = the discounted total expenditures for an unit measurement

for the component  i of the system;
    IoiR = investments for an unit measurement for the component i 

prior to the beginning of its rehabilitation;
    PoiR = annual operating costs for an unit measurement for the 

component i prior to the beginning of its rehabilitation;
IiR           = investment for an unit measurement of rehabilitation for

the component i;
    PiR = annual operating costs for an unit measurement for the 

component i during its depreciation period;
    niR = number of rehabilitation cases  for the component i during 

the depreciation period of the system Ts;
    r = rate of return on investment or annual interest rate.

Equation (1) can be written in the following way:
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The expression in the square brackets represents a geometric progression.

Calculating the sum of its terms and using the relation n
T
TiR

s

iR
= − 1 , after

making transformations we have
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we have
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The expenditures for a system consisting of m components subject to
rehabilitation are
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The value of quantity Ai with variable quantities of TiR, Ts and r is shown in
Table 1.  The value of Ts varies within the limits of 5 to 30 years, which
corresponds to Bulgarian norms for depreciation , and the rate of return r is
assumed in the range of 4 to 8% annually. This corresponds to the current and the
prognosticated market situation under the conditions of the currency board system
introduced in Bulgaria on July 1997.

It is seen from the data for the coefficient Ai in Table 1 that with the
increasing of period TiR at a fixed depreciation period of the system Ts, the value
of Ai decreases and is equal to zero when TiR = Ts.

When calculating LCCiR according to Formula (5) it is important to know
the relation between IiR, PiR, and TiR. The relationship between IiR and TiR, i.e. the
relationship between the investment for rehabilitation and the service life can be
found from experience.  Besides, the rehabilitation of a certain component can be
realized at different levels (with more or less investments), representing usually
part of the investment necessary for the component of a new system.  It is
reasonable to expect that carrying out a rehabilitation with bigger investments will
lead to higher durability and lower operating costs.  In the present analysis due to
a lack of reliable data from the field for the relationship between IiR, PiR, and TiR

we suggest the following  approach offering a possibility for comparison between
a rehabilitation case and a new construction.

Fig. 1 shows curves indicating the change of the life cycle cost - LCCiR  for
rehabilitation of the system component i.

The curves designated I I I IiR iR iR iR
k1 2 3, , ...  show the variation of LCCiR at

different levels set for the investments for rehabilitation (from i to k).  It is
convenient that Iik   be assigned values that are part of the investments for the
component i in a new construction - IiN , for example,
I I I I I IiR iN iR iN iR iN

1 2 30 9 08= = =; . ; .  and so on. The service life of the component TiR

varies with investment level.  The operating costs PiR are assumed as known at a
given level of rehabilitation. If the calculations are made using  Equation (5), the
rehabilitation options corresponding to different whole system depreciation



Table 1:  Values of Ai with variable Ts, Ti and r

Ti Ts (years)

r = 4% r = 6% r = 8%

(years) 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 10 15 20 25 30

1 3.62 7.43 10.56 13.13 15.24 16.98 3.46 6.80 9.29 11.16 12.55 13.59 3.31 6.25 8.24 9.60 10.53 11.16

2 1.36 3.30 4.89 6.20 7.28 8.17 1.30 3.01 4.30 5.26 5.97 6.51 1.24 2.76 3.80 4.50 4.99 5.31

3 0.60 1.92 3.01 3.90 4.63 5.23 0.60 1.75 2.63 3.29 3.78 4.15 0.55 1.60 2.32 2.81 3.14 3.37

4 0.23 1.23 2.06 2.74 3.30 3.76 0.21 1.12 1.80 2.31 2.69 2.97 0.20 1.02 1.58 1.96 2.22 2.40

5 - 0.82 1.50 2.05 2.61 2.88 - 0.75 1.30 1.72 2.03 2.27 - 0.68 1.14 1.46 1.67 1.82

6 0.55 1.12 1.59 1.98 2.80 0.50 0.98 1.33 1.60 1.80 0.45 0.85 1.12 1.31 1.43

7 0.35 0.85 1.26 1.60 1.88 0.32 0.74 1.05 1.29 1.46 0.29 0.64 0.88 1.05 1.16

8 0.20 0.65 1.02 1.32 1.57 0.18 0.56 0.85 1.06 1.21 0.17 0.49 0.71 0.86 0.96

9 0.09 0.50 0.83 1.10 1.32 0.08 0.43 0.69 0.88 1.02 0.07 0.37 0.57 0.71 0.80

10 - 0.37 0.68 0.93 1.13 - 0.32 0.56 0.74 0.87 - 0.28 0.46 0.59 0.68

12 0.18 0.45 0.66 0.84 0.16 0.37 0.52 0.64 0.14 0.30 0.42 0.49

14 0.05 0.29 0.48 0.64 0.04 0.23 0.37 0.48 0.04 0.19 0.29 0.36

16 - 0.17 0.34 0.48 - 0.13 0.26 0.36 - 0.11 0.21 0.27

18 0.07 0.23 0.36 0.06 0.18 0.27 0.05 0.14 0.20

20 - 0.15 0.27 - 0.11 0.20 - 0.09 0.15

30 - - -





periods Ts , and the interest rate (r) can be analyzed.  The expenditure curves
LCCiR at variable investments IiR offer a possibility for fixing the least durability
values of the component  I I IiR iR iR

k2 3, ...  for which the total expenses for
rehabilitation LCCiR are equal to those in a new construction - LCCiN indicated
with the straight line in Fig. 1.  As expected, after a rehabilitation the durability of
the component observed is lower than the one in a new construction TiN.

Fig. 1: Estimation of the least service life of the component I at different
levels of rehabilitation

4 Results

Using the method illustrated in Fig. 1 the rehabilitation expediency can be
determined for all components of the system.  The data could be interpreted more
clearly in the way shown in Fig. 2.  It indicates the relation between the relative

investments 
I
I

iR

iN
 and the relative durability 

T
T

iR

iN
. Cases of component durability in

a new construction are observed (TiN = 6 to 10 years) as well as those of a
rehabilitation (TiR=3 to 9 years).  The analysis is conducted at a system
depreciation period Ts = 15, 20 and 25 years and an interest rate r = 4%, 6% and
8%.  These data are typical for the industrial buildings’ sanitation in Bulgaria.

The data in Fig. 2 show that at a lower system period Ts the highest possible
investments for a rehabilitation are less than those with a system of higher
depreciation period (at a given durability of the component participating in a



system of a new construction and a fixed level of the operating costs).  The
alteration of the interest rate r is almost without an influence on the relation
“relative investment - relative service life”.

Fig. 2: Relationship between relative investments and relative service life for
different Ts

The relation between the relative investment and relative service life can be
well approximated by help of a linear regress dependence that can be written in
the following way for the selected depreciation period of the system - 15, 20, and
25 years:

if Ts = 15 years I
I

T
T

iR

iN

iR

iN
= −1 08 0 23. .     (7)

if Ts = 20 years I
I

T
T

iR

iN

iR

iN
= −110 0 18. .     (8)

if Ts = 25 years I
I

T
T

iR

iN

iR

iN
= −1 11 0 15. .     (9)

For approximate calculations, the following summarized regress dependency
including the data for Ts can be used within the range of 15 to 25 years:

I
I

T
T

iR

iN

iR

iN
= −110 0 19. .   (10)

The above equations can be used for calculating the highest value of the
economically justified investment for rehabilitation of a system component.
When substituting them in Equation (5)  the total expenses for a reconstruction



can be calculated, which, after comparing them to those in a new construction,
will indicate the best economically justified solution.

After the economic justification of the rehabilitation expediency for each
component, the rehabilitation of the whole system can be assessed with regard to
economic justification.  This can be done by comparing the total expenses for
reconstruction calculated with Formula (6) to those in a new construction, the
methodology for making the analysis being the same.

5 Conclusion

The methodology for technical and economic analysis described offers a
possibility for accounting the durability and the financial parameters of individual
structural components in a building. Using the information from the Bulgarian
experience in industrial buildings, rehabilitation options or a new construction can
be justified.
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FOUNDATION FAILURES IN NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION
Foundation failures
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Abstract

The estimated annual cost of claims to warranty programs in Canada from foundation
failures is $2,134,000/year.  These claims costs do not include owner or builder
repairs, or the legal, and administrative costs incurred. Similar soil conditions exist in
other countries, so it is likely other geographical locations are experiencing a high
cost of failures.  These recurring costly failures can be prevented using knowledge we
have today.  From the survey of 252 major claims, which were confirmed by warranty
officials, the most frequent failures were due to adfreezing and swelling clays.  These
soil conditions caused footings, garage and stairwell components to become
unserviceable.
Focusing on appropriate foundation design and proper site analysis could eliminate
over 70% of the most costly failures.  Building envelope designers specifying good
construction practices would help ensure frequent failures are prevented.  Technical
guidelines have been developed for the most critical foundation elements and system
solutions are available.
The bottom line is that it makes economical sense to build foundations rights the 1st
time such that major structural and moisture problems can be minimized.  These
measures need to be implemented by the construction industry.  The public should
also be protected by better Building Codes and extended warranty coverages. 

Keywords: causes, cost, failures, foundation, new construction, residential
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1 Introduction

This survey was undertaken on behalf of the Steering Committee for the
Development of Performance Guidelines for Basement Envelope Systems and Materials
of the National Research Council.

The purpose of the project is to characterize basement envelope failures using
statistics provided by New Home Warranty officials in all provinces in Canada.  This
work adapted the approach for recording construction defects previously developed for
the Ontario New Home Warranty Program (ONHWP).  The ONHWP data has been
extrapolated and presented in this report. 

A critical aspect of the work was to attempt to get all the Warranty Program
administrators participating in the project so that a national database could be created.  A
letter of introduction was sent out to all warranty programs.  Accordingly, participation by
the New Home Warranty Program of British Columbia & Yukon, The Alberta New
Home Warranty Program, New Home Warranty Program of Saskatchewan, New Home
Warranty Program of Manitoba, Association Provinciale Des Constructeurs
D’Habitations du Quebec, and Atlantic New Home Warranty Corporation was achieved. 

From the data collected the failures were characterized as follows:
• System type
• Soil type
• Envelope element
• Occurrence
• Severity
• Cause
• Remedial action
• Costs
Patterns were established for the causes for recurring defects in basements.  In

addition “hot spots” for failures induced by difficult soil or ground water were identified
in sufficient detail to allow for specific design and construction recommendations to be
made that will reduce problems.  The incidence of leakage problems has also been
indicated.  Builders would adopt good building practice to reduce risk and expensive
repairs.  Technical guidelines will help the industry utilize the best solutions currently
known. 

According to Marshall and Martin (1993), foundation failures are the most costly
defects in houses in Ontario.  The cost in 1992 was estimated at $1.1 million dollars
excluding administration costs and costs paid by builders.  Finish, plumbing, windows
and structural defects were the 2nd to 5th most costly, respectively.  Comprehensive
research had not been done for other provinces.

2 Methodology and data collection

When one produces a major survey, to characterize the causes of basement failures
in new residential construction, the challenge is to assemble it into meaningful and
actionable results.  The analysis of the survey data helped to highlight 11 key areas of
focus.  These foundation fundamentals are presented in the conclusions of the report and



if implemented will achieve improved quality, and deficient free foundation envelopes.
This survey is the essential first step, which has documented the problems in terms

of the most costly and most frequent failures.  By prioritizing the failures, the most
suitable construction practices can be used to achieve success.

The survey methodology consisted of the following tasks:
• Identification of the number of houses enrolled in each province.
• Establish the frequency and cost of foundation failures.
• Development of a checklist of specific data including construction type, soil

type, envelope elements, and cost data.
• A checklist of the characterization of basement envelope failures including

detailed technical data on failure mechanism, symptom, foundation component,
contributing loads, probable cause and remedial action was developed.

• The survey was conducted with the information gathered from the failure files
for 1994 and 1995 from nine Provincial Warranty Programs.

The claims files were confidential and getting access to the data was difficult.  It
was not possible to send files that contained privileged information across the country for
analysis.  Due to time limitations, a detailed survey and site visits were precluded. 
Simplified checklists were developed to expedite the process.  In the final analysis, it was
necessary to group failure characteristics for similar foundation failure types.

3 Results of survey - Number and cost of failures

Based on available data, 252 structural and environmental failures had occurred in
the 9 provinces surveyed.  The following is a breakdown of failures reported by province
for the 1994 and 1995 period.

Table 1: Failure numbers and costs

Province 1994 1995
Number Cost Number Cost

Newfoundland 15 $44,000 5 $18,000
Nova Scotia 42 $138,360 6 $35,052
Prince Edward Island 2 $19,000 2 $13,000
New Brunswick 27 $221,000 10 $50,000
Quebec 2 $12,476 5 $45,131
Manitoba 6 $29,730 4 $18,500
Saskatchewan 5 $12,000 4 $18,000
Alberta 22 $80,000 10 $30,000
British Columbia 43 $1,222,720 42 $1,194,284
Total 164 $1,779,286 88 $1,421,967

The average for the 1994 and 1995 period is 126 failures per year.  The failures
must be normalized to reflect the annual number of homes enrolled in each province. 
However, based on the ONHWP geotechnical study, Marshall and Morrison (1995), the
total number of failures on average for the 1992 to 1994 period in Ontario was 46



failures/year.  This is slightly higher then the second most frequent failures in British
Columbia with 42.5 failures/year.

The average cost of structural failures for the 1994 and 1995 period was $1,601,000.
 Based on failure data from all warranty programs including an estimated annual cost of
failures in Ontario of $533,000, the annual cost of foundation failures is about
$2,134,000/year.  The high cost of failures is unfortunate as we have the knowledge to
prevent these failures.

4 Analysis of results

4.1 Analysis by enrolment
A detailed analysis was done of the 1994 and 1995 failures to probe the severity of

failures by province and to normalize the data.  The number of enrolments is an important
factor, as a high failure rate in an area with relatively few enrolments will lead to serious
financial problems.

Table 2: Foundation failures ratio by province - 1994 & 1995

Province Enrolments Failures Failure
Ratio per 1,000

Enrolments
Newfoundland 1,146 20 17
New Brunswick 2,750 37 13
Nova Scotia 4,294 48 11
PEI 460 4 9
Saskatchewan 1,574 9 6
Manitoba 2,374 10 4
British Columbia 39,549 85 2.1
Alberta 19,644 32 2
Quebec 23,400 7 .3
Total 95,191 252 2.6

One of the main objectives of this survey was to assess claims and to reduce both
the incidence and cost of repairs to the participating warranty programs.  In
Newfoundland 9 of 17 of failures were frost heave related.  In New Brunswick 12 of 13
of the failures were caused by adfreezing.  11 of 11 of the foundation failures in Nova
Scotia were adfreezing related.  Saskatchewan had 3 of 6 of the foundation failures
caused by swelling clay.

It is important to understand that the warranty representatives identified adfreezing
as the cause of failures and field verification was not possible.  Adfreezing occurs when
frost susceptible soil adjacent to foundation elements forms a strong freezing bond.  Ice
lens formation in the soil results in heaving and an upward thrust in the structure.



4.2 Analysis by region
Halifax had the highest number of failures due mostly to adfreezing of basement

stairwells.

Table 3: Locations with more than one foundation failure in 1994 – 1995

Location Average Number of
Failure/Year

Halifax (NS) 24
Kamloops (BC) 6
St. John (NB) 3.5
Regina (Sask.) 3
Calgary (Alta.) 2.5
Moncton (NB) 2.5
Gander (Nfld.) 2
Ucluelet (BC) 2
Kelowna (BC) 1.5
Lachenaie (Quebec) 1.5
Quisparisis (NB) 1.5
Saskatoon (Sask.) 1.5

4.3 Analysis by type of foundation envelope system
The data was examined to determine foundation failure occurrences of foundation

failure for different types of foundation systems.  The most common type of foundation
envelope was non-reinforced concrete with 179 of 215 cases.  Poured concrete with
reinforcing was present in 25 cases and there was 10 block foundation.

A comparison of foundation failure mechanisms and foundation envelope types
revealed that for adfreezing type failures, all 10 block foundations representing 100%
failure by this mechanism.  By comparison, only 1 adfreeze failure occurred with the 25
reinforced concrete foundations representing 4%.  According to the data provided by
warranty officials, there were 81 adfreezing failures in the 179 non-reinforced concrete
foundations representing 45% of the total.  The installation of reinforcing seems to have
some benefit for reducing the incidence of adfreezing failures.

A further comparison was made of the swelling soil failure mechanism and
foundation types.  There were 65 swelling soil failures in the 179 non-reinforced concrete
foundation envelopes representing 36%.  In the 24 reinforced poured concrete foundation
envelopes there were 11 swelling soil failures representing 46%.

It is evident that the installation of reinforcing, which consisted mostly of horizontal
bars, does little to prevent the foundation envelope failures caused by swelling soils. 
Swelling pressures can be about as high as 10,000 lbs./sq. ft., which is significantly
higher than the 500 lbs./sq. ft. of bearing pressure for typical residential construction.  A
design approach is required to prevent this type of failure such as preloading the site to
consolidate weaker soils in advance of construction.



 4.4 Analysis by failure mechanism
Adfreezing cases are the most frequent failure.  Adfreezing problems were also the

most frequent problem at 48%, according to Marshall and Morrison, (1995).  Most cases
relate to walkout basement stairwells and unheated garages.

Fig. 1: Overview of failure mechanisms

The two most critical foundation failure mechanisms that must be addressed are
adfreezing and swelling clay.  

4.5 Analysis by severity
From the data collected it is evident the vast majority of foundation envelope

failures result in horizontal and vertical cracks which bow walls, crack drywall, damage
doors and impact adversely the operation of windows.  A total of 172 of the 215 cases
representing 80% fall into this category.  The New Home Warranty Programs in Alberta
and British Columbia report 13 localized structural collapse failures representing 6% of
the failures investigated.  No definitive conclusions can be reached from this data as many
related symptoms were identified which in combination caused a severe failure.  The
primary symptom was cracking which would be expected.

4.6 Analysis of failures by components
Walls at 13% and exterior stairwells/steps at 26% and grade beam/slabs at 6 % in

total account for 45% of foundation envelope failures.  In these cases the failure
mechanism is not related to the load bearing characteristics of the underlying soil but the
swelling/adhesion characteristics of the surrounding soil which cause the failures.
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 4.7 Analysis of failures by probable cause
Overall from the data collected it is evident depth of footings is not the most

significant probable cause of failure but is a factor often referred to by code users.  From
anecdotal information from Atlantic NHWP, depth of footing was a factor in 80% of the
frost related foundation failures.  Design details for frost protected foundations would
achieve the most benefits.  These should be in the form of guidelines which present the
principals mechanisms that must be addressed with adfreezing and the typical practices
which have been proven in the field to improve the performance of foundations.

Fig. 2: Probable causes

5 Remedial actions, cost and estimated economic significance

5.1 Action and cost
The most costly remedial actions involved the installation of footing drainage,

sumps, and surface drainage work.  The total cost of these remedial actions was
$1,866,000 for the 71 cases documented.  The second most costly remedial action taken
was piling under the existing foundation.  The total cost of these remedial actions was
$620,000 for the 21 reported cases.  Interestingly, this remedial approach was undertaken
in the two most western provinces with 14 cases in Alberta and 7 in British Columbia. 
The third most costly remedial actions involved epoxy injection combined with drainage,
waterproofing, insulation, drainage layer, footing drainage and surface drainage work. 
The total cost of these remedial actions was $359,000 for the 72 cases documented.
Insulation and footing drainage was the fourth most costly remedial action with a total
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cost of $92,000 for the 17 failure cases.  The fifth and sixth most costly remedial actions
were complete system replacement and partial replacement at $84,000 and $66,000 for
the 3 and 11 failure cases documented respectively.  The seventh most costly remedial
action was the installation of a drain layer at $22,000 for the 4 failure cases examined.

It is evident from an evaluation of the remedial measures that in most cases one
remedial action could not be undertaken to fix the failed foundation.  A systematic
approach was necessary in almost all cases to correct the problem.  The costs per remedial
case were very expensive.  For example in the top 2 categories, the per failure unit cost
for the footing drainage, sump system and surface drainage was $26,000/case and per
failure unit cost for piling was $29,000.  If the foundations were built right the first time,
it is estimated the added construction cost would have been only $5,000 to $7,000 which
is less than 25% of the remedial cost.

5.2 Estimated economic impact
It is essential that any measures that are implemented to prevent foundation failures

be done in a cost effective context.  This survey documented the cost and frequency of
failures and has not examined the costs of preventing the problems.  However, if
investments are to be made to address these failures we need to know at least notionaly
that the economic returns in the form of lower repair costs and warranty rates will be
much greater than the costs of new procedures and training initiatives.  A balanced and
targeted approach will work best where builder information is key and the focus of
education is matched to the areas with the highest risk.

A national assessment of the economic impact of various action plans was
completed.  Based on 100,000 new homes constructed a year, and a mandated
certification inspection program for the design and field review of all foundations, the
estimated cost for engineering would be $85,000,000/year or $850 per lot. (A range of
fees from $200 to $1500 has been assumed).  Clearly, it is not a good investment to spend
$85 million to save $2 million.

What is required is a balanced preventative approach.  Thus, assuming an estimated
20,000 registered builders had the failure information in this report and were provided
with practical guidelines to prevent foundation envelope failures, at a cost of $10/builder,
the estimated cost to new home buyers would be $200,000.  This is less than 10% of the
annual cost of failures.  If only 50% of the failures were prevented, over $1,000,000/year
in repair costs would be saved. 

By combining this technical information, with a targeted educational program in the
foundation failure “hot spots”, builders could better manage their risks without adding to
the cost of construction in all locations.  Builders would also achieve an enhanced
reputation and at the same time provide to their customers a better built and deficient free
home.

Warranty programs should be instrumental in affecting the behavior of builders who
choose to ignore the foundation failure prevention guidelines.  Assuming focused hands-
on workshops were held in conjunction with Home Builder local and/or Building Official
chapter meetings, the cost for workshops would be minimal.  The only cost other than out
of pocket expenses would be for the creation of customized regional workshop modules
for swelling clay and adfreezing.  It would not be effective to speak on swelling soil in
Halifax when adfreezing is the most important foundation failure mechanism.



6 Discussion and conclusions

• A total of 252 claims have been surveyed from 9 provinces.  This provides a valid
sample to characterize the causes of foundation envelope failures.

• The cost of failures of $3,201,000 or $13,000/failure is significant.  The total cost
could be much higher if the costs of administration, engineering and repair costs
paid by builders, consumers and municipalities were also included.

• A total of 172 of the 215 cases representing 80% of foundation envelope failures
result in horizontal and vertical cracks which bow walls, crack drywall, damage
doors and adversely affect the operation of windows.  Home owners need protection
for these performance problems.  Consumers especially in the Atlantic Provinces,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba who have high foundation failure ratios are at the
greatest risk.

• NRC through industry partners should create good practice technical guidelines,
which reflect regional problems.  These can be used to prevent the most common
and costly problems.  The guidelines and other useful resources should be referred
to in the Code Appendix, Housing Illustrated Guides and the Part 9 Commentary.

• The estimated economic impact indicates it would be beneficial to invest in
information dissemination and educational programs to assist builders in preventing
foundation failures.  This would help reduce warranty repair costs and provide
Canadians with more deficient free foundations.

• Foundation failure rates in Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island, Saskatchewan and Manitoba are above average in terms of claim to
enrolment ratios for the 1994 and 1995 years.  The leading failure mechanisms are
adfreezing and swelling clay.  The high cost of swelling clay, hillside slippage and
collapsible soil foundation failures in British Columbia must be covered.

• It would be economical to do site analysis and incorporate better design practices
for foundations built in the regional areas of Halifax, Kamloops, St. John, Regina,
Calgary, Moncton, Gander, Ucluelet, Kelowna, Lachenaie, Quisparisis and
Saskatoon.  It would be prudent for builder/developers to ensure soils information is
obtained prior to the construction of the foundations.  By engaging a competent
geotechnical consultant, the risk to the builder of foundation failures is drastically
reduced.  At the inspection stage, municipal and private inspectors should be
focusing their efforts on checking for poor soils.

• It is essential improved practice methods be further refined to prevent adfreezing
and better practices be identified for swelling soil foundation envelope failures. 
These practices must be widely distributed in all areas where these failures are
known to occur directly to all builders and through local jurisdictions.

• No other reports are available to indicate whether the frequency of foundation
failures is on the rise or is decreasing.  Once the solutions are implemented, it is
essential to measure the results.  An analysis of claims should be conducted within
three years to assess the impact of the measures implemented. 

• The collection methodology was successful as we learned vital information from
each occurrence of envelope foundation failure.  This is essential to prevent future
recurring defects.  The checklist approach is excellent but should be shortened to
two pages to help simplify their completion by technical personal.  From a risk



management perspective, only failures with higher cost and high rates of frequency
should be analyzed in detail.  Consideration should be given to site verification of a
sample of the failures.

• To ensure the most practical solutions are developed in the technical guideline, an
important next step in the process is to assemble key people in a facilitated expert’s
forum.  The face to face exchange of information would be a learning experience
for all participants.  The practical solutions that are identified for the most common
and costly foundation failures must be incorporated into the final performance
guideline.

7 Recommendations

The results of this survey clearly indicate that there are significant opportunities to
improve the performance of foundation envelope systems.  The recommendations, which
are presented below, focus on improving the process of foundation construction. 
• The most serious foundation failures from metastable soils and swelling clays are

occurring in British Columbia and western provinces.  The high foundation failure
ratios for the Atlantic Provinces and Saskatchewan are somewhat alarming. 
Prevention methods for swelling clays, adfreezing, settlement, slope stability and frost
heaving foundation envelope failures must be established.  The leadership role of the
National Research Council of Canada should be maintained to identify design
principals and best available alternatives.

• Details are the key if foundation failures are to be prevented. Performance Guidelines
created by NRC will be used by designers to address foundation failures.  The
practicality of construction must also be reflected if the details are to be adapted for
use on project drawings and implemented in the field.  Therefore, it is recommended
that the Performance Guidelines be developed in partnership with leading builders that
have experience in building in problematic areas.  The guidelines must have a high
degree of illustrated content to ensure users understand good engineering practice.

• Site analysis is essential.  A thorough and complete geotechnical investigation must be
conducted and the designer recommendations followed.  The analysis will allow for
the specific details to be identified by the designer for each individual building.  The
specific materials and components would be specified for an appropriate foundation
envelope system, which meets the site conditions.  It is recommended that site analysis
be done in all areas where frequent foundation envelope failures are known to occur.

• An educational program organized through local Home Builders Association locals
and chapters of the Building Officials Associations should be delivered in the areas
where the highest rates of failure are occurring.  Short seminars could be presented at
builder/building official/private inspector regular scheduled meetings and hands on
workshops should be held with builder/inspector/professional trainer teams to facilitate
the learning of new procedures which will prevent foundation envelope failures.

• The structural performance of foundations is an important fundamental purpose of
Building Codes.  To ensure all Code users are aware of the performance guidelines
that are developed, it is recommended the guidelines be referenced in the Appendix of
the Code and supporting documents. Furthermore, it is recommended that Warranty



Programs make this information available to their registered builders at a discounted
rate to reduce their risks of future payouts.

• To ensure the frequency and cost of foundation failures is reduced; it is recommended
a survey of failures be undertaken within three years to assess the various measures,
which have been implemented.  The same successful survey methodology should be
used.  A revised checklist to characterize foundation failures should be developed and
disseminated to interested parties.

• The cost of foundation failures is high and with increasing development on marginal
lands and infill sites, it is expected problems will continue unless research is
undertaken to develop superior and simpler approaches to foundation design and
construction.  There is a need for further research and guidance on isolation methods,
which eliminate the characteristics of poor soils, and superior foundation systems,
which are more resistant to frost damage. 
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CONDITION SURVEY OF TORONTO'S HIGHRISE RENTAL STOCK
Condition survey of highrise rental stock
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Abstract

In 1995, Toronto City Council requested assistance from CMHC in the development
of a strategy to ensure the proper maintenance and conservation of highrise rental
housing.  The task was to clarify the actual physical condition of this building stock
and to determine the capital costs expected to maintain them over ten years.  A
building condition survey was carried out to determine repair costs for  10% of the
total rental building stock for rental buildings in Toronto and York, over 5 stories in
height. The buildings were grouped according to age: pre-1960s, 1960s, 1970s and
post-1970s.  The audit evaluated all major residential building systems, including site,
garages, balconies, structure, walls, roofs, windows and doors, all mechanical
systems, as well as emergency systems.  It was found that the average cost of repair
predicted for the 63 buildings was approximately $7,500 over  ten years, with pre-60s
buildings averaging $9,000, and post-70s buildings averaging $1,980. The costs were
grouped into time periods in which the work would become necessary.  The average
figures indicated that approximately 33% of repairs would be required in six to ten
years and 38% in three to five years. The rest of the costs  should be incurred within
two years.  The major items in terms of future costs were power distribution,
elevators, windows and garages, whereas windows, garages and balconies were found
to require the largest expenditures in a two year time span.

Keywords: building systems, repair costs, building audits, residential building, capital
costs
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1 Introduction

This survey  was initiated to determine the state of repair of multiunit highrise
rental properties in the Toronto area and to establish the costs required to extend their
longevity.  A prior  Apartment Conservation Study in 1992 by Hemson et al identified
emerging issues of an aging and deteriorating stock, some acute problems in bringing
this stock up to good condition and several buildings too costly to repair. Seventy-
seven percent of apartments in Toronto are 20 years or older.

One objective of the present study was to generate a cost-effective assessment
methodology  which could be applied in future to other regions as well. CMHC's
interest is also to develop a better understanding of the condition of existing highrise
buildings in order to determine what more cost-effective repair methods are needed,
and to identify  potential research priorities.  The sponsors also want to use the results
to promote long-term conservation of the housing stock by working with landlords
and tenants.

The survey protocol, developed by Gerald R. Genge Building Consultants Inc.,
was carried out by building auditors selected because of their  extensive experience.
The auditors evaluated the conditions and the ten-year repair costs of the selected
residential rental  properties. The sample was selected randomly to represent the
highrise housing stock of central Toronto. The 63 properties reviewed represented
approximately 10% of the sample building universe of  the old cities of Toronto and
York. It included social housing and private rental properties. Building owners and
managers participated voluntarily, encouraged by the Fair Rental Policy Organization
of Ontario.   Owners who participated in the survey received  a free building audit as
an incentive.

2 Methodology

The inspection protocol and terms of reference of the audit work were
developed in the first phase of the project.  During the second phase, the potential
property pool from which the  buildings were to be randomly chosen was developed.
The buildings eliminated were those that were less than 5 stories, mixed use or
condominiums,  dormitories, nursing homes or constructed prior to 1930.   The study
attempted to select the buildings by vintage according to their approximate frequency
in the sample universe.  The age groupings were pre-60s, 1960s, 1970's and post-70's
to give a total of 63 buildings out of a universe of 546 buildings. The sample selected
27% social and  73% private rental stock.  Ten out of eleven post 70s buildings were
of social housing stock.



Table 1: Building Sample

Age Grouping Number of Buildings % of Sample
Pre-sixties (30s to 50s)
1960s
1970s
Post-seventies
Total

16
28
8
11
63

25
44
13
18
100

During the course of 1997, the 63 buildings were assessed under seven physical
parameters (divided into twenty-one subsystems) which include:

1. Site
2. Building Structure
3. Building Envelope
4. Mechanical
5. Electrical
6. Life Safety
7. Elevators

For each parameter, the cost of building repair or replacement was determined
for the next 10 years, on a per-unit basis. (See Fig.1) A rating was assigned for each
building to express its condition in terms of repair urgency and safety/usability.
Costing methodology  (most cost-effective repair)  and  sampling procedures were
also elaborated and pre tested.

Buildings were also analyzed according to the time frame of repair  needs:
immediate, 1 to 2 years, 3 to 5 years and 6 to 10 years.  The usefulness of the data
was somewhat lessened with regard to the impact of previous maintenance by the lack
of information  available as to  previous repair work undertaken.   The auditors had to
rely on their experience and knowledge of the systems to evaluate these aspects.   The
samples did not show significant differences between social housing and privately-
owned rental  stock. Histograms of the data, although not presented in this paper,
were developed for both costs of repair and for the rating of all the systems assessed.

3 Results

The survey indicated that the average cost/unit for repairs over ten years was
$7,474 for all work, excluding regular maintenance items such as interior finishes.
There was significant variation from this average,from highest repair-cost building at
$21,258/unit, to the lowest at $124/unit.  Given this variation, the average unit cost
can be misleading.  Quartile data is a more useful way of evaluating the range of
costs. Complaints were issues raised by tenants and maintenance staff. (Table 2)



Fig. 1:Ten year repair costs by time frame and component

3.1 Structural Systems

• Garages, balconies and framing remain issues which have not been fully
addressed by owners.

• 60s and 70s buildings represent the greatest costs, averaging $531/unit. Of
particular concern is the absence of protective membranes on garage floors for 40-
50% of these buildings.  These resulted in complaints about leakage, high repair
and waterproofing costs.

• 60s buildings also have high balcony concrete repairs, in which carbonation
makes their repair a priority. 75% of their repair costs were below $678/unit.

3.2 Building envelopes

• The survey results show that  the costs of envelope repairs were high, a total of
19% of the total costs over the next 10  years.

• The highest envelope related costs are for pre-60s buildings.
• Most of the envelope expenses for all building vintages were required within one

to two years, except for post-seventies buildings which have immediate needs.
• Sixties buildings were in urgent need for window and balcony door repairs.
• The high complaint rate due to leaks in post-70s buildings should be cause for

concern for  building designers and builders. Complaints due to leaks in exterior
walls  rose from 12% in  pre-sixties buildings to a high 45% in post-seventies
construction.



Table 2: Complaint rates due to leaks

Age Grouping Window Leaks Wall Leaks
Pre-sixties
1960s
1970s
Post-seventies

12%
25%
50%
36%

12%
32%
25%
45%

The study shows the evolution of wall design in Toronto, which is mostly brick
masonry, from the early solid masonry before the sixties to the brick veneer with 4"
concrete  or steel stud backup  used today.

• Cavity walls with 1" spaces began to be used in the sixties, when 10% of the
construction used this design.

• In the 70s, 60% of buildings had 1” to 1.5” wide cavities. Average wall insulation
has increased from R3.1  prior to 1960 to R9.1 after 1980.  However, cavity
insulation was found in only 13% of the 70s and 27% of the post-70s.

• The higher repair costs and ratings in the 80s and 90s buildings suggest that these
buildings are not as good as  earlier work.  Improper design principles or faulty
construction may be factors.  More caulking is used to resolve details.  Only 18%
of  post-seventies construction employed air barriers. The audits indicated that
airtight air barrier construction was infrequent for all vintages, in spite of
research2 indicating the importance of this aspect of construction.

3.3 Windows
Windows are high cost repair items. (See Fig.2) The low complaint rate of 60s

buildings (see Table 3) compared to later construction may be  accounted for by the
fact that 50% of the windows from the 60s, and 75% of windows from earlier
buildings,  have already been replaced.  8% more have had window perimeters
recaulked.  None of the 70s buildings of the sample have replaced windows yet.

The considerable cost of window repair and replacement for 60s buildings is a
major expense, close to $1000/unit.  The 70s windows will also need replacement
after a life of 25 to 30 years, based on the data obtained.  Designers should consider
and evaluate another window design parameter, the ease of window replacement.
Windows selected for durability, thermal resistance and window assemblies capable
of being built with air barrier continuity are important assets for  property owners.
They provide a more comfortable environment for occupants. But even more, the
farsighted selection of  window assemblies which  provide for  the ease of window
replacement (with its associated reduced costs) would be a considerable asset to
property owners.  As windows become due for replacement, owners have the option
of  installing more 2Drysdale et al, Exterior Wall Construction in High-Rise
Buildings, CMHC, Ottawa, 1992 thermally-efficient units which are now more
commonly available.  At this time serious consideration should be given to these



better windows,  because of  the important potential savings in  mechanical  systems,
which could be down-sized at the time of replacement.

Fig. 2: Comparison of unit costs by subsystem and age group

3.4 Roofs
Inverted Roof Membrane Assemblies predominate in 1970s construction.

However,  repairs for  roofs of  built-up materials continue to use  the original system.
It appears that IRMA repair requirements  are lower due to the protection of the
inverted membrane.

3.5 Mechanical systems
Mechanical systems are the highest cost repairs required in the 3 to 10  year

period, especially in the pre-60s buildings. Complaints of lack of heat, control of
temperature and poorly working valves were noted. Ventilation system complaints
concerned humidity, corridor make-up air adequacy, and insulation. Complaints about
plumbing and water supply concerned leaks, weak pressure,  and valves not sealing.

• Heating repairs typically involved boiler and pipe replacement in pre-60s  at a
75th quartile cost of $2.742/unit.  The average age of  pre-60s boilers was 26
years, showing that some were long overdue for replacement.

• Make-up air in pre-60s buildings costs less than $2,526/unit for 75% of the units.
Almost half of  pre-60s buildings have no corridor pressurization, accounting for
humidity and odour problems.

• Plumbing and domestic water repairs average about $2,300/unit, for the pre-60s.

3.6 Electrical systems
Power supply and distribution, lighting and auxiliary systems have high cost in

the 6 to 10 year term, highest for the pre-60s buildings.  Complaints about over fusing



of panels with no additional capacity were common.  These buildings need general
upgrades at a 75th quartile cost of $2,917/unit.
3.7 Elevators

Elevators are high-cost and high-maintenance systems. Their average cost/unit
is relatively high, $780 being 12% of the total ten-year repair costs  for all buildings.
Elevators’ life span is related to use, abuse, safety and accessibility upgrades.
Equipment changes are principally due to age and the availability of replacement
parts,  as well as safety upgrades. Discussions with some  property managers
indicated that if replacement parts were available for older systems, many of them
would be kept in service over a much longer period.  Hoists required the most costly
repairs.

• Pre-60s construction, averaging 7 stories in height, required only one elevator car
in half the buildings. 60s apartment buildings  increased to an average of eleven
stories, resulting in over half  these  buildings requiring three or more elevators.
These 60s projects need most of the work  to be done within one to five years.

• 70s buildings averaged eleven stories, with 50% having 2 elevators and 38%
having three.

• Post 70s buildings expect elevator work in six to ten years.
• 60s  apartment buildings  increased to an average of eleven stories, resulting in

over half  these  buildings requiring three or more elevators.  These 60s projects
need most of the work  to be done within one to five years.

• 70s buildings averaged eleven stories, with 50% having 2 elevators and 38%
having three.

• Post 70s buildings expect elevator work in six to ten years.

3.8 Tenure
A cross section of ownership type was considered, but insufficient data was

retrieved to make a useful distinction between single-building owners and multiple-
building owners or between public and private housing owners.

• Average ownership tenure of  property was greater than ten years,  showing a high
stability.

• Building managers tenure tended to be more volatile, with only about one quarter
with the same building more than ten years.

• At the level of superintendence, the majority, 58%, remain 5 years or less.

This may explain why knowledge of previous work on the properties is lacking.
On-site records were often unavailable and there is no continuity in the maintenance
and records of buildings.  To better maintain the building stock, more effort is
required to keep accurate logs of repair work projected and completed.  If a
superintendent has records of what repairs were done, the costs, and their durability,
he is in a far better position to consider more cost-effective repair strategies.



3.9 Exceptional costs
Seven buildings showed exceptionally high costs.   The highest cost per unit

was $21,258  over ten years.  Five of these buildings are pre-sixties buildings with 40
units or less.  These buildings  must have the cost of repairs spread among fewer
units, which could be a heavy burden for the owners and occupants.   The highest
percentage of repair costs estimated for these high cost buildings were  related to
mechanical, envelope,  electrical  and structural systems.  In all but two of the
buildings, the mechanical system repairs account for the highest percentage of the
costs. The mechanical  repairs  included new exhaust air systems, replacement of
plumbing fixtures, boiler replacement,  radiators and cold water galvanized supply
pipes which no longer function adequately.

Eight buildings had total costs per unit of  less than  $2,000 over ten years; all
but one of these buildings were constructed in the 1980s and 1990s.   Several  post-
70s buildings also had repair costs which were close to the average of $7,500.

3.10 Energy conservation measures
Only one response was received from the energy savings survey, although  it

was observed that energy efficient lighting had been installed in about 80% of the
buildings.  Very few changes have been made to other  systems, possibly due to slow
payback or recovery disincentives.  These improvements include garage and exterior
lighting redesign, garage exhaust controls, dryer conversion to natural gas,  domestic
hot water and boiler control replacement.  Weather-stripping in windows was not
carried out unless new windows were installed.  Tenant awareness programs are in
place in approximately one quarter of 1960 and post-1970 buildings.

3.11 Ratings vs. Costs
Costs did not always describe the condition of the building.  Repair costs can be

high for items which do not have a high rating (such as window replacement), or
costs can be low for items with a high rating (such as repair of isolated spalled brick).
Ratings were determined by the auditors based on priorities of repair: time, safety and
usability. The ratings record can be used for future comparison purposes to determine
if the building population, systems or building has worsened or improved.

4 Summary

� The three major subsystems requiring the largest investment are the electrical
power supply and distribution, the elevators and the  windows.  All these systems,
as well as mechanical systems in general, are major expenses for buildings built
prior to the seventies. From the point of view of urgency, windows and garages
have the greatest repair need within two years  (see Figure 3). Mechanical and
electrical  systems are the priority costs in the three to ten year periods.  Elevators
costs  will  peak in three to five years.  Most life safety repairs have already been
done, since these are the object of regulatory controls.



� Over the next ten years from the time of the survey, the pre-60s buildings have the
highest per unit costs: under $5,500/unit  for 25% to under roughly $17,000/unit
for 75% of the buildings.  Several 1930s buildings need substantial work, with a
maximum cost of  $21,000/unit..

� 70s buildings have similar typology to sixties buildings,  and  so can expect
similar repair costs in the future.  Over ten years, the repair cost range is under
$2,500/unit for 25% of the units, under $4,500 for 75% of the units, with a
maximum cost of $6,000/unit.

� Most of the post-70s buildings in the sample are social housing.  Over ten years,
the costs range from under $500/unit to roughly $3,500/unit for 25% and 75% of
the buildings, respectively. Maximum cost is estimated at $7,000/unit over ten
years for post-seventies buildings.

In the future, should the data of this study be extended to other areas, the
typology  of the  systems - design and construction - must be confirmed as similar to
those of the study.  The data should not be extended across age groups since age is a
primary trigger for repair.

Several initiatives are suggested as a result of the information gathered in this
condition survey.  These include:

� Evaluation of the impacts of these future costs on owners’ capital planning. It
would be important to investigate the exceptional buildings with a high repair cost
burden in particular.

� The  evaluation protocol and assessment parameters could be used as guides for
smaller owners wanting to plan future expenditures. Results for other buildings
can be compared using the rating system which was developed.

� Best practice case studies would show the advantage of  using consistent
maintenance worksheets and capital planning in maintaining rental property.
Several mechanical and electrical maintenance and  repair guides are in
preparation for owners and managers.

� The report also shows that the technical problems of window construction,
selection, repair  and replacement also need to be clarified for owners, managers,
design professionals and builders.   Elevators, another high cost system, could
also receive similar consideration. Cost-effective and durable solutions for the
design and repair of these systems would  provide the basis for further Best
Practice Case Studies.

� Garage and balcony repairs also remain a concern in seventies and even in post-
seventies buildings. Best practice in their design and maintenance should be
promoted.



Fig. 3: Comparison of unit costs, all buildings, by subsystem and time frame
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REAL ESTATE RENOVATION DECISIONS BASED ON COST APPROACH
APPRAISING PRINCIPLES
Real estate renovation decisions

I. PŠUNDER
University of Maribor, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Maribor, Slovenia

Abstract

In the real estate life-cycle we often encounter a problem regarding decision of renewal
of the building or selling it and replacing it with similar one of equivalent utility.  This
decision is usually based on a deficient calculation.  It considers the market value of
property only, compared with its depreciated book value.  The intention of this research
was to quantify all variables which occur in the real estate life-cycle.  The method
applied is based on the theory of real estate appraising and adopted for usage for
building and investment purposes.  Besides the market value, physical depreciation, as
well as functional and economic obsolescence of the real estate, are considered.  The
method gives adequate results which are often of great assistance while trying to solve
the problem of renewal or selling of the real estate.  This technique is a firm basis for
the decision-making process of the mentioned problem.

Keywords: appraising, life-cycle, real estate, reconstruction, replacement

1 Introduction

It is commonly known that real estate value changes with time, but contrary to
popular belief it is not necessary that the value always decreases.  Experiences have
shown that value of hypothetically un-obsolesced real estate (such real estate where
obsolescence hypothetically does not increase with time) even increases in the longer
period.  Real estate is namely basis of the urban functioning of society.  Therefore,
with increased social and economic activities in the society, a demand for real estate in
urban centers increases, and, consequently, prices of real estate also rise.  The lack of
spare space results in rise of prices of land.  A hypothetically un-obsolesced building or
its part is nowadays more expensive as a few years ago.  In some cases this is true even
for buildings despite clearly visible signs of physical depreciation or obsolescence.
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The reason is that ruling prices depend on long-term increased demand for spare space
in urban centers.

But if we have in mind a building or its part which is maintained averagely and
we subtract abrupt market oscillation caused by under- or oversupply then it is obvious
that - despite of long-term capital growth of the real estate investment - value of the
building depreciates.  Why?

Firstly, the building physically depreciates with time because of atmosphere and
environment aggression.  As physical depreciation we consider an adverse effect on the
value caused by deterioration of condition.  Physical depreciation can usually be
reduced or abolished by renovation of the building.  Money equivalent of the physical
depreciation can be calculated and defined on the basis of invoices, catalogues, tenders,
contracts, etc.  By definition of size of depreciation we are seeking for an answer to the
question: “How much do we have to invest to abolish physical depreciation and to
reset the conditions equal to a new building?”

Secondly, buildings tend to functional obsolescence.  This is a lack of utility of
the building caused by inadequate or obsolete design, structure or material.  Lessening
of utility has adverse influences on the value of the building.  Functional obsolescence
either can or cannot be abolished. In other words functional obsolescence may be
curable or incurable.  If we cope with curable obsolescence we can determine the
equivalent sum by answering this question: “How much should we invest to reach
state-of-the-art standards in design and structure?”

Finally, by appraising the building value we cope with economic obsolescence,
caused by adverse influences outside the building.  Usually, economic obsolescence is
incurable which means that in most cases buildings cannot be corrected or a correction
is not economically feasible.

2 Value and price of a building

We can now estimate value of a real estate property by estimating reproduction
or replacement costs and by deducting the loss in value caused by physical
deterioration, functional deficiencies, and economic obsolescence.  Estimation of
reproduction cost is in fact a calculation of the costs needed for the production of an
exact replica of the subject building or property.  Replacement costs estimation is
based on the calculation of the costs of producing a building or a property with equal
utility to that of the subject one.  The procedure is based on the collection of invoices,
catalogue prices etc.  While deducting the depreciation of the value from the
reproduction or replacement value, we get the estimated value of the property
calculated by the usage of the cost approach.

The value of the property can also be estimated by using the income approach.
The idea of a income approach is that the value of the property depends on income that
the subject property can potentially produce.  The most accurate income approach
method takes into account future stream of incomes or net cash flows received from
the property.  To get the value of the property, either net income or net cash flow, it has
to be divided by an appropriate capitalization rate.  The best way to collect data -
potential gross income or potential cash inflow, and an appropriate capitalization rate -
is to deduct them from market analysis.



A kind of income approaches are also rules-of-thumb techniques of real estate
appraising.  By using rules-of-thumb techniques we apprise the value of the property
by multiplying potential income or cash flow with particular multiplier.  These
techniques are easy to understand and use.  Therefore, they are often used when several
income properties should be apprised in a short period of time.  Data used by rules-of-
thumb techniques are collected by market analysis.

An additional possibility of appraising an income property is to estimate its value
by using a market comparison approach.  By using this method an appraiser estimates
the value of the property by comparing it to similar properties that were recently sold.
By considering the disparities between comparable properties and the subject one can
deduct the estimated market value of the apprised property.

All methods mentioned above give an estimated value of the building or property
but fails to automatically tell us the price of the property.  The price is the negotiated
amount of money which is actually paid for the property.

In the real word, despite taking into consideration all market disparity, there are
differences between estimated value and the actual price (Fig.  1).  The reasons for this
are interpreted below.

Fig. 1: The deviation of market price from the apprised value

3 Investment decisions

Decision making in civil engineering and property management are (at least in
Central and Eastern European countries) usually not made using the property
appraising theory but simply based on real estate accountancy.  That means the
investors calculate depreciated book value of the real estate (purchase cost of the real
estate reduced by the book depreciation) and compare it with the market value of the
real estate.  Basically, this approach is not wrong but it almost always lacks accuracy
and is therefore inadequate for investment purposes.  The supposition that



PC - BD = MP, (1)

where
PC = purchase cost,
BD = book depreciation, and
MP = market price,
is superficial (if not even wrong).  It namely results in the following.  If

PC - BD > MP (2)

then it is, according to the equation, reasonable to renew the building.  If one would
sell it one would receive less money that the book value of the property.  With the
money we would receive from the selling we could not afford an equivalent substitute
building.  (Logically, this statement can also be used in the opposite case, if PC - BD <
MP.)

This decision is supported by the equation and logically correct.  Where is the
mistake? The book depreciation cannot adequately describe a real condition of the
building.  Therefore, by using this methodology, we make a hidden mistake.  Even by a
correct calculation, this decision is not right because calculation is based on wrong
suppositions.

4 Solution of the problem

The solution is found in the use of real estate appraising in investment decisions.
Implicating earlier mentioned statements in the equation (1) we get a new equation as
follows:

PC - PD - FO - EO = MP, (3)

where
PD = physical depreciation,
FO = functional obsolescence, and
EO = economic obsolescence.

In the equation (3) all types of depreciation and obsolescence are considered,
therefore, it can be used in the well-developed real estate market without limitations.

Occasionally, market value of a building oscillate from the theoretical
suppositions.  In such cases the equation can be used as a help while making
investment decisions as follows.  If

PC - PD - FO - EO < MP, (4)

then the reconstruction of a building is economically not reasonable.  The cost of
abolition of depreciation and obsolescence would exceed the cost of purchasing a non-
depreciated and non-obsolete building with equal utility.

Why is then a potential buyer prepared to overpay for a property? Because price
of property is, above all, a matter of market liquidity.  For example, a residential



property loan, which in Slovenia is periodically offered to young families, in a short
term increases the market price of residential apartments.

An opposite case is when an oversupply is present. In that case

PV - PD - FO - EO > MP. (5)

The equation reflects present oversupply, therefore, depreciated value exceeds
market price.  Such situation occur when, due to an excessive erection of buildings or
due to an oversupply caused by bankruptcy or liquidation of enterprises, lower the
market price of real estates.  In such cases, it is not economically reasonable to sell the
subject building or a part of it.  It is reasonable either to renew the building or, in case
of selling it, to wait for more appropriate market conditions.

5 Conclusion and summary

Enterprises which deal with real property investment, maintenance and
rehabilitation should, by their decisions, consider all types of depreciation and
obsolescence.  Investment calculations based only on book depreciation of a building
lack relevant data of depreciation expanse and are therefore not suitable for investment
purposes.

It is much more appropriate to implement real estate appraising principles with
an investment calculation.  This approach gives a very clear description of building
condition and is therefore very helpful in making decisions whether to renew or sell the
building depending on the circumstances on the market.  The only problem which still
persists in this approach is difficulty of an adequate quantification of functional and
economic obsolescence expanse.
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REHABILITATION AND THE COSTS TO SUSTAIN DWELLING
SERVICES
Rehabilitation of dwellings

I.M.  JOHNSTONE
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Abstract

Although decisions to undertake rehabilitation of dwellings are based on private
benefits and costs, spillover social benefits ensue because rehabilitation reduces the
annual replacement rate of a housing stock below that which would be required
otherwise to sustain a set quantity and quality of dwelling services.  This paper uses a
simulation model to make exploratory estimates of the potential for further reductions
in the costs to sustain dwelling services.  The model uses data and parameters based
on New Zealand housing stock.  The potential for further reductions in costs is
substantial should a housing stock be stationary, but is insignificant at high expansion
rates.  A decline in the expansion rate of a housing stock has a greater impact on
reducing costs in the long run than an increase in current levels of rehabilitation.  The
durability of the structural system used by dwellings ultimately limits the service life
of dwellings and hence the potential for further reductions in costs.

Keywords: annual replacement rate, durability of structural system, dwelling services,
housing stock, rehabilitation, simulation model, social benefits, total average costs.

1 Introduction

Seip (1979), a Norwegian economist and former Minister of housing, admon-
ished that housing in the past had concentrated too much on new development to the
neglect of the resources embodied in existing dwellings.  The extent of these
resources is considerable.  For example, dwellings formed over 23% of the total value
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of New Zealand’s capital stock of buildings, infrastructure, plant, and equipment in
1989 (Philpott 1992).  Seip urged that future housing policies should be based on the
optimum use of these resources.  There is a commonly held viewpoint that free
market economic forces alone promote an optimum use of resources, including those
resources embodied in existing buildings.  The basis for this viewpoint is summarised
as follows.

Rehabilitation of buildings can be rationally justified only if the costs of doing
so are equal to or less than an increase in the exchange value of the property.  The
level of rehabilitation is optimised when marginal costs equal marginal benefits.  A
partial level of rehabilitation may be optimal, irrespective of budgetary constraints,
when building components undergo incurable depreciation.  The costs of full
reversing curable depreciation are less than or equal to the consequent value that will
be added to the exchange value of the property, whereas the costs of fully reversing
incurable depreciation is greater.  Returns on a building may therefore be maximised
while the quality of services declines.

Rises and falls in land values have an impact on the optimum level of
rehabilitation.  A rise in land values may justify full and complete rehabilitation, an
upgrade, or an extension.  When land values are sufficiently high, demolition and
replacement or redevelopment may be justified.  The economic life of a building
reaches an end when the market value of the property plus the costs of demolishing
and clearing the site are less than the value of the cleared site in a new and higher use.
A building can still be technically efficient beyond its economic life by continuing to
earn net annual returns.  If redevelopment has not taken place by the time net annual
returns are zero, then the property is left derelict.

Expenditure on rehabilitation does not guarantee an extension of services.
Situations exist where buildings undergo extensive rehabilitation and are demolished
shortly afterwards so as to enable redevelopment.  Fully sunk costs are irrelevant and
should not enter into economic decision-making because they represent no
opportunity for choice.  All economic decisions are made at the margin by weighing
additional costs against additional benefits.  Demolition and replacement of existing
buildings which provide adequate services may appear to be wasteful of resources,
but the alternative of foregoing opportunities which generate greater value is more
wasteful.

What the above viewpoint overlooks is that what counts as a benefit or a loss to
individuals or sectors within an economy does not necessarily count as a benefit or
loss to the economy as a whole.  There can be spillover social costs to a community
which result from collective individual action, as in the example of the Tragedy of the
Commons given by Hardin (1977), and there can be spillover social benefits.  By
extending the life expectancy of dwellings, each additional cycle of rehabilitation
reduces the annual replacement rate of a housing stock below that which would be
required otherwise to sustain a set quantity and quality of dwelling services.  It is
possible to further reduce the costs to sustain dwelling services by increasing current
levels of rehabilitation.  A reduction in the costs of supplying a good, such as
dwelling services, can be directly translated into a benefit for society when there is a



consequent increase in the consumer surplus (Mishan 1988).
This paper uses a simulation model to make exploratory estimates of the

potential for further reductions in the costs to sustain dwelling services.  The model
uses data and parameters based on New Zealand housing stock.  Factors which limit
this potential are identified and incentives to enable and encourage further reductions
in costs are discussed.

2 Mortality of the New Zealand housing stock

The mortality of housing stock is central to the dynamics of dwelling services.
Measures of mortality include average life expectancy upon entry and life span.
These measures are more appropriately referred to as average service life and service
life span when applied to housing stock.

I previously estimated (Johnstone 1994) the average service life of New
Zealand housing stock to be 90 years by using a simulation model which effectively
links a series of generation, or longitudinal, life tables.  The mortality experienced by
the New Zealand housing stock between 1860 to 1980 had been dynamic in that the
probability of loss of dwellings from each cohort had simultaneously increased and
decreased with each increase and decrease in the expansion rate of the housing stock.
Estimates of life expectancy are based on the assumption that mortality which applied
in the past will continue in the future.  Given the same assumption, the average
service life of New Zealand dwellings would increase from 90 years to 130 years
should the expansion rate of the housing stock decline to zero.

I define the service life span of a housing stock to be that age beyond which less
than 0.1% of the oldest dwelling cohort still stands and provides dwelling services.
This definition based on Shryock et al.  (1973) enables sensible comparisons of the
service life spans of different housing stocks as exceptional dwellings are excluded.
The current service life span of New Zealand dwellings is 140 years.

3 Simulation model

The simulation model of periodic rehabilitation used in this paper estimates the
total average costs to sustain one unit of dwelling services.  Costs include that of new-
build construction which adds to the size of a housing stock, maintenance,
rehabilitation, demolition and replacement.  Costs are expressed in construction units
(cu), the costs to construct one dwelling.  Dwelling services are expressed in dwelling
service year equivalents (sye), the services provided by a dwelling over one year after
adjusting for depreciation.  The model is an extension of my simulation model of
single-cycle rehabilitation (Johnstone 1998a).  A mathematical description of the
model is contained in Johnstone (1998b).

Dwellings are assumed to be homogeneous.  Heterogeneity can be taken into
account by constructing separate models for distinct classes of dwellings.  The



services of Ricardian land are separated from the services provided by improvements
to land and are not modelled.  Real costs of construction are assumed to remain
constant over time.  It follows that the long run supply curve of the construction
industry is perfectly elastic and returns to scale are constant as the construction
industry expands.

Parameters are set to extreme limits in order to estimate the full impact of
periodic rehabilitation.  Dwellings undergo ‘full’ and complete rehabilitation to the
extent that depreciation of dwelling services and the probability of loss of dwellings
are fully reversed.  The effective age of dwellings is zero immediately after
undergoing full rehabilitation.  Entire dwelling cohorts are set to undergo full
rehabilitation at regular cycles.  Partial rehabilitation is not modelled.  The costs of
full rehabilitation are set to be the maximum that can be justified as estimated by my
actuarial model of rehabilitation versus new construction (Johnstone 1997).  If full
rehabilitation can take place within a maximum justifiable budget, then private
investment is better diverted from new housing to rehabilitation of existing dwellings.
The real discount rate is set to be 6.0%.

Depreciation of dwelling services is set to be that based on an inverted ‘S’
curve as described by Baer (1991).  Annual maintenance costs are set to be constant at
1.0% of the costs to construct a dwelling.  This level of maintenance is based on a
sample of New Zealand dwellings (Johnstone 1998a).

The simulation model is driven by a dynamic mortality regime which applies
for a primary housing stock in which no rehabilitation takes place.  The service life
span of a primary housing stock is 80 years when stationary, 55 years when the
expansion rate is 1.0% per year and 50 years when the expansion rate is 2.3% per
year.  The mortality regime of a housing stock which undergoes full rehabilitation is
an amalgam of the primary mortality regime and reversals in probability of loss with
each cycle of rehabilitation.

The optimum interval between each cycle of full rehabilitation is the shortest
interval at which it is feasible to undertake full rehabilitation.  This interval is set to
be 20 years.  The corresponding maximum justifiable budget is 26.6% of the costs to
construct a new dwelling.  Expenditure on full rehabilitation is set to be the same
regardless of the expansion rate.  The number of cycles of full rehabilitation are
increased under each expansion rate so that the service life span of the simulated
housing stock is as close as possible to the service life span of the New Zealand
housing stock with increments of 100 years thereafter.

4 Results and analysis

The results of a primary housing stock are listed in table 1.  Total average costs
of a primary housing stock which undergoes expansion at the constant rate of 2.3%
per year are 63.9% greater than that of a stationary primary housing stock.  A
stationary housing stock is able to provide dwelling services at a lower cost for the
following reasons.



Table 1: Results of primary housing stock

Service
Life Span

(years)

Average
Service
Life
(years)

Total
Average
Costs
(cu/sye)

Marginal
Increase
in TAC
(%)

Annual
Replacement
Rate
(%)

Expansion rate = 0% 80 47 0.0360 2.13
Expansion rate = 1.0% 55 36 0.0485 34.7 2.35
Expansion rate = 2.3% 50 33 0.0591 23.1 2.08

Expenditure on new construction forms a new dwelling cohort that yields
dwelling services which are fully realised over future time intervals.  When a housing
stock is stationary and stable, the quantity and quality of dwelling services provided
by each dwelling cohort within the housing stock over the same time interval are in a
one to one correspondence with the quantity and quality of dwelling services provided
by a single dwelling cohort over successive time intervals.  The dwelling services
yielded by expenditure on new construction (replacement construction only in the
case of a stationary housing stock) are effectively realised over the same time interval.
In contrast, when a housing stock undergoes expansion, increasingly larger
expenditures on new construction (new-build and replacement construction) are made
over successive time intervals before the yield of any previous expenditure has been
fully realised.  Total average costs are accordingly larger.

Table 2 lists the total average costs of a housing stock in which entire dwelling
cohorts undergo full rehabilitation.  The average annual replacement rate of dwellings
as a percentage of the size of New Zealand housing stock between 1921 to 1981 was
0.39% per year and the average annual expansion rate of the housing stock over the
same period was 2.3% per year (Johnstone 1994).  Although the full extent and level
of rehabilitation undertaken within the New Zealand stock in the past is unknown, it
is certain that entire dwelling cohorts did not undergone full rehabilitation and that
the mortality of all dwellings was therefore not full reversed with each cycle of
rehabilitation.  The annual replacement rate of the simulated housing stock under the
same expansion rate and service life span as above should therefore be less than
0.39% per year, provided the primary mortality regime used by the simulation model
is realistic.  The annual replacement rate of the simulated housing stock is 0.27% per
year, a rate which is 70% of the average annual replacement rate of the New Zealand
housing stock.

The annual replacement rate of a primary housing stock which undergoes
expansion at the rate of 2.3% per year is 2.08% per year, a factor of 5.3 times greater
than the average annual replacement rate of the New Zealand housing stock.  A
precise estimate of the decrease in total average costs due to partial rehabilitation
cannot be made because the full costs of rehabilitation have not been enumerated.  A
lower limit can be estimated by assuming that full rehabilitation had taken place every



20 years and that the maximum justifiable budget had been fully expended at each
cycle.  On this assumption, partial rehabilitation undertaken within New Zealand
housing stock has reduced total average costs by at least 6%.  The annual costs of
rehabilitation used in this estimate are 70% of the annual costs of new construction
(new-build and replacement).  The value of additions and alterations estimated for
building consent purposes has averaged 14.4% of the value for new construction
between 1921 to 1989 (Statistics New Zealand 1921-1990).  The full extent of partial
rehabilitation may be double that work undertaken with a building consent.  If the
costs of partial rehabilitation were assumed to form 35% of the costs of new
construction, then an estimate of the reductions in total average costs due to partial
rehabilitation would be 22%.

Table 2: Results of full rehabilitation

Service
Life Span

(years)

Average
Service
Life
(years)

Total
Average
Costs
(cu/sye)

Marginal
Decrease
in TAC
(%)

Annual
Replacement
Rate
(%)

Expansion rate = 0%
140 106 0.0286 0.94
240 202 0.0260 9.1 0.49
340 296 0.0252 3.1 0.34

Expansion rate = 1.0%
135 110 0.0356 0.52
235 195 0.0336 5.6 0.21
335 271 0.0331 1.5 0.13

Expansion rate = 2.3%
149 121 0.0456 0.24
249 196 0.0450 2.2 0.15
349 259 0.0450 0.0 0.14

The potential for further reductions in costs is substantial should a housing
stock be stationary, but is insignificant at high expansion rates.  Total average costs of
a stationary housing stock decrease by 9.1% should additional cycles of full
rehabilitation extend the service life span from 140 years to 240 years.  In contrast,
total average costs decrease by 2.2% when the expansion rate of the housing stock is
2.3% per year and the service life span of 149 years extends by 100 years.  Greater
reductions in total average costs would be possible should full rehabilitation be
undertaken within the maximum justifiable budget.

Reductions in total average costs which ensue from each additional cycle of
rehabilitation are subject to diminishing returns.  This is because there are fewer
surviving dwellings at the start of each cycle that can take advantage of rehabilitation.
Diminishing returns are more pronounced when a housing stock undergoes expansion



because there are proportionately fewer older dwellings that are able to take
advantage of rehabilitation.

A decline in the expansion rate of a housing stock has a greater impact on
reducing total average costs than an increase in current levels of rehabilitation.  For
example, if current levels of rehabilitation remain unchanged and entire dwelling
cohorts were to undergo full rehabilitation, then an immediate decrease in the
expansion rate from 2.3% per year to 1.0% per year would reduce total average costs
by approximately 20% in the long run.  Reductions in costs would be gradual due to
the time lags inherent in the dynamics of housing stock.

The differential costs of using more durable structural systems have not been
included in the model.  Parallel estimates of the break-even costs of using more
durable structural systems within a stationary housing stock are given in brackets.  If
the service life span of the housing stock should extend from 140 years to 240 years
and the expansion rate is 1.0% per year (0% per year), then decreases in total average
costs would completely dissipate should the costs of using a more durable structural
system be 1.9 times greater (3.8 times greater) than that of the less durable system.

5 Discussion

Rehabilitation of dwellings reduces the total average costs to sustain a unit of
dwelling services.  If no rehabilitation had taken place within the New Zealand
housing stock in the past, then annual replacement rates would be as much as 5 times
greater and total average costs would be at least 6% and perhaps as much as 22%
greater.

Further reductions in total average costs can be gained by increasing current
levels of rehabilitation.  The potential for further reductions in costs is substantial
should the housing stock be stationary, but is insignificant at high expansion rates.  A
decline in the expansion rate of the housing stock has a greater impact on reducing
costs in the long run than an increase in current levels of rehabilitation.  A
combination of a decline in the expansion rate and an increase in current levels of
rehabilitation would dramatically reduce the costs to sustain dwelling services.

Further reductions in the costs to sustain dwelling services can be translated
into social benefits.  Apart from an increase in the consumer surplus, spillover social
benefits include a decrease in the throughput of resources, a reduction in the rate of
formation of waste products from demolition, and a reduction in the impact of
manufacturing and construction processes on the environment.  Some social benefits
would be immediate, such as a decrease in levels of pollution, whereas others would
gradually increase over time.  All social benefits would be made possible by reducing
the rate of draw down on the resources embodied in existing dwellings.

Although departures from a housing stock are the end result of an economic
process, it is the durability of the structural system used by dwellings that ultimately
limits the service life of dwellings and hence the potential for further reductions in
costs to sustain dwelling services.  For example, although isolated rotting timber



piles, bearers, floor joists, wall studs, rafters, and the like can be replaced, an entire
lightweight timber framing system has to be replaced when general structural failure
occurs.

The contrast between the durability of the structural systems commonly used by
New Zealand and British dwellings and their corresponding service life spans is of
note.  The predominant structural system used in New Zealand is lightweight timber
framing (Nana 1981), a system that is prone to decay, whereas the structural walls of
British dwellings are predominantly of brick and stone, both durable materials.  The
service life span of New Zealand dwellings is 140 years whereas the service life span
of British dwellings is at least 273 years.  Riley (1973) estimated that 0.1% of the
British housing stock had been constructed prior to 1700.

New Zealand has a performance based building code that requires those items
which contribute to structural stability to have a service life of 50 years (Building
Industry Authority 1992).  This service life falls well short of the 90 year average
service life and 140 years service life span of the housing stock.  There are two issues
here.  The first is that new structural systems, such as galvanised steel framing, need
only comply with the shorter service life of 50 years.  The second is that the
prediction of the long run durability of building components based on accelerated
ageing is fraught with difficulties (Masters 1987).  The most reliable predictor of
durability is a successful past history of performance.  Lightweight timber framing
and brick and stone structural systems have already demonstrated their ability to
match and exceed a service life of 140 years.  The prudence of allowing structural
systems with unproven long run durability to enter the housing stock and setting a
minimum service life which falls well short of the current average service life and
service life span of the housing stock should be closely examined.

When there are spillover benefits for society, it is worthwhile for society to
provide incentives to increase spillover social benefits to the point where the marginal
social costs of providing incentives equal the marginal social benefits that ensue.
Incentives to enable and encourage an increase in current levels of rehabilitation
include charges and subsidies in the form of grants, loans, and tax allowances.

Charges levied on the demolition of dwellings would retard the rate of
demolition and replacement and encourage recycling of demolition wastage to offset
the costs of demolition.

Until recently, the lowest income groups in New Zealand have either rented
state owned dwellings at subsidised rents, purchased state owned dwelling with
subsidised loans, or purchased new housing with subsidised loans (Lowes 1990). The
process of filtering down has been bypassed, but should take place in the future due to
recent changes in governmental policies.  Future assistance to low income families
could take the form of grants to undertake rehabilitation.

A random survey of 400 New Zealand dwellings has revealed that deferred
maintenance averaged NZ$3,200 per dwelling (Page et al.  1995), or almost three
times the average costs of annual maintenance.  Those homeowners who have a
limited income are more likely to defer maintenance and not undertake rehabilitation.
Home improvement loans could be made available to these homeowners at subsidised



interest rates.  One sector of the community that could benefit the most from home
improvement loans is that of the elderly.  For many, their home represents their sole
store of savings.  Rather than allow these houses to sink into disrepair, a loss that
ultimately a national loss, reverse mortgages for the purposes of home improvements
should be made more readily available to the elderly at reasonable terms.  Reverse
mortgages also fulfil the role of a superannuation scheme.

Depreciation allowances could be modified to encourage rehabilitation by using
diminishing value depreciation schedules which, in practice, apply to the effective age
of buildings.  Evidence of undertaking rehabilitation would result in a reversal to a
higher depreciation rate. The issue of whether depreciation allowances should apply
to owner-occupied dwellings is related to the wider issue of tax deductions of interest
on mortgages and tax on imputed rent.

The effectiveness, efficiency, and equity of the above incentives to undertake
higher levels of rehabilitation would need to be carefully examined before
implementation.  Baer (1991) cautions that the “when” or correct timing of
intervention is equally as important as the “how”.  The importance of recognising
local circumstances should also not be overlooked.

The simulation model used in this paper is based on an assumed schedule of
primary depreciation and the primary mortality regime used to drive the model has yet
to be fully validated.  The exploratory estimates in this paper confirm that the model
exhibits realism, but in order to improve precision, full validation of the primary
schedule of depreciation and the primary mortality regime of housing stock needs to
be carried out.  The set of assumptions that underpin the model can, and should, be
modified or relaxed.  For example, full rehabilitation is assumed to take place at
regular intervals whereas, in practice, partial rehabilitation takes place at irregular
intervals.
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TOTAL LIFE-CYCLE COST
Total life-cycle cost
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Abstract

As designers, we have attempted to look at the life cycle of the building components
with varied success.  As representatives of facility owners, we need a more
comprehensive point of view of the impact that the designer has in the total
functionality of the facility over its life.  In other words, how does an occupant
function within the finished facility?  Research has indicated that design can improve
workplace productivity from 5% to 35%.  Savings of only 3.7% in workplace
productivity can pay for the entire facility, including construction, operations and
maintenance.  What is missing is a holistic facility view as well as the tools necessary
to measure and analyze the impact of design improvements on workplace
productivity.  This can be accomplished using total life cycle costing metrics as well
as computer simulation of various alternatives for the workplace being created.

Keywords:  life cycle, sustainable design, workplace productivity, simulation, cost
estimating, life cycle costing, facility owners

1 The task of expanding the life-cycle

Please discard your previous perceptions of life cycle costing.  Total Life Cycle
Cost (TLC) is a comprehensive approach to facility cost that focuses on dollars as the
primary metric for decisions related to a building to achieve the most effective total
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package.  Designers must ensure that the functions within a facility are optimized
through their design.  TLC supports all phases of the life cycle but focuses primarily
on occupancy.  It provides a single contiguous set of cost tools so that data does not
have to be re-entered at each phase of the life cycle and comparisons can be made.  It
is a complex electronic model requiring tools that take advantage of the latest desktop
computing and telecommunications capability.  It fully supports current practice but
will excel as we move to object oriented design and operations.  It is intended for the
CEO/CFO of the organization to make strategic decisions as well as to support
tactical and operational cost related decisions that involve day to day operations of
facilities.  The product as described, does not exist today.

Life cycle costing has been a part of the overall cost picture for some time now.
Unfortunately it has had little impact on the decision making process to date.
Typically the life cycle number is presented in a way that cannot be internalized by
the owner.  It is not well documented and is presented as a single large number and
not as an annualized cost showing peaks as certain items must be replaced over time.
Primarily, due to accounting practices, the prevailing attitude seems to be that initial
cost issues are here and now and the future will somehow have to take care of itself.
Further, it seems that one time initial design and construction costs and the recurring
operating costs are not linked.  In reality quite the opposite is true.  The reality is that
the future is now and we have to short change new facilities largely because we can’t
afford the buildings we designed in the past.  This is a Catch-22 situation. The
question is how can we break out of this cycle?  The answer is that we must expand
the original life cycle concept to make it significantly more comprehensive and
demonstrate the true impact to the building owner.  Only the building owner can pull
the industry out of this tailspin.  No one else in the building process has as much at
stake or can affect the change required in the business process.

Life cycle has traditionally been related to the usable life and cost to maintain
various construction materials and pieces of equipment in a building.  Recently the
concept has been expanded to include the impact such materials have on the
environment.  While this is a positive step it is still only part of the picture. It still
only represents a very small portion of the scope that the designer truly has control
over.  If misused, the facility might be environmentally correct yet a failure to the
owner, based on a poor workplace productivity factor.

There are actually many cycles that a designer can affect in a facility as shown
in Figure 1.  While there are several items that only occur once in each facility they
are repeated by the individual experts on succeeding buildings.  Planners, designers
and contractors tend to specialize in certain types of projects, because they can take

Fig. 1: Various life cycles of a facility



advantage of lessons learned and experience gained.  Therefore, they have a cycle
they repeat for each facility.  Individual facilities also have cycles as employees churn
and remodeling occurs or manufacturing processes are retooled.  We will examine the
relationship of each of these individual life cycles with the total life cycle to include
the functions that occur inside the facility throughout its life.

These functions could be mechanical processes as in a manufacturing plant or
could be people intensive, as in an office building.  A qualitative evaluation of
productivity in the workplace must be included in the assessment designers make of
the facilities they design.   A study done by the Advanced Building Systems
Integration Consortium (ABSIC) at Carnegie-Mellon University (Loftness &
Hardkoff 1996) indicated that a designer could easily affect productivity by 5 to 35
percent.  The study also indicated that improving workplace productivity by only
3.7% could pay for the entire facility.  This represents a tremendous untapped
potential for improvement.  Therefore improving workplace productivity can create
essentially “free” buildings.  We must collectively foster efforts that target this
largely untapped resource.

In order to accomplish this we must have a comprehensive cost analysis tool,
something that the industry has not seemed to be able to come up with to date.  There
have been products over the years that make claims to be comprehensive, yet in
reality they still only address a small part of the issue and even those limited scope
products have not proven to be fully functional.  They end up being black boxes that
professionals have trouble trusting.

This paper promotes a total life cycle approach that supports contiguous cost
information throughout the entire life cycle of a facility from concept design through
occupancy and ultimate demolition.  In order for this concept to work, each
professional throughout the process must view his or her contribution as only one
step along the way in total support of a facility.  Information is gained from the
professionals that worked previously on the project and the information they
collected should be made available to the next professional along the path.  A
feedback loop must be built in so that constant improvement can occur.  This
information centric approach was originally portrayed in the Installation Life-cycle
Management (ILM) philosophy. However, this proposal primarily focuses on the cost
aspect (Smith 1997).

In many instances, such as industrial plants, college and university campuses
and military installations, the owner of the facility has to make decisions based on the
status of many facilities.  The concept proposed is  to provide the capability to allow
the information from one facility to be combined with other facilities to analyze the
entire “campus” or installation.  This information centric approach versus a project
centric approach has significant potential for making more learned decisions.  TLC
does not require any additional data collection.  In fact it will eliminate a significant
amount of redundant data collection.  Campus management requires one to know if
all the chillers or roofs need to be replaced at approximately the same time so that
resource leveling can occur to ensure that all the expense does not need to be
absorbed by one year’s operating budget.  Anticipating or predicting the peaks will
reduce the risk that systems will fail unexpectedly which creates crises, typically
inconveniencing the occupant and negatively affecting productivity.  The decision
process can be greatly aided by having specific information about the age and



condition of the roofs in order to correctly prioritize the replacements.  Cost is the key
facet of that decision.  Not just the cost of replacement, but also productivity impact
cost, or the effect that not doing the project, or the ability to time the project to
minimize the negative impact on productivity.  This approach will help move one
away from a crisis management mentality to planned maintenance.  As confidence is
gained in the product, the need for a crisis to bring action will diminish.  Another
reality even more pronounced with today’s economy is assessing the impact of
delaying repair or replacement.  It is normally much less costly to maintain and repair
versus replace.  The old adage related to changing the oil in one’s car should come to
mind here – “pay me now or pay me later.”  The problem is that paying later is a
significantly more costly endeavor.

Having energy utilization information available can also indicate when things
need to be replaced or modernized.  Although the final form of energy is heat, the
metric is dollars.  Does historical energy usage information indicate that replacement
of windows will actually obtain the energy reductions claimed?   If you don’t have
factual information you can only make decisions based on anecdotal hunches.  Our
goal is to develop a better way.

2 Why the tools do not exist

This is certainly not a new problem and on the surface it is incomprehensible
that we don’t have some holistic cost analysis tools already available.  In discussing
this issue with several providers of cost estimating products, it is easy to understand
why we are in this predicament. Our industry is very fragmented and there is little
communication between the parties involved. The only ones that span all facets of the
facilities life, have the most to gain and have the potential to resolve this issue are the
building owner.  They are the ones that conceive of the project, hire the planner and
architect, initiate the contract to build the facility, pay the bills for operation,
determine the level of maintenance, decide when to remodel and ultimately decide
when to abandon the facility or tear it down.  On what basis do owners currently
make these decisions?  Typically they seek out a professional that is an expert in the
specific facet of the overall picture for which their current issue pertains.  Those
experts provide judgement backed up by tools obtained from software vendors that
aid them in answering cost questions for their owner clients.  The problem is that they
are experts in a relatively narrow field. The providers of the cost tools focus on
supporting just one or two of the life cycle facets based on demand from their
customers.  Figure 2 indicates the relative importance with which each player in the
facility life-cycle process views cost.  As you can see the only one that has interest
throughout is the owner.   Every dollar spent has a relationship to profit. Which
dollars must be spent and which dollars are overhead and should be targeted for
elimination must be clearly identified.



Plan Design Bid Construct Operate Occupancy Maintain Demolition

Designer

Contractor

Maintenance

Occupant

Owner

Fig.  2: Level of importance of cost to each participant

The problem with our current fragmented approach is that the big picture is
never seen and information has to be recollected at each phase.  Due to the cost of
data collection only the minimal amount of information necessary to do the job is
collected for that phase.  Once the information is collected, the report written and the
decision made, the process starts over at the next phase with a clean sheet of paper.
This leads to significant variances in costs at each phase as well as only snapshots of
the entire facilities life cycle cost.  Rarely does it take into account productivity, only
because no apparent link exists to the expert working on that phase.

One federal agency estimates the cost for new facilities using one commercially
available cost database and determines its plant value using another.  The problem is
that there is a 38% difference between the two databases!  How can they expect to
make valid decisions concerning the construction of new facilities versus renovating
or tearing down the existing facilities?  They also have no information at the facility
level related to energy costs.  The problem is that most of the costs dealt with in one
phase are hidden from the others.  Not maliciously, but because no one has
responsibility for the overall facility.  Hence we find situations where steam lines are
not repaired because repair dollars are not available while additional steam must be
generated due to steam loss.  The cost of doing business this way is either passed on
to the taxpayer or on to the consumer in higher cost goods.  The rare company that
does have a handle on this can offer a higher quality product at lower costs and
capture a larger portion of their market.  Prime examples of this are companies such
as USAA Insurance, L.L. Bean and Wal-Mart.  Is this then a proprietary or
competitive issue?  Possibly, but I don’t think that we are that sophisticated.  I think it
is simply because the costs are hidden and the immensity of the issue and the
relationships are not recognized.  However, as we see in the Carnegie-Mellon study
the two have a major impact on each other and are worth obtaining.

3 The immensity of the problem

The owner is interested in producing a product.  The function that a facility
serves typically is to house a manufacturing process or people.  The primary interest
of the owner is optimum productivity and a quality product at a low cost.  They may
have a handle on the operations of their company, but constructing new facilities is
viewed as a necessary evil that takes too much time.  It is rarely viewed as an
opportunity to improve the company’s bottom line by improving long-term



productivity.  Our goal is to highlight that the initial facility expense is an investment
in the future and ensure it is seen as an asset.  Just like investing in the stock market
the quality of the stock is a major factor when related to its return and long term
growth.

Optimum productivity in the public sector translates into meeting mission
requirements within budget.  The designer’s primary interest is providing a functional
facility to the owner.  The problem is that the facility itself only represents a very
small portion of the cost of providing the function, yet it will have immense impact
on the product in the long run.

Figure 3 takes a snapshot of 100 square feet in an office building and assumes
that one person occupies that space.  Design, construction, operation, and
maintenance represent only 5% of the life-cycle cost yet occupies most of the
designer’s time.  In the case portrayed in Figure 3 the personnel costs represent over
95% of the cost of the facility (Rutherford 1997).  This is also true in manufacturing
where the value of the product produced must dwarf the cost of the production
equipment and the enclosing facility in order to turn a profit.  The military has a
similar example when they build a $5M hangar to house a half billion-dollar airplane.
The fact that the design fee represents less than a tenth of one percent of the TLC is
not meant to minimize the importance of the facility or the designer, in fact it is quite
the opposite. That relatively small investment in a quality TLC designer may make or
break your company, although it will be hard to pin the demise on that factor alone.  I
contend that it is probably the most important factor.  Conversely, having an optimum
facility that supports high performance workplace and productivity can still fail with
poor management.  It still comes down to how you use what you have.  If you have
an optimum facility and you get the most out of it you will have an easier time
obtaining a significantly higher level of success.

Initial (Plan Design, Build) $20,000

Operating $200/yr

Maintenance $1,000/yr

Personnel $60,000/yr 

Fig. 3: Functional costs related to facilities (100 SF over 30 years)

Therefore optimizing the design fee at the expense of workplace productivity
improvements is extremely misguided.  Improving operating costs and reducing
maintenance costs do not have as much impact as design issues oriented toward
people and improving their productivity.

Actually improving the air quality and lighting and such things can improve
both operating costs and productivity because people are healthier and stay on the job
longer so win-win situations can be achieved.

If we assume the productivity rule of thumb that one must produce 2.5 times
their direct salary, or $150,000 in this case, and if we use the productivity
improvements identified in the Carnegie-Mellon study on the figures presented in



Figure 3 improvement in productivity translates into $7,500/person/year at the low
end and $52,500/person/year at the high end.  Over the 30-year life of the building
that could be $1,575,000/person.

The argument for working close to a job site, or even at home, is also a strong
one since a one-hour commute in the morning and at night equals  a 40-hour week per
month!  Reducing the commute improves one’s quality of life.  Hence the adage
location, location, location could translate into a primary key to success.  If your
organization gets an extra week of productivity out of its people by locating close to
where they live, it might just be the edge you need.  Even if that 40 hours is spent on
their own time they will be happier employees able to produce more while at work.
Spending an extra million or two for a piece of property therefore may not be a bad
decision.  However that must be evaluated in the overall picture.  None of these
opportunities stand alone yet potential workplace productivity savings are found in all
aspects of design decision making.

The designer does have the potential to control the items identified in Figure 4.
Figure 4 identifies over a dozen items that must be taken into account when looking
at workplace productivity.  Most are routinely looked at from the initial cost aspects
but rarely are they looked at from the productivity point of view. This is mostly
because the designer does not have the tools to make productivity related decisions,
or the training.  Either the data must come from owners or research most likely paid
for by owners.

Unfortunately, most projects do not take all this into account in a holistic
approach.  Often this is because we have little data to support one choice over
another.  In many cases it is more expensive initially to provide individual
temperature controls or enclosed offices.  But as you can see from our example in
Figure 3 even doubling the initial cost of the space would have little effect on the
overall outcome.  In many cases providing enclosed offices with sensors to tell when
they are occupied will save significant energy costs as lights can be turned off and
temperatures can be lowered.  This points out the need for expanded workplace
productivity studies such as the ones being carried out by ABSIC.

Many of these issues are incorporated into new policy that is being heralded by
the White House.  The concept of Sustainable Design (Emmons 1998) takes into
account the impact that building materials have on the environment.  Not only the
initial impact, but also the impact of their manufacturer, usage and disposal.  This
concept is now policy at the Naval Facilities Engineering Command thanks to the
efforts of Mr. Terry Emmons.

We are making progress in moving beyond the traditional life-cycle issues with
work being done at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).  The
work being done there by Barbara Lippiatt on the Building for Environmental and
Economic Sustainability (BEES) model (Lippiatt 1998) demonstrates the impact of
using various building products.  BEES measures the economic performance of
building products by using the environmental life-cycle assessment approach
specified in the latest version of the ISO 14000 draft standard.   This effort is looking
at how we can build with renewable resources and make our facilities friendlier to the
environment all around, a factor of large proportions and worldwide impact.



Fig. 4: Designer effected productivity

Another field of study that can greatly aid the designer in predicting workplace
productivity is simulation.  The work being done by Carson Benson shows very
significant potential, especially on complex facilities (Bensen 1998).  Simulation is
not the same as visualization.  In simulation one can “walk” electronic figures
through a facility to indicate places where they would go in carrying out daily
business functions.  An example would be an emergency room.  By simulating the
movements of say 100 people potentially based on actual cases you can easily
identify choke points or areas that are underutilized.  In one such example they
determined the need for fewer interview rooms and more examining rooms due to
predicted backlogs.  These are workplace productivity issues.

All these efforts are part of the patchwork quilt that we call construction.  What
is needed is a unifying element and the argument that encourages it to happen.

4 Achieving Results

No one organization or company can solve this issue and produce the
comprehensive product required.  We have proven that over the last 2000 years.
Therefore a different approach must be undertaken.  I propose that an international
consortium be formed bringing together top estimating firms and experts involved in
all the facets of facility cost engineering, planning, design, construction bidding and
change orders, operating, maintenance, insurance, lending, etc.  The group calling
this group of experts together would be the owners.  The issues we are dealing with
are common to all developed countries in the world and the benefits will be for all.
There are some truly outstanding niche products available throughout the world.
However none that I know of link together to allow information to flow from one
phase to the next all the way from concept to providing analysis to when it is time to
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demolish.  Certainly there are none that look at workplace productivity improvement
issues.  In some cases planning can talk to design and design can talk to construction
but that is about the extent of our collective capability.  A working group must be
created for the primary estimating phases of planning, design, construction,
operations and maintenance.  Two additional groups would represent the financial
interests of banking and insurance.  There should be an information utility group
responsible for identifying the data elements and links needed to accomplish the
overall goal.

A board made up of ten leading facility owners, government experts and
representatives from the college and university community would steer the group.

Funding for the effort would come from pooled resources from the primary
beneficiaries, industry and public-sector building owners.  Organizations that
participated in the development would be able to use the tool at reduced rates based
on their investment.   Others would have to pay the full usage fee.  The usage or
license fee would have to be based on fair market value, and that could be fairly
significant over time based on validated payback to the end users.  The team should
be able to accomplish its efforts in less than two years and the total cost should be
approximately two million dollars.  Most of this expense would be focused on data
collection since most of the algorithms already exist.  Assuming the ten board
members each provided $100,000 and there were 200 additional owners that each
contributed $10,000 the funding needed could easily be attained.  

The product must be completely open for understanding by the professionals at
each stage.  There can be no hidden operations or algorithms.  There would be little
worry of someone copying the initiative based on the investment and the coordinating
effort required.  The data could be proprietary and offered by various companies for
different portions of the life cycle.  Once the product was developed it could be

Total Life-cycle Cost Organization

Information Utility

Planning Design

Construction Operations

Maintenance Demolition

Finance Insurance

Steering Board
Owners

Corporations, Universities & Government

Fig. 5 - Organizational structure



linked to other efforts such as the International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) and
it could easily stay ahead of any competition.

What is missing at this point is a proponent to start the ball rolling.  Someone
must be willing to invest some time and money to host the groups and provide the
logistic support to allow this to occur.  The primary candidate would be a large
facility owner who would have a lot to gain from having such a product.

5 Summary

In conclusion, it is essential that we produce a comprehensive product that will
allow a planner or owner to sketch out a proposed facility and immediately have a
rough idea of all of the costs as well as the workplace productivity benefits.  This will
give them a clear idea of their potential return on their investment.  The designer will
be able to take that information and develop a design that will accomplish the goals
established.  The designer will then be able to evaluate alternative designs to ensure
that all aspects are optimized.  The electronic cost model will ultimately be linked to
an object oriented design. The electronic model will be passed to a contractor to
provide a bid for construction.  An alternative here would be a design build
arrangement in which the cost model would be shared as the design develops.  Once
the contractor is chosen and construction begins final information from the vendors of
the products would be included with the model.  This information would then be
passed on to the operator and maintainer of the facility.  Metrics would be monitored
to ensure that the facility was working according to design and that the productivity
enhancements were being realized.  Failures would be made available to the owner as
well as a lessons learned database for future projects.  Adjustments would be made as
needed to enhance the productivity and to ensure that the facility operated as
expected throughout its life.  As the knowledge base improved the facility could be
checked against potential new facilities to see if a new facility would improve
productivity and then the old one could be demolished or recycled.  All this is
possible if we are really serious about improving quality of life and productivity.
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Abstract

The cost of provision and maintenance of safe and comfortable conditions for the
activity taking place in any leisure centre are the main predominant factors in the
prediction of running costs.  This paper describes the fundamentals associated with
running costs in leisure centres and then investigates all 19 sports centres in
Liverpool using data elicited from the Liverpool Leisure Services Directorate.  The
energy operating costs were analysed using statistical methods. Six models were
developed to predict total energy costs.  Testing and validation results showed a high
level of accuracy of models. The models would be of use to professionals involved in
feasibility studies of different scenarios at the design

Keywords: running costs, leisure centres, cost modelling, maintenance, statistics

1 Background

Maintenance contributes significantly to the total cost of a building.  It is
important though to differentiate between running costs and maintenance costs as
many confuse the two.  Running costs (or operational costs) infer all costs associated
with enabling the building to function – other than maintenance costs.  Mills (1994)
classified these costs into four sub-groups;

Group 1: rental costs, costs of capital used during procurement, rates, taxes
               and Building insurance
Group 2: utilities, specialist communications and network systems
Group 3: tertiary services (porters, cleaners, telephone, fax etc.)
Group 4: staff employed to work in the building

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1728-1738.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Holmes (1994) draws the distinction between the two types of maintenance,
response and maintenance.  Figure 1 highlights this and shows the sub groups derived
from them. Response maintenance can be divided into normal maintenance and
emergency maintenance, the terms thus indicating the priority given to the work
required.  All organisations should draw up an emergency response list to enable
problems to be prioritised easily.  Response maintenance is usually initiated by the
occupier and will be categorised by a number of factors such as type of work
required, nature of fault and seriousness.  This coding of work gives vital data on
response maintenance thus enabling future budgets to be manipulated to take account
of future maintenance demands.

Fig. 1: Types of maintenance (Holmes 1994)

Programmed maintenance (or planned maintenance) can again be categorised
into two further sub-divisions.  Cyclical maintenance is that which is carried out
irrespective of the condition of the elements.  Preventive maintenance is condition
dependent and really should only be carried out when an element has reached its
optimum life span or under the recommendations of the manufacturer.  It should also
be employed when it is likely that the element will deteriorate seriously unless
attended to.

In a report prepared for the Building Research Establishment, Burt (1978)
estimated that for non-domestic buildings, the average annual running costs are about
the same as the annual repayments of the mortgage or other such financial package.
Flanagan and Norman (1989) also investigated the cost of running an office building.
They estimated that for every £100 spent on repaying the capital cost of the site and
building, £138 is spent on running costs.  Figure 2 shows how the running costs are
distributed.  These amounts were calculated over a 40-year period using a 2%
discount rate.  The chart shows us that maintenance costs account for 12% of the total
life cycle of the building.

Mills (1994) highlights the importance of design decisions upon the likely
maintenance costs that will arise in the future. The design decisions made will dictate
the likelihood of component failure etc. and how the incidence of use will place
particular demands upon the building structure and fabric.

    Maintenance

Response Maintenance Programmed Maintenance

   Normal   Emergency      Cyclical Preventative



repayments
42%

rates
16%

maintenance
12%

energy
10%

cleaning
20%

Fig. 2: Life cycle costs of an office building (Flanagan and Norman, 1983)

Leifer (1997), in a study of the economics of building ownership draws
attention to the fact that maintenance costs become increasingly onerous as the wear
and tear on the fabric and structure (including services) increases.  Attention was
drawn to the bathtub model shown in Fig 3, showing component failure during and
after the defects liability period.
It also highlighted how maintenance and operating costs can cumulate to the extent
where ownership is uneconomic and refitting or demolition needs to be considered.

Fig. 3: “Bathtub model” of component failure (Leifer 1997)

Flanagan and Norman (1983) who compiled a criterion to facilitate the correct
choice of action, highlight the following factors that affect the maintenance of
buildings;

• Rate of deterioration of the building and/or element
• The cost of different types of repair
• The disruption and disturbance to the building occupants and time required for

repair
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• The relationship between the physical life of the repair and the required physical,
functional and economic life of the building.

The purpose of this paper is to present a series of models developed to forecast
the cost of energy for sports centres.  The models take into account floor area and
number of users as the main input to the models.

The paper reviews the factors, that influence energy consumption, and discusses
the techniques used to model maintenance and running costs.  The paper compares
the forecasting accuracy of the developed models and proposes a non-linear method
to forecast energy costs for sports centres based upon floor area and user.

The paper aims to raise awareness of the need to control the energy usage in
sports centres and how that need can be effectively and efficiently met.  In addition,
the use of modelling to predict energy costs will be covered as well as an alternative
method, Neural Network Analysis.  In all, the paper will study all the stages in
considering and implementing a cost forecasting system that will enable professionals
to consider the likely energy costs of a particular design solution prior to construction
(or refurbishment) taking place.

2 Modelling maintenance and running costs

Over the past two decades, all those involved in the procurement and running of
buildings have become increasingly aware of the importance of early stage advice on
the cost implications of design decisions. Decisions made during design can have a
significant impact upon the future running and maintenance costs of buildings; this is
especially true of high occupancy buildings such as sports centres.

Much published work exists on cost modelling, all trying to clarify what can be
a potentially confusing and arguably an inherently academic field.  Brandon (1982)
and Bowen and Edwards (1985) initially brought to the forefront the need to produce
cost models of a more realistic nature.  Ashworth (1994) and Seeley (1985) reported
most of the standard cost models in use and Ferry and Brandon (1991) also added
possibly some of the less used ones.  Previous studies by Ashworth (1985), Skitmore
(1991), Newton (1991) and Fortune and Lees (1996) have collected together
comprehensively all popular and less well used models currently in use within the
industry.  In fact the latter contained a survey of NorthWest England quantity
surveying firms, investigating the incidence of use of the various models.  Fortune
and Lees (1996) and Fortune (1998) classified the various models into 5 main groups.
This study recognises these models and adds to them artificial intelligence as an
important tool for modelling running costs.

3 Selection of a model

All models rely to some extent on assumptions, whether explicit or implicit.  To
assess the viability of a model, the user needs to have access to and understand the
assumptions, which contribute to it.  Unfortunately, where the assumptions are built
in, it is difficult to assess and evaluate the model in question.  A key issue to consider
here also is that cost will always be uncertain.  Therefore, the user must distinguish



between those that include a formal measure of uncertainty (stochastic methods) and
those that do not (deterministic).

The selection of a model should be based on the following attributes;
• The characteristics of data to be employed – quantitative, qualitative, large, small
• General knowledge of the problem to be modelled
• General knowledge about the boundary conditions of the model
• Errors that the model can generate
• Input and output targets and possible consequences
• Understanding of accuracy, reliability, validity, confidence and sensitivity of the

model to be selected

4 Characteristics of sport centres

The provision and maintenance of a safe and comfortable environment is a
basic requirement of any building service installation.  However, the exact
interpretation of this isn’t very clear, but the Sports Council for England has
published a range of documents, which give guidance on service provision for a wide
range of sports and recreational facilities.  These guides reveal that the various
activities that take place within sport centres require in most cases, different types of
service provision.  Obviously them, the type of activities taking place within the sport
centres will have a significant impact upon the energy requirements and costs of the
building.  The clear implication is then that when attempting to derive some form of
cost model, it is important to consider the activities taking part within the building as
clearly, a simple energy cost per m 2  approach will not yield accurate results.  To give
some kind of perspective on energy costs, the table below gives service requirements
for different sporting activities.

The Building Research Energy Conservation Support Unit (BRESCO)
estimated that total energy consumption could be reduced by as much as 15% by
implementation of energy efficient measures. This could amount to saving the sector
somewhere in the region of £90million and reduce carbon dioxide emissions by about
1.4 million tones per year.  On average, sport centres consume £70,000 worth of fuel
per year so assuming 15% could be saved, this means a reduction of around £10,000.

Apart from the obvious financial benefits, implementing energy conservation
measures can also lead to reduced maintenance cost and a safer, more comfortable
environment.

5 Data Collection

In order to develop a cost model, a sample of data was collected from Liverpool
City Council – Directorate of Leisure Services. The data was collected by
documentary sources as opposed to others highlighted by Robson (1993) such as
direct observation, mailed questionnaire and interviewing.



Table 1: Service requirements of sports centres (EEO – Best practice for design of
sports centres)

Facility Heating (°C) Ventilation Lighting (lux)
Multi-purpose 12-18 active

18-21 non active
8-12 l/s/person Recreation 300

Club/county 500
Swimming pool Air temp 1°C

Higher than water
12 l/s/person 200-300

Fitness centre 16-18 10-12 ac/h 300min
Weight training 12-14 10-12 ac/h 300av
Squash courts 16-18 10-12 ac/h 380 no spectators
Ancillary halls 15 sports

21 non-sports
3 ac/h sports
1.5 ac/h

300

Outdoor changing
rooms

20-25 10 ac/h 150

Reception and
administration

16-20 >3 ac/h 250

Crèche 21 >3 ac/h 250
Refreshment and
bars

18 Not less than
8/l/s/person –
check with L.A.

250

Fellows and Liu (1997) describe the fundamentals associated with data
collection and in particular highlight the need to investigate the nature of data and
collection mechanisms in order to be aware of the limitations of the data and their
validity, notably comparability.  As mentioned previously, data was extracted directly
from a database provided by Liverpool Council.  This method of data collection has
the advantage of “value-free” research.  That is to say that the work is unaffected by
the beliefs or intentions of the researchers or data sources.  Similarly, as the research
is not based upon the data collected from previous work, then the actual data will be
raw and will not have been tailored for other purposes.

6 Modelling total energy costs of sport centres

Total energy costs for sports centres can be modelled in a general
inpuput/output relationship of the form:

)(xfy = (1)

Where x is the m-dimensional input (energy consumption) and y is the n-
dimensional real output (total energy cost).  The relationship between input and
output is determined by a real world mechanism (i.e., the state of the building and
condition of use).  Therefore, the total cost of energy in sports centres can be
envisaged as a system governed by a continuum of variables. In principle, if the
complete state of the building usage information are known at some point in time, it
should be possible to predict total costs of energy consumption.



This is a complicated system to model mathematically, due to the complexity of
the variables involved in the building of the model (see energy consumption
influencing factors).  This problem might be simplified by using a finite collection of
energy consumption parameters (collected over a period of time) as the input and the
total cost of energy as the output of the state of the system.

Therefore, this work uses two parameters of energy consumption, i.e. floor area,
number of users as input to the system to predict total cost.  This relationship can be
modelled in the following function:

),()cos( userfloorareafttotaly =  or

)( 21xxfy = (2)

Given the floor area and number of users over a period of time, in this case one
year, it is possible to predict the total cost of energy over the same period.  Many
techniques can be employed to estimate the parameters or coefficients of the relatives
in equation 1.

In this work, two methods were employed.  First it was assumed that the
relationship in equation 1 is of a linear type if the following form:

2211 xbxbcy ++= (3)

Then multiple linear regression (an expansion of the least square regression
method in that it involves more than one independent variable), is used to determine
the coefficients.

Second, a non linear form for equation 2 was investigated, because some of the
variables might have a non linear relationship with the total cost of energy.  In total,
five non-linear combinations were developed and tested. The equations of these
models are as follows:

2211
loglog xbxb eecy ++= (4)

1221
loglog xbxb eecy ++= (5)

22
log log11 xbecy xb ++= (6)

1221 log)(log 1 xbxbcy a ++= (7)
21 )(log)(log 1221

aa bxbcy ++= (8)

6.1 Results
The resulting coefficients and parameters are given in the table below along

with the r squared value and Theil’s U statistic. To compare the accuracy of the
model and of the validation test, Theils’s U has been calculated for the results derived
from the modelling and from all the results combined after validation, thus being U1
and U2 respectively.  The formulae used is given below:
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Where F = predicted cost, x = actual cost, n = sample size and e = x - F

Table 2: Coefficients and statistical results of modelling and validation

Model R
square

constant A1 A2 B1 B2 U1 U2

1 0.82101 0.74779 0.7167 0.25262 0.104 0.142

2 0.82194 -0.12024 0.28565 0.13037 0.116 0.782

3 0.82151 0.55079 0.28666 0.24845 0.113 0.149

4 0.82179 0.9160 0.13208 0.71089 0.106 0.619

5 0.82189 1.7247 1.7321 0.17778 0.24788 0.112 0.147

6 0.82365 2.0608 1.1587 4.2277 0.50748 0.00022 0.115 0.148

The following graphs show the relationship between the actual energy cost and
predicted energy cost for all models produced in the paper, not including the
validation stage.

Fig. 4. reafirms the information provided in the results Theil’s U coefficient in
that the curve of actual cost is close to that of predicted cost.  However, in order to
qualify the data, a validation test was carried out using the four sports centres that
were not used during modelling.   Inserting the independent variables into the models,
predicted total energy costs were derived and then assessed for accuracy using Theil’s
coefficient. It was discovered that models 2 and 4 have a Theil's coefficient of more
than 0.5 as shown in Table 1. Hence, these two models are not good predictor of
energy consumption costs.  The other four models however returned a U statistic pro-
rata to that calculated for U1.  Upon inspection, Model 1, which relates the variables
in a linear fashion, was found to be most accurate.



Model 1: Actual vs Predicted Energy Cost (linear)
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Model 5: Actual vs Predicted Energy Cost (non linear) 
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Model 6: Actual vs Predicted Energy Cost (non linear)
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Model 3: Actual vs Predicted Energy Cost (non linear)
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Model 4: Actual vs Predicted Energy Cost (non linear)
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Model 2: Actual vs Predicted Energy Cost (non linear)
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Fig. 4 Comparison between actual and predicted cost



Fig. 5 Example of testing and validating- Linear Model 1

7 Discussion

The results show a strong linear relationship between the variables and in some
cases, a non linear relationship as well.  The accuracy of the predicted energy costs is
favourable but one has to this, there are many factors outside the scope of the model
which will have an impact upon forecasted values if used in other studies.  Many of
these factors have been highlighted earlier in the paper, and can be attributed to noise
in data. The use of modelling in predicting energy costs should be used not only in
the context described here but also as a tool for reducing future energy consumption
in sports centres.  Again the principle variable which is difficult to quantify is user
inference.  Occupants and facilities mangers need to be made aware how their actions
can in the long term have a significant impact on energy costs.

8 Conclusion

This paper presented an initial investigation into the prediction of energy
running costs of  leisure centres. The approach incorporated the notion that the
running cost depends on several energy consumption influencing factors. In this
paper two main factors (area, and number of users) were used to develop six linear
and non-linear models. Testing and validation show that the energy consumption is
best fitted to linear model.  These type of models can be used at an early stage of the
design process to carry out what-if scenarios.
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FACILITY LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS BASED ON FUZZY SETS
THEORY
Life-cycle cost analysis
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Abstract

This paper presents the framework of a fuzzy sets-based methodology for life-cycle
cost analysis of facilities, including application to buildings. Life-cycle cost analysis
is a major phase of facility management and value engineering. Facility components
and materials deteriorate at different rates and require some form of maintenance,
rehabilitation, and replacement (improvement efforts) throughout their service lives. It
is difficult to estimate the timing of these improvement efforts, i.e., the expected
service lives of the materials at the end of which they have to be replaced or a point in
the life at which they have to be rehabilitated. The timing of the required
improvement efforts can be predicted from deterioration models or estimated
subjectively based on expert opinions. The costs of required maintenance,
rehabilitation, and replacement may be obtained from historical data but these cost
estimates have to be sometimes supplemented with expert opinions in order to
perform life-cycle analysis. Representing these variables in the form of crisp numbers
and fuzzy numbers, an algorithm is presented to formulate a methodology for life-
cycle cost analysis of buildings. Fuzzy sets theory has been proven as a valuable tool
for handling uncertainties due to subjective estimates in decision making models.
Alternative building designs can be evaluated and compared early in the project
development stage.

Keywords: facilities, life-cycle costs, fuzzy sets, rehabilitation, facility
management.
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1 Introduction

The importance of facility management, in terms of concern about conditions of
buildings has been demonstrated by the recent development of deterioration models
[Lee and Aktan 1997] and condition indexing methodology [Uzarski and Burley
1997]. Once the deteriorated state of a building component is known, some form of
maintenance or improvement (rehabilitation or replacement) is necessitated.
Monitoring the costs and timing of these necessary actions over the life of the
building constitute life-cycle cost analysis which in turn is a primary aspect of facility
management. Traditionally, estimates of initial costs, maintenance costs and
improvement costs, expected service lives, and timing of the actions have been done
based on historical analysis of data. It is common however to adjust these estimates,
usually the average estimate, with expert opinions, thereby making the estimate
subjective. The traditional concepts of probability theory can also be applied to life-
cycle costing, treating the costs and timings as a stochastic process. In this case the
variables  have to be estimated purely from a historical data in order to satisfy the
assumptions of the randomness. If any subjectivity is introduced to the estimates, then
the uncertainty cannot be handled using the probability theory alone. Fuzzy sets
theory is a valuable tool for handling such uncertainties. Representing the estimates of
the decision variables required as fuzzy numbers, this paper presents a methodology
for handling the subjective uncertainty in life-cycle cost analysis.

2 The concept of fuzzy numbers

Consider a set A with elements denoted by x. Under the conventional set theory,
a characteristic or membership grade function µA can be used to define the
membership of any element or subset in the set A as follows:

      1 if x  0  A

µA(x) = {                                                (1)
    0 otherwise

Instead of the {0,1} (yes or no) valuation, if the membership grade µA(x) can
have values in the real interval [0,1] according to how much x belongs to this set A,
then the set A is a fuzzy set [Zadeh 1965]. If the set A is a set of criteria, µA(x) is the
degree to which x satisfies the conditions of A, or in other words, µA(x) is the
"strength" of the statement : "x belongs to the set A."  In fuzzy sets terminology,
values that are known precisely, are referred to as crisp ordinary numbers, while
imprecise values are represented by fuzzy subsets. In the methodology proposed in
this paper, the fuzzy sets concept is applied to deal with the imprecision in
quantitative values which are subjectively estimated. Decision variables are
represented as fuzzy numbers while algebraic computations will be based on the
interval of confidence or interval arithmetic described by Kaufmann and Gupta
[1985]. Under this approach, the ∀-cut or intervals of confidence of the fuzzy



numbers are used to perform the necessary algebraic operations. Basic fuzzy sets
theory textbooks and papers explain the general form of a fuzzy subset A where ∀ is
the degree of belief, or in terms of fuzzy sets, the degree of membership. A∀, the
interval of confidence associated with ∀  is formally referred to as the ∀-cut. All
possible values of A whose degrees of belief are greater than or equal to a specified
value ∀ constitute the ∀-cut A∀, such that

A  = {x| µA(x) ∃ ∀}                                                                                 (2)

A simple form of fuzzy number is the triangular fuzzy number (TFN) with a
triangular distribution as the membership function.  Using three parameters l, m, and
h, a TFN can be adequately expressed as a triplet [l, m, h] where [l, h]  is the largest
∀-cut and m is the modal point. The mode m of a TFN is the most possible value
under the distribution while l and h represent the lowest and highest possible values
respectively. The support is estimated as (h - l).

The membership function of TFN A, where A = [l, m, h], can be defined as:

µA(x) = 0, x < l
= x - l, l > x < m

m - l
= 1, x = m                        (3)
= h - x, m > x < h

h - m
= 0, x > h

In the life-cycle costing methodology, it will be necessary to make decisions
based on the ranking or comparison of costs of facility alternatives, estimates which
are of the form of TFNs. The comparison of TFNs can be mathematically done using
two approaches: first, a linear ordering or ranking of the fuzzy numbers based on an
equivalent crisp ordinary number; and a "qualified comparison" approach in which
the "strength" or "truth values" of the resulting decisions are indicated by the ∀-cuts
of the fuzzy numbers.

Kaufmann and Gupta [1988] discussed the linear ordering of fuzzy numbers
using an index called the "removal" or "ordinary representative" of each fuzzy number
—  the crisp ordinary number equivalent. The "ordinary representative" of a TFN A =
[l, m, h] or AORD can be computed as

AORD = ( l + 2m +h ) (4)
4

The second approach is the "qualified comparison" approach as mentioned
earlier.  To compare two TFNs A and B, a "qualified" statement can be made on the
relative value of the property represented by these fuzzy numbers. If A and B
respectively denotes the TFN distributions of the numerical values of a property being
used to measure and compare two objects (figure 1), then by graphically comparing A



and B, a "truth value" can be attached to a statement as to whether one object is better
than the other [Watson et al. 1979; Whalen 1987]. Consider the ∀-cut at which the
inside reference lines of the fuzzy distribution intersects. This intersection is at a
membership µ1. By studying the possible values whose degrees of membership (∀)
are greater than µ1, i.e., ∀-cut at µ1, it could be seen that the lowest possible value for
B is higher than the highest possible value for A.  Using this standard of possibility (∀
= µ1), it could be said that the property value of B is strictly greater than the property
value of A. The "strength" of this statement or its "truth value of strict dominance" is
given by the compliment of the lowest degree of membership (∀) above which the
statement is true [Whalen 1987]. Thus, the statement "B has a better property than A"
has a "truth value" of 1 - µ1, or 0 as denoted in figure 1.

Fig. 1: Comparison of triangular fuzzy numbers

Looking again at figure 1, above the ∀-cut of µ2, an overlap occurs between
possible values for these two objects. The highest possible value for B is still always
higher than the highest possible value for A, and the lowest possible value for B is
still higher than the lowest possible value for A, but the lowest values of B are not
higher than the highest values of A. Thus, the statement "B has a property at least as
good as A” has a "truth value" of 1 - µ2, or ∃  as denoted in figure 1.

The "truth value" mentioned above can be computed from the graphical
relationship of the TFNs. Consider any two TFNs A and B, where  A = [l1, m1, h1],
and B = [l2, m2, h2]. If m2 > m1, then the "truth value of strict dominance" as
discussed above, can be derived from the possibility level µ1 at which left reference
function of B intersects with the right reference function of A (figure 1).  Above this
level µ1, all possible values of B are greater than all possible values of A.  The desired
"truth value" is simply the complement of µ1. Looking at figure 1, the x coordinate of
the intersection point, say Cx , can be computed as follows:



         h1(m2 - l2) + l2(h1 - m1) (5)Cx =                                        
         (h1 - m1) + (m2 - l2)

Then,

u1 = h1 – x’ (6)
        h1 – m1

Therefore, the "truth value of strict dominance" can be computed as:

                                 1                 h1m2 - m1l2  0 = 1 - µ1   =                    {                                      -  m1 }               (7)
                h1 - m1          (h1 - m1) + (m2 - l2)

Based on the concept of interval arithmetic [Kaufmann and Gupta 1988], the
following fuzzy mathematical operations may be pertinent to the proposed
methodology of life cycle costing. Assume a crisp ordinary number, k, a TFN
A = [l1, m1, h1], and a TFN B = [l2, m2, h2].

1.  Multiplication of a TFN by a Crisp Ordinary Number:
k θ  A = k θ  [l1, m1, h1] = [kl1, km1, kh1] (8)

2.  Division of a Crisp Ordinary Number by a TFN
k τ  A = k θ  A-1 = k θ  [l1, m1, h1]

-1

= k θ  [1/h1, 1/m1, 1/l1]
= [k/h1, k/m1, k/l1]  (9)

3.  Division of a TFN by a Crisp Ordinary Number
A τ  k = A θ  k-1 = [l1, m1, h1] θ  [1/k]

= [l1/k, m1/k, h1/k]  (10)

4.  Division of TFNs
A τ  B = [l1/h2, m1/m2, h1/l2]  (11)

5.  Addition of TFNs

A ρ B = [l1 + l2, m1 + m2, h1 + h2]  (12)

6.  Multiplication of TFNs
A θ  B = [l1 * l2, m1 * m2, h1 * h2]  (13)



3 Fuzzy sets algorithm for life-cycle cost analysis

Life-cycle cost analysis can be simply defined as an economic evaluation of a
facility or alternative facilities over a desired service life, taking into consideration, all
the costs incurred and benefits gained by the owner over this period, before
computing an “equivalent cost” estimate. These costs include the following general
classes: initial costs, maintenance costs (annual), future costs (singular), and salvage
value. The “equivalent cost” estimate is computed by converting the stream of all the
time-related costs to a single equivalent value such as the present worth, annual
worth, and future worth. Investment in a facility can then be evaluated or compared
with an alternative design, using any of these “equivalent costs” as found appropriate.
This paper will use the present worth as the “equivalent cost”, to be derived from the
following equations which can be found in most economic analysis textbooks:

P = F(1 + i)-n  (14)

             (1 + i)n – 1P = A   {                  }
                          i(1 + i)n

           = [A/i][1 - (1 + i)-n]  (15)

P = CI  (16)

where,
P = Present worth equivalent
F = Single future cost
A = Annual uniform series of costs
i = interest rate
n = economic horizon being considered
CI = Initial cost

Based on equations 14, 15, and 16 above, the traditional life cycle cost
algorithm for computing the Present Worth Costs of a stream of present, annual, and
future costs is given as:

P =  3[CI] +    3 [F(1 + i)-n]   +    3 [A/i][1 - (1 + i)-n] (17)

The first component on the right hand side of equation 17 represents the sum of
initial costs. The second and third components are anticipated single future costs and
annual uniform costs respectively, with each component factorized to convert future
costs to a present worth equivalent, i.e., using the interest rate to express the time
value of money.

Representing all variables as TFNs except the interest rate i and the economic
horizon, n, which are treated as crisp ordinary numbers, the following algorithm is



formulated for computing the fuzzy number (TFN) estimate of the Present Worth of a
stream of a facility’s  life cycle costs:

[Pl,, Pm,Ph,] =   3 [CIl,, CIm,CIh,] +   3 [Fl,, Fm,Fh](1 + i)-n]
      +    3 [Al, Am,Ah ][ i-1][ 1 - (1 + i)-n]  (18)

The variables are same as defined earlier for equations 14 - 16 except for the
addition of subscripts indicating the triplet l, m, and h for a TFN.

4 Numerical application

An example is used in the following section of the paper to demonstrate the
applicability and usefulness of the proposed life cycle costing methodology.
Dell’Isola [1982] provided a simple example for a facility’s life cycle costs; initial
costs are given for an original design of the facility, along with those of two
alternative designs. Improvement efforts such as replacement of facility components
or overhauls will be necessary at one or two of three different times for each of the
choices. An economic life of 20 years is used, at the end of which the facility will be
demolished with an expected salvage (net) value as indicated for each option of
facility design. The costs used in the Dell’Isola [1982]’s original example have been
utilized here by adopting the exact values as the modes of TFN but introducing
uncertainty through the addition of lower and upper bounds to the modes, thereby
generating triangular distributions. Interest rates and timings were retained as crisp
numbers. The complete analysis is summarized in table 1.

Applying equations 8 - 13 for pertinent fuzzy sets operations and equations 14 -
18 as described earlier for the proposed algorithm, calculation of the Present Worth
Cost for the “Original Design” and the two alternatives “A” and “B” are presented in
Appendix A at the end of the paper.

The mode of the Present Worth Cost TFN, defined earlier as the
most likely value (m from the triplet [l,m,h]) is actually the value obtained
if the life-cycle cost analysis had been done without incorporating any
uncertainty, i.e, the traditional algorithm [Dell’Isola 1982]). The modes for
the original design is computed in this paper as $1,458,558 while those of
alternatives A and B are $1,290,230 and 1245.639 respectively. Using
equation 4 the ordinary representative (ORD) of PW Costs for the original
design is estimated as

PWORD (ORIG) = {1282.240 + 2(1458.558) + 1760.407}/4
= 1489.941



Table 1: Fuzzy sets analysis of facility costs ($1,000's)  
(Assume Economic Life = 20 yrs, Interest Rate = 10%)

Costs Original Design Alternative A Alternative B
Initial Costs [900,1000,1200] [600,700,850] [750,900,1100]
Rehabilitation I at Year 8 [0,0,0] [150,200,210] [0,0,0]
Rehabilitation I at Year 10 [0,0,0] [0,0,0] [18,20,25]
Rehabilitation II at Year 16 [8,10,14] [175, 200,240] [0,0,0]
Sale/Demolition* at Year 20 [(75),(80),(88)] [(90),(100),(125)] [(71),(75),(89)]
Operating (Annual) [26,30,35] [30,35,37] [22,25,29]
Maintenance (Annual) [20,25,32] [17,20,26] [12,16,23]
Present Worth (PW) Cost [1282.2,1458.6,1760.4] [1094.8,1290.2,1518.0] [1035.9,1245.6,1539.1]
Ord. Rep. of PW Cost TFN 1489.9 1298.3 1266.6
Rank by Ord. Rep. 3 2 1
Life Cycle (PW) Savings — 191.6 223.3
Mode of PW Cost TFN 1458.6 1290.2 1245.6
Rank by Mode 3 2 1
Life Cycle (PW) Savings — 168.4 213.0
“Truth value of strict
dominance”

0.45 0.09 —

  Example adopted and modified from Dell’Isola (1982) —  p126.
*Salvage values (positive cash flow)

Through similar computations, the ORD of the alternatives A and B were
obtained as $1,298,324 and $1,266,571 respectively. Table 1 shows a summary of this
analysis along with a ranking of the alternatives. With an objective of minimizing
Present Worth Cost and based on the ORD of the computed TFN PW Costs,
alternative “B” is the “best,” followed by alternative “A,” and lastly, the “Original
design.” The estimated PW costs as indicated by the ORD implies a higher cost for
each facility than the corresponding modes, e.g., for the “Original Design,” the ORD
PW Cost is about $31,000 higher than the mode. Since the ORD is an “expected”
value incorporating uncertainties, this higher cost estimate appears to be more
realistic.

Considering the modes of the computed TFN PW Costs, with the same
objective of minimizing Present Worth Cost, the rank of preference is the same, i.e.,
alternative “B” is the “best,” followed by alternative “A,” and lastly, the “Original
design.” The issue now is how much better is “B” over the other two alternatives.
This question can be answered by the “qualified comparison” approach theoretically
described earlier in this paper and illustrated in figure 1. For the numerical example
just presented, the “qualified comparison” is shown in figure 2, with TFNs
graphically representing the cost distribution of each alternative’s cost.



Fig. 2: Comparison of present worth costs (Triangular fuzzy
numbers)

Considering “B” versus “A” as shown in figure 2 and employing
equations      5 - 7, the following parameters can be computed:

Cx =  (1539.1)(1290.2 - 1094.8) + 1094.8(1539.1 - 1245.6)   
                  (1539.1 - 1245.6) + (1290.2 - 1094.8)

= 1272.4

           1539.1 - 1272.4µ1(B--A) =                              
           1539.1 - 1245.6

=  0.91

0 (B--A) = 1 - 0.91
= 0.09

Considering “B” versus “Original Design,”

Cx =  (1539.1)(1458.6 - 1282.2) + 1282.2(1539.1 - 1245.6)   
                  (1539.1 - 1245.6) + (1458.6 - 1282.2)

= 1378.6

           1539.1 - 1378.6µ1(B--Orig.) =                              
           1539.1 - 1245.6

=  0.55



0 (B--Orig.) = 1 - 0.55
= 0.45

These computed parameters for the “truth value of strict dominance” indicate
that the statement “Alternative B is strictly better than A” has a truth value of 0.09
despite the amount of life-cycle cost savings of $168,4000. Also the truth value of the
“Alternative B is strictly better than Original design” is 0.45 despite the amount of
life-cycle cost savings of $213,000. Obviously, despite the amount of life-cycle cost
savings, these truth values are not very comforting. The traditional life-cycle cost
analysis, relying on the crisp single value of costs (represented by the mode in the
TFN triplet) would have indicated a clear advantage of alternative “B” over the other
choices, with savings in the costs. This may turn out to be a misleading decision. If
the subjective uncertainties are incorporated as described in the proposed life cycle
cost analysis algorithm, a better  and more realistic decision can be made.

5 Conclusion

A conceptual methodology has been presented to illustrate how the uncertainties
introduced due to subjective estimating of cost variables, typically based on expert
opinions, can be handled in life cycle cost analysis of facilities. Utilizing fuzzy
numbers to represent decision variables will enhance life cycle cost computations to
obtain realistic values for evaluation and comparison of facilities. Simply choosing an
alternative as being “better” than the others, based on the traditional approach of life
cycle costing,  may not be strictly correct.  In other words, the confidence of the
decision maker’s choice depends on the level of uncertainty in the variables
considered. This paper has developed a method to estimate such measure of
confidence. By reducing the level of subjective uncertainties in the input variables, a
more comfortable “truth value of the dominance” of one alternative over the other
may be obtained. This will be a better and more realistic decision.
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Appendix A

Present Worth Cost Calculations with Fuzzy Numbers

PW(ORIG.) = [900,1000,1200]
+ [0,0,0][(1 + 0.10)-8]
+ [0,0,0][(1 + 0.10)-10]
+ [8,10,14][(1 + 0.10)-16]
-  [75,80,88][(1 + 0.10)-20]
+ {[26,30,35]/0.10}{1 - (1 + 0.10)-20}
+ {[20,25,32]/0.10}{1 - (1 + 0.10)-20}

= [900,1000,1200]
+ [0,0,0]
+ [0,0,0]
+ [1.741,2.176,3.046]
-  [11.145,11.888,13.077]
+ [221.364,255.420,297.990]
+ [170.280,212.850,272.448]

= [1282.240,1458.558,1760.407]

PW(A) =   [600,700,850]
+ [150,200,210][(1 + 0.10)-8]
+ [0,0,0][(1 + 0.10)-10]
+ [175, 200,240][(1 + 0.10)-16]
- [90,100,125][(1 + 0.10)-20]
+ {[30,35,37]/0.10}{1 - (1 + 0.10)-20}
+ {[17,20,26]/0.10}{1 - (1 + 0.10)-20}

= [1094.839,1290.230,1517.996]

PW(B) = [750,900,1100]
+ [0,0,0][(1 + 0.10)-8]
+ [18,20,25][(1 + 0.10)-10]
+ [0,0,0][(1 + 0.10)-16]
- [71,75,89][(1 + 0.10)-20]
+ {[22,25,29]/0.10}{1 - (1 + 0.10)-20}
+ {[12,16,23]/0.10}{1 - (1 + 0.10)-20}

= [1035.864,1245.639,1539.141]
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Abstract

Defining and quantifying the impact of quality in design and construction upon facility
life cycle costs is increasingly relevant as organisations strive to deal with Canada’s
infrastructure deficit.  In construction,  a “quality building” could mean one in which
highly durable materials were used; it could mean a facility in which craftsmanship is
outstanding or it could simply mean a facility in which the design and construction
process is ISO 9000 compliant.  Current meanings of quality in construction were
examined for their applicability and a new method for determining quality costs using
a “quality quotient” is proposed.  A research programme has been developed, in co-
operation with the Department of National Defence (DND), to objectively determine the
impact of quality upon life cycle costs.  Using data gathered from detailed study of five
categories of common DND facilities, it will be possible to determine life cycle costs for
each facility and compare deviations to determine the degree of quality in each.  This
research will enable facility and asset managers within DND to forecast costs associated
with each component of life cycle management and best determine where to focus
‘quality control/assurance” and “quality management” efforts for the greatest return on
life cycle costs.
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management
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1 Introduction

Defining and quantifying the impact of quality in design and construction upon
facility life cycle costs has become increasingly relevant as organisations strive to deal
with Canada’s infrastructure deficit.  Research to date has found that while it is logical
to assume inferior quality of design, workmanship or materials will impact upon future
operation and maintenance costs, the extent to which this will increase costs can not be
readily ascertained.  This problem arises for two significant reasons: (1) the meaning of
quality and (2) lack of historical cost data.  Firstly, the definition of quality means
different things to different people, that is, it can be performance based,  “needs” based
or defined in terms of conformance.  In construction,  a “quality building” could mean
one in which highly durable materials were used; it could mean a facility in which
craftsmanship is outstanding or it could simply mean a facility in which the design and
construction process is ISO 9000 compliant. 

Even if a common meaning of quality were used, past research endeavours have
been impeded by the lack of historical cost data and commonality in both design and in
the operation and maintenance (O&M) of facilities.  Thus, the impact of quality upon life
cycle costs has been determined subjectively with life cycle costs being based on
projections or estimations of how a facility will perform using the performance
expectations of individual components, eg, roofing.  In order to determine the impact of
quality upon life cycle costs, the aforementioned problem must be solved.

2 Life cycle costing

Life cycle costing involves the determination of all costs associated with the pre-
design, design, construction, O&M, rehabilitation and reconstruction or demolition of
civil works.   Invariably a structure lasts longer than the original owner, designer and
contractor who were involved with the facility.  Thus, the most recent owner is left with
O&M costs which according to Christian and Chan (1993) can be up to 85% of the total
life cycle costs when combined with interest costs. Previous work (ASCE, 1988) on
quality in construction showed that the greatest influence on life cycle costs occurs
during the design phase and declines throughout the construction phase until there is little
 influence upon reaching the O&M phase.  Hence, the costs currently faced by the owner
or facility manager were set long before he or she became involved with the facility.

The pre-design phase begins with a statement of requirement by the owner in which
the following key questions regarding life cycle costs should have been considered:
• What is its function?/What is the need?
• What is the anticipated lifespan of the infrastructure?
• What is the required lifespan of the facility?
• Will it become redundant in some capacity before the end of its useful lifespan?
• Are major rehabilitations predicted, and at what frequency?
• Who will the user(s) be?
• What are the proposed budgets for design, construction and O&M?



The design is based on the answers to these fundamental questions.  As an
example, it is not economically practical to design a building to last 50 years if the owner
only wants it to last 20 years before demolishing it. 

For a facility manager to be able to forecast O&M expenditures and budget
effectively there must be a means of predicting what impact quality has had on the life
cycle costs of the facility.  Without precise data to present a case for maintaining O&M
funding at or greater than existing levels, the facility manager finds that an O&M budget
is a prime target for cost cutting as organisations strive to deal with deficit reduction. 
 This is compounded by the fact that the relatively long life span of most infrastructure
is such that the user or owner is not necessarily aware of the severity of degradation until
major rehabilitation is required. For example, the New Brunswick Department of
Transportation (NBDoT) summer road maintenance funding declined in excess of 30%
in current year dollars (1993$) over a 30 year period from 1965 - 1995 (Newton, 1997).
  Today the NBDoT is faced with the requirement to rehabilitate most major routes and
in one case, has turned to a public-private partnership to finance the construction and
upgrading of the TransCanada highway from Fredericton to Moncton.

3 The meaning of quality

“Quality” became the mantra of day in manufacturing in the 1980's and has now
taken on equal significance in construction.  Yet, this one word has many different
meanings.  Table 1 summarises the results of a comprehensive review of the concept of
quality.  As can be seen, quality has traditionally been defined either subjectively in terms
of “excellence” or “performance” or objectively in terms of  “conformance”.

Table 1: Quality concepts

Definition Nature Proponent

conformance to requirements objective ASCE (1988)
BS 4778
Davis et al (1989)
Ashford (1989)
ISO 9001

performance to meet the needs of user
or customer

subjective Christian & Chan (1993)
Todorov (1996)

degree of goodness or excellence subjective Freund (1985)
Oxford Dictionary
(1992)

Differentiating the meaning of quality in this manner leads to conflicting
perspectives when trying to determine the impact of quality upon life cycle costs.   A user
may have different requirements than an owner or may not realise that what he considers
“poorer” quality components, such as wooden windows, actually does meet the owners



requirement for a low cost, short term building.  Whose perspective is most important,
the user, the designer, the owner or facility manager?  Arditi and Gunaydin (1998) found
that there was strong agreement between design professionals, constructors, property
(facility) managers and construction managers in ranking factors that affect quality in
their respective involvement in the phases of the life cycle of building projects.  Their
work however, did not consider the user.  In the context of total quality, performance and
conformance are not mutually exclusive.  Rather, they are inter-related as shown in
figure1.

Fig. 1: Relationship between performance and conformance

McGeorge and Palmer (1997) propose that quality is not defined through isolated
perspectives but, is a combination of the following:
• manufacturing based - conformance to requirements or a specification
• product based - based on a specific measure or characteristic such as durability
• user based - extent to which the user is satisfied
• value based - what is the “best buy”

This diversification in turn leads to an objective list of “principal quality
dimensions”.  Accepting that the meaning of quality is not one dimensional removes the
constraint of perspective imposed when quality is evaluated based on one definition or
another.  The “dimensions” proposed by McGeorge and Palmer are: performance,
reliability, conformance, durability, serviceability, aesthetics and perceived quality.

Considerations:
Purpose
Life Cycle
Performance

Total Quality

Requirement Defined

Unmet Need

Owner / User

Generate
Specification

Quality Assurance and
Control (QA/QC)

Build Facility

Conformance to
Requirement or
Specification

Need Met
Performance
Use Facility



4 Quality and life cycle costs

Using this broad meaning of quality , the question that must now be addressed is
how can quality costs and their impact on life cycle costs be determined?   The four most
common methods, based on ISO 9004-1, are: 
1. Fiegenbaum’s quality costing method.
2. Crosby and Philips’ process costing method which examines the costs of

conformance and non-conformance.
3. Taguchi and Genichi’s quality loss method which is founded on a loss function

model.
4. PAF (prevention, appraisal, failure) method which associates costs with each

activity and allocated those costs according to the categories of prevention,
appraisal or failure. 
The problem with using the above methods in infrastructure life cycle costing is

twofold.  Firstly, they are strictly based on “conformance”.  While quality related
activities can be tracked during design and construction to provide a quality cost for these
two phases, the models are too detailed to be of use in a general prediction of the impact
of quality on O&M costs.  Secondly, they can not be used to evaluate the quality costs
associated with older infrastructure.  Accordingly, a new method has been proposed that
determines quality costs based on a “Quality Quotient”.

4.1 The quality quotient
The “quality quotient” method (QQM) of determining the impact of quality upon

life cycle costs is based on the relationship between the life cycle of infrastructure and
McGeorge and Palmer’s quality dimensions.  Three options exist for the intended life of
infrastructure.  They are:
• Long Term (50+ years):  no anticipated change in use, periodical  rehabilitation,

reconstruction or demolition at end of life cycle
• Mid-term (25-50 years): potential change in use, mid-life rehabilitation,  potential to

extend life span through reconstruction, demolition at end of life cycle
• Short Term: (< 25 years): no change in use, demolition at end of life cycle

It is recognised that depending upon the purpose and projected life span of a
facility, the relative importance of the dimensions will vary.   A preliminary ranking of
the importance of the factors to the intended life of the infrastructure is suggested in table
2.   It should be noted that this does not take into account the perspective of those
associated with the design, build and O&M of the facility.  As this is considered to be
significant, a questionnaire is being developed that will ask owners, facility managers,
designers, constructors and users from both the public and private sector to rank and
weight the importance of the factors for the life cycles.



Table 2: Ranking facility life and quality factors

Quality Factor Ranking
Long Term         Mid-term        Short Term

performance
reliability
conformance to requirements
durability
serviceability
perception
aesthetics

3
2
5
1
4
7
6

3
1
5
2
4
7
6

6
4
2
7
3
5
1

4.1.1 Developing the quality quotient. 
The objective of the QQM is to quantitatively determine the impact of quality upon

life cycle costs.  This will assist facility and asset managers in predicting life cycle costs
and enable them to determine where to focus quality assurance (QA), quality control
(QC) and management efforts for the greatest return on life cycle costs. The next question
is how can the quality quotient or QQ be calculated?  Options include the development
of a weighted equation or a decision matrix that will take into account the variables
proposed in table 2 and generate a QQ value for a given facility.   It is suggested that the
QQ value fall within a determined range such that when considered in conjunction with
known life cycle costs it will be possible to determine the degree of quality in the facility
 and to quantify the impact that it will have on future costs.  It will also be possible to
apply the QQ to new facilities to predict future O&M costs.

A simplified, hypothetical example of how the QQ value and pre-determined life
cycle costs might be used to calculate the impact on future life cycle costs is shown in
table 3.  What remains to be addressed is how the QQ will deviate depending upon the
quality factors.  If an equation is used, how do we determine weighting factors for the
variables?  If a decision matrix is used, do the factors inter-relate and how can they be
quantified to provide a numerical output?

Table 3: Hypothetical example of impact of quality upon life cycle costs (LCC)

QQ Impact Upon Costs Calculated LCC
($/m2/year)

Predicted LCC
($/m2/year)

8-10 No variation upon LCC $100 $100

6-8 + 10% change in LCC $100 $110

4-6 + 25% change in LCC $100 $125

2-4 + 40% change in LCC $100 $140

0-2 > 50% change in LCC $100 > $150



5 Research programme

A three year research programme, has been developed in co-operation with DND.
 The proposed programme entails studying five categories of buildings: accommodations,
aircraft hangars, drill halls, kitchens and office accommodations, at nine military bases
in Eastern Canada.  These facilities range in age from 40 years to newly constructed and,
within their respective categories, share a commonality in design.  It is therefore, possible
to determine life cycle costs for each facility and compare deviations to determine the
impact of quality in each.  Using historical construction and O&M cost data, a database
will be built that will determine life cycle costs for each facility.  The database will then
be used in conjunction with the QQ to determine the impact of quality upon life cycle
costs.

5.1 Lack of historical data
As mentioned previously, the greatest impediment to past research endeavours has

been the lack of historical cost data and commonality in the approach to the operation
and maintenance (O&M) of facilities. The Department of National Defence (DND) is an
ideal source of data for the following reasons:
• there is commonality in design and construction
• there are well defined facility O&M procedures
• recorded historical cost data exists for the entire life of all facilities

Initial research at the Combat Training Centre (CTC) Gagetown was undertaken
in the Fall of 1997 to see if sufficient data was available to pursue in-depth research.  The
results were promising and life cycle costs were determined for nineteen barrack blocks.
 As a result of this initial success, DND was approached for permission to expand the
research to other bases as detailed above.

5.2 CTC Gagetown: A preliminary case study
A preliminary attempt was made to determine the impact of quality upon life cycle

costs using the facility data obtained at CTC Gagetown.  Three categories of barrack
blocks or accommodation facilities, were examined and life cycle costs were calculated
based on historical O&M costs.  Common features of the buildings included the same
designer, identical age and life expectancy and similar standards of maintenance. 
Building design was consistent within categories but varied between categories.  A
summary of the findings for those buildings that had not undergone mid-life
rehabilitation is shown at table 4.



Table 4: Barrack block life cycle costs (LCC)

Bldg Type Intended
Life

LCC
($/m2)

Interior
Maintenance
Costs ($/m2)

Basic Construction

250-man
barracks

50 years $2530 $21.60 RC foundation, walls,
floors and roof deck

senior ranks
quarters

50 years $2830 $43.80 RC foundation, CB
walls, concrete floors
and roof deck

officers
quarters

50 years $2885 $33.50 RC foundation, CB
walls, concrete floors
and pitched roof on
wood deck

RC: reinforced concrete CB: concrete block

An analysis of average life cycle costs indicated that the costs were approximately
10% less for the 250-man barrack block.  If interior maintenance costs only were
considered, the difference was even more significant.  In an attempt to account for this
finding, building specific construction, in particular interior finishes, was examined in
greater depth and compared with the intended use, ie., the occupant.  The 250-man
barrack block is of reinforced concrete construction with 3/4" plastered walls, terrazzo
tile flooring in the halls and mastic tile in the rooms.  Washroom and shower facilities
consist of two common areas per floor.  It was built to standards that would ensure
maximum performance and durability thereby allowing it to withstand the constant
turnover and lack of attention that is typically seen in a facility with transient personnel.
  Applying the quality factors from table 2, it can be seen that this facility was constructed
with a quality ranking comparable to that of a long term facility.  This “over-design”
accounts for the significantly lower interior maintenance costs. The other two categories
of barracks were built to house more senior personnel and were thus, constructed on a
smaller scale (maximum 48 occupants) with greater attention being paid to how the user
would perceive the building.  The concrete block construction is again plastered but the
floors are asphalt tile.  While common washroom and shower areas are found in both
structures, the officers’ quarters have individual sinks in each room.   Although
maintenance and LCC values are higher for those buildings that have undergone mid-life
rehabilitation, these general findings are also applicable.

5.3 Future research
Collection of data for the four other categories of facilities is now underway at CTC

Gagetown.  The data will be entered into a database that is being developed to determine
life cycle costs.   Once life cycle costs are known, the quality factor ranking and resulting
quality quotient will be determined.  This methodology will then be applied to the eight
other DND establishments to further define and quantify the impact of quality upon the
life cycle costs.



6 Conclusions

Research to date has indicated the potential to quantify the impact of quality in
design and construction upon facility life cycle costs given historical cost data and
commonality in design, construction and O&M.  By describing quality in terms of several
dimensions rather than a single meaning, the perspective of the designer, constructor,
owner/facility manager and user can be incorporated to yield a quality quotient.  The
relationship between the QQ and known life cycle costs will allow for the determination
of the degree of quality in a facility and the impact that quality will have on future O&M
costs.
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COST ESTIMATION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE (HPC) HIGH-
RISE COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BY NEURAL NETWORKS
High-rise commercial buildings
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Abstract

Neural network approach is applied to establish relationships between the
quantities/cost of the concrete/formwork, which is required for the structural elements
of tall buildings using high performance concrete (HPC), and the design variables.
Hybrid and hierarchical strategies are proposed for the cost estimation, where the
feed-forward networks are adopted. After training, the neural networks are utilized to
predict automatically the quantities/cost of HPC wall-frame structures in tall
commercial buildings. Verifications are conducted with respect to various sets of the
design parameters and a comprehensive discussion is given.

Keywords: High performance concrete, cost estimation, high-rise buildings, neural
networks

1 Introduction

The costs of the high strength concrete (HSC) building structures are influenced
by a number of factors, including the structure parameters (e.g., the grid size, the
number of story and the grade of concrete), the building design specifications (e.g.,
the lateral drift of the building structure) and the design objectives (e.g., the
minimization of total weights). Consequently, developing a model for cost estimation
requires an intensive understanding of the relations between the above factors and the
costs. Traditional approaches to cost estimation are mainly based on spreadsheets,
database management systems (Bett, 1987), statistics (Wilson, 1982; Singh, 1994),
linear regression (Koushoulas and Koehn, 1974; McCaffer, 1976; Bowen, 1985;
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Singh, 1990). These methods are not appropriate for nonlinear multi-dimensional
relationships involved in the cost analysis. Developing empirical or semi-empirical
formulae through either simulated database (Singh, 1990, 1994) or the practical
statistics (Karsheras, 1984) for the cost estimation of building structures is extremely
difficult because of the highly coupled interaction among various factors.

Application of neural network approach to construction is a relatively new
research area, including the modular construction decision making processes
(Murtaza et al., 1994), construction cost estimation (Li, 1995a, 1995b), construction
management (Chao and Skibniewski, 1994; Boussanaine, 1995; Li, Zeng and Guan,
1996), construction optimization (Flood and Kartam, 1994), construction bidding and
forecasting (Gaarslev, 1991; McKim, 1993). In the development of neural cost
models, Li (1995a, 1995b) explored the effect of network configuration on the
accuracy of the models and discussed the difficulties in use of neural networks. The
data for training the network was sampled from a bidding game. For predicting
strength and workability properties of the fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) mixes, the
feed-forward neural network has been employed (Rao, 1997), where the relations
between the water-cement ratio, aggregate-cement ratio, aspect ratio and volume
percentage of fibres, and the various strength parameters are learned. Hua (1996)
applied neural network to forecast the demand for residential construction in
Singapore, where a total of 12 economic indicators are identified as significantly
related to demand for residential construction. It has been found that the neural
network model can produce a better prediction than the conventional multiple
regression.

In this paper artificial neural networks are applied to establish relationships
between quantities/costs of the concrete/formwork for structural elements of tall
buildings using high strength concrete and the design parameters. Two neural
strategies of the cost estimation are proposed while the feed-forward neural networks
are adopted. The trained networks are utilized to predict automatically the
quantities/costs of high performance concrete (HPC) structures in tall buildings.
Verifications are conducted and comparative analysis is given.

2 Neural cost estimation strategy

2.1 Problem of the cost estimation
The costs of concrete and formwork are directly proportional to their

quantities required. The quantities are, however, affected by the structural design
parameters such as grid sizes, grades of concrete, and numbers of stories. These costs
and quantities can be found by using a structural design software package and
computer calculation when the shape of the structure and its structural form are
defined. In Hong Kong, the most common type of structural form for tall commercial
buildings is the “Wall-Frame” structure which uses the shear wall construction to
resist the lateral wind load and provides a centrally located service core to house
utilities such as lifts, toilets and stairwells.

In this study, neural networks are anticipated to model the quantities/costs of



concrete and formwork required for the building structures, enabling designers to be
aware of the design economy in adopting various design parameters such as concrete
grades, grid sizes and numbers of stories. Direct collection of the cost data from
practical statistics imposes some difficulties: expensive, time consuming and
uncertain. The simulation approach is thus developed, by means of several software
packages  including  TBCAD,  ETABS,   optimal  drift  design  codes ( Fig. 1),  for
generating the database for cost
estimation. The wall-frame structure, as
shown in Fig. 2(a), is assumed for tall
commercial buildings of 40 to 70 stories
in this study, because it is the most
common form of structure for tall
buildings in Hong Kong. The
fundamental structure members in the
wall-frame structure systems involve
solid slabs, beams, columns and shear
walls. The simulation is based on the
structural floor plan shown in Fig. 2(b).
The whole structure is supposed to be
constructed by HPC.

Fig. 1: Sampling scheme of the
database for cost estimation

2.2 Hybrid cost estimation
Given a set of input variables including the grid size, the number of story, the

grade of concrete, one neural network can be used to estimate the costs for the
concrete or formwork required for the structural elements (including the slabs,
columns, beams and shear walls) and the whole structure. Fig. 3 presents this
network-based hybrid model for cost estimation, where the network serves as a
physical mapping between the input (independent) variables and the output
(dependent) variables. However, the network may not be best suited to this multi-
dimensional cost estimation problem, since the cost components to be estimated may
have different sensitivities and variations with the input variables. Thus, the hybrid
estimation model usually gives a compromised performance, although the training
and implementation of the network require less computation.

2.3 Hierarchical cost estimation
The three inputs in the cost model above can also be decomposed by

discretizing one or two independent variables into auxiliary variables. As such, the
cost estimation can be carried out separately by a set of independent networks,
leading to a hierarchical cost estimation scheme. Since networks are used to map
relatively simpler input-output relationships, more suitable network configuration and
learning parameters can be obtained and thus a better estimation performance can be
attained.



 

Fig. 2: Wall-frame structure and typical floor plan

 

Fig. 3: Hybrid neural cost estimation   Fig. 4: Hierarchical neural cost estimation
(Model I)      (Model II)

When two input variables are discretized into auxiliary variables, the cost
model has only one independent variable. Given a pair of auxiliary variables, say the
grid size and the number of story, a simple network with one input (the grade of
concrete) can be employed to estimate the cost for the concrete and formwork, as
shown in Fig. 4. Thus, a serious of networks are required to cover entire ranges of the
two auxiliary variables, with one network for each pair of the discretized variables.
When another independent variable, say the grid size or the number of story, is
selected, the network-based model similar to one shown in Fig. 4 can be applied.

When one independent variable is discretized into auxiliary variable, a
network having two inputs can be used to estimate the cost for the concrete and
formwork. With different variable as the auxiliary input, three hierarchical neural



models can be developed. Fig. 5 shows the hierarchical models for the costs with the
number of story. In such models, a number of networks are needed to estimate the
cost with respect to a particular discretized auxiliary variable. Each network has to be
trained and applied independently.

3 Network construction and training

With respect to the hybrid model
(Fig. 3), the input layer of the network
has three neurons representing the grid
size, the number of story and the grade of
concrete, respectively, while the output
layer has a total of five neurons
representing the quantities of the concrete
and the formwork for the slabs, columns,
beams, shear walls and the whole
structure. For the hierarchical models
(Fig. 4 and 5), the inputs to the particular
network depend upon the estimation
scheme, while the outputs are the same as
those for the hybrid model. There are one
or two inputs when two or one input
variables are discretized into auxiliary
variables, respectively. As regards the
number of hidden layers and neurons in
each hidden layer, there is no general
guideline for their selection. Associated
with the hidden and output neurons are
binary sigmoid transfer functions.

Fig. 5: Hierarchical neural cost
estimation (Model III)
(with the number of story as the
auxiliary)

The feed-forward network is used to establish in an implicit manner the
complex multi-dimensional mapping between the inputs and the outputs. Network
training is to adjust the network weights to learn the training patterns, which is
conducted by a commercial software NeuralWorks* in this study. After training, the
network can be instantly converted into a callable function for further implementation
in the hybrid and hierarchical strategies.

                                                
* The NeuralWorks is a product of NeuralWare, Inc., Pittsburg, PA 15276, USA.



4 Results and discussion

4.1 The training and testing patterns
The major objective of this investigation is to develop the neural network-

based cost models, to realize the automatic cost estimation. To have such models, it is
required to develop a comprehensive set of samples which cover ranges of
independent variables influencing the cost of the HPC building structures. This is
achieved in this study by conducting simulation experiments via the scheme shown in
Fig. 1. The output obtained from the experimental simulations includes the
quantities/costs for slabs, beams, columns, shear walls and the whole structure which
are used as the desired target output for training the neural networks. The grade of
concrete, the grid size, the number of story are chosen to be independent variables and
sampled in ranges of (60-120MPa), (4-12m) and (30-70), respectively. Table 1 gives
the quantities for the concrete of the structural elements, while the data for the
formwork is omitted. There are a total of 9x5x7=315 training pairs.

Table 1 Training patterns for the networks for cost estimation of the concrete

Input Patterns Desired Output Patterns
Grid
Size

(m)

Number
of

Story

Grade of
Concrete

(MPa)

Slab
(cu m / sq m
floor area)

Column
(cu m / sq m
floor area)

Beam
(cu m / sq m
floor area)

Wall
(cu m / sq m
floor area)

::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::
6 30 70 0.085896 0.030381 0.023374 0.060371
6 30 80 0.086041 0.023675 0.021465 0.054709
6 30 90 0.086260 0.019977 0.012665 0.050393
6 30 100 0.08649 0.017713 0.011579 0.043801
6 30 110 0.086569 0.009452 0.005277 0.038136
6 30 120 0.08662 0.006741 0.004915 0.034264

::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::
12 70 60 0.083870 0.128454 0.017954 0.151222
12 70 70 0.084042 0.108113 0.016845 0.143726
12 70 80 0.08416 0.098742 0.015910 0.138567
12 70 90 0.084322 0.094112 0.014956 0.132635
12 70 100 0.084417 0.086002 0.014082 0.124727
12 70 110 0.08463 0.082804 0.013213 0.119628
12 70 120 0.084789 0.078963 0.012369 0.116040

4.2 Results for hybrid cost estimation (Model I)
After a number of trial runs, it has been found that the network of two hidden

layers, having 10 neurons each, can achieve a better training performance of the
converging error of 0.08. Hence, such a network is finalized for the hybrid cost
model. The validation and testing results are plotted in Fig. 6, with respect to various
combinations of the grid size, the number of story and the grade of concrete. Fig. 6(a)
shows the estimated cost of the whole concrete, for the numbers of story of 40, 55 and
60, varying with the grade of concrete, given a fixed grid size of 9m. The estimated



costs for the number of story of 60 is found to agree uniformly with the desired ones.
The estimated costs for the number of story of 55 have clear reasonable trends of
variations and are well interpolated. Fig. 6(b) presents the validation results for the
grid sizes of 9m and 9.6m with respect to different grades of concrete, given the
number of story of 60. Satisfactory agreement of the estimated costs with the desired
ones and excellent interpolation of the neural estimation have been confirmed.

 
(a)       (b)

Fig. 6: Validation results for hybrid cost estimation (Model I) for the concrete

4.3    Results for hierarchical cost estimation (Model II)
   With respect to the estimation model (Fig. 4), a number of networks are

required for different pairs of auxiliary variables. In this work only one network for
the particular grid size of 9m and number of story of 40 is given as an example. For
this model there are one input and five outputs. After numerous trial runs, the
network configuration of one hidden layer with five neurons has been adopted, with
the converging error of 0.02. The validation results for the costs of the concrete and
the formwork are presented in Fig. 7. The promising estimations have been found.

4.4 Results for hierarchical cost estimation (Model III)
When the number of story is taken as auxiliary variable, the hierarchical

strategy can be realized using the Model III (Fig. 5). A number of networks with two
inputs and five outputs are required to estimate the costs for concrete and formwork,
with one network for each fixed number of story. In this case, there are a total of
9x7=63 training patters, with respect to the grid sizes of 4, 5, … and 12, and the
grades of concrete of 60, 70, …, 110 and 120. The network configuration of two
hidden layers with 10 neurons each has been adopted after a few of trial runs. The
converging errors are about 0.01 and 0.02 for the networks for the concrete and



formwork, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the validation results for the cost of the total
concrete and formwork, for the discretized number of story of 60, with respect to
various grades of concrete. The estimation has been found excellent for the costs of
the whole structure concrete. The estimated costs for the grid size of 9m fall
uniformly on the curve for the desired costs. The estimated costs for 9.6m look well
interpolated between the curves for both grid sizes of 9m and 10m. However, the
errors associated with the estimated costs for the total formwork look quite larger.
The desired variation of the cost in the range of the grades of the concrete of 60MPa
and 80MPa has been smoothed off in the neural model.

   
(a) for concrete             (b) for formwork

Fig. 7: Validation results for the cost estimation (Model II)

4.5 Comparative analysis
Adopting the hybrid estimation strategy, only one neural network is required

and trained. It has been confirmed from the training results that the network (for both
concrete and formwork) has the best converging accuracy of 92%, which is smaller
than the training results of the hierarchical strategy. The major advantage of the
hybrid strategy for the cost estimation is easy to implement. Thus, if the average
estimation error of 0.08 is acceptable, the estimation strategy is suggested.

For achieving a better estimation accuracy, the hierarchical strategy is suggested.
The training as well as estimation performance of the hierarchical strategy varies from
one model to another. It is found that the model II and model III give better estimation
performance with accuracy of 0.01 and 0.02. However, as the hierarchical estimation
strategy requires more than one network, more training and implementation work is
necessary.



  
(a) for concrete (b) for formwork

Fig. 8: Validation results for the cost estimation Model III
(with the number of story being auxiliary variable at 60)

5 Conclusion

Using the quantities/cost data for the structure elements generated from the
structure analysis, neural networks can be employed to predict automatically the costs
of concrete and formwork required for a wall-frame structure system of tall
commercial buildings using high strength concrete. The structural elements involve
solid slabs, beams, columns and shear walls. Design parameters such as grid sizes,
numbers of story and grades of concrete have been considered in the models to assess
their effect on quantities/costs of the HPC structures. Two strategies of cost
estimation based on neural networks have been proposed. From the training and
validation results, it can be concluded that all the neural models, no matter of the
hybrid or hierarchical strategies, can provide a promising cost estimation. The two
strategies are compared and it is confirmed that the hybrid model is less accurate but
easy to be trained, while the hierarchical models are more accurate but more
complicated in implementation.
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LCA AS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT IN THE DUTCH BUILDING
DECREE BY 2001
Performance requirement in the Dutch building

N. SCHOLTEN
TNO Building and Construction Research

Abstract

In February 1998 the Dutch government decided to implement sustainability re-
quirements by the year 2001 in the Dutch building Decree. Part of these require-
ments shall be a performance requirement for the environmental influence of the
total use of materials, determined by LCA (life cycle analyses), for dwellings or
residential buildings.
In order of the Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning and Environment, TNO
develops the determination method for that requirement and advises the Ministry
about the performance criteria.
The determination method shall be performance based. In the method a solution
shall be given for:
a. modelling a dwelling or residential building in streams of materials at the

stage of a building permit, a moment that not all decisions about specifica-
tions of materials are taken;

b. modelling of the streams of materials for building elements which are nec-
essary to get a permit and modelling of streams of materials which are not
part of the building plan but can be build  later on, free of a building per-
mit;

c. modelling of the streams of materials of combined buildings (a dwelling
and other type of building like a offices which dwelling and other building
together are one work);

d. the environmental model to calculate the environmental effects of the ma-
terials used during the lifetime of a dwelling or residential building;

e. differences in results due to  different types of dwellings or residential
buildings (differences in floorarea, differences in appearance and so on);
calculations rules have be developed toto recalculate the results to an entity
to which entity in the Decree performance criteria shall be given.

Keywords: performance requirement, regulation, determination method, materals,
construction, standards
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1 Research project

The project has been started in October 1998 and shall be finished mid 1999.
In the conference a state of the art report shall be given of the on going re-

search project. The results of the project will be presented.
The question to be answered is to develop an unambiguous determination

method for the environment-performance-profile of the total use of materials
(“mpm”), determined by the LCA-method, of a dwelling or residential building.
The method must fulfil the juridical criteria, which are the foundations of the
Dutch Building Decree. The background of this Decree is given in annex 1. The
method will be part of the building permit procedure of a dwelling or residential
building after the year 2001.
The research project have been split in two phases. Phase 1 is the pre-study. This
phase will end mid 1999. In phase 2 the determination method will definitively be
written down in a one or more standards. Phase 2 shall be ended at the end of
2000.

To get the necessary determination method a modular study is planned. The
determination method will have three main elements:

1. Modelling a building in three material streams, production stage of building
products, erecting and exploitations stage of a building and the stage of de-
molishing and waste materials, ;

2. Calculation of the environmental effects of the total use of materials, based on
the LCA principle, for the three material stremas, and

3. developing databases with needed figures.

3 Database(s)
defaultvalues

1 Building model 2 Environmental
   model

Determination method “mpm”
for dwellings and residential buildings

Fig. 1: Determination method for dwellings and residential buildings



Justice given to the conditions of the Dutch Building Decree the research
project will lead to a determination method to calculate the environmental-
performance-profile of the total use of materials of a dwelling or residential
building (“mpm”). The method shall be used in the stage of a building permit.

The pre-study will have two steps, which both steps have different study-
objects:

a. step 1
• study of modelling a building in streams of materials;
• study of environmental objects;
• study of legislative objects, and
• an integration study of modelling, environmental aspects and legisla-

tive aspects.
• 
The end result of step 1 shall be a rough description of the determination
method and an overview of white spots to be solved.

b. step 2
• developping a rough prototype of the determination method;
• studies to solve the white spots, and
• develop a more detailled prototype.

The study will be based on the different instruments which already are used
in experimental practise like Eco-Quantum, Eco-Install, Twin, Greencalc,
ATHENA, BEES, CAAD, BREEAM, GBC, MRPI, LCA2, ISO-standards and
developments of CEN, CETAC, CIB and others.

During the first step of the pre-study these instruments will be judged in re-
lation to legislative use during a building permit procedure in the Dutch context.
This will lead to white spots to be solved. The second step will lead to a rough
model of the determination method. In that step also the white spots will be solved
in a legislative, well-balanced way.

2 Research team

The researchproject will by done by a consortium. The leader of the Consor-
tium is TNO Building and Construction Research at Delft. Members of the Con-
sortium are:

• IVAM, University of Amsterdam;
• CML, University of Leiden;
• TNO, Environmental research at Apeldoorn;
• Intron bv at Geldermalsum, and
• W/E at Gouda.



1.4
Determination
      method

1.2
Environmental
study

1.1 Building-
  modellering

Available
instruments

Advise

White spots

2.2, 2.3, 2.4
Solving
white spots

2.1 Prototype
rough outline

2.5
Comprehensive
prototype

2.6 Testphase

OK?

yes

2.7 Desription
      prototype
      Advise

STEP 1 STEP 2

1.3 Legislative-
studies

limiting conditions/starting points

no

Fig. 2: Determination method to calculate the environmental-performance-
profile

3 Performance based building regulations in the Netherlands

3.1 History
Before 1 October 1992, the technical building regulations in the Netherlands

were subject of:

• The Housing Act;
• some 700 local building by-laws;
• local Connection Conditions for electrical energy;
• local Connection Conditions for gas;
• local Connection Conditions for drinking water;
• Dutch standards concerning private agreements for several technical issues as

good practise, but outside the formal regulations;
• quality-approvals as good practise but outside the formal regulations;
• several non-interrelated laws and decrees.

Although these by-laws were based on a Model Building By-law, considerable
disparities remained between them. This and the structure of the municipal require-
ments caused a lack of uniformity in the regulations and to the application. As for
the structure of the requirements, the by-laws mainly contained the so called 'func-
tional requirements' and other regulations with possibilities for further requirements
and exemptions.

In 1983, the dissatisfaction with the technical building regulations and the long
time decisions on building permit applications often took, led to the drawing up of



an Action Program for Deregulation of the (House) Building regulations. The Min-
ister of Housing, Physical Planning and Environment announced in this Action Pro-
gram, among other things, a national Building Decree and an obligatory maximum
term of three months for the decision on a building permit application. The technical
regulations regarding the internal lay-out of buildings would be given a global na-
ture, and the technical building regulations would be rendered uniform.

3.2 The Dutch building regulation system after October 1992
In the Dutch building regulation system, the Building Decree is the central

document for the technical building rules. Based on the Housing Act, that does not
contain technical rules, the Building Decree is a general administrative order, issued
by the central government.

With regard to some subjects, the Decree authorises the Minister of Housing,
Physical Planning and Environment to give further rules by ministerial order,
namely:

• rules concerning the application of standards and connection conditions which
have been referred to in the Decree. The intention of this authorization (section
416) is that the ministerial order indicates which edition of the standard or which
part of it, or which edition of the connection condition is applicable. In this way
a swift and flexible anticipation to the regular revisions of these documents can
be effectuated;

• regulations containing technical requirements for a number of specified building
aspects. There are different reasons for these authorizations. At the time the
Building Decree was laid down, it was clear that for some subjects it was not
still possible to give regulations in the Decree itself, e.g. because the indicated
standards did not already take account of existing buildings. Further, for other
subjects it was intended to create a possibility to give regulations when needed,
e.g. for occasions that the harmfulness of a material becomes clear. Also here the
fastness and flexibility of regulation by ministerial order plays a part;

• rules concerning the implementation of the Construction Products Directive of
the EC.

In the Building Decree, standards play an important role. Wherever possible
the Decree refers to standards ('NEN's') or parts of standards of the Dutch Standardi-
zation Institute. These standards have been adapted to the Building Decree require-
ments and contain the determination methods intended to check if the work com-
plies with the Building Decree requirements. There are 47 standards the Decree di-
rectly refers to.

3.3 Structure of the building Decree
The structure of the Building Decree, in particular the structure of its complex

of technical regulations, has been determined by three grouping criteria, to wit:

1. the distinction between usage functions (or types of works);
2. the distinction between works to be constructed and existing works, and
3. the so-called starting points for laying down building regulations.



This design has been chosen for the purpose of enabling the users of the De-
cree to find efficiently the relevant regulations and to see at a glance what the inten-
tion of these regulations is.

Concerning the usage functions, conceptually the main distinction lies between
construction works which are not intended for living in and other works. The latter
can be distinguished in houses, residential buildings and caravans and sites. The
other group -of 'utility works'- comprises both buildings and works not being build-
ings.

The effect of this distinction on the subdivision of the Decree is such that for
each usage function there is a complex of regulations. Each complex comprises two
chapters. viz. one for works to be constructed (new or alteration) and one for exist-
ing works. The regulations for buildings not intended for living in are being further
elaborated in the current second phase of drawing up the Building Decree. At pres-
ent, there is one complex with general regulations for all 'utility buildings' (chapters
VI and VIII), and two with further regulations for special usage functions (chapters
VII and IX). Only for office and accommodation buildings, both the general and the
further regulations apply.

As to the third aforesaid grouping criterion, this has determined the structure
within the chapters. The regulations are ordered in separate divisions, according to
the main starting point or intention from which they have been given. As mentioned
before, there are four of such starting points, viz. safety, health, usefulness and en-
ergy economy.

For existing buildings there are no regulations from a viewpoint of energy
economy. The reason for this is, that in consideration of acquired rights (formerly
obtained building permits) such regulations would be too far-reaching. For con-
struction works not being buildings, pursuant to the Housing Act, there are no regu-
lations from the viewpoints of safety and health.

3.4 Performance requirements
The technical regulations of the Building Decree are expressed in performance

requirements. In a regulation, the performance requirement is based on a functional
definition. This definition expresses the intention of the performance requirement.
The performance requirement consists of a limit value and a determination method.
By the limit value, the level of performance is indicated that minimally has to be
attained. As stated above, for the determination method the Decree usually refers to
a standard of the Dutch Standardisation Institute.

For example, an analysis of section 70.1 gives the following result, in which
the performance requirement is printed bold, the functional definition underlined
and the determination method normal.

"An external partition construction of a staying area, a toilet
room or a bathroom, in order to restrict loss of heat by transfer or
conduction, shall have a thermal resistance of at least 2,5
m2×K/W, determined in accordance with NEN 1068."

This way of formulating the regulations results from the aforementioned Ac-
tion Program for deregulation. Briefly, the criteria are that a regulation has to ensure
an optimal legal certainty and equality, must be unambiguous and thereby measur-



able and verifiable, and only in the smallest possible degree may restrict freedom
and innovation.

Fig. 3: Structure of the Decree
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3.5 Relations between documents
Performance requirements let the builder free in the way he will comply with

them. This means there are no so-called 'deemed-to-satisfy' prescriptions. Still, there
is a practical need for instructions for indication how to comply by means of current
constructions. This need is met by so-called 'NPR's' (Dutch Codes of Practice),
which mentions the measured or calculated performances for these constructions.
The Building Decree does not refer to these NPR's, but they have been developed on
the basis of standards referred to in the Decree.

Other regulatory documents the Building Decree refers to are the Model Con-
nection Conditions of the associations of public utility companies. Quality approvals
are an efficient way to check if constructions, construction products and materials
comply with the requirements. The Building Decree provides that quality approvals
that are recognised by the Minister of Housing have to be accepted as sufficient
proof of compliance with the performance requirements (section 415).
Figure 4 represents the relation between the Building Decree and the mentioned
documents.

Fig. 4: Interrelation between documents

3.6 Equivalence provision
Performance requirements allow an amount of freedom in designing a con-

struction work that is maximal when adhering to the criteria of unambiguity etc. of
the requirements. However, it may occur that a solution in a building plan that is,
being judged on its own merits, not inadmissible, does not fit to one or more requir-
ements. The reason of this could be the nature or the situation of the construction
work or the application of innovative materials or constructions.

For these cases the Building Decree contains the so-called equivalence provis-
ions. Each division containing technical regulations ends with stating such a provi-
sion. If the applicant for a building permit wishes to opt for such an uncommon so-
lution, he will have to demonstrate to the municipality that this solution corresponds
with the intention and the level of the performance requirement of which limit value
or determination method he wants to deviate from. Consequently, the equivalence
concept does by no means serve to make possible the use of solutions of a lower
quality level. The applicant may demonstrate the equivalence, e.g. by submitting a
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  Ministerial orders
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quality statement or a relevant scientific publication. He must take into account that
the treatment of such an application takes more time than in regular cases.

3.7 The progress of the Dutch building Decree
A lot of developments have been occurred since the introduction of the

Building Decree (1992) and the three amendments concerning the CE-mark, Energy
Performance and Lifts.

As they announced, the Ministry of Housing has worked out the second phase
of the Building Decree. Furthermore, inquiries have been hold concerning the
evaluation of the Housing Act and the Building Decree.

International developments, however, induce to adaptations. Next to this, a
government policy has been developed relating to:

1. further integration of disabled people (accessibility);
2. a better protection of the environment (sustainability), and
3. improvement of laws by regulation of only essential requirements and let

freedom to market mechanism as much as possible, deregulation and the
quality of legislation.
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LIFE CYCLE APPRAISAL OF BUILDING ELEMENTS BY MULTIPLE
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Evaluation of building performance

M. AYGUN
Faculty of Architecture, Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey

Abstract

Functional elements constituting buildings are delegated by functional requirements,
affected by agents and finally evaluated by performance requirements.  These elements
can be represented by conceptual object oriented product models.  Work is undertaken
to elaborate on the element model and subsequently to develop a method for the
evaluation in terms of and comparison of  the life cycle performance in terms of
multiple indicators pertaining to element alternatives illustrated here by glazed
building envelope systems.  Components as discrete parts of any one element are
intended to satisfy one or more of the functional requirements pertaining to that
element.  Thus the resultant overall element performance depends on the performances
of  individual components.  Conversely, any one requirement may implicate one or
more components.  Appropriate performance requirements for evaluating elements are
identified for each phase of the life cycle.  These requirements are measured by
performance indicators to which relative weights are then assigned.  Component
performance is evaluated in two consecutive stages.  These stages employ the same
procedure, but life cycle and statistical indicators are substituted respectively.  Multiple
statistical parameters are utilized to supplement the average utility value of that
component in order to account for the deviation of indicator values.  Hence a single
overall indicator value is obtained that allows component performances to be in effect
combined through enhanced aggregation to yield the overall element performance.
Consequently the method allows the following entities to be appraised:  1. Relative
component performances over the complete life cycle,  2. Relative element
performances in any one phase or over the complete life cycle. This approach is
demonstrated by means of an implementation on envelope systems.

Keywords: Building element, life cycle, performance appraisal, multiple indicators
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1 Introduction

Contemporary building elements are assembled from a wide range of materials
and components available as a result of advancing technology.  These elements must
satisfy the various performance requirements over their complete life cycle. At present
the a priori arguments are the depletion of natural resources and environmental
pollution.  Appropriate configuration of elements contributes significantly to the
resolution of these prevalent arguments beside providing satisfactory service in terms
of non-environmental stipulations.

A methodical approach to the appraisal of life cycle performance for element
alternatives assures identification of the most effective solutions that are also efficient
in utilization of resources, the raison d’être being the desire for a better environment.

An overview of some recent research on this subject is presented as follows.
Vanier et al. demonstrate that product models can provide the structure needed to

represent user requirements and propose a model consisting of five interrelated
concepts with attributes as a complete data structure (Vanier et al. 1996).  Beccali and
Cellura describe a comparative evaluation of energy and environmental performances
of constructional alternatives according to the Electre methodology (Beccali and
Cellura 1996).  Weibel presents the cumulative normalized environmental effects of
building materials to allow comparative appraisal (Weibel 1996).  Kohler and Klingele
apply the life cycle assessment model in terms of energy and mass flow to the building
as an object  consisting of elements and phases (Kohler and Klingele 1996).  Lounis et
al. propose a stochastic model of performance using a discrete Markow chain that
predicts the incremental deterioration allowing the simultaneous consideration of the
time dependence and randomness of performance taking into account uncertainty and
variability (Lounis et al. 1998).  Haas presents the TWIN model, an environmental
calculation method as performance concept based on a double layer system where the
first layer quantitatively uses all available life cycle assessment results and the second
qualitatively compliments the other (Haas 1998).  Maggi et al. present a method to
develop a functional analysis as a tool for designing new building components,
initiated by a set of functional model hypothesis that describe the distribution of
functions through the component structure followed by actual models (Maggi 1998).
Le Teno et al. propose a framework to compile information on building products’
environmental quality based on a merging of life cycle analysis and risk analysis into a
semi-quantitative approach (Le Teno et al. 1998).  Aygun makes a proposal for
quantifying the effects of various energy and mass flow attributes of buildings on their
relative environmental performance (Aygun 1998).

Herewith acknowledged is the subsidy received form the Scientific and
Technical Research Council of Turkey for part of the work described below.

2 Functional element model

A conceptual model is required for incorporating building elements within the
performance appraisal process.  An object oriented approach is adopted in compliance
with international standards of product modeling, enabling parametric description of
elements.  Consequently the principles of inheritance and encapsulation are observed



following the hierarchical order of building, element, component and material.  The
object hierarchy allows any sub-types (descendants) derived from the main types
(ancestors) to inherit the embedded attributes while possessing their idiosyncratic
attributes.  Instances of these objects are obtained when actual values are assigned to
these attributes as independent variables of element design.

The functional element (FE) cum product model is elaborated to define
components and their specific attributes beside those pertaining to the entire element
providing a framework for describing any element in a standard format.

The synopsis of the model description is presented below:

Element:
Location: External (Below ground, Above ground, Partly above ground),

Internal, Semi-enclosed.
Inclination: Horizontal, Vertical, Inclined.
Order of Components ( Layers in the context of the building envelope):

External finish or layer (Surface characteristics)
Thermal insulant and Vapour barrier
Waterproofing
Core and/or Carrier
Supplementary Layer (e.g. filter or drain sheet)

Component:
Geometry (Form, Dimension, Position)
Intra- / Inter-component Joints
Material (Chemical, Physical and Biological description, Surface properties)
Structural (Self-supporting, Supporting other component of same element / other 

element)
Restraint/Support/ Attachment / Fixing

Functional requirements (FR) are the stipulations that are anticipated to be
complied with by the functional element consisting of various functional components
(FC) as discrete physical parts that are emphasized in this paper. Relative weights may
be ascribed to functional requirements for reflecting their significance or importance.
Each requirement per se implicates one or more functional components (FC), each of
which is allocated to any number of functional requirements. Some of the latter, e.g.
embodied energy, eco-toxicity, pertain to the entire element, rather than to only some
components.

Component performances are appraised by performance requirements (PR) that
express to what degree the pertinent functional requirements are fulfilled. Performance
indicators (PI) are applied for measurement (Vanier et al. 1996).  For instance, in the
context of ecological performances, which have become the present genius loci,  the
indicators may be either medium oriented, e.g. air, water, materials and fuel, or effect
oriented, e.g. ozone depletion, nutrification and acidification potentials.  Since more
than one component can be associated with any one performance requirement, the
values of performance indicators obtained from the respective components need to be
combined for appraising each performance requirement. The relationships between
functional requirements, components and performance requirements as depicted in Fig.
1 can be extended to cover the entire building object.  These entities can also be
defined by means of a three dimensional interaction matrix.



FC3FC2FE1 FC1

FR1 FR2 FR4FR3

PR1 PR2 PR4PR3

Fig. 1: Conceptual model of relationships for functional elements

The adjacencies between components, i.e. the inter-component contacts are also
specified in the model.  Each component is connected to at least one other inside or
outside that element, as indicated by an adjacency matrix.  Since there is inevitably a
connection to a component of another element, the diagram extends laterally to include
all connected elements, proliferating eventually to cover the entire building.  Within
the scope of this paper the subject matter is confined to a single element as an laissez-
faire entity.  There are two alternative notations below for the object oriented element
model.
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3 Life Cycle Assessment

For the purpose of life cycle assessment the conceptual element model described
previously is integrated with the consecutive phases as transient element states, i.e.
manufacture, construction, occupancy including repair and maintenance, refurbishment
and demolition.  Consequently another domain is introduced to the model which
already contains the element, function and component domains.  At least one or more
indicators are applicable to any of the phases.  While some of the related indicators in
any given phase may be in accordance with each other, others may be in conflict.
These relationships between indicators may also be expressed in a triangular
interaction matrix.  Furthermore, some of the applicable indicators may be the same at
a number or all of the phases, others are specific to single phases.

Any given pair of the domains can be investigated by each implementation of the
evaluation procedure based on aggregation of indicator values over the domains.  This
modus operandi therefore allows the inter- and intra domain effects of the specified
element and component attributes to be explored. The procedure is accomplished in
three consecutive stages (Table 1).



Stage 1: The actual indicator values ( I ) are ascertained for each element
alternative ( E ) included at each life cycle phase (P).  Subsequently since the indicators
mostly have different dimensions, these values are standardized prior to converting
them to weighted utility values.

Stage 2: The previous values are aggregated to obtain a single parameter for each
phase of all element alternatives and presented in tabular form.

Stage 3: The overall utility values of elements and phases can be determined and
rank-ordered as a result of row and/or column aggregation of the values obtained in the
table of the penultimate stage.

Table 1: Consecutive stages of evaluation

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
P1 P2 ... P1 P2 ... P1 P2 ...
I1 I2 ... I1 I2 ... E1

E1 →→ E2 →→ E1 E2 ...
E2 ...
...

4 Enhanced Aggregation

Each stage of the life cycle assessment repeats the same method of aggregation
consisting of two consecutive parts deploying the same process into which the sets of
life cycle and statistical indicators are substituted respectively.

In the first part, before the actual evaluation is undertaken, the values of each
indicator are standardized to obtain non-dimensional relative values.  Then utility
functions and relative indicator weights are applied as required.

In the second part, the conventional aggregation process is enhanced by
considering the supplementary statistical parameters of standard deviation and
coefficient of variation beside the mean for any array of relative values.  Thus the
distribution of indicator values for each alternative is accounted for.  Subsequently
standardization is re-applied to all three statistical parameter values, yielding a single
overall performance indicator for that set of values allowing element alternatives to be
rank-ordered.

5 Implementation

The proposed method is demonstrated by means of an implementation on a set of
15 generic alternatives (E1-E15) of an hypothetical glazed (curtain ) wall as represented
by a functional element model with 12 performance indicators (I1-I12).  The latter are
functions of physical or chemical attributes.  The assumed element under consideration
is intended to act simultaneously as a barrier and filter between the external and
internal environments by regulating mass and energy flows as with all other external
building elements.

The shared attributes of all alternatives are defined as follows:  Metal carrier
frame with transoms and mullions, Double glazed units as transparent and opaque infill



panels with reflective and low-E coatings, Units fixed to frame by pre-assembled metal
edge profiles with structural sealant, Gaskets in site-assembled joints between metal
components.

The design variables for generating viable element alternatives are confined to
the specification of glass coating for the units, i.e. thickness, chemical composition,
solar reflectance, absorbtance and transmittance of units.  Alternatives are evaluated in
terms of multiple performance indicators during the life cycle phases.  Within the
scope of this implementation the phases taken into account are manufacture ,
construction and occupancy.  The pertinent indicators at each phase are presented
below. The symbols, range of values and units of indicators are given in parentheses.
• Manufacture (P1) : Energy (I1: 3-5 kW/m2), Waste (I2: 1.5-3.7 kg/m2),

Cost (I3: 125-250 ECU/m2), Tolerance (I4: ± 1-5%/m)
• Construction (P2) : Energy (I5: 0.7-1.2 kW/m2), Waste (I6: 0.2-0.6 kg/m2),

Cost (I7: 35-75 ECU/m2), Tolerance (I8: ± 2-7%/m)
• Occupancy (P3) : Energy (I9: 0.13-0.64 kW/m2), Waste (I10: 0.2-0.7 kg/m2),

Cost (I11: 8-14 ECU/m2), Shading coefficient (I13:45-80%)
While some of the indicators are in accordance with each other, e.g. energy and

waste, others are in conflict, e.g. tolerance and cost. The utility functions of the
indicators are deemed to be linear and relative weights equal.  The instances of the
consecutive stages are described below as they have occurred.

Stage 1:  Table 2 displays the actual indicator values of alternatives at each
phase, providing the input data for the subsequent evaluation process.  Then relative
values are obtained through standardization.  Utility functions and weights are applied.
Stage 2:  The statistical parameters for these values, i.e. arithmetic mean, standard
deviation and variaton coefficient are calculated for each phase as given in Table 3.
They are then converted to relative values to obtain an overall statistical performance
indicator.  Interim results are available upon request.  Stage 3:  Table 4 presents the
final results that rank-order the alternatives that attain above-average utility values at
each phase and over the complete life cycle respectively. Individual phases are also
ranked.

6 Conclusions

The proposed evaluation method on the basis of the functional element model is
intended for the use of researchers as well as professionals involved in the design,
construction and management of buildings and their constituent parts.  In the context of
this paper alternative designs for a building element can be compared in terms of their
life cycle performance.  Ultimately the best overall performer, i.e. primus inter pares,
among the viable alternatives providing a well synthesized solution in any domain
under consideration can be identified.  Furthermore comparative appraisal can be
achieved of each phase in the element life cycle with respect to their individual relative
performances.  Those elements and phases construed as deficient in performance can
be designated for further improvement.  The method is anticipated to be subsequently
extended to entire building objects.



Table 2: Actual values of performance indicators for element alternatives at each phase

Element Manufacture Construction Occupancy
Energy Waste Cost Toleran. Energy Waste Cost Toleran. Energy Waste Cost Shading
(kwh/m2) (kg/m2) (ecu/m2) (± %/m) (kwh/m2

)
(kg/m2) (ecu/m2) (± %/m) (kwh/m2) (kg/m2) (ecu/m2) (%)

E1 4.2 1.5 125 5 0.7 0.4 58 6 0.13 0.6 12 80
E2 3.0 2.2 210 3 1.0 0.6 35 2 0.52 0.2 14 65
E3 3.6 3.7 185 1 1.2 0.2 62 7 0.64 0.5 8 52
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
E13 4.2 3.4 125 2 0.7 0.3 58 5 0.13 0.7 12 58
E14 3.6 2.2 185 3 1.2 0.6 62 2 0.64 0.2 8 65
E15 4.8 1.8 165 4 1.1 0.5 43 4 0.31 0.3 9 45

Table 3: Actual values of statistical indicators of performance for element alternatives at each phase
(Units are non-dimensional)

Element Manufacture Construction Occupancy
Mean Sta.Dev. Var.Coe. Mean Sta.Dev. Var.Coe. Mean Sta.Dev. Var.Coe.

E1 6.40 4.41 0.69 5.78 3.04 0.53 4.45 3.90 0.88
E2 6.62 2.61 0.39 6.40 4.41 0.69 4.75 3.84 0.81
E3 5.99 3.78 0.63 3.98 4.24 1.07 5.95 3.99 0.67
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
E13 6.15 3.42 0.56 6.80 2.57 0.38 5.42 3.83 0.71
E14 6.40 0.94 0.15 3.98 4.24 1.07 6.47 4.38 0.68
E15 5.26 3.22 0.61 5.16 2.58 0.50 8.38 1.30 0.16



Table 4: Ranked alternatives and phases with above-average utility values

Rank Manuf. Constr. Occup. Life cycle Phase
1 E14 9.64 E13 9.48 E15 9.84 E15 7.42 Constr. 5.36
2 E6 8.12 E5 8.16 E4 9.72 E6 6.61 Manuf. 5.08
3 E2 7.62 E11 7.82 E12 8.43 E13 6.21 Occup. 4.83
4 E7 7.56 E15 7.15 E6 5.90 E5 5.84
5 E13 6.00 E1 7.00 E4 5.80
6 E3 5.34 E8 6.59 E7 5.78
7 E15 5.27 E10 5.95 E11 5.70
8 E7 5.56
9 E4 5.54
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Abstract

The design of buildings is a complex task for a variety of reasons.  In the conceptual
stage, particularly in the inception phase, a small number of people make decisions
that have far reaching impact on the final result in terms of efficiency and
effectiveness.  Decision-making in the inception phase of design relies on available
information which may be incomplete, (e.g. maintenance costs), or overly complex
(e.g. code requirements).  Furthermore, in the near future the consideration of life-
cycle issues will be essential if not compulsory in all construction projects.
Therefore, a smart, interactive, and easy-to-use system that provides a way of viewing
the potential consequences of their design decisions would be useful to all
participants involved in early design.  This paper presents results from ongoing
research at the Eindhoven University of Technology concerning the development of
such a Decision Support System (DSS) for the design of indoor environments for
offices.  Items addressed include the utilisation of existing databases and expert
knowledge about the entire building life-cycle.
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1 Introduction

The Building Physics group is a section of the Faculty of Architecture at the
University of Technology in Eindhoven [TUE].  One of the units within the Building
Physics group is the Indoor Environment Unit, which investigates, amongst other
things, the comfort of human beings inside buildings.  This includes: thermal comfort,
acoustical comfort, visual comfort, and air quality.

The study of strategic building performance planning and evaluation is one of
the unit’s research programs.  Strategic building is based on the philosophy of
providing a good match between client needs and building performance over time.
This project was initiated to examine how knowledge gained from the evaluation and
testing of the physical aspects of office building designs can be used to improve the
long-term performance of new buildings. The research program focuses on the early
design phase because it is felt that there is a particular need for support in this area
(Hill 1997) and (Groot 1998).

One of the main activities of this project is the development of Information &
Communication Technology [ICT] that can be used to provide multiple-level
feedback about a proposed or existing design.  This research project is being done in
collaboration with the Design Systems group, who specializes in the development of
computer-based design aids.  The project has the following objectives:

1. Improve communication between members of a design team,
2. Improve knowledge transfer from research institutes to building practice,
3. Improve knowledge transfer from the occupation phase to the design phase,
4. Support a strategic performance-based design approach

1.1 Improve communication
All participants involved in early design need to be able to understand the

consequences of their design decisions on other participants’ field of work.  For
example, let us say that the architect wants to make the building look transparent and
decides to increase the window area in the façade.  This may increase the cooling load
in summer and therefore the building service engineer should be aware of this change
in the design, because there may be a need to increase the capacity of the cooling
system. A computer-based design decision support environment should include
warning systems to flag when conflicts in design goals occur.

1.2 Improve knowledge transfer
Very often people working in the building industry are not aware of new

innovations found through research done at universities and research institutes.
Likewise, people working in research institutes may not be aware of the issues related
to the application of innovation in practice.  Therefore, the design decision support
environment should provide a link between researchers and practitioners.  The system
should contain up-to-date knowledge and act as a repository for past experience that
can be readily accessible to practitioners in their design environment.



1.3 Improve knowledge transfer between life-cycle phases
During a building’s life-cycle a multitude of decisions are made that impact on

performance.  Very often people involved in the different phases of the building life-
cycle can have problems keeping track of decisions, particularly if they were not
involved in the decision-making process themselves.  As a result, designers may be
unaware of how a design decision impacted on issues that only become apparent after
the building was constructed (such as durability or maintenance).  A decision support
environment should provide the possibility to store decisions and the reasons why
they are made.  Moreover, it is important to store how previous decisions relate to
those we may make in the future.  This is helpful for maintaining user objectives
throughout the design cycle, but also makes it possible to learn from the knowledge
acquired during a previous project.

1.4 Support a strategic, performance-based approach
Strategic building performance planning and evaluation, as described in (Hill

1997), is a combination of user requirement analysis techniques from strategic
facilities planning with performance-based representation and evaluation of design.
In this approach, total building value is evaluated on the basis of a building’s fit with
its human environment (from individual occupants to the global community) at any
given time in its life-cycle (see Figure 1).

The advantage of using such an approach is that it concentrates on how well a
design is satisfying human needs, rather than on a particular design itself.  In terms of
design, this means that as a designer or a contractor, we do not have to use a certain
prescribed approach if a new or different one is able to meet the needs of our client.
The disadvantage is that it requires a great deal of multi-disciplinary knowledge to be
able to make design decisions that satisfy the performance of systems on multiple
levels.  This is why a design decision support environment is needed that can help
measure and evaluate the performance of proposed design solutions across various
levels.

Fig. 1: Human system levels (Hill 1997).
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Fig. 2: Office building performance evaluation (Hill 1997)

2 Performance-based evaluation

To better understand how many levels of performance one must be aware of,
(Hill 1997) uses a 3D matrix model to describe the nature of performance evaluation
of office buildings (Figure 2):
1. Architectural system levels: the scale at which the problem is evaluated.

Beginning with the workstation and moving towards consideration of the entire
built environment.

2. Building system levels: the supplied performance of the various building systems
(after the “6-S’s of (Brand 1994)).

3. Human system levels: the demands the various stakeholders of the building have
from individual occupant requirements (well-being) to those of the global
community (ecological) and future users (strategic).

Similar to (Wise 1990) and (Preiser et al. 1988), these matrices are used by advocates
of performance-based approach to identify what elements of performance that are
“measured, evaluated and used to improve buildings”(ibid 39).  By breaking down
each level in the matrix further into sub-systems (and sub sub-systems) Hill reveals
the immense scope and complexity of evaluations possible (some of the breakdowns
for human systems are shown in Figure 1).  Currently, researchers at the TUE use the
model to identify a focus for their own evaluation research (a particular “cube”) in
relation to the whole.
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3 Building evaluation program research projects

The long term goal of the Building Evaluation Program is to develop a Design
Support System Environment.  A schematic model of the proposed system is shown
in Figure 3.  The square boxes identify the four main processes to be supported by the
system: Briefing, Design, Evaluation, and Retain solution.  At the present time
several projects are underway to develop aspects of this proposed system.

Two of the studies investigate how knowledge-based systems can provide
support during the early stages of design, but they use different strategies.  The first
by providing feedback from evaluation of design concepts proposed by the user and
the second by providing feedback from the stored evaluations of existing buildings or
cases.  Other related studies are concerned with the development of design interfaces
using Virtual Reality and the automatic generation of design knowledge using Agents.
The following sections provide more details about each of these projects.

3.1 Case based design for office environments.
This research project began in 1996.  One of the objectives of the research was

to learn more about in-use studies of workplace environments to feed forward
technical knowledge into the early design stages.  As part of this work a study was
undertaken to collect performance data about office rooms located at TUE in the
Netherlands (Zonneveldt and Mallory-Hill 1998).  The office rooms are more or less
identical except that they each contain a different innovative lighting system.  This
work has formed the basis for the development of a World Wide Web-based Case-
based Design Assistant [CBDA] to support the conceptual design of workplace
environments, see also (Mallory-Hill 1998).

The CBDA works by retrieving, via the WWW, the evaluated office lighting
designs.  The interface between the designer and the system is through the user
requirements.  The designer uses the system to describe their project’s characteristics,
such as location, façade orientation, building type, and space type.  After that the user
must decide on a “Design goal”.  For example: an energy efficient artificial lighting
design, or a minimum cooling load.  Further, the general items of the building brief,
such as amount of persons in the room, work tasks and importance, average age of the

Briefing

Design Evaluation Retain Solution
Retainer

Rule Base

Case Base Case Viewer

Fig. 3: Simplified model of the DSS



persons, are also entered.  These building brief items are translated by the system into
sets of technical requirements (demands) expressed in ranges, such as illuminance
level (200 -500 lux), temperature (20 -24 degrees Celcius).

The system uses sets of technical requirements to search the Case Base for
relevant cases.  Sets are used because the quality of work environments in-use are
measured in various ways and therefore the cases contain more than one description
of their performance.  Therefore the designer must decide on one of four types of
performance evaluation criteria for the system to use to retrieve the case:

♦ Designed: measured by testing a model of the final design (e.g. simulation).
♦ Observed: measured by an expert or panel of experts.
♦ Perceived: measured by the users or occupants of a particular environment.
♦ Measured: captured through monitoring of physical phenomena.

Cases that are retrieved from the case-base are those that that match the demand
criteria (designed, observed, perceive, or measured).  These are shown to the user in a
Virtual Reality-view and in a plan view.  The technical performances are shown in a
graph, making comparison of retrieved cases possible.

3.2 Multi-criterion analysis for the design of office lighting
This research study involves the development of a DSS for evaluating energy

efficient office lighting designs using a multi-criterion analysis approach.  This
project began in November 1996. The study focuses on:

• Two building systems: Daylight and Artificial lighting.
• Five Performance Requirements: Energy efficiency, Visual comfort, Initial

costs, Maintenance, and Installation aspects.
• One architectural level: Workplace in an office building.

The first goal of this project is to capture and model knowledge from the field of
office lighting design in order to answer the following questions: How do lighting
experts pick a daylight-system and an artificial lighting system based on the
requirements set in a brief?  Will these two lighting systems be integrated, and if yes,
how is this done? How do experts rate the performances of the various solutions,
compared to one another?

The second goal is to develop, implement and test a prototype DSS for office
lighting designs.  This prototype consists of a design and evaluation environment
supported with captured knowledge stored in a Rule Base.  The following is a brief
description of how the system works (see also Figure 3):

Rule Base: The items of the general brief, determined in the Brief module, that are
relevant for lighting are copied into the DSS (such as location, façade orientation,
building type, space type).  The user must decide on some additional requirements
especially for lighting design (such as appearance of the room, colour of light,



importance of glare control and view).  The Rule Base contains rules that indicate
which design solutions can be chosen to meet these requirements.  An example of a
rule can be: IF “location” = “NL” THEN “Windows type.Daylight system” = “Air
exhaust” OR “Double glazing”.

Design: The DSS shows a default solution that the user can change the features of:
• The daylight system (e.g. window type, additional elements and architectural

features),
• The artificial system (e.g. lighting distribution, light source and luminaire type),
• The control (position, switch, and automation), and
• The maintenance aspects (cleaning and relamping).
Options that meet the requirements set out in the project brief are distinguished from
the options that do not.

Evaluation: Five different performances of the design or case, (visual comfort, energy
efficiency, initial costs, installation aspects, and maintenance) are measured and
shown in a radar chart.  After this an analysis of the results will take place by using:
1. Rules of thumb: is one or more of the performances unusual compared with

common practice?
2. Sensitivity analysis: the tool automatically adjusts unlocked parameters to

improve one of the performances so that it more closely matches the target set
by the user. The tool indicates which change in which parameter has the best
result.

The first prototype DSS was developed under the framework of the EU-
sponsored project: Energy Impact Knowledge-based System [EIKS] in 1997.  At that
time workshops were organized with Dutch building experts, as the future users of the
DSS, to define the specifications for the system.  A demo DSS was developed and
tested with focus groups of building experts.  The results of these and the earlier
workshops can be found in (De Groot and Pernot 1998).  In 1998 additional research,
including an internship at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories, helped generate
new ideas to improve the prototype further.  The proposed changes include:

1. Rules must be implemented to assist the user translating the requirements into
design solutions.  Rules are also needed to indicate which artificial lighting
system can be applied with the chosen daylight system.

2. A virtual prototype of the workplace should be developed, where the user can
see the changes to the solution he or she has made.

3. The relative performances for each component should be checked and adapted
with some lighting experts to get realistic averages.  The performance of the
total solution should be shown in radar charts on which the user can also
indicate which performance scores are required



3.3 Virtual reality-design information system
One of the aims of the Virtual Reality-Design Information System [VR-DIS]

program of the Design Systems group is the development of 3D design systems for
conceptual design using Virtual Reality technology (Vries and Jessurun 1998).
Currently much of the research effort is being spent on creating the underlying design
information data structure and on the development of an intuitive user interface for
3D-shape manipulation.  So far three approaches to making design knowledge have
been explored (divided according to purpose and interaction style):
1. Educational; a stand-alone system for organizing architectural design
examples of special interest.  The system is a WWW browsing system and supports
limited search facilities.  In this approach there is no data sharing between the DSS
and the design system.
2. Consulting; a system that actively supports the designer in the search for a
solution to a specific design problem.  Multi media such as 2D/3D graphics and
hypertext is used to show all information about a specific solution and to give context
about the designers intent.  The selected solution can be copied into the current
design.  This approach requires that the data structure of the selected solution can be
transferred to the design environment.  In the VR-DIS environment this means that
building elements (e.g. shades, luminaire type) and their characteristics (e.g. position,
colour) are modelled as “Features” (Achten and Leeuwen 1998).  In this approach
there is no real interaction between the design environment and a DSS.
3. Expert agent; from within the design environment the designer requests
support on a specific subject.  Possible solutions are presented and can be
incorporated into the current design.  The effects of the selected solution (e.g.
lighting, shading) are simulated in the design model.  Changes in the design model
will directly cause the system to respond about the performances.  Performances are
superimposed upon the building element geometry (e.g. light distribution).

The consulting approach is chosen to be used for the Building Evaluation
Program since it allows for a stand alone system, while at the same time the outcome
can be used in the VR-DIS design environment.  The same system framework can be
used to develop DSS’s for other domains such as structural engineering, building
management.  The major drawback is that solutions brought into and then modified in
the VR-DIS environment cannot be re-entered back into the DSS.

3.4 Multi-agent systems
Design systems should support the ability to communicate, collaborate and co-

ordinate design decisions with clients, users, legislators, advisers, engineers and
contractors, deal with conflicts, and negotiate a consensus.  It is hard to have this kind
of interactive design system if the expert knowledge within the design system, as in
the current projects of the Building Evaluation Program, is predefined during the
development of the system.  A possible solution to this problem could be the
development a system with learning capabilities so that knowledge could also be
attained during operation.



The above issues are the main topics in the research about multi-agent systems.
Multi-agent systems model and support users in coordinating and performing
complex co-operative tasks - the same kinds of tasks one can observe in architectural
design projects. To research the possibilities of an agent-based design system the
DESSYS research project (Veghel 1998) was defined.  The DESSYS research on
multi-agent systems is particularly focused on co-operation and collaboration, team-
and coalition formation, information-sharing among the design team, and joint
beliefs, goals and plans.

The most important asset of an agent is its ability to learn through its interaction
with system users.  By learning, a user interface agent can accumulate so much
knowledge, that it becomes to some extent, an equivalent of the person it is attached
to. If this occurs, we state that the user interface agent has become a knowledge-based
agent.  The extent to which this will happen is dependent on the learning and storing
capabilities of the agents currently being developed.

4 Conclusions

In order to increase the service life and durability of buildings we need to ensure
a good fit between user requirements and building performance over time.  The
Building Evaluation Program at the TUE examines how to improve the long-term
performance of new buildings by feeding back knowledge gained from the evaluation
and testing of existing office buildings.  The benefit of learning from the mistakes of
the past is obvious.  However, the practical use of this knowledge remains uncertain.

During design, particularly in the early stages, it is important to have the means
of establishing clear requirements and anticipating the performance of proposed
solutions.  In practice there are many barriers to getting the kind of information and
technical feedback needed to be able to do this.  We believe it is possible to improve
access to this knowledge through the use of information and communication
technology [ICT].  In this paper we have described the current research being
undertaken at the TUE to develop ICT systems that are capable of providing design
decision support:
• Case Base-based Reasoning is being used to provide a link between post-

occupancy evaluation and user requirements of new office design projects.
• Multi-criterion analysis is being used to access the domain knowledge of lighting

engineers and other experts for the evaluation of lighting system concepts.
• Virtual Reality provides us with possibilities for improving the communication

between team members by providing a shared and easily understandable interface.
• Multi-Agent systems are being investigated to provide us with the possibility of

learning from design information already stored in the computer.
Of course, the development of these systems is still at an early stage.  A great deal of
effort is required to assemble the information and expertise used by the systems.
Future plans include striving for a greater integration of the support system
environments and testing with user groups of building design professionals.
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PERFORMANCE CONCEPT IN PROCUREMENT OF DURABILITY AND
SERVICEABILITY OF BUILDINGS
Performance concept of buildings
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Abstract

In researching and preparing this paper it has seemed with an increasingly clarity that
there is a case for adopting a performance scope approach in order to maximise upon
the degree of freedom necessary in the early stages of the brief and design-concept if
durability and serviceability of buildings is to be secured. In doing so permitting a
fuller review of the building’s own life cycle and, on a larger scale, the asset
management of a building portfolio.  The usefulness of a building, in terms of
functional and economical performance, depends on its ability to support the primary
activities of the owner organisation in adding value to their products and services.
More specifically the building’s configuration and space quality will need to respond
to the way the activities are linked within the owners value chains and their associated
embodied energy can fit within a broader base target set on a break down basis.  Hot
issues in the environmental agenda system, i.e. the life circuit of the building, its
whole life costs and material life cycle appraisal may not fit comfortably in the
current models for the building process and its project-management. Perhaps by using
an integral performance approach in procurement this could change if only because
the whole life or parts of the life can be embraced in the pre-briefing or briefing
stages to suit.

Keywords:  Service life, life cycle assessment, real estate management, durability,
serviceability, performance based procurement, design agenda, maintenance
strategies.
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1 Introduction

Serviceability and durability of buildings should be the result of properly
planned service life and life design management, focused on the building as an
economic and sustainable housing solution for the desired purposes over time.
Today’s economy forces the business to mobility and flexibility in order to survive by
tackling the unpredictable future of ever-speeding shifts in the (global) market.  As a
consequence the buildings serviceability and durability will be considered
increasingly as a business resource, next to human talents, capital, technology and
information.  This will lead to a fuller review of the buildings own life cycle and, on a
larger scale, the asset management of a real estate portfolio.  It also introduces a more
conscious view on maintenance strategies, as priorities will be set on other aspects
and performances than on the technical quality only.

Feedback from use, i.e. post occupancy evaluation, should be stimulated as it
provides criteria for a more conscious design process for durability and serviceability,
which actually is the key issue to building sustainability. When it comes to
procurement, these performance issues might not fit comfortably in the current
models for the building process - and project- management, because for instance there
is a problem in directly matching these issues with technical building data and
investment costs. An integral performance approach in the early stages of the brief
and design-concept is recommended because such an approach provides the
methodology how to match technical building quality with functional (fitness-for-use)
quality in terms of the price / performance ratio.

This paper introduces an approach towards a more conscious procurement of
durability and serviceability of buildings by looking at the issue through the
performance scope. First service life and serviceability is defined briefly. Then
strategies for securing serviceability are indicated briefly and finally conclusions are
drawn in terms of maintenance strategies, the importance of the design agenda and
the adoption of the performance approach in procurement.

2 Service life

The adoption of service life planning and life design management may be seen
as the key in the LCA approach, one underpinned by a service life which is itself
defined as:

“That period of time at which the building, parts or elements, components
and services of a building reach a state of performance which is
unacceptable” (ISO 15686 Part 1 1998).

In turn this service life should be linked fully with both the supply chain
management and its life cycle assessment so that one manages the life cycle within a
strategy to “husband” the inbound supply chain for economic - cost benefit as landfill
charges rise. At the same time securing space and functional life quality, fit for the



purposes and the life performances required.
In the construction market buildings are still largely seen as an end in itself

instead of being considered to serve owners and users. Whilst the respective range of
materials and products laminated, form its construction, the client or building owner
concerns may well be the quality of serviceability of their building portfolio or stock.
The usefulness of a building, in terms of technical quality, functional quality and
economical quality, therefore depends on its ability to support the primary activities
of the owner organisation in adding value to their products and services.

The average client will see a building primarily as a necessity to support the
primary functions of his organisation; it has to be able to adapt to changes in this
organisation in order to allow anticipation on shifts and competition in the market.
Service life should therefore cover the demands of building serviceability in a more
explicit manner within the definition of the ISO 15686 Part 1 1998.

It is therefore suggested to analyse the relation between functional, technical and
economical service-life of a building. (de Jonge 1994).  A schematic of the various
types of service life is provided in Figure 1 below.  The functional life of a building is
the time span within which an organisation can operate without major changes in the
building. The top graph shows the growth and decline of one user organisation. Major
adaptations have been made two times within 30 years.

Related to the top graph the second graph shows the technical performances
required.  The technical life is the time span within which the building meets the
technical performance criteria in a given maintenance strategy. The required
performance does not only depend on functional fitness-for-use requirements but also
heavily on regulations. Safety regulations force buildings into long-lasting products.
At the points in time that the functional performance of the building is adjusted (years
10, 20, 30) reinvestments are done.  The bottom graph shows the economical service-
life of the building, that is the time span within which the building meets the return -
on - investment criteria of the owner.

Each time when functional and technical adjustments in the building
performance are made the expenditure and revenue figures do change. In the past
decades the technical service lifetime was approximately 50 years for structure and
shell. Today it occurs that office buildings with an age of 12-15 years are demolished
to give way to new construction. The average functional service life is becoming
shorter and forces a return-on-investment to come in quicker.

Within this context the reduction of the technical service life is no option
because this would in fact be destruction of capital investment. Generally the fiscal
systems do not allow the speed of writing off for depreciation that goes with the
functional wear of buildings.

The options can merely be found in technical solutions that are based upon the
principle of “loose fit”, indicating that parts of the building can be replaced easily. As
a consequence, structure and shell should be designed less function-specific in order
to allow changes in serviceability performances.



Fig. 1: Functional technical and economic service life of facilities (de Jonge 1994)

3 Serviceability

Serviceability may be used to describe a condition state or reflect the quality of
building life that may include durability as a sub-system.  Serviceability may be used
holistically to describe the quality or the ease with which a building can be serviced
or maintained (Wyatt 1998).  The serviceability of a facility, such as a workplace or a
home, is its capability to perform as and when required, supporting the activities and
functions of users and owners. For each type of functional capability, there exists a



different serviceability profile (Davis 1998).
Hence, benchmarking serviceability may be useful in planning how to move a

building stock to a better condition level especially within a culture of restricted
funding or in developing a pathway to a sustainable building.

Nevertheless it should be kept in mind that even if a building is potentially
sound and in a “reasonable state of repair” (i.e. serviceable) but unwanted either by
the building owner, or rejected by tenants, it may still by default be deemed “unfit”.
In other instances, the potential value of a site or area for re-development may be such
that this will hasten the demise of a perfectly serviceable building or cause a number
of sound buildings in that area to be abandoned or become “obsolete”.

In fact the physical environment has always been the print of economic, political
and cultural aspects of a society. Growth and decline has become visible in the
structure of many cities. Today’s economy is one of speed and global shifts and the
unpredictable future demands for mobility and flexibility. Most of the industrialised
countries in the Western Hemisphere are growing into post-industrial economies with
an emphasis on product development, trade, services and distribution. Therefore the
problems arising from building alterations necessary to meet changing organisational
needs by any of their owners or tenants over the building’s life time must be
understood in a strategy to secure serviceability in the management of real estate.

In the management of real estate one can distinguish two main focus-points:

• Portfolio-management where the optimising criterion generally is return on
investment, because the real estate portfolio is considered to be a source of
income.

• Facilities-management, where real estate is considered to be a means of
supporting the business process.

The optimising criterion is the contribution to the overall results of the
company.  We can observe that under today’s market pressure these two focus-points
tend to meet each other (de Jonge 1994).

The cost sheet of the customer in an administrative sector (offices) shows
(Table 1) that the facilities will cost on average approximately $US 12,000 per year.
Considering an average salary costs of $US 37,000 per year in this sector it becomes
obvious that 25% of the total costs per year is directly related to facilities (de Jong
1994).  The difference between minimum and maximum shows a potential gain when
better “workplace-management” for the user can be achieved (facilities-management).

For the real estate owners this becomes a vital issue because of today’s periods
of oversupply.  It forces the building suppliers to get involved into specific users
interests in order to survive in today’s “buyer’s market” (portfolio-management).
These mechanisms do form the basis for securing serviceability within real estate
management and for setting maintenance strategies accordingly. The feedback from
post-occupancy-evaluation will provide mutual benefit for demand and supply within
this context. Proper implementation of such a feedback into the design agenda of
new-built or re-built accommodation will therefore facilitate a more conscious
procurement, likewise securing the durability and serviceability of buildings.



Table 1: Range of facilities operational costs

COSTS OF: COSTS

US $/YEAR)

MIN MAX AVERAGE
%

Capital 2450 3850 3250 32.5
Energy 200 600 412 4.1
Maintenance 250 520 400 4.0
Cleaning 210 280 250 2.5
Security 375 550 475 4.8
Catering 650 1075 750 7.5
Management 900 1750 1300 1.0
Reproduction + Post 400 1500 950 9.5
Stationary 250 625 400 4.0
Fittings 200 700 475 4.8
Communications 200 700 450 4.5
Data-services 500 1250 875 8.8
Total 6585 13400 9988 100.0
Total incl. tax. 7800 15879 11835

4 Maintenance strategies

Building maintenance seems often to be an autonomous issue, based upon the
maintenance expectation of building parts and materials over time (bottom-up
approach).  From the serviceability point of view however, there is a need for linking
the maintenance strategy (based upon the technical service life of buildings) with the
real estate and business strategies (based upon the economical and functional service
life) as to provide a “just-in-time and fit-for-purpose” maintenance effort (top-down
approach).  The suggested maintenance strategy is the result of a properly controlled
confrontation between the bottom-up and top-down approach by using the following
control parameters:  the state of repair; aspect/priority matrix.  Each in turn will be
briefly consider below.

4.1 Determining the state of repair (Vyverberg 1995)
The key parameters for the state of repair are the shortcomings of the building

parts in the categories functional, technical, esthetical aspects and “basic quality”.
Basic quality is determined by the measured state of repair of a building part
compared to the original quality at the moment of building hand-over/delivery.

4.2 Aspect/priority matrix
The Dutch Government Building Agency (GBA) has developed a so-called

Aspect/Priority Matrix in co-operation with Damen Consultants in Rotterdam,
Netherlands.  The aim is to determine priorities in maintenance efforts in relation to
functional and economical aspects such as safety/health, aesthetics, use



value/functionality, indoor climate, financial consequences over time and technical
quality.  The GBA applies a 9-points score-list for the priorities, starting with the
highest priority (1) and ending up in the lowest priority (9).  The figure below shows
how the GBA uses the matrix for the maintenance-activities scheduled for the real
estate stock on their account.

Fig. 2: Maintenance activities schedule based on functional requirement-priority
matrix (Vyverberg 1995)

4.3 Key properties (Brandt 1998)
Ideally all properties of building parts shall be maintained at a satisfactory level

for the prescribed lifetime but this is very difficult and expensive to achieve.  A
pragmatic solution is to work on a lower basic level and look at the most important
properties (key-properties) for the product in situ.  It is suggested to use the same
approach when dealing with assessment of durability.  In ageing tests these key
properties can be tested at intervals as to indicate the extent to which minimum values
are being approached.

When it comes to decisions about budgets for maintenance there is a certain
interdependence with housing scenario’s, i.e. Consolidation, Extension, Renovation,
Re-use, Decommissioning or Demolishing.  The majority of buildings in a real estate
stock likely are in the consolidation scenario and a “normal” maintenance budget will
be needed.  But in the case of Renovation and Extension, renewal of installations and



fittings should influence the “normal” maintenance schedule as to avoid double
investments.  In the case of Decommissioning or Demolition, there will be no need to
fulfil the entire maintenance schedule and the maintenance budget can be altered
accordingly.

4.4 Interrelation of the building shape and maintenance budget (Vyverberg
1995)
The building shape, i.e. flat roof or sloped roof, shell/content-ratio, uniformity

or diversity in building parts etc., and the application of materials do influence the
budget needed for maintenance in a considerable way.  A complex-shaped building
will definitely demand for more maintenance budget than an “average” building and
for that reason a shape-material index is introduced in order to facilitate the alteration
of maintenance budget accordingly.

Traditionally, building management focuses on minimising short-term
maintenance costs.  Currently a change can be observed towards optimising
maintenance in relation to organisational goals and means in the middle and long
term perspectives.  The maintenance sector shows a transition from technical aspects
to functional aspects.

The “why” of building maintenance is becoming a focal point: which objectives
does an organisation have for its buildings, and which are the budgets to be made
available for realising those objectives.  Maintenance is seen as one of the means to
manage real estate, next to, for instance, buying, selling and refurbishment. (Hermans
1998).

Many of us do bear in mind some of the shortcomings that may be found in an
existing building portfolio or stock which inevitably have cost consequences though
not always quantified, e.g. finishes failures, lifts out of service, poor air-conditioning
or an environmental control malfunction.  Many of these issues may be seen as
serviceability problems, which are perhaps more clearly observed where poor heating
controls exist or excessive cracking is experienced or unexpected movements take
place, perhaps due to climatic extremes.

Due to financial constraints, such maintenance needs may often gain low
priority or in dealing with such problems a conflict of interest may arise.  Therefore it
is suggested that there is a need to promote a procurement practise that secures a
sustainable and perhaps more importantly a whole life construction that gives a
degree of flexibility, the basis of affordability, fitness for purpose within a legal
punitive system; a design life.  To this end an attempt is made to structure those
decision processes to reflect and incorporate the conflicting purposes of legitimate
interest groups towards more imaginative, yet environmentally responsive, design and
life care solutions, that accords with a sustainable practice.  Central to this view may
be that argument that there is a need to scope a design agenda.



5 The design agenda

It is against the above that there is believed to be a need to re-scope the design
agenda so that the brief can contribute more effectively to the front end to ensure
product life quality.  Perhaps against some established or understood performance
base or benchmark; one which also includes an environmental life cycle assessment.

The design agenda audit (Cooper and Press 1995) is a common meeting point or
ground and should enable a richness to new developments and blend the best of new
technologies as well as moving to a new form of building and the place for signature
architecture.

In theory then all decision points can be seen in terms of data collecting points
(and potential measurement points) that may enable one to determine the
effectiveness of the product or procurement process under consideration. Such an
approach enables one to examine what the impediments are to achieving a higher
level of customer service and satisfaction without loosing sight of relationships or
being swamped by detail (Ang 1996).

The main issue then is to deliver the desired performance rather than to describe
how to achieve it. As a matter of fact the skills and know-how of the design/build
process really belong to the supply side rather than to the client side. Therefore it
would be more sensible for the client to focus on their output-performance rather than
on input-prescription.

In consequence, the strategic relevance of the performance approach does move
the whole building product life frame forward, perhaps even encouraging or securing
the transfer of bench marking and total quality management to the performance
measurement system. Further, because the building is itself a business asset, the
client-owner should define and continue to refine their fitness-for-use criteria rather
than in technical descriptions/solutions (Ang 1995).

Thus, mobilising towards fitness-for-use seems to be an early indication of the
direction being headed for in the current and future agenda for design, but it
introduces a demand and supply matching problem between user-requirements and
building features (Ang and Wyatt 1998).

In favour of an approach towards a more conscious procurement of durability
and serviceability of buildings a performance auditing would permit a form of
product bench marking that a client or building or portfolio organisation could draw
upon with benefit. As time moves on one might come to see the performance model
as a common currency that would become the linking of the supply chain, space
domain and life assessment whether for a cost/quality domain or environmental
assessment.



Fig. 3: Fitness-for-use design agenda: matching building features to use-
requirements

Auditing and monitoring the design/build process should therefore start in the
early phase of performance-based brief and conceptual design sketch as shown below
in Figure 3 (Ang 1998).  It is here that applied research based upon post-occupancy-
evaluation should be carried out in order to provide:

• A data bank providing for information and references of previous projects based
upon feedback from use, including maintenance and design experiences and
skills audit.

• Typology studies providing knowledge and tools how to relate between
sustainability, use pattern, economical/functional life span and the potential
value of design concepts as to create best conditions for a successful match
between demand and supply.

• Environmental calculation methods in brief, design and build as a performance-
based decision support model (Dewever 1998).

When designing a building the most likely reason for replacement of the
individual components should be assessed. Then the moment when replacement will
take place should be estimated, based on practical experiences with similar
components in other situations. This actual practice-based period of use should
therefore be the starting point for environmental calculations (Hermans 1998).



Fig. 4: Performance based brief and conceptual design sketch (Ang 1998)

Assessment models for monitoring the design/build process are at this time not
in a form that expedites whole life procurement assessments to deliver a sustainable
total product quality. One would need to establish and use an understood method or
model including options as to secure the necessary product and project skills. It is
suggested that the varying basis of the gate keeper model (Wyatt 1995) needs to be
brought into an expert system with agreed product and project protocols through the
procurement cycle (Painting and Wyatt 1995) and the operational life from cradle to
grave.

6 Conclusions

Buildings do involve large capital outlay in clients organisations in the
expectation that this outlay will be recovered from the value added output which the
building, in combination with other capital assets, help to produce.

In consequence, today building configurations and space quality should respond
to the way owners and occupiers perceive value and usefulness in a period of
considerable change, where environmental management may change the way all
business will operate.

Therefore it is suggested to develop an appropriate procurement system that
facilitates a more conscious procurement of durability and serviceability by looking
through the performance-scope. Equally a better understanding of the design agenda
and the importance of life briefing could be underpinned by accepting the focus of a
performance scope in future design agenda’s.
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WHOLE LIFE PERFORMANCE STRATEGY:BEYOND INCREMENTAL
COST AND SERVICE LIFE
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Abstract

The cost comparison of component and product options is an essential aspect of
design, construction, operation and maintenance.  But there is a case for looking
beyond incremental costing to embrace socio-environmental and business
impacts.  Decision-making has included these wider impacts where a financial
proxy has been developed or to satisfy legislative requirements or appease project
opposition.  There is, however, no clear and comprehensive contemporary
strategy to integrate with a whole life appraisal those issues that do not easily
align themselves with economic description.  The basis of UK construction
industry decision-making is reviewed to establish the range and influence of
whole life performance issues.  Shortcomings are identified in this process and it
is argued that, in order to achieve improvement in whole life performance, there is
a need to reform the scope of decision-making.  A case is put forward to achieve
this by explicitly considering performance from multiple perspectives.  It is
recommended that discounted cash flow analyses are supplemented by the
development and application of a multi-perspective performance model.  Current
industry organisation plays a key role in failing to motivate broad whole life
appraisal.  Procurement arrangements typically lack incentives for construction
industry participants to concern themselves with whole life issues. Where whole
life issues are addressed, much emphasis is placed upon service life, deterioration,
and repair and maintenance interventions.  These are important and their
prediction is still raising many challenges.  But genuine functional value and
issues associated with greater levels of uncertainty and risk such as technological
innovation, obsolescence, sustainability and procurement efficiency should not be
marginalised owing to difficult prediction.  There is a need for professional
project participants to think in terms of a softer interface between disciplines and
to engage issues traditionally regarded as immovable or outside their remit.

Keywords: asset management, whole life performance, life cycle costing, service
life, value management.
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1 Introduction

Construction industry protagonists have a long history of artfully resolving
the technical complexity of marrying natural and manufactured materials.  Civil
engineering in particular has been portrayed as an art because practitioners have
been expected to operate within an environment made uncertain by dealing with
nature and by making allowances for gaps in knowledge and information.
Decision-making has therefore relied heavily on individual experience.

Whilst the ability to base decisions on partial information and from
individual experience may have proved a strong and sufficient characteristic in the
past, the emerging expectation of predictable, efficient and safe construction
(DETR 1998a) demands an increasingly structured approach.  Such expectations
are concerned with the role that construction has to play in serving the immediate
needs of asset creation and management.  They are being addressed through a
variety of initiatives including that of the Agile Construction Initiative (ACI)i of
which the research for this paper forms a part.  But these immediate needs are
supplemented by an increasing emphasis on infrastructure management driven by
long term objectives of sustainability (DETR 1998b), service (DETR 1998a) and
hence value.ii  The developing importance of these objectives is affording a
growing significance to the recognition of Whole Life Performance (WLP).

The issues, solutions and conclusions discussed within this paper are
applicable to construction generally.  Many authors, however, due to the wide and
varied scope of life cycle issues, have written on WLP in connection with specific
sectors and with respect to specific problems within sectors.  In keeping with the
initial application of the ACI to the roads sector, many of the arguments in the
proceeding discussion are supported by references within that sector.  Similarly,
the proposed approach to WLP that leads beyond incremental cost and service life
is illustrated within the context of trunk road management.

2 What is whole life performance?

The key principle distinguishing WLP from the majority of appraisal effort
is the consideration of project impacts for more than just the imminent single
project phase (such as initial construction or refurbishment).  WLP is used, within
the context of this paper, to represent the securing of efficient long-term value via
the appraisal of impacts occurring throughout the project life cycle.  WLP is
discussed in the context of the widest possible scope of issues influencing the
value obtained from asset management (an intentional strategy to avoid pre-
determining important issues).  WLP is considered a description for the holistic
management of infrastructure.  It is not prescriptive, but serves as a conceptual
framework within which a system of conventional models can be applied.

                                                          
i The Agile Construction Initiative was established at the University of Bath in 1996 to investigate
and promote the application of lean manufacturing principles to construction.
ii The definition of value is case-specific, but is generically determined within lean manufacturing
as that “which meets the customer’s needs at a specific price and a specific time.” (Womack J,
Jones D, Lean Thinking, 1996)



Various terms have been applied to the assessment of the long-term
consequences of asset management decisions.iii  Terms do not appear, however, to
correspond to a universally agreed scope, and many of the terms overlap in
definition.  Life Cycle Costing (LCC) has been quoted, for example, as “total cost
of an item throughout its life, including the cost of planning, design, acquisition,
operations, maintenance and disposal, less any residual value.” (BSI 1997). But
many definitions of LCC have been proposed (Woodward 1997) and, because it is
often used to represent Investment Appraisal, the scope of LCC often incorporates
benefits as well as costs (Ferry and Flanagan 1991).  What emerges, however, is a
polarisation of analysis between financial modelling and socio-environmental
statement.  It is proposed that WLP is represented by models providing equal
representation across the range of socio-environmento-economic issues.

3 Why is an understanding of whole life performance important?

The profile of WLP is rising in some non-UK construction sectors.  The
Victorian government in Australia has placed WLC for construction projects
exceeding A$5m on the legislature (Graves et al. Unpublished).  Legislationiv in
the USA has taken this still further with mandatory LCC consideration for all
federal transport infrastructure projects (Markow 1995; Bettigole 1995).  The
important potential strategic role of WLP has already been recognised to varying
degrees in sectors outside construction including the oil, automotive and
aerospace/defence.

UK Construction industry attitudes towards an increased consideration of
whole life issues are changing.  A strong awareness by client and supply sides of
the importance of whole life issues has been confirmed by recent studies (Clift
Forthcoming; Graves et al. 1998).  WLP is important as it can drive value-added
construction products and reduce construction defects (Rigden et al. 1995), drive
value-added construction design (Leeming 1993; Markow 1995; Wallbank and
Lickiss 1990) and, as suggested from experience in the oil industry, facilitate
ideas and reduce reliance on conventional wisdom (Harding 1996).  The need to
investigate the long-term implications of decision-making has been reinforced by
many factors exemplified in the UK public sector by year on year reductions in
funding availability (Leadbetter 1996).

Contractors and suppliers have traditionally retained a phase by phase
involvement with construction projects.  But the last five years has seen the client-
driven Private Finance Initiative (PFI)v introduced to re-distribute many of the
root causes of poor project value, including short-term responsibility.  Two of the
intended benefits arising from PFI schemes are minimised lifetime costs and
“Whole Asset Life” benefits (Treasury Taskforce 1997).
                                                          
iii These include Life Cycle Costing, Life Cycle Cost Analysis/Assessment/Management, Whole
Life Costing, Life Cycle Assessment, Environment Impact Assessment, Whole Life Performance
and Cost-Benefit Analysis.
iv The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) was introduced in 1991 to
mandate “the use of life-cycle costs in the design and engineering of bridges, tunnels, or
pavement.”  This was supplemented in 1994 by an Executive order that requires “a systematic
analysis”, considering “design standards that incorporate new technologies and construction
techniques.”
v The UK PFI represents a culture change in public sector procurement where the public sector
role of asset owner and direct service provider is transferred to being a purchaser of those services
from the private sector.



A commitment to appraise WLC by representatives from both client sectors
has been made by the Construction Clients’ Forum (CCF 1998).  This
acknowledges the client’s role in developing long-term cost-effective
construction.

4 Shortcomings of whole life performance in contemporary application

4.1 A commitment to financial modelling
Whole Life Costing (WLC) is commonly used to describe financial

modelling for WLP.  The definition for WLC proposed by the Construction
Research and Innovation Strategy Panel (CRISP) is “the systematic consideration
of all relevant costs and revenues associated with the acquisition and ownership
of an asset”. (DETR 1998c).  Discounted Cash Flow analysis (DCF) is the
technique used to model the temporal distribution of costs and revenues for WLC.
DCF provides an investment appraisal technique to undertake budgetary planning.
It utilises a cost of capital to provide a discount rate, allowing future cash
liabilities to be expressed in terms of present values and therefore allowing
comparison of investment options in terms of a single present value.  Hence
economic appraisal provides an objective ranking method for decision-makers.   It
is, however, limited by the adequacy of financial model, and it poorly
communicates the socio-environmental consequences of proposals.

In the UK, and many other countries, a single public sector discount rate is
universally applied (Rigden et al. 1995).  A high public sector discount rate has
been cited as a barrier to the construction of long life, low maintenance
infrastructure (Leeming 1993), the converse applying with a low discount rate
(Tilly 1997).  Discount rates are seen to be highly influential to maintenance
policy (Vassie 1998; Singh 1996).  The effect of typical discount rates feature
prominently in the assertion that DCF is relevant mainly to assets requiring
frequent maintenance and with relatively large operating costs (Ferry and
Flanagan 1991).  This position has been directly opposed by examples of civil
infrastructure (Leeming 1993), and further evidence is available from both the
public (Treasury 1992) and private (Owen 1995) sectors that supports DCF
evaluation over a 25 year period.

It is inevitable that discounting will reduce the benefits accruing from
options requiring low future expenditure levels.  A widely expressed opinion is
that, whilst WLP is considered very important, the solutions supported by DCF-
led WLC often do not coincide with the solutions intuitively considered best by
those involved in their development.  This is exemplified in bridge management
where it has been shown that considerably different strategies typically show only
a small difference in present values (de Brito and Franco 1994).

Whilst a case could be argued for the development of project-specific
discount rates, this fails to address the issue that financial models are generally
inadequate for comprehensive project or strategy appraisal.  Difficulties with
economic evaluation of socio-environmental effects are well recognised (Mishan
1988a).  And it has been argued that a traditional insistence on economic
argument is probably less effective than argument based on quality of life issues
(based on current financial models) to support transport infrastructure investment
(Simon 1996).  Indeed, in global terms, there is growing recognition of the
limitations of GDP as the primary indicator of social and economic welfare (The
Labour Party). Yet there is a continued emphasis on developing monetary
equivalents to socio-environmental effects, where no market mechanism exists, in



order to simplify and make more direct the objective comparison of project
options (Glendinning 1997; Willis et al. 1998).

Recent studies of both client and supply side representatives found that
WLC is not carried out on many projects (Clift Forthcoming; Graves et al. 1998).
Respondents confirmed the lack of WLC to result from a number of sources, the
most notable of which were: an absence of requirement for WLC; no long-term
interest in ownership; insufficient data on WLC; rare monitoring of WLC targets;
and lack of a standard approach or methodology for WLC (Clift Forthcoming).
The short-term objectives of minimising capital cost and time were quoted as the
main decision-making drivers in project procurement.  Budgeting arrangements
were also found to obstruct developing an interest in long-term performance, more
particularly in the public sector but also in the private sector (Graves et al. 1998).
This finding supports previous assertions over the lack of a stakeholder link to
budget allocation and to project phases as a root cause of apparent client
disaffection with WLC (Ferry and Flanagan 1991).

The finding that insufficient data was available on WLC receives mixed
support.  Sources have cited a lack of maintenance cost (Leeming 1993) and
service life (Loudon 1998) data as being a barrier to WLC.  Other sources,
however, suggest that this may not be the case.  Indeed, large information
databases have been cited as unnecessary and potentially misleading due to their
retrospective viewpoint and tacit implication of the ability to make absolute
predictions (Ferry and Flanagan 1991; Markow 1995; Bettigole 1995).  It is,
however, widely agreed that data does need to be managed through the project
phases, providing feedback to close the knowledge loop (Owen 1995).

A picture is thus emerging of widespread problems and disaffection with the
financial modelling of WLP (fig.1) as currently practised.  Whilst financial
modelling plays an important role in determining likely cash flows and estimating
returns to shareholders or taxpayers, it does not currently provide a balanced and
comprehensive holistic appraisal technique.

4.2 Beyond financial modelling
Conventional financial modelling under-represents issues such as inter-

disciplinarity, socio-environmental consequences, obsolescence, long term market
productivity, incentivisation, innovation, risk and uncertainty (Markow 1995).
New themes including sustainability (DETR 1998b) and quality of service
provision are becoming increasingly important, and shareholders and taxpayers
are becoming increasingly aware of ethical issues.  This wide range of emerging
issues, which currently receive highly variable consideration, is driving the need
for an holistic decision-making process equipped to take equitable account of
issues beyond those currently included in financial models.

The range of shortcomings identified by studies of WLP appraisal
implementation (Clift Forthcoming; Graves et al. 1998) provide many of the de-
motivating characteristics associated with weak project implementation from a
people management perspective.  These include: a lack of top-down commitment;
ill-defined objectives; constraints on workability; a lack of procedures; and a lack
of incentives (Kliem and Ludin 1994).  It is, perhaps, not surprising therefore that
whole life issues have not been widely implemented in WLP appraisal.  It has
been noted in the oil industry that, in order for WLP to work, it needs to be
championed (Harding 1996).  Top-level commitment is required to integrate WLP
facilitating processes and techniques into decision-making.



 Fig. 1: Perpetuating disaffection with whole life performance
 
A systematic adoption of WLP is lacking in construction design according

to a cross-industry comparison of WLC (Garnett and Owen 1995).  This supports
the assertion that WLC (constrained by its image as financial ‘rubber-stamping’)
is a marginal activity.  Financial modelling can clearly inform the design process,
but, to realise the potential of WLP, it needs to be central to the design process.  It
should form the starting point for the generation of new ideas (Rigden et al. 1995)
and a technique to challenge conventional wisdom (Harding 1996).

Experience from industries outside mainstream construction suggests that it
is not possible to establish universally applicable models to measure WLP.  Risk
and uncertainty, central to an examination of WLP, cannot generally be
determined by mechanistic forecasting (Proffitt 1994).  But there is support for the
notion that much can be gained from simple analyses of the problems and by
actively developing potential solutions at an early stage across disciplines and
through the project hierarchy (Harding 1996).  Hence the development of WLP
requires the selection of appropriate detailed evaluation models within a universal
framework.  Much effort has and continues to be devoted to the development of
detailed models.  The pressing need is to develop and promote a universal
framework.

It is proposed that the key requirement to facilitate successful WLP is an
appraisal framework that transcends strategic and project levels of decision-
making.  The framework should facilitate decision-making in the context of the
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lifetime strategic or project interface with social, environmental and economic
well-being.  Such a methodology should be amenable to a championed approach.

5 What can balanced scorecards offer to whole life performance?

The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) was introduced by Kaplan and Norton
(Kaplan and Norton 1992, 1996) for the monitoring and, later, implementation of
organisational strategy (fig 2).  It is proposed as a framework for an approach that
is both strategic and facilitates devolution to project level, and that achieves both
objectivity and balance.  It does this through two key features:

• It proposes explicit appraisal from a range of perspectives.  This overtly
avoids undue focus on any one aspect and avoids the loss of clarity
associated with the single step presentation of a balanced judgement.
Appraisal based on multiple perspectives offers the potential for objectives
to be transferred from strategy to project levels and from client to other
supply chain participants.

• It offers the potential to make considerable improvement over traditional
appraisals that marginalise aspects failing to be defined adequately in terms
of an economic proxy.  Environmental and quality of life issues fall into this
category, as well as behavioural influences on organisations.

The BSC achieves a whole life perspective by taking a balanced
measurement of what has happened and what is expected to happen.  It is essential
that a discriminating selection of performance indicators is carried out to provide
a mix of outcome measurement and performance drivers (so-called lag and lead
indicators) (Tsang 1998).  A very important message from experience with WLP
is that a considerable improvement in WLP is likely to be brought about through
the improved management of existing knowledge rather than the development of
new knowledge.

Application of the BSC requires the identification of key perspectives from
which to view the organisation under scrutiny, together with statements of
strategic goals and measures by which such goals may be achieved.  Construction
is concerned with the development of infrastructure to facilitate social
development.  The ultimate motivation behind construction is therefore governed
by function, and it follows that the ultimate value rests with functionality and not
with the products that provide that functionality.  Currently in construction there
is often an implied link between a specified product and the expectation of
functional performance that that product will provide.  But, as evidenced by the
introduction of PFI, things are changing.  Construction client organisations are
progressively adopting a shift in emphasis from delivery of products to delivery of
services.  Evidence that the industry is ready to adopt service performance
measures to support strategic goals provides the required opportunity for the
application of a BSC approach.

A wide range of procurement types is being used across the industry and
within organisations.  The absence of clear evidence to promote one system over
another (Sheath et al. Forthcoming) means that flexibility in procurement routes is
expected to remain for the foreseeable future.  Implementation of a BSC approach
is valid regardless of procurement system.  Indeed, the additional control
promoted by a BSC approach may change the balance of argument and lead to an



improvement in WLP without the perceived need to transfer long-term
responsibility as now with PFI.

The BSC cannot, of course, provide the final answers – the complexity of
issues makes this the unavoidable role of decision-makers and follows the
assertion that WLP should assist rather than replace rational thought processes
(Bettigole 1995).  But it does offer a rational and objective framework within
which to make those decisions.

6 Application for the highways agency

ACI has established that the treatment of whole life issues for the
management of trunk roads has developed and continues to develop via detailed
models, but without an effectively communicated underlying strategy.  Tools and
techniques have developed in response to need.  The historically disaggregated
organisational structure of highway management has promoted considerable
technical development within discipline areas.  For example, advanced prediction
techniques are available for pavement life and are rapidly developing for bridge
structures.  But there are many problems that obstruct WLP from realising its full
potential.

The principal impacts to have been considered to date tend to be examined
through a hybrid Environmental Assessment (EA) and DCF analysis (Willis et al.
1998).  This separation acknowledges the difficulty of expressing environmental
issues in terms of financial proxies, considerable shortcomings having been
identified with this type of appraisal (Parrott and Moyes 1997).  The outcome is
that the DCF incorporates capital works costs with a limited consideration of
operating and maintenance works costs.  Certain social costs and benefits are also
included.  Many social and environmental impacts are included via the EA,
although this is of limited scope.  The impacts identified by the EA tend to be
treated as either acceptable or not acceptable rather than with the incremental
consideration given to DCF.  Some effects are overlooked entirely.  Hence the
approach has favoured decision-making based on economic optimisation.  The
DETR has recently developed a new appraisal method for roads to reduce the
prominence previously given to monetarised effects (DETR 1998d).  But there is
ready acceptance that the new approach can probably be refined further and be
made more objective, including the introduction of multi-modal comparison
(DETR 1998e).

The Highways Agency (HA) manages, maintains and improves the English
trunk road network.   The HA’s business plan (Highways Agency 1998) has been
considered in terms of a BSC.  It is acknowledged by Kaplan that the four
perspectives originally espoused require review to reflect circumstances (Kaplan
and Atkinson 1998).  Of the four original perspectives, the customer perspective
has been split into three to highlight the different requirements of road user,
environment and the public.  The taxpayer is considered synonymous to the
shareholder in the originally proposed BSC.  The six-perspective model is shown
in fig. 2.



Fig. 2: The balanced scorecard adapted to meet the highways agency’s needs

The multi-perspective model offers several potential developments for the
HA:

• the demand-led policies followed prior to the creation of the HAvi  (Halden
1996) provided an emphasis on the road user.  The detailed model can
provide a visual audit of balance with respect to strategic goals.  These can
be re-balanced if necessary.

• The strategic goals can be transferred through to project level via the
performance measures and targets.

• The project goals with respect to the customer perspectives and, to some
extent with the innovation and learning and internal business perspectives, can be
transferred from the client to the supply sides via the performance measures and
targets.  This should promote the demonstration of genuine value (perhaps

                                                          
vi The Highways Agency was established in 1994 as an executive agency of the Department of
Transport (now Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions).
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providing an objective means of moving towards best value contractor and
supplier selection) and create a direct and measurable link between strategic and
project level objectives.

7 Conclusions
Considerable effort with developing financial models has failed to provide a

satisfactory universal appraisal technique.  But the development of WLP appraisal
is not simply about being able to forecast with increasing precision the future
service life and incremental cost of products.  WLP should be a pro-active process
of improving value.  The BSC approach offers the opportunity to implement
WLP.
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ARE FACILITIES MEASURING UP?
MATCHING BUILDING CAPABILITIES TO FUNCTIONAL NEEDS
Using the serviceability tools and methods

G. DAVIS and F. SZIGETI
International Centre for Facilities, Ottawa, Canada

Abstract

Building occupiers increasingly expect workplace facilities and service providers to
meet rigorous, consistent and measurable demands for quality, which we define as
functionality and serviceability (capability to perform as and when required).  A new
set of standard processes and tools, recently approved by ASTM and registered as
American National Standards (ANSI), responds to this need.  They give both users
and managers of facilities the means to determine functional requirements, measure
the quality of facilities provided, and verify that those facilities match the stated
requirements, in sum, to ascertain fitness for purpose.  They are well suited for use
with Total Quality Management (TQM), ISO 9000, and other Quality Management
Systems.  They can be used for benchmarking world-wide.

Keywords:  indicators of capability, facility management, functional requirements,
performance, portfolio assessment, service life, serviceability, total quality
management, user needs.

1 Fitness for purpose, and business value

1.1 Link business value to corporate strategy
The Serviceability Tools and Methods (ST&M) enable a company to put

numbers to the relative business value of an individual facility, or of a portfolio of
real property, that is, how well it supports, or enhances, or impedes, the strategy of
the business, and the functioning of the occupants.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1856-1866.
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1.2 Business value is not real estate market value
This is quite separate from how the real estate market prices a particular piece

of land and the buildings on it.  Standard procedures for appraising the real estate
market value of a building are accepted in the real property industry.  Until recently,
there was no standard way for putting numbers to the relative business value of a
property.

Instead, managers used their best judgement when comparing buildings as a
special type of “tools of production”.  These informal estimates were not adequate for
benchmarking the business value of a portfolio, nor for comparing portfolio strategies
based on business value.

At the same time, building occupiers increasingly expect workplace facilities
and service providers to meet rigorous, consistent and measurable demands for
quality or functionality.

1.3 Measure fitness for purpose
ST&M responds to these needs.  It enables both users and managers of facilities

to measure fitness for purpose.  It enables them to numerically link functional
requirements to business strategy, to measure the functional capability of facilities
provided, and to verify that those facilities match the stated requirements.  ST&M,
recently approved by ASTM and registered as American National Standards, is also
well suited for use with Total Quality Management (TQM), ISO 9000, and other
Quality Management Systems.  ST&M can be used for benchmarking worldwide.
ST&M is a macro, broad-brush methodology, appropriate for strategic decision-
making.

1.4 Serviceability = capability to perform
The serviceability of a facility, such as a workplace, or a home, is its capability

to support the activities or functions of users and owners, as and when required.
Most organisations and work groups have only a few generic types of functions, such
as general purpose office functions, or office functions requiring special security
provisions, or receiving many visitors, or office functions requiring special high-
technology, or a mix of office and “dry” laboratory functions.  For each type of
function, the facilities are required to have a different mix of functional capabilities,
that is, a different profile of serviceability.

The Serviceability Tools and Methods (ST&M) provide for setting the required
capability to meet a range of functional performance requirements, each requirement
to a specified level of performance.  ST&M also includes tools and processes to
assess the serviceability of buildings, and of designed facilities that have not yet been
built or remodelled.  A roll-up of serviceability ratings gives an overall view of the
business value of a portfolio of facilities.

1.5 Easy and safe to use
ST&M can be easily and safely adapted to reflect the particular needs of a

specific organisation.  For organisations with many facilities that house similar types
of functions, these tools and methods also capture a systematic and consistent record
of the institutional memory.  For smaller organisations, ST&M can cut costs and
reduce risks for facility planning.  For any organisation, ST&M speeds up the



functional programming process and provides comprehensive ratings quickly, yet
without being simplistic.

Using ST&M is simplified and speeded with new software, which also
produces quick graphic reports for management decision, and can feed data to
enterprise data systems.

Fig. 1: Finding the best fit based on “business value”

2 Serviceability Tools and Methods (ST&M) in practice

2.1 Framework for choice and comparison
ST&M is a framework, process and tools by which the “user requirement

profile” for a facility can be tailored to a given situation, and compared to other
profiles using a standard classification system.  These tools and methods do not
specify in advance what level is “correct”.  That is up to the stakeholders for each
organisation or facility.  They use ST&M to choose among options.

ST&M includes two matched, multiple-choice questionnaires and scales,
formats for describing the organization, and function-based tools for estimating how
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much floor area an organization needs.  Calibrated multiple-choice questionnaires
and bar-chart profiles are used to:

(a) Determine the functional needs of users of facilities, such as occupants,
facility managers and investors, vis-à-vis corporate business strategy and other
objectives.

(b) Rate the capabilities of facilities to meet those needs.
(c) Compare the two.
(d) Compare the capabilities of a facility to that of other facilities, e.g. for

benchmarking.
(e) Assess the serviceability levels of the design for a future facility, i.e. not yet

built or remodelled.
The matched, multiple-choice questionnaires at present cover over 100

serviceability topics, including over 340 building features.  Each questionnaire offers
choices on a scale from 1 (least) to 9 (most) capability.  One questionnaire describes
customer needs (demand), and for each topic specifies relative importance and, when
applicable, minimum threshold levels.  The other questionnaire rates facilities
(supply).  The focus is on the customer.

The scales are calibrated to the building inventory in a country or group of
countries, so that a level 5 reflects what is typically present in a mid-class facility, not
what is a typical mid-level requirement.  No occupant group is likely to specify a
requirement profile of level 5 on every topic.  Instead, typical requirement profiles for
each generic category of users tend to evolve over time.  For instance, requirements
to accommodate information technology have risen faster than the general building
stock has responded, and requirements for indoor air quality are rarely at a level 5.

2.2 Measurably link facilities to end-user needs
One of the unique characteristics of ST&M is the importance of end-user

language on the demand side, so that the process can be transparent to all
stakeholders.  Everyone who uses ST&M can fully understand what each requirement
statement means.  To set the level of requirement for each topic of serviceability, a
choice is made as to which of five statements best describes the level or amount of
capability required, from level 1 (least) to level 9 (most).  ST&M provides for setting,
when necessary, a minimum threshold level of serviceability, below which the
facility would be seriously dysfunctional.  The relative importance of each
requirement is also specified, ranging from exceptionally important to minor
importance.  The recommended processes are participatory, consensus-building, and
include all stakeholders.

Because multiple choice questions are used, rather than open-ended questions
or checklists, requirement levels specified by one group can be compared to levels of
another group.  For instance, requirements in one region can be compared to
requirements in another; requirements of one department can be compared to others
in that organization, or to comparable departments in other organizations.  For the
first time, benchmarking of requirement profiles is practicable, between companies,
or from one country to another, or even between governments.

Figure 2, below, contains an excerpt from one of the standard serviceability
scales.  It shows both the requirement scale, in the left-hand column, and the scale for
rating (see section 2.3, below) in the right-hand scale.  When actually gathering



information for the requirement profiles, e.g. by interviewing or conducting a focus
group, respondents are given a questionnaire work-book that only contains the
requirement scales. Similarly, when rating the serviceability of a facility, the rater
uses a work-book that contains only the rating scales, e.g. from the right of this
example.

2.3 Consistently rate functional capability
The rating scales provide indicators of serviceability.  Each rating scale

presents several descriptions of features ranging from level 1 (least) to level 9 (most).
The features are chosen and described as indicators of the level of capability of the
facility vis-à-vis that topic.  For each topic, the person doing the rating is asked,
“Which of these statements best describes what is physically present in the facility, or
shown in the design?” The questions contain descriptions of physical features that
typically indicate quality and functionality of a facility.

This produces much more consistent, systematic and comprehensive ratings
than would be obtained in each instance by asking an experienced professional for a
judgement on the “goodness” of facility design or condition.  ST&M avoids the
inescapable differences in experience, qualification and judgement from one
professional to another.  It also avoids the variations in “goodness” that professionals
would impute to a facility, depending on each person’s understanding of what it is to
be good for, that is, it separates the judgement of capability from the level of
requirement.  The serviceability of a facility is independent of what entity now
occupies it, or might occupy it in the future.

Thus, the rating scales are not outline specifications.  ST&M was designed to
bridge between “functional programs” written in user language on the one side, and
“outline specifications and evaluations” written in performance language on the
other.  Although the rating scales are written in technical language, they describe
indicators, rather than specifying what must be present.  If this set of indicators were
applied as preliminary technical specifications, for instance in a design competition,
they would unduly constrain design options unless other, “. . . or equivalent”, options
were also permitted.

2.4 Use to manage both a portfolio and individual assets
The Serviceability Tools and Methods have been used to answer questions such

as:  How well does our portfolio support our business strategy?  Should we stay in
this facility or dispose of it?  Which properties in the portfolio have the worst
problems of deferred maintenance?  How should we change our offices so that they
support, instead of impeding, the change in corporate culture we must make? How do
our facility requirements compare with what is typical in the companies we
benchmark against?  Which properties on offer should we decide to negotiate about?
Does the functional quality of designs proposed for new or remodeled facilities meet
requirements, i.e. find out during design instead of after construction or move-in?

Each set of scales can be used separately and independently of the other.  Each
can be used to add understanding and information about the other.  ST&M generic
profiles can also be used in lieu of actual occupants, as a kind of surrogate, when
occupants are not yet identified, for example to define what market niche to target.



A.11 Image to Public and Occupants  --- Scale A.11.6.  Identity outside building

User Requirement Scale Facility Rating Scale

 9
 oo

Operations require maximum
“exposure” to the public.  The
address, building and signage
must be very easy for
pedestrians or motorists to
find and recognize, even for
those unfamiliar with the
locality.

8
oo

 9
 oo

mm Identity of building:  The building is a well known
landmark.  The building and entrance are clearly visible and
recognizable.
mm Corporate identity and signage:  The organization’s identity
is clearly recognizable, and readily visible from all directions.
Direction signs are placed at main nearby transit stops.
mm Quality of external signs:  The building has special custom
signage, e.g. stand-alone elements, special lighting, and full
information.  All signs are in as-new condition.

 7
 oo

Operations require above
average “exposure” to the
public.  The address, building
and signage must be easy to
find and recognize, even for
those not very familiar with
the locality. 6

oo

 7
 oo

mm Identity of building:  The building and building entry are
clearly visible to passing motorists and pedestrians, and
recognizable.
mm Corporate identity and signage:  The organization is well
identified from all directions.;  Signage is adequate, and clearly
visible on every approach to passing motorists and pedestrians.
mm Quality of external signs:  Building signage is appropriate
and typical, e.g. street address, building name, principal
occupant group(s).  Signs have no visible deterioration.

 5
 oo

Operations require average
“exposure” to the public.  The
address, building and signage
must be easy to find and
recognize, for those familiar
with the locality.

4
oo

 5
 oo

mm Identity of building:  The building and building entry are
visible to passing motorists.  The building is identifiable, and not
easily confused with its neighbors.
mm Corporate identity and signage:  The organization is
identified to a minimum level.  Signage is generally visible to
passing motorists and pedestrians.
mm Quality of external signs  Building signage is appropriate
and typical, e.g. street address, building name and, if
appropriate, principal occupant group(s).  Signs have no damage
or major deterioration.

 3
 oo

Operations do not require
much “exposure to the public.
Most visitors are “regulars”.
Corporate image is not a high
priority.

2
oo

 3
 oo

mm Identity of building:  The building is obscured by other
buildings from some directions, and from people approaching
along the street from one direction.  The building is very similar
and hardly distinguishable from adjacent buildings.
mm Corporate identity and signage:  The organization is not
clearly identified.  Signs are obscured from some directions, or
are in poor light.
mm Quality of external signs:  Signage is minimal or impaired,
e.g. minimal information, weathered surfaces, partly damaged.

 1
 oo

Operations require that the
office is obscure to the public,
e.g. for security reasons

 1
 oo

mm Identity of building:  The building is obscured by other
buildings until viewed from directly in front, or, the building is
not distinguishable from adjacent buildings, e.g. facades are
almost the same.
mm Corporate identity and signage:  There is no evidence of the
organization’s identity on the exterior of the building.  Signs are
obscured, e.g. by vehicles or other buildings.  Signs are very
poorly located or hard to read, e.g. signs are too high on the
building, too small, the lettering is too small or low in contrast,
or signs are in shadow.
mm Quality of external signs:  Signage is minimal or badly
damaged, with incomplete information, e.g. no street number or
building name.

oo Exceptionally important.   oo Important.  oo Minor importance.

oo Mandatory minimum level (threshold/criticality) = oo NA    oo NR    oo DP    oo LI

Fig. 2: Example of a serviceability scale, showing both requirement and rating
scales



2.5 ST&M bridges between users and providers
At the heart of STM is the process of “working with” the occupant groups and

other stakeholders.  This process of communication between the CRE and FM
professionals and the other stakeholders, of valuing their input, of being seen to be
responsive, is often as important as the outcome itself.  It requires a change of attitude
on the part of the CRE and FM groups about the way that they do business on a day-
to-day basis.  Using non-technical language is a key to communication with all
stakeholders.  They are not being asked to choose a particular building feature or
technical solution.  They are asked to describe what they do and how they work.
What is important here is that, because there is a match between “what people need to
do” and what the workplace can provide, the translation from non-technical to
performance language is made explicit.

Although it is a standardized approach, it can be easily adapted to reflect the
particular needs of a specific organization.  For organizations with many facilities
that house similar types of functions, STM captures a systematic and consistent
record of the institutional memory.  It speeds up the functional programming process
and provides comprehensive, systematic, objective ratings in a very short time.

Fig. 3: Excerpt from a Barchart of Serviceability Levels compared to
Requirement levels

Blank rectangles, e.g. for the top topic, A.1.3, indicate that there is a
requirement for level 5 and the facility is rated at, i.e. capable of, level 5.  For topic
A.1.4, there is a requirement to level 7, which is met, and a minimum threshold
requirement of level 5. For topic A.1.5, there is a requirement of 5, a capability of 7,
so a surplus of two levels; there is a pattern in those rectangles.
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2.6 Various categories of function
Several generic versions of the requirement profiles for offices have been

developed up to now.  These set out the levels of functionality and serviceability
typically needed in North American office workplaces.  They are for: general
administrative office functions; administrative office functions with much public
contact; administrative office functions with enhanced protection for sensitive
information or for valuable papers, such as checks; and corporate headquarters.

ST&M has also been used for other functional categories such as software
developers; maintenance shops; the main office building chancery of a country’s
embassy; quasi-judicial facilities similar to courts for non-criminal matters,
laboratories, and so on.  Work is under way to develop scales for a variety of other
functional categories, such as health care, education, light manufacturing, and retail.

2.7 Several kinds of tools
ST&M includes several kinds of tools, along with procedures, documents and

computer templates for using them.  These are:  (1a) functional requirement barchart
profiles, (1b) building serviceability barchart profiles, and (1c) a match between these
two profiles; (2) descriptive text about the organization, in a standard format; (3)
quantity spreadsheet profiles; (4) building loss features (BLF) rating table; (5)
footprint and layout guide for modular dimensions.

3 Case study examples
These tools and methods are now used in the private and public sectors in

Canada and in the United States, and have been used in other countries, such as The
Netherlands, New Zealand and Australia.  Examples are summarized below.

3.1 Management of a large portfolio
In the late 1980’s, the Department of Public Works of Canada needed tools and

methods to provide user organisations (other government departments) with a more
consistent response to requests for facilities, from region to region across the country.
It also needed tools to provide consistent information about the condition and
functionality of its portfolio of over 600,000 m2 in buildings, so it could become a
more consistent quality provider of facilities, and so it could identify and estimate the
cumulative capital requirements for replacement and renovation of its properties.  It
contracted with the International Centre for Facilities to develop what subsequently
became known as ST&M.

3.2 Crash assessment program before major strategy review re invest, divest,
renovate
A city needed to quickly decide which of its 40 major properties should be

retained and upgraded, retained unchanged, or disposed of.  This included both
owned and leased property.  City staff needed a review of about 40 properties within
three months, so they could present a comprehensive portfolio management plan to
the city council.  Staff were trained in the use of ST&M, and a local architectural firm
was trained at the same time.  Serviceability rating profiles of all properties were
completed on schedule.  They became the basis for the city’s portfolio management



decisions.  City council has since directed that the ST&M database be maintained,
and updated with each significant change to a property.

3.3 Rusting out – make informed decisions about when to invest and when to
divest
Several large organisations have recognised that because of past under-

investment in capital maintenance projects, they now have no choice but to either
divest of some properties, or to salvage them by immediate remediation.  Each
organisation has used ST&M to identify the relative seriousness of the remediation
problems at each property, and to select functionally appropriate properties they
expect to retain and remediate.  ST&M also enabled them to immediately select and
instruct engineers to do in-depth investigations at some sites, and to prepare cost
estimates for remediation.  To speed the initial scan, in some cases only that portion
of the ST&M scales dealing with building condition, operation and maintenance were
used for rating, while for other properties they also used the scales dealing with key
aspects of functional support to occupants.

3.4 Portfolio management
A regulated public utility needed a strategy for managing its portfolio of 24

field maintenance stations.  It needed to compare the general condition and
functionality of each, so it could set priorities for disposition, rehabilitation, and
upgrading.  After using ST&M to rate the field stations and compare to requirements,
it found that some facilities were in adequate condition, while others were impairing
operational capability.  The company decided that a few of the stations were so
functionally inadequate that they should be disposed of, some were in need of major
repairs, but could be salvaged, and a few were in good condition.

3.5 Capital budgeting for deferred maintenance
An insurance company had about 100 drive-in claim centres, most built at

about the same time.  It needed an assessment of the functionality and condition of
each, so it could develop a portfolio management plan for the coming years.  Using
ST&M, functional strengths and concerns were reported, deferred maintenance and
cost-to-cure were identified, capital budgets were adjusted, and staff were trained to
continue use of ST&M, and keep the data current, after the initial one-year project.
In a side benefit, the human resources group used the ST&M focus groups to start
staff participation in defining new directions for the company.

3.6 Change in corporate culture
A public utility, with tens of thousands of employees and a very conservative,

bureaucratic operating style, had been privatised, and its staff count had been halved.
It is now changing its corporate culture towards a more entrepreneurial mode, with
many “new-style” upper-level managers.  Management recognised that its office
facilities were hindering the culture change.  For instance, although the work in some
departments, and the new culture, required frequently changing project teams, the
facilities could not accommodate them.  Also, management had not recognised the
seriousness of certain facility problems, such as with temperature control, indoor air
quality, inadequate meeting facilities, and open office acoustics.  The company used



ST&M to identify the problems, set priorities, and provide a knowledge base for
planning the remediation.  They developed new ST&M requirement profiles, and are
using them in planning the rehab of their office facilities in several cities.

3.7 Project design-build
A multi-national company, planning a new corporate headquarters, used an

ST&M requirement profile as the criteria for an invited design competition to select
the architect.  Then the company negotiated a design-build contract with an investor/-
developer, using ST&M in setting performance criteria for the design-build contract.
As the project proceeded, the company used ST&M to rate the detailed design for
compliance the requirement profile.

3.8 Real estate brokerage
A national brokerage firm with a large commercial property business uses

ST&M to gain competitive advantage (exclusive listings) vs. other brokers.  It obtains
some “listings” by providing its clients with ST&M ratings as a tenant service.  The
individual brokers pay the cost of ST&M reports out of their commissions, because
ST&M is so attractive to their clients.  The brokers need a fast ST&M response,
typically five or six working days for a rating profile, or ten for a requirement profile.

3.9 Select property to rent
An office organisation needed space for a branch office, with about 5,000 m2

on one floor. They needed excellent access for their 1,000 to 1,500 visitors per day,
most of whom come by auto.  They already had a pre-approved ST&M requirement
profile accepted by regional staff, so the urgent need was to rate candidate properties,
and quickly start negotiating a lease.  Using ST&M, six properties were reviewed in 2
days.  One property met most but not all criteria, so two additional properties were
proposed.  Of the additional properties, one met all criteria, and was quickly leased.

3.10 Program a new office building.
A high-tech company, growing exponentially, urgently needed a first building

on its new office campus.  The preliminary requirement profile and the rating of their
present facilities were accomplished in three working days.  The requirement profile
was completed and used as criteria for a build-to-suit project.  Programming was
simplified and speeded because ST&M gave the requirements for initial design

3.11 Building owner – Landlord
A huge multinational company moved its regional headquarters moved out of a

prestige Class A building that it owned.  In that city, the largest tenant wanted only
low-rent offices for general administrative functions.  The company obtained a
“supply” profile from an ST&M rating of the vacant portion of the building. They
found it matched the requirement profile for a niche market which was in short
supply, and for which a potential tenant was known.  The company successfully
rented the vacant space within 3 months, at close to the highest rent levels in the city.



4 Conclusion
ST&M is useful for day-to-day use in real estate portfolio management, real

estate and facility management operations, and property management, operation and
use.  As required by ISO 9000 processes, ST&M can be used to ascertain the explicit
and implicit expectations and requirements of the user (customer), test how well the
building (product) complies, demonstrate compliance, and document it.  ST&M is
valuable for research into building performance, because it provides a consistent,
objective, numeric way of reporting that enables researchers at different times and
places, and even different countries and cultures, to use and compare results by
others.  It is also a valuable communication tool between professionals and users.
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COMMUNICATING PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS – TOOLS FOR
TRANSFERRING CLIENT-ORIENTED MAINTENANCE INFORMATION
Client-oriented maintenance information
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Abstract

The building industry is changing from a supply-oriented towards a demand-oriented
market. Quality and value for money are becoming key-issues. The communication on
buildings has to change accordingly: from technical information on the composition of
the building and building costs towards functional information on the performance of
the building and costs-in-use. The maintenance sector is influenced by these changes.
Maintenance should be adapted to the requirements of building owners and users. There
is a need for tools to “translate” the technical maintenance information into information
relating to the performance of the building maintained and vice versa. The building
manager is in the centre of the information flow between client and maintenance staff.
This paper describes tools, which can be used as communication means between
building manager and tenant, between the maintenance department and the management
department within an organisation, and between the inspectors and the maintenance
manager.

Keywords: Maintenance information, performance requirements, prioritisation, client-
oriented information

1 Introduction

Each building owner and user will have his own specific requirements regarding
the building stock they own or occupy. For some, the return on investment will be the
main issue (for instance in the office market), for others specific functional features may
be essential (for instance for a laboratory building). Building maintenance will have to
be attuned to these diverse requirements. This paper describes a tool, which can be used
to prioritise maintenance activities.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1848-1855.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Communication on maintenance has concentrated for a long time on detailed,
specific technical information (“screws and bolts”). The increasing need to explain to
the client what quality he gets for his money supports the development of tools
facilitating communication between technical and non-technical parties. The tool
visualises the effects of a specified maintenance policy on the performance level and
maintenance costs of a building. The tool can facilitate information exchange between
tenant and building manager or between technical staff and management within one
organisation.

Visual aids are not only beneficial when explaining technical issues to a non-
technical audience. They have also proven to be very useful in training building
inspectors. Client-oriented maintenance planning strongly depends on an objective and
accurate report of the actual condition of a building.  Although inspectors can be
carefully trained in the way they should describe a building and its defects, experience
is still an important factor in the reliability of inspection results. Pictures can help to
build up a frame of reference for building inspectors is demonstrated.

2 Performance-based prioritisation of building maintenance

The new generation of client-oriented maintenance planning systems takes the
requirements of the building owner and user as a starting point. Maintenance is
understood to be a means to optimise investments, rather than being an aim in itself.
The client requires information on the maintenance costs and performance of his
building in relationship to other, competitive, buildings. The focal point is the required
performance compared to the budget available. Budgets will be limited and
requirements can easily exceed the amount of money at hand. It is therefore important
to set priorities and to list the requirements in order of merit. Maintenance activities are
based on these priorities.

For different buildings the set of requirements and priorities will differ. The
function of the building, its age, cultural value, location and currency in combination
with the market situation determine the required performance level. Even for parts of
the building the priorities can be dissimilar: public spaces may be kept at a higher
maintenance level than private space and the main entrance will probably have a higher
aesthetic aims than the back street entrance.

Rather than setting one maintenance level for the whole building stock, which is
still common, professional real estate owners and managers are now looking for ways to
differentiate the maintenance efforts between buildings according to priorities.

First, for each building (or set of buildings) an overview is made of the perform-
ance aspects an organisation wants to take into account when deciding on maintenance
activities. Issues can be the financial consequences or the effects to the use of the
building in relation to maintenance activities (table 1).



Table 1: Aspects for prioritising maintenance activities

Financial consequences of delay of maintenance activities
• Sequential damage to other components;
• Increase of user complaints and increased costs of day-to-day maintenance to repair defects;
• Increased migration rate due to dissatisfied users;
• Decreased energy performance of the building.

Consequences for building use
• Health and safety of occupants is being endangered;
• The primary production process of the user organisation is at stake;
• The comfort of occupants is threatened;
• The aesthetic value of the building may be lost.

The Dutch Government Building Agency, for instance uses the below “aspect /
priority matrix” to define the urgency of maintenance activities (table 2).

Table 2: Aspect / priority matrix of the Dutch Government Building Agency

Priority

low high

Performance Aspect 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1. Safety and health

2. Cultural and historic value

3. Production process of
client

4. (Not defined)

5. Aesthetics / image /
annoyance

6. Financial consequences or
sequential damage

small <10% 50% >100%

7. Functioning of building
component

The next step is to relate the performance aspects to defects found in a condition-
based inspection of the building: For each defect the impact of the defect on the defined
performance aspects is indicated, for instance by means of a three point scale: low
impact, normal impact, high impact. An example is given in table 3.

Table 3: Relating performance aspects to defects

Component: Bituminous roof cover
Defect: Obvious, widespread erosion of or submerged gravel layer

Performance aspects Impact (1=low, 3=high)
Aesthetic aspects 1
Use 1
Indoor environment 2
Safety 1
Complaints 1
Sequential damage 3



If a defect has a high impact on a performance aspect with a high priority, it is
obvious that maintenance should be applied to cure the defect. Therefore, the next step
is to relate impact rate to priority and define the urgency of maintenance. For instance:

If aesthetic aspects are considered to be important, and have a high priority,
defects having any impact on aesthetics should be prevented and urgently repaired,
when occurring (impact rate 2 and 3). If aesthetic aspects are not important, though, an
impact rate of 3 may be well allowable.

In this way, building maintenance can be geared to fit specific organisational
requirements. Maintenance planning software can support an automated selection
process of urgent activities. The inspection data will then contain information on the
impact of defects on performance aspects. Previously, the organisation has filled-out a
table with priorities and allowable impact scores per building or object. The planning
system contains a filtering procedure, filtering only those activities from the inspection
data, which are urgent. The inspector is trained to estimate the impact of defects, the
organisation sets the maintenance policy in terms of priorities.

If the maintenance policy is changed, the filter is adapted and a new planning is
made based on the altered maintenance urgencies. This allows an organisation to “play”
with maintenance expenditures and see the effects of different choices to the
performance level of the building. This provides more insight to the relationship
between maintenance costs and supplied performance. Effects of budget cuts are made
visible in terms of impact on performance provided and, vice versa, a set required
performance level results in a required maintenance budget given the actual condition of
the building. This way of working can therefore support communication between the
technical staff, responsible for maintenance planning, and the financial staff, responsible
for maintenance budgets, or between management, responsible for defining the
maintenance policy, and technical department responsible for the execution of
maintenance activities.

3 Communication between maintenance managers, tenants and management

To support communication processes between policy makers and technical staff,
the use of visual aids can be considered. One of the problems encountered in the transfer
of information on building maintenance, is the difference in backgrounds of the parties
involved: A technical background for those responsible for planning maintenance
activities and a financial or managerial background for those responsible for policy
making. A similar problem exists in the communication between tenants and building
managers. Tenants will be interested in which building quality they may expect for their
rent, while at the same time the building manager may want to agree upon both the
quality of owner-paid maintenance as well as the quality of tenant-paid maintenance.

To make the required maintenance level literally visible, photographs of buildings
in different conditions may be helpful. In the Netherlands, KPN Real Estate & Facilities
uses this means to enhance communication between client and real estate facilitator
(KPN).

KPN uses two performance aspects to differentiate between maintenance levels:
• The Aesthetic performance;
• The Functional performance.



For each, five performance levels are defined. The required maintenance level is
defined as a two number digit, with the first number indicating the required functional
performance level and the second representing the required aesthetic performance level
(table 4).

Table 4: Maintenance levels determined by functional and aesthetic requirements

Functionality

Very high (1) High (2) Average (3) Low (4) Very low (5)

Very high (1) 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1

High (2) 1.2 2.2 3.2 4.2 5.2

Average (3) 1.3 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3

Low (4) 1.4 2.4 3.4 4.4 5.4

A
e
s
t
h
e
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c
s

Very low (5) 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5

A required maintenance level 3.4, therefore stands for an average functional
performance and a low aesthetic performance.

To visualise each specified maintenance level, a picture book has been made. The
book presents each possible combination of performance level (1.1 up to 5.5). It
explains what the required performance level in each case actually means and shows a
photograph with a building component with the maintenance level indicated (table 5).

The normal maintenance level depends on the function of the building. If a
building should be representative, for instance bank buildings, the normal maintenance
level can be based on a high functional and aesthetic performance. If a building is used
as a warehouse, maybe a low aesthetic and functional performance is acceptable.

The maintenance costs will depend on the maintenance level chosen. If the
maintenance costs of a maintenance level assuring an average functional and an average
aesthetic performance (level 3.3) are said to be 100%, the costs of lower and higher
maintenance levels can be defined by an adapted percentage. For instance, level 2.2
means 150% of the average maintenance costs, level 4.5 represents 40% of the average
maintenance costs.

The average maintenance costs will depend on the type of building: its function,
its age, its size, its composition. If for each building type, the “average maintenance
costs” are determined, the costs of other maintenance levels can be deduced.



Table 5: Visual aid to support communication on maintenance levels; Source: KPN Real
estate & Facilities

Maintenance level 2.3

Functionality
Aesthetics Very high High Average Low Very Low
Very high
High
Average 2.3
Low
Very low

Functional requirements class 2                  high functional requirements

Functional defects may occur incidentally under unfavourable (weather) conditions. Examples are
draught and limited water leakage during extreme wind or rain. The use of the building and the primary
production process should not disturbed.

Aesthetic requirements class 3 average aesthetic requirements

Aesthetic defects such as discoloration and pollution may occur in a small extent. Graffiti will be re-
moved. Loss of gloss and other signs of ageing of paint layers are acceptable. Erosion and technical
shortcomings of the building are acceptable, unless there is a strong negative impact on the appearance.

KPN Real Estate & Facilities, for instance, has defined the maintenance levels for
the different types of buildings of their post group. The average maintenance costs for
this specific type of buildings are connected to the levels 2.4 and 3.3. Depending on the
exact function and objectives of a building, the actual required maintenance level is
identified, by means of an intended maintenance level, and a range of acceptable levels
around this level. The costs connected to this maintenance level are a derivative of the
costs connected to levels 2.4 and 3.3 (table 6).



Table 6: Relationship between maintenance levels and maintenance costs

Maintenance  level

1.1 1.2 1.3 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 4.3 4.4 4.5 5.4 5.5

Buildings with public
function

X

Buildings without public
function

X

Temporary post buildings
(for sale within < 2 years)

X

Temporary post buildings
(for sale in 2 – 5 years)

X

Partly empty buildings (for
sale within < 2 years)

X

Partly empty buildings (for
sale in 2 – 5 years)

X

Dwellings X

Empty buildings X

Cost Index 225 200 150 200 150 125 100 125 100 75 50 75 50 40 40 25

The information provided serves communication between tenant and building
manager: The tenant indicates which performance level he would require. The building
manager presents the required maintenance budget to achieve this performance level.
The tenant then can adjust his requirements, if the required costs are too high, or set
aside the required budget.

Although KPN uses the tool for external purposes, similar tools are very useful in
the communication between managerial and operational departments. Management sets
the maintenance policy, by means of the photographs and performance levels provided.
The executive department indicates which costs are connected to the requirements. The
budget provided by the management should either fit the costs involved with the
requirements or the requirements should be decreased.

4 Pictures and training of inspectors

Photographs also prove to be extremely useful in training building inspectors.
Experience has shown to be an important characteristic of a good inspector. A frame of
reference is essential to accurately indicate the actual condition of a building
component. Experience does not only help to recognise the materials encountered, it
also helps to assess the stage of deterioration of a component and its impact on the
performance of the component. Pictures can help to build up a frame of reference for
inexperienced inspectors.

In a European research project, of which Damen Consultants was the project co-
ordinator, pictorial information was gathered for over a hundred building components.
For each component, a description was made of the composition and functioning of the
component. Also the defects, which could be encountered and how those defects should
be measured and assessed is presented. For the different stages of deterioration



photographs were provided (Figure 1). The defect sheets are now being used for training
purposes.

Fig. 1: Example of defect sheet

5 Conclusions

This paper presented three tools, which can be used to enhance communication
about maintenance in a changing market. The market requires client-oriented informa-
tion, rather than technical information. The tools presented in this paper connect main-
tenance to user and owner requirements. Decisions on property should be based on the
objectives of the client organisation. Pictures can be an important support for informa-
tion transfer between parties with different backgrounds. They can also be used in
training operational staff. Each tool described is currently being applied in day-to-day
building maintenance practice in various organisations. The results are promising.
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BUILDING PERFORMANCE STARTS AT HAND-OVER: THE
IMPORTANCE OF LIFE SPAN INFORMATION
Performance-over-time and life span information

M.H. HERMANS
Damen Consultants, Rotterdam, The Netherlands*

Abstract

Life cycle information is regaining attention throughout the building industry, and
in particular among those involved in managing the existing building stock.  Due
to the increasing attention for the performance concept in building, for sustainable
building and changes in maintenance policies, the importance of reliable life span
information is felt by more people.  Life span information is necessary to support
investment decisions and to calculate the environmental impact of buildings and
building components.  Life span is an ambiguous term, however.  It can be
interpreted in many different ways.  So what kind of information are we looking
for?

Keywords: Performance concept, performance over time, life spans of building
components, sustainable building, building use

1 Introduction: The performance concept in building

Due to a changing real-estate market, the building sector has to become more
“consumer-oriented”, in line with other industries.  In Western Europe the post-
war quantitative need for buildings, both dwellings and offices, is more or less
fulfilled.  The demand is concentrating on quality aspects.  The market is
changing from supply driven to demand driven.  The building has to fulfil user
requirements.  The user requirements contain a mix of building regulations, social
and cultural standards and specific, individual requirements set by the building
owner and user.  Communication should include information on the performance
of the building in relation to these requirements and should pay attention to
changes in either requirements or the performance supplied by the building.
Communication on buildings should be using terminology, which can be
understood by the customers: the occupants and building owners.  It should focus
on the use of the building rather than on technical issues.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
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These developments are in line with the ideas of the performance concept in
building.  A building is considered to be a functional product with a performance,
rather than a combination of technical components.

So far, attention has been paid primarily to the performance of a building at
hand-over.  At that moment – or a few months afterwards – the building team is
officially dismissed and the building process is deemed to be over.  For the
building owner and user, the process only starts at that moment.  For them, the
performance at hand-over is only the beginning.  After the building is taken into
use, its performance will change continuously under the influence of climate, use,
maintenance and the quality of the building itself.  The building owner and user
have to deal with this performance over time.  If insufficient attention has been
paid to the performance over time in the design and construction process,
considerable efforts may have to be made to keep the building in shape
afterwards.

In a consumer-driven market, the attention for the building performance
over time will grow.  This explains for instance the increasing research into
performance and maintenance contracts.  In maintenance contracts, parties (such
as the building manager and a maintenance contractor) agree on a performance
level to be maintained over the contracted period.

The attention for building performance over time supports an increasing
awareness of life spans: When can the building performance be said to be ended
or, in other words: when does the building or building component’s lifetime end?

2 Life span in relation to performance and requirements

In general, the life span of a building component can be defined as the
period a building component can fulfil its requirements.  Unfortunately, both the
performance of the component and the requirements change over time.
Depending on the type of change, the life span of a product will be longer or
shorter (figure 1).

Time
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Supplied performance over time (1)

Supplied performance over time (3)

Supplied performance over time (2)

Required performance (a)

Required performance (b)

Different life spans
depending on

performance and
requirements

Fig. 1: Some examples of the life span of a component in relation to its
performance and requirements



Building owners and users are looking for ways to agree on the period a
building or component will deliver its performance, and the minimum
performance supplied during this period (figure 2).
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ce Actual supplied performance over time

Minimum performance required over time

Time during which
minimum performance

is required

Contract issues

Fig. 2: Agreements on minimum performance over time and minimum life
span

3 Application of life span information

Life span information can serve several goals in the different phases of a
building’s life cycle:

• Choosing between alternative building components;
• Calculating exploitation costs of alternative buildings;
• Long term maintenance planning;
• Determining depreciation periods;
• Calculating the environmental impact of components.

Life cycle information indicates when a component should be replaced.
This information is useful when setting budgets for the exploitation of a building.
If the expected period of use of a building as a whole is given, the life spans of the
composing parts of the building can be attuned to this expected time of use.

Life span information also indicates when maintenance activities are
necessary.  Traditionally, building management focussed on minimising short
term maintenance costs.  Currently a change can be seen towards optimising
maintenance in relation to organisational goals and means in the middle and long
term.  The maintenance sector shows a transition from technical aspects to
functional aspects.  The “why” of building maintenance is becoming a focal point:
which objectives does an organisation have for its buildings, and which are the
budgets available for realising those objectives? Maintenance is seen as one of the
means to manage real estate, next to for instance buying and selling and
refurbishment.

The new generation of maintenance systems explicitly takes the required
performance into account in planning maintenance activities.  The earlier
generation centred on what was technically needed to restore a building in an
acceptable condition.  The condition aimed at was more or less fixed.  The new



generation adjusts the condition aimed at, to the organisational objectives.
Attuning maintenance activities to requirements asks for information on the
intended period of use as well: if requirements change, the maintenance activities
should be adapted.

4 Sustainable building

Until about ten years ago, the term “durable” meant “to last as long as
possible”.  The meaning of the word has changed, however, to “fulfilling the set
requirements for as long as those requirements exist and with minimal
environmental impact”.  The term has therefore become more complex and
specific.  To indicate this transition and to prevent misunderstanding, the word
“durable” is nowadays often replaced by the word “sustainable”.

According to the definition, sustainable building implies that the
requirements of future building users are known.  It also implies that the duration
of the requirements is known.  And on top of that, the requirements have to be
answered in a way that the effects to the environment are minimised.  The
solution found will always be based on the existing state of the art in building
technology.  Meaning that the knowledge of the actual environmental impact of a
product and the production means available, change over time.

The period of use of a product, indicating the time elapsing before a product
is being disposed of, is an important parameter in the determination of the
environmental impact of the product.  The environmental impact is proportional to
the period of use.  Reliable life span information is essential in reviewing the
durability (or “sustainability”) of a building or building component.

5 Types of life spans

For manufacturers, life span information can be a competition item: They
will try to present their product in the most favourable way.  Agreements are
therefore necessary, on how the life span of a product should be determined and
presented.  First of all, it should be clear what is meant by the word “life span”.
Depending on the perspective, “life span” can be defined as, for instance, “time of
existence”, “period of use” or “depreciation period”.  When giving life span
information, it is of the utmost importance to indicate which perspective is
represented.  The most important types of life span are the technical life span, the
functional life span and the economic life span.

5.1 The technical life span
The technical life span in its most limited meaning, stands for the time that a

product physically exists.  Of course, the concept of “physical existence” should
be specified: Masking weak spots or leakages can prolong the life span of a
bituminous roof cover.  At what stage of deterioration is the life span of the roof
considered to be ended? In other words: how many repairs are acceptable and
when should replacement be considered? As the technical life span will rarely be
used completely, the precise determination of the technical life span of
components is not of interest to the building owner or user.  Agreements can be
important, though, in relation to the determination of environmental impact.



In daily practice, the technical life span is considered to be the period that a
building component can physically supply the required performance.  In the
Netherlands, the Building Research Foundation (Stichting Bouwresearch)
publishes a report called “Life spans of building components.  Practice-based
values.”

When determining the technical life span it is important to define the
circumstances in which the life span will be reached precisely.  The technical life
span strongly depends on the materials used, detailing, building location.  The
intensity and type of use and maintenance also play an important role.  “The”
technical life span therefore does not exist.  It is always a life span under specified
conditions.  Unfortunately, sufficient knowledge on the impact of these conditions
is still lacking.  As the number of factors is huge, empirical life span research is
costly and complex.

5.2 Period of use
The period of use or functional life span of a building component is the life

span the building component is actually used.  The question is what type of use is
still considered to be functional? If a door is used as a tabletop, is this form of use
included in the “functional life span” or not? If it is, how can future applications
be foreseen at the moment a building component is put on the market? The type of
use should be indicated to be able to set a functional life span.  At the other hand,
as long as a building component can have a function, regardless of the type of
function, it will not be disposed of.  This is in favour of the environment and re-
use for other functions should therefore be taken into account in determining the
period of use for environmental calculations.

From a practical viewpoint, the functional life span is defined as the period
a building component can fulfil the function for which it was originally made.
Re-use (for the same function) and high or low level recycling possibilities should
be indicated.  In the current building practice, information on the actual, real-life
periods of use of building components is still lacking almost completely.

5.3 Economic life span
The economic life span is the period that no alternative exists with lower or

at least equal exploitation costs for a building component.  The subject for debate
is the comparison of the equality of alternatives.  Technological developments are
not on hold during the building’s use.  Therefore new and improved products will
become available during a product’s life cycle.  Components are therefore hardly
ever replaced identically.  In nearly all cases some kind of performance
improvement will be realised as well.  This improvement should be accounted for
in determining the economic life span of a building.

The economic life span and environmental requirements can be on bad
terms: replacement for economic reasons may not be very sustainable, unless the
environmental impact of replacement is translated into costs and included in the
price of the alternative.

If a component is being replaced by a more environmental friendly
component, the environmental impact of replacing a still-functioning component
and the profit in terms of prevented environmental impact caused by replacing the
old component, should be weighed against the impact of the new component.



6 Life spans and building components

There is a relationship between the type of building component and the type
of life span most relevant to the component:

• For structural parts the technical life span in general is endless.  Their life
span depends on the period of use of the building as a whole.  Usually, a
fictional life span is set for those components, for instance 75 years.  This
number does not indicate the real period of use, but is an endpoint of a
planning horizon, for instance in maintenance plans.  The actual period of
use (until demolition) of buildings usually is a lot longer, in the Netherlands
approximately 100 years.

• For external building components, such as the facade and roof, the life span
strongly depends on maintenance activities.  The life span of the component
is “technical” and is related to the design, use and maintenance of the
component.  For office buildings there can be a different situation, if for
instance the image of the facade is important and replacement of the facade
is induced by the need for a aesthetic face-lift, rather than deterioration of
the facade components.

• User appreciation and the primary processes of the user organisation
determine the life span of interior components.  If there are changes in the
way the building is used or if the taste of the building user changes,
components are being replaced.  Functional criteria, rather than technical
criteria determine the life span.

• The life span of building services nowadays strongly depends on
technological developments.  Automation of building services causes
obsolescence due to outdated software, before any technical deterioration of
the apparatus itself can occur.  Also changes of regulations can cause an
early end of lifetime, for instance if energy regulations are tightened.

Life span information of building components should represent the above
most important reasons for replacement.  The components should be designed in a
way fitting the life span: their technical life span should be attuned to the
functional and economic life span.  If a component will be replaced often, for
instance due to rapid changes in fashion, the connections of the component should
facilitate easy replacement.  Components with a life span as long as the building’s
period of use, can have more fixed connections.

7 Conclusions

Life span is a complex term with many different interpretations, differing
from mere “time of existence”, to “period of use”.  Life span information is
needed to support decisions relating to investments in new or existing buildings
and to calculate the environmental impact of components and buildings in order to
make sustainable decisions in planning, designing and upkeeping the building
stock.  Agreements are necessary between those offering life span information and
those using life span information on what interpretation of the word life span is
relevant in a particular situation.  This paper indicates the different types of life



span which may be worthwhile discriminating between.  The type of life span
relates to the reason why a component is being disposed of.  This can be for
technical reasons (the component is not able to perform any longer), for economic
reasons (there are products on the market with a better price / quality ratio) or for
functional reasons (the demand is changing and the component can not fulfil the
changed requirements).

When designing a building, the most likely reason for replacement of the
individual components should be assessed.  Then the moment when the
replacement will take place should be estimated, based on practical experiences
with similar components in other situations.  This actual, practice-based period of
use should be the starting point for environmental calculations.
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THE USE OF PERFORMANCE AND DURABILITY DATA IN
ASSESSMENT OF LIFE TIME SERVICEABILITY
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Abstract

Data regarding the performance and service life of  buildings and building
products are of utmost importance when assessing the serviceability of buildings.
A well developed methodology is available when it comes to the selection of
building materials and components based on performance requirements while this
is not the case when it comes to the function of entire buildings.  This is due to the
fact that the performance of entire buildings is far more complex.
The paper discusses the problems in assessment of life time serviceability of
entire buildings, i.e. the ability of the entire building including materials,
components, rooms etc. to function properly over the entire service life.  It makes
suggestions on how to account for the relationship between performance of
materials and components, service life and long term serviceability and how
performance and durability data may be used in assessment of long term
serviceability.  This is far from an easy task and in fact the paper should be
considered as an invitation to discussion and to submit proposals on how the
problems might be solved.

Keywords: Durability,  life cycle assessment, maintenance, performance,
serviceability, service life, whole life economy.

1 Introduction

Any building has to fulfil legal requirements set up in building codes as well
as the requirements of its owners and users which might be a mixture of
functional requirements and  social and cultural standards. It is not likely that all
requirements can be fulfilled completely as the often are contradicting, e.g. high
technical quality and low price, therefore it is necessary to prioritise and make
compromises during the design process. The building must have the potential to
meet changing needs over time, both from minute to minute, e.g. responding to
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changes in weather, from day to day, e.g. changes in working patterns, space use
and equipment, and from time to time, e.g. changes in occupants organisational
structure and even function.

Serviceability of a building can be defined on basis of the above.  The
building shall at any time in its service life provide the required performance for
the users. Performance seen in the broad sense that legal requirements shall be
fulfilled and that functions and activities shall be supported.  In the same way
users should be considered as everybody with an interest in the building i.e.
owners, administrators, end users, maintenance personnel etc.  Serviceability may
then be seen as a complicated puzzle taking into account health and safety
problems, energy saving measures, life cycle analysis (LCA), whole life economy,
user demands, user wishes, service life etc.

1.1 The purpose of this paper
This paper should be seen as an attempt to:
• account for the relationship between performance of materials and

components, service life and long term serviceability.
• account for the use of performance and durability data in assessment of

long term serviceability.
As little information is available on this subject the paper should most of all

be considered as an invitation to discussion which means that al contributions
which could advance the current stage are very welcome.

1.2 Performance of buildings
When dealing with prediction of service life or assessment of long term

serviceability, it is a prerequisite that the building as well as its parts has a
satisfactory performance.  It is without interest to discuss service life if it is not
first ensured that the building will function properly under its intended in-use
conditions, i.e. serve as and when required.  Performance and long term service
are therefore closely related and it is impossible to talk in depth about the one
without mentioning the other.

For quite some years international co-operation on the performance
approach in building has taken place in CIB commission W60.  The work has to a
large extent focused on the performance of building materials and components
even though other problems have been dealt with as well.  A number of
publications have been issued by the commission including CIB report 64
Working with the Performance Approach (The Performance Approach in
Building, 1982).  The publication gives the basis for a methodology to be used in
listing performance properties and criteria for building materials and components.

When it comes to performance of an entire building it may be seen partly as
a combination of sub-performances of the materials and components of the
building partly as the performance of the space, the rooms, types of rooms etc.
which constitute the building

The performance of a building may in other words be subdivided into
performance of (beholds)

• materials
• components
• rooms
• types of rooms
• etc.



Whatever the sub-division the overall goal is to fulfil the requirements of
the user of the building, i.e. the end user, the owner/administrator, the
maintenance personnel, the cleaning personnel or exterior service people making
service, repair or retrofitting on the building.  It is therefore quite obvious that the
satisfactory performance of building materials and components is a necessary
condition only - but it is not sufficient to guarantee the performance of the entire
building which is far more complex.

It may be practical during the design process to divide the performance af
the building into

• “Building related performance” which is connected to the building and
is more or less permanent, e.g. the performance of the load bearing
structure, the basement etc. and

• “Functional performance”, which also is connected to the building but
may change with changes in use, e.g. the requirements to fire resistance
of partitions walls.

1.3 Prediction of service life
Service life is defined as the time during which at least the essential

performance properties are maintained at a satisfactory level.
Big interest has been paid to this subject resulting in international co-

operation regarding prediction of service life in joint CIB/RILEM committees on
"Prediction of Service Life" and “Design for durability” respectively.  A
recommendation on the prediction of service life of building products has been
issued by RILEM, (Masters, L.W. and Brandt, E., 1989).  This recommendation is
a methodology on how service life can be predicted using different paths.  It is
currently under standardisation as it is part of the draft ISO standard “Buildings –
service life planning”. (Draft ISO 15686-1, Part 1, 1998).

2 Changes in requirements over time

The society is characterised by rapid changes in life style, use patterns etc.
which also results in changes in the requirements to buildings and infrastructure,
i.e. performance requirements are dynamic and are changing with time.  Ideally a
building should be able to adapt to any new requirements from the users when it
occur, but it is hardly likely to take place in practice.  More pragmatic a building
should be made flexible to allow future adjustments to anticipated and/or likely
changes. Changes in the function /use of a building might lead to changes in the
exposure of materials and components under use, e.g. more wear or higher
temperature, which is reflected in changed requirements to materials, components
and maintenance.

Assessment of future changes in society, development of technology etc. is
far from easy.  For example changes in use is more often expected to be
improvements due to increased demands of the user, e.g. as regards installations
for support of IT-technology or better thermal insulation.  The question is, are we
able to predict the future for the building. Are there any means available to help
predict if and when an old warehouse is transformed into a block of flats?  And
are there any means of predicting a change in use patterns for example as
experienced with the use of bathrooms where earlier times once-a-week bath in a
bath-tub has been substituted by a once or twice per day shower, resulting in far



harsher influence on the construction than earlier?
Also it should be remembered that a change is not always an increase but

might also mean a decrease e.g. demand for less space due to fewer staff or down
prioritising of the building e.g. from head quarters to ordinary office building.

Changes with time also includes a desire to use new technology as it
becomes available and affordable (who wants to buy a car without ABS brakes
and airbags?).

An example of development in materials is the changes in low slope roofing
membranes, where a continued development has taken place over several decades
changing from oxidised bitumen to APP or SBS modified bitumens and new
materials like PVC or EPDM.  Also new technology as radio, television,
computers etc has led to increased requirements to more wiring/electrical power
in the houses over the years. For some products the development is quite steady
whereas for others developments are in jumps.  For example windows glazing
originally was single layer with a rather inferior performance as regards heat
transmission.  At some time double layer glasses became common and was
eventually included as a requirement in the building code (at least in some
countries).  Now new technology has become available with low energy glass, and
in Denmark this has almost immediately resulted in new requirements in the
building codes.

Experience shows that for economical reasons existing products are only
seldom exchanged with new with a better performance unless there are other
reason, e.g. legal requirements, that makes it necessary or beneficial.

3 The important factors for long term serviceability

3.1 Performance
The most important factor for serviceability is that the functional

performance of the building is fulfilled at any time.  Performance may be
considered the tool used to set requirements and to assess whether they are
fulfilled.  It is proposed  that to ensure serviceability the requirements are set
based on the latest developments in knowledge.  If possible the requirements
should include requirements taking into account any predicted changes in, e.g. the
future use, the future legal requirements or increased user demands.  If this is not
possible the building should at least be flexible, i.e. as far as possible be prepared
for future changes in requirements which might be reflected into changes in the
building. The layout of the building has a great influence in this connection. For
example will clear and well arranged plan layouts and a sufficient number of
ducts for pipes and wires designed for future expansion and renewal improve the
possibility to adjust the performance of the building to future demands.

 In some cases changes in the building are rather likely to occur within a
short span of years whereas for others major and affordable changes are rare or
none existent.  As a rough rule of thumb the following intervals are proposed:

• department stores every 3-5 years
• offices every 10-20 years
• dwellings every 20-50 years



3.2 Service life
The service life is another key factor for serviceability. Normally service

life is considered to be the lifetime of materials and components but there is no
reason why this concept should not be used also for rooms, types of rooms,
buildings etc.

For materials and components knowledge about service life can be used to:
• assess intervals between maintenance
• calculate whole life economy for alternative solutions
• perform life cycle analysis of old and new products

For rooms, buildings etc. no tools exist but an assessment of the expected
service life should never the less be performed based on the latest knowledge
within the area and the expectations to the future.

Prediction of service life is difficult for many reasons one of them being that
in some types of buildings service life is often terminated for other reasons than
technical. This might be due to wish of another appearence, which for example
often is the reason for change of carpets, or due to change of use, for example a
partition wall in an office building which becomes obsolete when changing to an
open plan office. The service life of a building may be concidered to consist of a
“Building related life” and a “Functional related life”. “The Building related life”
is connected to the technical side of the building and depends on the building
components and materials lifetime. “The Functional related life depends on the
use of the building. For example will new and changed requirements for the use of
a building result in shorter functional lifetime for materials and components which
still has a building related lifetime e.g. change off carpets and tiles due to fashion
or other use off the rooms.

3.3 Capital costs versus running costs
As the economic means are usually not unlimited serviceability includes an

assessment of the balance between the desired performance and the price to obtain
it.  It is therefore worthwhile to consider where the money are used – capital costs
versus running costs, even though it is not the main topic of this paper.

From Danish investigations it is known that the biggest savings in capital
costs  as well as running costs can be achieved by choosing the optimal area
depending on the number of persons and the functions to be carried out (goes for
office buildings and similar), and by reducing the area/volume ratio as this implies
energy savings and minimising of the exterior envelope of the building.

It is proposed to take advantage of the tools developed for use with the
performance concept in building when assessing the need for space.  The
assessment should be based on an analysis of the intended use and sufficient space
should be provided for that purpose.  Sufficient in this connection means not to
little as it might jeopardise the function/work and not to much as it might increase
the cost.  Decisions on a “reserve” for future expansions is political and should be
taken by the owner/administrator as future uses might be a decrease in the space
demand as well as an increase.



3.3 Running costs
The running costs are dependent on a number of factors for example
• geographical position, e.g. as regards the demand heating and/or cooling
• political interest, e.g. as regards taxes to regulate the energy

consumption
• cultural differences, e.g. differences in the way of using the buildings

and its surroundings
The running costs may be sub-divided into the following categories which

are normally considered the most important from an economical point of view:
• energy costs
• cleaning costs
• maintenance, i.e. repair works, refurbishment etc.
• supply, i.e. water, electricity etc.
These cost can to a large extent be influenced and this is most effectively

done in the early brief or design stages.  At later stages the possibility for
influence will drop rapidly.

Whereas very effective tools exists as regards the possibilities of assessing
the energy demand of buildings very little exist as regards cleaning and
maintenance.  For these two subjects the designer first of all has to rely on
feedback from practice.  However, some general rules of thumb are available.

As regards cleaning the designer should consider how cleaning is going to
take place and which requirements this implies.  Some examples are:

• sufficient space shall be available for transport of cleaning equipment
including wide doors, lifts, ramps (instead of stairs) etc.

• the design shall as far as possible allow for cleaning using machines.
• rooms for cleaning shall be available for storing of detergents etc. and

shall include tap and sink and high power voltage for machinery.
• the demand for ladders, lifts etc to be able to polish windows, clean

lamps etc.
• assessment of floor and wall surfaces especially in high wear areas.
• bathrooms and toilets with easy-to-clean surfaces and wall hung toilets.
As regards maintenance the designer should remember that some materials

and components are impossible to access when the building is finished and
maintenance consequently impossible.  Especially in situations like these and
where maintenance can be foreseen to be performed only very rarely, great care
should be taken in choosing materials with a long record of serving well with
limited or no maintenance. Especially care schould be taken to avoid use of
materials or components if failure could increase the risk of further damage to the
building, e.g. fungus and dry rot in a roof construction due to an inferior roof
cladding. Under all circumstances it should be considered how maintenance and
minor refurbishment works are going to take place and which requirements this
implies. Some examples on how things might be improved are:

• things shall be easy to access – sufficient room in crawl spaces,
removable coverings etc.

• things shall be easy to repair or replace.



• as far as possible “parallel lives” or “parallel maintenance intervals”
should be chosen, i.e. neighbouring elements should have the same
maintenance or replacement intervals in order to avoid great expenses of
replacing well functioning elements due to failure of others, e.g.
replacing a roof covering due to the need of  replacement of the roof tile
underlay.

4 How can life time serviceability be assured

In practice life time serviceability can not be assured but some precautions
might be taken to improve the likelihood of a good serviceability during the entire
service life.

It is the performance of the comprehensive product that counts and this is
not necessarily related to materials or components but the good performance of
the materials is often a prerequisite for the performance of the comprehensive
product.  Therefore:

a satisfactory performance of building materials and components are crucial to the
serviceability of the building.  Available data on performance of the used materials
should therefore be exploited as far as possible.
As  regards service life, deterioration does not necessarily affect the

performance, i.e. a deterioration of a material may well take place without
immediate loss in performance of the building.  However, in the long run the
durability of materials and components is often a prerequisite for the performance
of the material and consequently of the comprehensive product.  Therefore:

a satisfactory durability of building materials and components are crucial to the
serviceability of the building.  Available data on service life of the used materials
should therefore be exploited as far as possible.
Parallel life times or maintenance intervals should be used as far as possible.
Performance requirements are dynamic, i.e. they may be regulated by

legislation and by corporate or professional norms or changed due to user
demands.  As this sort of changes are often very difficult to predict it is proposed:

to set up requirements primarily based on the newest knowledge and as far as
possible taking into account any foreseeable or likely change in future
requirements.  Different solutions might be possible and it is proposed to make a
comparison between the different scenarios including whole life economy,
sustainability, indoor air quality, energy consumption etc.
The costs are decisive for most decisions taken and attention should

therefore be paid to influence the capital cost as well as the running costs. This
implies:

the building should be designed with the optimal area per person, and by
reducing the area/volume ratio as this implies energy savings and
minimising of the exterior envelope of the building.
Cleaning, maintenance, repair and refurbishment should be taken into account at
the early brief or design stages in order to facilitate access, use materials suited
for the type of use etc.



5 Conclusions

Very little exploration on the subject of this paper has taken place and much
needs to be done.  The paper should be considered as a very first attempt to
review some of the problems that are faced when discussing life time
serviceability.  The paper should also be considered a platform for discussion and
any contribution to a discussion will be very much appreciated.

Finally it should be noted that this paper is about new building and in reality
the biggest challenge is to find tools for future refurbishment of the big stock of
existing buildings.
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Abstract

This paper reviews the progress made to date by Working Group 5 of ISO TC59
Building Construction SC14 “Design Life”. Working Group 5 was set up to prepare a
draft standard on life cycle costing (LCC) as a tool to be used when planning the
design life of buildings.  The LCC draft is intended to utilise the outputs generated by
building practitioners using documents published as parts of ISO 15686 to enable an
economic comparison of different planning/ design/ construction/ use/ disposal
options so that the client’s requirements can be fulfilled.

Keywords:  Design life, life cycle costing, maintenance, buildings

1 Introduction

Attention has in recent times become directed at the concept of “design life”
where materials performance is ideally matched to the intended function and life of
the building.  Durability and service life are still important aspects of design life, but
are now part of a broader process which is intended to deliver the optimal building
solution to the building owner and users, taking into account all relevant regulatory
requirements.

Research on materials performance has often been stimulated by poor
performance of building materials and components in service.  Early failures of
building materials and components cost national economies substantial sums of
money due to the costs of maintenance and indirect costs associated with temporary
(sometimes permanent) loss of functionality associated with maintenance activities.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1509-1517.
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As a result, much of the research carried out on materials performance has focused on
determining what causes the degradation of materials, how rapidly this occurs and
how to slow or stop this degradation, but not how to best choose among options
where known problems occur.  CIB committee W80 has been active in this area for
many years.

 “Design life” is the title of a new subcommittee (SC14) of ISO TC59 “Building
Construction”. The members of the sub-committee had previously been active as
WG9 in SC3.  SC14 is working on six documents at the present time all related to
design life as parts of ISO 15686.  These are:
• general principles
• service life prediction
• auditing
• data formatting
• life cycle costing
• environmental sustainability.

 The inclusion of life cycle costing (LCC) as a part of the SC14 working brief
recognises that costs over the design life are often as important as form and
functionality to the building owner.

2 Life cycle costing

2.1 General principles
 Any analysis of an investment must include both initial and ongoing costs and

returns over the period of the investment.  Such an analysis allows investors to
compare different options and decide which offers the best return for their particular
circumstances over the lifetime of the investment.  Construction works generally
require a considerable initial capital investment and have lifetimes of 20-100+ years.
As a result, building designs are often selected on the basis of the lowest initial
acquisition cost, provided that certain functional and aesthetic parameters are met.
This is particularly the case with design-build speculators who are often active when
economic growth is bullish and intend to quickly on-sell the building, often before it
is completed.

 The overall concept of LCC is simple; all the costs associated with the design,
construction, use, maintenance and disposal of the building are estimated or
calculated over a defined period.  This period may be the design life of the building or
a shorter period.  The costs are then adjusted to take into account interest rates and, in
some cases, inflation, to bring the whole life cost over the defined period into today’s
currency.  This then allows a comparison to be made between different design
options.



3 ISO TC59 SC14 Draft standard

3.1 Work-to-date
 A core group of ISO TC59 SC14 Working Group 5 met in Melbourne in

November 1998 and produced the backbone of a draft titled “ISO 15686 Part 5 –
Maintenance and life cycle costing”.  This document was circulated to the full
working group prior to the end of 1998 for additional comment.  Comment was
incorporated into the draft and the revised draft circulated to the full SC14 sub-
committee in March 1999.  These comments were then considered at an SC14 WG5
meeting held prior to the 8th DBMC in Vancouver.  The convenor of the Working
Group is Kathryn Bourke from BRE.

 

3.2 Scope of the draft
 The basic aim of the document is to facilitate a comparative assessment of the

cost performance of construction works to be made over an agreed period of time.
The term “cost performance” is important because the draft is not intended to be a
complete investment tool.  It is intended to enable comparisons of costs incurred by
various design, construction, maintenance and disposal options.  In some cases these
options may have a direct effect on income associated with the building and may be
included in the analysis.  These are restricted to cases where maintenance operations
(or lack of maintenance) or design options may directly affect future revenues such as
rents or result in penalties.

 It was recognised that as well as cost, investors in buildings will require a wider
consideration of investment options, such as volume of space, location, type of
investment (construction versus stocks or bonds etc.) and tax issues.  However, the
working group was of the view that a complete economic investment tool could not
be realistically produced under the SC14 scope of work and that these issues should
be left to a future ISO Standard or dealt with by existing economic analysis tools.  It
should be noted that documents have already been published which provide guidance
on evaluating investment returns in buildings; documents such as ASTM E1185
(1993) and ASTM E1074 (1993).  This draft is intended to cover construction works,
which includes buildings, infrastructure items such as civil engineering works and
building services.

3.3 Outline of draft
 The draft includes the following sections.  Note that the numbering does not

refer to the numbering in the draft but is used for ease of reading in this paper.
 

3.3.1 Normative references
 A mandatory ISO section covering other ISO standards which are referenced in

the draft ISO 15686 - Part 5.



3.3.2 Definitions
 Another mandatory section that explains terminology used in the draft and

complements definitions included in other parts of ISO 15686.
 

3.3.3 Maintenance planning issues
 Maintenance as a design life issue has not been extensively covered in the other

parts of ISO 15686.  Given the importance of maintenance in ensuring that the actual
service life of a building matches the design life, this issue was originally scheduled
to be covered in Part 5 along with LCC.  The current draft recognises the role that
maintenance plays in an LCC analysis, and that ideally the maintenance plan for a
building is derived after the completion of the LCC.  This is because the cost
effectiveness of the different maintenance options can only be compared on a cost
basis using LCC techniques.

 Building maintenance is a sophisticated discipline in its own right and a great
deal of information exists on this topic.  One of the issues facing the Working Group
is whether sufficient detail can be included in a Standard which covers both LCC and
maintenance to do justice to both topics, or whether a separate part to ISO 15686
should be developed to cover aspects of maintenance outside those covered in LCC
analyses.  The activities of CIB W70 “Management, Maintenance and Modernisation
of Building Facilities” are focused on maintenance and the input from this group will
be sought on a formal basis by the time of the 8th DBMC.

 
3.3.4 Life cycle costing issues

 The basic principles of LCC are set out, highlighting that LCC is driven by a
client brief.  LCC primarily sets out to provide information that will be used to assist
in a decision making process.  The phases of the life cycle are as follows:
• acquisition
• use and maintenance
• renewal and adaptation
• disposal.

 The third phase may not exist but when it does, the use and maintenance phase
commences again so that there are cyclic restoration and use steps which may repeat a
number of times before the disposal phase occurs.  Each of these phases may consist
of a number of activities.

 The acquisition phase covers the range of activities from the client’s decision to
seek useable “space or functionality” to the time at which occupation or use of the
facility begins.  It is this phase where much of the opportunity to influence whole life
costs can be made.  Decisions on location, size and type of structure, materials,
services and energy sources can be altered much more readily before the structure is
completed.  This brings up the point that the full benefits of an LCC are realised only
with new structures.  However, LCC can have significant uses for existing buildings.

 The use and maintenance phase is usually the longest phase in the life cycle of
construction works yet is often the most neglected in the planning stages for major
construction works.  Choices made on the frequency and type of maintenance can



have significant impacts on both the service life achieved and the costs incurred over
the life of a structure.  For existing buildings, LCC techniques can be used to evaluate
the costs associated with various maintenance options for the whole or parts of a
structure.  This could include a review of the original maintenance schedule in light of
the performance to-date or to evaluate alternative maintenance solutions resulting
from unexpected failures.

 The renewal and adaptation phase is essentially a partial repeat of all those
activities in acquisition (plus some others) but at different times in the life of the
works.  The use and maintenance phase then begins again with different starting
characteristics.

 The disposal phase includes demolition, preparation for recycling and/or
dumping as waste.  Disposal may result in an income rather than a cost if the works
have further potential use.

 Life cycle costing can be carried out over the design life of the works, or over a
finite period of the design life (the period of analysis).  The technique is most
commonly used for new works, but it is equally applicable to the future use of
existing works.  It can be applied to a complete works, or to a specific assembly,
component or system, such as plant or a roofing assembly.

 The life cycle cost for a complete building or structure is built up from the sum
of the independent parts plus the interaction between them and the consequential
costs, if any.  Life cycle costing can be carried out at a gross level using industry
average figures for that type of construction, or at a specific level on the basis of
specific estimates or predictions of component performance and required maintenance
activities.  Calculations of life cycle cost can be made at various levels depending on
which phase of the project process is entailed.  Similarly, the degree of detail and
information available will play a decisive role.  The general principle that determines
the level at which calculations of life cycle cost are made is the corresponding level of
detail employed to calculate the acquisition costs.

 Repercussions or consequences of selecting an alternative must be considered,
e.g. a change in the thermal resistance properties of different claddings may result in
changes in heating and cooling costs, changing from a paint to a lightweight stain may
have a different regime of coating, and different frequencies.  In particular, options
may have different external or intangible costs, such as access, disruption to building
activities, or costs borne by others than the client (e.g. retail tenants to a shopping
centre during building maintenance).



3.3.5 Inputs needed for LCC analysis
 Attempts to obtain accurate life cycle costs should be consistent with both the

ability to predict these costs and the potential for these costs to influence the decision
being taken, as well as the size of the investment.  Values for the costs can be derived
from:
• direct estimation from known costs and components
• historical data from typical applications
• models based on expected performance, averages etc
• best guesses of the future trends in technology, market and application.

 For each cost, whether a cost element or a detailed cost category, there must be
an associated time or times during the service life when the cost occurs (or recurs) for
life cycle costing to be carried out.  Time profiles of the costs may only consist of one
occurrence but any cost spread over time or one which is repeated will generate a
series of cost and time pairs.  Costs may be fixed or variable over time.  These values
are most readily converted into life cycle costing calculations using a computer
spreadsheet or purpose written software. Input parameters are:

 

• Acquisition costs
• Operating costs
• Maintenance costs
• Service life data
• Period of analysis
• External costs and savings data

• Residual/ disposal values/ costs
• Economic parameters
• Discount and inflation rates
• Taxes and regulatory expenses
• Intangibles
• Environmental impacts

3.3.6 Decision variables
 The concepts and formulae of LCC calculations are well known and the draft

draws on established documents such as ASTM E917 (1994) and ASTM E833
(1997).  Some of the general concepts are briefly discussed here but the reader should
refer to the documents above or other references on LCC techniques for specific
details.

 Costs in a life cycle costing analysis can be in real, nominal or discounted terms.
A value in real cost is the monetary amount to be paid if the cost occurred at the base
date, regardless of which point in time it occurs.  The need to refer to a year when
using real costs is because of general price inflation and also the fact that future prices
may not necessarily change at the same rate for all items being covered by the LCC.
The main benefit in using real costs is that it allows for more accurate estimates of
costs since current values are used.

 Real costs are not generally appropriate for preparing financial budgets where
the actual monetary amounts in today’s currency are required to ensure actual
amounts in future currency are available at the time when they are to be spent.
Nominal costs are ascertained from projected economic, technological and efficiency
factors.  The nominal cost is related to the real cost by the expected general price
inflation.



 Discounted costs are calculated by taking costs that occur in future years and
reducing them by a discount factor derived from the discount rate.  Different discount
rates apply depending on whether nominal costs or real costs are being discounted.
With nominal cost, the discount rate should include an inflation component.  If real
costs are used, the discount rate should not include an inflation component.  Different
discount rates also apply to different organisations and individuals.  The discount rate
reflects the preference for money now rather than later.  The discount rate is the
interest rate that would make it just worthwhile for the decision-maker to spend
money in a year’s time rather than now.  It is also the rate by which future income
would need to be discounted each year so that the decision-maker would prefer to
have it now rather than in a year’s time.

 When evaluating life cycle costs, two different terms may be used to enable
comparison of different options.  Present value is the cost found by discounting future
cash flows to the base date.  It is used for comparing alternatives with the same period
of analysis.  Where options have a different period of analysis, the annual equivalent
cost is used.

 
3.3.7 Uncertainty and risk

 There are uncertainties inherent in LCC methodology and it is necessary to
guard against gross errors in the results.  The degree of confidence in the results of
LCC analysis depends on the quantity and quality of the data used as input into the
analysis.  For the acquisition phase, cost figures for various options can usually be
estimated with some degree of accuracy since they are derived from current costs.
Estimates of operating costs are also reasonably reliable for the new structure but
become less certain as the time span increases due to uncertainties in energy costs,
labour and regulatory changes (e.g. environmental legislation).

 The use of very long periods of analysis should be avoided since the use of
times in excess of about 30 years tends to result in costs beyond this becoming
negligible in today’s dollars in many cases.  In order to take account of risk and
uncertainties, sensitivity analyses can be undertaken to examine the impact of credible
variations in the data used in the LCC calculation.  These ranges should be likely,
within the limits of what is anticipated, and fit within the client’s brief.  This will
identify which input data have the most impact on the LCC result and how robust the
final decision is.  Data that should be subjected to sensitivity analysis includes:
• discount rates
• period of analysis
• maintenance regime frequencies
• incomplete or unreliable service life data based on assumptions.

 Sensitivity analysis entails iterating the calculation with a range of values for the
data variable. The assessment will indicate the vulnerability of the LCC to variations
in this respect. If the sensitivity analysis indicates that the alternative variables have
no effect on recommendations the decision will be unaffected. If however the
recommended option is varied by different rates/lives etc. being applied it may



indicate that further analysis is required or that the decision is based upon factors
other than LCC.

 
3.3.8 Reporting

 The draft contains some basic guidelines for reporting to ensure that users can
clearly understand both the outcomes and the implications of the analysis, including
limitations and uncertainties.  The report should include:
• purpose and scope - a statement of objective, materials under consideration,

assumptions, constraints, and alternatives
• intangibles - impacts likely to affect costs either directly or indirectly but which

can not be quantified
• life cycle costing analysis - a presentation of the results, including sensitivity

analysis, cost structure and method of accounting for the time value of money
• discussion - a thorough discussion of the interpretation of the results
• conclusions and recommendations

Reference to ISO 15686 Part 3 Auditing is also made at this point.

3.3.9 Bibliography
The draft makes use of a number of current publications on LCC techniques.

These include ASTM E917 (1994) and a draft AS/NZS Standard (committee OB/11)
on LCC.  These are listed in a bibliography.

3.3.10 Annexes
A series of annexes has been included in the draft to show how the LCC

calculations are undertaken.  The first annex illustrates the use of present value to
compare the costs of two cladding options with the same service life and period of
analysis.  The second annex illustrates the use of the equivalent annual cost method
for a case where the service life of two components is different.  The third annex
illustrates parts of a sensitivity analysis where the effects of varying discount rates
and service lives are calculated for a specific example.

4 Conclusions

The draft document provides a framework for further discussion and refinement
by the full Working Group and SC14.  The committee is actively seeking input from
recognised international experts on LCC to help ensure that the draft Standard has a
sound technical base before it is circulated widely within SC14, and before it goes for
wider comment.  A critical input into LCC is data on the service life of materials and
building components.  This is covered in Parts 1 (via the factorial method) and 2
Service Life Prediction of ISO 15686.  The data from Parts 1 and 2 along with the
outputs of the LCC are essential to the formation of a sensible maintenance plan for
the building.  The provision of detailed guidelines on maintenance planning
procedures and techniques within ISO 15686 has not currently been addressed and
needs further consideration.  Environmental considerations also have the potential to



significantly impact on LCC evaluations and the development of Part 6 of ISO 1586
will provide additional tools to integrate environmental aspects into LCC exercises.
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Abstract

With the increase in standards of living most new building are expected not only meet
safety requirements, but also to provide adequate serviceability.  The paper presents
the basic set of universal serviceability requirements.  However, despite the explicit
expectations many new buildings still do not meet them.  The paper identifies two
main causes to this situation: the lack of a systematic approach to the subject during
the design stage, and the absence of a defined party that should be responsible for its
implementation.  It suggests how to bridge these gaps, discusses the difficulties of
implementing the new process and defines procedures for making it feasible.

1 Introduction

The definition of building serviceability is not unique and in various articles one
may thus find different topics addressed under this same title.  In the present paper
serviceability is regarded in its broader, maybe even its broadest, context within the
framework of the performance concept in buildings.

The analysis in this paper deals with the question: which aspects of
serviceability can be properly addressed during the design stage, and to what extent
can they be solved satisfactorily?  It is based on the statement that a well-performing
building is one that fulfills a multitude of performance requirements, which are
comprised of three main groups: cultural, safety and serviceability requirements.

Cultural requirements (aesthetics, spiritual value, symbolism, status,
philosophical or social statement, urban ecology, etc.) cannot, and probably should
not, be quantified. Their fulfillment is the ma or aim during the conceptual
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architectural design stage, and in many projects is carried through the entire design
process.  The quality of their fulfillment depends mainly on the architect's creative
abilities, and may strongly affect the mind and spirit of the building's regular
occupants and other people who use or come near the building.  However, it has little
or no effect on the ability of users to perform their activities within the building.
Moreover, there are many examples of buildings with a high level of cultural value
and a very poor quality of serviceability conditions, leading to a low level of user
satisfaction.

On the other hand, the level of fulfillment of safety and serviceability
requirements affects the level of users' ability to perform their every day activities
within the building, and as a consequence may also affect the state of mind and spirit
of building occupants.  However, when they are fulfilled without fulfillment of the
cultural requirements a building will be dull and intellectually insignificant, but the
specific occupants and users may still be satisfied and feel comfortable with the
building.

The social aspects of this contradiction are of major significance to mankind
and to urban development.  Some may even claim that buildings of the first type are
still an asset to society and their construction is highly justified, while buildings of the
latter type are a menace to cultural evolution and should be prevented.  As it is not the
target of this symposium to deal with this question, the present paper will also avoid
it and limit itself to the other aspects of a well-performing building.

2 What is a serviceable building

A building provides a satisfactory level of service to its occupants if at all times
it satisfies the safety and serviceability requirements, that are outlined below.

The following list essentially summarizes the safety requirements:

• Structural safety - the building's structure should be absolutely stable, and have a
sufficient level of safety against reaching an ultimate limit state under regular and
extreme loads, that may occur during its life expectancy.

• Fire safety - the building should not compose a fire hazard to its surroundings; its
internal traffic should be sufficiently clear and enable safe evacuation of the
occupants upon fire; spread of fire should be limited; and there should be a
margin of safety against an ultimate limit state of the structure as long as fire
fighters may be in the building.

• User safety and health - dimensions of building parts should prevent falling to a
lower level by bending/climbing or by bumping/penetrating; friction coefficients
of flooring should prevent slippage on floors; surface materials' texture should be
safe against tactile injury; and materials should not emit excessive amounts of
hazardous chemicals into the habitable spaces.



It is usually the primary task of the engineers (“structural engineer”, “safety
engineer”, “consultant engineer”, etc.) to address these requirements during their
design and detailing.  As most codes and compulsory standards guide the designer in
producing adequate solutions, it is seldom that buildings do not provide the expected
level of safety.

However, a safe building may still be inconvenient during every day activity.
Building serviceability requirements are composed of a larger and more varied set of
topics.  Some of them are related to furniture, appliances and other pieces of
equipment. This paper addresses only the serviceability requirements related to the
built parts of the building, i.e. the parts designed by the main architect and engineers,
and usually constructed by the main contractor.  The following list summarizes the
most universal requirements of this kind. There may of-course be additional local
requirements that stem from ways of living and local culture:

• Functionality - the building's spaces and their proximities should be so designed
and dimensioned to suitably accommodate the functions and activities of the
occupants and the relevant equipment (including furnish-ability/storage/service
systems etc.).  When subdivision is done after final sales or rent, this requirement
can be applied in its entirety only after the final users are known.  The spatial
requirement in this case is that the free space on each floor would be as large as
possible and not obstructed by too restrictive walls and columns.

• Physical Comfort - adequate dimensions should be provided to stairs, stairwells,
passages and corridors, heights of window and balcony balustrades, and any other
parts that may restrict movement or any other activity; thermally, acoustically and
visually suitable internal conditions should prevail within the building spaces
while conserving energy and the environment; and surfaces normally reached by
occupants should have a pleasant texture.

• User well being - levels of moisture, aerosols, volatile compounds, gases, odours,
bacteria, fungi, chemicals, fibers and particles within building spaces should be
below threshold values that may contribute to the sick building syndrome.

• Psychological comfort - deflections, movements, vibrations and differential slip
of building elements (not only of structural components) under regular service
conditions should not be noticeable, should not cause noises or squeaks, and even
under extreme temporary loads should not grow beyond a level that may cause
panic; the building layout should be clear and provide a sense of orientation; and
space dimensions and their proportions should be pleasant.

• Preservation of property - water should not leak through the building fabric, and
building parts should not be inflicted by moisture, condensation or mold; building
elements and surface materials should be free of cracks/peeling/tearing/breakage
and sorts of other visible damage.

• Durability - building elements should maintain a minimal expected level of
performance despite the deteriorating effects of weather (solar and ultra-violet
radiation, moisture, drying, cyclic heating and cooling, etc.) of mechanical forces



(friction, abrasion, differential expansion and contraction, erosion, etc.) of
electrochemical corrosion and of biological degeneration.

• Maintenance - building parts (including service systems) that need maintenance
should be easily and safely accessible for inspection, cleaning, painting, oiling,
sealing, fastening, etc.

• Accommodation of change - the internal layout of spaces and their dimensions
should not be too restrictive, and it should be possible to modify them to some
extent (without endangering the building's safety) in order to cater for new
demands/life styles/technologies/etc.

Most of these requirements are still not listed explicitly in codes and standards,
and their fulfillment is not considered a primary task of either the architect or the
engineer.  In most cases they are addressed sporadically and inconsistently, depending
on the level of awareness of the client and his advisors or of any party within the
design team.  In addition the knowledge, and in some cases expertise, needed to
supply proper solutions to many of these requirements is not part of the designers'
basic education.

3 Ensuring building serviceability

With the increase in standards of living most new buildings are expected not
only to meet safety requirements, but also to provide adequate serviceability. In the
developed countries this situation prevails nowadays even for low-cost housing,
public buildings, army buildings and even prisons. Despite these expectations many
new buildings are still very poor from the serviceability point of view.

The main causes to this situation are:

1. Lack of a systematic approach to the subject during the design stage, and
2. Absence of a defined party that should be responsible for its implementation.

A significant change can be achieved by bridging these two gaps. The following
presents a possible bridge, the difficulties that rise in establishing it and means for
overcoming them.

A systematic approach to serviceability can be derived by strictly clinging to the
main ideas of the performance concept, and then by adoption of means and tools
from the well-established procedures of structural engineering design, and process
engineering.

To complete this task the following steps have to be accomplished:

• If the building is design for a defined purpose and known use: prepare a detailed
list of the user groups, taking into account the maximum size of planned and
future groups. List their activities throughout the building and over time, and



prepare a list of their spatial proximity needs. Plan the building spaces according
to proximities and approximate required sizes of spaces.

• If the building is designed for unknown users (to be sub-divided only upon rent
or sale): prepare a list of potential user groups and their general gross space
demands.

• For each user/activity prototype establish the relevant (usually quantitative)
criteria that correspond to every serviceability requirement in the list above.

• For every building space and element combine all the criteria of the same sort
and define the most demanding criterion.

• Design the specific space, element, component, detail, material, etc. to meet the
specified criterion (including final spaces' dimensions when final sub-division is
relevant).

• Evaluate the design (if required by quantitative analysis) in order to verify
compliance with the specified criterion.

• Do so for all criteria, modifying the already determined (space, element,
component, detail, material, etc.) decisions if necessary, but without violating
previously met criteria.

• When all criteria are supposedly met, re-evaluate the entire set of decisions to
ensure completeness.

This comprises a structured engineering-type design process, including the rigor
and discipline (notwithstanding some quite tedious work and numerical analysis) that
such a process is based upon.  These features are not common during architectural
design stages and processes, as they are not intrinsically required for obtaining
creative and ingenious architectural solutions. It is also obvious that any design
activity that requires a quantitative approach and calculations, or higher level
numerical analysis, is not performed nowadays by the architect, and probably would
not be performed by him/her in the near future.

On the other hand, when one looks at the design process and its internal
dynamics the architect is clearly the leader, and the one who cares about many aspects
that are not safety related, whereas the engineers are in most cases safety-oriented.
For this reason it might probably be natural to expect that the architect would be the
responsible party for serviceability.

There is no simple immediate resolution to this conflict, but it is clear that
adding the knowledge contents of serviceability aspects to professional education has
a meaningful potential for improving the current situation.

Re-modeling of architectural education would solve it only partially.  This is an
essential step in raising consciousness, so that serviceability in general is not ignored
during building-program generation, and during conceptual, preliminary and other
stages of the architectural design process.  It will not change the working procedures,
and thus, will not create the new setup that is essential for the rigor required in order
to ensure that serviceability is evaluated in detail.



Broadening the scope of Civil Engineering education, and particularly that of
Building Engineering, is another venue. This has a strong potential for generating a
new type of engineering designer, and of re-engineering the design process for
serviceability.  However, at these engineering schools serviceability aspects were for
many years regarded as inferior from the point of view of their scientific content, and
assumed to require a lower level of intellectual capacity. For this reason it is not
obvious that this venue is an immediate one.  In order to make it feasible,
internationally accepted detailed model curricula have to be established.  They should
include basic scientific subjects, such as "human ergonomics", "heat and mass
transfer in buildings", "durability of building materials", etc., as well as design
oriented subjects such as "the building envelope", "internal circulation and traffic",
"dimensions and space allocation", and design projects.  When the entire set of
relevant serviceability subjects is combined with the regular subjects of building
and/or structural engineering a new course of studies would emerge, that may lead to
the required curriculum for educating the relevant designer.

Education of new professionals has its effect in the long run only.  For more
immediate results the almost only means is incorporation of serviceability
requirements into official performance specification documents and building codes.
As in most countries codes cannot enforce requirements that are not health or safety
oriented, the serviceability acceptance criteria should be placed as recommendations.
These documents should include at least recommendations for "minimum levels".

However, where possible or relevant, "preferred levels" or "recommended
levels", as well as "top levels" (i.e. levels beyond which no additional benefit to
building serviceability is gained) can be added. In addition to the requirements and
criteria it is necessary to include the assessment or evaluation methods for every
criterion.  Builders and entrepreneurs are usually opposed to the preparation of these
sort of documents, as they tend to be regarded as text books by the non-expert
engineer or local jurisdiction, and to some extent may be applied too strictly without
sufficient judgement.  Moreover, dissatisfied customers may use (abuse) them to sue
the builder or designer although no real harm has been caused by incomplete
compliance.

4 Conclusions

Large parts of the knowledge base for incorporating all serviceability aspects
during the design stages do exist, but the professionals involved in the design process
do not apply them properly and consistently.  A combination of advanced
professional education programs with incorporation of serviceability
recommendations in building codes may lead to a change in attitude.  Despite some
interim misuse, that this move may cause, the benefit to the quality of most buildings
and to enhancing the satisfaction of users seems to be a valid cause for considering its
implementation.
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MANAGEMENT THROUGH PROCUREMENT OF SERVICEABILITY
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Abstract

Building today may be seen as an inherited legacy, but one often found with an
environmental life quality deficit, including a potential liability with its future loss
of life quality and dismission.  Nevertheless, many of the legacy’s buildings have
been built at a time where there were few environmental constraints, or concerns
linking climatic changes, resource depletion or waste disposal with the built
environment.  But,  it is the pursuit of that notion of sustainability, that may raise
some doubts over the life viability or serviceability quality of this future’s
inheritance.  Especially, when viewing the serviceability responses, in addressing
those service loss arising from its wide mix of service life construction caught
between what is ‘acceptable’ with ‘what can be afforded’.  Such challenges and
uncertainty in life care practice, may also result in a disregard of that existing
embodied energy laid up or even encouraging a premature loss of the durability
attributes of those supply chains used. To address this lack of connectivity, it is
suggested that serviceability is developed at several levels and widely adopted to
optimise a building or portfolio’s performance and service life quality.  In doing
so, linking its procurement with both its supply chains and their waste streams.
Concluding, this paper suggests that if accepted as part of a whole life approach,
serviceability could play a significant part in both the life care management of
building portfolios and contribute to sustainable resource management practices
based upon their service lives and their procurement.

Keywords. Life care, procurement, performance, service life, serviceability,
sustainable cities, supply chain.
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1 Sustainable building and resource management

Mounting evidence of disturbing, climate changes (including rising levels
carbon dioxide emissions (Nunn 1998)), continuing migration away from rural
communities, changing work practices and the very way modern cities work, have
begun to challenge the way we live, and build.  So it is prudent to ask, ‘"How will
one respond to the challenge of developing sustainable built environment
practices"? Further, what should one build to secure this and in what built
environment?

One response to this question for the physical state of what has been built,
is, a statement of intent?  Perhaps the built environment focus should be, ‘one of
seeking and evolving ecologically based urban environments whilst at the same
time, developing and building appropriate service life buildings’ (i.e. sustainable
life constructions).  In so doing, securing an effective whole life building care and
a resource management practice.

It could also be argued, that by far the greatest initial adverse built
environment’s impact on the environmental capital deficit account, has already
taken place.  In deed incurred by having used the materials and components of
those supply chains drawn upon to lay down these buildings and their support
infrastructures.

In fact, much of the built environment legacy has been constructed at a
time where there were few or real environmental concerns.  Indeed, it was only
recently, that energy management standards themselves have assumed any real
importance in building and are yet to fully impact upon those building stocks
built, before the new standards were introduced.

So what course or courses of action, or price, has to be paid for and the
procurement pathway to secure a sustainable city or their portfolio stocks of
buildings?  Especially, when turning to and reflecting upon those implied
relationships in Figure 1.  This diagram below intimates that the raison d’être for
the supply chain movement, is to create a facility or space domain in order to
serve a built environment need.  The respective supply chain, in turn, is
embodied, or trapped in the building formed and will remain in service until such
time, as it is released from its service life into the built environment as a waste
stream.

In this process of the inward, stationary and outward movement, negative
environmental attributes are incurred, which may adversely impact upon climate,
ecology, hydrological cycles and landscapes.  But the positive attributes of the
supply chains embodiment, or embodied energy remain so long as they remain in
service.

In reviewing the service quality of the built environment, it is also evident
that poorly managed replacement cycles are themselves likely to contribute to
impact again on other unspoilt landscapes.  Yet future redevelopments may well
become shaped by planning authority environmental policies, economic
considerations or a CO2 delimiter.  On these basis alone, the big S relationship in
Figure 1 is seen as highly relevant for procurement and asset management and its
life care.
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2 The built environments assets management measures

In fact, the Big S embrace provides a way of appraising life care
management decisions within the asset or building supply chain as well as the
service loss with its potential waste stream.  Nevertheless, there must also be
recognition of the business world and its management of the building portfolio,
including the threats faced.

To identify the threats to the portfolio, Table 1 has been included, to show
the range and type and to also indicate an appraisal approach with a basis of
measurement that could be used, to quantify their implications and make
decisions.

Before exploring this Big S further, it  should be also be noted that in
establishing Table 1 it became clear, that as a matter of some urgency, that a
common measurement framework needs to be developed.  Likewise the
measurement base must be capable of being used for both new and existing
buildings and also universally accepted.

It is also believed, that a range of measurements appropriate to each
business and environmental user, may have to be considered through out a
building life with its material and component supply chains.  Nevertheless, for
both stakeholders and key holders, one might wish to see some common form of
currency, or eco-point accounting and new evolving procurement approaches with
liability framers.

The pursuit of environmental objectives are not in question, for they are
on the table.  Nor are they optional, for example, the CO2 reduction targets set at
Kyoto have since been agreed by many governments.  But the common
framework needed is likely to also include a CO2 weighting.  If so, it will
probably bring both the resource and waste streams together within both the
design for and life care of buildings.  But this framework must also be able to
address, both performance and reliability issues throughout the life care
management and replacement cycle of buildings set within a whole life cost
context and their serviceability.



Table 1: Impact and threats to a non sustainable building stock

Impact or threat Appraisal approach Measures

Planning Controls sustainable policy /strategy
EIA-sustainable agenda
requirements

Business Innovation
duty of care, customer focus,
auditing, legal enactment’s and
directives & auditing

bench marking, audit
conformance, changing
ems policy procedures

Social
surveys
questionnaires opinion-responses

Economic Life Time
whole life cost management
performance audit

life cycle costing  actuarial
tables.  fitness in use

Material Component
Supply Chains

Life cycle assessment to the
project gate. Ecovert-
durability-service life

Ecolabelling- greeness
EE:CO2 audit
reference service life

Legislation
performance or prescriptive
requirement risk assessment

performance delimiters
and penalties

Obsolescence
surveys and trend tracking and
fashion risk appraisal & POE

Quality Standards product audit & service life
quality planning

procurement-reliability &
performance standards

Functional-
Technical

EE.LCA.LCC performance &
service life planning-auditing serviceability

Dismission
Dispersal

waste stream and recovery
serviceability

landfill tax and spot
market

To encourage development of this common framework, it is suggested much
of relevance can be gleaned from around the world.  For example, from research
and development work in, embodied energy (Amato 1996), best practice
initiatives with an ecological focus, (Huovila et al 1998) determination of the
‘Eco effect’ using a reference building and a life cycle costs methodology (KTH
1998) and finally, a computer based system centred around life cycle analysis
(Lippiat 1998).

Focusing briefly on an older building’s life care management, it should be
kept in mind, that as the building ages, the problems arising from neglect, misuse,
catastrophic events like fire, weak specifications, poor detailing and obsolescence
may be found, that do not fit easily into this notion of common framework.  Even
if one could use a reference service life, (ISO 15686 1998) for an existing
building, or reuse recovered materials, or components, other difficulties are also
likely to surface. So it is necessary, to provide a number of pathways for
upgrading or modernising old and worn out buildings, that may not be seen as
entirely environmentally compatible.

But the need to balance the rate of change to the dismission state means
that some form of space recovery , change of use or upgrading may have to be
found which is practical enough to move on to a sustainable life time footing.
Concluding, as the title of this paper implies, between the two material logistic
movements of a building’s life span, there is a need to secure a serviceable life



quality of building, within any CO2 delimiter set, as long as it is practical to so.
This life quality must also include life procurement and the intervention or
replacement strategies end date.

3 Intervention in the serviceability domain

The physical quality and behaviour of buildings, whether attributed to
space quality, acceptability of the configuration or because of some basis of
physical fitness for purpose, inevitably changes during their standing life.  Not
only may service losses begin to build up, but they may in turn lead to other areas
being put at risk.  If this is left to continue, there will be a gradually a linking up
with other service loss areas until, suddenly, a critical change in the fitness for
purpose of the building, component population or systems in question occurs.
Something of this state is now shown in Figure 2 below.
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Fig.2: The unserviceable and serviceable relationship

As indicated, any service loss not contained, or if such a service loss
corrective action is postponed, or no action is not taken until a critical point is
reached, it will in fact, result in an accumulative curve of increasing loss of
performance.  At some point during this growing accumulation of service losses
one will have seen a material, system, component or facility, or of course the
building or building stock its self move from a serviceable to an unserviceable
state.

Beyond a certain point, then, serviceability problems will begin to prove
not only expensive to recover, but they may also may start to threaten the integrity
of whole cities, an area or district of a town, down to a building’s facility, or
initially a system, element, or similar building components or surfaces.
Eventually, if unchecked, this continual service loss accumulating, will lead to a
poorer and poorer serviceability quality.  That is, unless a substantial recovery
operation is mounted and the necessary investment secured.



Inevitably there is a risk of a conflict of needs, to address, such
maintenance or service losses, with the serviceability needs and repair budgets
within also perhaps a wider funding need.  So in some instances, this
serviceability response is one of patch and make do and mend conflict, rather than
replace.

Even though not ideal, the long life serviceability attributes of the building
or area need not be seriously eroded.  So the importance of the intervention timing
and the notion of zones of critical intervention (with their varying degrees of
tolerance), suggests one can accept a service loss in some areas.  For example, a
floor covering may wear unevenly in a canteen or corridor, or a surface of
stonework may deteriorate over aeons of time, yet the wall remain serviceable, or
an asphalt flat roof may be patched or have a capping sheet placed over it -but will
now not leak!

Alas, in this process, one is continuously accepting an erosion of
performance, especially of the original integrity and cleanliness.  Nevertheless,
one can argue that a significant amount of serviceability loss is open to remedial
work, but, unlike the inference of maintenance, ‘return to a former state,’ there are
no compelling reasons why one should do so.  Nor why one should not, as a
building or portfolio or city ages, accept certain levels of unserviceability.  That is
until now, for if sustainability considerations make the link between Figures 1 and
2 together with a CO2 index both the dismission state and life management will
assume major significance.

But a caveat too.  Degradation or a ‘loss of service, is in effect the result of
a dynamic process of which some is man made and some of a natural progression.
(Wyatt 1999).  So, there may be a call for a revaluation of asset and facility
management practices, intervention timings (Johnson 1999) and the strategic role
of serviceability in securing, a sense of sustainable building and life care
management.

4 The serviceability business model

Serviceability, is in effect a way of reflecting or evaluating a design, life
care, performance quality, and the impact of service losses, however caused.
Serviceability applies equally, to any stage of a building, facility or its constituent
parts in their service life cycle.  In terms of this paper, serviceability however, is
seen as a;

‘critique or value judgement, state, process, a condition of the asset, or
facility management standard practised, designed for including the specification
or detailing quality of construction , or a course of action taken in use over a
specified period in a given environment.’ (Wyatt 1989)

The significance of this ‘statement cum definition’ may now be extended.
Turning to Figure 3, one can suggest the serviceability state separates the positive
attributes from the negative attributes of life care.  This state can readily include
all materials, components, systems and controls themselves within their own
embodied energy  detained in that building, facility or portfolio.

So the procurement serviceability goal might be said to be, ‘to secure life
care practices, economically (including resource management) and secure a
flexibility, reliability and ease of servicing that matches the asset and facility



needs, in changing conditions over time, yet seeking to reduce unnecessary loss of
service life quality, nor putting at risk their service life crafted or environmentally
engineered building or their embodied energy.’

Now, few should doubt that a focus for building serviceable quality, is
anything but a step in the right direction for improving life care of building and
environmental resource or sustainable management.  At the same time, the
importance of the customer culture as one adjust to ‘green and sustainable
building thinking (Anink et al 1996) should be increasingly kept in mind.'

But, the desire to have an effective building life care, is influenced by the
wide range of building clients, tenants and building users that exist.  As indeed are
their degrees of sophistication and abilities to effectively respond to and secure
life managed building stocks  and sustainable practices.

Nevertheless, no serviceability initiatives will secure adequate sustainable
building without the support of a whole life procedural framework that is also
linked within and forms part of the business plan.  Such business plans need to
also support their building and facility portfolio replacement and life care
management strategies and include a number of serviceability options.  Above all,
the whole needs to be properly under written with an adequate budget and life
time funding.

Most buildings do have a service life fix, which permits then to continue
as long as the building is wanted or expenditure is afforded  But the very
serviceability standard set seems itself to wobble, between, ‘if it is acceptable
don’t fix it’ or ‘fix it if affordable’ when push gives way to shove!  But is this life
care or serviceability management?  Is it prudent life care management or even
good stewardship for the handing on of our heritage?  Do we also have an
appropriate procurement delivery system in place let alone the information base
for life management?

Whilst a little mischievous, it does appear in some situations, that
irrespective of the quality of life care given or not given, the building or facility
may not be liked, or suddenly becomes unwanted.  But at the end of the day,
building and facility serviceability quality is a reflection of business corporate
cultures and their life care value systems.  It may also become increasingly a
reflection of their attitude to environmental responsibility and management
practice and level or lack of understanding of the embodied energy laid down and
its future implication or threat.  So what relevance and context is there, for
sustainable development in Vitruvius’s statement, in figure 3 below?

There is a sound business case for gradually re-evaluating the whole life
approach for all building stocks. That is at both the strategic and tactical levels of
business planning.  Indeed, by carrying out a life performance audit ,will help to
face up to the issue of maintenance arrears, service loss, space quality, etc.  In
addition, a fuller audit should also be had and might include, the embodied energy
and estimated waste stream flow rates or the risks and costs arising from various
serviceability scenarios set against a notional carbon tax and rising landfill
charges.

Indeed, this audit function could fit within that EQF business excellence model
already developed, leaving businesses to bench mark and promote best practice
initiatives  for all development, life care and future service life management.
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5 Service life management

Generally, designing and managing many projects have tended to be
geared to cost minimisation, whilst their life cycle assessment (Wyatt and Soronis
1998) or care, may not have become a significant consideration, until after hand
over.  This action, may  conflict with those aspirations of sustainable development
with those of the business needs of profitability in a fiercely competitive
commercial world.

But, and it is a big but, managing and sustaining serviceable buildings and
supporting infra-structure has to occur sometime.  Indeed, the longer the delay in
moving to a service life management, the greater the environmental constraints
will be found.  And it will cost some one some where, so what price for global
warming?

On that basis, the serious threats likely to arise from waste management
and CO2 delimiters suggest that the embodied energy risks in life care and
dismission stages should perhaps now be more fully investigated.  In doing so,
also examining the durability attributes and serviceability short comings within
the dismission audit. Also noting, that even obsolete buildings can be recovered
with some imaginative restructuring of space and form!  For once the embodied
energy is laid down, ways can be found to extend the building life and sustain the
facility and accept a wide change of use.  But one may need to refine the project-
procurement process to do so.
     So, understanding serviceability management and its place in the cradle to
grave cycle, is an important aspect of both sustainable cities and asset and facility
management practice.  Equally, it may also come to be seen, as sound business
practice as ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 merge into one auditable management
system.



6 A way forward for now

Whilst little published experience exists in service life practices especially
concerning building upgrades, it only a question of time for some one to adopt
ISO 15686.  Perhaps in doing so, drawing upon established life cycle assessment
methodologies that permit a comparative life quality of decision making to be
made.

But it is even more evident that a proper modus vivendi is needed which
will link the Big S embrace, as well as the financial, design and resource
management disciplines own measures and performance criteria.  In consequence,
Table 2 is  included in an attempt to set down some of the linkages issues that
may be seen emerging with Table 1 with that goal of linking sustainability and
serviceability.

In this review, it should also be kept in mind, that space and its
management will play an increasingly significant part in the future and in the way
existing buildings may be chopped about, cut up, extended, re-sculptured and
changed in use.  All this will fit within the serviceability appraisal and possibly
meet a blend of durability and sustainable practice too!

Table 2: Linkages in serviceability, sustainability and resource management

Serviceability Appraisal Performance Actions
or Criteria

Sustainable and Resource
Management Measures

Performance Reliability design agenda
Space Building life span Space audit quality-flexibility
Service Life
Accessibility
Frequency
Recovery
Cleaning
Reliability

Material Component
Building Systems
Performance
Life Time
Specification

service life planning
Renewable -Non Renewable
Reusable Non Reusable
Time to Servicing-Failure or
Replacement
Undockable and Redockable

Serviceable design
life quality costs

Reference Service Life service life upgrade and
internal relocatability

Ecopoint life Weightings
incl. Embodied Energy:
CO2

Environmental Life
and Service Life
Profiles
Reliability

Whole Life Delimiters
Bldg Reconfiguration-Retained
Flexibility
Life cost options

Futurescope
service life profile
service life audit
LCA

Life Care Review
Space -
Systems P & R TTF

Service Life Profile
EE: CO2 Deficits
Amelioration strategies

Dismission Audit Serviceability status Recovery Plan
Market> return to sender

Risk Assessment
Procurement method

Condition> Threat >
Reliability Analysis

Cost and Time To Critical
Event or Service Intervals
Ecofile life cycle assessment



Moving on, asset and facilities management will find as service life
planning experience grows and life care plans are provided, some aspects of
serviceability will be easier to manage.  Further more, flexible space, relocatable,
undockable, recoverable, service life, design engineering and management are but
a few terms that will become more daily, currency as the works and ideas of the
CIB W60, CIB 80.TSL 140, CIB W94, CIB W86 and the ISO 15686 become part
of the practice world, of service life and service life planning with future
sustainable developments.

7 Conclusion

Understandably, what society has inherited has had to respond to some
economic consideration, though little evidence of real life care costs arising from
service loss or its recovery relationship have been identified here.  But this dearth
of information may not be the case in the foreseeable future.  So it is suggested
that both the service life, and its serviceability together with  the embodied energy
within the building’s wastes and replacement cycle should be integrated into a
whole life cost model.

Serviceability as both a value judgement and a discipline can embrace
resource and procurement management.  There is also an additional possibility for
encouraging reuse and extending the life of existing materials, components and
buildings on a time and conditioned related basis.  That is by optimising upon the
durability properties and service life remaining serviceable with or with out life
care.

One consequence of this however, is the need to also understand the
energy-CO2 relationship with a conditioned based service life state.  Likewise, the
place of life cycle assessment needs to seen more at an operational in use strategic
level (Cole 1996).  Here the understanding of the whole life of a material supply
chain and its casting on and of a building may provide a service life pathway for
further investigation in a that sustainable city context and procurement strategies-
systems.

Mean while, the serviceability needs to become an integral part of
performance operating standards set within a whole life context and in turn one
needs to move to seeking sustainable procurement.  In deed, serviceability seems
to touch, link and reflect much of the asset and building life loss of service life
quality.  So, used for a critical review of life care of the building portfolio and its
facility provisions, it will help raise the quality of decision making with those
challenges faced in the built environment’s post occupational stages and now that
construct of sustainability.
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MANAGING THE LIFE CYCLE REQUIREMENTS OF FACILITIES
Life cycle requirements of facilities

P. HUOVILA
VTT Building Technology, Espoo, Finland

Abstract

This paper describes a formal approach to manage the life cycle requirements of
facilities.  Two tools are used to support the performance approach and to make sure
about the serviceability of the building.  Firstly, Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
is utilised to agree on project and design objectives.  Secondly, a Requirements
Management system (EcoProP) still under development and experimental
implementation is applied to assure that the user requirements are met.  These tools
are used in two different research projects that have environment-friendly objectives
as their common nominator.

Keywords:  Life cycle design, performance approach, requirements management

1 Introduction

Construction is an old discipline and still very much practice-oriented.  End
products of construction, buildings, that have been traditionally considered to have
value as such, may be today judged from a completely different view.  Construction
can be seen a process that provides, together with other processes, services to the
users of facilities.  In other words: to serve others' needs and expectations and not to
produce something from its own aspirations.  Or, construction may be seen as one of
those processes that offer assets to investors and speculators.  The owner's expertise
is to rate the profitable life span for the investment.  That is usually far shorter than
the service life of the building, its materials and many of its components.

In both cases, the serviceability of the built facility is essential.  More important
than knowing how the building is constructed and which are the products used is to
know how well it will perform during its service life.  And how well it can adapt to

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1874-1880.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



the changing needs of its users and owners.  The judgement of the serviceability of
the facility must be obtainable at any given moment.  It is a weak argument to justify
a refurbishment investment or a heavy demolishing need by saying that the values
were different at the time when the decision was made to construct the present
performances.  And that the investment was then considered advantageous.

Different tools and techniques can be applied to protect oneself against tedious
surprises, such as performance prediction and risk assessment (Lounis et al. 1998).
This paper discusses findings from implementing the performance concept and
experiences from two tools that support the approach: Quality Function Deployment
QFD (Akao 1990) and Requirements Management (Huovila and Serén 1998).  Both
of them have been experimentally piloted in building design processes aiming at
serviceable facilities during their life span.

2 The performance approach

Some well-identified problems related with the design process can be listed:
• how to understand what the client really needs and what can be achieved
• how to interpret and to express the needs in a form of requirements
• how to verify that the design is conform with the requirements
• how to execute the design in a productive and qualitative way.

Fig. 1:  The performance concept

Findings from a preliminary study in Finland were that the performance
approach forces the clients to think what really is needed to support their business
processes.  The identified potential advantages of the approach were that it helps
benefiting the suppliers' expertise, it moves the design emphasis earlier in the project,
improves communication between different partners, enables competition between
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different technical solutions based on same performance specifications.  It should also
lead to profitable product development and facilitate the clients to obtain products
that meet their needs.  It also means that more effort is needed for the early phases of
design.  It may require changes to the traditional working procedures, new
competition modes and agreements, maybe even definition for a new language and
certainly increased communication along the design process.

3 Setting the objectives and achieving the team commitment

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a tool that has been successfully applied
as a product development tool for consumer products.  It offers a systematic approach
to match the customer expectations with the features of the product, and to document
the decisions in the design process.  QFD can be seen as a team decision making tool
to achieve common understanding and commitment to design objectives and
prioritised characteristics of the design solutions.  It is well known in the
development of consumer products, but in the construction practice its known
implementations (Huovila et al. 1995) are few.

Fig. 2:  The structure of the QFD house of quality matrix

QFD was recently experimented in an afternoon brainstorming session to set
design guidelines together with ten experts of different backgrounds for a prototype
building to be developed for a Housing Fair.  That exercise had the following
objectives:
• to share common understanding of the performance-based objectives
• to prioritise the project objectives
• to strive for innovative design solutions that meet the prioritised project

objectives.
In this case, the tool was found useful to structure the meeting.  In addition, it

provided a way to document the decision path.  It also enabled recording innovative
solutions that were not selected for that project, but have potential to be further
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developed in other occasions.

Fig. 3:  Prioritising the design objectives in a QFD process

In the QFD process different teamwork techniques can be used to identify the
requirements (matrix rows) and their weighting (importance factor values 1...5).
Correspondingly the product properties (matrix columns) and their dependencies to
the requirements (matrix cell values 0, 1, 3, 9) are filled in the matrix.  The next step
is to take advantage of the calculated weight factors (at the bottom of the matrix) to
facilitate the selection of the properties (x) that will be emphasised in that project.

The participants' feedback from the QFD experiment was positive.  The half-
day session resulted in two QFD House of Quality Matrices that were delivered to
them as paper prints at the end of the day.  The process led to identification of some
new design objectives and innovative solutions.  The results did not conflict with the
earlier objectives.  The selection was unsurprising as judged afterwards.  On the other
hand no one can tell where another kind of process would have led.

Later on Quality Function Deployment tool will be tested as a trade-off analysis
tool in design process as a part of the ongoing in the IEA task 23.

4 Describing the properties of building

Managing the serviceability of buildings requires control over the properties of
the building systems and building parts.  Various master lists, checklists or
classifications of requirements or properties of buildings have been developed by CIB
(1993), ISO (1984), EC (1989) or GBC (Nilsson 1998).
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functionality Utilisability 9 9 9 9 3 9 3 0 9 0 9 0 1 1 0 9 3 1 0 5
Adaptability 9 3 0 9 3 1 9 3 9 0 0 1 1 9 0 1 9 9 9 2
Maintainability 3 3 3 3 9 9 9 0 9 0 3 0 0 9 1 3 1 1 1 2

environmental Operation 9 3 9 3 9 9 9 1 1 9 9 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 4
loading Construction 0 0 0 3 3 0 9 0 0 0 0 9 1 9 1 0 9 9 9 2
resource Energy 9 3 9 3 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 0 3 9 0 0 1 1 1 5
use Water 9 1 0 1 3 9 9 3 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 1

Materials 3 9 9 3 9 1 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 3 0 9 9 9 1
life Investment costs 9 9 3 3 9 3 0 0 0 3 3 9 1 0 0 1 3 3 3 3
cycle Operating costs 9 9 1 3 9 9 9 3 0 3 1 0 3 3 9 9 3 3 3 4
cost Maintenance cost 9 9 3 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 3 0 3 3 9 3 3 3 3 2
indoor Acoustic comfort 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 9 0 0 3 3 0 9 0 0 0 0 2
quality Thermal comfort 9 9 9 9 0 0 3 9 9 9 9 3 3 0 9 3 0 0 0 3

Lighting 9 9 9 9 3 9 3 9 9 9 0 3 9 1 9 1 0 0 0 4
Indoor climate 3 9 9 9 0 0 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 5

architecture Architecture 9 9 9 9 9 3 0 9 9 3 0 9 9 0 9 1 3 3 3 3
Weight factor (P1) 393 355 322 307 285 273 258 250 248 246 241 182 180 179 169 118 112 102 97 0 4317
Weight factor % 9 % 8 % 7 % 7 % 7 % 6 % 6 % 6 % 6 % 6 % 6 % 4 % 4 % 4 % 4 % 3 % 3 % 2 % 2 % 0 % 100 %

Votes 4 1 3 2 1 3 1 2 4 4 1 1

Selected X X X X X X

Propert ies



Fig. 4:  Checklists of properties or requirements

5 Managing the requirements

A Requirements Management System, EcoProP, was developed to help the
clients to express their sustainability objectives in a concrete and measurable way.
The system is based on a list of generic properties that can be classified in three
categories:
• performance characteristics: conformity to business processes, location, indoor

conditions, service life and deterioration risk, adaptability, safety, comfort and
loading to immediate surroundings

• characteristics of the properties: life cycle costs, environmental burdens in
operation and embodied environmental loading in building parts

• process issues that do not relate with the building in use, but during the
construction phase.
EcoProP is currently piloted in four live projects emphasising at indoor

conditions, service life and deterioration risks, adaptability and environmental
burdens in operation.  The objective is to express the higher level characteristics at a
lower level in a form of concrete values or classes that are set as design objectives in
environmentally friendly building projects.  The requirements are documented and
the corresponding verification methods are cited when possible.

ISO6241
User Requirements

iStability
iFire safety
iSafety in use
iTightness
iHygrothermal
iAir purity
iAcoustical
iVisual
iTactile
iDynamic
iHygiene
iSuitability of spaces
iDurability
iEconomic

CIB Master List
of Properties

iCapacity,
    consumption
iStructural,
    mechanical
iFire
iGaseous, liquid, solid
iBiological
iThermal
iOptical
iAcoustic
iElectric, magnetic
iResistance to attack
iService life,
    reliability

EC Essential
Requirements

iMechanical
    resistance, stability
iSafety in case of
    fire
iHygiene, health
    and environment
iSafety in use
iProtection against
    noise
iEnergy economy
    and heat retention

Green Building
Challenge 98

iResource
    consumption
iEnvironmental
    loadings
iQuality of indoor
    environment
iLongevity
iProcess
iContextual factors



Fig. 5:  The EcoProP user interface

6 Discussion

Formal methods and systematic procedures are still not everyday practice in
construction.  Most promising benefits of the described tools will most likely be
achieved in cases where competition is emphasised at the qualities of the end product
and innovation is encouraged.  The customer-oriented approach may require some
additional time compared to production-driven approach, but the gains from better
serviceability of facilities, higher customer satisfaction and longer partnership
relations should bring the balance.
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DESIGNING FOR SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES
Problems and Priorities
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Stockholm, Sweden
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Abstract

Durability of building materials, economy, functionality, aesthetics, health, ecology
and social-cultural aspect can be considered as key factors in the design of sustainable
housing.  However, while these factors are being considered with vital importance
during the design process in the industrialized countries, it has not always been the
case in developing countries.  There has been a tendency to over-look or
underestimate these basic factors related to design of sustainable housing including
the durability aspect of the building materials.  The results have been associated with
some undesired effects which do not meet the requirements for sustainability and
service life of the building.  In general, when it relates to housing provision issues in
developing countries, it is the delivery aspect that is regarded as important and not,
for instance, durability or quality.  It is possible to change this mentality and adopt an
effective approach whereby all the factors of sustainability are systematically
analyzed and applied on design.  One can also point out that a decent and a durable
shelter in a wholesome environment is essential to human health and to human
development.  Additionally, it is worth mentioning that a durable and properly
designed house contributes to the well-being of a society, from both economical and
affordability points of view.  Conclusively, there is great need for the developing
countries as we enter the 21st century, to identify the problems and challenges to
designing sustainable buildings.  Priorities such as regulations, standards and codes of
practice stressing all those design factors are needed to contribute to a design of
sustainable buildings in the developing countries.

Keywords:  Building materials, developing countries, sustainable building,
sustainable design.
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1 Introduction

As a priority and in order to meet the requirements for designing sustainable
buildings towards the 21st century, there is a need for the developing countries to
define their needs in a global perspective, while adopting approaches that can lead to
practical, effective and local solutions (Makenya 1998).

In a similar argument that relates to a concept of sustainable building, the
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (UNCHS, Habitat Report 1986) puts
more emphasis and mentions that, “human settlements are not simply housing or for
that matter, merely the physical structure of a city, town or village but an integrated
combination of all human activity processes including residence, work, education,
health, culture, leisure etc.; and the physical structure that supports them”.

A sustainable building approach in developing countries involves several
factors.  Mitchell and Bevan (1992) argues for example that, housing provision and
the meeting of housing needs should not only be limited to increasing the number of
housing units, but all the related issues which will result in providing sustainable
housing.  Another factor mentioned in the UNCHS (Habitat Report 1986) is the
population growth increase problem, and it mentions that by the year 2000, eight out
of ten people will be living in developing countries.

According to Haagenrud and Henriksen (1996), the deterioration of building
materials and constructions attributes to the economic, cultural and environmental
problem which is related to and affects the sustainable development of any society.

This paper discusses these issues and gives recommendations and proposals on
how to solve problems concerning sustainable housing in developing countries.

2 Problem statement

The problem of designing for sustainability and sustainable housing are
principally similar in almost all developing countries.  These problems include lack of
innovation in durable materials and systems used in residential construction.
Consideration of the durability of building materials which should also be sustainable
is not strictly demanded (CIB Coordinators’ Report 1997).

Another existing problem, is the reluctance of local professionals and especially
decision makers, to encourage the use of durable building materials (whether locally
available or innovative) that are environmentally friendly (Makenya 1996).

Research performed by the Building Research Establishment (BRE 1982) on
building failures in traditional housing showed that incidence of failure was attributed
in 50% of cases to design faults, 40% to faults in construction on site, and only 10%
to product faults.

A study in Brazil (Fernandez-Hachich and Thomaz 1996) elaborates that, “the
housing industry particularly the social housing construction has a lot of problems,
including the lack of quality assurance policies.  And most of the local building
regulations, standards and specifications were not sufficient to enable the evaluation
of building materials and systems.  This is mainly because most of them did not



specify required levels of performance and durability.  And even if they were enough,
the government does not have actually a way to verify the conformity of the practises
in building against the regulations or standards”.

3 Sustainability

3.1 Defining sustainability
So far, it has been difficult to formulate a common definition for sustainability.

In most countries in the world, sustainability is taken to mean more than environment,
and usually involves economic and social sustainability.  Nevertheless, Sarja (1998)
gives a technical definition of sustainability as follows: “Sustainable building is
technology and practice which meets the multiple requirements of the people and
society in an optimal way during the life cycle of the building facility”.

3.2 Designing for sustainability
Sustainability is constrained by the laws of nature including thermodynamics,

chemistry and time.  The concept of sustainable development (Kibert 1998) appears
in the construction disciplines in various ways such as sustainable construction,
ecologically sustainable development, green building, sustainable architecture and
resource efficient construction.

Further, Kibert (1998) argues, if sustainability principles are to apply to
industry, government, and the economy, it is evident that they must also be applicable
to construction, an industry whose end-products consume a significant proportion of
all materials and energy in their creation, operation and deconstruction.

4 Design for sustainable buildings: Related factors

4.1 Related factors
For a successful achievement in designing sustainable buildings, a number of

factors or requirements are necessary and must be considered.  In most cases these
factors depend on each another.  Sarja (1998) discusses the related factors or
requirements of sustainability in details and one is discussed in brief by the authors of
this paper.  These include:

• Economy
• Functionality
• Aesthetics
• Durability
• Ecology
• Health
• Social-cultural aspects



Fig. 1: Multiple requirements for designing sustainable buildings

4.1.1 Social-cultural aspect
The related (integrated) factors including, durability, economy, health,

aesthetics, functionality, ecology have been discussed in length in many scientific
reports and by various scientists, including Sarja  (1998).  However, in the past, the
social-cultural aspect has not been discussed in detail.  The reason is probably that in
the last few decades, economies of many developing have not been able to support
such issues (social-cultural) in their general technical development programs.

It can be argued that geographical position influences the social-cultural attitude
of any society.  From this fact, it is true that social and cultural attitudes differ from
one geographical location to another, i.e. from north to south and likewise, from east
to west.  To integrate sustainability requirements for a developing country, it is
necessary to include this requirement, i.e. the social-cultural aspect.  This means that
standards and codes of practise writers should emphasize technically simple and low
cost design solutions which can easily be adopted to the social economic situation of
those countries.

5 Priorities, proposals and challenges

5.1 Priorities
The priorities for research development in developing countries need to be

based on those requirements as presented in Fig. 1. These need to be used as an
important tool for designing sustainable buildings.   Each country or local region will
need to carry out research according to their interest and crucial demand, i.e. by
prioritising the requirements.  In some cases, it may be even possible to conduct
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parallel research activities, for example researching on economy and social-cultural
aspect.

Regarding future research, existing research results from the industrialized
countries can be analyzed, reviewed and developed for use in developing countries.
However, according to Sarja (1998), new knowledge is needed including standards
addressing the durability and service life of materials and structures in varying
environments.

Future research should include the development of regulations, standards and
codes of practices concerning the issue of sustainability in buildings.  In most
developing countries, standards and guides already exist; however, they need to be
reviewed and updated, in order to meet the international standards (ISO)
requirements.  When acceptable, they can be integrated in the process of sustainable
building design.

A paper by Soronis and Makenya (1998), discusses a proposed standard for
sustainable building.  This paper highlights the considerations regarding sustainability
in building design.  It further suggests that, this can be achieved through utilizing the
principles of ISO 9000 series (quality management), ISO 14000 series (environmental
management) and the current work within ISO/TC59/SC14 (Design Life).  Sarja
(1998) in a similar argument suggests that, before integrated life cycle design can be
introduced, new standards and guides will be needed.

The working documents of ISO/ TC 59/SC14 (Design Life) for example, may
be very useful references in future research work in developing countries where
sustainable design is a concern. Within ISO/TC 59/SC14 a new work item has been
initiated to include environmental performances in addition to traditional qualities for
the design of buildings.

Other reference material which can be used for future research is presented in a
paper by Lippiat (1998), on BEES (Building for Environmental and Economic
Sustainability).  The BEES software measures the environmental performance of
building products by using the environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) approach
specified in latest versions of ISO 14000 draft standard.

5.2 The challenges
Many discussions have been going on concerning the use of innovative

approaches in the building materials and systems used for the design of a sustainable
building.  However, so far little has been achieved.  This is partly because
government policy and programs concerning housing issues in many developing
countries still do not address sustainability (Makenya 1998).

Designers are in most cases reluctant to apply new design tools, like standards,
probably because they are judged as complex.  This is even the case in industrialised
countries.  A corresponding argument by Frohnsdorff and Martin (1996) discusses
that service life predictions are unlikely to be accepted by designers in the US for
routine use until standards and a computer-integrated knowledge system are in place.
For this reason, active participation in the development process of material
researchers dedicated to turning innovations, including new standards and guidelines,



into new applications is critical.
The factors mentioned in the integrated life cycle design (Fig.1) are connected

to the function and performance of the facilities (Sarja 1998).  However, the overall
decisive factor in any society or community is the micro and macro economy. This
means that, problems have to be considered in both governmental and private
budgets. The main criteria should be that budgets stay within the permissible limits,
since they play a major role when decisions for selecting certain design alternatives
are taken.

6 Concluding remarks

This paper has discussed problems and challenges concerning sustainable
building design in developing countries.  Towards the year 2000 and beyond, there is
a great need for developing countries to put more emphasis on and identify their
needs concerning, building sustainability, which includes the durability of building
materials.  As a proposal, desired results for sustainable building design can be
achieved by putting more efforts on appropriate research projects and
implementation, while strictly taking into consideration:

• The multiple requirements/ factors of sustainable building design (as in Fig. 1).
• Building standards (ISO standards) in the design process.
• Participation in international programs involving sustainable building.
• Establishing national or regional programs dealing with sustainable building.
• Reviewing or establishing regional standards (when necessary) which can

accelerate or simplify standards implementation, but in close co-operation with
the ISO to avoid duplication. (The Current European Standard (CEN) is an
example).

• Including ISO 14 000 (EMS) series for an environmentally sustainable design.
• Improving macro-economic policies.
• Extensive education for practising engineers and designers to acquire skills in

the expanding design process and its methods.

Systematically, priorities should be defined, problems outlined and finally, the
best proposals adopted. While it is true that immediate implementation regarding
these issues is not practical, the authors hope, however, that these issues can be
included in future research and development agendas.
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An integrated life cycle costing model
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Abstract

There is an increasing realisation of the importance of operation and maintenance
as opposed to capital costs throughout the life of an asset.  In addition, new styles
of contracts such as PFI (Private Finance Initiative) are becoming more popular.
This will require that the building product is addressed within its holistic picture
including the design, construction and maintenance.  It is therefore vital to embed
the life cycle costing element of a facility within its design and construction.
Whole Life Costing is a technique used to facilitate effective choice between
alternatives in the search of economic solutions.  Information technology,
particularly integrated databases and VR (Virtual Reality), can provide the
mechanism to facilitate the integration of the whole life cost information.
The research project described in this paper aims to add a life cycle costing
element to the design phase of the OSCON integrated database developed at
Salford University in the UK. The current integrated database within OSCON
supports the functions of design, estimating and planning. The proposed system
will allow the user within a VR environment to navigate inside the building
retrieving information about building components that need replacement or repair.
A colouring mechanism will be developed to show various elements in different
colours according to cost criteria. This would allow the user to easily inspect the
building and get rough ideas of repair and maintenance programmes, running
costs and cash flows.  The system will allow data to be updated continuously so
that it will enable the comparison with initial plans and estimates and provides a
fresh view of future action and feedback.

Keywords: life cycle costing, information technology, virtual reality, construction
projects.
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1 Introduction

Design for whole life cost is becoming a major issue in the construction
industry.  The days where the asset was separated from its use are over.  Whole
Life Costing provides an opportunity to integrate design, operation and
maintenance information.  Whole Life Costing is an evaluation tool for choosing
among alternative options taking into consideration all costs that emerge
throughout the life of an asset, from initial investment costs to subsequent
maintenance and operating costs through to salvage and resale value.  The DETR
(Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions) Constructing Quality
reports identifies whole life costing as an area of major concern (Department of
the Environment 1995).  It is clearly stated in the report that cheap initial costing
is rarely the same as best value for money.  It is the holistic picture that needs to
be taken into account including life cycle costing.

This paper describes a research project which aims to add a life cycle
costing element to the design phase which will allow the user within a VR
environment to navigate inside the building retrieving information about building
components which need replacement or repair.  A colouring mechanism will be
developed to show various elements in different colours according to a cost
criterion.  This would allow the user to easily inspect the building and retrieve
information about repair and maintenance programmes, running costs and cash
flows.  The system will allow data to be updated continuously so that it will
enable the comparison with initial plans and estimates and provides a fresh view
of future action and feedback.  The life cycle costing data will be incorporated
into the OSCON (Open Systems for Construction) database developed at Salford
to facilitate the integration of design, planning and estimating information.  Like
OSCON, the interface will be built around the VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling
Language) standard.  As VRML is a web based application, this environment will
allow users based in various geographical locations to interact with the same
model and retrieve relevant information (Aouad et al 1997a, 1997b, 1997c,
1997d). The user can fly through the proposed model retrieving information about
maintenance and operation costs at specific points in time.

2 Life cycle costing

2.1 The concept
The British Standard Glossary of Maintenance Management Terms in

Terotechnology defines Life Cycle Costing as:

" The technique of considering the total cost of ownership of an item of
material, taking into account all the costs of acquisition, personnel training,
modification and disposal, for the purpose of making decisions on new or
changed requirements and as a control mechanism in service, for existing and
future items”

The primary objective of LCC is to evaluate and optimise a building’s life
cycle costs and provide a means to aid the decision making process in all phases



of the building’s life.  Some examples are shown below (BS5760, Flanagan &
Norman 1983, 1987):

• Evaluation and comparison of alternative design approaches
• Assessment of economic viability of projects/products;
• Identification of cost drivers and cost effective improvements;
• Evaluation and comparison of alternative strategies for product use,

operation, test, inspection, maintenance, etc.;
• Evaluation and comparison of different approaches for replacement,

rehabilitation/life extension or retirement of ageing facilities;

In short, life cycle costing is the technique of considering the initial and
subsequent running costs of an asset over its planned life.  The concept is not new,
yet under used in the construction industry (Bull 1993).  Nevertheless, the need
and desire to implement life cycle costing was much talked about but little
practised. This can be attributed to a number of major obstacles which can be
classified under the following two categories:

1. Managerial:
• Failure of designers to be able to visualise and include life cycle cost goals

in their design criteria,
• Failure of owners or managers with short-term responsibility for an asset to

consider effectively the longer-term impact of their decisions on the asset's
operations and maintenance requirements, and

• General desires to minimise the initial expenditures in order to increase
return on investment, meet budgetary restrictions, or both’.

2. Technical:
• Lack of data, application, evaluation and feedback.
• Absence of a database and systematic approach to collect and analyse the

significant amount of information and knowledge generated over the life
span of projects.

• Assumptions, which have to be made, for future expectations, cost estimates
and predictions.

Fig. 1: Life cycle costing application vicious circle
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Figure 1 shows the vicious circle in which LCC analysis is still entrapped.
Any attempt to achieve meaningful analysis in LCC must provide a complete picture
of a project from the initial conceptual stage until abandonment. This research
project aims to provide the means to break into this vicious circle and start life into
the improvement loop.

2.2 LCC and the building life cycle phases
Figure 2 shows the main phases of a complete building life cycle.  It clearly

indicates the potential benefits of applying LCC at the very early phases of the
building’s life. It is fundamental, therefore, to have a basic understanding of the
activities that take place during the early phases of the project and the factors that
determine their relationship to the building’s performance, safety, operability,
maintainability and other characteristics influencing the overall life cycle costs.
Figure 2 also shows the extent that OSCON currently covers of the building life
cycle and the proposed approach involving life cycle costing.

Fig. 2: Project life cycle phases and OSCON application
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Figure 3 shows the framework of the LCC model that will be developed for
integration into the OSCON system.  In this model, LCC is calculated at two
different levels. The first level focuses at individual elements in the building since
each element is expected to have a full life cycle of its own. Thus, the model will
include all costs incurring over the planned life including initial capital cost and
subsequent maintenance and operation costs. The second level is at the building or
asset level involving the analysis of the overall performance of the building. This
includes items such energy consumption, management, cleaning, rates and
insurance. At this stage the project is formatting the LCC model for the first stage.

The resulting system will obviously be, as good as the original data allows.
Effective decision-making based on life cycle costing is possible only if the data
input to the analytical process is sufficiently reliable.  Figure 3 also shows the
type of information to be collected and gives the indication that data will be
gathered from a variety of sources. The system will involve gathering information
on running costs and performance of occupied buildings, the identification of
actual costs incurred in operating buildings and feedback to design team.  The
LCC model through its management system intends to monitor the performance
of an asset and provide feedback.  It further provides information on asset lives,
reliability factors and establishes maintenance policy.

Fig. 3: The LCC framework
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3 The proposed system

Studies on LCC will involve an extensive data gathering exercise even if
performed for specific purposes.  Computer aided systems will play a substantial
role towards the efficient application of the technique considering the amount of
information that needs to be taken into consideration when conducting LCC
analysis.  The role of information technology is becoming increasingly recognised
for LCC as access to information is becoming universally viable through the
internet.

Technology, particularly integrated databases and VR (Virtual Reality), can
provide the mechanism to facilitate the integration of the whole life cost
information.  This can be achieved using the OSCON integrated database.
OSCON, the Open Systems for Construction project, is a suite of integrated
software that includes CAD application, cost estimating and planning, wrapper
software for CA-Superproject, and a VRML interface applications (Aouad et al
1997).  The system is developed at Salford University with the aim to ease and
actively share construction information via a central object orientated project
database.  The integrated database within OSCON supports the functions of
design, estimating and planning by allowing these phases to effectively share
information dynamically and intelligently.  The system revolves around a central
object-oriented information model which consists of domain models which
support integration of information within a specific domain, e.g. estimating.  All
the models in the system are fully independent of specific applications, and each
domain model provides support for general classes of a given application.  The
CAD application allows a user to create and manipulate architectural components
of a building.  The components are stored as instances of classes in the object
oriented database.  These instances are read by the VRML interface in order to
create a 3D view of the building which gives the user a better environment for
navigation and walkthrough.  Time and cost estimates are also generated
automatically based on the design information stored in the database.  The
proposed approach is shown in Figure 4 below.

Fig. 4: Architecture of the integrated system
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The proposed model will ensure that a holistic picture of the integrated
project model is achieved through the support of design, planning, estimating and
maintenance. The user will be able to interact with the model in real time using
VR capabilities.  A visual representation of the model is particularly useful for
retrieving information about the maintenance phase.

As instances of design components are stored in the object oriented
database, attributes related to life cycle costing will be populated. The information
can then be displayed in the virtual reality environment using VRML capabilities.
A maintenance view will be added to help the end user visits the model in time
retrieving design and maintenance data as well as cost estimating and planning
information.

4 Conclusions

This paper presented an approach to the integration of design, construction
and maintenance data. The proposed model uses the state of art technologies,
namely Virtual Reality (VR) and object orientation.  The life cycle costing model
will ensure that design is given a holistic picture that will result in better
management of facilities. Life cycle costing information once inserted into the
design model will allow a clearer picture of the maintenance data to be displayed
in a VR environment. The system is still under development. However, once it is
fully developed it will offer many opportunities for maintenance and cost
engineers.
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THE DYNAMIC DEFINITION OF DESIGN ELEMENT
SPECIFICATIONS VIA A PRODUCT SUPPLIER DATABASE WEB-SITE
Dynamic specification definition via the web
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Abstract

The AIC Research Group at the University of Salford have been involved in a
government funded project that aimed to develop an integrated multi-user
distributed construction project database - WISPER (Web-based Integrated
Shared Project EnviRonment). The objective of the project was to develop a
working system capable of demonstrating the future direction of information
integration with the project partners’ businesses. This paper presents the
development of the specification application that aims to demonstrate the potential
for design elements to be specified directly from a product database Web site.

Keywords: Design element specifications, IFC, integrated distributed construction
project database, three-tier client-server architecture, STEP Part21.

1 Introduction

The Internet with its open standards and accessibility is fast evolving into a
powerful environment for supporting distributed group work. Originally the Web
was a static two-tier client-server unidirectional environment for the publishing
and broadcasting of electronic documents. However, demands for dynamic content
is beginning to change that. The Web is being transformed from a publishing
technology into a full-blown client-server medium, with the potential to run line-
of-business applications and to deal with the complex requirements of multistep
business-to-business and consumer-to-business transactions (Orfali et al. 1997).

This paper presents the specification application that has been developed as
part of the implementation of a new generation of construction integrated
environments. The application aims to demonstrate the potential for next-
generation Web technology together with the IFCs to support the direct
specification of design elements from a product database Web site. Such an
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application enables the designer to retrieve their defined specifications (including
technical information) in a standard format directly via the Web, and to upload
this information into the project database to be accessed by the other applications,
e.g. CAD, Estimating, etc. In addition, the paper provides a brief overview of the
integrated distributed construction environment, the implemented supporting
applications and the IFC object model architecture.

2 WISPER - Web-based integrated shared project environment

2.1 Three-tier client-server architecture
As shown in Fig. 1, the architecture of WISPER uses a three-tier client-

server infrastructure to demonstrate the integration between detailed design,
building element based cost estimating, and construction scheduling, in addition to
a VRML viewer that allows the graphical querying of a project database (Alshawi
et al. 1998; Faraj et al. 1998a, 1998b; WISPER 1998). Within a three-tier
architecture each facet of the application, i.e. user interface, logic, and database, is
isolated providing benefits such as maximum control, scalability, and flexibility
(Campbell 1997; Orfali et al. 1997).

2.2 IFC object-oriented project database
At the lowest level of the system architecture (Bottom Tier), the main project

database has been developed using the ObjectStore object-oriented database
management system together with the implementation of Java classes derived

Fig. 1:  Overview of WISPER
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directly from the Final Version 1.5 of the International Alliance for
Interoperability’s (IAI) Industry Foundation Classes (IFCs). The IFCs are an
initiative by leading construction software vendors to produce a standard data
model for interoperability of construction related software applications (IAI 1999).
The project model for the Final Version 1.5 of the IFCs has been published using
EXPRESS. EXPRESS is a formal language developed by the STEP community
for the description of data models (STEP Tools, Inc. 1999a; UKCIC 1999). To
map this schema to ObjectStore, ST-Developer was used to convert the IFC
schema from EXPRESS to a set of programming language classes (pure Java
classes). ST-Developer is a Step Tools product that provides a comprehensive,
stand-alone set of software development tools for handling the complexities of the
STEP standard, which can be used to build software that works with STEP data in
object-oriented databases, relational databases, and traditional files (STEP Tools,
Inc. 1999b). ObjectStore utilities are then used to read the Java classes to create
the IFC project database schema. This schema can then be used and instantiated
by the various construction applications.

2.3 Application servers
Using Web client-server technology, i.e. Web Server Extensions (Java WAI

applications), applications have been written in Java for the two-way exchange of
information between the project database and existing software, i.e. AutoCAD,
Excel, MS Project scheduling package, etc. (Middle Tier). WAI is a CORBA-
based  (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) programming interface that
defines object interfaces to the HTTP request/response data and server
information. Via WAI, the Web applications accept an HTTP request from a client
(Web browser), process it, and return a response to the client.

2.4 User interface
Finally, the top tier of the system provides the interface to the overall

system. The user interface has been implemented as a set of Web pages and other
commercial applications to support the different construction experts that may
need to interact with the environment. The user interface enables the user to
submit, retrieve, process and manipulate data. Users can perform operations on the
project data by selecting the appropriate menu item on a specific Web page. Each
menu item references a URL that submits an http request to the server. The Web
server assigns the responsibility for processing the HTTP request to the CORBA
objects.

WISPER uses the concept of a ‘project Web site’ as a first point of access
for all shared project information. Each new project has its own Web site,
allowing project information to be accessed through an internal network (Intranet)
or through the wider global Internet. Furthermore, existing security mechanisms
such as; password protection, certificates, IP address filtering, etc., ensures the
security of the project information by controlling access to the project Web pages.

2.5 Implemented applications
• CAD (design): Due to the lack of availability of commercial IFC compatible

CAD systems, the research team has implemented their own CAD system
that uses the AutoCAD-14 geometry engine. The application supports both
newly created and existing projects. The ‘Newly Created Project’ application



enables the user to create new building designs and to share information with
other construction applications. Data in the application is saved in STEP Part
21 file format. The ‘Existing Project’ application allows the user to populate
the database from a STEP Part 21 file. Part 21 files of existing projects can
therefore be loaded to the database for amendment and saved as Part 21 file
format.

• VRML: The application generates the VRML model of the design and
displays the results within a Web browser. The user can interact with the
design and retrieve other construction data associated with the object or
project as a whole that are found in the database from the virtual reality
model.

• DWF: DWF (Drawing Web Format) is a graphics format for the transfer of
drawings over Intranets and the Internet. The application parses the database
for the building elements that exist in a project and generates the DWF
representation of each element.

• Estimating: Generates the elemental IFC cost group objects within the
central project database from the design, before returning this information
into Excel. The user add costs to the cost groups in Excel and uploads the
CSV file into the project database, i.e. adding costs, date and time, etc. to the
previously generated cost group objects. Finally, a cost summary of the
project can be viewed in terms of both element type and storey.

• Planning: Generates the work group objects within the central project
database from the design, before returning this information into MS Project
scheduling package. Next, the user adds duration and links/dependencies and
uploads the CSV file into the project database, i.e. adding the durations and
links, to the previously generated work group objects.

3 IFC property type definitions & shared property sets

3.1 IFC object model architecture overview
The IFC Object Model architecture provides a modular structure for the

development of model components. The architecture consists of four layers, which
use a strict referencing hierarchy. Within each layer a number of grouped modules
exist (IAI 1999).

• Independent Resource Layer: Independent Resources are ideas that do not
rely on classes within the Kernel for their existence, e.g. geometry, cost, etc.
Resources form the lowest layer in the IFC Model Architecture and can be
used or referenced by all classes in other layers.

• Core Layer: The Core contains two sub-layers. The Kernel provides basic,
shared concepts in AEC/FM projects and determines the model structure and
decomposition. The Kernel includes fundamental concepts concerning the
provision of objects, relationships, type definitions, attributes and roles.
Kernel classes may only reference classes in the Independent Resources. A
Core Extension is a specialisation of classes defined in the Kernel such as
Product and Process. Primary relationships and roles are also defined within
the Core Extensions.



• Interoperability: The Interoperability layer provides specialised, well-
defined interfaces for one or more Domain Models. This provides for
outsourcing of Domain Model development whilst retaining control over the
key structuring and framework requirements of interoperability.

• Domain Specifications: Domain Models provide further model detail within
the scope requirements for an AEC domain process or a type of application.
Each is a separate model that may use or reference any class defined in the
Core and Independent Resource layers. Examples of Domain Models are
Architecture, HVAC, FM, Structural Engineering etc.

3.2 Type definitions
The IfcPropertyTypeResource defines the basic capabilities for Property

definitions that can be attached to objects and relationships. This Resource module
enables a "Type" of an Element to be defined, which in turn establishes a standard
to be used many times in a project. A standard type is established through the
definition of a set of Properties or Characteristics that will be held constant for all
occurrences in the project model. Therefore, a single record of these attributes is
associated with the Type Definition object rather than with each occurrence of the
element.

For example, in the case of doors and windows, an IfcPropertyTypeDef
object is created for each type of element and is referenced by those IfcObjects,
e.g. IfcDoor, IfcWindow, etc., to which it is associated. The IfcPropertyTypeDef
class provides for the capability to define a set of properties at runtime, since they
do not need a separate static class definition, and share the values of the set of
properties among multiple instances of the same class of objects. In addition, the
IfcPropertyTypeDef class possesses a number of attributes. ‘TypeDefName’
represents the name of the specific Property Type Definition, ‘TypedClass’ refers
to the name of the class for which the object defines a type, e.g. IfcDoor,
IfcWindow, etc. and ‘GenericType’ specifies the IFC generic type designation,
e.g. SingleSwing, FixedCasement, etc.

3.3 Shared property sets
Each Type Definition has a reference to an IfcSharedPropertySet. An

IfcSharedPropertySet defines a set of type driven properties (and is therefore
defined as part of the IFC standard) that are shared by multiple instances of a
semantic object, i.e. each semantic object instance (having the same property
values) shares by reference a single instance of the IfcSharedPropertySet with
particular property values.

The type definition for a single swing door has a reference (in the
Sharedproperties attribute) to a ‘Pset_DoorSglSwing’ shared property set, that in
turn, has references to two further shared property sets, ‘Pset_DoorType’ and
‘Pset_DoorPanel’, that are held in the ‘Hasproperties’ attribute list. The
‘Pset_DoorType’ shared property set contains the common shared
values/properties for the specific type of single swing door. These properties relate
to information such as the reference ID for the door type within a particular
project, specific description of the door type, manufacturer, nominal and rough
heights and widths, fire, thermal and acoustic ratings, whether the door is designed
for use in exterior walls, etc. Each property is created as IfcSimplyProperty object.
IfcSimpleProperty defines an attribute class in which the unique description/name



of the property (‘Descriptor’) and a reference to the property’s value
(‘ValueComponent’) is held. The actual value of the property is held in an
IfcMeasureValue object (part of the IfcMeasureResource module) based upon its
type, e.g. Ifcdescriptivemeasure, Ifcnumericmeasure, etc.

The properties associated with the doorframe such as description, depth,
thickness, etc., are also contained within a shared property set
(‘Pset_DoorWinFrameType’), which is referenced in the ‘Hasproperties’ attribute
list of the ‘Pset_DoorType’ shared property set. Again, a simple property and
associated measure value object represents each of the properties. An IfcMaterial
object represents the material property of the doorframe. IfcMaterial is part of the
Material model within the IfcPropertyResource module that provides the facility
to specify the material from which an object is composed. The IfcMaterial
property together with the simple properties is referenced in the ‘Hasproperties’
attribute of the ‘Pset_DoorWinFrameType’ shared property set.

Finally, the ‘Pset_DoorPanel’ shared property set contains the properties (or
references to simple and material property objects) for the door panel/leaf
associated with the single swing door type definition, e.g. height, width, thickness,
material, etc.

In a similar manner, the type definition for a fixed casement window has a
reference to a ‘Pset_FixedCasement’ shared property set, that in turn, has a
reference to a further shared property set, ‘Pset_WindowType’. The
‘Pset_WindowType’ shared property set contains the common shared
values/properties (references to simple property objects) for the specific type of
fixed casement window, e.g. ID reference, description, manufacturer, dimensions,
etc. The ‘Pset_DoorWinFrameType’ shared property set for the window frame is
also referenced in the ‘Hasproperties’ attribute of the ‘Pset_WindowType’ shared
property set.

4 Product database

For the purpose of the prototype, a product relational database was
developed using MS Access. The information relating to each particular type of
component/element is held in a single table within the product database, i.e. Door
Frames, Door Leaves, and Windows. The structure of each table is primarily based
upon the properties specified in the IFC property sets, i.e. Pset_DoorPanel,
Pset_DoorType, Pset_WindowType, etc. For example, the Door Leaves table
comprises fields relating to information such as manufacturer, product name,
height, width, thickness, material, fire, thermal and acoustic ratings, suitability for
external or internal exposure, etc. In addition, the Door Leaves and Windows
tables have a field to hold a reference to an image file of each specific product.



5 Specification web server extension applications

The Specification application has been implemented as two Netscape Web
Application Interface (WAI) Web server extension applications written in Java.
WAI is a CORBA-based programming interface that defines object interfaces to
the HTTP request/response data and server information. Using WAI, Web
applications can be written to accept HTTP requests from a client, process them,
and return the response to the client. The end user does not need to know where
the data resides or which server is processing it (Netscape 1999).

The user interacts with each application through a specific set of Web pages.
The first of the applications enables the user to define the necessary door and
window specifications from the suppliers database, which are returned to the user
as IFC type definitions, shared property sets, etc., in the form of a STEP Part 21
file. Once the Part 21 file has been returned, the user can upload this file into the
IFC object oriented project database, via the second of the WAI applications.

Each WAI application creates and registers CORBA objects (OMG 1999)
with the respective Web server, i.e. suppliers database and IFC project database.
The Web server associates each of these objects with a specific URL of the form:
http://server//iiop/object_name. The server part of the URL identifies the name of
the machine on which the Web server runs, while iiop (Internet Inter ORB
Protocol) passes request or service replies through the internet, and the
object_name is the name by which the application is registered and identified by
the ORB (Object Request Broker). Once the URL is accessed the Web server
delegates the responsibility for processing the HTTP request to the CORBA
objects.

5.1 Specification definition WAI application
Fig. 2 shows an overview of the specification definition WAI application.

The application receives an initial request from the hyperlink of a selected menu
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Fig. 2:  Schematic overview of the specification definition WAI application



item (‘Single Swing Door’ or ‘Fixed Casement Windows’) on the specification
Web page (Fig. 3). Using the value of a parameter received from the hyperlink, i.e.
using the HTTP GET protocol, the application connects to the product database
via JDBC and ODBC, and retrieves the names of suppliers of the type of element
selected. JDBC is a Java API for executing SQL statements on relational
databases. Via the ODBC API, JDBC enables Java programs to establish a
connection with a relational database, send SQL statements, and process the
results (Sun Microsystems, Inc. 1999). The supplier names received from the SQL
query are placed as options within a selection list of a dynamic HTML page,
which is then returned to the user. By submitting the selection of a particular
supplier/manufacturer from the list, using the HTTP POST protocol, a further
request is sent to the application. Upon receiving this request, the application
connects to the products database, retrieves the necessary information such as
element description, image file name, etc., and dynamically generates a catalogue
HTML page of specific elements for the selected supplier, before returning the
page to the user.

In the case of windows, a catalogue of window units is returned to the user.
However, from the point of view of doors, the application initially returns a
catalogue of door leaves (Fig. 3). Within the HTML catalogue page, each specific
element’s description is created as a hyperlink to a client-side JavaScript function.
Client-side JavaScript statements embedded in an HTML page can respond to user
events. When a user selects a particular element in the catalogue HTML page, the
JavaScript function copies the element’s description into the respective text input
form element on the definition Web page, i.e. ‘Window’ or ‘Door Leaf’ input box.
Following the selection of a door leaf, and the subsequent copying of its

Specification Main Menu Catalogue Web PageDefinition Web Page

Fig. 3:  Specification web pages



description into the ‘Door Leaf’ text box, the JavaScript function triggers a request
to the application to return a catalogue HTML page of door frames suitable for the
door leaf selected. Using the door description passed in the request, the
application retrieves the descriptions of the suitable door frames from the
database, dynamically generates the catalogue HTML page, including client-side
JavaScript, etc. and returns the HTML page. When the user selects a door frame
from the catalogue Web page, the description of the door frame is copied into the
‘Door Frame’ text input form element of the single swing door type definition
Web page (Fig. 3). Within the type definition Web page, the user specifies the
element type reference in the ‘Type Reference’ input box, i.e., the reference ID
property of the ‘Pset_DoorType’/’Pset_WindowType’ shared property set. Once
the user has completed defining a type definition/specification, i.e. specified the
element type’s reference and selected the element/components associated with the
element type, a request is sent to the application via the ‘Define Definition’ submit
button on the type definition Web page. The application responds to the request by
holding the type reference and the associated element/component description(s)
passed in the request, which provides the opportunity for additional type
definitions to be defined.

Following the definition of the required door and window type definitions, a
final request is passed to the application to generate and return the type definitions
previously specified in Part 21 exchange file format, i.e. an EXPRESS-driven data
exchange file specification (STEP Tools, Inc. 1999b; UKCIC 1999). The
application acts upon this request by connecting to the product database and
retrieving the various properties associated with the element(s)\component(s)
specified for each type definition, e.g. dimensions, supplier, fire rating, material,
etc. ST-Developer uses the EXPRESS IFC schema and the corresponding IFC
Project Database schema (Java classes), together with the properties retrieved
from the product database to generate the complete IFC Type Definitions for those
specified. The complete IFC Type Definitions are written out to a Part 21 physical
file, which is returned to the user.

5.2 Type definitions upload WAI application
The second WAI application resides on the project database Web server. By

sending the Part 21 physical file of the previously defined type definitions, via a
file input form element using the HTTP POST protocol, the application is
delegated the responsibility of uploading the file to the IFC project database. ST-
Developer uses the IFC schema and the corresponding IFC project database
schema to create the Java objects that correspond to the project instances defined
in the Part 21 file. Using ObjectStore utilities, the Java objects are instantiated in
the IFC project database. Once uploaded to the IFC project database, the CAD
application can download the Type Definitions and attach them to the relevant
design elements as they are being designed.



6 Conclusions

This paper has presented a specification application that has been developed
as part of the implementation of a new generation of computer integrated
environments. The integrated multi-user distributed construction project database
environment, WISPER, is based on a three-tier client-server architecture, in which
the user interfaces, business logic and database are all kept separate. The
development of the object-oriented project database has been achieved via the
implementation of the IFC Final Version 1.5 project model. In addition, Web
technology was used to develop the user interfaces and enable the communication
of distributed applications, i.e. Web pages and Web server extensions,
respectively.

The specification application aims to demonstrate the potential for design
elements to be specified directly from a product database Web site. From the
specification Web pages on the project Web site, the user can access the product
catalogues of their preferred suppliers. The user is able to select products directly
from the catalogue and define the required specifications.  Finally, the user
requests the product database WAI application to return a Part 21 file of the IFC
Type Definitions for the specifications defined, which is subsequently uploaded
into the IFC project database to be downloaded by the CAD application and
attached to the respective design elements. Such an application would create a
closer link between suppliers and the design process - bringing supplier
information early into the design process. This would also potentially enable
suppliers/manufacturers to influence the design.
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LEARNING CONSTRUCTION IN VIRTUAL WORLDS
Learning construction in virtual worlds

F. F. NG and K. W. CHAU
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Abstract

Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is a tool for creating and distributing
virtual worlds on the Internet. It can be used to create a 3D virtual environment by
computer-rendered simulation of an interactive scene with links to other virtual
worlds or 2D information. It allows information to be organized spatially and related
by location and proximity. This paper summarizes the concepts and potentials of
VRML applications in the construction industry. The design and development of
virtual worlds of building construction is discussed. User's interaction with the virtual
worlds to explore and understand concepts in construction is illustrated.

Keywords: Virtual Reality Modeling Language, VRML, multimedia, hypermedia, 3D
modeling, construction technology, computer-aided learning, CAL

1 Introduction

Education can be viewed as a knowledge transfer process from two different
perspectives:

• Instruction: information provider (professors, tutors, and computer-mediated
systems) takes an active role in presenting information to learners.

• Learning: learner takes an active role in retrieving information from external
sources; analyzing and structuring the information to develop his own knowledge.
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A channel of communication is required to enable information to be represented
and transferred from providers to learners. A variety of channels are currently used:
books, lecture notes, videos, slides, and World Wide Web (WWW) etc.

Traditional classroom situation is an instructional process, which is teacher-
centred. The process is dictated by the teacher who determines the way that
information is transferred to the students. The counterpart to instructional process is
an exploratory learning process, which based on student's initiation and control to dig
out information relevant to his needs and interests. Library is a basic knowledge
source to support the learning process.

2 WWW and computer-aided learning

Development in computer-aided instruction and learning are to improve the
information transfer process. A computer-aided learning system has three basic
components: learner, knowledge core, and delivery system. The development of
Internet and WWW establishes a standard for the delivery system. From an
instructor's point of view, WWW is a new way to deliver instruction. From a learner's
point of view, WWW is a huge database for him to explore. WWW is a new medium
for education, a new opportunity for learners to discuss, share and collaborate. How
to represent knowledge content on the WWW to achieve learning objectives is an
important area of research.

Learning is a process of active engagement with experience. Learning is
sustained by mental stimulation, and encouraged by proper environment. WWW
provides the basic tools to develop an exploratory interactive learning environment.
Interactivity refers to activity performed by a learner in response and in relation to the
learning environment. Use of appropriate media and technologies enhance the
interaction between the learner and the environment. In traditional settings, learners
are confined to basic "static" interaction with materials delivered through one-way
media in the form of printed text, images, audio, and video. With the advent of new
media and technologies, dynamic interaction is now possible and affordable. It brings
the learner closer to the act of discovery, e.g. examining objects in exploration of
virtual worlds. In addition to course material and contextual information, the selection
and use of appropriate media and technologies becomes an essential factor for
establishing and maintaining interactive learning environment.

With new technologies comes the challenge for creating new, interactive
learning environments which facilities learning and promote open and constructive
dissemination of knowledge. It is perhaps the turning point for new paradigms to
emerge.

Hypertext was the first tool to enhance interactivity on the WWW. It broke
down the traditional linear nature of the written word by encouraging readers to find
their own paths through large amounts of information with embedded links. With the
advent of digital technologies, hypermedia emerged to include text, images, audio,
video, and animation as information nodes.



3 Virtual reality

In construction industry, three-dimensional (3D) information is essential. In
traditional communication media, 3D information is represented in a two-dimensional
(2D) format such as drawings and photographs. Sometimes, physical models are
constructed using cardboard so as to examine the form, shape, or spatial relationship
between various elements. With the advancement in computing technology, computer
generated 3D models can now be built instead of physical models.
Virtual reality (VR) is a computer-generated simulation of a 3D environment, in
which the user is able to both view and manipulate the contents of that environment.
Usually it is associated with an immersed experience that requires special-purpose
hardware such as head-mounted display and data gloves. VR is a computer system
used to create an artificial world in which the user has the impression of being in that
world and with the ability to navigate through the world and manipulate objects in the
world. Current technologies are not only able to provide a visual experience, but also
with 3D sound, touch and force, for users to explore. The CIB established TG 24 to
study and document the existing Virtual Reality efforts in construction. The
applications of Virtual Reality studied include those in Building Design; Facilities
Management; Real Estate; and Promotional Sales.

There are other ways of implementing VR without special gear to cut down the
cost and to distribute and share virtual worlds on Internet.

4 VRML and construction

VRML is an abbreviation for Virtual Reality Modeling Language. The VRML
Consortium is a nonprofit corporation founded in 1996 to provide a forum for the
creation of open standards for VRML specifications. It established an open standard
for creating and distributing 3D multimedia and shared virtual worlds on the Internet.
VRML is a scene description language that describes the geometry and behaviour of a
3D scene. It is a 3D graphics standard, representing a platform-independent
multimedia file format for delivering interactive virtual worlds. The user just needs a
VRML browser, similar to WWW browsers, to visit and navigate VRML worlds.
Using VRML, 3D models, video, graphics, audio and text presentations can be
integrated into a single virtual world, which makes communication easier and more
powerful.

Virtual worlds can range from simple objects to very complex scenes.
Background colours, textures, lights, sound, movie, and animations can be used to
enrich the virtual worlds. Sensors and scripts are used to define user interaction and
objects' behaviours. User can fly through, walk through, examine, and explore in
virtual worlds. User can interact with objects or even another user in virtual worlds.

Traditional textbooks of building construction make use of drawings to illustrate
the concepts. Training in understanding drawings enable students to visualize the
concepts in a 3D manner. To get a better understanding of the concepts, students need
to relate them back to the real world situation by referring to physical samples and
site visits.



Construction drawings describe each building by floor plans and sections. Each
floor plan shows interconnected rooms, position of doors, windows, and staircases.
Symbols are used to define whether a door opens inward or outward and whether a
staircase goes up or down. VRML directly reflects this hierarchical decomposition
with separate elements for rooms, floors, walls, and ceilings. Additional attributes
define the appearance such as colour of the walls and ceilings. Room fittings such as
tables and chairs can be described by reference to external 3D models.

There are two essential elements in VRML to enrich virtual worlds and to add
behaviours to objects: anchors and sensors. Anchors are used to create hypermedia
links that represent a logical, spatial, or hierarchical relationship. Anchors allow user
to interactively recall and view linked information by selecting objects of interest
during navigation. Linked information can be another WWW page or another virtual
world. A rich data structure that allows for extensive cross-referencing can be created.
Sensors are nodes in the virtual world that react to users' actions such as touch or drag
an object. Objects' behaviours can be activated according to the user's interaction with
the sensors.

For example, user entering a virtual room sees the floor, walls, ceiling, windows
and doors. User can move around in the room to explore. Selecting the door can bring
up another virtual world showing detail elements of the door. Selecting the elements
may start an animation that shows the assembly sequence of the door. It may also
bring up another web page showing construction detail drawings, specifications, and
costs. For building elements that are not easily observable such as air conditioning
systems, exploration in the virtual world makes the user easier to understand the
components and their relationships. A virtual air conditioning system includes
chillers, fan coil units, ducts and pipes connecting components in a 3D space.
Selecting each component may show a more detail model of the component.

5 VRML applications in construction

The construction industry can use VRML to explore exact representations of
architectural drawings and models during the design stage. Design team members can
communicate with 3D models in addition to drawings. The virtual building
representation can be augmented by linking to its various components, the original
drawings showing construction details, photographs of the real site, and so on. The
interactive 3D models can therefore be used for data management purposes.
Information about the building can be presented and communicated with maximum
efficiency. Figure 1 is an example showing a virtual world of concrete floating floor
augmented with drawing and text. The real estate industry can show flats in VRML
on the Internet to clients, allowing people to get a feel for physical space. Suppliers
can have 3D catalogs of their product on the Internet for demonstration. Assembly of
complex parts is better communicated through 3D interaction. Figure 2 shows a
sample design of office furniture. In education, virtual worlds can be use to illustrate
the construction details and processes. User can select the angle of view and can
interact with objects at his own pace.



6 Learning in virtual worlds

Virtual worlds provide a basis for exploratory learning and can be used as an
educational tools for promoting non-linear thought. It also allows the users to have
some degree of control over the learning environment and to adapt materials to their
own learning style. Another learning approach is to have students creating their own
virtual worlds. Students can gain hands on experience in a simulated construction
process. Since components are reusable, virtual worlds can easily be built by selecting
appropriate objects from standard libraries. Figure 3 and 4 show some objects from
standard library for building construction. Students can organize, structure, and
associate objects in the virtual worlds in their own way. Their virtual worlds reflect
their understanding of the concepts and knowledge in construction.

Fig. 1: Virtual world of concrete floating floor augmented with drawing and text



Fig. 2: Sample design of office furniture



Fig. 3: Standard component: oak door



Fig. 4: Standard components: spiral stair

7 Future development

Today's virtual worlds on the web are still largely exploratory in nature. Many
authors, range from universities to businesses to individuals, are still learning VRML
as a new medium. Current VRML standard still lacks some important features of
interactive 3D world, such as shared object behaviours and cause-and-effect
relationships. The VRML standard is continuing to evolve to include more complex
notions, such as objects that change over time. This will allow even more compelling
applications to be created.



The creation of a distributed multi-user virtual world is another research area.
When a user enters a virtual world, there is actually an embodiment of the user in the
world, known as an avatar. So different users, represented as different avatars, can
interact with each other in virtual worlds at the same time to form a virtual
community to share, discuss, and collaborate. The potential of such an interactive
learning environment is still waiting to be explored.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE STRATEGY OF A MIDDLE-
SIZED CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
IT in middle sized construction company

S.F. SLAVENBURG and T. M. H. VAN STRATEN
Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V., Schiedam, The Netherlands

Abstract

This paper presents how Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. uses IT in their
Design/Build concept.  This concept necessitates a migration in culture: moving
from being a component in a production process, towards offering a total product.
The paper presents experiential knowledge gained from implementing
sophisticated computer tools, applications and networks in a middle-sized
construction company. Some practical views of IT implementation are presented
and discussed, including the selection of hardware platform, software suites, and
applications. The advantages of centralised services are also discussed. In
summary, the use of IT has provided new opportunities for the company and has
helped the company’s migration to Design/Build.

Keywords: Design/Build, data exchange, standards, workflow, enterprise resource
planning, knowledge bank, document management

1 Introduction

Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. operates throughout The Netherlands as a
construction and development company and it is excessively specialised in offices
and commercial real estate(Slavenburg 1999).  The turnover in 1999 will be
approximately 200 million Dutch guilders, or $100 million US.

Traditionally a midsize construction company is one of the participants in
the chain between the project development and the facility management of real
estate.  As Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. wants to become a leading
Design/Build company in The Netherlands, and as such the only responsible
partner dealing with the client; therefore close teamwork with other business
partners of different disciplines will be necessary.  There are several ways in
which information technologies (IT) can help to achieve this strategy:
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• Within the relation “costs / usefulness”, using IT where possible.
• Improving the quality of the employees within the total context of

Design/Build.
• Simplifying the primary process through:

• Workflow management, especially document management and
improving data information communication between the design partner
and the next players.

• Improved communication using modern technical tools.

1.1 The company organisation

Fig. 1: The position of Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. in the holding

Disciplines such as IT & Strategy, Human Resource Management, Office
Management and Administration are centralised for the company.  The
companies, identified in Figure 1, are located in three cities in The Netherlands:
Schiedam, Leerdam and Dordrecht.  The companies have an average of 35
building projects at any given time. The company employs approximately 250
people, and augments their work with labour provided by subcontractors.

2 Design/Build: the idea

Design/Build means the complete integration between those two disciplines;
as the construction company is a single point of responsibility for the entire
process, it’s important to communicate well with the architect.

To promote the idea of Design/Build, it is essential to know in advance
“what are the needs and expectations of the client?”  In the initial contact with a
prospective client, Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. uses a checklist, based on
interviews with previous clients.  Together Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. and
the prospective client fill in the detailed items, as well as functional requirements.
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The final product of this stage, as the company sees it, should be an
accumulation of a company’s standard elements, based on experience, functional
requirements, modern materials and techniques, etc.  Each element on this
accumulation is then classified in terms of comfort, quality and price. Together
with accessories and material alternatives, these elements form the foundation on
which the client makes choices and on which the architect assembles the design.

3 Choices in IT

To use IT in the chain from concept, design and construction through to
maintenance, as well as to be responsible for the necessary information exchange,
the first step is to have a solid information process supported by a reliable IT
system within Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V..  In 1995, the company adapted
a Total Quality Management (TQM) model and began to implement a strategy to
replace our entire IT system: platform, operating system, infrastructure, hardware
and software.

As Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. is a contractor itself, being the only
responsible partner dealing with the client, the company prefers to work with as
few IT partners as possible.  In order to be able to connect and to maintain the
data exchange between new and changing partners in the future, the company is
on the “lookout” for industry standards.

3.1 Information process
To build a solid information chain, a construction company needs both a

solid organisation and series of processes.  The information process runs parallel
to the production process: both the primary processes and the secondary
processes.  To control the workflow, one must first integrate TQM with the
organisation’s logistic- and document management software. The second step is to
put a shell of workflow management software around it and then you can
implement top-down management information software.

3.2 Platform, operating system, infrastructure and hardware
Though Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. was aware of the difficulties in

maintenance, the company chose a client/server environment with a Windows NT
Server as the operating system software.  Scalability, integration and connectivity
were the keywords for this decision.  In a later stage, the company will want to fit
in network computers as well.  The company is now migrating from Windows 95
towards Windows NT Workgroup on the client workstations.  The system
configuration is presented in Figure 2.  The LAN uses UTP category 5 with the
speed of 10 Mb/s.  If necessary this speed can be increased to 100 Mb/s.  Data
exchange between the company’s three locations communicates by a 64 Kb/s
connection with an ISDN-2 line as a backbone.  Servers, workstations and
portable computers are easy to reconfigure and are purchased from the same
vendor, in order to reduce potential hardware and software conflicts.



3.3 Software
In the company’s experience, the integration of several software packages is

best done by using one database; in which all data, used by all the specific
disciplines of a construction company, is only once and uniquely stored.  Because
the previous mini-computer system had reached its capacity in 1995, the company
started the system replacement with new office management software first.
Already using a number of Microsoft products, the choice for an office suite was
not very difficult: namely, Microsoft Office.  At that time the company could not
find standard document management software.  So a Microsoft Solution Provider
built a customised system for the company, using FoxPro tables in a project-wise
document storage system.  It was given the name Stonebuilder.  Our organisation
did not buy a relational database at that time, because it was hoped that our
logistic software would provide us with one in the future.  To fill in the logistic
part we looked  for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software supporting
specific disciplines of a construction company.  Our company finally selected the
Baan business-model for the building industry.  Most of the implementation of
this software will be completed by the end of 1998.  Workflow Management- and
Management Information software are planned in future expansions.

Fig. 2: Configuration Beheer Slavenburg’s Bedrijven B.V

4 Design/Build: the realisation

The benefits of working with a totally new concept, such as Design/Build
can be found in a number of areas: (1) clearing up bottlenecks, (2) improving
procedures in the traditional way of designing and constructing processes, and (3)
being creative by using modern knowledge and techniques.  This paper discusses
our achievements to date, as well as, Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. current
the action plan.
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Table 1: User Software for domain disciplines

DISCIPLINE SOFTWARE
Relation management Baan IV
Graphic design Corel Draw
Design AutoCAD 14
Estimating Baan IV
Project engineering Baan IV
Execution Baan IV
Project control Baan IV
Invoicing Baan IV
Purchasing Baan IV
Accounting Baan IV
Equipment control Baan IV
Salary administration CTB
Planning Power Project
Office management + E-mail Microsoft Office 97, Exchange Server, Proxy Server
Document management Stonebuilder
Building maintenance Spectrum
Facility management -
Human resource management Exact
Workflow management -
Construction site -

4.1 Human resources
In migrating a company from a more-or-less traditional culture to an

innovating one, it is necessary to train the employees, to upgrade their skills, and
to support them with up-to-date knowledge and documentation.  In 1996, all our
employees with a management function were trained to deal with changes.  For
example, in our Schiedam location, we have a centralised and up-to-date
documentation centre, also using CD-ROMs.  Effective March 1999, the company
starts implementing a knowledge bank, using a full-text search engine on an
Intranet and the Internet.

The increasing need for information, mostly fed by our own management
and by government regulations, is due to the fact that more specific input data is
required.  During the construction, the construction site is the source of most of
this input data.  The skills of our site-managers are more practically based; and the
site-manager is not an administrator.  Therefore in April 1999, the company will
implement specific IT-tools on the construction site, as a part of the Baan ERP
software.  The main intentions are to drive back most of the administrative
handling; that is, data pertaining to the project, that is already in the our database,
will be transferred to the construction site, so the site-manager only has to fill in
the missing parts instead of filling out blank forms each week.  This will also
create a virtual entrance to the digital part of our documentation centre and our
knowledge bank.



4.2 Communication
Attending meetings away from one’s own office entails considerable time

and travel costs..  In a small country such as The Netherlands, or in any large
metropolitan area for that matter, there is considerable traffic, and therefore travel
inefficiencies.  Using techniques as E-mail, remote access, Intranet newsgroups,
videoconferencing and an interactive web site can reduce these inefficient costs.
The client as well as the project-manager or the architect will be able to
communicate with each other at any time and with up-to-date information from a
number of different sources:

• Logistic (Baan) database;
• Document database;
• Planning;
• Document centre;
• Knowledge bank.

Working with these shared resources and tools, it is necessary to protect
information in such a way that employees  can only delete, create, copy or read
that information to which they are entitled .  It also asks for a ‘waterproof’ office-,
mail- and document management system:

• in order to deal with valid and up-to-date document versions;
• with central access of unique documents to avoid the creation of an E-mail

copy-culture.

At the current time, the company is again looking for standard software
which will fill this requirement so a pilot project can be started to realise our ideas
and achieve our aims.

When our construction site automation has been successfully implemented,
the company will start Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) with our suppliers and
sub-contractors, using the same communication- and firewall tools.

4.3 CAD
The easier way to use data from the design partners in the rest of the chain,

described earlier, is to work with compatible software.  For the architect in the
Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. Design/Build product, the design should be
completed using standard layers in AutoCAD.  Unfortunately most architects
prefers working with specific building-design CAD software inplace of
AutoCAD.  There are three arguments why the architect is against this kind of co-
operation:

• Specific building-design CAD software is cheaper, because the user only
needs buy one CAD software package instead of AutoCAD, in addition to
specific building-design CAD application software;

• The architect can design faster with specific building-design CAD
software (as fast as the manual colleague);

• In The Netherlands, an architect takes no responsibility on the exactness of
the measures in drawings.



Most of the architects use standard CAD elements with which they put
together their design.

Loyal at its Design/Build principles, Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V.
started with creating its own standard elements in 1998.  These elements were
created in a specific building-design CAD application, are standard-layered, are
AutoCAD based and are ready for 3D presentation.  Taking full responsibility on
the measures, the company engaged architects who want to use these elements in
their designs, as soon as Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. can provide them and,
if necessary, the appropriate software.  In the year 2000, the company expects to
be able to use electronic design-data in the rest of the chain.

5 Conclusion

As the reader can see, even though an IT strategy can be formulated on
paper, the difficulty is locating industry software standards and other
communication tools, which can fill in the desired functionality and can integrate
with each other.  Slavenburg’s Bouwbedrijven B.V. is now a contractor in on the
European project: Future Home (1999) within this international context, working
with a mixed team, the company expects to find new and innovative ways and
possibilities, such as Virtual Reality (VR), to use IT in improving our
Design/Build concept.
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Abstract

In recent years, with the increasing popularity of the World Wide Web, integrated
data management tools have enabled organizations to automate their management
information systems. The application of information technology (IT) in the
construction industry mainly involves planning, monitoring, reporting and similar
managerial functions that, in unison, support effective decision-making. Istanbul
Technical University’s Project Management Center (ITU-PMC), was established
as a research institution under the ITU Rectorate, with the main aim of planning,
executing and controlling all construction projects within the university campus.
One of the initial activities undertaken by the ITU-PMC, in enabling an efficient
and effective management system was a research project concerning Management
Information Systems for ITU Construction Projects. The objective of this project
was to develop an integrated data management tool including decision-support
utilities for communicating, organizing and managing project information using
web-based technology and the network. This paper describes the model that was
developed to enable the effective management of ITU’s campus construction
projects. The model entails an automated system for the effective management of
multiple construction projects, enabling efficient budget utilization by offering an
elaborate decision-support system for executive managers.
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1 Introduction

Compared with many other industries, the construction industry faces high
levels of complexity, uncertainty, discontinuity, as well as many restrictions. The
construction process involves a large number of participants, various forms of
project organization, and the use of numerous different types of computer
applications. These characteristics bring forth the need for intensive data
exchange and information sharing based on the integration of various
applications. This can be achieved through a more efficient utilization of
information technology tools for the management of construction information
processes. IT comprises many techniques, methodologies and paradigms, which
have considerable potential for improving the management of information within
the construction industry. The vast topic of IT includes general artificial
intelligence systems, knowledge-based systems, intelligent decision-support
systems, and the ever-popular Internet, which are fields that are continually
growing independently, but proportionately with each other. The ever-growing
attention given to information resources suggests that better management of these
resources become critical to project success. Dutton et al. (1996) present their
views on future research concerning the Internet and knowledge-based systems
for the construction industry. They emphasize the need for fast, efficient, peer-to-
peer communications facilitating easy supply of information and knowledge when
virtual teams through remote working require it.

Björk (1994) points out that, in establishing the infrastructure for data
structuring and transfer standards for CIC applications, digitized construction
information services and changing patterns of organizing projects become critical
issues. Currently, construction companies are occupied with a variety of research
and development efforts toward the improvement of transformation processes.
Executives address the need for intelligent integration of information in
supporting decision-making for effective management in all stages of design and
construction.

Emerging object-oriented tools and environments offer new possibilities for
the development of models for integrated management construction information
systems.   The approaches discussed and the model presented in this paper aim to
show how communication and decision-making in the construction industry can
be improved by means of intelligent knowledge-based systems.

2 The role of distribution technology in construction information systems

 Advances in information technology have created a wide range of research
developments in construction. Some examples of the content of research
conducted in this area is as follows:

 Björk (1992 and 1993) proposes a model consisting of a conceptual model
of spaces, space boundaries and enclosing structures and discusses the problems
in the development of this model. Björk (1993) also presents suggestions for the
integration of construction information at the document-level. Augenbroe (1993)
discusses the design systems in a computer integrated manufacturing context for
the construction of information models. Björk et al. (1995) present the



development of product models in information modeling, while Eastman (1993)
discusses the computer integration of design and knowledge in construction.

Turk (1997) suggests that information technology has assisted the
collaboration and coordination of many professionals. The nature of the
construction industry is such that virtual teams are often brought together for
projects before being broken apart again upon completion. The software
applications used may also vary from one construction project to another. The
organizations and individuals forming the team contribute to the project with their
specific skills and resources, which may include legacy applications and data. The
collaboration effort created by the team environment must therefore be carefully
coordinated and managed.  Brown et al. (1996) points out that any integrated
environment should provide a means by which the component objects contributed
by organizations and application vendors can inter-operate in a seamless way.

IT researches proactively support the construction industry by offering an
infrastructure for better-constructed facilities in less time and at lower costs.
Researchers of this subject have suggested various methods for information
integration in construction.  These methods can be categorized as: communication
between applications (achieved through specific software integrating a unique and
invariant set of chosen applications); integration through geometry (often the case
in commercial CAD packages where integration is based on and limited to
geometrical information); knowledge-based interfaces (linking multiple
applications and multiple databases); and integration through central project
databases (holding all the information relating to a project according to a common
conceptual model). Bohms et al. (1994) propose a model (namely, ATLAS)
towards a computer-integrated system for large scale engineering projects. Dubois
et al. (1995) developed a model (COMBINE) involving conceptual modeling
approaches for HVAC and building design. Bjork (1994) presents the RATAS
project, which sets an example for cooperation between industry and research
towards computer integrated construction. Aouad et al. (1995) proposes the ICON
model for effective building design and construction management. Effective
management of construction projects depends on easy access to and control of
data, especially data pertaining to cost and schedule control functions. Long
recognizing the need to integrate these interrelated functions, researchers have
proposed conceptual models towards this purpose. However, a functional design
of an automated solution that would support the need for integrated cost and
schedule control, as well as providing distributed access to data for different
processing needs is generally lacking. In their data storage model, Abudayyeh and
Rasdorf (1991) suggest how such an automated solution can be effectively
designed and developed.

3 Web technology in project/construction management

The World Wide Web not only provides a means for information display
and gathering and efficient accessibility to applications, but also grows to become
a platform for design collaboration by increasing the flow of information between
and within all computerized organizations. However, there is still a need for an
environment in which planners can contextually visualize various types of
planning information to better support their decision-making processes. Advances



in network computing are rapidly changing the way management functions are
being performed. With the maturation of technologies, especially Internet-based
technologies, concepts that have been proposed for Web-Based project
management and software development are now realized. In recent years, a great
deal of research has been carried out into the creation of integrated data
management tools that enable organizations to automate systems towards product
development by using web-based technology. Dikbas and Yitmen (1998)
developed a model of approach showing an example of an integrated management
information system in multi-project scheduling using a collaborative web-based
project management tool for Eastern Mediterranean University’s campus
construction projects.

Increased popularity of Internet technologies and applications nowadays
offer new opportunities for the construction industry. Portable software modules
commonly referred to as plug-ins, allow for the viewing and simple manipulation
of data through a Web browser without requiring a commercial license of the
original software application used in creating the data. These tools can be used to
integrate heterogeneous distributed data from several sources on a single user’s
screen to support decision-making. Similarly, integrated project data management
tools create a project environment based on web technology. Examples to some
existing Web-based tools that are somewhat related to construction management
are MesaVista, WebProject (Java-based) and Spider, which are collaborative
project management environments designed for product development teams using
Web technology for faster access to up-to-date information in their decision-
making processes.

Such tools bring together the information produced by disjointed tools in an
intelligent manner, on a common platform, accessible through a common
interface--the web browser. Project management scheduling data can be viewed in
a Java-enabled web browser and fit into overall engineering and managerial
processes and organization workflow.

4 Overview of the case and problem definition

Istanbul Technical University started a donation program within the
framework of the “Year-2001 Projects” which was conceptualized in 1997.  The
realization of numerous construction projects has been enabled as a result of the
funds made available through this donation program. These projects, with a total
closed area of approximately 30,000 m2 and estimated valued of $50 Million,
include dormitories, a student dining-hall, a student cultural center, a closed
swimming pool, a child-care center, an elementary school, and miscellaneous
renovation projects.

With such a rapid spurge of projects, a need was recognized for a system
that would ensure the effective management of the donation funds in the
construction of ITU’s campus projects. With the main aim of enabling such
management and decision-making tools, ITU-PMC initiated a research project
that forms the basis of the model presented in this paper.

As a starting point, the availability of software packages relevant to
construction/project management in the local market, and the suitability of these
packages for integrated use was investigated.  It was found that both locally



produced and foreign software packages are available and concurrently used in
our country.  Locally produced software packages offer the benefits of taking
local conditions into consideration.  Available foreign software packages can be
collected under two categories; (1) those that are adapted to accommodate specific
conditions in Turkey, (2) those that are generic for standard usage in any country,
and not specific to Turkey.

Even though a large variety of project management software packages are
currently being used in our country, when considered in an integrated
environment, none of these packages are capable of complete and effective
integration.  They either become outdated during the duration required for
adaptation, thereby losing the capability of dealing with recent changes; or the
interfaces used within the applications are not capable of supporting fast and
detailed transfers of information.  Additionally, locally produced software
packages are only capable of supporting single aspects of the construction
management processes (such as only bill of quantities).  The use of multiple
applications in the same environment requires the use of multiple interfaces,
which in most cases are only capable of transferring basic data between
applications.

At the present time, it can be argued that a sufficiently effective system has
not yet been developed to provide fast and accurate information transfer to upper-
level management.  ITU-PMC started to develop such Web-based MIS and
decision-support tools with the aim of eliminating some of the deficiencies in the
existing systems.  The proposed system allows each participating organization to
continue using the specific software packages they are accustomed to in planning
and managing their projects.  By integrating data extracted from these specific
software packages (for example, software packages that are used independently
for quantity surveying, schedules, budgets, and so forth) the system generates a
variety of reports, which become extremely important especially in decision-
making at the multiple project level.  In the ITU context, the system has enabled
the Rector to develop a variety of scenarios, based on project criteria and
priorities, in establishing profitable and beneficial budget allocations in the
realization of multiple campus construction projects.

5 Objectives of the study

The aim of the system described in the proposed model is to provide easy
access to current information for upper-level management during analysis,
decision-making, and control processes. The objectives of this project is to
develop a decision-support system with multiple-criteria decision-making
facilities for optimum distribution of the budget allocated for construction through
donations and state funds, and to prioritize ongoing and upcoming campus
projects.

The optimum model for such an integrated system, capable of performing
the tasks explained in Part 4, is one that consists of a structure independent of its
application components, but yet is capable of supporting each application within
its system.  In other words, the system must consist of an integrated network of
application modules. In generating such a model, the following problems must be
considered:



• There are numerous software packages that work under different
systems and that do not have common interfaces.

• The above factor brings about the requirement for an enormous
number of codes necessary to enable software integration.

• Rapid developments in the software industry continually render the
systems outdated over very short time spans.

• Since different firms may be using different applications, the model
would need to provide the required flexibility in accessing different
combinations of applications.

• Considering that each client organization may have different versions
of the same applications, and to ensure compatibility of new versions
with previous versions of these applications, the system must have the
capacity to support different versions of the software packages.

The model would need to have the following characteristics in order to
offer effective solutions to the problems listed above:

• The program application can not be monolithic.  The program must be
adaptable to different operational systems, hardware, specific customer
demands, and other such variables.

• The system must consist of independent components.  Each component
must have the capability of being easily installed into, or changed
within, the system.

• The system must support the simultaneous use of different versions of
the same applications.

• The system must be designed in a chaotic structure in order to support
a variety of operation environments utilized by the component
applications.

6 Proposed model and method

In this model, the applications are integrated within the system through
independent interfaces.  Interfaces are instances of the same class for common
applications; therefore, duplication of interface codes can be avoided.  Each
interface consists of three main functions.  As displayed in Figure 1, (1) marks the
application’s specific component that allows access to the application database;
(2) provides the most important function of the interface in that it allows each
application to be used independently, as well as jointly, within a common format.
For example, in an interface that is used for two different time planning
applications, while (1) is specific to each application, (2) produces data that
determines how time planning information will be stored in the system.  Thereby,
it filters the applications used for time planning.  Part (3) of the interface saves
accessed data on the system’s database in order to avoid redundant repetition of
the conversion processes during future queries.

In order to offer a more detailed understanding of the interface functions
within this system, an example of a common construction management
application is observed in the following sections.  The area circled with a dotted



line in Figure 1 is circled similarly in all illustrations concerning this example
case.  This example represents any application requiring multi-project
information, such as decision support systems, S-Curves, and so forth.
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7 Sample implementation

A user interface displaying multiple projects is an environment that consists
of components that operate through different processes.  The A-type components
shown in Figure 2 are defined by the user application that provides the interface
with application-specific data.  These components can be used in any user
interface application.  Figure 3 shows a sample user interface.  The interface is
capable of creating the S-Curve of multiple projects, and tabulating combined
budget information.  The application responsible for the creation of tables and
charts attains all required information from respective A-Type components.
Figure 2 displays the programming model within an application.

Each A-Type component is dynamically created and used to store the data of
one specific project.  Similarly, when its related project is not accessed, an A-
Type component can be excluded from the process.  A-Type components must
have the capability of reading databases of different applications in collecting
project data.  In achieving this function, A-Type components utilize B-Type
components, which are responsible for converting data from various applications
within the system into a pre-defined format. B-Type components are written
specific to applications, and may support more than one application.  However,
the data format created for A-Type component utilization is standard.

Fig. 3: A sample user interface



In multiple project environments, such as the one shown in Figure 4, each
project is displayed through a different A-Type component.  Each A-Type
component is responsible for providing all information concerning the project it is
linked with.  For example, when the user wants to access budget information
concerning a specific project, the related A-Type component communicates with
the B-Type component it is linked to in obtaining the desired information from the
relevant application’s database.  The application (or version of the application)
containing budget data may vary from one project to another.  The system may
therefore contain different versions of B-Type components to accommodate such
differences.  A-Type components are functionally capable of utilizing as many
different B-Type components as necessary in gathering the required data.

In order to provide fast access to previously converted data, B-Type
components save status information on the system’s database. If the status
information shows that the converted data is still current, this data can be rapidly
accessed through the system’s database without going through the conversion
process.  B-Type components perform a status control on the data requested by
the A-Type component.  Based on this information, A-Type components either
attain the required data from the system database, or wait for the B-Type
components to perform the necessary conversions in forwarding the required data.
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System
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Application interface
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Fig. 4: The operation system of the model’s application interfaces

A component-based approach is used in the application of this model.  The
aim here is to create a non-monolithic system with functions capable of
supporting the addition and removal of components without requiring alterations
to the general structure of the system itself. Therefore, a flexible system consisting
of many components and interfaces required for internal communication within
the system has been created in this model, as shown in Figure 5.  Each component



is designed to perform a specific function independent of the others.  Apart from
the components that make up the system’s mainframe and the ones that define the
required links between the components, the system has a very dynamic structure.
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Fig. 5: Component-based application model

All of these interfaces are implemented as remote objects and placed in a
component pool, as shown in Figure 6. There are two methods that can be used in
this type of implementation. The first method is based on Microsoft’s COM and
DCOM approach. Objects can be implemented as ActiveX controls in order to be
used in ASP scripts. The second method is to remain in the Java environment and
to implement these objects as server objects. Even though these two approaches
are similar in principle, a problem arises while implementing both methods
simultaneously. Method 2 (Java-based technologies) is being used in this project.
However, based on requirements brought forth by other platforms, either method
can be used in future applications.
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Two types of clients can use component pools. (1) Web clients, (for
example, Microsoft ASP scripts can create and use COM objects). (2) Java
Applets can use remote objects by RMI (Remote Method Invocation). Another
method of using these objects is by accessing them through general applications,
which use Internet as the communication platform. All applications written in any
language (Java, C++, Visual Basic, etc.) can access and use these objects. The
appropriate client type is selected based on the type of the application needed.
Internet technologies are rapidly merging. It is anticipated that in the near future,
the main access to such objects will be through the web.  However, the second
type of client may offer more effective usage until certain performance problems
have been overcome in the system.  Regardless of the selected client, the data is
processed in the same way because the components of the system remain the
same.

The S-Curve and tabulation example mentioned previously confirms the
project aims at the secondary level.  The Java Applets/ActiveX controls create the
necessary reporting environment.

The decision-support system at the third level is realized by the shaping of
project data based on user input via A-Type components.  The user is able to
perform a variety of analyses based on different project priorities.  These analyses
can be saved and compared with previous analyses. The system thereby provides
a flexible environment with a reporting system and a decision-support module
enabling the user to access a variety of interfaces without changing the existing
infrastructure of the system.  One of the most beneficial aspects offered by the
third level of this system is that it allows for executive managers to create and
analyze a variety of scenarios concerning the execution and prioritization of
projects based on self-entered subjective criteria and budget information.

8 Conclusion

The model presented in this paper proposes a solution to one of the most
frequently discussed questions in today’s construction management context—how
best to manage multiple projects.  Previously developed models (as discussed in
parts 1-3 of this paper) accommodate general project management requirements.
Although construction management and project management techniques have a
great deal of overlap, the application of such a model for the construction sector
poses several additional issues.

The main problem in developing integrated automated information systems
for construction management purposes is that the large number of different
software packages used in the construction sector render the integration process
quite complicated.  Generally very elaborate and specific applications are used for
construction planning and management tasks such as quantity take-off/cost
estimation, time scheduling/management, and cost/budget control. Additionally,
the software packages used for these tasks are very likely to vary from one
construction firm to another.

In general, the report formats used by executive managers and decision-
makers are very similar, in that they contain the same type of information.  The
difficulty lies in formulating a process for collecting data from various software
packages, accumulating this data in a multi-project environment, and formatting



this data to create integrated reports.  When this process is considered in the Web-
environment, interface requirements create further complications.

The system discussed in this paper has been tested and is currently being
successfully used in the management of ITU construction projects.  Reports are
effectively and rapidly being conveyed to management (in this case, the Rector)
and tracked through the ITU network and the Internet.  The system has enabled a
more efficient use of the university’s budgetary resources as well as faster and
more effective decision-making in general.

Being Web-based, this automation system provides easy and rapid access to
project information from anywhere, at any time, ensuring timely decision-making.
The project teami is now working on software applications that will assist
managers of construction firms in viewing the gain/loss ratios of their firms, and
in decision-making during the bid-phase of construction projects.

8.1 Glossary of terms

Application Interface(s): Application-specific program that integrates its
application to the system with a standard interface.

System database: Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
that organizes all the data infrastructure of the system.
It includes all the system data and holds all the data
and status information provided by application
interfaces.
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Abstract

The Building Envelope Life Cycle Asset Management (BELCAM) project, lead by
the National Research Council Canada (NRCC) and Public Works and Government
Service Canada (PWGSC), is a “proof of concept” project aimed at helping asset
managers to predict the remaining service life of building envelope components and
to maximize the return on their maintenance expenditure.  The BELCAM project
focuses on flat or low-slope conventional roofing systems as a representative domain.
This paper focuses on maintenance management, which is primarily concerned with
the management of all technical and administrative tasks involved in maintaining a
building element in, or restoring it to, a state in which it can perform its intended
function.  A framework for the integration of the process of managing maintenance of
roofing systems is proposed.  The framework consists of five sequential steps: (1)
Identification of roofing system components requiring assessment, (2) Identification
of roofing system performance requirements, (3) Identification of performance
assessment methods, (4) Roofing system maintenance planning, (5) Roofing system
maintenance operations management.  This paper introduces a framework for roofing
systems maintenance management. It presents a preliminary analysis of an integrated
information system to support maintenance management.  The paper follows the
development methodology adopted by the International Alliance for Interoperability
(IAI) to represent the high-level information within the proposed framework of
maintenance management.  IAI projects follow a standard process-oriented
development methodology, involving the following steps: usage scenarios, process
definitions, information analysis and information modeling and validation.

Keywords: Maintenance management, roofing systems, performance requirements,
condition assessment, planning, operations management, IAI, process analysis,
product modeling
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1 Introduction

The Building Envelope Life Cycle Asset Management (BELCAM) project,
lead by the National Research Council Canada (NRCC) and Public Works and
Government Service Canada (PWGSC), is a “proof of concept” project aimed at
helping asset managers to predict the remaining service life of building envelope
components and to maximize the return on their maintenance expenditure.  The
BELCAM project focuses on low-slope conventional roofing systems as a
representative domain.  Some of the reasons justifying choosing this domain as an
area for investigation include: roofing repairs are expensive and form a large portion
of maintenance budgets; there is a considerable literature dealing with roofing
durability; and it is a well-defined domain with some well-known links to other
subsystems.  The BELCAM project centers around six enabling technologies,
namely; life cycle economics, service life prediction, user requirement models, risk
analysis, product modeling and maintenance management. This paper focuses on one
of the enabling technologies, namely maintenance management, which is primarily
concerned with the management of all technical and administrative tasks involved in
maintaining a building element in, or restoring it to, a state in which it can perform its
intended function.

2 Proposed framework of maintenance management

The proposed framework for managing maintenance operations of roofing
systems consists of fives sequential steps (processes).  The framework starts with the
current condition of a roofing system in hand, and ends with updating as-built
records.   Fig. 1 is a process flow diagram that illustrates the sequential flow of these
steps. The following five subsections describe the proposed framework.

Fig. 1: Five general steps (processes) in proposed maintenance management
framework
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2.1 Identification of roofing system components requiring assessment
A typical flat or low-slope roofing system is comprised of a roof deck and

supporting structure, vapor and/or air retarder, thermal insulation, roof covering,
flashing materials, and top cover.  There are two types of roofing systems, depending
on the position of the insulation within the roofing system assembly.  These are:
exposed (conventional) membrane roofing systems, in which the insulation is below
the roofing membrane, and protected (inverted) membrane roofing systems, where
the insulation is above the roofing membrane.  The BELCAM project is placing an
emphasis on exposed roofing systems for which the roof covering material is single-
ply, modified bitumen (mod-bit), and built-up roofing (BUR) membrane.

In the first regional survey (one of the BELCAM project deliverables) that
took place in the Ottawa region in the summer of 1998, three main components
within the roofing assembly were identified and targeted for visual inspection.  These
components are roofing membrane, flashing materials, and insulation.

2.2 Identification of roofing system performance requirements
Performance requirement is a statement of the needs to be fulfilled during the

service life of a product (e.g. roofing system).  Some of the efforts made to identify
performance requirements of roofing systems include work by Booth (1987),
Rissmiller (1981) and May (1984). Table 1 summarizes some these performance
requirements along with their applicability to roofing system components and the
associated evaluation technique. Griffin (1970) presented the performance
requirements and their corresponding applicability to roofing systems’ components
along with the evaluation technique followed.

Table 1: Roofing system performance requirements (Griffin 1970)

Applicability How
Evaluated?

Performance Requirement

Deck Vapor
Barrier

Insulation Membrane

Weather resistance X Test
Wind resistance X X X X Test
Fire resistance X X X X Test
Bitumen flow resistance X Test
Appearance
1. Permanent deformation
2. Surface defects
3. Non-uniform color

X
Judgement
Judgement
Judgement

Thermal insulation X Test

Discussions with roofing experts and literature review indicated that carrying
out tests for the purpose of evaluating roofing system performance is an expensive
exercise and would normally only be carried out for problematic roofs.  Since visual
inspection is the most popular and economical means of condition assessment, and
value judgment is widely employed as a way of evaluating performance requirement.



2.3 Identification performance assessment methods
There are two main categories of inspection techniques exist that are currently

used in practice today:
External (visual) inspection: examination procedures from above the roof

must be geared to the particular system and materials used in the roofing assembly.
The BELCAM project is mainly concerned with the visual inspection of flashing and
membrane of low-slope single-ply, modified bitumen and built-up roofs and
determining their potential failure modes.  The project is adopting the methodology
of MicroRoofer (Bailey et al. 1989) for establishing procedures for consistent and
objective measurements of roof baseline and condition assessment data, as well as for
recording data on severity levels of each flashing and membrane distresses and
defects.

Internal (empirical testing) inspection: while the roof may appear to be in
good condition, there may be problems under the surface.  Two categories of tests can
be performed to inspect and determine the moisture content in an insulated roof
system: Destructive Moisture Tests, including Roof Cuts Test (Dworkin 1990) and
Moisture Meter Test (Monterose 1986); and Non-destructive Moisture Tests,
including Infrared Thermography (IF), Nuclear Moisture Detection and Capacitance
Radio Frequency Scanning (CRF) (Monterose 1986).

2.4 Roofing system maintenance planning
This step presents a method to recommend a specific management option

based on analysis that encompasses and compares all relevant criteria throughout the
life cycle of various roof management options.  Alternative management options for
roofing systems are:
1. Maintenance: includes general activities such as cleaning drains.
2. Repair: includes performing localized repairs to rectify situations of distresses

such as repairing splits, holes and tears.
3. Renewal: includes installing a new assembly of roofing system either above the

existing system, after disposing of the old roofing system.
4. Do nothing: includes postponing or ignoring maintenance, repair or renewal.

The selection of a waterproofing system for a building is one of the important
decisions that an architect or a specifier make in a project.  In some cases, the owner
would prefer the system with the lowest initial cost due to budgetary constraints.
However as indicated by Herbert (1989), many owners have found out the hard way
that initial cost should not always be the determining factor in selecting a roof
system.  It can be argued that life cycle cost is the criterion that should be examined
when recommending a specific maintenance management option.  A conclusion can
be made that the decision for the maintenance scenario for the waterproofing system
is a process that depends on quantitative and qualitative judgment.  The listing below
presents four design decision variables or criteria that should be considered when
deciding upon implementing a specific roofing system:

2.4.1 Performance and service life prediction
The BELCAM project is proposing the use of a probabilistic Markovian chain

model to predict the performance of roofing membranes through modeling the
deterioration and repair processes.  The model accounts for time-dependence,
uncertainty and variability of roof section performance (Lounis et al. 1998).



2.4.2 Life cycle costing (LCC) analysis
In addressing LCC implications of roofing decisions, literature indicates that

one major difference between roofing decisions and other business investment
decisions is that roofing investments rarely produce a revenue stream like other
business investments. Roofing investments only produce a cost stream.  Typical types
of economic analysis decision-making criteria include: Net present value (NPV),
Payback period, Savings to investment ration (SIR) and internal rate of return (IRR)
(Doshi 1997).

2.4.3 Risk-based multi-objective decision analysis
The multi-objective optimization analysis is a procedure for decision making

under conflicting management objectives: namely, minimization of maintenance and
repair costs, maximization of roof section performance and minimization of risk of
failure (Lounis et al. 1998).

2.4.4 Value-engineering (VE)
VE principles are used as a decision-making tool. It is based on a qualitative

analysis, which employs quantitative analysis within.  VE principles are used to
evaluate different feasible options and to choose the most optimal one among a set of
economically feasible alternatives as obtained from the economic analysis.

2.5 Roofing system maintenance operations management
In arriving at this final step of five in the framework, it has been firmly

established that maintenance management practice such as carrying out regular
condition assessment, general maintenance, localized repair and systematic renewal,
or some combinations of these practices, was found to be the best option for
minimizing life cycle costs, maximizing performance, and minimizing risk.  The
management of the maintenance operations required to complete these activities then
can take place. This includes planning, scheduling, budgeting of in-house or procured
resources, identifying work methods, managing the associated document flow, etc. It
is thought that assigning priorities and allocating resources in carrying out a
maintenance management practice for roofs would depend on several factors.  Some
of these factors are probability of facility shutdown, importance of occupancy
affected and consequences of failure which are translated into cost figures, including:
cost of disruption, cost due to relocation, and cost due to damaged contents under the
faulty roof.  In case of general maintenance, the planning of roof management
operations may be minimal since the magnitude of the work is limited to the areas
where roof distresses are found. In the case of roof renewal, the planning activities
are similar to those of new roof construction.

3 System development

An information system is proposed to integrate the five steps forming the
framework of maintenance management. The development methodology for the
integrated information system follows the process-oriented methodology set by the
International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) in their projects to define Industry
Foundation Classes (IFCs) (IAI 1998).  The aim in developing IFCs is to be able to
describe or conceptually model the industry project under study, which in this case, is



the development of a prototype for a roofing maintenance management integrated
system.  The development methodology comprises of the following steps:

3.1 Usage scenarios
Usage scenarios are descriptions of situations that show the use of IFCs to

carry out the selected process, i.e. developing a roofing maintenance management
system.  In usage scenarios, a set of assertions is made.  The objective of developing
assertions is to: identify classes, identify relationships, identify cardinality of
relationships, and identify attributes (Liebich and Wix 1998).  These assertions then
can be modeled and implemented.  e.g.  “A roof section can leak”.  The knowledge
of the roof section that leaks involves identifying the building for which a complaint
about the leaky roof was made.

Fig. 2: Assertion example in a usage scenario

3.2 Process definition
A process definition includes a description of the tasks involved to carry out

the selected process.  Fig. 3 through 7 are process diagrams that outline the tasks
involved in carrying out each of the five steps (processes) in roofing maintenance
management. It can be observed that the ending task in one step (process) is the
beginning task in the following step (process).  The figures provide the logical
sequence of the tasks within each step and associated information requirements.

Step 1 - Identify roofing system components requiring assessment
Process Definition: The purpose of this process is to identify the components within
the roofing system assembly that may require maintenance operations within their
service life.

Fig. 3: Process diagram for the first step within the framework
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Step 2 - Identify roofing system performance requirements
Process Definition: The tasks within this process involve identifying the
performance requirements of both the roofing system as a unified entity, and the
components that make-up the assembly of the roofing system.

Fig. 4: Process diagram for the second step within the framework

Step 3 - Identify roofing system performance assessment methods
Process Definition: The purpose of this process is to identify the performance
assessment method(s) to be able to catalog the system components that cease to meet
the performance requirements and, hence, require maintenance actions.

Fig. 5: Process diagram for the third step within the framework
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Step 4 – Roofing system maintenance planning
Process Definition: The purpose of this process is to determine maintenance
priorities based on four main analyses: performance and service life prediction
analysis, life cycle costing analysis, analysis of conflicting management objectives
and value engineering analysis, hence recommending the most feasible maintenance
action

Fig. 6: Process diagram for the fourth step within the framework

Step 5 – Roofing system maintenance operations management
Process Definition: The purpose of this process is to identify the activities involved
when carrying out a roofing system renewal option.  The other two options include:
general maintenance (which can be carried out during the visual inspection) and
localized repairs.

Fig. 7: Process diagram for the fifth step within the framework
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3.3 Information analysis
The high level information input and output requirements of each process step

(as obtained from the process definition phase) are used to define detailed data
elements (e.g. classes or entities and their attributes).

3.4 Information modeling and validation
In this stage, the results from the information analysis are transferred into a

conceptual model, illustrated with simplified diagrams using an informal Express-G
graphical notation. Information elements are represented as classes (entities),
attributes, and entity relationships.

Vanier (1998) in a paper addressing the issues of how to handle the archival
and retrieval of historic information; and how to ensure the upwards compatibility of
data, systems and models for the purpose of exchange of data, presented a product
model for roofing maintenance.  This product model is developed with the purpose of
storing data on visual inspections during the life cycle of the roofing system.

Fig. 8 illustrates a portion of the product model (under development) for the
proposed framework of roofing maintenance management outlined earlier. The
intended product model aims at integrating the five steps (processes) which form the
structure of the framework.  The figure only shows the classes (entities) as gleaned
from the process definition stage.

Fig. 8: Portion of the integrated framework of roofing maintenance management
product model
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4 Conclusions

This paper has introduced the development of a framework for integrating the
steps involved in managing maintenance operations of flat or low-sloped roofing
systems. The framework is built on five main steps, starting with the current
condition of a roofing system in hand, and ending with updating as-built records.
Currently, the development of the integrated framework is at its information
modeling and validation stage.  An implementation phase will follow the design stage
of the prototype model. Data for the purpose of testing the prototype will be obtained
in collaboration with the BELCAM project.  This will serve as quantitative validation
for the developed model.  Results from complete prototype implementation and
validation will be made available in future publications.
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Product modeling for construction management
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Abstract

With the ever-increasing use of computer technologies for managing the information
involved in business processes, information standardization has been identified as an
important step towards improving the efficiency and effectiveness of these processes.
Over the past two decades, many research and development projects have worked
towards standardizing existing information in the architecture, engineering, and
construction (AEC) industry.  Many information models at different levels have been
proposed and many prototypes have been developed. The major part of this effort has
focused on modeling product information in AEC projects (as opposed to process,
organizational, or other project information), and has concentrated on the designer's
perspective. Our interest, however, is from the perspective of project managers.
Although project management introduces a spectrum of process information that
governs the act of constructing a project, the product information that describes the
facility itself is still central. Yet this product information is not explicitly represented
in existing project management software such as estimating and scheduling software.
This paper outlines the dimensions of a research project aimed at product modeling
for project management. It discusses some of the specific requirements of product
models for the purpose of supporting project management functionality. The paper
also describes a framework that has been devised for categorizing project
management functions.

Keywords: Construction Management, Construction Management Information
Systems, Information Models, Process Models, Product Models, Project Management
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1 Introduction

Management of product information is attributed as a strategic action for
achieving "process efficiency" [Leslie 1996]. Any architecture, engineering, and
construction (AEC) project starts and ends with a product; i.e. starting with
recognition of a need (for a physical object, as a product) and ending with the
constructed product. In the evolution process of the product, from conceptualization
to realization, information about each stage of the product becomes a stimulator and
reference for subsequent processes. Therefore, defining, representing, and presenting
this information in a shareable and exchangeable form is crucial to the smooth
progress of projects.

The existing commercial project management systems, despite their coverage of
many application areas, do not support a full range of construction management (CM)
functions. Moreover, product data, despite its centrality for operations of CM
functions, is not explicitly represented in the current systems. Human interpretation
usually is a part of the processes of these functions. Thus a higher level modeling of
such information has been sought. However, there seems to be different approaches to
the development of such models [Fischer et al. 1995]. Moreover, the proposed
product models tend to portray a designer's view in some specific aspects of the
product and thus they are not as appropriate for supporting CM processes. There is a
question of how to model product information in a way that the resulting models
could be shareable among CM functions.

This paper provides an overview of our research, aimed at product modeling for
project and construction management. First, a background is presented. A brief
outline of the objectives and methodology of our research follows. The rest of the
paper gives some of the visions of the research and a framework developed for
classification of PM functions.

2 Background

2.1 Project and construction management
Grouping works performed by organizations into operations and projects, the

Project Management Institute (PMI) defines the term project as: "a temporary
endeavor undertaken to create a unique product or service." It then defines Project
Management (PM) as "the application of knowledge, skill, tools, and techniques to
project activities in order to meet stakeholder needs and expectations from a project"
[PMI 1996].  More specifically, the term Construction Management has been defined
as "the composite of all modern project management methodologies having as their
objective the control of time, cost, and quality in the design and construction of a new
facility" [Kavanagh et. al 1978].

For the purpose of this paper, we apply the term 'CM functions' to refer to the
activities that take place in the delivery of a construction project. We relate these
functions to those performed by the constructor of the facility, from preparation for



construction to construction and hand-over of the product to the stakeholder (or
owner). However, in some occasions, due to inheritance of the functions of PM by
CM, we use these two terms interchangeably.

2.2 Product, product model, and process model
Though tightly interwoven, the totality of project data can be divided into

product data and process data. The term product, in a materialized sense, is defined
as: “thing or substance produced by a natural or manufacturing process” [Oxford
Dictionary 1989].  This definition matches with the definition given in a data
modeling sense, by ISO: "a thing or substance produced by a natural or artificial
process" [ISO 1992].

 Product data is also defined as: "a representation of facts, concepts, or
instructions about a product or set of products in a formal manner suitable for
communication, interpretation, or processing by human beings or by automatic
means" [ISO 1992]. Some examples of product data are 3.00, large, SouthEast, and
acceptable; representing the height (in metres), size, orientation, and finishing quality
of a wall (i.e. product) respectively. Product data gives information about different
characteristics of the physical product, irregardless of how it is built.  A Product
model describes such information. Examples of product-oriented models are RATAS
[Bjork 1989], COMBINE [Augenbroe 1995], and STEP standards [ISO 1992].

Process data, on the other hand, is data about processes in a system; i.e. data
about the actions taken in order to construct a building, for instance. It includes data
on construction methods, resources, organization, etc. Process models describe such
information. Examples of proposed process models are IRMA [Luiten et. al 1993],
and ICON [Aouad et. al 1994].

The concept of project models [Fischer and Froese, 1996] is a response to the
need for integration of product and process information. One of the major on-going
standardization effort is the activities of the IAI (Industry Alliance for
Interoperability), which is similar to the STEP project and has aimed at definition of
building industry object classes called the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC’s). IFC’s
are considered to be a library of commonly defined objects, creating project data, and
supporting the whole life cycle of building development [IAI 1997]. Nevertheless, so
far, the focus of this project has been more towards modeling design and facility
management application areas, and defining those objects supporting construction
management functions has been limited to estimating and scheduling.

3 Objectives and research methodology

The scope of this research is product modeling for Construction Management.
The basic question of how product model information can be useful for CM processes
has been split into the following four research issues:
1. What are the information ingredients of products, and how are they modeled in

existing product models?
2. What are CM functions, and how do the existing systems support these functions?



3. How do CM functions use product information?
4. What should CM-oriented product models look like?

The above questions have led to a research methodology illustrated in figure 1.
The methodology involves three major steps. As a first step, to conceptually map
types of product information, a very high-level classification of the information is
investigated. Existing product models are reviewed for these information ingredients
from a CM perspective, with an eye towards improving the support for CM functions
in these models.

The second step involves the classification of CM functions and systems. A
framework has been developed for top-down classification of the functions. The
resulting classification would help in identifying potential CM information systems.
A review of the existing commercial CM systems has helped verify the results of the
framework and identify the missing areas for systems modeling and development.

The answer to the third and fourth questions above will be sought in the third
phase of the research, by exploring a specific CM application area, and examining the
exact role of product model data relative to that application. The output from the
second phase will lead to the selection of a CM function and development of product
models for that function.

Fig. 1: The research methodology

The methodology of the research demonstrates a coupling of both top-down and
bottom-up approaches, complementing each other. Development of our conceptual
frameworks and analyses are top-down while review of the literature and the existing
CM software systems and product models are bottom-up.
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4 Product data and construction management

Defining basic inter-related product concepts, this section discusses on how
product data may be viewed and used by CM functions.

4.1 Product, space, and material
A product can be conceptually classified according to the nature of its

constituent elements and the type of product data that is used in the product
development processes. A product (e.g. a building) that becomes the subject of a
construction contract is comprised of two major elements: 1) tangible product (i.e.
what is visible and can be touched), and 2) space (e.g. zone, floor, room, etc.). The
tangible product, in turn, encompasses two elements: 1) physical product, which we
call target product (e.g. walls, doors, technical equipment such as a heat generator,
etc.), and 2) material from which that target product is developed (e.g. concrete,
brick, pipe, insulation, etc.). We refer to material as is needed and used by CM
functions (e.g. materials management and quality control); i.e. the physical material.

4.2 Product and its data in different views
The data that describes the form or shape of a product is perhaps some of the

most important references regularly used by processes of CM functions. Shape-related
product information is comprised of topological and geometrical information.
Topology refers to the physical structure (or configuration) of components, while
geometry encompasses dimensionality of components. Inclusion and intersection are
two examples of topological concepts. Size, height, and length, on the other hand, are
geometrical concepts.

The product's form data is used by the processes of PM functions and becomes
an integral part of the input data used to evaluate and analyze process elements. A
typical example is the use of size (e.g. length, width, and height), numbers, and
location (e.g. zone, block, floor, etc.) of product items for estimating purpose. Not
only do such data help in the preparation of product bills of quantities, but they are
also used for CM engineering purposes. The shape and size of a concrete foundation
or wall specified in drawings, for instance, are used for formwork design. This means
that there is a relationship between shape characteristics of (tangible) products and
that of the resource used for their construction.

Progress reports prepared during construction are another example of a CM
function that references the geometrical information of products. The square meter of
walls completed in a particular day, the length of road paved in a day, and the cubic
meter of concrete (i.e. material) placed in foundation walls are some instances in
which geometrical data about product plays an important role in the definition of the
concepts used in CM processes. A major use of this as-built data about products is
further made for productivity analyses and control as well as cost control purposes.

Selection of a construction method for a particular job is heavily dependent on
the size of the job. Resource selection is a process that usually requires the (target)
product's shape data. Compatibility of size of equipment with size of the product is a



major criterion in this selection (e.g. considering shape and size of a building for
selecting and locating cranes and scaffoldings).

Spatial information is an essential and integral part of product models of AEC
projects, especially building projects. Arranging spaces is at the heart of the
architectural design process (i.e. translating required functions into spaces, containing
physical components; e.g. a set of rooms containing shared walls, columns, windows,
door, etc.).

However, spatial and physical component information may play different roles
in different project views. Each functional view of design (e.g. architecture, HVAC,
structure, etc.) and construction (e.g. procurement, scheduling, etc.) may look at space
differently. The perception that a project participant may have of a space and the
information in which they are interested is dependent on the type of manipulation that
that may perform on the space and its data. For instance, to the construction manager,
space is a something of which he can temporarily use during construction (e.g. for
storing materials, housing construction office personnel and laborers, etc.). This view
of space is in contrast to that drawn by an architect: a fully furnished and decorated
room, for example, with no sign of construction activity.

Nonetheless, not all data generated during design may be used as input to CM
systems. For example, a construction manager may not need to know about the
required energy, solar heat gain, internal heat gain, etc. which are used for energy
analysis of spaces during design. Quality management (QM) might rather be
interested to know the final specification of the product, such as heat power of the
technical system required to be installed (i.e. what gives the total required heat for a
space). The result of such analyses is transferred to CM functions in the form of as-
required performance data. QM functions are a major user of performance data.

4.3 Material information
How does a project manager look at construction material and its information?

Material is defined as: "substance or things from which something else is or can be
made" [Oxford Dictionary 1989]. In construction, material may be used not only for
constructing a target "product" (e.g. constructing a column from bulk concrete) but
also for assembling a "resource" (e.g. making a ladder or concrete formwork from
pieces of woods received on the site). This is the view of the construction and facility
manager. However, in the existing models, material is not usually modeled as
"physical material", but as "material properties", which may be enough for
engineering analysis and design but not for construction. This appears as a bottleneck
in transferring material information electronically from design to construction. The
same problem would exist during operation and facility management.

The quality control function, for example, looks for information describing the
quality—both as required and as-constructed—of items, such as the finish of a
column, slump of the concrete received on the site, or strength of a concrete test
sample block.  Some of this information may have been provided during the design,
however, other information may not be provided, or at most, may be fragmentally



scattered throughout the design documents and specifications in text form with no
linkage between them.

The material management function is another example which needs some form-
and-performance-related information about materials and some association between
this and the physical product for materials space handling. Materials information
together with shape characteristics of space is a basic input to both the processes of
space management for activity scheduling and material handling. Avoiding
congestion and interference in construction processes is highly dependent on the size
of space available to the crew [Riley and Sanvido 1995].

Consideration of space, target product, and material as three closely
interrelated product elements in a product model would enhance the integrity and
effectiveness of the models. Topological and geometrical characteristics then must be
modeled as they relate to any form of product (i.e. space, target product, and
material).

5 Classification of construction management functions: A framework

The literature on general project management and construction management
elaborate the processes involved in the management of construction projects.  Some
of the literature has attempted to classifying the functions and processes involved.
Based on a literature review, we have developed a framework that helps provide a
comprehensive list of CM functions. Such listing can be used for classifying and
developing CM information systems.

5.1 The PMBOK
In "the Project Management Body of Knowledge" (PMBOK), the Project

Management Institute (PMI) divides project processes into two groups: "PM
processes" (i.e. those concerned with describing and organizing the work of the
project); and "product-oriented processes" (i.e. those concerned with specifying and
creating the project product) [PMI 1996]. Concentrating on PM processes, the
PMBOK groups the processes into nine knowledge areas.

The PMBOK describes project management in general. It covers the major areas
and processes of project management common to all types of projects. However,
some processes common in construction management are not covered, such as
equipment management, materials management, and safety management. Materials
handling and distribution plays a significant role in the progress of many types of
projects (including construction) as does materials procurement, which is considered
in the PMBOK in the form of acquiring goods and services.   Overall, the PMBOK
provides a good reference for identifying PM functions, but modifications and
extensions are needed in order to cover a full range of construction management
functionality.



5.2 Dimensions of project management
Three basic dimensions can be defined for construction management: project

objectives, project elements, and basic CM functions. We use these dimensions to
devise a framework to classify CM functions.

5.2.1 Project objectives
The goals of every construction project are to be completed with the right scope,

within a reasonable time, cost, and quality, without injury and accident, and at
minimal risk. Thus, at the very highest level of importance, the objectives of
management of a project are summarized into control of scope, time, cost, quality,
safety, and Risk. These objectives govern all the processes involved in the
development of the project. We have considered PM objectives as one of the basic
dimensions of our PM framework.

5.2.2 Project elements
Construction management involves the use of resources to create a targeted

product in an environment. We call these resources, product, and environment
"project elements," specifically: human resources, equipment and tools, materials,
money/financial resources, information, target product, and project context and
externals (e.g. vendors, customers, competitors, environment, etc.). The progress of a
project is dependent on these elements.

5.2.3 Basic construction management functions
Regardless of types or phases of projects, there are a number of basic functions

which are performed in managing a project. Kavanagh et. al  [1978], list five basic
functions from which scientific management is comprised: planning, control,
organization, coordination, and direction. PMI, in another approach, groups PM
processes into five "process groups": Initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and
closing [PMI 1996].

There are major overlaps and similarities among these proposed classifications.
We draw from these to classify basic PM functions into seven groups:
1. Initiating: recognition of a need for a project and commitment to carry it out,
2. Planning: developing and maintaining project plans,
3. Organizing: selecting and arranging project resources,
4. Executing: implementing the project plan,
5. Controlling: tracking of execution of project plans to ensure project objectives,
6. Closing-out: formalizing acceptance of the product and closing the project, and
7. Following-up and Redirecting: providing warranty services and learning from

project processes.
The basic CM functions are those generic and conceptual activities that are

usually performed in the progress of a typical project. These functions are generic in
the sense that they may be exerted at any specific phase (e.g. design, construction,
operation and maintenance) or the total life cycle of a construction project (i.e. from
inception to operation and demolition of the facility).



5.3 The framework
Figure 2 illustrates a three dimensional rectilinear grid representing the three

major conceptual PM dimensions on its three axes. Each grid cell in a coordinate
plane would identify a function, holding a number of processes, relating to the two
corresponding dimensions concepts (e.g. cost control for cost and controlling
extending vertically throughout project elements).

Fig. 2: Dimensions and functions of project management

Each three-dimensional grid coordinate (i.e. cube) would represent a conceptual
process, holding a number of sub-processes, originating from the three corresponding
dimensions concepts (e.g. materials cost control at intersection of material, cost, and
controlling). The figure illustrates how the three dimensional rectilinear grid can be
used to identify processes, here relating to how materials management may interact
with cost management. This framework is flexible, and the coordinates would help us
identify any possible functions of CM from different perspectives (e.g. project
planning, cost management, and materials management).
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6 Conclusions

This paper presented some of the dimensions and visions of an on-going
research project aimed at product modeling for construction management. This
includes the objectives and overall methodology of the research, and some of the
visions and conceptualization stages of the research.
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AN INNOVATIVE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR INTER-WORKING
BETWEEN DISSIMILAR EDM SOLUTIONS
An innovative infrastructure
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Abstract

The paper gives an overview of the European Esprit Condor project (ESPRIT
23105). The project aims at providing a large range of industrial areas, including
the Construction industry, with an innovative infrastructure for distributing
information and achieving co-operative work between heterogeneous Electronic
Document Management (EDM) legacy systems, while ensuring document
consistency throughout ongoing projects.  The paper, first, presents the proposed
technical solution, and gives a comprehensive description of the Application
Programming Interface supporting the proposed inter-working and semantic
linking services.  The paper also includes a brief description of the modelling
infrastructure supporting the proposed Condor system.  Finally, a demonstrator
involving the AutoCAD application, along with the Electronic Document
Management systems used within the project, is presented.  The latter
demonstrates the Condor semantic-linking services.  The project is ongoing and
supported by a user interest group, which involves representatives from a variety
of non-construction industry companies all over Europe.

Keywords: Electronic Document Management, Object Modelling, Object Inter-
working, Computer Integrated Construction.

1 Introduction

The construction industry has always been characterized by its conservative
culture.  As indicated in (Anumba 1998) several factors have contributed to this,
including poor investment in construction IT, poor dissemination of research
results, poor marketing, inadequate user-interfaces of systems, mismatch between
construction IT innovations and industry need, and poor uptake of promising
research prototypes by software developers.  The latter was, in fact, used as a

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2537-2546.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



driving criteria in the setting up of the Condor consortium.  The challenge was at
the time to bring together construction IT researchers (University of Salford,
KTH, CSTB), industry practitioners (Kvaerner construction, JMBygg, Derbi), and
software developers (Cap Gemini, Carasoft), to overcome this conservative
culture barrier.

The nature of the construction industry is such that teams are set up for
specific projects and then are broken apart on their completion. Organisations and
individuals participating in a team bring their own unique skills and resources,
which may include proprietary applications and data. The software applications
used may vary from one construction project to another, depending on the nature
and complexity (in terms of project type, size, number of actors involved, etc.) of
the project. These applications include software for managing electronic and
paper-based documents.

The overall analysis of the current document management practices within
the three construction companies involved in the project revealed the following
limitations, inherent to their current system and work methods (Rezgui et al.
1998a):

• Every partner within the project must use the same EDM system on a project to
be able to access and share documents.

• The document’s semantics and internal structuring is not controlled by the
EDM system.  Documents are handled as black-boxes.

• The EDM system does not support document cross-referencing or semantic
linking.

• Security is always an issue.  It is not easy to implement as with printed
documents.  EDM systems require improved user authentication and document
protection.

• The EDM system is not integrated with proprietary and commercial
applications used within the company (e.g. CAD applications and word
processors).

• Most end-users in the construction industry are not computer literate.  EDM
systems lacking user-friendliness, or used in a maladapted environment (e.g.
network communication problems) discourage the user from using the EDM
system.

The Condor consortium is aware of the fact that it is not possible to develop
a unique document management solution for all the project partners, because of
their investment in proprietary systems.  In fact, a strong demand from the
project end-users, and also from the non-construction industry members of the
UK Condor user interest group, was identified. This is summarized through the
following question: is it possible to have, at any time, knowledge of the existence
of a potentially useful piece of information used in a given project? Is there any
easy mechanism to access transparently this information, update it (if it is
inconsistent), delete it (if it is no longer needed), and cross-reference it to
another piece of information, while keeping the entire (fragmented and
distributed) project information base consistent?

We must also add that the end-users wish to use their favourite document
management system. The above question can be complemented with the
following one from the technical team, that expresses, in a sense, the Condor



vision: is it possible to develop a Virtual Universal Browser that accesses
information regardless of its form, format, and location, and that can easily be
plugged into any legacy document management system?

The idea of a virtual universal browser plug-in makes certainly sense.  This
browser will have to access a variety of heterogeneous information as described in
Figure 1. This is one of the conditions that any organization will have to face in
order to remain competitive.  Information is power, and the effective use and
access to information will empower any modern organization (including
construction organizations) that strives to gain more market places and remain
competitive.

RDBMS

Java 
Applets

HTML
pages

Written
Documents

IFC
Objects

CAD
Drawings

Animation
Object

E-mail
Server

Fig.1: The Condor distributed information infrastructure

2 Proposed technical solution

A hybrid approach making use of the IDEF0 methodology and the Use Case
approach (UML 1997) has been used to capture the requirements of the Condor
system.  It was found that both approaches were complementary and necessary for
the understanding and specification of the proposed system. IDEF0 is used to
define a high-level process activity model describing the document management
practices taking place within the design and construction process. This is based on
both the Infomate model (Bjork 1997), and the analysis and abstraction of the
business processes and document management practices of the project end-users.
A Use Case diagram, at a lower level, is proposed and detailed to describe the
system in use.  The proposed system architecture is presented in Figure 2. The
major components of the architecture are described in detail in (Rezgui et al.
1998a), and include:

• the CONDOR Integration Services (implemented as a class library in the
demonstrator);

• the CONDOR API, which defines the interface to the integration services.  The
main functions of the API are described below.



• the Adaptors, which provide the mapping between the CONDOR API and
each of the document and object management systems to be integrated.

Before describing the Condor API, it is worth pointing out that the
CONDOR references used by the API are globally unique. The format of these
identifiers does not need to relate in any manner to the references used already by
the differing EDM implementations. There will be functionality in each EDM
adapter to map between CONDOR unique references and the EDM reference.  An
information object will have a globally unique (CONDOR) reference; parts of
documents will have references also; this will be necessary for the semantic
linking of documents. It is worth mentioning that the part references are assigned
automatically as the document is written. The interface is provided between
information providers and the CONDOR services (via the adapters and the API).
The API includes the following functions:

• Register() : The purpose of the register() API method is to expose a document
or other information element (object) to the CONDOR system so that it can be
shared between EDM systems.  The users can then examine the registered
document in a manner that is familiar to them (i.e., as if the document were
stored in their own EDM system). There are several approaches which can be
taken in the CONDOR system regarding the registration of objects; one is to
use a centralised registry (the approach taken during the prototyping phases);
another is to use a wholly distributed system. If the distributed system is used
then the CONDOR system will support both passive and active registration
mechanisms.

• Retrieve() : Once a document or object has been exposed to the CONDOR
system, it is necessary for other EDM systems to be able to use the document.
This is enabled by the Retrieve method. It is worth mentioning that in order
for an EDM system to retrieve a document or object exposed by the
CONDOR system; it must know its corresponding Condor unique reference.

• Store() : In some cases it will be necessary for an end user to be able to store
documents or objects themselves in an EDM system which is not local to
them. In order to do this the Condor system needs to be informed of the
location that the document/object is to be stored. As a result of the invocation
of the Store method, a status is returned by the Condor system to the
originating EDM system to notify the success or failure of the store method
invocation. A successful invocation will cause a Condor reference to be
returned which can be used at any time to manipulate the documents or
objects exposed by the CONDOR system.

• Search() : In order for an end user to ascertain which documents or objects
are exposed by the Condor system, some kind of searching mechanism is
required. This method supplies the searching capability for the EDM systems.

• Unregister() : If a previously exposed document or object needs to be hidden,
the unregister mechanism will make the document or object no longer
exposed, and therefore unavailable via the CONDOR system.  The document
or object with the Condor reference given will be removed from the database
of shared or exposed documents.

• Retrieve_meta() : If a remote EDM system requires more information
regarding an information element or object, it can invoke this method in order



to get the required information. This method allows the user to retrieve the
meta data associated with a document. This makes it possible to perform
statistical analysis on the meta data without having to retrieve the complete
document.

• Store_meta() : As it is possible to store a document or object in a remote
EDM system, it should also be possible to store meta information about that
document or object remotely. This method allows this to be done.

• Lock() : If it is necessary to stop access to a shared document for a temporary
time, then the document or object can be marked as locked. This could happen
if, for example, the document/object owner updates the document/object.

• Confirm_lock() : This method enables users or EDM systems (or even the
Condor system itself) to discover if a document or object is locked or not.

• Unlock() : This method is used to remove the lock marker from a document or
object.  Once unlocked, the document can be accessed as a shared object.

• AddCrossReference() : This method creates cross references between
information elements that are semantically related.  An example illustrating
the use of this method is given in section 4.

Fig.2: Proposed Condor system architecture

3 Modelling infrastructure

We have decided in Condor not to invest more in the Product modelling
effort, but instead to concentrate on the development of an open object-based
infrastructure that supports information sharing, cross-referencing, and inter-
working between dissimilar legacy systems that are based on different data
structures.  We have, therefore, tried to make use as much as possible of existing
work developed within companion projects funded by national (EPSRC) or
European (including ESPRIT and JOULE) programs.  A set of information
models has been developed within the Condor project, as indicated in Figure 3.
The Unified Modelling Language methodology (UML 1997) was chosen to
specify, visualize, and document the underlying artefacts of the proposed system.



Fig.3: Condor modelling infrastructure

Figure 4 shows the basis for the handling of information versioning and
right over Information Elements in the CIMM. The concept of Role is introduced,
in the sense that all actors participate in a project by means of one or more roles.
Thus it is the concept of a role rather than an actor that falls within the scope of
the CIMM (Rezgui et al. 1998b). Through a role, an actor exercises authority over
some parts of the project information, and each Authority is characterized by a
number of responsibilities that relate to a particular object (Information Element).
In order to discharge those responsibilities, the actor (through the role) needs to
have certain rights to perform actions (or Operations) on the object in question.

Fig.4: Overview of the Condor information management model



Figure 4 also describes the logical structuring and semantic linking between the
various forms of information used in the industry.  These include written
documents, drawings and multi-media objects, and are all defined as being
documents.  An information element might reference, or be referenced, by any
number of other information elements.  The semantics of any association between
information elements is defined within the Information Element Relation class, as
indicated in Figure 4.  An information element might also contain, or be part of,
one or more information elements.  For instance, a CAD layer might belong to
more than one CAD drawing.  The Information Aggregation class captures the
semantic of this kind of aggregation between information elements.  An
information element is a versioned object that is specialized into a Document, and
a Meta Information Item (that constitutes a set of attributes to the document).  An
information element might reference one or more Product Object(s) (this could
represent an IAI / Industry Foundation Class).

4 Demonstration

The aim of the Condor prototype is to demonstrate the inter-working and
semantic linking services of the Condor system.  The demonstrator presented
below made use of AutoCAD, along with the following legacy EDM systems:

• NOVA: it is a general purpose, Web based, EDM system developed by the
Cap Gemini Group.

• SGT: it is a server of documents developed and used by Derbi. It is a
conventional client-server application, running on both the Unix and NT
platforms.  The SGT NT version is used in the Condor project.

• Eureka!Filebase: it is a server of documents developed by Carasoft, and used
by JM Byggnads AB.  It bears similarities with the SGT EDM system.

Two strategies have been considered for implementing the inter-working
services between the above mentioned proprietary EDM systems. In the first
strategy, called centralized registration, any event (e.g. add, delete, modify)
occurring on a Condor compliant EDM server is notified to a central database
(Registry). The meta-data (e.g. title, abstract, author) describing the shared
documents are looked up in this central database, while the documents themselves
remain stored on the servers. The second strategy is called distributed
registration. The central database is replaced by a Brokerage mechanism which
has been implemented using CORBA (OMG 1996). Shared documents are looked
up by broadcasting requests to the connected servers.  The demonstration
presented below makes use of the Centralized Registration Approach.

The AutoCAD package has been extended in order to support the main
functionality of the Condor API.  In the following scenario, the first step to using
the AutoCAD extension is to start the Condor Browser.  The latter is used to
display the references of all the documents registered with the Condor system.
The browser contacts the CONDOR-enabled EDM systems that it has been made
aware of, and retrieves a list of documents. The user selects the document on
which to work (in this instance, an AutoCAD drawing file) and opens the
document from the browser’s menu. The browser retrieves the document from the



EDM system on which it is stored, and displays the drawing in AutoCAD (as
indicated in Figure 5).  Next, the CORBA connexion between the CONDOR
Browser software and the AutoCAD library must be made by invoking the “Start
ORB” command from the CONDOR menu item in AutoCAD (Figure 5).

Fig.5: Condor compliant AutoCAD extension

Once the CORBA connexion has been made, it is possible to register parts
of the drawing (for example, a door or a wall) with the CONDOR system. This
method creates a unique Condor identifier for the drawing part which can then be
cross referenced with other documents or document parts, which could be stored
remotely.  This is achieved by invoking the Register Part(s) command from the
Condor menu of Figure 5.  In order to add a cross-reference between a part of the
AutoCAD drawing (e.g. door, window, or slab) and another document, the
CONDOR Browser can be used to browse available documents which have been
exposed through the CONDOR system. Once a document has been selected in the
browser, the “Add Xref” menu command is chosen from within AutoCAD. This
creates a reference between the chosen part from the AutoCAD drawing and the
document which was selected in the browser.



Fig.6: Cross Referencing a building part to a document

If existing cross references need to be checked, the “Show Xrefs” command
from the AutoCAD menu can be used. This displays a dialogue box containing the
cross referenced document identifiers.  Lastly, a cross-referenced document can
be opened on the machine running the AutoCAD and browser software. The
requested document is retrieved by the browser from the EDM system, using the
appropriate Condor API method invocation.  The latter is displayed on the user’s
screen.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented the European Esprit Condor project. A description of
the technical solution along with its components (including the Condor API) is
given.  An overview of the modelling infrastructure supporting the system is also
given. The models and API methods are still being refined in the light of
experience from implementation work. Some functionality of the Condor
prototype demonstrating the semantic linking and cross-referencing services
(using the Corba technology) are illustrated in the paper.  The consortium is now
finalizing the last version of the prototype (V3) that will hopefully validate the
overall approach taken in the project.  The main problem that the consortium is
now trying to overcome is the change of culture. The organisation and processes
of construction projects must change in order to deliver the expected benefits.
Therefore, the construction project lifecycle, from concept development to
demolition  and  recycling, need  to be  examined  and re-engineered.  The Condor



project includes an important BPR component.  The Business Process Re-
engineering research is still ongoing and aims at defining the appropriate process
redesign strategy, within each company involved in the project, to implement
effectively the proposed solution.
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LIFE-CYCLE COST DESIGN METHODS AND TOOLS
Life-cycle methods and tools

S. PULAKKA
VTT, Building Technology, Espoo in Finland

Abstract

Life cycle economics is the only way to control individual buildings and real estates
over long terms. VTT, in co-operation with two consulting firms has developed a
systematic way to apply life-cycle economics on different stages of building design.
This model has been presented in this paper. It is based on investment costs modified
to annual costs, yearly maintenance costs, renovation costs modified to annual costs
as well as on an analysis of benefits like incomes, effects on quality, and other
nonqualified factors.

Keywords: life cycle economics, building design

1 Introduction

This Life-Cycle Cost Estimation Methods (LCC) project has been carried out in
co-operation with two Finnish consulting companies Granlund Olof Oy and Rapal Oy
and VTT Building Technology research organisation. The project was partly financed
by the Technology Development Centre of Finland (TEKES) and ended in Dec.1997.

2 Need for LCC methods and tools

The interviews with Finnish facility management staff and building designers
have proven that there is lack of systematic methods and tools for design of buildings’
life-cycle cost. However occupancy cost are usually the second largest cost in the
business after labour cost. So better design of life-cycle cost seems to offer quite large
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Canada, pp. 2710-2715.
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saving potentials. The objective of this project is to develop life-cycle cost design
methods and tools which are applicable both for building maintenance and design of
new or renovation objects.

Life-cycle cost analyses concern the cash flows, partly speculated, during the
life-cycle of a whole building or part of it. Then planning and building costs are
transformed into annual cost and also maintenance cost and periodically occurring
renovation cost are taken into consideration. On the whole, life-cycle management is
an iterative process aiming at the selection of the most suitable and economic solution
from many alternatives. Also consideration of buildings’ environmental impacts
should be part of the LCC design process.

Space
program

Designs of
service systems

Finnish and
international
indexing systems

Reference prices
of spaces and 
service systems

Cost specification
by an owner and
an user 

Client
Designer
Owner
User

Perform life-cycle
cost estimation

Fig. 1: Simplified activity model (IDEF-0) of the life-cycle cost estimation
method

Life-cycle costing can be applied from the very early need analysis design stages
to the detailed design of building components. Life-cycle costing can roughly be
divided in the following three design stages.

• analysis of functions, setting quality targets and level of energy consumption
on the building level

• defining the building, its architecture, quality and functional targets on the
system level

• building design on the component level
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Fig. 2: Iterative life-cycle costing on different stages of building design

Fig. 3: Most part of life-cycle cost are fixed in early design stages

In this work the existing Finnish Space-Based Cost Estimation method is
complemented especially with the maintenance cost factors of technical systems
(HVAC and electrical) and the costs of these are divided for spaces. Occupancy costs
will be reported from the viewpoints of a building owner and user. Also
recommendation for a new indexing system for control of occupancy cost are under
development.



2.1 Life-cycle costing models and tools for building service systems
During years 1993-1994 Granlund Oy developed models and prototype tools

(HVAC) for the management of life-cycle cost of building service systems. By
developing these models and tools further,it is possible to produce real software tools
for different design stages and also devices to support decision-making in building
maintenance. The central improvement areas are further development of price-list and
consumption databases, integration of energy calculation software, definition of
methods describing how to divide cost of service systems for spaces and development
of a tool for electricity works management. The final objective is a software package
including all the previous mentioned properties for comprehensive management of a
building’s life-cycle cost.

A standardised classification of maintenance cost has been published in Finland
(Appendix 1, Figure 1). The main purpose of this classification is to make it easier to
assign different facility management cost in a systematic way, draw up budgets,
control maintenance costs, conduct accountings and understand the meaning of
maintenance cost in connection with building planning. In this project we have
interviewed Finnish real estate managers to clarify if they use this standard
classification and what kind of further development needs they see in it. This project
will recommend of new classification system for occupancy cost control. Life-cycle
costs are reported according to this new classification and separated as cost of a
building owner and a client.

3 Life-cycle model of facility management

Life-cycle cost consist of investment and maintenance (care and renovation)
costs. In Tila-Suku facility management software developed by Rapal Oy investment
and maintenance cost are defined per space unit.

Investment cost are allocated by space based on the Target Cost Method of the
Finnish Building Cost Information System. Investment cost are transformed to annual
cost with the annuity method. Then investment cost are comparable with the
maintenance cost.

Maintenance cost are calculated with the help of the actual real estate
maintenance cost information book published by the Building Economy Laboratory
of Technical University of Helsinki. Consumption of heat and electricity, unit rates of
cleaning works and renovations are allocated per space unit. Cost items which are not
based on unit rates are allocated as space and client based (e.g. building managing,
services, water, special equipment service, insurances, waste service) are divided for
spaces by their areas.

The resulting target prices and maintenance costs are calculated. Generally
information of actual cost are obtained in the form of total cost by cost items. In Tila-
Suku the actual cost can be allocated for the spaces by calculated cost. Then for
example rent or profit of each space can be estimated by investment and maintenance
cost of this space.



4 Recommendations

The LCC-model and tool presented in this paper can be applied in various
supporting tasks. The model can be used to develop computer-based tools for specific
knowledge areas. Some kinds of tools are in use in different countries but much
research work is still needed.

The recommendations are as follows
• we should develop a standard for LCC-model to be utilized in co-

operation with different countries world-wide
• the model should cover spaces and technical systems
• the analysis should also include the analysis of the most important

environmental effects on chosen technical systems
• the model must be independent of the information technology used in

different countries and companies
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Appendix A
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I.T. SURVEY WITHIN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY OF HONG
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U.K.'s construct-I.T. health-check in Hong Kong
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Abstract

 This paper presents results taken from a 1998 postal survey of the consulting firms
and the contractors of the Hong Kong construction industry.  The survey included,
as one part of the four-part survey instrument, the 'Health Check of the Strategic
Exploitation of I.T.' developed by the UK Centre of Excellence for Construct IT
(Betts and Shafagi 1997).  This paper present the results of the IT health check for
a population sample of three hundred and sixteen contractors and another
population sample of two hundred and seven consultant firms operating within the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of China.

Keywords: construction, information technology, Hong Kong

1 Introduction

 This paper presents results taken from current research into the extent that
construction IT is used by the contractors and the consultant firms of the
construction industry of Hong Kong.  The research findings are one element of a
postal survey of the contractors on the public works list of contractors, and also
one element of a separate postal survey of the consultant firms listed in the
Government directories of consultants.  The list of the contractors, and the
directories of the consultants, are administered by the Government of the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region (HKGSAR) for the competitive and open
bidding of public works contracts and assignments.

 This paper presents results from a common element of both surveys, namely
a questionnaire published in 1997 by Betts and Shafagi and called by them, 'A
Health check of the Strategic Exploitation of IT'.  It is used to provide a
comparative assessment of the strategies of the public works contractors of the
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Hong Kong construction industry for the use and deployment of IT: and similarly
for the consultant firms that have expressed interest in carrying out public works
commissions offered by the HKGSAR.  The Betts and Shafagi questionnaire was
first used in the UK but has also been used in Australia (Stewart et al. 1998), and
in South Africa (Allen 1999).  Further use in other countries is useful as it permits
benchmarking on an international scale of this aspect of construction-IT.
 The first of the two postal surveys is targeted at a population sample of 316
contractors.  The sample ranges from small, local, businesses to large,
international, companies. The second postal survey is targeted at a population
sample of 207 consultant firms.  This sample ranges from small, local, businesses
to large, international, consultant organisations that use a mixture of offshore and
onshore expertise.
 
 

2 Postal survey of Hong Kong contractors and consultants

The method developed by Betts and Shafagi is a self-assessment
questionnaire of twenty-eight questions that companies answer to assess their use,
and their management, of IT.  The questions are grouped into three categories:

• the position of IT within the competitive business strategy of the
organisation (7 questions);

• the overall role of IT within the organisation (5 questions); and
• the current IT strategy within the company (16 questions).

 The approach is useful to the companies who participate in the survey,
because it gives them an instant feedback on their strategy and policies for the use
of IT compared to a benchmark standard developed in the UK for this purpose.  It
is also useful to the researcher as it provides a basis for comparison with research
exercises using the same survey instrument that have been carried out elsewhere.
Or in this Hong Kong case: one sector of the industry compared to another.  It
should be noted that the questions in the health check are qualitative and not
quantitative.  The responses are useful indicators of the construction industry’s
self regard for the strategic importance of IT.
 

2.1 Analysis methodology
Scoring for each question is consistent with the method used by Betts and

Shafagi, and adopted by Allen, and also by Stewart to enable international
comparisons to be made.  Answers are given a score of 1 for a ‘D’, 2 for a ‘C’, 3
for a ‘B’ and 4 for an ‘A’.  For the purposes of later analysis: a mean score
between 0 and 1, is considered a ‘D’; a mean score between 1 and 2 is considered
a ‘C’; a mean score between 2 and 3 is considered a ‘B’; and a mean score
between 3 and 4 is considered an ‘A’.  A small number of participants were
unable to complete all of the questions in the health check.  To remove any bias in
the results, the entire response from these participants was removed from the data
analysis.  The remaining responses were analysed, and the arithmetic mean,
median, and mode for each of the questions; for the three groups of questions; and
for all the questions in the survey were calculated.  In these same combinations,



statistical attributes were calculated to indicate the frequency distribution and the
variability within the sample.  The overall result for each company was correlated
to the number of employees in the company.  Results were also separated into
those companies who had ISO9000 certification and those who did not.  This
enabled a side by side comparison of results to indicate a possible relationship
between quality assurance and strategic use of IT.  In addition the results were also
analysed for certain sectors of the population sample.

In keeping with the qualitative nature of the survey, the categorisation of the
overall grading derived from the analysis is: A means ‘IT innovative’; B means
‘IT active’; C means ‘IT aware’; and D means ‘IT unconcerned’.
 
 

3 Survey of contractors

3.1 Sample population
The sample population is taken from the list of approved Contractors, kept

by the Professional Services Unit of the Works Bureau of the Government of
Hong Kong.  Their Technical Circular No 9/1997
(http://www.wb.wpelb.gov.hk/circular/index.htm) describes the HKGSAR rules
for admission to the list.  This is primarily a pre-qualification process which, when
satisfied, allows a Contractor to submit a tender bid for the construction of public
works projects.  The Contractors are grouped according to their proven track
record and their ability to finance construction.  The groups are Group A, Group
B, and Group C.  Each group is able to tender for public works contracts whose
value falls within certain limits which are periodically adjusted by the HKG.  For
example, Group A contractors are eligible to tender for contracts not exceeding
HK$ 20 million, Group B can bid for contracts up to $ 50 million, whereas Group
C contractors can tender contracts of any value.

The Contractors are approved within one or more, of five categories of
public works.  These are: buildings (BD); port works (PW); roads and drainage
(RD), site formation (SF), and water works (WW).  The suitability of a contractor
for inclusion in one or more of the categories and a particular group is assessed
from the contractor’s global business activity and construction activity in Hong
Kong.

The approval assessment considers financial criteria, technical and
management capabilities, and general evidence of being suitable to tender for
public works projects within a group and for certain categories.  There is not a
requirement that Contractors must be of a minimum size of company.  The nature
of construction and the high degree of sub-contracting that takes place in
construction in Hong Kong make this an imprecise measure of the capability of a
company.  However, it is a requirement that they employ in Hong Kong, a
minimum number of full time management and technical personnel with relevant
experience and recognised qualification in engineering and project management.
A holding company and its subsidiaries can be included in the Contractors List,
however they must give an undertaking that only one company will tender for one
contract.

The Works Bureau of HKGSAR provided a set of data taken from their
computerised list of public works contractors.  The population sample from this



list is 829 general contractors, 1636 if it included specialist contractors.  The list
was culled to remove specialist contractors who operate within a field so narrow
that it does not represent the industry in general.  Companies not registered in
Hong Kong or joint ventures were also taken out of the population sample. The
attributes of the culled Contractor population sample are itemised on Table 1.
One company went into liquidation, resulting in population sample for the postal
survey of 316 contractors.

Table 1: Attributes of the contractor population sample in general

Attribute of the population sample
Of the 317 Contractors in the population sample, 317 (100%) are listed in terms of Category
and Group.
Of the 317 Contractors in the population sample, 125 (39%) have ISO 9000 certification.
Of the 129 Group C Contractors in the population sample, 103 (80%) have ISO 9000
certification.
Of the 88 Group B Contractors in the population sample, 15 (17%) have ISO 9000 certification.
Of the 100 Group A Contractors in the population sample, 7 (7%) have ISO 9000 certification.
Of the 129 Group C Contractors in the population sample, 21 (16%) are approved for all five
Categories of public works.
(2 Group B Contractors also have five Categories, 0 Contractors are in Group A.)

3.2 Postal release of the questionnaire
The questionnaire was posted to the sample population on Saturday,

February 28, 1998.  The postal distribution followed commonplace rules to
encourage participation.  The deadline set for receipt of response was March 20,
1998.  The percent level of response was measured and a list of responses created.
Reminders were then issued and the registration process repeated for the second
round of responses.  A second reminder letter was sent out to remaining
companies who had not responded.  This reminder included a further copy of the
questionnaire.

3.3 Results from the Hong Kong contractors
By May 8, 1998, 238 questionnaire responses were received.  Incomplete

responses to the health check survey reduced this to 194 for analysis.  The 61%
response is good for this type of survey.  Average scores from each of the 28
questions, for the three major sections, and the responses overall were calculated
using the marking methodology described in Section 2.1.  The marks achieved are
compared to the range of marks possible.  For example, the range of marks in each
of the question-sections, are: 0-28 marks for 'competition and business strategy; 0-
20 marks for the 'role of IT'; 0-64 marks for 'IT strategy'; and 0-112 marks for the
questions 'overall'.

Distribution statistics were computed, including standard deviations to
measure the variability within the sample.  These are listed in Table 2 to show the
results for all respondents and the results for the A, B and C groups of companies,
and also for companies with ISO9000 certification and those without certification.

The values at the higher end of each range indicate a higher priority is given
to that aspect of IT within that sample sector.



Table 2: Statistical results from the Hong Kong postal survey of 194
contractors

All (194 contractors) High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Competition and Business Strategy 26 9 17 16 17 3.38
Role of IT 19 5 10 10 11 2.68
IT Strategy 63 16 33 30 34 8.43
Overall 101 32 61 60 62 13.08
Group A (55 Contractors) High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Competition and Business Strategy 26 9 17 16 16 3.41
Role of IT 19 5 10 10 10 3.01
IT Strategy 63 16 30 36 32 8.59
Overall 101 32 57 39 58 13.56
Group B (59 Contractors) High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Competition and Business Strategy 24 11 17 16 17 3.15
Role of IT 15 5 11 11 10 2.29
IT Strategy 53 20 33 37 33 7.24
Overall 92 39 61 51 61 11.31
Group C (80 Contractors) High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Competition and Business Strategy 26 9 17 16 18 3.4
Role of IT 19 6 11 10 11 2.64
IT Strategy 56 16 36 30 36 8.59
Overall 97 35 63 60 65 13.14
Contractors with ISO certification
(89 companies)

High Low Median Mode Mean SD

Competition and Business Strategy 26 12 18 16 18 3.24
Role of IT 18 7 11 10 11 2.4
IT Strategy 56 16 35 30 36 8.07
Overall 89 30 63 63 63 12.38
Contractors without ISO
certification (105 companies)

High Low Median Mode Mean SD

Competition and Business Strategy 26 9 16 16 16 3.31
Role of IT 19 5 10 10 10 2.83
IT Strategy 63 16 32 37 32 8.44
Overall 101 32 58 51 59 13.25

Table 3 contains the results of a check for correlation between number of
employees in the company and the sections of questions in the healthcheck survey.

Table 3: Correlation between number of employees of the firm and the IT
health check

All Groups (194 Contractors) Correlation Comment
Competition and Business Strategy 0.17 No correlation
Role of IT 0.17 No correlation
IT Strategy 0.16 No correlation
Overall 0.18 No correlation



4 Survey of consultant firms

4.1 Sample population
The sample population is taken from the directory of approved consultants

kept by the Architectural and Associated-Consultants Selection Board (AACSB)
and the Engineering and Associated-Consultants Selection Board (EACSB) of the
HKG.  Being listed on these directories is not a pre-qualification exercise.  It
merely means that these companies have expressed an interest in performing
government commissions.  The two directories are to meet the needs of the
AACSB and the EACSB.  They are different in style and content.

The AACSB directory contains 96 companies who have registered an
interest in providing up to five categories of professional services.  There is
marked differentiation among these companies with most being registered in a
single category.  Only 6% of the companies are registered in two categories, and
3% in three categories.  All of the companies in the directory are registered as
companies in Hong Kong.  The attributes of the AACSB information supplied by
the Secretary to the AACSB are listed in Table 4.  All of the AACSB companies
are included in the consultant population sample.

Table 4: Attributes of the population sample supplied by the AACSB

Data attribute Comment
Code Unique 6 letter identifier
Company name
Company address Hong Kong addresses
Telephone
Fax
Companies in each category. 17 No. Building Services Co.

35 No. Architectural Co.
15 No. Quantity Surveying Co.
9 No. Landscaping Co.
32 No. Structural Engineering Co.

Percent of the companies in each
category, which are ISO9001,
certificated.
(77 companies in the population sample
(80%) are certificated)

100% Building Services o.
83% Architectural Co.
100% Quantity Surveying Co.
33% Landscaping Co.
75% Structural engineering Co.

No of consultants providing for multiple
services

0 No for 5 services
0 No for 4 services
3 No for 3 services
6 No for 2 services

Population sample from AACSB 96 companies

The EACSB directory contains a profile of 347 companies who have
registered an interest in providing up to 18 categories of professional service plus
a variety of ‘other’ services.  The EACSB directory includes companies registered
in Hong Kong and companies operating from overseas.  The EACSB directory is
more comprehensive than the AACSB.  Some of the listed companies provide
services that are borderline to the construction process.  Works Branch Technical
Circular 1/95 (http://www.wb.wpelb.gov.hk/circular/index.htm) explains the use of
this directory.  It identifies a broad list of consultants for initial consideration for



an assignment.  Criteria for registration on the directory are not stringent.  Culling
the EACSB list to remove those companies without a Hong Kong address, or
those whose primary business is not construction, results in a population sample
of 159 companies.  75% of the population sample register as having expertise in
two or more of the categories, 51% are in five or more categories, and 24% are in
twelve or more categories.  This is evidence that the majority the EACSB
consultants are multi-discipline practices.  Their response to the questionnaire will
reflect the broad nature of their multi-discipline practices and not the special
procedures needed for specific professional services.  For these reasons the 18
categories of EACSB consultants are placed in the one, multi-discipline category
of civil engineering named ‘civil’.

The two populations are combined to form the Consultant Population
Sample described in Table 5.

Table 5: Data items within the Consultants Population sample

File Field data Field attribute

CONTRACTOR_REF Company unique reference code
COMPANY Name of company
NAME Contact person
CONTRACTOR_ADS Contractor’s address in Hong Kong
CONTRACTOR_PHONE Contractor’s telephone number
CONTRACTOR_FAX Contractor’s fax number
BUILDINGSERVICES Category of professional service
STRUCTURAL Category of professional service
ARCHITECTURAL Category of professional service
LANDSCAPE Category of professional service
QUANTITY SURVEY Category of professional service
ENGINEERING Category of professional service

Consultant_pop_sample
207 records

ISO Yes if certificated.

The resultant sample size is 207 companies. Table 6 lists their attributes.

Table 6: General attributes of the Consultants Population sample

Attribute of the population sample

q Of the 207 Consultants in the population sample, 154 (74%) are taken from the EACSB directory.
q Of the of the 154 EACSB Consultants in the population sample, 60 (39%) have ISO 9000

certification.
q Of the 96 AACSB Consultants in the population sample, 77 (80%) have ISO 9000 certification.
q Of the 207 Consultants in the population sample, 100 (48%) have ISO 9000 certification.

4.2 Postal release of the questionnaire
The questionnaire was mailed to the sample population on February 27,

1998 so as to arrive on March 2, 1998.  The process followed the rules used for
the contractor postal survey.

4.3 Results from the Hong Kong consultant firms
By May 8, 1998, 147 questionnaire responses were received.  Incomplete

responses to the health check survey reduced this to 126 (61%) for analysis.
Analysis is the same as the Contractor survey described in Section 3.3.  Statistics
are listed in Table 7 to show the results overall and for the four population sectors



that have a response of at least 15 firms.  Also shown are the results for companies
with ISO9000 certification and those without certification.

Table 7: Statistical results by population sector of the Hong Kong consultant
firms

All (126 firms) High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Competition and Business Strategy 26 13 20 19 20.4 3.3
Role of IT 20 5 13 12 13.2 3.2
IT Strategy 62 22 41 41 40.6 9.2
Overall 106 43 74 70 74.1 14.4
Architectural sector (25 firms) High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Competition and Business Strategy 26 14 19 19 19.3 3.5
Role of IT 20 5 13 13 12.8 3.8
IT Strategy 56 22 37 37 36.4 9.1
Overall 102 45 68 86 68.6 14.7
Civil sector (83 firms) High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Competition and Business Strategy 26 14 21 20 21 3.1
Role of IT 19 6 14 12 13.7 2.9
IT Strategy 62 25 42 41 42.6 8.5
Overall 106 47 77 89 77.3 13.2
Structural sector (24 firms) High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Competition and Business Strategy 26 14 20.5 20 20.7 3.7
Role of IT 20 5 13 17 12.7 3.9
IT Strategy 56 22 43 56 41.4 10.4
Overall 102 45 77.5 76 74.8 16.8
QS (15 firms) High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Competition and Business Strategy 23 13 19 19 18.8 3.0
Role of IT 16 5 11 10 11.13 3.4
IT Strategy 56 22 30 - 37.3 10.2
Overall 95 43 70 70 67.3 15.4
Consultants with ISO certification
(81 firms)

High Low Median Mode Mean SD

Competition and Business Strategy 26 13 20 19 20.4 3.3
Role of IT 20 5 13 12 13.0 3.5
IT Strategy 62 22 41 41 40.6 9.7
Overall 106 43 61 61 74.0 15.1
Consultants w/o ISO certification
(45 firms)

High Low Median Mode Mean SD

Competition and Business Strategy 26 14 20 22 20.4 3.4
Role of IT 18 8 13 12 13.6 2.7
IT Strategy 56 22 41 41 40.5 8.4
Overall 97 46 74 86 74.3 13.3

Table 8 contains the results of a check for correlation between the number of
employees in the company and the sections of questions in the healthcheck survey.

Table 8: Correlation between the number of employees of the firm and the IT
health check

All Groups (126 Consultants) Correlation Comment
Competition and Business Strategy 0.24 No correlation
Role of IT 0.12 No correlation
IT Strategy 0.17 No correlation
Overall 0.19 No correlation



5 Conclusions

A side-by-side comparison of the overall results in terms of grading is in
Table 9.  To introduce more sensitivity into the differences a +ve or –ve suffix, or
mid-point grading is added to better indicate intermediate positions.  The
question-by-question strengths and weaknesses of the overall results from the
contractors vis a vis the consultant firms is shown in Table 10.

Table 9: Comparison of the surveys carried out in Hong Kong in terms of
qualitative grading

Hong Kong Survey High Low Median Mode Mean SD
Survey of 194 contractors A+ C- B- B- B- 13.08
Survey of 126 consultant firms A+ C B+ B B+ 14.4

Table 10: Question-by-question graded performance of Hong Kong
contractors (ß) and consultant firms (Ø)

Question IT unconcerned

D

IT
Aware

C

IT
active

B

IT
innovative

A
IT support of core competencies. ß Ø
How IT helps company compete. ß Ø
Impact of IT on goals and objectives ß Ø
Position of IT compared to others. ß Ø
Impact of IT on Clients. ß Ø
Belief that IT expertise wins work. ß Ø
Use of IT as part of strategic alliances. Ø ß
Current use of IT in the company. ß Ø
Relationship between IT and business strategy ß Ø
Participation of IT in forming business strategy ß Ø
Impact of IT on operational strategy. ß Ø
IT influence on marketing strategy ß Ø
Use of IT systems in company ß Ø
Objectives of IT strategy. ß Ø
Thrust of IT strategy ß Ø
Management of IT in the future Ø ß
CSF’s for competitive advantage through IT Ø ß
Management of IT projects and innovation. ß Ø
Level of R&D in IT ß Ø
Nature of IT department. Ø ß
Importance of IT skills in company. ß Ø
Awareness of IT strategy. Ø ß
Involvement of Users in IT strategy. Ø ß
Risks associated with IT strategy. ß Ø
Periodic review of IT strategy. ß Ø
Measurement of IT performance. ß Ø
Characteristics of IT strategy. ß Ø
Who champions IT in the company? ß Ø



The median, mode, and the mean statistics show a higher degree of IT
activity by the consultant firms than the contractors.  Those contractors who have
a quality assurance certification are more active then those without certification.
The opposite occurs among the consultant firms.

The results overall also indicate that the Group C Hong Kong contractors,
who are approved for public works projects in excess of HKD $50 million,
perform moderately better in the assessment than Group B and Group A.  The
comparison of results for the population-sectors in the population-sample of
consultant firms place the civil engineering sector as the most IT active in terms of
highest mode and mean values.  Structural engineers are second in terms of
highest mean and are highest in terms of median value.  Architecture is ranked
third and the Quantity Surveyor sector is fourth.

In terms of each of the 28 questions, the Hong Kong contractors were
assessed to be ‘IT active’ in 71% of the questions, and ‘IT aware’ in the remaining
29% of the questions. The consultant firms were assessed as ‘IT innovative’ in
14% of the questions; 39% ‘IT active’, 43% ‘IT aware’; and 4% ‘IT unconcerned.

In general, the assessment is that the Hong Kong contractors are ‘IT active’
in most aspects other than including IT in the formulation and delivery of the
business strategy and in the marketing strategy.  They are ‘IT aware’ of the use
and thrust of the IT and that it is aligned with the goals and objectives of the
company; the need for R&D, IT staffing, expertise and skills.  Possibly for these
reasons, the risks associated with IT are perceived as financial, or technical, and
not business or strategic risks.

In comparison, the general assessment is that IT use by the Hong Kong
consultant firms is more varied.  They are ‘IT innovative’ with regard to: the
impact of IT on clients; periodic review of strategy; characteristics of IT strategy;
and champions of IT strategy.  They are ‘IT active’ or ‘IT aware’ for the majority
of the questions but ‘IT unconcerned’ on the nature of the IT department.  The
risks associated with IT are perceived as financial, or technical, and not business
or strategic risks.

The qualitative evidence gained indicates that the extent of the strategic use
of IT by the Hong Kong contractors and by the consultant firms is they are 'IT
aware' and 'IT active' but not 'IT innovative' at this time.
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Abstract

This paper reviews knowledge-based and decision support techniques in the
construction industry with a view to highlighting how construction organisations can
exploit knowledge as an asset. It introduces Knowledge Management and Decision
Support Techniques and provides information on example applications that
demonstrate their use in construction and non-construction sectors. Guidelines for
deciding on the suitability of knowledge-based techniques for solving a given
problem are provided.

Keywords: artificial intelligence, decision support, integrated systems, intelligent
systems, knowledge-based systems

1 Introduction

The success of a construction business in today’s competitive market place
depends critically on the quality of the knowledge it possesses regarding its markets,
products, and technologies. To maintain and improve competitiveness, it is essential
to identify, plan, and control knowledge assets with the same priority currently
afforded to traditional tangible assets. Knowledge Management (KM) techniques
offer strategies for identifying and exploiting knowledge assets. Knowledge-based
(KB) and Decision Support (DS) techniques complement knowledge management by
enabling the storage of knowledge assets in computer-based systems that can then be
used to assist decision making. The recent UK Department of Trade and Industry
Intelligent Systems in Business Programme (DTI, 1998) identified the following

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2419-2428.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



benefits in a range of industrial sectors resulting from the application of Knowledge
Management and Knowledge Based techniques:

• Organizational Memory - preservation of knowledge when staff move.
• Decision Support - assisting experts by evaluating and suggesting possible

options, enabling a wider range of design solutions etc. to be considered
• Routine Decision Automation - relieving key staff from trivial but time

consuming tasks.
• Product Improvement – enabling increased differentiation from competitors’

products through the addition of smart features.

Although KB techniques can be applied to create stand-alone applications, they
may well be more effective when implemented as part of a wider system accessible
throughout the organisation or the project team via networks. Encoding business
processes and decision paths in company or project Intra/Extra-nets can provide
additional advantages in facilitating Quality Assurance (QA) and recording
experience for future re-use. The rapid uptake of such networks and the huge increase
in computer processing power and availability, make it important to review this
technology at this time.

 This paper examines how businesses in the construction industry can obtain the
benefits outlined above by embarking on a knowledge management programme. It
overviews knowledge management and decision support techniques, provides case-
studies to demonstrate their benefits, and recommends steps that a construction
business can take now to start realising these benefits.

 This paper was authored by The Network of Experts in Knowledge Based
Systems hosted by BRE and funded by the UK Government's Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR). The Network brought together
around one hundred and fifty members from Industry and Academia to assess the
Knowledge Management requirements of the construction industry and identify
appropriate techniques and tools. The network’s Web Site provides complete details
of its activities (http://helios.bre.co.uk/kbs/).

 2      Overview of knowledge management and decision support techniques

Knowledge management is not a new gimmick. It is common sense. Knowledge
can be an organisation’s greatest asset. It depends more on the number of connections
linking the information rather than on the amount of information (Macintosh, Filby,
Kingston & Tate. 1998).

Knowledge management deals with the intangible nature of intellect. It involves
much more than technology. We need to understand: what we need to know, where
insight and knowledge gets created, how we can best capture it, how it can get us to
our destination. (Koulopoulos, 1996)



 A conclusion made by researchers in sustainable competitive advantage is that
the only thing that gives an organisation a competitive edge is what it knows, how it
uses what it knows, and how fast it can know something new.

 2.1    Knowledge management
 Knowledge management methods guide the identification and analysis of the

knowledge used within an organisation and the establishment of a programme to
ensure that this knowledge is preserved and developed. Knowledge management
methods are generally taken to include the following stages:

 

• Identify Your Knowledge Assets: analyse the knowledge used in the operation
of a business: e.g. technical know how, design products, information sent to
customers, research and development results and patents, records of company
procedures, operating guidelines, management expertise, marketing expertise

• Document Your Knowledge Assets: describe each asset in terms of its subject
area, quality, and the time and places that it is available. An estimator’s
knowledge might be documented as follows: “The knowledge is used to generate
cost estimates for the installation of wiring in buildings. It is based upon 10 years’
experience and has proved accurate. This knowledge is held by an individual in
the design department and is available during working hours.”

• Identify Knowledge Management Related Processes: for each asset identify the
processes for developing, updating, using, assessing, and transferring it. For the
cost estimation example above, updating processes may include attendance at
training courses; reviews of estimates after project completion. A transfer process
might include the documentation of estimation best practice to enable other
members of staff to perform this task.

• Identify Opportunities for Developing Knowledge Assets: issues with assets
typically, e.g. bottlenecks, occur when demand upon an asset exceeds supply. In
the estimator example, a bottleneck may occur when only one individual can
perform this task.

• Prepare Programme of Actions: the opportunities for developing knowledge
assets are best realised through a programme of focused actions. Knowledge
Management methods guide the selection issues that are essential to a business. In
the estimator example, relieving the bottleneck would only be recommended if
this issue is holding the business back. Example actions include: securing the
knowledge from an expert who is about to retire by documenting his knowledge,
and sharing knowledge by forming a network of people working in that area.

Embarking on a knowledge management programme will result in new insights
into the knowledge assets critical to the competitiveness of a business and the
formulation of a course of actions to maintain and develop those assets. These
benefits can be achieved through an investment in time for training in knowledge
management methods and the time required to carry out the programme.  The
Knowledge-based and decision support techniques described in the next section



increase the options available for managing assets, but do require some additional
investment. The following section introduces these techniques by balancing the
benefits they offer against the increased investment required to achieve them.

2.2 Knowledge based and decision support techniques
Knowledge-based and Decision Support techniques enable the storage of

knowledge assets within computer systems that can then be used to assist decision-
making. At their current level of maturity the techniques have been used to construct
systems that possess human level competence over a narrow range of routine tasks.
This maturity enables the development of effective decision support systems that in
no way replace human decision-making. Rather, by complementing and supporting
experts, the techniques offer the following benefits:

• Addressing Knowledge Bottlenecks: encoding an expert’s knowledge within a
decision support system provides wider access to that knowledge. This access
enables people to initially pass requests through the decision support system to
identify routine problems. Once resolved, the human expert can be used to fully
check final requests. This frees the expert to spend more time identifying and
resolving more complex problems.

• Ensuring Knowledge Preservation: when people are about to retire, their
expertise can be captured within a decision support system. This allows others
to make use of that expertise after the expert has left. Properly focused on the
aspects that are essential to a business, this approach can ensure a tidy transition
as other employees develop this expertise themselves.

• Best Practice: expertise from experts can be encoded within a decision support
system to produce a best practice framework. This approach enables experts to
exploit the knowledge of other experts when tackling a complex task.

• Smart Features: the use of the complex products supplied within the
construction industry can require a high level of knowledge from the customer.
Decision support systems offer an opportunity to supply products together with
the knowledge required to deploy them. This can both reduce support requests
from customers and provide a competitive differential between a business’s
products and those of its competitors.

 
 Three main groups of techniques are available for building knowledge-based

and decision support systems. Each is described below with the emphasis placed on
the benefits and complexities of applying the techniques within the group:

 

• Explicit Encoding of Knowledge: these techniques provide a language for
recording an expert’s knowledge. An expert’s knowledge is captured through
questions, observations etc. and encoded in the language used by that particular
technique. Knowledge acquisition methods and tools are available but require
considerable effort. The explicit specification of knowledge enables the system
to explain its conclusions.



• Using Past Cases: these techniques use records kept on solutions to similar
problems to develop a solution to the case in hand. They require access to the
design and costing of past projects. While they remove the need to capture
expertise from experts, they are dependent upon the quality of information that
is recorded on past work and on the similarity to current work.

• Adaptive Systems: these techniques entail learning how to solve problems by
examining the situations given to experts and the responses they provide. They
have proved effective at tackling fault detection problems. While their ability to
learn by observation removes the need for a knowledge acquisition process, they
cannot explain the conclusions that they reach.

Knowledge-based and decision support techniques complement knowledge
management methods. They offer effective approaches to removing knowledge
bottlenecks, preserving knowledge, encouraging best practice, and adding a
competitive differential to products. AI techniques are now in very common usage but
hidden as part of Word Processing packages, drawing tools etc.

The following section presents brief descriptions of actual applications to
underline these potential benefits. Section 4 includes a checklist to assist in
determining if a knowledge-based system is appropriate.

3 Examples of applications

3.1    Non-construction industry
Bid/ No bid Decision Support System - Each year Short Brothers receives

many invitations to tender. Owing to the high cost of bidding, inquiries are evaluated
and filtered by a Bid/ No bid committee. An intelligent system has been developed
that uses a combination of weights derived from previous bids, and the encoded
knowledge of several managers to evaluate proposals.  The system has resulted in
several benefits. It ensures consistent decision making, improves the rationale behind
bidding, and speeds up the decision making process. The system has resulted in cost
savings because of the speed up in the bid/no bid decision. This results in more time
to spend on actual bids - thus increasing the company’s bid-to-win ratio. It allows
better proposals to be produced and improves allocation of bidding resources. Such a
system could have considerable scope within the construction sector. (DTI, 1998).

Procurement - EXPERT PROVISIONER is a Knowledge Based System that
supports Royal Air Force (RAF) Range Managers in the procurement of consumable
supplies. The system consists of a graphical user interface to display the procurement
item requisition information and a consultation style interface to a knowledge-based
system. RAF Wyton houses the central supplies procurement centre for the RAF. 500
Range Managers are responsible for processing orders valued at over £1.2 billion. By
linking into existing procurement information and providing a knowledge-based
decision aid, Expert Provisioner allows the RAF to know exactly what has been
bought, what it has cost and why it is needed. The aim is to reduce the uncertainty of



procurement budgets near financial year-ends, wastage through over-ordering, taking
advantage of price breaks for large orders and maintaining consistency of order
processing. Expert Provisioner was successfully evaluated by end users and a full
production system developed.

3.2 Construction industry applications

3.2.1 Bridge Fabrication error solution eXpert (BFX)
In bridge engineering, fabrication errors occur during the manufacture of

elements of the steel assembly. These errors can have deleterious effects on the
performance of a bridge if they are not repaired properly. Errors may cause delays in
the fabrication process. In the past, Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT)
handled these bridge fabrication errors in a very non-scientific, non-procedural
manner on an individual case-by-case basis. Only certain staff members with previous
experience in handling these fabrication errors were able to provide repair solutions.
The expertise within KDOT was also scattered or scarce, as engineers within different
districts were familiar with different types of problems and repair solutions.

A rule based expert system, Bridge Fabrication error solution eXpert (BFX), was
developed at the University of Kansas as a joint venture with KDOT.  Its objective
was to create an expert system for solving the fabrication errors that would provide a
standard repair procedure for KDOT. Currently, the system is in operation at the
bridge design offices of Kansas Department of Transportation. The system was
completed and delivered to the KDOT in January 1994. Over 100 cases were acquired
directly from fabrication shops, state inspectors’ field notes, and bridge project
documents. Of these cases, 77 were used to develop the expert system and 51 were
used to validate the system. The 548 rules formulated for BFX's knowledge base were
implemented in the expert system development package, Level 5 Object. BFX is
capable of handling errors in the areas of tolerances, drilling and punching, cutting,
and lamination. (Bocox J, Roddis WMK, 1996)

3.2.2 ELSIE
The ELSIE Expert System is a structured planning tool based on four modules:

budget, time, procurement and development appraisal. It was first released in 1985
and runs on a PC, and hence on the machine used by most surveyors. It was initially
developed at the University of Salford in an 18-month project funded by the Alvey
Programme, after which a company was formed and continued development took
place. ELSIE was built using the Savoir Expert System shell, which was selected for
its efficiency and its inference net formalism. ELSIE's four modules are integrated
around a project database so that information given in one module will be passed to
others if required. All modules operate by asking the user a sequence of questions.

The knowledge base contained links that determine the dependencies among the
pieces of information held, so that the answers given are propagated ‘intelligently’
throughout the knowledge base and may affect which questions are asked later on, or
in which order. After the main question sequence, the result is declared and the user
arrives at a ‘What Now’ point, at which explanation reports can be obtained,



information can be over-ridden, and the information can be archived in the project
database for later use. Not only may the answers to the question sequence be
overridden but also upwards of a hundred assumptions that the module makes. In
practice, the question & answer dialogue would be changed to perform what-if
analyses, while the assumptions would be overridden to take account of special or
local circumstances. The user interface is relatively simple, comprising ‘windows’
composed of character graphics. To certain questions the user may answer
‘unknown’, in which case the module makes an intelligent assumption (Basden,
1997)

3.2.3 Codes, Regulations, Document/ Product Retrieval
Knowledge based systems technologies can be used to capture knowledge about

the structure of documents and the rationale behind information in documents. This
was demonstrated in the PLINTH system developed by AIAI for the Building
Directorate of the Scottish Office. The system facilitates the capture of the rationale
behind the Building Standards Regulations for Scotland, in addition to the structure of
technical documents. This structured knowledge assists the reader whilst navigating
the complex interrelationships between sections. The technology may be applied to
other types of structured document such as a building's design (Casson, 1992).

3.2.4 BP-Expert
BP-Expert has been developed as part of the COnstruction and Real Estate

NETwork (CORENET) programme, which is a key component of the IT2000
Information Technology Masterplan (IT) for Singapore. BP-Expert is an intelligent
system, employing AI and CAD, to automate the checking of architectural plans for
compliance with the Building Control Regulations. The system will be used to carry
out self-checking before submission to the Building Control Division (BCD). It
accepts as input building plans prepared with CAD software. It captures knowledge of
how to interpret architectural designs as well as how to verify the design against
building control regulations. It automatically recognizes the layout of a floor plan,
derives spatial relationships between the various building components and checks the
design for compliance with the building code. Non-compliances are highlighted, and
the architect can correct any design errors until compliance is achieved. The
electronic files can then be submitted to Building Control Division (BCD) for final
approval.

Further information can be obtained from the following Web site, which has
been used as the source for the above description:
http://www.gov.sg/mnd/pwd/bpx/index.htm

3.2.5 Operation
The use of knowledge-based systems is well established in the process and

manufacturing industries. Techniques developed for those industries can be
transferred to the monitoring of the structural behaviour of buildings. A monitoring
system has been developed by BRE to study the in-service behaviour of two steel
trusses in a large hall located in Neasden. In addition to the sensors on the truss, two



temperature gauges record the ambient temperature in the zone around the trusses.
These data are used for system development and a knowledge based monitoring
system currently under development is directly linked to the logger.

3.2.6 Property valuation
The University of Portsmouth developed a system for valuing properties using

property details from surveys and records of actual auction prices. This system used a
neural network and demonstrated that non-experts could give effective valuations.
This was very necessary as the introduction of the UK Council Tax required millions
of properties to be assigned into bands (DTI, 1998).

3.2.7 Predicting defects in housing construction
The majority of building defects are avoidable and relate to design and

construction problems, in addition to poor quality maintenance work and general
negligence and abuse by the users. It has been estimated that the annual cost of such
problems is around £1000 million in the UK and represents about 95% of all defects.
The current techniques employed to predict defects in housing do not offer a facility
to construction professionals and workmen for the intelligent application of
information at both design and construction stages.

A prototype KBS system was developed at the Sheffield Hallam University. The
system incorporates all knowledge related to design specification and codes of
practice, materials and components workmanship considerations and procedures. The
knowledge collated allows the KBS to be used before or during the construction
process. The system may be used during the sketch design and detailed design stage
of the construction process (Ahmed and Stephenson, 1997).

3.2.8 Subsidence – diagnosis and management
SCAMS is a KBS developed at the University of Teeside to provide guidance to

engineers in the engineering management of subsidence cases (Scott and Anumba,
1996; Scott, 1997). It offers intelligent advice and addresses three key aspects -
diagnosis of a subsidence case, choice of an appropriate course of investigations, and
specification of effective remedial measures. The knowledge encapsulated within the
system has been obtained from literature, domain experts, case studies and an
industry survey. The system:

• serves as a decision support system for experienced engineers and provides
guidance for inexperienced engineers;

• leads to reduced repair costs due to more appropriate investigations and more
effective remedial measures;

• aids understanding and ensures greater consistency in evaluation and management;
• ensures all relevant geotechnical and structural engineering considerations are

taken into account;



SCAMS has been evaluated by domain experts and is being developed into a
commercial product.

4 How to decide on suitability of a knowledge-based solution for a problem

Many attempts to develop knowledge-based systems have failed. The reasons
for failure are normally the same as those for conventional information systems.
Failure is not normally due to technical aspects of the knowledge-based technologies
used. The most common reasons for failure are: insufficient business justification;
lack of support from project stakeholders; and organisational issues.

AIAI at The University of Edinburgh has developed a methodology for
determining the feasibility of a given knowledge based system application (Filby
1997). This comprises an assessment of:

1. Business Feasibility (e.g. improvements in the quality of decision making; a
reduction in staff costs; preserving knowledge which was vulnerable to loss;
etc.) weighted against the possible costs that will be incurred e.g. hardware and
software costs; running cost (backups and maintenance); etc.

2. Project Feasibility e.g. the commitment, availability and skills of all the project
stakeholders should be considered.

3. Organisational Feasibility e.g. whether the organisation is currently undergoing
any organisational changes; what impact the system will have on tasks preceding
and following the task supported by the system; a full understanding of the main
functions/processes along with their associated information; training staff within
the organisation to install, maintain and manage information and the proposed
technology; existence of a champion to lead the introduction of such systems.

4. Technical Feasibility e.g. the type of task - synthesis tasks are often harder than
analysis tasks; risks - tasks with major risks should be identified and their impact
on the development determined; these should be implemented first to reduce the
overall risk to the project; the type of reasoning –if it is primarily symbolic
reasoning based on expertise then a KBS should be suitable; requirement for
common-sense knowledge - if this is required to solve the problems, it is likely to
be infeasible; etc.

5 Conclusions

• KB/AI techniques can successfully be used to capture and re-use best practice
‘knowledge’. This has been demonstrated most clearly in non-construction
industry sectors. Consideration should be given to refocusing construction
research on to practical industry needs.

• The precise techniques used are of less importance than the industry needs –
decision support systems capturing experience can be constructed in many cases
using more traditional IT techniques. A methodology to allow the assessment of



an organisation’s existing skills and knowledge and to identify the key gaps and
opportunities for improvement is needed.

• The small market size for software in the construction industry and other factors
make the development of many stand-alone DSS problematic. A more promising
approach would be to develop a library of Web-based tools that could be shared.
The incorporation of common sense ‘intelligence’ into Classes of Objects through
the IAI is one way forward. The development of tools, which could be used by
individual companies or interest groups to add additional, specific and possibly
proprietary knowledge, would also be very helpful.

• There is a need for documented Case Studies that demonstrate concrete benefits.
• Means need to be established to allow industry to obtain advice on feasibility of

decision support systems to address their needs. This could be a role for a network
of experts
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Abstract

This paper describes a distributed service architecture that enables the delivery of
building design services over the Internet.  With this architecture, it is possible to
rapidly deploy various services, both new and legacy applications, that can be easily
accessed via the Internet.  As examples of services, the prototype implements a top-
level brokering service, a project manager service with a companion CAD package
service, and a set of disabled building code analysis services.

Keywords: automation, distributed object environment, World-Wide Web (WWW),
Computer-Aided Design (CAD), Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)

1 Introduction

Traditional CAD systems are monolithic in that all functions or “services” are
bundled in a software package.   With the maturation of information and
communication technologies, the concept that distributed CAD services are delivered
over the Internet, Internet-based Computer-Aided Design, is becoming a reality.
Regli (1997) outlined the technologies that are now readily available to make the
network-enabled CAD environment possible. Specifically, the technologies include a
standard product model and a distributed object environment that allows for the
development and transfer of a design based on the standard product model.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2590-2600.
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This paper describes a prototype implemented to illustrate a framework that
provides building design services over the Internet.  The framework provides a means
to distribute design services in a modular and systematic way.  With this
infrastructure, users have the ability to select appropriate design services (as opposed
to having to use a large monolithic design tool) and can easily replace a service if a
superior service becomes available without having to recompile the existing services
being used.  With the standardization of the communication protocol and the
exchange of product model data, integration of legacy applications as well as
deployment of new design packages becomes a straightforward task. As examples of
services, the prototype implements a top-level brokering service, project manager
service with a companion CAD package service, and a set of disabled building code
analysis services.

2 Infrastructure of the framework

Fig. 1 shows the conceptual network-enabled framework for a distributed
service.  In this framework, each individual service adheres to a two- or three-tiered
architecture.  The first mandatory tier, a communication protocol interface, gives the
application services a common means to send and receive data over the Internet.  The
optional middle tier, the common product model interface, is a standard protocol that
describes the design data for a design service.  The mandatory third tier is the core of
the service—if the service is a design service, it extracts the appropriate information
of the building design through the common product model interface and either
modifies the design data or generates a report based on the analysis of the data.

Service Core

Communication
Interface

Service Core

Communication
Interface

Product Model
Interface

Internet

Service Core

Communication
Interface

Product Model
Interface

Service Core

Communication
Interface

Product Model
Interface

Fig. 1: A conceptual diagram of the distributed service architecture



As shown in Fig. 1, a non-design service does not need the product model
interface that is present in the design services.  An application package can register its
services (the dashed line in Fig. 1) with a brokering service and advertise its services
in the infrastructure.  Another service will query the brokering service for the
existence of services in the distributed service architecture.  Note that a design service
can also act as a brokering service.  The registration and query service is based on a
predetermined constraint language.  In the following, the design of the multi-tiered
architecture is examined in detail.

2.1 The Mandatory communication protocol interface
Methods that define the communication protocol interface that are made

publicly available by a service is illustrated in Fig. 2.  Following the object-oriented
paradigm, the “exposed” methods are the points of entry into a service, but the actual
implementation of these methods is dependent on the individual broker or service.

module DistributedServiceArchitecture
{
interface Service;

typedef sequence<boolean> BooleanArray;
typedef sequence<Service> ServiceArray;
typedef sequence<string> StringArray;

interface Service
{
void registerService(in Service service);
Service getRegisteredService(in string serviceId, in string serviceType);
ServiceArray getRegisteredServices();

string getServiceId();
string getServiceType();
void putServiceType(in string serviceType);
void putServiceId(in string serviceId);

void execute (in Service callingService, in string sessionId, in string command);
boolean getStatus(in Service callingService, in string sessionId);
void notifyService(in Service calledService, in string sessionId, in StringArray data);

void clear(in Service callingService, in string sessionId);
boolean containsKey(in Service callingService, in string sessionId, in string key);
BooleanArray containsKeys(in Service callingService, in string sessionId, in StringArray keys);
string get(in Service callingService, in string sessionId, in string key);
StringArray gets(in Service callingService, in string sessionId, in StringArray keys);
void put(in Service callingService, in string sessionId, in string key, in string data);
void puts(in Service callingService, in string sessionId, in StringArray keys, in StringArray data);
void remove(in Service callingService, in string sessionId, in string key);
void removes(in Service callingService, in string sessionId, in StringArray keys);

};
};

Fig. 2: The communication protocol interface



In the simple prototype implementation, the brokering portion of the interface
defines two methods, registerService() and getRegisteredService().
For the purposes of the prototype, this simple interface is sufficient to illustrate the
minimum specification of a broker. In addition, one service can execute a command
in another service using the execute()method, and the called service can then
notify the calling service when the execution is complete using the
notifyService()method.

The interface for communication of design data is also very simple with
puts() and gets() being the most important methods.  The puts() method
sends the product model to the service with two arguments, a string identifying the
name of the model and a stream of data that defines the model.  The gets() method
returns a model with the name identified by the single string argument.

In a previous prototype, the brokering methods were contained in a separate
brokering object than the service object (Han 1999).  However, allowing services to
register and query other services provides the most flexibility and better distributed
functionality.  Following the distributed service paradigm, services may be
distributed as processes of one CPU, processes of a multi-processor system, or among
workstations within a cluster.  When services register with a higher-level service, this
higher-level service can execute commands of the registered services as threads.
With this small set of methods, the communication protocol layer is fully functional
and can be utilized by an application that operates within the distributed network-
based environment.

2.2 The optional product model interface for design services
The availability of multiple design services suggests a mapping of each

service’s design data representation to a common model.  Without this lingua franca,
a process that needs to use a specific service would need to have a mapping of its
representation of the design data to the service’s design data representation, and the
need to use a new service would require additional mapping.

With the multi-tiered service architecture illustrated in Fig. 1, the product model
interface has been deliberately decoupled from the communication protocol interface.
Using a distributed object paradigm, it would have been possible to expose the
objects or building components of a common product model in the communication
protocol interface, thus combining the communication protocol and product model
layers.  However, if the objects (and their attributes and relationships) are made
public at the communication protocol level, as the product model evolves, the
communication protocol must also evolve to take into account the product model
evolution.  By decoupling the two layers, it is up to the individual service whether the
product model interface needs to be modified to accommodate the product model
evolution.  Finally, since some services do not require the product model layer,
separating it from the communication layer allows for a smaller communication
protocol.

As previously noted, the puts() and gets() methods of the
communications protocol interface take as input and output a stream of design data as
strings.  In decoupling the two layers and keeping the infrastructure general, the



trade-off comes in the efficiency of sending the design data.  Although there are no
restrictions on how the string array is imposed by the infrastructure itself, in the
prototype, the string array is a description of the model in EXPRESS format.

2.3 The mandatory service core
There is a distinction between the functionality of a non-design and a design

service core.  For a non-design service, the core layer will simply process queries and
the registration of services.  Since there is no product model associated with a non-
design service, no transformation or modification of a product model is required.

Any design service needs to extract a view or a diagram from the product model
(Clancy 1985).  The transformation from the product model to a view or a diagram is
unique to the application.  The core of the design service needs to map the common
product model data to its own design data representation.  If part of the task of the
design service is to modify the product model that has been deposited into its
repository, the service must then perform a reverse mapping from its own design data
representation back to the common product model to update the model.  Otherwise,
the service simply generates a report.

3 The distributed service architecture prototype

This section describes the technologies used to implement the distributed
service architecture for building design services as illustrated in Fig. 3. The service
communication protocol layer is implemented using CORBA. CORBA provides a
high-level distributed object paradigm that is well-suited to implement a network-
based distributed service architecture.  A combination of a simple, flexible generic
product model and the geometric properties of the International Alliance of
Interoperability (IAI) Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)  (Industry 1997) is
employed as the common product model for the design services.

Java is employed as the programming language to implement most parts of the
distributed service architecture.  Java’s well-designed object-oriented structure and
platform independence were the influencing factors in using it as the implementing
programming language.  The wide proliferation of the Internet can be attributed to the
ease of World-Wide Web access, so taking advantage of this environment was
appropriate.  When interaction was needed within the Web browser environment,
Java applets could be seamlessly integrated into the Java-written distributed
architecture.  The CAD service employs a Java applet to create browser-based
interfaces.
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Fig. 3: A distributed service architecture implementation

3.1 The common distributed object environment
The communication protocol interface shown in Fig. 2 is the Interface

Definition Language (IDL) file used to generate the CORBA-related Java source
code.  Though applications access objects and their methods defined in the IDL file in
a distributed object environment across the Internet, from the application’s point of
view, these objects and methods are treated as local entities.  This concept underlines
the power of the CORBA paradigm.

One feature of CORBA is the Naming Service which allows distributed objects
or applications to register and locate other distributed objects or applications at a
common location by name (Vogel and Duddy 1997).  The order in which the various
distributed applications are launched is critical: The Naming Service must be
launched first.   For the prototype, a top-level broker service called “SimpleTrader” is
the first process that registers with the Naming Service since the design services will
register with the broker.  The design services must be launched before their respective
clients (the CAD service is a client to the project manager service).  One
responsibility of the project manager service to query the broker for the availability of
design services.  If a design service has not been launched (and therefore has not
registered with the broker), when the broker is queried by the project manager service
for that design service, the broker will simply inform the project manager service that
the requested design service is not available.

3.2 The common building product model for design services
The communication protocol interface specifies methods for sending and

retrieving a building model from a service without the interface having any
knowledge about the semantics of the building model.  However, understanding the
semantics of the building model is the responsibility of the product model interface.
In the prototype, a generic and flexible product model is used.  A generic building
component, GenericComponent, has only an identification string and three fields



defining its form, function, and behavior.  The form is described using the IAI IFC
geometric representation scheme.  Fig. 4 illustrates the product model hierarchy.
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IfcBoundingBox
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IfcAxis2Placement3D

Relationship

Table

Fig. 4: The common product model hierarchy

The product model interface constructs an internal representation of the design
data from the data stream.  The only restriction mandated by the common product
model interface is that the core of the design service accesses the building
components in the repository by the name of the model and the name of the building
component.

4 The Services

4.1 The top-level broker: a non-design service
As previously noted, a non-design service does not require the common product

model interface, and the top-level broker is an example of a non-design service (see
Fig. 3).  The top-level broker registers with the CORBA Naming Service and waits
for other services (in this case, the design services) to register with the top-level
broker.  When an application queries the top-level broker about the existence of a
particular registered service, the top-level broker will reply by returning the
applicable service object to the querying application.  Once the querying application
receives the applicable service object, the querying application is able to interact with



that applicable service object by sending the appropriate design data.

4.2 The project manager service with a client CAD service
The project manager is a very simple service to illustrate the functionality of the

communication protocol and product model interface.  Since the main function of the
project manager service is to act as a repository of building models, the service core
layer does not perform any design data extraction and analysis from the building
model that resides in the product model interface. The only other function the project
manager service has is to process queries from the registered client CAD service by
first passing the queries to the broker and then transferring the service object that the
broker has returned back to the CAD package.  In an enterprise environment, instead
of simply acting as a pass-through mechanism, the project manager service would
authenticate a CAD service when the CAD service registers with the project manager.
The project manager would also act as a security agent that would filter the CAD
package’s service request depending on the constraints of the specific project.

The client CAD service, a combination of a Java Applet and a Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML) (“Information” 1997) interface, is launched when its
Web page is accessed.  Fig. 5 depicts the details of the CAD package architecture.
The applet first retrieves the project manager service object from the CORBA
Naming Service and registers with the project manager.  It can then send requests to
the project manager using the gets() and puts() exposed methods. The third tier
or service core of the client CAD package includes the UI.  The Java applet handles
the textual UI, and the applet communicates with the VRML graphical UI using the
VRML External Authoring Interface (EAI) (Marrin 1997).  The various
aforementioned Web browser-associated technologies allow rapid prototyping of the
client CAD package.

The CAD package can retrieve building models either from the project manager
service repository or from a static local model file, which is in EXPRESS file format.
The retrieved model can be viewed, modified, and saved back to the project manager
repository.  In addition, the CAD package queries the project manager for the
available design applications that have been registered, and it can send the model that
is currently being developed to the design applications.

4.3 The Disabled Access Code Analysis Application Services
The disabled access code analysis application is an example of a set of

hierarchically structured design services.  By structuring an application as a set of
service modules, the application can be distributed across a network of processors or
a cluster of workstations.  If the service modules are initialized on the same
workstation, it is the responsibility of the workstation’s operating system to distribute
the modules as separate processes in a single-processor machine or among the
processors of a multi-processor machine.  Currently, to distribute service modules of
a particular application within a cluster environment, the service modules have to be
manually initialized on separate workstations.  Following the distributed object
paradigm of location transparency, a service that registers other services does not
know whether the registering service resides on the same workstation or on a
different workstation in the cluster.
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As shown in Fig. 6, the top-level service of the disabled access code analysis
application registers with the top-level broker service described in Section 4.1. Two
service modules of the disabled access application in turn register with the top-level
disabled access service.  One of these modules is a path-planning service that
analyzes a design for the existence of an accessible path using motion planning
techniques described by Latombe (1991) and Han (1999).  The other module initiates
a chain of modules that the disabled accessibility application uses to decompose the
design in a hierarchical manner.  The chain consists of modules that decompose the
design on the project level, site level, building level, story level, space level, and
finally on a cell or sub-space level.  This hierarchy mirrors the implemented product
model hierarchy.

The top-level design service receives the design data from another application
(such as the previously described CAD service).  The top-level design service acts as
a broker for the path-planning service since it does not actually send design data to it.
The top-level design service, does however, send design data through the chain of
service modules.  Each of these modules uses the path-planning service by first
querying the top-level design service for the path-planning service object.  Once the
particular service module in the chain receives the pertinent path-planning data, it
further decomposes the design model by sending parts of the design to the next
module in the chain.
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5 Discussion

This paper has described a distributed service architecture that allows design
services to be incorporated into a modular network-enabled infrastructure. By
providing a modular infrastructure, services can be added or updated without re-
compilation or re-initialization of existing services.  In addition, by allowing portions
of a service to be further modularized and to register with a parent service, separate
tasks of an application can be distributed over the network.  Other building-design-
related services than the ones described can be implemented and linked to the
network infrastructure.  For example, if a building component inventory service is
implemented, a designer could query such a service for the availability and pricing of
a specific component such as a fixture, an appliance, etc.

The infrastructure is contingent on the interfaces for the communication
protocol and the common product model that is required for design services.
Standardizing a communication protocol and decoupling it from the product model
interface has its advantages and drawbacks.  The major advantage is that the
communication protocol interface does not depend on changes (updates and
evolution) of the product model since the stream of design data is object-independent;
it is the responsibility of the product model protocol to parse the design data stream.
The major disadvantage is the inefficiency of the transmission of the design data from
service to service.

Finally, the distributed service architecture prototype described in this paper
does not address issues of security raised by Regli (1997) and others (for example,
see Wiederhold et al. (1997) and version control (Krishnamurthy 1996)).  Security
issues could be addressed in the communication protocol interface and the project
manager service while version control could be incorporated in the common product
model interface.
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SIMULATION OF CONSTRUCTION OPERATION WITH DIRECT INPUTS
OF PHYSICAL FACTORS
Simulation with first-order factors
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Abstract

The deterministic approach to estimating the production rate of a construction
operation assumes constant midpoint physical attributes without addressing the effect
of randomness of job conditions.  On the other hand, most simulation models bypass
physical factors and rely on second-order inputs of probability distributions of task
times, the judgements of which have been cited as difficult for users to make.  This
paper presents an alternative approach to production estimation, based on simulating
directly the effects of changing job factors on task times, while addressing the
probabilistic nature of construction.  The neural network model is used as the
computing mechanism for determining the cycle times of the equipment in given
conditions and provides the basis for estimation.  The obtained times are then fed
directly into a discrete-event simulation model to simulate the process and establish
the production capacity of the system as constrained by first-order factors.  The
approach is illustrated using a hypothetical excavating and hauling operation while
the object-oriented programming technique is used to implement the computing
procedure.

Keywords: construction productivity, excavation operation, neural network, discrete
event simulation, object oriented programming
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1 Introduction

The maximum production rate that can be achieved for an on-site mechanised
construction operation is dependent on the production capacity of the set-up of the
employed equipment resources working in the given physical environment.  The
estimate of this capacity will be the basis for the expected speed of the operation
which is obtained by applying further a percentage efficiency factor to reduce the
maximum rate.  The result is then used in cost and time estimation for the involved
project.

The scope of the current paper is to study methods for estimating the above-
mentioned maximum capacity as constrained by physical job factors only, without
considering non-physical or management factors that influence operation efficiency.
Existing estimating methods are reviewed and commented before a proposed method
is presented, which is based on neural network models for computing task times from
physical factors while embedded in discrete event simulation.  The common
excavation and hauling operation is used throughout the discussion and comparison
of the methods.

2 Existing estimating methods: deterministic  vs. stochastic

The traditional deterministic method is most commonly used for production
estimation for construction operations.  With this method, fixed average job
conditions are assumed even though the conditions encountered are changeable.  The
production capacity of the leading resource of a system is usually first estimated
according to such assumptions to determine the output rate of the set-up which
includes other resources that work together.

For example, in an excavation and hauling operation which employs an
excavator and a fleet of trucks, the excavator is the leading resource whose digging
capacity determines the number of truck loads that can be produced at most.  Since
the excavator’s maximum hourly production depends on the number of digging cycles
achievable per hour, its average cycle time for the job needs to be estimated first.
With the deterministic method, midpoint values of work dimensions and conditions,
i.e. average depth of cut, average swing angle, average soil properties are assumed
and used in estimating the average cycle time and thus the production rate.  Similarly,
fixed haul conditions are assumed in estimating the average truck travel time for
determining the system production for a given number of trucks.



If considering the overhead time spent by the excavator repositioning itself after
each truck load, the deterministic estimates of the production capacity of the
operation can be obtained as follows:
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where Xmax = operation production (m3 per hour)
Tl = loading time per truck (minutes)
Tr = excavator reposition time after each truck load (minutes)
Vt = volume per truck load (m3)
N = number of trucks
Nb = balanced number of trucks

Further, Tl and Nb can be obtained as follows:
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where tc = average digging cycle time (seconds)
Vb = bucket volume (m3)
Tt = average truck cycle time (including spot time, hauling time, dump time,

and return time but excluding loading time, minutes)

More details on the deterministic method can be found in many publications
such as Nunnally (1987), Caterpillar (1988), and Gransberg (1996).  Despite its wide
use, one acknowledged important problem with the above method is that it ignores
the effects of changing job conditions and random task times, which are prevalent in
real situations, and at times this might lead to inaccurate results.

To better model the randomness existing in construction operations, many
researches have suggested stochastic simulation based methods and programs, which
often are intended for general uses instead of a particular type of operation.  Using
such  packages to estimate an operation’s production will require inputs of probability
distributions of task times, relations among tasks, and types and numbers of
resources.  During a simulation run, task times are sampled from the inputted
distributions and events are generated through the period of the operation to



accumulate productions and compute various statistics.  For more about such discrete
event simulation models, see McCahill and Bernold (1993).

The critical information needed for using the above general purpose simulation
method is the probabilistic task times which are determined by the user based on past
data.  The model itself is not concerned with the influence of physical job conditions
(or first order factors) such as work dimension and soil type on task times (or second
order factors).  Its ability to deal with closely the relation between first and second
order factors for a particular operation has to be sacrificed in order for it to be general,
but the user will in the same time lose the feel of the impact of first order factors on
the final results.  This problem has been cited as hindrance to wider use of simulation
models (Schexnayder 1997).

3 Proposed method: simulation with physical factors

As an alternative approach to estimating an operation’s production capacity, the
proposed method is based on computing directly the effects of physical factors on
task times meanwhile simulating the work flows of the employed resources to
establish the production rate.  Since the exact job conditions change constantly in a
random manner and the speeds of equipment resources will vary accordingly, the
probabilistic nature of production in the construction environment is addressed.

To cater for the special attributes of each task involved in a particular type of
operation, certain computing mechanisms will have to be developed as the basis for
estimating task times.  They will be embedded in the discrete event simulation
program as modules to be called by the main procedure when tasks are enacted.  For
reasons of computing efficiency and complex mapping ability, it is suggested to use
the neural network model as the common mechanism to provide task times in given
conditions for the simulation process.  Each task will require a neural network pre-
trained on observed performance data for the employed equipment to perform the
following mapping function:

(x1, x2, …, xN) => T (5)

where x1, x2, …, xN = parameters for physical job conditions
T = task time

For example, the neural network model’s input parameters for an excavator will
be depth of cut, angle of swing, and type of soil, while its output will be excavator
digging cycle time.  The neural network model’s input parameters for a truck will be
gross weight, total resistance (grade plus rolling), and travel distance, while its output
will be truck travel time.

Training data for a neural network can be obtained from site observations of
equipment performance or from the manual prepared by the manufacturer for that
particular model of excavator or truck.  Details of developing a neural network model



for estimating productivity of construction equipment can be found in Chao and
Skibniewski (1994).

For reasons of system modularity and flexibility, it is suggested to use the object
oriented technique to implement the system design and develop the simulation
programs.  In such programs, each task and resource of an operation is represented by
an object which is a combination of relevant data and functions.  In the case of typical
excavation and hauling operations, the simulation system developed in C++ will
include the following components:
• a main function that initiates the attributes of a job, creates the objects for the

job, contains the simulation algorithms, and outputs the results
• an excavator object that includes the excavator’s characteristics and a function

for estimating its digging cycle time for given digging parameters
• a series of truck objects that each include a truck’s characteristics and a

function for estimating its travel time for given haul parameters
• truck-loading task objects that each include the excavator and truck objects

concerned, the excavation attributes, and a loading time estimating function
The structure and weights of a neural network trained for an excavator or truck

for cycle time estimating will be imported from an external file by the excavator or
truck object concerned.  For more about developing an object oriented application for
estimating task times in construction, see Chao (1998).

Due to the randomness introduced in the simulation process, each independent
run of an operation will result in a somewhat different production rate achievable, and
hence a large sample of, say, 100 runs should be obtained to find out the average
production level as the estimated operation capacity.  The method presented above is
illustrated using a numerical example of the excavating and hauling operation in the
following.

4 Illustrative example

Assume the scenario of an excavation and hauling operation with a medium size
hydraulic excavator digging in medium job conditions and loading a fleet of off-
highway trucks one by one which will then travel individually to a dump to dump the
load and travel back for another load.  The model of the trucks used has an empty
weight of 31 ton and a maximum gross weight of 67 ton.  The excavator’s features
and a summary of the job conditions are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.



Table 1: Features of excavator

Heaped bucket capacity 1.7 m3
Maximum depth of cut 5.8 m
Width of undercarriage 3.0 m
Optimum horizontal reach 5.5 m
Maximum horizontal reach 8.0 m
Effective reposition speed 0.15 m/sec
Set-up time per reposition 10 sec

Table 2: Job conditions of example excavation and hauling operation

Depth of excavation (m) 3.6
Type of soil II (common earth)
Unit weight of soil (kg/m3 in bank measure) 1840
Load factor of soil 0.80
Bucket fill factor of soil 0.80 - 1.10
Haul distance (m) 1600
Total resistance of haul road to dump (%) 12
Total resistance of haul road to excavation (%) 3

The excavator will finish the excavation in strips of equal width while being
positioned on the bench with bench height equal to the depth of the excavation.
During digging and loading it will have its front facing the work zone, the width of
which equal to its undercarriage width in order to minimise the swing angles from cut
locations to the truck positioned on one side of the excavator.  After each truck load
the excavator will move backward to reposition itself and start another truck load.

The cut location for each digging cycle will be set randomly within the work
zone so that all locations have equal chance to be reached.  The swing angle and
depth of cut that defines a cut location will vary accordingly to the effect of changing
digging cycle times and truck-loading times.

Since exactly how much material contained in each bucket load is uncertain,
the bucket fill factor is assumed to vary randomly within the range shown in Table 2.
The work volume (m3, bank measure) completed in a digging cycle will be calculated
as heaped bucket capacity times bucket fill factor times load factor, with an average
of 1.29 m3.

Consequently, the volume of a truck load, which needs 15 buckets to fill it, will
not be a definite number but vary accordingly.  The changing gross vehicle weight
will lead to a different truck travel time to the dump.

Based on the considerations described above and the concepts presented in the
previous section, the required modules of a simulation program can be developed to
solve the production estimation problem for the given job conditions as well as other



similar operation scenarios.  The common back propagation algorithm can be used to
train the two neural networks embedded in the program.

Training data for the neural networks in this example was obtained from
Nunnally (1987) and Caterpillar (1988), for excavator cycle times and truck travel
times, respectively.  A summary of the characteristics of the two neural networks
developed is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Summary of neural networks used

Network Attributes Excavator cycle time
estimating network

Truck cycle time
estimating network

No. of training sets 72 52
No. of hidden layer nodes 8 11
No. of training cycles 12000 18000
System error 0.000012 0.000012
Average error 0.67% 0.94%
Maximum error 2.31% 2.81%

For the given job conditions (work zone width of 3 m, maximum depth of cut of
3.6 m, and type II soil), the frequency distribution of the excavator’s digging cycle
times produced by the neural network model is shown in Fig. 1.  For cut locations
throughout the excavation, the cycle times range from 16.5 to 20.5 seconds, with a
mean of tc = 18.3 seconds and standard deviation of σ = 0.81 seconds.  The average
loading time per truck calculated using (3) will then be Tl = 4.6 minutes.

33 10 16.894 16.5 4.807692
34 29 17.282 17 13.94231
35 40 17.762 17.5 19.23077
36 49 18.264 18 23.55769
37 42 18.737 18.5 20.19231
38 21 19.229 19 10.09615
39 11 19.701 19.5 5.288462
40 5 20.187 20 2.403846
41 1 20.54 20.5 0.480769
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Fig. 1: Frequency distribution of digging cycle times

Assume that each truck load requires the truck to spend a fixed time of 1.8
minutes in manoeuvring and dumping and that the operation runs continuously for
210 minutes (3.5 hours).  The average hourly production from 100 independent



simulation runs is taken as the estimated capacity of the system that employs a certain
number of trucks.  As shown in Fig. 2, where the results are plotted against the
numbers of trucks used ranging from 1 to 10, the production level achieved when a
sufficient number of trucks (more than 3) are employed is around 236 m3 per hour.

A comparison of simulation versus deterministic estimates is also shown in Fig.
2.  While the former is based on all cut locations and a changing bucket fill factor, the
latter is based on the midpoint of the work zone and excavation depth and a fixed
bucket fill factor, which result in a digging cycle time of 17.8 seconds, a truck loading
time of 4.45 minutes, a truck cycle time of 11.1 minutes, and a system capacity of
241.3 m3 per hour.  For this example, the deterministic method over-estimates the
productions consistently because it under-estimates the task times needed.

1 74.576 74.03
2 149.15 148.09
3 223.73 222.22
4 241.27 236.22
5 241.27 236.51
6 241.27 236.48
7 241.27 236.38
8 241.27 236.42
9 241.27 236.38
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Fig. 2: System production estimates

5 Conclusions

A neural network based simulation method for estimating the production of a
construction operation is presented.  The objective is to establish the system capacity
as constrained by first-order factors.  Because of the tedious and complex calculations
involved, the traditional deterministic method uses simplifications for a short cut to
the solution which sometimes will lead to inaccuracy.  A more realistic estimation is
made possible with the use of neural network computing within the framework of
discrete event simulation while developed using the object oriented technique.  As
shown in the illustrative example, a complex real world problem involving many
variables becomes tractable.  However, such programs will have to be built specially
for a particular type of operation, because the performance of various types and
models of equipment in construction is influenced by a variety of physical parameters
in unique ways.
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REVERSE PROPAGATION OF DATA FOR BUILDING MANAGEMENT
Reverse propagation of data

R W HOWARD
Department of Planning, Technical University of Denmark

Abstract

Lifetime data for the management of buildings is becoming more feasible and is now
expected by more facilities managers. It should be possible to extract the data related
to the building fabric and systems from that generated during design and construction.
For this to be just what the users require and in the form they require it, depends upon
their involvement at an early stage of a project. Reverse propagation can then enable
their wishes to influence the data collected so that redundant data is not produced and
does not cause confusion. New forms of procurement such as partnering, allow this
early involvement; alternatively there must be standards to define the general form of
management data. In Denmark the CIS-CAD system defines a simple format being
tested on a series of projects. It extracts information needed for statutory authorities
and management, and examples are given based on continuing experience of its use.
The principles of reverse propagation are discussed and the trend in databases to
allow input from both ends of the process. This will eventually allow a more precise
and economic definition of the building model and core data needed for management.

Keywords: building management, facilities, model, CAD, reverse propagation

1 Introduction

Like any new discipline, Facilities Management has grown beyond its original
requirements for managing buildings more effectively. As the value of property has
risen, and the demands of occupants have increased, the need for better management
of the space occupied by a business has resulted in a major industry. The field of FM
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now requires a wide range of management techniques (Alexander 1997) including:
• Quality management
• Value management
• Risk management
• Environmental management
• Information management
• Project management

This diversity has tended to make FM just another management discipline and
to relegate the building fabric to a minor element within the total operation of a
business. There is a need for those in construction to focus on building management
which regards a building as an organism which is defined at conception and should
carry useful data with it throughout its life.

It is perhaps understandable that property owners, acquiring several buildings of
different ages, will want to resurvey each of them to capture data needed for
management in the form that suits their policy. However, a growing number of new
buildings are constructed from data models that contain much of the data needed for
management. Until now it has been difficult for the eventual user of a building to
specify the content and format of the data needed. But, with new forms of
procurement, such as partnering and Design, Build and Operate, the user and owner
are more likely to be known when design commences.

Any building project involves a growing body of information, from the client's
brief, added to by designers, given as instructions to contractors and, sometimes, data
specifically added for maintenance and control of the resulting building. This has led
to a one-directional structure adding detail as the process develops and often resulting
in an excess of information which may be passed on to building managers in an
unsuitable form. The reason for generating excess information is that so often
disputes in building result from inadequate, or late, information. With the new spirit
of partnering promoted in the UK by the Latham (Latham 1994) and Egan (Egan
1998) reports, a more efficient and effective exchange of data should be possible.

2 New patterns of project data

Information technology, particularly that of databases, has developed from a
hierarchical form (1), to a network of relational items, and now to classes of objects
sharing and inheriting attributes. The implication is still that data is input from the
beginning of a process and extracted at the later stages (2). A more useful approach,
involving reverse propagation, would be to think of the necessary data being specified
from either end of a process, and being supplied by the most appropriate member of
the project team (3). Each member of the team can then extract only the data they
need from the building model which they have helped to specify. Fig 1.



Fig. 1: Development of project data flows towards a reverse propagation
network

With reverse propagation, the data needed is specified by the user, and the total
data set should not exceed that specified by all those involved in a project at some
stage. The client inputs the basic requirement but is advised by the designers what is
possible and what additional data is needed. The designers' instructions can meet the
specified needs of a pre-appointed contractor, who can add experience from a
production model such as that proposed in Model Based Construction Process
Management (Laitinen 1998). Product manufacturers and specialist suppliers now
contribute more data to a building project and the managers of the building, if
involved early, can specify the data they need for operation and maintenance. The
result should be the elimination of data that is transferred because one member of the
team is ignorant of the needs of others or fearful of not providing enough.

Reverse propagation is carried out in several stages with the data user's
requirements being specified first, input of this data by designers and contractors, then
delivery of just the data needed when the project is completed. An example might be
performance specification where a designer describes the conditions which a product
or material has to fulfil, and suppliers will offer their solutions to be selected by the
designer or contractor. The customer is given increasing importance in new ways of
organising the building process. This should involve the building manager in
specifying the needs for management data. The project team then have to respond to
this by ensuring that it is included within all the project data and that it can be
extracted and delivered on completion of the building. Reverse propagation just
reflects the customer's importance in the organisation of building data.



3 Types of data used on a building project

If the types of data on a building project are analysed, they can be classified as:
• General data on building
• Required by statutory authorities
• Specified by the client
• Required for development and analysis of the design
• Required for presenting the design to client, authorities, public, etc
• Instructions to contractors and suppliers
• Instructions for maintaining and managing a building

To these can be added the administrative data needed to establish the
relationships and responsibilities of those involved, and the inevitable missing items
that no one has specified and which can cause problems at the later stages of a
project.

Types of data that are superfluous after completion of construction include:
much of the general data on building, some of that required by statutory authorities,
design analysis apart from that which might be required in altering the building,
presentation material used to inform or impress the client, and instructions to
contractors which do not contain information on the materials or components used in
the building. Often this data is passed over to building managers when their real needs
lie in instructions for maintenance and control of systems in the building.

With traditional contracts there is a general understanding of the data needed by
each member of the team and who usually supplies it. In newer forms of procurement
these questions, on the data needed and responsibility for its supply, must be
redefined. The British Property Federation proposed a form of contract in the UK in
the 1980s which defined the roles of design manager and construction manager, and
the deliverables which each designer and contractor should provide. It proposed
relating payment to receipt of these, whether they were drawings delivered by
designers or work packages completed by contractors. But for a few trial projects, this
form of contract has been little used in spite of its clear definition of responsibilities.

4 The Danish CIS-CAD documentation

An example of reverse propagation is a Danish building ministry sponsored
project started in 1994 to define the data needed by various users to manage and
administer completed buildings. It was carried out by the BPS centret with
representatives of the ministry and advised by a project group of experienced
architects, engineers and contractors. It was revised under a project led by Ejvind Alf
Jensen and published as a set of guidelines in 1997 (Boligministeriet 97). It has been
tried on several housing projects, some of which have now been completed, and the
experience of the data management published. CIS-CAD regards the building model,
used in the design and construction process, as a resource for feeding three different
types of database used during the building's lifetime (Fig 2).



Fig. 2: Extraction of data used over the lifetime of a building - CIS-CAD

The management core data, extracted from whatever form the design and
construction data takes, is defined by the needs of three main types of user:

• Utilities - connections to gas, water, electricity, drainage, and site plans.
• Public authorities for property taxes, floor areas, standards addresses, etc
• Building owners and managers for management and maintenance

Some of this data is not very demanding but needs to be in conventional form.
The location of connections to the main services, and the calculation of floor areas,
must be given in precisely the form specified by the relevant authorities. Building
management data is more substantial but, where a building is commissioned by the
organisation which will manage it, and this is relatively common in Denmark, the
requirements for floor plans, details of equipment, maintenance schedules, etc, can be
specified for extraction from the design data.

CIS-CAD is realistic about models being defined in drawings, specifications
and quantities documents for some time yet, but requires the elements of building to
be regarded as objects. These are not necessarily objects in object-oriented systems or
Industry Foundation Class terms, but commonly coded elements which can be linked
by their codes. These codes are based on SfB Table 1 elements but add details
required by the authorities using the data. The system has yet to be widely deployed
but a number of trial projects have been carried out and it is strongly promoted by the
building ministry.

Experience has shown that building owners typically require data at one of two
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levels: just the site plan with administrative data, or a more complex model of the
building. At present few buildings in Denmark are designed using objects, although
the IT barometer survey showed a move towards more sophisticated CAD data
structures (Howard 1998). The Point add-on to Autocad is widely used and it can
provide object-based building models for CIS-CAD although these are not yet based
on the Industry Foundation Classes.

5 An example of CIS-CAD on a project

In 1996 a housing project in Naestved was built to a data structure based on
CIS-CAD used by the architects and engineers, but the Kommune which managed the
buildings did not then have sufficient CAD facilities to take over the graphic data. A
more complete example, which is still being built, is at Aalborg University where
Poul Sorgenfri Ottosen of the technical administration is leading some research into
management of buildings with advanced data structures. This is the second stage of
sector 8 and is again being designed by the consultants, Dall & Lindhartsen architects
and Carl Bro, engineers, using objects organised by SfB Table 1. (Fig 3)

Fig. 3: Image from Project Web site of new humanities building at Aalborg
University

The core data from these objects will be taken over by the technical
administration and used to manage the building based on CIS-CAD. However CIS-
CAD will need to change its current structure to be fully compliant with the SfB
codes which have been used by the designers. A detailed description of this important
project is given in two reports from Aalborg University (Aalborg 96 and 98). Poul
Sorgenfri Ottosen will be describing the design process and its relation to the Industry
Foundation Classes in another paper. The Building Ministry is supporting the work on
CIS-CAD and helping to ensure that the experience of using it is widely known. This



project is also of interest because the documents are held on a Web site accessible to
the firms involved, using a system called Project Web developed by Carl Bro A/S.
Once the data is held in a form which continues throughout the duration of a project
and all those, including clients and managers have access to it from the beginning,
then reverse propagation of the needs of users becomes possible.

6 Use of FM systems in Denmark

One potential problem with making management data available to client
organisations is that they may be using different facilities management systems to
handle the data. If the data structures and formats of their systems are known at the
beginning of the project, it may be possible to provide data in the right form, but it
would be preferable to have a common interchange format for FM systems, better
than the 2D DXF or DWG formats from Autocad. A study of the use of facilities
management software systems carried out by CIS-CAD (Boligministeriet 98) shows
this diversity. Although the use of such systems is at an early stage, the market is
shared by a number of different systems. These will each have their own data
structure although four use Autocad for their graphic data and two others use the SQL
database standard.
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7 The trend towards reverse propagation

Reverse propagation of data requires all those contributing to, or using, it to be
involved from an early stage. All links into the data model should be two way with
early input of their requirements by users of the data. Where some partners are
unknown, conventions or standards, where they exist, must be relied upon. Model sets
of data for building management would be a great advantage since so few building
occupants are known from the beginning of a project and they may change throughout
the life of the building. Most countries already have standard definitions of
construction data, for example the Coordinated Project Information system in the UK
(CPI 1987), but these are based upon traditional forms of document and elements
within them, such as the Standard Method of Measurement for building quantities in
CPI, are more detailed than the user of the data requires.

With partnering arrangements in place, an early task in any project should be for
the team to discuss data requirements and formats. The standards on CAD layers,
both international (ISO 13567, 1997) and British (BS 1192 Part5, 1998), define how
to structure CAD data, but the British standard also gives management guidelines on
the items that need to be agreed with regard to roles and responsibilities. This is the
opportunity to ensure that the data transferred between the partners is not excessive.
In Denmark, the PPB housing consortia carrying out a series of experimental,
typically prefabricated, housing projects, refer to their relationships as 'vertical
integration' which is similar to partnering. When the benefits of this have been
assessed by various research projects at DTU, it may demonstrate the benefits of
continuous relationships on a series of projects.

It is only these long term links which allow the end users of data to be involved
from the beginning and to specify the type and form of data they require. More such
projects will allow the benefits of reverse propagation to be clearly established and
for redundant information to be kept to the minimum. There is valuable experience
being gained in Denmark of the use of relatively simple systems for transferring data
from building design to management. This does require the needs of building
managers to be known and, when their general or specific requirements are defined at
an early stage, the benefits of reverse propagation can be attained.
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CONSTRAINTS OF PRODUCT MODELLING APPROACH IN BUILDING
Constraints of product modelling

Z. TURK
Faculty of Civil and Geodetic Engineering, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia.

Abstract

The ultimate goal of building product modelling has been to define the data structures
that could be used to describe our entire built environment. In spite of the huge size
and complexity of this task, the theoretical foundations of modelling received little
attention. In the paper the traditional foundations of the modelling approaches are
questioned. An unorthodox perspective on the computerised representation of the real
world is introduced. The view is based on Heidegger's philosophy and Winograd's
critique of artificial intelligence. The author exposes the difference between the mod-
elling of material phenomena (such as in structural mechanics) and the modelling of
knowledge and information. He makes a distinction between physical models and
anthropo-technical models. He claims that the latter are not objective but subjective.
This is the major constraint in using product model technology in building. The
author concludes that building product and process models do not model objective
reality but the modeller's subjective understanding of that reality Therefore several
correct but different models may exist. Based on the analysis the following informa-
tion technologies look promising: simple generic models that allow room for different
(even wrong) interpretations; generic software that allows uses outside the intended
scope; friendly software that does not build a barrier to engineer's being in the world;
non model-based software to support creative design; communication software to
support commitment negotiation instead of information exchange. Complete product
models and product models for creative design are not possible.

Keywords: Product models, modelling, structure, computers, expert systems, creative
design
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1 Introduction

In spite of extensive research there are still surprisingly few tools available, that
support creative design; few expert systems and AI tools have matured to commercial
levels; computable representations of standards are almost not existent; SGML based
structured documents are not used; product modelling has been around for a decade
yet standards are developed slowly and commercial applications are rare. On the
other hand, several information technologies have received almost no attention from
researchers, but are widely used in practice - for example mobile phone and fax tech-
nology, computer aided communication/co-ordination software, rather simple 2D
drafting software, spreadsheets, word processing software and file based, black-box
document management systems etc.

1.1 A better understanding of how humans operate is required
In this paper the author presents a philosophical background that explains this

difference. It explains some of the problems that the researchers and developers in
several fields of construction IT are facing. It does not solve them but suggests they
could be unsolvable and that, as engineers, we should try avoiding, rather than solv-
ing them. The philosophical background that will be used is radically different to the
tradition in which scientists are brought up and may, at first glance, appear unscien-
tific: it claims that the human mind does not primarily operate rationally on mind
models of the real world. Engineering software relies heavily on the models, but after
reaching a certain level of bureaucratic intelligence and efficiency, the models could
become an obstacle. The philosophy presented may or may not be correct, but it con-
tributes to deeper understanding of how humans work and think, and what computers
can do to help them.

1.2 Paper structure
In section "Modelling" the author defines the context of the paper - product and

process modelling. In section "Tradition" the traditional approach and philosophical
background of modelling are presented. Section "Hermeneutic constructivism" pres-
ents the alternative. In section "A hermeneutic perspective on product models" the
author argues that product models are subjective, cause blindness, harness creativity
and are of limited use. Section "Conclusions" summarises the main points and sug-
gests what kind of product and process models could be successful.

2 Modelling

A model is usually defined as an abstraction or simplification of reality. A bet-
ter term instead of "reality" is "original" or "universe of discourse (UoD)" because it
does not imply anything real. The process during which models are created is called
modelling. A person making a model is modeller. A formal model is a model that is
formally, usually mathematically or logically defined. To act intelligently in a do-
main, humans do not need a model of the domain, particularly not a formal one. For



example even though structural mechanics models were not existent in the Roman
time, great domes have been built. Even though we still do not have a construction
process model, construction processes are carried out. We can distinguish between
three kinds of models: physical, social and anthropo-technical models.

Physical models model phenomena of the physical world - for example a can-
tilever, an atom etc. Models can be verified with experiments and models themselves
do not change or influence the physical world: no matter what kind of theory we have
on the structural mechanical properties of a beam, if we put some load on the real
thing, it will deflect in the same way, regardless of our current theory. Sciences that
handle this kind of phenomena are often referred to as "hard sciences".

On the other hand, social models are trickier. For example if a model that poor
neighbourhoods have high crime rates is published, the people in the poor neighbour-
hood, aware of the model, might actively do something as a response to the model,
that could prove the model wrong. In this case the observer and the observed influ-
ence each other, making the models much more vulnerable and the related sciences
"softer".

2.1 What are building product models
Probably, because the computers in structural engineering were first used for

the computations of mechanical models and because they describe physical products,
we remained under the impression that when we talk about product models, these fall
into the "physical" category. But at this point we must make some more distinctions.

It is generally believed that in order to be useful, computers must know about
the domain in which they operate. In programs we define digital models of the origi-
nal. Since computer programs are created to be useful for more than one original, the
schema of the model and the model itself are separated. During systems analysis
programmers try to think of every possible original the program will encounter and
define a schema into which any original could fit. Instead of thinking about particular
instances they think about concepts common to all instances. We can therefore dis-
tinguish between (1) conceptual modelling that results in a data schema and related
code, and (2) engineering modelling, that results in data. Examples of concepts are "a
tower", "a door", "a window", "quality", "satisfaction" etc.

Product and process models model products and processes such as "the Eiffel
tower", "construction of the new Boston tunnel". Conceptual building product
models define concepts about buildings and define schemata into which data about
any building would fit. Data that fits the predefined building conceptual schema is
called structured data. Building products can also be described by unstructured
data (e.g. a GIF image). This data, since handled by a computer, fits some schema,
but not a specialised building schema.

Concepts being modelled are "physical" meaning that they are defined within a
"hard" physical theory. This theory, for example, defines that to calculate deflection
of the beam, we must know its geometry and module of elasticity, another may re-
quire also a Poisson's number. Conceptual modelling must define a schema into
which this data fits. The meaning of this data is defined within the theory.



2.2 Product models are not physical models
But building product models are much wider than that. They are defined as

"totality of all information about a building product throughout its entire life cycle"
(Bjoerk, 1989) - meaning that a union of all schemata for "hard" and "soft" theories is
required. But product models are not being defined in this way - bottom up - simply
because there is not a theory behind every process and behind every piece of data
about a building, that we would like product-model-based software to handle. So in-
stead of providing schemata for the data required within a self-contained, well-
defined universe, we are trying to define the schemata for the concepts that are in our
minds only. For example, if in process modelling we want to model a "resource" what
we do is ask ourselves what we believe a resource is and what we might, during a
building process, know about it. One might say that a person is-a kind of resource,
one might not. There is not a hard or soft theory that would tell us who is right. Ex-
isting computer applications that the process model should support could have differ-
ent notions about this issue.

2.3 Product models are anthropo-technical models
The author calls these kinds of models "anthropo-technical". Anthropo (and

not socio-) because they are based on an individual's understanding of the UoD.
Technical, because they are about the technical artefacts around us and because tech-
nology is used to handle them. These kinds of models are softest, most vulnerable and
unstable. A conceptual anthropo-technical model can change one's understanding of
the concepts themselves. The author calls this the vicious circle of modelling: “Re-
ality” of anthropo-technical topic is a matter of convention and not of an objectively
present reality: a group agrees what “really” is. For example does a “resource” in-
clude or exclude people. Models influence the mutual understanding of a topic: a
model of a “resource” makes people rethink or adapt to what they consider it to be.
So the model changes the universe that was observed and modelled. It should be
stressed, again, that in this case the universe, has been our own understanding of the
topic and not an "objective" real world.

3 Tradition

3.1 Intelligent action is based on mental representations of the real world
According to the traditional rationalistic philosophy the difference between the

"reality" and our understanding of that reality is not an issue, because it claims there
exists a rather simple mapping between the two. Rationalistic tradition believes that
our ability to intelligently act in the world around us is due to the mental images or
representations of the real world that we have in our minds. It claims that we think in
terms of objects and their properties that are (more or less faithful) models of objec-
tive reality. For example, if an engineer says, "this beam is cracked", the terms
"beam" and attribute "cracked" apply to some objectively present beam that objec-
tively is cracked. Knowledge is storage of such representations. When we need to
think about a problem, we retrieve a relevant representation (or, as Minsky would put



it, a frame of related representations) and adapt it to the current situation.
This tradition can be traced back to Aristotle, who introduced a three-way dis-

tinction between words, "experiences in the psyche", and things. Early in this century
Ogden and Richards (1991) proposed a similar schema in the form of the Ogden
meaning triangle. It connects words, concepts and things. Each of the points on the
triangle indicates a separate component that may be involved in thought or communi-
cation. The object is any entity from some real or imagined world about which an
idea is held. The concept is the idea or thought of the object as held in the mind of a
person. The symbol is an auditory, visual, or other form of utterance that is taken to
stand for the object when communicated as part of a language. Any one of these
components may be present without the others (Sowa, 1991). Such understanding of
the human mind has provided the theoretical foundations for information and data-
base systems development (Sowa, 1984).

3.2 Human, animal and machine intelligence are based on similar mechanisms
These ideas have also been adopted by the AI and cognitive science community

(Gardner, 1987) that placed great hopes in the possibilities that computers might be-
come just as intelligent as humans are. It has been suggested that intelligent systems
(humans, animals and computers) achieve their intelligence by manipulating symbols
of real world items; that symbol manipulation processes are similar in all such sys-
tems. Cognitive science postulates that because computers are symbol manipulating
systems, they can achieve intelligence as well.

Programming is letting the computer know the concepts we have about the
world. The symbols used in the computer (zeros and ones) will be different from
what humans use to symbolise the concepts (sounds, words, graphical notation) but,
so the theory claims, this is not important as long as the basic mechanisms are pre-
served. Using programs is mapping real world objects into computer's symbols and
back. Such an approach is also the foundation for contemporary database designs and
standards such as ISO-STEP(1994) and ISO-IRDS(1993). It is the foundation for the
product modelling approach to computer integrated construction. Ekholm and Frid-
qvist (1998) have used this perspective to propose a structure of an information sys-
tem for innovative design.

4 Hermeneutic constructivism

Hermeneutic constructivism (Winograd, 1995) builds on the philosophy of Hei-
degger (1962), findings in neurobiology (Maturana) and linguistics (Austin and
Searle) and offers a radically different perspective on the workings of human mind.
The workings of the mind and of model manipulation software is so different that the
second really cannot achieve intelligence or creativity.

Hermeneutic means "interpretative" - meaning is not objective but achieved
only through interpretation. Constructivism claims that truth is constructed on-the-
fly and is not static. Some findings in neurobiology and psychology confirm that the
conceptualisation - summarising of sensory data into higher level concepts, does not
happen during store but during the recall.



The key points of hermeneutic constructivism can be summarised as:

• Intelligent behaviour is not based on mental representations of real world. It is
pre-reflective, pre-rational, based on the being-in-the world, on "throwness"
into the world, and not on being-in-the-model or being-in-a-theory.

• Problem solving is not a search in a space of potential solutions. The essence of
intelligence is finding a solution outside the predefined search space.

• Communication is not information exchange - it is the negotiation of commit-
ments among people.

4.1 Intelligent behaviour is not model based
In the core of Heidegger’s philosophy is the understanding that the basis for our

everyday action is the ability to act pre-reflectively when "thrown" into a situation.
He claims that reflective thought about objects and properties is derived from pre-
conscious experience of them as "ready-to-hand". The essence of intelligence is
"throwness", not reflection. This is contrary to the tradition, which would consider
reflective analysis of a detached observer as the basic intelligent behaviour.

being-in-the-worldbeing-in-the-world

breakdownbreakdown
reflectionreflection

Fig. 1: The reflection loop

To hammer a nail, Heidegger argues, we do not require conscious reflective
knowledge about the physical properties of a hammer and the physics of hammering.
The tool is ready-to-hand and we just hammer the nail into the wall. Similar pre-
reflective actions can also explain the so-called "intuition", "insight" or plain "com-
mon sense” that are sometimes used by the designers or engineers to explain their
creative process. A good idea just pops out of nowhere, often while we managed to
get out of a theory - while walking a dog or riding a bus. The solution is not a result
of a systematic search in the set of potential solution. "The essence of intelligence is
to act appropriately when there is no simple pre-definition of the problem or the
space of states in which to search for a solution" (Winograd and Flores, 1997, pg.
98).



Heidegger does not claim that reflective action does not take place. On the con-
trary - in the case of "breakdowns" such as problems, difficulties we begin to exam-
ine the world in terms of objects and properties (Figure 1). We do this because, ac-
cording to Frankl (1989), the main driving force of humans is the “Wille zum Sinn” -
the will to meaning.

The models and theories developed after breakdowns have both positive and
negative implications. They enable that we avoid similar breakdowns the next time -
and not only we, who defined the model or the theory - others as well. They do not
need to share our expertise that was required to create a model or theory, they simply
need to follow the procedures as we defined.

In the Middle Ages, when structural mechanics theories were almost non exis-
tent, it took a genius to build a large. Today any structural engineer, even a stupid and
lazy student should be able to design one, even an expert system could do it. Indeed,
having theories and models available to insert values into, helps the routine, day to
day work a lot. On the other hand models and theories cause blindness.

4.2 Models cause blindness
The very instant we begin to think reflectively about a situation and analyse it in

terms of objects and properties we disconnect ourselves from the being-in-the-world,
we are not thrown into a situation any more. We limit our view of the problem to the
one that can be expressed by the objects and properties we have adopted, and become
blind for all other possible solutions. For example in the bridge selection expert sys-
tem, only the structural designs built into the expert system can be "designed". Even
human engineers, when looking at the problems with a closed mind, show symptoms
of blindness. Blindness is best demonstrated by parametric design where the set of
potential solution is the number of permutations of different parameter values. This
creates blindness for all other kinds of possible designs. The world is not made of
objects with properties

Physics tells us that the world is made of atoms and he subatomic particles.
Larger objects with properties are human inventions, human conventions, and do not
exist outside of human procedures; procedures that did break down. A hammer does
not exist as a separate object unless there is a problem with it, unless there is a break-
down. While we hammer without problems we do not experience the hammer as a
special object. Because objects and properties pop into existence only if there is a
breakdown, things do not have properties independent of the interpretation and the
context of the breakdown.

l1

l2

Fig. 2: Lengths of a beam



According to Heidegger, for example, a concrete beam does not have a modulus
of elasticity (E). This sounds a bit drastic but when you think of it - in Roman times
when they did not know about E, beams did not have that property. It became mean-
ingful to talk about E only in the context of certain structural mechanic theories. Ob-
jectively, E does not exist; objectively beams do not have length. Length can only be
established within a context where the users share a common understanding of the
length of a beam (Figure 2). This does not mean, of course, that there is not a certain
amount of concrete in a certain location in the universe

5 A hermeneutic perspective on product models

5.1 It explains some problems
There are several issues related to product modelling that can be explained with

hermeneutic constructivism (HC):

• Most research projects define their own conceptual product models. In the light
of HC it could be argued that because conceptual models are subjective, it is
easy to model one's own understanding - much easier than adopting someone
else's.

• Defining a common conceptual model, even within a small research team is
difficult and leads to endless discussions. If conceptual models were objective
and could be based on some hard scientific facts about the domain, this could be
used as an argument in the discussion. But often they are not - there is no reality
out there to check the models against.

• There is no way to prove a model correct or wrong, better or worse, except for
its internal structure. All one can say is that it does or does not meet some re-
quirements. This is similar to the evaluation of the works of an architect -
among the proposals that meet the requirements a committee select the most
"beautiful" one. In engineering, conditions of satisfaction are defined much
more unambiguous - meet the requirements at lowest cost. Therefore the author
claims, conceptual modelling is, to a large extent, art, and not science. If we be-
lieve Heidegger, it theoretically cannot be made into pure science.

• The conceptual product models are to an extent similar but essentially different
to each other. All are said to be correct, successful, applicable, etc. Usually, in
science, several people come to the same result independently.

5.2 Doubtful extrapolation of research into industry
In the 1980s expert systems were considered a very promising information

technology. Today they are often used as an example for failure of a technology.
What the product modelling community should be worried about is that there are
some similarities between the product modelling approach and expert system tech-
niques.



Both approaches believed that it is possible to create a computerised represen-
tation of the knowledge (expert systems) or information (product models) in a given
domain. But it seems close to impossible to define complete models that would really
make them useful in the practice. In research prototypes it has proven possible to de-
fine partial models or 80%-of-the-time-right expert systems. It has been argued that it
is a rather simple effort to extrapolate the research prototype into an industry strength
application. In the case of expert systems the critics have argued that to cover the
remaining 20% the enormous amount of background and common sense knowledge
would need to be computerised (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1988). In the case of product
models the issues are similar. The modelling of data needed to support the activities
for which physical models exist is unproblematic. But the modelling of data that ap-
pears in activities that are handled in an ad-hoc basis, using common sense, improvi-
sation etc ... is not possible. Civil engineering is a domain where quite a few tasks are
handled in such a way.

5.3 Product models are interpretations not representations
In section "Modelling" we have shown that product models are anthropo-

technical models. They are not models of objective reality but of an individual's in-
terpretation of that reality ... achieved in a given context. The exceptions are those
parts of the product model that are defining a data model for a scientific theory.

When developing a standardised product model, a committee can achieve a
common interpretation and later impose it on anyone using the standardised product
model. But because the interpretation is a function of the context, domain, break-
down, culture etc. it is unlikely that the standardised model could match it all. To
create complete models the entire cultural context of humanity should be modelled.

5.4 Product models should leave room for interpretation
Unambiguity and strict definition of the semantics is usually considered a posi-

tive feature of product models. But in the light of the previous section ambiguity, or
rather, possibility of different interpretations, is a very important feature of product
models, because it lets the human compensate for the deficiency of the model. Usu-
ally this can be achieved if the product model contains enough very generic compo-
nents. For example a "line" can be interpreted as many things, including a wall. A
wall, on the other can be used for few other things but a wall.

The same goes for software that implements the product models. Most success-
ful programs are not those that try to fully model the domain in which they operate,
but those that implement the most generic concepts of the domain and leave plenty of
room for modification and evolution; not necessarily by adding less generic data
structures but by leaving the user the freedom of interpretation of the existing ones.
For example, generic tools like AutoCAD or Word, are more popular than specialised
ones, like ArchiCAD or SGML editors. The seconds have a much higher level of
semantics (of buildings or texts) but in.



5.5 Co-existence with unstructured data
In the early days of computing, when memory was precious, data was carefully

structured. For example years were represented with the last two digits only. Struc-
tured, indexed or classified data also helped the computers to be more efficient. To-
day, both RAM and disk space is cheap, and the CPUs are still doubling their speed
every 18 months. What remains expensive is the human effort to structure that data,
both during software development and during software use. It has been estimated that
in the future the amount of unstructured data handled by computers will continue to
increase. We can assume that the structured part of building product data will consti-
tute a smaller part of all data related to a building product. To be practical, product
models must include or relate-to the majority of unstructured data.

5.6 Product models for creative design: a contradiction in terms
Model based software can support routine, bureaucratic processes that fit into

the schema designed during software development. But can model based software
support creative design? In the light of hermeneutic constructivism, the term "con-
ceptual model for creative design" is a contradiction in terms. Only designs that fit
into the model are possible. Creative ones, by definition, are those, that step out of the
predefined conceptual model.

What has been regarded as an answer are "extensible" models created in such a
way that the schema could be extended at runtime, such as the EDM (Eastman, 1992)
and models that would support dynamic schema evolution etc. But does this really
make any difference? It is not sufficient if the user can add an attribute "Poisson's
number" to the schema and some rather simple constraints related to it. Of what use is
it, unless there is code in the finite elements program that implements it? In other
words, it takes a programmer to extend software, evolve the product model and en-
able a new generation of designs - routine designs within the scope of the extended
software.

This does not mean that computerised tools for creative design cannot be cre-
ated. If we accept the idea that that being-in-the-world is important for the human
mind then we must make sure that software does not stand in the way. Therefore pen
and pencil are popular with the architects and engineers in the initial stages of design
- because they are not in the way, they are not limiting the creative process. Creative
design can be supported by software that provides the freedom of interpretations.
Software based upon complex product models is typically not like this.

6 Conclusions

A theory called hermeneutic constructivism has been presented. It exposes the
limits of product modelling technology:

• Conceptual models capture a part of relevant data for the building processes.
The common sense, social context, and general information should not be un-
derestimated.



• Conceptual product models are subjective interpretations. This should be kept in
mind while defining or discussing them. They are not right or wrong but appeal
to more or fewer people.

• Models cause blindness. Creative work is least hindered by models that are so
generic that they are not blinding or limiting.

• The success of research prototypes is relative. Product model and expert system
technology faces the explosion of background knowledge and the richness of
possible contexts when tried in an industrial environment.

Based on this some research directions for construction IT include:

• Coexistence of structured information and unstructured data; non-model based
technologies; technologies that rely on the human to interpret the data.

• Multiple models are not necessarily bad. They confess the fundamental nature
of anthropo-technical models.

• Software that does not build a barrier to engineer's being in the world but rather
enhances it (like VR, telepresence, multimedia etc.).

• Communication software to support commitment negotiation instead of infor-
mation exchange (Internet, groupware, collaboration, etc.).

Common to most of the listed approaches is to place the human, not product or
process, into the centre of attention of construction IT. This is achieved by confessing
that his view on the problem is subjective, that he operates in huge day-to-day con-
text, that creativity can be hindered by models and theories and that the essence of
human work is not processing, but functioning in a social context.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF A DYNAMIC INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR
DESIGN
An information system for design

S. FRIDQVIST
Computer Aided Architectural Design, Lund University, Lund, Sweden

Abstract

This paper reports an implementation of the conceptually most important features
of the BAS•CAAD information system, and the use of this implementation to
create models of different levels of generalisation in the construction context.  The
foundations for the BAS•CAAD information system, which have been presented
in an earlier paper, are briefly described.  It is a dynamic information system for
design, built on a generic ontological framework.  The system supports the
definition of classes in different levels of universality; the classes may originate
from different standards or the individual designer, and allows a free combination
of attributes.

Keywords: CAD, design, dynamic schema evolution, information systems, object
oriented modelling, product modelling

1 Introduction

Many approaches of product modelling focus only at modelling, and seem
to overlook the process of creating the models.  The most outstanding feature of
this process is that the information changes and evolves over time, not only in
quantity but as well semantically.  This would make it hard to use a product
modelling system based on a fixed classification schema in the earliest, most
dynamic phases of design, since the fixed schema would be at odds with the
evolving semantics of design.

This paper presents the author’s work of implementing a prototype
information system, which has been constructed from the basis of the theoretical
investigations of the BAS•CAAD research project. The project aims to find
solutions to both the problem of modelling, and to the need to reflect and support
the evolving nature of the design process. The theoretical foundation of the
project was initially developed by Dr. Anders Ekholm, and has been refined by
him and the present author as part of the BAS•CAAD project.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2569-2578.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



1.1 Information systems for design
Information systems are computer based systems that support handling

information, e.g. during problem solving.  A more thorough discussion of
information systems for design can be found in (Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998).
There, we defined that information systems for design must: 1) support
representing objects in the domain of interest, 2) be able to communicate with
other software, 3) support defining the design goal, and 4) have a dynamic object
structure.

Most proposals for product modelling software focus on the first two
requirements.  To be useful not only for describing the results of the design
process, but as a tool in this process, an information system for design must have
all properties mentioned above. This is discussed in e.g. Eastman and Fereshetian
(1994), Eastman, Assal and Jeng (1995), Galle (1995), Junge, Steinmann and
Beetz (1997), Leeuwen and Wagter (1998), and Ekholm and Fridqvist (1998).

2 Foundations for the BAS•CAAD information system

The BAS•CAAD information system is intended to cover all levels of
generalisation of modelling in the construction context, from international
classification standards to specific buildings. It is built on a generic ontological
framework, with the object classes thing class, relation and unary attribute, and it
supports generic design operations, like generalising and specialising, aggregating
and decomposing, and adding and removing attributes (Fridqvist and Ekholm
1996).

The BAS•CAAD ontological framework allows models to be multi-
contextual; that is, several contextual views can be co-ordinated in one model.
The foundation for multi-contextuality is aspect views, as described in (Ekholm
and Fridqvist 1998).  However, although multi-contextuality is inherent in the
BAS•CAAD object structure, it has yet to be implemented as an observable
feature in the user interface.

In

Fig.  1 the ontological framework is depicted as an EXPRESS-G diagram.
The figure differs from the one in (Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998) in that the entity
Attribute is now named UnaryAttribute.  In addition, the superclass BAS_CAAD
object is removed.

The BAS•CAAD information system is based on a similar object oriented
view as object oriented programming languages.  In its present state, however, the
BAS•CAAD information system does not support definition of the objects’
behaviours (see section 3.1).  For simulation purposes, a modelling system must
enable defining the behaviour of the objects.  The present development of the
BAS•CAAD information system is intended to show how a system that describes
classes of concrete things can support design; simulation modelling is not
supported, although such an extension is possible.



Fig.  1: Ontological framework of the BAS•CAAD information system

2.1 Design statements and attributes
Artefact design can be characterised as making statements about the

designed thing and the ‘satisfactory situation’ that the design is to support
(Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998).  An information system for design should
accordingly at least be able to record such statements.  The statements, of course,
need not be verbal.  Also 2D drawings or 3D models or parts thereof can be
treated as statements.  The BAS•CAAD information system is designed to collect
such statements and to support analysis and communication of them.

Note that not all designer actions result in new statements in the meaning
used here.  Some actions change or delete already present statements.  Thus,
statements are not identical to the moves Schön discussed. Schön used the term
move for any physical or mental activity the designer takes regarding the design
task (Schön 1983).

The attributes of the entity ThingClass in Fig. 1reflects that it can be defined
as a 6-tuple of sets of attributes, T = (TG, TC, RI, TE, RE, AU), (Ekholm and
Fridqvist 1998). Given the BAS•CAAD ontological framework, only seven
different types of statements are possible.  They correspond to creating
ThingClasses, and to adding attributes to the six sets mentioned above:

1. There is a kind of things, called X.
2. An X-thing is a kind of Y-thing (= kind X is a subkind or specialisation of Y).
3. An X-thing is composed by a C-thing part.
4. An X-thing is internally structured, so that any part of kind P1 is related to any

part of kind P2 by an R-relation.
5. The environment of an X-thing includes an E-thing.
6. An X-thing is related by an S-relation to any E-thing in its environment.
7. An X-thing has the unary property Q.

A consistent collection of correct statements defines a model through the
three basic classes of the ontological framework in Fig. 1.  However, these classes
are not suitable for storage of design information, since all connections between
objects must be established.  The trouble with this is that some connections might
imply statements that the designer would not intend. In particular, some things are
used in numerous different environments, and it would not be desirable to have to
include all these environments in the definitions of thing classes like ‘bolt’ or
‘nut’.

Instead, we have found that all information necessary for the creation of
such a schema is contained in a consistent set of design statements, as related



above. Thus, the schema in Fig.  2 has been developed to provide the data
structure to be implemented. Design data are stored in instances of
ThingClassDefinition, which collects instances from the six subclasses of
Attribute that correspond to the six different kinds of attributes, see Fig.  2.  The
classes RelationDefinition and UnaryAttributeDefinition define relations and
unary attributes, and ensures that attributes referred to in several places are
identically defined.

Fig.  2: Object structure of the current implementation

2.2 Example
To describe a thing in the BAS•CAAD system is to define thing classes for

the thing and its parts, and the attributes that characterise those things. Fig. 3
displays a brief example of how an ordinary table may be described. The
presentation is not an actual printout from the prototype software, although a
similar syntax is used for files.

THINGCLASS table
COMPOSITIONATTRIBUTE tableTop CARDINALITY 1
COMPOSITIONATTRIBUTE tableLeg CARDINALITY 4
INTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE tableLeg  isConnectedTo  tableTop
INTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE tableTop  isConnectedTo  tableLeg

THINGCLASS tableLeg
CLASSATTRIBUTE woodenBar
ENVIRONMENTATTRIBUTE tableTop
EXTERNALSTRUCTUREATTRIBUTE isConnectedTo tableTop IN table

THINGCLASS woodenBar
UNARYATTRIBUTE material VALUESPACE wood
UNARYATTRIBUTE shape VALUESPACE bar

Fig. 3: Thing class definitions



Table legs obviously are functional parts of tables; a wooden bar is
characterised by its material, and its shape.

House Palce
Define attributes man-made Kind of House

provides dwelling
Inherent attributes man made

provide dwelling

Fig.  4: Defined and inherited attributes

2.3 Other features of the object structure
Besides generating and maintaining the object structure, the prototype

currently supports a simple schema for object identification, inheritance and
specialisation of attributes, and class libraries. Additionally, class subsumption is
planned to be implemented.

2.3.1 Object identification
The BAS•CAAD information system for design allows thing classes to be

defined by references to predefined libraries (see section 3.3).  Such a mechanism
requires that libraries and classes can be unambiguously identified, in order to
ensure that the correct libraries are used. The current version can identify objects
within a library, but there is no secure identification of libraries. The development
of such a mechanism is a task for database specialists and international
standardisation organisations, and outside the scope of this phase of the
BAS•CAAD research project.

2.3.2 Attribute inheritance
Class attributes indicate a more generic kind, also called a superclass.  All

statements defined for the superclass are also valid for the subclass; the attributes
of the superclass are inherited attributes of the subclass.  An example: the class
House has the attributes ‘man-made’ and ‘provides dwelling’.  If Palace is defined
by the attribute ‘kind of Building’, Palace inherits the attributes ‘man-made’ and
‘provides dwelling’ (Fig.  4).  A mechanism for attribute inheritance has been
implemented.

2.3.3 Attribute specialisation
With the above set of attributes, however, the Palace class doesn’t reflect

that a palace is a specific kind of house. This type of difference can be defined in
to ways; either by adding a new attribute to the specific class, or by specialising
an inherited attribute. Which way to choose is a question of clarity in modelling
and usefulness of the model; se Fig.  5 for a illustration of the differences of the
two methods in terms of sets.

Fig.  5: Classes and subclasses



House Palace
Defined attributes man-made

provides dwelling
kind of House
provides luxurious dwelling

Inherited attributes man-made
provides dwelling

Fig.  6: Attribute specialisation

In this case, we have chosen to specialise the attribute ‘provides dwelling’
into the more specific ‘provides luxurious dwelling’, and to define the class
Palace with the specialised attribute.  A mechanism for this has been
implemented. The new attribute is defined in the Palace class, where it substitutes
the inherited attribute ‘provides dwelling’(Fig.  6).

2.3.4 Class subsumption
Description logics (see next paragraph) provide a mechanism called

subsumption.  This could be described as the inverse of inheritance, since it
answers what superclasses a given class has according to its set of attributes.  For
instance, if a thing Bungalow has the attributes ‘man-made’ and ‘provides
dwelling’, then it is subsumed to be a kind of House, i.e. the class Bungalow is a
subclass of the class House.  Subsumption is not currently implemented in the
BAS•CAAD prototype system, since it would make implementing inference more
complicated.  However, since subsumption could arguably provide a powerful
tool for case retrieval, it will probably be implemented in a future version of the
BAS•CAAD system.

Description logics (DL) is a field within artificial intelligence research.  It
aims to develop mechanisms for describing concepts, and to automatically
classify concepts.  DL is based on first order predicate logic, and is DL systems
implementations are usually similar to programming languages (Lambrix, 1996).
Although DL is similar to the BAS•CAAD approach in many ways, it seems that
it cannot serve as the base for a design information system.  This subject is
outside the scope of this paper, but will be further developed in a future
publication by the present author.

3 The BAS•CAAD prototype information system

The prototype is intended to study the feasibility of organising an
information system for design based on systems theory. It should also be dynamic
in respect to the possibility for the user to define new class concepts in the
conceptual schema, and to classify model instances.

The current implementation has been preceded by many earlier attempts.
The foundation has in all cases been the concepts system and property. The aim of
the BAS•CAAD project is to support expression of designed objects through these
concepts in a computerised database. Thus, all versions of the software have
sought to implement these two terms as object classes.

It is intended to display some features we consider important in an
information system for design, but it is not intended for productive design work.
The current version is centred on building symbolic schemas for concepts
referring to things, and lacks most of the abilities to specify metric values
necessary for a production tool.



3.1 Smalltalk
The BAS•CAAD prototype information system is currently implemented in

Smalltalk under the Macintosh operating system. The reason for choosing the
Smalltalk computer language was that it is object oriented, and that it supports
explorative program development.

In product modelling, products are structured as objects that are assembled
of objects in several levels. This makes it natural to choose an object oriented
programming language for implementing such a system. Object oriented
programming is based on the concept of objects that interact through sending and
reacting to messages. Objects are defined through classes, which define the
structure and behaviour of the object. The behaviour is the collection of various
responses an object is capable of, and it is defined through pieces of software
code, that in Smalltalk are called methods. Each kind of message that is
‘understood’ by an object corresponds to one method, which handles that
particular kind of message. Some methods return answers, others just change the
object’s internal state.

In explorative program development, the software needs only to be partly
defined before it is executed and tested. Thus, experimental solutions can be tried
and kept if successful; otherwise, they are discarded. This way the final software
solution is obtained though an exploration. In Smalltalk, code segments can be
run and tried directly, without any time-consuming compilation or linking
procedures. Actually, Smalltalk allows the programmer to change the code while
the software is running, thereby relieving the programmer from repeatedly
punching in lots of test data. This is not possible in C++, a popular programming
language that also supports object oriented programming.

Smalltalk is profoundly object oriented; every concept is treated as an object
class. Thus, in Smalltalk it requires an effort to not be object oriented, as opposed
to C++. A drawback with Smalltalk is that the resulting programs do not run as
fast as those created with e.g. C++.

3.2 Implementing the system
The foundation for the BAS•CAAD prototype is the three concepts thing

class, relation and unary attribute that are implemented through the corresponding
object classes ThingClassDefinition, RelationDefinition and
UnaryAttributeDefinition.

 To create and manipulate these objects, some means has had to be created.
Principally, there are two choices: a command line user interface or a graphical
user interface (a GUI). In a command line user interface, the user types
commands, and then usually hits a key to get the command executed. A command
line interface requires developing a command line interpreter, a piece of software
that can translate the command lines into software actions and input data.

A GUI can make it easier for the software developer by controlling the
user’s actions. The user controls the software via buttons, menus, text input fields
etc. Thus, the software developer can restrict the user to input only such
instructions or data that are valid, through presenting only such control objects
that allow actions that are meaningful to the software in a given situation. A
benefit for the user is that it is fairly easy for the developer to make the software
self-explanatory through a GUI.



Fig. 7: Examples of user interface windows

Regarding these concerns, the choice fell upon a GUI as the method to
interact with the software. Each of the object classes ThingClassDefinition,
RelationDefinition and UnaryAttributeDefinition has a corresponding window
class. The Smalltalk dialect used for the BAS•CAAD prototype (Smalltalk
Agents, STA), provides generic classes of GUI components, such as windows,
menus, buttons etc. These can be subclassed and modified to suit the particular
needs of the software being developed.

In addition to the three classes of windows related above, which display the
state of the model, additional windows have been developed for specific tasks,
such as adding different kinds of attributes to thing class definitions.

Windows communicate with the corresponding model objects through
messages. Each user interaction with a window causes at least one of the
window’s methods to be executed. This results in messages being sent to the
model object, which responds with the appropriate actions. Finally, some
messages are sent from the model object back to the window, to ensure that the
window reflects the new state of the model object.

Most of the work with the development of this prototype system has been,
and continues to be, to decide how to obtain the desired functionality. To perceive
a user action in the terms of objects exchanging messages is a complex task. One
particularly difficult question is to decide what object is the agent, and what
objects are acted upon. The reason for this is that many objects may be involved
in the execution of one user action, with many messages exchanged. If the
resulting web of such message interchanges is too entangled, the programmer is
likely to get lost. Additionally, there is a need to make the software code as
intuitive as possible to any future programmer (which, incidentally, often is the
same person, but a couple of days later).

3.3 Libraries
The use for the BAS•CAAD system is to record information about concrete

things through the three concepts thing class, relation and unary attribute. The
task for the user is to define what different kinds of things that compose the part
of reality that is to be modelled, and the relations and other attributes that



characterise such kinds of things. Then, the BAS•CAAD system can be used to
record these definitions.

Acknowledgeably, defining a coherent conceptual understanding of the
concrete world is a very demanding task. To allow the BAS•CAAD system to be
used in normal design situations, pre-defined well-considered schemas of thing
classes has to be provided for use as libraries, from where the designer can fetch
definitions to build up his design database.

The current BAS•CAAD prototype supports such class libraries.  Objects in
libraries can refer to objects in other libraries, so that hierarchies of libraries can
be created.  This feature is implemented to try a mechanism that would allow
international and national standardisation organisations to create generic libraries.
Building material providers and others can then create intermediate level libraries
that ultimately can be used as references in specific building projects.

The concept of class library has been generalised, so that library is the sole
format for databases and files. Thus, the work of any level of specificity can be
the foundation for further specialisation. For instance, it would be possible to use
the project file from a window designer as a library file in a building design
project without any reformatting or reclassification.
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CO-ORDINATION OF CLASSIFICATIONS FOR PRODUCT
MODELLING AND ESTABLISHED BUILDING CLASSIFICATIONS
Classification for product modelling
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Abstract

Computer based information management introduces new possibilities and puts
partly new requirements on information and classification systems.  The rapid
develop-ment and dissemination of information technology within the
construction sector demands international co-ordination of standards and
classification systems.  This paper presents the preliminary results of a study of
the product model classification systems IFC and POSC/Caesar in relation to the
established building classification systems as defined in ISO 12006-2 and the
Swedish BSAB 96.  The study is part of a project with the aim to analyse the
structure, scope and direction of development for these different systems, and to
investigate the possibilities of co-ordination and co-operation between them.  It
shows a need for co-ordination of concepts in the ontological and the domain
levels.

Keywords: CAD, design, databases, building classification, interoperability.

1 Introduction

1.1 Co-ordination of systems for information sharing
The rapid development and dissemination of information technology within

the construction sector demands international co-ordination of standards and
classification systems.  Computer based information management introduces new
possibilities and puts partly new requirements on classification systems.  This
paper reports some preliminary results of an ongoing investigation of the
prerequisites for co-ordinating classification systems for product modelling in the
construction context, with established building classification systems.  The study
is financed by the Swedish national research program ”IT Bygg&Fastighet 2002”

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2465-2475.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



(IT Construction & Facility Management 2002), concerned with information
technology for Construction and Facility Management.

Established building classification systems studied here are the ISO standard
12006-2 “Organization of information about construction works – Part 2:
Framework for classification of information” (ISO 1997), and the Swedish
building classification system BSAB 96 (BSAB 96 1998).  Classifications for
product modelling studied here are the POSC/Caesar Data Model and Reference
Library (POSC/Caesar 1998), developed by the POSC/Caesar Association, and the
Industry Foundation Classes, IFC, developed by the International Alliance for
Interoperability, IAI (IAI 1997b).  The project analyses the structure, scope and
direction of development for these different classification systems and investigates
the possibilities for co-ordination.

2 Established building classification

2.1 ISO 12006-2
The recently developed international standard ISO/CD 12006-2 ”defines a

framework and a set of recommended table titles supported by definitions, but not
the detailed content of these tables”.  It is intended to be used as a framework for
developing specific building classification systems by organisations on a national
or regional basis (ISO 1997).

ISO/CD 12006-2 identifies the main classes that are of interest to the
construction sector’s building classification for purposes of CAD, specification,
product information and cost information systems (ibid:iv).  The scope of the
standard is the complete life cycle of construction works within building and civil
engineering.  It lists recommended tables according to particular views or
principles of specialisation and gives examples of entries that may occur in these
tables (ibid:1).

The identification of classes in ISO/CD 12006-2 is based on views on
construction works.  The functional and spatial views are based mainly on
relations to the user or the environment, see figure 1, sec. 2.2.  Other views are
related to a process model and identify construction resources, construction
processes and construction results.  The classes construction entity and
construction complex, are based on a functional view in relation to use.  The class
space is based on a combined spatial and functional view on a construction entity.
Physical parts of construction entities are classified in three separate classes based
on different views.  These classes are: element, e.g. floor, based on a functional
view, work result, e.g. structural precast concrete, based on a construction result
view, and designed element, e.g. floor of structural precast concrete, based on a
combination of functional and construction result views.

Each view consists of classes that together enable a complete classification
of the things in the collection; i.e. every thing is classified, and belongs to only
one class in each level of abstraction of the view.  This enables quantity take-off
to be carried out independently in the element, designed element, and work result
views, for example with the purpose of cost estimates.

Established classification systems do not handle geometrical properties of
construction works, they are supposed to be used together with drawings that
contain this information. A physical part of a building is determined by the



combination of drawing information and the classifications as element and work
result.

A main feature of building classification systems that adhere to ISO 12006-2
is that they support design by independently allowing functional and
compositional views on physical parts of buildings (Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998).

2.2 BSAB 96 and its theoretical foundation
The BSAB system has a long-standing tradition as the Swedish de facto

standard for product specification, materials specification, cost estimates and
document management (BSAB 96 1998).  The conceptual scope of the BSAB
system is similar to that of the ISO Framework standard.  However, the use scope
of the BSAB system is the Swedish construction industry. The classes are
developed together with the users of the system, and represent established industry
practice.  The classes and their names are well known and used in documents of
all sorts throughout the construction and facility management processes.

The classification tables of BSAB 96 adheres to the ISO 12006-2
Framework standard.  The tables in BSAB 96 contain subclasses of the main
classes in the Framework.  Both standards are based on common principles for
building classification established already with the SfB-system from 1950 (ibid).
Just like the ISO Framework standard, the BSAB 96 system is based on the idea
that the main classes express different views on construction works.  In BSAB 96
this idea is grounded in a theoretical model based on generic property theory and
systems theory (ibid).  According to this model, a system is composed of
interrelated parts, that may be systems themselves, and has relations to an
environment.  A functional view, ”top-down”, on a system concerns its interaction
with the environment, and a compositional view, ”bottom-up”, concerns its
composition and intrinsic relations.  The main classes in ISO 12006-2 and BSAB
96 are developed from these views.  The principles for applying these theories to
building classification are presented in (Ekholm 1996).

Fig. 1: Basic properties of systems

3 Levels in databases for product design and documentation

3.1 Level structure
Research within product modelling has led to a basic understanding of how

to structure databases for the purpose of product documentation.  Björk has
identified five levels of abstraction in building product modelling: the information
modelling language, the generic product description model, the building kernel
model, the aspect model and the application model (Björk 1995).  The first three



levels correspond to those identified in this analysis, the information modelling
language level, also called the data definition language level, the ontological level,
and the domain level.  The domain level may be specified in subsequent levels of
relevance, e.g. those proposed by Björk.

An information modelling language, or data definition language, supports
the definition of database objects, e.g. entities and relationships (Date 1990:36).
The EXPRESS language is an example of a data definition language developed to
enable product modelling.  EXPRESS is part of the ISO STEP standards (ISO
1994).  The EPISTLE, POSC/Caesar, and IFC information systems all use
EXPRESS.

The concepts in the generic product description level or ontological level
represent the most generic properties of objects in the domain of discourse.  The
concepts in this level may be related in an ontological model.  One example of an
ontological model is the theoretical foundation of BSAB 96 presented above
(BSAB 96 1998).  The ontological model makes up a theoretical foundation for
defining and relating the most generic aspect views on the objects in the domain.
The result is a generic classification framework.  In order to support design, the
framework must differentiate among and allow combinations of spatial, functional
and compositional views (Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998).

The classes in the domain level constitute a framework for classification of
the domain specific objects.  Every domain framework is based on
presuppositions in the ontological level, explicit or implicit.  The domain classes
are subclasses in different degrees of specialisation of the main aspect classes
defined in the ontological level. The domain framework may also contain domain
specific relations and attributes.  The domain framework may be organised and
stored as a library of predefined classes from, for example, classification systems
and earlier projects.  During design this information can be combined to make up
project specific descriptions of domain objects.

4 POSC/Caesar

4.1 Introduction
POSC/Caesar is a joint initiative of the Petrotechnical Open Software

Corporation and the CAESAR Offshore Project.  The objective of the
POSC/Caesar project is to develop a standardised product model for handling life-
cycle information about oil and gas facilities (POSC/Caesar 1998).  The product
model is developed on the basis of the EPISTLE framework (Angus and Dziulka
1998).  The work has resulted in practical means for handling product information
based on a data model and additional library classes.

The POSC/Caesar project is of specific interest to the construction sector
since it represents an attempt to create a computer based platform for integrated
information management. It concerns the oil- and gas industries, but considering
plants and other civil engineering works, these have much in common with
building construction. For example, many of the library classes concern
construction works.



4.2 The POSC/Caesar meta model
The data definition language for the POSC/Caesar approach is based on a

subset of the concepts of the EXPRESS information modelling language.  This
subset of EXPRESS is called the POSC/Caesar Meta model; it is the most abstract
POSC/Caesar model.

4.3 The POSC/Caesar data model

4.3.1 Background

The following presentation of the POSC/Caesar Data model concerns the
version called ”Snapshot E” (POSC/Caesar 1998).  The scope of the POSC/Caesar
Data model is classes considered of importance for handling life-cycle
information in a generic way about oil and gas facilities (ibid).  The POSC/Caesar
Data model is based on the principles of the EPISTLE Framework, but Snapshot
E, marks a radical change in fundamental conceptual structure compared with the
EPISTLE Framework (ibid).

4.3.2 The class/instance dichotomy

The most fundamental entity in the POSC/Caesar Data model is the thing.  A
thing represents something material or abstract.  It has two subclasses, object and
association.  Association entities relate object entities.  Subclasses of association
are both abstract, representing conceptual associations like classification and
characteristic_possession, and concrete, representing factual relations such as
connection, composition, and transportation.

In POSC/Caesar, an object has an ”independent existence”. The object is
distinguished from an association, which relates object classes.  The object class
has two subclasses, instance_object and class_object.  The class_object refers to
”a collection of well determined things”. The instance_object is defined as ”A
type of thing that is individual in nature”; it is not a ”class, group, or set of
things”.  A reason for the distinction between instance_object and class_object is
the concern to differentiate between representations of one identified member of a
class, and representations that regard every member of the class. Person_class, a
subclass of class_object, can be used to exemplify how POSC/Caesar implements
this.  Examples of person_class are ”rich people” and ”Australian people”, a rich
person and an Australian would be members of these classes respectively.  The
entity specific_person is defined as an ”instance object that is a particular human
being or group of human beings”.  A person_classification is a subtype of the
classification association.  The person_classification entity associates a
specific_person with person_class, the former as member of the latter.

4.3.3 The classes functional_object and physical_object

Of specific relevance to discuss in this context are functional_object_class
and physical_object_class, both subclasses of object_class.  A functional_object
represents a functional view on an object in the domain.  The definition of
functional_object is:  ”A type of instance of object (instance_object, author’s
remark) that is a function or role and may be involved in many activities,
considered independently of the physical objects that may undertake the roles
from time to time.  Roles may be active (making it happen) or passive (happening



to).  Functional_object must be either Facility, Flow or Service” (POSC/Caesar
1998).

A physical_object is ”A type of instance object that obeys the laws of
physics.  This includes material, energy and space.  A physical object is either a
specific or a typical physical object.”  The physical_object is not defined by other
characteristics than that its is a concrete thing; seen as a view, it identifies objects
by concrete existence.

In principle the same object may be found both as a functional_object and as
a physical_object. The reason for this is that function may be used as a basis for
classification of physical_object.  One example of this is the subclass of
physical_object ”gas detector”, with the definition: ”device supposed to detect
certain types of gas molecules” clearly describing functional characteristics.
However there are other characteristics than function that determine membership
of physical_object, for example, an object may be defined as a product of a
member of a method activity class. This resembles the construction result view in
established building classification.

4.4 The reference data library
The objective of the Data Model is to provide the basic class structure of the

Reference Data Library, RDL.  Each of the main classes in the RDL may be
further specialised according to domain specific needs.  The RDL is intended to be
used both as a design and documentation framework.  In the latter case the RDL is
intended have a separate project database consisting of subclasses and instances
referring to a factual facility e.g. an offshore platform.  This is implemented at
present with the Åsgård B floating gas platform (Port 1998).

4.5 POSC/Caesar and established building classification
The POSC/Caesar system may in principle be used for construction

information. The classes of ISO 12006-2, and BSAB 96 can be part of a specific
Reference Data Library developed for the construction industry. In the Reference
Data Library, these classes may be accommodated as subclasses of
functional_object_class and physical_object_class.  The classes that are based on
a functional view can be sub-classes of the functional_object_class ”facility” in
POSC/Caesar. Designed elements and construction products, both grouped by
function but based on combinations of views, as well as work result class based on
a compositional view could be subclasses of physical_object in POSC/Caesar.
However, it remains to investigate in greater detail how classes for construction
can be accommodated in POSC/Caesar.

5 IFC

5.1 Introduction
The goal of IAI, Industry Alliance for Interoperability, is ”enabling

interoperability between AEC/FM applications from different software vendors”
(IAI 1997a).  This goal is to be achieved through development of the Industry
Foundation Classes, IFC.  The objective of IFC is to ”provide a framework for
sharing information between different disciplines within the AEC/FM industry”.

The Industry Foundation Classes, IFC, are divided into four separate model
levels: Resources Layer, Core Layer with Kernel and Core Extensions,



Interoperability Layer, and Domain Model Layer.  All the IFC schemas are
developed using the EXPRESS data definition language.

5.2 Resources layer
The IFC Resources are classes that may be referenced by classes in every

level of the IFC class hierarchy.  The Resource classes are IfcUtilityResource,
IfcMeasureResource, IfcGeometryResource, IfcPropertyTypeResource, and
IfcPropertyResource.  The IfcUtilityResource includes IFC-classes for the
concepts Identifier, Ownership, History, Registry and Table, to be used in project
administration.  The IfcMeasureResource, is adapted from ISO 10303 part 41
Measure schema, and specifies units and measures that may be assigned to
quantities.  The IfcGeometryResource specifies the resources for geometric and
topological representation of the shape of a product.  These resources are partly
developed as adaptations of ISO 10303 part 42: Integrated Generic Resources.
Geometric and Topological Representation (IAI 1997b:4-40).  The
IfcPropertyTypeResource defines the kinds of property definitions that can be
attached to objects and relationships.  The IfcPropertyResource comprises classes
for the concepts ”actor”, ”classification”, ”cost”, ”material”, and ”date/time”.
Among others, one subclass of material is a list of all kinds of material.  The class
IfcClassification makes it possible to categorise objects according to specific
classification systems.

5.3 Core layer with kernel and core extensions
The Core Layer consists of the IFC Kernel which provides all the basic

concepts required for IFC models, it is ”a kind of Meta Model that provides the
platform for all model extensions” (IAI 1997a:6).  These constructs are not
AEC/FM specific, as are the extensions to this core (IAI 1997b:7-100).  The
classes of the Kernel are IfcObject, IfcRelationship and IfcModelingAid.  The IFC
Resources together with the Core Layer constitute a generic framework for
product modelling in the ontological level.  However, the identification of
framework classes is not based on an ontological model.

The Core Extension Layer contains extensions for the Kernel classes
IfcProduct, IfcProcess, IfcDocument, and IfcModelingAid.  The core extensions
are a specialisation for the AEC/FM domain of classes defined in the Kernel.  The
IfcProduct-Extension defines concepts like element, space, site, building, and
building storey (ibid:8-111).  The IfcProcessExtension has subclasses, which
intend to ”capture information concerning the work required in order to create a
product”.  It is possible to define work tasks and resources used in these.
Subclasses of IfcDocumentExtension will allow ”specifications for the
information content of typical document types encountered within building
construction”.  Presently only cost schedules are covered.
IfcModelingAidExtension has subclasses to aid in the development of Project
models, e.g. IfcDesignGrid and IfcReferencePoint.



5.4 Interoperability layer
The IfcSharedBldgElement in the interoperability layer ”covers the

definition of building elements that are shared among several IFC domain or
application type models” (ibid:12-147).  Subclasses here are e.g. IfcBeam,
IfcBuiltIn, IfcColumn, IfcCovering, IfcDoor, IfcFloor, IfcRoofSlab, IfcWall, and
IfcWindow.

The IfcSharedBldgServiceElements in the interoperability layer defines
concepts for interoperability in the building services domain (HVAC) (ibid:13-
162).  Classes in this level are IfcElectricalAppliance, IfcEquipment, IfcFixture,
IfcDistributionElement, IfcEngineeringMaintenence, and
IfcManufacturedElement.

5.5 Domain model layer
Domain models provide classes that are specific to a particular application

within the AEC domain.  In version 1.5 there is a sparse selection of subclasses of
IfcArchitecture, IfcHVAC, and IfcFacilitiesMgmt.

5.6 IFC and established building classification
The IfcProductExtension classes, e.g. IfcBuildingElement, IfcSpace, and

IfcBuilding, bear similarities with, and belong to the same level of abstraction as,
the main classes defined in the ISO 12006-2 Framework standard.  Likewise, the
subclasses of IfcSharedBldgElement and IfcSharedBldgServiceElements in the
Interoperability layer seem similar to, and are defined in the same level of
abstraction as, the BSAB 96 classes.

As shown, there is a significant overlap between some IFC-classes and
established classification systems.  There is need for a strategy to resolve this
potential conflict.  The possibility to make a reference from an IFC-class to an
external classification system through the class IfcClassification is no solution,
since the class definitions may not be consistent, and the class scopes may be
different.

In established classification, the class designed element serves the purpose of
enabling a combined functional and compositional view.  The latter seems to be
the objective of the IfcSharedBuildingElement.  Subclasses of
IfcSharedBuildingElement have names that indicate a functional view, but have in
their definitions both material, geometry and functional attributes, e.g. the
IfcBeam is ”a horizontal, or nearly horizontal structural member designed to carry
loads” (IAI 1997b:12-149).

There are no subclasses of IfcBuildingElement that remind of work result
classes like masonry or in-situ-concrete of BSAB 96. Objects defined by such
class attributes may also be of interest to handle separately from the role they play
in a construction.

Superficially, the IFC system shows significant overlap with ISO 12006-2
and BSAB 96. However, the IFC system is not based on separation of views. The
main principle is to attach attributes to the IfcElement and its subclasses. One
problem seems to be that the IfcBuildingElement classes are already having
attributes that might not conform to the ISO 12006-2 standard. It remains to study
how the classification structure of IFC can be co-ordinated with established
industry standards, e.g. with the purpose to support a differentiation of views.



The approach in established building to ”categorize elements according to
primary functional role or as part of a system” is criticised by IAI for limiting the
modelling capacity (ibid:2-15).  The approach is an ”attempt to avoid this by
defining model elements, functional roles, and systems separately so that an
element can assume multiple roles and/or be a member of multiple systems”
(ibid).  In order to support design, there is a possibility to attach attributes to
objects and relationships (IAI 1997b:5-74).

The freedom of defining and combining attributes of a model object is in
established building classification achieved by separating the spatial, functional
and compositional views.  For example, any drawing object referring to, and
representing spatial, or geometrical, properties of parts of buildings may be
assigned to any element (functional view) or work result (compositional view) or
designed element (functional and compositional view). However, in practice there
are limitations to these combinations. The relations between elements and
geometry has been studied in the NICK project (Tarandi 1994), and the relations
between element and work result based on industry practice are expressed in the
designed elements table in BSAB 96 (BSAB 96 1998).

6 Concluding remarks regarding the need for co-ordination between
systems

6.1 Theoretical background, level structure and views
An overview of the structure of the analysed classification standards is

presented in Table 1 below. ISO 12006-2 is a generic classification framework for
the construction domain.  It is not based on an explicit ontological framework, but
adheres to the same principles as BSAB 96. The BSAB 96 is an example of a
domain specific classification system.  It is based on an explicit ontological
model, which is used to define the main views and classes.

POSC/Caesar and IFC have a wider scope than established building
classification systems.  They are developed to completely support computer based
information management. For example, they include geometry definitions and
specify relations between classes. The need for co-ordination, mentioned in
section 1.1, primarily concerns the established classes covered by the established
classification systems.

The POSC/Caesar Data Model is a generic framework for design and
documentation of artefacts in the ontological level, but it is not based on an
explicit ontological model.  The Reference Data Library is a domain framework
for design and documentation of oil and gas facilities, based on the Data Model.  It
would be possible to develop a Reference Data Library also for the construction
industry, based on the POSC/Caesar Data Model.



Table 1: Level structure of the analysed classification standards

Standards/
Levels

ISO 12006-2 BSAB 96 POSC/
Caesar

IFC

Data
definition
language

(English) (Swedish) POSC/Caesar Meta
Model

EXPRESS

Ontological
level

(Systems model) Systems model POSC/Caesar Data
Model

Core Layer and IFC
Resources

Domain
Generic
level

ISO 12006-2
Framework

ISO 12006-2
Framework

Reference Data
Library

Core Extensions

Domain
Specific
level

BSAB 96 Classes Reference Data
Library

Interoperability
Layer

In IFC, the Core Layer together with the IFC Resources constitutes a generic
framework for product modelling in the ontological level. However, it is not based
on a generic framework for the AEC/FM domain.  The Interoperability Layer is to
be developed into a domain specific class library. A limitation of the IFC-system
is that its basic class structure is not based on a differentiation of views.

In order to enable integration between these different systems, it is necessary
that they have a shared ontological view, classification approach and level
structure. An international standardisation of ontology and classification
principles for the AEC/FM domain would enable this integration.  Concerning the
generic classes for the AEC/FM domain, co-ordination is required between ISO
12006-2, a future construction specific POSC/Caesar Reference Data Library, and
the IFC Core Extensions. Similarly, concerning AEC/FM domain specific classes,
co-ordination is necessary between national classification systems like BSAB 96,
a future construction specific POSC/Caesar Reference Data Library and the IFC
Interoperability classes.
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A PROTOTYPE DISTRIBUTED CIC SYSTEM BASED ON IAI STANDARDS
A Prototype Distributed CIC System

A.L. GORLICK and T.M. FROESE
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada

Abstract

A prototype Computer Integrated Construction system is being developed that models
building product and process information using International Alliance for
Interoperability standards.  The goal of this research is to provide a window into the
future of how these standards can be applied in the construction industry.  The
prototype consists of a project database that is structured according to a common
project schema or project data model. The schema is based on emerging International
Alliance for Interoperability standard models but it is implemented in a way that
allows the dynamic development of the schema (and even of its underlying
metamodel) without destroying the information in the database in order to support on-
going work in the development of information model standards.  The system is
modular in nature so that it can be supplemented with plug-in tools to accomplish a
variety of project management tasks.  It is served over the web through a combination
of Microsoft's Active-X Data Object technology and a lightweight version of ISO
STEP's Standard Data Access Interface. Data sets served to the client are wrapped in
the Extensible Markup Language to allow for the self-description of information.

Keywords: Computer Integrated Construction, IAI, IFC, Product Models, Process
Models

1 Introduction

The essence of planning is to combine all aspects into one feasible process,
which means that information has to be transmitted, transformed and combined.  The
increased complexity of buildings and of the organization of the construction process
has made the transmission and sharing of information more difficult as there is a
growing amount of information to be consolidated, distributed, and exchanged

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2171-2179.
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(Jägbeck 1998).  Unfortunately, most of the software tools used to generate this
information cannot interoperate.  In practice, paper drawings or documents are
therefore the common medium for exchanging information.  Consequently, the
manual input of data from one tool to another and the associated risk of error
dramatically hamper the duration, quality and cost of the construction process
(Debras et. al. 1998).  The result is a need for more explicit and self-contained (i.e.
less context dependent) information (Jägbeck 1998).  The construction management
group at the University of British Columbia is addressing this issue through the
development of new computer-based tools to support construction management and
to increase the overall efficiency of construction operations.

We subscribe to the vision that the architecture, engineering, and construction
(AEC) industry will evolve to one in which detailed, integrated, computer-based
models of the AEC projects act as the predominate medium for carrying out design
and management work and for communicating the results among project participants
(Froese et. al. 1997).  To this end, the Construction Management Group has
developed the TOPS (Total Project Systems) model.  TOPS is a conceptual model
that provides the basis for the development of Computer Integrated Construction
(CIC) systems.  The TOPS model is founded on three principal research thrusts:
application development, shared project representations, and system architectures and
interfaces (Russell and Froese 1997).  Much work has been done on application
development (see Rankin et. al. 1998; Froese et. al. 1997; and Rankin et. al. 1997 for
examples) and shared project representations (see Froese and Rankin 1998; Russell
and Froese 1997; Yu et. al.1997; Froese 1996; and Fischer and Froese 1996 for
examples).  Current research is focussing on the design, development, and
prototyping of a system architecture and interface(s) for use in TOPS.

TIP (TOPS Implementation Prototype), the prototype CIC system under
development, models building product and process information using IAI
(International Alliance for Interoperability) standards.  The on-going goal of this
research is to provide a window into the future of how IAI standards can be applied in
the construction industry.  The prototype consists of a project database that is
structured according to a common project schema or project data model.  The schema
is based on emerging IAI standard models, but it is implemented in a way that allows
the dynamic development of the schema (and even of its underlying metamodel)
without destroying information in the database in order to support on-going work in
developing project information model standards.  The system is modular in nature so
that it can be supplemented with plug-in tools to accomplish a variety of project
management tasks.  Current plans include the development of a short cycle
scheduling tool.  TIP is a distributed system, served over the World Wide Web
through Microsoft’s Active-X Data Object (ADO) technology wrapped in a data
access layer that we are developing called the Lightweight Data Access Interface
(LDAI), which can be thought of as a simplified and flexible development version of
the ISO STEP Standard Data Access Interface, SDAI.  Data sets served to the client
are encoded in XML (Extensible Markup Language) to allow for self-description of
information.



2 TIP Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the TIP system.  Froese et. al. (1997)
characterize the underlying architecture of this class of system as: open, in that it is
not dependent on specific computing technologies (e.g., it is based on international
data standards, it is platform independent, etc.); modular, such that a variety of
specific applications developed by different sources can be brought to bear as
appropriate to create the overall system; and distributed, by recognizing the
requirements of a variety of users and data sources.

Application modules are connected to the system using standard interfaces.
Thus, they can be updated without the need for changes to other parts of the system.
Not only is project data shared, the application modules are also shared by different
participants at different locations.  As the applications and project data are
transparent, users must simply send requests to the system through the user interface,
invoke appropriate modules, and input the appropriate data.  (Froese et. al. 1997)

Fig. 1:  TIP architecture



3 LDAI

Applications interact with the integrated system through data access interfaces
that are structured according to underlying schemas or data models (in this case, the
LDAI object model), which are in turn structured on underlying assumptions about
the structure of primitive concepts such as objects, classes, etc. (i.e., the metamodel).
The LDAI (lightweight data access interface) defines a functional interface between
an application and one or more collections of data.  The LDAI is a data access, or
"middleware", component.  It is similar to other data access interface standards such
as the ISO STEP Standard Data Access Interface, SDAI (see International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 1995 for an explanation of the SDAI).  We
are developing the LDAI, rather than directly adopting the SDAI or another system,
because our requirements for a middleware layer are quite different, stemming largely
from the fact that we wish to support rapid prototype development in an area where
"standards" are frequently changing, rather than support production software.  The
LDAI, then, has the following defining characteristics:
• It is very simple to work with.  It is implemented in Visual Basic and it provides

only the most essential and generic data access functionality (it can be thought of
as a stripped-down version of the SDAI).

• It can be used as a "front end" interface for a wide variety of data access "back
ends", such as EXPRESS, STEP Part 21, or XML files, or SDAI or Microsoft
ADO data access interfaces (and it can act as a translator between these different
formats).

• Only the smallest possible set of core metamodel data structures are statically
encoded in the LDAI;  other aspects of the metamodel and all project data models
are dynamically loaded at run-time (i.e. late binding) and these models can be
altered at any time.

• The LDAI object model is presented in UML notation in Figure 2.  We are using
UML (see UML Resource Center 1999) notation for developing the LDAI since it
is becoming a standard within the software industry for representing data models
and other portions of software designs and because we have found more support
for UML within development tools than for EXPRESS.  We expect to provide the
LDAI with the capability of importing and exporting EXPRESS and possibly
UML information as well.

The TIP metamodel is drawn directly from this LDAI object model.  An
important function of this model is its ability to evolve its schema.  The main reason
for this in our case is that we are developing prototype integrated applications based
on standard project data models concurrent with the ongoing development of the
standard data models themselves, so the applications' underlying data structures are
frequently changing.  This capability can also be important for end users to allow the
underlying conceptual model used by the project actors to be altered and to evolve
over time (by adding, deleting, or modifying an object type property), without
affecting the overall consistency of the project information base. (Rezgui, et. al.
1998)  The LDAI object model implements schematic evolution by early binding
only the smallest possible metamodel structure.  All other metamodel constructs are
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built up dynamically as necessary at runtime, and changes can be made to the schema
even after it has instance data associated with it.  Although the LDAI will be able to
maintain data consistency for most types of simple changes to existing schemas, it
leaves the ultimate responsibility for maintaining data integrity during schematic
evolution to the application developer and users.

It is important to note that LDAI is not intended to provide a new standard for
functional interfaces between data and applications, nor is it a replacement for the
SDAI.  The LDAI is a development interface rather than a production interface.  It is
advanced as a simple and flexible tool to facilitate the quick development of
prototype systems.  In a full implementation of TIP, the LDAI would be replaced
with an SDAI or other data access interface.

4 ADO

The following is excerpted from Microsoft’s white paper on Universal Data
Access (UDA) (Microsoft 1998).  ADO is a part of Microsoft’s UDA initiative.  The
premise of UDA is to allow applications to efficiently access data where it resides
without replication, transformation, or conversion.  Open interfaces allow
connectivity among all data sources.  Independent services provide for distributed
queries, caching, update, data marshalling, distributed transactions, and context
indexing among sources.

ADO is a set of high-level automation interfaces over OLE DB (OLE DB is the
Microsoft system-level programming interface to diverse data sources).  It enables
applications to access and manipulate data in a database server through an OLE DB
provider.  ADO is provider neutral.  That is, although it allows access to the full
range of OLE DB data, it does not implement its features specific to any one provider
or data source.  Underlying ADO are four service components that implement its
functionality.  These services are outlined in Table 1.

Table 1: ADO services

Service Description
Cursor Data fetching, data manipulation, local updates,

local cursors
Synchronization Propagates updates to the data source, refreshes

the cursor from the data source, and coordinates
conflicting updates

Shape Provides a hierarchical view of data to offer a
flexible view of the data set

Remote Data Service Permits interaction with OLE DB data sources
over the Internet

ADO will be wrapped in LDAI.  The result is that the functionality of ADO,
and the ADO service components, will be transparent to the user.



5 Implementation

The software architecture of TIP was presented in Figure 2.  The data repository
system will be implemented as a relational database in Microsoft’s Access 97.
Schemas stored in the database will be IAI models with possible extensions for
application-specific functionality.  An OLE DB server will be used to serve the
database, making it accessible to the Internet.  The TIP system will implement the
LDAI with four backends: LDAI text files; LDAI Express; LDAI ADO; and, LDAI
SDAI.  The LDAI File and LDAI Express backends read and write local files.  LDAI
text file reads and writes LDAI notation in ASCII format.  The LDAI Express
backend imports or exports Express and SPF (STEP Physical File format) type files.
The LDAI ADO backend is the interface that allows the LDAI to use ADO to
communicate with data sources.  Finally, the LDAI SDAI backend is an interface
allowing information to migrate between the LDAI and the SDAI.  Of these four
backends, current plans are to only implement the first three.  The LDAI SDAI
backend will be implemented later.

At the application level, three classifications of modules are shown.  The data
browser is a general purpose user interface to project data that is an integral
component of TIP.  This data browser can serve as a separate tool or application,
similar to that of the Explorer tool in Windows.  Its purpose is to allow users to enter,
view, and manipulate project data as well as view and modify the underlying models
and schemas.  The data browser interface can also be incorporated into other, more
specialized applications (as shown by the combined Application Module/Data
Browser Module element).  Finally, the generic application represents any standalone
module that plugs into the LDAI to access project information.  A variety of
applications can be developed—estimating, scheduling, quality control, or document
management systems for example—so long as the required underlying schemas have
been installed to support the application module.

At present, a short cycle scheduling application is being prototyped. The
application is designed for use by construction managers to create on-site look-ahead
schedules and to schedule work-in-place activities and materials delivery.  A
scheduling application was selected for development purposes as scheduling draws
upon a broad range of project information (i.e., product, process, and resource
information). For example, activities, sequencing, cost, the assignments of resources
to processes, etc.  As a result, we expect this application to provide a good test of
emerging IAI models of construction process-related information.  Future papers will
report on the implementation of the scheduling application and the performance of
the IAI models.

The language binding for TIP is Visual Basic.  The data browser and
application modules are being developed in a standard web browser environment
(Microsoft’s Internet Explorer) in order to take advantage of the functionality of
ADO.  A separate data repository is being created to store XML code.  ADO will be
used to wrap project data in XML to create a data set that is self-describing.



6 Conclusion

This paper has described the continuing development of TOPS by the
Construction Management Group at the University of British Columbia.  Current
research focuses on migrating the TOPS conceptual models to a prototype
implementation, TIP.  The TIP model addresses the three research thrusts of TOPS:
application development, shared project representations, and system architectures and
interfaces.  The LDAI was introduced as a prototyping mechanism that allows the
dynamic modification of the underlying schemas and metamodels without affecting
instantiated project data.  Prototyping of the system, and a short cycle scheduling
application module, is underway and testing is expected to begin in the near future.
Results from the complete prototype implementation and field trials will be reported
in future papers.
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ANALYSIS OF PHENOMENOLOGICAL PERCEPTIONS OF
EFFECTIVENESS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN
COMPUTERISED MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
Effectiveness of information technology
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Abstract

The general aim of this empirical research was to examine the phenomenological
perceptions of both asset managers and support or ancillary staff using qualitative and
quantitative analysis for the purpose of assessing efficiency of information technology
in a public sector building construction maintenance management environment,
particularly to develop a framework technique that will be useful to investigate such
fundamental phenomenological facets as efficiency of training and information
technology, the effect of information technology on human relations within the
workplace, the perceived impact of information technology on the efficiency of
occupational performance, and a summative evaluation of information technology in
the asset management environment.  Empirical investigation by structured interview
with both management and support staff within a public sector asset management
organisation was undertaken.  The data was analysed through unpaired t-tests between
asset managers and support staff, and dichotomous questions for experienced versus
inexperienced employees and employees as differentiated by age.  The results of the
analysis revealed that both asset managers and support staff perceive information
technology as beneficial in terms of both qualitative and quantitative outcomes.
Further it would appear that individually at all levels within the maintenance
management sphere exhibited phenomenological perceptions of information
technology that were particularly favourable and overall were consistent with the
conclusions of researchers who had observed information technology’s benefits in
terms of other quantitative and qualitative outcomes, in industry.  Further research is
suggested in the areas of customer satisfaction both prior to and subsequent to the
implementation of more sophisticated information technology systems in addition to
investigating the interaction between actual productivity levels and phenomenological
perceptions of beneficial outcomes as a function of information technology.

Keywords:  Phenomenological perception, efficiency, information technology, asset
management, organisational change
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1 Introduction

Information technology is perceived by a multiplicity of researchers and
practitioners within industry to be extremely useful in terms of increasing both
quantitative and qualitative outcome factors (Mathews, 1994).  It has been identified
by Mathews as the fifth paradigm shift in the industrial revolution.  “Information
technology is having pervasive effects throughout the economy that are entirely
analogous to the previous paradigm shift” (Mathews, 1994, p.84).  This paradigm
shift has resulted in the transformation of a plethora of existing organisations within
the building construction industry.  Mathews purports most programs of
organisational change end up as failures.  Accordingly this study focuses upon one
evaluative aspect of information technology’s implementation, namely,the
phenomenological perspectives of both asset managers and support staff in terms of
both qualitative and quantitative outcomes.  More specifically this attitudinal research
evaluated phenomenological perceptions with regard to computerised maintenance
management in a large public building construction industry organisation in a number
of diverse areas which have been demonstrated to be potential influences of both
qualitative and quantitative output.

Additionally the research investigated managers versus support staff’s
attitudinal evaluations of information technology as this area is considered to be
under researched, within the building and construction industry literature.  Experience
with the use of information technology in the building construction industry was also
examined as a function of individual’s phenomenological perceptions of information
technology.

The initial fundamental area of importance investigated within the present
research is that of information technology’s effects upon human relations within the
workplace for both asset managers and support or ancillary staff.  Lansbury purported
that in order to optimise information technology’s benefits for management and
support staff alike effective planning, consultation and implementation by
management in co-operation with other employees is necessary (Lansbury, 1986).
Australian Science and Technology Council’s Report on “New Office Technology”
(1986, vol 3, p.67) observed “the immediate office effects of the technology were
judged more beneficial more frequently than were the broader ‘organisational’
effects”.  However this report focuses more on the quantitative output as apposed to
information technology’s effects on qualitative human relations.  Areas examined
within the context of this research include an investigation of information sharing
between employees within the workplace, perceived level of control in completing
duties, feelings toward information technology, fear of being made redundant and the
perceived impact of information technology on chances of promotion.  Gately, in an
investigation of banking, retailing and data processing suggested a polarisation of
skills levels would occur, as a result of the implementation of information technology
(Gately, 1984).  These observations could have a potential impact upon morale within
the building construction industry also, if the results were generalised.  Chishti,
Martin and Jacoby claim, in a study of information technology’s effects on a diverse
range of Australian companies, that a “negative effect on the mental health and
morale of employees was reported by a noticeable percentage of respondents”



(Chishti, et al, 1997, p.11).  This is argued to support ‘resistance to change’ theories
as organisational change may force members to move from their comfort zone and
may impact on their mental health (Lansbury, 1983).

The second area of investigation concerns both asset managers and support
staff’s perceptions of adequacy of training in the use of information technology.  Bodi
states that “there is a gap in the training market in terms of providing a conceptual
understanding of systems and how to use them for the organisations benefit” (Bodi,
1987, p.7).  Obviously within the building construction industry there is a need to
adequately train employees in the use of new information technology developments.
Coleman and Joseph argue that Australian history at present does not have a high
commitment to training, instead educational institutions are criticised for their failings
in this area (Coleman and Joseph, 1986).  Inadequate training or problems in handling
job changes may interact with human-computer interface issues and visa versa, Bodi
states that ”A poor interface may undermine an otherwise well designed job” (Bodi,
1987, p.13).  Hence the study aimed to investigate manager verses support staff’s
phenomenological perceptions of sufficiency of training, effective forms of training
and adequacy of training in terms of new information technology developments.

The final area of investigation was that of examining whether or not a difference
existed between management and support staff in terms of phenomenological
perceptions of both the quality and quantity of output.  Staff perceptions of quality of
output, quality of customer service and quantity of output in relation to information
technology were analysed.

In summary, each of these areas is crucial to an understanding of an individual’s
phenomenological perceptions of the relationship between information technology
and qualitative and quantitative output.  From this study it was anticipated that other
research topics would become apparent, leading to an investigation of fundamentally
important areas of the building and construction industry with regard to information
technology.

2 Method

2.1 Subjects
Participants in the study include seventeen management staff and an equal

number of support staff, identified through occupational duties (N=34).  Participants
were screened for age and occupational experience within a computerised
maintenance management environment.

2.2 Materials
Materials used within the study include a questionnaire designed by the

researchers.  The questionnaire examined training, human relations and occupational
performance as a function of information technology, utilising both a Likert type scale
in addition to dichotomous response and short answer type questions.



2.3 Procedure
Participants were instructed to complete the questionnaire individually,

followed by a structured interview, administered by one of the two researchers.

2.4 Results
Data was analysed utilising the unpaired t-test procedure, with independent

statistical analyses being conducted to control the type one error rate at 0.05.  The
initial area to be investigated was the differences between management and support
staff’s perceptions of training in relation to information technology.  It was observed
that a significant difference existed between management and support staff’s level of
satisfaction and training for existing information technology (t=2.811,p,0.05), with a
higher mean score observed for the management as opposed to the support staff,
where a higher score is indicative of a greater level of satisfaction (see fig 1).
Additionally, a significant difference was also observed between these two groups for
satisfaction with training for new information technology implementations as they
occur (t=2.837, p<0.05), with a similar direction of results to those reported for the
previous analysis (see fig 2).  It was also observed that averaged across management
and support staff , 88.2% of subjects utilised new information technology introduced
in the work place, as opposed to 11.2% who did not.  However, once again averaged
across subject groups, 64.7% felt they were not keeping up with new information
technology developments, whilst 35.3% believed they were.

Fig. 1: Satisfaction with training for existing I.T
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Fig. 2: Satisfaction with training for new I.T

The second area of investigation concerned that of human relations as a function
of information technology, once again contrasting management versus support staff’s
phenomenological perceptions.  The initial questions to be analysed concerned
morale, with a significant difference being observed for the two groups perceptions of
information technology’s effects on office morale (t=2.25, p<0.05).  Mean scores for
managers were significantly greater than those observed for support staff, with higher
scores evidencing greater satisfaction (see fig 3).  A similar direction of results was
observed for perceived control in occupational performance derived from information
technology, with managers believing they had more control than support staff (see fig
4).  This difference was also statistically significant (t=2.604, p<0.05).  Finally, a
highly significant statistical difference was observed between the two groups fear of
redundancy as a result of information technology (t=4.243, p<0.05), with managers
mean scores higher than support staff’s, where high scores indicate a low level of fear
of redundancy (see fig 5).

Fig. 3 Satisfaction with office morale
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Fig. 4: Level of perceived control

Fig. 5: Level of perceived anxiety concerning redundancy

The final analyses conducted utilising the t-test procedure involved differences
in both groups perceptions of quality and quantity of service provided as a function of
information technology.  A statistically significant difference was observed between
the two groups perceptions of quality of service provided as a result of information
technology (t=2.135, p<0.05), with support staff demonstrating a lower mean score
than management, where a low score is indicative of a perception of poorer quality of
service being provided (see fig 6).  In an analysis of quantitative output as a result of
information technology, no significant difference was observed between management
and support staff mean scores (t=1.525, p>0.05) (see fig 7).
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Fig. 6: Level of perceived quality of service

Fig. 7: Level of perceived output
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would use information technology over the old methods utilised, whilst 70.5%
reported that they favoured the use of and introduction of further information
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was observed that 60% of the older group of subjects favoured the use of information
technology as opposed to 71.2% of younger subjects, while 50% of older subjects
were in favour of the use of information technology in the future within the
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of less experienced subjects, where experienced refers to 10 years of experience or
greater.  While 57.9% of experienced subjects claimed they were in favour of the use
of information technology and the further introduction of new information technology
developments as opposed to 66% of their less experienced co-workers.  All of the
above analyses were averaged across management and support staff, with an
investigation of their interaction envisaged in future research.

3 Discussion

Within the present empirical investigation a plethora of interesting results were
observed, largely conforming with the theoretical hypotheses derived from previous
research.  However, the existent differences observed between ancillary staff and
management’s phenomenological perceptions of efficiency of training and
information technology, the effect of information technology on human relations
within the workplace and the perceived quality of output warrant further investigation
as this could be an area of importance in terms of increasing the overall efficiency of
information technology, through garnering support and satisfaction with information
technology, from support staff in addition to management.  A great deal of further
research and investigation in the field is necessary within this area.

The initial area investigated involved the perceptions of both managerial and
support staff toward training levels and information technology within a computerised
maintenance management environment.  It was observed that while mean scores were
reasonably high for both groups on a Likert type scale, indicating to some extent
satisfaction with training, a significant difference was observed between the two
groups.  The management group reported a higher level of satisfaction than did the
support staff group.  This could be an area of some concern, as the morale of the
support staff may be affected, potentially resulting in lower levels of both quantitative
and qualitative output.  It is considered that this is an area that needs extensive further
research in an endeavour to ascertain initially whether training levels truly are
satisfactory, and secondly whether staff perceptions of training inadequacy are related
to output levels.  As outlined earlier a diversity of theoreticians have identified the
importance of training in terms of maximising the qualitative and quantitative
efficiency of information technology, in addition to postulating existent training is to
some extent inadequate in terms of both current information technology in addition to
training on new innovations in the area which are introduced within various
workplaces.  However little research has been conducted within the area in the
building construction industry, and particularly within computerised maintenance
management areas.

The second area to be investigated within the study involved the effects of
information technology on support versus managerial staff’s phenomenological
perceptions of human relations within the workplace.  Similar to the last area of
investigation, a significant difference was observed between these two groups
perceptions of the effect of information technology within this area.  This disparity of
opinion is interesting in that it may also have some significant effect on the level of
production of support staff within the workplace, which could potentially be rectified



by making the workplace more ‘human friendly’.  Previous researchers have observed
that low morale in the office is correlated with a diversity of problems ranging from
poorer productivity to instances of mental illness (Chishti et al, 1994).

Finally the results would indicate that managers feel that information
technology results in superior qualitative output, in contrast to support staff’s beliefs.
This result corresponds with those observed in previous analyses in which
management displayed a more favourable phenomenological perspective than support
staff toward information technology overall within the workplace.  However the lack
of any significant difference in attitudes towards quantitative output is interesting in
that it would suggest that while support staff do not necessarily like all of the effects
of information technology, they still acknowledge that it enables them to produce a
greater output than if they were utilising traditional methods.  This result could be
particularly useful in terms of illustrating that further education and training may be
useful in order to gain complete acceptance of information technology by support
staff, following which both qualitative and quantitative output could be monitored.

The examination of age and years of experience in relation to information
technology also provided interesting directions of results, but it is acknowledged
within this study that further and more extensive examination of these areas is
necessary, employing a more rigorous quantitative method than dichotomous answer
type questions.  Future research would be required to explore, more fully, the areas
identified within the present study.  It must also be recognised that further research in
a plethora of diverse areas could also be undertaken.  Including the investigation of
such facets as looking at customer satisfaction in the building construction industry
and its interaction with information technology, and as previously mentioned the
degree of interaction between phenomenological perceptions and actual productivity
as a function of information technology.

In conclusion, it must be recognised that while both support staff and
management perceptions of information technology were reasonably high in terms of
training, human relations and overall qualitative and quantitative output, a significant
difference was evident between these two groups, in terms of satisfaction with
information technology on the whole.  While the high degree of satisfaction concurs
with a multiplicity of previous researchers findings, the differences between the
groups warrants further investigation to ascertain a more comprehensive
understanding of the exact state of affairs within the building construction
maintenance management sphere.
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INCREASING ON-SITE PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH WIRELESS
COMPUTER CONTROL
Increasing on-site productivity
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Abstract

Improving productivity has been a major objective of the building industry, and
indeed in all forms of business for many years. The construction process involves
many complex processes, which make it inherently difficult to manage and can
obviously lead to much inefficiency within the process. It is possible for a wireless
communications system to be adapted for use on construction sites in order to
improve management control over tasks and communication between parties
involved in the project. This feasibility study shows that the implementation of such a
system could lead to significant time savings over traditional paper-based
management and administration systems.

Keywords: Productivity, Site, Wireless, Control, Construction, Computer, Data

1 Introduction

      Improving productivity has been a major objective in all forms of business and
industry as technological development has accelerated more and more rapidly over
the last decade. Computer control has been applied to the manufacturing industry
with great success and is being continuously refined, to bring higher efficiencies in
design, production and delivery of goods. It is the repetitive nature of the processes
within this industry that lend themselves to computer control. The construction
industry however, often involves complex, one-off projects, with many variable
processes and so requires a more flexible system of control. Applying information
technology and control systems to this industry, with its unique nature, requires
adaptation of existing technologies to suit its own specific (but not entirely dissimilar)
requirements.
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Studies ( Horner et al. 1996) have shown that the potential for increase in
labour productivity in the UK construction industry may be more than 25%, and that
large inefficiencies arise mainly from interruptions between activities and processes
as well as delays within individual operations. These interruptions are often a result
of poor planning, insufficient design information and supply-chain problems. A
system that could enhance co-ordination and communication whilst providing ready
and rapid access to relevant data would go a long way towards reducing many
common on-site delays of this nature.

          Attention has recently been focused on regarding construction as a process
rather than as a series of discrete functions. It is improving continuity of the
construction process that is of greatest importance in the on-going quest for greater
efficiency. Integrated computer control systems, which could cover all stages, from
the conception and development of a design, through completion of a building, seem
to be an obvious choice in aiding this development. This is a huge area of study and
this feasibility study report focuses on site processes only, developing a model for
computer control, which will incorporate wireless technology in an attempt to smooth
the transitions between complex processes and improve general productivity on
construction sites. The system will in essence allow traditional office based tasks,
access to information and information flow between parties, to be performed virtually
anywhere, through a mobile communications system.

2 Wireless technology

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) technology uses electromagnetic waves
(radio or infrared) to communicate information from any location without relying on
any physical connection. The data being transmitted is superimposed on the radio
carrier so that it can be accurately extracted at the receiving end
(http://www.cwc.nus.sg/) WLAN must not be confused with other wireless systems
such as mobile phones, and data transmission over cellular or packet radio. These
systems require costly infrastructure, provide much lower data rates, and require
users to buy bandwidth on time or usage basis. On premise wireless LAN requires no
usage fees and provides 100 to 1000 times the data transmission rate
(http://www.cwc.nus.sg/).
        Mobile communications technology has seen major growth and development
over the last few years and continues to advance as on-the-move applications become
more widespread.  Wireless data technologies have been proven through more than
fifty years of application in commerce and by the military. Robust designs of proven
WLAN technologies and the limited distance over which signals are required to travel
result in connections that are far more robust than cellular phone connections and
provide data integrity performance equal or better than wired networking (Hills et al.
1996).
         Many construction companies have ‘computerised` in recent years, with most
businesses using computers to store information or perform tasks for varying
proportions of their operations. A recent survey has showed that 83% of decision
makers in the industry have access to a personal computer (Cole 1997). The issue



now is access  to this information. The availability, ease and speed of access to
information and the efficiency with which this can be used is now often what will set
one company apart from another. Mobile communication technology is a tool for a
potentially more advanced form of communication allowing spoken/written word and
image to be sent and accessed more freely than ever before. The possibilities of
mobile communications technology have only just begun to be explored as
applications for this new technology is gradually realised. For example, Newton
mobile computers have already been applied to many small and large businesses and
also parts of the healthcare system in both America and France. More comprehensive
prototype systems have been tried in the Bellevue police force near Pittsburgh,
various hospitals across America, and AEG’s Daimler-Benz maintenance and
engineering feedback system (for more case studies see web
site:http:www.wlana.com). These industries have profited from productivity gains of
using hand-held terminals and notebooks to access and transmit real-time information
to centralised hosts for processing.

"The ability to access information on demand at any location confers distinct
competitive advantage on users in an increasingly mobile world. As users become
more dependant on this ability, the span of access of data repositories will have to
grow. The increasing social acceptance of the home as a place of work is a further
impetus to the development of mechanisms for mobile information access."
Satyanrayanan (1996)

3 A construction site WLAN model

      A construction site is usually contained in a small enough area to make use of a
high-speed wireless WAN, allowing wireless devices to communicate rapidly from
any part of the site. It is also possible to imagine a network structure which would
link all parties involved in the construction process from architect, to main contractor,
to sub-contractor and even to materials suppliers, providing a potential level of co-
ordination and communication that has never been seen before. A radio
communications controller linked to base stations located around the site would
manage data traffic and also provide the link to the host computer (located in the site
office). The host computer, hard wired into the LAN (e.g. BT Construct system)
would be able to provide access to parties such as architects, quantity surveyors,
engineers, etc. This network would allow direct access to all available design and
construction data, through use of a mobile device anywhere on the site. Fig. 1
illustrates the proposed site infrastructure for a WLAN system. End users access the
WLAN through wireless LAN adapters that are implemented as PC cards in notebook
computers, ISA or PCI cards in desktop computers, or integrated within hand-held
computers that can read bar codes and smart cards. As well as providing increased
information access and management for use on site, the system should be able to
facilitate all day-to-day construction tasks such as logging materials delivered,
checking against materials specified and ordered. This would be achieved through a
database, contained on the host computer being automatically updated remotely by a
handled device as deliveries and other important data are entered by site staff. This



system would eliminate much paper work, storage and retrieval time, checking and
validating by hand. Material ordering could be co-ordinated by the host computer
drawing on information within its database on programming, state of work in
progress, material specifications.

Fig. 1: Site infrastructure for a WLAN system

An intelligent materials ordering system could do more than just aid the
administrative process, but also prompt, check and advise, allowing much tighter
resources management from site and head office to see if site is on progress.
Deliveries could be logged using wireless hand-held devices, and information sent to
the host computer which would check against the ordered material, record delivery
and trigger the payment process. As this technology becomes more common
materials could be labelled with easily accessible bar codes for even more efficient
scanning and logging as they arrive on site.  Availability of up-to-date design
information, control over actual work in progress and collection and recording of
information relating to work in progress are important factors in maintaining quality
construction. Collecting, co-ordinating and processing information on site processes
is a relatively lengthy process and involves several stages of recording, checking and
processing which often leads to unnecessary errors. A mobile wireless network could
allow immediate access to constantly updated design information, and allow users to
remotely access and log data, reducing delays caused by waiting for information and
manual recording of site information.
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The site system would hold a database of all relevant plans and performance
specifications relating to the particular project. Any variations, new drawings, design
information etc. are logged and updated automatically by communication with the
consultant through the LAN. The site system database can be checked remotely by a
hand-held device, so that users can check data such as measurements, quality
assurance documents, health and safety assessment forms and specifications, and
other relevant site documentation, ensuring that work in progress conforms to
specifications. Logging of operatives on site, day work sheets, adherence to
programme, notes to consultants and personal reminder notes could all be entered via
a hand held device from anywhere on site. The benefits for a busy site co-ordinator
are obvious, with speed of access-to, and recording-of information made faster and
easier, reducing delays and mistakes. Additions to the system to improve it's
usefulness could include audible reminder notes and pre-set prompts linked with the
site-diary, calendar and construction programming functions. Survey data obtained
using a computerised system equipped with GPS (global positioning system) could be
used to facilitate setting-out through integration with the wireless computer network.
Regular valuations are essential both for the contractor (in order to calculate cash
flow) and for monthly payment by the client to the contractor. Computerisation of the
interim certificate system, allowing data regarding payment to be sent to various
parties electronically, should increase control over, and speed up the monthly
payment process. A computerised measuring process would also be possible by way
of a hand held device. Using this device the quantity surveyor would be able to walk
around site, entering progress data on the spot through the use of database and plan-
view software. The system possibilities are endless.

4 Field survey

      In order to estimate how useful a wireless communications system might be in
use on construction sites, a questionnaire has been used to try to gauge the savings
that might be made in certain areas, were it to be installed, and some factors which
might influence the choice of the system over traditional methods. The questionnaire
was sent to fifty construction companies, both large and small in an effort to quantify
how much time is spent on site administration processes which might be benefited by
the system, and any possible increases in efficiency which may result from a
wireless-based approach.

The questionnaire posed three questions.  The first question required the
respondents to estimate how much time was spent on--site each day performing the
following operations:

• materials ordering
• checking materials on delivery
• invoice validation and processing
• recording and processing day work
• handling and processing variations
• correspondence with consultants



• correspondence with sub-contractors
• waiting for design information

The recipients were asked to indicate for each operation, a time, which they felt
appropriately described how much time was taken up on-site. Choices rose in
increments from 10 minutes to 5 hours per day.  The second question required
recipients to estimate how much time they considered the system could save. The
same operations were listed as in question one, but this time the answer was
expressed as a percentage time saving.  Choices were between 0 and 100% with a
'don't know' option included.  The estimated productivity improvements are based on
a limited broad knowledge of the system with a limited idea of its scope. Question
three required recipients to rate the following factors in order of importance in the
choice of a wireless communications system over a more traditional site
administration approach. It was hoped that this would give some idea of the viability
of the system while at the same time trying to gauge how willing contractors would
be to implement change.

• set-up costs
• training and familiarisation
• reduction of mistakes and errors
• efficient information storage and retrieval
• quick, on-the-spot access to construction information and records
• intelligent construction programming and materials handling
• overall productivity gains
• potential for easier and improved communication between consultants sub

contractors, etc.
• potential for long term competitive advantage

5 Survey results

      Estimated duration and productivity improvement is depicted for each operation.
From this, typical duration and time savings are estimated for each operation. The
findings of the survey are as follows:

5.1 Materials ordering
Figure 2 shows that estimations of time spent ordering materials each day varies

from 10 minutes to 3 hours but by far the greatest agreement was in the 30 minute
bracket. Estimated time saving of between 25-50% suggest that 5-15 minutes would
be a typical saving each day under a mobile communications system.

5.2 Checking materials on delivery
Figure 2 shows that estimated time spent checking materials on delivery is very

similar to answers given for materials ordering i.e. 30 minutes average. However,
estimated time saving is viewed by most to be greater using bar-coding systems etc.
Savings would seem to be in the order of 15-20 minutes per day.



5.3 Invoice validation and processing
Some respondents claimed invoice validation. was performed at head office and

therefore not relevant. However, over half of the respondents estimated a 25%
productivity improvement giving a saving of around 15-30 minutes per day as
indicated by Fig. 2 and 3.

5.4 Handling and processing variations
Estimated duration range from 10 minutes to two hours as shown in figure 2. A

large proportion of respondents estimated a 25% productivity saving which suggests
time savings of between around 10-30 minutes per day (see Fig. 3).

5.5 Recording and processing daywork
Results show estimations of between 10 minutes and one hour for

administration involving daywork. Figure 3 shows a typical time saving of 10%
suggesting improved efficiencies in the order of  5-15 minutes per day.

5.6 Correspondence with sub-contractors
The majority of answers as represented by figure 2, indicate that time spent on

correspondence with subcontractors is between one and two hours per day. An
average estimated saving of 10-25%  suggests savings of around 20 minutes per day.

5.7 Correspondence with consultants
Results for estimation of time spent and possible savings in correspondence

with consultants is very similar to that for correspondence with sub-contractors.
Typical time saving could be around 10-20 minutes per day (see Fig. 2 and 3).

5.8 Waiting for design information
Estimation of delays relating to inadequate design information range from 10

minutes to 2 hours per day but indicate that little improvement is expected in this
figure.  A large number of answers indicate 0% improvement but others suggest that
the potential for improvement could be as much as 75%. An estimated 15minute
saving per day is a fair representation of the results.

6 Implications

It is obvious from these results that the marginal time savings in each activity
represent a substantial collective daily time saving and an even more impressive
saving when projected over a year as has been represented in Table1. Opinions about
how effective the system may prove to be are varied amongst the recipients of the
questionnaire but whatever the magnitude of the saving may be, the cumulative effect
over time would appear to be significant (an average of 40 days per savings).



Fig. 2: Time spent on site

Fig. 3: Estimated productivity improvements



Table 1: Estimated productivity improvement

Max. time
saving

Avg. time
saving

Weekly time
saving
(mins.)

Annual time
saving
(mins.)

minutes/day minutes/day max average max average
Materials Handling 15 3 82.5 16.5 4042.5 808.5
Checking materials on delivery 15 5 82.5 27.5 4042.5 1347.5
Invoice validation and processing 30 15 165 82.5 8085 4042.5
Handling and processing variations 30 10 165 55 8085 2695
Recording and processing daywork 30 10 165 55 8085 2695
Correspondence with sub-
contractors

60 20 330 110 16170 5390

Correspondence with consultants 30 10 165 55 8085 2695
Waiting for design information 60 15 330 82.5 16170 4042.5

Total
minutes

270 88 1485 484 72765 23716

Total
hours

4.50 1.47 24.75 8.07 1212.75 395.27

Total
days

121.28 39.53

Note: calculations based on a 10 hours/day, 5.5 days/week and 49 weeks/year

7 Perceptions of the system

      The third question was included in the questionnaire in an attempt to try to
gauge how ready contractors might be to install such a wireless communications
network on site in practice. Fig. 4 shows that the main factors that contractors are
likely to take into consideration are long term competitive advantage and storage &
retrieval capabilities, with factors such as set-up costs appearing down the list.
Opinions vary mainly according to company size obviously, as the economics of such
a move will work in the favour of larger contractors.

8 Conclusion

The field survey results demonstrated that a wireless-based approach would be
both possible and beneficial to the construction industry. The results of the survey
indicate that time savings in the order of 40 - 120 days per year could be possible if
the system was to be applied.  Above all these results show that the use of this new
communications technology could be of great benefit to the industry heralding a leap
forward in communication during the construction process and that such technology
should not be discredited or ignored.
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THE VIRTUAL BUILDING - THE IMPLICATIONS OF ITS
PREPARATION DURING THE DESIGN PROCESS
The virtual building and the design process

A.D.DAWSON
Deakin University, School of Architecture and Building, Geelong, Australia

Abstract

This paper examines the impact of the preparation of the virtual building as an
outcome of the design process.  The implications for the design practitioner
working in an environment in which a virtual building model is prepared and
tested prior to commencement of construction are discussed.  Changes to the
current organisational structure of the design process are suggested if a move is to
be made toward an integrated virtual building construction and performance
modeling environment.

Keywords: Virtual building, design process, communications, integration

1 Introduction

Traditional methods of project procurement in the building industry are
based on a clear separation of the design from the construction process.  This
occurred during the eighteenth century when the diversity of skills and technical
complexity of construction became too great for the craftsman to carry out both
design and construction as had been done previously (Saint 1983).  Architects
then emerged from two discipline areas.  One from the arts based amateur
designers and the others from at least a background in the building trades.  The
development of the art - architecture as a distinct profession was based on the
exclusion of ‘…surveyors, measurers and those with interests in the building
trades…’ (Saint 1983, p.61).  The legacy of this foundation is evident throughout
the development of the RIBA and the maintenance of the current separation of the
architect as designer and the master builder as the contractor.  This separation of
design from construction or manufacture has also been the focus of other
manufacturing industries since the development of mass production after the
industrial revolution (e.g. Womack et al. 1990).

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2930-2938.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



The recent reevaluation of the relationship between design, manufacturing,
product quality and lifecycle has lead to the development of the concept of
concurrent engineering.  This is the ‘…systematic approach to the integrated,
concurrent design of products and their related processes including manufacture
and support’ (Rammig and Steinmüller 1997).  High levels of integration
identified as being so critical to the implementation of concurrent engineering is
facilitated by the use of information technology and in particular computer-aided
design (CAD) (Hartley 1992).  Without CAD systems and integrated performance
simulation packages, the level of resolution and pre-manufacture testing of a
proposed design is less likely to fulfill the promised outcome of increased product
performance and quality associated with more economical and efficient
manufacturing.

The construction industry has developed a system of operation which,
despite the developments in information technology, has not changed
significantly over recent years.  This has resulted in the industry developing a
reputation for poor productivity and performance.  This is in contrast to other
industries that have tended to view IT as at least one of the mechanisms for
increasing competitiveness and product quality (e.g. Johansson 1996).  While the
building industry may be seen as unique in so far as it deals with one of a kind
construction, there are manufacturing sectors, such as shipbuilding, which have
very similar limited production run operating environments.  These see the use of
IT, in particular virtual performance evaluation and assembly, as a means of
increasing the predictability and reliability of the outcome of one of a kind
manufacturing processes (e.g. Ouillette 1994; Tatum et al. 1994; White 1990).

By more accurately forecasting both the applicability of procedures to be
used in the construction process and the performance of the completed
constructed object, the predicted financial commitment becomes increasingly
reliable with a subsequent reduction of overall risk in undertaking a project (e.g.
Bennett and Lamb 1996).  Virtual building project modeling has the potential to
be a mechanism for such forecasting in the construction industry.

The impact of the development and implementation of the virtual building
project as part of the design process is likely to have a profound impact on the
construction industry.  This has the potential to significantly influence the way
buildings are designed, how the design intent is communicated and the means
which are used to support the construction and lifecycle maintenance process.
However, the transition to this may be problematic, particularly for architectural
practices.

2 Outcome of current documentation in traditional procurement

The outcome of the culmination of the design and documentation process is
a set of contract documents consisting of working drawings (including those
supplied by specialist consultants), specifications and a written contract.  The
description contained in these documents is that of an idea for a three dimensional
object transformed into a two dimensional medium from which a three
dimensional object is to be constructed (Figure 1).  The building as a three
dimensional object generally exists in the mind of the designer, although possibly
not in the mind of the client (Cuff 1992), and is communicated to the builder



using a two dimensional medium.  There is therefore a great reliance in the
experience of the designer in being able to visualise the building as a three
dimensional object and then translate that vision into a two dimensional medium.
As buildings become more complex in design, construction and servicing, this
becomes more difficult.  At its most complex, it may be impossible for any one
individual to fully understand a building in its entirety.

Fig. 1: Design concept transformation

2.1 Representation
The outcome of the architectural design process is a set of 2D documents

which aim to communicating the design intent, but which do not fully describe
the building as it is to be built.  Rather, they are prepared in a shorthand language
that is generally understood by the various participants in the construction
industry.  The interpretation of the documents is based on a set of conventions,
knowledge of which is built up over years of participation in the industry.  The
language has been defined (Standards Association of Australia 1985), however it
does not attempt to fully describe any building and simply seeks to standardise
the vocabulary and interpretation of the language used.  For example, the
documentation prepared for Australian brick veneer construction does not show
timber studs at 450mm centres although there is a clear, and universally assumed,
intent that they should be placed where required (Figure 2).

Fig. 2: Documentation vs. meaning

Detailed resolution of a design prior to finishing the documentation is
therefore not required and a complete and comprehensive description of the
building is not assumed to be provided (at least by the building contractor,
although it may be by the client).  The documentation as prepared therefore uses a
graphic language that does not assume that a fully complete description of the
building is even intended to be provided.  It is apparent that, despite the
incomplete documentation, the intent is that a complete, stable and usable
building is to be constructed.  Anecdotal evidence suggests that the closer a set of
documents approaches a full description of the building the higher the contract
price is likely to be.  This is a clear disincentive to thorough documentation and,
by implication, thorough resolution of the design.  The apparent danger of over
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documentation is a factor architects appear to be conscious of.  Builders do not
expect a full building description nor necessarily see it as desirable as it tends to
reduce the flexibility in how they undertake the construction process.

2.2 Definition of responsibility
In the preparation of the documents, the issue of responsibility arises.

There is a clear definition of responsibilities during the design and construction
process.  Each sector of the industry attempts to ensure that they are not
responsible for another’s contribution over which they have little or no control or
knowledge (RIBA 1991).  This has a significant impact on the nature of the
documentation as prepared.  Each consultant, such as the structural or mechanical
engineer, prepares separate documentation for their area of responsibility.
Architectural drawings seek to define the overall building form and coordinate the
various sets of consultant’s documents (Figure 3).

Fig. 3: Relationship - Architectural to consultant’s documentation

In the traditional method of procurement, this separation of responsibility
carries through to the construction process, the details of which are determined by
the contractor after design and documentation is complete and tenders are let.
Not only is detailed resolution of the construction process not required during
design and documentation, in the traditional form of architectural service it would
be encroaching on the responsibility of the builder (RIBA 1991).  It is therefore
the architect’s role to coordinate the preparation of a description of what is to be
built not define how to build it.

This requirement for clear definition of responsibility encourages
fragmentation and compartmentalisation of information that is used to describe
the building that is to be constructed.  The seamless integration of information in
order to describe the building as a whole is therefore discouraged and information
silos are created.  This is characteristic of a sequential engineering process which
has created difficulties in manufacturing and has led to the development of
concurrent engineering (Prasad 1995).

2.3 Visualisation
The purpose of design visualisation is to communicate the visual and

spacial quality of the design intent.  However, it brings with it its own limitations
related to the scope of information that is necessary to include in the building
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model from which the visualisation is developed.  When preparing a virtual
building model as a visualisation tool, two elements only are required:

• geometry of visible surfaces
• visual properties of visible surfaces (e.g. texture pattern, colour, reflectivity)

It is apparent that the amount of information embedded in a 3D model,
which describes a building for this purpose, is not complete.  It clearly does not
approach the complexity of that which is necessary to describe a building in any
comprehensive manner.  In addition, the model may only require a small part of
the building to be described and may be analogous to that of a movie set in which
only the visible parts of the form need to be shown any concern.

The 3D model prepared for design visualisation is therefore lacking
information that would make the model usable for any other purpose.  Thus, it
excludes information such as thickness, location and composition of subsurface
materials.  These have a critical impact on the overall performance of the building
as a complete operational system and are necessary if any performance analysis is
to be undertaken using the prepared building model.  The current 3D models,
which may be developed as part of the design process (Dawson 1996), require
substantial additional elements, both geometric and not geometric, if they are to
be utilised as anything other than a presentation or visual design evaluation tool.

3 Design within a virtual modeling environment

Design development support systems and methods of communication
operating within a virtual modeling environment are under development in
industries other than construction and contrast markedly with those described
above.  These include aircraft design (e.g. Business Week 1991), automobile
manufacture (e.g. Van Niekerk 1995) and shipbuilding.  Of these, shipbuilding is
potentially of the most interest with limited series production (down to one of a
kind) of technically complex large scale objects manufactured from simple
components (Johansson 1996).  Some ship designs may be likened to small cities
with infrastructure including restaurants, hotels, and HVAC systems and, with the
exception of hull structures and propulsion units, may be very similar to buildings
in their architectural requirements.

The development of virtual design support systems is resulting from the
application of concurrent engineering to ship design and construction. The
shipbuilding industry, particularly in the United States, has seen the development
of concurrent engineering as a means of increasing competitiveness (Bennett and
Lamb 1996).  Key concepts which have developed from this have been the
carrying out of design, performance testing and construction process evaluation
before manufacturing commences (e.g. Ouillette 1994).  This has benefits in
increasing the predictability of the performance of both the construction process
and the completed product.  That in turn reduces the financial risk associated with
the design, construction and operation process.

The development of 3D CAD models as a means of validating design
decisions related to complex control or machinery spaces has been carried out.
This has been demonstrated to be of clear, if qualified, benefit (Tatum et al.



1994).  However, this is little more than design visualisation as an alternative to
constructing full scale mockups.  The greatest opportunities are potentially the
development of complete product models from which relevant and appropriate
information can then be extracted as required.

The product information model (Figure 4) has been proposed as a single
source of information to support the design development and evaluation process
(Johansson 1996).

Fig. 4: The product information model (after Johansson 1996)

The model contains both geometric and non-geometric information.  Stored
non-geometric information includes such data as weight, surface treatment and
energy consumption.  In addition, it also identifies connections and dependencies
between objects.  Although the product model does contain geometric
information and visualisations can be generated, its primary focus is on the non-
geometric data.  The complexity and extent of the non-geometric data is clearly
recognised.  With this level of embedded information, the product model becomes
a rich source of data for further development of performance, construction or
lifecycle maintenance simulation.

There are two key elements which facilitate the implementation and success
of concurrent engineering and subsequent development of product models and
virtual performance simulation in shipbuilding:

• a design/build organisational structure in which the client approaches a
shipbuilder who then carries out all operations from initial briefing to
completion of construction and possibly maintenance and refit.  A design
may be developed specifically for a client’s needs or may be purchased
from a naval architect and then modified by the shipbuilder’s own design
office.

• the continuity of organisational structure from one design/construct
commission to another where long term continuous relationships are
established between the players in the design and manufacturing process.
These include design engineers, external suppliers and sub-contractors,
shipyard workers and possibly the client.

These elements give a level of cohesiveness and stability that are not
available to organisations that are fragmented and transitory.
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4. Product information model for construction – the virtual building

Information models developed within the construction industry are
characterised by a focus on the transfer of information between players within the
industry (IAI 1997; Anumba et al. 1997) (Figure 5).

Fig. 5: The shared project model (after IAI 1997, p. 2)

For a fragmented industry, an emphasis on the seamless interchange of
information is attractive.  This facilitates the electronic transfer of design and
construction information across multiple computer platforms and CAD systems.
However, the shared information model does not necessarily lead to the level of
integration that other industries perceive as being important for increasing
product quality and manufacturing efficiency through virtual model development
and testing of design proposals.

The level of information density contained in the virtual building model
should allow the following to be carried out:

• design validation from a visual, spacial and functional perspective
• performance simulation both before, during and after completion of

construction
• construction process simulation

The virtual building, which is developed based on these concepts, is
required to embody the total definition of the building.  It is therefore required to
contain the following (Dawson 1998):

• comprehensive information about the building form and geometric
relationships between assemblies of components

• geometric information about the individual components used to make up
the component assemblies

• comprehensive information about the graphical and nongraphical properties
of component assemblies

• comprehensive information about the logical relationships between
components and component assemblies
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The ability to undertake this level of testing both during and after
development of a virtual built environment introduces the concept of simulation
based design to the development of the virtual building.

5 Discussion and conclusions

It is apparent that the methods of building design operation, which
culminate in the current contract documentation, lead to:

• incomplete resolution of the building as a three dimensional object
• incomplete resolution of the building detail as it is to be constructed
• documents used to communicate design intent being incomplete
• reliance on others in the construction process, such as contractors or sub-

contractors to determine how to build a completed (although not complete)
design

• fragmentation of design information across multiple disciplines
• fragmentation of responsibility where unambiguous definition of

boundaries and responsibility is often difficult

This results in a focus on who wants what information rather than on what
information is required in order to most economically and efficiently construct the
building or its parts so that it will perform in a predetermined manner over time.

Two elements characterise the virtual building, its completeness and its
homogeneity.  The virtual building is prepared so that it can be analysed in a
manner that replicates a set of performance experiments on an actual building.
These range from analysing virtual assembly methods to determining the impact
on energy consumption of alternative methods of refurbishment.  In the virtual
building there is no separation of element description based on responsibility.
There should be no information about the design that exists solely in the mind of
an architect or contractor.

The current structure of the construction industry, the particular relationship
between its players and the method of communication, preclude the development
of product information models or their extension, the virtual building.

The development of the virtual building requires availability of all major
participants in the design and construction process from initial client contact.
This ensures that the model that is being developed through the design process is
complete and fully reflects what is planned to be built.  Major changes are
therefore necessary in the structure of the design sector of the building industry:

• designers will be required to offer clients complete packages of service
from pre-design to maintenance, involving contractors and suppliers

• long term relationships need to be developed between designers, contractors
and suppliers

• designers will be required to place emphasis on complete design resolution
before construction commences

• designers will be required to seamlessly integrate information from various
consultants into a single project information model (or its successor, the
virtual building model)



Ultimately, the outcome of the design process will be the preparation and
testing of the proposed design through the development of a virtual building
model, not the preparation of 2D contract drawings or 3D visualisations.

Whether these are initiated by architects, as the traditional coordinators of
the design process, or project managers, as suggested through the application of
concurrent engineering to the design and construction process (Love et al. 1998),
remains to be seen.  However, it is currently not clear whether designers will be
able to make the transition from their current fragmented methods of operation to
one in which there is an emphasis on quality, predictability and efficiency of
outcome for all concerned.
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Abstract

Airport Organizations are faced with the increasingly complex task of integrating
facility development projects with operational airport systems.  Computer network
systems present promising opportunities for meeting this challenge.  The goal of
improving the integration of airport systems is similar to the goal of computer-
integrated construction in the Architectural, Engineering, Construction and Facilities
Management (AEC/FM) industry.  In the AEC/FM industry, researchers are applying
object-oriented, graphical models as a basis for data exchange.  In this research, an
information structure for the relationship of facility projects with airport management
and operations is formulated using graphical modeling.  The purpose of this model is
for application as an airport facilities and construction management, information
reference and retrieval tool.  A prototype implementation based on this work is
located on the Internet at: http://www.host.trueserver.com/needham.

Keywords: airports, construction, facility management, information retrieval,
information structure, graphical modeling, systems integration

1 Introduction

Airport Organizations that own, operate, develop and manage large commercial
airports are responsible for integrating a complex set of inter-related systems and
resources.  Effective-and-efficient utilization-and-coordination of these systems and
resources continues to gain importance given increasing levels of commercial
aviation, the high cost of infrastructure improvements, and barriers to the expansion
of airport facilities.  Opportunities for improving the effective and efficient
implementation of airport functions exist in the use of information management
technologies.  These opportunities are particularly evident in computer network
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systems and associated communications, whose use in business applications is
growing rapidly.

Fig. 1: Graphic model outlining the organization of this paper

The application of information management methods to classify and structure
information required for the integration of facility projects at operational airport is the
topic of a dissertation research project at The George Washington University, School
of Engineering & Applied Science, Department of Engineering Management.  Goals
and objectives of this research are as follows:

a. Develop an information-structure representation for airport facilities and
systems to improve information accessibility and integration of systems;

b. Identify and demonstrate a mechanism for detailing subject information;
c. Identify and demonstrate a mechanism for identifying subject relationships;
d. Provide a mechanism to assist in the identification of pertinent information;
e. Demonstrate an information management application prototype based on

this research work; and
f. Identify methods that can be used within the developed information

structure to improve organizational efficiency and effectiveness.
The organization of this paper parallels the methodology followed in the

research effort: in Section 2, the airport organization's domain is described; in Section
3, systems integration tools are discussed; and in Section 4, the development of a
systems model for airport organizations is presented.  At the conclusion of the paper,
pertinent findings of the research are summarized, and the status and location of the
Internet-based, prototype implementation is given.  Figure 1 outlines the organization
of the body of the paper.  The graphical models illustrated in this paper were
developed using Rational ROSE-Student Edition, which is an object oriented
software-engineering product of the Rational Software Corporation.

2 The airport organization

2.1 Business environment
Airport Organizations are one of three central business components that make

up the operational portion of the United States commercial aviation industry.  The
other two are the commercial airlines and the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA).  The ownership of airport organizations differ from the airlines and the FAA
in that airports are traditionally owned by state and local agencies, whereas airlines
are corporate entities and the FAA is part of the United States government.
Numerous additional organizations and businesses are associated with or operate in
support of commercial aviation.  In North America aviation activity has grown
steadily.  From 1982 to 1992, growth was approximately 4.5 percent-per-year for
passengers and 6.8 percent-per-year for cargo.  (Kapur 1995)  Forecasts are for
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aviation activity to continue to grow, with rates estimated at 4.0 percent-per-year for
domestic U.S. travel and 5.3 percent-per-year for international travel for the period
from 1996 to 2007.  (FAA 1996)  Increased congestion at many airports has resulted
from these increasing levels of activity.  In response, numerous airport development
programs are planned and being implemented across the U.S. in order to improve
facilities and increase capacity.  These programs, save a few exceptions, have been
restricted by various physical, social, political and financial constraints to the
expansion and improvement of existing airports.  (Rutner et al. 1997; Inamete 1993)
The implementation of facility projects at operational airports is complicated by the
need to integrate the development with ongoing operations and existing systems.  The
airport organization as owner, operator, developer and manager of an airport facility
holds the primary responsibility for implementation of airport projects.

2.2 Principle functions and locations
The three principle functions of an airport organization are: provision of traffic

handling systems; provision of commercial services; and provision of operational
services.  (Ashford and Wright 1992; Kapur 1995; Wiley 1986)  Airport functions
can also be generally classified based on their location as follows: on the public or
landside of the terminal; in the terminal and aviation service facilities; or on the
airfield operating area (AOA).  This research focuses primarily on the interface of
facility development projects with the airport functions located on the landside of the
terminal facilities.  Airport landside traffic handling systems include roadways and
traffic control, way-finding information, pedestrian routes, on-airport transportation,
terminal curbside facilities, and employee parking. Landside commercial activities
include parking, curbside services, taxi-service, car rentals, and off-airport
transportation.  Landside operational services include site management, maintenance,
utility services, police, fire and rescue.  The implementation of facility development
projects will typically affect many of these airport functions.

Fig. 2: Graphic model outlining the organization of Section 2
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2.3 Organizational mission and resources
Provision of safe, efficient and responsive customer service is representative of

a typical airport organization's mission.  The customer base can be classified as
consisting of passengers, senders, greeters, visitors and employees.  A complicated
mesh of in-house resources and contracted resources must be coordinated to meet
customer demand.  In-house resources are typically used for tenant management,
management of business concessions, plant operations, facility project operations,
maintenance operations, and for police and fire protection.  Internal support is
provided in the areas of human resources, finance, business services, engineering,
public affairs, legal counsel, telecommunications and information systems.  An
extensive array of resources external to the airport organization is also required.
Examples of external resources include: airline and cargo handling tenants; parking
management and rental car business concessionaires; janitorial and landscaping
service contractors; equipment vendors and material suppliers; and a variety of utility
companies, engineering consultants, and construction contractors.  Additional
external resources include: federal agencies, such as the FAA and Postal Service;
local public services, such as, public transportation, and water and sewer services;
and a variety of interest groups and trade associations

2.4 Airport organizational management and communications
Formal communications and control within an organization are defined by the

organizational structure and management style.  The line and staff structure is
commonly used by airport organizations. (Wiley 1986) This structure emphasizes
vertical organizational relationships and is geared for stable business environments.
(Moody and Premeaux 1993)  The direct communications and rapid decision-making
capabilities characteristic of line authority are combined with specialized staff that
advise and assist the line function.  There is a high degree of management flexibility
and specialization, but internal conflicts between managers are likely.  Effective
communications and good working relationships can help minimize conflicts.  The
vertical structure is indicative of an autocratic or 'consultive' management style.
(Miles 1975)  These styles focus on work methods, and are characterized by formal
communications that follow the chain of command in the form of directions passed
down and feedback passed up. Information sharing between departments is
permissible, although formal lateral communications at the lower levels of the
organization are absent. Two-way communications can be utilized by management to
help gain employee support for organizational objectives.  In contrast, organizational
team structures, such as the project and matrix structures, emphasize both vertical
and horizontal organizational relationships.  Team structures are geared towards more
turbulent business environments. (Moody and Premeaux 1993)  The inclusion of the
horizontal structure is indicative of a human resource management style. (Miles
1975)  This management style focuses on objectives, and is characterized by full
availability of information, direct communication with lateral groups, and short
feedback loops.  Program and construction management consultants hired by airport
organizations are likely to utilize a team structure. (Hendrickson and Au 1989)
Within a large organization a variety of sub-structures and management styles are
likely to be utilized and to change with time, which complicates the management
process and the delineation of communications.



3 Systems integration tools

3.1 Systems integration
An Airport Automation Survey of computer systems was conducted by the

Airports Association Council International, North America (AACI-NA) in 1992.
Thirty-one U.S airports and two international airports were included in the survey.
Results for three-of-the-five survey categories are summarized in Table 1.  The two
categories not shown here are financial management and hardware systems.  It can be
seen from the table that airport organizations use computer systems for a wide variety
of applications.  And although the trend for computer systems in general has been
toward greater connectivity and interoperability, much work remains. The on going
convergence of computing and communications, particularly in the area of network
systems, however presents promising opportunities for increasing organizational
effectiveness and productivity (Alter 1996; Laudon & Laudon 1996).  The goal of
improving the integration of airport systems through the use of information
technologies is similar to the Architecture, Engineering, Construction and Facilities
Management (AEC/FM) industry goal of computer-integrated construction.  And in
fact, there is a significant overlap of the airport industry and the AEC/FM industry,
especially in the area of airport facility projects.  Review of research directions and
methods utilized within the AEC/FM industry shows compatibility and applicability
to airport facilities work and to the overall airport organization.

Table 1: Airports with automated systems-33 surveyed (AACI-NA 1992)

Office Automation Facilities Management Operations Management
Word Processing 33
Spreadsheet 32
Database 28
Desktop Publishing 21
Statistical Analysis 19
Electronic Mail 16
Group Scheduling 16
Records Management  9
Disaster Recovery   7
Document Mgt./
Imaging  6
Executive Information  3

Activity Statistics 24
CAD/Engineering 23
Fire Alarm 21
Building Energy Mgt. 20
Lease/Property Mgt. 18
Maintenance Mgt. 16
Vehicle Maintenance 13
Construction Mgt. 11
Fuel/UST Sensing 10
Travelers AM Radio 10
GIS 8
Central Plant 7
Custodial Control 5

ID Badges/Security 30
Access Control 28
Flight/Bag Information 21
Human Resources 15
Incident Tracking 12
Police Interface 10
Airfield Lighting 9
Noise Complaints 9
Baggage Handling  7
Police/Fire Dispatch 7
Gate Scheduling 4
Vehicle Tracking 4
Taxicab Control 3

3.2 Systems integration research in the AEC/FM industry
The AEC/FM industry is characterized as a fragmented industry consisting of a

large number of specialized firms and organizations.  Vertical fragmentation exists
between project phases, while horizontal fragmentation exists between the specialists
within a phase. (Howard et al. 1989)  In an effort to reduce this fragmentation,
extensive research into the development of computer integrated systems has occurred.
Examples of this research include overall strategies for computer integration
(Teicholz and Fischer 1994).  While work in specific areas includes the integration of
cost and schedule data (Abudayyeh and Rasdorf 1991), the integration of design



information with construction planning (Parfitt et al. 1993), and integration of
construction product and process information (Stumpf et al. 1996).  Larger-scaled,
integration research and development projects include: RATAS (Bjork 1994);
COMBINE (COMBINE 1998); COMMIT (COMMIT 1998); STEP (ISO STEP
1998); and the International Alliance for Interoperability's - Industry Foundation
Classes (IAI IFC's 1998).  A central theme in these integration research studies is the
need for common conceptual models upon which to base data exchange. Modeling
related research includes the primitive-composite approach (Howard et al. 1992),
construction process information models (Froese 1996), and construction methods
modeling (Froese and Rankin 1998).

3.3 Graphical modeling
The purpose of conceptual modeling is to develop a logical view of a system's

structure.  In database design, conceptual modeling is an important part of the
information level design process, which precedes the physical level design process.
(Pratt and Adamski 1994)  While both lexical and graphical conceptual modeling
techniques are available, graphical modeling was chosen for use in this work based
on the strength of the visible representations produced.  (Schenck and Wilson 1994)
Graphical models are able to capture organizational structure, detailed subject
information and subject relationships, which are three of the goals of this work.  The
two principle modeling techniques, which are similar in nature, are the entity-
relationship model and the object-oriented model.  The entity-relationship technique
is formally defined and is used by designers of relational databases.  The object-
oriented model has not yet achieved a comparable level of conformance in practice,
but has gained popularity based on its strength for matching data objects to real world
components and processes.  (Ryan and Smith 1995; Reingruber and Gregory 1994)
Primarily for this reason, the object-oriented Unified Modeling Language (UML), a
part of Rational ROSE, was chosen for use.  In addition, student edition software and
ample documentation is available, and it is likely that UML will become an industry
standard. (Rational Software 1998)

Fig. 3: Graphical model outlining the organization of Sections 3 and 4
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4 Airport systems modeling

4.1 Model purpose
The purpose in preparing a graphical model of an airport organization's domain

is for use in the development of an information reference and retrieval tool.  The
underlying premise is that representation and network computer implementation of
subject and subject inter-relationship information used in facilities and construction
management can be used to improve the quality of project implementation by
reducing variations in operational, administrative, contractual and technical processes
and products.  The objective is to improve the organization's ability to identify and
access pertinent information.  The aim of the information model is for inclusion in the
airport organization's Intranet system.

4.2 Model scope - the domain
Facility projects and project management at operational airports are subsets of

the overall facility and organizational management structure, respectively. Therefore
modeling of the overall information system structure is necessary to attain the full
potential for improved systems integration.  In other words, facility operations
personnel, project development personnel, and management can reduce variations in
work, and thereby improve organizational efficiency and effectiveness by improving
the information set which they share.  Accordingly, Figure 4 is a graphical
representation of 'Level 1' of the information system model.  The primary subject area
being developed within the model is the interface of airport landside projects with
operational airport facilities.  A pedestrian tunnel project is being used to depict
specific instances with which to validate and further refine the model.

Fig. 4: Airport systems model - Level 1

4.3 Model scope - the model components
The components included in the modeling of airport systems include object

classes, relationships, attributes and sample class instances.  Types of relationships
used in the model are associations, aggregations, and generalizations.  Several 'use
case diagrams' are also included as part of the systems modeling effort to illustrate
specific organizational process interactions, along with the participating 'actors'.
Modeling components not included in this research project include sequence
diagrams, class operations and object behavior.
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4.4 Model Structure
The model structure is partitioned in a hierarchy of model groups as follows:

Level 1- Model of the overall airport system;
Level 2- Models of the top level systems represented in Level 1;
Level 3- Models of the major classes represented in Level 2;
Level 4- Models of the object classes represented in Level 3; and
Level 5- Instantiation of model classes (Pedestrian Tunnel Project Example).
Object classes, objects, object instances, attributes, and object relationship are

depicted graphically by the model.  As an example, the 'Project Management
Functional Class- Level 2' model is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Project management functional class model - level 2

4.5 Prototype implementation
A web-based prototype is being implemented which uses the model structure as

the 'site map' for navigating and locating information. The site was developed using
Microsoft FrontPage 98 and is located at:  http://www.host.trueserver.com/needham.  The
size of the model partitions and corresponding web pages have been controlled so
that each 'model page' can be viewed with relative convenience using a web browser.
The web pages were developed by 'pasting'' the model partitions and adding
hyperlinks.  The prototype illustrates the use of a web browser as a means for
activating graphical models, however it is limited in that the model is only partially
developed and a database for instantiation of the model has not yet been developed.
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5 Discussion

The goal of this research is to develop an information reference and retrieval
tool that can be used by Airport Organizations to improve the project information
management process.  The research has focused on two aspects: first, the
development of a conceptual information structure; and second a prototype
implementation of the information structure.  The background for the information
structure was gained through research and experience with airport development
projects.  The top-down approach was taken in developing the model structure,
however it is not expected or necessary that the entire model be detailed.  Rather, the
portion of the model of interest is that related to project operations and management,
and the associated relationships with general management and other functional
management areas.  Three keys to validating the model are: ensure the scope of
model is complete; check that object categories are appropriate and correctly detailed;
and check that relationships are accurate and complete.  A long-term, on going airport
'Pedestrian Tunnel' project is being used to help detail and validate the model.  This
amounts to a bottom-up approach for checking and detailing the model.  The next
step for validation of the model is for a sample group of the airport project personnel
to review and critique the web-based prototype.  The prototype is to have two
primary features: first, the graphical components of the information structure are used
for site navigation; and second a test-database for instantiation of objects.  The
navigational feature of the site is operational and demonstrates the general
organization of the information structure developed.  However, before operational
testing by the sample group can begin the addition of a test-database is planned.  The
research methodology being followed does appear to hold promise given current
opportunities with the development of organizational Intranet and Internet sites, and
further development and testing is on going.  Comments regarding the web site are
welcome and can be made using the Email form available at the site:
http://www.host.trueservercom/needham.
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METAGAME ANALYSIS FOR DETERMINING CONSTRUCTION
METHODS
Metagame analysis for assessing construction methods
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Abstract

This paper deals with the use of metagame analysis to help resolve conflicting factors
affecting the choice of a reinforced concrete structural system.  The most suitable
construction method in a project varies in accordance with several factors, but may be
limited to: overall construction cost, construction duration, quality of construction
and effect of environmental issues.  A computer program was developed as a tool to
analyse the decision making process using an Analytical Hierarchy Process and is
used to decipher different preferences based on prioritised objectives.  The specific
focus in this paper is resolving to choose pre-cast concrete in comparison to cast-in-
place technology in a project operated by a firm including an owner, an architect and
a construction manager.  The results derived from the metagame analysis shows that
the priority afforded to the various factors affecting a particular choice of building
system is dependent upon the preference given to these factors and this necessarily
will have an effect the manner in which the conflicting objectives are resolved.

Keywords: Building construction, construction method, decision-making, design
build, metagame analysis, pre-cast concrete

1 Introduction

Pre-cast concrete technology was introduced into building construction in the
1960's and ultimately brought about significant changes to Japan’s construction
industry.  However, its adoption did not advance smoothly and the many advantages
that the use of pre-cast concrete potentially offers have not been realised in Japan.
Indeed, the adoption of pre-cast concrete construction within the industry was

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2487-2497.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



hindered by a number of problems such as the lack of skilled and the age of
labourers, the requirement to insure quality construction, the need to minimise the
duration of construction and the use of material resources to name but a few of the
evident contributing factors.  One of the factors inhibiting its implementation was that
firms, or those individuals involved in the construction process such as the owner,
architect and contractor, did not always collaborate to adopt pre-cast concrete.  This
is because the individual “players” in the construction “game” often sought to capture
an advantageous strategy for themselves, by which they would minimise their
perceived risk.  For example in a given project where pre-cast concrete might be
considered as a potential option, a project architect may have insisted on flexibility of
design whereas the construction managers’ priority was to minimise the duration of
construction.  In such a case, the architect avoids pre-cast concrete though the
construction manager suggests it.  Hence, there exists a conflict problem that often in
the past has been resolved simply by resorting to construction solutions that minimise
the risk to the owner or the owners representative, i.e. the architect.  This typically is
what has occurred to hinder the adoption of pre-cast in the Japanese construction
industry that is, as are many other such industries around the globe, essentially risk
avers.

The purpose of this paper is to analyse such types of conflict using the
metagame decision support method specifically to help clarify the adoption of pre-
cast concrete. The decision support system metagame was first developed in the
1970s and has since been applied to resolve conflicts in many different kinds of
engineering fields.  However in the Japanese building construction industry its use as
a project management tool is not well known.  The conflict problem that required
solving is the preference for cast-in-place concrete in relation to pre-cast concrete
given their respective construction costs.  The authors assessed the preference using
quantitative methods offered in metagame; a computer program of the metagame
analysis was developed to help resolve this problem.

2 Conflict problem

2.1 Overview
If one compares the pre-cast and cast-in-place concrete industries, one might

suggest that comparison could be made on the basis of overall construction costs,
duration of construction, quality of work offered by the finished product and effect on
environment issues.  In general, the cost of pre-cast concrete is reasonably stable as a
typical manufacture of pre-cast concrete regularly produces multiple units of high
quality concrete assemblies.  In regards to transportation of pre-cast units, this usually
tends to be left to a specific trader of which few changes in cost can be expected.

To the Japanese pre-cast concrete is suggestive of shabby, uniform and
uninspired architecture.  An owner’s interest is focused not on the construction
method but indeed, on the design, as well as the construction duration and cost.  It is
generally agreed in Japan that architect-designers believe the use of pre-cast concrete
construction offers little planning flexibility.  Furthermore, such designers often wish
to adhere to quality in the design and therefore, they do not always encourage



adoption of pre-cast concrete.  However, it is noted that pre-cast concrete is used not
only for structural members but also for non-structural members such as balconies.
In such instances, the flexibility of the design can be guaranteed.

In the Japanese construction industry, cast-in-place concrete is easier to
complete than pre-cast concrete structures.  For the contractor, it is important to know
how to build and to control the cost of construction.  Therefore, pre-cast concrete
systems do not tend to be adopted by contractors since wide spread knowledge of this
technology does not exist.  However, certain projects have been completed using this
technique in instances where the quality of construction, durability and reduced
construction schedules were important factors.  The duration of construction of pre-
cast concrete structures can be reduced, since the unit assemblies are first fabricated
in a factory environment permitting strict control over fabrication schedules and the
finished goods are thereafter transferred to the site in appropriate sequence thus
minimise delays or scheduling problems.  In general, the quality of pre-cast concrete
material is essentially the same in comparison with cast-in-place concrete.  However,
pre-cast concrete assemblies are produced under precise production controls that
assure high quality in concrete materials and highly accurate dimensions.  Hence they
are the preferred system in instances where these attributes are of importance.

Pre-cast concrete has obvious advantage in regards to environmental issues
since its use minimises the use of tropical wood in the construction process (for
formwork) and construction waste is likewise reduced using pre-cast thus mitigating
the disposal problem.

2.2 Problem defined
The adoption of pre-cast concrete is the conflict problem being investigated.

The conceptual model developed to study this problem is based on the following
assumptions.  An integrated construction company is to execute a turnkey building
project using a reinforced concrete (RC) structural system; the company itself is an
owner of the project.  The conflict problem is whether to adopt pre-cast or cast-in-
place concrete for the project.  It is assumed here that the company has sufficient
knowledge of pre-cast technology that this is not a hindrance to its being selected.
Each department of the company is considered is a person involved in the problem.

3 Outline of metagame

3.1 Using metagame
When certain persons or firms are faced with conflict problems, the solution is

often not easy to derive.  Because an individual person or firm will act in their best
interest it is not then always possible to reach the best agreement for others involved
in the conflict.  Metagame analysis is a process introduced to help resolve conflict
problems in which the main focus is that of finding a stable state common to all
persons or firms involved in the conflict (Okada; 1988).



3.2 Components of metagame
The main components of metagame consist of: players, options, scenarios, order

of preference and stability analysis, each of which is briefly described below.

Players: The persons or firms involved in a conflict problem.

Options: Players act in this conflict problem through a process called an option.  One or
several options exist for each player.

Scenarios: Each option is not mutually exclusive.  The player can take some of those
options at the same time.  The combination of options of each player describes
a specific plan.  When an option is selected, the number ‘1’ is assigned to the
option.  When an option is not selected, ‘0’ is assigned. A scenario is defined
as a row of values consisting of ‘1’ or ‘0’ for each option.  It is necessary to
select the scenarios that can exist and actually be executed (i.e. executable
scenarios).

Order of
preference:

Each player defines the order of preference among executable scenarios.  It is
an order of scenarios sorted by the preference that the player assesses among
all executable scenarios.

Stability
analysis:

Stability analysis is the process of searching for a solution.  The state in which
stability exists for all the players is the solution of the conflict problem.

3.3 Procedure for stability analysis
There are four steps in the stability analysis (Okada et al. 1988), each of which

is described below:

Step 1 Preparation of
the scenarios

All the executable scenarios may be the solution.  Therefore, it is
necessary to pick up all possible scenarios.

Step 2 Finding
unilateral
improvement

When a player intends to change their plan, the action that is in the
direction where the order of the preference goes up by changing their
option is called unilateral improvement (UI).  In UI, only one player
changes the option whereas other players do not change their
options.

Step 3 Finding
detrimental
processes

Assume that player A moves to scenario p by UI from scenario q.  If
another player B moves to other scenario where the order of
preference for player A falls, player B is regarded as being
detrimental to player A.

Step 4 Finding stable
scenario(s)

There are three results in the stability analysis:
(1) Reasonable (r); (2) Sequentially stable (s); (3) Unreasonable (u)
When there are no scenarios that become UI from a scenario, the
scenario is regarded as reasonable.  Not unreasonable scenario, (r)
and (s), for all players are the solution of conflict problem.



4 Application

Definition of players in the project
The player who takes the part as:

• an owner – is the development department (OW);
• an architect – is the design department (AR);
• a contractor – is the construction department (GC).

Definition of options
The options are based on the strategy of each of the players as shown in Table1.

Definition of scenarios
If all the options are executed independently, the number of total scenarios is

25=32.  There exist within this set of possible scenarios a number of scenarios that
cannot be executed.  For example, two options of the AR are contradictory; hence in
this case, the number of scenarios should be reduced to 16 as shown in Table 1.

4.1 Defining the order of preference using the analytical hierarchy process
The strategy of each player depends on their respective viewpoint regarding

overall costs, construction duration, and quality of construction and environmental
issues.  The order of preference differs according to criteria the players use to assess
the respective significance of each factor.  For example, the criteria for the OW
(owner-development department) are cost, duration, quality and environment as
shown in Table 2(a).  Likewise, the criteria for the AR (architect-design department)
are cost, duration, and quality, as shown in Table 2(b).  Finally, The criteria
established for GC (contractor-construction department) are cost, duration, and
environment, as shown in Table 2(c).

Three cases (a, b, c), representative of combined criteria of the three players
acting in concert, are the basis for analysis using the metagame method; these
combinations are provided in Table 3.  Case (a) shows the requirement for cost
reduction.  Case (b) is an often-expressed pattern in construction projects, i.e.; it is the
situation where the AR (architect-design department) gives priority to quality.
Case (c) is the typical situation in which the OW (owner-development department)
and the GC (contractor-construction department) focus on an effective sales strategy
and hence may be intent on minimising the construction duration.

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used for defining the order of
preference by calculating an integrated degree of worth of the various options.  In
AHP, the criteria are compared in pairs and the evaluation of superiority or inferiority
of each set is given subjectively in five stages.  The qualitative relations among the
criteria can be obtained by calculating the geometric average.  The correspondence of
the evaluation is assessed according to a consistency index (CI).  Here it is assumed
that if CI is 0.1 or less, it is appropriate to use the model.



Table 1: Scenarios of the conflict problem

Scenario OW
Number Permitting Using cast-in-place Using PCa Hiring more staffs Using more materials

Cost increase Concrete And equipments
1 1 1 0 1 1
2 1 1 0 1 0
3 1 1 0 0 1
4 1 1 0 0 0
5 1 0 1 1 1
6 1 0 1 1 0
7 1 0 1 0 1
8 1 0 1 0 0
9 1 1 0 1 1
10 1 1 0 1 0
11 1 1 0 0 1
12 1 1 0 0 0
13 1 0 1 1 1
14 1 0 1 1 0
15 1 0 1 0 1
16 1 0 1 0 0

AR GC



In AHP, the sum of the respective degrees of worth is 1.0.  In this case, as there
are 5 options, their average is 0.2.  It is assumed that an undesirable option for a
player is one for which the degree of worth falls below 0.2 (i.e. below the average).
Values above 0.2 are subtracted from original degree of worth are shown in Table 2.
For example, in Table 2(a), for OW, the value of “duration” is as follows: “permitting
cost increase”:-0.054; “using cast-in-place concrete”: -0.09; “using pre-cast
concrete”; 0.310; “hiring more staffs”; -0.058; and, “using more materials and
equipment”:-0.117.

The score for each scenario is determined in the following manner: assume the
degree of worth of each option is given by (A, B, C, D, E); selection of each option (1
or 0) is given by (a, b, c, d, e); and, the point of scenario j is P(j).  Then P(j) is:

P(j) = Aa + Bb + Cc + Dd + Ee (1)

All the scenarios are sorted by the order of preference as shown in Table 4.

4.2 Stability analysis
The results of metagame analysis are shown in Table 5.  Case (a) is explained in
detail below.  Scenario 1 for the OW (owner-development department) is the initial
item discussed.  The OW moves to scenario 9 as a one-sided improvement from
scenario 1.  On the other hand, there is no one-sided improvement of the AR
(architect-design department).  The one-sided improvement of the GC (contractor-
construction department) is found in scenarios 10, 11 and 12.  Here, the order of
preference of scenarios 10, 11 and 12 is higher than that of scenario 1 for the OW.
Hence this scenario is not detrimental to the OW.  Therefore, scenario 1 becomes
unreasonable (u) for the OW.  Likewise, scenarios 2 to 8 are also unreasonable for the
OW.

Next, the stability of scenario 9 of the OW is analysed.  A review of scenario 9
shows that the OW does not have a one-sided improvement therefore, scenario 9 is
reasonable (r) for the OW.  In the same way, scenarios 10 to 16 are also reasonable (r)
for the OW.

Results from the analysis show that scenarios 1 to 4 and scenario 9 to 12 of the
AR (architect-design department) do not have a one-sided improvement hence, they
are reasonable (r).  Scenario 5 of the AR moves to scenario 1 by a one-sided
improvement.  On the other hand, the OW moves to scenario 9 by a one-sided
improvement.  As for scenario 9, the order of the preference is lower for the AR than
that of scenario 5.  Therefore, scenario 5 is stable (s) for the AR.  Scenarios 6 to 8 are
similarly stable for the AR.  The AR moves from scenario 13 to scenario 9 by a one-
sided improvement.  On the other hand, the OW has no one-sided improvement, and
the GC moves to scenarios 10, 11 and 12 by a one-sided improvement.  There is no
one-sided improvement from there for the OW either.  The order of the preference of
scenarios 10, 11 and 12 is higher for the AR than that of scenario 13.  Therefore,
scenario 13 is unreasonable (u) for the AR.  Scenarios 14 to 16 are similarly
unreasonable for the AR.  So the balanced solution is scenario 12, "Conventional
industrial method design" in Case (a).





Table 2: Degree of worth of each option

Criteria Permitting Using cast-in-place Using PCa Hiring more staffs Using more materials
Cost increase Concrete And equipments

Cost -0.105 0.216 0.032 -0.013 -0.139
Duration -0.054 -0.090 0.310 -0.058 -0.117
Quality -0.016 -0.106 0.313 -0.077 -0.123
Environment 0.039 -0.078 0.226 -0.064 -0.127

Cost 0.077 0.050 -0.014 -0.048 -0.064
Duration -0.036 -0.107 0.185 0.005 -0.047
Quality -0.025 -0.076 0.130 -0.020 -0.003

Cost 0.261 0.003 -0.095 -0.049 -0.127
Duration 0.135 -0.129 0.083 0.004 -0.094
Environment 0.215 -0.129 0.063 -0.036 -0.114

(a) Development department (OW)

(b) Design department

(c) Construction department

Table 3: Criteria each player gives priority

Case
Name OW AR GC

(a) Cost Cost Cost
(b) Cost Quality Cost
(c) Duration Cost Duration

Criterion of each player



Table 4: Scenarios sorted by the order of preference
Order of
Preference Cost Duration Quality Environment Cost Duration Quality Cost Duration Environment

1 12 16 16 8 4 14 16 4 8 6
2 10 8 8 16 2 16 15 2 6 8
3 4 14 14 6 8 13 14 8 7 5
4 2 6 6 14 3 15 13 3 5 7
5 11 15 15 7 12 6 8 6 4 14
6 9 7 7 15 6 8 7 1 16 16
7 16 13 13 5 1 5 6 7 2 2
8 14 5 5 13 10 7 5 12 14 4
9 3 12 12 4 7 10 12 5 3 13

10 1 4 4 12 16 12 11 10 15 15
11 8 10 10 2 11 9 10 16 1 1
12 6 2 2 10 5 11 9 11 13 3
13 15 11 11 3 14 2 4 14 12 10
14 13 3 3 11 9 4 3 9 10 12
15 7 9 9 1 15 1 2 15 11 9
16 5 1 1 9 13 3 1 13 9 11

OW AR GC

Table 5: Result of stability analysis

 

Scenario
Number OW AR GC OW AR GC OW AR GC

1 u r s s u s u r s
2 u r s s u s u r s
3 u r s s u s u r s
4 u r r s u r u r r
5 u s s u r s s s s
6 u s s u r s s s s
7 u s s u r s s s s
8 u s r u r r s s r
9 r r u r u s r r u
10 r r u r u s r r u
11 r r u r u s r r u
12 r r r r u r r r r
13 r u u r r u r u s
14 r u u r r u r u s
15 r u u r r u r u s
16 r u r r r r r u r

Case (a) Case (b) Case (c)



The computer program was developed to automatically analyse the stability of
the conflict problem for each player when the order of preference within a given
scenario given.  The GC (contractor-construction department) moves from scenario 1
to scenarios 2, 3 and 4 by a one-sided improvement.  The AR has no one-sided
improvement from them, and the OW moves to scenarios 10, 11 and 12 by a one-
sided improvement.  As the order of preference of those scenarios is lower than that
of scenario 1 for an architectural department, scenario 1 is a stable (s) for the GC.
Scenarios 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 are similarly stable.  The GC moves from scenario 9 to
scenarios 10, 11 and 12 by a one-sided improvement.  Because neither the OW nor
the AR has a one-sided improvement from there, scenario 9 is unreasonable (u).
Scenario 10 and 11 are also unreasonable.  The GC moves from scenario 13 to
scenarios 14, 15 and 16 by a one-sided improvement.  Only the AR has a one-sided
improvement from there to scenarios 10, 11 and 12.  As for scenarios 10, 11 and 12,
the order of preference is higher than that of scenario 13 for the GC.  Therefore,
scenario 13 is unreasonable (u) for the GC.  Scenario 14 and 15 are also
unreasonable.  Because the GC does not have a one-sided improvement from
scenarios 4, 8, 12 and 16, these scenarios are reasonable (r).

5 Discussion

The result of the analysis of the three cases shows the following features:

Case (a) — Where the players prioritise cost as the significant parameter,
"conventional industrial design" offers the balanced solution.  Hence in such
situations, the adoption of the pre-cast concrete method is shown to be difficult.  In
this case, the conventional method is preferred where the cost reduction is the main
criterion as it currently exists in the construction industry.

Case (b) — When the AR (architect-design department) gives priority to quality, the
order of the preference of the scenarios changes towards adopting the pre-cast
concrete method; indeed, the balanced solution moves to the “Pre-cast concrete
method”.

Case (c) — for this case, five balanced solutions exist.  However, the balanced
solution that is chosen as the preferred one is not obtained from metagame analysis.
Here, the most preferred solution is obtained from multiple balanced solutions by the
method described below.

The one scenario in which all players are most balanced in the state of stability
should first be determined from which “harmony” score of the given scenario is
thereafter calculated by applying AHP.  The “harmony” score for the scenario is
determined for each of the 3 players, and superiority or inferiority is evaluated
depending on the degree of “harmony”.

For example, the total score of the 3 players was calculated in Case (c).  The
harmony score level becomes scenario 8, i.e., "Full pre-cast concrete design by which
the OW admitted an increase in the cost of construction", and continues with scenario
6, 7, 5, and finally, scenario 12.  Even in the same balanced solution, the order can be
determined by evaluating the sum of the scores for the 3 players.

The method differs according to the problem and depends on the judgement of
the metagame analyst.  The analysis using the above-mentioned method shows that:



• If the combination of elements to which each player gives priority changes, the
balanced solution is also different.

• The intention of the AR (architect-design department) greatly influences in the
range of the cases treated here.

6 Conclusions

The difference in preferences of individual players in regards to the pre-cast
concrete method was modelled as a conflict problem among three players in an
integrated construction firm: the owner (OW), the AR (architect-design department)
and the GC (general contractor).  The metagame decision making method was used to
analyse these preferences and provide a means to examine the outcomes of the
decision making process.

The order of preference of the respective players in regards to overall
construction cost, duration of construction, quality of work and environmental issues
was assigned and their respective priorities determined.  The player who had the most
significant influence on the decision process based on the chosen combinations,
preferences and priorities was examined.  Results show that a balanced solution to
resolve the conflict problem varies in accordance with the factor to which the players
gave priority.  Although in this paper the number of players was restricted to three,
there are likely to be a number of additional players in a real project; e.g., specialist
contractors and pre-cast concrete material suppliers would, most likely, also take part.
And it is also necessary to review in greater detail the pre-cast concrete option in
regards to both the promotion and obstruction factors and in relation to actual
conditions in the field.  This should be taken into consideration in future work.
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Abstract

Computer-Assisted Construction Planning (CACP) is under development in support
of Total Project Systems (TOPS).  CACP, as a prototype application, employs a Case-
Based Reasoning (CBR) tool, to address the requirements of information retrieval and
subsequent reuse for preliminary project planning.  The unique aspects of CACP
include: 1) a design with respect to an integrated construction management system
based on emerging industry information standards (i.e., Industry Alliance for
Interoperability), 2) the consideration of quality, organizational, and procurement
aspects of planning in addition to time, cost and scope, and 3) the application of CBR
to facilitate the re-use of captured planning knowledge.  CACP's data structure builds
on past efforts of developing data standards within the AEC industry (e.g., ISO STEP
and IAI IFCs) and contributes to current efforts with a focus in the construction
management domain.  With a solid data structure, CACP's planning approach can use
organized specialization and aggregation constructs to promote efficient storage and
retrieval mechanisms.  The CBR tool is then used to guide the user to a past plan that
best meets the current project requirements and presents this information for
modification to meet all project requirements.  The paper briefly describes the data
structure and planning approach used and primarily focuses on the application of
CBR to achieve a scenario where the re-application of past planning knowledge is
possible.

Keywords:  integrated construction management, construction planning, case-based
reasoning
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1 Introduction

The "Total Project Systems" (TOPS) project includes the research,
development, and implementation activities involving advanced construction
management supporting software applications (Froese et al. 1997).  The TOPS project
is the focus of a research program within the Construction Engineering and
Management Group at the University of British Columbia.  Since the project's
conception, TOPS have been succinctly described by three primary characteristics:
comprehensive, integration, and flexibility.  The ultimate goal of TOPS is to explore
and demonstrate how integrated computer based tools can increase the overall
efficiency of construction management operations.

TOPS accomplish this goal by supporting a broad range of functionality in
support of traditional construction management tools such as estimating and
scheduling as well as emerging management tools such as those that support
construction methods selection or quality management activities.  The key to
efficiently supporting a broad and comprehensive range of functionality is to have a
common source and structure of project information.  Access and use of this
integrated information must be available in an open-computing environment that is
application independent.

A hurdle for the integrated systems described above and also for traditional
stand alone information systems is the increasing requirements in the volume of
information used.  This increase is due to the increased functionality offered in
addition to an increase in the number of users requiring access to the information, and
the many different perspectives or views of the information required that vary in
content and amount of detail represented.

To help overcome the information management challenges a solution based on
the re-use of past project knowledge and information is proposed, along with an
effective interface for handling this information.  Both of these features draw from a
shared database of information structured upon a standard industry representation.
Computer-Assisted Construction Planning addresses the re-use component.

The approach adopted, therefore, is to structure the project information database
on a data model that is consistent with on-going efforts within the Industry Alliance
for Interoperability (IAI) and the International Organization for Standardization's
(ISO) Standard for the Exchange of Product Data (STEP) working groups. The
underlying assumption here is that, at some point, a common industry data standard
will exist and be accepted and adopted industry wide.  At this stage, the data model is
static rather than dynamic (i.e., captures the current standard structures).  However, it
should be noted that the information modelling and development principles have been
ensured, facilitating future changes to the data model to match changes to the data
standards.

The user-interface employed is based on a commonly accepted 2-dimensional
"tree and detail" scheme within a MDI (multi-document interface) approach.  The
implementation of 3-dimensional and more elaborate, and perhaps more efficient
interfaces, are being pursued in a concurrent research effort at the University of New
Brunswick (Rackley et al. 1998).  The goal is to support the industry's acceptance of



more efficient interfaces for integrated construction management systems.  These may
indeed be based on 3-dimensional approaches.  For example, a 3-dimensional CAD
representation for instances where the information is associated with a product
centered data model and can be used for other management activities such as
scheduling (so called 4-D CAD modelling).

The method by which information is represented in classification hierarchies is
also an important ingredient to successfully managing project information.  A
standardized classification scheme is key to integration among applications and their
overlapping functions.  Efficient organization of information leads to effective use of
the information.

2 Points of departure

The application of re-using past project knowledge and information builds upon
previous research that is summarized under four distinct categories: industry standard
data models, integrated construction management systems, classification schemes,
and case-based reasoning.

2.1 Data representation
The methods of representing information and the structures required of data

models for integrated construction management applications are well documented by
Froese (1996).  The most recent approaches in the field of construction management
within the AEC (architectural engineering construction) domain are adopted to guide
the structuring of the project database drawing from ISO (1992) and IAI (1996).

2.2 Integrated systems
Integrated construction management systems had their early start with the

automation of scheduling and planning through the use of emerging AI techniques
(e.g., Levitt et al. 1988; Waugh 1990).  It was found that starting from so-called "first
principles" and regenerating all the necessary information that is required for a single
application, let alone integrated applications, was a challenging task.  Work in this
area then took a turn towards integrating the applications that are more widely
accepted (scheduling and estimating), through the application of broader information
technology approaches, with a higher level of information representation and use of
templates or libraries of knowledge structures (e.g., Yamazaki 1995; Strumpf et al.
1996).  To date, it is generally accepted that integrated construction management
systems will be conceptually based on a central information source with which
integrated applications and the industry participants will interact (O'Brien 1997).



2.3 Information classification
Interfaces and classification schemes have been around for many years and have

evolved with the industry.  In North America, MasterFormat (CSI 1995) is the best
example of an indexing scheme that is used to support various organizing functions
(e.g., technical requirement definition, and cost tracking and control).  There are
examples found in other countries as well, such as the European based Ci/SfB (Ray-
Jones 1976) and its index tables.  In light of the recognized importance of standard
classification schemes to more sophisticated management systems within the
industry, there has been a revamping of existing classification schemes. Evidence of
this trend is found through the work of ISO sub-committee (ISO TR14177, 1994) and
the British derivative of this work, the Unified Classification for the Construction
Industry (UniClass 1998).  In North America there is a new trend towards a product-
centered scheme entitled UniFormat (CSI 1998).  Although the UniFormat also serves
the industry better in the definition of performance based work (the expected origin of
its development), it also serves as an improved scheme for integrated management
system approaches.

2.4 Case-based reasoning
The original hype of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) began with Riesbeck and

Schank's (1989) Inside Case-Based Reasoning; a text built on the flourish of Case-
Based Reasoning research performed at Yale University in the late 80’s.  Today CBR
is presented as a methodology for dealing with large quantities of information
(Watson 1998) where various technologies (nearest neighbour, induction, fuzzy logic,
SQL, etc.) are applied to the original algorithm.

As applied to planning, people do not construct plans from first principles,
rather they try to find the best previous plan and adapt it to the current situation.  A
“case-based reasoner” solves new problems by adapting solutions that were used to
solve previous problems with its elements of a case library and methods of storage,
indexing, matching, and adaptation.

The basic algorithm that is applied is: 1. input the problem, 2. find the cases
similar to the current problem (characterize the input problem, retrieve cases with
matching features, pick the best match(es)), 3. adapt a previous solution to fit the
current problem.  In addition, concepts are required to support the ever-changing
knowledge base that the CBR uses.  To support these dynamic memory requirements,
common information management concepts of inheritance, aggregation,
specialization, and attribute definition are required.

3 CBR Applications to the A/E/C domain

Applications of CBR to engineering and construction include design
(proportionally much higher), contracting, the application of building regulations,
scheduling, and estimating.  The following research is noted due to its similarity with
the approach adopted for CACP, while bringing to light the issues involved with this
application of CBR.



3.1 Design and design selection
Various systems that apply CBR to support design assistance and design

automation are discussed in Maher and Gomez de Silva Garza (1997) along with the
difficulties of their implementation.  Voß (1994) describes a retrieval method for the
selection of appropriate designs for building projects in the context of reusable parts
rather than entire designs.  Sycara et al. (1992) apply CBR to act as a designer's
assistant in the design of mechanical devices.  While Bilgic and Fox (1996) discuss
case-based retrieval as used in engineering design within the context of an enterprise
system.  Finally, Flemming, U. et al. (1994) present CBR in support of early phases of
building design.  Although the area is not mature enough to lead to a generally
accepted approach, there are many recurring themes noted that are equally applicable
to the application of CBR to construction management.

In general, the two goals of re-using previously stored design information are to
provide access to a large memory of past solutions, and act as an aid by providing
designers with an initial solution available for editing by the system or user.
Addressing these goals for construction planning is also the motivation for CACP.
The first step is a solution to the representation of complex cases, where generalized
knowledge and experience must be formalized.  The common approach is to represent
this information in an object-attribute schema while also maintaining categories for
the various attributes (e.g., relation, function, behavior, and structure).  Also, the
reuse of solutions is applied across many phases of a projects design cycle (e.g.,
conceptual design to detailed design) and therefore retrieval must be available across
a problem that is decomposed in a hierarchical structure.

Potential solutions must have a dynamic indexing mechanism because the
retrieval process is iterative (i.e., the level of representation of the problem varies).
Throughout the retrieval process the user is quite involved with the pruning process
as a design develops and additional information is added.  Therefore, using a
hierarchical approach (relation attributes) allows access to potential sub-solutions.

A retrieval process is normally simplified by establishing the context of the
problem through definition of a set of constraints.  The context issue is dealt with up
front by making it an explicit part of the query.  Then, for each retrieval, a clustering
of cases is performed based on the context.  The method of retrieval and the means of
indexing during retrieval are central to the process.  First, the context of the
information to be retrieved is established, then, the attribute-value pairs that will be
used for retrieval are selected.

3.2 Other CBR applications
CBR has also been considered for application to other areas within the AEC

industry.  Yang and Robertson (1995) provide a framework for interpretation of
building regulations, through abstraction hierarchies of legal rules from statutory
regulations and previous relaxed cases.  This example fits into the domain of CBR as
applied to legal applications.  Ng et al. (1998) apply a CBR tool and address case
representation, indexing and retrieval, and adaptation for contractor pre-qualification
by guiding the user through the processes of criteria formulation, screening and
reviewing, final assessment based on financial and performance issues.  Both



examples show the potential of CBR as an effective aid to applications within the
AEC industry.

4 Computer-assisted construction planning

CACP supports integrated systems by supplying the initial information required
in a planning mode.  Rankin et al. (1998) describes the functionality of CACP.  The
key components (features) of CACP are:
1 Data modeling - is based on an integrated data model with its roots in a general

integrated project management data model.
2 Type and part information storage structures - allow efficient storage and

retrieval, support multiple levels of detail during development through
representation of general information (libraries), and specific information
(current project).

3 CBR - employs artificial intelligence methodology for plan development, CBR
presented as a methodology rather than a technology (the assisted component).

4 RAD (rapid application development) - tools are used for its development in
consideration of integration and ease of implementation (low cost for a low cost
technology industry) while also providing sufficient functionality.

5  Interfaces and classification - follow a growing trend in representing information
that is hierarchical in nature by using an effective 2-D representation of
information in a "tree and detail" combination.

4.1 The data model
The data model details the structure of the database used to store both general

planning knowledge and current project planning information.  This structure
supports the common project management planning perspectives of time, cost, scope,
and additionally supports performance and organization.  The scope of the model for
CACP is a subset of the Project Management data model described in Froese et al.
(1997) and, as previously noted, is based upon on-going standard industry modeling
efforts.

The data model was built using a customized database application built with
Microsoft's Access and represented with Visio's graphical software.  Therefore, the
data model is static in its structure as opposed to the dynamic data model described in
Gorlick and Froese (1999).

4.2 Construction planning
The "planning approach" is similar to that discussed in Froese and Rankin

(1998).  Briefly, the model supports the kernel information entities (product, process,
resource and control) in “part” and “type” hierarchical relationships and fundamental
relationships among these entities (e.g., process applies to product).  A plan is
developed by drawing from the general planning information, while considering the
context of the current project (e.g., the specific project information available).  For
example, Fig. 1 illustrates selection of a process (build concrete column) to result in a
given product (concrete column).  By drawing from general planning information a



process type is selected (e.g., build concrete column with conventional forms) which
may contain sub-parts (e.g., set forms, place re-bar, pour concrete, strip forms).

Guiding this selection is the consideration of the constraints identified to this
point in the project plan development (e.g., conditions that may limit specific column
building operations).  The mechanism for this retrieval process is the CBR component
of CACP.

General Knowledge

Project Information

Product Types Process Types

sub-parts sub-types sub-parts sub-types

applies
 to:

Product Processapplies
to:

sub-parts sub-parts

of type: of type:

concrete column build concrete column

Case-Based
Reasoner

?

constraints

context

Fig. 1: CACP’s planning approach

4.3 Case-based reasoning
The elements of CBR, as they relate to the implementation in CACP, are

summarized in Table 1.  As with the previously noted CBR applications to design, the
primary issues surround the representation of cases, in consideration of the methods
of indexing for effective retrieval and adaptation.

Representation of cases - the data model and its implementation is currently
restricted to capturing simple attributes types (e.g., textual and numeric) without
consideration for information of a graphical nature.  The representation supports a
hierarchical approach and follows sound information technology principles and the
direction of standard industry data model efforts within the construction management
domain.

Indexing - partitioning of the information stored is based on the kernel entities
of the standard industry data model (i.e., products, processes, resources, controls).
Clustering of information is achieved through use of a classification entity with a
relationship to each kernel entity.  The criteria for retrieving information will change
as the project constraints are revealed and therefore the attributes selected for
indexing must be dynamic and generated during each retrieval session.



Retrieval - cases are retrieved based on similarity matching of selected attribute
fields while satisfying the constraints defined.  Which attribute will be selected and
priority of this selection is flexible to the user.

Adaptation - at this point adaptation will be left to the user, with minimal
assistance provided by the system.

Table 1: Case-based reasoning implementation for CACP

CBR Option CACP Solution CACP Implementation
Representation of cases:

Attribute-value pairs • attribute-value pairs • object model
Representation model • a model that supports part and

type hierarchies
• industry standard

information model
Attribute types: text,

numeric, images, &
drawings

• text and numeric, not images or
drawings

• restricted to MS Access
relational database

Domain • restricted by representation
model

• building construction
core model

Indexing:
Partitioning • storage based on the kernel

objects
• library structure

Clustering • classification hierarchy or
reasoner generated

• classification entities

Dynamics • indexing generated by existing
constraints (dynamic)

• problem is defined by
constraint storage

Retrieval:
Context • guided by relationship attributes • object model
Nearest neighbour,

induction
• similarity matching on attribute

fields
• reasoner

Constraint satisfaction • will guide selection from
system perspective

• reasoner

System control • constraints • industry rules
User control • matching priority flexibility • assistance from system

Adaptation:
Reformulation of

problem descript.
• none • tree interface (editing

capabilities)
Assistance • guidance provided • tree interface
Automation • minimal

Implementation:
Reasoning • CBR shell • Haley Easy Reasoner
Storage • relational database • MS Access
Interface • graphical • MS Visual Basic



Implementation - the entire system is built in Microsoft's Visual Basic, making
use of the Microsoft relational database engine with tables structured according to the
model.  The case-based reasoner is The Haley Enterprises "Easy Reasoner".  The Easy
Reasoner functionality is provided through a Visual Basic control and requires a
minimal data conversion to flat dBase files during a reasoning session.

5 Conclusion

In support of TOPS we are searching for a tool to support the management and
effective application of the large quantities of information required of integrated
construction management systems.  The application of CBR appears to hold promise
in this regard.

CACP has been implemented as a very basic prototype with a minimal general
information database.  To this point work has focused on the development and
implementation of the data model and an effective interface.  The system will be
populated with more examples as a means of further exploring the application of this
methodology to construction management systems while contributing to further
improvements in data model and interface developments.
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE MAIN INFORMATION DIMENSIONS OF
CORPORATE REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT
Main information dimensions in CREM
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Abstract

The fragmentation of the construction and real estate sectors, and the information
intensive character of their activities, makes it very difficult to select, store and
transfer relevant information among its members.  The volume and diversity of data
in these sectors have been a hindrance for developing effective, integrated and
standardised information systems for construction, building and real estate
management.  To overcome these problems at the level of strategic management of
corporate real estate, a research was set to elicit the main information dimensions, or
the main concerns, within the area.  This research used as paradigms models that
succeeded on defining and using the main dimensions of a particular subject matter,
facilitating communications, decision-support and learning processes.  Examples of
these paradigms are the main factors of production in the theory of capital in
economics, the balanced scorecard and the critical success factors in organisational
management, the three dimensions in project management and Pena’s (1987) main
concerns for programming in architecture.  The research consisted of a content
analysis of seventy corporate real estate management (CREM) models used in
industry and academia eliciting the main features (concepts, tools, techniques,
methods) quoted on these models.  Using classification techniques and supported by a
literature review and expert interviews, these features were classified according to
their nature, similarities and origin.  The main dimensions resulting from this
classification system provided the main information dimensions in CREM.  These
dimensions are financial, physical and human, each one divided in three classes,
respectively.  The financial dimension is divided in the classes rentability, business
information and intelligence.  The physical dimension is divided in the classes data,
management and diagnosis.  Finally, the human dimension is divided in the classes
organisation, occupancy and customer.  Examples of uses of the CREM framework
are given.

Keywords: classification systems, corporate real estate management, metamodelling,
facilities management, building management and maintenance, information
dimensions, decision-support, content analysis of documents
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1 Introduction

The strategic management of organisational workplaces, as well as the land and
buildings used for workspace, infrastructure and investment by public and private
organisations, is receiving increased attention for various reasons.  These reasons
include: the internationalisation of the property market; the expansion of
multinational organisations; new possibilities in terms of working patterns enabled by
recent IT developments; the need to increase flexibility in the use of the factors of
production; and finally, the need to align, clarify and synchronise strategy among
organisational units to achieve a higher level of synergy.

A basic step in achieving strategy alignment, synergy and flexibility is a clear,
simple and commonly known and agreed way to transmit information throughout the
organisation.  The research’s objective was to elicit the main information dimensions
in corporate real estate management (CREM) through a content analysis of CREM
models and the use of classification techniques.  The main result was the definition of
the CREM information framework with three main information dimensions and their
respective classes and content.  These are the financial dimension, divided into
rentability, business information and intelligence; the physical dimension, divided
into management, diagnosis and data; and the human dimension, divided into
organisation, occupancy and customers.

The research used widely accepted management tools such as the critical
success factors, the balanced scorecard and others as paradigms of successful
methods which achieved some of the objectives cited above.  Common characteristics
of these paradigms are simplicity, clarity, the elicitation of the main concerns or
dimensions of the subject matter, and the ability to depict the whole picture and its
parts concomitantly.

2 Research description

The research methods used resulted from a commitment to linking micro
analyses of individual or group actions with a macro-structural analysis of the main
dimensions of the subject matter in a methodological pluralist approach (Gill and
Johnson 1991:125-131).  The main research methods used were qualitative content
analysis of documents and narrative review.

Content analysis is a qualitative or quantitative analysis of the content of
written texts or other forms of communication, it aims to make inferences about
individual or group values, sentiments, intentions, or ideologies as expressed in the
content of communication (Sarantakos, 1993:211-17).  Content analysis of
documents was used to find out the CREM features (methods, tools, techniques and
concepts) present in the models analysed.  Some advantages of this method are:
unobstrusiveness, accuracy, accessibility, low cost, spontaneity, high quality of
information, possibility of re-testing, non-reactivity and retrospectivity.  Some
limitations of this method are: biased information, methodological problems such as
coding, reliability, actuality (Weber, 1990; Krippendorff, 1980; Boulton and
Hammersley, 1996).



Methods used to integrate findings across studies can be quantitative or
qualitative, some authors reserve the name of meta-analysis for quantitative methods
and narrative review for qualitative methods (Hunter and Smith, 1990).  There are
many methods of integrating findings across studies (Wolf, 1986; Hunter, Smith and
Jackson, 1982).  This research adopted a qualitative approach due to the lack of
uniformity among studies and the relatively small number of studies with a similar
structure and parameters which could be used in a quantitative analysis.  As CREM is
a recent discipline whose body of knowledge (BOK) is not a consensus yet, the
number of quantitatively comparable studies is small.

PROBLEM DEFINITIONBasic research question:
•What are the main
information dim ensions
in CREM  ? How can
these dim ensions be used
to define CRE strategy?

Research purpose:
•Advance the knowledge in m ethods
which can help organisations define a real
estate strategy which will support
organisational objectives

Research objectives:
•Define the m ain
information dim ensions
in CREM  and show how
this knowledge can
benefit organisations

Hypothesis
•ex ante: the initial exploratory hypothesis was that there were some main information
dimensions in CREM
•ex post: the main information dimensions in CREM models are human, financial and physical
aspects   

THEORETICAL FRAMEW O R K

Variables: existing features (concepts, tools, methods and techniques ) used in CREM models 

M O T IVATION

•Research needs m anifested both in industry and academia through recognition of the research
problem: there is not a clear definition among practicioners and academics regarding what are the
m ain information dimensions in corporate real estate m anagement (CREM )

•Author’s previous experience in the subject matter

RESEARCH DESIGN

•Definition of CREM models
•Definition of the sample for the pilot study
•Content analysis of the pilot sample
•Quantitative analysis of pilot sample using descriptive statistics
•Design of the “first framework”

•Use of previous experience of the author in the field
•Broad literature review in the subject m atter 
•Inform ation gathering through unstructured interviews

•Literature review covering theoretical issues cited in the features
collected in CREM models
•Definition of the managem ent framework to classify the CREM
features
•Definition  of paradigm models to guide the development of the
CREM inf. framework and its future uses

•Comparison with other models
•Narrative review of  CREM models
•Definition of the last version of the CREM  inf. fram ework
•Final considerations

Step 1

Step 4

Step 3

Step 2
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Fig. 1: Main phases of the research process



Figure 1 gives a summary of the two main phases and other intermediary stages
followed during the research process.

These two methods were given priority because of the nature of the research.
There are many case studies carried out on the subject matter and many surveys
conducted among members of the industry, but not many studies integrating these
findings.  Therefore, there was a need to integrate existing studies in a framework
using a common language, which was one of the objectives of this research.

The main data used in this research are the  seventy CREM models analysed,
due to the limited space available to quote all models and relevant CREM literature
consulted in this research, this information can be found in Lopes (1995, 1996, 1997
and 1998).

3 Corporate real estate management (CREM) framework

The CREM framework aims to organise the main dimensions of the
information used in CREM providing a perspective of the subject matter to students
and managers and a suggestion towards the definition of a BOK for CREM.  It also
defines the main concerns of the discipline which can be used in conjunction with a
decision-support procedure to align CREM and organisational strategy.

The strategy necessary to co-ordinate the activity of various agents working
towards a common objective in different disciplines must consider the fundamental
aspects within each one of these disciplines.  The difficulty of the task can be
assessed by listing the main disciplines involved in CREM: building management,
concerned with building services and fabric; real estate management, concerned with
property finance; facilities management, planning and programming, concerned with
physical, psychological and behavioural needs of building users.  To help in this task
an information framework should consider the most important topics of all these
disciplines.  Some models used in other disciplines that follow this principle were
chosen as paradigms for the construction of the information framework.

This kind of framework assumes special importance when considering recent
workplace strategies.  A popular workplace strategy nowadays consists of having an
individual or a group focusing on a particular task, with the support of information
networks, while being aware of their part in the organisation through a clear
definition of organisational objectives (Brochner, 1990, 1993; Becker and Joroff,
1995).  In this kind of environment, clear conceptual and institutional frameworks are
necessary to locate individuals and their tasks within the final output of the
organisation, i.e. within the final objectives, mission and vision of their own work
group.  Otherwise, in a very specialised and complex environment a skilled worker
who knows only his specific task, and does not know its relationships to other
organisational objectives, could hinder basic organisational objectives.  In other
words, this person could be destroying the very environment that provides for his or
her survival.

The features elicited in the content analysis of CREM models were classified in
groups according to their similarities, based mostly on the kind of information they
used.  These groups provided the basis for the main dimensions and classes of the
information framework.  The three main dimensions (financial, physical and human),



considering stable traditional organisational functions, were subdivided into three
classes each.  Three other dimensions (technology, institutional issues and other
information), considering unstable modern issues, were classified as a separate group
of dimensions.  The traditional academic and professional disciplines, which contain
information used in CREM processes, were classified in another group.  The
objective of the framework is to define the main concerns within the information used
in CREM.

FINANCIAL PHYSICAL HUMAN

•Technology

•Other Information

•Institutional issues

•Real Estate Management
•Facilities Management

•Building Management
•Building operations,
  repair and maintenance
•Post-occupancy evaluation
•Building services eng.

CREM
Information
Framework

Traditional stable
organisational resources

Modern intangible volatile
organisational resources Traditional functional, academic and professional divisions

•Rentability
•Business Inf.
•Intelligence

•Diagnosis
•Data
•Management

•Organisational
•Occupancy
•Customers

•Construction management

Fig. 2: CREM information framework

The content and features included in each dimension and its respective classes
are described below.
• Financial: information on policies, costs, rentability, business strategy and

market intelligence concerning CREM unit services (e.g. return on investment,
market value, market research).  Comparing to traditional organisational
functions this dimension contains the information used by finance and other
departments, such as, operations, marketing, research and development, and top
management.  It is divided into three classes: rentability, intelligence and
business information.
• Rentability: financial values and rates regarding costs, incomes, capital,

depreciation and cost-benefit related to CREM.
• Business information: information specific to the business system (or

sector) on which the organisation operates (e.g. banking, retail,
alimentation, manufacturing, hospitals, schools, hotels, airports, etc.) used
to define organisational strategies and policies in real estate.  Real estate
industry-wide critical success factors are good examples of this kind of
information.

• Intelligence: information used in decision-support or strategy planning
processes in CREM.  As opposed to business information, this
information can come from any sector rather than from the specific
business sector in which the organisation operates.  It usually comes from



traditional R&D or marketing departments or top management.  It handles
information regarding new tendencies, products, technologies or any
other aspect which can provide competitive advantage to the organisation
through new or improved CREM services.

• Human: information related to humans and their interactions with workspace,
buildings and their surroundings (e.g. occupancy, customer satisfaction,
productivity, present and future uses).  Corresponds to information traditionally
dealt with by human resources and marketing departments.  It is divided into
three classes: organisational, occupancy and customer information.
• Organisational: information related to personnel policies, management

and regulations within the organisation, such as, health and safety,
recruitment, legal issues, contract, incentives, etc.

• Occupancy: information related to the use of organisational premises
such as churn, workplace strategies and management, workspace,
personnel location and workplace’s present and future uses and needs.

• Customer: information related to client satisfaction considering both
internal and external clients.  Includes post-occupancy evaluation studies
(POE) and market research.

• Physical: information related to managing and operating physical assets.  It
includes information about the materials that are used within the buildings and
their surroundings (e.g. obsolescence, durability and sustainability of buildings
and their component systems).  Information usually dealt with by real estate,
property, facilities, engineering and operations departments.  It is divided into
data, diagnosis and management.
• Data: information from the asset register plus other data used for

operations.  The features used to store and manage this information are
also considered in this class.  This information includes local data for
operational tasks and information on obsolescence, durability,
sustainability and costs in use of physical assets.

• Diagnosis: information and features used for assessment or decision-
support concerning physical assets.

• Management: information and features used in the procurement and
management processes of physical assets.

As a consequence of the characteristics of physical assets the class
“management” of the physical dimension had by far the greater number of features
among the models analysed.  To organise these features this class was subdivided in
three subclasses.  One subclass consists of the objects which are managed, this is in
turn subdivided into premises, building services, and support services (can be
considered in a Building Product Model).  Another subclass groups policies used in
the management of these objects which is subdivided in portfolio, cluster and
premise.  The third subclass groups features used to manage physical assets, which is
subdivided into administrative tasks, building services and IT in building.

The generic dimensions ‘technology’, ‘other information’ and ‘institutional
issues’ are considered separately because they have features which belong to any of
the traditional dimensions as a consequence of their nature and high level of
abstraction.  Technology includes any new development which can be used anywhere
in the organisation, in any of the traditional dimensions.  Institutional issues include



local legislation, regulations, contracts, conventions, norms of behaviour or any
cultural aspect dependent on place or time.  Other information includes any kind of
information that would not fit into the three traditional dimensions, i.e. could not be
easily classified into the CREM information framework in its current format—it is a
buffer that accumulates unclassified data for future alterations of the framework.

4 Conclusions

The overall aim of this research was to find out what are the main information
dimensions and their principal variables in the emerging discipline of corporate real
estate management (CREM).  Such a framework would facilitate strategic thinking at
the top management level of corporate real estate.  Being an emerging discipline in a
new and broad subject area, within fragmented business sectors such as construction
and real estate, CREM suffers from difficulties in the definition of its boundaries,
priorities and integration of its diverse professional viewpoints.

The main conclusion of this research is that the information dimensions in
CREM are financial, physical and human issues.  These are represented in the CREM
information framework together with their classes and other important organisational
resources (see Figure 2).

Other important result of this research was the identification of paradigms for
the framework, based on the qualities that caused their success (simplicity, clarity,
robustness and the ability to allow the user to perceive the whole picture and its parts
concomitantly).  These paradigms can be divided into three groups.  The first group is
made up of decision-support procedures, the critical success factors (CSF) is the best
example of this kind of paradigm.  The second group is made of frameworks which
describe the main concerns of a given subject matter.  Examples of this kind are the
main concerns in project management, the factors of production in the theory of
capital and the main organisational levels in management theory.  The third group of
paradigms has both components, a decision-support procedure and the main concerns
of the subject matter.  Examples of this kind are the balanced scorecard and Pena’s
(1987) problem seeking technique for architecture planning.

These three groups of paradigms are not completely independent.  The third
group is made of frameworks which have the components of the other two groups.
Therefore, a framework from one group can have an extra component added and
become part of the third group.  This would be the case when adding the CSF method
with industry-wide CSFs for a particular business sector.  Industry-wide CSFs which
are based on the structure of a particular industry, although supporting particular
organisational goals, are common to all organisations in that sector (Rockart, 1987).

The research process uncovered topics which could be developed by further
research, some of these are: Definition of a resource library of CREM features
implemented through object-oriented software—the framework and features elicited
in this research can be used as a basis to develop a resource library of CREM features
which can be implemented as software objects, in a similar way as the project
developed by Scacchi and Mi (1994) to support the engineering of organisational
processes throughout their life cycle; Utilisation of the framework in practical
organisational settings for decision-support and strategy definition; Repetition of this



research using digital data and appropriate software; Development of Behavioural
Models for CREM based on principles of economics of information and uncertainty;
Definition of what is the best decision support procedure to be used with the CREM
information framework; Definition of industry wide CSFs for CREM, Definition of a
CREM BOK based on the main concerns of CREM.
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OPERATIONS DOCUMENTS: ADDRESSING THE INFORMATION NEEDS
OF FACILITY MANAGERS
Operations documents
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Abstract

We have reviewed intranet technologies as a strategy for improving the availability
and quality of building information to support operations.  Discussions with facility
managers and design consultants have revealed problems with the as-built documents
that are typically provided by the AEC team.  Experiments with intranet technologies
have led us to a concept of just-in-time operations documents that can be imple-
mented using Web technology.  The paper examines formats, structure and content
for these operations documents.  It describes an early prototype implementation that
tested the feasibility of our concepts.

Keywords: as-built drawings, facility management, facility operations, information
technology in facility management, maintenance management.

1 A mismatch of formats, structure and content

In the life cycle of a building, authorities suggest that the overwhelming major-
ity of expenses occur during the operations stage.  Arguably, facilities are the largest
asset of many businesses (Rondeau, Brown and Lapides 1995).  Maintenance, remod-
eling, replacement of components and daily facility operations consume a large por-
tion of the cost of doing business.  In comparison to the needs of design and con-
struction, little attention has been paid to information needs of facility operators.
Perhaps as a consequence, the topic of “as-built” information strikes a chord of con-
cern among many facility managers.  The “as-built” drawings or “record” drawings
that are commonly delivered by designers are not an adequate information base for
operating a building.  The AEC industry needs new approaches to delivering and
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structuring facility information for use by owners and operators.
These perceptions are supported by several research explorations.  In a survey

of master planners, facility managers and maintenance personnel at Army installa-
tions, researchers found that the as-built documents were often incomplete, inaccurate
and poorly structured for supporting operations (Liu et al. 1994).  In other discussions
with facility managers, the issue of as-built drawings emerged as a problem area of
widespread and intense concern (Johnson and Clayton 1998).  The use of new infor-
mation technologies to address these problems has led to our formulation of “opera-
tion documents” to specifically address the needs of the operations phase of a build-
ing (Clayton et al. 1998).  While as-built drawings or record drawings are intended to
document the constructed state or designed state of a facility, operations documents
are intended to be dynamic, living records of the evolving state of a facility to support
operations, maintenance and renovation.

The dissatisfaction with as-built drawings arises from multiple flaws.  At a sim-
ple level, formats may be inappropriate.  The medium for the representation may be
wrong.  The information may be delivered only as paper documents.  Even digital
documents may require a conversion effort to adapt the information to the operators’
software systems.  Beyond format problems, there may also be a mismatch in infor-
mation structure.  Structure is a meta-level characterization of general content that
helps to define the semantics of the information.  For example, layers in CAD draw-
ings provide structure to the graphic information.  However, layering conventions
that support a design-oriented view of the information may not support the needs of
owners and operators.  Finally, there may be a mismatch in content.  Information
needed for operations may simply be missing.  Almost as bad, there may be an over-
whelming quantity of irrelevant information.

This paper describes a research effort to define better 1) the information needs
of facility operators, 2) the delivery step by which that information may be collected
from designers and other consultants, and 3) the opportunities afforded by new in-
formation technologies.  The research was undertaken as a partnership with the Fa-
cility Operations Department of USAA, a Fortune 500 financial services enterprise.
Although we have focused strongly upon the needs of USAA, we believe our conclu-
sions are generalizable to other owners of large facilities.  Within USAA, we focused
upon mechanical, electrical, plumbing and control systems.

Our methods were the following.  To define the issues and identify problems,
we conducted discussions with USAA personnel and various design and construction
consultants.  We also familiarized ourselves with intranet technologies by review of
literature and practical application.  These studies helped us to conceive and clarify a
vision of information systems to support operations.  Rapid prototyping of that vision
enabled us to prove the concept and demonstrate its feasibility.



2 Operations documents issues

Discussions revealed several themes that characterize building documentation
to support operations.  These are:
1. Collections of diverse information.  The information used by operations person-

nel is complex and has diverse origins.  Some of the kinds of information are
architectural and engineering drawings, equipment schedules, riser diagrams,
test and balance reports, equipment monitoring data, maintenance manuals,
maintenance schedules, emergency procedures, and design rationale.

2. Diverse delivery formats.  A wide variety of consultants, contractors and suppli-
ers produce information without being aware of the information needs of op-
erators.  Information is delivered piecemeal in formats and structures that may
be difficult to incorporate into an integrated information system.

3. Integrated views across functional systems.  Rarely does the structure of facility
documents support easy retrieval of information across discipline or system
boundaries.  While designers and constructors divide responsibilities to focus
upon single systems, the building operators must perceive that all systems con-
tribute to an interrelated whole.

4. Feedback for document maintenance.  As-built drawings often become out of
date with startling rapidity.  Assuring automatic and reliable up-date procedures
as operators change the facility is crucial to long-term success of an information
system for facility operations.

5. Support for training.  A particular problem area has been documents for train-
ing.  Conceptual overviews, usage scenarios, and emergency procedures must
be presented to new or transferred employees.

6. Inclusion of design rationale.  Missing from current facility documents are clear
and complete records of design rationale.  Many questions arise during opera-
tions regarding the intentions of the designers.  Design rationale is also an im-
portant component of training.

7. Approachable technology.  The user interfaces of an operations document in-
formation system must be familiar and easy to learn.  Operations personnel are
not information specialists and should not be expected to master sophisticated
but arcane commands, queries and paradigms.

3 Intranet technologies

We focused our search for solutions upon emerging information technologies
that enable the creation of intranets.  An intranet is a secure network that is internal to
an organization and uses Web technology to distribute information and services. We
have explored several basic technologies that can contribute to an intranet-based fa-
cility operations document system.  These include:
• Web browsers and HTML: These are established and popular technologies for

publishing across a network.  Information resides on a server computer and is
delivered to a client using the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) format and



the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).  The server need not be the same
hardware or software platform as the client.  A Web browser provides a user
interface by which people can request information from the server.

• Relational Database Management System:  RDBMS systems, such as Microsoft
SQL Server and Oracle, are a fundamental repository for information that is
structured into fields and records.  Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) is a
widely supported standard for performing queries on many brands of RDBMSs.

• Active Server Pages (ASP): ASP is Microsoft’s tool for including programming
logic into the delivery of information on the Web.  With ASP, one can insert
HTML fragments, perform database queries, and process the values in user in-
put fields to generate HTML code on-the-fly.  Thorough manuals on the use of
ASP are available through the commercial press (Johnson 1997).

• Drawing Web Format: DWF is a file format established by Autodesk for vector
drawing information on the Web.  Drawings in DWF can be zoomed and
panned while maintaining visual integrity and dimensional accuracy.  DWF
files can have embedded links, multiple named views, and layers that can be
toggled on and off.  The settings can be controlled via JavaScript and parame-
ters in a URL.

• XML: Extended Markup Language (XML) provides enriched structure to Web
documents that enables machine processing to support multiple uses.  XML is
closely related to Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), a proven
technology for defining the structure for classes of documents.  With XML one
can define new, custom tags in a Document Type Definition to enable machine
parsing and manipulation.

• On-line redlining: A number of tools are available that allow simplified editing
of a CAD file to support mark-ups, note errors, and indicate changes.  The ed-
ited information is kept in a separate file from the original CAD drawing to es-
tablish authorship of the suggested changes.

4 Just-in-time operations documents

The use of hypertext for operations manuals has been established in the process
plant industry (Tidwell and Leckington 1994).  Emerging intranet technologies in the
context of operations documents has led us to formulate a concept of “just-in-time
operations documents” that extends and refines earlier work.  Our vision is that in-
formation technologies can actively and automatically retrieve and collect relevant
information from data repositories in response to task-oriented requests by operations
personnel.  Rather than relying upon ill-structured archives of information or at best
upon a comprehensive operations manual, operations personnel can be provided with
concise, complete documents that are focused upon a task at hand.  Emerging Web
technologies provide the means for implementing this vision on a corporate intranet.

Our concept relies upon facility information being recorded and stored in elec-
tronic formats and structures.  Three technologies in particular appear highly relevant.
Conventional drafted representations of the facility must be created using Web-



enabled CAD systems with hyperlinks embedded into the drawings.  Client-server
relational databases provide repositories for tabular data.  Text that does not lend it-
self to a tabular presentation can be tagged using XML to relate it to the information
in databases and in Web-enabled drawings.

Key to the concept is the programmatic generation of operations documents that
are specific to particular tasks.  We refer to this as “task-centric.”  A person involved
in operating the facility can request an operations document by filling out forms in
Web documents.  The forms collect specifics of task and location.  A Web server can
then match the parameters against rules to choose a template for the task-centric
documents.  A script can then retrieve bits of information from various sources and
bring them together into a custom document.  This document is then delivered in
HTML format back to the requestor.

Task-centric documents may be explained using an example.  One task that op-
erations personnel may face is the repair or replacement of a faulty fan-coil unit.
Upon discovering that a unit is performing poorly, a technician must inspect a variety
of documents to troubleshoot the problem:
• the drawings of the mechanical system,
• the manufacturer specifications,
• the test and balance reports for the distribution tree,
• diagrams of the electrical circuits that feed the unit,
• diagrams of the chilled water delivery pipes,
• the performance record produced by monitoring and controls systems,
• the maintenance records and
• the design intent for the unit.

At present, this information must be collected from a variety of drawings,
memos, binders and documents, most of which exist only on paper and buried within
irrelevant other information.  A task-centric document would filter out the irrelevant
information and collect these and many other pieces of information into a single proj-
ect manual.  The technician could then refer to the task-centric document for most or
all of the information for the project.  The concept of just-in-time operations docu-
ments adds to this task-centric approach automation that collects the many pieces of
information on demand by the user.

5 Implementation

Emerging intranet technologies provide a technical foundation for implement-
ing an effective information system for operations.  We have conducted tests in the
form of rapid prototypes of software to establish architecture and design principles
for such an information system.  Some of the major components of the system as we
envision it are 1) generic repositories of facility information; 2) a link farm; 3) XML
documents recording design rationale; 4) server procedures that generate Web pages;
and 5) electronic redlining.  Although the creation of a prototype is still underway,
these concepts appear to us to be likely or inevitable parts of an information system
that is a solution to the needs of facility operations.



5.1 Generic repositories
The problems of coordinating the delivery of facility information suggest that a

successful information system will impose minimal restrictions upon outside infor-
mation providers such as design consultants and construction contractors.  Rather
than mandating delivery of information in sophisticated standard formats and struc-
tures, we suggest that outside providers can employ tools that are widely accepted
and deliver facility information in simple and straightforward formats and structures.
The adaptation of the information for use in internal information systems can be de-
ferred to the owner/operator organization.  As long as information is delivered in
digital format, it can be massaged to conform to the needs of internal information
systems.

We suggest that an owner organization should emphasize delivery of informa-
tion in “natural” formats.  For example, drawing information should be delivered in a
vector format such as Autodesk's DWG or DWF.  Schedules, such as door schedules,
window schedules, and pump schedules, are tabular information.  They should be de-
livered not as images drawn in the CAD system but as spreadsheet or database tables.
Test and balance reports are also tabular by nature and should be delivered as spread-
sheets or database tables.  Design rationale or operations procedures should be deliv-
ered as word-processed documents.  These formats and structures place minimal or
no demands upon consultants.  In some cases, use of the appropriate format may even
lead to savings to the consultants.

The degree of structure that should be provided by consultants is an open ques-
tion and also a moving target.  At one extreme is the idea of very little structure to
information when it is delivered.  Structure must be applied either as a “data scrub-
bing” step by the internal personnel or must be created on the fly by scripts.  This
pole requires little expense on the part of the external organizations but a high degree
of expertise on the part of internal personnel.  At the other extreme are strict require-
ments for format, structure and content to which consultants must conform.  Outside
consultants may demand increases to fees to offset perceived effort and risk. The sec-
ond approach also requires a large degree of up front effort to formulate the stan-
dards.  As consultants become more savvy with Web technology there should be an
opportunity to out-source more of the responsibility for structuring information.

At this time we suggest that a facilities organization can collect facility infor-
mation from consultants in appropriate formats but with a relatively low level of
structure.  After receiving information in these natural formats, personnel in the
owner/operator organization can place it into repositories by type, such as a directory
of drawing files, or a database of pump data, or a directory of design intent descrip-
tions.  By using scripts, macros and automatic conversion utilities, the owner organi-
zation can convert the data into the specific formats and structure required by the in-
formation system.  Scripts can carry out further manipulation and refinement of facil-
ity information at time of use under the concept of generating task-centric documents.



5.2 Link farm
Key to making use of the generic repository of information is the application of

powerful data management tools to the hyperlinks themselves.  The term “link farm”
refers to a collection of hyperlinks that can then be incorporated into one or more
documents (Light 1997).  A level of indirection in links adds utility to the links.  The
apparent link, embedded in an HTML document, actually points to the link farm.
The link farm retrieves the actual link and delivers the requested document.  By im-
plementing the link farm using a relational database, sophisticated operations upon
selection sets of links may be used to increase the utility of the link mechanism.  One-
to-many links, many-to-one links and context-sensitive links can be easily imple-
mented to provide users with an enriched access to information.  The database can
also be used to manage links, such as redirecting links to accommodate changes in
file locations, and global substitution of links to up date information.

Not only does the link farm play a role in managing links, it can also provide
strategic information for the continued growth and refinement of the information
system.  The link farm can log link traversals and collect data from the users regard-
ing usefulness of information.  Developers and maintainers of the system can use the
automatic feedback to anticipate information needs and prioritize conversion of ex-
isting documents into the information system.

A link farm for operations documents is illustrated in Figure 1.  It has been im-
plemented using a Microsoft Access relational database.  Each link is represented by
a record in the table.  Many links that are embedded in drawings or text files can be
represented by the same record, providing many-to-one linking.  Also a single link in
a drawing may lead to more than one record in the table, providing one-to-many
linking.  Links may be retrieved by queries upon any field or combination of fields.
Side effects of queries also create records in another table to log the use of links.

5.3 XML for design rationale
Documentation of design rationale for use in training manuals, troubleshooting

and redesign is important enough to warrant special consideration.  XML could be an
appropriate technology for addressing design rationale.  Using XML would require
developing a document type definition (DTD) that can be used to express design ra-
tionale.  A DTD defines the semantics and syntax of tags that can be embedded in a
text document to indicate structure and meta-content.

Convincing designers to employ a standard format for recording design ration-
ale is likely to be difficult or impossible.  One solution could be to employ an expert
to undertake “harvesting” of design rationale from a design team.  Equipped with
custom XML editors and inventories of facility components, the design rationale ex-
pert can interview members of the design team and record their responses in an XML
document instance, embedding appropriate tags.  The tags can then be used by the
information system to extract particular pieces of information for composition into
just-in-time operations documents.

Additional research is necessary to establish useful standard structure and con-
tent for design rationale.  We are exploring the use of concepts of form, function and



behavior as guiding principles for documenting design rationale.  Form (sometimes
termed “structure”), function and behavior have been established as a useful formal-
ism for representing design reasoning (Kuipers 1984, Gero 1995).  Text could be
tagged both by component and as form, function or behavior.  Scripts could then re-
trieve from the XML document the appropriate information to compose “just-in-
time” training manuals or task-centric explanations of design intent.

5.4 Generated intranet pages
Our experiments have employed Microsoft's Active Server Pages to generate

HTML documents on the fly.  Links to records in the link farm are embedded into
drawings and text documents.  JavaScript and VBscript are used to define templates
that receive arguments declaring the project and the context for the requested infor-
mation.  Upon traversing a link, the scripts take over to produce customized HTML
documents that are delivered back to the requestor.  The script can retrieve data from
a database, drawing files, and images and blend them with fragments of HTML code.
An example of a just-in-time operations document is shown in Figure 2.

The operations documents created with this system are tailored to the particular
needs of the operations personnel.  Of course they can be printed, but they may also

Fig. 1: Link farm for just-in-time operations documents



exist only as digital documents for the moments that they are referenced.  The opera-
tions documents are transitory and are delivered just in time to support a particular
task.

5.5 Electronic redlining
Feedback to the information system is crucial to keep the portrait of the facility

up to date.  Forms to collect feedback for a project can be automated with ASP.
Upon a query for facility information for a particular task, a work flow management
capability of the information system could monitor progress.  The system could pro-
duce a form to collect comments regarding the adequacy of the documents that were
generated for the project.  The software guides the user through updating the docu-
ments to reflect new conditions.

Our prototype incorporates CADViewer by ArNoNa Internet Software Inc., an
electronic redlining tool written in Java that works with the DWF format (ArNoNa
1998).  Mark-ups can be made to a DWF file and then saved as a separate file.  The
mark-up files, updated databases, and messages to the document maintenance staff
serve as feedback by which documents are kept up to date.

Fig. 2: Example of just-in-time operations document showing the design intent,
system diagram, and scheduled information.



6 Further explorations

Our working prototype has led us to confidence in the vision portrayed above.
An appropriate next step is to implement further to sharpen our perception of techni-
cal challenges and obstacles.  Empirical testing of a trial system can provide subjec-
tive evaluations by actual operations personnel. Comparative trials can determine the
extent of benefits of such a system in improved performance by building operators.
By keeping track of the time that is spent building the just-in-time operations docu-
ments system, we can gain quantified indicators of the expense of such a system
when it is scaled up.  The link monitoring features of the link farm can guide further
development.

Once sufficient experiments are executed in the laboratory, the implementation
can be moved to the field.  Initially, the implementation could address just one unit of
the facility, such as a section of a building or a small building.  Detailed records of
personnel time expended in constructing and maintaining the information system will
provide data for cost/benefit analysis of a full implementation.  After a time period,
field surveys can compare the actual facility against the operations documents to see
whether the feedback has been effective.  A field survey of a facility unit that has
been managed with conventional paper documents can establish a benchmark.

By conducting discussions with industry personnel and examining current
documents, we have obtained an understanding of information that is needed to sup-
port operations.  A thorough survey of intranet technologies has then led us to envi-
sion “just-in-time operations documents.”  Quick experimental prototypes with ex-
ample facility documents have allowed us to prove the technical feasibility of the
concept.  The prototypes have led to the clarification of an extensive research pro-
gram that is likely to lead to quantifiable and significant benefits. The findings can
then be directed toward the broader industry and have an impact upon standards that
lead to widespread increases in productivity.
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A COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT TOWARD COMPUTERIZATION OF TOTAL INFORMATION
Environment for building construction
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Abstract

This study aims at developing a collaborative environment for construction projects
in order to computerize the project management of building construction.  As a first
simplification, the project management team is assumed to consist of the following
staffs, manager, planning staff, technical staff, production staff, quality staff, material
staff and financial staff, each representing a function for the project.  It is proposed in
this study that, a collaborative environment is provided and that each staff works on
the environment to fulfill his own work, to share the project information with other
staffs according to predefined rules for information access, and to coordinate with
them.  Domain models have been established, and a prototypical collaborative
environment, which is used to manage the total project information in the proposed
pattern and works on a client/server database management system on Local Area
Network (LAN), has been developed.

Keywords:  building, construction, information technology, project management

1 Introduction

In recent years, more and more computers have been used for construction
management in China due to the improvement of their ratio of performance to cost.
Softwares have been extensively used for such works as cost estimating, scheduling
and accounting.  Some projects have established LAN in the construction site office
for sharing resources such as files and printers and some companies have even
constructed intranet systems.  The government is now accelerating the
computerization of the national economy, which urges the effective use of computers

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2214-2223.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



in industries to raise the productivity.  It is recognized that it is necessary to establish
strategies for applying computers in view of integration in order to realize the
computerization of the building industry (Ma and Chen 1998).

In the field of Computer Aided Engineering for Architecture/ Engineering/
Construction (AEC), many researchers are promoting the study on Computer
Integrated Construction (CIC).  In addition, the concept of Computer Continuous
Acquisition and Lifecycle Support (CALS), which has been adopted by the military,
are finding use in AEC.  CIC and CALS are expected to contribute tremendously to
the computerization of the building industry (Ma 1997).  The proper modelling of the
application domain is the key in order to take advantage of CIC and CALS.  Many
models have been established, and many prototypical systems have been developed as
verifications of the models (Brown et al. 1998, Froese 1996, Stumpf et al. 1996,
Rezqui et al. 1998).  These works have provided many invaluable insights into the
drive toward the implementation of CIC and CALS in AEC.  However, many
problems are still open for further study, one of them is how to apply the general
models that have been proposed to specific domains in order to initiate the
development of commercial applications.

Since a construction project is the basic cell of the building industry, it is proper
to deal with it at first when promoting the computerization of the industry.  This study
focuses on the computerization of construction projects and proposes a new pattern of
management of the total project information.  Domain models have been established
and a prototypical collaborative environment, which corresponds to the pattern and
works on a client/server database management system on LAN, has been developed.

2 Patterns of management of total project information

As a first simplification, the project management team is assumed to consist of
the following staffs, manager, planning staff, technical staff, production staff, quality
staff, material staff and financial staff, each representing a function for the project.
This simplification is basically in agreement with the project management
organizations that are commonly in operation in China.

The total information management work that the staffs have to do, can be
divided roughly into two stages, i.e. preparation stage and construction stage.  In the
preparation stage, the staffs are responsible for making the overall construction plans
and schedules according to the design and the construction contract.  In the
construction stage, the staffs are responsible for making detailed plans, allocating
relevant resources, organizing the production and guaranteeing the quality for every
process of construction.  The information that reflects the management work may
flow among the staffs and is accumulated to form the construction documentation in
different formats.  Some of the documents must be submitted to the government
administration as archives, to the owner for reference in the later stage of facility
management, and to the representative of the owner and quality assurance agency as
the proof of the construction quality, respectively.  And other documents must be kept
by the company for later use as reference.



2.1 Traditional pattern of information management
Traditionally, the staffs of the project team collects, stores and handles the

project information using various forms while being in charge of certain processes of
the construction project.  Although computers have been used in some processes, for
example in scheduling, the result (say, the schedule) needs to be prepared in paper
form to be used by other staffs or by other organizations, such as the representative of
the owner.  In the construction documentation, some information is quoted in
different forms, while others have to be transformed in several forms.  As a result, not
only the staffs have to do repeated works, but also it may cause redundancy and
inconsistency in data and thus may invalidate some of these data.  A collaborative
environment provides an efficient solution to the problem.

2.2 New pattern of information management

2.2.1 Meaning of several terms
Before explaining the new pattern of information management, which we

adopted in this study, two critical terms, i.e. collaborative working and environment,
have to be clarified.  In general, collaborative working means a situation, in which
each staff fulfills his work and then the results can be obtained by other staffs
immediately and the work can be continued.  In this way, all staffs can share each
other’s information, and can cooperate intimately to carry out the work.  On the other
hand, by environment, we mean a common place where each staff may find the tools
that he needs for his work, and at the same time, he can exchange data with other
staffs conveniently.  Such a collaborative environment usually involves a unified
central data platform.

In addition, it is helpful to introduce the break down of a construction project.
The construction stage of buildings consists of several phases, such as the phase of
construction of main structures.  Each phase consists of several processes, for
example, the phase of construction of main structures consists of steel bar binding
process, formwork installation process, the process of inspection on hidden work, and
the process of in-site concrete casting etc.  Further, each process consists of activities
such as filling in certain data.  Of course, since construction is carried out in space,
the actual building is usually divided into many parts in each floor in construction, so
that the above-mentioned processes and activities have to be iterated for each part in
each floor.

2.2.2 Characteristics of the new pattern of information management
The new pattern of information management of construction project is based on

the system configuration as shown in Fig. 1.  According to this figure, a project team
should construct a LAN in the construction site office.  Then, the software of the
collaborative environment should be installed in the server and in the client
respectively.  Here, the server is used to store the total management information of
the project as a unified central data platform and to run the database management
system, and the client is used to run the applications for the staffs.  It is noted that the
prevailing intranet technology is not adopted in this study.  It is because the intranet
platform is not practical in China now.  However, it is only a problem of



programming if we turn to the intranet platform.
Under the above system configuration, the characteristics of the new pattern of

information management can be summarized as follows.

1.    The total project management information is unified and stored in the central
database in the server.  A client/server database management system is used to
manage the database so that the staffs can access the information concurrently.
It also makes it easy to develop specific applications after the collaborative
environment is put into operation and to reuse the data of the project afterward.

2. The staffs work on the collaborative environment to fulfill specific works such
as retrieving particular information as well as routine works, such as recording
relevant data or making data summaries. All kinds documents that must be
submitted to the outside organizations can be generated from the central
database by using the applications provided in the collaborative environment.

Fig. 1: System configuration of the collaborative environment

3.   Through the collaborative environment, all staffs share the total project
management information according to predefined rules and communicate with
each other in an easy way, thus the paperless environment in the project can be
realized.  For example, after the planning staff produces detailed plans on
computer, he saves them in the central database.  At the same time, the other
staffs can access the plans on their computer and then carry out their work
based on the plans.  Similarly, the other staffs may return a feedback to the
planning staff as well.  At any time, the manager can check the work of his
staffs through the collaborative environment conveniently.  An e-mail system is
also involved in the collaborative environment to facilitate the communication
between specific staffs or between the manager and the staffs.

4. The workflow of the staffs is organized automatically by the collaborative
environment.   For example, once the formwork installation of concrete
structures is finished, the collaborative environment notifies the technical staff
and the quality staff to carry out the inspection on the hidden work.  This
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function is helpful for the new staffs and for reminding the staffs of their work.

3 Modelling of the collaborative environment

Establishing proper models is the prerequisite for constructing a robust
collaborative environment.  Three categories of models have to be established, i.e. the
models for the project management information that are handled in the traditional
pattern of information management, that for the information needed only by the
collaborative environment, and that reflecting the workflow.  Among them, the first
two categories of models represent static information and are used to determine the
unified central database structure, and the third category of model deal with dynamic
behaviors and is used to organize the workflow.

In this study, we have establish the models for the construction phase of main
structures of in-site-casting reinforced concrete buildings.  The models for the other
phases and for other kind of buildings could be established by following the same
procedure.

3.1 Adopted methods of modelling
The object-oriented technology (Booch 1994) and the Pascot’s Datarun method

(Pascot 1996) were used comprehensively in the process of modelling in this study.
Here, the former was used to identify the objects, their relationships and the relevant
attributes, and the latter was used to extract the basic data from specific management
processes and to determine the database structure.

By using the object-oriented technology in the highest level, two domain
vocabularies were identified, i.e. the staffs and the objects involved in the
construction process.  These vocabularies were broken down further until the atomic
entities are obtained.  The hierarchy of the classes that were formulated based on the
atomic entities was then established to distinguish the common attributes shared by a
number of classes from the specific ones owned only by a certain class.  For example,
the attribute for any resource includes quantity, quality grade etc., while the attribute
for any steel bar, a kind of resource, includes type, specification, location of
production, ID number, site-entry-time, site-entry-quantity, and test result etc. as well
as the attributes for any resource.

By using the Datarun method, major current construction processes were
analyzed to build the business model, to identify the basic data based on the model,
and then to construct the central database structure.  The process that was analyzed in
this study includes the management of planning, material, steel bar binding,
formwork installation, and in-site concrete casting etc.  The basic data that must be
recorded by the staffs were identified in order to realize the idea that the staffs need
input only the minimum information.

3.2 Major models for the collaborative environment
Based on the above-stated methods of modelling and by referring to the existing

models for construction process (Froese 1996, Brown et al. 1998), we have
established the models used for the collaborative environment in this study. The



models are in different levels, where the high-level models are used as unifying
references for the collaborative environment; while the low-level models are used for
the actual database design and application design.

Four major models are shown in this section to illustrate the result of modelling.

3.2.1  Conceptual construction process model
As shown in Fig. 2, this is a high-level model reflecting the primary entities that

are involved in the current construction process and the relationship among the
entities.  It is illustrated by using EXPRESS-G graphical notation (entities are
represented as labeled boxes, specialization relationships are represented as heavy
lines, and other association relationships are represented as labeled lines).

Fig. 2: Conceptual construction process model

3.2.2 Information management authority model
As stated before, in the collaborative environment, the staffs share the project

information with other staffs according to predefined rules for information access.
The information management authority model is used to specify the rules, as shown
in Fig. 3.  This model is adopted partly from a model in literature (Brown et al. 1998)
and shows the entities involved in specifying the rules.  In the model, the actor
corresponds to each staff, the role to the function of each staff, and the authority to a
set of rights that a staff possesses on an activity.  For example, in the process of
material test, a certain staff has the right of application for the material test, while
another staff has the right to record the experimental results.

3.2.3  General system behavior model
The general system behavior model, being a high-level model as shown in Fig.

4, depicts the general behavior of all processes in project management of building
construction and it can be used as a reference to establish the behavior model of each
process. According to this model, processes are plan-driven.  A plan for a certain
process will be substantiated to the sub plans corresponding to each activity.  When
the process is finished, the feedback from the process is returned to the planning staff.
Then the feedback can be reflected in the next plan.
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Fig. 3: Information management authority conceptual model

Fig. 4: General system behavior model

3.2.4  Example of system behavior models: for steel bar binding
Many models have been built corresponding to the system behaviors, here a

model for steel bar binding will be illustrated. As shown in Fig. 5, when the process
of steel bar binding starts, the collaborative environment should notify the technical
staff to extract the steel bars from the design drawings for steel bar transforming, and
to prepare the documents used for depicting the technical requirement.  At the same
time, the collaborative environment also notifies the material staff to make the plan of
material provision.  Further description for this figure is omitted because of limitation
of space on paper.  One may follow the figure to understand the whole workflow for
this particular process.  Obviously, this kind of model provides the rules for the
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collaborative environment to organize the workflow of the staffs for the project
management of building construction.

Fig. 5: Workflow of steel bar binding

4 Functions of the collaborative environment

The functions that the collaborative environment should provide can be
clarified based on three views.  First, in view of an individual staff, the collaborative
environment should provide a series of functions for each staff to fulfill his works.
Some of the functions are in common, for example, the function of browsing the
project information. While others are different, because different staffs are required to
record different information and make different decisions.

Second, in view of collaboration of staffs, the function of communication, as
well as the automatic organization of workflow, should be provided, so that not only
can the staffs work according to the notification from the collaborative environment,
but also they can take their initiative to work actively.  Besides, the collaborative
environment should provide the function of showing the results of collaboration.
That is, if more than one staff is taking part in a certain activity, each staff should be
able not only to see the progress of his work, but also to see the progress of work of
other staffs who are taking part in the same activity.

Third, in view of making full use of the computer’s ability, utility functions
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should be provided to help the user work more efficiently.  For example, once the
number of floor and the number of parts in each floor are entered, the collaborative
environment should generate the activities of construction process automatically. The
staff is allowed to edit the item of the activities and he does not have to input the
items from scratch. In addition, various construction codes and specifications should
be provided in the collaborative environment for users to look up efficiently.

The functions, which were determined based on the above considerations, are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Functions of the collaborative environment

Menu item Sub menu items Menu item Sub menu items
Confirm Confirming of work state

Confirming of  work
        preparedness

System Project information
Authority of information
       access
Current information of
       processes
Historical information of
       processes
General information of project
Codes and specifications
E-mail

Technical Construction diary
Technical depiction
Test application
Evaluation of test result
Technical support
Technical inspection

Planning Breaking  down of process
Construction planning

Quality Quality inspection
Quality analysis
Handling of quality accidents

Test Material test
Construction test

Material Warehouse entry and exit
        registration
Warehouse information
Summary of material usage
Analysis of material usage
Material planning
Material provision information

Archive Project completion documentation
Output of summaries

5 Implementation of the prototypical collaborative environment

The prototypical collaborative environment runs on a LAN.  It consists of two
parts, the server-side application and the client-side application.  The former runs on
MS SQL Server 6.5 on MS Windows NT Server 4.0 operating system, and the latter
runs on MS Windows NT Workstation 4.0 or Windows 95/98 operating system.

The prototypical collaborative environment was developed using MS Visual
C++ 5.0, and the central database was accessed by using ODBC 2.0.  Most of the
functions in Table 1 have been implemented, among them, many of the functions
have been implemented ourselves, while some functions have been provided by
integrating existing softwares.  For example, MS Project 95 has been integrated in the
collaborative environment for carrying out construction planning, and MS Excel 97
has been integrated to generate the summaries of project information.  It deserves a
mention that the existence of a central database system makes it easy to integrate
other applications as well as to add new functions by using ODBC.



6 Conclusions

This paper focuses on the computerization of project management of building
construction and has proposed a new pattern of total project information management
based on the usage of LAN and a collaborative environment system.

Domain models have been established, and a prototypical collaborative
environment, which is used to manage the total project information with the proposed
pattern and works on a client/server database management system on LAN, has been
developed.  This work indicates that the pattern is feasible, and it seems that the
methods used in the research are applicable to the computerization of similar fields.
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REFOCUSING PROJECT DELIVERY SYSTEMS ON ADDING VALUE
Refocusing project delivery systems

B. L. ATKIN
Division of Construction Management and Economics, The Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract

The ability to manage a lean supply chain that contains no non-value adding elements is
the ultimate challenge. The research behind the paper's findings is based on the production
of functional process models adopting IDEFØ methodology to portray information flows,
participants, organisations and IT use. Key participants in 11 projects contributed to the
research and subsequently verified the models. Analysis was then performed on the
models, including checks for consistency and process integrity. A generic model was
developed from the best practice elements of all 11 projects, alongside changes in
construction procurement and out of sector best practice industrial design and production.
The result is a new project generic process model that could form a blueprint for
subsequent construction projects. The research continues through modelling and costing
different project scenarios so that non-value adding activities can be isolated and
eliminated from the supply chain.

Keywords: Process modelling, function modelling, supply chain, value added, value chain.

1 Introduction

Efforts to improve the supply chain in construction are the subject of numerous
initiatives within industry in many countries. The potential for process improvement to
deliver real savings in cost and time is not lost on the construction industry's clients.
Moreover, the prospect of greater consistency in the process, leading to a more certain
outcome has raised expectations. Application of lean production principles to the supply
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chain is beginning to show benefits in terms of time, cost and quality improvement, but
more can and must be done.

Quite how much improvement is possible will depend on the extent to which the
value stream can be identified and manipulated to deliver against client demands. In the
absence of this, piecemeal initiatives will produce sub-optimal results. Attempts at
optimising a part of the process without understanding the remainder will not result in
serious improvement.

An alternative – and the one outlined in this paper – is to model the entire process
for a project down to a detailed level. Opponents may simply say that it is too complex a
task to be performed and that, besides, all projects are unique. The research has shown that
even across different countries (for example, France, Germany, Sweden and the UK) there
is too much similarity for this view to prevail. Detailed modelling of the supply chain, in
terms of information flows, participants within the process and the tools they use to
communicate – especially IT – has already provided many useful insights. A better
understanding of how organisations interact at the project level has emerged and will lead
to some remedying of long standing failures. Even so, more has to be done to deliver the
order of savings in cost and time that have become enshrined in various national initiatives
– see for example, the work of the Egan construction task-force in the UK culminating in
the report, Rethinking Construction (DETR, 1998); and the Swedish programme,
Competitive Building.

Preliminary research had shown how even the most basic actions are prone to failure
because of information that is not communicated when it is needed, in the form that it is
needed and to the people who need it. This merely confirms the problem, but does not
necessarily provide firm answers. Further examination suggests, however, that the entire
infrastructure for delivering a project has to be taken into account. There are simply too
many factors and influences that are being overlooked. In this respect, the research is
attempting to establish a generic model of the infrastructure for managing the human and
other resources on a project, including the IT.

This paper describes the work to date and outlines the next steps for effecting
improvement, through the introduction of cost and time data.

2 Proposed generic process model

Elements of best practice within the 11 projects, which are consistent with changes
for the better in the industry, have been identified and are presented as part of a generic
process model. Of these changes, managing client's requirements, integrating design and
construction as a single process, value chain management and total project management
are major factors in achieving project success.

The search for best practice has been extended beyond construction to other
industrial sectors where lessons can be learned for improving the overall process. The
generic process model is, therefore, more than just a distillation of 11 projects. It could be
used for benchmarking performance and as a blueprint for future projects that can be
adapted to suit the needs of individual clients.



Within UK construction are several current initiatives aimed at process
improvement. These include the Agile Construction Initiative (Bath, 1998), Egan
construction task-force (DETR, 1998) and The Agenda for Change by The Construction
Round Table (CRT, 1998). All three aim to reduce cost and time dramatically, whilst
raising quality and certainty, and are strongly client focused.

In order to achieve the above, and as a reflection of the elements of best practice
distilled from the 11 projects, it is necessary to redefine the life cycle stages. This has
produced a sequence that is markedly different to that adopted as the basis for modelling
the projects. This has occurred for two reasons. First, many activities performed on the
projects do not fit comfortably within the original stages, since they attempt to deal with
the unique circumstances of a client and/or a constructor-driven process. Second, the
original generic stages do not adequately reflect the emerging structural changes outlined
above. For these reasons it has been necessary to reconsider the entire process.

3 Redefined stages

Analysis of elements of best practice and their application to construction has
produced the following stages for a generic process model.

1. Project initiation
2. Project definition
3. Outline design
4. Advance works procurement

5. Detailed design
6. General works procurement
7. Production
8. Facilities management

This reduced set falls naturally out of the project analyses and includes all the value
adding aspects of current process improvement initiatives and established patterns of work.
However, it differs in several respects, not least in its use of terminology that is intended to
avoid potentially misleading assumptions about what is or is not included. Perhaps the main
differences are in reflecting the concurrent and iterative nature of design and its overlap with
construction. The proposed generic model also attempts to align more with a process that is
client-driven and for which the ultimate deliverable – the building or facility – is just the
beginning of the next phase in the business cycle. Whether or not these proposals become
adopted depends to some degree on the extent to which identified changes within the
construction industry are seen as threats or opportunities.
 The stages are now described with reference to the model. Flows of information are not
specifically marked as electronic, since all are deemed to be so.



Fig. 1: The first two stages of the new generic process

Stage 1: Project initiation portrays the earliest stages of a project's life where the
decision is made to proceed with the idea of a building as a possible solution to the client's
needs. From the definition of client's needs, project objectives give rise to briefing. This is
often regarded as a single outcome activity, that is, a singular briefing document is produced.
Further investigation has revealed how best practice in briefing, both within the construction
sector and within manufacturing, considers several different, but interrelated documents.
There is the design brief, which will be used, inter alia, to express the architectural,
engineering and functional requirements of the project. But there are at least three other briefs.
Of these, the financial brief is more than a cost plan under the traditional system, since it
embodies a breadth of information that is used to set the project on a sound financial footing.
Implicit in this is a life cycle appraisal approach to cost planning. Instead of life cycle
considerations being added to a capital cost planning approach, they become the dominant
features.

Two other briefing documents are produced at this stage, which inform later critical
stages in the process. The procurement brief sets out, inter alia, the actions, requirements and
time-scale for organising contracts and buying work packages. The facilities management
brief ensures that matters essential to the successful functioning and enjoyment of the building
are brought to the fore and do not become an afterthought. With the growth of public-private
partnership projects, it has become clear that the management of the building or facility is a
priority concern and one that directly affects funding prospects. Little in the way of technical
IT solutions are used or, indeed, needed here. Office automation tools and an effective
communications infrastructure will ensure that more order is put into the process.

Stage 2: Project definition is where the form of the project emerges. The first part
attempts to produce a design concept that feeds off the design brief. The overall design
approach, models and sketches are used to establish proof of the concept. Other primary
inputs are the remaining briefs. From this stage emerges a workable design, complete with



cost limits and time constraints, i.e. a focus on a design having clear quality, cost and time
objectives. Within this stage, separate consideration is given to the several facets of design:
architectural, structural engineering, environmental, geotechnical and landscaping. This is also
where we see the close interaction of a design value for money function. Life cycle appraisal
becomes part of the overall design discipline. It effectively replaces the traditional, external
quantity surveying function that ordinarily delays the iterative, convergent development of the
design. This is an opportunity for the design discipline itself to achieve greater value for
money. This is why there should be a value engineering input. In practice, this could be QSs
with an aptitude for design economics and an understanding of constructability issues.

Fig. 2: Life cycle appraisal effectively replaces plain cost planning/checking

The now recognised role of the planning supervisor is brought into establishing proof of
the concept. This contribution is integral with that of the value engineer and the design
discipline overall. It will also begin the process of ensuring the elimination of accidents. Proof
of concept is also where the first applications of value engineering occur – this is something
that should be a continuous feature of the design phase. Moreover, it should be design-driven,
not left to external disciplines to impose cost and quality cutting exercises.

IT use within project definition is largely a matter of graphics-based systems, (CAD)
and GIS. Office automation tools provide the support for most other activities, within an IT
infrastructure that enhances communication across the project team.



Fig. 3: Using a range of existing IT to establish the concept

Stage 3: Outline design is where various design options are explored and from which a
single, preferred scheme emerges to form the planning application. Beyond this point a single
design scheme can be adopted as the preferred design solution. Throughout this stage are
many hidden iterations supported by IT in the form of CAD and other means for
understanding how the design will manifest in practice.

Stage 4: Advance works procurement deals with the need to commence some parts of
the detail design in advance of the generality and which may be the subject of the work of
specialist contractors or suppliers. The procurement of such specialist services will have been
identified within the procurement brief and arrangements made to negotiate or tender these
works. At the operational level, the aim must be to ensure that any external designers do not
fall outside the loop of IT use. They must be properly integrated if information is to flow
seamlessly. The essence of this stage is that preliminary design will occur in a number of
areas. Some practitioners refer to this as technology clusters and is reflective of the need to
concentrate on major elements of the building having strong connections and for which design
and production must be largely concurrent. Five technology clusters are identified here: frame,
envelope, engineering services, groundwork and fit out. IT support is largely the same as in
previous stages, that is 3-D and 2-D CAD, office automation tools and a communications
infrastructure.



Fig. 4: Specialists must be fully integrated into the process

Stage 5: Detailed design draws on developed package scopes alongside the preferred
design solution to produce design details. Interface issues are identified and resolved here and
a final detail design emerges. This stage is essentially the same as that within the traditional
process, except that it integrates the final stages of specialist contractor design with the
generality of detail design. As in other stages, there is no differentiation between drawings and
specifications. Electronic means have the capability of allowing different forms of abstraction
or representation of a design than has traditionally been the case with paper. In other words,
the move is away from seeing CAD as a means for simply automating the production of paper
drawings and the use of dedicated specification writers. IT uses are, therefore, broadly the
same as in previous stages.

Stage 6: General works procurement covers what were originally three stages: tender
documentation, estimating and tendering and evaluation of tenders. This stage is intended to
accommodate the remainder of work packages, although the same basic arrangement could be
used for the procurement of specialist works. This could be achieved by linking the
procurement brief and preferred design solution outputs from earlier stages to this stage and
providing a feedback to advance works procurement. Graphics-based systems are used in the
bid package preparation stage, alongside office automation tools and the communications
infrastructure which supports the complete effort.

Stage 7: Production recognises the trend towards shifting more of the production off
site to factory controlled conditions. Fabrication allows the often long and complex process of
off site production to be properly integrated into the totality of the project. It requires a more
proactive approach on the part of the project team than has hitherto been the tradition. This
stage emphasises also the need to secure evidence of compliance with the specification and



other control instruments. Indeed, control over this phase in the overall process will become
even more important in future. IT integration is vital. Other aspects of this stage include
assembly and commission. These cover the delivery, materials handling, component fixing
and the finishing and commissioning of the works. In other words, they are a sequence of
activities aimed at ensuring a fully functioning and certifiable building or facility, complete
with supporting documentation. This latter aspect is only really likely to be managed
successfully if there exists a comprehensive IT infrastructure. Documentation that signifies
compliance and provides the means for effecting a smooth transition to occupation is
emphasised here.

Fig. 5: Off-site fabrication is a key activity

Stage 8: Facility management completes the process and provides the basis for a new
phase in which the actual demands placed on the building by the client and users can be
converted into plans for changes to the building. This stage links directly back to project
initiation. Successful development of the design in an electronic form will enable live CAD
models to be transferred to the managers of the building or facility without the need for paper
drawings. The facilities management brief has the potential to ensure that successful
management of the facility is more by design than chance.



Fig. 6: Retaining the design model of the building to support FM

3 The next steps

Each of the projects has been analysed and presented using a functional modelling tool.
The tool has been used to compile a generic process model. This same tool can also be used to
capture process time and costs for activities, resources and products.

The initial benefits of using the tool are in organising, modelling and analysing projects
As-Is functions and their dependencies to produce a To-Be view of the process. In the next
phase of the research, the tool will be used to:

• identify value adding functionality, that is both essential and non-essential non-value
added functions;

• track and analyse the cost of the project's activities with automated activity based costing;
• model the project's To-Be functions and their dependencies, from which new strategies for

performing those functions can be implemented.

The expectation is that different project scenarios can be modelled and costed so that an
optimal value pathway can be found through a project.



4 Conclusions

The research, reflected in this paper, is a partial account of attempts at re-engineering
the design and construction process in order to bring about added value. It is largely
empirically based and draws out best practice elements from real projects, which have then
been incorporated in a new generic model for construction. Armed with base information as to
how real projects perform, research effort will now concentrate on refining the process
through feedback from new projects using cost and time data. In this respect, IT will be sure to
play an increasing role.
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INTEGRATING PERMANENT EQUIPMENT TRACKING WITH
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Abstract

Permanent equipment may be delivered months in advance of installation on a
construction project. It may be received, stored off-site, transported to on-site storage,
installed, and tested. During construction, there are obvious advantages to knowing
where each piece of equipment is at any given time. During operation, the owner of
the project needs to know the status of equipment during operation and be able to find
the proper operating and maintenance information when required. We have completed
a trial system on a wastewater treatment plant project that uses bar codes to track
equipment from receipt to installation, and then is used to interface with an electronic
operation and maintenance (O&M) manual. The O&M manual can be accessed in a
variety of ways, including bar codes on the equipment, selecting the equipment on
electronic drawings, and pointing and clicking on digitized photographs. The
interface to the electronic O&M manual can be a valuable added service to the owner.

Keywords: Bar codes, construction, information technology, data collection

1 Benefits of bar code tracking

Bar coding is incredibly fast and error free compared to standard keyboard entry
of data. With a laptop or smaller computer, it is possible to have an encyclopedia of
information immediately accessible. With bar code technology, one quick scan can
perform complex computing operations or yield instant access to information on
particular equipment such as location, status, specifications, submittal data, etc. For
example, a construction superintendent in the field would need only to turn a
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notebook computer on, scan a bar code, and end up logging current time, location,
site conditions, or even pinpoint a certain item in a huge database and review the
appropriate specifications or specification manual.

Manufacturing companies recognized the potential for increased production
using bar codes over a decade ago. Bar coding is often the primary foundation to
computer automation of manufacturing. A bar code system integrated with automated
material handling helped General Electric reduce the manufacturing time of aircraft
engine components by 30% and boosted productivity by 50%; boosting production
from 207,000 units to more than 320,000 units with essentially the same work force
(Pashall, 1986). Additional benefits included reduced cycle times, reduced work-in-
progress inventory, and nearly perfect work-in-progress tracking accuracy.

Merchandise distribution companies also recognize the potential of using bar
codes for increasing production capacity. As Elizabeth Arden’s business grew, the
traditional solution for increased capacity was to add more workers at their primary
distribution center in Roanoke, VA. However, the faster the workers picked
merchandise for shipping, the longer it took to get orders out the door (Field, 1997).
Bar coding proved to be the core of the solution. A Code 39 bar code is automatically
assigned to each order the moment the order is taken from the customer. Bar code
scanners are strategically placed along the conveyor system, from empty carton stage
to the end of the dock, as well as on all forklifts, for permanent tracking through the
entire process. Radio frequency (RF) communication with all scanners permits real-
time tracking of all cartons as well as real-time inventory management from any
terminal in the facility. Bar coding permitted the use of an automated picking system,
automated conveyor sorting, and an automated weigh-in-motion system.

Benefits for Elizabeth Arden were tremendous: a 24 hour operation was reduced
to 8 hours a day, with a reduction of full-time work force from 180 to 120 employees
for the same workload. During the peak season, the temporary work force was
reduced from 150 to 30 employees. The $3 million system had a two-year return on
investment. Over 3,000 customers can now expect same-day shipping perfume goods
where before it was often a week or more, enjoying virtually 100% shipping accuracy.
Elizabeth Arden now has immediate visibility in inventory control because of radio
frequency and bar code systems.

2 Bar codes in construction

The Construction Industry Institute undertook a study of bar code applications
in construction (Bell and McCullouch 1988, Bell and Gillis 1989). A review this
work is not possible here, but it forms the foundation for this project. Many others
have published work in the application of bar codes to construction as well. This
paper presents one application.

Many large construction companies are using bar codes to manage aspects of
their work. They see the reduction in potential for errors and the speed of entry as the
primary benefits. Included are Fluor Daniel, M. W. Kellogg, Bechtel, and H. B.
Zachary; focusing on areas such as small tool tracking, time and attendance, structural



steel tracking, materials management, and workflow.
With the recent increase of commercially available and user-friendly bar code

systems, small and medium-sized construction companies can take advantage of bar
codes in managing their work. In the fall of 1996 the Virginia Tech Construction
Affiliates, a partnership between Virginia Tech and a consortium of construction
companies, became interested in studying field data acquisition applications. A
significant portion of the resulting Field Data Acquisition Project was permanent
equipment tracking, with an effort to apply existing bar code technologies to
applications in the construction industry.

Permanent equipment tracking is particularly suitable to the design and
construction of wastewater treatment facilities. State regulatory commissions are
stringent on operation and maintenance (O&M) requirements of wastewater facilities,
because a shutdown of a system could pose a serious health threat to a community of
people. On typical construction projects, O&M manuals are compiled from submittal
information from equipment manufacturers; submittals often end up on-site, at the
engineer’s office, at the contractor’s office, etc. For wastewater facilities, the state
regulatory commission requires that the engineering design firm for the project
prepare and bind an O&M manual including all pertinent submittals, and certify that
all facility information is included and accurate.

At the beginning of this study, Anderson and Associates, Inc., a member of the
Virginia Tech Construction Affiliates, was managing the design and construction of
the Fort Chiswell Wastewater facility in Wythe County, VA. Anderson was interested
in taking the O&M preparation one step further and considering the possibility of
providing an electronic O&M manual as a value-added service for the contractor and
owner.

Potential benefits of an electronic O&M manual are numerous. During
construction, the contractor could immediately know the location and status of
equipment by taking a virtual site tour using electronic drawings, or scanning a bar
code on a particular piece of equipment. During operation, the owner could access
equipment information in the same manner, and review specifications, maintenance
logs, or any other information that would be linked to the electronic tracking system.
Likewise, the owner could go to a particular piece of equipment and scan a bar code
and access with guaranteed accuracy the same information. Such information could
help avoid common problems, such as ordering an incorrect repair part for a pump
because of mistakenly reading the O&M specifications for the wrong pump, a
potentially costly and serious mistake.

The scope of this project was to develop a PC based electronic tracking system
using linear bar code technology and commercially available software. The first
objective is equipment tracking during the construction phase. The second objective
is to link the information to an electronic operation and maintenance system for the
owner during the operation phase.



2.1 Permanent equipment tracking project
Selected site – Fort Chiswell Wastewater Project, Wythe County, Virginia.

With the assistance of Anderson & Associates, Inc. and W. Rogers Construction
Company, a 500,000 gallon per day wastewater treatment facility was used as a pilot
project. The $3.3 million project was in the construction phase at the time of this
study, and much of the equipment was still arriving to either the site or W. Rogers’
warehouse, ideal for testing bar-code applications.

Bar code labels - Compliance labeling versus labeling at receipt – Compliance
labeling refers to product suppliers complying with standardized bar coding labels on
products as required by the customer. Many manufacturers and retailers require their
suppliers to become electronic commerce trading partners: product must be bar-code
labeled per specified guidelines prior to shipment to allow electronic shipment
tracking and to coordinate product identification in the customer’s database.

Compliance labeling was not considered in this project. Given the small scale of
this project, such a requirement was not deemed necessary. Nor would it be practical
since the construction of the facility was concurrent to this study. However, on a large
project with a large inventory of equipment, or especially where materials such a
fenestration goods have a wide array of sizes very similar in appearance, compliance
labeling could be a real asset to electronic tracking. In this case, it was considered
more rational to label equipment at time of receipt.

Code 39 bar code symbology was used for this study. Code 39 is the most
frequently used symbology in manufacturing and industrial bar code systems (Lee,
1997). It allows a variable length code of any of the 128 alphanumeric ASCII
characters and is an easily read code in terms of scanning.

A critical link in a bar code system is the durability of the bar code labels in the
working environment. The harsh construction environment poses a serious threat to
the quality of the bar code system, and continues during operation for a wastewater
facility as studied for this project. If a label cannot withstand the environment, and
thus cannot be read by a scanner, the bar code system is rendered inoperable. The
focus of this study did not include label durability. Metal-etched bar code tags along
with specialty products such as Bumpy Bar Code are commercially available, and a
fair amount of construction research has focused specifically on label durability in the
construction environment. It is worth noting here that label durability be a primary
consideration when developing a permanent tracking system.

Equipment labeling - An initial challenge was being able to effectively label
equipment, regardless of the location that it was received. Ideally, any location
receiving equipment would have a bar code reader for automatic data input.
Realistically, as may be expected on an actual project, equipment may arrive and a
bar code reader is not accessible. The method chosen to accommodate varied
conditions of receipt was to furnish an equipment receipt log, having paired labels
beside of each entry. As a piece of equipment arrives on-site or to off-site storage, a
bar code tag is placed on the equipment. Data is then entered directly into the
database if the bar code system is available. Else, data is entered in the log next to the
remaining identical bar code label, or the remaining label is peeled off and placed on



the equipment invoice for keyboard data entry.
There were several advantages to this labeling method. For the small size and

relative complexity of this project, it was not deemed necessary to have the bar codes
coordinated with database entries prior to equipment receipt. Rather, as invoices are
logged, bar codes could be coordinated at that time. Also, a metal etched label or
other type of specialty label could easily be substituted for the equipment label for
durability requirements.

Computing and bar code platform – Microsoft Windows was chosen for the
operating environment. Many construction companies are using Windows or NT for
office personal computing, and especially so in field applications. Specifically,
Microsoft Office was used, providing powerful and economical capabilities for
integrating bar coding technology with database and CAD technology. Microsoft
Word, Excel, Access, or any other similar Windows applications are likely candidates
for building an equipment database, and subsequently an electronic O&M manual.
This is advantageous since most PC users seem to stick to one application, such as
Word or Excel, and will give almost any excuse to avoid learning other applications.
Further, without the integration offered in the Windows environment, bar code
systems usually require extensive custom programming, which is cost prohibitive in
small-scale bar code systems as proposed herein.

The Wasp Nest bar code package, by Informatics, Inc., has several features
that were desirable for this project. Wasp Nest is a professional bar code scanning and
labeling package designed to integrate bar coding into any Windows based
applications. This package can turn any personal, laptop, or handheld computer into a
complete bar code system in minutes. Labels can be generated, scanned, and decoded
for all popular bar code symbologies. Labels can be printed using ordinary laser or
ink-jet printers. Very little training is required to be quite proficient for users familiar
to the Windows environment. Current costs for a one-user package range from $200
street price for complete package with economical wand scanner to $600 street price
for same package with laser scanner and support for two-dimensional scanning. The
package with wand scanner was used in this study. With built-in remapping features,
bar coding can be powerfully integrated into tracking with little or no additional
Visual Basic programming required.

Visio Technical provided a powerful means of integrating bar coding and the
database and AutoCAD site drawings together. The actual AutoCAD site plans
were imported into Visio. Features that make Visio unique for this application are
that custom shapes can be created that have built-in intelligence; an intuitive interface
for linking to the bar codes and database information simply requires a good
understanding of the Windows environment; advanced tracking capabilities can be
performed if the user is adept with C, C++, or Visual Basic for Applications. Working
drawings can be imported from any of the popular CAD software packages, and are
fully editable. The result is that “smart” shapes can be created on actual site or
building plans which can be linked to virtually any application that is Microsoft
ODBC (Open DataBase Connectivity) compliant. In this case, a “smart” shape is
created and placed on the drawing where each piece of equipment is currently located



on the site. The shape is then hyperlinked to the desired information in the database
for status, location, specifications, or other desired information.

Computer – A Toshiba Pentium 120 notebook computer was used in this study,
being portable, relatively fast, and having ample storage capacity. It was readily
available and was a good fit for this project. The computer was loaded with the
required software, and outfitted with a wand scanner.

One concern in using this setup was durability of a notebook computer in the
construction field. A common criticism for computers in the construction field is lack
of resistance to the harsh environment, especially from being dropped onto the
ground. It is worth noting that the initial intention for field use was to use a portable
data terminal similar to, but more rugged than what United Parcel Service (UPS) and
Federal Express use. However, a sales associate for a prominent bar code
manufacturer said that admittedly, bar code equipment has not been developed to
date, by his company, that is intended to meet the rugged requirements of the
construction field. And so, considering the ability to integrate all of the commercially
available components using the Windows platform, along with the power of having a
complete database with intelligent electronic drawings, a notebook computer was
considered to be the best option.

2.2 Using the bar code system
The initial step on the construction site was to bar code label permanent

equipment. Bar code labels were affixed to equipment stored on site as well as several
pieces already installed. Digital photographs were then taken of each piece.

At the same time, the electronic layout was taking shape in terms of tracking
software for the contractor during construction. The site and building plans for the
project, in AutoCad Release 13, were imported into Visio Technical in fully
editable format. Some extraneous information was deleted to optimize processor
speed. When equipment was bar code tagged, a smart shape was also created on the
electronic site plan, corresponding to the current location. The bar code decoder was
remapped so that when scanned, the particular bar code would direct the user to the
location on the site plan. By hyperlinking the smart shape, a powerful feature of
Visio, the user selected the shape and was directed to a page with digital photograph
of the equipment, current status, and related specifications. An important note is that
the shapes can be linked in the same manner to any ODBC compliant applications
desired.

In practice, while the contractor is using the electronic layout for construction
tracking, the design firm would be building the electronic O&M manual on the same
electronic framework. Some manufacturer’s operations and maintenance manuals are
available on electronic media. Other submittals received in paper form, would be
digitally scanned into an ODBC compliant application, such as Microsoft Word,
Excel, or Access.

For the O&M manual, smart shapes were hidden where the permanent
equipment was shown on the plans. The bar code decoder again was remapped so that
a bar code scan directed the user to the piece of equipment on the electronic plans.
This configuration yielded a twofold result: a plant operator could directly scan a bar



code labeled piece of equipment, and would be directed to the plans to confirm a
correct scan. Second, the operator could access the electronic drawings on the
computer, and select the same piece of equipment from a remote location. From that
point, selecting the shape would direct the operator to a digital photograph,
corresponding O&M information, maintenance log, etc.

This project resulted in several significant implications. The cost of the software
and bar code equipment was on par with any other software used in the typical office,
and the cost of the computer basically depends on the level of compactness and
performance desired. Anderson & Associates, Inc., being the design firm responsible
for delivering the O&M manual, is highly computer oriented in their work, as are
most design firms. The implication is that an electronic O&M database containing
drawings, specifications, O&M, photographs, and even video imaging could be
powerfully integrated, and delivered to the contractor and owner without great effort
beyond what is already required. Further, this electronic package could be supplied on
CD-ROM. This could be a value-added service, with opportunity for being paid
services that are of value to the contractor and owner.

3 Conclusion

Using the Wasp Nest bar code package, along with Microsoft Office and
Visio Technical, a bar coded electronic O&M manual was developed. The user can
scan a bar code label that is attached to a particular pump, motor, etc. and access
assembly diagrams, specifications, and log repair/maintenance data. The AutoCAD
site drawings were also linked to the O&M manual. In this manner, the user opens the
computer files of the site and building plans, selects the particular item, and accesses
the same information while sitting at a remote location.

An important conclusion is that a database containing drawings, specifications,
O&M, photographs, and even video imaging could be powerfully integrated using
CD-ROM technology. This system, including costs, could be incorporated into a
project at the planning stages, and carried throughout to project completion and into
operation, with all parties using the same information.
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GENERIC IT TRAINING: A PROCESS PROTOCOL MODEL
A process protocol model
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Abstract

Construction companies have to strategically structure and focus their Business
Strategy (BS) in order to maximise benefits.  This requires detailed knowledge of
the operating environment, stakeholders, resource implications and the
management of risk. Information Systems (IS) and Information Technology (IT)
can perform a crucial role by supporting and underpinning this strategy.  A key
element of the IT strategy is generic and specific IT training.  These requirements
must consider many issues, not least, resource implications, organisational culture,
infrastructure and disparate training needs.  These needs may also encapsulate
both group and corporate issues, in addition to individual, operational, managerial
and strategic requirements.  This research investigates the use of a Process
Protocol training model to analyse the key sequential stages (gates) and links
needed, to satisfy, or close, the ‘performance gap’ between the BS, IS Strategy and
subsequent IT Training Strategy.

Keywords: Business Strategy, Information Technology Training, Process Protocol

1 Introduction

The fragmented nature of the construction industry (Emmerson, 1962;
Banwell 1964; Latham, 1994) has been cited as a primary factor that adversely
affects performance and productivity.  Many contemporary ‘change’ initiatives
have tried to improve performance by focussing on time, quality or cost elements.
However, 84.4% of commonly associated problems in the construction industry
are process related (Kagioglou et al, 1998), and not product related.  Whilst the
use of IT in strategic planning require major management initiatives to deliver

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2316-2326.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



strategic objectives (Rockart et al, 1996), these have undoubtedly assisted
managers assess the capability of their current services and helped determine the
IT and business maxims needed to either clarify gaps between what exists and
what is required, or find if they have achieved a reasonable match between actual
and desired capabilities (Broadbent and Weill, 1997).  However, cultural
boundaries within business departments often cause problems (Taylor-Cummings,
1998; Grindley, 1992; Mockler and Dologite, 1995), and ‘gap’ analysis requires a
whole series of strategies to be formulated and implemented in order to facilitate
the appropriate courses of action (Venegas and Alarcón [3]).

It is important to note that manager’s decisions affect how the IT strategy is
shaped, understood and accepted by the organisation (Mockler and Dologite,
1995), and interaction between process and IT can assist in the strategic planning
process (Hinks et al, 1997).  Design strategies for implementing IT solutions into
the workplace must therefore include the adoption of new management strategies
in order to be successful (Korac-Boisvert and Kouzmin, 1995).  Whilst there is a
need for mangers to align their IT strategy to the company’s IS strategy; more
fundamentally, it is equally important to ensure that the IT training strategy is
aligned to the IT strategy and BS.  This research demonstrates the use and
application of Process Protocol applied to a generic IT training model, and
assesses its contribution to performance gap analysis.

2 The business strategy and IT training strategy

Construction companies are increasingly aware of the importance of linking
their IT support infrastructure to the BS.  However, Goulding and Alshawi (1997),
noted that whilst construction executives have an exceptional knowledge of their
BS, they did not have sufficient knowledge of IT, its capabilities, applications, or
association with the IS strategy.  Conversely, operational personnel had superficial
knowledge of their company’s BS, but had a strong knowledge of IS/IT needs and
applications.  This relationship, indicated in Figure 1, highlights the importance
therefore of matching training needs to performance expectations.  Construction
organisations must therefore critically analyse their BS and investigate whether
the current IS support systems are appropriate to meet this strategy contemplating
the implications on the IT training strategy.
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An organisation’s BS should clearly identify the company’s key objectives
and priorities for a particular timeframe.  This strategy is usually governed by
numerous factors, and often includes competitor analysis and any immediate
challenges facing the company.  This strategy should therefore highlight the
operational, managerial and strategic needs required to satisfy the BS, the needs of
which require the organisation’s operatives to have the necessary skills needed to
undertake the tasks required.  Any deficiencies in skills must be aligned to a
suitable training strategy, which is subsequently linked to the BS, indicated in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Relationship of the business strategy to the IT training strategy

Heng (1996), noted that new advances in IT often place demands on
personnel, particularly when training is required; but these training and
development programmes can often facilitate and provide changes in
organisational behaviour, which in turn can enhance the organisation’s capability
to survive (Kessels and Harrison, 1998).  However, whilst IT can help facilitate
and deliver the core BS (Moreton and Chester, 1997), employees will require
education and training in order to gain new skills for their changed roles
(Warszawski, 1996).  Training is therefore seen as a key element for improved
overall performance (Chang and Cox, 1995), and this management tool is
instrumental to addressing skill deficiencies (Krogt and Warmerdam, 1997).
Training programmes should however be integrated into the long-term needs of
the company, creating enhanced synergies (Kumaraswamy, 1997).

The training strategy within construction organisations should make
provision for all generic needs (used by all), and specific needs (used by
specialists or group requirements).  Feeny and Willcocks (1998) noted that
understanding IT capability can deliver core capability, and Mata et al (1995),
identified that technical and managerial IT skills were fundamental to delivering
any perceived competitive advantage; where technical IT skills are crucial to
delivering core activities, and managerial IT skills are essential for exploiting IT



and enhancing business performance.  Training can improve company
performance, but requires formal procedures for measuring its impact on the BS.
Feedback on training initiatives can initiate training (or feedback) loops, but no
specific mechanism seems to exist which integrates (or evaluates) IT training
directly into the BS.

3 Process modelling

Process modelling is a procedure used to analyse complicated structured
and unstructured relationships.  It is particularly useful for understanding points of
view, identifying critical information flows and data relationships.  Some of the
main process models used are Data Flow Diagrams (DFD); which concentrate on
information flows, Integration Definition language 0 for Function Modelling
(IDEF-0) and Role Activity Diagrams (RAD); which are popular for modelling
problems.  The term ‘process’ can be defined and classified in many ways,
especially in the construction and manufacturing industries.  However,
notwithstanding these differences, the fundamental concepts rely on transforming
inputs to outputs, as indicated in Figure 3.  Therefore, by using process modelling,
many complicated and complex stages can be easily broken down into readily
identifiable processes for ease of understanding.

Input Process Output

Fig. 3: Components of process

Whilst Shirazi et al (1996), noted the importance of project organisations
suitable for associated environments, it is important therefore that construction
companies model their business processes before they can automate and improve
them.  Managers can apply process modelling with some assurance that the
actions taken will improve process performance (Soares and Anderson, 1997), and
thus, process modelling is a valuable tool for clarifying and understanding
processes within organisations.

4 Process protocol

Process Protocol (PP) is a modelling tool capable of representing all diverse
parties interested in a process, the flexibility and clarity of which allows generic
activities to be represented in framework which encompasses standardisation.
This framework encourages users to appreciate process more easily; affording
improvements in communication and co-ordination, the control and management
of resources, and the adoption of ‘shared vision’.  Encompassing change
management precepts, it allows components of a process to be separated into key
phases, based on five key principles, namely, Progressive Design Fixity;
Consistent Process; Co-ordination; Stakeholder Involvement/Teamwork; and



Feedback.   PP was developed to improve the collaboration between companies in
the construction industry, and provide a framework that would improve overall
effectiveness.  The key attributes and of this framework encompasses the
following concepts:

• Activity Zones: A structured set of sub-processes designed to support the
solution.

• Deliverables: Outputs from project and process information, used to create
the Phase Review Report.

• Phase Review & Stage Gate Processes: Generic processes within the
stages, separated by decision gates (Phase Review Meetings) needed to fix
and approve the information prior to progression.

• Gates & Phase Reviews: Project and process review points, used to
examine progression, dependant upon predefined criteria.  Gates are either
Hard (prevent progression) or Soft (accept conditions and allow
concurrency).

• Legacy Archive: Mechanism for storing, recording and retrieving project
and process information.

• Phase Review Report: Document of deliverables presented at the phase
review gates, the information of which is subsequently stored in the legacy
archive.

The generic nature of PP can be applied and adapted to suit many disparate
and diverse project environments, and Cooper et al (1998), clearly demonstrates
the application of PP to generic design and construction processes.  Processes
must be managed and controlled in a consistent and predictable manner, and PP
offers a framework for improving communication and process management within
the construction industry (Kagioglou et al, 1998).

5 Development of a process protocol IT training model

Construction organisations need to make important decisions on deploying
finite resources, the rationale of which often balances a range of factors.  It was
evident however that no real mechanism existed that directly ‘measured’ the
impact of IT training on the BS.  A Generic Assessment Process Protocol model
for IT training (GAPP-IT) was developed with industry to analyse the key
sequential stages (processes) required for instigating and deploying IT training
within construction organisations.  Two major UK construction companies were
used to ‘map’ IT training issues and processes into a coherent framework for
discussion. This framework was subsequently prototyped, tested, and refined, to
validate processes and achieve generic taxonomy.  GAPP-IT encompasses
important decisions needed to be taken to formulate and deploy IT training within
a construction environment.  Training results, may then be directly measured
against the ‘performance gap’, indicated in Figure 4.
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This research identified three main target groups for analysis, specifically,
operational, managerial and executive levels.  No attempt is made to discuss the
intricacies of resource allocation, corporate culture, or distinguish between
organisations that contain subsidiaries or groups.  However, the generic nature of
this model can encompass these variables.  Seven key phases are considered,
indicated in Figure 5, which encompass the initial preliminary stages, through to
commissioning and feedback.  Each of these phases can be collapsed to show
lower level information, an example of which can be seen for Phase Zero,
indicated in Figure 6.  The model is divided into three levels horizontally,
covering operational, managerial and executive requirements, and the model is
entered at Phase Zero, and exited in Phase Six.  A brief summary of each of these
phases can be seen as follows:

• Phase ZERO: This phase allows users to establish the need for IT training.  It
evaluates the existing business needs, contemplates the present IS and IT
strategy, and assesses all potential resource requirements.  The BS is
established at this phase, contemplating the prevailing market forces and
Stakeholder involvement.  If the BS indicates that there is potentially a
demand for IT training, users pass through a soft gate into Phase One.

• Phase ONE: This identifies the processes involved in formulating a generic IT
training strategy.  It uses information from Phase Zero, and identifies Critical
Success Factors (CSF’s) derived from the BS.  A skills audit is used to
ascertain training needs and levels.  If IT training is not required, users exit the
model through a decision icon, and the information is stored in the Legacy
Archive.  Should training be deemed necessary, an outline generic training
strategy is formed, and users pass through a soft gate (as no financial
commitment has been made) into Phase Two.

• Phase TWO: This allocates financial resources to the IT training needs
identified in Phase One.  The corporate training policy is finalised, and
funding is ascertained for generic training needs at operational, managerial and
strategic level.  Any specific IT training needs deemed not ‘generic’ at the
corporate level, are incorporated at group/subsidiary level, where alternative
funding may need to be sought.  Training quotations are acquired, and funds
are prioritised to the key BS deliverables.  A Phase Review board meeting is



required before progression is allowed, as a hard gate (requiring financial
commitment) exists.

• Phase THREE: This phase establishes the training and control mechanism
needed to ensure that any critical needs or deadlines can be met.  The CSF’s
generated by the BS, are agreed, and the type of evaluation and control
mechanism is chosen (cognisant of resource implications and appropriateness
to the task).  This information is then agreed at the Phase Review board
meeting, and users subsequently pass through a hard gate into Phase Four.

• Phase FOUR: This phase monitors and controls the actual training in
accordance with the control mechanism agreed in the preceding phase.  A
Phase Review board meeting is used to ratify and record progress, and users
then pass through a hard gate into Phase Five for evaluation.

• Phase FIVE: This phase evaluates the overall training experience from
training providers in the form of feedback reports.  Training outcomes are
measured against the original objectives, and the effectiveness of the control
mechanism is evaluated.  The existing training policy is updated, and
information is stored in the Legacy Archive.  A Phase Review report records
all this information, and users are then allowed to pass through the final hard
gate into the feedback phase (Steering Committee).

• Phase SIX: This is the final and most important phase in the GAPP-IT model.
It uses a steering committee to overview the whole process of IT training, and
evaluates achievements against original objectives.  Training is assessed and
measured against the performance gap, and open discussion forums are used to
foster new ideas and stimulate discussion for new training initiatives.  This
information is then evaluated in context, noting the company’s current
deployment of resources, culture, and level of evolvement.  The Legacy
Archive is used to feed information back into the process management wheel
(incorporating any revisions, changes in policy, or change management
issues), and the whole process is able to start again.

6 Summary and conclusions

Process models are useful to ‘map’ ideas and concepts into tangible
frameworks for evaluation.  Process Protocol takes this one step further by
absorbing unprecedented levels of generic detail into its architecture, thereby
allowing users to conceptualise and appreciate the links and relationships between
processes and sub-processes more readily.  The GAPP-IT model allows managers
to assess the impact of IT training initiatives on the BS, and decisions can be
measured against the performance gap.  Furthermore, the corporate skill base can
be matched to targets dictated by the BS, and the training strategy’s contribution
to the delivery of any CSF’s can be subsequently evaluated.  However, it is
important to note that the effectiveness of any training strategy can be influenced
by many other factors, not least, stakeholder influence, the prevailing
organisational culture and overall management commitment.
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FIRST EXPERIENCES WITH AN INCEPTION SUPPORT MODELLER FOR
THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
An inception support modeller

S. S. OZSARIYILDIZ and F. P. TOLMAN
TU Delft, Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geo. Sciences CTI, Delft, The
Netherlands

Abstract

Inception and very early design of complex building and construction projects
requires a large number of decisions to be made, considered, rejected, changed, or
confirmed. Many views on the project co-exist at the same time, requiring complex
communications and access to complicated knowledge covering the complete project
and product life cycles.
Balancing the results of this non-monotonic decision taking process is (1) not a trivial
task and (2) very important for the project outcome, as most of the product and
construction process characteristics (like performance and cost) will largely be fixed.
Further optimizations in later design stages will only be marginally possible.
In order to support the inception and very early design of complex construction
project we are developing an Inception Support Modeler (ISM) that guides the user
through the decision taking process. Decision taking is supported by a combined PDT
(Product Data Technology) and KT (Knowledge Technology) approach.
The focus of the current modeler is on the inception of technical buildings, like
Power or Process Plant Buildings, Factory Buildings, Hospitals and such. The
product model and the knowledge base are developed in co-operation with the Brite-
Euram CONCUR project.
The paper reports about the first test case of the ISM. As part of a demonstration in
CONCUR, the ISM has been filled with Business Objects and Business Logic
concerning the inception of a simple Turbine Building.

Keywords: PDT, CONCUR, Inception, Early design, Knowledge representation,
Prototype
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1 Introduction

Despite a general agreement about the importance of the first few project stages
(various sources estimate that between 70% to 90% of the total cost of the project
costs are determined during the first project stages), inception and very early design
of building and civil engineering projects is not yet adequately supported by
Information, Communication and Knowledge Technology (de Ridder 1994;Mohsini
and Davidson 1995; Vanier et al. 1996; Ozsariyildiz and Tolman. 1998).

In the inception and very early design stages of a construction project, the
design and engineering team usually develops a number of alternative technical
solutions for the facility that might satisfy the Client’s needs.  These alternative
technical solutions are:

• Generally of a global, hierarchical nature,
• Often expressed as variants of existing constructions, for instance: a hospital

like the Medical Centre in Amsterdam, but now for say 800 patients, or
• Combining a global hierarchy with variants for parts of the building (a

façade like the one used for the Shell building in Rotterdam, but now with a
different colour and only 12 stories high).

An alternative technical solution, which is required for a business model,
eventually consists of a set of existing construction cases and construction products
that, put together, provide the spaces for the required functions including: total
volume, total floor area, performance requirements, logistical requirements,
construction processes etc.

In order to support Inception of complex building projects by ICT and KT we
need to define the Business Objects. These Business Objects are the foundations of
the general architecture of an information system for inception support. The objects
can be used to define a product database structure, but also to define the Business
Rules and company workflow, which can provide more concurrent business
processes.

2 The theory

Design and construction of building and construction facilities is, from a
modelling point of view, very complex. If the business models are chaotic and
unstructured, it is impossible to adequately formalise and reuse business objects and
rules. Therefore our theory searches an answer to the question "How we can structure
the complexity for reuse?" and integrates it with Knowledge Technology. The theory,
as been discussed in more detail in earlier papers (Ozsariyildiz. and Tolman 1998;
Tolman. and Ozsariyildiz 1998), is based on ideas presented in the General AEC
Reference Model (GARM) (Geilingh 1998).

In the GARM, a product (facility) can be represented as a hierarchy of so-called
Product Definition Units (PDUs) that covers the required Business Objects. Figure 1
gives a definition of the PDU in Express-G. A PDU can be a whole product, an
activity or resource, but also a sub-system, element, component, part, or feature. For



our purpose, we extend the scope of the PDU to also include typical project related
information about the activities and resources required. PDU now stands for Project
Definition Unit (Luiten 1994). The information of a PDU is given as a collection of
characteristics. An Aspect determines each characteristics of a PDU. Examples of

Aspects are cost, risk, quality, safety, sustainability and life cycle etc. Definition of a
PDU in Express-G (Luiten 1994). A Project Definition Unit has Fig. 1:

Fig. 1: Characteristics that are determined by one or more aspects (cost,
sustainability, etc)

The GARM reference model makes a distinction between Business Objects that
describe functions and solutions, i.e. Functional Units (FUs) and Technical Solutions
(TSs). Each FU can be realised by one or more TSs that can be chosen from a set of
alternative Technical Solutions. FUs on the same decomposition level can form one
or many ‘Interfaces’, which in the original model could be modelled with a concept
of Ports and End. Selecting a TS from a set of alternative TSs is covered by complex
logic which in many occasions involves decisions about choices of TSs for other FUs.
For example, the choice between the alternative TSs: Steel Structure, and Prefab
Concrete Structure for the FU Structural Frame, will probably influence the choice
between the TSs: Pile Foundation, Slab Foundation, or Raft Foundation, for the FU
Foundation. Figure 2 illustrates the idea.

Fig. 2: Impression of an Interface between two FUs (Fu1.1 and FUn.1) in a
generic hamburger model
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FU1.1 can be realized by each of the three alternative TSs (TS1.1 to TS1.3). As
an example FU1.3 is decomposed into lower order FUs, each again with a set of
alternative TSs

The Figure 2 also shows Interfaces between FUs on the same decomposition
level (FU1.1 and FUn.1). This is done to create the flexibility to change complete
sub-trees of higher order Technical Solutions, which is required for a non-monotonic
decision and design process.

2.1 Business objects
TU Delft participates in the European Brite-Euram CONCUR Project

(CONCUR 1999). Our prior focus in CONCUR is to define inception related
Business Objects. The Business Objects covers a higher abstraction level of
information that is relevant for the inception support. Those objects, cover not only
the product process and project information, but also the business-related issues such
as the contract types, the organizational break downs etc.

The CONCUR Project aims to deploy an integrated Inception to Tendering
process supported by vendor available tools and models. The main goals of the
CONCUR project are,

• to (help to) increase the competitiveness of the European construction industries,
• to develop and employ an electronic format for tendering,
• to shorten time and cost of tendering, while at the same time increasing the tender

quality

Inception support plays an important role in the project. The main views on
inception and early design are cost and time. In the CONCUR project, we therefore
developed a FU-TS decomposition that specifically served the purpose of the
inception process. Basically, the idea is that all the relevant cost related objects are
included in a Hamburger model, and that a knowledge tool supports the selection and
dimensioning of the TSs.

Table 1 below, shows a part of the latest draft of the CONCUR ontology, as a
hierarchy of FUs. Level 0 and level 1 covers ballpark or square-meter cost
calculations and level 2 and 3 covers the elements that are relevant for conceptual and
bill-of-quantities cost calculations.



Table 1: Part of the latest draft of the CONCUR ontology
(Technical Building ‘Turbine’)

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

* Zone * Volume

* Pile
§ Sheet
§ Replacement
§ Displacement

* Substructure
§ Basement
§ Bed
§ Suspended

* Foundation
§ Slab On Grade
§ Pad
§ Strip
§ Raft

* New Built
Power Plant Project
§ Fuel
§ Gas
§ Thermal
§ Nuclear

* Facility
§ Turbine

* Superstructure
§ Shell
§ Tube
§ Rigid Frame
§ Conventional

* Frame
§ Wall Slab
§ Column Slab
§ Column Beam
§ Portal
§ Space
§ Column Cable

* Roof
§ Flat
§ Hipped
§ Gable
§ Mansard
§ Gambrel
§ Jerkin-head
§ Space Frame
§ Folded Plate
* Facade
§ Masonry
§ Cladding
§ Panel
Stairway
§ Masonry
§ Curved
§ Spiral
§ Winding
§ One-Flight

* Boiler
* Condenser
* Gas Turbine Unit
* Generator

* Equipment
§ Stream Turbine
§ Gas Turbine

* Stream Turbine Unit

§ Technical Solutions * Functional Units



2.2 Business Logic
A typical characteristic of inception decisions is, that there are not much crisp

values and algorithmic procedures available. Most of the relevant knowledge is
expressed (1) both in rules-of-thumbs and comparison of old cases in fuzzy sets (like
a range of cost figures 120$ - 140$) or (2) in fuzzy terms, for instance cheap, or
expensive, high-rise, or low-rise buildings etc. and like ballpark square-meter cost
calculations, which are formulated from cases (earlier projects). Often the knowledge
is not precise, therefore allowance for vagueness and uncertainty should be made
especially while assessing risk factors for all abstraction levels of Business Objects.
Above all, construction projects are one of a kind projects, which means that we
always will have to adapt earlier solutions to new circumstances. So flexibility and
adaptability of the knowledge base are primary design considerations.

A typical expert system normally uses a fixed set of rules. In practice the fact
list changes continuously, new facts are defined and old ones being removed at all
time. However, the percentage of facts that changes per unit of time is generally fairly
small. For this reason, we decided not to use the classical expert system technology,
and to use a very efficient method known as the Rete (Greek for "net") algorithm
(Forgy 1982). The classic paper on the Rete algorithm ("Rete: A Fast Algorithm for
the Many Pattern/ Many Object Pattern Match Problem”) 1 became the basis for a
whole generation of fast knowledge base engines such as: OPS5, its descendant ART,
and CLIPS (1999). Therefore, in order to be flexible to modify and edit the
knowledge base we choose CLIPS as our knowledge engine. The Business Rules and
Logic are stored in the project knowledge base. The Business Logic is open so that
domain expert can modify the company specific knowledge. At the knowledge level
Interfaces store Business Logic and Rules and at the information level it stores
dependencies, associations and relations of Business Objects.

2.3 Case study turbine-housing
For 100 Mw power plants or smaller ones, there are two main types of Turbine-

Housing available. The first one has only one floor; the second one has two floors,
with or without extension (in height). In the Turbine-Housing equipment can be
grouped as Back-Pressure turbine (gas), or Condensing-Power turbine (steam). The
Gas Turbine requires usually one floor housing and the Steam Turbine requires two
floor housing. Sometimes extra height is needed when there is additional equipment
in the housing or when the site is narrow. Both housing types may have an
intermediate level of steelwork. Housing can be constructed in-situ or prefabricated.
Some parts of the building can be reinforced concrete.

Aspects taken into account in this case study are constructability, stability and
stiffness.

                                                
1 Charles L. Forgy, Artificial Intelligence 19(1982), 17-37



3 The ISM prototype

The current design and implementation of the Inception Support Modeller
(ISM) applies state of the art Product Data Technology (PDT) and KT. The ISM
consists of four modules, as shown in Figure 3. The first module, where the GARM
(General AEC Reference Model) is being used as a reference model, supports the
formulation and capturing of knowledge about the Business Objects. The second
module helps the end user, to define the relations and rules between different
functions with respect to Business Rules, Business Logic. In addition, this module
helps to choose the required alternative Technical Solutions; in other words, helps to
create project early specifications for client requirements. The third module is used
for verification of the user requirements. The system has a connection to a project
database where project inputs are gathered. In addition to that, the system gives
advise while choosing alternative TSs to support what-if scenarios. Finally, the forth
module visualises the occurrences of the TSs by using a CAD-system or a VRML
browser. The end user can change the parameters of various shape descriptions,
including those parameters that are covered by other aspects such as economics,
lifecycle, durability etc, which are relevant for inception and early design.

End User

Domain Expert

GARM 
Objects

Business 
Objects

Generic 
Hamburger 
Structure

Bussiness Rules

User

Project 
Hamburger 
Structure

Occurrence 
B.O.

interacts with

to creategenerates

uses

Fig. 3: The GARM Objects are used for generating business objects and
business rules



The knowledge is stored in a generic Hamburger Structures in the knowledge
base. The end user creates a project specific Hamburger Structure by interacting with
the KB. The KB generates the database structure for occurrences of Business Objects.

3.1 The user interface
The prototype ISM uses a simple Windows based point and click user interface

that allows the user to quickly enter his data and evaluate the results.  The system will
at any time allow the user to choose alternative TSs and parameter values anywhere
in the project Hamburger tree, so that a non-monotonic decision process can be
supported. Figure 4 below shows the current user interface.

The dashed rectangle shows the FUs, TSs, Aspects and Value Domains. The
selected FU (Power Plant Project) is automatically linked to a set of aspects that are
listed and it is fulfilled by a range of Technical Solutions such as coal, oil, gas and
nuclear.  Aspects are linked to Value Domains to define the Characteristics of
Technical Solutions.  The system will update the knowledge base synchronously.

The FU-TS decomposition provides us not only with a structure suitable to
capture project knowledge but also supports formalization and re-use of earlier
projects as cases.  For instance, the FU Pile Group has TSs such as Prefab, In-situ, or
Wooden.  However, a user can simply express knowledge about a previous project
such as: PileGroupInProjectXYZ. By adding the characteristics of this Pile Group the
system will update the case base where all past experiences are stored.  The user does
not need any prior knowledge more than their product knowledge.  The system itself
is capable of converting product knowledge to matching-rules or meta-rules.

Fig. 4: Picture of the user interface of the inception support modeller (ISM)



The example is the same as in figure 2. By pointing, clicking and adding
parameter values, the user provides the information from which the system generates
the rules (shown on the right) that are input for the knowledge engine.

3.2 Project KB
The Business Objects, which are structured according to the GARM reference

model, are dynamically reflected in the project Knowledge Base. The Functional
Units, alternative Technical Solutions and required Characteristics of the Technical
Solutions are transferred to the KB as project or product related rules. For instance
the Functional Unit "TurbineFacility" can be fulfilled by Technical Solutions Gas,
Coal, Fuel and nuclear.

The end user simply chooses one of these
solutions, or the system makes suggestions
about the best suitable solutions based on
the requirements. If the user chooses a TS
the system gives the Characteristics of the
solution in comparison to the requirements.

Related to all Business Objects every
Technical Solution has Characteristics, a
Value Domain and a certain Value define
Characteristics. For example, if the
country is “The Netherlands” then the
Characteristic of the country Labour-
Productibility-factor is "0.95" and VAT
Tax-Rate is "17,5" etc. An other country
will have different Characteristic pattern.

Every Characteristic of the Technical
Solutions is defined by an Aspect in such a
way that different views on the same
product can co-exists. Based on different
criteria the user can make his decisions.
Aspects are used to define different views
on the same product. For a certain type of
project, economics can be a valid view and
for another type visual aspects can be
dominant view.

For complex problems it is important to
support upstream and down stream
knowledge transfer. Usually project
alternatives have different Hamburger
structures. In the prototype, decomposition
rules can either be written as Functional
Unit decomposition or FU-TS
decomposition. For example Turbine
Facility can have different TSs and if a user
sees a risk in the turbine site he can

defrule TurbineFacilityAlternativeSolutions
"TurbineFacilityAlternativeSolutions"

( _FU ( name "TurbineFacility" )  )
=>
( _create _TS name "Gas")
( _create _TS name "Coal")
( _create _TS name "Fuel")
( _create _TS name "Nuclear")

defrule TurbineFacilityCountry
" TurbineFacilityCountry Information"
( _TS ( name "The Netherlands" )  )
=>
( _create _VD name "Labour-Productibility")

( _set _ VD  name "Labour-Productibility"
  (_property value "0.95" ) )

( _create _VD name "Tax-Rate")
( _set _ VD  name "Tax-Rate"
  (_property value "17,5" ) )

defrule TurbineFacilityFunctionalDecompostion
"TurbineFacilityFunctional Requirements"
( _FU ( name "TurbineFacility" )  )
=>
(  _ask "What are the relevant Aspects ?" $? )
( assert (relevant-aspects $?) )
( _create _FU name "TurbineBuilding")
( _create _FU name "TurbineEquipment")
( _create _FU name "TurbineSite")
( _create _FU name "TurbineService")
( _set _FU name "TurbineBuilding"

  (_property level "1" ) )

defrule RelevantAspectsToChoose
"Relevant Aspects to define required CH"
(  relevant-aspects  $?aspectList )
=>
( printout t "Relevant Aspect is_a" crlf )
( foreach ?aspect $?aspectList

( printout t " - " ?aspect crlf )
;;Define the aspects
( _create _AS name ?aspect )



decompose the facility and verify the what-if scenarios.

3.3 The end user
Visualization can be done with Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) for

the Internet based support of the early client project specification. The connection is
done via IFC file exchange. Figure 5 shows as an example a 3D view of a simplified
Steam turbine generator plant which is developed by FORTUM engineering which is
collaborating in the CONCUR project. The CAD system is automated with D++1

software in order to support drafting. The D++ interface supports interaction with the
end user. When the decision taking process is complete than the system sends the
required information to the central database, or generates IFC 1.51 file as an output
IFC files are converted to VRML format. The Client can see and click on the defined
item's to get more information about the design. In the future the connection with
ISM tool will be online and realized by an http-based client server connection.

Fig. 5: A Simplified VRML visualization of the steam turbine generator plant
generated by FORTUM engineering

At the moment the tool ISM described above has been filled with the generic
Hamburger model that is derived from Table I, and the relevant Characteristics and
parameter values are being added. Application of the system for simple Turbine
Buildings gives encouraging results. However for application on real life cases still
more emphases is needed on Business Logic and Rules.
                                                
1 Design Power Europe Oy



4 Conclusions

The Inception Support Modeler (ISM), which is being developed by TU-Delft
in co-operation with the Brite-Euram CONCUR project, supports the selection and
instantiation process that takes place during the inception and very early design
stages. See it as an intelligent checklist, which has knowledge about the things one
can chose or cannot chose.

The knowledge gathered in the system as a case study, focuses on the power
plant marketing and early building related design, not on power plant equipment.
However the system has an open architecture so that knowledge about equipment and
its interaction with the building can be easily incorporated. Elaborating the Business
Objects and Business Logic will continue for a couple of years.  It is our aim that the
ISM can be applied to many other project types for instance hospitals, warehouses,
factories etc.

Although our experience with the ISM tool is still limited and improvements
and extensions are needed, we believe that the basic knowledge structure adopted for
inception and very early design is right. Knowledge acquisition can be performed in a
structured way and the resulting partitioning of the Knowledge Base is quite
understandable and easily extendable. Another good point is the extendibility for the
search mechanisms, such as existing cost databases and building component libraries,
which seems to work fine.
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE TO SUPPORT AUTOMATED
BUILDING DIAGNOSTICS
Whole building diagnostician software architecture

D. P. CHASSIN
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory†, Richland, Washington USA

Abstract

Developed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory's Building Sciences Group,
Honeywell Technology Center, and the University of Colorado Joint Center for
Energy Management with support from the U.S. Department of Energy, the Whole
Building Diagnostician is a Windows-based application that provides building
operators with easy access to system diagnostic information.  The architecture of the
software infrastructure presented provides essential data collection, validation,
integration, analysis, and management functions for the large sets of discontinuous
asynchronous time-series data used by all the modules in the application.  The
proposed architecture uses a central database to store both the data and the diagnostic
results from the various modules.  Although the use of a centralized database has
many advantages, it has several shortcomings.  This paper will discuss the advantages
and shortcomings of such an approach when deployed on a large scale.

Keywords: building diagnostics, computer software, ventilation diagnostics

1 Introduction

The Whole Building Diagnostician (WBD) is a system created to provide
building operators access to information about the performance of the buildings for
which they are responsible.  The first operational version of the WBD provides
failure diagnostics for air handlers, and performance tracking at the whole building
and the aggregate plant level, (Brambley et al. 1998).

                                                

† Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is operated by Battelle Memorial Institute for the US Department of Energy under
contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
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The WBD infrastructure provides the systems in support of the interaction
between the various WBD modules.  In general, it provides the following services as
shown in Fig. 1:

• data transport and storage
• module execution and control
• installation and setup

2 System requirements, design, and implementation

2.1 Data collection
The WBD collects data from a variety of Building Automation Systems (BAS)

using DDE, trend logs, or custom interfaces.  (Some interfaces such as those for
BACnet are planned but have not been implemented to date because of a lack of
demand.)  For each BAS, a driver must be designed and implemented.  Data is then
automatically collected from the BAS, processed and delivered to the diagnostician's
data sources.

2.2 Data access
The user views and edits configurations, schedules (see Fig. 2), and views data

and diagnoses during WBD session.  Data pertaining to the following categories of
information is delivered to all WBD modules from the data sources:

• building component hierarchy and connectivity,
• sensor channels, connectivity, and conditions (locations, errors, tolerances and

biases),
• building, plant, air handler, zone, and BAS configurations,
• building, plant, air handler, zone, and data collection schedules,
• sensor readings
• diagnostic results and intermediate calculations
• energy rates and costs

Database transaction control and disaster recovery services are used to maintain
database consistency in the event of a variety of system failures (e.g., power outage,
hardware or software failure).

2.3 Database schema maintenance
The infrastructure provides database services to perform the following tasks:

• debug the implementation of all the diagnostic modules and the infrastructure
itself,

• automatically upgrade the database schemas to the most recent design,
• audit every data table for consistency with other tables, and
• repair damage resulting from crashes, power outages, and hardware failures.
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Fig. 1: Whole building diagnostician system structure

2.4 Process scheduling
The WBD controls execution of diagnostic modules and specifies the analysis

desired by the user.  Users may instruct each diagnostician individually to start either
when the system boots up, when user logs in, when a WBD session is opened, or
never start at all.  In addition, users may individually instruct each diagnostician to
shut down either when the system shuts down, when the user logs out, or when a
WBD session ends.

The processing schedule is determined based on which building components
the user elects to monitor.  The schedule is then dispatched to the appropriate
diagnosticians which will perform the required operations to ensure the user receives
the desired results.

When a fatal processing exception is encountered during analysis, the subject
analysis is abandoned while other analyses are completed.  After all the other
analyses have been given an opportunity to complete, the subject analysis is restarted
in an attempt to overcome the problem.  If the processing problem persist, it may
require user intervention.  The user is signaled in the appropriate WBD session by
indicating an exclamation point beside the appropriate component's icon.



Fig. 2: WBD building configuration screen

2.5 Building automatic system links
The WBD has been successfully linked to several buildings having Johnson

Control's (JCI) Metasys system and one having a CSI automation system.  At the time
of this writing, construction of links to a number of the other systems is in progress or
anticipated, but results from these are currently unavailable.

The JCI linkage was established using the Microsoft Window's Dynamic Data
Exchange (DDE) protocols support by the JCI Metalink module.  The WBD
implementation of DDE-based data collection allows the WBD system installer to
link to most DDE-capable BASs, using an approach similar to that used when linking
from Microsoft Excel, and without implementation of custom software.

The CSI linkage is done using the WBD's trend-log loader.  Many legacy BASs
do not support data interchange protocols and can only output trend logs or database
files.  The WBD is capable of reading Comma Separated Value (CSV) files, Data
Interchange Format (DIF) files, and databases supporting Microsoft ODBC.  These
control systems typically output a summary of short-period data and the WBD
collects and integrates that data whenever necessary.

The implementation of BACnet support in the WBD is not currently available
but it is anticipated within the foreseeable future.

2.6 Time integration services
The WBD supports two types of data: hourly and irregular data.  Hourly data is

stored as an integrated value at the end of the hour (i.e., data stored at 2pm represents
an integration of values from 1pm to 2pm).  Irregular data is stored at the time the
value becomes valid and remains in force until another value is obtained and stored.

Hourly data must be integrated by the data collection modules.  Since most of
the WBD's diagnostic analysis is performed on hourly data this presents a convenient



efficiency for data storage and processing.  In the cases where daily summaries are
required, hourly values are integrated.

However, in some cases values changing in a sub-hourly time scale or at
irregular intervals must be available to diagnostic module.  In such cases integration
is performed on arbitrary period data.  The integration method and interval may be
specified at run time.  Summary information supported and statistics delivered are:

• integrated, averaged, accumulated, minimum, or maximum values
• count of samples used
• first and last time stamps of samples used
• root mean squared error and mean bias error (for the indicated degrees of

freedom)

2.7 Units, errors and reliability, and psychrometrics
A number of statistical and thermodynamic utilities are provided to simplify

implementation and ensure consistent usage across the diversity modules.  These
include unit conversion services, error and reliability propagation calculations, and
psychrometric routines.

Unit conversion is based on universal constants.  Any physical quantity is
expressed as a function of six constants.  They are:

c speed of light (2.99792.5 x 108 m/s)
e charge of an electron  (1.602189246 x 10-19 Coulombs)
h Planck's constant (6.62617636 x 10-24 J/Hz)
k Boltzman's constant (1.38066244 x 10-13 J/K)
m rest mass of an electron (9.10953447 x 10-31 kg)

(All found in CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 1980-81)
s value of 1 kilogram of gold (1.233270 104 1990$/kg), (GIAGP 1997)

After converting these quantities to SI, any physical quantity can be computed
using the equation:

σρφεδγβα += smkhecQ

where:

α is the exponent to c,
β is the exponent to e,
γ is the exponent to h,
δ is the exponent to k,
ε is the exponent to m,
φ is the exponent to s,
ρ is a scalar, and
σ is a constant offset.



The scalar is used to adjust to specify non-SI units and to translate from one unit
to another.  The basic SI and currency units are calculated as follows.

1 meter = 4.121487 x 101  h / mc, with a precision of 7 significant digits,
1 kilogram = 1.09775094 x 1030 m, with a precision of 10 significant digits,
1 second = 1.235591 x 1010  h / mc2, with a precision of 7 significant digits,
1 Ampere = 5.051397 x 108  emc2/h, with a precision of 7 significant digits,
1 K = 1.686358  mc2/k, with a precision of 7 significant digits,
1 candela = 1.447328/683.0  m2c4/h, with a precision of 7 significant digits, and
1 US$ = 1.097751 x 1030 sm, in 1990 with a precision of 7 significant digits.

Mathematical computations are then greatly simplified since conversion
between like units (i.e., the exponents to the constants are the same) is performed
automatically by adjusting the scalar and constant offset and deriving new units by
calculating new exponents from those of the old units.

Finally, all sensor readings are assigned limits, error boundaries, and reliability
rates.  If a value is outside the limits, it becomes invalid.  Valid values have a lower
and upper error boundary, and a reliability rate which indicates what percentage of
the samples can be expected to have true values that fall between the lower and upper
boundaries.  In addition, all mathematical and boolean operations propagate the error
boundaries and reliability rates.  As a result, each diagnosis is given a reliability
based on the reliability of the original sensor readings and the amount of arithmetic
performed on those readings.

2.8 Text compression
All text is stored in the database using a tokenized compression algorithm.  The

system maintains a list of keywords used to compress commonly used phrases.  As a
result a message such as "The mixed air temperature is less than the return air
temperature" is stored as "Tmix < Tret."  This system is also used to maintain
consistent terminology in all the many diagnostic messages, and to support rapid
revisions to them.  In addition, dynamic data retrieval is supported in order to allow
the current values to be retrieved for a given message.  Thus the message
"ActualTmix is GetActualTret and ExpectedTmix is GetExpectedTmix." is translated
to "The actual mixed air temperature is 68ºF and the expected mixed air temperature
is 72ºF."

2.9 Outdoor air and economizer diagnostician
The Outdoor Air and Economizer (OAE) diagnostic module includes an

instance of the system scheduler, the diagnostic processor, and the OAE user
interface component.  It provides state analysis and diagnostics for air handlers and
economizers.

The scheduler reads the processing schedule dispatched by the user interface to
the OAE module.  Each building component that is to be monitored by the OAE is
checked to see if any new data are available.  As new data from the BAS are
introduced in the database, the diagnostic processor handles these data.



Fig. 3: OAE state display

All new data are processed through the OAE module's state detection decision
tree.  As possible states are excluded using individual tests and calculation, the
module records any impossible failures that can be inferred at that point.  When an air
handler's state is eventually determined, the OAE module records that state and any
possible failures that can be inferred from that state.  The module then processes the
impossible and possible failures accumulated over recent hours and days in order to
determine the most likely failure(s) that are consistent with that majority of reliable
observations.

The OAE user interface (see Fig. 3) displays the diagnosis concluded for each
hour based on the data obtained from the BAS.  Users can drill down on each hour to
obtain details on the system state and the diagnosis (see Fig. 4).



Fig. 4: OAE state details and diagnosis

Fig. 5: WBE tracking screen



2.10 Whole building efficiency diagnostician
The Whole Building Efficiency (WBE) diagnostic module includes an instance

of the same scheduler as the OAE module, but has its own efficiency tracking module
and WBE user interface.  The WBE provide Energy Consumption Index (ECI)
calculations for whole building energy, whole building electric, whole building
thermal, chiller and non-chiller energy usage.  An ECI is the ratio of actual usage to
expected usage.  In addition the WBE is capable of detecting some power, gas,
temperature and dew-point sensor failures.

The data processed through the WBE are used to calculate daily actual and
expected ECIs.  Any ECI with a statistically significant difference between the actual
and expected value is flagged as a potential problem (see Fig. 5).  The user can drill
down on these days to obtain details on the severity of the problem and the
anticipated cost impact.

2.11 Common user interface controls
The user interface module uses two common controls: the building component

tree and the component configuration dialog.  Both these controls are linked to the
data sources and automatically maintain their synchronization to the data sources.  In
addition, the building component tree maintains the processing schedule information
by displaying icons on the components to indicate active monitoring (the magnifying
glass), a problem (an exclamation point--not shown), and the bolded component
name (data and/or diagnosis available for viewing).

3 System performance evaluation

Database size is an important consideration when installing the WBD.  In
particular, large facilities or campuses must ensure that adequate storage is provided.
The WBD collects and processes extremely large amounts of data.  As the reader can
observe in Table 1, building components with problems can be particularly
burdensome to the storage facilities of the host computer.  In general, the more
complex or difficult the problem is to discern, the more storage is required to
successfully diagnose the situation.  This is especially true if multiple complex
problems are present which are characterized by contradictory but simpler diagnoses.
As a result, it is generally advisable to segregate a single large database into groups of
smaller databases each with only a few components.

We have observed that processing speed is generally not a consideration when
installing the WBD for continuous on-line operation.  However, when batch
operation is employed on a large number of buildings for long time periods, the
delays in obtaining results can be considerable.  For this reason, and for the sake of
completeness, processing speed analysis was performed on a Pentium 166 MMX type
computer running Windows 95.  The results of this analysis are summarize in Table2.



Table 1: Database size statistics

Database Contents Database Size
(Megabytes)

Configuration data only 0.32

Whole building energy data only 1.5

Properly operating air handler data only 3.6

Improperly operating air handler data only 10.4

Table 2: Diagnostic Processing Speed Statistics

Processing Scope Processing Time
(seconds)

Diagnose 1 day of air handler data 7

Diagnose 1 day of whole building energy data
with 3 months of baseline data

11

Diagnose 1 day of whole building energy data
with 9 months of baseline data

31

4 The future of building diagnostics

An essential feature that we anticipate needing in future versions of the WBD is
a linkage to simulations of physical components to provide a reference basis for
model-based diagnosticians and for training baseline data needed by diagnosticians
based on statistical or artificial intelligence methods.  We anticipate that such
simulation engines must meet a number of requirements that, at the current time,
appear to be unsatisfied by the current generation of building simulation engines or
those under development.  First, simulations must be cost-effectively linked to
diagnostic modules (either by integration or interoperability).  Second, the simulation
engine's data modeling requirements for diagnosticians are somewhat incompatible
with the data that can be collected from building automation systems.  Third, the
simulation engines must be able to simulate a wide variety of realistic (i.e.,
commonly seen in the field) faulty behavior.  As a result it is likely that the
simulations must separate the component control scheme from physical behavior.
Fourth, the simulations must be scalable.  Thus, simulation engines that are given less
data should provide more rough estimates of results, and the same ones when given
more data provide more accurate estimates of results.  Fifth, the simulation must
provide comprehensive time-series reports of the interaction between the control
system and the building components, reporting all sensor and actuator signals.
Finally, these simulation engines must be capable of considering the uncertainty of



some of the input data (e.g., occupancy, weather, sensor noise) when computing
outputs such as energy use.

The International Alliance for Interoperability has been working on
interoperability models called Industry Foundation Classes that will enable
diagnosticians to obtain performance metrics from simulation tools in a more
practical way than currently possible.  However, the models to support the
requirements suggested above have yet to be defined.

Tools such as the Facility Resource Energy Data (FRED) developed at Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory collects, manages, and reports on large amounts of
building energy usage data.  The current installation of FRED at the DOE's Hanford
Operations in Richland, Washington collects energy end-use data from about 90
buildings.  Efforts are currently under way to integrate the WBD into this tool in
order to enable tracking of building energy usage from within the FRED
environment.

The data collection tools used by the WBD are not only capable of reading
building automation system data, but they can send control overrides as well.  While
no current tools have been developed that exploit this capability, we anticipate
developing diagnosticians which are capable of overriding control signals for short
time periods in order to confirm diagnoses more quickly than is possible using the
reasoning techniques already implemented in the WBD.

Continuous commissioning is another consequence of the ability to send control
overrides from tools such as the WBD to the building automation system.  In this
approach, diagnosticians would periodically run building components through a
series of exercises designed to demonstrate proper operations.  In this way, a
diagnostician would be capable of detecting a problem with a component (e.g., an
economizer) before the component is needed.

5 Conclusions

The current field trials of the WBD have shown that system architecture is
flexible enough to support a variety of building types and automation systems.  These
trials have also shown that the diagnosticians are effective in identifying installation
and operation problems in air handling units in particular.  Furthermore, the number
of faulted air handling units found seems to support the conventional wisdom that the
majority of economizers are experiencing problems due to installation, control, or
maintenance failures.

The system architecture is designed to permit controls manufacturers to embed
the diagnosticians within their control products.  However, to date, no manufacturer
has attempted this.  We argue that by monitoring component performance proactively
and continually, control systems will be able to ensure that equipment is more cost-
effectively maintained, properly operated and with due diligence.  In particular, we
contend that the advent of tools such as the WBD will eliminate the excuse that is
often used for failures to meet performance standards such as ASRHAE Standard 62-
1989, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality: that the tools to practically and
continuously verify compliance are not available.  While it is certain that the WBD



does not assure indoor air quality any better than it might assure any other standard of
performance is met, it does provide a first line of defense in doing so:  that an
adequate proportion of outdoor air is indeed being drawn in.  Given a family of
diagnostic tools developed in the coming years, we expect that more and more
buildings will achieve the performance standards to which they were designed.
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different project team-members to make proper decisions on any necessary corrective
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new interactive multimedia system that can be used by different project team-
members to document and report progress in construction projects, as well as a tool to
analyze this progress and help predict the final project outcome.  The interactive
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1 Introduction

Project progress monitoring and control is one of the most important tasks of
construction project management.  Every team-member needs to know, in a timely
and accurate manner, how is the project progressing, where they are currently in
comparison to the initially set plans, whether deadlines are met, budgets are
respected, required quality is achieved, modifications are kept to the minimum, and
safety measures are followed.  It is mainly the responsibility of the general contractor
(GC) to update the Architect/ Engineer (A/E), who, in turn, updates the owner.
Under a construction management contract, this responsibility shifts to the
construction manager (CM), who has to ensure that all project criteria are met, if not
exceeded.  This updating process usually takes the form of a periodic printed progress
report (issued in most of the cases on a monthly basis), discussing the current versus
planned status for the schedule, the budget, constructability problems, quality issues
including test results, contract changes including modifications in design and
increase/decrease in quantities, pending issues from progress meetings, as well as
some pictures showing the current construction activities.  Additional components
like value engineering updates, safety matters, and weather conditions might also
appear on these reports.

However accurate this report might be, the textual description in addition to the
still photographic pictures cannot fully convey an exact image of what takes place on
site, or show a dynamic and lively view of the construction activities.  Once the
project is over, the chance for using these progress reports decreases considerably.
This may be partly due to the fact that storing and retrieving these reports, as well as
sorting them and finding the required information is a tedious task in itself.  Making
use of the reports might be even more complicated by the deterioration in the
condition of the original print of the report, together with changes in the company
personnel and its organizational structure.  These drawbacks of the printed report can
be summarized in the following points:

1. By the time the report is prepared, reviewed, approved and submitted to the
owner, it does not reflect the exact project status, as this process could take up
to one reporting period (1 month).

2. Many of the problems faced on site can not be efficiently presented by textual
or verbal descriptions alone.

3. The accuracy of recording and the timeliness of distribution of the minutes of
meetings, with subsequent decisions depending thereupon, are usually
disputed by different parties involved in these meetings, with each party
trying to interpret any ambiguities for his or her benefit.

4. Photographic pictures can be altered to change their content or taken to
conceal facts, which makes them an undependable source of information.

5. Problems faced in any particular project are normally not properly recorded or
documented for future usage as lessons learned.  Therefore, they might be
repeated.



Therefore, there is a need for a different method of reporting progress, adding to
the value of the printed report.  Recent leaps in information technology and
multimedia in particular offered a practical alternative for the printed reports.  The
purpose of this paper is to illustrate one effort to convert the text-oriented paper-
printed static report into an audio-visual, interactive multimedia report that can be
stored and distributed on a compact disk (CD) or on the Internet.

1.1 What is interactive multimedia?
Multimedia can be loosely defined as the use of information technologies as a

controller of a variety of external media devices such as cameras, microphones, video
recorders, compact disk and audio tape players and recorders for input and /or output.
The computer serves as an integrator combining different media ranging from text,
animation, video, audio, and still pictures or graphics, weaving them together into a
consistent fabric.  Multimedia in itself can be divided into two distinctive types:
passive, also called linear, and interactive, also called non-linear.  Passive multimedia
does not allow for user interaction, while allowing only for one straight or linear path.
A clear example for linear presentations is computer slide shows.  Interactive
multimedia (IM), on the other hand, allows for user interaction and feedback, and
allows movement along several paths through links (also called hyperlinks) and
buttons that trigger different actions (playing sound or video clips, moving to another
part of the application, getting input from the user, etc.).  It can be used for computer-
based training (CBT), information kiosks, and educational applications.

The application discussed through this paper is based on the interactive
multimedia type, to produce a paperless project progress report, the “Project
Reporter”.

2 Reporter development methodology

The development of the Project Reporter followed the steps listed below:

• Defining the structure of a progress report to reflect actual project status at any
period.

• Selecting appropriate project management software packages to document project
information including schedule, cost, quality, and contract administration.

• Designing the report including different media to be used.
• Data collection from real-life projects including progress meetings and review of

various correspondences and project documents.
• Recording the project data in various media including editing and processing of

different file formats (Audio, Video, and Virtual Reality).
• Compiling the final application and testing it in a real project to ensure its

usability and applicability.
• Receiving feedback from users and performing needed modifications to the

system based on the evaluation and feedback.
• Producing the final report including the findings and the results of this research.



2.1 Tools used to develop the project reporter
Several software and hardware tools were used to develop the technical content,

as well as the presentation content of the Project Reporter.  Among the tools used
were:

2.1.1 Hardware tools and peripherals

• A camcorder for shooting live video (Construction activities and minutes of
meetings)

• A digital still camera (To record project progress) and a tripod to stabilize the
camera during shooting

• A video capture board (To digitize, i.e. convert from analog to digital, captured
video)

• A recording microphone (To record overlay sound)
• A PC (Pentium 200 with MMX, 64 MB RAM, 5.1 GB HD, 17” monitor, sound

card and speakers, and a modem)
• A CD recorder (to copy the compiled application for distribution)
• A Zip drive and Zip disks (For temporary storage of multimedia files)
• A color scanner (To scan documents and correspondence samples)

2.1.2 Software tools

• Multimedia authoring tool
• Video editing software
• Still picture editing software
• Still screen capturing software
• Screen sequence capturing software
• Image stitching software
• Sound editing software
• Scheduling software
• Contract administration software
• CAD software
• Animation software
• Web browser
• Microsoft office suite



2.2 Report structure
The report was structured to mimic the traditional text-based report in its main

components:

• General information about the project and the different project parties
• Progress information including:

- A summary of the current status of the schedule, budget, and expected
completion date

- Report on the current progress this period (since last update to date)
- Report on the cumulative progress to date (Since the start of the

project)
- Report on the end forecast (Expected time and cost at completion)

• Technical details related to:
- Constructibility issues
- Design modifications
- Unexpected site conditions
- Quality measures

• Contractual measures including change orders and contract modifications
• Media section including:

- Progress video clips reflecting different work items that took place
during the report period

- Edited recorded clips of the minutes of meetings
- Panoramic (360 degree) pictures of construction activities with the

ability of panning and zooming in and out
- Sound files providing commentaries or descriptions of the work in

progress.

A flexible navigation pattern was developed, enabling the user to move between
the different components of the report with a minimum number of mouse clicks.  This
navigation pattern, shown in Figures 1 and 2, followed a main hub approach,
represented by the main menu, with sub-hubs serving as the main access points for
the other components of the report.



Fig. 1: Project reporter’s navigation pattern

Fig. 2: The project reporter’s main menu
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2.2.1 Site Visit
Site visit is divided into two visual representations of the current work being

done on site: (see Figures 3, 4 and 5)

• Digitized video clips: Which summarize the completed or under progress
activities within the reporting period.  These clips are sorted by location, trade,
activity, and/or date.

• Panoramic pictures: also called vistas, which are 360 degree pictures, composed
of several digital images stitched together to give the panoramic view.  These
vistas allow for panning and zoom-in and out.  Several vistas were linked together
through “hot spots”, which are embedded hyperlinks enabling the user to move
from one vista to another, showing a different view of the project from a different
vintage point.  Special windows were inserted inside each of the vistas, allowing
the user to have a look at live video embedded inside the vista as he/she zooms in.

The combination of panoramic still pictures and live video allows for maximum
interactivity and gives the feeling of “being there”.

Fig. 3: Virtual site tour (Video)



Fig. 4: Link to an Internet browser to show project Vistas and current activities

Zoom-in Zoom-out  Pan Move   View Hot spots Information

Fig. 5: Navigation panel within Vistas

2.2.2 Schedule
Through a textual description of the current status, a schedule shows percentage

of completion, expected completion date, and comments on the progress in general
(e.g. Concrete activities are 2 weeks behind schedule).  A direct connection to the
scheduling application is provided through using the OLE (Object Linking and



Embedding) properties linking (P3, Suretrak, Microsoft Project, etc). For example,
OLE enables the user to view actual schedule data, as well as compare between actual
and target schedules, in the form of a Gantt chart or a precedence network.  This
schedule module is divided into three main parts:

• This period: reflecting the progress achieved since the last progress update
• To date: reflecting the cumulative progress achieved from the start of the project

to the date of the report
• End forecast: reflecting the expected project completion date, if the following

performance trends are maintained.  Any change in the expected completion date
should not be construed as a change in contract conditions, but rather as a
warning, in case of delay, that some corrective measure should be taken to restore
the contracted completion date.

2.2.3 Contact Administration
Contract Administration: Shows any modifications to the contract documents,

particularly the drawings in an electronic format (CAD files), and reflects any design
changes and the potential impact of the change on the project schedule and cost. The
original drawing is shown on one side of the screen, whereas the modified drawing is
shown next to it, reflecting the design changes. This module also shows a copy of the
latest payment certificate reflecting the value of the completed portion of the works,
and the remaining balance till the end of the project, including past modifications to
the project price through previously approved change orders. One of the concerns
about releasing CAD drawings electronically is the issue of security and authenticity
of the engineer’s seal.  Recent progress in encryption and electronic signature
technology makes the release of these drawings safer.  Additionally, it should be
understood to all project parties that the electronic document is only a supplement to
the printed one, not a substitute to it.

2.2.4 Minutes of meetings
Minutes of meeting show a textual description of the meeting agenda, discussed

topics, and pending decisions.  Video excerpts of the progress meetings for the
reporting period can complement this textual description.  The advantage of using
video is the undisputed documentation of what has been discussed as well as what has
been decided.  It is worth mentioning that some of the project parties may show
discomfort with the video-taping of the meetings, however, it should be brought to
their attention that this is for documentation purposes, and that edited versions of the
meeting can be sent to different parties for approval before being released.

2.2.5 Miscellaneous
This is a flexible module reflecting any issues related to project productivity,

quality, or any Constructibility issues or problems.  Value engineering change
proposals (VECP) may be included in this module, reflecting any contractor-
submitted changes to improve the project value.



2.2.6 Archives
This module reflects pending issues from previous reporting periods, as well as

video clips and vistas from previous periods to reflect the gradual progress of the
project.  This module serves as the as-built chronological documentation of he
project.

2.2.7 Conclusion
Including a final comment on the current progress report, any anticipated

measures to improve performance, and any corrective measures to be implemented to
remedy existing problems.  This module serves as summary of the current period
report, and a starting point for the next period’s report.  Graphical representations of
different project trends were used to summarize the project status, especially for top
management review.

3 Case study

A specific project was selected as a case study for the development and testing
of the Project Reporter.  This project was the construction of an office building in
downtown Peoria, Illinois, together with an adjacent parking deck.  The office
building is a seven-story steel structure, whereas the parking deck consisted of a five-
floor reinforced, cast in-situ, post-tensioned, pre-stressed, concrete structure.  The
project was partnered between the main owner (Peoria City), the A/E (Clark
Engineers), and the general contractor (River City Construction) who where all
stakeholders in the project.  The project was part of a larger project for restoring the
riverfront of Peoria City to attract more tourists.

The first author was involved in the project as an observer, and attended the
weekly coordination meetings between the A/E and the contractors, as well as the
coordination meetings between the different owners.

4 Packaging and distribution

Due to the large size of multimedia files, video files in particular, the selected
method for distribution was the compact disk (Read only Memory CD-ROM), which
can contain up to 650 MB of data.  Another method of distribution is the Internet,
through Shareware or free plug-ins the user can download from the Internet, enabling
review of most of the report (excluding video files) over the Internet; thus allowing
timely distribution and sharing of the report.  One of the advantages of the Internet
over the CD is being independent of the platform (PC or Mac.).  Another advantage
was the ease and higher frequency of performing the updates and making them
concurrently available (daily, semi-weekly, or weekly).  Feedback about the report
can be obtained through e-mail or IRC, completing the paperless cycle of the progress
reporting.

A special web page was developed by the author for this case study, which was
updated on a weekly basis, enabling the different project parties, particularly the top



management of their different organizations, to view a panoramic picture of the latest
progress status within the project.  The web page contains 4 to 5 consecutive updates
at a time, enabling the viewer to compare the progress from one week to the
following one, and giving a brief idea about what activities took place on site during
that week.  The CM for this project (CMPI) linked this page to his own web site, as
did the A/E (Clark Engineers), giving their different clients an idea about the project
as a model on how communication and reporting could be done in a visual way on the
Internet.  The project web page includes short clips of video showing a morphing
view of the ancient building that used to exist on this site, to its gradual
transformation into the new building.  Figure 6 shows a partial view of the project
web page.

Fig. 6: Project web page for regular Vista updates



5 Discussion

Multimedia is a very flexible and promising tool for application in various
fields, including construction project management.  Timely sharing and exchange of
information about project progress is of ultimate importance, especially in case of
deviation from the initial plans, or any modification thereto, allowing for proper
corrective measures to be implemented, as well as reassessment of the project budget,
schedule, and contractual arrangements.  Multimedia documentation of the project
progress allows for increased perception of the actual project status, and allows for a
safe and dependable way of storing historical project data for future reference and
comparisons.  Progress reporting is a multi-layered process, with different levels of
details about the project status corresponding to different managerial levels of the
stakeholders’ organizations; brief and global view for top management, and detailed
view for project management.

A web page was created to enable the project team members monitor the project
progress remotely on a regular basis, allowing for comments and discussions.  The
web page was also used to post agendas for future meetings.  A view of the web page
dedicated to the vistas for progress updates can be accessed at:
http://bradley.edu/~ihsaad/tech.htm
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Abstract

Currently the UK construction industry is in search of continuous process
improvement mechanisms, in order to improve quality and reduce construction time
and costs. Likewise the software industry has been in search of process improvement
frameworks, in the past decade. The Capability Maturity Model (CMM), developed
by the Carnegie Mellon University, is one of the most widely adopted process
improvement initiatives, within the software industry. Many of the basic process
improvement concepts in CMM appear generic and could potentially be applied in
construction. A recent research project at Salford University set itself the task of
investigating if CMM is applicable in the construction industry. The project is titled
SPICE (Standardised Process Improvement for Construction Enterprises). SPICE is
in search of a systematic step by step process improvement framework for the
construction industry. It investigates whether the CMM framework and concepts can
be reused in construction.  SPICE has conducted several experiments to assess the
applicability of CMM to the construction industry. So far the results show that most
of the basic process improvement concepts of CMM are applicable. However, the
CMM framework is not applicable in its current form. Much further research is
needed to integrate the appropriate process improvement concepts from CMM and
other research to develop a process improvement framework for the construction
industry. In general the construction industry appears a more mature industry in its
shared understanding of customs and working practices. Industry standards and data
are more readily available. However, major problems stem from the supply chain
arrangements. Also the cost of process improvement initiatives such as CMM may be
too high for the construction SMEs, on most projects. This paper discusses the SPICE
experiments undertaken to date. It high lights why the CMM framework can not be
applied in construction in its present form and suggests future research directions.

Keywords: capability maturity model, construction process improvement, process
maturity, supply chain processes
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1 Introduction

Recent reports by Sir Michael Latham (1994) and Sir John Egan (1998) have
emphasised the need for the UK construction industry to increase its productivity and
improve quality. One method of achieving this would be to improve the management
of construction processes. Initiatives such as BPR (business process re-engineering)
have a revolutionary approach. BPR is a high-risk process improvement approach. A
large number of companies have failed to deliver successful results, using BPR.
Generally it is believed that the low profit margins in the industry prohibit businesses
from undertaking high-risk approaches such as BPR. Until now the industry has
lacked a methodological step-by-step mechanism that enables it to direct its
improvement efforts and resources effectively, in an evolutionary fashion.

The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) (Humphrey 1992) is a model
developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon
University. CMM is a software process maturity model. This model attempts to
quantify a software organisation’s capability to consistently and predictably produce
high-quality software products. CMM is viewed as “the most pervasive effort to
improve the software processes, in more than 30 years …” (Saiedian and Kuraza,
1995).

CMM is an evolutionary step-by-step framework. The CMM assessment
questionnaire allows businesses to assess where they are positioned within the
framework. Then the framework provides guidelines on what are their process
improvement priorities.

In general, an organisation’s actual goal is product improvement. The
assumption is that an improved process will improve the product in some perceivable
way; costs may decrease or quality may rise. This assumed connection is essential to
successful process improvement. Herbleb’s (1994) analysis shows the link between
product and process improvement. It showed that an average of 35% productivity
improvements, and an average of 39% post delivery defect reduction was achieved in
companies implementing CMM. These figures are promising for the construction
industry, which is seeking 30% cost reduction and zero defects (Latham 1994).

The SPICE project at Salford University is funded by the DETR (Department
of Environment, Transport & Regions). Its objective is to investigate if the success of
CMM can be repeated in the construction industry. Three approaches were used to
assess if CMM can be understood and applied in the construction industry. These
were: (i) a questionnaire to the construction professionals; (ii) a CMM type
assessment of a small architectural practice; and (iii) an experts’ panel workshop.
These initial investigations showed that the industry understands the value of the
process improvement concepts in CMM. However, the CMM framework and
assessment tool in their current form are inadequate for the construction industry.
This paper provides a review of CMM and reviews the findings of the above
investigations.



2 Capability maturity model

The CMM is a five level model (see Figure 1) (Paulk 1993, 1995). The model is
designed so that capabilities at lower stages provide progressively stronger
foundations for higher stages. Each development stage, or “maturity level”,
distinguishes an organisation’s process capability.

The CMM and the associated questionnaire have two major uses: assessments
and evaluations (Humphrey 1992). With assessments organisations use the maturity
model to study their own operations and identify the highest priority areas for
improvement. Results form the basis for an organisation’s self-improvement action
plan. Clients use evaluations to identify qualified bidders and monitor existing
contracts. Results help develop a risk profile that augments the traditional criteria
used to select the most responsive and capable vendors.

2.1 CMM levels
The five CMM levels have been abbreviated as initial, repeatable, defined,

managed, and optimised. These levels have been selected because they (Saiedian and
Kuzara, 1995):

• Reasonably represent historical phases of evolutionary improvement,

Fig. 1: CMM Levels

• Provide achievable improvement steps in reasonable sequence,
• Suggest interim improvement goals and progress measures, and
• Provide immediate improvement priorities once an organisation’s status in this

framework is known.
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Generally, the levels are characterised and distinguished as:

1. Initial- While there are many degrees of management control, the first step is to
roughly predict schedules and costs. This level has been described as “ad-hoc”
or “chaotic”. At this level the businesses produce products, however, the
processes are not under systematic management control.

2. Repeatable- The organisation has achieved a stable process with a repeatable
management control level, by initiating rigorous project management of
commitments, costs, schedules and changes.

3. Defined- The organisation has defined the process as a basis for consistent
implementation and better understanding. At this point, the risk of introducing
advance technology is greatly reduced.

4. Managed- The organisation has initiated comprehensive process measurement
and analysis. This is when the most significant quality improvements begin.

5. Optimising- The organisation now has a foundation for continuously improving
and optimising the process.

2.2 Key process areas
Each CMM level except Level 1 includes key process areas (KPAs) that

identify where an organisation must focus to improve processes (see Table 1).
Because at Level 1 the organisation has not achieved systematic process

Table 1: CMM’s Key process areas

Level 5: Optimising Defect prevention
Technology change management
Process change management

Level 4: Managed Quantitative process management
Software quality management

Level 3: Defined Organisation process focus
Organisation process definition
Training programme
Integrated software management
Software product engineering
Inter-group coordination
Peer reviews

Level 2: Repeatable Requirements management
Software project planning
Software project tracking
Software sub-contract management
Software quality assurance
Software configuration management



improvement in any areas, there are no KPAs for this Level. When an organisation
collectively performs the activities defined by KPAs, it can achieve goals considered
important for enhancing process capability. All KPAs include both project and
organisation responsibilities, but primarily the project is responsible for addressing
many KPAs. The organisation is responsible for providing the resources and the
necessary infrastructure.

3 Applicability to the construction industry

Many of the CMM concepts appear generic. At first glance it appears that if
you replace the word “software” with “construction” in Table 1, the KPAs would
remain meaningful. This raises the issue of the possibility of benefiting from the
productivity improvements of CMM, in construction.

The above hypothesis was put to test in the SPICE project. The project
conducted three studies to investigate. These are discussed below:

3.1 The questionnaire
As part of the initial SPICE research, a reduced and modified version of the

CMM assessment questionnaire (Paulk 1993) was sent to industry professionals
across a broad spectrum of disciplines (Finnemore 1998). The questionnaire was
distributed to organisations within the industry (contractors, architects etc.) and also
organisations not directly involved in the industry, such as clients and suppliers. The
intention was to capture an internal and external perspective. The objectives of the
questionnaire were to:

• Generate industry awareness
• Establish if the adapted KPAs were applicable to construction
• Identify additional KPAs
• Align research with the construction industry (terminology etc.)

At this stage the questionnaire was not attempting to establish industry
maturity.

The questionnaire was developed by re-wording the descriptions and individual
questions of the original CMM questionnaire (Pulk 1993) to reflect construction
industry terminology as closely as possible. For example, ‘requirements
management’ became ‘brief / scope of work management’. The questionnaire was
then issued to over 100 individuals of which 30 have replied to-date. The limited
scope of the questionnaire and inexact target audience means that the collected data is
unsuitable for any detailed analysis but nonetheless has returned some useful
indications.

It was apparent from the responses that not only were the questions read but
also understood.

• The key process areas were recognised and confirmed as relevant.
• The comments and suggestions made gave direction on future terminology.



3.2 The assessment case study
A small firm of architects participated in a case study of a process maturity

assessment. The purpose of the case study was to examine the applicability of the
CMM's process improvement concepts and assessment mechanism to the
construction processes. A firm of IT management consultants conducted a short
version of CMM assessment.

The general findings of this assessment that could be gleaned from the case
study were as follows:

• Construction participants generally understood the issues addressed in the
CMM questionnaire.

• The assessors (from the IT industry) could relate to, and interpret the pattern of
the responses (in a construction company). The responses reflected some
organisational characteristics, which are also encountered in software
development organisations.

• Organisation culture and communications issues in construction are similar to
those encountered in software development organisations.

• With one or two notable exceptions, process capability characteristics are
broadly similar to that in the software industry.

• Systematic quality management, change management and other project control
mechanisms would have similar benefits in the construction industry, to those
anticipated in the software industry.

Some of the differences between the construction and software development
industries, which were noted by the IT management consultants were that:

• In construction, professional qualifications, customs and working practices are
better established.

• In construction industry standards and data are more readily available.

3.3 The experts’ opinion workshop
A panel of experts was invited to review the findings of SPICE. The panel

consisted of 24 senior industrialists and academics. The academics had construction
expertise. The industrialist represented the contractors, sub-contractors, consultants,
architects and facility management specialists. Around half the experts were
industrialists. The findings can be summarised as follows:

• The panel generally was supportive of the process maturity approach and
concepts. It embraced the definition of process maturity and found value in the
framework.

• The major concern regarding the framework was its applicability to the
construction supply chain. CMM applies to single organisations. In order to
improve the product in the construction industry, the framework must address
the project supply chain.



• The assessment mechanism appeared similar to existing quality assessments,
with little differentiation. The cost of the process was seen to be too high for
construction companies in general and construction SMEs in particular.

4 Summary

SPICE is a current research project that is attempting to tailor the successful
Capability Maturity Model (CMM) from software industry to a construction industry
specific model. The model will provide an evolutionary framework for business
process improvement and also an assessment tool for organisational maturity.

An industry questionnaire, a case study, and a meeting of industry
representatives have indicated that a construction industry CMM model and process
improvement in general are feasible. On-going research will continue to develop this
concept.

Some of the main findings to date have been:

• Organisation culture and communications issues in construction are similar to
those encountered in software development organisations.

• Quality management, change management and other project control
mechanisms would have similar benefits in the construction industry, to those
anticipated in the software industry.

Some of the main differences between the software industry and construction
are:

• In construction, professional qualifications, customs and working practices are
better established, and also standards and data are more readily available.

• The cost of the process was seen to be too high for construction companies in
general and construction SMEs in particular.

• There was concern about the single organisation focus of CMM, as opposed to
the complex supply chain arrangements in construction projects.

Three studies (i.e. questionnaire, case study and expert opinion workshop) in
this paper all indicate that there is value in attempting to tailor to the construction
industry, and that the major process improvement concepts in CMM are applicable.
However, the major issues are finding the right framework, which:

• appropriately addresses the supply chain;
• provides the appropriate tools for the different organisations within the supply

chain, in terms of organisations size, financial status and business focus.
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Abstract

This paper presents the SYDOX/MATCOMP/Xi French project, whose goal is to
provide the construction actors with an IT-based, on-line aid for component
specification and selection at different levels of the construction life cycle. We
will describe the main features of the information systems (IS), then specific
aspects addressed by the project. SYDOX is aimed at defining and demonstrating
a prototype to access information about MATerials and COMPonents used in
construction, implemented on a WWW server and focused on a restricted sub-part
of construction products. We will present the work done: methodology for data
structuring, structure of the IS, database structuring, user interface, use of
scenarios (enabling a selection and an adaptation of the information retrieved, on
the basis of a set of criteria commonly used by professionals), hypertext links
towards a taxonomic structuring of the information, application to window and
floor, and some perspectives for the IS.

Keywords: building and construction, complex information, interactive
information system, product and component databases, scenarios, WWW

1 Introduction

Construction activities (CONST) have been and are still basic contributions
to our societies. Their wide scope and diversity are such that even systemic
analysis does not help so far to handle their complexity with success.

A general system SYDOX, designed to deal with Complex Data and
Information (DOX), is defined to facilitate and enhance communication between
CONST experts, designers, manufacturers and end users. We combine two
strategies to generate an optimised representation of the MATerials and
COMPonents (MATCOMP) information and its attributes, both for storage
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(archiving) and intelligent access. The first one is a bottom up creation of
MATCOMP data and information representation carried out to produce a practical
CONST ontology and thesaurus recognised by all experts in the field. To
downsize our work, we have limited the project through the choice of few CONST
components, notably the « window component ». In the second strategy, we use a
top down holistic mechanism, using specific scenarios through which we identify
the part played by some CONST data at different levels and time locations of the
CONST cycle. As we foresee to exchange and use « external data and
information », we have to stress the importance of standardising materials,
products and processes data in our evaluation: special attention is paid to
standardisation work undertaken in the domain of the Industrial Data (ISO TC
184 International Committee) (SC4 1998), leading to the STEP (ISO 10303 -
Industrial automation systems and integration - Product data representation and
exchange) (Nell 1998), P-LIB (ISO 13584-1 1995), MANDATE (ISO 15531-1
1997) standards, and Business data (Electronic Data Interchange (EDIBUILD
1998), but also to other kinds of documents, such as technical agreements and
regulations.

The initial objective of improving communications between experts and
companies of industrial CONST components proved to be a powerful approach to
the sector, leading for the future, since their participation increases in modern
building concepts.

2 The SYDOX/MATCOMP/Xi project

The analysis will be done through three axes, which are:

1. a database approach: an information system (IS) relies on a database
structuring a collection of basic information needed by the system;

2. a query approach:  to help formalising interrogations on the databases;
3. a communication approach: to define the whole set of communication

procedures needed by the important heterogeneity of the storage/retrieval
facilities, the communication protocols and the geographical location of
computers.

2.1 General context of the proposal
Information systems are more and more needed by industrial companies for

acquiring, structuring, and exchanging complex technical data they have to handle
during the production process. Nevertheless, a second complexity axis must be
added to the intrinsic complexity of the data, coming from the relational
structuring of the data, necessary to enable a selection of competitive solutions
able to answer given specifications.
This information system is mainly aimed at small and medium enterprises
(SMEs), since they often have to face situations for which they do not have either
the necessary skill or the tools enabling a permanent follow-up of the normative
texts, or a continuous updating of the technical information needed by the projects
they work on.

Fundamentally, this need is common to numerous industrial sectors. The
methodology carried out will thus have to be applicable to different industrial



sectors, with possible consequences on the level of complexity of the IS.  A
selection will probably have to be made between the complexity related to the
degrees of freedom in the choice of candidate solutions and the technological level
of the sector: high level technology and low degree of freedom or low level
technology and high degree of freedom. The construction industry is characterised
by:

• an increasing complexity with acceleration of the relations among the
partners;

• an increasing diversity of the information and data handled, mainly due to the
development of new representation structures (message standards such as
EDIFACT messages, product or production management data
standards: STEP, MANDATE and P-LIB);

• the development of new software tools able to deal with more and more
important amounts and diversity of information.

2.2 Objectives of the project
SYDOX (« Système de données complexes » - complex data management

system) defines an « intelligent » software system built on an integrated
knowledge based approach. Its use in the domain of (construction) products and
materials (SYDOX/MATCOMP) must provide the user with key-information,
including innovative materials and/or use. The project can be viewed at several
levels:

• SYDOX: software system enabling access to complex documents;
• MATCOMP: applied to the domain of materials and components;
• Xi: application to a specific sector: here: construction sector.

The aim of the project is the development of an « information access point »,
as an Internet WWW server enabling:

• a dissemination of basic knowledge essential for industrial companies which
have to deal with the organisation and processing of their internal data, the
use of data coming from clients, sub-contractors, professional associations;

• updating and dissemination of information related to the status of new
standards and rules (decisions or discussions able to generate subsequent
modifications); 

• development of relations between « providers » and « users » of
technologies and tools for complex technical data structuring and
processing;

• training by means of interactive examples of the realisation of products
using entity-relationship or object oriented modelling: industrial subsets or
components.

In order to carry out an interactive information system, as quickly as
possible, but also to show the feasibility of the basic concepts of the methodology,
we proposed to limit the application field of the prototype to materials and
industrial subsets used in the construction sector, only focusing on upstream



production processes. We think that it is in this sector that companies (mainly
SMEs) have to face the most important needs in terms of data structuring systems.

The objective of the project is to develop both a learning (base of
information) and a know-how (base of methods) allowing industrials to structure
their data related to materials/components according to their needs, in France and
in Europe. In this project, we will analyse the methodology leading to the
elaboration of the information and communication system. The result of this work
will consist in the elaboration of a software tool prototype aimed at providing an
information simple, tailored to the needs of the user and to the kind of question he
may ask. This software can also be used as a training tool to learn how to use these
new Information Technologies.

2.3 Structure of the project and partnership

2.3.1 Organisation of the project
To fulfil its role, the project has been organised through four tasks:

• Data identification and structuring: state of the art: to make an inventory
of the existing data bases and information sources. This work relies on the
good knowledge of the construction domain provided by the Technical
Centres.

• Identification of methods and tools necessary for data representation
and structuring: to identify, when they exist, the corresponding software
tools. One of its functions is also be to help SMEs to follow the evolution of
new electronic communication means.

• Formal specifications of the information system: main result of the
project, providing a generic way for structuring the information. The
potential users of the system will appear through scenarios, defined as sets
of typical requests corresponding to the type of information generally asked
for by these users.

• Software prototype of the information system: to build on an interactive
software system, running in a client/server mode, with several input levels,
enabling a use by several types of users. Its aim is to enable a short term
validation of concepts defined by the project.

2.3.2 Partnership of the project
The current partners in the project include:

• CODATA France: scientific co-ordination (The SYDOX software is a
development of CYCOGHA SA)

• University of Savoie/ESIGEC/LGCH (« Laboratoire Génie Civil et
Habitat »)

• Technical Research Centres: CSTB (« Centre Scientifique et Technique du
Bâtiment »), CTBA (« Centre Technique du Bois et de l’Ameublement »),
CTICM (« Centre Technique Industriel de la Construction Métallique »).

                                                



2.4 State-of-the-art of the information handled in the construction sector
The starting point of the elaboration of an information system can be found

in the capacity to identify, to interface, when it is possible, existing document
repositories or product databases, whatever their structuring and location.

This project started with an analysis of the data intervening during the
production process of a building, made in several ways:

• identification of the needs of information in the building sector, through the
results provided by a previous sociological study, whose aim was to analyse
the ways used by professionals of the sector to access the information they
need;

• identification of the professional stakes of information related to products,
materials and components.

• usual practices in terms of research of information related to products and
materials, generally combination of different sources resulting from a
permanent follow-up, or practical information related to specific points, but
also specific needs of information to take decisions.

• legal aspects of the information: mentioned in multiple rules, codes of
practice or other legal documents whose application is mandatory.

In a second stage, we tried to locate the data related to materials and
components within the overall building project. We also explored several ways of
classifying information, and meta-data.

The inventory of the sources of information has been done through the
research of a possible « categorisation » by means of a table whose lines and
columns represent :

• columns: possible « approaches » of the construction, in terms of life cycle
stage, features of the construction, leading to the following headings:
constitutive elements, general features, achievement, regulation,
environment, certification, safety, logistics;

• lines: « themes » proposed for the information sources, based on a
functional approach of the building. They have then been developed further
to increase the relationship between the theme of a source and the headings
of the columns.

This questionnaire has then been sent to the different Technical Research
Centres partners of the project, to be completed with the available information.
The answers received mainly apply to wood, and all products based on wood,
concrete and derived products, regulation about the products, classifications,
nomenclatures and steel profiles. An in-depth analysis of the answers highlighted
several common characteristics:

• the important number and diversity of information sources;
• generally, these information sources are rarely computerised: the main part

of the information is essentially accessible through paper documents: this
was the most surprising feature discovered through this project;

• however, the current situation is evolving: development of computerised



catalogues, CD-ROM, use of the Internet/WWW capabilities;
• the big heterogeneity of the information sources: with important lack of

consistency among the information contained.

3 The SYDOX/MATCOMP/Xi Information system

We will present the information system developed within the framework of
the project: presentation of the methodology used for data structuring, then
description of the general structure of the IS, logical schema of the database, user
interface, then the software prototype currently under development.

3.1 Methodology used for data structuring
The methodology used for structuring the data, provided by the analysis of

the answers to the questionnaire, is close to the structuring proposed by the
American Concrete Institute Committee 126 « Database Formats for concrete
Materials Properties », described in the report (Kaetzel and Galler 1997), aimed at
defining a framework for cross-referencing cement properties, data and other
information. This format has seemed to us generic enough, powerful, simple and
well suited to computerised databases and WWW interfacing to be customised to
our needs (Dubois et al. 1998).

- Basic principles for data structuring: information related to products and
materials is represented using similarly complete sets of data, all of them
together constituting the material and product database, using the following
concepts, separated in abstract data type (ADT) and concrete fact (CF):

• object (ADT): item selected on a « column »: highest level of hierarchy;
• constituent  (CF):1st level detailed information about the object;
• meta-segment (ADT): set of information of the same nature related to a

constituent;
• segment (CF): subdivision of the meta-segment: table of data, definitions,

figures;
• meta-element (ADT): collection of information of the same kind;
• element (CF): item of information.

The SYDOX methodology can deal with a special gateway concept used to
connect heterogeneous data sets (Dubois and Fraou 1998). In the present project,
different ontologies have to be interfaced. In fact, the mapping of the description
of concrete elements (composition) with its related properties (description,
regulation, safety measures, standards, etc.) is achieved through a standard ordered
hierarchical graph whose nodes are either primitive or reference properties
(environment, etc.) and formal properties (certification, etc.).



Figure 1 gives an example for the concept: « shape » of a « window »:

Exemple de structuration de données
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Fig. 1: example of data structuring: shape of a window

For each concept, the number of related sub-concepts has to be kept low
enough, to keep visible the possible selections (headings) on the menus of the
screen.

3.2 Structure of the SYDOX/MATCOMP/Xi information system and
software prototype

The general structure of the information system prototype corresponds to the
schema represented on the Figure 2. The following features are considered:

• a database: containing the information about products and materials. The
organisation of the information has been described above (paragraph 3.1);

• a data dictionary: to provide, when needed, a correspondence between the
concepts handled by the scenarios and the data put in the database.

• a user interface: way of accessing the system, according to the type of user:
general information on products, architect wishing a precise detail about
properties of a product, technical engineer wishing to get specific
information (e.g. thermal behaviour), use for new construction, or for
refurbishing; this user interface includes:
• an information menus: headings, as possible choices, resulting from

the analysis of the answers to the questionnaire;
• some scenarios: pre-defined « navigation routes » within the

information system, that users will then have to follow, today it is pre-
determined. Addition of dynamic features to the current software
system would allow decreasing their rigidity. For the examples



mentioned in the prototype, we choose scenarios coming from several
stages of the life cycle of the construction; those are part of a special
computer aided interface (Genthon and Resident 1998);

A communication interface through Internet is being developed. The
corresponding information system is an interactive, hypertext software, accessible
through HTML browsers such as Netscape Navigator™ or MS-Internet
Explorer™, provided that they are able to handle Java applets.

To date, most of the developments have been focused on applications to
specific products such as a window and floors, for the following reasons:

• since the aim of the project is to validate a methodology, it seems better to
restrict to a product, but to fully develop all the related information;

• however, we will try to also develop a second example, in order to be sure
that the behaviour of the first example is not a unique case;

• the validity of the answers provided by the system heavily relies on the
amount of information put in the database. Since this information did not
previously exit under this format, we also have to build on the contents of
the database;

• Moreover, the final product will provide, in a computer aided interface, help
to designers or specific users (environment, comparisons, aesthetics,
emerging concepts), which will be coupled with the technical database
oriented to a search of construction industrial components and information
to use them.

Database on
Products and

Materials

Sc1 Sc2 Sc3 Sc4 Sc5

Data dictionary

DB
interface

Query

Results

Fig. 2: structure of the SYDOX/MATCOMP/Xi information system



The Figure 3 below shows an example of a screen corresponding to the
selection of the following headings (on the example of a window):

• upper menu ( « object »): « composition »: (constitutive elements);
• left menu (« constituent »): « formes »: shape;
• lower menu (« meta-segment »): « classiques »: classical;
• right window (« segment », « meta-element » or « element » depending on

the structuring of the information): properties, usage, characteristics.

The IS also offers the possibility, once selected Composition/Produit
(constitutive elements/product) then « fournisseur » headings (supplier) to get a
list of products classified according to given properties.

To date, several scenarios have been developed; they are currently being
translated into the database query format:

• windows: scenarios for an architect (new construction and refurbishing);
scenario for a thermal engineer (thermal evaluation of a window).

• floorings: scenario for an architect, scenario for a contractor, or scenario for
a client.

Their aim is to help the user of the software system to select a component
(window, or flooring system), taking into account considerations imposed or
restrictions on the product due to the nature and the specifications of the
construction.

Fig. 3: Information menu for a given selection of headings



4 Use of the information system, trends for the future

4.1 Use of the information system
The first matter arising is related to the nature of the industrial sector

targeted by the IS: the building and construction sector, characterised by the
number and the diversity of the actors involved. In this sector, the expertise and
the communication between the actors are essential, consequently, a will of
computerisation of the sector will require work of different natures:

• definition of data models for « strong » data in order to enable their
circulation through various software environments;

• availability of « complex » data (as a kind of « data self-service ») for an
expert interpretation from the actors;

• circulation between those data, complex data allowing to generate « strong »
data as they enter professional domains and become validated by the actors;

• integration of all the interfaces into the same environment enabling an on-
line access to the different knowledge bases.

Today, it becomes more and more necessary to adopt a pragmatic approach,
that is to accept the complexity of the data as such, but also their « evolutivity ».
This approach must also be systemic, based on classifications, thesaurus, and
ontologies in order to be associated to standardised data models as they are
developed.

4.2 Trends for the future
Several trends appear for the future of the IS. Among them, let us mention:

• extension of the software prototype to other products than those dealt with
today, in order to increase the completeness of the system, but also the
validity of the implementation already made: this will need an important
work in terms of the information to be put within the database;

• development of « less rigid » scenarios, enabling questions (from the end-
user) closer to the reality of the problems met by professionals, issuing in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) oriented approaches, to deal with the
incompleteness and lack of consistency of the « human » way of reasoning;
and take in account progress in management and retrieval of complex and
heterogeneous data (Bestougeff et al. 1998).

• interfacing with professional information providers external to the
information system, notably by means of current Internet facilities;

• follow-up of standardisation work in the domain of product data exchange,
business data interchange, possible use of those standards for setting up
relations between SYDOX and distributed IS;

• work on a possible transfer of the SYDOX/MATCOMP/CONST software
system to other industrial sectors facing similar problems for handling their
numerous product and component data.



5 Conclusion

This project appears as an interesting approach for « structuring » complex
information, « structuring » being taken with the meaning of enabling a « smart »
and efficient access to information bases. From that point of view, if the
methodology developed seems efficient, this IS could be of a great interest for a
lot of people, since, particularly in the building industry, all the professional actors
involved in the construction act experiment similar kinds of information problems.
Maybe the problem is more crucial in construction, where the communication
mainly relies on « human » features, where the teams are never the same or made
with the same partners, where discussions often include an important expertise
and nearly always need compromises for reaching agreements.

Products, components also follow very quick evolutions, it becomes more
and more necessary to adapt the software tools to this evolution.
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TOWARDS MODEL BASED DESIGN – A CASE STUDY: THE MODULAR
DESIGN SYSTEM
Towards model based design

E. D. Griffith, D.K. Hicks, K. D. McGraw, and M. P. Case
US Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratories, Champaign, IL, USA

Abstract

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has developed a tool called the Modular Design
System (MDS) to assist design professionals in the processes of planning, design, and
construction document preparation for repetitive facility types.  The use of early
versions of MDS has demonstrated a reduction in time by nearly two-thirds typically
required to design and award a construction contract.  Initially developed to support
Army Reserve Training Centers, the USArmy Corps plans to expand its use over a
wider range of repetitive facility types.
The current implementation is a hybrid document/model approach consisting of
electronic drawings linked by an external database.  Data consistency issues
associated with this architecture limit its scalability.  To meet expanded requirements,
the USArmy Corps is developing a model based information approach utilizing
emerging commercially available object based CAD systems.  This redesigned
information infrastructure marks a fundamental change from an implicit to an explicit
model-based representation.
Three key capabilities make MDS a powerful tool.  First, the ability to capture and
reuse corporate design criteria at the architectural function level.  Second, it provides
an integration framework for engineering analysis. Third, it manages and integrates
the contract document production.

The underlying MDS information infrastructure will move towards a model
based approach.  Future work will focus on collaborative processes such as conflict
resolution and design review.  Additionally, MDS offers the opportunity to transfer
an information rich model downstream to operations and maintenance.

Keywords: model based design, facility design, object-oriented modeling, design
criteria capture and reuse, integration framework, construction document production,
computer aided design (CAD), industry foundation classes (IFC)
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1 Introduction – MDS today

The Modular Design System (MDS) is a computer software add-on application
to a commercial computer aided design (CAD) system that supports the planning and
design of facilities (Bonham 1997).  Working from pre-engineered modules
(architectural functions), designers can quickly assemble design solutions.  MDS
supports a spectrum of facility types to varying degrees of completeness.  When a
facility type is decomposed to the reusable function level, many similarities between
facility types become apparent.  Functional overlap between facility types can range
from 50 to 95 percent.  Additional building types can easily be supported through the
addition of new modules (functions) that support their unique requirements.
Currently used by the Army Reserve and National Guard, MDS is being deployed for
military construction and work for other government agencies.

MDS supports design activities from project requirements to construction
document development.  Each module contains information related to the design
criteria, cost and specification requirements of its particular architectural function.
This provides for a more accurate cost estimate and reduces the possibility for errors
and omissions between drawings and specifications.  Utilizing a charrette process,
owners and users can more accurately identify facility requirements and transition
into design production seamlessly.  The result is a reduction of delivery time by as
much as two-thirds, reducing the gap between identifying the users needs and
satisfying them.

The current version of MDS (2) is implemented on top of MicroStation 95 using
the MicroStation Development Language (MDL) (Bentley 1998).  The technique
utilized to capture information about design components is to link MDL primitives
and graphical elements through resource files.  The resulting building models are
contained in a collection of drawing, relational database and ASCII “resource” files.
Additionally, the model can be exported into Microcomputer Corps of Engineers
Automated Cost Estimating System (MCACES), which associates cost data with
MDS components.

While the current implementation has demonstrated success within the Army
Reserve and National Guard construction program, expanding requirements warrant
additional functionality.  The main barrier to addressing these requirements is at the
data level.  The association between graphical elements and data in resource files has
to be explicitly maintained.  Each piece of data requires a unique software routine to
maintain data integrity.  This limitation exists for two reasons.  First, the technology
available at the time of development would not support a more robust
implementation. Second, MDS was originally developed to support only two facility
types, Army Reserve and National Guard training centers.  A change in the
underlying data infrastructure is required.



2 MDS 3.0 - Future framework implementation

Today’s facility design process results in a number of application-specific
facility models.  Transferring information from one model to the next requires
recreating the desired information by hand.  Often the information does not exist in a
computable form, rather, it can only be identified through human interpretation of
lines and arcs.  A robust engineering model is a sufficient informational model of the
facility design and requirements supported in a computational environment.  Such a
model is important from a Corporate/Organization information management
perspective.  In addition, it opens the door for a design automation suite in which the
appropriate level of information access and reuse can occur.

MDS 2 supports partial information reuse through a set of linked graphical
elements, resource files and databases.  While the current MDS 2 does not utilize a
complete robust engineering model, the partial model information successfully allows
reuse and adaptation. Users can actively manage design information at the functional
level.  This allows the information to be managed and reused corporately.  It provides
a means to maintain a consistent level of quality and reduces costs of design,
acquisition and maintenance.  But the current approach is ad hoc and fragile.

A change to an implementation framework is necessary within which
applications develop the robust engineering model (Pree 1995).   Frameworks are the
top-level abstraction utilized by software engineers.  At the framework level business
rules are defined which can interact with expected behavioral patterns.  The software
abstraction in a framework is an object class definition, our robust engineering model.

To meet the expanding requirements cost effectively and prepare for future
capabilities; a new information infrastructure framework (MDS 3) is being
developed.  The needs to satisfy organizational and end user requirements will be met
with two fundamental changes to MDS 2: a more robust engineering model and a
strong implementation framework.  The MDS 3 framework will provide a means to
manage corporate information about design criteria, design solutions and life cycle
facility models.  It will be an information-modeling infrastructure which supports
cradle to grave facility delivery and operation.

3 Design criteria – Representing explicit requirements

MDS 2 uses the concept of programs and functions as the principle way to
manage design requirements and criteria.  A program is a collection of functions.
Functions contain explicit design criteria for specific activities.  By accessing and
utilizing specialized design criteria at the architectural function or activity level, MDS
2 streamlines the documentation process and quickly produces an initial design
solution ranging from 25 to 90 percent complete depending on discipline, thereby
reducing delivery time.  As the MDS implementation migrates to an information
management rich environment, program and function information can be captured
and managed explicitly.



3.1 Functions
The concept of function plays an important role within MDS 2 and it is

necessary for MDS 3. A function specifies the requirements of activity areas within a
facility.  Requirements can be either prescriptive or performance based (Donia 1998).
The characteristics and behavior of specific design criteria for a particular function
may vary by organization.

In MDS 2, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a function and a
room (IdeaGraphix 1996).  The MDS 2.0 uses a static implicit description of rooms
that represent the completed room as a graphical collection.  Information is included
or excluded through implicit graphical elements contained within graphical groups
that are layered to create a specific function/requirements set.  Related information
such as cost and method of construction is supplied by the function description in
tabular form contained within resource files.   Resources files and graphical elements
are independent of each other and consistency is maintained manually.  Figure 1
illustrates the composite completion of a typical office function within MDS 2.  The
discipline specific design criteria is captured in the associated graphical companion
on the right.  Information such as cost models and specifications are relational table
based.

Fig. 1:Typical Office Function
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3.2 Explicit representation
Moving towards a model based implementation; the collection of requirements

for a function will be explicitly represented within MDS 3.  With an explicit
representation, the breadth of adaptability for a function to satisfy design criteria
greatly improves across facility types and within localized solutions.  The types of
requirements that will be represented are:
• Occupancy – 24 hour schedule.  An activity area may have established patterns

of occupancy.
• Spatial – minimum/maximum area, width, length, and aspect ratio.
• Ventilation Heating – minimum required air changes per hour.
• Daylighting – minimum levels of daylighting that denotes windows or

skylights.
• Lighting – task lighting levels at differing heights.  Each function activity has

specific lighting levels at a specific height.
• Physical Characteristics – specialty items.  Examples of specialty physical

characteristics could be handicap access, specialty equipment, or arrangements.
• Furniture – Layout and type.  Each function can have specific furniture

requirements both in arrangement and type.
• Finishes – colors, materials for each surface.
• Adjacency – A function may be required to be next to another function such as

a lobby next to receptionist desk.
• Budget – The total cost budget allocated to this function.

As an example, the spatial requirements for MDS functions have been
represented in SEED-Layout, a module of the Software Environment for Early Phases
of Building Design (SEED) (Flemming and Woodbury 95).  SEED-Layout uses the
explicit representation to quickly generate design alternatives and solutions through a
guided exploration metaphor.  MDS 2 cannot represent the requirements or provide
the resulting capability.  Maintaining spatial relationships between functions is one of
the many requirements driven design processes that needs to be managed explicitly
within the framework.

4 The MDS 3.0 framework model

The framework model for design automation is comprised of three main
components.  The premise of the model is to capitalize on commercial applications as
much as possible and focus on the information requirements that make the US Army
Corps organization more effective.  The most important component is the Facility
Engineering Model Server.  This layer provides the common model for all
applications and the repository services that connect to a commercial database.  The
Discipline Interface Layer provides application program interfaces (API) that support
domain specific activities such as structural analysis or HVAC design.  The Support
Services Layer is cross-discipline in nature.  It supports corporate work-flow and
information management requirements, including the ability to transform corporate
design criteria into design solutions.  It also manages construction document



production.

4.1 Facility engineering model server
The Facility Engineering Model Server, as shown in Fig.2is the core component

and provides the following capabilities:
• Database Connectivity
• Representation of Functional Requirements
• Artifacts
• Relationships
• Modules (specific configurations of Functional Requirements, Artifacts

and Relationships)
• Version/Alternative Control
• Collaboration Mechanisms
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Fig. 2: Framework model

4.2 Support services
The set of services shown in the lower left of Fig. 2 facilitates the management

of corporate information, processes and expertise (behavior and requirements).
Support services are typically agent-based applications that provide selective domain
expertise to facilitate manipulation of the engineering model.  Agent applications are
similar in nature to wizards used in applications like Microsoft Word.  In this case,
they apply corporate knowledge to facilitate design tasks.  It is at this level that



corporate lessons learned are incorporated into the design process, completing the
feedback loop.

4.2.1 Design criteria management
This service facilitates the capture of organizational corporate information

including specifications, cost models, requirement models, function models,
document configuration and assemblies of building system components.
Specialization provides a mechanism to distinguish the data-driven differences
between differing corporate entities.  For example, the criterion for the function
GenericClassroom might apply to all corporate entities.  However, the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) might decide that they have unique criteria for
private offices.  The INS would use a specialization of the PrivateOffice with their
unique criteria modification.  Additionally, the INS will need to define the
requirements for a new functions that don’t exist such as a DogWash.

4.2.2 Project management
This service supports corporate processes.  Particularly important for

collaborative design, it provides mechanisms to introduce change management and
enforce corporate process control requirements.  For example, this service can restrict
access to a particular set of functions during space layout activities.  This is also
where collaborative communication protocols are defined.  One agency might allow
information to be broadcast to all design participants while another agency might
require all changes to be channeled through the project lead prior to distribution.

4.2.3 Design solution generation
This set of services facilitates the application of corporate expertise (behavior

and requirements), which act as a collection of Generate Agents.  Each discipline and
design activity requires a set of expertise to analyze the facility model and create
solutions to specific design problems.  These agents utilize the domain expertise and
performance requirements to generate initial design solutions. These solutions include
pre-placed components such as lights, diffusers, furniture, finishes and door types for
a given function or activity. As with design criteria, the GenericLighting agent might
be acceptable for the Corridor function in all facility types for all agencies.  However,
it is anticipated that specialized agents will be adapted to handle unique conditions
such as architectural and plumbing requirements of an INS DogWash function.
Specialization of generate agents enables a function to be adapted and reused,
handling cases where specialized engineering is required.

4.2.4 Document management
This service will manage the information to produce the documents necessary

for bidding and construction activities.  It also facilitates new ways of interacting with
the engineering model to improve customer coordination, design review and the
construction process.  Innovative techniques are possible by using the model to
improve visualization and comprehension.  The most important product produced
from the end user’s perspective is the Construction Document Set.  These include
graphic and non-graphic information (drawings and specifications).  This service



determines information requirements (e.g. number of drawings, specifications),
collects and cross references information (e.g. schedules, details, sheet and drawing
number), and publishes them (e.g. plotting or electronic bid sets).

4.3 Discipline interface layer
This layer provides the application interfaces and computational mechanisms to

connect commercial applications with the Facility Engineering Model Server.  Once
initial design solutions for each discipline have been developed by the generate
process, detailed design and analysis will be required.  The degree and character of
this activity will vary by organization, facility type, discipline and end user.  Ideally,
these activities should be supported by the principle commercial applications from
which the design professional can choose.  In practice, the applications depend on
many factors including its functionality, data exchange capability, market penetration
and cost.

4.3.1 Design and engineering domains
The following are the key discipline specific activities supported by the

Discipline Interface Layer.
• Preliminary Design – Facility function requirements and preliminary layout.
• Cost Estimation – Building assembly models, work breakdown structure, unit

price book.
• Architectural  - Layout, massing, building enclosure, interior construction and

interior design
• Electrical – Lighting, power and communications.
• Structural - Framing  (vertical loads), lateral loads (bracing) and foundation

(bearing).
• Mechanical – Energy analysis, HVAC, plumbing, fire protection.
• Furniture – Furniture layout, color schemes, open office arrangements.

4.3.2 Application interface mechanisms
There are several ways that a domain application can access the framework.

Each method has a particular method for “delegating” responsibility for data
integrity.  Each application should be evaluated to determine how to best ensure data
integrity.
• General Purpose IFC Interface – This service provides a file-based information

exchange mechanism as defined by the International Alliance for
Interoperability (IAI 1998).  It will provide access to an increasing number of
applications as support for this standard (and the standard itself) grows.  The
framework, in this case, assumes all responsibility for data integrity.

• Interface Agent - These are “wrappers” that serve as a translator between the
model server and the application supported.  Typically, an interface agent adds
value to the design process by filtering, enhancing or adding information
beyond that provided by the application.  In addition, the interface assumes all
responsibility for data integrity.  The MDS Energy Agent and Structural
Interface Agent are examples of this method.



• Binding Interface - A mapping approach useful for linking applications that
have similar concepts.  The interface provides an Interface Definition Language
(IDL) that supports information exchange between the framework and
application.  In this case responsibility for data integrity may be shared between
the interface and the application.

• Application Program Interface (API) – This method offers the tightest level of
integration between the application and the framework.  It allows applications
to communicate directly with the framework.  Since there is no intermediate
software, the application assumes full responsibility for data integrity.

5 Document production

The state of the construction industry still requires construction documents as
the final product of the design phase.  MDS 2.X organizes, coordinates, produces and
manages the construction documents.  The documents are “extracted” from the
collection of CAD files that together is the facility model.  The proposed MDS 3.0
framework will still extract the information to produce the files, but the extraction
will be a query against a computatable facility model. In addition, as the designer
creates the engineered solution the facility model is developed without any additional
effort on the designer’s part and is therefore a by-product of the design process.
Most architects and engineers consider their job to be the production of the
documents, not the model.  With this approach to document production, the facility
model and construction documents go hand in hand.

In addition to the US Army Corps generated designs, a significant amount of
the design work is contracted to private architectural and engineering firms.  In the
process of monitoring the work of both the in-house and contracted designs, the US
Army Corps spends considerable time reviewing the work.  Through this approach,
the review process is streamlined because the requirements are explicitly represented
and provide the preliminary solutions as the point of departure.  Also, the facility
model changes the nature of the review and understanding of the solution.
Construction contractors will be able to view the facility model in non-traditional
methods thus communicating the design intent more fully.  This same capability will
also facilitate the bidding process. The traditional process of poring over contract
documents is replaced by reviewing the facility model itself.  This better
understanding of the facility should reduce the cost of the work by more accurate
bidding and fewer errors to resolve. By changing the process of producing,
reviewing, and estimating construction documents, the total quality will be greatly
improved thereby minimizing costly change orders.

6 Benefits

Today’s business environment is characterized by rapidly changing technology,
heightened cost awareness and the aggressive measures to boost internal productivity.
Designers want practical technology that enables them to get the job done.  Smart use



of automation technology will significantly improve design productivity, help
designers apply and improve specialized engineering knowledge, and improve the
product quality while building an information infrastructure that can be used to
collect as-built information.

The benefits of using MDS go far beyond basic CADD tools because intelligent
design “modules” allows owners to explicitly capture design criterion, insuring
project quality.  By utilizing COTS, owners can focus their efforts on improving the
design modules, specifications and details so designers can spend more time
evaluating alternatives while consistently applying owner and industry standards.
People involved in construction, operations and management, maintenance, etc., can
also provide lessons learned feedback to improve the design modules and avoid
repetitive mistakes.  Other immediate benefits include improved multi-disciplinary
communication and coordination, robust modeling and engineering visualization
capabilities, shortened project delivery time, capture of corporate knowledge, and a
better end product.  This benefit supports the US Army Corps’ Vision in the areas of
Revolutionizing Effectiveness, Improving Performance, and Increasing Customer
Satisfaction (USACE 1998).

7 Conclusion

The current MDS implementation must be modified to meet future requirements
as interests expand beyond the original scope of the MDS project.  The MDS 3.0
Framework will provide an information infrastructure foundation to transition MDS
into the next century.  The framework will exploit standard efforts in the software
industry and domain relevant efforts such as IAI and the National CADD Standard.
Working with industry partners, the framework will utilize plug and play capabilities
for sophisticated engineering analysis activities while providing minimum domain
specific capabilities.  The MDS 3.0 Framework will focus on the information
modeling requirements and manage the model independent of specific applications.
The model will become a life cycle corporate asset that is reusable and adaptable.
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Abstract

To date, the development of construction management software has focussed
primarily on the generation of a project plan and schedule, its monitoring, updating
and revision, i.e., it has adopted a process-centric approach.  However, there is a
growing awareness of the need to support other functions such as productivity
analysis, change management and quality management, to name a few.  The
development of computer-based systems that support a broad spectrum of
interdependent functions (interdependent in terms of data and information
requirements) leads to the topic of integration and how best to achieve it.  Described
in this paper is a multiple-view representation of projects that facilitates the
integration of and computer assistance for a diverse range of functions.  Productivity
analysis is used as a context to present the opportunities such a representation offers
for integration and an enriched and expanded function set.

Keywords: Integration; management functions; project views; productivity analysis.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to outline an approach for enhancing and enlarging
the software tool kit for construction management personnel.  To date, those involved
in developing software tools for such personnel have tended to focus on the
generation of a project plan and schedule, its monitoring, updating and revision.
Consequently, a process-centric approach has been used to represent projects – i.e.,
the belief is that a project can be described in terms of a set of activities, and all
essential information can be associated with these activities in the form of attributes.
The reality of construction management functions is that planning and schedule
control constitutes only a small part.  Consequently, managers have pursued the use
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of spreadsheets, and custom and commercial data base systems to support other
functions, including the mining of data to generate insights on project performance or
to conduct post project analyses in support of claims or knowledge for use on future
jobs.  As a result, management does not end up with a coherent representation of the
various facets of a project, leading to redundancy in data, errors, and inadequate
support for many functions.

We seek to break out of such a narrow process-centric definition for construction
management software, and move closer to the range of tasks actually carried out by
management personnel during the execution and post-construction phases of a
project.  We do not include the estimating and cost accounting functions in our scope
because practices are ingrained, head or regional office personnel generally perform
them, and they invariably involve the use of dedicated systems.  However, one has to
be concerned how construction management systems can interface with these other
systems to facilitate the seamless transfer of information in both directions – i.e., site
to office, office to site, and thus support the broadest range of functions possible.  The
development of computer-based systems that satisfy the desire to support the broad
spectrum of interdependent functions (interdependent in terms of data and
information requirements) leads to the topic of integration and how best to achieve it.
Integration refers to the support within a single system and through connectivity to
other systems of a comprehensive set of construction management functions.

As a step toward integration, we have adopted a six-view representation of a
project as follows: (1) Physical View – what is to be built and the site context; (2)
Process View – how, when, where and by whom; (3) As-Built View – what
happened, why and actions taken; (4) Cost View – how much and from whose
perspective; (5) Quality View – compliance requirements and achievements for input
and output products; and, (5) Change View – what changed, why and consequences
for other views.  These views are not unique (i.e., other definitions are possible), but
they tend to mirror the thought processes of construction personnel and we have
found our choice to be useful for supporting new functions and enhancing existing
ones.

Current work directed at expanding the scope of functions supported through
software systems includes the representation, tracking, selection and evaluation of
construction methods (Udaipurwala & Russell 1998), intelligent assistance in
formulating a schedule based on a physical description of a project (Chevallier &
Russell 1998), (Russell 1998), and automated assistance in terms of evaluating the
quality of a schedule.  All of this work involves the use of the Physical View of a
project as well as the Process View.  New or complementary functions being pursued
include productivity analysis as described in the next section, the detection and
diagnosis of site problems which involves four views (Physical, Process, As-built and
Cost), and the detection and diagnosis of quality problems (Battikha & Russell 1998).

In the remainder of this paper, we describe selected aspects of a research system
that uses a multiple-view representation.  (The system is in transition from a DOS
world to a Windows one.)  By integrating these views, i.e., allowing them to share
data, new opportunities can be created to enlarge and enrich the function set that can
be supported through software.  Within several of the views, use is made of
generalized, hierarchical classification structures, as construction projects lend
themselves naturally to a hierarchical decomposition.  Due to space constraints,
attention is directed mainly at the first three views described previously.  The topic of



productivity analysis is used to focus the discussion, although reference is made from
time to time to other functions.

2 Productivity analysis

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the function that we have called productivity
analysis.  By productivity analysis, we mean developing productivity profiles and
comparing them to expectations set out in the estimate (PA as shown in Fig. 1),
establishing benchmarks for control (location and/or time varying profiles of
productivity) generating as-built productivity profiles using payroll data and Physical
View data, conducting variance analysis to explain differences between as-planned
and as-built performance, and generating productivity functions for estimating future
jobs.  On the left-hand side of Fig. 1, a hierarchical representation of the Physical
View of a project is depicted, which is elaborated upon in Figs. 2-4.  Data from the
Physical View is used as the numerator (output) in the productivity equation, and for
input to productivity and duration estimating relationships.  The Cost View on the
left-hand side is also represented in a hierarchical structure, and relates to the need to
connect the Process View with the As-Built View in order to assess capital
productivity and compare as-built with as-planned achievements.  The lower left-
hand side of Fig. 1 depicts the Process View of the project, including a detailed
methods statement for purposes of assessing productivity at a number of levels.  This
aspect of Fig. 1 is elaborated upon in Figs. 5-9.  The shaded area in the middle depicts
the as-planned and as-built productivity achievements for the superstructure slab form
element (similar profiles can be developed for any other component in the Physical
View).  Generation of these profiles requires input from the Physical, Process, As-
Built and Cost Views.  A system-generated version of this profile is shown in Fig. 12.
The As-Built View on the top of Fig. 1 reflects the gathering of information to
document and explain actual performance, and involves an intersection with the Cost
View in terms of the collection of payroll data.  Aspects of the As-Built view are
elaborated upon in Figs. 13-15.  The Diagnosis and Control component of Fig. 1
highlights the potential for improved assistance to construction personnel through
integration of views and functions and the incorporation of expert knowledge.  Lastly,
the right hand side of Fig. 1 deals with the processing of project data after project
completion in order to provide feedback to the firm’s estimating function. We think
this approach provides a more holistic view of the productivity analysis problem
through the construction phases as opposed to the traditional approach to modeling
productivity that concentrates on the planning phase alone (Randolph et al. 1990 and
Tavakoli 1985).

Figs. 2-4 depict various aspects of a Physical View or Physical Component
Breakdown Structure (PCBS) of a project that we believe are essential to support a
range of functions.  Fig. 2 shows the hierarchical structure of the Physical View.  It
involves a simple language dealing with allowable components, and a limited rule set
regarding the structure required.  Considerable flexibility exists in terms of the level
of detail that the user specifies.  The formulation of the PCBS can be facilitated
through the use of user-defined standards and templates (see Standards, Fig. 13).
Components of the PCBS hierarchy can be described in terms of Attributes, Values,
Multi-Media Records, and association with Activities, Pay-Items (Cost), Quality and
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Fig. 1: Productivity analysis and its relationship to various project views
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Change Views.  Figs. 3 and 4 show the user specification of attributes for a spatial
element (Location) (Parkade Level 1), and a physical Element (Columns).  Note that
inheritance is supported.  The concept of locations shown in Fig. 2 is central to the
Physical View, as it allows one to carry out functions/reasoning that depends on the
project’s spatial context and anticipated site conditions (e.g., checking for congestion,
assessing the feasibility of a construction method).  Attributes can be Quantitative,
Boolean or Linguistic, and further can be grouped into user-defined classes to
facilitate various functions (e.g., duration estimation, quality management).

Fig. 2: PCBS structure

Fig. 3: User-defined PCBS
location attributes

Fig. 4: User-defined PCBS element attributes



The description of any member of the hierarchy in terms of its associations with other
views is key to the goal of integration.  This is an area of research focus at the present
time as current industry practice does not preclude very different levels of detail in
terms of Process, Cost and As-Built representations of a project.  Imposing the
constraint of one to one mappings is far too simplistic.

Fig. 5 depicts a hierarchical methods & resource breakdown structure (M&RBS),
in support of the Process View.  The user is able to formulate, using a simple
language (method statement, operation, method, resource, fragnet), detailed method
statements. Similar to the PCBS structure, the user is allowed to associate different

Fig. 7: Process view: linear planning chart

Fig. 6: User-defined
M&RBS component
attributes

Fig. 5: Process view:
M&RBS structure



kinds of information with each component in the M&RBS.  For example, Fig. 6
shows a set of user-specified parameters and conditions that relate both to a project’s
physical context and production capabilities of the technology at hand.  This
information can be used for assessing the suitability of a method for a project and for
estimating activity durations.  Association with a Physical View is essential for both.

Once a set of activities are defined, sequenced and a duration estimated for each
(Process View), all of which are a function of the physical properties and site context
of a project and methods selected, the project schedule can be computed.  A project
plan in the form of a linear planning chart is shown in Fig. 7.  If one attaches
additional attributes to activities in terms of a resource assignment (Fig. 8), then
resource usage histograms can be generated both for time (Fig. 9), and for space (not
shown).  For the latter, the existence of a Physical View will then allow additional
analysis to be performed, such as checking for congestion at peak work times at
various work locations (knowing spatial attribute values such as area per work
location and resource usage at a given location and point in time, the potential for
crowding can be assessed, and hence the quality of the schedule can be evaluated).

Figs. 10-12 show a value-added function in the form of productivity analysis for
the planning phase.  Fig. 10 shows the association of activities with a component of
the PCBS.  Fig. 11 shows the user selection of activities to be examined (the activities
associated with the physical component of interest), the physical component (slab)
and its attribute (formwork area) of interest, and the resource (general contractor
labour) of interest (resources can also be described in terms of a hierarchy).  The

Fig. 9: Resource usage histogram

Fig. 8: Resource
loading a schedule



system then extracts the relevant data from the Physical and Process Views to
generate the productivity profile sought.  The average productivity over all locations
can also be computed, and it can be used to check consistency with the original
estimate, which is generally based on an estimate of average productivity. Such a
consistency check is very important, and is often not done.  An additional benefit
from generating the productivity profile is that it can be used as a benchmark for
control.  Later on, when payroll data is collected from the field (the Cost View),
actual productivity profiles can be generated, although that may have to be done for

Fig. 10: Association of
activities and PCBS
component

Fig. 11: Specifying
productivity analysis
profile parameters

Fig. 12: Productivity analyisis profile



more aggregated components in the physical hierarchy as field personnel may not
code data at the same level of detail found in the estimate or project.

Fig. 13 shows the ingredients of the As-Built View.  Data collected in this view is
essential for comparing actual performance against planned performance, and for
explaining reasons for schedule, cost and productivity variances.  A tie in exists
between the As-Built View and the Cost View in the form of the Daily Site
Tradesperson/Equipment data collected as part of the As-Built View.  This design
feature allows the interception of cost-coded payroll data for speedy profiling of
actual productivity – i.e., one does not have to wait for feedback from the cost
accounting department.  Figs. 13-15 highlight two other features of the daily site

Fig. 13: As-built view
functions

Fig. 14: Viewing
as-built database

Fig. 15: Searching for cause-effect relationships



system that arise from integrating the Process, Physical and As-Built Views of a
project.  The submenu on Fig. 13 illustrates the opportunity to enhance system
functionality by having it “mine” its own data in order to detect problem areas, and
through the addition of expertise, to possibly suggest corrective actions (Russell
1998).  Our current work in this area needs to be augmented by more fully integrating
data from the Physical View into the corrective action reasoning process.  Figs. 14
and 15 illustrate other opportunities from integration – that of superimposing data
from the Process and As-Built Views in order to determine cause and effect and seek
explanations for inadequate performance.

3 Conclusions and future work

We have found that the use of a multiple-view representation of a project
contributes significantly to the integration of functions and the support of more
functions than found in traditional construction management software systems

Future work will be directed at connectivity issues amongst the project views and
on enriching the function set supported.
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Abstract

The effective exchange of information regarding the planning and control
activities (schedules, resources, materials, cost, cash flow) between the different
parties involved in building and construction projects is a critical success factor to
avoid projects’ time and costs overrun and to insure better quality. However,
current applications and research and development efforts on electronic exchange
of information are usually restricted to the exchange of technical design
information, particularly CAD exchange amongst designers and between these
and contractors; and of business data (purchase orders, invoices, remittance
advice, etc.), between contractors and builders, merchants and suppliers. This
paper will review current practitioners’ approach to the exchange of planning and
control information, and discuss the business need to the seamless flow of
scheduling, resource, materials, and cost information between firms. Different
technical solutions available to address the subject will be described. Through the
description of the experience in this area of two European projects, RoadRobot
and SUMMIT, the paper will also describe the state-of-the-art regarding the
development of international standards for the exchange of planning and control
information, particularly at the EDIFACT, STEP and IAI levels. RoadRobot –
Operator Assisted Mobile Road Robot for Heavy Duty Civil Engineering
Applications, was a project devoted to implement a general standard-based
architecture to support the information management for road construction
environments, covering from the road design to road construction, embracing the
site, cell, machine and tool levels. SUMMIT – Supply Chain Management In
Construction Industry, is an end-user driven project which envisages the creation,
implementation, test and evaluation of an EDI, STEP and IAI/IFC based
communication infrastructure on a specific project of building prefabricated
houses, connecting project manager, contractor and suppliers.  This paper shows
that international standards for planning and control information in B&C are not
yet enough developed and that further developments are required.

Keywords: Integration, interoperability, modelling, planning & control, standards
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1 Introduction

The integration of Information Technology (IT) into the Building and
Construction (B&C) industry has not achieved yet a satisfactory degree of
research and development work. No special amendments have been paid to this
industrial sector, including the major areas of the building industry, suchlike the
outdoor construction of dams, roads, airfields and other large projects.

Regarding the state-of-the-art in integration of new technologies into
building industry, including IT, the results are still very poor. Most established
developments are concentrated on the Computer-Aided Design (CAD), drafting,
scheduling control of tasks, and automation of certain pre-fabrication processes.

Nowadays, no special attention has been given to the automatic data flow of
planning and control information, or advocating about the business needs to the
seamless flow of scheduling, resource, materials, and cost information between
firms. For practitioners in these industrial environments, very often time and
material planning are done in a manual process at the construction site in a
standalone basis, most of the times assisted by data received on phone calls or
paper support (Pimentão et al. 1994).

Up to now, only little research work has been undertaken into the
development of overall control architectures for building sites, whereas the
development of such control architectures for other industrial sectors has
advanced significantly during the last years. The question is now, whether the
results of the past developments can be transferred to the demands of the building
and construction industry. The evaluation and improvement of architectures and
modules coming from other industrial areas (Camarinha-Matos and Osório 1992)
seem to be necessary.

For that reason, to learn from existing architectures and modules from other
industrial areas, according the special requirements of the building industry, can
help to find new ways towards fully or partly automated and integrated
construction processes (Sousa.1998; Jardim-Gonçalves et al 1997).

Future developments have to focus at the integration of IT into the building
industry (Bradley 1991). Besides the low-level automation of overall planning and
control systems, the task-level programming of complete building sites has to be
achieved. The main interest of future works lies in the development and
elaboration of a generic architecture for standardised integrated indoor and
outdoor construction sites. Therefore, further work should also be concentrated on
the automation of specific heavy-duty machines (Ulrich 1991; Leidinger 1991) in
order to obtain a manpower reduced building site, with computer integrated time
scheduling and material planning possibilities. Also the integration with the
commercial aspects related with the Building and Construction business should be
considered, towards a complete and automated data flow among the internal
(construction) and external (business) actors performing in this industrial sector.

The adoption of standards in modeling, using a specific data protocol to
support the integration and flow of information using a unique data exchange
format, to be adopted by the various activities in B&C environments is, for sure, a
key factor where proposals are now starting coming out. Examples are the work
being developed by STEP within ISO TC184/SC4 Building and Construction
Working Group (STEP 1999), by International Alliance for Interoperability
throughout its Industrial Foundation Classes (IAI/IFC 1999), and UN/EDIFACT



(UN/EDIFACT 1999) and its related adaptations.

2 Experiencing ISO 10303 - STEP in road construction

The purpose of the European ESPRIT 6660 RoadRobot (Operator assisted
Mobile Road Robot for Heavy Duty Civil Engineering Applications) (Pimentão et
al 1994) project was the definition of a flexible control architecture suitable for
outdoor heavy-duty construction applications, towards an automated construction
site involving mobile equipment, concerning the building industry requirements.

Recognising the low level of IT in building industry, the focus point of
interest was to develop information technology for the specific requirements of
this sector. Therefore, the knowledge and experience brought in by the building
industry, the manufacturers of heavy-duty building machines, companies with
special IT expertise, and the R&D institutes, was very important.

After system’s analysis phase with road construction companies, it was
realised that applications used by most companies were spreadsheet-based, and
these were applied just for some of the planning and scheduling tasks. Therefore
the development of some specific applications was required in order to complete
the construction process cycle.

Since the purpose was to produce a flexible architecture, the consortium
agreed on the use of standards. This would provide the flexibility of the solution
and they provided a reliable way to produce an open architecture where new
software tools could be added without restrictions on vendor’s specific data
formats.

The development status of STEP (ISO Part1 1992) by that time (1992) and
the previous experience of UNINOVA on its application for the furniture industry
(Jardim-Gonçalves et al 1993, Jardim-Gonçalves et al; 1994), led to the adoption
of this standard for the data modelling within RoadRobot (Jardim-Gonçalves et al
1996). The data was modelled using the EXPRESS language (ISO Part11 1991),
while for data representation the Part21 of STEP (ISO Part21 1992) was adopted.

2.1 Architecture of RoadRobot
The first problem to be addressed was “how to model a road throughout its

life cycle?” (Jardim-Gonçalves et al 1995). Aware of the “Road Model Kernel”
(RMK) developed by TNO and the Dutch ministry of Public Works, the
consortium adapted and improved it, since the status of RMK model in those days
lacked features that were needed for road construction, such topological and
geological data for excavating.

Other models were also developed to represent the road construction process
at the various levels of the architecture, such resource models, task models,
planning information and scheduling information (Pimentao et al 1994).

The architecture of RoadRobot devised for the project has four logical
levels: (1) Site, (2) Cell, (3) Machine and (4) Tool (Pimentão et al 1993), as
depicted in Figure 1 where level 3 and 4 are represented together. In this case,
production of information starts loading into the RoadRobot Information System
(IS) the information produced by a CAE system (in this case the InRoads package
from Intergraph), using a tool that we called “Project Development”. After that,
the information is decomposed and processed in order to produce the tasks. Task



decomposition is performed in a semi-automatic way with the aid of a Decision
Support System (DSS). Regarding the road construction section, the DSS looks at
the geometrical and geological information and, based on a set of rules supplied
by the experts (e.g. two-lane road produce a task per lane), and on equipment
restrictions such as excavator arm length, to produce the tasks.

Site

Machine/Tool

Cell

Site level

Cell level

Machine/Tool level

Fig. 1: RoadRobot's architecture. Integration within and with logical levels

Each task is then assigned to a given construction cell-type. Cell types are
based on the characteristics of the set of equipment that composes it (e.g. paving
cell). Task sequencing is performed with the help of a planner and task scheduling
follows it with the assignment of existing equipment to each cell and effective
time scheduling. At due time, the Site Operator is supplied with the information
needed for setting up the given Cell, and once the Cell reports its operational
status, it is fed with the task information. Machines, tools, operators and workers
are also fed in an identical way.

Within RoadRobot’s architecture, STEP is not only used for the modelling
of the data to be transferred among applications within a given controller (e.g.,
Site/Cell), but also for the modelling of the information passed among controllers,
like tasks, commands and responses. Therefore, all information flows within
RoadRobot were modelled using STEP, including data and control flows, the last
based on a specific model for controlling messages.

3 SUMMIT project

The ESPRIT 25559 Project Supply Chain Management in Construction
Industry – SUMMIT, is to create, implement, test and evaluate an EDI-based
communication infrastructure between the various partners involved in the
manufacturing and construction of prefabricated houses (SUMMIT 1998). This
infrastructure is to automate the tendering, ordering, delivery, invoicing and
payment processes of house systems, equipment and services in its supply chain,
whose members have different levels regarding Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT).

SUMMIT is dedicated to the exploitation of potentials of both EDIFACT



and STEP approaches to product and process data communication, by a concept
of combining the complementary nature (business versus technical data) of both
approaches. This, together with an EDI system based on an inter-organizational
workflow system, will enable a better co-ordination between the companies on the
supply chain, from the client’s representative (project manager), to the contractor,
and suppliers. Major results envisaged by SUMMIT are:

• A procurement process model exploiting the potential of pure digital
data exchange and system interoperability

• EDIFACT messages sub-sets for the procurement of house systems and
equipment

• STEP/IFC product model enabling the representation of project
management data for houses

• An EDI communication infrastructure featuring secure and compatible
information exchange for the entire production process

• A distributed information flow component based on EDI and inter-
organizational workflow infrastructure supporting process definition
and process execution the boundaries of autonomous organizations

• Two prototype implementations of business chains scenarios in a real
world environment with realistic test data among a project manager
(client’s representative), a prefab house manufacturer, and its suppliers
and subcontractors.

SUMMIT project started in December 1997 and results should be ready by
October 1999. In the meantime, developments so far are partly described below.

3.1 SUMMIT developments in EDIFACT
Many groups of firms, within different industries, industrial sectors,

associations, and different countries have defined proprietary formats for the
exchange of administrative data. However, some years ago the United Nations
started an initiative to define system neutral messages for administrative business
processes. Nowadays, there are about 200 UN/EDIFACT (United Nations
Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport)
internationally agreed messages available at various stages of development. The
trend is for old proprietary, idiosyncratic EDI systems to migrate towards
EDIFACT, and new developments to be based on this standard (Jayachandra,
1994; Commission of European Community, 1998).

EDIFACT standards themselves do not lead necessarily to a plug and play
solution for inter-organizational EDI connections, particularly in construction.
The message content, the meaning of data within the message structure, has to be
agreed by the interacting partners. SUMMIT will detail the content of the most
important EDIFACT messages for the supply chain for prefab house systems,
connecting the project manager (or other client’s representative), the contractor /
manufacturer, and suppliers/subcontractors. Thus, construction firms aiming to
implement an EDI-based information flow will only be required to specify
concrete instances of the detailed defined messages. The messages analyzed in
SUMMIT are depicted in Figure 2. Further description of SUMMIT results
regarding EDI and EDIFACT can be found elsewhere (Almeida et al 1998; Rabe
et al 1998).



SUMMIT will also analyze the portfolio of commercially available EDI
software and evaluate them against the requirements of the detailed EDI messages
and their price range.

Table 1: EDIFACT Messages analyzed in SUMMIT

Business Transaction
CONNIT Invitation to tender CONEST Establishment of contract
CONTEN Tender

Materials Management
PRICAT Price/sales catalogue REQUOTE Request for quote
PARTIN Party information QUOTE Quote
PRODAT Product data ORDERS Purchase order
QUALITY Quality data ORDRSP Purchase order response
ORDCHG Purchase order change DESADV Dispatch advice
DELFOR Delivery schedule RECADV Receiving advice
DELJIT Delivery Just In Time INVOICE Invoice

Finance/Accountancy
CREADV Credit advice FINCAN Financial cancellation
PAYORD Payment order FINSTA Financial statement
DEBADV Debit advice

Other fields
PROTAP Project tasks planning CONDRO Drawing organization
CONAPW Advice on pending works CONDRA Drawing administration

3.2 SUMMIT developments in project management data
EDIFACT does not provide the solution to the whole spectrum of

information exchange between heterogeneous IT applications within the supply
chain. Most technical and managerial information exchanges will require other
neutral format standards, particularly referring to product and process data.

In SUMMIT, it was perceived by the users, in this particular construction
situation, the importance of complementing commercial and administrative data
with project management data. Although there was an EDIFACT message
specific for project scheduling and resources data exchange – PROTAP, it was
decided that EDIFACT structure is not adequate to support the exchange of this
type of data. Thus, the proposed solution was to apply developments in the
Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data – STEP, in AP225 and AP228,
and particularly regarding the developments in the Building Construction Core
Model (BCCM). The idea was to complement EDIFACT files with
product/process data in standard format, i.e. embed the EDIFACT data structure
with STEP structure. However, the analysis into this standardization area
demonstrated that very few developments were made regarding project
management data, and that current state-of-the-art would not support a pragmatic
approach, a requisite for the user-driven type of project. RoadRobot was an
exception in the standardization process, but little work had been developed
afterwards. Moreover, it was also concluded that developments in STEP were
moving slowly, and particularly developments in the BCCM had stopped, and
thus little contribution could be made in this area.

In order to overcome the problem with project management data interchange
between heterogeneous applications, SUMMIT envisages to use the developments
made so far in the International Foundation Classes (IFC) version 1.5, of the
International Alliance for Interoperability, to be actively involved in existing IFC



3.0 projects in the Project Management AEC domain, and contribute to the
definition of Project Management IFC 4.0 requirements. In particular, SUMMIT
will focus on the processes of construction scheduling.

According to the IFC Specifications (IFC, 1997a), the construction
scheduling process creates a construction schedule using the objects across the
IFC Model. In general, construction schedules will be developed through the
analysis of the Task objects and Resource Use objects created when developing
the Cost Estimating, and aggregating them into Construction tasks at the
appropriate level for scheduling. However, this process must consider the size and
complexity of the model. In situations where there is no cost estimating, the
construction scheduling process will be different, implying a query to the shared
project model. The objects found will be used as the basis for developing
construction tasks. In both situations, time duration of the tasks will be estimated
and construction sequences will be identified. The construction schedule is then
created and analyzed, and after completion of the schedule, dates will be
embedded in the IFC Model.

SUMMIT will not cover the full development cycle of the IFC (IFC 1997b).
Indeed, due to time and resources constrains, only certain stages are covered.
Thus, SUMMIT is working together with other existing projects in order to
advance the Stage 2 – Specification, of the development cycle, regarding
construction scheduling, on IFC 3.0. It will contribute to:

1. Enhance the usage scenario of construction scheduling, bringing specific
requirements of the process of project management of prefab houses;

2. Detail the process model for the construction scheduling process;
3. Define the scope of the construction scheduling process;
4. Specify and enhance the IFC Object Model for construction scheduling;
5. Specify and detail Type definitions and Attributions;
6. Define Exchange classes related with construction scheduling classes.

SUMMIT will also contribute to Stage 1 of IFC 4.0 in the same domain. In
this process, SUMMIT will suggest and propose new processes related to project
management domain to be developed in the IFC 4.0 release.

4 Conclusions and acknowledgements

Building and construction industry should also concentrate on other areas of
information integration rather than design, specially on those related with the
automatic data flow of planning, control, scheduling, resources, materials, costs or
general business and management information between firms. In an open market
as we find today, integration of data has proved to be a requirement for
substituting and improving with reliability and performance the manual or
repetitive procedures.

The use of standards in the modelling process can help to proceed towards
automated and integrated construction sites, integrating the actors in the different
levels of participation in the manufacturing and business processes, both
exchanging data among applications and sending messages for control of the
process. Standards like STEP, IAI/IFC and UN/EDIFACT are examples of those



that can contribute positively for the intent. The results achieved during the
RoadRobot and SUMMIT projects stress these conclusions, based on experiences
executed under real conditions. However, whether these systems are implemented
in the real world is not just a technological problem (Grilo 1998).

We would like to thank, without exception, all the partners working in the
RoadRobot and SUMMIT projects’ consortium and, in particular, we
acknowledge the European Commission by the financed budget and its support
and trust in our ideas and developments.
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Abstract

Construction organizations are critically dependent on data.  But data must be
available in suitable forms for use. Timely access to useful and meaningful
information can enable construction companies gain competitive edge, increase client
satisfaction, expand market share and enhance profitability. Vast amounts of
construction operational data are scattered across multiple, dispersed and fragmented
departments, units or project sites.  In this paper, we present data warehousing as an
emerging database management technology that can provide the resource for
decision-making. We point out the difference between an operational database - used
for transaction processing; and a data warehouse - intended to be used for analytic
processing in management decision-making in the context of construction
organizations.

Keywords: Database management, data warehousing, construction organizations,
decision-making

1 Introduction

Effective management of construction projects and, for that matter, construction
organizations is critically dependent on the effectiveness of the decision-making
process used by the organizations.  Most often, the process is informal and
unstructured and sometimes arbitrary.  Although, ideally, decisions should be based
on data and information, in practice they seldom are.  Conventionally, data are
viewed as a resource that supports transaction processing in an organization.
Transaction processing involves day-to-day operations of an organization.  In a
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Canada, pp. 2395-2406.
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typical construction contracting company, payroll processing, time card processing,
materials management, estimating, scheduling, and routine activities like these are
examples of transaction processing.  The concept of normalization was developed to
facilitate organization, maintenance and utilization of data for supporting transaction
processing in organizations.

While normalized data are essential for supporting day-to-day transaction
processing, they are not as useful to upper level decision-makers.  Data should be
organized in a different way in order to satisfy the need of the decision-makers.  The
recently introduced concept of data warehousing may provide a solution to the need.

2 Data warehousing fundamentals

Construction organizations generate and use vast amount of operational data
that are distributed across various functional databases. For the most part, however,
the fundamental value of these scattered data remains uncovered and unutilized.
Decision-makers often have to wait days or weeks for responses from IT (information
technology) or MIS (management information system) personnel that handle
requested database queries in order to tap into such data. Such long waiting periods
can cause irreversible damages to the reputation of a construction organization.
Accessing the appropriate information from these databases at the time when it is
needed, and in the appropriate format, is not an easy task. Data warehousing is
presented in this paper as a concept that is meant for gaining timely access to these
data in order to facilitate effective decision-making.

According to Inmon (1992a), data warehousing is a collection of decision-
support technologies, aimed at enabling the “knowledge worker” (executive,
manager, and analyst) to make better and faster decisions.  The primary purpose of a
data warehouse is to provide easy access to specially-prepared data that can be used
with decision-support applications, such as management reporting, queries, decision-
support systems, and executive information systems. Data warehousing is broad in
scope, including:

• Extracting data from transactional systems, operational systems and other external
sources;

• Cleansing, scrubbing, and preparing data for decision-support;
• Maintaining data in appropriate data stores;
• Accessing and analyzing data using a variety of end user tools; and
• Mining data for significant relationships.

Obviously, data warehousing involves technical, organizational, and financial
considerations.  Data warehousing technologies have already been successfully
deployed in many industries.  According to Adriaans and Zantinge (1996), data
warehousing is being effectively-used in manufacturing for order shipment and
customer support, in retailing for user profiling and inventory management, in
financial services for claims analysis, risk analysis, credit card analysis, and fraud



detection, in transportation for fleet management, in telecommunications for call
analysis and fraud detection, in utilities for power usage analysis, and in healthcare
for outcome analysis

In this paper, the potential role of data warehousing in strategic decision-
making with special reference to construction organizations is discussed. A review of
the differences between operational database and that of the data warehouse, the
general architecture of the data warehouse, and online analytic processing (OLAP)
used to analyze data extracts from the data warehouse, as opposed to online
transaction processing (OLTP), are presented. Finally, benefits that could potentially
be derived from data warehousing implementation within a construction organization
are presented.

3 Understanding data warehousing

In general terms a data warehouse is a database created by combining data from
multiple databases for the purposes of analysis. A data warehouse is used solely for
reporting purposes unlike the traditional data capture or online-transaction processing
(OLTP) systems such as general ledger, accounts payable, financial management,
order entry, or equipment inventory. A data warehouse is populated with data from
two sources. The most frequent source is the periodic migration of data from OLTP
systems. The second source is from externally purchased databases such as list of
incomes and demographic information that can be linked to internal data. The
warehouse gives management the ability to access and analyze information about its
business. It allows users to utilize business and market information for directing
corporate objectives. The data warehouse collects all of the data into one system,
organizes the data so it is consistent and easy to read, keeps "old" data for historical
analysis, and makes access to and use of data easy so that users can do the analysis
themselves (Corey et al. 1998).

From the above general discussion, data warehousing can be defined as a
subject-oriented, integrated, non-volatile, time-variant collection of data for
supporting the process of management decision-making (Inmon 1992c).
Understanding these key characteristics of data warehouse is crucial for the
understanding of how it can be effectively used to facilitate efficient and effective
decision-making

3.1 Subject-oriented data
A data warehouse is established around all the existing applications of the

operational data of an organization and it gives information about a particular subject
about an organization’s on-going operations (e.g., equipment, supplier, orders,
shipments) instead of around applications (e.g., general ledger or payroll). Since the
data warehouse is designed specifically for decision-support while an operational
database contain information for day-to-day use, not all the information in the
operational database is useful for a data warehouse.



3.2 Integrated data
In an operational data environment many types of information used in a variety

of application may be found and different names for the same entity may exist. The
data warehouse reconciles the different data representations in various operational
databases used by the organization. To create a useful subject area, the source data
must be integrated by modifying it to comply with common coding rules. The data
warehouse gathers data into the warehouse from all these variety of sources and
merges them into coherent whole. In this way they reflect the business information of
the organization.

3.3 Time-variant data
Most business analyses are, in fact, analyses of trends. Trend analysis requires

access to historical data. The data warehouse stores data that can be identified with
particular time periods.
This implies that there must always be a connection between the information in the
data warehouse and the time it was entered. The data warehouse therefore maintains
historical data (typically three to five years of data) to enable the knowledge worker
to do trend analysis over time. Operational systems on the other hand, are designed
for immediate response and therefore data is often purged within a few months of its
capture.

3.4 Non-volatile data
Data in the data warehouse are never updated, but only used for queries. It

contains stable data, which are normally read-only environments that are enriched
only on a nightly, or weekend basis. In this way such data can only be loaded from
the operational database of the organization since that is the only database that can be
updated, changed or deleted. Because the data are non-volatile in the data warehouse,
management gets a consistent picture of the state of affairs of an organization’s
business.

4 Decision-support versus transaction processing

The data warehouse is maintained separately from an organization's OLTP
databases to reduce the impact that queries have on operational systems and to
safeguard operational data from being changed or lost. It also allows database
administrators to combine fields from different systems to create new, subject-
oriented data that “end users” can access directly using powerful graphical query and
reporting tools. Another reason for separating the data warehouse from an
organization's OLTP databases are that the data warehouse supports on-line analytical
processing (OLAP) which enables users to leverage the information stored in
databases for sophisticated decision-support analysis. The functional and
performance requirements of these systems are quite different from those of the
OLTP applications traditionally supported by the operational databases (Zhuge et al.
1995).  The operational database is clearly in the operational environment with data
entering into it from unintegrated environment applications.  Once the data have been



successfully populated into a well-designed data warehouse they can then be made
available to all the management decision-support systems in the organization, such as
management information systems (MIS), executive information system (EIS) and
decision-support systems (DSS). With such major differences in the two
environments, technology for supporting them should also be different (Adriaans and
Zantinge 1996).

Since the data warehouse is designed specially for decision-support queries,
only that data needed for decision-support are extracted from the operational database
and stored in the data warehouse. Traditional OLTP systems, designed to handle day-
to-day mission critical data and to have access to information through simple query
operations, are very good at putting data into the databases quickly, safely and
efficiently but not good at delivering meaningful analysis. Retrieval of facts for a
typical ad hoc report takes too long to specify and convey to an IMS (information
management systems) organization, with even a longer wait as a result. Operational
systems, therefore, can not serve as repositories for facts and historical data for
business analysis. In the world of transaction processing systems, more demands are
made of information system than questions asked of the data. The occasional queries
are typically limited to locating a particular record in the information system and
preparing it for updates, or performing simple aggregations.

Decision-makers, on the other hand, generate a breed of questions unlike those
geared to transaction processing. Such queries originate from the business need to
analyze and process data in order to draw conclusions. These questions are usually
complex and typically cover dimensions not relevant to OLTP systems, such as time
period, product families or region of the world (Adriaans and Zantinge 1996).  As a
data warehouse is only applicable to a decision-support system environment, it is of
little use to a firm that has a lack of integration in its operational environment.
Although the transactional data provide the backbone for operational processing, they
are fragmented since they were previously built separately from each other. An
attempt can be made to integrate operational applications by producing data and
process models that show the complete information flow requirements of the
organization.

5 Types of data in the data warehouse

One can think of the data warehouse as a collection of historical transactions
and summarization. It may also be thought of as a giant spreadsheet that sits on a big
computer. The data warehouse holds different flavors of data. The following
represents a common sampling of the type of data contained in the data warehouse
(Corey et al. 1998).

• Transaction downloads from operational systems that are time-stamped to form
historical records.

• Dimensional support data (client, suppliers, materials, equipment, human
resources time, cost, techniques that worked etc.).



• Table to supports the joining of dimensional data and numeric facts relating to
this data.

• Summarization of transactions (e.g., daily production by departments). These are
in actual facts preemptive queries; the data are aggregated when it is added to the
data warehouse rather than when a user requests for it.

• Miscellaneous coding data.
• Metadata that represents data about the data. This category might include sources

of the warehouse data, replication rules, rollup categories and rules, availability of
summarization, security and controls, purge criteria, logical and physical data
mapping.

• Event data sourced from outside services, such as demographic information
collated into the geographic areas in which a company operates.

6 Operational database versus data warehouse design

Operational system design and creating databases to serve operational purposes
differ significantly from the goals of data warehouse design as we discussed in earlier
sections. When creating a database for an online operational system in a relational
model, the concern is with quick response time and efficient data storage and
therefore the data model created must be in the third or higher normal form (Atre
1980).  The process of normalization or arranging data in “normal” forms involves
creating “relations” or tables in order to make the tasks of data maintenance (such as
adding, deleting, updating and retrieving) less complex and more systematic.  As data
are moved from operational systems into the warehouse, they go through a process
known as systematic denormalization that violates all the rules relational database
architectures apply when modeling most systems. Systematic denormalization is
carried out to enhance the performance of the warehouse by reducing join (an SQL
operator) operations that are resource intensive. Compared to single table statements,
join operations have the following characteristics (Corey et al.1998):

• Consume significantly more CPU;
• Require more temporary work space (on disk and in memory) for sorting;
• Require temporary tables for holding of intermediate results;
• Perform I/O since at least one I/O is required per table in the query

Ironically, when implemented, a data warehouse will assume expansive sizes,
does not necessitate dynamic updates, and is used primarily for analytical rather than
repetitive processes. Hence, normalization is not only futile but is in fact
counterproductive towards factors like performance and ease of use when it comes to
decision-support applications. The numerous join processes generated between
normally distributed tables causes slow and cryptic query systems (SQL or Structured
Query Language-based) with non-instinctive application logic for data warehouse
users. The “Nested Relational Model” is presented as a possible solution to this
problem by limiting database operations within predefined modules (Inmon 1992b).



7 Data architecture perspective of data warehousing

In this section, we will look at the components that constitute the data
warehouse, a data architecture perspective and information flow process in a typical
data-warehousing environment. The data warehouse database is a combination of
many different components, including the following (Corey et al. 1998):

• Operational data source
• The staging area
• The data warehouse
• The subject data marts
• OLAP Server(s)
• Reporting tools
• Metadata repository
• Monitoring and administration of the warehouse.

A typical data warehouse architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: A typical data warehousing environment architecture
(Chaudhuri and Dayal 1996)

Thus an effective data warehouse should include tools for:
• extracting data from multiple operational databases and external sources;
• cleaning, transforming and integrating this data;
• loading data into the data warehouse; and
• periodically refreshing the warehouse to reflect updates at the sources and to

purge data from the warehouse, perhaps onto slower archival storage.



The data are initially extracted from the source such as operational data or flat
files, through the staging area, and then loaded into a data warehouse using various
third party loaders such as “SQL* Loader” and data warehouse loading tools. The
warehouse is then used to populate the various process-oriented data marts and OLAP
servers, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The entire data warehouse then forms an integrated
system that can serve the decision-maker reporting and analysis requirements of the
user community (Chaudhuri and Dayal 1996).

The staging area is a set of database tables that will be used to receive data from
the operational data source. This accelerates the manipulation of the data in the
relational database in the operational environment and the loading into the data
warehouse. The data structure in the data warehouse simplifies the enterprise’s data
while still retaining a non-process oriented database structure. In addition to the main
warehouse, there may be several departmental data marts. Data in the warehouse and
data marts are stored and managed by one or more warehouse servers (OLAP
servers), which present multidimensional views of data to a variety of front end tools,
namely, query tools, report writers, analysis tools, and data mining tools. Finally,
there is a repository for storing and managing Metadata, and tools for monitoring and
administering the warehousing system. (Inmon 1992a; Chaudhuri and Dayal 1997)

8 Data warehousing and construction information management

Normally the operational database is the central storage area of all the data
needed to serve each business function of the entire organization. Today, many
construction organizations are moving toward the new technology offered by
client/server architecture to centralize their database at one location and decentralize
their decision-making initiatives. In a typical construction management information
system the database is essentially normalized to shrink the overall database size,
thereby easing updates, and establishing program/data independence. As a result they
are not able to support online analytic processing for strategic decision-making.

Incorporation of historical, projected and derived data is an important process
in the implementation of data warehousing solutions in any construction organization.
Historical data are most often compiled from existing operational data; projected
information usually comes from spread sheets or external data feeds and derived data
is computed by OLAP (online analytic processing) server’s calculation engine. By
integrating all three types of data, construction professionals will be able to support
an operationally oriented decision-making process that looks forward as opposed to a
system that reports only what has happened in the past. Support for historical data
alone limits an operational system to only what-happened questions. Support for
projected and derived data enables a system to additionally support what-if and what-
next analyses. The ability of an OLAP server to deliver historical, projected and
derived data all side-by-side creates forward-looking applications that provide
significant value to end users that are otherwise impossible to deploy.

In a typical construction organization, the data will be gathered from vast
amount of valuable information contained in operational sources such as accounting
payroll, cost estimates, company and project finance, material inventory, equipment



inventory, human resource data, and contract data. These data will then be
transformed into a single, integrated, subject-oriented database. Project engineers,
architects, suppliers, construction managers and all personnel involved in a
construction venture, can then query and analyze the information in the warehouse to
support business decisions in ways that were not possible before. A typical
construction data warehouse will contain a large volume of historical data that will
support more strategic decision-support needs such as long-term trend analysis in
project cost, project duration, tender quotations, and experience derived from past
projects. Building managers, for example, can compare alternative sites, building
types, design and construction schedules and possible types of tenants or buyers in a
local real estate market and be able to project expenditure and income streams to
enable them to develop a more precise discount cash flow.

9 Overall benefits of implementing data warehousing in a construction
organization

The overall benefit of data warehousing in any construction organization, in the
view of the authors, will be to serve as a distinct centralized repository for online
transaction processing systems in the organization. This data may contain extracts of
vital business data from a variety of corporate databases, which can be analyzed and
used as a strategic, competitive weapon. Successful data warehouse implementation
in a construction organization will increase the productivity of construction
managers, project developers, and the organization as whole. The inherent flexibility
of online analytic processing (OLAP) systems means business users of OLAP
applications can become more self-sufficient (Roussopoulos 1995). Managers are no
longer going to depend on information technologists to make schema changes to
create joins. Perhaps more importantly, data warehouse capabilities will enable
managers to model problems that would be impossible to model using less flexible
systems with lengthy and inconsistent response times. More control and timely access
to strategic information both equal more effective decision-making.

Considering the fact that the construction industry is rapidly becoming a global
industry, it is expected that many construction organizations are going to commit
their effort to achieve tremendous benefits by implementing data warehousing
technology in their organizations. The reasons for this are not far fetched from the
numerous advantages inherent in data warehousing technology discussed in this
paper. These benefits can more than compensate for the investment made in the
implementation of a workable data warehouse.

Construction organizations will be able to compete overcoming barriers of time
and distance and learn from the past, adjust to the present, and position for the future.
For optimally utilizing the concept of data warehousing, however, fundamental
differences between conventional databases and data warehouse such as current vs.
historical data, large volume vs. very large volume data, and mission critical vs.
decision-support applications must be understood. Rather than immediately adopting
Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) for transaction-based, as well
as information-based applications; it is recommended that DBMS (Database



Management System) are selected for the former whereas DWMS (Data Warehouse
Management System) are chosen for the latter (The Data Warehouse 1998).

10 Organizational issues

Data warehouse developmental efforts, including attempts for improvements
and changes, mandates considerations of how data warehousing will be supported in
the construction organization. There will be the need for specific decisions regarding
who will maintain the database, networks, third party OLAP tools and programming
as well as any other decentralized applications. Because the effectiveness of data
warehouse depends on the willingness of users to share data, this coordination can be
difficult. Traditionally, this type of responsibility rests with the data processing or
information system (IS) entity within the organization.  For success of data
warehousing in a construction organization the administration function must be
separated into a new unit that has authority across the entire organization. In any of
this organizational structure, the enterprise nature of data warehousing requires that
stakeholders be integrated into the functional system. A typical approach currently
used in most organizations practicing data warehousing is to create a data warehouse
coordinating group represented by all the various units of the organization (Kimball
and Strehlo 1995).

Despite the convincing potential of data warehousing in construction
information management, the decision to invest in this direction must be done with
care since data warehousing is not always the most cost-effective or even the best
solution for an organization. It may sometimes be advisable to start by building
summarized reporting structure in the OLTP database. These structures can
eventually be ported to the warehouse. Prior to any system development effort, it is
also important to undertake careful financial analysis in terms of cost and benefits to
determine the viability of the proposed investment in data warehousing. The costs are
straightforward to estimate in a data warehousing environment as in any online
transaction processing environment, however benefits are far less tangible because in
most cases the exact target audience of the system is rarely known. In general, the
decision to implement a data warehouse should be based on the following questions
(Corey et al. 1998):

• Does it give us competitive advantage?
• Does it improve the bottom line?
• Will it deliver on all its promises?
• Will it deliver on time?
• What will be the risk if it is not implemented?
• What will be the risk if it is implemented?
• Will it deliver on budget?



It must be emphasized that while it is important to discuss the benefits of a
planned warehouse, it is usually impossible to quantify these benefits in dollar terms.
In many organizations that are currently practicing data warehousing technology, the
decision to construct the warehouse is frequently an act of faith.

11 Conclusion

Most construction organizations have accumulated vast amounts of data over
the years through the normal daily transaction processing activities. These databases
have, in most cases, not been designed to store historical data or respond to queries
except to support all the applications used in the organization. Data warehouse
represents another type of database, solely designed to support strategic decision that
can be set up in any construction organization. Data warehousing technology can
enable construction companies to consolidate information from diverse operational
systems into one source for consistent and reliable information. This will give
construction project managers the opportunity to bring wisdom and insight into their
decision-making process.

The premise of data warehousing, as presented in this paper, is to make large
amount of information available to large community of end users in an organization.
Presumably, the more users that are able to access data warehousing applications, the
more value will be provided to the organization by the data warehouse. This implies
that to maximize success, the online analytic processing (OLAP) server in the data
warehouse must be made accessible to a wide variety of end-user tools (OLAP 1998).
As a data warehouse stores sensitive business information in a centralized location,
the importance of data security and user management cannot be overemphasized.

While many commercial products and services exist, there are still several
interesting avenues for research in order to adopt the most appropriate technique and
customization to suite the needs of individual construction organizations. By
providing the ability to model real business problems and more efficient use of
people resources, data warehousing can provide the means for construction
organizations to respond more quickly to market demands. Market responsiveness in
turn often will yield improved revenue and profitability. A good data warehouse
should provide the right data to the right people at the right time (DISC 1997) –
which is the main purpose of any organizational information system.
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Abstract

Considering the architecture designed for the overall incorporation of information
technologies (IT) on road construction environments, this paper focuses on the
development of automated machine controllers, and on the underlying requisites
of machines to use these controllers.  Special attention is paid to the modules that
compose the machine controller.  This work was developed within European
Project ESPRIT III 6660 RoadRobot (Operator Assisted Mobile Road Robot For
Heavy Duty Civil Engineering Applications).

Keywords: Integration, interoperability, positioning systems, communication,
controller.

1 Introduction

The integration of Information Technology (IT) into the Building and
Construction (B&C) industry has not yet achieved a satisfactory degree of
implementation. This industrial sector is still in strong need of IT, especially when
considering major areas of the building industry, such as the outdoor construction
of dams, roads, airfields and other large construction projects.

The results of the incorporation of state-of-the-art technologies into the
building industry (especially when IT is considered) are still very poor. Most
established developments are concentrated on the Computer-Aided Design
(CAD), drafting, scheduling control of tasks, and automation of certain pre-
fabrication processes.

No special attention has been given to the automatic data flow of planning
and control information, or advocating about the business needs to the seamless
flow of scheduling, resource, materials, and cost information between firms. For
practitioners in these industrial environments, very often time and material
planning are done in a manual process at the construction site in a standalone
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basis, most of the time assisted by data received on phone calls or paper support
(Pimentão et al. 1994).

Even considering the research work, most of what has been undertaken
regarding the development of overall control architectures for outdoor building
sites is not noticeable, whereas the development of such control architectures for
other industrial sectors has advanced significantly during the last years. The
question is now, whether the results of the past developments can be transferred to
the demands of the building and construction industry. The evaluation and
improvement of architectures and modules coming from other industrial areas
(Camarinha-Matos and Osório 1992) seems to be necessary.

For that reason, to learn from existing architectures and modules from other
industrial areas, according the special requirements of the building industry, can
help to find new ways towards fully or partly automated and integrated
construction processes (Sousa et al. 1998).

Future developments have to focus on the integration of IT into the building
industry (Bradley 1991). Besides the low-level automation of overall planning and
control systems, the task-level programming of complete building sites has to be
achieved. The main interest of future works lies in the development and
elaboration of a generic architecture for standardised integrated indoor and
outdoor construction sites. Therefore, further work should also be concentrated on
the automation of specific heavy-duty machines (Ulrich 1991; Leidinger 1991) in
order to obtain a manpower reduced building site, with computer integrated time
scheduling and material planning possibilities.

The adoption of standards in modelling, using a specific data protocol to
support the integration and flow of information using a unique data exchange
format, to be adopted by the various activities in B&C environments is, for sure, a
key factor where proposals are now starting coming out. Examples are the work
being developed by STEP within ISO TC184/SC4 Building and Construction
Working Group (STEP 1998), by International Alliance for Interoperability
throughout its Industrial Foundation Classes (IAI/IFC).

2 The Road Robot’s architecture

The purpose of the European ESPRIT 6660 RoadRobot (Operator assisted
Mobile Road Robot for Heavy Duty Civil Engineering Applications) project was
the definition of a flexible control architecture suitable for outdoor heavy-duty
construction applications, towards an automated construction site involving
mobile equipment, concerning the building industry requirements.

A flexible architecture for information flow and road construction
management has been implemented, considering four logical levels: Site, Cell,
Machine and Tool (Pimentão et al. 1993), as depicted in Fig. 1.

The process of road construction managing starts by loading into the
RoadRobot Information System (IS) the information produced by a CAE system
(in this case the InRoads from Intergraph), using a tool that we called “Project
Development”. Information is then decomposed and processed in order to produce
the tasks.

Task decomposition is performed in a semi-automatic way with the aid of a



Decision Support System (DSS). Regarding a road section, the DSS looks at the
geometrical and geological information and, based on a set of rules supplied by
the experts (e.g. two-lane road produce a task per lane), and on equipment
restrictions such as excavator arm length, to produce the tasks.
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Machine
Controller

Machine
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Tool
Controller

Tool
Controller

Tool
Controller

Machine Controller
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Fig. 1: Road Robot's architecture

Once task specification is accomplished, each task is then assigned to a
given construction cell-type. Each task is set in the proper sequence, based on the
knowledge of the road construction processes, with the aid of a “Planning tool”
that assists the user on the sequencing and possible paralleling of tasks.

Cell types are based on the characteristics of the set of equipment that
composes it (e.g. paving cell). Task scheduling follows it with the assignment of
existing equipment to each cell and effective time scheduling. At due time, the
Site Operator is supplied with the information needed for setting up the given
Cell, and once the Cell reports its operational status, it is fed with the task
information.

The process of planning and scheduling of tasks at the Cell level is
performed in a similar manner, where each task is, in due time send to the
machine controller for execution.

It is worth noticing the fact that at the Site and Cell levels, all tools have
been integrated using the developed Road Model (RoadRobots’ improvement over
TNO’s Road Model Kernel), which is an ISO 10303 - STEP model for
representing information relevant for road construction processes. Also relevant is
the fact that all communication among controllers (task assignment, control and
execution status) has been included in the Road Model, which makes it (although
subject to a strong revision) a model for the full construction process.



2.1 The Machine Controller
When considering an overall system to control the process of a given

machine, the state of the art was, by that time, the fact that just some tools were
regulated by means of control loops with complete lack of auto co-ordination. The
settings for these tool controllers were not derived from the tasks to be performed,
but set by machine operators using their expertise. This scenario kept the quality
of the road very dependent on the experience and co-operation of the crew on and
around the machines. Therefore, in order to change this situation an application
independent part of the machine controller was defined in order to perform:

• Reception of tasks from the Cell Controller,
• Execution of commands from the Cell Controller and the machine

operator,
• Controlling the process by monitoring and adjusting the process

parameters when necessary,
• Signaling the machine operator and the Cell Controller when tasks are

completed, aborted etc. and when any kind of problems occur.

This machine independent part interacts with the machine dependent, which
is responsible by decomposing the given task in operations to be assigned to the
tool controllers.

2.1.1 The Machine Controller’s Architecture
The machine controller has been devised in two parts: machine dependent

and machine independent. The following modules compose the later, depicted in
Fig. 2:

• Cell-Machine Interface: the interface that allows the machine controller to
receive task information and commands from the cell controller and
manage the respective feedback;

• Machine-Tool Interface: the interface to the tool managers;
• Knowledge based system: the “heart” of the machine controller which,

based on the machine dependent knowledge, processes information from a
given task and translates it into tool parameters. It also has the ability to
control the tool controllers on the performance of their assigned tasks;

• Navigation System: a module that supplies the machine controller with the
machine’s position and orientation;

• User Interface: an interface to the machine operator, mainly used to supply
information, but that can be used also to control the machine in case of
lack of communication to the cell controller.
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Fig. 2: The modules of the machine controller

2.1.2 A controllable machine
In order to implement the RoadRobot concept, the selected machines have to

abide to some requirements (e.g. electrically driven tool controllers, sensors). For
the Project one machine was chosen to demonstrate the concept in a real
construction site – a paver machine from RoadRobots project leader, the German
paver manufacturer VÖGELE, AG.

When considering the automatic control of a road paver the Joseph Vögele
company began, in 1990, to investigate alternative concepts to hydraulic drives for
translation movements and rotary movements in order to achieve a more flexible
and less expensive solution.

Even in the tough environment of a construction site and under extreme
environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, dirt, corrosion), electric drives
have been found to offer the following substantial technical advantages compared
with hydraulic drives:

• Electric drives can be dimensioned according to output and torque.
• The variable speed range at constant output is so wide that the need for

traction and shifting can be dispensed with.
• Even at a high driving torque its uniform motion at speeds close to zero is

ensured.
• Electric drives have capability of temporary overload.
• Electric drives offer low-cost solutions for increased automation.

In conclusion and as result of these technical features the first completely
electrical paver was produced under the scope of the RoadRobot project.

2.1.3 The Navigation system
The primary objective of the Navigation Module is to provide a rugged

system that can determine the position of a mobile vehicle in five degrees of
freedom (x, y, pitch, roll and yaw). The RoadRobot navigation system must be
able to localise the vehicle to achieve accuracy over a large and unlimited
operational envelope. Localisation of roll, pitch and yaw of the vehicle is required
to a high accuracy.

A summary of the primary requirements identified for the Navigation



Module is listed below. These objectives were deemed to range from highly
desirable to absolutely essential for construction vehicles in general.

• High Static and Dynamic Accuracies: the objective of the system is to
locate the vehicle to a positional accuracy of <1cm or better in the
translation parameters and 0.02 radians in the rotation parameters. These
accuracies should be maintained for the vehicle moving with a velocity
of 0.1 m/s in translation and 0.1 radians/s.

• Robust, Capable of all-weather operation without loss in performance
and capable of working in a wide range of environments (built- up, in
tunnels)

• Applicable to a wide range of vehicles. In order to capture the widest
possible market, the Navigation Module should be applicable to other
type of vehicles. In order to meet these requirement features such as:
Low-cost, compact size, low-maintenance, weather-proof are all factors.

There were a large number of navigation systems available on the market
(CTS, GPS, radio-based navigation and laser-based positioning systems), however
none closely matched the RoadRobot’s navigation system requirements.

Laser-based systems have been a viable proposition in relatively low cost
mobile robotics for some time now. Most of these sensors use a laser to find the
absolute bearing of a bar code in the environment, however some use retro
reflective material attached to beacons to determine their relative bearing. A small
number of these sensors provide both range and bearing to the retro reflective
beacons One disadvantage with using beacons is that they need to be placed at
regular locations in the environment before vehicles can operate.

As a result a number of sensors with radically differing modalities, including
a laser-based scanner, were identified as having combined potential to meet the
requirements of the objectives, provided they could be made to work together as a
complete system. The decision was made to develop a system using existing
sensors whose information was pooled together using well understood State
Estimation principles. State estimators provide a mechanism for integrating
various forms of sensor data, which only provides indirect information on the state
that is being estimated, and refining the state or position of the vehicle. The
system produced can take data from a variety of low-cost sensors and can, using
smart algorithms, generate information that is of significantly higher quality than
that provided by individual sensors.

The resulting system includes a combination of single ended GPS, laser-
based beaconing systems and a low cost inertial sensor and it is controlled by and
provides navigational information to the Machine Controller via a serial
communications link.
The produced system technical specifications are presented in Table 1.

The specification achieved is quite acceptable for the construction site
vehicles in general.

The Navigation Module is mounted on top of the RoadRobot vehicle where
it has a clear line of sight to fixed retro-reflective beacons that have been placed in
the surrounding environment.



Table 1: Technical specifications of the navigation system

Parameter Value
Positional Accuracy 1 cm
Orientation Accuracy 20 mrads
Max- Vehicle Rotation Rate 0.1 rads/s
Max. Vehicle Velocity 0.1 m/s
Mm. Navigation Update Rate 10 Hz
Max, Laser Sensor Range to Beacon 30m

Once the beacons have been placed in an acceptable layout their positions
need to be determined. After placement, the positions of the beacons need to be
determined accurately, this is done using a theodolite and traditional surveying
techniques. These positions are then given to the navigation system.

A minimum of three beacons is required to maintain the stated accuracies.
Ideally, the operator would configure the beacons so that the vehicle could always
see the maximum amount of beacons that are equally spaced around the vehicle. It
is also better to have the beacons well spread, rather than in clusters.

2.1.4 The knowledge based system
It was decided that, at machine controller level, the application of AI-

techniques for processes that are not totally understood.
Process knowledge must be acquired from the operators, and by modelling

the processes themselves and their interactions. Several techniques were
developed for knowledge engineering, which gained an increased level of
importance.

A recent application field for expert systems is the use in real-time control
applications. To this purpose it was necessary to combine of rule-based systems,
fuzzy logic and neural networks. Fuzzy logic and neural networks were used to
control the real-time aspects of applications, while the rule based systems were
used for the high-level control of an application.
The knowledge about the control of the process is kept as rules, which can be
updated without having to re-organize the entire software.

2.1.5 User interface
The available graphical user interfaces provided standard control and

outlook of PC applications. Problems arose with the realisation of dedicated
graphical representation of the machine tasks and statistics. These have been
solved by the use of a flexible, graphical user-interface programming
environment.

The Local User Interface realised in the RoadRobot project represents a
flexible, high performance state-of-the-art graphical interface. It allows controlling
and monitoring the machine operating process in a very user-friendly way.

The Local User Interface is an integrated part of the Machine and Tool
Controllers and provides, as such, the opportunity to enter markets such as
machine control integrated with shop floor information systems. The real-time
visualisation of the physical process, together with the user-friendly interaction
with the operator supported by the use of a touch screen system, optimises the
interface between operator and machine. This combination gives added value to a



standard graphical user interface.

2.1.6 Communication infrastructure
The machine controller has two types of interfaces: one with the Cell Controller
and the other with the Tool controllers.

a) Cell-machine interface
The main problem that arose was the communication between cell controller

and the machine controller, given that the former was supposed to be positioned in
a fixed location whereas the later is moving around with the machine.

For the physical communication problem a Radio Frequency (RF) solution
was selected, nearly without consequences for the software application. The only
restriction is on long distance communication, where the quality of the signal is
poor, limiting the baud-rate. However, for short distance communication, up to
l00m, it can deliver a baud-rate up to 1 Mbit/sec.

At the logical communication level TCP/IP protocol family was selected,
which allows for an overall communication infrastructure from the Site Controller
down to the Machine Controller.

b) Machine-tool interface
The existing control systems implied that a change of the type of machine or

parts of the equipment always required a lot of implementation work. To this end,
more flexible process control was requested by the end-user of the machines. The
development of an architecture, which follows the principle of distributed
intelligence for a group of automated functions, helps to reduce the work in this
area. Due to the fact that now an independent working processor controlled one
process group, a whole process group can be added or eliminated just as required.
This development was enabled by the use of a fieldbus system that allows the
exchange of the process control parameters and the flexible composition of
several process modules.

The objective to reduce the repair costs in case of malfunction has been
considered by the identical hardware construction of the process modules. They
could be easily exchanged. The specific working program is then transferred via
the fleldbus system and adapts the module to the process specific working.

3 Conclusions and acknowledgements

At the start of the Road Robot project, the quality of the road was largely
dependent on the know-how of the persons involved. If the teamwork did not
work efficiently, large amounts of money had to be spent in order to correct the
failures. That was the reason for the requirement of automated system, which
should provide a constant quality.

The developed architecture and the data integration achieved has proved to
be a requirement for substituting and improving, with reliability and performance,
the manual and/or repetitive procedures.

This project had a major challenge, based on the need of applying and
sometimes developing technology (applications, communications and hardware)
towards the full automation of tasks that are usually performed/controlled by



humans.
The use of standards in the modelling process helped to proceed towards

automated and integrated construction sites, by integrating the actors in the
different levels of participation, both exchanging data among applications and
sending messages for control of the process. Standards like STEP, IAI/IFC are
examples of those that can contribute positively for the intent. The results
achieved during the RoadRobot project stress these conclusions, based on
experiences executed under real conditions. (Gonçalves et al. 1996).

Based on the results of RoadRobot, the consortium designed a world-wide
new road paver concept, which was used to pave the first road without direct
human intervention.

We would like to thank, without exception, all the partners working in the
Road Robot projects’ consortium and, in particular, we acknowledge the European
Commission by the financed budget and its support and trust in our ideas and
developments.
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THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEMS IN BUILDING MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT BASED ON
INTERVIEWS
Information technology systems in buildings

M. NAARANOJA
Vaasa Polytechnic, Vaasa, Finland

Abstract

This is an introduction to how the benefits and costs of information technology
(IT) systems of building maintenance management are evaluated in thirteen
Finnish real estate companies. The focus is on maintenance systems, however the
links to the other parts of real estate management are not forgotten. The benefits of
the new IT-system are divided into performance, savings and bigger incomes. The
evaluation of IT-systems includes assessing the usability, functions, integration to
other systems, presentation quality, life cycle of software, references, ergonomy
and price. The costs and benefits are forecast for several years to check the
profitability of the investment.

Keywords: Information technology, cost-benefit evaluation, building maintenance
management

1 Introduction

This paper is part of a research project financed by VERA (Information
Networking in the Construction Process, a technology programme of Tekes,
Technology Development Centre) and seven companies. The project is focused on
the strategic development of information technology systems for real estate
management.  In this paper the IT development in rather small real estate
companies is studied by classifying the typical steps in making cost-benefit
evaluation. The knowledge is based on interviews with employees of thirteen
companies (appendix A) and checked the answers later. The author used theme
interview approach in 1998 (appendix B). The aim was to clarify the state of the
art of IT-systems. The focus of this paper is on maintenance management.
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2 Maintenance management

Maintenance refers to keeping, holding, sustaining or preserving a building
and its services at an acceptable standard to enable it to fulfil its function. This can
take the form of a planned maintenance programme or emergency corrective
maintenance. One of the most important things is to optimise the planning of
maintenance activities.

Preventive actions in maintenance can reduce costs by 14-15 % in blocks of
flats, if damage can be avoided (Kuusela, 1998). On the other hand, preventive
maintenance may cost twice as much as reactive maintenance if the lifecycle of
the product is assumed to be short. The optimisation of maintenance action is
important.

Maintenance manuals have been required for two years for residential
buildings that are financed by the Finnish government (Pirinen et al. 1996). Last
year also the prototype of maintenance manual for office buildings was created by
RAKLI (The Finnish Association of Building Owners and Construction Clients).
The maintenance manual gives guidelines for maintenance management. The
manuals mentioned are in test use. The manuals are sometimes criticised for being
forgotten paper documents. IT technology gives possibility of handling this
information in a more rational way.

As far as is known, real estate managers in Finland use IT at a level of 100
% in bookkeeping operations. IT-systems of maintenance management are used in
about half of the companies. The software companies that sell these applications
have started this business in the 1980s or later.  According to Kiviniemi (1997)
half of the total of real estate companies planned to develop IT-systems for
maintenance management in a one to three years time span.  About one third of
the companies already used IT in this field, and they claimed that the applications
were rather mature. In the near future the companies planned to develop databases
of suppliers and project management tools.

There could be found four different types of IT systems for maintenance
management in the interviewed companies:
• Maintenance manuals for residential buildings - based on government

instructions
• A maintenance system which is integrated with bookkeeping and facilities

management
• Advanced heating, air ventilation, lightning and other environment

maintenance systems - with automatic control systems, bookkeeping and
performance control

• Spreadsheet based own systems by which the energy consumption is
monitored or/and repair databases are managed.

3 Benefits

The objectives of the IT-investment varies according to the state of the
business (figure 1). When a company has cash flow problems it will focus on
lowest cost, purpose-made-systems. When the company is growing fast the
preferred solution is to bolt-on new products to “bolster” the existing system. The
company tries to sort out the capacity problem and the company especially worries



about customer care. After bolting on systems the company finds out that it is not
economically viable to continue this process. The decision is taken to commission
a total solution replacement.  All the old information has to replaced. Often this
replacement is even more expensive than the replacement system itself. Taking
full advantage of fully functional systems, the processes of the company must be
re-engineered around the new system.

1 2 3 4

Fig. 1: Implementation of IT systems in four phases

The implementation of IT systems has followed that path in the companies
interviewed (thirteen Finnish real estate companies). Now half of the companies
are facing the stage where the bolt-on systems are no longer viable and they are
searching for total solution replacements.

Benefits of the new IT-system are divided into performance, savings and
bigger incomes. The companies pursue better service, faster processes, so called
performance benefits. Economic factors are checked to avoid the unprofitable
solutions. Estimation of benefits is often based on the software producers
presentations. Deep-going verification like testing several solutions can be done
only in large companies. The companies quite often co-operate and ask each
other’s opinions on the software they find attractive.

Evaluation of  IT systems includes assessing the usability, functions,
integration to other systems, presentation quality, life cycle of software,
references, ergonomy and price. One result from the interviews is that when
evaluating the IT-systems, companies use three types of information:
1) Experiences from internal processes - restrictions, visions and problems
2) Collection and elaboration of external information
3) Exchange and communication of information between software

companies and own organisation. (Naaranoja and Östman 1998)

4 Costs

Cost evaluation of IT-systems did not vary in the interviewed companies.
The bigger the investment the more time was used to evaluate the costs. Normally
the costs and benefits are forecast for several years to check the profitability of the
IT investment. Costs can be divided into development costs and ongoing efforts –
like saving backups, updating the software and error handling. The time needed to
implement the project is very difficult to estimate. If accurate expenses are needed
the experts themselves forecast how much time they need to work. The rest of the
time is spent with administration and other work.

It is easy to ask the prices of new hardware and software, but estimating the



functions of different solutions is difficult. Usability is one of the most important
things in evaluating the training time and use of old information. All the other
costs, including testing, need to be remembered. The time for testing is often
underestimated.

The maintenance has to be defined for example who will update the data in
the system since if the data is not reliable the solution cannot be used efficiently.
The number of hours used in IT service varies a lot in different organizations.
Especially small companies use software companies to support their IT-systems
and they buy the service from there.

5 Conclusion

This study has shown that the evaluation of benefits of IT-systems is based
on the experiences of internal processes like the phase of implementation of the IT
system: purpose-made; bolting-on; replacement; or re-engineering. This influences
what kind of benefits the company is pursuing and also how much money the
company may use in evaluations of different software solutions. It would be
interesting to study how benefits could be forecasted and how the performance
should be changed when aligned with the new IT-system. The relationship
between partners and real estate companies is also interesting. Can a real estate
company force the partner to use more intelligent systems than they would
voluntarily use, can companies jump from the purpose-made IT-systems stage to
re-engineering?

Companies find cost/benefit evaluation difficult. They have to rely on
software companies and their reference lists and experiences of other companies
when purchasing new IT-systems. In Finland the software companies that work in
this area are relatively small and they customise their products quite much, so the
wishes of the real estate companies are well known. However, product
development in real estate companies is needed since the IT-systems enable such
functions that have not been possible before and the re-engineering would give the
most powerful benefits.
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Appendix A: Real estate companies and people that have been interviewed:

• Halli Ltd, Heikki Punkari, Markku Törmä
• Pikipruukki kiinteistöt Ltd, Birgit Mäkinen
• Wärtsilä Nsd, Asko Hartman
• Svenska Österbottens Förbund, Ossian Westlin
• Vaasa town, Markku Ahola
• Valtion kiinteistölaitos, Pentti Aromaa
• Reikälevy Ltd, Matti Mäki-Haapoja
• Ruukin kiinteistöt Ltd, Kalervo Saarimaa
• VOAS Ltd, Eila Kultti
• Soleado Ltd, Juho Sillanpää
• ABB-kiinteistöpalvelut Ltd, Jouni Väkeväinen, Matti Malmberg
• Kokkola town, Göran Björkgård
• Hermia Ltd, Olli Niemi

Appendix B: English version of theme interview questions

1. How have you developed your IT-systems? Where did the development idea
come from?

2. How have you evaluated costs/benefits of your IT-investment?
3. What kind of time span do you use for the evaluation of your IT investments?
4. How did you create your IT strategy if you have any?



UTILITY ASSESSMENT OF ELECTRONIC NETWORKING
TECHNOLOGIES IN CONSTRUCTION
Internet applications in construction
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Abstract

Despite an explosive growth in virtually all areas of industry and commerce,
Electronic Networking Technology (ENT) has only begun to make inroads into the
construction industry practice.  Although information exchange protocols in
construction firms and on construction project sites make it difficult to take advantage
of most ready-made solutions applicable in other industries, there is a significant
potential of large benefits from the correctly developed and applied ENT solutions for
construction firms and construction project site offices.  This paper describes the
ongoing research effort to determine variables related to the application of ENT
protocols for the main types of construction project delivery systems and to measure
the utility of ENT configurations in facilitating communication between parties
involved in a construction project with respect to specific project delivery systems.

Keywords: Electronic Networking Technologies, Internet, Intranet, Multiple Attribute
Value Measurement, project delivery system, utility assessment

1 Introduction

The key to maintaining and upgrading U.S. built infrastructure is the
technological prowess of the construction industry, a $500 billion plus business and
the largest contributor to the national economy.  Construction industry at the end of
the 20th century is facing many challenges from the market, as the forces to change
and to incorporate new advanced technologies into the construction process become
stronger (Fisher and Yin 1992).  Construction, like branches of other industry, has
already entered the information age by using information technology in a variety of
ways.  Yet the information technology is still used in a disintegrated fashion and there

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
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Canada, pp. 2259-2269.
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are many limitations with the current use of information technology in construction
(Betts et al. 1991).

Meanwhile, the construction industry suffers from fragmentation, since within
any sizeable construction project the project organization is complex and has many
phases.  A project team consists of many parties with different level of knowledge,
disciplines, expertise, resources and interests.  The project life cycle is divided into
several separate phases, (i.e. feasibility study, design, procurement, construction,
operation and maintenance, and eventual retrofit or demolition.).  This management
environment in the construction industry is widely believed to be a significant
impediment to successful implementation of information technology in construction.
Problems of implementation of information technology in construction are in essence
organization and technology integration problems, involving the exchange of
information and knowledge among different parties to a project.  Pudicombe (1997)
suggested ways to achieve organizational integration by the use of contractual and
social/psychological approaches, and to achieve technological integration by the use
of integrated computer technology.

2 The need for communication tools

One approach that has been used to incorporate the organizational integration is
related to the management system which the owners choose in conducting the project.
This approach is based on facts that the degree to which the construction can be
integrated into the process is determined by the project delivery system (Walker
1996).  The traditional method, i.e. separate design and construction, fragmented the
phases and the construction team.  In recent years, the owners have started to
implement other delivery systems that can increase the degree of integration, such as
design-build, turnkey and Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT), as well as by allowing a
constructor to participate in the design process and creating more designer/contractor
teamwork (Gordon 1994).

That approach is supported also by the adoption of Concurrent Engineering into
the construction industry from manufacturing industries.  Concurrent Engineering is
intended to improve the performance during the design process by considering all
aspects of the project's downstream phases concurrently, eliminating of non-value
adding activities, and encouraging multi-disciplinary team (Love and Gunasekaran
1997).  To implement this, there is a need for tools that can support collaborative
environment.  The enabling information and communication technologies are
important in the establishment of effective communications protocols for
collaborative work in construction management (Anumba 1996).

For accommodating technological integration, the concept of Computer
Integrated Construction (CIC) is commonly used. CIC is a computer-based concept
that is intended to integrate project participants into a collaborative team with the
utilization of computer applications through all phases of a project (Teicholz and
Fischer 1994).  From some experiences, the communication technology to transfer
information plays important role in CIC implementation (Miyatake et al 1992).

Regardless of the approaches used in incorporating integration in construction,
communication tools is a must.  The greater the level of collaboration and



concurrency in a process, the greater the level of coordination required. This will lead
to more communication between phases, processes and parties.

3 Electronic networking technologies as communication tools

There are enabling information technologies that have a potential for use in all
integration aspects in construction.  One such technology is the Electronic
Networking Technology (ENT), which includes the Internet, Intranet and Extranet
technologies. The ENT has attracted the world's attention with its distinctively
advanced features, such as platform, time and geographic independence.  Since it
emerged about 30 years ago, Internet has been evolving very fast.  It is now becoming
a collection of networks, with millions of individuals and businesses connected to the
Internet, and it is growing faster as the World Wide Web (WWW) emerged.  ENT is
widely believed to be capable of supporting collaborative work environments.  The
Forrester Report concluded that Internet and Intranet technologies will remove many
of the obstacles to collaboration within firms and across teams, and predicted that the
more useful collaboration tools will appear by the end of 1999 (Brown et al. 1996).

In order to implement the approaches for enabling electronic integration in
construction using ENT, careful planing and innovative strategies are needed.
Gerstein (1987) concluded that the critical element is neither the application area nor
its underlying technology that makes IT strategically important.  It is the specific role
of a particular technology application to a given industry at a point in time that makes
the difference.  Regardless of how attractive the use of ENT in the construction
industry may seem, the efforts of implementing such technology should be preceded
by the evaluation of its utility in a specific application scenario.  The evaluation will
determine whether the ENT based applications in construction project management
will perform as intended.

4 Objectives of ENT assessment

The main objective of the assessment effort is to measure the utility of ENT for
various types of construction projects, and further specific objectives are derived as
follows:

1. To determine attributes to be considered in measuring the utility of ENT for a
given construction project with a particular project scenario.

2. To measure the utility of ENT for construction industry, with regard to the degree
of integration associated with the specific project scenario.

3. To develop optimal ENT configurations for various type of construction projects
based on the assessed value of utility of ENT.



5 Utility of electronic networking eechnologies

Utility is only one of the measures of practical system acceptability under
attribute of usefulness as depicted in Fig. 1.  Here, utility is defined as the ability of
the functionality of the system to fulfill in principle what is needed by the user.

Fig. 1: Model of the attributes of system acceptability (partially adapted from
Nielsen 1993)

Based on the above definition, the utility of a system can be measured with
respect to its functions.  A successful system in terms of its utility requires much
attention to the characteristics and identity of the user, the user's task being supported,
and the environment in which the system operates.  Those aspects suggest the
implementation of a human-machine system (Shackel 1991) as depicted in Fig. 2.
With this framework, the definition of system utility can be broadened to include
determination how the available system can support the user needs in performing a
particular construction management task in a given environment.

Deploying the above framework into the electronic tools for project
management will explain the definition of the utility of ENT for construction projects.
Furthermore, the utility of ENT for construction projects can be defined as to how the
ENT services can support project tasks during the project life cycle.  The utility of
ENT will vary depending on the project task, the project parties involved, and the
environment in which the task is taking place.  It means that the utility of ENT will
vary depending on the type of project delivery system used in the project since for
each project delivery system the project task, the characteristics of the parties
involved and environment of each stage are different.  The utility of ENT for each
project delivery system is useful in determining the ENT configuration for a particular
project scenario.  Different configuration of ENT will be needed for different project
scenario not only for facilitating different type of project tasks and users, but also for
accommodating different level of collaboration and concurrency in each project
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delivery system.

Fig. 2: Human-machine system (partially adapted from Shackel 1991)

6 The tool for measuring the utility of ENT

To evaluate ENT utility, measurement criteria based on ENT performance and
users' attitude can be used.  Evaluating the utility of a system such as ENT is not only
a matter of evaluating the performance in supporting the user's tasks, but also
evaluating the user's experience in performing a given task with the use of the given
ENT system.  The typical intended users of the suggested evaluation technique are
construction management professionals that use ENT in some of their most
challenging projects.

A feasible tool for use to measure the utility of ENT is the Multi Attribute Value
Measurement (MAVM).  MAVM is an appropriate tool for measuring user
preferences.  Direct Rating method can be used to assess the single attribute value of
each attribute, Ratio Estimation can be used to assess the weights, and the additive
function model will be used for aggregation model (Winterfeldt and Edwards 1986).

Measuring the utility of ENT for every type of project delivery system can be
useful as a feedback for decision making process in a variety of decision tasks such
as:

1. Whether to use ENT in a given construction project using a specific project
delivery system; by comparing overall utility of ENT for all types of projects
within this category.

2. To what extent a project will use ENT; by choosing a particular ENT which hold
some criteria in term of utility.

3. How to increase the functionality of ENT to support construction processes; by
analyzing ENT that have low utility with respect to a particular attribute.

User Task

Tool

Environment



7 Assessment methodology

In order to achieve the stated objectives, the assessment methodology is
organized into three parts.  The first part deals with the project delivery system, the
second deals with ENT, and the third with assessing the utility of ENT for the given
project type. The assessment scenario is depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: ENT Assessment Scenario

The first part of the assessment scenario is intended to investigate characteristics
and the role of the potential users of ENT in a construction project, the users' tasks
that can be supported by the use of ENT, and the environment where the user's tasks
are performed in every phase of the project life cycle.  All possible processes that can
be supported by ENT will be developed and analyzed by focusing on information
processes.

The second part of the scenario is intended to investigate the type of
functionality provided by ENT (i.e. Electronic mail, File Transfer Protocol, World
Wide Web, Archie, Video conferencing, etc.), not only the ones that are already
available but also the ones that are emerging and might be available in the future.
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The third part develops the assessment system of the utility of ENT for various
construction projects and for implementing ENT in specific application scenarios.
Attributes to measure the utility of ENT can be developed by focusing on the
information process supported by ENT.  MAVM can be used further to measure
single attribute utility and overall utility of ENT by assigning weights to each
attribute.

The implementation of the assessment system can be accomplished by using
expert reviews by industry practitioners.  For this purpose, a questionnaire can be
developed to enable the assessment of the utility of ENT.  The questionnaire can be
distributed to the respondents over the World Wide Web.  The content of the
questionnaire can be based on the developed assessment system and the selected
procedure of MAVM.  The results of the implementations of the assessment system
can be useful to draw conclusions and to determine the configuration of ENT for
various construction projects.

8 Implementation example

This implementation example describes a hypothetical utility assessment of
ENT for a hypothetical project scenario.  Some assumptions made for this example
are:

1. The selected project delivery system for this example is a general contractor
(GC).

2. The parties involved in this project are: owner, architect/engineer, contractor,
suppliers and subcontractors.

3. All parties have been using ENT for supporting their operations and projects.
4. The objects of evaluation are the functionality of Internet and Extranet, such as

electronic mail, FTP, telnet, list server, newsgroup etc., in supporting
construction processes.  Assume there are three functionalities to be evaluated,
which are E-mail (i = 1), FTP (i = 2), and WWW (i = 3).

5. Attributes for measuring the objects of evaluation are the ability of ENT to
distribute the information (D), to search the information (S), and to distribute
the information (R). All attributes are assumed independent of each other.

6. The evaluation is focusing on five processes in the construction phase, which
are: schedule monitoring (j = 1), submittals and document control (j = 2),
change management (j = 3), process invoices (j = 4), and cost monitoring (j =
5).

The single attribute values of the objects of evaluation have values between 0
and  10, and are assessed using the Direct Rating method.  The weights of the
importance of attributes and processes have values between 0 and 1, and are assessed
using the Ratio Estimation method.  The aggregation of the single attribute values are
performed using an additive model as follows:



Vij =  WD . Vij(D) +  WS . Vij(S) +  WR . Vij(R) (1)

Vi = ∑ Wj . Vij (2)

Where i is the number of ENT functionality to be evaluated and j is the number
of construction processes.  The single attribute value of Vij(D), Vij(S), and Vij(R) are
the utility of i ENT functionality in distributing, searching and retrieving information
respectively for construction process j.  WD, WS, and WR are the weights of attributes
of the ability of ENT functionality in distributing, searching and retrieving
information respectively. These weights are assessed by comparing the importance of
the attributes to each other in a particular construction process. The utility of i ENT
functionality for construction process j (Vij) can be derived using equation (1).  The
utility of i ENT functionality for a particular project delivery system (Vi) can be
derived using equation (2), where Wj is the weight of process j that can be assessed by
comparing each construction process with respect to their importance in the project.

For this implementation example, the result of the assessments by the
respondents of the questionnaire and the aggregation of single attribute values are
depicted in Table 1 to 4. Table 1 depicts the assessed weights of processes and the
weights of attributes D, S and R for each process.

Table  1: Assessed Weights

Weight of AttributeConstruction
Process (j)

Process Weight
(Wj) WD WS WR

1 0.2 0.40 0.40 0.20
2 0.2 0.50 0.14 0.36
3 0.2 0.38 0.38 0.25
4 0.2 0.40 0.20 0.40
5 0.2 0.40 0.40 0.20

The assessed single attribute value of each object evaluation for each process is
depicted in Table 2 to 4 under column 'Attribute'. Using the assessed weights from
Table 1 and the additive models (1) and (2), the aggregation of single attribute values
are calculated and depicted under 'Vij' column.

Table  2: Assessed single attribute value of utility of E-mail (i = 1)

AttributeProject
Phase

Construction
Process (j) Distribute Search Retrieve

V1j

1 4 2 6 3.60
2 9 8 8 8.50
3 8 6 8 7.25
4 7 8 8 7.60

Construction

5 4 2 6 3.60
V1 6.11



Table  3: Assessed single attribute value of utility of FTP (i = 2)

AttributeProject
Phase

Construction
Process (j) Distribute Search Retrieve

V2j

1 6 5 8 6.00
2 7 5 6 6.36
3 4 5 6 4.88
4 2 2 3 2.40

Construction

5 6 5 8 6.00
V2 5.13

Table  4: Assessed Single Attribute Value of Utility of WWW (i = 3)

AttributeProject
Phase

Construction
Process (j) Distribute Search Retrieve

V3j

1 7 8 6 7.20
2 5 8 5 5.43
3 8 8 4 7.00
4 5 3 3 3.80

Construction

5 7 8 6 7.20
V3 6.13

Some conclusions can be drawn from Table 2 to 4 which are associated with the
construction process j = 1, which is schedule monitoring:

• The ability to distribute and to search information of WWW are assessed to
have the biggest value (V31(D) = 7 and V31(S) = 8). While FTP is assessed to
have the biggest value in retrieving information (V21(R) = 8).

• Using an assumption that the feasible functionality should have value of utility
of ENT more than 5.0, FTP and WWW are assessed to be feasible for
monitoring of project schedule (V21 = 6.00 and V31 = 7.20).

For other processes, the same approach can be used to have the acceptable
utility of ENT functionality for particular process. Furthermore, using an assumption
that the feasible functionality for supporting a construction project should have value
of utility of ENT more than 5.0, all evaluated functionality in the example (i.e. E-
mail, FTP and WWW) can be used for supporting a GC project delivery system since
V1 = 6.11, V2 = 5.13 and V3 = 6.13.  Further analysis from the conclusions above will
arrive at the configuration of ENT for a GC project delivery system.



9 Conclusion

ENT as enabling communication technologies in distributing, searching and
retrieving information for construction processes are expected to solve the
organizational and technological integration problems in construction.
Implementation of ENT should be proceeded by the evaluation of utility of ENT
which can be assessed by Multi Attribute Value Measurement technique.  The result
of the assessment can be used to develop the optimal configuration of ENT for a
particular project delivery system and its processes.

This paper describes the ongoing research effort to determine variables related
to the application of ENT protocols for the main types of construction project delivery
systems and to measure the utility of ENT configurations with respect to specific
project delivery systems.
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CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION ACCESS THROUTH A "MALLEABLE
FRAME"
Construction information access

Y. ZHU and R. ISSA
M.E. Rinker Sr., School of Building Construction, University of Florida, USA

Abstract

Information management is critical to the success of a construction project. Because
of the fragmentation of construction information and the volatility of construction
projects, information sharing and collaboration are important measures to achieve
successful project information management. However, many current research projects
focus only on shared project information. A gap between the shared project
information and the non-shared project information still exists. This paper shows
models and methodology to bridge the gap and make a document "malleable"
according to user's needs by using contemporary computer technologies such as XML
(eXtended Markup Language) and WDDX (Web Distributed Data eXchange). Some
details about specifications for implementation are also presented.

Keywords: Shared project information, non-shared project information, document
model, specification, hypermedia, XML, WDDX

1 Introduction

As the Internet based technology such as the WWW (World Wide Web), e-
mail, e-commerce, e-bid and e-builder, becomes ubiquitous, many practitioners in the
construction industry believe that "the Internet and its relatively simple working
environment is the catalyst that will change the construction industry from paper to
digital communication – particularly in the way of project collaboration and project
management (ENR 1998)." Nevertheless, there is still a long way to go to achieve
such a goal.
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1.1 Problem description
Construction industry is notorious for information fragmentation (O’Brien

1993). From the object-oriented point of view, information, or attributes, related to an
object is better to be placed together logically or be coherently and consistently
connected through some mechanisms in order to facilitate information management
(Martin and Odell 1998). However, since information related to the same object
might be generated at different project stages by different people using different
software tools in the construction industry, it is quite common that the information is
physically, technically and semantically isolated. For example, a "slab-on-grade"
object has information about its estimating, its scheduling, its budget, and its drawing.
Because of the information fragmentation, the mapping of the relationships among
those types of information requires manual translations. One solution to this problem
is using a shared database, while the estimating, the scheduling, the budget and the
drawings are different views to the same database (Fischer and Froese 1996). This
solution works well for the shared project information, such as project drawings and
manuals. However, for private information such as budget and cost accounts, even if
the private information is modeled by using the same semantic model as that of the
shared project information, there is still a need for bridging the private information
and the shared information. This means because of the business constraints, the
information fragmentation still exists even if the shared database approach is used.

Construction industry uses a lot of documents as communication media. One of
the direct reflections of the above problems is that the information in the documents
prepared at remote sites (by other project participants) may not be directly and
automatically reused to retrieve related information by the local project information
system. For example, a contractor may receive a Request for Change Order Proposal
(RCOP) referring to a work item, "slab-on-grade", while the local system may have
some associated information about that work item such as scheduling, budget, and
estimating. The contractor normally need to know these types of information to
prepare a return document, a Change Order Proposal (COP). However, when an
architect is preparing the RCOP, he/she does not know what kind of information the
contractor may need and where the information is. Therefore what the architect can
do is to prepare a conventional type of document that only expresses what the
document is and what kind of return information is expected. This approach is quite
reasonably although not user friendly or user oriented.

Because of the existence such a problem, it relies on the document viewer to
interpret the document and find the associated information. Very often what is in the
document may not be what the user wants. Unfortunately the conventional document
itself cannot do anything to help this situation. It will be a great step forward if there
is a system that can not only present the document but also serve as a gateway to
other related information. Such a system will definitely improve project participants’
job efficiency.

This project is to use contemporary computer technology to build a prototype of
such a system for the construction project participants, which is named
Kaleidoscope.



1.2 Overview of Kaleidoscope
The purpose of Kaleidoscope is to provide project participants a system that

allow them to automatically retrieve relevant information from local sources without
resorting to other systems and also allow them to tailor the display according their
own needs. Kaleidoscope is for Web-based applications and portable for different
database systems and platforms.
Currently, there are three types of Web-based applications in construction industry.
They are “fee-based project management service”, “build it yourself solutions”, and
“Web-enabling software” (ENR 1998). The “fee-based project management service”
such as Blue-Line/On-Line (1999) and Emerging Solutions (1999) provides a central
server for project Web sites, allowing project participants to log on at different
security levels to upload and download project information. Such systems are
implemented as Web databases, providing users with organized data entry and
retrieval mechanisms with different views. The “build it yourself solutions” such as
the Aspects ProjectServer and Site-Builder by Black & Veatch (1999) focuses on
similar technical approaches only without information outsourcing. The “Web-
enabling software” such as the Primavera Project Planner (1999) can generate Web
ready reports based on its own data sources. Nevertheless, those systems do not have
a mechanism to deal with the problem mentioned previously. Kaleidoscope, as a
complement to those systems, is designed to give project participants a more
integrated working environment that provides them with the capability of dealing
with information from different sources simultaneously.

1.3 Implementation technology
The implementation of Kaleidoscope relies on a mixed use of hypermedia

design, XML (eXtended Markup Language), WDDX (Web Distributed Data
eXchange), and Java.

Hypermedia design methods such as HDM (Hypermedia Design Method)(
Garzotto et al. 1993), OOHDM (Object Oriented Hypermedia Design Method)[10]
and RMM (Relationship Management Method)[11] are the major tools for designing
specifications for dynamic hypermedia generation.

XML is a new Web technology. As a subset of SGML (Standard Generalized
Markup Language), XML gives software engineers and developers a tool to automate
the processing of Web documents (Bosak; St.Laurent; Microsoft Corp.; Sall; DOMS;
XML; Walsh; Paoli and Workshop 1999). For Kaleidoscope, XML provides a
fundamental meta-language for structuring construction documents and provides a
tool for manipulating the documents as well.

WDDX is a new technology for integrating databases with different
computing environments such as Java and JavaScript (Forta and Allaire 1999). The
technology is based on XML by using XML syntax to form a system independent
data format. In Kaleidoscope, WDDX is great helpful because Kaleidoscope relies
on a neutral data format to transfer data between local databases and the
Kaleidoscope environment, which is Java in this case.

The implementation of Kaleidoscope is done by Java program language.



2 System design

2.1 System architecture
Figure 1 shows the system architecture of Kaleidoscope.

Fig.1: System architecture

The system starts with a construction document that is prepared in the XML
format. The construction document is then parsed by a XML parser. In this project,
the IBM parser is used. During the parsing process, some units may need to get local
information. This is done by sending out a universal key and other information to
local systems in the WDDX format. The results from local systems, if any, are stored
in WDDX format as well and sent back to the parser. The results after parse are
several trees, namely a tree structure representing the construction document and
some tree structures representing local information. The local information is always
related to some different document units. Therefore, logically there is only one tree.
The tree forms the conceptual schema. To access to and manipulate the tree,
myDocument, APIs (Application Programming Interfaces), is provided. Although we
can always use W3C DOM (World Wide Web Consortium Document Object Model)
APIs, myDocument provides a simplified set of APIs that are designed for
applications involving local information. The navigational schema defines access
structures. Kaleidoscope provides three kinds of access structures, which are the
document index, the local information type index and the local information mixed
index. The implementation of these access structures and the related presentations
rely on the services of myDocument. The presentation schema organizes
presentations according to tasks and provides interface features for user interactions.

2.2 Conceptual schema design
The application domain of Kaleidoscope is relatively simple yet dynamic. It is

simple because only a few entities may actually be involved. Those entities only
include a construction document and related local information. Therefore it is not like

Construction document (XML)

XML parser

Conceptual Schema

Navigational Schema

Presentation Schema

Local files
(WDDX)

       myDocument (API)



many other hypermedia applications that may have tens or hundreds of entities.
However, it is more dynamic because for different types of construction documents,
the information types in the document as well as related local information types may
change. This means the hyperbase of Kaleidoscope is ever changing according to
different construction documents. For most of other hypermedia projects, they always
have very clear and stable hyperbase in terms of entities and their attribute types. To
solve the problem, Kaleidoscope uses a more generic conceptual schema.

Fig. 2: A "conceptual schema" for Kaleidoscope

Following the principles and the concepts of HDM, Kaleidoscope structures
construction documents into three levels, namely entities, components and units. The
documents themselves represent entities. Each document contains three types of
components, general information, project information and document contents.
General information includes units such as document titles, document dates,
document id, document senders, document receivers, document checklists and
signatures. Project information includes project names, project ids and project
participants. Document contents include names of work items, descriptions and
attachments. Units of the components are equally referred to as "docUnits".

Similarly, information retrieved from local databases is structured in the same
way. On the top, local nodes stand for entities, below which local information types,
such as scheduling and estimating stand for components and their attributes are the
units. The units here are referred to as "localUnits" to be distinct from the "docUnits".

construction document

[general information] [project information] [document contents]

{docUnit} {docUnit} {docUnit}

[local information]

{information type}

{localUnit}

 R:has R: belongTo

localUnit

{(name:string
value:string)}

information type

name:string

docUnitname:string

{(attName: string,
value: string)}

[text: string|image]



In order to cover different construction documents and different local
information, the conceptual schema is designed as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3
respectively.

The notations used in Figure 2 and later are only to serve the purpose of this
project. Explanations of the notations are as following:

• The boxes in dash lines contains structure information only, and do not have any
document information. The boxes in solid lines represent both the structure and
the contents of a document.

• "[ ]" means that the elements inside it may appear zero or once only; “{ }” means
that the elements inside it may be generated zero or more times. "( )" means that
the elements inside it appear in pair; Elements that have no braces or brackets
around them, such as the "name:string" of "information type", must appear
exactly once.

• "R" stands for special relationship, represented by dash arrowhead lines.
Therefore here we have two special relationships. A "docUnit" may "has" a
"localUnit" and thus the "localUnit" "belongTo" the "docUnit". Other
relationships, such as the structural relationship, the perspective relationship and
the application relationship are equally represented by solid arrowhead lines.

• “Text” and “image” stand for the type of the elements. " | " means "or". And ":" is
for type explanation.

Local information is stored in a neutral data format shown as Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Data format for local information

Figure 3 shows that one local node, which corresponds to “local information” in
Figure 2, may have zero or more types of local information. Each type of local
information may have zero or more pairs of name and value, which correspond to the
name and value pairs of the “localUnit” in Figure 2.

In this way, local information that is related to one “docuUnit” may be grouped
together under one node. For example, the “slab-on-grade” mentioned earlier may
have local information of scheduling and budget. Under the same node, “localNode”,
scheduling and budget are two local information types. Within each type, such as
scheduling, name and value pairs, such as “early start = 1/12/98”, are included.

<localNode>
<id>id</id>
<uid>uid</uid>
{<localInformatioType {name=”value”}>}
</localNode>



2.3 Navigational schema design
The navigational design defines three access structures for users to manipulate

the information defined in the conceptual schema. These structures are a document
index, a local information type index and a local information mixed index. These
indexes are defined in Figure 4.

In the navigational schema shown in Figure 4, there are several new notations
used. They are:

• “<!-- … -- >” stands for comments.
• “docUnit.Name” means the name of this "docUnit". "." is used for representing

this relationship.
• “confirm” stands for a confirm bit that captures user’s interactions. The "confirm"

is not a part of document information, therefore it is not shown in the conceptual
schema. However, logically each "docUnit' and each "localUnit" have a confirm
bit.

Fig. 4: Navigational schema of Kaleidoscope

The local information type index and the local information mixed index are
always associated with a certain document unit. They cannot exist alone.

The index structures control the traverse across the hyperbase developed in the
conceptual schema. They also provide access points. The actual display is determined
according to user’s interactions and the “confirm” bits will indicate to the system
what to display.

Corresponding to each of the above indexes, there are three types of display
templates. The specifications of these templates are shown in Figure 5.

In the template for document display, the only action is to display the “text” of a
“docUnit” if the “confirm” of the “docUnit” is true. The condition is wrapped inside a

<!-- general information -- >
{(docUnit.Name: string, confirm: boolean)}
<!-- project information -- >
{(docUnit.Name: string, confirm: boolean)}
<!-- document contents -- >
{(docUnit.Name: string|image, confirm: boolean)}

Document index:

<!-- document contents -- >
{docUnit.Name: string}
<!-- local information -- >
{Information type: string
    {(localUnit.name:string,
      confirm: boolean)}
}

Local information type index:

<!-- document contents -- >
{docUnit.name: string}
<!-- local information -- >
{Information type: string
   {(localUnit.name: string,
      confirm:boolean)}
}

Mixed local information index:



“{}”, which means that there may be more than one “docUnit” selected. Thus the
“display()” is wrapped inside a “{}” as well to be congruous with the condition.

The templates for the local information type display and the local information
mixed display are similar. Both of them have a “isTrue(docUnit.R:has)” condition.
This condition is to check if a “docUnit” has a local node. If a “localUnit.confirm” is
“true”, the “name” and “value” of this “localUnit” are displayed. In order to make the
display clear, the “information type” of this “localUnit” and the “name” and the
“text”, if any, of the “docuUnit” that the “localUnit” indirectly belongs to are
displayed as well.

The differences between the two local information index templates are that the
mixed local information display allows simultaneously display of different
information types, thus it needs to check zero or more “confirm” bits. The other
template however only needs to check zero or once. Consequently, the display of the
mixed local information is wrapped inside a “{}”, while the display of the other
template does not.

Fig. 5: Specifications for various display templates

2.4 Presentation schema design
The presentation schema design includes presentation design, user interface

design and process design. The purpose of the presentation schema is to organize
presentations for different states of different tasks.

2.4.1 Presentation design
The three display templates discussed in the previously section are abstract

designs, they do not say how the information is presented to a user. Presentation
design includes specifications for such purposes. Again, the document layouts are
subject to document types. Thus, here we only consider some generic feature, while
leaving the actual document layouts to different applications.

Condition: {docUnit.confirm = =true}
Action: {display(docUnit.text)}

Construction Document Display:

Condition: isTrue(docUnit.R:has) = =true
                  [localUnit.confirm = =true]

<!-- document unit -- >
Action: display(docUnit.name,
                        docUnit.text)
<! -- related local information -- >
Action: display(information type)
            display(localUnit.name,
                        localUnit.value)

Local Information Type Index Display:

Condition:
isTrue(docUnit.R:has) = = true
{localUnit.confirm = = true}

<!-- document unit -- >
Action:
display(docUnit.name, docUnit.text)
<! -- related local information -- >
Action:
{display(information type)
      {display(localUnit.name
                     localUnit.value)}
}

Mixed Local Information Index Display:



The rules for presentation are based on matching. For instance, the document
index shown in Figure 4 determines what is to display by set the “confirm” to “true”
and the display templates shown in Figure 5 tells what to do under certain conditions.
Now the presentation template shown as Figure 6 determines how the information is
perceived by users. The presentation templates inherit conditions and display
functions from the display templates in Figure 5. They have additional conditions
however showing the rule for generating presentations. The rule is matching. This is
done by the condition, “This.name = = docUnit.name” or “This.name = =
localUnit.name”. Here, “This” refers to the unit selected by the user in the index
template. Once “This” unit is selected, the name of “This” unit is send back for
searching a unit with the same name in the document tree and the local information
three. If the name is found, and the corresponding content, “text” or “name”, exits,
the corresponding display is carried out and presentation is configured by “set ( )” .

The presentation templates are generic templates for various kinds of units.

Fig. 6: Unit presentation specification

2.4.2 User interface design
Although the focus of this project is not on interface features, the interface

design is an unavoidable part. Thus here we only work on the bottom line to show
that the designed mechanism works. Following we will discuss main user interface
features of Kaleidoscope.

Major screen layouts include a toolbar for different menus and a main
presentation window. The menus include “Document” to set views for documents,
“Local Information” to set views on one type of local information, “Mixed Local
Information” to set views on multi-types of local information and “Process” to switch
states.  Obvious, “Document” is the implementation of the document index, and
“Local Information” is the implementation for the local information type index and
“Mixed Local Information is the implementation for the local information mixed
index. Buttons will be used as triggers for those menus. The contents of these menus
are generated dynamically according to different documents.

Once a document is opened, the document index is always active to users to set
default views or tailor a display. Since the local information type index and the local
information mixed index are always related to a certain unit in the document, these
indexes are not active until the user selects a proper unit. To help users identify what
units have local information, the system will attach a checkbox to the right unit and

Condition:
inherit conditions from the display template;
This.name= =docUnit.name;
isExist(docUnit.text)= =true;

Action: inherit display from the display template
 set(font, fontColor, alignment,..)

Document Unit Presentation:

Condition:
inherit conditions from the display template;
This.name= =localUnit.name;
isExist(localUnit.name)= =true;

Action: inherit display from the display template
 set(font, fontColor, alignment,..)

Local Unit Presentation:



also make that unit appear different from others. Therefore, if there are many units
that have local information, Kaleidoscope can provide local access to one unit a time.

A construction document may include some attachments. They are shown in
separate windows. Once a document is opened, the attachments are shown
automatically by default unless the user reset it in the “Document” menu.

3 Conclusion

This paper presents models, specifications and methodology for developing a
hypermedia system that will make a project document prepared by others malleable
to the document viewer. This gives project participants some capability manipulate
the document in the way they want. This also break the limit of conventional
documents that the views of those documents are set and fixed by the party who
prepares the document. The document in Kaleidoscope is thus more user friendly.

However, Kaleidoscope is based on two major assumptions that require further
studies.

3.1 Assumption one
This project is to use XML to represent structured construction documents.

Currently construction documents are not structured in a way that fits the
requirements of XML. Most importantly, the vocabulary set of construction
documents needs to be assumed. For instance, this project may use following XML
tags denoting some nodes in a construction document, shown as Figure 7.

Fig. 7: An example of a construction document in XML format

In the above example, the node name, "documentType" and the attribute name,
"docName", are part of construction document vocabulary. This vocabulary has to be
an industrial standard, or de facto standard. Currently, such vocabulary does not exist
yet, let alone to say an industrial standard.

3.2 Assumption two
One of the major features of Kaleidoscope is its ability to combine a document

with some related local information. This project however can only show a theoretic
solution, because one key technical problem has not been solved in building
construction. This technical problem is of a universal index (uid) system. Once a
node is designed to search for local information, the node passes its uid to the local
system so that the local system can do search and retrieve based on this uid. In the
building construction, such an index does not exist currently. What we have now is a
very rough uid, such as the CSI (Construction Specification Institute) indexes. Such
indexes cannot meet the requirement of this project. Therefore in this project it has to

<documentType docName="changeRequest" id="CH-123">
Request for Change Order Proposal
</documentType>



be assumed that the work items in a construction document and their associated
information in the local system can be uniquely identified.
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Abstract

This research had two major objectives.  The first was to determine and evaluate
the factors required in facilities management and the effect of business type on
them and the second was to develop and test a model for management of facilities
based on the factors.  Factor evaluation revealed that for 76% of the factors there
were no differences between the respondents regardless of business affiliation.
Where there were differences they hinged on business specific process dimen-
sions.  The results of the factor analysis and the basis of the factors used in the
analysis enabled the conclusion that the resultant factors are important in facilities
management.
A facility management model made up of process, need, service delivery and as-
sessment sub models was created.  The model represents the facilities manage-
ment environment via three variables namely, real time needs, real time status of
the facilities and service concept.  In field tests, the model was found to be both
effective and efficient at handling management information.

Keywords: Management, process modelling, re-engineering, serviceability, per-
formance, and assessment

1 Background

There is increased complexity and dynamism in customer needs spurred by
more awareness of rights caused in part by information technology.  In response
to this, more change responsive and effective paradigms are required to under-
stand needs and deliver products or services. The manager of facilities must have
a way of identifying and understanding needs and the relationship between proc-
esses and facilities.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2876-2887.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Business opportunities and product development cycles of many high value
products now have such short duration of even 2-3 years and the time to market
often determines their economic viability and profit margin[LIFE RC, 1995].
Rapid delivery of facilities through retrofitting or new construction is an impor-
tant competitive tool for such firms.  Ensuring real time appropriateness of the
facilities is just as important.

The Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry with its
ubiquitous nature is one of the largest industries.  In Finland it accounted for a
Gross National Product (GNP) of about 15% in 1997 [Tilastokeskus, 1998].  An
improvement in the life cycle processes in the industry has a potential to result in
cost reduction and benefit an economy as a whole.

1.1 Research problem and formulation

1.1.1 Problem analysis
Although facilities management has been recently identified as being an im-

portant corporate function [Stephens, 1994], the factors that should be used in the
management process are not very clearly expressed in research.  There are no
models that deal effectively with information handling or categorisation and into
physical tangibles and use factors, an approach that has been found to be useful in
facilities planning phase.  Evidence from the field indicates that existing models
have very large views and are often ineffective at handling the usual chores of fa-
cilities management [Barret, 1995]. The effect of these problems is that facilities
management is often carried out with unstructured or even partial information.

1.1.2 Formulation
The facilities management paradigm should be simple to apply but with

clear responsibilities which include compliance with business requirements.  The
method should be effective at linking the systems and parts of the facilities to the
needs. To achieve these requirements the facilities management model should
have the following capabilities:
1.  A means of analysing the processes of management to establish a functional

design
2. A means of determining the required service levels or need levels to satisfy

the requirements of business
3. A means of delivering service detailing the factors that are required to enable

the delivery of the defined service
4. An assessment module for checking the effect of change in the facilities

This study had two main objectives.  The first was to study the factors re-
quired in facilities management and the effect of business type on them and, (2) to
develop and test a model for management of facilities based on the factors.

1.2 Theoretical framework
A management system was required in which the needs of the stakeholders

are determined and balanced with the available resources.  This system was de-
termined by using the defining factors of objects.  LIFE RC (1995) and Pena et al
(1987) give the definition of engineering objects in terms of the following three
factors:
1. Function - referring to design intent obtained from the client, code jurisdiction

agency or common practice



2. Form - describing abstract geometrical or structural features of design in-
cluding material specifications

3. Behaviour - referring to values of the form attributes like deflection energy
use or project cost.
Supply and demand factors at the utilisation stage are governed by the same

factors.

1.2.1 Research variables
Choice in a project is based on a working equilibrium involving the three

variables.  At feasibility stage the three factors represent possibility, desirability
and managerial issues. At utilisation phase they are performance, serviceability
and managerial or service concept.  At a control phase like a costing stage the
factors are tangibles’ cost, user costs and managerial costs.  This study uses the
three variables as the basis for management and control for supply and demand
factors in facilities.  The dynamic nature of business means that established facili-
ties set-ups only result in a moment in time satisfaction of needs.  As time pro-
gresses, gaps may develop between supply and demand.  Figure 1 illustrates the
relationships among the three research variables with time.  The real time status
line represents the current or real time status of facilities.  The line shows the fa-
cilities to be gradually deteriorating until they reach a failure point.  This deterio-
ration is due to ageing or other obsolescence factors.  Needs of the stakeholders
are represented by real time needs line.  This line shows the usual fluctuations in
the business environment.  A horizontal line represents the current planned level
of facilities or service concept.  This service concept remains constant until it is
changed.  A new service concept may result in bigger or smaller facilities and is
represented by horizontal lines above or below the original service concept as in-
dicated by the dotted lines.
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Fig. 1: Relationship among research variables with time

The lack of fit between supply and demand factors during the utilisation
phase is represented by gaps between the values of the variables.  T1 represents a
moment in time when the facilities completely satisfy the needs and therefore
there are no differences in value among the three variables.  At time T2 there is a
gap in the supply-demand relationship. The supply-demand mismatch is repre-



sented by three gaps.  The gaps are analysed below.
1. Gap 2a between the service concept and the real-time needs indicates the

extent of the relevance of the service concept or plans to the current needs
2. Gap 2b between the service concept and the status values indicates the ex-

tent of the compliance of the physical tangibles or performance factors to the
plans or service concept.

3. Gap 2c between real time needs and the facilities status indicates the extent
of the appropriateness of the physical tangibles to support the current needs
The gaps represent what the managers must do to ensure facilities’ appropri-

ateness.  The solution can take the form of either changing the status or the service
concept or both.  Because the service concept is directly related to the business
process, a change in it requires re-examination of business process.  The modifi-
cation of status factors on the other hand involves the improvement of the physi-
cal tangibles and services to restore them to the intended service levels.

2 The proposed facilities management model

The proposed model is composed of four sub models namely process, need,
delivery and assessment models.  The model is illustrated in Figure 2.  The de-
scription of the components of the model is given below.

Reprocess in 
case of 
incompatibility

PROCESS MODEL 
Functional architecture

Variables

NEED MODEL 
Link specification to 
actual stakeholders'
 needs and Service 

concept

DELIVERY MODEL 
What, how and when to 

deliver services to 
satisfy the needs

ASSESSMENT
 MODEL

Compare actual existing 
facilities to needed 

configuration

SOLUTION
Provide the service

NORMAL LOOPSPECIAL LOOP

Fig. 2: The facilities management model

Sub-model 1: Process model.  The process model is a functional architec-
ture for defining facilities management activities and management information.
The model was based on IDEFØ.  The process model is not an everyday man-
agement model.  It is useful in the case when complete reconstruction or major
changes in the processes of business take place.  Figure 3 shows the first level of
the process model. Details of the process model can be found at reference
(Ojwaka, 1995).
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Fig. 3: Facilities management process model main level

Sub-model 2: Need model.  The need model is a framework for determin-
ing the needs of the stakeholders based on process model.  Need is an inventory of
systems, parts and services necessary for the utilisation of facilities.  Two types of
needs are identified by the need model.  They are the real time needs and business
dictated requirements or the service concept (SC).  Service concept is a level of
service that has been adopted by the business. It is based on a snap shot of needs
at a moment in time. Apart from needs of stakeholders, it is also based on funds in
form of grants for running the facilities, process dictated requirement, manage-
ment’s own recommendations, importance and compromise levels for the objects
and stakeholders needs.  The value of the service concept is constant once it is de-
fined and is only changed when a new plan is devised.  Real time needs are the
needs of the stakeholders during the course of the utilisation of the facilities.

To define the needs, the process model information is classified into objects,
their functionality and occupancy or behaviour factors. The required system con-
straints like costs, time, capacity, quality, links etc. are used to establish the re-
quired elements of the objects, functions and occupancy factors. Typical first level
need model analysis factors are shown in Table 1.



Table 1: Typical need definition factors

Constraint Objects Functionality
(As designed)

Occupancy
(As used)

Costs Maintenance costs Work design costs Utilisation costs
Time Support for required

schedules
Support for functionality Delay, Support for

work design
Capacity Physical size Useable sizes Work design sizes
Quality Object performance quality Serviceability quality Serviceability quality
Links Sys.  links Shared resources Shared resources

Sub-model 3: Delivery model.  The delivery model delivers the defined
services on the basis of the need model to match needs and available resources.
Every demand is compared with the supply prior to its implementation.  The
model defines the items and activities, which according to the process information
are required to deliver the defined facilities management service and comply with
the supply and demand issues.

Sub-model 4: Assessment model.  The assessment model determines the
needs of the stakeholders and compares them with both the status and the service
concept.  On the basis of the comparison, the model creates a report that details
the gaps between supply and demand and also gives a recommendation on the
course of action to rectify the situation.

3 Methodology

3.1 Factor determination
An initial factor list was created based on literature study of extant theories

and practices to take care of utilisation, physical tangibles and the necessary stan-
dards and controls.  These factors were partly derived from process management
requirement which defines management functions as being primarily planning,
improvement and control [Soares and Anderson, 1997; Juran, 1992; Shaw et al,
1988]. The initial factor categories are discussed below.
1. Standards examined strategically important issues for facilities manage-

ment ranging from physical tangibles to utilisation and services
2. Needs examined requirements in terms of the usual problems in facilities,

causes of these problems and solution selection criteria
3. Utilisation factors examined use dimensions like work design especially

flexibility and other rates of use issues along with the effect of change
4. Service factors examined the functions that facilities management should

carry out to ensure serviceability
5. Physical tangible factors investigated the business implementation envi-

ronment for the relationship between facilities items and the processes of
business

6. Control factors investigated issues of assessment for facilities including
remedial actions and their impact on the facilities
Two instruments were used in the factor study: questionnaires and inter-

views.  The value of the factors and their potential for use in everyday project and
facilities management was sought.  Four measures namely importance, expecta-
tion, rate of use and effect were used to judge the factors on a five-point scale. 



The factor establishment exercise targeted those professionals involved in
management of projects or facilities in organisations.  The respondents were di-
vided into two categories of profit making and non-profit making firms. The
source for the profit making firms was the listing of the 500 top firms in Finland
in 1995 from data on public firms.  The source of information for the non-profit
firms was a listing of public institutions including public colleges and institutions
of higher learning, public hospitals and public libraries.  Based on the population,
a sample size of 10 percent was judged to be representative of the population un-
der study[Campbell, 1987].  A total of 120 short listed firms were called and re-
quested to participate in the study.  Roughly 100 firms accepted the challenge and
received the questionnaires.  A total 72 filled questionnaires were returned on
time.

3.2 Model testing
Model testing sought suitability and importance rating values for the three

variables of facilities management. These values were then used to assess the fa-
cilities and hence determine the effectiveness of the facilities management model.
The questionnaire was used obtain real time needs and the service concept on the
scale of 1-5.  Preiser (1972) showed that user response to a serviceability survey is
a valid way of obtaining information on the serviceability of facilities. The real
time status was obtained by condition surveys, questionnaires, measurements or
by use of appropriate as built drawings.  The relationship between the serviceabil-
ity items and the performance items as expressed in the need model was used to
identify those status items that needed to be assessed. A chart was developed for
use in displaying the results together. The facilities were divided into building,
space and service elements for the purposes of the assessment.

4 Analysis and results

4.1 Factor analysis
There were six original categories of factors and each with sub categories

representing 231 factors.  There was a strong indication that the vast majority of
the respondents regarded the factors as being relevant for management.  Both the
median and standard deviation indicated this.  For most of the factors the median
was of the order 3 and above.  To further investigate the factors the number of re-
spondents finding the factors useful was determined based on responses of 3 and
above.  54 factors were rated as being unimportant representing 23.4% of the to-
tal.  T-tests analysis revealed that for 76.8% of the factors there were no signifi-
cant differences between the respondents.  An examination of the factors where
there are differences revealed that the differences hinged on business specifics and
how they influence management.  On the basis of the factor analysis, a set of fac-
tors was elicited from the original factors.  Principal component analysis gener-
ated a total of 99 factors to replace the old factors in the original questionnaire.  In
the factors analysis the relative importance of the factors can be seen in the fact
that most of the original factors formed part of the new factors.  The result of the
analysis of the factors was a set of factors that were applicable to facilities manag-
ers.



4.2 Analysis of test facilities
Table 2 shows typical results for one of the facilities studied. It shows the

average suitability and importance ratings for a building, space and services ex-
pressed in point form in a scale of 1-5.  A low rating is an indication of unfulfilled
needs.  So a highly rated item compared to a lowly rated item simply means that
the lowly rated item has a higher need for attention than the highly rated one.  The
comparison among the three items compares this demand.  It is this demand that is
a trigger for action.

Table 2: Average overall assessment results of typical facilities

Real time needs Service concept Real time statusFacility
element Suitability

rating
Impor-
tance
rating

Suitability
rating

Importance
rating

condition
rating

Importance
rating

Overall diagnosis

Building 3.2 3.6 3,5 3.2 4 3.3 Serviceability, functional
and Communication
problems

Space 2.9 3.8 3.4 3.4 3 3.6 Serviceability problems
and deterioration of ob-
jects.

Service 3.7 3.9 3.9 3.9 - 4 Service concept does not
support needs.

Assessment results indicate as shown in Table 2 that users were not very
satisfied with the building.  A rating of 3.2 implied that many aspects of needs
remained unfulfilled.  The average user satisfaction level for the building hides
the fact that there were some four items that were rated below 3, a level below
which the facilities need some attention immediately.  The affected items were
functional appropriateness of the building, parking space availability, building
thermal comfort and air quality.  The management of facilities had alluded to the
parking problem during the data gathering time but the other serviceability prob-
lems were not apparent to them.  It was interesting that the management still rated
the parking space availability as being good (4).  Management was also slightly
more satisfied with the building than the users with a rating of 3.5 but has still
relatively many unfulfilled needs. The service concept was not quite satisfied by
the building.  The status measure of 4 suggests that the physical tangibles and
other performance items are generally satisfactory.

The result of the comparison of the three variables together indicated that for
the building, plan and objects do not support serviceability – they are functionally
inappropriate. There were also communication problems. In addition there was a
slight service delivery problem.  This refers to the case when business rates the
facilities at a higher level than the users.  It simply means that the service concept
is not translated into satisfaction of the users needs. Because the status is rated at
value 4 yet it does not translate into similar satisfaction rating for the users nor the
business, this may mean that there is a higher demand on the status items. Than in
the past.

Generally all the cases with ratings of near or below the value 3 should be
targeted for remedial actions. This would depend on how easy it would be to re-
pair the problems. In the building example shown in Table 2 all the items with the
exception of circulation spaces in the building and parking space problems can be
fixed easily.  When any status items are repaired, there is no guarantee that the
users will be satisfied.  For a complete solution of the problem, the other two vari-



ables must be combined with the status results.  The delivery problem can be ad-
dressed by making sure that what is planned is delivered.  The problem of higher
current demand is a problem that has ramifications for the plan or the service con-
cept.  It requires the service concept to be re-examined preferably via the process
model in order to solve the problem effectively.

The field test indicated that method was easy and could be applied rapidly
and at negligible costs.  The field trials indicated that the model was able to de-
termine quality issues for the facilities in more details than the facilities managers
had been familiar with.  By an importance rating, the managers valued the as-
sessment items used in the facilities case studies as being of average importance
rating of greater than 3.  No differences were observed in difficulty of applying
the model to facilities with operating management systems and those without.
Results show that the analysis of one of the facilities confirmed management
plans already underway of improving the facilities.

5 Discussion

5.1 Results
The factor evaluation had the objective of eliciting the factors that should

form the basis for the management system.  These factors were based on form,
function and behaviour classification system. The question of what information
should be used in facilities management is answered by these factors.  Despite
variations between firms, the factors used here are considered to be useful.  The
factors mirror factors used by other researchers like Baird et al (1990), Davis
(1994), Lewontin et al (1990) and IFMA, 1993.  Not withstanding business and
national cultures, it can be said that good management practices remain universal
and basically the same.  It is this basic value that the factor analysis sought and
determined.  The sample size indicated that the results were a good representation
of the population and hence the feelings of the facilities managers at the time of
measurement.  It is however conceded that results are influenced by the business
expediency at the moment of measurement.

The proposed management model represent in general the functions of
process management of planning, improvement and control as espoused by Juran
(1992). The research model proposed that (a), the research variables are subject to
different forces and hence change differently and (b), only a combination of the
three variables provide the total picture required to ensure that both the service-
ability and performance factors are taken care of in facilities management. The
model assumed that when the three variables namely the real time needs, service
concept and the status values converge at the same value then the item of facilities
that they are referring to have an ideal supply demand relationship.  From the re-
sults it can be seen that the three variables had different values as envisaged by
the theoretical model.  This bears out the fact that change, which has obviously
occurred in the facilities, has caused differential effect on the variables.  The the-
ory proposed that only a combination of the three provided a correct assessment
of the facilities.  This can be seen in the fact that the values held by the variables
seem to contradict each other.  An isolated reference to one of the values value
would obviously lead to erroneously interpretation of the situation in the facilities.

The FM model was proposed as the instrument for applying the theory.  The
effectiveness of the model is its ability to enable the addressing of the problem on



hand.  The model proved to be an effective tool.  It usefulness is partially dis-
played by the importance rating give by the stakeholders on the management vari-
ables and their importance to management.  These rating are compatible with
factor study results, which also largely found the factors to be important.

Management by fact is a key requirement of TQM.  The facilities manage-
ment model sought to provide the control handles that would enable the realisa-
tion of this requirement in facilities management.  The model takes care of needs
of the stakeholders regardless of their position in the importance hierarchy at the
facilities.  The needs of the stakeholders are compared to both the plans for the
facilities and also the current status of the facilities.  Specific parts of facilities
serviceability or performance could be targeted.  This fact solves a perennial
problem of management pointed out by Barret (1995) that many existing models
are very large and inappropriate for individual issues.

A management paradigm is as good as the quality of information that it uses.
The information should be relevant and enable decision-making.  The information
used in the management of the facilities is derived form the firm’s own process
information.  The findings from the case studies indicated that the facilities man-
agement Model is both effective and efficient at handling the information required
in facilities management and provides relevant decision making information.

The research has relied on the existing scientific methods in its approach.
The data collection, its analysis have relied on existing norms.  Any differences
are only due to the circumstance of the place of the research.  The analysis method
selected which comprised descriptive statistics for data classification, T test for
determining differences between sample and hence populations’ means and the
principal component analysis for factor analysis are common methods.  Both the
methods have been used widely in research.  A recent use of factor analysis was
by Soares and Anderson (1997) and Ahmed and Kangari (1993).  The results of
the factor analysis and the basis of the factors used in the analysis enable the con-
clusion that the resultant factors are valuable in facilities management.

On the basis of the case studies it is clearly apparent that the theory has been
tested and is applicable to facilities management. In addition the proposed model
is a suitable vehicle for the application of theories.

5.2 Limitations
The scope of this study is limited to determination of factors of facilities

management and the process of controlling them for decision-making purposes.  It
details how management information should be determined and handled in
changing circumstances.  The management of business functions housed by the
facilities and their processes is not considered covered by this research.  While the
principle activities of facilities management are given as envisaged by the model,
their management process is not covered.

A knowledge of what constitutes business needs in facilities, the end users
needs and also the status of the facilities at the time of evaluation must be known
in order for the management system to work.  The later two are easy to obtain.
Business needs requires more effort to obtain.  It may place some limitation on
some managers.

5.3 Theoretical and practical implications of the research and further work
The facilities management model is primarily aimed at objective setting,

determination of needs, identification of problems and the organisation of infor-
mation.  It should therefore be useful in the definition of any product regardless of



the industry.  In particular it should be very useful at identifying quality issues for
the product involved.  In such a case the product would be defined by using user
needs, management goals and constraints of the actual market being the third
variable.

Further work on the model could include:
1. Allocation of funds for facilities management on the basis of the values held

by the model variables can be investigated to base the allocation on supply
and demand factors of use.

2. The process model used here is a TO BE model or a functional architecture.
A more comprehensive facilities management model should also include a
framework for obtaining, AS IS process model to enable determination of
reasons for problems and hence more effective service concept designs.
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Abstract

The primary goal of tracking scope, cost, and time throughout the construction
process is to facilitate the early detection of problem activities that are running over
budget or falling behind scheduled progress.  Current practice tracks this information
using separate processes, which leads to inconsistencies between the information and
inaccuracies when determining the cost and schedule status.  Project managers need
an integrated suite of project management tools so that the project's scope, cost, and
time are in sync and the work in place is accurately reflected in the project control
system.  In this paper, we will provide a case study that demonstrates the practical
needs of project managers to support integration throughout the life of a project.  We
will also demonstrate how those needs are not being addressed by existing software
tools, by standards developed for the project management domain, and by information
models that have been developed in research.  This paper will show that the following
issues must be addressed to enable the integration throughout the construction
process: the information must be integrated at the start of construction; the mapping
scheme between the different hierarchical representations of scope, cost, and time
must be defined; and the shared information must be defined.
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1 Introduction

Integrating design, cost, and schedule information is not a new concept.
Researchers and practitioners alike have been discussing the need for integration for
decades.  In 1985, the ASCE issued a report on Construction Cost Control that stated
"the data collected for cost control (man-hours, cost, quantities of work performed)
can be utilized for updating the schedule and can be utilized for earning calculations.
This multiple use of data contributes to the overall accuracy of reports and
significantly reduced the manual effort to enter data" (Carty 1985).  However, despite
technological advancements in the last 15 years, design, cost, and schedule
information continues to be generated and maintained using separate processes, which
continues to produce inconsistencies between the different types of information.
Today, project participants update and maintain their part of the project control
system based on their understanding of the project's status using the application that
suits their needs.  In an ideal world, contractors would enter information once, the
project control system would be updated to reflect changes, and the project's cost and
schedule status would be easily obtained.  The solution to this problem would be to
integrate the suite of project management tools so that the project's scope, cost, and
time are in sync and the work in place is accurately reflected in the project control
system.

So why are we still working in this less than ideal environment?  Why is it so
difficult to integrate this information?  Our research addresses these questions.  In this
paper, we will discuss the following:

• the integration that is supported by information models developed in
research, standard object definitions, and existing software tools,

• the issues that make integrating design, cost, and schedule information
throughout the construction process difficult, and

• necessary research.

1.1 Practical motivation
Imagine being in the shoes of the general contractor who is responsible for

constructing a highly technical building project for a pharmaceutical company.  The
project is under tight schedule constraints, requiring completion in nine months.  In
this example, we will be focusing on the foundation work but similar issues exist for
all types of work.  You have decided to self-perform most of the concrete foundation
work, which consists of spread footings, grade beams, and a slab.  Your direct work
includes foundation excavation, concrete placement, and formwork, as you have
subcontracted the reinforcing steel and concrete finishing.  Consequently, as the
general contractor, you are focused on controlling costs for your direct work,
monitoring costs for subcontractors for billing purposes, and tracking schedule
progress for all the work.  You have allowed six weeks in the construction schedule to
complete all the foundation work.  As the foundation work approaches the fourth
week of schedule progress, you might ask yourself:



• Do I have enough money in the budget to complete the foundation work?
• Have I allowed enough time in the schedule to complete the foundation?
• Is there enough time for my subcontractors to complete their work?

Contractors rely on their project control system to help answer these questions
and facilitate the early detection of problem activities that are running over budget or
falling behind scheduled progress.  Project managers spend extensive amounts of time
tracking costs and mapping them to the appropriate cost code, tracking quantities and
measuring resource performance, and updating the construction schedule.  Project
managers use this information to forecast their total cost, which is based on the
progress to date and costs incurred to date, and forecast their scheduled completion
date.  Yet how can contractors rely on these forecasts when there is no explicit
relationship between the scheduled progress, resource performance, and the
forecasted cost?  Contractors track quantities to evaluate resource performance, yet
this information is usually not explicitly related to the corresponding activity's
progress.  Contractors need to know the current schedule progress to forecast the total
costs, yet there is no explicit relationship between costs and schedule status.
Moreover, the information is generated and maintained by different people who
organize the information in different ways to support their view of the project.  In
summary, contractors need a flexible yet consistent approach to model and track this
information.

In the next section, we will describe previous research and standards developed
to support the integration of scope, cost, and time throughout the life of a project.

1.2 Technological motivation
There has been a significant amount of research on integrating design, cost, and

schedule information.  The focus of these research efforts varies from developing
construction information models to developing prototype systems that support
integration (Luiten et al. 1993; Luiten 1994; Aouad et al. 1994; Björk 1992; Froese
1992; Tolman, Bakkeren and Böhms 1994; Stumpf 1996; Tracey 1996).  Froese (95)
summarizes some of these research efforts and the conceptual models that have been
developed to support computer integrated construction. In addition, substantial
progress in developing standards has been made in the past several years.  The
Industry Alliance for Interoperability (IAI), an industry-based consortium, is
developing standards for exchanging data between computer systems within the AEC
industry in the form of Industry Foundation Classes (IFC's) (IAI 1998).  These
standards explicitly define the design components and the relationships between
scope, cost, and time.

These research efforts and standards have laid the groundwork for developing
integrated systems by describing the information that needs to exist and providing
conceptual models that describe the relationships.  These conceptual models represent
a system-based approach that provides a structured framework for integrating scope,
cost, and time.  Such structure, however, does not allow project managers the
flexibility needed for managing and sharing this information for the life of a project.
Specifically, these models and standards do not formalize the relationships required to



maintain integration as the information changes, share information that is represented
at different levels of detail, and support integrated time and cost control.  In this
paper, we demonstrate the need for these relationships, describe the relationship
classes that must be provided, and identify the relationships that previous research
and standards have not modeled.

Through case example, we illustrate the needs of project managers for
integrated information and the modeling requirements to enable integration
throughout the construction process.  Specifically, we show that the following issues
must be addressed to provide an integrated model:

• the information must be integrated at the start of construction,
• the relationships between the different hierarchical representations of

scope, cost, and time must be defined, and
• the shared information must be defined.

In the following sections, we will discuss each of these issues and the related
research opportunities.

2 Integration of scope, cost, and time prior to construction

Contractors must have an integrated scope, cost, and time model at the start of
construction to maintain integration as construction progresses.  If there are
inconsistencies between the scope, cost, and schedule information prior to
construction, then this information will never be in sync as construction progresses.
We looked at the U.S. software market and picked the best suite of tools and tested
their integration capabilities on an actual construction project (Staub et al. 1998).

Fig. 1: Capabilities of current tools to integrate scope, estimate, and time



The next sections will show that existing tools do support integration of scope,
cost, and time in an incremental manner.  First, construction costs were estimated
using the quantities from the CAD model (step 1 in Figure 1).  Next, the schedule was
generated from the cost estimate by converting estimating items into schedule
activities (step 2 in Figure 1).

2.1 Design-cost integration
The estimator linked estimating items and work packages with graphical objects

in the CAD model and quantities were automatically calculated and inserted into the
estimate.  This link ensured that the project's design and costs were in line at the start
of construction.  However, the link only supports a one-to-one mapping between
design and cost information because only one work package or estimating item can be
attached to each design object.  In addition, another limitation is that the relationship
between the design and cost information is uni-directional.  Consequently, the
estimator cannot query the estimating items to determine what design object it was
derived from.

2.2 Cost-schedule integration
The planner selects the estimating item or items that will become a construction

activity, and the activity durations are automatically calculated based on the
productivity rate.  The planner then opens the file in the scheduling program and
manually adds the precedence relationships.  The cost-schedule link ensures that the
resource assumptions made during the estimating phase are incorporated in the
planning stage.

However, if the design or resources change as construction progresses, the
activity durations must be updated manually.  In addition, there is no explicit link
between the schedule activities and the estimating items after the schedule has been
created.  Each activity doesn't know what estimating items it was derived from or
what resource productivity rates were used when the duration was calculated.  Finally,
there is no inverse relationship between the schedule and cost.  Consequently, if an
activity's progress takes longer than expected, it is not reflected in the cost estimate.

In this integrated environment, and in many of the conceptual models developed
in previous research, the relationships between scope, cost, and time are represented
by a single arrow, as shown in Figure 1.  However, when looking at this information
from the user's perspective, we have found that the structure of this information and
the relationships between this information is much more complex.

3 Relationships between the different hierarchical representations

As illustrated in Section 1.1, scope, cost, and schedule information is created at
several levels of detail.  Hierarchies are ideal to represent these different levels of
detail and the different types of aggregations and decompositions.



3.1 Design models
The design information generated today is often represented at a high level of

detail.  The designs depict the final state of the components but do not generally
model the materials that compose the final product or the materials that are required
to build the product.  Software programs have been developed to address the lack of
detailed design information represented in design models today.  For example, Eagle
Point's StrucPro automates reinforced concrete detailing, which would automatically
layout the reinforcing steel in the foundation system described above (Eagle Point
1998).  In addition, research efforts have also attempted to generate construction
product information automatically, such as temporary structures (Aalami 1998).

3.2 Cost estimates and cost control
Contractors generate very detailed cost estimates that are often broken down in

many different ways.  On the Sequus Project, the estimate was divided into the
following sections for all direct work: Area, Group Phase (such as concrete), Phase
(such as footing concrete), and Item (such as 2,000 psi concrete).  The left part of
Figure 2 shows the footing portion of the foundation estimate.  Therefore, estimators
need to be able to structure estimates using different hierarchical representations.

Costs are typically tracked with less detail than the estimates.  Figure 2 shows
the breakdown of costs for the footing portion of the foundation work, which shows
that there are eight items that track the footing costs.  To track the footing costs, the
project manager created cost items by aggregating several estimating items for the
footing work, by aggregating like items from a different part of the foundation work,
and by transferring a single item directly from the estimate.  Therefore, project
managers must be able to aggregate different estimating items to facilitate tracking
this information and to obtain the production information desired.

The schedule of values is represented with even less detail than the cost control
system.  The schedule of values is the cost breakdown of the pay items for which
general contractors and subcontractors submit billings each month.  On the Sequus
Project, all pay applications for concrete work were submitted under one schedule of
value, as shown in Figure 2.  Therefore, project managers create additional
aggregations of cost information for billing purposes.

Fig. 2: Estimate, cost control, and schedule of values for foundation



3.3 Schedule models
Schedules are often generated at multiple levels of detail to support different

views of the construction progress.  Figure 3 shows the summary and detailed views
of the footing portion of the foundation work.  In addition, construction schedules are
often broken into zones and areas to show work flow.  For example, the concrete
placement consisted of the aggregation of the footing and grade beam concrete,
whereas the reinforcing steel consisted of a decomposition of the work into
construction zones.  Therefore, project planners and superintendents must be able to
aggregate and decompose construction activities quickly and easily to support
different planning strategies.

Current tools address this issue by providing summary bars (Microsoft
Project) or hammock activities (Primavera).  Consequently, the aggregated activity
simply inherits the start date of the earliest activity and finish date of the latest
activity.  Each decomposed activity, however, doesn't know that it is a part of a higher
level activity and each aggregated activity doesn't know that it is composed of the
lower level activities.  Many research projects have addressed this limitation by
providing hierarchical planning approaches, such as MDA, Oarplan, CasePlan, and
CMM (Jagbeck 1994, Darwiche et al 1988, Dzeng et al 1997, Aalami et al 1998).
The Construction Method Modeler (CMM) provides the most promising approach,
however, because it represents components, actions, resources, and sequencing
constraints ("CARS") at every level of detail.  This is a necessary step to support
model-based reasoning and enable integration between scope, cost, and time at
multiple levels of detail.

In summary, design, cost, and schedule information are represented at different
levels of detail and have different hierarchical organizations.  Consequently, to
integrate this information, a mapping scheme must be developed to support the
relationships between the different hierarchical representations.

Fig. 3: Footing portion of the foundation schedule



3.4 Mapping scheme between the different hierarchical representations
Figure 1 showed the scope, cost, and time triangle with arrows illustrating the

relationships between the information.  This representation fails to show the complex
structure of this information and the multitude of relationships that must exist to share
the necessary information.  As the previous sections illustrated, the scope, estimate,
cost control, and schedule data are all represented with different hierarchical
organizations.  Project managers must be able to work with the different hierarchies
with changes in each hierarchy correctly propagating to the other.  Moreover, project
managers must be able to work with the information at different levels of detail and
create aggregations and decompositions to support their view of the information.
Figure 4 shows the hierarchical representation of the foundation scope, cost control
(estimate not shown), and schedule information.

This figure illustrates the complexity of mapping the relationships between
these information items.  During implementation, we will determine whether a direct
mapping between views is the solution versus mapping to and from a core model to
derive different views.  The relationships shown in Figure 4 need to be classified to
ensure the appropriate information is shared and to ensure consistency when
calculating cost and schedule status.
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4 Classes of relationships and shared information

Previous research and current tools share quantity information and resource
production information when calculating costs and schedule status.  However,
quantity information is not always available, resource performance is not always
measurable, and schedule progress is not always derivable from the quantities
installed.  Consequently, the relationships between the information need to be
classified according to the type of information that is shared.  Table 1 shows the
classes of relationships and the shared information that we have defined thus far.
Previous research and standards do not model many of these relationships.
Specifically, they do not reify the following relationships: quantity-based relationship
between the estimate and cost control; the labor time-based relationship between
estimate and cost and between estimate and schedule; and the progress-based
relationship between the schedule and cost control information.  The following case
examples demonstrate the need for these relationships, as project managers must
continually determine activity progress and forecast the corresponding costs.

Table 1: Classes of relationships and information shared

In some instances, an activity's progress can be measured by the quantity
installed, such as concrete placement and excavation. In addition, an activity's
progress can also be measured by the amount of time a labor resource has worked on
that activity, such as pressure testing the pipe installed. In contrast, some activities'
progress can only be determined through visual inspection.  For example, determining
the progress of rebar installation can't simply be measured by the pounds of steel that
is placed in a concrete slab.  The progress of that activity also depends on the spacing
of the rebar and whether it has been tied appropriately, which can't be quantified.  The
user should enter such progress measurement after visual inspection of the work in
place.  Finally, the cost forecast for a particular scope of work depends on the
corresponding activity's progress. Therefore, quantities installed, resources consumed,
and activity progress must be shared to support integrated time and cost control and
the corresponding relationship classes are necessary to enable this integration.

These relationship classes give project managers a consistent approach to
calculating schedule progress and forecasting the corresponding costs.  Furthermore,
it provides a flexible environment by allowing project managers to work with the
information at different levels of detail and to create aggregations and decompositions

Classes of Relationships Information Shared From To

Quantity-Based Quantity Design Estimate
Estimate Cost
Design Schedule

Labor Time-Based Resource hours Estimate Cost
Estimate Schedule

User-Based Activity Progress User Schedule
Progress-Based Activity Progress Schedule Cost



that support different views of the information.
Our research focuses on determining and formalizing other necessary

relationships to support integration of scope, cost, and time throughout the
construction process.  We will demonstrate the usefulness of these relationship
classes by implementing and testing software prototypes on actual construction
projects.
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EXAMPLES OF PRODUCT MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS IN
CONSTRUCTION
Product model transformations

R. AKBAS and M. FISCHER
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Abstract

This paper discusses the results of a case study of product model transformations and
geometric reasoning techniques for a challenging project.  The complex geometry in
the Experience Music Project offers unique challenges in construction processes.
Manual transformation of the design-centric product model prepared by the architect
into a production model for construction is time-consuming.  We discuss ways to
transform a design view of a product model into a construction view emphasizing the
value of product models supporting multiple views.  Geometric reasoning aids in the
planning, scheduling, coordination of the project, and modeling of temporary
structures.  We are developing methods to support these product model
transformations using the geometric model.

Keywords: Geometric reasoning, integration, multiple views, product modeling

1 Introduction

There has been a great amount of research in product modeling and symbolic
reasoning for construction in the last decade.  The results are gradually put into
action.  With the advent in product modeling techniques, uses and value of 3D CAD
systems are increasing.  Besides, advances in CAD/CAE systems make it possible to
design more complicated structures that once seemed impossible.  However, there is
still a gap in the interface between the design and construction views of the product
model.  Most of the research efforts have focused on the design-centric view of the
project, rather than on how it evolves during the project life cycle.

We have defined product model transformation mechanisms to transform

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2737-2746.
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design-centric product models into production-centric models (Fischer et al. 1998).
Product model transformations provide the tools that make the product model a living
electronic model of the project.  Our ongoing research elaborates the requirements for
product model transformations by defining the necessary representations for multiple
views and geometric reasoning techniques. Once a product model with
transformations is defined for a project, it supports the exchange of design
information, enables 3D and 4D visualizations at various levels of detail, automates
quantity takeoff and duration calculations, and so on.

This paper starts by describing the case study project.  Next, by elaborating on
the product model for the case study, we illustrate the transformations necessary for
construction projects and the requirements for the representation of the product
model.  Finally, we explain the geometric reasoning mechanisms necessary to
perform these transformations.

2 Motivation for product model transformations

An increasing number of design-build projects, as well as challenging
architectural design and construction methods, require complex product model
representations and transformations.  One recent example is the Experience Music
Project (EMP) in Seattle.

Construction of this structure is challenging in several aspects.  The exterior is
formed by sculpture-like surfaces with variable curvature in all three dimensions.
The skin on the Experience Music Project consists of reinforcement, shotcrete,
waterproofing, insulation and exterior steel plates and is supported by curved steel
ribs.  These ribs are in turn braced with secondary steel and support reinforcing bars.
Figure 1 shows the components of the 3D CAD model.  The complexity of the skin
surface requires the contractor to apply several methods of construction at different
locations.  The project site is located in a bounded area near the center of the city.
There is only one entrance to the site, which creates a significant accessibility
problem.  The site is congested, and laydown areas are quite limited.

The 3D CAD model is the basis for the construction documents at the site.  The
designer developed some unconventional 3D surface models of the buildings.  This
geometric information is sent to the construction site.  However, the representation is
not sufficient for construction.  The general contractor has the primary responsibility
in managing the data flow and distributing the information to the subcontractors.  The
interpretation of the CAD model is time-consuming.  Participants do not have an
automated method for creating their own product model view and updating it in case
of a change, which makes it difficult to achieve a consistent data flow.

A design-centric product model alone cannot support the concurrent design and
analysis necessary to develop an efficient and safe approach for construction.  The
designer develops the skin-surface model of one of the building elements shown in
Figure 1.  The CAD model of the skin includes the interior and exterior surfaces of
the shotcrete, material properties and dimensions.  Since no reasoning tools exist, the
use of this model on the construction site is limited, namely to observe the shape
visually and to check for interference with the temporary structures.



The left side of Figure 2 shows a cross-section of one of the building elements
of the EMP.  It shows how the construction operation varies depending on the
curvature of the skin and the distance from the edge of the building.  In nearly vertical
areas near the edge of the building (1) workers will install the reinforcement and
shotcrete, i.e. spray-on concrete, from scaffolding.  In steep areas in proximity to the
edge of the building (2) workers will use platforms cantilevered from the scaffolding.
In almost flat areas (3) workers will work with tie-off to the structure.  In steep areas
away from the edge of the building (4) workers will need additional scaffolding and
tie-off to perform the work.  Each of these construction methods has different
resource and space requirements and has different production rates.

To plan the use of resources and space over time and to predict the duration of
skin installation, the planners need to calculate the quantities of reinforcement and
shotcrete from the 3D CAD model.  Therefore, they need to break up the 3D CAD
model into zones related to the four construction methods.  There is a need for a
toolset that allows users to break up a 3D CAD model in new ways according to
certain criteria (in this case the curvature, the height and the distance from the edge).
This toolset needs to reason about the geometry.  The right side of Figure 2 shows a
decomposition for the given problem.

Meanwhile, the structural engineer has a different view of the project, and is
interested in the rings of shotcrete in his analysis for structural stability during
construction. The shotcrete surface, therefore, has different geometrical representation
in these views.

Fig. 1: Components of 3D CAD model for EMP element 7



Fig. 2: Construction methods for Shotcrete in EMP element 7

Participants have interdependent objectives.  The objective for the detailed
structural design is to ensure structural stability when only part of the skin has been
completed and the structure is loaded asymmetrically with wet shotcrete.  The
objective for construction is to allow the subcontractors to employ construction
methods that lead to productive construction operations and a safe and efficient use of
resources.  A particular method, sequence, and speed of construction, in turn, might
affect the structural reliability of the half-finished skin.

It is difficult to solve these problems without relying on the detailed 3D CAD
model at hand.  The need to generate alternative plans is remarkably high in this
complex structure.  Furthermore, it is hard for the project participants to achieve a
common understanding of the construction methods.  To satisfy these needs, we are
developing the framework for product model transformations.  In a fast-track project
like EMP, there is a continuous need for product model transformations.  Many
researchers have emphasized the importance of transformations (or maps) between
views (Jeng and Eastman 1998, Van Leeuwen and Wagter 1998).

3 Product model transformations

We have defined the typical mechanisms for transformations from design to
construction, and illustrate them with examples from the EMP.  The sample product
model hierarchy in Figure 3 shows these transformation mechanisms.

3.1 Elaboration
This mechanism decomposes a single object into m objects (m>1).  Elaboration

is one of the most common transformation types from design to construction.  In the
EMP, the design-centric model represented the shotcrete surface as one object, i.e.,
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Fig. 3: Product model transformations from design to construction

a mathematical surface with the material information.  The superintendent needed to
plan the installation of the shotcrete in more detail.  The activities he created would
act on detailed skin components: reinforcement, waterproofing, insulation, and
shotcrete.  So he elaborated the product model accordingly.  The breakup of a large
component into zones is another example for elaboration type transformation.

3.2 Aggregation
In this mechanism, the components in the product model are combined to define

new components.  The architect designed the steel ribs as individual objects.  The site
superintendent, however, needs to combine a group of steel elements into one zone in
order to accurately plan activities related to steel erection.

3.3 Introduction of temporary structures
Typically, temporary structures are not included in design documents or design-

centric product models.  However, they require resources for their installation and
take up space for the duration of their use.  Therefore, a construction planner needs to
take the construction and dismantling of temporary structures into account when
creating and evaluating a construction schedule.  In the EMP, the general contractor
created the shoring and scaffolding components using the product geometry and
workspace constraints.  Tools that create or configure temporary structures need to
reason about the geometry as described in section 5.

3.4 Relationship mapping
The relationships between components can also vary in different views during

the life cycle of the project.  Whenever there is a change in the product model because
of transformations, the underlying representations should be updated.

The planner needed to analyze the tolerance between the skin components to



plan the installation sequence of the skin components.  As the contractor elaborates
the skin into components, the physical support relationships should be created
automatically.  We have implemented algorithms that can translate the relationships
from design to construction using geometric reasoning.

Figure 4 shows our approach for product model transformations.  Our research
focuses on mappings from the design view to the construction view, although we are
well aware that this is not the only possible transformation type.  Since design always
precedes construction, there is always a design-centric model before the other views.

4 Representation for multiple views

As the EMP illustrates, there should be multiple representations for certain
components in the product model.  Rosenman and Gero (1996) suggest that views
should be able to represent a component with different composition hierarchies.
Different graphical representations for a certain component will either have to be
stored in each view, or need to be created with methods linked with that component.

It is widely accepted that AEC information should be represented in multiple
views so that participants in a construction project can extract their views from the
product model of the project and update the model after changes (Eastman and
Siabiris 1995; Hannus and Pietilainen 1995).  There have been various approaches to
representing multiple views (Table 1).  MacKellar and Peckham (1993) suggest that
product models that support views can consist of a single or of multiple models.
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Table 1:  Approaches for multiple view representations

Advantage Limitation
Aspect Models (Van Nederveen
and Tolman 1992)

Creates views from a single
product model

Cannot change initial
schema

P-C Approach
(Howard and Phan 1995)

Provides methods to define
product models and create
multiple views

 Fixed set of primitives
 No transformations

IFC (IAI 1998) Provides a standard language
for product models

No view definitions or
transformations

EDM2
(Eastman and  Siabiris 1995)

Provides database mechanisms
for view changes

Limited to design phase

4.1 Static-schema models
Initial focus on multiple view representation has been on static-schema models.

A schema is a template for a data model representation.  Van Nederveen and Tolman
(1992) define a kernel model and use aspect models to store view-specific
information.  The result is a set of models, each of which describes the building from
a different viewpoint.  They define the relationships between these aspect models.
Although efficient during modeling, this approach is limited in updating the model,
because it defines a static version of the product model rather than an evolving
schema necessary to make the project information through design and construction.

The Primitive-Composite (P-C) approach (Howard and Phan 1995) is a data
modeling technique that supports multiple views.  Users define the primitives for the
product model manually using a well-defined methodology.  It is possible to
aggregate the primitives to create composites.  Using a selected set of primitives and
composites, multiple views are created.  However, the user needs to know beforehand
how detailed the components should be, which limits the usability of the approach.  In
addition, each primitive can only have a single interpretation in this approach.
Ongoing efforts towards Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) are standardizing the
product model.  However the IFC do not provide a mechanism for view definitions
and transformations (IAI 1998).

4.2 Evolving-schema models
It is very cumbersome to map the product model manually on each a change in

views.  Consequently, there should be automated methods within the product model
that support these transformations.  The components of the product model should
have methods that support not only the creation of new objects but also views of the
product model that may differ in the level of abstraction and detail.

EDM-2 (Jeng and Eastman 1998, Eastman and Siabiris 1995) represents and
supports translations between design views that evolve throughout the design process.
Therefore, it is capable of model evolutions.  A core model exists to reduce the
number of maps required.  EDM-2 is essentially a product database, grounded on a
data model.  It addresses fundamental database issues, such as the maintenance of



data integrity; the defining of derivations and views; and the definition of a
procedural language supporting model addition, deletion and modification.  EDM-2 is
implemented at the data level and does not, to our knowledge, specify operational
transformations for construction.

5 Geometric reasoning

Figure 5 shows our geometric reasoning architecture.  The user defines
transformation rules and specifies items that create constraints for the system.  Using
the product model that is generated during design, the system reasons about the
geometry to define the spatial relationships and extracts the features from the
components to produce the construction view.  The product model kernel is built on
Industry Foundation Classes.

3D CAD models contain essential information to develop transformations.  To
transform between the different views of the product models, there must be efficient
geometric reasoning techniques.  The requirements for these techniques are the
representation of spatial relationships between objects, the extraction of geometric
properties and features, and the evaluation of constraints.

To decide on the layout for the shoring inside the structures of the EMP, spatial
relationships between the shoring and the ribs, cranes and scaffolding must be
represented.  The layout is constrained by factors like the curvature of the ribs and
workspace requirements.  The structural engineer resolves the dimensions of the
shoring and makes an update on the layout.  At this point, the contractor needs to do
time-consuming rethinking to evaluate the layout and consider its effects.  Similarly,
to decompose the shotcrete surface into zones, an automated system should consider
the relationships between the scaffolding and the skin surface and the height and
curvature of the skin.  Construction process information affects the constraints.  For
example, the flow of work to install the skin is a constraint for the shoring layout.

Design View
Construction

View

 Spatial
Reasoner

Feature-
Based

Reasoner

Product Model Kernel

Constraints

Product Model Transformation
Rules

Fig. 5: Architecture for product model transformations

Previous research has defined techniques for geometric reasoning in different
industries.  For example, in the manufacturing industry, CAD systems are widely
used as planning tools, as in assembly and process planning (McMahon et al. 1998).



The complex geometry of the parts and the assemblies are abstracted using features
that store the product’s important characteristics and associate them with engineering
knowledge.  Using feature-based modelers, or feature extraction algorithms, it is
possible to plan and reason about the geometry of each feature.  Ongoing efforts try to
define a similar scheme for architectural design (Leeuwen and Wagter, 1998).  We
have tested the reasoning techniques used in feature extraction algorithms to reason
about the properties of a geometric model.

In construction, the GRID research project developed a qualitative geometric-
reasoner for spatial, temporal, and logical reasoning about 3D geometry (Chinowsky
and Reinschmidt 1995).  Qualitative spatial relationships are used to abstract the
spatial relationships between components and reason about the geometric model
(Clementini et al. 1997).  Quantitative distances are converted to relationships like
after, on-top, and contains.  This directional information defined in one dimension is
generalizable to multi-dimensional models.  However, these research efforts
simplified the geometry of the components to basic primitives, which is not sufficient
for real world construction projects.

6 Conclusions and future work

This paper described ongoing research to define a methodology to transform
product models from design to construction using product model transformations.
We are focusing on geometric reasoning techniques needed for these transformations.

This research is a part of the effort to automate generation of 4D production
models based on design-centric product models.  We are implementing these
mechanisms using the Object ARX development environment in Autodesk
Mechanical Desktop and the Construction Method Modeler (CMM), an automated
construction process planner (Fischer and Aalami, 1996).
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COST-LOADED PRODUCTION MODEL FOR PLANNING AND CONTROL
Cost-loaded production model
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Abstract

This paper describes a cost-loaded production model that supports integrated project
planning, scheduling and estimating and real-time cost and schedule control. The
production model integrates product, process, and resource information between all
levels of detail and within each level of detail of construction management
information. It describes and calculates project schedules and cost estimates explicitly
at any level of detail desired by project participants. A hierarchical construction
planning, scheduling, and estimating process and corresponding software prototypes
assist the user in generating and updating the cost-loaded production model. The
main contributions of this work are the consistent representation of component,
action, resource, and sequence constraint objects at all levels of detail and the formal
planning, scheduling, and estimating processes and mechanisms. These are the two
essential components that make the cost-loaded production model possible. The
production model enables construction managers to work from general project
information to detailed project information, generate detailed what-if scenarios
rapidly and control and manage a project’s progress on a frequent and precise basis.

Keywords: Project planning, project control, product modeling, process modeling
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1 Introduction

“Was man nicht weiss, das eben brauchte man, und was man weiss, kann man nicht
brauchen.” (J. W. Goethe, Faust)

Loosely translated, Faust says: “What one does not know is exactly what one
needs to know, and what one does know one cannot use.” This quote reminds us of
experiences on construction projects, where a lot of information about the project was
available for crew and project management, but it seemed that we were always
missing just the right information necessary to make a well-informed decision.
Typically, someone created construction planning and cost estimating information to
answer a specific question (e.g., what will be the overall project duration?). At a later
time, someone else needed to answer a different question (e.g., how many laborers
will we need next week and where will they work?) related to the first question. To
answer such questions, we continuously needed to recreate information, aggregate
detailed scope, cost, schedule information, and generate more detail as required by
the decision at hand. Often, we would quickly make a plan, schedule, or cost estimate
to answer a new question. For example, on one project, the project management team
created over one thousand separate hand-made and paper-based three-week look-
ahead schedules. The main problem is that construction planning and cost
information exists in many different forms and places (in planners’ minds, on paper,
in computer files) and is neither integrated nor easily accessible.

Today, it is still common practice in the construction industry to view cost
estimating, construction scheduling, detailed work planning, etc. as separate functions
for project execution. The systems used for each function are simply not compatible,
and their integration often creates additional work and data and increases the
complexity of the project management system. Most proposed mapping schemes
(Rasdorf and Abudayyeh 1987, KLR Bau 1990, Gehri 1992) only work in certain
situations. The detailed underlying information and the estimating and scheduling
assumptions are lost when, for example, detailed cost information is mapped onto
cost control accounts and onto master schedule activities. It is difficult to show the
interaction between cost and schedule, and to maintain an integrated scope-cost-
schedule model when the project design or schedule changes. One can control the
cost of concrete, e.g., but it is impossible to manage individual production processes
proactively.

In this paper, we present a production model, which considers the needs of
planners and builders and supports the creation of cost and schedule models that
reflect the realities of project execution more closely than the approaches used in
practice today. We propose an integrated planning and estimating process and a
computer-interpretable model that support activity generation and sequencing and the
estimation of material and time-dependent costs.

We are interested in understanding and modeling the production process of
buildings. The production process consumes resources to create a product. The
consumption of resources requires time and creates costs. Therefore, the production
model integrates a product model, process model, and resource model. Since it
models the relationships between product components, process activities, and



material and labor resources it avoids the data redundancy found in the approaches
used in practice. The hierarchical product, process, and resource models, in addition
to the underlying coherent data structures, enable project participants to create
individually designed views that focus on the information of interest to them. This
paper gives an overview of this project planning and estimating system, summarizes
the underlying information model, and contrasts the proposed model with others in
the literature. It places particular emphasis on the cost elements of the production
model. The work presented here was developed at Stanford University and at the
Technical University of Munich. The group in Stanford focused on the construction
planning side and developed the Construction Method Modeling (CMM) prototype.
The group in Munich focused on time and cost control of construction projects and
developed a prototype called POP (Process-Oriented Planning).

2 Production planning needs

Construction planning, scheduling, and cost estimating are important parts of
any construction project. The planning and estimating process and the resulting
construction plans, schedules and cost estimates need to support the following needs:

1. Inform project managers about who needs to do what, when and where, i.e.,
determine the resources <R> required for a particular action <A> on specific
components <C> or set of components under certain sequencing constraints <S>.

2. Provide different project parties, e.g., owners, general contractors, and
subcontractors, with <C> <A> <R> <S> entities and their relationships at the
appropriate level of detail. For example, represent <C> entities at less detail for
owners (e.g., buildings) than for subcontractors (e.g., temporary structures).

3. Support the rapid generation of alternative schedules and estimates based on the
exploration of different design and construction method choices.

4. Rapidly estimate and re-estimate the costs for various sets of design and method
choices to determine the most cost-effective allocation of resources. Related cost
estimates need to be available at several levels of detail.

5. Provide the basis for project control to contrast budgets and target schedules with
actual costs and schedules.

Today, planners base the generation of project plans and estimates on 2D or 3D
drawings of a project (Figure 1.a). They use personal planning and estimating
knowledge and construction method information to generate the necessary activities
and estimate items manually. Software is essentially used to document the decisions
and work of the planners and estimators. Typically, commercial project management
tools represent schedules as Critical Path Method (CPM) networks and cost estimates
in spreadsheets. The current project planning and estimating process and project
management software do not address the five needs listed above. The main problems
lie with the representation of the output and the planning process.

The output of current systems does not represent who does what, when and
where in a formal and computer-interpretable way. Furthermore, cost estimates and



schedules are usually not integrated, making it difficult to perform real-time progress
control or to recalculate the cost of a project rapidly due to a schedule or method
change.  CPM tools allow planners to model activities with descriptive activity names
(Build Foundation) and to associate sequencing relationships (Finish-Start [FS] to
Build Wall), work quantities (concrete volume), and resource and cost information
(Crew F-3 with its productivity rate) with each activity. With this information, a CPM
system calculates activity durations and schedules the project. A planner then
interprets the schedule to find out who does what, when and where. However, CPM
systems represent each of the <CARS> entities of an activity as a name or value
only. Therefore, a computer system cannot interpret and reason about <CARS>
entities to support the planner in revising and updating activities and their
relationships and costs. A planner must manually adjust a plan and estimate to reflect
changes in design, construction method, or level of detail. Likewise, an estimating
spreadsheet has descriptive names for estimating items but does not contain the
information in a computer-interpretable way to support the planning needs listed
above.
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(CPM Network)
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a) IDEF∅∅ diagram representing current project planning and estimating process

Fig. 1: Comparison of current and proposed planning and estimating
processes. IDEF∅∅ diagrams representing project planning and
estimating in current practice (a) and using CMM (b)
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processes. IDEF∅∅ diagrams representing project planning and
estimating in current practice (a) and using CMM (b)

3 Related research and point of departure

Several other researchers have formalized an activity as a <CAR> tuple and
used the <CAR> conceptualization to support the generation of activities
(Navinchandra et al. 1988, Darwiche ET al. 1989, Jägbeck 1994, Dzeng and
Tommelein, 1997). They use the <CAR> conceptualization to generate appropriate
activities for each building component in a product model, to link component, action,
and resource information, and to automate activity sequencing. However, prior
construction planning prototypes do not maintain explicit objects for components
<C>, action <A>, resources <R> and sequencing constraints <S> at all levels of
detail in their product and process models. This makes it difficult to calculate and
aggregate costs in a consistent manner on a project and from project to project.

Other researchers have described models that integrate the information
necessary for construction management. Froese (1996) gives an excellent overview
and discussion of these models. Typically, these models are based on the same



classes of objects we have used for the cost-loaded production model (products,
activities and resources). They also show the relationships between these construction
objects (e.g., an activity uses a resource). Typically, they do not describe how the
models will be populated with project-specific information, and how users will
update and maintain an up-to-date scope, cost, and schedule model. Without such
mechanisms it is, in our experience, almost impossible to enter and maintain the
thousands of data items needed to manage a project at several levels of detail.

Building on the <CAR> abstraction and on the conceptual construction
information models described in Froese (1996), we formalized a Construction
Method Model Template (CMMT) that allows planners to model the activities
required for a particular method (Aalami et al. 1998a). Planners define each activity
in a CMMT with <CARS> entities. CMM implements a hierarchical method-driven
planning process (Aalami 1998b). With CMM, planners can now generate detailed
4D production models from a product model by selecting and applying CMMTs
(Figure 1.b). The input to CMM is a design version of a product model. CMM uses
the planning information in the selected CMMTs and information in the product
model to generate activities with explicit <CARS> entities automatically. The
planner controls the levels of detail of the activities CMM generates. For this process
we formalized four bodies of planning knowledge: activity elaboration knowledge,
activity sequencing knowledge (Aalami et al. 1998c), product model transformation
knowledge (Fischer et al. 1998), and cost estimating knowledge. This paper focuses
on the essential elements necessary for cost estimating. Prior publications have
focused on the planning and scheduling aspects (Fischer and Aalami 1996, Aalami
and Fischer 1998).

CMM is implemented with PowerModel by Intellicorp (Mountain View, CA).
We tested CMM on several construction projects to verify that it was able to generate
production models (viewed as a CPM diagram or a 4D model) that are realistic. The
largest test case was carried out in 1998 on a hospital project in Palo Alto, CA. Based
on a product model describing over 3,000 steel components of the structural system
for the hospital and based on steel erection method knowledge obtained from the steel
erector, CMM planned the steel erection work correctly and automatically (Katz
1998).

4 Description of planning and estimating process and information models

Users generate and elaborate cost-loaded activities for the production model
with the following planning and estimating steps (Figure 2). For a particular activity
(e.g., Build Product at the beginning of planning or Build Wall Pos. 2 after some
activities already exist), users choose the construction method they would like to
apply by selecting the appropriate CMMT in the methods database. The CMMT
knows what detailed activities are necessary to complete the original activity. Each
detailed activity knows what component in the product model it acts on, what type of
action it carries out, what crew and material resources it needs, what sequence
constraints it has, and what one-time costs and productivity rate it has. With this
knowledge and with the project-specific information in the product model, CMM



generates the detailed activities in the production model (e.g., Place Concrete Wall
Pos. 2). It calculates the activity duration by extracting the material quantity
information from the product model following the ActsOnComponent relationship
(1), by looking up the applicable productivity rate in the CMMT, and by using the
duration calculation algorithm for the activity’s action type (2). It then calculates the
time-dependent costs by multiplying the duration with the crew unit costs stored in
the resource library (3). It computes the material costs by multiplying the quantity
information from the product model with the material unit cost in the resource library
(4). It can now calculate an activity’s total cost by summing the material and crew
costs and adding eventual one-time costs (e.g., set-up costs) from the CMMT (5). The
user can now look at the total project cost or at the cost of producing a particular
portion because the system can roll up the activity costs to any desired level (6).
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ActsOnComponent
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UsesCrewResource

<S>
HasSequenceConstraint

(6)
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Product Resource
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Constraint
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of Project
Cost
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Crew Material
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<R>
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CMMT

- One Time Costs
- Productivity
- ...

(2)
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Quantity (3)
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Crew & Material
Unit and One Time Costs

Fig. 2: Generation of cost-Loaded activities for production model

Table 1 illustrates the key attributes for an activity object. It contains the typical
attributes one finds in scheduling software (only a few like duration, earliest start and
finish are shown here). It contains the attributes necessary for the various types of
cost described in the previous paragraph and includes the relations and methods that
integrate the product, process, and resource models and calculate the costs of
production. Note that this activity model supports an integrated production model that
combines scope, cost, and schedule information. Software tools available on the
market today only link some of these data items (Staub et al. 1998). For example, one
can transfer the quantity information in a 3D CAD model into an estimating
spreadsheet at one level of detail. This does not create an integrated production model



where a user can generate cost-loaded activities that have explicit bi-directional links
to product and resource objects at several levels of detail.

Table 1: Main attributes, relations, and methods of an activity

Activity

Attributes:
Id: LongInt
Name: String
UnitOfMeasure: String
ProductQuantity Extended
Duration: Extended
EarliestStart: String
EarliestFinish: String
CrewProductivity: Extended
CrewUtilization: Extended
CalculatedTotalCosts: Extended
AggregatedTotalCosts: Extended
TimeDepCosts: Extended
QuantityDepCosts: Extended
OneTimeCosts: Extended
:

Values:
-
Wall Pos.2 Place Concrete
M3
10
1 [d]
01.09.99
01.09.99
1 [h/M3]
100 [%]
9600 [$]
-
1600 [$]
3000 [$]
5000 [$]

Relations:
<C> ActsOnComponent:
<A> IsOfActionType:
<R> UsesMaterialResource:
<R> UsesCrewResource:
<S> HasSequenceConstraint:
:

Values:
Wall Pos.2 Concrete
Place
C 4500
Crew Type C-1
FS Wall Pos.2 Place Formwork

Methods:
(1) GetProductQuantity!
(2) CalculateDuration!
(3) GetCrewResourceUnitAndOneTimeCost!
(4) GetMaterialResourceUnitAndOneTimeCost!
(5) CalculateCost!
(6) RollUpCost!
:

Once users have generated a cost-loaded production model with CMM, the
production model can be transferred with an ISO 10303 Part 21 file (STEP Physical
File or SPF) into POP (Process-Oriented Planning) developed at the Technical
University of Munich (Kuhne et al. 1998a, 1998b). We coordinated the output from
CMM and the project information needed in POP to allow users to generate the
necessary planning information quickly and to explore several alternatives and update
the production model rapidly. POP supports users in monitoring and controlling a
construction project. By building on the hierarchical production model described



above it supports the typical aggregations used for cost and schedule control while
maintaining the original detailed information. This enables real-time cost and
schedule control because the cost and schedule information is available at the level of
detail and composition needed. The cost-loaded production model allows a user to
construct any desired view of the scope, cost, and schedule information because the
detailed production information is maintained, product, process, and resource
information is integrated at all levels of detail, and each item of information knows
from where it originated. POP was tested on a recent freeway project in Germany
(Lippert 1999). With little additional effort for data entry (about 15 minutes per day)
the site management team was able to monitor and control cost and schedule
performance on a daily basis. Because of this real-time and integrated view of cost
and schedule, the site management team was able to identify areas of concern while it
was still possible to take corrective measures. This was possible because POP models
the scope, cost, and schedule information at the level of detail at which site managers
collect daily reports from foremen. With its aggregation mechanisms and with its
detailed and integrated cost and schedule information, POP can quickly contrast
actual cost and schedule data with planned or budgeted cost and schedule data at any
desired level of detail.

5 Impact and significance

The production model proposed in this paper is a coherent model that integrates
the main production information used to plan and manage a project. This information
is grouped into compatible and related partial models describing the building product,
the activities or production processes and the resources. This organization eliminates
redundancy of scope, cost, and schedule information and allows construction
managers to work with subsets of the production information as needed by a
particular task while maintaining and using a consistent overall model. As other
authors have also noted, the basic relationships between the production model objects
are simple. However, the resulting model is highly complex system with a high
connectivity between objects and attributes. It is unlikely that software tools will be
able to maintain all of these relationships over the course of a project. However, as
presented, computer tools can automate many of the routine data generation,
integration, and calculation tasks. Our collaboration on this research project and our
tests on site have also made it clear to us that information standards like the Industry
Foundation Classes proposed by the International Alliance for Interoperability will
greatly facilitate the practical use of such integrated information models.

Specifically, some potential benefits of this work for industry practice are:

• Availability of an integrated model that answers who does what when and where
at multiple levels of detail

• Rapid generation of cost-loaded production models for different design and
construction method alternatives

• Reuse of scheduling and estimating information as projects progress and planning
and control needs change



• Availability of “intelligent” schedules and estimates where each activity knows
why it exists, how it relates to other activities, and how it calculates its costs

The hierarchical method-driven planning process and the formalization of
construction method, planning and estimating knowledge can potentially bridge the
gap between site offices and the head office of construction firms. On many projects
there is a disconnect between the information the project management team generates
and the information generated by the site management team. This is a pity since the
experience of field personnel is clearly needed to produce a realistic construction
schedule and estimate. No tool exists, however, that allows field personnel to model
their knowledge and use it to generate project schedules and estimates with computer
software. Today, it is also impractical or maybe even impossible to generate and link
plans, schedules, and estimates to the level of detail needed on site on a day-by-day
basis. Hence, it is difficult to incorporate field knowledge into a plan useful at the
project manager’s level. As a result, today’s master plans and schedules are often
unrealistic and fail to predict activity start and end times and resource needs (Katz
1998). Crews may work on the wrong activities in the wrong areas, slowing overall
project progress and increasing project cost.

Given that field personnel in construction are skilled enough to build complex
facilities and based on our field tests, we believe that, with the appropriate tool, field
personnel would be motivated and able to produce detailed schedules that link to the
other schedules at their level of detail and to summary-level schedules. With CMM
and POP, superintendents can build detailed cost-loaded production models instead of
paper-based look-ahead schedules. Since a model at the day-to-day work level exists
they can now match the progress data they already collect on a daily basis with a
plan. This should greatly improve the assessment of project progress in a timely
manner and simplify payment applications for completed work. They can use
information on what happened today to plan tomorrow’s work and understand the
impact of changes in their scope of work on other disciplines and overall project
completion and cost. They can rapidly explore the impact of changes in material and
labor availability and study the effect of design changes. The cost-loaded production
model also allows them to communicate a schedule as a visual 4D model which helps
to identify interference between crews. In summary, CMM and POP help understand
the impact of overall project decisions (e.g., a change in completion date) on day-to-
day resource allocation and assist in showing the effect of day-to-day progress on
overall project progress.
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A SURVEY OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE CANADIAN
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Information technology survey in Canada

H. RIVARD
Centre for Building Studies, Dept. of Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Concordia University, Montreal, Canada

Abstract

A survey regarding the current and planned use of information technology in the
Canadian architecture, engineering and construction industry has been conducted at
the end of 1998.  The preliminary results of this survey presented here shows the
current use of information technology within the firms of the respondents. CAD
software has become ubiquitous and is used in most of the drawing work.  Even
though most firms have adopted e-mail and the Internet, most processes are still not
computerized and most documents are still exchanged in a traditional fashion.  In
general, the adoption of information technology has been beneficial but at a cost.  The
findings of the survey presented here provide directions in research, development,
training, and strategies that will respond to the needs of the industry.

Keywords: Information technology; computers; architecture, engineering, and
construction; survey.

1 Introduction

Computers have revolutionized the way documents are generated and
information technologies are bound to revolutionize the way people exchange
information and documents.  These recent technologies have had profound impact on
how organizations operate on a daily basis.  In order to assess this impact on the
architecture, engineering and construction (A.E.C.) industry in Canada a survey was
prepared and sent at the end of November 1998.  Answers were collected during the
months of December 1998 and January 1999.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2338-2347.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



The survey was targeted to executives and managers in the A.E.C. industry.
The purpose of this research is to reveal the current and planned use of computer-
based and telecommunication technologies in the industry. This paper presents only a
preliminary analysis of the answers to the survey as answers are still being collected.
The paper commences with a brief overview of the A.E.C. industry in Canada.  This
is followed by a description of the survey and methodology used.  Then the paper
presents the profiles of the respondents and the findings of the survey.

2 The Canadian architecture, engineering and construction industry

The Canadian A.E.C. industry employed 933 000 people in 1991 out of a total
labour force of 14 475 000 people according to the Canadian census (Statistics
Canada 1994).  The total value of construction work that was purchased in Canada in
1993 amounted to 94 Billion $Can (Statistics Canada 1993). 65% of this amount
corresponds to building constructions while the remaining corresponds to engineering
works (e.g., roads, dams, power lines and sewers).

The construction industry is usually considered an important indicator of the
health of a national economy.  In Canada, the construction output has remained
relatively constant in the last 30 years. Since the national gross domestic product
(GDP) has steadily grown during this period, the contribution of this industry to the
GDP has fallen from 9% to 5% (Statistics Canada 1996).  Furthermore, this industry
is facing several important challenges such as a steadily decline in productivity since
the 60’s, high unemployment, a decline in national as well as in foreign markets, little
long-term investment, and an “inability to implement crucial competitive policies”
(Momaya and Shelby 1998). How does this industry face the added challenge of a
paradigm shift in document production and information exchange?  This is what the
survey presented here tries to answer.

3 Survey’s origin and methodology

The questionnaire used in this survey is a slightly modified and improved
version (for the Canadian context) of “The IT barometer survey” which was created
at the Royal Institute of Technology (Kungl Tekniska Högskolan) of Sweden, in
1997, by Olle Samuelsson (Samuelsson 1998).  This survey has since been used in
different countries, and thus makes comparison among countries possible.  Such
results have already been published for Scandinavia in (Howard et al 1998) and
(Howard and Samuelsson 1998).  The survey is twelve pages long and covers the
following topics: company information, computer information, computer use,
computer-aided drafting, communications, and information technology.

The survey was sent by mail to executives of a statistical sample of 1000 firms
in the A.E.C. industry across Canada.   These firms are involved in building
construction as well as engineering work.  This sample of firms was split in three
equal categories: architectural firms, engineering firms, and construction contractors.
The only incentive offered to the respondents was to send the findings of the survey.



4 Respondent profiles

The typical return rates for mail surveys in this industry oscillate around 10%.
The findings presented here are based on 177 returned questionnaires that represent
an 18% return rate.  In general, a mail survey cannot be considered reliable under a
50% return rate (Erdos 1983). Even though a low-response was obtained, the findings
of the survey still present useful information about the respondents and may show
tendencies within the industry.  The distribution of responses with respect to the three
disciplines surveyed is shown in Figure 1.  It seems to be more difficult to interest
contractors’ executives in filling surveys.  The category “Other” consists of
manufacturers and distributors.  80% of the respondents were senior management.
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43%

Contractor
21%

Other
5%

Fig. 1: Distribution of responses for the types of company surveyed

Fig. 2: Distribution of responses within Canada.
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The distribution of responses with respect to the five regions of Canada (i.e.,
British Columbia, the Prairies, Ontario, Quebec and the Maritimes) is shown in
Figure 2.  This distribution correlates well with the population distribution of Canada
except for the Maritimes.  The proportion of the responses from the Maritimes is
actually twice that of its contribution to the overall population of Canada.

Computers are used by 97% of the firms surveyed.  This kind of survey has the
deficiency of appealing to people who are already using IT while it rebuffs those who
are not.  Compared with another survey of technology diffusion in service industries
which was conducted by Statistics Canada on behalf of Industry Canada between
October and December 1996, at that time, 65% were using personal computers while
5% were either implementing or considering using PCs (Industry Canada 1997).

5 Results

The results of the surveys collected confirm that Microsoft is the dominant
brand of operating systems used in the construction industry as shown in Figure 3.
Almost 90% of all operating systems installed were sold by Microsoft.  The next
contender is the Mac OS with a meager 7%.

The survey identified the types of office software used in the industry.  Figure
4 shows that almost all firms surveyed use word processors and spreadsheets.  E-mail
has reached an 84% penetration with an additional 8% implementing it.  This is in
sharp contrast with the results obtained by Industry Canada in 1996 when only 15%
of the A.E.C. firms were using e-mail and 17% were either implementing or
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considering it (Industry Canada 1997).  A similar penetration was achieved with the
Internet and the World-Wide Web where now 79% of the firms surveyed are using
web browsers while only 15% had access to the Internet in 1996 (Industry Canada
1997).  Project planning packages are used only by 43% of the companies surveyed.

The survey evaluated the extent of computerization of some business
processes.  Figure 5 shows that on one hand invoicing and bookkeeping are largely
computerized, while on the other hand, purchasing, tendering, and materials control
are mostly manual.  The lack of computerization of these processes may indicate a
need for efficient software tools in these areas.

An important capability provided by information technology is the transfer of
documents in electronic forms.  Figure 6 shows that most documents in the industry
are not exchanged digitally.  Based on these results, design documents are the type of
documents with the highest probability (only 25%) to be exchanged often or always
in an electronic form.  These proportions are bound to augment as more companies
are adopting the Internet.

Computer-aided drafting (CAD) is used in 72% of the firms surveyed.  As
expected, Autodesk is the dominant brand of CAD software used in the industry.
Figure 7 shows that 55% of all packages used in the firms surveyed were sold by
Autodesk.  The next most popular brands are Microstation with 21% and Visio
Technical with 14%.

Most of the firms that own CAD packages use them to do the drawing design
work.  Figure 8 shows that 77 % of these firms use CAD to prepare drawings in 80%
to 100% of all drawings.  This diagram clearly shows how essential CAD software
has become in the industry.
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There are several ways to represent drawing information within CAD
software.  Figure 9 shows that most of the drawings are two-dimensional drawings
(i.e.,  69%  of  all  drawings).   25%  of  all  drawings  integrate  databases  with  two-
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dimensions.  Only 6% of all drawings are done in three-dimensions.  Even though
product models hold the promise of standardized information exchange and more
meaningful design information, its use in Canada in generating drawings is
negligible.  Canada lags behind Scandinavian countries in the adoption of product
models and structured 3D CAD.  As a comparison, in Finland, drawings are prepared
13% of the time with product models and 22% of the time with 3D CAD (Howard et
al. 1998).
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One of the objectives of the survey is to find how information technology has
changed the design and construction process.  According to the results shown in
Figure 10, these changes have been both beneficial and detrimental.  On one hand,
the number of mistakes in documentation has decreased, the number of construction
errors has not changed, and the quality of documents and the speed of work have both
increased.  On the other hand, the complexity of work, the administrative needs, the
proportion of new operations and the costs of doing business have all increased.  The
benefits of information technology come at a cost.

Fig. 9: Percentage of design time with five CAD approaches
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The respondents were asked to select the research topics they considered the
most important for their firms.  Figure 11 shows the set of topics proposed along with
their respective score.  The results show clearly that the firms surveyed need a way to
integrate their operations using computers since the two related topics computer-
integrated construction and standard format for the electronic exchange of product
data have both scored high.  Two other topics that have scored high are concerned
with design support.  Design tools that would allow concurrent design and support
conceptual design would be welcomed.  On the other hand, most of the firms
surveyed do not see the needs for robot-construction and virtual reality applications.

6 Conclusion

The preliminary findings presented here provide a glimpse of the current use of
information technology within the Canadian A.E.C. firms that have responded to the
survey.  Even though most firms have adopted e-mail and the Internet, most
processes within these firms are still not computerized and most documents are still
exchanged in a traditional fashion.  The fact that some data-intensive processes, such
as purchasing, tendering, and materials control, are not fully computerized yet may
indicate the need for the development of better software tools in these areas. In
general, the adoption of information technology has been beneficial but has
increased, as a side effect, the complexity of work, the administrative needs and the
cost of doing business.  If software was simpler to use and more reliable, these side
effects would probably vanish.  According to the firms surveyed, the most important
area of research for the industry is the implementation of computer-integrated design
and construction, which integrates data and communication among firms.  With such
an environment, A.E.C. firms would exchange much more information in digital
forms.  The next most important area of research is the development of new design
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tools that would let several designers work concurrently on a project and that would
assist them in exploring many alternatives during the conceptual stages of design.
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Abstract

A brief overview of validation of the Tall-D knowledge-based system is presented. The
objective of the validation process was to have industry experts participate and to compare
the tall building design alternatives generated by Tall-D to those designed in actual projects.
Two experts compared test-cases with the designs produced by Tall-D system.  These design
sessions also enabled the experts to critique the individual cases as well as the overall
performance of Tall-D.  The overall performance was evaluated through a comprehensive
questionnaire on the different features of Tall-D as an automated design tool.  The multi-
storey test-cases used are actual buildings: Place du Canada, IBM-Marathon and 1000 de La
Gauchetière, all located in Montreal. One of the test-cases and the results of the
questionnaire-based validation of Tall-D are presented.

Keywords: integrated design system, validation, multi-storey office building, preliminary
design, architecture, structure.

1 Introduction

Tall-D is a knowledge-based system for the preliminary design of tall buildings.  Tall-
D system can generate alternative building configurations and corresponding preliminary
structural designs. In the absence of computer-based tools and also due to resource and time
constraints, the current preliminary design tasks are mostly restricted to exploring one or two
design alternatives, often proceeding with a less than efficient solution.  Therefore a
computer-based design tool that can be used by designers at the initial stages of a project to
explore many design alternatives on a comparative basis will, lead to better and more
economical designs than those produced without such a design tool. Following is a discussion
of the validation and verification process as applied to the Tall-D system.
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2 Software validation and verification

Validation and verification (V & V) of software are two terms that are generally differentiated
from one another.  Validation is considered a check on software performance based on output,
i.e.  performance-oriented.  In contrast, verification is a check for conformance to system
specifications established at the design stage, i.e.  implementation-oriented.  The former is a
functionality check and the latter, a "structural" check. Validation and verification of
knowledge-based systems represents an active research area (Chander 1996, Gupta 1993).  In
the early days of knowledge-based systems, validation and verification was done on an ad hoc
basis.  Then, formal methods and tools were developed to check knowledge-bases (Cervera
1993).  Since formal V & V is performed against an initial set of specifications, there is a need
for formal specifications as well as the definition of acceptability criteria of a KBS.  V & V
methodologies from conventional software engineering (Sommerville 1993) can also be
adapted for KBS. There is nonetheless a lack of widely accepted KBS life-cycle protocol that
establishes which V & V activities can be used and when such activities can be performed. The
methods and results used in the validation of Tall-D system are reported here, with emphasis on
the work with external experts participation.

2.1 Validation methodology for Tall-D
Two methods were used in the V & V of the Tall-D system: (i) incremental verification

by random output checking, followed by (ii) validation by external experts.  Since the
development of Tall-D was not initiated with formal specifications, verification against such a
set of specifications did not come into consideration.  Tall-D was checked in an incremental
manner, as a portion of source code or module was developed.  It was a cyclic process in which
coding, checking and debugging were performed by the developer.  Random output checking by
using features of the KBS development tool such as break-point, tracing of firing of rules,
explanation function and inspection of objects was part of the routine development and
debugging process. Then followed validation performed in collaboration with an expert
architect and an expert structural engineer, which forms the focus of this presentation.

3 Validation by external experts

The objective of validation by external experts is to test the Tall-D system with leading
designers from the industry who are familiar with the practical aspects of multi-storey building
design.  The two experts that volunteered their time and project information to evaluate Tall-D 
were Mr.  Antony Niro and Mr. Serge Vézina.  Both have extensive experience in the design of
multi-storey office buildings.  Mr. Niro is an architect consultant (Di Miele Niro Architects,
Montreal).  Mr. Vézina is a structural engineer at Lalonde, Valois, Lamarre, Valois  inc.,
Montreal, a subsidiary of SNC-Lavalin.

Mr. Vézina selected his recent tall building design, the 1000 de La Gauchetière.  Though
it represented the high end of the height limitations for Tall-D (50 storeys), it was a successful
interactive session that resulted in alternative designs from Tall-D as well as it presented the
features of the design system to the expert.

In the other session with Mr.  Niro, Place du Canada and IBM-Marathon office towers in
Montreal were the test-cases.  One common feature of test-cases is that they are all office
towers, mostly prismatic with rectangular or square floor plans.



Due to the restrictions on space, not all three test-cases could be presented.  One of the
three test-cases, the IBM-Marathon building, is presented in a moderate amount of detail as a
representative case.  For a more comprehensive description of the test-cases and discussion of
results the reader is referred to Ravi (1998).

3.1 Design case: IBM-Marathon building
This building is forty seven storeys tall including four mechanical levels.  The building

has a main tower and two low rise annexes attached to the main tower.  This test-case is studied
considering only the main tower.  The base dimensions of the main tower are 60mx30m.  The
core to window line distance (column free) is 13.7m.  The core dimensions are 30mx9m. 
Figure 1 shows a typical floor plan of the building under consideration.  The design input to
generate possible solutions by Tall-D is shown in Table 1.  Of the twenty nine alternatives
initially generated, twenty three were retained for ranking.  Among the evaluated alternatives,
Layout#24 ranked second, and due to the number of storeys being forty eight and close to the
actual forty seven, is selected by the expert to proceed and inspect the geometry.

After perusal of the structural configuration for Layout#24, and since the plan dimensions
of Layout#24 (45m x 40 m) are not close to that of the test-case (which is 60m x 30 m), another
alternative Layout#22 ranked third with rectangular floor plan dimensions (55m x 35m) closer
to test-case than those of Layout#24, is selected to proceed with geometric configuration and
structural design.  Figure 2 shows a structural configuration for Layout#22.  Different lateral
system alternatives are generated by Tall-D. In all, four alternative structural system schemes
are generated each with geometric information.  Each scheme has alternative column spacing on
the perimeter.  The four types of structural schemes generated are described below, in no
particular order:

a) All-concrete, frame shearwall scheme.  A system that combines shearwalls and rigid
frames to provide adequate lateral-load resistance for tall buildings.  The actual
building uses this system.

b) Steel framed tube with concrete shearwall.  Closely spaced columns on the
perimeter along with a shearcore provides great flexibility to design for lateral loads
for a tall building like this one.

c) All-steel, braced perimeter frames on the exterior faces of the building.  Provides
greater flexibility for planning occupant space as opposed to the next scheme of
interior braced frame.

d) All-steel, braced frames on the interior.  The bracings are on the inside where they
are easier to conceal.  However if large open spaces or greater flexibility is needed,
this may not be a suitable choice.

The details of the column sizes and quantities for the above first two schemes for each
column spacing alternative are generated by Tall-D and inspected the expert.  The other two
alternatives being all-steel structural schemes were not inspected by the expert.  Two other
structural systems are identified by Tall-D as suitable for use in these buildings, but did not
complete the design due to the incomplete state of their implementation.  These two are framed
end channel scheme and belt truss with braced frame scheme. When the percentage of core
area (with respect to gross floor area) is reduced to 15% from the previous 20% as suggested by
the expert designer, Tall-D produced an additional alternative (labelled here Layout#23 with
plan dimensions 55mx30m and 49 storeys) which is yet closer to the test-case dimensions.



Table 1: Input parameters for example design-case

Parameter Value

Net Floor Area required 65790 m2

Maximum number of floors 50

Dimensions of Plot 130 x 70 m

Approximate Budget [1995$] $200 millions

Table 2 shows a comparison between the as-built design parameters on the left and the
Tall-D generated parameters on the right - Layout#22.  For purposes of comparison with the
actual building the values for frame-shrearwall scheme for the alternative with perimeter
column spacing of  xx:6.9m and yy:7.0m are used.  The sizes of the structural members as well
as the spacing of columns are comparable between the test-case and as designed by the Tall-D
system.  Tall-D has selected a concrete compressive strength of 60MPa for the initial layout
selection Layout#24.  The columns are spaced at 7.5m with square sizes of 850mm at base and
450mm at 35th floor.  Since the expert preferred the rectangular proportions of Layout#22 the
rest of the design was carried out for the same.  The corresponding Tall-D designed values for
Layout#22 are 55MPa, 6.9m column spacing, square column sizes of 850mm at base and
350mm at the 35th floor.  The corresponding actual values are 55MPa concrete, 9m column
spacing, sections of 1000mm at base and 600mm at 35th floor (according to the external
expert).  The somewhat smaller sections of columns for Tall-D design can be attributed to the
smaller spacing suggested by Tall-D.  The smaller clear span of 9.7m in the design simulation
as opposed to the actual value of 13.7m would also impose lesser gravity loads on the perimeter
columns, though the occupant space is also less.  It can therefore be said that Tall-D columns
appear reasonably sized.

Comparing the quantities for the different alternatives, one can find a range of quantities. 
Though these material quantities are for the lateral-load resisting system alone, they are an
indication of the footprint of the structure.  It can be said with some degree of confidence that
the relative measure of these quantities are an indication of the material costs.  Though material
costs are not always the binding factor in  the selection of a system, all things being equal this
factor can certainly be used to select an alternative from those presented by Tall-D.  As an
example, the alternatives with perimeter column spacing of 4.6m and 4.4m have 143 m3 and
177 m3 less concrete volume than the two subsequent alternatives respectively (column spacing
6.9m / 7.0m and 6.1m / 5.8m).  Similarly for the steel framed tube alternative the steel tonnage
for the columns alone ranges from a low of 261 tonnes to 504 tonnes which makes the
alternative with the perimeter column spacing of 7.9m and 8.7m the preferred alternative as
opposed to 4.5m or 3.0m perimeter column spacing.  The quantities are better used as a relative
measure than an absolute conclusive parameter.  Thus Tall-D generated material quantities
provide an evaluation of the structural systems generated, and is appropriate for preliminary
design purposes.

Ranked first among the gravity system alternatives for the frame shearwall structural
system generated by Tall-D is the concrete joist slab system with a total depth of 1100mm
inclusive of joist depth 400mm.  The other alternatives are, in order, waffle slab, one-way slab
with beams,



Fig. 1: Typical floor plan (level ten) of IBM-Marathon building

Fig. 2: Structural configuration alternative for Layout#22 of design-case



Table 2: Comparison of as-built IBM-Marathon building with Tall-D design

Building Parameter As Built(Tower) Tall-D (Layout#22)

Plan dimensions 60m x 30m 55m x 35m

Core dimensions 30m x 9m

16-35floors

41m x 9m

1-15 floors
24.6m x 15.7m

Storeys (+mechanical levels) 43 (+4) 43 ( + 2)

Floor area Gross::Net (m2 ) 84600 :: 65790 86625 :: 66168

Cost of building ($ millions) (1481) 72

Lateral-load resisting system Frame-Shearwall Frame-Shearwall2

Material grade of columns 55MPa 55Mpa

Column spacing on perimeter Front:xx Side:yy Front:xx Side:yy

9.0m 7.5m 6.87m 7.00m

Ground level 1.0 x 1.0 1.0 x 1.0 .85 x .85 .85 x .85

 Column sizes Levels 15-11 n/a n/a .75 x .75 .75 x .75

 on building Levels 25-21 n/a n/a .65 x .65 .65 x .65

 perimeter (mxm) Level 35 0.6 x 0.6 0.6 x 0.6 .35 x .35 .35 x .35

Levels 48-46 n/a n/a .30 x .30 .30 x .30

Number of shearwalls 6 at Base; 4 at 43rd Floor 3 throughout

Shearwall concrete, size and thickness 60MPa; 9m long; 525mm 55MPa; 15.7m; 600mm

Gravity-load resisting system n/a Concrete Joist slab and
others (see p. D2-11)

Clear span (front/back and sides) 13.7mô and 15.0mó 9.7mô and 15.2mó

Depth of gravity system beams n/a 1.10m for joist beam-
slab system

band-beam with slab and finally hollow core slab.  The ranking is based on known in-place cost
of construction (Means 1996), not on estimated quantities nor on other merits of the gravity
systems.  Similar rankings for the steel framed tube schemes are, again, in order of preference,
truss beam, haunch beam, tapered beam, parallel beam and stub girder.  The truss beam is
680mm deep with additional steel deck 70mm thick as well an equal depth of concrete topping.

                    
1 This cost includes the tower, low-rise part, under-ground parking, site preparation etc.; Tall-
D cost is only that of the tower, above ground. The actual cost for the as-built tower is 90
million.
2 Information on all structural systems alternatives proposed by Tall-D could not be presented
due to limitations on space.



4 Questionnaire-based evaluation of Tall-D

A questionnaire with 40 different queries categorised under seven headings was used to
elicit an assessment of Tall-D from the experts.  The questionnaire along with the expert
evaluations is shown in Table 3(a) and 3(b).  The scoring is based on a numeric scale of 1 to 5
with 1 being "strongly disagree" and 5 being "strongly agree". A few of the features such as
member scaling for gravity load-resisting system being under-designed invited a grading of 2
from the engineer.  Otherwise the system was graded  favourably  in  all other categories.   On  a
 few  items  the two  experts  differed significantly in their assessment.  On the relevance of
floor plans generated - the architect scores 5 versus a 3 from the engineer.  Similarly, the item -
display of results - got 2 from the engineer and 4 from the architect.  Apart from perceptions,
one reason for this is the architect performed two designs - one of moderate height and the other
much taller - compared to only one by the engineer.  Therefore the former was exposed to a
larger variety of configurations and corresponding number of text screens, giving a better
demonstration of the feature.  Barring a few items out of some 40, there is general agreement in
their assessment.  Both experts give 3 for approximate costs indicating it needs improvement
and both are highly enthusiastic of the utility of Tall-D. The average of scores assigned by the
two experts under different categories may be studied to understand Tall-D performance.  The
average scores show the engineer scoring from a low of 3.0 in cost and quantity to a high of 4.6
in utility of Tall-D categories.  The architect scored a low of 3.6 on design process issues and
user interface with the high being again utility of Tall-D with a score of 4.4.  Incidentally the
"Utility of Tall-D" category consists of items such as useful to perform preliminary design (both
score 5), useful to explore design possibilities (again both score 5) and useful tool for multi-
storey building design (scores of 5 and 4).  This clearly demonstrates a principal aim of this
work is realised which is the development of a tool for preliminary design.  Since an architect
along with an engineer considered Tall-D from their points of view and responded well, it can
reasonably be said that domain integration between the architectural and structural design areas
has been successfully demonstrated.  Thus the process of validation of Tall-D by the experts not
only served to compare practical designs to Tall-D generated designs, but was also useful to
perform an overall evaluation of the computer-based tool for preliminary design tasks.  It also
brought out the fact that a KBS could be deployed in practice, with expert evaluation and
endorsement.

5 Conclusion

Tall-D was very well received and evaluated by the two experts who were involved at this
step of the validation process. A few weaknesses in Tall-D were also identified. The architect
pointed out that the core size was large for relatively smaller sized buildings. For rectangular
floor plans, slightly smaller clear spans were generated by Tall-D in the short-span direction
(yy) of the building compared to the actual designs. A noticeable weakness in Tall-D member
sizing is related to steel beams located on the building perimeter and moment-connected so as
to participate in lateral load resistance. Gravity system sizing was in some cases under-
designed.  Gravity system designs produced by Tall-D were considered by the structural expert
as adequate from the strength point of view but could be inadequate from the serviceability
(structural) point of view.
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VIRTUAL REALITY AS A DESIGN AND VISUALISATION TOOL IN THE
HOUSEBUILDING INDUSTRY
The housebuilding industry
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Abstract

Improving the quality of residential design is currently a research focus in Britain.
However, little work has been done on the strategic use of IT to promote innovation
in the British housebuilding industry.  Advanced computer techniques can greatly
facilitate the visualisation and appraisal of alternative design.  The potential of virtual
reality as a design and visualisation tool warrants consideration.  Drawing on
development work and an industrial survey of British house builders, a framework for
the implementation of virtual reality is developed.  This is discussed within the
context of the house building process and housing developers’ current use of IT for
design and visualisation.

Keywords: virtual reality, house building, innovation, design generation,
visualisation, computer-aided design

1 Introduction

The quality of British housebuilding is poor in comparison with other countries
(Gann, 1996).  Innovation has become the focus of academic research (Asibong and
Barlow, 1998; Ball, 1999; Gann, 1996) and government initiatives (Egan, 1998).  In
order to be effective, innovative strategies must be supported by appropriate IT
strategies (Watts et al., 1998).  Despite this, the role of IT as a facilitator of
innovation has not been considered by previous research on housebuilding.

Advances in computer hardware mean that real-time 3D graphics applications,
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previously restricted to high end computers, can now be used on PCs, and such
applications could be of great use to housing developers in the generation and
visualisation of alternative designs.  The traditional methods of housing production,
and the typical cul-de-sac street layouts used in Britain will be unable to provide for
all the patterns of dwelling required by future demographic and lifestyle changes
(Asibong and Barlow, 1998).  Demanding environmental and planning considerations
will make the ability to visualize and evaluate proposed developments before
construction increasingly important.

Research into the potential use of PC based virtual reality (VR) systems in
housebuilding organizations is being conducted at Loughborough University.  As part
of this research, development work was conducted in collaboration with a housing
developer (Whyte et al. 1998a), and technical issues relating to the generation of VR
models for house builders (Whyte et al. 1998b) have been studied. This work has
been supplemented by research into current CAD and IT use within the housebuilding
industry and is being followed by an evaluation of the implementation of a VR system
in a housebuilding organization.

The question addressed in this paper is whether British housebuilding
companies can use VR as a design and visualization tool to effectively promote
innovation within their organizations.

2 Characteristics of VR Technology

2.1 VR Systems
Virtual reality, which developed out of advanced work on military flight

simulators and computer graphics, has now found application in fields as diverse as
entertainment, medical research, marketing and architectural engineering (Watts,
1998).  The latest generations of PCs and graphics boards are making the real-time
3D graphics that once required expensive specialist computer equipment possible on
the desktop.

Popular computer-aided drawing (CAD) tools now offer 3D modeling and
rendering capabilities at a relatively low cost on the PC.  Interactive real-time 3D (or
VR) is the next step, and it could be used for the visualisation and evaluation of
design before construction.  In addition to commercial VR packages, an international
standard for 3D models, Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML), has been
developed (VRML’97 - ISO/IEC 14772).  This standard, which is not as ambitious as
the STEP and IFC standards (Wix, 1997), deals only with the description of 3D
geometry and simple behaviors.  In itself VRML is limited, it does not provide a
mechanism for the encapsulation of domain specific information, and is a simple text
description comparable to the dxf format used by CAD packages.  VRML is of
interest to construction industry users, however, not only because VRML models can
be viewed directly, but also as CAD packages such as Microstation, modeling
applications such as 3D Studio, and proprietary VR applications such as Superscape
now export directly to it.



The use of VR has been compared to CAD, animation/multimedia, hand-made
physical prototypes and machine-made physical prototypes.  Watts et al. (1998)
characterize VR as having high realism, high interactivity and low marginal cost, in
comparison with these other technologies.  This may be the overall or ideal situation
but due to limitations of the current hardware, as Table 1 shows, different types of VR
vary in the degree to which they show these characteristics. On the PC, despite the
increased potential for 3D graphic applications, there is still a trade off between the
realism of a VR simulation and it’s interactivity and speed.

Table 1: Characteristics of VR

Type of VR Marginal Cost Realism Interactivity and
Speed

Overall LOW HIGH HIGH

VR Laboratory
(SGIs peripherals)

HIGH HIGH HIGH

PC-based VR
(speed important)

LOW LOW HIGH

PC-based VR
(realism
important)

LOW HIGH LOW

2.2 Optimization of VR models and data translation
Thus due to hardware limitations, attainment of realistic real-time interaction,

which has been of critical importance to the developers of virtual reality, involves a
trade off between the accurate portrayal of geometric and architectural information
and the interactivity and speed at which the VR model can be run. In order to achieve
frame rates of between 5 and 30 fps, VR models are optimized, through the use of
primitive solids, billboards, distant dependant levels of detail (LODs), and selective
loading (Whyte et al., 1998b).

Complex and highly detailed CAD data, common in the construction industry,
translate into excessively large VR models.  Whilst accuracy is important for
architectural visualisation, and models cannot be optimized to the levels used in
computer games, some optimization is required so that user movement is not
unacceptably slow. Housing developers currently wishing to exploit VR technology
need to consider techniques for the translation and optimization of data derived from
CAD.  Although it is possible for them to model residential developments completely
within VR packages, such islands of automation have been shown to be ineffective
(Hazlehurst, 1995).  An integrated use of virtual reality, with transfer of geometrical
data from, or better, exchange of data with, CAD is desirable to avoid repetitive work.



2.3 Practical modeling approaches
Three different methods for the rapid generation of virtual reality models have

previously been described (Whyte et al., 1998b). These are the library-based,
translation and database approaches.
• Libraries of components, archived for reuse within the VR environment,

eliminate the need for repetitive data transfer and optimization of common
parts, although significant time and effort is initially required to build up the
library.

• Straightforward translation and optimization is appropriate for the
generation of one-off VR models, for example when the design process is
completed and the design is fixed and unchanging.

• A database approach, though not yet commercially implemented, describes
the creation of a central building product model database, from which the
building can be viewed through VR, as well as a range of other applications
such as CAD. Such an approach would be suitable for rapid prototyping where
optimization of the model for real-time viewing is not critical.
A series of customizable filters could help to automate the translation and

optimization process, providing options for the reduction of geometrical information,
the rendering and addition of behaviors to the resultant model.  The substitution of
pre-optimized geometries from a library of building objects could be an option during
such a translation process.

3 Matching IT strategies and house building processes

3.1 IT and innovative housebuilding organizations
The interface between construction processes and IT support is discussed by

Aouad et al. (1998) who describe a synchronized process/IT model for the co-
maturation of process and IT and the strategic management of change. According to
this approach IT introduction and application should be designed to suit the existing
process capability, and a balanced profile of maturity is favored, even if this maturity
is low.  The nature of housebuilding processes and IT use within the housebuilding
industry have been investigated in order to draw conclusions about the potential
implementation of VR technology.

VR use helps to develop three features common to many leading innovative
organizations.  These features are a capacity to experiment in depth, involvement of
all in the innovation process and an ability to capture ideas generated in the
innovation process (Watts et al., 1998).  The relation of these features to
housebuilding is shown in Table 2. American research into the adoption of
technological innovations (Toole, 1998) has found that house builders who are more
apt to adopt nondiffused technological innovations tap into more sources of
information about the new products from portions of their organizational
environments than do nonadopters.  Communication of information across job
functions within organizations seems to be important in the adoption of innovation.



Table 2: How VR use can help the British housebuilding industry to attain the
characteristics of innovative organizations

Characteristics of innovative
organizations

How VR use can help in housebuilding

Capacity to experiment in-depth • PC-based VR is of relatively low-cost
and hence provides a low-risk
environment in which initial
prototyping of innovative house
designs can be tried.

• Rigorous prototyping of new
housetypes can take place to avoid
costly failures.

Involvement of all in the innovation
process

• Marketing staff and management are
often unable to read drawings; the
high realism of VR allows non-
technical staff to contribute expertise
to the design process.

• Communication of information across
job functions facilitates innovation.

Ability to capture ideas generated in the
innovation process

• Need to change to improve the quality
of housing and the type of houses
built

3.2 The housebuilding sector
The British housebuilding industry is relatively small and fragmented, with the

leading housing developer producing 14, 000 houses a year, and only 143 housing
developers producing more than 100 houses in 1997 (NHBC, 1998). The regulatory
and institutional framework and the structure of the industry are different from the
Japanese housebuilding industry where production is factory based and the industry is
more cooperative and vertically integrated with the housing developer in control of
the supply chain.  In Britain, construction is traditionally brick and block and it is sub-
contracted to take place on site, the tendering process encourages secrecy and design
of elements such as kitchens are carried out in the design chain.

Although the organizational structure of the large house building company
varies from one developer to another, the typical house builder involved in
speculative development can be seen as having a central office in which most of the
house type design work is undertaken.  Several regional offices then co-ordinate sites
in their area, and are involved in site layout design and consultation with local
planning officers, liasing with the on-site sales offices which market the finished
products (Gillen, 1994).

Ranges of standard house types are used by most of the national house builders
(Nicol, 1999).  Facades are modified to meet planning requirements in different



regions, but housing developers are reluctant to undertake structural changes, which
require re-application for National House Building Council (NHBC) approval, and
are unable to offer extensive customer customization.  As land prices and
management of a landbank have been critical strategic considerations for speculative
developers there has been little investment in design and innovation is slow (Ball,
1999).  However this may change (Asibong and Barlow, 1998) as government
initiatives and comparison with the manufacturing industry has led to proposed
changes in housing developers operational procedures (Gann, 1997).

3.3 Computer use for design within British house building
In the industry survey undertaken (Whyte, 1998) it was found that computers

are used in the British housebuilding industry for design much more widely today
than they were in the late 1980’s.  Seventy four per cent of the housing developers
that replied to the survey had some CAD in-house. There was a wide range of CAD
use within the industry however, with some housing developers having less than 10%
CAD use whilst others reported over 90% CAD use. Whilst some housing developers
are new to CAD, several of the larger housebuilding organizations had over a decade
experience in using CAD. Unlike in the late 1980’s (Ewin et al., 1990), today there
are software companies specialized in producing software for the housebuilding
market.

In many of the early CAD packages it was easier to redraw a feature than to try
to alter it, and many of the housing developers interviewed described the kind of
procedures necessary to get round problems with such software. The ability to alter a
drawing is important to the housing developer, as it is rare that a housing design is
started from scratch, instead existing housing designs are continuously altered and
updated. One housing developer demonstrated the features of their current CAD
system, Speedikon, which facilitate drawing alteration. There were a series of view
filters that can be used to view different sets of data, and search-and-show
capabilities: attributes can be searched for and then changed en masse. For example
changes can be made to all types of door.

Industrial standards are not widely used in the housebuilding industry, and many
companies have difficulty implementing company-wide standards.  The BS layering
standard is seen as unnecessarily complex and those housing developers that use it
have software that defaults to these standards, others that have implemented in-house
standardization have favored about 10 different layers. The CAD manager from one
housing developer explained they tried introducing protocols for the use of CAD, but
found this to be restrictive. Ultimately they hope to have a standardized system but
hope that this will come about in a bottom up way, rather than being imposed from
above.

3.4 Attitudes to VR in the British housebuilding industry
  Interviews with housing developers that followed VR development work,

shown in Figure 1, revealed that the realism of VR was seen as most useful for
visualisation of design ideas by non-technical personnel (Whyte, 1998).  Designers
felt comfortable reading abstract 2D design information, whilst non-technical staff,



such as marketing and sales staff, and external parties, such as customers and
planners benefited from VR visualizations in order to input their particular expertise
into the design process.

In relation to housetype design, some housing developers mentioned the low
cost of VR in comparison with their current practice of producing physical prototypes
of new house type designs for in-house appraisal.  Although the justification of VR
use sought in this inquiry is based upon its potential to facilitate innovation, rather
than to cut costs, the low cost of VR encourages experimentation.

Fig. 1: A demonstration project shows the potential of VR for the visualisation of
design ideas by non-technical staff

4 A Framework for the implementation of VR

A housing developer hoping to utilize VR technology has some decisions to
make with regard to implementation. The kind of implementation strategy used is
dependent upon the requirements made of the VR system and the process it supports.
Different housebuilding activities make different requirements of the VR system as
shown in Table 3. For example, the use of VR for presentation to clients requires a
high level of realism, but this can be achieved by texture mapping a simple geometric
model rather than creating a complex model.  For detailed design and prototyping,
more geometric information is required, but there is less need for photographic
realism.  As designers are better able to read abstract information, even less realism
may be required at the early design stage.

The use of VRML or commercial VR systems would be useful at all stages of
the housebuilding process, but different strategies are more appropriate to the
different tasks. Translation and optimisation strategies need to be carefully considered
in relation to the geometric accuracy, realism and interactivity required and the
necessity of data transfer to and from CAD.



Table 3: VR characteristics required for different housebuilding activities

VR use Geometric
Accuracy
required

Realism
required

Interactivity Data
Transfer
to/from
CAD

Early Design Medium Low High Rapid
transfer
important

Detailed
Design and
Prototyping

High Medium Medium Some transfer

Visualisation
in-house

Medium Medium Medium Some transfer

Presentation
(to clients,
planners etc)

Low High Low One way
transfer from
CAD
adequate

To support innovation the maturity of the IT strategy should be matched to that
of the maturity of the process strategy. In an industry such as housebuilding where
processes are undergoing scrutiny, the implementation of a VR system must suit
current practice, but not be rigidly dependent on it.

5 Conclusions

British housebuilding companies need to build on their current computer use by
investing in appropriate IT strategies to support innovation, in order to improve
building and design quality, to respond to consumer needs and increase their
competitive edge.

The use of PC based virtual reality as a design and visualisation tool can be used
to promote innovation, and it has certain advantageous characteristics.  Virtual reality
allows experimentation in depth, involvement of both designers and non-technical
staff in the innovation process and ideas generated in this process to be captured.
These characteristics of VR can be used to facilitate innovation within house building
organizations.

Introduction of VR ought to suit existing process and IT capability and an
appropriate VR package is likely to share data with CAD and have an ability to
support interactive viewing and change.  The successful implementation of VR in
related sectors and within housebuilding in other countries suggests that VR will be



useful to housebuilders in Britain, but such experiences cannot be applied
uncritically.

Large house builders with high levels of CAD use and experience, who invest in
design, ies will be most able to harness the benefits of VR technology.  Such
progressive housebuilding companies will be able to use this technology to improve
organizational efficiency and enhance their innovative potential.

6 Future Work

Research into the implementation of a VR system within a housebuilding
organization is currently being undertaken. The theoretical principles developed in
this paper will thus be tested against a real example where VR software is being
implemented for use within the design process in a number of regional offices of a
housebuilding organization.
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USING IMAGES PATTERN RECOGNITION AND NEURAL NETWORKS
FOR COATING QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Image processing for quality assessment
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Abstract

Most current techniques used in construction and infrastructure assessment and
quality inspection rely merely on subjective criteria.  Such inaccurate or subjective
assessment techniques have been identified as a critical obstacle to effective
infrastructure or constructed facilities management.  This paper illustrates a more
objective and reliable assessment method to improve the conditions of the
infrastructures or the quality of constructed facilities.  The proposed system will
automate the coating assessment process by using computers to analyze digital
images of the areas to be assessed.

Keywords:  Quality Assessment, image processing, pattern recognition, neural
networks

1 Introduction

Bridge engineers and owners need accurate, consistent, and reliable information
regarding paint system performance for the effective management and rehabilitation
of bridges.  Such information includes quantitative paint system ratings and accurate
estimates of the useful life of the coating system.  The extent of coating failure is
most important in determining when a coating is to be repaired. Currently, the means
available in the evaluation of coating performance is limited.  Visual rating of the
coating condition, which represents the most established technique, is plagued by a
number of significant problems. It does not have the capability to provide accurate,
quantitative, and consistent inspection data, thus precluding timely planning of bridge

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2429-2440.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



management and rehabilitation (Hsie and Chang 1995).
As well as being a safety hazard to the operator and traffic, the current visual

inspection procedure is tedious, time-consuming, and subjective.  All of the other
available inspection methods are strictly localized, contact-point methods which are
ineffective for assessment of global coating deterioration.  Consequently, the
infrastructure community has been looking for a more cost-effective, non-destructive
instrument and methodology which would automate the repetitive visual inspection,
improve the quality and reliability of inspection, and provide quantitative feedback
regarding the paint condition (Chang and Carino 1998).

Therefore, to search for a better method for assessing bridge painting quality, a
research project is exploring using computer visual image processing for painting
quality assessment. Hopefully, this research can enhance the quality of assessment of
steel bridge painting. The purpose of this paper is to present the framework for visual
image processing research and its preliminary results.

2 Background

2.1 Prior research in computerized coatings assessment
 There have been some similar research efforts performed at the Infrastructure

Technology Institute (ITI) at Northwestern University (Shubinsky 1994).  The main
thrust of that research was the non-destructive evaluation of bridge coatings using
several techniques, namely: Color Visible Imaging, Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy (EIS), and Infrared Imaging.  Based on interviews conducted at ITI by
the second author, the research result presented a generic framework, but was not
developed to the implementation stage.

 An experiment using visual imaging technique was devised for one bridge in
order to obtain the amount of damaged areas due to rusting.  Additional tests were
performed on coated test panels inside the lab (could I have the reference please). One
of the research conclusions and recommendations was to develop an applicable
system, which should be portable and user-friendly.  Moreover, one of the
recommendations was to incorporate intelligence in the assessment system
(Shubinsky 1994). The undergoing research by the authors is aiming to further
explore the development of an applicable and intelligent system for bridge painting
quality assessment.

2.2 Pattern recognition
Intelligent systems will be a dominant technology in the near future. Pattern

Recognition (PR) techniques are often an important element of intelligent systems,
and are used for both data processing and decision making. Broadly speaking, pattern
recognition is the science that concerns the description or classification (recognition)
of measurements. There is little doubt that PR is an important, useful, and rapidly
developing technology with cross-disciplinary interest and participation. PR is not
comprised of one approach, but rather is a broad body of often loosely-related
knowledge and techniques (Schalkoff 1992).



Pattern recognition techniques assign a physical object or an event to one of
several pre-specified categories or classes. Thus, a pattern recognition system can be
viewed as an automatic decision rule; it transforms measurements on a pattern into
class assignments. The patterns themselves can range from agricultural fields in a
remotely sensed image from a satellite to a speech waveform or utterance from an
individual. The associated recognition or classification problem could be to label an
agricultural field as wheat or non-wheat or identify the spoken word. There are many
algorithms for statistical pattern recognition. One of the most widely used algorithms
is the K-Means algorithm (Ripely 1996).

2.2.1 The K-Means algorithm
The K-Means Algorithm self-organizes data to create clusters. This algorithm

fits the coating inspection application well because of the number of clusters need to
be predetermined, which is the case in the inspection process, are: defects and non-
defects.

The algorithm uses a sample of feature vectors V = {x(1) ,…,x(Y)} from a
population P, but requires the number K of clusters to be given, K < Y. The process
begins by assigning the first K  sample feature vectors x(1),…,x(k) to be centers
z(1),…,z(K), respectively, for the K clusters. The algorithm then assigns each of the
remaining Y-K sample feature vectors x(K+1) ,…,x(Y) to the cluster whose center is
closest.  Then, the sample feature vectors for each Kth cluster, in turn, are averaged to
determine a new cluster center z(K) for each Kth cluster. Next, each of the Y sample
feature vectors is again assigned to the class to whose new representative center it is
closest.

This process of generating new centers by averaging each cluster and then
reassigning all vectors by minimum distance to the new centers is repeated until no
clusters change further, in which case the algorithm is finished (Ripely 1996).

2.3 Artificial neural networks
A popular artificial neural network model is the back propagation network

model. The basic back propagation model is a three-layered forward architecture.
The first layer is the Input Layer, the second layer the Hidden Layer, and the third
layer the Output Layer.  Each layer contains a group of nodes that are linked together
with nodes from other layers by connections among the nodes.  Layers are connected
only to the adjacent layers.  The network is a feed-forward network, which means a
unit's output can only originate from a lower level, and a unit's output can only be
passed to a higher level. Figure 1 illustrates the basic structure of a feed forward
neural network (Zurada 1992).

The Input Layer receives the features of the data that are entered into the neural
network.  If n feature values are to be entered into the Input Layer, then there must be
n nodes; where n is the number of features supplied to the net.  A single feature value
is inputted into a single input node.  The values are passed to the Hidden Layer
through connections from the Input Layer.  The nodes in the first layer distribute the
individual inputs to all of the nodes in the Hidden Layer.  The hidden layer acts as the
connection between the input layer and the output layer. The main function of the



hidden layer is to process the input data during the network training to connect to the
output, i.e. to do the regression process (Zurada 1992).

The connections between the layers are weighted to emphasize or de-emphasize
the relative value of the input.  The Input Layer does not operate on the feature data,
but merely passes it to the Hidden Layer.  Each node sums the n weighted inputs to
the Hidden Layer.  The value of the summation can be different for each node, due to
differently weighted connections between the first and second layers.  The values that
are summed in the hidden nodes are then passed to the nodes in the Output Layer via
another set of weighted connections.  Each hidden node is connected with each
output node.  Although the Hidden Layer may actually consist of several Hidden
Layers, some models’ Hidden Layer uses only one layer.

The Output Layer generates the output of the neural network.  In the same way
the Hidden Layer functions, the Output Layer's input values are summed, and the
summation becomes the output value.  Each output node corresponds to a desired
output class.  Each node sums the n weighted inputs in the Hidden Layer and the
values from each output node are compared to each other.

These weighted inputs are summed and used as the node output value. Several
Output Layers can exist for a back propagation network. Because the back-
propagation algorithm is an iterative algorithm, it can be trained by adjusting the
connection weights among the nodes.  The weights are recalculated after every
complete cycle until the weights converge and the mean square error falls within the
specified acceptable range.
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Fig. 1: Neural network for the back-propagation algorithm



3 Proposed assessment system

The basic concept of the decision support system is to obtain digital images of
objects to be inspected and identify defects using image analysis techniques.
Moreover, sample images will be used to train the system to acquire expert
knowledge in identifying the defects and using this knowledge to later assess other
coatings. Figure 2 illustrates the working system model. It consists of four main
stages.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
1 122 23 20 21 21 31 23 21 21 21
2 145 22 19 21 32 33 32 31 21 31
3 134 21 23 21 21 23 21 145 145 145
4 20 21 32 31 21 32 31 145 145 145
5 34 0 32 31 0 32 31 145 147 146
6 232 34 31 32 34 31 32 145 146 146
7 231 35 34 32 35 34 32 145 146 146
8 121 34 35 34 45 42 43 42 146 146
9 94 33 32 32 32 24 23 24 25 24

1 0 20 34 34 34 32 31 32 32 32 31
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1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
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9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
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Fig. 2: Hybrid system model



The first stage is Data Acquisition: where digital images for the steel bridge
coating (objects) are obtained using a digital camera. After acquisition the images are
transferred to the computer on site or in a remote office via any communication
protocol.

The next stage is the Preprocessing stage, where image analysis techniques are
used to analyze and enhance the image by applying algorithms such as filtering and
edge detection. Moreover, image pre-processing is used to obtain the numerical
parameters of the image such as the gray level and brightness in a numerical format.
At this stage a statistical pattern recognition algorithm is utilized to identify defects
according to the numerical representation of images.

The next stage is the Processing stage. After being trained, neural networks are
used to identify defects in the images by assigning binary variable of 0 or 1 for each
pixel in the image. During the network training, the neural network is fed with
different images and their parameters such as the pixels' gray levels. The network is
also fed mapped values of 0 or 1 for each pixel value. The network will learn to
assign the binary variable 0 or 1 for different scenarios according to image
parameters.

The final stage is the Assessment Results stage, where quantitative measures of
defects are obtained from the output of the previous stage. From mapped output of
the neural network, the whole image is represented as 0's or 1's. The 1 values
represent the defect; hence, defects can be identified and quantitatively measured.
The system can be trained to identify different types of defects according to the
specific application.

4 Example

The following example illustrates how a simple (5 pixel x 5 pixel) image could
be used to illustrate the methodology of the hybrid system. Consider the image in
Figure 3 to be an image of a part of steel bridge beam with a coating on. The darker
areas represent defect object (rust) and the lighter areas represent background.

5 232 34 31 32 110

4 231 35 34 32 35

3 135 34 35 118 45

2 94 33 32 32 32

1 20 34 115 34 32

1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 3: The image gray levels



Step 1 Data Acquisition
A digital image of a steel bridge coating area is obtained and transferred to the

computer.

Step 2 Preprocessing
Image analysis software is used to enhance the image and to represent the image

in numerical format. Figure 3 shows the sample image with the gray level shown for
each pixel.

 The next step is to apply the statistical pattern recognition algorithm to classify
the numerical values into two clusters: rust or no rust. The result of this classification
is then passed to the third step. K-Means algorithm is used for classification because
it best fits this specific application in that the number of clusters to classify must be
predetermined.

 Given the data set obtained from the image numerical presentation in Figure 3,
the K-means Algorithm is applied.

 V = {232, 34, 31, 32, 110, 231, 35, 34, 32, 35, 135, 34, 35, 118, 45, 94, 33, 32,
32, 32, 20, 34, 115, 34, 32}

 Using the K-Means Algorithm, the data set is classified into two classes: rust
and non-rust pixels. After that, all pixels will be assigned a binary variable of 1 or 0,
depending on whether it is a rust or non-rust pixel.

 Select randomly, the first two samples as initial centers.
 z1 = 232   z2=34

 Next assign each sample to the class with the closest center, i.e. to class 1 if it is
closer to z1 = 232 and to class 2 if it is closer to z2=34.

 The following table shows the difference between each pixel value and the
initial two centers and hence to which class it is assigned. Note that the difference is
calculated based on the gray level, not based on the location of the pixel. The gray
level is considered a third dimension for each pixel.

 



 Table 1: First iteration for K-Means algorithm

 

P ixe l  V a lue D i f f e r ence  f rom  z 1 D i f f e r ence  f rom  z 2 C las s  1 C las s  2

2 3 2 0 1 9 8 x
2 3 1 1 1 9 7 x
1 3 5 9 7 1 0 1 x
9 4 1 3 8 6 0 x
2 0 2 1 2 1 4 x
3 4 1 9 8 0 x
3 5 1 9 7 1 x
3 4 1 9 8 0 x
3 3 1 9 9 1 x
3 4 1 9 8 0 x
3 1 2 0 1 3 x
3 4 1 9 8 0 x
3 5 1 9 7 1 x
3 2 2 0 0 2 x

1 1 5 1 1 7 8 1 x
3 2 2 0 0 2 x
3 2 2 0 0 2 x

1 1 8 1 1 4 8 4 x
3 2 2 0 0 2 x
3 4 1 9 8 0 x

1 1 0 1 2 2 7 6 x
3 5 1 9 7 1 x
4 5 1 8 7 1 1 x
3 2 2 0 0 2 x
3 2 2 0 0 2 x

 C1 = {232, 231, 135}
 C2 = {34, 31, 32, 110, 35, 34, 32, 35, 34, 35, 118, 45, 94, 33, 32, 32, 32, 20, 34, 115,
34, 32}

 Figure 4 shows the initial clustering.
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 Next, each cluster's samples are averaged to obtain new optimal centers.

 New center z1 = ∑ 1cluster in  points ofnumber 

 1cluster in   valueslevelsGray 
 = 199.3

 New center z2 = ∑
2in   of

 2in  levelsGray 
 =

 The same procedure is applied again to find the distance between each sample

 
 :  Second iteration for K-Means algorithm

 

P i x e l  V a l u e D i f f e r en c e  f r o m  z 1 D i f f e r en c e  f r o m  z 2 C l a s s 1 C las s  2

2 3 2 3 2 . 7 1 8 1 . 2 2 x
2 3 1 3 1 . 7 1 8 0 . 2 2 x
1 3 5 6 4 . 3 8 4 . 2 2 x
9 4 1 0 5 .3 4 3 . 2 2 x
2 0 1 7 9 .3 3 0 . 7 8 x
3 4 1 6 5 .3 1 6 . 7 8 x
3 5 1 6 4 .3 1 5 . 7 8 x
3 4 1 6 5 .3 1 6 . 7 8 x
3 3 1 6 6 .3 1 7 . 7 8 x
3 4 1 6 5 .3 1 6 . 7 8 x
3 1 1 6 8 .3 1 9 . 7 8 x
3 4 1 6 5 .3 1 6 . 7 8 x
3 5 1 6 4 .3 1 5 . 7 8 x
3 2 1 6 7 .3 1 8 . 7 8 x

1 1 5 8 4 . 3 6 4 . 2 2 x
3 2 1 6 7 .3 1 8 . 7 8 x
3 2 1 6 7 .3 1 8 . 7 8 x

1 1 8 8 1 . 3 6 7 . 2 2 x
3 2 1 6 7 .3 1 8 . 7 8 x
3 4 1 6 5 .3 1 6 . 7 8 x

1 1 0 8 9 . 3 5 9 . 2 2 x
3 5 1 6 4 .3 1 5 . 7 8 x
4 5 1 5 4 .3 5 . 7 8 x
3 2 1 6 7 .3 1 8 . 7 8 x
3 2 1 6 7 .3 1 8 . 7 8 x

 
 1 = {232, 231, 135}
C2

34, 115, 34, 32}
 

final clusters are shown in Figure 5.
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 Finally, each sample is assigned a binary variable of 1 if it belongs to cluster 1
and 0 if it belongs to cluster 2. The image representation will be as shown in Figure 6.

 

5 1 0 0 0 0

4 1 0 0 0 0

3 1 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 3 4 5

 
 Fig. 6: Rust Identification in the Image
 
 Step 3 Analysis

 Data from the image shown in Figures 3 and 6 will be used to train the neural
network. The purpose of using the neural network is to accommodate for errors that
may occur when depending only on statistical pattern recognition. Adjustments are
made using experts’ knowledge and then the neural network is trained in order to
automate the process in the future.
 The complete neural network will consist of three layers: the input layer, the
hidden layer, and the output layer. The input layer consists of the image data and has
four elements: The x-axis location of the pixel, then the y-axis location of the pixel,
the value of the gray level of the pixel, and finally the difference between the gray
level of the pixel and a predetermined threshold value. The predetermined threshold
value will be determined by experts’ knowledge of coating inspection in coordination
with results from image analysis. Another method for determining the threshold value
is to apply image processing segmentation techniques. In this example, the
predetermined threshold is 120. Table 3 shows the data entry for the neural network.



Table 3: Neural network data input

Input #                        Location Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Output
(x) (y) (Grey Level) (Difference from Pattern (Binary Variable)

Threshold: 120)
1 1 1 20 100 0
2 1 2 94 26 0
3 1 3 135 -15 1
4 1 4 231 -111 1
5 1 5 232 -112 1
6 2 1 34 86 0
7 2 2 33 87 0
8 2 3 34 86 0
9 2 4 35 85 0
10 2 5 34 86 0
11 3 1 115 5 0
12 3 2 32 88 0
13 3 3 35 85 0
14 3 4 34 86 0
15 3 5 31 89 0
16 4 1 34 86 0
17 4 2 32 88 0
18 4 3 118 2 0
19 4 4 32 88 0
20 4 5 32 88 0
21 5 1 32 88 0
22 5 2 32 88 0
23 5 3 45 75 0
24 5 4 31 89 0
25 5 5 110 10 0

 Weights and biases are used by the network to emphasize or de-emphasize
the importance of some data points. The initial values for weights and biases are
chosen randomly but there are some guidelines for that choice. It is important to avoid
choices of initial weights and biases that would make it likely that either activation or
derivative of activation is zero. Also the value of weights and biases should not be too
large, or the initial input signals to each hidden or output unit will be likely to fall in
the saturation region, in which error can not be reduced.

5 Summary

A decision support system for steel bridge coatings assessment has been
presented.  The objective is to introduce the visual image processing on coating
quality assessment.  The image processing system uses the advanced technologies in
the fields of machine learning, pattern recognition, and image analysis for steel
bridges coating assessment.  The basic concept of the research is to automate the
assessment process by taking digital images of the rust areas and analyzing the images



to identify and measure coating defects.  The system will make the assessment
process more objective, quantitative, and reliable.
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Abstract

Industry Foundation Classes (IFCs) developed by the International Alliance for
Interoperability (IAI) are general models of a building project that support project
information sharing and exchange among different types of computer applications
used in the project.  The IFCs are developed based on the information requirements
from industry processes.  The Project Management Domain Committee of IAI’s
North America Chapter has developed process models of cost estimating, scheduling,
and their integration for the purpose of generating the IFCs to support data sharing
throughout estimating and scheduling applications.  The goal of this paper is to
present the models relevant to estimating and scheduling in the IFCs.  The paper
discusses various modelling issues covering subjects such as costs, construction
processes, resources, products, and project documents for work plans and cost
estimates.

Keywords: Cost Estimating, Data Modelling, IFC, IAI, Project Models, Scheduling.

1 Introduction

We believe that the evolution of information technology and computing for the
architecture, engineering, construction, and facilities management fields (AEC/FM)
will inevitably lead towards tools that collaborate through shared collections of
information (i.e, models) about AEC/FM projects.  A key technology required to
enable such systems is high-level standards for representing and communicating
project information.  Many efforts are underway to develop such standards and

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2825-2835.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



establish them as for use throughout various industry segments.  Within the building
construction industry segment, the largest current effort is by the Industry Alliance
for Interoperability (IAI), an international industry-based organisation that is
developing data standards for AEC/FM projects called the Industry Foundation
Classes (IFCs).  Release 1.5.1 of the IFCs has now been distributed and is beginning
to be supported by commercial software developers while releases 2.0 and 3.0 are
currently under development.  Although much of the initial focus of the IFCs has
been on representing the physical components of buildings themselves (i.e, the
product models), the scope of the IFCs also includes non-physical project data such
as documents, costs, organisational aspects, schedules, construction resources, and
other types of information.  This paper focuses on project management aspects of
construction projects and the ways that they are being treated within the IFCs.  In
particular, the paper examines typical project management processes that have been
developed in IAI projects: cost estimating, construction scheduling, and their
integration.  The paper provides a brief overview of the IAI and IFCs.  It then
discusses the estimating and scheduling processes that have provided information
requirements for the IFCs, followed by an examination of the information modelling
approaches that have been developed in the IFCs for these applications.  The paper
concludes with brief comments on other related efforts.  Most of the diagrams in this
paper are simplified IFC model diagrams in EXPRESS-G (ISO 1991) notation.  Most
of them are partial or conceptual models where many details have been omitted.

2 Overview of IAI

The IAI is a global, industry-based consortium for the architecture, engineering,
construction and facilities management (AEC/FM) industry (IAI 1996, IAI 1998).
Their mission is to enable interoperability among industry processes of all different
professional domains in AEC/FM projects by allowing the computer applications
used by all project participants to share and exchange project information.  The IAI’s
scope is the entire lifecycle of a building project from strategic planning, design and
engineering, construction, to building operation.  The IAI’s goals are to define,
publish and promote a specification—named the Industry Foundation Classes
(IFCs)—for sharing data throughout the project lifecycle, globally, across disciplines
and technical applications (IAI 1998).  The IFCs are used to assemble a project model
in a neutral computer language that describes building project objects and represents
information requirements common to all the industry processes.

IAI members come from AEC/FM industry firms, software vendors, research
institutes and universities, professional organisations, and government agencies.  The
IAI is organised into different regional chapters overseen by an International Co-
ordination Council.  Current IAI chapters include North America, German-speaking
countries, United Kingdom, France, Singapore, Nordic countries, Japan, and Austral-
Asian, with more than 700 members around the world.  Based on the interest and
initiative of the IAI members, a series of domains committees are established within
each chapter to represent specialised industry sectors and to provide information
requirements for the IFCs from these sectors’ perspective.  Domain committees



include architecture, structures, codes and standards, building services, HVAC,
project management, facilities management, etc.

2.1 IFC Architecture and development methodology
The IFCs architecture (Wix and Liebich 1997) is based on layers containing

model schemas.  The layers include: a resource layer that describes distinct
underlying concepts (e.g, geometry, units and measures, etc.); a core layer that
defines a kernel meta-model and core extensions to define the basic AEC/FM objects
(e.g, projects, products, processes, resources, etc.); an interoperability layer that
defines data that is used across multiple domain areas (e.g., building elements,
structural components, etc.); and a domain layer that defines detailed data used within
specific application areas (e.g, space layout, power and lighting system design,
property management, etc.).

Instances of the IFCs are initialised, linked, and assembled by AEC software to
create an object model of the building project.  In the simplest form of
interoperability, the project model is communicated from one software package to
another in a data file (e.g, using ISO 10303 Part 21 format) (ISO 1992).  Upon receipt
of the data file, the software will re-create the project model for further processing
and design additions.  Currently, there are over 33 commercial software packages that
have demonstrated interoperability using the IFC standards (Release 1.5), and several
software companies are beginning to offer IFC exchange capabilities within their
products.

The IFC standards are developed through IAI projects targeted at specific IFC
releases (IFC Release 1.5.1 was finalised in late 1998 and major releases are expected
approximately every year).  IAI projects are carried out by IAI members who
represent two basic roles: domain experts—who contribute their domain expertise
and define the information requirements for the industry processes—and technical
experts—who provide software engineering skills in information process analysis and
modelling.  Domain experts are organised into domain groups that meet regularly.
IAI projects development follows a process-oriented methodology, which involves
the following major steps (Yu, Froese, and Grobler 1998):

• Processes selection identifies projects for development based on many criteria
relating to industry demand and impact and available resources.

• Usage scenarios are developed to define the basic requirements and illustrate
their use in real-world examples.

• Process definitions determine the specific tasks followed to complete the
process and the information flows associated with the tasks.

• Information analysis carries out the preliminary information modeling to
support the processes.

• Information modeling and validation finalizes the information modeling in the
context of the entire IFCs and carries out validation of the models, largely
through implementation by member software vendors.



3 Process models of estimating and scheduling

Several IFC projects undertaken by different regional domain committees focus
on project management related aspects of the IFCs.  These include the North
American Project Management Committee's Cost Estimating project (Project ES-1
for IFC Release 2.0) (Cole et al. 1998a) and Construction Scheduling Project (PM-1
for IFC Release 3.0) (Grobler. et al. 1998).  The PM-1 project includes not only the
construction scheduling process, but also the process of initializing a schedule from a
cost estimate.  Processes to examine extensive estimate and schedule integration, and
generic scheduling, have been deferred to future projects, yet all of these efforts are
being developed with an eye towards integration and a uniform approach to
information.  Other construction-related projects are mentioned later in this paper.

3.1 Scope and scenario
The intended scope for both the estimating and scheduling projects ranges from

high-level preliminary conceptual estimates and schedules to very detailed planning.
For example, the estimating process identifies the components of the project to be
priced out, and then optionally supports detailed work method and resource planning.
The scope also includes the task of editing and refining existing estimates and
schedules to add detail and incorporate changes as the project progresses.  The scope
for the process of initializing a schedule from an existing estimate addresses a
scenario in which an estimate has been prepared, including work method and
resource planning, and this information is used to define an initial set of schedule
activities upon which to base construction scheduling.

3.2 Process models
The process models developed to describe estimating and scheduling were

discussed in Froese, Grobler, and Yu 1998.  Fig. 1 illustrates a conceptual process
model for the integration of estimating and schedule, involving four basics steps
(Cole et al. 1998b):

1. Retrieve Cost & Scheduling Work Tasks: retrieves work tasks and all their related
information regarding resources, logic and duration, etc, generated by both
estimating and scheduling process.

2. Compare Work Tasks: compares estimating work tasks with scheduling activities
(or vice versa) to identify their commonalities and differences.

3. Identify Work Task Mappings: identifies work task mapping points, i.e. where a
work task identified from estimating should be mapped to one or more work tasks
from the scheduling process (or vice versa).

4. Identify Additional Work Tasks: After the work tasks are compared and the
mappings are identified, additional activities can be identified and created by
breaking down a high level task into more detailed ones or inserting a task from
one process to the other.



4 IFC Support for estimating and scheduling

The information requirements from the process analysis provide the inputs for
IFC modeling.  This section discusses relevant portions of the IFCs as they are
currently being developed in Release 2.0.  (Note that IFC development is on-going,
most of the models described in this paper are proposals at the time of writing and
final IFC versions may differ).

Estimating & Scheduling
Integration

Estimating

Completed
Estimate

Scheduling

Completed
Schedule

Identify Cost
Objects

Select Work
Methods & Task

Types

Select Resource
& Material Types

Quantify Costs

Compare Work
Tasks

Identify Work
Tasks Mappings

Receive Cost &
Scheduling Work

Tasks

Identify
Additional Work

Tasks

Identify
Scheduling Work

Tasks

Identify Activity
Logic & Duration

Develop Activity
Scheduling

Fig. 1: Process for estimating and scheduling integration (abridged process)

4.1 Construction processes and planning documents
An important aspect of the project management portions of the IFCs is the

explicit representation of work processes.  While cost estimate items and schedule
activities can be associated with work processes, the processes themselves are a
distinct element that can be independently described and represented in project
models.  There are two major entities in the IFCs to support construction processes:
IfcProcess and IfcWorkTask (see Fig. 2).  The former represents any general actions
taking place in completing a work of design, engineering, construction, or facilities
management.  IfcWorkTask, a subtype of IfcProcess, is intended to describe the work
processes that make up construction operations.  Information such as construction
work methods, schedule dates and duration is defined at the IfcWorkTask level.

4.1.1 Work plans
Any collection of IfcWorkTask instances makes up a plan, represented by the

entity IfcWorkPlan.  Tasks can be organized in different ways to make up different



IfcWorkPlan instances (see Fig. 2).  For example, tasks may be organized into a
nested hierarchy according to the type of work required to define a plan that supports
cost estimating, then the same tasks can be organized into another nested hierarchy
according to work locations, possibly with additional work tasks added to expand
certain details, to define a plan that supports work scheduling.

IfcProcess

IfcWorkTaskIfcWorkScheduleElement

IfcWorkSchedule IfcWorkPlan

Schedule
(INV)Worktask

Elements S[0:?]
 (INV) WorkSchedule

HasWorkSchedules S[0:?]
(INV) WorkPlan

IfcDocument

HasWorkTasks S[0:?]
(INV) WorkPlan S[0:?]

STRING

ID

Description
Name WBS Method

IfcActorSelect

IfcRelSequence

IfcSequenceTypeEnum SequenceType

PerformedBy
S[0:?]

RelatingProcess
(INV) IsPredecessorTo S[0:?]

RelatedProcess
(INV) IsSuccessorFrom S[0:?]

IfcTimeDurationMeasure TimeLag

Fig. 2: IFC Process and work plan model

4.1.2 Work schedules
Time scheduling information can be assigned to work plans and work tasks by

associating them with related work scheduling objects (see Fig. 2).  Specifically, an
instance of the entity IfcWorkScheduleElement, which holds time scheduling
information such as start dates, end dates, float times, etc, can be associated with an
IfcWorkTask instance to represent all the date and duration information for the work
task (i.e, the combination of an IfcWorkTask and associated
IfcWorkScheduleElement provides the equivalent of a traditional scheduling
activity).  All IfcWorkScheduleElement instances for a work schedule are grouped
into an IfcWorkSchedule instance.  One or more IfcWorkSchedule instances can be
associated with any IfcWorkPlan.  Thus, the related instances of IfcWorkPlan and
IfcWorkSchedule comprise a subset of basic planning documents for a project (see
Section 4.3 for estimating documents).

4.1.3 Process nesting
Work tasks can represent a process at any level of detail, from broad project

phases to very detailed tasks.  All levels have the same data structure rather than
defining  different  entities  for  different  levels of activities.  For example, an overall



project, its development phases, work packages, activities, work tasks, and operations
can all be represented as instances of IfcWorkTask.  A key requirement for the
estimating and scheduling integration process is the nesting capability of work tasks.
That is, a work task can be broken down into sub-tasks, but it still remains the same
work task itself.  In the IFCs, the entity IfcRelNestsProcesses is used to establish the
nesting relationship between work tasks (see Fig. 3).

IfcRelNests

IfcRelNestsProcesses

IfcRelationship

STRINGNestingCriteria

NestingDescription

IfcObject

RelatedObjects LIST [1:?]

RelatingObject

Constraints:
1. RelatedObjects and RelatingObject
must be of the same type.
2. RelatingObject must not be in
RelatedObjects, and vice versa.

Constraints:
1. RelatedObjects and RelatingObject must be of IfcWorkTask.

Fig. 3: IFC Process nesting model

4.1.4 Process sequence
The sequence of processes is defined as an objectified relationship between

IfcProcess instances, as represented by the entity IfcRelSequence (see Fig. 2).  This
entity establishes the link between a successor and a predecessor process, providing a
time lag and sequence type (e.g., start-to-start or start-to-finish sequence, etc.).

4.1.5 Linkages with products
One of the central relationships in modeling construction processes is the

association between processes and the products upon which they operate.  The IFC
approach to this is to use an objectified relationship entity named
IfcRelProcessesProducts between IfcProduct and IfcProcess indicating the operation
type such as install, transfer, operation on, construct, remove, erect, and so on (see
Fig. 4).

IfcRelationshipIfcRelProcessesProductsIfcProcess

IfcProduct

RelatingProcess

RelatedProducts
LIST [0:?] IfcOperationTypeEnumOperationType

Fig. 4: IFC Model for process and product association

4.2 Construction resources
Construction resources are things that are used to carry out construction

processes.  The entity IfcResource can be used to represent either types of resources
or individual occurrences of resources needed to aid in a construction process.  The



IFCs currently support five different resource types: subcontractor, construction
equipment, construction material, labor, crew, and product resources (see Fig. 5).  A
crew is a collection of resources (typically a collection of labor resources with some
associated equipment and materials).  A product resource is used in the situation
where a product that results from a work task is used as a resource in another process.

Although it is common to model things such as construction equipment,
materials, and labor as resources, it presents a problem in that all of these are things
that might also play different roles on a project.  For example, a crane might be
represented as a temporary constructed product, materials might be represented as
design properties or as the basic components in a materials management application,
and labor might be represented as part of the organizational information for a project.
Further, the characterization of these things as resources, products, etc, can be very
dependent upon the perspective of the user of the information.  Generally, things
should be modeled as "what they are" rather than as "a role they play".  Yet the
concept of "resources" represents a role that certain things play on a construction
projects, and it is difficult to design representational structures that satisfy all these
different perspectives.  Thus, a subtle but important change being proposed for the
IFC Release 2.0 is that IfcResource is interpreted as representing “the use of a thing
in the role of a construction resource,” rather than representing the thing itself.  If
only basic resource information such as the names, quantities, and prices is of interest
to users of a project model, then IfcResource objects alone are sufficient to represent
the information.  However, if further information is required about the things that are
being used as resources, then the IfcResource instances can be associated to other
instances that represent those things (i.e., IfcProductRes and IfcMaterialRes can be
associated to IfcProduct objects, IfcLaborRes can be associated with IfcActor
instances, etc, see Fig. 5).

IfcResource

IfcProductRes

IfcEquipmentRes

IfcCrewRes

IfcMaterialRes IfcLaborRes

IfcProduct IfcConstructionEquipment IfcActor

Contains

IfcSubcontractor

Fig. 5: IFC Construction resource model

4.2.1 Resource and process relationship
Processes use resources.  This resource-use relationship is modeled by

IfcRelUsesResource as an objectified entity carrying information such as resource use
duration, quantity, waste factor, and costs (see Fig. 6).



IfcResource

IfcRelUsesResource

IfcProcess

RelatingProcess
(INV) UsesResource S[0:?]

RelatedResource
(INV) UsedInProcesses S[0:?]IfcRelationship

IfcTimeDurationMeasureDuration

IfcMeasureWithUnitQuantity

IfcCostElementResourceUseCosts S[0:?]

REAL

WasteFactor

Fig. 6: Resource usage

4.3 Object costs
For cost estimating, different types of costs are assigned to objects such as work

tasks or products.  This section explains how the IFCs currently handle costs
(see Fig. 7).

Costs assigned to objects can only provide meaningful information if the
context of the cost values is known.  For example, information about whether the unit
price of a work task includes material purchases, transportation, material use wastes,
equipment uses (operational or rental costs), labor costs, taxes, general contractor
mark-up, etc. must be provided along with the numerical cost value.  The IFC entity
IfcCostElement addresses this by providing cost information, relating to the object
being costed, and relating to a cost schedule document (IfcCostSchedule) that
describes the context of a list of cost elements.  IfcCostSchedule can be used to
represent any form of cost list, such as an estimate, a budget, or a unit price table.  An
IfcCostElement instance can be associated with the objects being costed (e.g, a
product, a resource, a process, etc.), through the objectified relationship
IfcRelCostsObjects.  An IfcCostElement can also be used to group related sub-costs
using an IfcRelNestsCostElements  relationship.

IfcCostElementIfcObject

ObjectCost S[0:?]
(INV) CostsFor S[0:?]

IfcRelCostsObjects

RelatingObject
(INV) Costs

IfcRelationship

STRING

IfcCost

BaseCostExtendedCost

Context

ItemDescription

IfcDateAndTime

PreparedOn

IfcProcess
IfcWorkPlan

IfcProduct
IfcCostSchedule

OnProducts
S[0:?] Elements S[0:?]

(INV) Schedule

IfcDocument

HasCostSchedules S[0:?]
(INV) WorkPlan

Fig. 7: IFC Object cost model



5 Related issues

The modeling constructs presented in this paper show only a few of the core
elements of the project-management-related portions of the IFCs.  Many other
issues—such as multiple views of work schedules, classification of work tasks,
references to external libraries of work types, etc.—are also being addressed.  Other
IAI projects are also examining other project management applications, including
document management, preliminary cost planning, and planning of temporary
facilities.  Related work is also ongoing outside of the IAI effort, such as the ISO
STEP (ISO 1994) and MANDATE (ISO 1998) projects.  Finally, portions of the IAI
cost model have already been implemented in a demonstration product by one major
software vendor (Timberline Software), and others have expressed interest in
implementing other portions of the project-management-related models.

6 Conclusions

This paper has outlined current efforts underway within the International
Alliance for Interoperability to develop project-management-related portions of the
Industry Foundation Classes, an emerging standard for the exchange of high-level
project information.  The main focus has been on representing work plans, resources,
cost and schedule information.  We anticipate that the IFCs will soon have sufficient
core functionality within this topic area to support real industry data exchange
between project management applications, and that significant changes to the way
that computing tools are used to support the project management process will follow.
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Abstract

The Industry Foundation Classes (IFCs) are integrated object models of building
projects developed by the International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI).  The IFCs
support data sharing and exchange between industry processes across multiple
domains such as architecture, structural engineering, building services, construction
and facilities management (FM).
Maintenance management is one of the major functions in FM.  It requires object
information about building systems and components that are generated from different
domain processes throughout different stages of the project development life cycle.
Supported by the IFCs, this information can remain available until the building
operation phase for maintenance processes to use.  However, this information
requirement must be defined based on detailed analysis of maintenance processes,
and must be modeled using a formal modeling methodology, that is, the IFCs.
This paper describes the current and proposed developments in facilities management
in the IAI, particularly for maintenance.  It also discusses a planning ‘roadmap’ that
identifies discrete packages of information that support FM processes.
The paper demonstrates a general maintenance process model developed to define the
object requirements and interfaces for sharing maintenance information.  Based on
the process information analysis, the paper develops and presents a set of IFC object
models that support the maintenance processes.  Additionally, this paper discusses the
necessities and capabilities of the IFC maintenance objects to access and utilize
external information provided by various library resources.

Keywords: data modeling, facilities management, International Alliance for
Interoperability, Industry Foundation Classes, maintenance management
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1 Introduction

Facilities Management (FM) is at least as important as design and construction
within the overall scope of the building construction industry.  This is particularly so
in developed countries where growing interests in the conservation of the building
stock, management of energy use, social and environmental factors play a large part
in determining development policy.  Refurbish and maintenance business can account
for nearly 50% of the annual revenues in building construction in some countries and
it is probable that this figure will increase.

Most of the effort that has gone into the development of models for information
exchange and sharing in building construction to date has been focused on design
with a limited (but increasing) effort in the construction process.  Little effort has yet
gone into facilities management.  In this respect, building construction is in the same
state as other industry sectors such as process engineering and shipbuilding.

Within the International Alliance for Interoperability, there has been recognition
of the increasingly important role of the Client and Building Owner as an actor in the
overall building construction process [CB1 1998].  The Client/Building Owner
(called the Client in this paper) is the actor for whom a building must fulfil its
intended function and who pays the bills for ensuring that it does so.  Client members
of the IAI show a keen interest in the development of Facilities Management models
and have driven this to become one of the key development areas for Industry
Foundation Classes (IFCs) [IAI 1998a].

In this paper, the role of facilities management within the IAI [IAI 1998a] will
be discussed and the development of the IFCs to meet facilities management needs
explained.  In particular, the development of a model for engineering maintenance
will be presented and the objectives for the future development of this and other FM
models considered.

2 Positioning the FM process

Whilst this paper emphasises on FM, it recognises the roles that are played in
the information lifecycle by the requirements, design and construction processes (See
Figure 1).  Each of these has the role of information provider to the downstream
process and, ultimately to the FM process.  The state of the model following each
process is of interest to the FM process in which the facilities manager ‘operates and
manages’ the facility.  For many highly technical buildings, the process of demolition
and the maintenance of information to enable demolition is increasingly important
and should be included as a high level process.

A1

Require

A2

Design

A3

Construct

A4

Operate and
Manage

Facility
Need

As-Required
Facility

As-Designed
Facility

As-Constructed
Facility

As-Managed
Facility

Fig. 1: Positioning the FM process



Facilities management is also important as a provider of information to other
processes whether within the same facility or as a historical basis for other facilities.
The importance of this is being recognised in the work on design feedback [BSRIA
1998].  Feedback is also important in the refurbishment of existing facilities.  Where
information on facilities operation and management is maintained, the need to
‘discover’ the existing situation by survey is reduced with a consequent benefit in
design cost and a reduction in risk cost.  Risk, as will be seen later, is a key factor in
the business benefit of a FM model.

3 Lifecycle considerations

Buildings and engineering installations have a long life cycle.  However, many
of the components that go into them require maintenance and periodic replacement.
Computer Aided Facilities Management (CAFM) systems have the capability to store
maintenance histories.  There are potential benefits to being able to share this
information so that better evidence for investment decisions is available.

Within the United Kingdom, there is growth in the number of ‘Design-Build-
Operate’ projects in which the responsibility for the entire facility rests with a single
source, the revenue coming from payments made periodically by the building owner.
Unlike projects that do not have an ‘operate’ component, life cycle costs can acquire
significance in the profitability of the overall contract.  It may be relevant to invest
more in the relatively short ‘Design-Build’ component to use higher quality
components and achieve a higher quality facility and to reduce the operating and
maintenance costs as a result.

In the case of such projects, investment decisions may be made on a 20-30 year
revenue expectation and not on the short-term capital costs of construction.
Availability of life cycle information is crucial both to initial and ongoing investment
decisions [Wix 1998].

4 Features and benefits

Traditionally the benefits of data exchange have been identified as a reduction
in the amount of time that has to be spent re-keying data and minimisation of the risk
of error that is inherent in such re-keying.  Recent work within the FM group of IAI
UK did identify this as a benefit but saw it as secondary to the reduction in risk that
availability of information made possible.  Table 1 lists the features of an
interoperable FM model and the business benefits that can result from its use.

Continued work on the benefits of information exchange increasingly
understands the reduction of risk.  Frequently, this is equated with inherent quality
built into ‘intelligent and appropriate’ information exchange.  In a recent interview, a
structural consultant identified a cost reduction of approximately 30% on a steelwork
project directly attributable to increased quality and reduced risk.  This ‘hard’
evidence, isolated though it still is, suggests that the expectations of Facilities
Managers expressed above may be conservative.



Table 1: Features and benefits of data exchange

Features Benefits
Reduces cost of asset list creation.1. Operating and Maintenance

information can be captured during
project design and construction
stages.

Reduces the requirement for inspection visits and information gathering
by the owner/operator after project hand over or by a maintenance
contractor prior to taking on or taking over a maintenance contract.

2. Greater certainty that operating and
maintenance information has been
fully captured as it will not be
missed or hidden during inspection
visits.

Reduces risk in delivering the maintenance service. Risk value may be
as high as 10% on a new project and, for comprehensive maintenance
on an existing project it may be from 15% to 40% depending on age,
condition and other factors. It is estimated that with higher quality and
more complete information, the risk value can be at least halved without
affecting profitability for the maintenance contractor.
Reduces cost of order/invoice development for the client on shared risk
contracts.

3. Details of items requiring
maintenance are complete at project
hand over including item
specification and supplier.

Reduces recurring annual cost of 5% - 10% p.a. that normally applies
due to not having all required data.

4. Complete and certain information
with reduced cost of risk enables a
maintenance contractor to provide
an improved service at lower cost
with equal or better profitability.

Increases the competitiveness of the maintenance contractor.

5. Access to operating and
maintenance that can be directly
incorporated into or referred to by
maintenance management systems.

Accuracy of information will lead to better maintenance and improved
maintenance scheduling.

Use of best practice information agreed on an industry wide basis will
lead to improvements in the quality of maintenance work done.

6. Access to industry standard
information that can be directly used
for creating work orders. Best practice information will include for assessments on spares, tools,

consumables and labour use that can lead to improved maintenance
scheduling.

7. More complete and better
information available during
operation and maintenance.

More extensive queries and reports can be made that can lead to better
analysis of the lifecycle and reliability of items being maintained.

5 FM scope and road map

There are many aspects of building operation that a facilities manager takes
responsibility for.  Some of these benefit greatly from the use of an interoperable FM,
others less so.  Within the IAI North America FM domain committee, typical FM
functions have been identified including maintenance operation, property
management and services (See Figure 2), acknowledging that all these identifiable
FM functions have the fundamental characteristics of general project management
functions such as scope, cost, time, work and risk management [Yu, Froese, and
Grobler 1998].  A similar research by the IAI UK FM committee has come up with a
similar FM function list.

6 Key maintenance processes

The IAI Engineering Maintenance project [IAI 1998d] identified a number of
key processes: Identify Asset, Plan Maintenance, Do Maintenance, Record
Maintenance, Use Maintenance Libraries, Purchase Equipment for Maintenance, and
Account for Maintenance Costs (See Figure 3).  A high level IAI project planning
diagram was also developed that enables a series of maintenance processes to be
identified for initial work whilst others will be subject to further development once
the basic requirements are met (See Figure 4).
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7 Key maintenance concepts

Two key concepts are identified in defining engineering maintenance processes:

• The asset: i.e. a valued object on which maintenance work is to be performed.
• The work order: i.e. a contract, agreement, or request for the execution of the

work.

An asset may be either a singular object or a group (or aggregation) acting as
though they were singular (See Figure 5).  In this case, ‘singular’ means for the
purpose of maintenance work.  From the point of view of an object model, an asset is
similar in nature to any other grouping that combines to form an aggregated class.
For instance, cost elements contain the idea of groups of things that have a single cost
whilst a process may comprise a number of work tasks that have a single duration for
completion of work.  Similarly, an asset may be composed of individual component
parts that require specific maintenance tasks.  This idea of assembly is supported by
the provision of a template class for the nesting of components within an assembly
supported in the IFC Object Model [IAI 1998b].
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Fig. 4: IAI project planning road map for engineering maintenance
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Fig. 5: An asset with grouped components-an air handling unit

The work order is explained above as expressing a contract between the issuer
of the work order and the performers that carry out the process of maintenance.
Although it may not be considered as a contract in the conventional sense of the term,
it does in fact exhibit all the appropriate characteristics as follows:

• It has an author and a performer.
• It specifies work to be done.
• It specifies a deliver period.
• It identifies the skills and leadership necessary from the performers.
• It is uniquely identifiable.

Although the work started out on the basis of engineering maintenance, it has
become clear that the identified ideas and processes apply to any work that can be
construed as ‘maintaining’ that incorporates the ideas of an asset as something of
value and that includes the issuing of an order to do work.

8 Maintenance planning

Initially, the sole objective of the project was to support the development of
master work orders for planned preventive maintenance.  A master work order acts as
a template from which individual work orders can be created as needed.  In looking at
this topic, the possibility that standard data for work orders could be provided become
apparent.  Using the data requires either that an IFC work order class is structured so
that it can accept the data or that an IFC property set is declared such that it can be
bound to the model at runtime.  Figure 6 shows an IFC model proposal for master
work orders using simplified EXPRESS-G diagram.
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Fig. 6: IFC master work order

9 External library access

The use of the IFC property sets [IAI 1998b] is currently considered as the most
relevant approach for external access of maintenance required data.  Figure 7 depicts
the basic state procedure of an external library access based on IFC models.
However, the capabilities of this facility within the IFC Release 1.5.1 model are not
sufficient [IAI 1998b].  In particular, the ability to reference a populated property set
instance externally is not available.  Figure 8 shows a conceptual IFC model proposal
to enable external library objects to be referenced in a project using IFC property sets
where both referenced library objects and property sets are registered and their links
are retained.
To thoroughly deal with this problem, a support project is under way with the
Building Research Establishment (BRE) [Nyambayo and Wix 1998] to enable the
IFC property sets to access to external reference libraries.  Whilst this is specifically
targeted at maintenance information, it is potentially useful for any kind of
information held externally.

 : User/UserApp  IfcRootRegistry  IfcLibrarySet  
Registry  

IfcLibraryObject   : External  
Libraries  

1: Request external object(s) (Object Id or Pset Id)

2: Select Appropriate Registry (Object Id or Pset Id)

3: Select appropriate Library Object(s)(Obj Id or Pset Id)

4: Return matching External Library Object(s)

Fig. 7: External library access state procedure
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10 Demand maintenance, condition maintenance and small works

Even in best planned preventive maintenance programmes, a significant
proportion of the work will be demand.  Therefore, the model resulting from the
project must also be able to accommodate work of this nature.  Equally, maintenance
programmes may be dictated by the current condition of assets.  This could be termed
“If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” approach.

The condition of an asset may be such as to enable maintenance work to be
planned or it may give rise to demand maintenance.  Recording of condition is a vital
tool in determining life cycle costs since it enables the application of predictive
methods.  Particularly important as a basis for the production are performance
indicators, when the value of a given performance indicator may be used to trigger a
maintenance event.  At this stage, the project recognises the existence of such
indicators but further work is required to establish the range of indicators that should
be used.

Performance indication and life cycle considerations are important in
determining when continued maintenance of an asset is no longer the most cost
effective approach.  In this circumstance, replacement is the more appropriate option
and may be associated with other improvements as a ‘small works’ project.  Whilst
‘small works’ is out of scope of current model development, its potential has to be
recognised by a maintenance model so that feedback information can be used.

11 Design, construction and maintenance relationships

The advantage that interoperability offers is that project information, once
created, remains available for any other process.  For a project, we might express a
hypothesis on ‘conservation of information’ such that:



‘Information, once created, is not destroyed but can be used and transformed for
other purposes.’

That is, information has a ‘value entropy’ in that, the further a project develops
into its lifecycle, the more valuable the information becomes; it never becomes less
valuable.  The hypothesis can be demonstrated by Table 2 on an air-handling unit
through principal life cycle stages.  Thus, a key to reducing risk in maintenance is for
maintenance applications to inter-operate with design and construction applications
that understand the need to capture and make available relevant information.

Table 2: Design, construction and operation
Design: Establishes a design parameter and sets down requirements for the configuration and

performance of the air-handling unit.  Even at this early stage, knowing the type of air-handling
unit, the basic requirements of planned maintenance can be established.

Construction: Selects the air handling unit to be used and places it in position.  This adds specific information
about the unit including manufacturer details that can be added to the more generic information
from design.  After generic information from design.  After commissioning, the actual
performance of the unit can be established and confirmed against design parameters.

Operate and
Maintain:

All basic information requirements are available including warranties, parts requirements.
Information about the maintenance performer can be added along with financial reporting.

12 Future work

This paper has focused on a number of concepts that are relevant to the
development of conceptual models for FM in general and maintenance in particular.
This is not a complete picture since what is presented is work in progress.  FM
consists of much more than maintenance as has been demonstrated and the IFC
Object Model does already support some other processes.  The range of coverage has
to be extended and integrated.

Development of the maintenance model benefits from all of the known
capabilities of STEP [ISO 1994] based modelling approaches and equally suffers
from all of the well know limitations.  Whilst developing models for static
information exchange in the manner that is currently possible (and extending the
potential via the use of IFC property sets) there is a need to develop a behavioral
model and define the software interfaces that enable information sharing in a client-
server environment.  For this purpose, the project will be looking at the use of the
Unified Modeling Language [UML 1997] as a potentially more effective way
forward.

The maintenance process as it is being defined for IFC Release 3.0 is not
complete.  As the move is made to consideration of Release 4.0, the extent of the
process will be extended and the degree of integration with the Reference Process
Model of the IAI Client Group tightened.  In particular, the work on Library
development will be developed and work on aspects of financial reporting included.
This latter item will have particular importance in connection with work on contract
management and control.
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Abstract

The Industry Foundation Classes, IFC, are developed by the International Alliance
for Interoperability, IAI, to provide for data exchange and sharing capabilities for
the building and construction sector of the industry. Since the foundation of the
IAI in 1995 two releases of IFC have been published and the third release is on its
way. Many prototype implementations by leading software companies have
proved the IFC specifications, and commercial products to satisfy the end user
demands can be expected within the next few quarters. The paper highlights the
major development steps between the recognition of end user needs to improve
business processes and the fulfillment of those needs by IFC specifications and
implementations. Emphasis is put on the modeling of business processes, the
provision of use cases, the integration of domain requirements within a single
integrated but modular information model, and the underlying methodology and
model architecture.

Keywords: Information model, Data exchange and sharing, Software
Interoperability

1 Introduction

Since the IAI was established internationally in 1995 two major IFC
Releases have been published:

• IFC Release 1.0 in January 1997 (IAI 97a)
• IFC Release 1.5 in November 1997 (IAI 97b), including the technical

corrigenda published as IFC Release 1.5.1 in August 1998 (IAI 98)

During the 3 year period major technical goals have been achieved but some
adjustments have also been made to the development methodology and

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2758-2775.
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architecture. This occurred concurrently with the continuous growth and
international coverage of the IAI, which now has around 600 member companies
within 8 international chapters covering over 20 countries.

The technical answer to the challenge of collaborative development between
various contributors internationally and within several domains was the subject of
two major documents in addition to the IFC model specification:

• IFC Specification Development Guide (IAI 97c)
• IFC Object Model Architecture (IAI 97d)

The authors participating in the development of all documents mentioned
above want to highlight the major development tasks as defined within the Guide
and to present the ideas behind establishing a well defined and rigid model
architecture to maintain a single integrated but modular IFC object model.

By the time this paper is presented, the current version of IFC will be
implemented as pre- and postprocessors in commercial software by leading
software companies, such as by Autodesk for the Architectural Desktop, by
Graphisoft for ArchiCAD and by Nemetschek for Allplan, to name a few. These
companies are using experience gained by prototype implementations over the last
1 ½ years, in which over 40 companies from all over the world have been
involved.

The next major deployment step will be demonstration projects where IFC
based technology is successfully used within real construction projects. Ideas and
first initiatives are described in (Wix & Liebich 98).

1.1 Related work
The relatively fast development of IFC from its initial concept in 1996 to

commercially implemented release in 1999 would not have been possible without
the experience and information sources coming from other previous or ongoing
projects and initiatives.

Starting from the GARM, General AEC Reference Model (Gielingh, 88),
various attempts have been made to use Product Modelling techniques to capture
the semantics within the construction objects. Within the European ESPRIT
projects, the projects ATLAS, COMBINE, COMBI and now VEGA, TOCEE and
CONCUR explored the applicability of Product Modelling within demonstration
scenarios coming from the construction industry. Other major input came from the
ISO standardisation efforts in STEP, “Product data representation and exchange”.
In particular the EXPRESS language (ISO10303-11 94) and the STEP physical
file format (ISO10303-21 94) are used as the fundamental technologies in IFC.
Moreover, parts of the Integrated Generic Resources have been adopted to form
part of IFC resources in order to reuse proven concepts coming from other
industry areas. The development of Part106 also influenced the IFC and vice
versa (ISO10303-106 97).

Acknowledging already existing standards within the same industry area,
most notable AP225 (ISO 10303-225 97) and CIMsteel (CIMsteel 94), the
concept of an Interoperability Adapter has been incorporated into the IFC
structure from the beginning to establish the scenario of schema mapping to
external Product Models. This has been strongly facilitated by the execution of a
liaison agreement and memorandum of understanding with ISO TC184/SC4 (ISO



TC184/SC4 98).

 New technologies
mplemented mainly

IFC specification are more far reaching, including (see figure 1):

partial data exchange,

software interface based implementa

IFC EXPRESS,

IDL Definition

Physical File

Client/Server

       Database

SW Interface

Application

Fig. 1: Implementation scenarios for IFC

In order to support these implementation scenarios the IFC model
development:

follows modular architecture approach,
restricts EXPRESS language features that would impede alternative
implementation,
adds additional specifications into the IFC model documentation.

The EXPRESS specification of IFC is complemented by a prototype IDL
specification, according to the Interface Definition Language, as published by the
OMG (OMG 95) and ISO 10303 part 26 (ISO10303-26 98).

2 IFC development cycle

The cycle of one IFC release comprises the following mayor steps:

1. Define user requirements
2. Define business process within a project
3. Test by usage scenarios
4. Specify domain models
5. Integrate into current release of IFC
6. Review new release of IFC
7. Finalise documentation



8. Define conformance
9. Support implementation

The accomplishment of all tasks requires the active participation of many
contributors. The IFC Specification Development Guide (IAI 97c) provides the
modus operandi for the collaboration.

2.1 Roles within the development cycle
IFC specifications are developed by groups of experts. Each expert group

performs various development steps and reviews others. The principal groups that
can be identified are:

• project groups for defining the requirements;
• technical experts for specification and integration;
• software vendors for implementation.

The roles and responsibilities of the groups are presented based on the
following premises:

• the knowledge required for collaboration (overlapping fields of knowledge);
• the responsibilities for the various development processes;
• the review tasks and the documentation requirements within the development

processes.

2.1.1 Domain experts
A project develops industry requirements for interoperability within its area

of interest. The requirements are then presented in a form that enables a formal
information model to be developed.

Participants within a project include domain experts who must have
technical expertise in its area of interest. It is useful if members also have
knowledge of the capabilities of application software currently used within that
domain. Projects are responsible for development tasks 1 to 3, as outlined in
section 2. Major work to be undertaken by domain experts within a project is:

• project initiation and scope definition;
• technical analysis and usage scenario;
• specification review.

2.1.2 Technical committees
The International Technical Management Committee (ITM) is the principal

technical body within the IAI. All other technical committees report to the ITM.
Its responsibilities are to:

• provide the technical planning and management required for IFC
development;

• co-ordinate international technical work;
• monitor the IFC specification process.



ITM is responsible for the acceptance of AEC project proposals (result of
development tasks 1 to 3) and for the acceptance of the final IFC Release (result
of tasks 4 to 7).

The Specification Task Force (STF) provides high level technical support
to IFC specification developers and implementers, to guide the object model
specification work and to produce the necessary technical documentation. Within
the STF, technical experts perform product definition work and are responsible for
IFC model synthesis. The definition and maintenance of the IFC model
architecture belongs to their tasks as well. STF is responsible for development
tasks 4,5,7 and provides heavy input into 8 & 9. The following tasks are the
responsibility of the STF:

• develop the technical architecture;
• define or supervise the specification of domain models coming from AEC

project proposals;
• integrate IFC definitions;
• maintain previous IFC releases;
• continuously enhance the fundamentals of the IFC specifications;
• develop the IFC Release document suite;
• support software implementers.

2.1.3 Software implementers
The Software Implementation Committee allows software implementers to

work together in a spirit of open, pre-competitive collaboration to ensure that the
IFC Object Model can be implemented in practice. Software implementers are
responsible for:

• pilot implementation of selected IFC data or interface definitions;
• realisation of commercial implementation according to the companies'

business plans;
• feedback into the specification work;
• review of IFC data or interface definitions and project definitions.

Software implementers have a particular responsibility to the IAI in
providing both the pilot and commercial implementations of IFC. It is only
through such implementations and the demonstration of their capability that IFC
will be deployed throughout industry and that support of the IAI by industry will
grow.

2.2 Development tasks
This section presents an overview of all tasks necessary to develop solutions

for current gaps in information sharing as indicated by professionals. An example
coming from engineering maintenance is used throughout the section.

All developments should start with the recognition of potential business
benefits by professionals in industry. To illustrate the potential improvements
expected from proper information handling in engineering maintenance the
following assessment had been made by a senior bank representative: 25% of the
total facilities maintenance budget deals with engineering maintenance, if 10% of
that could be saved, the total savings would be in a range of $15m to $30m for the



properties owned by a major bank (Goodman 97, see also Wix & Liebich 98).

2.2.1 Definition of user requirements
This first stage is about deciding the project on which work is to be carried

out. The objective is to select one or more industry processes that can be broken
down into manageable and useful parts. Each part should be able to be completed
within the time scale of the target IFC release.

Once the industry processes has been selected each task within the process
needs to be described. The description follows the wording as normally used by
professionals and is complemented by figures (example given in Fig. 2 and Table
1).

Air Handling Unit

Boiler

Pump Set
[Physical Association]

Preheater

Valves

Luminaires
[Spatial Association]

Fig. 2: Task: Group objects as assets, shown as figure

Table 1: Task: Group objects as assets, shown as text box

Example task description
Group objects as assets
§ This task involves the specification of the asset. An asset can be either a single object or may

be a group of objects upon which a single maintenance action is to be specified.
§ A large item of equipment such as an air handling unit, boiler or transformer will probably be

uniquely identified as an asset.
§ An asset may be declared as a group of objects with a spatial identity such as the light fittings

within a room.
§ An asset may be declared as a group of objects with a system identity such as the steam traps

within a system (or subsystem).

2.2.2 Definition of domain processes
A process model is a formal description of the tasks undertaken to complete

a defined industry process and sets them into a sequence. For the next stages it
provides the basis for identification of the object model scope.

Process models are fairly easy to understand. Domain experts, with some
guidance from modeling specialists, can create and understand process models
with little training. A process model contains:



• tasks performed during the process execution;
• decomposition of processes in a hierarchy;
• sub-processes that are usually nested within processes;
• relations between processes, forming a sequence;
• main relations are input, output and control;
• mechanisms may also be defined which provide the means of executing

individual tasks.

The process modeling method used for IFC development is an adapted form
of TQM modeling, an example is given in Fig. 3. The use of IDEF0, the most
recognized process modeling language, is proposed for the future (IDEF0 93).

Identify
Location

Make Asset
RegisterProject

Building
Space

Cost
Installation Date

Warranty Duration
Expected Life
Performance

Material
Condition

Asset
Identifier

Identify
Objects

Accounting
Method

Type
Identifier

Group
Objects as

Assets

Identify
Sub Assets

Serial
Number

Part
Number

Fig. 3: Process model for sub process: Asset register

The usage scenario is a textual description that sets down the complete
information requirement in such a manner that it relates together the scope
definition, the process model and the object specification. At this stage, the
specification does not exist. The usage scenario identifies its elements (see Fig, 4
for graphical description and Table 2 for lexical description).

When creating the usage scenario, the following rules shall be observed:

1. Be assertive: a usage scenario should provide a set of assertions that can be
modelled and implemented: An asset is located within a space;

2. Be clear: about the ideas being captured by the usage requirement. In the
above, asset and space are clearly identifiable as classes;

3. Be specific: about relationships. In the above, the relationship 'is located on'
is captured;

4. Be precise: concerning numerical constraints which exist. Frequently, this



can be directly understood from the statement in the usage scenario. The ‘is
located on’ reads inverse as a space locates ‘zero-to-many’ assets.

Mixing Box

Preheat Coil

Cooling Coil

Reheat Coil

Moisture Eliminator

Humidifier

Fan

Filter

Damper

Motor

AIR HANDLING UNIT

Flexible Connection

Fig, 4: Air handling unit as usage scenario

Table 2: Example usage scenario

Identify sub assets
The decomposition of the asset into component parts or sub assets may be

already known by virtue of the separate existence of the elements making up the
asset (as in the case of the pump set and the luminaries). Alternatively, it may be
necessary to identify the parts of the asset requiring individual maintenance
actions where the element forming the asset is bought in as a single item. This will
be the case for the air handling unit and the boiler.

Separate components of an air handling unit include:
§ Fan (motor[s], impeller, drive wheels and belts)
§ Filter
§ Pre-heater coil
§ Re-heater coil
§ Cooling coil
§ Dampers (fresh air and re-circulation)
§ Moisture eliminator
§ Humidifier

Separate components of a boiler include:
§ Burner assembly
§ Controls
§ Heat exchanger

Drawings and sketches improve the quality and completeness of a usage
scenario. They also help modelers and software implementers to understand how
to realize the classes and relationships as expressed. An early indication of the
data operated on in each usage scenario is required as well (see Fig. 5).



2.2.3 Specification of domain model
The domain model specification is carried out in two steps:

1. Set of assertions about statements in task descriptions, process models and
usage scenarios

2. Formal data model for all classes and relationships handled by the processes
in scope.

Air Handling Unit:
Manufacturer
Part Number
Serial Number

(sub-asset) Fan:
Manufacturer
Part Number
Serial Number

(component) Motor:
Manufacturer
Part Number
Serial Number

(sub-asset) Filter:
Manufacturer
Part Number
Serial Number

Fig. 5: (Partial) decomposition of air handling unit

A set of assertions breaks down the usage scenario into simple sentences.
Each assertion is the simplest sentence that can be developed. Optimally it
contains two nouns and a verb, plus some qualifying grammar that is used to
describe cardinality and rules (see Table 3). The objective of developing
assertions is to:

• identify classes;
• identify relationships;
• identify cardinality of relationships;
• identify direction of relationships;
• identify attributes;
• identify rules (uniqueness, derived values, constraints).

Table 3: Example assertions

Identify sub assets
§ An air handling unit consists of one or many fans, filters, coils, dampers, eliminators, and

humidifiers
§ A fan consists of one or many motors, impellers, drive wheels and belts
§ A fan is characterised by Manufacturer name, Part number and Serial number

Class | Relationship | Cardinality | Attribute



During the formal definition of the domain model the assertions are
transformed into statements using an acknowledged modeling language, here
EXPRESS, and the graphical notation EXPRESS-G (see Fig. 6).

The formal definition also marks the point where the transition from the
responsibility of the domain team to the technical team occurs. The basic
indications shall be given by the domain team suggesting which information
requirement can be best realized from the user perspective as class, attribute,
property set, and which are the appropriate relationships, including inheritance,
aggregation, or has relation (see figure 7). Further refinement is than needed from
technical and modeling experts to guarantee that the final domain model also
meets the requirements of conceptual clarity and model consistency and that it
follows a common modeling philosophy. All of the above ease the later task of
model integration.

AirHandlingUnit

Fan

ConsistsOf S[1:?]

STRING

STRING

Manufacturer

PartNumber

SerialNumber

Manufacturer

PartNumber

SerialNumber

Motor STRING

Manufacturer

PartNumber

SerialNumber

ConsistsOf S[1:?]

Fig. 6: EXPRESS definition example from domain model reference to this

2.2.4 Integration into current release of IFC
When the domain specifications are completed, they undergo synthesis. This

ensures that common ideas are managed consistently and can be implemented
equivalently by different software applications. The result of synthesis is a new
release of the integrated information model, IFC. Good domain specifications
have already been developed by taking into account the need for synthesis by:

• using facilities provided by the existing IFC resource models;
• referencing the basic concepts already provided by the IFC core model;
• cross checking with other either already existing or newly proposed domain

models for overlap.



During the integration process the modeling experts, namely the STF, carry
out processes of synthesis that will take account of: (see Fig. 7)

• ideas already included in the IFC Object Model;
• ideas which are common between domains;
• ideas which are similar between domains (trying to make them into common

ideas);
• truly new ideas.

AirHandlingUnit Fan

STRING

Manufacturer

PartNumber

SerialNumber

Motor

IfcManufacturerInfo

IfcRelAssembles
Elements

1

(ABS)IfcBuilding
Element

ManufacturerInfo

1

(ABS)IfcElement

RelatingElement

RelatedElements L[1:?]

Grey box : Idea already included in IFC
Grey stripes: Ideas common between domains
White box: New ideas

Fig. 7: EXPRESS definition after synthesis

The synthesis results in careful additions to the current IFC release which
reflect the domain needs not already handled by existing model components. The
main risk of a growing (and thereby changing) information model is, however,
that previously supported definitions could inadvertently be affected by changes
due to the highly interconnected nature of considerably sized information models.
Two principle solutions are discussed to solve that problem:

1. Prohibit any changes to the existing generic information model.
2. Provide a modular architecture for the information model to maintain

changes as needed.

The STEP standardisation follows the first solution. New requirements
coming from domain models (called Application Reference Model, ARM) have to
be mapped down to the Integrated Generic Resources. The mapping is described
in mapping tables that form part of the standard. Definitions given in the
Integrated Generic Resources can only be further constrained, i.e. by providing



constraints in subtypes or rules, however they can not be enhanced. The result is
an Application Integrated Model, AIM. The disadvantage is, that the semantics of
the domain model get confused by mapping concise domain constructs into
various very generic resource definitions.

The IFC approach is different and follows the second solution. The IFC
model is decomposed into many modules defined at various layers of abstraction.
Strict referencing rules apply to necessary links between the modules at each
layer. The architecture operates on a 'ladder principle', also known as the software
engineering layering principle:

• Any class may reference a class at the same or lower layer but may not
reference a class from a higher layer.

• References within same layer must be designed very carefully and are only
allowed within the Core layer and the Resource layer.

Fig. 8 shows the strict downward reference within the IFC Architecture. It is
described in further detail within the IFC Architecture document (IAI 97d). The
IFC Release 2.0 being under development relies on the same architectural
structure, but added more content to each layer.
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Whereas the resource and core layers remain quite stable the incremental
growth will occur within the interoperability and domain layers. Release 2.0
particularly enhance the IfcSharedBldgElements and
IfcSharedBldgServiceElements for building elements shared by many domains or
application types and adds the IfcSharedSpatialElements for shared space related
information. The IfcArchitectureDomain, IfcHvacDomain and
IfcFacilitiesMgmtDomain increases for building elements dominantly used by a
single domain or application type and further domain schemas are added to deal
with cost estimating and construction management.

The STF works on three versions for each release reflecting different states
of the synthesis:

• Alpha version represents the consolidated domain models where all ideas
already included in the IFC model are filtered out and the new requirements
are highlighted as deltas. The alpha models are pre-integrated.

• Beta version represents the integrated IFC model, where the deltas from the
alpha version had been added and the ideas which are found common or
similar between domain models had been generalized. The beta model is the
next IFC release for review and comments.

• Final version is the next official IFC release for implementation after all
issues coming from the reviews had either been incorporated, postponed (for
inclusion into further releases), or rejected

2.2.5 Review of new release of IFC
It is important that IFC developments are reviewed by industry experts,

information modelers and software engineers for the following reasons:

Table 4: Review types and participants

You are … You should review To determine …

A manager (either within
AEC/FM or IT applications)

The domain specification
scope statement and usage
scenario

Whether this domain
specification meets your
business needs

An industry expert, or a
modeller responsible for
developing specifications and
systems that support business
processes

All of the above, plus

The information requirements
and their supporting material

Whether all the data that you
use for the business process
is completely and correctly
identified

An applications software
developer, or a modeller
involved in designing and
developing systems

The domain specification and
its supporting material

How the domain specification
can be mapped to your
application’s data, or to the
data held in your database(s)

An applications software
developer

The exchange sets Which exchange sets are
aligned with the scope of your
application



• ensures that the specification is validated by the agreement of a number of
industry experts;

• identifies aspects of the domain process which have not been fully included;
• ensures that the specification is internationally applicable;
• provides a wider range of expertise for the specification development and

allows for the correction of inaccuracies within the specification.

Table 4 identifies typical reviewers, what they should review and their
purpose in doing so. Any specialist in any of the above mentioned professions is
invited to review the IFC in total or in parts.

All issues raised against an IFC model are captured within the IFC Issue
Resolution Database, IRD. The STF receives all issues and decides about the
status, accepted or rejected, and if accepted, whether it can be resolved within the
current release or whether it has to be postponed for the next release. For each
accepted issue the proposed resolution, if given, is considered and actions are
assigned to the responsible information modellers within the team to finally adjust
the IFC model. Table 5 shows the record of an issue.

Table 5: Printout from the issue resolution database

Issue #r I 276 Issue Date 18-Sep-97

Author T. Liebich Owner  J. Wix
Status Resolved

Schema IfcDocumentExt Version Beta
Issue Description Class IfcRelGroupsCostSchedules

The objectified relationship subtype does not define
further information

Proposed Solution
Delete and use IfcRelGroups instead; with the
"GroupPurpose" set to "GroupsCostSchedules" -
update documentation to make the usage clear

Resolution  agreed

Action #1
Assignee J. Wix Status Complete
Resolved in Version   1.5 Final



2.2.6 Final documentation
The final version of an IFC Release is published by a series of documents:

• Introduction to IAI and the IFCs
• IFC Object Model Architecture Guide
• IFC Specifications Development Guide
• IFC Object Model Specification
• Vol. 1 – AEC Processes supported by IFC
• Vol. 2 – IFC Object Model Guide
• Vol. 3 – IFC Object Model Reference
• Vol. 4 – IFC SW Certification Guide

Whereas the IFC Object Model Specification is only available to the IAI
membership, the other documents are in the public domain. To ease the access to
the model specification, the Introduction to IAI and the IFCs and the IFC Object
Model Reference are also provided as HTML documents. The IFC Object Model
Reference is fully hot linked so that all parts (the specification text, the EXPRESS
definition, the IDL definition, and the Property Set definitions) are inter linked
(see figure 10).

The other two steps, as mentioned in section 2, Conformance class definition
and Implementation support, are not discussed within this paper. Both are of
particular interest to the IAI software developer community.

Fig. 9: Snapshot of the HTML documentation of Volume 3



3 Conclusion

None of the individual steps as outlined above are new; they all had already
been described in various papers and had been used in several projects.

What is remarkable, however, is that within the IFC development process
they had been merged to a methodology applicable for industry-wide and
commercial use. Even as this paper is presented, leading software companies are
implementing and deploying IFCs within their commercial products. The
companies involved have a market share of 2/3 of the European market for
architectural software.

4 Addendum

This paper refers to the development of IFC Release 1.5.1. Presentation to
the CIB W78 meeting will include example material taken from IFC Release 2.0
which is scheduled for public issue in April 1999. Release 2.0 provides
specifications that meet the business process requirements of the processes as
shown in Table 6. The following picture shows the intermediate stage of the IFC
Release 2.0 architecture that reflects the growth in comparison with IFC Release
1.5 (see also Fig. 8.).

Table 6: Domain projects for IFC release 2.0

Architecture
AR-1 Enhancement of the Architectural Model
AR-2 Space planning for escape routes

Facilities Management
FM-3 Property Management
FM-4 Occupancy Planning

Building Service
BS-1 HVAC Systems design
BS-3 Pathway co-ordination with other trades
BS-4 Thermal loads calculation

Codes and Standards
CS-1 Code compliance checking
CS-2 Code extensions

Simulation
SI-1 Photometrically Accurate Visualisation

Estimating and Scheduling
ES-1 Cost Estimating

Cross Domain
XM-3 Network Model and Model Constraints
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Abstract

Due to the vast amount of information and knowledge involved in construction
projects, clients often have difficulties in identifying and communicating their
actual requirements.  In order to address this information effectively during the
briefing process, such information is modelled into structured data models using
EXPRESS-G technique.  The processes involved during the development of the
brief, however, are modelled using IDEF0 technique.
The developed models establish the foundation for the development of a
computerised system, which utilise an object oriented environment.  The
implemented object oriented data models then form the framework for the
presentation of the client’s brief.  These models, when implemented into the
computerised environment, will significantly enhance the communication channel
between the various parties involved from a very early stage of a construction
project.  The outcome is an improved brief, which fulfils the client’s budgetary
constraints.

Keywords: Brief, briefing process, computerised environment, information
modelling and process modelling

1 Introduction

1.1 Background
 Previous studies conducted by Graham (1983), Hudson et al (1991), Barrett

and Stanley (1996), Barrett et al (1996), and others suggests that the client’s brief
is often inadequate, poor or not sufficiently explicit.  Furthermore, it may not truly
reflect the client’s requirements.  This may be due to a lack of experience on the
part of the client with respect to construction projects, or his inability to identify

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2651-2663.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



and convey his actual needs accurately to the project team.  Another contributory
factor could be the lack of mutual understanding or trust, and common objectives
between the parties involved.  Most crucial, however, is the immense magnitude
of project information that needs to be considered during the briefing process.

 The situation can be improved by encouraging clients to participate fully or
to a greater extent during the briefing process.  This can be achieved by increasing
the client’s level of awareness through effective presentation and manipulation of
the project information and the associated processes.  The client’s knowledge of
the entire briefing process can then be enhanced considerably.  Clients and other
project participants can then work together harmoniously, both to identify a clear
range of opportunities available for the development and to highlight any possible
problems, which require a solution (Gray et al 1994).  Through such discussions, a
closer rapport between the parties involved will be established.  This will lead to
an increase in understanding and sympathy for each other’s objectives.  On this
basis, it is presumed that the communication channel between the client and other
projects participants, in particular the designer, can be improved significantly.
This will ultimately pave a way towards better briefs to support the clients’
requirements.

1.2 The brief
The brief documents the client’s perceived needs and requirements and the

feasibility of the proposed venture within overall budgetary constraints.  The brief
can be expressed as a definitive written statement prepared during the briefing
process, which sets out the client’s requirements for a construction project. It
specifies at any point in time the relevant needs and aims, the resources of the
client and user, the context of the project, and any appropriate design requirements
within which all subsequent briefing and designing can take place (BSI 1995).

1.3 The briefing process
The briefing process refers to either:

a) A stage or stages in the design or construction process, or as part of the overall
life cycle of the project.

b) A systematic method of enquiry by which client’s requirements are made
explicit.  It is the process of eliciting or “brief-taking” (Barrett and Stanley
1996) the information or requirements from clients. Briefing is defined by the
British Standards Institution (1995), as a process of identifying and analysing
the needs, aims and constraints (the resources and the context) of the client
and the relevant parties, and formulating any problems that the designer is
required to solve.  The briefing process, thus, involves the gathering,
organising, analysing, identifying, interpreting, compiling, and documenting or
presenting all the essential information required for a construction project.

This paper adopts the second reference of the briefing process and considers
the brief as the output of the briefing process.



2 Sources of information

A set of relevant documents, which support the briefing process and/or
contains recommendations on the constituents of the brief has been examined.
Such documents include O’Reilly (1987), Duerk (1993), BCO (1994), Gray et al
(1994) and BSI (1995).  From the analysis, the majority of the selected
publications were found to contain valuable and vital information for the
formulation of the brief.  However, none of the sources was found to be flexible
enough to allow information to be articulated precisely enough to facilitate the
process of information modelling.  As such, more than one source of information
or publication is necessary.

Useful and relevant information were extracted from the selected
publications with the aim of reproducing a set of information which not only
represents that essential for inclusion in the brief, but is also flexible enough to be
modelled.  A structured framework for the presentation of the brief is established,
which will also aid the process of information modelling.  The framework
contains robust information that is common to most of the reviewed guidelines,
which demonstrate the client’s genuine requirements.

The structured framework is divided into five main sections: ‘Project
Identification’, ‘Project Aims’, ‘Project Resources’, ‘Project Context’ and ‘Design
and Performance Requirements’. The titles of these main sections have been
adapted from the selected publications.  Each section reflects its own individuality
that will allow a more flexible and manageable approach to the process of
modelling the information.  Further more, the identity of each section will be
better defined in terms of assisting clients to distinguish and identify the needs and
requirements of a project.  Table 1 depicts the structured framework of the brief
presentation

Table 1: Structured framework of the brief presentation

Project identification
• Project identity
• Project purpose
• Project scope
• Identity of project

participant
organisations

• Identity of related group
organisations

Project Aims
• Intended effects of the

project

Project Resources
• Financial
• Time
• Project management

Project Context
• Intended occupancy in

detail
• Regulatory issues
• Background and

historical influences
• Site and surrounding

influences
• Client’s future enterprise

Design and performance
requirements
• Site and surroundings
• The building as a whole
• Building fabric
• Spaces in detail
• Grouping of spaces

• Plant, equipment and
furnishings



3 Information modelling

The EXPRESS-G modelling technique (Schenck and Wilson 1994) has been
adopted for the purpose of modelling the entities, which correspond to the
contents of the brief along with their attributes and relationships.

3.1 Context diagram
Figure 1 portrays a framework for the brief presentation. It illustrates that the

brief, represented by the ‘Brief’ entity, is a statement, which describes a
construction project.  The project, being represented by the ‘Project’ entity, has
specific relationships with the main entities; namely ‘Project Identification’,
‘Project Resources’, ‘Project Aims’, ‘Project Context’ and ‘Design and
Performance Requirements’.  These five entities represent the information
essential for inclusion in the brief, and correspond to the five main sections of the
structured framework shown in Table 1.

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Framework for the brief presentation
(EXPRESS-G diagram 1 of 3)
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3.2 Lower level diagrams
The information modelling process proceeds by decomposing the context

diagram into lower level diagrams.  This involves breaking down the entities by
sub classifying them into their subtypes or relationships with other entities.  A
level 1 and a level 2 diagrams are portrayed in this paper to illustrate the
modelling concept.

Figure 2 depicts the subtypes of the ‘Design and Performance Requirements’
and the entities linked to it. Figure 3 illustrates the entities and attributes linked to
the ‘Building as a Whole’ subtype depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: The ‘Design and performance requirements’ entity
 (EXPRESS-G diagram 2 of 3)

4 Process modelling

For the purpose of modelling the brief development process, the IDEF0
modelling technique (Ross and Schoman 1977; Ross 1977; Sanvido 1990) has
been adopted.  A top down approach has been conducted where high level
processes are modelled first, followed by low level decomposition of the relevant
activities. IDEF0 diagrams have the extra edge of not only portraying the main
activities involved during the development of the brief, but also identifying the
data constraints between these activities in the form of inputs and outputs, the
controls and the mechanisms required to carry out these activities.

The activities have been identified within the context of the development of
the prototype computer environment with respect to two viewpoints.  These
include the system architecture of the prototype, and the information to be
acquired at every stage of the development of the brief to suit the structured
framework of the brief presentation.
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4.1 Context diagram
Figure 4 shows the A-0 diagram for ‘Develop Brief’.  This is the topmost

level of the IDEF0 diagrams. The ‘Client Requirements’ and the ‘Construction
Industry Know-how’ represent the input.  ‘Client’s Requirements’ refer to all the
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Fig. 3: The ‘Building as a whole’ subtype (EXPRESS-G diagram 3 of 3)
needs and requirements of the client with respect to the project while
‘Construction Industry Know-how’ refers to project related information
(supporting information) available within the construction industry.  The controls
consist of the ‘Brief Domain’, the ‘Data Models’ used to build up the knowledge
representation within the prototype, and any ‘Technology Limitation’ associated
with the mechanisms used, such as the ‘Software Applications’ and the
‘Multimedia Tools’.  The client, any member of the design team, or others, may
represent the third mechanism, the ‘User’. Finally, the output of the process, is the
‘Brief’ that can be presented in various forms.

NODE:     A-0 TITLE:  DEVELOP BRIEF

Fig. 4: A-0 diagram for ‘Develop Brief’ process

4.2 Lower level diagrams
Further decomposition of the ‘Develop Brief’ process  have been carried out

based on the two stated viewpoints until the achieved level of detail is considered
sufficient for the application of the model for the prototype development.  The
level 1 diagram for the system architecture viewpoint is shown in Figure 5 .

The level 1 diagram for the information viewpoint, on the other hand,
models the activities associated with the overall compilation of information for the
brief development. Further diagrams at lower levels of abstractions are then
produced (the diagrams are not shown in this paper).  This aims to illustrate the
related sub-processes further down the hierarchy and to visualise the actual flow
of information at every stage of decomposition.  This is an essential procedure
which serves to establish the kind of information that needs to be presented to the
client and indicates how and from where this information can be obtained quickly
and efficiently.
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NODE:   SysArch/A0 TITLE:  DEVELOP BRIEF

Fig. 5: SysArch/A0 diagram for ‘Develop Brief’
(System architecture viewpoint)

5 The implemented computerised environment

The models developed above play an important role in establishing a
conceptual model for a computerised system since they can be mapped directly
onto an object oriented environment with multimedia support.  In such an
environment, information can be manipulated and presented to users in a timely
and effective manner.  Such a system can operate as an intelligent mechanism for
capturing the client’s requirements, interpreting them, retrieving and presenting
the necessary information required for the decision making process.  A system
architecture for the developed computer prototype is depicted in Figure 6.  The
system architecture comprises the Core Engine, the Interface and the External
Resources.

The Core Engine which is an object oriented development environment,
contains all the  necessary information which is required by the brief, as
represented by the developed data models.  Using  the EXPRESS-G data models,
entities and their subtypes will represent objects within the object oriented
environment while their attributes will be represented either by the attributes of
the data model or their attributes’ subtypes.  The relation between the various
aspects of the brief’s data will be drawn from the data models, as represented by
the relationships between the entities.  On the other hand, the developed process
models will provide the necessary procedures that are required by the system. By
incorporating the data models with the process models, the total behaviour of the
system can be defined.  The external response to user requirements can be
monitored and controlled intelligently by the data models, while the internal
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reaction to the various input criteria can be dictated by methods/production rules
attached to the objects.

Fig. 6: System architecture for the computerised environment

The internal behaviour of the system is vital to the briefing process because
of the diversity of the briefing process and the related information.  For example,
when the data models are supplied with project information, say the design
criteria, the attribute values of each ‘Design Criteria’ will be checked to ensure its
compatibility with the relevant ‘Performance Criteria’ attribute and vice versa.
So, if a curtain wall is selected for a specific design criteria, the system will
automatically ensure that this solution will not conflict with previously defined
performance criteria such as maintenance and energy loss.  Not only will this
allow the relations between various entities of the brief to be easily controlled and
monitored during the briefing process but it will also have a significant impact on
maintaining consistency and accuracy between the various parts of the brief.

Multimedia technology (Burger 1993; Luther 1994; Bunzel and Morris,
1994) is used to control the way in which information is displayed in the Visual
Media part of the Interface, which serves as the second component of the system
architecture.  Video clips, images, sound, and so on, can support objects in the
data model, which are accessed as and when required. If, for example, the Core
Engine recognises a specific data input as a request for presenting other
information which is required for the decision making process, the necessary
functions will be triggered within the Core Engine.  This results in the retrieval of
the required information.  This information will then be displayed in the
appropriate media through the Visual Media.  These processes may interrogate
internal and/or external resources such as databases as well as accessing on-line
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services or the Internet, thus allowing users to retrieve up-to-date information
during the briefing process.  This presentation of information not only increases
the users’ knowledge and level of awareness but also improves the users’
understanding which, in turn, has an impact on the decision making process.

6 Discussion and conclusions

This study has modelled the vast amount of information essential for the
development of the client’s brief. Information has been classified and the
relationships between various entities established.  The main processes involved
in the development of the brief have also been identified and modelled.  The data
and process models have then been used to establish the system architecture for a
computerised environment to support the briefing process.  Multimedia
technology is utilised for the presentation of project information, thereby serving
as an effective means of communication between clients and designers.  Thus, the
data and the process models, together with the prototype development, create a
situation that serves to overcome the deficiencies of existing briefs by producing a
comprehensive brief that reflects the client requirements.

Through more individual input and participation on the part of the client,
and by being able to acknowledge and visualise the essential information required
for a project, the client’s understanding can be improved.  The client will be able
to identify and convey his or her true requirements in a more effective manner.
This enables the designer to interpret the requirements effectively in the form of a
well-defined brief, which will provide the basis of an appropriate design solution.
Value for money can be attained in the form of a design solution that satisfies the
client’s requirements within the budgetary constraints.

In conclusion this research makes a significant contribution to the
construction industry by combining data and process modelling to establish the
platform for a computerised environment as a means for improving the brief.  The
system architecture implemented into the prototype enables it to provide on-the-
spot advice, consultancy and visualisation of project information to clients or
other users during the briefing process.  The prototype can also be considered as a
comprehensive and an intelligent front end to commercially available CD ROM
products.  With more refined testing and further development, it not only has the
potential to serve as an essential part of the briefing process, but would also widen
the market for these products to cover clients, designers, and other construction
professionals who might be involved in any aspect of the brief.  This could narrow
the gap between clients and designers, thereby eventually improving the
effectiveness of the communication channel between them.  Moreover, the
computerised system would also ensure consistency in the interpretation of the
brief amongst construction professionals.  The improved brief will play a major
role in facilitating the entire briefing process, which will ultimately lead the way
towards greater client satisfaction.
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IMPROVING CONSTRUCTION COMMUNICATION:
THE IMPACT OF THE ON-LINE TECHNOLOGY
Improving construction communication

K. AL-RESHAID and N. KARTAM
Department of Civil Engineering, Kuwait Univ., P.O. Box 5969, Safat, 13060 Kuwait

Abstract

The Special Projects Administration (SPA) of the Ministry of Public Work in the
State of Kuwait is responsible for managing the construction of Kuwait's
prestigious facilities that are, usually, complex and costly.  This paper suggests a
Web-Based Information Delivery Intranet Site as a complementary
communication tool that would enhance the delivery and exchange of information
on the SPA's construction projects.  Also, the paper includes areas of
improvements to the SPA's communication process as a result of incorporating the
WWW technology in communication.  Improvement on the information delivery
time is found to be the most significant.

Keywords:  communication, multimedia, WWW, information technology, on-line.

1 Introduction

It is hard to ignore the importance of the emerging technologies in leading
the construction industry to a competitive edge.  One such technology is the on-
line multimedia technology that can add value to the communication process
among the construction project's participants.  Effective communication is
essential for the functioning of any organization.  Breakdowns in communication
contribute to a group of problems that result in low work productivity and quality.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2270-2276.
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The impact of the Internet on the construction industry is seen in the area of
“Open Collaboration” that transcends time zones, national and organizational
boundaries and even language [Brides 97].  The move toward more collaborative
working within the construction industry is a welcome one given the numerous
problems that have resulted from the industry's fragmentation and adversarial
posture [Anumba and Evbuomwan 96].  The combination of HTML (Hyper Text
Markup Language) based Web pages with Java Applets, CGI (Common Gateway
Interface) Scripts, Databases, FTP (File Transfer Protocol), peripheral devices, and
new data formats creates an endless universe of possibilities for collaborative
engineering [Rojas 96].

The A/E/C firms in Kuwait need collaborative working environment through
continually developing and improving its communication processes to achieve
project objectives.  Minor improvements in communication become, even, more
important in managing large and complex construction projects.  One of the major
agencies in Kuwait that needs to continually improve its communication process is
the Special Projects Administration (SPA) of the Public Works Ministry.

This research suggests a supporting tool to the current communication
process used in the SPA.  The supporting tool is an on-line Information Delivery
and Exchange Site that would complement the oral and written communication
channels of the (SPA) and constitute a basic Intranet environment.  A general
evaluation of the Web technology, through browsing web pages of different web
sites around the world, one can extract the preliminary benefits that the Web Wide
Web (WWW) technology can add to the SPA's communication process.  It could
reduce cost by reducing printed papers usage, phone and FAX charges, manpower
doing secretarial work (calling, printing, mailing, etc.), postage costs, and
information processing time.  Also, the SPA, as an agent for public projects, can
have access, and vice versa, to large international contractors and qualified bidders
through WWW technology.

2 Background

The SPA manages large and prestige public construction projects; and
therefore, little savings in time and/or cost, as a result of improved communication
efficiency, can add up to be potential toward the end of the project.  Examples of
recent projects under this administration include the Amiri Diwan and the Kuwait
University projects with total cost of KD 150 million and KD 220 million
respectively.



 The SPA’s main communication processes consist of three types: face-to-
face meeting, telephone, and written communications.  Written communication is
the most formal in the SPA because it provides hard copies for storage and
retrieval in case documented evidence is needed in the future.  SPA's written
communication channels, mainly, include letters and memorandums.  Letters in
the SPA, are used through out the project life cycle to document action, convey
information, give instructions, and monitor work progress; whereas
memorandums, short written forms and less formal then letters, are often used for
documentation of communication or as a record action (SPA Reference Manual
1997).

While lines of authority are well defined in the SPA which makes
communication easier, the administration is moving slowly in exploring new
means to improve the communication efficiency and result in better productivity.
New and advanced means of communication channels include: electronic mail,
video conference, computer software (e.g., integrated databases), voice mailing,
and the on-line WWW technology.  There are many barriers to accepting and
implementing new technologies in the SPA, one of which is the assumption that
such technologies have high price tap, including the cost of training, for its
benefits.  Proving, to the SPA's decision makers, that such barriers are no longer so
and that a lot of benefits can be gained from utilizing advanced technologies in
communication would be an important step in the way of developing a technology
strategy for the Kuwaiti construction industry.

3 Objectives

This research implements and evaluates a new medium of communication as
a means of improving the effectiveness of communication in the SPA.  That new
medium is a WWW based, and is best described as a Web-Site or a Web-Page.
WWW is, basically, a scheme for using the electronic Internet to exchange
information in hypermedia formats which is achieved through a web site or
location that acts as its server.

This paper presents a Web-Based Information Delivery Site as a
complementary communication tool that would enhance the delivery and exchange
of information on the SPA's construction projects.  Also, the paper includes areas
of improvements to the SPA's communication process as a result of incorporating
the WWW technology in communication.  The www technology is a valid
experimental area because it has not been tested before in the SPA, it is a current
issue in Kuwait, and it holds a lot of promises.





4 Communication channels and facilities

The electronic communication that has been implemented includes all types
of communication necessary between the SPA and other main parties during all
project stages.  In the pre-design stage, the main parties are the owner, end user,
Ministry of Planning, Audit Bureau, and Kuwait Municipality.  In the design stage,
two more parties (design consultants and MPW administrators) join the
communication channels.  In the tendering stage, two additional parties (the
Central Tendering Committee and general contractor) join the team.  In the
construction stage, the supervision consultant joins the team.

The communication between the SPA and other project parties is extensive
especially with the design consultant and the contractor.  Generally, the A/E
maintains open communication channel with SPA at all times.  The contractor, on
the other hand, has numerous obligations towards the SPA including:

• Temporary & mobilization works

• Daily construction reports

• Submittals and transmittals

• Project schedule approval and updates

• Material/equipment permit

• Request for subcontractor approval

• Progress meetings

• Payment certificates

• Provisional sum release order

• Variation order

• Substantial completion form

• Final completion certificate

The SPA Web media includes all project documents, especially the plans
and specifications of projects.  Communication facilities in a given project include
memos, letters, and reports.  Project reports are the main formal means by which
project progress is communicated and recorded.  As records, they are vital parts of
the projects audit trail, so they must be prepared with all possible care.  Project
reports should:

 • State clearly the current status of the project

 • Compare actual achievements with planned target achievements

 • Draw attention to critical issues



 • Identify problems and propose solutions

 • Promote effective management and control

Project reports should preferably be based on ‘exception’ reporting, i.e.,
highlighting variations from the plan.  This helps the reports to be concise and
forward looking.  Effective management and control needs timely action, so
project reports must be produced regularly and promptly.  It is usually better to
have roughly accurate information quickly than to have precisely accurate
information late.  Consequently, posting project reports on the SPA-Web site is the
fastest distribution method.

The main implementation reports are: a) progress reports, b) cost reports, c)
earned value reports, and d) debrief reports [Kartam 99].  The latter type of reports
provides the means of learning how to improve the management of future projects.
By inputting such reports on the SPA-Web site, management at all levels can get
advantage of Internet-based communication in receiving and commenting on
project progress.  This real-time communication provides an excellent opportunity
for brain storming and overcoming difficulties in a proactive, rather than reactive,
planning and control manner.

5 SPA web site

Decreasing project life cycle and increasing cost of capital are compressing
the time needed to design and construct complicated facilities within the SPA.  At
the same time, increasing technological complexity is shifting project control away
from prime contractors towards specialized subcontractors.  This is a trend, which
suggests that the project management industry needs to consider the reengineering
of how it processes and moves information among all concerned parties.

The SPA-Web site has given a new tool for reengineering the delivery of
information on construction projects.  This Internet-based tool allows
geographically separated teams easy access to project specific information and
documents, thereby streamlining traditional information flow.  In an age of
increasing complexity, such basic project Intranet can enhance communication and
improve teamwork in the execution of rapidly developing construction projects.

As information changes, the server content can be easily updated with new
or revised data.  This flexible approach means that geographically remote project
teams can access timely, consistent and accurate information without expensive
typesetting, printing, distribution an mailing charges.  The basic Intranet uses



information that does not change rapidly.  This simplifies administration and
publication and acts as the stepping stone for a larger Intranet system.

In the SPA, this Internet-based tool has shown promise as a cost-effective
way to improve the delivery of information.  Thus, it  improves teamwork,
streamlines project schedules and reduces litigation with the end result of
providing the customer with increased project satisfaction.

6 Information security

Because of the contractual nature of the construction business, many firms
are afraid of losing control of the information they have developed.  Fortunately,
the open standards of Internet-based systems offer several ways to move and
manipulate information.   For example, a superintendent can use the browser to
view the design files in a “read only” mode.  Web-based applications such as
Adobe’s PDF format enable developers to publish documents that look just like
the printed page.  Similar to paper blueprints, this enables the user to look at the
drawings and retrieve information, while leaving the control of the file with the
original publisher.  Given the increasing popularity of the Internet, most software
applications are now being developed for Web publishing.

Webmasters can also set up servers to control access to specific parts of an
Intranet.  SPA-Web media is set up to allow public access to the project
description and progress information, while restricting access to more sensitive
parts of the web site.  The project team has set up a matrix of access privileges to
the project information.

7 Benefits

In a distributed questionnaire to all individuals using the SPA-Web media,
many benfits have been reported including:

 • Improve information accuracy and accessibility

 • Enhance communications and teamwork between disparate teams

 • Eliminate redundant files

 • Eliminate multiple data entry tasks

 • Provide multi-locations access to information

 • Eliminate departmental and organizational ownership of information



 • Improve process efficiency since communication uses less time & fewer
resources

 • Improve customer/ supplier relations

 • Reduce dependency on paper based information

 • Obtain accurate and timely reporting
8 Findings and conclusions

Good communication is critical in achieving better cooperation and
coordination across organizations in the business world.  In construction the
project team consisting of the owner, contractors, designers, and other parties all
need to work together to achieve common goals.  The project team needs to
communicate over the life cycle of the project efficiently (i.e., with minimum time
and resources) and effectively (i.e., different parties receive same interpretation).

Using the SPA-Web media, the communication efficiency between the SPA
and the A/E and the contractors is improved significantly with a reported time
saving of more than 80%.  In addition, the communication effectiveness is
improved by minmizing any misunderstanding or misinterpretation by the
different parties.  The SPA-Web media also reduced the indirect cost by saving
paper usage, phone and fax charge, postal cost and information processing time.
Perhaps, most important result is the reduction of claims resulting from delay in
receiving information and misinterpretation.  This new media speeds up
information delivery, improves information accuracy and contributes to the total
value management of construction projects.
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CONSTRUCTABILITY KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE DATABASE SYSTEM
Constructability knowledge-intensive database system
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Abstract

Generally, lessons learned in the construction, operation, and maintenance of a
facility are not effectively fed back as input to the design and construction phases
of new projects.  Traditional methods of collecting and disseminating lessons-
learned in the construction of projects have enjoyed limited success due to: (1) the
unreliable communication channels between construction experts and
practitioners, (2) the lack of a meaningful classification system, (3) the
unmanageable format that made it difficult to access, retrieve and update the
potentially enormous volume of lessons, (4) the difficulty of integrating new
systems into existing operations and procedures, and (5) the focus on failures or
incidents, rather than on both positive and negative experiences with constructed
facilities.  If the experience and lessons learned at the construction site could be
captured and incorporated into a dynamic, interactive, knowledge based
information system, then great benefits could be realized as this information is
utilized in the design and construction of future facilities.  Constructability and
maintainability can be enhanced, more efficient construction methods can be
utilized, facility quality and safety can be maximized and total life cycle costs can
be minimized.
This paper presents a knowledge-intensive database system for constructability
improvement.  Construction lessons were collected; a framework for classifying,
storing and disseminating lessons was designed; and a prototype system was
developed, tested and validated.  This system can be used: (1) as an assistant and
decision-making tool by engineers and foremen of contractors, and (2) as an
educational and training tool by undergraduate and graduate students of civil
engineering at Kuwait University.

Keywords: Constructability, value engineering, lesson learned, feedback system,
database
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1 Introduction

Each failure or nonperformance of a material, system, etc. can contribute to
the advancement of engineering and construction management; just as every
medical post mortem can contribute to the advancement of medicine.  The
problem in the past has been the establishment of a system to perform post
mortem analyses and diffuse the knowledge gained.  Medical doctors use a
system called Medlars, and lawyers use a system called WestLaw.  Unfortunately,
no such system is available to construction companies, though construction is the
largest industry in most countries.

Valuable information on the design, construction, operation, and
maintenance of facilities is gained each working day.  The problem has been the
lack of a format for capturing and retrieving that information for use at some
future date.  The standard practice has been to depend on personnel who, through
years of experience, know what happened and what was learned as a result.  This
information abruptly comes to an end when the experienced personnel are no
longer available.  In addition, failures and service interruption need quick and
efficient solutions, both in time and money.  The quick and easy access to a
“lessons learned” feedback system will allow this in an interactive, proactive, and
efficient manner.

While past efforts have focused on the design phase, opportunities for
collection and dissemination exist in all phases of the facility life-cycle.  Without
making use of construction lessons learned, mistakes will be repeated; resulting in
an increase in the overall construction cost due to repair, rework, construction
failures, claims, poor reputations, etc.  One study of industrial-type projects
showed direct costs for construction rework at greater than 12% of the total
project costs (Ledbetter 1989).

The Constructability Task Force of the Construction Industry Institute (CII)
describes constructability as:

“the optimum use of construction knowledge and experience in
planning, engineering, procurement, and field operation to
achieve overall project objectives.” (CII 1987)

Similar to improving constructability during planning and design stages, the
key to improving constructability during the construction phase is a formalized
feedback system for construction knowledge (Kartam 1997).  When a project has
moved into construction, the feedback needed relevant to the tasks at hand
primarily includes specific construction knowledge, e.g., methods, materials,
equipment, and coordination.  This type of input will influence the construction
phase of the project with respect to duration, efficiency, and contractor profit.

2 Feedback in the project life cycle

The traditional life cycle of a project typically includes the following
phases: conceptual planning and feasibility studies, design and engineering,
construction, and operation and maintenance.  Lessons learned from constructed
facilities may have their genesis in any phase of a project's life cycle.  Similarly,
these lessons may be applicable in one or more phases of the project life cycle.



The various sources and uses of engineering-construction knowledge are depicted
in Figure 1.  Three feedback loops exist in a project life cycle; these include:
value engineering, constructability, and post occupancy evaluation.

OPERATION

CONSTRUCTION

DESIGN

CONCEPTConstructability

Value 
Engineering

Constructability

Post Occupancy
Evaluation

Value 
Engineering

Fig. 1: Feedback channels in the project life cycle

3 Research objectives

The overall objective of this project is to design and develop a
constructability management information system for construction lessons learned.
The specific objectives are:  (1) collect expert knowledge and lessons learned to
perform concrete construction operations, (2) design a framework for storing and
disseminating construction lessons learned, and (3) implement a knowledge-
intensive database system for applying these lessons in the construction of future
facilities.

Below, two important issues in the development of the Constructability
System are discussed: (1) a manageable format for organizing, storing, retrieving,
and updating information, i.e., modeling, and (2) an effective mechanism for
collecting, verifying, categorizing, and storing information, i.e., knowledge
acquisition and knowledge engineering.

4 Modeling constructability knowledge

Because the type of information needed to properly document a construction
lesson learned can take any shape; a simple, comprehensive, and flexible
framework is needed.  After reviewing previously attempted feedback systems,
three major components of a lesson learned emerge (see Figure 2).  First, a set of



attributes necessary to sufficiently describe and explain the lesson itself.  A lesson
title, a description of the problem or situation, a description of the solution or
method, additional comments, and perhaps a relevant sketch or reference to other
documented information may be sufficient to describe a construction lesson.
Second, information regarding the source and context from which the lesson is
collected is necessary.  The final component of a lesson learned involves the
means for classifying the lesson in a manner that allows fast, clear retrieval by
multiple parameters.  A classification system is needed that will enable a user
(expending minimal effort and from various perspectives) to quickly review
selected, relevant lessons from the knowledge base.  If the classification system is
too general with categories that are too broad, lessons will be easily classified, but
relatively impossible to effectively retrieve because of the inability to sufficiently
narrow the scope of a search query.  If the classification system is too specific
with excessive categories, selecting between available categories becomes
onerous.

(* means the availability of a list to select from)
CONSTRUCTION LESSON LEARNED

Lesson:

Issue / Background:

Lesson Learned:

Comments:

Author:

Phone:

Firm:

Project*:

Location*:

Date:

Category*:

Keyword*:

CSI Division*:

CSI Number*:

OSHA Subpart*:

OSHA Number*:

ACI Number*:

ANSI Number*:

Graphic (if any):

Fig. 2: The format of a constructability lesson learned



In the Constructability System, the lessons were analyzed and classified into
the 16 divisions of the MASTERFORMAT system (CSI 1995), a widely used
coding system in building construction in North America.  The use of a common
coding system improves consistency and information flow between the
Constructability System and other computer-based construction systems allowing
for better integration of organizational efforts.  This is based on Construction
Specifications Institute’s  (CSI) broad, medium, and narrow scope approach to
classifying construction activities.  Code extensions can be added to the basic CSI
codes to indicate more specific information such as location of work or
responsible organization.

Although the CSI system is the main coding and classification system which
was adopted in the Constructability System, alternative means of information
access and multiple views of the database are available, e.g., key words, structural
component, construction activity, American Concrete Institute (ACI), American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) and Occupational Safety and Heath
Administration (OSHA) codes (see Figure 3).

Construction 
Lesson Library

By Category

By Author

By Lesson Title

By Project Name

By Source

By Date

By CSI Number

By OSHA Number

By ACI Number

By ANSI Number

Fig. 3: Multi-classification approach for the constructability system

This system accommodates classification of many construction lessons,
including those which involve the interface of two or more CSI categories.  For
example, a lesson involving space conflicts between electrical conduit and
reinforcing steel within a concrete column could be classified under a CSI
electrical category (16050), under a CSI concrete category (03200), under the
component entitled "column", and perhaps under the keyword "space conflict".
Keyword and component libraries were developed so that terms can be applied
consistently.



Additional information that can be linked to the source project (e.g.,
concrete frame building, location, etc.) or source person (e.g., assistant
superintendent) can be used as additional parameters in information retrieval.
Lessons could also be categorized by individual contractor's “chart of cost”
accounts, a method that may have more appeal with certain groups within
organizations, as well as with contractors who work in sectors of the industry
where CSI classification is not widely used.

5 Constructability knowledge acquisition

Extracting expert knowledge from subject matter, or domain experts is
perhaps the most difficult step in the development of any knowledge base.
“Knowledge acquisition has been reported as the major bottleneck in the
development of expert systems” (Bowen 1990).  In the construction arena, solid
lessons are very difficult to extract (Fischer 1991).  Consequently, few
construction lessons learned have been documented.  Successful project managers
and superintendents have developed individual methods and procedures, proven
effective by their longevity in this highly competitive market.  Achieving a
consensus when attempting to compile information on the best methods or
procedures is difficult, further complicating the knowledge acquisition and
validation process.

Experience in knowledge engineering has shown that personal interviews,
rather than pure questionnaires, is the most effective method of knowledge
acquisition.  The interview process itself is critical to gaining an understanding of
how successful project superintendents approach their business.  It allows insight
as to how they categorize, organize and utilize their rich experience.  Heuristics,
or rules of thumb, are plentiful in construction but difficult to articulate.

Interviews, with the main focus on concrete and site works in building
construction, were conducted with more than fifty construction experts, including
project executives, project managers, estimators, superintendents, field engineers,
and foremen.  Due to their hectic, unpredictable schedules, initial interviews were
conducted by simply spending the day following superintendents around job sites.
As areas of personal expertise became apparent, further questioning in those areas
was pursued.  Daily project dilemmas provided other opportunities to gain insight
into frequently applied heuristics and problem-solving techniques.  It was
immediately apparent that extraction of valuable lessons requires much patience
and persistence.

Decisions about information or lessons to be included in the system are not
clear cut.  Any lesson learned regarding the construction of a project is a viable
candidate provided the lesson is based on acquired construction knowledge and is
not merely common sense.  Once the appropriate level of knowledge is decided
upon, the process of collecting, classifying, and disseminating the information
becomes essential.  Because unique, universally-accepted solutions to any
construction predicament are not common, alternative solutions, wherever they
exist have been included.



6 System implementation and operation

The system was developed using a relational database management system
MS-Access™ and hypermedia techniques running on IBM-PC class of
computers.  Combining the capabilities of database with hypermedia techniques
allows alternative means of accessing information as well as potential integration
with other computer-based construction systems.  Hypermedia techniques permit
dynamic linkage of separate text or graphic files or other forms of computer data.
These techniques reduce the scope of interest to a manageable size, allowing the
user to concentrate on a reasonable amount of information at a time.  As a result,
the Constructability System allows the developer to encode knowledge efficiently
and users to navigate through the sea of expertise interactively.

At the initial stages of this research, expert system software was considered
as a potential implementation environment, but was not selected.  First, expert
system technology is new to construction companies, making its integration with
other pieces of existing software more difficult and limiting its acceptability
among potential users.  Second, expert systems do not provide convenient access
to external information and they experience significant performance degradation
as the size of the accessible information becomes large.

Construction practitioners will not accept an assertion that a certain method
is superior to another, without a sound rationale.  An explanation facility,
including the source and context from which the lesson was obtained, insures
credibility and provides a reference for further investigation when necessary.  An
explanation facility has also proven indispensable when debugging or validating
the system as it evolves from a prototype to a mature system.

After a rapid prototype was developed and demonstrated, users at a number
of major contractors in Kuwait have found the system user friendly and realized
the potential benefits.  First, the system retrieval facility has been used by project
managers, field engineers, superintendents and foremen engaged in field
operation and in search of the most effective construction methods based on
company experience.  According to these users, the amount of rework has been
minimized since mistakes can be avoided.  The constructability feedback system
earned credibility since the knowledge has been thoroughly refined and validated
with the original experts and with a Total Quality Management Committee
(TQM) that was established specifically for the purpose of reviewing and
approving new lessons.  The system is described as being flexible in retrieving
information through the multi-classification option, and as fast in retrieval time.
The system is used during the planning stage to alert engineers of potential
problematic areas and the most effective ways of dealing with them.  In this
respect, the constructability feedback system is explored as a proactive planning
tool in conjunction with a project CPM scheduling network.  Also, the system is
used as a reference library whenever an engineer, superintendent, or foreman is
faced with a constructability problem.

The second important benefit reported by the users is the availability of a
mechanism (i.e., Add/Delete/Modify a Lesson Option) to update the knowledge
base and capture new and innovative construction methods as they become
available.  So, the process of expanding the knowledge base is partially
automated, pending final review and approval by the TQM Committee.  Lessons



learned must be documented in a standardized format when they are fresh in
mind.  The task of submitting new lessons or commenting on existing lessons
should not be arduous and time consuming, but needs to fit into everyday
activities.  An interactive capability via the use of menus is available within the
system to submit new lessons.  Once a lesson is proposed for inclusion into the
system, technical review and classification of the lesson are conducted by the
TQM Committee before release for widespread use.  Many organizations have
committees that address quality issues and would be a natural choice for this task.
Figure 4 illustrates the operation of the system.

Users

Lessons Learned 
Knowledge Base

retrieve existing 
lessons

TQM 
Committee

review, revise & 
approve new lessons

comment & suggest 
new lessons

Fig. 4: The lessons learned system in operation

Since the knowledge base is quite limited in the development stage of a
construction project, a major goal of the successful prototype is to generate
enthusiastic support and a willingness to contribute personal experiences to
system developers.  As a recognition for contributors, the TQM Committee select
the most fruitful lesson captured and identify it as “The Idea of the Week”.  The
prototype is expanding with about six new lessons every month, mostly from
superintendents.  Such new lessons are now being submitted electronically.  As
the knowledge base grows and the number of participants increases, the TQM
Committee must find the time and resources to review and approve lessons
effectively.

7 Conclusions

Historically, the collection and dissemination of engineering/construction
knowledge has proven to be difficult, but invaluable, when accomplished.  This
paper demonstrated the feasibility and potential benefits of making effective use
of construction lessons learned.  Key challenges to effectively utilizing feedback
channels in the project life cycle were identified along with methods to meet these
challenges.

The CII has called for improved documentation of lessons learned from the
field.  Although construction of a facility is typically viewed as a “one of a kind”



operation, there is a considerable amount of repetition.  Facades, bays and often
entire floors are repeated.  Lessons acquired in one project by a particular crew
must be communicated to other crews on the same project as well as to other
projects.  As the CII advocates, a corporate “lessons-learned” database is a key
element in any constructability program.

This paper described the design, implementation and operation of a
prototype Constructability System using a database management system and
hypermedia techniques.  Such database environment combined with the use of a
common classification format (i.e., CSI) permits integration with other computer-
based construction systems and allows a more direct representation and modeling
of real-world construction projects.

An interactive menu-driven capability has been incorporated in the
Constructability System to ensure its continuous expansion and use by
construction individuals within a contractor company.  Such a dynamic,
interactive system provides significant improvements in construction cost,
schedule, quality and safety in planning and executing future construction work.
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Abstract

The paper addresses the management of CAD outsourcing over Internet. Recent
advances in group ware and work flow management tools have made Internet based
outsourcing of CAD and GIS production an interesting and potentially viable business
prospect. The proliferation of web technology has created the opportunity to distribute
work to remote locations (e.g. in developing countries) and thus add to the gamut of
electronic commerce opportunities. In fact, recent surveys have shown that many
Architecture/Engineering (A/E) firms are already engaging in outsourcing
experiments. Many of these experiments have ended in failure, mostly because of lack
of proper distant management capabilities and agreed enforceable Quality Assurance
(QA) procedures. As a response to ‘risky’ open partnership outsourcing, companies
have started to establish remote affiliated offices to bilaterally manage the
outsourcing of projects. This closed partnership approach is deemed less risky as it
allows local implementation of established production processes and company styles
of the client. The paper deals with the challenges that both types of outsourcing
practices pose to the management of remote collaboration.

Keywords:  CAD, Outsourcing, Remote collaboration

1 Introduction

The European funded project CaribCAD (Collaborative Approach to the
Realisation of Internet Based CAD) project is developing the basis to turn
outsourcing of CAD production intensive projects into a routine business process.
The project acknowledges that outsource jobs come in many different flavours, and
that there are few proven cases that can easily be generalised to work in all situations.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2559-2568.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Present outsourcing in the A/E (Architecture and Engineering) industry ranges from
the regeneration of old paper drawings in electronic formats (e.g. for optimal
maintenance support, refurbishment and re-design) to the electronic storage of the
built heritage for recovery, archiving and preservation. Other outsourcing
opportunities exist in the input generation for GIS purposes and the preparation of
renderings and VRML presentations of building designs.

CaribCAD focuses specifically on two cases, (1) the regeneration of existing
paper drawings in CAD file format and (2) the support of communication needs in
remote design collaboration. Both cases are demonstrated in PILOT projects,
involving real life projects that are contracted between the European A/E firm (the
client) and a CAD bureau in Latin America (the ‘supplier’ or ‘CAD provider’):
Pilot 1: refurbishment of a hospital for which only paper drawings exist
Pilot 2: remote design of swimming pool and complex in Guyana

We will report on the progress of the CaribCAD project, with a focus on project
management issues relating to distant collaboration, i.e. multi-social, multi-lingual,
multi-time zone and multi-cultural co-operation. The challenge is to support the
management of this co-operation by the right mix of group ware and workflow
management techniques. The premise of the research is that the development of
successful outsourcing will have to be based on an analysis of CAD production
processes at both ends, eventually resulting in one single process definition shared
and owned by client and supplier. Such process definitions are to be captured in
formal process models, which typically contain a set of generic processes defining
recurring operations in the generation, communication and revision of CAD
drawings. Each particular project analysis (in an open or closed partnership contract
setting) is consequently based on this set of generic sub processes with customised
QA and document routing procedures built on top of them. The CaribCAD approach
towards achieving these goals is explained in the following sections. Although
contracting issues are recognised as very important, CaribCAD is not dealing with
these issues as such, but rather providing and benchmarking the technology that could
underpin outsource partnering contracts.

2 Requirements analysis

Many A/E firms have tried the outsourcing of CAD production work such as
regeneration of CAD drawings, rendering and visualisation. It usually concerns low
volume, incidental work with low demands on downstream re-use of the work
delivered by the remote partner. Working relations and contracting are based on
incrementally increasing work assignments. This establishes the necessary trust that
the remote partner can deliver on time and achieve the required quality. This one-on-
one outsourcing practice clearly has its limitations when it comes to high volume
outsourcing with high quality demands. Moreover, as the business profit in
outsourcing is mainly in the ‘peak shaving’ of CAD operator workforce fluctuation in
the client’s office, outsourcing becomes an inherently time critical job, which can not
rely on the availability of the established and trusted supplier alone. To the contrary,
large jobs will have to be outsourced to a group of suppliers simultaneously following
a quick and open bidding process.



A requirements analysis (CaribCAD 1998) was done to make the needs of the
outsource partners explicit. Fig. 1 shows the distinction of the two major types of
outsourcing partnerships that were established in the requirements analysis.

Partner 1

Partner 1

Closed Partnership with
shared collaborative process

Outsource project
templates

Supplier 1

Supplier 2

Client

Re-usable outsource
module library

Open Partnership with shared
outsource template

Fig. 1 The characteristics of closed and open outsourcing partnerships

Both types of partnerships pose distinct requirements on the type of group ware
and WFM that is able to support them adequately. The production oriented open
partnership stresses remote instruction, performance testing and reliable (rigid)
project execution with flexible specification and enforcement of QA procedures. The
collaboration oriented closed partnership stresses flexible project execution
supporting autonomous actions by both partners and delegation of responsibilities
between partners.

Fig. 1 (left part) shows how collaborative partnerships may be supported by a
library of modules that can be re-used whenever applicable in a certain project setting.
A module will typically contain task definition, work flow aspects and
communication patterns for recurring ‘collaboration events’. A module is spceific to
the partnership and owned and maintained by the partners.
The right part of the figure shows the way in which open partnerships may be
supported by template models of classes of outsource projects. The template model is
not typical to the partnership but to the type of project. The requirement is that
templates are defined such that they can be reused in similar projects with a different
client and different suppliers.

A very important and underestimated aspect of CAD production outsourcing is
the quality assurance (QA) of the generated CAD drawings. This subject is outside of
the scope of this paper, but it needs to be stipulated that the generation of proper QA
procedures is a major component of any re-usable module or template model. The
lack thereof in present outsourcing practices has led to many failures and loss of
investments. In fact, the embodiment of proper QA procedures and total quality
management (TQM) in general, has formed the prime motivation for the CaribCAD
initiative.



Among the general requirements of an ‘outsource package’, we suffice to
mention that tools must operate in a collaborative group environment, allowing
specification of group members, their authority and security settings, etc. All group
members are connected by email, and have (permanent or dial-up) access to the
Internet for file transfer and web browsing.  The remote users should have minimal
specialised software, typically a WEB Browser and a mail tool The tools must allow
easy specification of a tailored ‘project information repository’ enabling all group
members to have flexible access to all project documents. The repository must
support versioning and setting of user permissions for browsing and editing. An
adequate group ware solution must be selected to meet these requirements.

The tool set  must allow the generation of a project specific central task
repository that enables process building and enactment through the assignment of
tasks to group members and the monitoring of execution The model underlying the
‘workflow execution and support’ should have a graphical representation transparent
to all users.
Based upon these requirements the implementation by the CaribCAD team adopted a
three layered approach to the creation of a collaborative working environment,

• Communication
• CAD file and Document Management
• Collaboration and Work Flow

For the first two layers, the strategy was adopted to create an Intranet within the
Internet building upon the Microsoft Exchange Server environment. This allows each
remote partner to access their group-ware environment through a simple Web browser
interface using standard HTML protocols and at the same time high levels of
sophisticated development at the server side. The end result is full support for mail,
shared calendars, databases and tasks with no sophisticated software configuration on
the client side, essential when reliable and quick deployment to new remote users is
essential. The following sections will focus on the third layer.

3 Template models for outsource projects

It is one of the goals of the present research to develop generic models for sets
of similar outsource projects. Such a generic model will serve as a ‘best practice’
template for a particular type of outsourcing project. CaribCAD is developing three
project templates, i.e. for the two PILOTs described before and an additional one for a
particular type of GIS input/analysis collaboration.  In (Augenbroe and Lockley 1998)
the general approach to establishing joint agreement on an outsourcing project of the
Pilot1 type is explained in detail. The approach is based on a modelling effort that
spans three clearly defined stages:



a) First stage model: web enabled heuristic model
A ‘neutral’ representation of the workflow and document flow capturing the

procedural flows of tasks and their dependent documents. This stage of the modelling
process is ‘web enabled’, i.e. the model is built as a web model that can be browsed
by all (prospective) partners and decompositions of tasks can be traversed. An
example top level model for Pilot 1 is shown in Fig. 2. The example shows the three
top-level tasks:

1. Provide instruction (exchange and reach agreement on instruction set)
2. Do performance test (a designed test to ascertain worker skill level at the

supply side and agree on QA procedures)
3. Conduct actual project ,starting with the negotiation of the contract, and

ending with the delivery of the CAD files

The models contain all the documents that are either externally provided or
generated in project tasks and routed to other tasks. Each task, decomposed subtask,
and document can be inspected by traversing hyperlinks. Associations between
documents and tasks can also followed. At the lowest decomposition level, atomic
drawing tasks are encountered that relate to the CAD file and layer structuring that is
encapsulated in the set of manuals and other instruction documents supplied by the
client..

This stage of the model makes all 'communication requirements’ and task
dependencies explicit. The model allows each organisation to verify quickly whether
the template adequately supports the type of project they seek to outsource.
Furthermore, the model can be used to perform risk analyses, e.g. looking at the
critical process factors such as the demands on resources, transmission speeds,
expected operator skill, etc.

b) Second stage: IDEF-0 activity model
The second stage formalises the model into an activity and information flow

diagram, reflecting the functional aspects of the project. The activity modelling
language IDEF-0 is used for that purpose. IDEF-0 formalises the semantics and
creates an important link between the easily accessible stage 1 models and the formal
process built in stage 3.

c) Third stage : WFModel .
In this stage the activity model is projected on a collaborative group setting,

taking all operational and dynamic issues, actors, deadlines, authorities, resource
allocations, etc. into account.  The WFModel defines precisely what is done, by
whom and when. Fig. 2 shows the three modelling stages during the process building
stage. It is important to note that in the runtime workflow environment the models of
the two previous stages are accessible from within the WFModel. For instance, hyper-
links can point from a particular workflow item in the WFModel to the corresponding
task on a web page. This page may contain links to particular instructions and provide
guidance for the group member who is assigned the work flow item. Moreover,
during the execution of a project, the linked pages would be maintained to always
contain up to date instructions.



Fig. 2: Three stage modeling strategy of outsource project: three different
versions of Pilot 1 project

The three modelling stages provide the framework for describing the sequences
of tasks and protocols to work collaboratively. Without such a framework, any
integration will be informal, ad-hoc and unreliable. Existing practice is for each
company to have their own internal and informal workflow models and for them to
agree, on a project by project basis, the interface points where information is
exchanged. By the creation of template WFMs for inter-company exchange,
organisations can enter into new and repeat collaborations more effectively and with
improved levels of quality control.

The methodology for definition of the template models is de-facto based on the
Information and Business Process perspectives identified in (Medina-Mora et al.
1992). The business process perspective is given to the Activity models by moving
the focus to client satisfaction, in this case through the definition of quality assurance
mechanisms and procedures.

The next section deals with the choices that have to be made in terms of most
suited workflow paradigm and type of run time support in each particular case.

4 Workflow management issues

WFM is a basic ingredient of CSCW in general. CSCW is defined in broad
terms as computer support for groups (Greif 1988), delivered through software
defined as GroupWare often referred to as Workgroup Computing. There are many



flavours of CSCW and (Schäl 1996) proposes that these flavours are characterised by
the degrees of "Information Sharing" and "Activity Synchronisation" they contain. He
identifies three distinct forms of CSCW, "Co-operative working", "Collaboration"
and "Co-decision" and sustains that the predominant technique for co-operative
working is activity synchronisation and the predominant technique for "Collaboration
and Co-decision" is information sharing. He further states that it is essential in the
early stages of CSCW implementation to determine the appropriate flavour to adopt
and identifies the specific features that are required to support these three methods of
working, the following have been adopted in the implementation of the CaribCAD
Pilot project environment:

Co-ordination - Distribute and select easily messages
- Link messages into conversations
- Record and clarify messages/conversations with their status

Collaboration  - Structure information in a way that reflects how it was created
- Access information with different rights depending on members' role

in process
- Support questions and answers about on-going task

Co-decision - Share all information that is useful for a decision to be taken
- Share and make comparable the decision criteria
- Share the decisions already taken
- Manage conversations for possible clarification and orientation

Inspection of the Pilot projects indicated that Pilot 1 is more of the ‘co-
operative’ working type where each participant in the process plays a role and acts in
a well-planned sequence of activities to achieve an outcome. Whereas Pilot 2 is
oriented more towards "Collaboration and Co-decision", whereby individuals work
together and joint decisions have to be taken.

Accordingly different approaches have been adopted for the development of the
CSCW environment for each pilot. Pilot 1 is synchronisation biased, where there is
limited information sharing and the outsourcing partner is executing a pre-planned
sequence of tasks largely initiated by the main partner. Pilot 2 is information sharing
biased with limited co-ordination as each organisation is operating largely
autonomously, both parties raising and responding to tasks on an ad-hoc basis as
definition of the final outcome is agreed. The differences between these two pilots are
highlighted in the types of workflow models that are generated.

4.1 Application of WFM technology
A workflow is a unit of work that happens repeatedly in an organisation, every

workflow has a customer and involves the movement and tracking of people,
documents, products or information. There are two distinct types of WFM
technology, e-mail driven and database driven, reflecting the development from either
a communication system which acquired embedded WFM or a WFM system which
acquired communication support. According to (Swenson 1994) the e-mail driven



systems have several disadvantages, the email inbox is private, once mail in user
inbox it cannot be moved except by the user.

Both approaches are being examined in CaribCAD through the selection of
different workflow engines, Keyflow™, which is e-mail based and KWS™, which is
database centric but is also able to support notification driven work flows.
Fig. 3 illustrates the overall system architecture of the Pilot 1 implementation.
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Fig. 3 CaribCAD system architecture

This architecture was derived from the requirements analysis discussed in
section 2.  It comprises a data repository built on top of the Microsoft Exchange
Server which provides a storage mechanism for all objects such as documents, CAD
files, tasks, mails etc. together with the relationships between these objects. The
object model holding this data is based upon the Collaborative Data Objects Model
and the interfaces to these objects are compliant with the MAPI standard. The
following briefly describes the operation of the CaribCAD environment.

Workflow Models are developed using a graphical design tool that is embedded
inside Microsoft Outlook, the output of this tool is a specially formatted e-mail
message that is stored as a workflow template that can be executed many times. Fig. 4
illustrates a simple Keyflow generated workflow from Pilot 1. Each node in the
workflow has a role and a time scale, together with the data required for its
performance. The workflow is initialised through a WEB forms interface, which
supplies the relevant data for that particular execution; roles are substituted by actual
performers, CAD files and other documents are attached. Once executed the state of
the flow is monitored and progressed by the WFM server, a separate application. As
each node is processed, mails and tasks are placed in users task list on the server. A
separate application monitors these task lists and as tasks arrive sends a notification



mail to the user’s normal (local) mailbox. When a user receives a notification they
use the WEB browser to access remotely the CaribCAD Pilot project server and view
their tasks and associated data. These tasks are rendered on the server into HTML
using Outlook WEB Access and other server side scripts. This allows quite complex
information to be presented in the client's browser and limits the amount of Internet
traffic required. For example, the user can browse and select through a range of CAD
files, each of which may be several megabytes in size without downloading the entire
file. This is achieved through server based applications which translate the graphical
content of the CAD file into HTML.

Fig. 4 Typical workflow template

4.2 Workflow modelling formalisms
Although there are now emerging software environments which are moving

towards fourth generation of WFM technology as defined by (Abbot and Sarin 1994),
it is clear that there are two distinct types. (Schäl 1996) defines these as "workflow
systems" and "Procedure processing systems", the key difference being that the latter
has no explicit and logically distinct workflow model, only a specification model.
The importance of the model has been highlighted in case studies and serves to make
the execution of the workflow transparent to the participants.
At present the models for Pilot 1 are being translated from procedural models to the
activity models and it is too early to determine if the message based workflow
paradigm will be successful, but initial tests look promising. Analogously, the Pilot 2
models are being translated in the database centric work flow environment of KWS

5 Conclusions and further work

One of the ambitions of the CaribCAD project is to establish proven cases of
successful CAD outsourcing and develop a CSCW outsource package for their
support. Re-usable models for two significant classes of outsource projects have been
developed with input from leading A/E firms. A three stage development track of the



template models has been proposed, going from (1) heuristic procedural models via
(2) activity models to (3) the ultimate CSCW models that can be executed to support
the work flows in an actual project. It has been shown that the different templates or
project modules in different partnership settings  may require different workflow
paradigms and tools to support them.

The remaining work in the project will be dedicated to the benchmarking of the
models in a CSCW environment with real life pilot projects. The close monitoring of
the pilots will show whether the ambitions of the project to provide generic support to
outsourcing can be reached.
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LEXIS – AN AEC INDUSTRY LANGUAGE
Lexis – An AEC industry language
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Abstract

In the context of a strategy for information management in the building and
construction industry, this paper identifies and briefly examines the relationship
between key industry stakeholders.  Accepting the fundamental role of a project
decision, it examines the flow of information between these decision-makers as a
first step in developing an industry wider language.  Finally, it discusses Lexis, a
language being developed within CSIRO-BCE, and how it addresses these
requirements.

Keywords: Language, project information exchange, project decision-making

1 Introduction

The building industry is under increasing pressure to improve the quality
and value of its product, the efficiency and effectiveness of its processes and the
accountability of its decision-makers.  At the same time buildings are getting
larger and more sophisticated1, and building technology and material science
becoming increasingly complex and subject to error in specification, installation,
operation, and maintenance.  These, in turn, are leading to larger and more
specialised project teams whose members have increasingly narrower views of the
project and of their respective responsibility towards it.  The take-up of
communication and computer technology is adding yet another dimension to the
problem.  While holding out the potential to address the above it does so by
introducing yet more requirements.  ‘Data sharing’ – entering data once and

                                                     
1 The Australian Procurement Construction Council suggests that up to twenty specialist skilled

subcontractors may be employed on a residential housing project and up to 200 specialist skilled
subcontractors may be employed on a major construction site (APPC, 1997).

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2199-2213.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



having it accessible to all who require it – will save time, facilitate coordination,
and reduce the potential conflict and confusion caused by the existence of
multiple copies.  However, doing so will introduce the need for all members of the
project team to use an agreed way of identifying and describing the objects about
which data is being shared.  In fact, because projects do not occur as isolated
events, such an agreement is likely to have to be industry wide.

Further, if the experiences in other industries is relevant, the effective use of
IT will require the building industry to undergo fundamental structural change.  In
banking and finance, in the retail industry, in the introduction of credit card,
traditional competitors found it necessary to come together to cooperatively
establish the necessary infrastructure before returning to compete on new level.
As The Financial Review notes, "fierce rivals such as Coles Myer Ltd,
Woolworths Ltd and Franklins Ltd come together for the first time to discuss
using high technology to improve the industry's structure and increase its
competitive edge." (Carr, 1997)

Clearly, the problem facing the building industry is as much cultural as it is
technical.  And given its size and nature, change is likely to occur over an
extended period of time – as individuals, and individual organisations, see direct,
short term benefit.  While responsibility for a significant proportion of this change
can be left to individual self-interest, responsibility for overall integration, and
developing and maintaining a common language, must be addressed by the wider
industry.

This paper briefly examines the roles of key industry stakeholders as a basis
for developing a strategic framework for managing information in the building
and construction industry.  It then considers the flow of information between these
decision-makers and begins to draw out concept that a common language will
have to address.  Finally Lexis, a language being developed by CSIRO-BCE, is
examined and a possible approach to the development of an internationally
harmonised language is raised.

2 Stakeholders

There is insufficient room here to discuss the development of the proposed
information management and decision support system.  Suffice it to note that any
initiatives in this regard must identify and respond to the need of:

• Project decision-makers - generalists (facility owners and financiers;
designers, documenters, builders and demolishers; asset managers and
maintainers) whose decisions and actions determine the quality and value of
the end product.
Focused on a project with its time and cost constraints, these stakeholders
are unlikely to be in a position to keep abreast of changes to the industry
knowledge base in more than a few areas of special interest.  Being in a
position of not knowing what they don’t know, these decision-makers will
need proactive access to project and external reference data.

• Industry reference library managers – specialists (building regulators and
researchers, through manufacturer’s technical and sales staff, to office



manager and librarian in consultant’s offices) with an interest in and in-
depth understanding of their respective domain(s).
 (Industry reference library data is defined as any information residing
outside of a particular project but intended for inclusion.  This material
ranges from building codes and standards, through research findings,
manufacturers' literature, specification text and construction details, to
performance bench marks and office procedure manuals.)
 While dealing with different material and driven by different motives, these
stakeholders have a common objective – having their material in front of the
project decision-maker in a form and at a time that facilitates understanding
and application.  The fact is that each of these managers wants to ‘speak’ to
the same project decision-maker – who is unlikely to have either the time or
desire to learn a host of different protocols – argues strongly for the
cooperative development of agreed communication conventions.

• IT resource providers - developers and marketeers of the communications,
data access and decision support tools used by the other two stakeholder
groups.
The more precisely the first two groups can define their information needs,
the easier it will be for the IT provider to provide cost efficient, application
specific, resources.  Unfortunately, to date, neither group has been a
particularly good in this regard.  Hopefully the proposed information
framework and its common language will help to remedy this situation.

project data
project decision-makers

industry reference data
 industry reference library managers

communication / software tools
IT resource providers

common language
information framework

Fig. 1: Stakeholders and resources

3 Project decision-making

Regardless of the facility, its stage of development, contractual
arrangements between the stakeholders or the technology used, to advance the
work someone has to take a decision or action (DA).  Who takes it and whether it
is good, bad or indifferent, is project specific and of concern only to other
members of the project team.  In this context, the role of the proposed information
and decision support system is limited to ensure that the decision-maker has
efficient, effective access to relevant input (project and reference library data) and
that the output is available for subsequent DAs.



Project data
(application specific)

External reference data -
 - performance requirements
 - value frameworks
 - performance benchmarks
 - technical solutions

Decision-makers

IT resources

Fig. 2: Project decision/action set

As already noted, because the decision-maker is unlikely to be aware of
what is available or of its relevance to the work at hand, such access must be
proactive.  That is, the project decision-maker who knows the project, it problems,
issues, and priorities but lacks currency with regard to the industry knowledge
bases, must be able to describe the circumstances of the project in such a way that
the reference library managers, who have the necessary currency, can confidently
respond with application specific information that is in a form that can be readily
understood and applied with minimum reprocessing.

Project decisions, however, are rarely taken in isolation.  The procurement
and management of a facility involves hundreds of people taking thousands of
DAs over extended periods.  While each decision-maker understands the project
and acts from a unique perspective, the fact is that he or she must communicate
and coordinate their DAs with others.  While there doesn’t appear to be precise
demarcation, this communication and coordination falls:

• within a project phase – where time and space allows one member of the
project team to take a decision and to draw it to the attention of the others
who can assess its implications for their respective areas of concern.
Conflicts can be identified and mutually satisfactory solutions negotiated.

Shared project data

domain specific
project data

application specific
 reference data

application specific
resources

Project
decision-maker

DA set

Project
decision-maker

application specific
reference data

application specific
resources

DA set

DA set

application specific
 reference data

application specific
resources

Project
decision-maker

Fig. 3: Domain views and decision sets



For example, during the design phase, several decision-makers might seek
to manipulate a wall according to their respective area of responsibility.
The space planner might be concerned with its location and surface.  The
cost controller might be concerned with its impact on the capital cost
budget.  And, given the environmental and users conditions, they might
wish to calculate its useful life in order to assess its impact on the recurring
cost budget.  The thermal engineer might be concerned with its location (as
it determines the size of a space to be environmental conditioned), its
thermal mass and thermal transmission.  The structural designer, wishing to
use part of it in the building’s structure, might be concerned with its location
and structural capacity.
As Fig.3 suggests, some data will be of concern to several decision-makers
(eg wall identification, size, shape, location) and some will be of concern
only to one individual (eg surface, colour, capital cost, recurring cost,
thermal mass, thermal transmission, structural capacity).  Whether data is to
be shared or held exclusive to an individual will vary with the project and
the responsibility of the project team to determine.  Again, the role of the
proposed information system is simply to facilitate the process – by
providing a means of identifying specific units of data and associating them
with one or more stakeholders.

• between project phases – where, due to time and space, decision-makers are
unable to enter into direct negotiations.  Under such a circumstance, one
decision-maker will take a DA and inform another of the outcome
(traditionally this has taken the form of a proposed solution).  The need for
the initial decision-maker to offer a solution remains, but this must be
supported by an option to pass assumptions and/or performance
requirements.
Further, where the outcome of the latter decision-maker’s DA is critical to
the former, a method of compliance monitoring is required.

Project decision-makers
 - investors, financiers, owners

reference data
(needs and feasibility)

resources
(feasibility)

DA set
feasibility

Project
description

DA set - procurement

reference data
(procurement)

resources
(procurement)

Project decision-makers
 - designers, documenters,
   , suppliers, builders

fiscal model

procurement model

reference data
(asset management)

resources
(asset management)

Project decision-makers
 - occupants, facility managers
   maintenance and repair staff

DA set asset
management

asset management
model

Fig. 4: Communication and compliance monitoring between phases



For example, during project feasibility studies, the financial planner will
make assumptions about income and expenditure based on the facility being
able to attract and retain a certain class of tenant.  The Property Council of
Australia (PCA) has formalised this in the form of their Office Quality
Grade Matrix (PCA, 1997).  Among other things, in relation to lifts, they
identify the maximum waiting time, minimum capacity, and ride quality.
Failure to meet this performance profile could jeopardise the financial
viability of the project through the down grading of the facility and thereby
its ability to attract the desired tenants.  Rather than waiting until the project
is finished and occupied, once the lift strategy has been established
(numbers off, capacities, speeds, …) the financial planners should be
provided with a compliance report setting out the ‘projected performance’ in
each of the nominated areas.  Once the lifts are installed and operating
another compliance report, setting out the ‘achieved performance’ figures,
should be issued.  Further, once the facility is in operation, the ‘achieved
performance’ figures should be checked against what was initially projected
and a post-occupancy evaluation should be undertaken to ascertain the
‘valued performance’ (an assessment of the relative worth of various aspects
the lift strategy in relation to other PCA performance objectives).
In addition to assuring the quality and value of end-product, such a
compliance monitoring system will enable ‘self-certification’ of compliance
with local building codes and regulations.
To facilitate the levels of communication discussed here, there is a need for
a common framework within which information can be reliably accessed
and processed by individuals, and passed between project stakeholders –
within a project phase and over the project life cycle.
This framework, and its supporting language, must involve all sectors of the
industry, cover both written and electronic information, and deal with
subjective as well as objective issues.

4 Lexis - a common language

Language – any set or system of such symbols as used in a more or less
uniform fashion by a number of people, who are thus enabled to communicate
intelligibly with one another. (The Macquarie Dictionary, 1985)

While each decision-maker sees the project from a different perspective -
has different objectives and contractual responsibilities – the fact is they must
realise their respective goals through the manipulation of a common and relatively
limited kit of parts.  Lexis is intended to identify, describe, and attribute the
objects in this ‘kit’.

This section examines these objects, including how their data changes over
the project life cycle, in order to determine what should or should not be included
in the proposed system.

4.1 Object identification
Object – a functionally identifiable unit.
System – an object, composed of two or more objects (operational, spatial,
physical), that together serve a characteristic function.  Systems can contain
other systems.



Component – an object with a characteristic function within a system.  A
component can belong to one or more systems.
View – an aggregation of objects and object attributes relevant to a
particular process (decision or action).

System

Component

Facility

Fig. 5: Systems and components

Depending on the perspective of the decision-maker, a system can be a
component and vice versa.  To illustrate, an airport is a facility.  So too are its
terminal buildings, parking areas, runways, fuel dumps, and fire stations.
Whether these facilities are seen as systems or components of systems will depend
on the issue(s) under review.  That is, to the regional planner the airport is a
component of the city.  To an airport manager it is a system in which the
terminals, parking and rental car areas, runways, hangers, fuel dump, and fire
stations are components.

This system/component relationship includes the building shell and
services.  To the designer, a wall is a component of the building.  To the builder it
is a system – composed, for example, of studs, plates, bridging, nails,
plasterboard, edge beading, joint tape and plaster.

In other words, on a decision by decision basis, the project decision-maker
will determine whether an object is a system or component.  With reference back
to Fig. 3 and 4, if these decision-makers use a common pool of objects to
construct their respective views, they can each act from within their respective
decision-sets confident that any value(s) they assign to an object attribute can be
applied in a different domain.  Where two stakeholders enter different values, any
conflict will be immediately flagged and a mutually acceptable value negotiated.

This object (kit of parts) view (decision-maker) relationship is the basis
upon which Lexis is being developed.

4.2 Lexis components
Lexis Core –an industry agreed set of objects (systems and components), including
their associated attributes and relationships.  The Core provides a pool of objects
from which domain groups construct their respective Views.  It is the ‘kit of parts’
referred to above.
Lexis View(s) – are aggregations of objects, object attributes and object
relationships drawn from Lexis Core that model some aspect of a facility, eg
capital cost, recurring cost, energy, construction management.



Lexis View(s)

Lexis Core

Domain View 1

Capital cost management

Domain View 2
Recurring cost management

Domain View 3
Energy management

Domain View 4
Construction management

Domain View ...n

Brief [1].
Schematic [2].
Generic [3].

Fig. 6: Lexis components

4.3 Core objects
The objects identified here are indicative only.  The final set will be

determined in consultation with industry decision-makers – ensuring that the
objects and object attributes are appropriate to their DAs.

4.3.1 Object classes
• Operational objects:

Operational system - a set of goal-directed operational activities associated
through a common objective and undertaken in support of the operational
objectives of the organisation being accommodated in the facility.
Operational component (setting) – a goal directed activity undertaken as part
of an operational system.
An operational setting might include –
Actors – individuals, including their aids and/or appliances, involved in the
activities of an operational setting.
Furniture, equipment – objects, permanent fixed or brought in as required, that
serve an identified function in the activities of an operational setting.

For example – the client might identify a school library as an operational
system within which entering and leaving, checking out and returning books,
searching the catalogue, periodical browsing, private and group study, are
operational settings.  Equally, the building regulator might identify the need for
emergency egress as an operational system in which passing through doors,
travelling corridors, and descending stairs are operational settings.

• Spatial objects:
Spatial component – a notionally bounded three-dimensional volume.
- cell - a notionally bounded three-dimensional envelope defining the extent of a

micro-environment, eg shell (wall cavity), service (illumination ray diagram).
- activity space - a notionally bounded three-dimensional envelope that defines

the extent of an operational (setting) component.
- chamber - a notionally bounded three-dimensional envelope, commonly

defined by physical objects such as walls, within which one or more
operational settings occur.

- zone – a notionally bounded three-dimensional envelope, within which one or
more spaces are aggregated through a common purpose.



• Shell objects:
Shell system – a set of physical components associated through a common
function of enclosing and sheltering facility occupants or activities.
Shell component – a physical component or assembly of components that
serves an identified function within a shell system.

• Service objects:
Service system – a set of physical components associated through a common
function of servicing a facility’s occupants or activities.
Service component – an object that serves an identified function within a
service system.  Service components include:
- nodes – points in a services system or branch that processes a service

substance.  Node types include source, processor (monitor/control, treat,
protect), and terminal.

- links –  a means of conducting a substance between nodes in a service system.

A service system may be reticulated (a service in which the substance is reticulated
to the point of use) or transported (a service in which the substance is physically carried
from one point (source) to another (terminal).  Note, the terminal of a transported service
can be the source of a reticulated service, eg. oxygen can be trucked to the site in
cylinders and attached to a manifold where it is reticulated through the facility..

4.3.2 Object life cycle
With reference to Fig. 7, over the project life cycle, many of the objects

identified above will undergo:
• attribute reassignment - A project brief [1] might identify an operational

system ‘a’, containing two operational settings ‘b’ and ‘c’.  One noise
generating and the other noise sensitive.  During schematic planning [2] the
required noise reduction will be calculated and assigned to a notional shell
object - separator.  Once the physical relationship between the operational
settings is established [3] – adjacent to one another and separated by a wall,
or possibly across the corridor from one another and separated by two walls
and a corridor – the sound reduction value of the separator can be reassigned
to either the single wall and its finishes, or to the combination of two walls,
their respective finishes and a 1200 mm air space.

• transformation - During design [3] other project decision-makers will
identify and assign their performance requirements to the generic wall(s)
identified above.  This ‘required performance profile’ can then be used in a
search engine to contact the relevant industry reference libraries for
potential technical solutions.  The candidate solution, offered by
manufacturers and suppliers of walls or wall components, will have a
‘projected performance profile’ that each affected decision-makers will use
to assess the implications it may have for their respective area of concern.
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Fig. 7: Object data phases

Once the wall type has been selected the relevant manufacture/supplier, as
part of its marketing strategy, might provide the:

- documentation team [4a] with a list of the materials and products out of
which the nominated wall is constructed, construction details appropriate
to the nominated performance requirements and units costs.

- construction team [4b] with delivery times and other data to enable
electronic ordering, receiving, and payment for the nominated items.

- asset management team [4c], where appropriate, with data on how to
operate, maintain, and repair the object.

In the same way, a manufactured product such as a water pump, moves from
a generic object [3] with a required performance profile, to a specific one
[4a] with an identified make, model and projected performance profile.
Finally, during construction, it will become a specific object with make,
model, serial/batch number, dates associated with its purchase, installation
and commissioning, and an achieved performance profile.

The introduction of ‘required/desired’, ‘projected’ and ‘achieved’
performances provides the basis for quality control and compliance monitoring.
Further, post-occupancy evaluation can tap the users’ experience of the facility to
establish a ‘valued’ performance of an object for use in preparing a brief for a
subsequent project.

4.3.3 Object attributes
Cross-referencing the objects classes with their respective life cycles,

establishes a matrix used to identify the objects and object attributes required to
carry the concepts and/or data required by the various members of the project
team.

This section offers a brief indication of the objects and their associated
attribute sets.
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Fig. 8: Lexis data framework

Objects and object attributes (indicative only)
Operational (setting) objects:-

Primary school library
Browsing system

Periodical display [OpObj1]
Casual seating [OpObj1]

Book access system
Using catalogue [OpObj1]
Accessing books [OpObj1]

Private study system
Work station [OpObj1]

Book checkout system
Check out counter [OpObj1]
Librarian work station [OpObj1]
Book return area [OpObj1]

Operational (setting) object attributes:-
Identification

lexis id
project id
reference library id

Description
definition
geometry
position (location, orientation)

Performance
production rates

Need
environmental (from Actor and F&E needs)
shell
service

Impact
environmental (from Actor and F&E impacts)
shell
service

Spatial objects:-
Activity space [SpNot2]
Chamber [SpNot2]

Room [SpObj3]
Corridor [SpObj3]
Stairwell [SpObj3]
Service riser [SpObj3]

Zone
HVAC zone [SpObj3]
Fire zone [SpObj3]

Spatial object attributes:-
Identification

lexis id
project id
reference library id

Description
definition
geometry
position (location, orientation)

Performance
environmental (sum of Settings in space)

Need na
Impact na



Physical (shell) objects:-
Separator [ShNot2]

Wall core [ShObj3]
110mm brick wall [ShObj4]
75mm frame wall [ShObj4]

Wall finish [ShObj3]
paint finish [ShObj4]
wall paper [ShObj4]
cement render [ShObj4]
set plaster [ShObj4]
ceramic tile [ShObj4]

Door [ShObj3]
Window [ShObj3]

Physical (shell) object attributes:-
Identification

lexis id
project id
reference library id

Description
definition
geometry (object, maintenance access)
position (location, orientation)

Performance
Separation (acoustic, physical, fire, …)
Capacity (load bearing, …)
Resistance (abrasion, water, fire, …)
Cost (capital, recurrent)
Embodied energy

Need
environment
shell (deflection, vibration, …)
service (supply, removal)

Impact
environmental emissions ()
shell (loading, …)
service ()

Physical (service) objects:-
Source [SeNot2]

Existing service [SeObj3]
Utility [SeObj3]
Tank [SeObj3]

Terminal [SeNot2]
Tap [SeObj3]

Fowler model AC632 [SeObj4]
Equipment [SeObj3]
Plant [SeObj3]

Processor [SeNot2]
Link [SpNot2]

Pipe [SpObj3]

Physical (service) object attributes:-
Identification

lexis id
project id
reference library id

Description
definition
geometry (object, service access)
position (location, orientation)

Performance
capacity (volume, flow rate, pressure, …)
resistance (abrasion, water, fire, …)
cost (capital, recurrent)
embodied energy

Need
environment
shell (deflection, vibration, …)
service (supply, removal)

Impact
environmental (emissions, noise, heat, odour, …)
shell (operating wt, shipping wt, …)
service ()

Fig. 9: Objects and object attributes (indicative only)



5 Lexis application

With reference to Fig. 10, this section illustrates the practical application of
Lexis objects.

5.1 Brief
The client brief identifies an operational system ‘a’ containing three

operational settings ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’.  The people and equipment associated with each
setting is also nominated.  Setting ‘b’ is noise sensitive (need_noise level) and ‘d’
requires equipment that is noise generating (impact_noise level).

5.2 Schematic
During schematic planning settings ‘b’ and ‘c’ are located in space ‘e’ and

setting ‘d’ in space ‘f’.  At this point the design is not be sufficiently developed to
establish the spatial relationships between these spaces (rooms) so the required
sound reduction (performance_separation_sound reduction) is assigned to the
notional separator ‘g’.
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Fig. 10: Project data flow

5.3 Generic
         As the design is resolved rooms ‘e’ and ‘f’ might be adjacent to one another
(separated by a wall) or possibly across the corridor from one another (separated
by two walls and corridor space).  Respectively, the ‘required’ performance of the
separator would be assigned to a single wall ‘j’, or the combination of two walls
and a corridor space.

This ‘required’ acoustic performance would be combined with other such
requirements (eg. thermal insulation, fire rating, structural capacity, capital cost)
to form the ‘required performance profile’ of the intervening walls and doors.
This profile being used to search manufacture’s reference libraries for potential
solutions (this search tool is being developed by CSIRO under the name -
Dynamic Data Directory).  Each of the manufacturers’ nominated solutions will
have an associated ‘projected performance profile‘ based on their product testing.



5.4 Specific
Once the particular wall type has been determined, the manufacturer might

identify and specify the products and materials, and provide relevant construction
details [4a].  To assist the builder, the manufacturer might supply costs and
delivery details for the nominated materials and do so in a manner that, once the
construction of the wall is scheduled, the ordering, shipping, and receiving of the
materials and the subsequent invoices and payments can be managed
automatically (electronic commerce).  Any change to the schedule would
automatically change the order/deliver dates [4b].  As appropriate, information
might also be supplied to the facility manager to operate and maintain the
components [4c] and to the demolisher to dismantle, transport, recycle and/or
dispose of them [4d].

6 Conclusion

6.1 IAI - Industry foundation classes
While the Lexis object-set overlaps the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC),

they serve parallel and complementary purposes.  Lexis addresses the
aforementioned decision-makers ability to access, understand, and apply
information from relevant reference libraries.  It is concerned with the flow of
information and is intended to support clear, concise communication between
stakeholders regardless of the type and level of IT used.  This said, there is no
question that most of this communication will be computer based and therefore
Lexis and the IFCs must be fully harmonised.

6.2 Developing an international language
Lexis in its current state of development is best described as a skeleton.  The

next step is to test and develop it in direct association with industry.  While this
work is proceeding in Australia, it is timely to consider the possibility of using
Lexis as a starting point for the development of an internationally agreed upon
language.

Reflecting on the experience of ISO/TC59/SC13/WG2 those involved,
including this author, sought an internationally agreed View.  In terms of the ideas
presented above, the need is for international agreement on the objects in the
Core.  That is, to develop and maintain an internationally agreed data directory
and set of exchange protocols with which individual countries, industry
associations, and project decision-makers can construct and manage their
respective Views.

Further, because the content is likely to be too volatile to be effectively
managed as an ISO standard, it is recommended that national research
organisations such as NRC, VTT, BRE, TNO, CSTB, and CSIRO come together
to jointly undertake this work.  The outcome would be an internationally
harmonised public document written in the local language and marketed through
the relevant building research authority.  A Memorandum of Understanding
between these organisations could ensure that the proceeds from the sale of these
documents are applied to the language’s ongoing development.
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KNOWLEDGE-BASED PRODUCT DATA SERVER FOR CONCURRENT
ENGINEERING
Knowledge-based product data server
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Abstract
Many requirements to product data management for concurrent engineering can be
most efficiently satisfied through the application of advanced client/server
architectures together with appropriate knowledge-based methods. This paper outlines
the basic design considerations for a knowledge-based product data server and
suggests a development approach on the example of a prototype server implementation
realised in the domain of architecture, engineering and construction (AEC).

Keywords: concurrent engineering, knowledge-based system, product data management

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art product data management (PDM) and CAE software for AEC
involve sophisticated problem solving algorithms as well as high-level database
management functionality. With the emerging IFC project model (IAI, 1997),
supported by most established CAD vendors, the use of a standardised building model
as basis for application interoperability and co-operative work is rapidly taking shape.
Nevertheless, IT environments in AEC are still limited to data exchange on the basis of
e.g. STEP physical files (ISO 10303-21 1994), or to data sharing using one global
product model implemented on top of a general-purpose relational or object-oriented
database system. Applications making use of product data technology methods are
mainly realised on the basis of the object-oriented programming paradigm, typically in
the C++ programming language. However, as outlined in table 1 below, the general
demands of concurrent engineering methodology (Prasad 1992; Scherer 1998) impose
several additional requirements to product data management in building construction
beyond integration and simple data exchange which can be tackled more efficiently
with the application of advanced knowledge-based methods in product data
management server software.
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Table 1: Concurrent engineering issues requiring knowledge-based solutions

Basic Concurrent
Engineering issues

Related PDM features Appropriate knowledge-
based solution methods

Collaborative work
of physically
distributed teams

• Distributed client/server
architectures

• Comprehensive data access and
retrieval functions, providing
just-in-time information

• Continuous product model
evolution

• Advanced agent-based
communication paradigm

• Search engines
Search agents

• Dynamic object evolution
and classification methods

Co-operative
problem solving

• Information sharing
• Inter-model-operability

• Knowledge-based model
mapping methods

Concurrency • Multi-user access to product data
• Availability of local view models

together with methods for effec-
tive model transformations

• Consistency checking
• Change and version management

• Multi-agent architectures
• Knowledge-based model

mapping methods

• Rule-based agents
• Model matching and

merging methods

Simulation,
monitoring and
forecasting

• Advanced simulation tools • Agent technology
• Probabilistic reasoning
• Cased-based reasoning
• Learning algorithms etc.

Many of the above features would be embedded in advanced client applications
armoured with deeper engineering knowledge than the scope of a PDM server would
allow, but there are also several issues that require inter-discipline problem solving and
are therefore better suited for server-side solutions. Tasks that would typically be
dedicated to advanced server-side tools are e.g. model mapping and matching (Khedro
et al. 1994; Scherer and Katranuschkov 1997), building code services (Han et al.
1999), information searches in the full project space (Scherer 1998b) etc. Such tasks
are too complex to be satisfied on the basis of one single IT paradigm. Therefore, what
is needed is a hybrid approach combining traditional object-oriented methods with
advanced AI problem solving and representation techniques within a flexible client-
server architecture. Moreover, the architecture of the PDM server itself has to be
chosen in such way that a uniform interface to client software is achieved, conforming
to a commonly acknowledged modelling methodology, such as STEP (ISO 10303-1).

Based on these objectives a PDM server has been developed and implemented
for the IFC project model, release 1.5 (IAI 1997). The prototype environment includes
client applications based on Autodesk’s Architectural Desktop, a finite element
structural analysis program, a foundation design expert system, a knowledge-based
construction simulation system for geotechnical works and a facility management
information system (Scherer 1998a; Katranuschkov and Hyvärinen 1998).



2 Client/Server environment architecture

Client/Server solutions based on TCP/IP and making full use of the Internet are
doubtlessly most suitable for distributed project development, typical for the virtual
enterprise in building construction.

There are quite a few different architectures that can be envisioned for a
concurrent engineering environment based on the client/server communication
paradigm. On the client side a variety of tools have to be supported, as shown on the
left side of fig. 1. On the server side, the following realisation alternatives can be
envisioned:

1. All-in-one PDM server
This is, conceptually, the simplest possible server design. It has the benefits, but
also the drawbacks of not being dependent on any other services. In order to satisfy
fully the requirements of concurrent engineering, such server implementation must
embed several features which go far beyond product data management
functionality, such as process and workflow management, actor authentication,
secure communication etc. Such features make the server implementation very
complex and consequently extremely difficult to achieve in practice. On the other
hand, if such implementation concentrates on typical PDM tasks, it can still be
useful even without the support of all required issues, provided that an appropriate
work discipline is maintained within the project team.

2. PDM Server – DBMS
This alternative is very similar to the above, the main difference being in the use of
a comprehensive commercial DBMS interfaced through a standardised data
manipulation language like SQL, OOSQL, or through ODBC requests.

3. Information Logistics Server  – PDM Server Interface – PDM Server – DBMS
In this approach, full concurrent engineering support is achieved with the help of an
Information Logistics System (ILS) used as front-end server. The ILS encompasses:
(1) an Object Request Broker that can identify among several possible servers the
one responsible for answering an incoming client request (remote procedure call)
and then forward the request to that server, (2) realisation of secure synchronous
and asynchronous communication, and (3) identification and authentication of the
issuing actor and/or software application (Wasserfuhr und Scherer 1998). With such
architecture, all requirements to IT supported concurrent engineering can be
satisfied, if a set of dedicated servers for comprehensive process, document and
product management are available.

4. ILS – PDM Server Interface – PDM Agents – PDM Server – DBMS
This is an enhancement of the architectures described above, allowing also
intelligent server-side components to be integrated as automated software agents
into the system. Such intelligent agents can accomplish more sophisticated server-
side tasks like automated change recognition, notification of actors for possible
conflicts, performing of certain well-defined automated services like cost estimation
for prefabricated elements, automated model mapping depending on the state of the
data etc. Therefore, in our opinion this alternative offers greatest advantages for
concurrent engineering work in AEC projects.

The last alternative, shown schematically on fig. 1 below, has been actually used
in the developed prototype, described in more detail in the following sections. Due to



the prototype state of the development the application of a commercial DBMS was
avoided for convenience.

Fig. 1: Advanced multi-tier client/server environment configuration

3 Knowledge-based product data representation

The realisation of PDM functionality is nowadays most commonly achieved on
the basis of sets of loosely connected tools, or, at the high-end, with the help of
integrated PDM servers using the object-oriented programming paradigm. However,
according to our opinion, object-oriented methods alone are not powerful enough for
the implementation of many advanced tasks required for efficient concurrent
engineering support. Therefore we propose the use of a hybrid approach. In this
approach the underlying modelling framework of the environment is based on the ISO
STEP methodology, enhanced through the use of EXPRESS-C (ISO/TC184 1994) as a
common modelling language for all supported data models. To enable coherent use of
both the object-oriented paradigm based on the EXPRESS-C specification and
knowledge-based methods applied in several product data services, such as model
transformations, model matching, complex queries and assertions on the basis of
generic templates etc., the representation of the product data models in the PDM server
is done according to the frame-based modelling paradigm (Russel and Norvig 1995).

The suggested frame-based representation parallels the conceptual model sche-
mata specified on the basis of EXPRESS-C. Frames can incorporate all object-oriented
features of EXPRESS-C entities, such as inheritance, state (attributes) and behaviour
(operations), but allow also to vary dynamically the number and type of their attributes
(important for object evolution methods), to define different properties of the attributes
themselves (important for dynamic object classification rules), as well as to associate
rules to different frame structures. Rules are defined separate from the data and
methods captured within frames, and can be used for run-time binding of variables to
modelling object instances. This enables their use for information retrieval purposes in
applications that do have knowledge of the model schema, but not necessarily of the
particular model instantiations. Rules are triggered through the execution of ASSERT
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and QUERY functions from the body of the object-oriented server methods. Thus, rule-
based reasoning can be seamlessly integrated in the ”normal” object-oriented requests
of a client application to the PDM server, as shown on the simplified example in fig. 2.

TC_Model extension in EXPRESS-C:
ENTITY TC_MODEL SUBTYPE OF (IfcRoot);
...                           –- attribute specification
(* versionStatus: StatusEnum; -- inherited from IfcRoot *)
Operations                    -- EXPRESS-C method specification
   match (compVersion: TC_MODEL);
...
END_ENTITY;

When a modified version of an instantiated product model M1 is checked in at the PDM
server and its status is set to ”proposed”,  e.g. by executing a remote procedure call from a
client application like:

M1.setAttribute (Name:”Status”, Value:”proposed”) *)

the following rule will be triggered automatically, allowing a separate agent process to
determine all changes done to the model and to notify subsequently the affected actors:

IF (the ‘versionStatus of ?m is ‘proposed) ; ?m is automatically bound to
   (the ‘projectID of ?m is ?id)           ;  the model instance M1.
   (?n is in ‘TC_MODEL)                    ;  Gets all ‘active’ instantiated
   ((the ‘projectID of ?n) = ?id)          ;  model versions with the same
   (the ‘versionStatus of ?n is ‘active)   ;  projectID on the server.
THEN
   (the ‘versionStatus of ?n is ‘frozen)
   (exec.operation ‘match (oid:?m inParams:(?n)))

*)  Note: The syntax of client requests is simplified here and in all subsequent examples for convenience.

Fig. 2: Triggering a rule-based method from a client application

In this example, exec.operation  is used to invoke the object-oriented method
”match”, thus allowing to combine rule-based and object-oriented techniques.

match (oid: ?m inParams: (?n)) is the method that will be applied consecutively to
model M1 and any other model Ni satisfying the above rule. However, it will in turn
trigger forward and/or backward chaining rules during its execution, switching
seamlesly between object-oriented and rule-based processing techniques.

The actual implemented rules in the PDM server for the above example are
somewhat more complicated, but without any principal difference. Similar rules are
applied for other possible model states, allowing the PDM server agents to react
automatically to various changes in the enviornment.

4 Architecture of the knowledge-based product data server

The outlined representation paradigm allows the development of a server archi-
tecture that very much resembles that of a typical knowledge-based system as shown
in fig 3. However, in contrast to expert systems, designed to assist engineers in the
solution of specific problem solving tasks, the goals of the knowledge-based methods
in the PDM server are to react to general-purpose, yet complex queries and assertions,



and to adapt dynamically to a variety of changes in the product models resulting from
the concurrent, simultaneous work of the separate actors in a project team.

Server
Interface Module

OO-oper. / EXPRESS-C

Working
Memory

Reasoning
Agents

(AI Methods)

Server Knowledge Base:
Frame-based representation (state and behaviour) of the product model schemata

    and a set of instntiated product models, containing the modelling object instances

uses

invokes

uses

Input: operation parameters with
embedded query/assert expressions

Explanation
Component (N/A)

Knowledge
Acquisition
Component

create/modify objects
(through SPF, SDAI-oper.)

sends msg

sends msg invokes

Fig. 3: Knowledge-based server architecture

The main component of the proposed server architecture is its knowledge base
containing a set of predefined data model schemata, as well as one or more product
models associated with each model schema and representing the separate work spaces
and views of each actor on the designed building product. Each data model schema in
the knowledge base is organised in a frame structure, as described in the previous
section, and contains exclusively class frames, roughly corresponding to the entity
structuring given in the EXPRESS-C schema of the model. The instantiated product
models, on the other hand, contain only instance frames with inherited attributes and
behaviour from the respective underlying data model schema. All frames can act both
as ”normal” objects, responding to messages from the outside and/or from other
objects, as well as to participate in rule-based queries and assertions. The knowledge
base can accommodate also overall rules similar to the global rules in EXPRESS.

The interface module has the task to resolve properly the requested operations by
a remote client, and to activate the appropriate server object methods responsible for
the execution of the client requests. All incoming requests and result responses are also
based on the formal EXPRESS-C specifications in the data models, regardless of the
particular internal server method used (pure object-oriented or knowledge-based
implementation). In this way, the interface module allows to hide from the users and
clients the implementation details of the server, which simplifies greatly client
implementation.

The actual processing of a request is done in the following steps: (1) the request
is parsed, the data are transformed to an appropriate internal format and the specific
task is identified; (2) except when explicitly given, the expected server load is judged
and the task is classified as a synchronous, high-priority asynchronous or low-priority
asynchronous (heavy-duty) task and is then queued respectively; (3) when the task is
awaked for execution, an appropriate server method is chosen and activated, and
(4) the results of the performed method(s) are stored on a solution blackboard and in



the respective data model in order to be available for other server modules, and are at
the same time transformed in a respective server response to the calling application.

The reasoning agent has the task to perceive changes in the environment and to
react to such changes with appropriate goal-driven, utility-driven or reflexive actions
(Russel and Norvig, 1995). Within the PDM server architecture each reasoning agent
is invoked by an object-oriented method whenever a knowledge-based function is
addressed. This can be done explicitly, by executing a respective operation, such as:

IfcRelUsesProducts.find (
  searchExpr:(FOR ?X DO (?X HAS AT LEAST 2 RelatedObjects)))

or happens automatically, when the state of an attribute monitored by a demon method
is changed, as shown e.g. in fig. 2 for the TC_MODEL operation setAttribute.

The general syntax of a search expression in EBNF format is
(FOR { ?Xi }* DO  ( <searchTemplate>  { AND | OR <searchTemplate> }* ) )

where ?Xi  is a free variable, bound dynamically to the set of values satisfying the
search, and <searchTemplate> is used for executing a predefined query, such as sub-
class membership, maximum cardinality, equality, attributes satisfying a given con-
dition etc.

Typically a reasoning agent will retrieve the required data from the knowledge-
base together with the appropriate reasoning rules and will place them in the working
memory of the server. After that the inference process on the retrieved data and rules is
started, and, on its completion, the result is returned to the calling method. Currently,
the server implementation incorporates an inference engine including forward and
backward chaining as well as different search algorithms. However, these methods can
be extended using the same component architecture.

The remaining (dashed-box) components shown in fig. 3 are given only for
comparison with typical expert system architectures. An explanation component is
difficult to envision for a server software, and a comprehensive knowledge acquisition
component has been beyond the scope of the server implementation, although new
knowledge can (and is) continuously introduced in the knowledge base through
respective ”assertion” requests.

5 Knowledge-based product data services

The Application Programming Interface (API) of the prototype implementation
of the proposed knowledge-based PDM server encompasses more than 40 operations
that can be used by a remote client application. Most of these operations are based on
SDAI (ISO 10303-22 1996) or support data exchange functionality on the basis of
STEP physical files (ISO 10303-21 1994). However, in order to provide an enabling
infrastructure for concurrent engineering, several sophisticated services involving
knowledge-based operations have been specified as well. Such services include model
mapping, model matching and model merging, conflict recognition, generic
consistency checking etc. They have all been prototyped on the basis of the distributed
client-agent-server architecture described in the previous sections.

To illustrate the approach here we shall consider a simple practical example
involving model mapping. The realisation of the other knowledge-based services
adheres in principle to the same overall methodology.



5.1 Model mapping
Any application needs to extract a view from the product model, and the

transformation from the product model to such view is unique to the application
(Clancy 1985). The goal of model mapping is to enable such model transformation - in
the ideal case automatically, without any user interaction.

Model mapping involves the conversion of one modelling representation to
another without awareness of the context, i.e. already existing local data in the target
model (Scherer and Katranuschkov 1997). The mapping process is performed on the
basis of a formal specification of all necessary translations on class level, and includes
full or partial transformations of the data instances according to this specification. As a
basic interoperability problem in product data based environments, model mapping has
been intensively investigated in the last years, and several formal mapping languages
and implementation techniques have been proposed (Liebich et al. 1995; Katranusch-
kov and Scherer 1996). However, whilst all proposed generic approaches are quite
useful for creating full new views or versions of a product model, they are complicated
to use when context-dependent transformations are required because all generic
specifications are done on class level and are therefore static, i.e. they cannot reflect
the changes in the environment. Such context-dependent transformations can be
realised much easier with the help of the suggested knowledge-based approach.

To focus the discussion, let us consider the following example: ”mapping from
an IFC product model to a foundation design system”.

The necessary input to the foundation design system is fairly simple. It is
comprised roughly of the geometric and material properties of the ground plate of the
examined building, the soil properties of the site, the points at which the overhead
structure interacts with the foundations and the loads applied to these points. Though
not very voluminous, this information is available in an IFC model in quite different
form. Moreover, it is depending also on the specific instantiated context, i.e. the
particular relations between the product data instances. The needed loads can for
example be represented in IFC as support reactions of IfcWall and IfcColumn entities,
stored in appropriate property sets*), but this is only valid for elements connected to the
particular ground plate under consideration.

Such mapping conditions are extremely difficult to specify on class level, and the
use of a generic implementation approach can lead to considerable computational time.
On the contrary, with the help of the described knowledge-based query functions the
same conditions can be easily specified with minimal user input and the mapping can
be performed automatically by a mapping agent, whenever it detects that the necessary
input data are available. In fact, the concrete realisation of the considered mapping
example has required only 4 different knowledge-based queries, such as:
Obj.find
    (searchExpr:
       (FOR ?D ?V DO
            ((THE HasProperties OF Obj IS ?Y) AND
             (((THE Descriptor OF ?Y) = ”NODE_REACTIONS”) OR
              ((THE Descriptor OF ?Y) = ”LINE_REACTIONS”)) AND

                                                
*) Such property sets are not elements of the current IFC project model specification. They have

been used in the implemented prototype to enable the consideration of structural engineering
software in the environment.



             (THE HasProperties OF ?Y IS ?Z) AND
             (THE Descriptor OF ?Z IS ?D) AND
             (THE ValueComponent OF ?Z IS ?V))))

Such queries may appear complicated, but their specification is straight-forward
and, because of their expressive power, the full implementation of the mapping (in the
Java language) is fairly simple – in this case just about 100 lines of code.

6 Discussion

Concurrent engineering requirements are not well supported in existing IT
environments for AEC. One reason for that are the limitations of object-oriented
technology which is used as basis in most known implementations. The hybrid
approach proposed in this paper allows to overcome many of these limitations with the
help of appropriate knowledge-based server-side tools. With such dedicated tools it is
easy to implement various client adapters, with a GUI support for all needed PDM
services.

The suggested knowledge-based architecture of the PDM server provides the
following benefits: (1) separation of data structures from high-level rule-based data
management knowledge, (2) encapsulation of knowledge-based methods within the
procedural attachment of operations to the modelling objects, enabling the use of
uniformly defined function calls from the outside, (3) full consistence with the
conceptual object-oriented modelling approach. On the basis of this architecture, a
comprehensive PDM environment incorporating different building design services as
suggested e.g. in (Han et al. 1999; Turk et al. 1998 etc.) can be envisioned.
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VIRTUAL CONSTRUCTION FOR AUTOMATED SCHEDULE
GENERATION
VCASG
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Abstract

Ongoing research in automated schedule generation does not allow for interactive
user input sessions to translate design information required for sequencing project
activities. Rather, current research has focused on capturing, among other things,
design knowledge through interpreting 2D drawings and/or 3D CAD models to
develop intelligent schedule generation tools. Further, many of these tools do not
address the importance of schedule development during the design phase. In this
paper the authors introduce “virtual construction” sessions for re-assembling of 3D
CAD models in a virtual environment. This will allow for capturing and recording
user input for automatic generation of project schedules.

Keywords: planning, scheduling, virtual construction, 3D CAD, 4D planning,
constructability, design, construction

1 Introduction

Schedule generation is an important part of the construction planning process.
Scheduling is generally carried out several times during the life of a construction
project from preliminary schedules at the project feasibility phase to detailed short
interval schedules during field construction.  Most planning efforts in construction
use the schedule and the design documents as the primary planning tools supported
by estimating packages and other aids.

The work carried out at the Center for Integrated Facility Engineering at
Stanford has demonstrated the benefits of using 4D (time and space) models in
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visually demonstrating the progress of the field construction stage of the project (see
for example McKinney Liston et al, 1998).  The Stanford researchers have identified
that the current 4D CAD tools are useful to communicate the overall sequence of
construction, but generally do not provide enough information for construction
planners.  In our opinion this problem arises from the way that the schedule, the time
part of the 4D model, is developed.  The schedule is a sequencing document that
defines when construction activities will occur and may also provide information on
when resources, materials and previously completed work will be utilized.  There is
no information, in the schedule, on the method that the designer, estimator or
construction planner envisaged would be used to perform the work.  In fact it is not
unusual for the designer to give little consideration to the construction method in
coming up with an overall schedule for the project.  Such issues are left for
determination later in the process.  This results in the schedule being built with little
consideration of construction and production issues.  This problem has long been
recognized by those involved in field construction.  Recent work by [Fisher and
Aalami (1997)] utilized integration mechanisms called “computer-interpretable
models” for the representation of construction methods and automated generation of
schedules.  Work by Tommelein (see e.g. Tommelein and Chua, 1998) using discrete
event simulation gives an excellent explanation of how inadequate schedules arise
and the problems they cause for specialty contractor performance.  Time-space
conflicts are another example of inadequate scheduling causing loss of production
(see e.g. Riley and Sanvido, 1995; Thabet and Beliveau, 1993).

This paper will explore schedule generation in the construction industry with an
emphasis on how and when schedules are produced.  Using virtual construction an
alternative approach to schedule generation will then be proposed linking together
several existing technologies.  The approach if adequately developed has the potential
to change the way schedules are used by the industry, by allowing construction
process design to be undertaken in earlier phases of the construction project.  This
will allow for designing, evaluating and testing the construction method and the
schedule before field execution.

2 Current schedule generation processes

In current practice, construction schedules (baseline schedules) are usually
generated during the pre-mobilization phase, Figure 1. During this stage, and based
on an understanding of the design documents, including design drawings (2D) and/or
CAD models (3D) of the facility, the scheduler determines a list of activities required
to construct the project.  Using common knowledge of construction methods and
based on available resources, the scheduler creates sequential relationships among the
activities and calculates activity and project duration to generate the schedule.  Once
construction starts, the person responsible for maintaining the schedule performs
schedule updating and develops short interval schedules.  In many cases, tasks
involving schedule maintenance and/or detailed Short-Interval schedules generation
are performed by project personnel other than the original scheduler. Schedule
generation is mainly dependent on the scheduler’s interpretation of the contract



documents including 2D drawings and/or 3D CAD and manually translating such
interpretation into a list of activities.  These activities are manually linked together
through knowledge of construction methods and crew availability.  This process of
translating the visual understanding of the project documents into a schedule is time
consuming and may lead to schedule errors.

Fig. 1: Schedule generation during pre-construction phase

Several major disadvantages exist in the current practice of schedule
generation. Schedule generation is only thought of during the pre-construction phase
as well as the construction phase with no serious consideration to its generation
during the design phase.  Developing a detailed understanding of how the project may
be built through the development of a schedule during the design phase will allow for
a more constructable design.

Fig. 2: Schedule generation during design phase
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3 Activity generation and sequencing using virtual construction

The proposed scheduling process involves utilizing virtual construction for
automatic generation of project activities and their sequential relationships.  As
depicted in Figure 3, using a preliminary 3D CAD model of the facility, the user can
manually construct the project by re-assembling the 3D graphical elements in the
virtual construction window in the perceived order of construction.  The user can
click and drag a graphical element, or a group of elements, from the 3D CAD model
window and places it into the virtual window.

Fig. 3: The virtual construction generation process

To generate activities of the project, the user will select one or more graphical
elements. Each graphical element or group of elements will represent an activity in
the project activity list.  The sequence of dragging the selected graphical elements
will allow for creating the relationship among the activities. The relationship between
the activities requires further specification. It will be possible for the user to specify
concurrency, lags, and other relationships between activities in the virtual
construction process.

As depicted in Figure 4, modules defining knowledge about resources, space
and construction methods will help guide the user in constructing the schedule during
the virtual construction session.  The virtual construction system will utilize a Petri
Net based tool (Wakefield and Sears 1997) to record information developed during
the virtual session. Information recorded will include construction methods selected,
resource utilization, and space decisions made. This will allow for carrying further
checks on resources, space and construction methods following the virtual session.

By performing scheduling generation during the design stage, the developed
system will enable designers and constructors to consider and tackle construction
issues earlier in the project life, hence, improving design and enhancing productivity
in the field. Constructors will also be able to undertake rehearsals of the construction
process allowing them to analyze and compare different construction methods. This
should improve on-site performance and result in better utilization of resources.
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Fig. 4: The proposed VCE model

By performing scheduling generation during the design stage, the developed
system will enable designers and constructors to consider and tackle construction
issues earlier in the project life, hence, improving design and enhancing productivity
in the field. Constructors will also be able to undertake rehearsals of the construction
process allowing them to analyze and compare different construction methods. This
should improve on-site performance and result in better utilization of resources.

The research ideas proposed in this paper are part of a larger research effort
being developed at Virginia Tech to investigate and reconsider the planning process
during preconstruction (design/procurement phases). The objective of the research
work is to provide a mechanism to assist the project team in depicting construction
barriers and problems that can arise during the construction phase. A Virtual
Construction Environment (VCE) model is (currently at an initial stage) is being
implemented to test and support the research objectives.
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4 Conclusion

During the construction of a project, the constructor faces many problems that
severely limit the construction performance.  The depiction of these problems during
early phases would tremendously reduce the cost and the duration of the project.

A Virtual Construction Environment (VCE) approach is proposed to help the
project team in developing a better understanding of the project prior to actual
construction.

1. Using a 3D-CAD model and a knowledge base of construction means and
methods, the project team can construct the project virtually.  Designers during
the design phase, as well as constructors during the procurement phase, will be
able to test various construction methods to virtually build the project. This will
allow for predicting constructability problems that could arise during the real
execution of the project.

2. Using virtual construction sessions will allow for capturing and recording user
input about selected construction means and methods for automatic generation of
project schedules.
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Abstract

Design space explorers are computer programs that play on anexplorationmetaphor
to support design. They assist designers in creating alternative designs by structuring
the process of design creation in a space of alternatives. Subsidiary metaphors rele-
vant to design space explorers aregeneration, navigationandre-use. The SEED project
has developed a knowledge-level representation for a design space explorer. This paper
sketches typed feature structures as a formal system in which a design space explorer
and its knowledge level might be implemented. First, informal and abstract properties
of typed feature structures suffice to build a sketch of the behaviour of a design space
explorer. Second, using an example based on single-fronted cottages (a common Aus-
tralian housing type), we outline the typed feature structure machinery most relevant to
design space exploration. Finally we argue that the same mechanisms that enable design
space exploration are applicable to evaluation.

Keywords: representation, evaluation, generative design

1 Introduction

This paper is about the representation of designs through thetyped feature struc-
tures formalism. It presents an informal sketch aimed at developing intuition about the
representation and its fundamental computations. The representation was developed in
the context of creating adesign space explorer in which designers would search a space
of possibilities for designs meeting a possibly changing set of criteria. Its relevance
to the present conference theme arises because it addresses, in a particularly rigourous
way, the comparison of representations for structural similarity. It is well-known that
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in representing, for instance, a building envelope, a rich set of relations encompassing
both form and function must be presented in order for an automatic evaluation to pro-
ceed. It is perhaps less well recognised that much evaluation can be accomplished, or
at least pre-processed, by direct comparison between the symbol structures of represen-
tations. This is what the deemed-to-comply provisions of codes do in an informal way.
We proceed with a sketch of the design space explorer knowledge and symbol level rep-
resentations, arriving finally at a re-use mechanism that is based on structural similarity
of representations.

In studying the phenomenon of design we use models (metaphors) to envision
mechanisms by which computers might support design. One such mechanism is var-
iously called search, exploration, discovery (and other terms)-under any name it is a
guided movement through a space of possibilities. Design space explorers are computer
media that engage designers in exploration. With them, designers explore possibilities.
This encompasses discovering new designs, as well as recalling, comparing, and adapt-
ing existing designs. In creating design space explorers we represent the possibilities in
the form of symbol structures called states and seek efficient representations for these
states and algorithms over them. We represent spaces of possibilities as a relation over
states and seek definitions of the space-generating relation which are both relevant to the
exploration metaphor and lend themselves to tractable computations.

The aim of the SEED project(Flemming and Woodbury, 1995; Akin et al., 1997;
Woodbury and Chang, 1995) is a comprehensive design space explorer exhibiting the
above properties. SEED is targeted at the early phases of building design, where it is
intended to encourage an exploratory design process by significantly shortening the time
taken to generate and evaluate alternative designs. A common knowledge-level repre-
sentation structures each of the main modules of SEED, which in turn further develop
that representation in their own contexts. This knowledge level stands as a hypothesis
of a complete, if abstract, description of SEED-Config as experienced by its users. It
makes no commitments to its implementation, which might be realised in a number of
different ways. This paper sketchestyped feature structuresas a formal system in which
this knowledge level might be realised. Typed feature structures provide firstly formal
properties useful to the knowledge level behaviour of SEED-Config, and secondly a
mechanism for expressing knowledge level concepts.

Typed feature structures make the presumption, common but by no means univer-
sal, in the design literature(Newsome et al., 1989; March, 1995) that the entities of in-
terest can be structured into a composition of objects and features. Thus representations
such as shapes(Stiny, 1980) in which a definite representation comprises an indefinite
set of parts would seem, at first glance, to be excluded from the typed feature structures
game.

From the SEED-Config experience using typed feature structures, it turns out that
the requirements posed on a representation for design space exploration are akin to those
of evaluation in general. The strong relation between function and form, the ability to
compare representations meaningfully and representation re-use are all crucial to evalu-
ating designs.

A deep understanding of typed feature structures requires an appreciation of its
formal mechanics, which, at least in the first author’s experience takes fair effort to ac-
quire. In this paper we give one sketch of typed feature structures emphasising their



behaviour as a representation for a the evaluation aspects of a generative design system.
Woodbury et al.(Woodbury et al., 1999) gives a more detailed account of how typed fea-
ture structures model design space exploration and Carpenter(Carpenter, 1992) provides
the definitivie description of typed feature structures, including many proofs for those
readers wishing to tackle the formalism in full gory detail.

knowledge

building models

descriptions

structures

descriptions

types

Fig. 1: Abstract elements of a typed feature structure representation

2 Typed feature structures as a representation

As a first approximation, consider a system made out of three sets of components:
typesT , structuresF and descriptionsD, put into a representation scheme with a build-
ing design domain as shown in Figure . The types comprisingT stand for expressed
knowledge of the domain of interest, in this case building design. Structures fromF

represent models of particular designs, in this case, buildings and/or their components,
either physical or conceptual. Structures fromF are expressed in terms of the informa-
tion expressed inT . Descriptions fromD are utterances in a formal textual language
and stand for themselves in the representation scheme, but correspond symbolically and
inter alia to sets of structures fromF . The essential act of generation corresponds to the
discovery of models of buildings that are simultaneously compatible with a description
and the knowledge from the domain of interest—in typed feature structure terminology
generation is the computation of structures compatible with a given set of types and a
given description. All of this is ordinary in the realm of current knowledge based system
theory and can be found, in many variations, in the literature. In the sequel we describe
aspects that typed feature structures provide to a generative system. For now, as much as
possible, we eschew the abstract symbolic terms of type, structure and description, rely-
ing instead on their domain counterparts, namely knowledge, model and description.

We use, as an example, a house type, common in Australia, known as a single-
fronted cottage. Single-fronted cottages are simple houses, comprising a single-loaded
hallway, rooms off of the hallway and a collection of spaces at the end of the hallway.
The rooms along the hallway are typically generic in function and can be used as bed-
rooms, lounges, dining spaces, studies, etc. he hallway and its adjacent rooms are typi-
cally housed under a single roof, which is either a gable or a hip. The collection of rooms
at the end of the hallway is typically configured as a skillion (space under a shed roof
addition) or historically as separate structures (typically a kitchen and toilet). A porch
along the front of the cottage completes the typical picture. Single-fronted cottages are a
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Fig. 2: Rooms 1, 2 and 3 can be identical in all aspects yet remain distinct
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Fig. 3: The dining room and its location is all that is known

historic housing type, filling a niche of small, mostly inexpensive housing. Latterly many
have been upgraded with particular attention being given to elaborations of the skillion
addition, usually into a combination family room, dining room and kitchen. New houses
in the single-fronted genre are still being constructed in inner suburban areas.

2.1 Structures are both intensional and partial
Intensionality in a representation scheme means that two symbol structures can

be identical in all aspects yet remain distinct. In an intensional representation actual
identity of two structures must be explicitly called out, for example, by a declaration
that two compatible structures are, in fact, one and the same. From a domain point of
view, we wish to be able to distinguish between models that differ only by the fact of
their separate existences. As shown in Figure , in our example realm of single-fronted
cottages, the three rooms of the room row can be identical in all aspects, yet remain
distinct.

Partialness means that a structure need not contain all information that might be
inferred about it from its associated types. In effect, a partial representationA stands for
all more complete representations which contain at least the information inA. Appealing
to a domain perspective, a model may contain less information than we can infer from
our knowledge of it. Figure shows that a model of single-fronted cottage with its dining
room in the room row can exist without holding any other information on single-fronted
cottages.

Partialness and intensionality swim together. We can know very little of two struc-
tures, except that they are different—or that they are exactly the same structure. In terms
of cottages, a we may know that the dining room is or is not the third room in the row.
Conversely, within a computation, a given structure is not necessarily the same as an-
other that contains consistent information, but might be made so at some future point
in the computation. For example, Figure shows that two separate cottage models may



at some point become a single composite model, containing all information from both.
In this figure and in all figures demonstrating information inclusion we depart from the
normal convention in artificial intelligence of drawing specialisation relations with the
most general concepts at the top. We do this for two reasons: (1) to cohere with the in-
tuition that a structure containing more information than another is somehow “greater”
than the other, and (2) the typed feature structures literature follows this convention.
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Fig. 4: Two cottage models that are consistent yet incomplete, can be joined into a
single cottage model containing the information from both models

2.2 Partialness is in the eye of the beholder

Whether a structure is partial or not depends on the content of its associated types.
In domain terms a model might be partial against one set of knowledge but complete
with respect to a subset of the knowledge. For example, if knowledge of single-fronted
cottages is limited to their spatial organisation, as might be the case for an urban geog-
rapher, a complete model of a cottage would assign functions to physical spaces. Such
a model would be partial with respect to a larger set of knowledge, containing, for ex-
ample, knowledge of how to construct single-fronted cottages. In terms of generative
systems, partialness in a model indicates that more exploration is possible from that
model. Conversely, adding new knowledge opens up new exploration possibilities for
previously completed models.

In the domain of single-fronted cottages, Figure shows that a cottage about which
we know only the location of the dining-room is consistent with alternatives for the
placement of other rooms. If our knowledge of the building type consists of only spatial
organisation, a model is complete once we have allocated all functions to specific rooms.

2.3 A generative system without rules

Recall that our formal system comprises three sets: typesT , structuresF and
descriptionsD, with elements ofD standing for subsets ofF . Further, imagine, firstly
that there is a relation of satisficationM linking the structures fromF that are consistent
with a given description, secondly that there is an efficient procedureP for computing
M , and thirdly that a type fromT itself has a corresponding description inD. Then
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Fig. 5: A partial model of a single-fronted cottage is consistent with multiple com-
plete models

the same procedure that generates structures consistent with a description can generate
structures consistent with the set of types. In effect, the type hierarchy itself becomes
what Carlson describes as a design space description mechanism(Carlson, 1994). In
domain terms, from knowledge we can infer designs.

2.4 Monotonic generation
The fact of partial structures provides, in itself, a notion of what might comprise

generation, namely the alternative completions of partial structures into more specific
partial structures and finally to complete structures. This amounts to a claim that the
generating procedureP must act incrementally, i.e., it must progressively generate more
and more complete structures as it works through its input description.P thus stands
as the design space generator in this scheme—by its action it traces out a derivation
relation from state to state. Under such a regime, generation is monotonic with respect
to the structures it creates. In other words, if a fact is known in a model, it remains known
in all models that can be created from that model. It is well-known that monotonicity
is a double-edged sword. While it enables search strategies based on branch-and-cut, it
restricts the set of allowable operators and possible derivation sequences.

Appealing to our example domain, Figure shows that a partial model of a single-
fronted cottage in consistent with multiple models, both partial and complete, and these
models are related by the action of the procedure that generates one from the other. In
this example, we are clearly recovering part of the subset relation over the set of rooms
in the single-fronted cottage—general structures are more complex.

2.5 Design spaces are structured by subsumption
Monotonic generation implies that the derivation relation is a subsumption rela-

tion, i.e., an model B derived from an model A contains strictly more information than
A. With respect to single fronted cottages, Figure shows that, in any derivation chain of
models, each model contains strictly more information than its predecessor.

Derivation defines only a subset of the full subsumption relation. If we presume
an efficient way of comparing structures from F for their information specificity, i.e.,



Fig. 7: From a partial model of a single-fronted cottage can be generated a graph
of consistent partial and complete models

for the subsumption relation, then the full subsumption relation for a set of discovered
structures can be recovered in the process of generation. Further, if structures are thought
of as themselves comprising structures this subsumption relation can be recovered for all
the parts of a structure.

Having access to the full subsumption relation in a design space enables forms of
exploration richer thanbranch-and-backtrackusual in generative systems. The branch
aspect of generation remains largely unchanged. Backtracking becomes more rich, in
that the derivation relation along which backtracking typically takes place is replaced
by the full subsumption relation—from a given state, it is possible to move to less spe-
cific designs that have previously been discovered and to less specific designs for parts,
irrespective of the process by which the designs were generated.

2.6 Re-use and evaluation-by-structure are intrinsic

The aspirations of design space exploration trade heavily on an ability to re-use
information already discovered, for example, to find and adapt for the present single-
fronted design that clever island-feature kitchen design someone in your firm did in the
Darwin office sometime in the last two years.

Together, partialness and the subsumption ordering over structures provide a se-
ductive view on re-use of designs, the required actions for which are retrieval and adapta-
tion. Recall that a structure is a partial specification of an object, that it is consistent with
all objects that contain at least the information specified in it, and that structures exist in
a subsumption ordering. It follows that any structure effectively indexes those structures
more specific than it in the subsumption ordering—the same mechanism by which de-



signs are represented can be used for retrieval. Once retrieved, the design space explorer
operations (monotonic generation, enriched backtracking and information removal) are
available to adapt the design to a new context.

Fig. 7: The derivation relation is a subset of the full subsumption relation over
models

In their support of re-use, typed feature structures would appear to do some of the
duties of a case-based design system, for which the required mechanisms are representa-
tion, indexing, retrieval and adaptation. In the typed feature structures view, both cases
and their indexes are indistinguishable from a structure, case retrieval indistinguishable
from navigation in a subsumption relation of designs and case adaptation indistinguish-
able from design space exploration.

If we consider a case index as a structure, then indexes, like structures, have their
own place in the subsumption relation of structures. More specific structures are in-
stances of the case; less specific structures are a form of partial match of the case. This
view on cases corresponds to the two kinds of matches that Flemming describes for
cases in the SEED system(Flemming, 1994). Given the availability of the subsump-
tion relation over structures and their parts, the index vocabulary problem described by
Kolodner(Kolodner, 1993, Chapter 6) would appear to disappear—the index vocabulary
is the full vocabulary from which structures are constructed and indexes are implicit in
the subsumption ordering.

With respect to evaluation, this re-use ability means that exemplar designs demon-
strating given properties, either in themselves or in their subparts, can directly compared
to candidate designs to determine if the same properties hold. Further, the candidate de-
signs can be extended without the chosen properties becoming invalid. Such an ability
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would appear to be a mechanism for certain types of evaluation, for example, compliance
with deemed-to-comply provisions.

2.7 Summary

In the light of the above features, to the sketch of the typed feature structure rep-
resentation scheme in Figure can be added two principal relations corresponding to
computational paths amongst its symbolic components as shown in Figure .

The generating procedureP (called�-resolution) that captures a relation from
descriptions to structuresM : D ! F is the main exploration mechanism in the system.

Access to the subsumption relationS : F ! F for structures and their parts pro-
vides a design space structure which includes the derivation relation as a subpart. Case
indexing and retrieval are essentially search in the subsumption relation. An episode
of design space exploration would employ bothP and movement in the subsumption
relation.

Several computation paths would appear to be excluded from the family of com-
putations available in this scheme. Types especially seems to be estranged. A more
complete, and technical, presentation of the typed feature structures formalism would
show that a description can call out a type, thus bringing types back into the fold. Most
other paths have corresponding well-formed relations, but these are subsidiary in design
space exploration and in design evaluation.

Typed feature structures are a model for design space exploration in which both
the action of exploration and the structure of a design space are given a sound theoretical
basis. As a representation of designs, typed feature structures provide well-founded
support for an object-and-relations view of representation and within that view support



intensionality, partialness, monontonic generation, re-use and evaluation by structural
comparison.
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INTEGRATION OF PARAMETRIC GEOMETRIC MODELING AND
CONSTRUCTION SIMULATION
Parametric geometric modeling and construction simulation
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Abstract

In early ages ‘Designing’ of a building could not be differentiated from ‘building’ it,
since the Master Builder was also the designer. With the increased complexity of
design, this arrangement changed. Currently designing a building and constructing it
are two different tasks. The description of design is done using drawings, whether in
2 or 3 dimensions, while construction operations is usually described by means of
construction schedules. Three-dimensional details of building assemblies are often
used for describing the design details. If we can describe the building details
parametrically with construction operations only, then we can save time in
developing assembly details and improve constructability. This paper describes a new
approach to store design description of assembly details as intelligent objects. Each of
these objects represents a building assembly. These assemblies are linked to a
database of networks, that generically describe how the assemblies are built/drawn
(i.e. the components used and the geometric/construction operations). A prototype
system EASYBUILD is introduced.

Keywords: Architecture, engineering, construction, simulation, geometric, modeling
parametric.

1 Introduction

Computer aided design and drafting (CADD) has been a viable tool for the
Architecture Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry. A major drawback of
today’s automations in building design is that design tools are defined in alienation
from the construction stage (De Vries 1995). CADD systems are developed without
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taking available construction operations into account. Increased computer capabilities
lead to increased design possibilities that are difficult to construct.

In the building delivery cycle of today there are several gaps between design
and construction. Part of the reason for this is due to the separation of the design
description methods and the construction description methods. Construction is
usually described by the construction schedule. Methods like CPM, PERT or activity
cycle diagrams for cycle/repetitive processes can be used to describe construction
processes. The design of the building is usually described by a drawing, made up of
geometric primitives that represent physical construction objects or abstractions of
these objects. There are several stages in the building design process in order to reach
from a basic drawing description of the building to the construction schedule stage, as
shown in Figure 1. The design synthesis stage is where the design concept is
formulated. After the design concept is formulated, an automation stage can develop
the design concept and provide details for that design. This is the focus of this paper.
Checking from the designer can refine the detailed design or iterate through the
design cycle again.

Fig. 1: The design/construction process and the possible integration stage
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We can integrate the design geometric modeling operations and the construction
operations for building assemblies. Each of the geometric representations of the
assemblies can become a dynamic object that is linked to a description/schedule of
how it is built. Each time the assembly representation is used in a design it builds
itself virtually on a computer by drawing its components. The sequence in which the
components are drawn is described by a set of parametric operations. Components
used can be three dimensional geometric objects. The construction sequence can then
generate a realistic 3D model of the building for different assembly shapes and
component sizes. This requires us to describe the sequence of construction and the
geometric modeling operations that are required to generate the model in an
integrated way. To accomplish this we firstly need a building product model that
breaks down the building into various objects and relationships. This has been
discussed in earlier in the literature (Nassar 1998; Eastman and Siabiris 1995).
Secondly, in order to be able to reuse the objects the geometric modeling and
construction operation must be described in a parametric way that gets evaluated for
each specific design situation.

The developed prototype system, EASYBUILD allows the designer to
parametrically describe how certain assemblies are built using a simulation network
structure. This network is evaluated for each specific design to produce the final
detail of the building.

 Fig. 2: The example stud wall and the parametric variables
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Parametric modeling techniques are described in section 2. Section 3 introduces
simulation networks as a construction process modeling technique. Finally in section
4, we describe how we can integrate the two techniques and a computer prototype
system EASYBUILD is described.

2 Parametric modeling

There are two main issues in geometric modeling, first the geometric
representations of the components, and second the relationships between these
components. In addressing the problems of design, the relationship between the
components is more problematic (Hall. 1991).

To specify the geometric relationships between the components in a simple wall
assembly so that these relationships get evaluated for each particular design, several
parametric modeling techniques can be used. The goal is to describe and store the
assembly parametrically so that each time the assembly is used in a design it is drawn
automatically. In Figure two a simple design concept (a), a geometric representation
for two of the assemblies (window and wall) used in that concept, (b) and the
components required to build the assemblies (c) are shown. A description of the
geometry of the detailed assembly (d), in a parametric form is required, so that the
parametric description can be reused for other assemblies. In this case the detail is for
a wooden stud wall. Below we will describe two of the parametric modeling
techniques, simultaneous equations and constructive specification. A complete
description of parametric modeling techniques can be found in (Roller 1991; Cugini
at al. 1998; Lee and Andrews 1985)

2.1 Simultaneous equations
The simultaneous equations method is based on translating all dimensional

constraints into equations, where the unknowns are the coordinates of the
characterized points of the geometric model. In the example the characterized points
are shown. Subsequently a system of equations is defined which can be solved by an
iterative numerical method. For example the linear distance D between the 2 points
Wp1(x1, y1, z1) of the wall assembly and P1(x2, y2, z2)  of the plate component, can be
translated into the constraint equation,

F = (x1-x2)2+( y1-y2)2+(z1-z2 )2-D2 = 0 (1)

This approach can continue until we have fully constrained our model.
Constraint equations are in general non-linear and are usually resolved using the
Newton-Raphson iterative Method (Lee and Andrews 1985). This approach usually
requires skilled user intervention to condition and solve equation systems.

2.2 Constructive specification
This approach utilized the construction sequence of the design. Different

parametric design methods based on this approach have been devised. One of the
approaches (Roller 1991) introduces three classes of geometry, FIX, VARIABLE and



FLEXIBLE. Geometric elements that are to have fixed dimensions are constructed in
FIX mode. For elements that require variable dimension parameters (length, radius,
angle) VARIABLE is used. Sometimes the length of an element is not explicitly
known but has to be fit between existing points (e.g. the length of the window header
in Figure 2). FLEXIBLE mode is used for this type of geometry.

In order to relieve the user from explicitly specifying all of the implicit
constraints a set of constructive operations can be devised, e.g. in 2 dimensional
geometry, POINT_to_POINT fixes one shape to a certain point on another,
LINE_HORIZONTAL forces an edge of a shape to be horizontal. EASYBUILD is a
prototype system that allows constructive specification operations for building
assembly. In EASYBUILD these operations act on 3D components in the assembly.
A set of constructive operations is defined in EASYBUILD. A PLACE operation for
example positions a component relative to 2 characterized points and a rotation,
(relative to the assembly geometric representation coordinate system).

In Figure 2 for example, in order to specify that we need to place a plate at the
lower left corner of a wall,

PLACE (wall, plate, wp1, p1, 0)
Since all of the wall assembly geometric representations have a characterized

point wp1, the actual coordinates can be evaluated for all of the walls with wooden
stud construction. Currently EASYBUILD utilizes a set of constructive operations;
CUT, PLACEARRAY, REMOVE, SHAPE, ASSEMBLE. Future development will
introduce other operations. We now need to introduce construction simulation as a
process modeling technique, which can help us to model these constructive
operations.

3 Construction simulation

Several simulation techniques focus on the construction industry and attempt to
describe a construction sequence. A detailed description of simulations in
construction can be found in Martinez (Martinez 1996). Simulation models allow a
concise representation of repetitive activities and explicit formulation of resource
flows (Senior and Halpin 1998).

CYCLONE (Senior and Halpin 1998) is probably the most common known of
construction simulation techniques. Stroboscope (Martinez 1996) is another
simulation tool based on CYCLONE that provides many additional utilities. In
stroboscope active states are referred to as COMBIs and NORMALs and units are
held in QUEUES. A description of simulation models can be found in (Martinez et al.
1994). Next we will describe how the parametric constructive operations can be
integrated with simulation networks.

4 Integrated approach

The proposed approach allows designers to specify the construction sequence of
the assemblies generically using simulation networks. These events (COMBIs and



NORMALs) in these simulation networks are made up of constructive geometric
operations.

Fig. 3: A simulation network showing a cycle for one wall assembly
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have particular attributes and specific values for each individual resource entity. In
stroboscope a queue of a certain type can carry resources of its subtype. Each
instance of the assembly resource is modeled as a subtype. So for instance the wall
assemblies are considered a resource type and are assigned to a separate queue. The
queue is filled with a set of subtypes resembling the different walls in the design
concept. Each of those subtypes carries with it the geometric information (the
parameters to the operations).
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In the example shown in Figure 3, the wall and window are modeled as
characterized resources. These resources are called abstract characterized resources
because they do not actually get used but only their attributes are used to perform the
geometric operations. The constructive operations are defined as the events that act
on the resources. The wall resource has as its attributes the characterized points. The
operations in the events are defined parametrically, i.e. they specify the characterized
points of the assemblies as variables. These points are specific for each wall. As the
wall resource moves through the network the operations act on it to construct the 3
dimensional model.

Fig. 4: The prototype system, EASYBUILD

5 Conclusions

In this paper a new approach for integrating construction and geometric
modeling processes of buildings was described. This approach allows the designer to
generically describe how certain assemblies using a simulation network structure.
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building. A prototype system EASYBUILD (Figure 4) is underway. The
EASYBUILD system allows the user to define a construction sequence. The user also
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can then specify the design of the building in terms of the various building
assemblies. By reasoning with the specific design geometry the predefined simulation
networks are set up with the proper variables and resources. Running through these
networks produces a 3D model of the building assembly details in a commercial
CADD package (AutoCad).
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PROPERTIES OF THE VIRTUAL BUILDING
Properties of the Virtual Building
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Abstract

The paper discusses properties of future digital Virtual Buildings from the client,
design, construction and operation and maintenance perspectives. In this context
the author defines a Virtual Building as "a formalized digital description of an
existing or planned building which can be used to fully simulate and communicate
the behavior of the real building in its expected contexts".
The paper focuses on: (1) requirements formulations of future Virtual Building
models, (2) the necessity and possibilities to build redundant, overlapping
descriptions of buildings and (3) why and how formal temporal building process
properties may be included in the descriptions. The author believes that it is not
possible or desirable to create a single non-redundant model to represent a
building from concept to demolition. In this discussion an account is also taken of
the influences of meta level information models, dependencies between
multimedia presentation and application model views, the introduction of
platform-independent Internet-based solutions, and the IT-support tools in future
intelligent and responsive buildings.

Keywords:  virtual building, modelling, multimedia, meta classification, temporal
data

1 Introduction

Introduction of IT-tools into all aspects of the building process has been
going on for a few decades now. IT integration is becoming a more important
issue in the building industry (i.e. integration of design/construction/
usage/maintenance activities and documentation within and between projects) and
it serves to enhance team collaboration, to facilitate partnership and virtual
organization formations, etc. Society has also seen during the last decades how
'programming languages' have developed into new generations, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
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and 5th; with the main purpose of bringing the end user closer to direct
manipulation of the application models and making systems easier to build and
maintain. The ultimate goal of these efforts is a virtual reality environment where
designers create, directly manipulate, and test the end building products in their
'real' contexts. A supplementary historic recapitulation of building modelling
trends and intelligent buildings is shown in Figure 1 given below.

2 Climbing the abstraction ladder
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Fig. 1:  The formalized descriptions of the building process oscillates to
higher formalism levels (Christiansson, 1994)

The building industry has now been engaged for 40 years in building
formalized digital descriptions (models) of the process, and particularly of the
building itself. Figure 1 (Christiansson, 1994) outlines the development so far and
also tries to provide a forecast.

• Integrating building parts to a Product Model, (1970),
• User tools perspective. 3D modelling (1975),
• Cad database integration (1980). Disintegrate physically in networks

(1980). Object orientation starts (1985). CIB W78 conference in Lund
‘Conceptual modelling of buildings’ (1988)

• Integrate mixed representations. Knowledge bases (1990). Integrate
networks on services level ISDN (1990), INTERNET accelerates.
Process modelling (1990)

• Connectionist product/process models (2000), everywhere accessible
DKN [Dynamic Knowledge Net today World Wide Web] (2000).



What next?
• Unlearn, virtual agents, pattern communication, (20XX)..

Communication history:

• 70s (end)  IGES. USA Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (1979),
• 1983  IGES/PDES. USA Product Data Exchange Specification/using

step ISO/STEP Standard for Exchange of Product Model Data,
• 1988  PDES/STEP General AEC Reference Model,
• IGES 5.0 only available communication standard.

During the last 5 years (i.e. roughly 2 'Internet years') considerable
standardization efforts have made progress. The industry now has the ISO DIS
13567 Layers in CAD (Björk et.al., 1997), Industry Foundation Classes, IFC 1.5.1
(IAI, 1998), and the STEP standard, ISO-10303 (ISO, 1998).

The industry must also take into consideration other supporting
communication (de facto) standards such as EDIFACT, VRML (Virtual Reality
Markup Language), PDF (Portable Document Format), QTVR (QuickTime
Virtual Reality), Resource Description Framework, RDF, and eXtensible Markup
Language, XML, (RDF, 1998). See also (Whatis?com™, 1999).

3 What's new?

3.1 The virtual building concept
Information technology will have a great impact on how the industry will

design, construct and use both new and existing buildings in the times to come.
The enabling technologies, described above have made great progress in several
closely related fields. This will lead to changes in the following building
application related areas (see also Figure 2).

• Not one non-redundant model, but overlapping representations of building
products and processes

• multimedia interfaces with realistic access to underlying models
• efficient utilization of personal competencies through computer supported

team collaboration
• efficient, interactive building documentation
• increased possibilities for project experience capture and re-use
• introduction of intelligent and responsive buildings in practice

The main enabling information technologies are

• efficient access tools to physical computer networks
• standards/protocols for services on the Internet
• emerging object oriented distributed global operating systems
• multimedia (this includes virtual reality) interfaces in networked environments
• use of mixed and extended knowledge representations in networked

environments



• reliable, cost effective and high capacity information storage devices.

3.2 Virtual building definition
In this section the author introduces the Virtual Building definition,

(Christiansson, 1993): "a formalized digital description of an existing or planned
building which can be used to fully simulate and communicate the behavior of the
real building in its expected contexts". IT tools can in this connection be used to:

• design, build and use the virtual building
• interact with the digital building model from idea to demolition
• simulate the behavior of the final building during erection, use and demolition
• check the performance against requirements on the final building
• support various building processes (from idea to demolition)

VB
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manipuilation of 
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Virtual 
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store

manipulate

transfer

deliver capture
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Fig. 2: The virtual building and its sub models are accessed through
multimedia interfaces with different degree of realism and provisions
for collaboration

3.3 Performance of the final product : Responsive buildings
During the latest 20 years, IT has been introduced to make the buildings

more intelligent and responsive to external loads, for example,  weather, fire,
energy requirement variations, change of use, protection, communication. Today
the industry talks about intelligent and responsive buildings, though the concept is
not new according to the short history account given below.

• 1982. AT&T creates the concept 'Intelligent Buildings' from marketing
considerations. The Informart building with available technique is set up in
Dallas.



• 1984-1985 New concepts discussed in the USA, 'Automated Buildings', 'High
Tech Buildings', Shared Tenants Services' STS, and 'Smart Houses'.

• In 1986  a national Intelligent Building Workshop at Lund University was
hosted (Christiansson, 1987) where some problem areas were listed:
environmental issues, competencies needs, information vulnerability,
flexibility demands, lack of holistic views, new contracting and procurement
forms, lack of communication standards for installations systems, etc.

During the ten years after the mid 80s, not so much happened in practice.
R&D projects where undertaken which lead to the development of communication
standards like the LonTalk Communications Protocol (http://www.echelon.com),
European Installation Bus (EIB) (http://www.eiba.com), and new standards for
wireless networking (Jonsson, 1998). Now the industry can await an accelerated
interest in utilizing the benefits of intelligent and responsive buildings for user
services, building operation and maintenance, and interaction with services in the
digital city. It is the author’s view that VB will be of great importance to facilitate
design and to simulate the behavior of the intelligent and responsive buildings.

3.4 The design process
It is envisioned that the Virtual Building, VB, will be used (‘time’) and

regenerated ('tgen', see figure 3) at different time points during design and will
contain information about the final building product on certain detail levels,
('level'), and for alternative solutions/versions, ('alt’). As design progresses the
instantiated solutions may be studied with respect to time for erection, use and
demolition of the design artifact i.e. VB(time, tgen, level, alt)=performance), as
shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: The Virtual Building can be used to simulate all phases of the life time
of a building as well as give input values to new projects

Figure 4 outlines the complex situation during the instantiation of the Virtual
Building model. The functional requirements displayed in Figure 4 will influence
the design of the different systems in the final building, as well as how these are
related and coupled. In Figure 4, requirements are translated to functional
requirements which in the design process lead to instantiated design parameters
which lead to new functional requirements etc. Complex time dependent
functional couplings will arise. Engineers and architects must design systems to
ensure load carrying capacity, sufficient space separation, adequate supply
systems (water, electricity, information, heating, communication control, etc.), as
well as providing functional transportation systems, security systems, systems to
guarantee comfort, and facility and property management systems, to name a few.
The same VB must also be able to support different design paradigms which can
be classified as creative, innovative or routine (Gero and Maher, 1993).
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Fig. 4: The design process cycle

3.5 Handling redundancy in the virtual building.
The degree and type of redundancy in the Virtual Building model depends

on factors such as type of project, organizational environments, design culture,
and stage of development of the VB model. In case of a very standardized type of
product there will be little need to handle redundant information.

In Merriam (1993) the following definitions are found:

• Redundant - (1a)” exceeding what is necessary or normal”
• Inconsistent - (a)” not compatible with another fact or claim, (b) … containing

incompatible elements”
• System -  (1)” a regularly interacting or interdependent group of items forming

a unified whole. (3)… An organized set of doctrines, ideas, or principles
usually intended to explain the arrangement or working of a systematic
whole.”

The envisioned VB of the future will give building designers and users many
opportunities to handle redundant information which may be very beneficial. It
will be able store alternative solutions to ensure that inconsistency will not arise
between forms/contents during fulfillment of functional requirements (e.g.
installation clashes, steel and wooden door).

Powerful computers of the future will allow designers to rebuild the building
on the fly, as many times as desired. During this simulated building process
checks can be made for inconsistency in the derived solutions and the solutions
development processes. In order to narrow an expanding solution space, designers
and users must introduce decision points after which sub designs are fixed.
Further, warnings can be given for manual interaction if the solutions are under-
sized (e.g. no ventilation ducts sketched, which causes the fire protection system
to be undefined with regard to possible fire spread, or prompt the responsible
persons to check buildabilty with regard to dynamic effects on neighboring



structures). In the future, helpers, in the form of software agents may be developed
and introduced in the VB to prompt the building process participants during
consistency checks.

Other recent papers relating to redundant data (Christiansson, 1998) describe
how hypertext (with redundant information) can be meta structured using RDF
(RDF, 1998), enabling efficient indexed meta level cross search in documents
contents, and describe efforts in the European Esprit Condor project to model
semantic linking between different Electronic Document Management, EDM
(Rezgui and Cooper, 1998).

4 Virtual building in context

4.1 Environmental loads
The Virtual Building will exist in a context defined by

• Geographical and sociological location of the real building project.
• Building project participants.
• Digital information environment (past experiences, external product data, etc.)
• Application software environment.
• Computer hardware and operating systems environment.
• Computer communication services protocols.
• Computer physical network environment.

The environment affecting a building presents external loads of different
kinds on the VB (i.e. loads from weather, city resources supply systems, sunlight
access, etc.), as does the usage of the building (i.e. change in utilization, user
comfort profiles, user services and maintenance demands). One external load,
'access load', rarely considered, is derived from the fact that digital data has a
limited access life time, as shown in Figure 5.

Practitioners will also need to develop support systems to interpret digital
data (for example, pattern recognition IT).
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Fig. 5: Digital data media has limited access life time and must continuously
be renewed

The Building Process is composed of sub processes which may be well
formalized (in production lines) in the case of manufacturing of supply or building
components. Practitioners of the future may, in connection with 'industrialized
individual building', develop a closer interaction between the more unique once-
in-a-lifetime building project and the static linked supply processes (information
and products on demand). An example of this is provided in Figure 6. In the
SERFIN system (Technical Building Maintenance on the Internet) meta structured
information can be searched through Building Part, Material, Problem type,
Environment and Action vocabularies and/or pure free text. (Christiansson, 1997).

4.2 Temporal Aspects of Data
In the future, industry will have greater possibilities to handle temporal data

in databases since e.g. temporal extensions to SQL (Structured Query Language
for relational databases) which now, after 25 years of evolution of SQL, are
beginning to be implemented (Snodgrass, 1994). This means that users can add
time dependent data to the databases and do searches where they can handle both
point-based and interval-based temporal data. A temporal SQL is proposed which
has similar syntax as and is backward compatible to standard SQL (Böhlen and
Jensen, 1997).

With temporal data introduced into the VB, new opportunities arises:

• we can store snapshots of different building processes and backtrack to make a
re-design or re-simulation with changed requirements (regeneration of the
VB),

• it should be easier to document and retrieve causal connections over time and
space in the VB,

• storage of lines of reasoning and possibilities for analyses of their relations
• effective use of the time parameters in the life time documentation of building

behavior
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Fig. 6: The digital VB information environment has to be documented

4.3 Virtual building universe of discourse
The industry will be receiving more powerful IT-tools to store and handle

the Virtual Building. How much shall be stored? For example, if one makes a
reference to a regulation should the system store that part of the regulation? Can
we guarantee that it will be easily available in the future? Shall one also store the
terms/classification and definitions/dictionaries used? Please refer to Figure 5 and
(Burns and Cole, 1998).

How much of the context shall be stored in the VB itself? These are not easy
questions to answer, as they are highly related to the cost of building a self
contained VB; i.e. who invests in, owns and will benefit by a comprehensive VB?

In general building practitioners will see new services develop which will
act as secure information containers for long term digital information on project
level that lies below the more secure global library information storage with its
long (centuries) validity. (A project in this context contains all organized
undertakings). The author’s suggestion is that practitioners should store more
rather than less information, until the knowledge communication society has
stabilized (50-100 years).



4.4 The virtual building as a shared workspace
The VB and its multimedia interfaces will greatly enhance and influence the

communication and collaboration support among the involved building process
participants who have different working styles, competencies and personalities.

The VB users’ interfaces have a crucial influence on:

• degree of realism in access of the Virtual Building
• efficiency in navigation, search and manipulation of the VB
• how well collaborative work on the VB will be supported

It would be, at this time, too premature to further elaborate on the influence
of assumed and implemented user models which the VB will support. To
determine this, it will be of great importance to take into account many factors
such as different building process participants background, competencies, and
modes of intelligence. In addition to Howard Gardners seven or more modes of
Intelligence, (Gardner, 1993), the emotional intelligence, (Coleman, 1997), will
play a more vital role in the design of the user models contained in the versatile
future VB.

5 Conclusions

The paper discusses the future properties of the virtual building, here defined
as "a formalized digital description of an existing or planned building which can
be used to fully simulate and communicate the behavior of the real building in its
expected contexts". It is a continuos endeavor to develop end and refine the
Virtual Building and the industry will constantly have to make re-assessments. It
is now time to do some creative, bold, and holistic inceptions at both universities
and industries and as well as collaboration between them, both to construct and
evaluate models of Virtual Buildings for the benefit of the end-users of the
buildings and the building industry itself.
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Abstract

The paper describes development of a thesaurus in the roofing domain. This work is
part of a larger effort to investigate the potential of thesauri as an aid in product
modeling. Extractor, a software module that extracts keyphrases from documents,
was used for collecting candidate thesaurus terms from Internet sources. The
principal advantage of the Internet as a source of candidate terms is that it reflects
colloquial language: -- the language that is actually used by building practitioners and
that it covers the widest range of different ‘user views’ on the domain. The advantage
of using Extractor or similar software is that it allows processing huge text corpora
available on the Internet and it eliminates irrelevant terms. The methodology used
was found to be highly useful, although it was not sufficient by itself for constructing
a construction thesaurus, as considerable human intervention was required. Though
limited time resources did not allow full exploitation of Extractor’s capabilities, some
possibilities for customization of the software and for partial automation of a
thesaurus construction process are suggested.

Keywords: Thesaurus, Internet, automatic indexing software, thesaurus construction.

1 Introduction

A thesaurus is a set of terms that are used in a specific domain of knowledge,
“formally organized so that a priori relationships between concepts are made explicit”
(Aitchinson 1987). Originally intended for indexing and retrieving documents,
thesauri have increasingly been seen as knowledge bases and used beyond the domain
of librarianship (Kosovac 1998). The overall objective of this research direction is to
investigate the potential of thesauri to assist the development of product models in the
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construction industry. It is believed by some (Vanier, 1994) that thesauri can assist to
eliminate many semantic problems hindering the creation of robust product models
for the industry. The main purpose of this research project is to explore the use of the
Internet as a source of candidate thesaurus terms.

Extractor (Extractor 1998) is a machine-learning-based software module,
developed by the Interactive Information Group of the National Research Council
Canada, that scans an electronic document and extracts keyphrases best describing
the document’s “aboutness.” This paper reports on the use of Extractor 2.0 as a
support tool for collecting and selecting candidate terms for a thesaurus in the roofing
domain, and more specifically, for low slope roofs.

In the process described, Extractor was used for a specific task and under given
circumstances. Technological constraints — limited processing power, lack of
programming resources for customizing Extractor and integrating it with other
applications, as well as the unavailability of adequate software for advanced
manipulation and analysis of Extractor’s output, did not allow full exploitation of
Extractor’s capabilities.  These constraints also precluded testing corpora large
enough to provide statistically valid results. Therefore, the work described is of
explorative nature and cannot be considered as a study that evaluates performance of
Extractor 2.0. However, the patterns noticed in the analysis of the results can point to
possible use of the software for related purposes and suggest possibilities for further
research and/or development.

1.1 Description of the problem
The goal of the work described is to build a thesaurus based on Internet/intranet

resources in the low slope roofing domain. It was also decided that it should follow
the format of the Canadian Thesaurus of Construction Science and Technology
(TC/CS), a thorough, comprehensive, yet “dated” construction thesaurus (TC/CS
1978). The goal can be achieved as follows:

• selection of terms that can be extracted from the TC/CS to form a sectorial
thesaurus,

• updating the sectorial thesaurus according to the development of the field and
its terminology, and

• developing a micro-hierarchy of narrower concepts if required.

Alternatively, using the “bottom up” approach, the goal can be achieved by:

• collecting terms relevant to the field,
• selecting terms to be included in the thesaurus according to its intended

purpose,
• checking the terms against the existing TC/CS thesaurus,
• organizing the terms into hierarchies following the TC/CS guidelines.

Standard sources for the initial collection of thesaurus terms usually include:

• terminological sources in standardized form; existing thesauri, dictionaries,
glossaries, classification schedules, encyclopaedias, lexicons, journal indices,
back-of-the-book indices, term lists, treatises on terminology of a subject field;



• literature scanning;
• question scanning;
• users’, subject experts’, and compilers’ knowledge (Aitchinson 1987).

It must be noted that literature and question scanning play a crucial role for the
usability of a thesaurus (literary and user warrant), while the other sources serve
mostly for clarifying the meanings of terms, facilitating their arrangement into
hierarchies and filling gaps.

1.2 Use of information technology in thesaurus construction
Along with their use for thesaurus-management, computers have been used for

a long time for collecting thesaurus terms (Gilchrist 1971, Lancaster 1986,
Aitchinson 1987). Their main use has been to derive terms from machine-readable
sources and rank them by frequency of occurrence. Despite some successful efforts in
automatic establishment of inter-term relationships, computers are still used only as
support tools in this part of the process. Computers can assist human compilers by
producing co-occurrence tables pointing to possible relations between terms, and
clustering terms containing the same word or stem thereof.

2 Process

2.1 Approach to the problem
The TC/CS is a huge thesaurus (approximately 15,000 terms) covering a wide

subject field. Searching it for all terms relevant to the subdomain would be an expert-
labour-intensive process of following links throughout different hierarchies and
numerous general terms, and deciding which terms are relevant and current.
Possibilities for automating this task are minimal. Another problem is that the TC/CS
is rather outdated, especially having in mind the significant changes in the field of
low slope roofing that occurred in and around the 1980s, with the introduction of new
materials and types of roofing systems.

On the other hand, the TC/CS has a thoroughly elaborated structure and well
defined inter-term relationships that facilitates addition of new terms, given that their
exact meaning is known. Furthermore, it is available in electronic form on the World
Wide Web (http://www.nrc.ca/irc/thesaurus) thus allowing easy searching for known
terms. For all these reasons using the “bottom up” approach suggested earlier seemed
to be a logical solution to meet the goal of the work.

As the proposed thesaurus is intended for indexing Internet/intranet sources, the
most useful source of terms would be corpora available on the Internet.  The
Extractor 2.0 documentation pointed to the suitability of the software for performing
“literature scanning” of Internet sources as it:

• integrates HTML and e-mail filters and
• permits processing large corpora by extracting only relevant terms.



2.2 Preparatory tests
Since Version 2.0 of Extractor had been recently released (Version 3.3 is the

current version), and since all known automatic literature scanning involved either
title and abstract, or full-text scanning, the development of the methodology required
some initial tests that would roughly examine available sources and Extractor’s
behaviour. The tests were done on documents retrieved by general search services
such as Altavista (http://www.altavista.com) and the services listed below — and on
documents from selected web sites. The documents were processed by Extractor 2.0
varying its Beta parameter; a performance measure based on the relationship between
recall and precision. Here, precision means the percentage of the extracted
keyphrases that are relevant, while recall represents the ratio of the number of
relevant keyphrases extracted to the total number of relevant keyphrases in the
document. The output of Extractor was intellectually analysed. The results and the
limited resources necessitated the following modifications to the initially considered
strategy:

The query formulated with the intention to test harvesting corpora using
automatically generated queries that combine synonyms of the top term
(summum genus) and its immediate narrower terms;

(“low-slope roof*” OR “flat roof*”) AND (“built up” OR BUR OR “multi ply”
OR “single ply”)

did not provide optimum recall and precision within some search services. As
processing a sample large enough to compensate for the deficiencies was
unrealistic, the query was modified into:

(“flat roof*” OR “low slope”) AND (“built up” OR BUR OR roofing OR
membrane*)

that better reflected the language of relevant documents. Although the new
query did not eliminate all the “noise”, or did it ensure absolute recall, the
retrieved sets of documents seemed acceptable for the purpose.

Extractor 2.0 proved to be significantly better suited for this purpose than the
previous release.  The initially considered strategy was to process documents with the
lowest Beta, identify terms that should be added as stop phrases, cluster documents
based on the rest of key-phrases, process them with Beta=2.0, and repeat the process
until the desired level of specificity is achieved. However, the inability to frequently
customize the software by adding new stop phrases and the labourious task of
processing the same documents more than once made this strategy unfeasible. Using
the new release with the highest Beta (i.e. maximized recall) and simply removing the
most frequent keyphrases proved to provide satisfactory results. It must be noted that
the Application Program Interface (API) for the Extractor Dynamically Linked
Library (DLL) allows easy integration of the software with other applications. The
limited time resources mentioned earlier, however, didn’t permit the use of this
feature.



It was observed that long documents that tended to be of high quality and that
abound with very specific terms gave only too general terms in the Extractor output.
Although keyphrases derived by Extractor reflect well the subject of the documents,
they did not include specific terms that would be more useful for the purpose. The
efforts to semi-automatically divide documents searching for heading tags did not
prove feasible with most of the Web documents. It was, therefore, done only on a
small number of scholarly papers that tended to be well-organized and had a better
HTML structure.

2.3 Methodology
The goal of the work is to extract relevant terms from Internet documents, and

not to evaluate Extractor 2.0. However, Extractor’s performance has been
continuously evaluated after each step, where not possible statistically then at least
intellectually, in order to consider re-design of methodology or even give up the use
of Extractor 2.0 if it would not produce the desired output.

Though most of the tasks had to be performed manually the methodology tried
to follow computer logic in order to examine possibilities of automating the process
or at least the use of clerical instead of expert labour (“artificial dumbness”
approach).

2.3.1 Corpora
The following collections have been selected:

1. Documents retrieved by general search services
The first (15) documents retrieved by advanced search with each of the five
major general search services; AltaVista, Excite, HotBot, Infoseek, and Lycos;
75 documents altogether were used. Although most of the search services
perform better with other search options, for consistency, the Boolean query or
the option closest to it was used in each:
(“flat roof*” OR low-slope) AND (built-up OR BUR OR roofing OR
membrane*)
The services were searched in alphabetical order, taking care to avoid
duplicates. Where relevant documents from a certain site were grouped
together, only the first one was used in order to avoid language of one author
and frequent appearance of the same corporate names and trademarks.

2. IRC Roofing Resources (Roofing Resources 1998) collection
This collection was included as it represents the core of the collection to be
searched by the future thesaurus. Files bigger than 20 KB (arbitrarily
established limit) were divided by headings to form 40 documents for the
extraction of keyphrases.

3. Relevant documents retrieved at FacilitiesNet (FacilitiesNet 1998)
The criterion for the inclusion of this site was its high content of documents
relevant to the facilities-management aspect of flat roofs that is neglected in the
majority of web documents, but important to the wider context of this work.
Sixty-one relevant documents were retrieved and processed.

4. Collection of selected articles
This collection was compiled by following links from various lists of relevant



sources but without aspirations to be comprehensive, exhaustive nor of highest
quality. It has been included to allow comparison of the results with those
achieved by automatic harvesting of sources using general search services.

Newsgroups were not processed separately because of difficulties in accessing
“Dejanews” at the time and unavailability of adequate newsgroups archives. A small
number of this type of documents was however included in AltaVista hits.

2.3.2 Procedure
Each document was processed by Extractor 2.0, with its Beta parameter set to

2.0, meaning the maximum recall of keyphrases.  The extracted keyphrases were
gathered in a list. The following information has been kept for each term:

• position in the Extractor list
• relevance factor number (provided by Extractor)
• document from which extracted

and for each document:

• collection ID
• size of the file.

After processing each set of documents the results were analyzed, compared
with other sets, and the sets were finally integrated and processed together. The final
set of keyphrases has been compared to the TC/CS, to the existing glossaries, and
intellectually analyzed.

2.3.3 Criteria
Single- and multiple-word terms were not treated separately, as the list was not

too big. Singular and plural forms of the same term were counted together but terms
that may have different meanings when used in plural were specially marked [PL].
The terms were first searched in TC/CS for exact matches [=]. Qualifiers from the
thesaurus were ignored in this step. Terms identified as general terms in the thesaurus
were additionally marked [GT] and so were those that had further developed
hierarchy of narrower terms [+].

After the identification of exact matches, single-word terms from the list were
also searched for occurrence in phrases from the thesaurus [PH].  Extracted terms that
are used as qualifiers in the thesaurus were also identified [Q]. The rest of the terms
were searched for close matches [~], meaning those having the same stem.
Intellectual analysis of the remaining terms identified phrases ill defined by Extractor
[*], acronyms [A], proper names [N] and also the matches that have the same form
but different meaning in the thesaurus [$].



3 Results

Terms with extremely high frequency of occurrence that should have been
made stop-phrases were identified early in the process. These terms were the same for
each set of documents and could have also been identified by processing the list with
Extractor 2.0 with the lowest Beta (meaning minimum recall/maximum precision).

The results from the general search services were then compared with those
from selected collections. There were no significant differences noted in terms of
relevance of extracted keywords that would justify laborious and intellectually
demanding task of searching, evaluating, and selecting sources. The quantity and
diversity of documents that can be easily retrieved by general search services can
compensate for the quality of sources. As the first 20 documents from the compiled
collection did not bring new terms to the list, this collection was not further processed
and it is not included in the final results. However, the documents have been saved
for later comparison of scholarly and natural language terms and exploration of
specific subareas.

The final list consists of 1054 terms (2423 occurrences) extracted from 176
documents. Almost half of the terms extracted were single words (49 %). They
accounted for almost all of the top 4% most frequent terms with only two exceptions
that would normally be included in stop-phrases. The usual practice of treating such
terms separately was not followed as most of the terms were also identified as single
word terms in the TC/CS.

A huge number of single occurrences of a term (78%) can be explained by the
insufficient size of the sample. In order to extract relevant terms from this group, they
were searched for component words and stems that could also be found in other
terms. Terms found in this way were ranked higher in the list as more relevant.
Rough scanning of the remaining single-occurrence terms found very few terms
relevant to the field.

3.1 Comparison with the existing thesaurus
Checking the final list of terms against the TC/CS reveals a high relevance of

the terms extracted by Extractor 2.0 to the field. Only terms that occurred more than
once were actually searched in the thesaurus and numerically processed. Among 130
terms that appeared more than twice, 56% had exact matches in the thesaurus, 12%
were found only in phrases, and 6% were marked as close matches. The matches
were found in all semantic classes and in various hierarchies, showing a broad
coverage of the domain. Among the remaining terms in the group, 3% were proper
names, 2% acronyms, and 5% were marked as ill defined meaning that they could not
stand alone as meaningful terms in the thesaurus (e.g. install, installing, single,
reinforcing, requiring, flat). Terms that occurred twice had even more exact matches
(63%) in the thesaurus but were less frequently found in phrases as they included
more multi-word terms. Single-occurrence terms were not matched to the thesaurus at
this point. The majority of mismatches, however, do not indicate irrelevance of the
terms but more often the outdatedness of the TC/CS. The frequent occurrence of the
term “membranes” for example, and the phrases containing it that are not found in
TC/CS reflects changes in the field of low slope roofing and its terminology. The
noise-making terms come from specific kinds of documents, mostly glossaries and



book catalogues. Such documents can be easily excluded from the beginning by
modifying the initial query.

Completeness of coverage is another problem that can be evaluated only after
organizing terms into hierarchies (Petersen 1990). The relatively high coincidence of
terms may also indicate a lack of more specific terms that would be required for
developing a microthesaurus. Whether this is the case, can be established only later in
the process.

3.2 Comparison with the glossary
The terms were also matched against relevant (i.e. low slope roofs related)

terms extracted from a roofing glossary (Biegel 1989). The coincidence was much
lower; only 31 % of the glossary terms were found in the Extractor’s output. The
unmatched terms were mostly very specific terms that are not a likely document topic
(e.g. alligatoring, back-nailing, or cutoff).

4 Conclusions and recommendations

4.1 Observations on performance of Extractor 2.0
Extractor 2.0 appears to be a suitable tool for collecting thesaurus terms from

the Internet. Although in the work described its use required extensive manual work,
it is estimated to be more efficient than both manual and automatic full-text literature
scanning. The principal advantage is that it allows scanning and handling a
significantly bigger number of documents, thus providing better coverage of the field
and its terminology. It can be rightfully expected that the use of the Extractor’s API
can make the task considerably easier and can multiply the benefits of this method.

The number of phrases marked as “ill defined” was 1% of all the terms
extracted. Since the total automation of the thesaurus constructing process is not
considered and since ill-defined phrases cannot cause serious consequences, this
percentage can be considered ignorable. Therefore increasing recall even above
Beta=2 in order to retrieve more specific terms would probably be safe. In most cases
the lack of more specific terms in the Extractor output will not represent a deficiency;
very specific terms are rarely included in a thesaurus and their presence might make
one of the most important decisions in thesaurus constructing — where to stop, even
more difficult. However, if constructing a microthesaurus, or if for any other reason
more specific terms are needed, these terms may be obtained processing larger
corpora or narrowing searches for Internet documents to be processed.

4.2 Observations on the Internet as a source of thesaurus terms
The Internet represents an extremely useful source of thesaurus terms. It

provides huge corpora covering numerous aspects of a domain and different
vocabularies — from the highly scholarly to the most informal.  Internet documents
reflect the language that is current, actually used in the field, and most likely to be
used in queries. The results also showed that documents randomly harvested using
general search services could provide equally valuable terms as controlled subject
collections. The collected documents can be further analysed to complement the



results of the described methodology.

4.3 Implications for the further work on the thesaurus
After establishing relationships between terms and organizing them into

hierarchies of the existing thesaurus it can be expected that certain areas would need
further development. Upon identification of such areas, gaps will first be filled with
terms:

• derived by Extractor 2.0 from new sets of documents retrieved by more specific
terms

• manually extracted from documents already retrieved and judged as relevant to
the subfield according to keyphrases derived by Extractor 2.0.

Use of these two sources is prioritized for the reasons listed in subsection 4.2.
However, these sources cannot ensure comprehensive coverage of the domain.
Therefore, manual extraction of terms from alternative sources will probably be
needed. Encyclopaedic and textbook type documents, roofing manuals, various kinds
of term lists, and architectural details’ labels are expected to best serve the purpose.

4.4 Possibilities for automating the process
Some of the tasks that could be fully or partly automated in applications used

for similar purposes would include:

• automatic retrieval of relevant documents from the Internet and their processing
with Extractor

• periodical processing of the list by Extractor for finding terms with significantly
high occurrence and making them stop-phrases

• ranking terms by frequency of occurrence
• exclusion of terms that occur only once in large corpora
• automatic exclusion of geographic names
• grouping of terms containing same words or stems
• grouping of terms by co-occurrence in documents
• suggesting inter-term relationships by co-occurrence and syntax.

5 Final notes

The work described was carried out in February 1998. In the meantime a 336-
terms pilot thesaurus has been developed (http://www.nrc.ca/irc/thesaurus/roofing).
As these terms represent only a very small portion of the domain and of the terms
collected in this process, final conclusions on the usefulness of the methodology
cannot be drawn yet.

Full results of the study are available from the authors.
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Abstract

Many problems occur on the construction site during the execution of the project.
Some of these problems are due to a lack of detailed planning and scheduling.
Although Short-Interval Scheduling (SIS) has proven to be a useful technique in
managing the day-to-day work at the construction site, this technique is not
extensively used.  One of the reasons for this is the time consumed in the
development of these schedules.  This paper discusses the benefits of Short-Interval
Schedules.  Current manual SIS formats are presented.  The paper introduces an
automated model that will allow for the generation of Short-Interval Schedules.

Keywords: Construction, project, developing, schedule, goals, format

1 Introduction

Construction Scheduling is a major tool for the management of projects.  Over
the past decades, it has served as a fundamental basis for monitoring and controlling
project activities.  Although the use of this tool has enhanced the performance of the
construction team and has helped them in executing projects more efficiently, studies
have proven that a considerable amount of the eight-hour day is non-productive time,
especially due to “waiting” time [Adrian].  This “waiting” time is characterized by
events such as a laborer waiting for materials or equipment, a worker waiting for the
help of another worker, a subcontractor waiting for the general contractor or vice-
versa, and so on.  The majority, if not all, of the non-productive time related to
“waiting” can be traced to a lack of detailed planning and scheduling [Adrian].
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During the implementation of the project, personnel involved in the actual
execution of the work need a breakdown of the scheduled activities into more
detailed tasks or work items with information on daily quantities and resources
required.  This allows for planning and managing the day-to-day work at the
construction site more effectively.  It also helps the project team to eliminate, or at
least reduce, the non-productive time related to waiting, and to remain on schedule.

Normally, the main construction schedule does not contain sufficient detail to
represent tasks on a daily basis.  Due to the nature and long time periods needed for
implementing construction projects, the scheduler has a limitation of details when
developing the project network in order to keep the schedule practical to use. The
scheduler then implements the main schedule with a certain level of detail depending
on the complexity of the project and the intended user of the schedule. The average
duration of any activity presented in the main schedule usually varies from 5 to 15
days, and sometimes double these figures.  Including more activities at a higher level
of detail and shorter duration may result in a more complicated schedule that is
impractical to maintain.  In addition, the construction project environment is
inherently dynamic. It is impractical, if not impossible, to predict all aspects of the
project prior to starting construction, and inevitably things do not always go as
planned.  With a large number of activities and subactivities implemented in the main
construction schedule, it becomes tedious and time consuming to update the schedule
whenever changes occur.

Developing SIS from the main schedule is advantageous to planning and
managing the day-to-day work more effectively.  Abstract information represented in
the main schedule needs to be extracted.  This information can then be expanded and
used to reschedule, in detail, the daily/weekly tasks in order to meet the project
team’s short-term goals and objectives.  The SIS won’t substitute for the main
schedule, but rather, it will be its compliment.  The SIS has several advantages.  It
helps to increase the productivity by eliminating, or at least reducing, the non-
productive time related to “waiting”.  Having the resources and materials ready on
site, whenever needed, is one of the main benefits of SIS.  It also instills in both
workers and superintendents an immediate sense of urgency to get the job done.  The
effect is psychological and occurs because SIS establishes obtainable goals on a
short-range basis.  The short-range aspect is what makes the goal attractive and
challenging.

The concept of SIS is not new. It was developed in the 1930s as a management
technique to control the output of workers in manufacturing.  It was known as a
method for assigning a planned quantity of work to be completed by a specific time,
and as a means to determining whether the quantity of work has been completed
within the specified time limit [Kerzner, 1989].  Then it was introduced to the
construction industry.  It is explicitly recognized by several scheduling
methodologies that have been available for many years and have been called by a
number of names, such as: Short-Interval scheduling [Behan, 1966; Smith, 1968];
Short-term goal setting [Hadavi and Krizek, 1993], Shielding Production [Ballard and
Howell, 1997].

Several experiments and research efforts have proven the necessity and impact
of applying SIS on construction projects.  They have concluded that short-term goals



resulted in higher productivity than long-term goals [Hadavi and Krizek, 1993], and
that, for construction crews, the largest categories of reasons for failure are missing
materials and failure to complete prerequisite work [Ballard and Howell, 1997].  In
addition, several case studies have also reflected the benefits of using SIS [AGC,
1994].

However, Short-Interval schedules have usually been implemented for only a
limited part of the project.  This is due to the time consumed in the development of
these schedules, as well as the difficulty of updating them whenever changes occur.
In addition, manual goals set by the foreman could sometimes be too easy to achieve,
because he does not want to commit himself to difficult goals [Hadavi and Krizek,
93].  Thus, an automated model that uses information predetermined by the
management can assure the quality of assignments given to the crew.

The next section presents an overview of current manual formats used in the
management of construction projects.  The following section presents an automated
model that allow for the generation of SIS to assist the project team in managing and
controlling day-to-day work.  The model utilizes construction assemblies/components
database to intelligently develop the Short-Interval Schedules.

2 Current SIS formats

Depending on the quantity of work included in the activity, the process of
developing a detailed schedule begins with breaking down the activities from the
main schedule into subactivities that have smaller quantities, and/or assemblies.
Then each assembly is divided into more finite details with components or work
tasks.

• Subactivities: Depending on the quantity of the work contained in the activity in
the main schedule, activities could be divided into several sections according to
geographic location in the project.  In this case, a portion of an activity called a
subactivity represents each section.  For example, a 10,000 ft2 concrete slab could
be divided into four sections of 2,500 ft2 each.

• Assemblies: An assembly is the functional element of the building.  It is a
grouping of several building components.   Each assembly has its own
specifications.  Activities and subactivities constitute one or more assembly.  For
example, a “construct footings” activity, or a “construct footings – Area A”
subactivity, could be divided into two assemblies: “spread footings” and “strip

• Components or work tasks: A component is the fundamental unit of work in a
project. It has a concise description of the work to be performed.  For example, a
“Cast-in-place beam and slab, two-way” assembly includes the following
components: “forms in place, flat plate”, “forms in place, exterior spandrel”,
“forms in place, interior beam”, “reinforcing in place”, “place and vibrate
concrete”, “finish floor”, and “cure”.



Their exist several formats to present detailed scheduling.  Each format has its
advantages and disadvantages.  The different formats are:

• Bar Chart schedule (Figure 1a) is developed in exactly the same way a main
project Bar Chart is developed, thus has the same advantages and disadvantages.
It is easy to implement, but does not represent the relation between the
components.

• Date List (Figure 1b) is a list of start and finish dates given to each component.  It
presents exactly the same information as the Bar Chart, although not as clearly,

• Network schedule (Figure 1c) is developed in exactly the same way a main
project network is developed.  It is a very complicated and time-consuming tool
to be used in detailed scheduling, especially with the great number of components
activities can be broken down to.  If an activity has 6 components that have to be
done in four places. The result will be a network of 24 components just to
breakdown one activity.

• Matrix schedule (Figure 1d) is a table where columns represent dates, rows
represent subactivities, and cells represent different components.  Each table
usually displays one activity.  This format is most effective when the activity
being scheduled need to be broken down into subactivities, then into components.
However, it is difficult to understand the logic behind this format if you are not its
developer.

• Graphic schedule (Figure 1e) a graph that represents subactivities in their real
geographical location in the project. Each subactivity contains its components.
The logic between the subactivities is presented by arrows.  The graph contains
the same information as that contained in the Bar Chart and the Date List.

• Short-Interval Scheduling form (Figure 1f) is a table that represents the
components to be performed for a specific duration, as well as the quantity and
the resource needed for each component.  The advantage of this form is that it
contains more information than any other format.  Although, it does not contain
the logic between the components.

(a) Bar chart schedule (b) Date list



(c) Network schedule (d) Matrix schedule

(e) Graphic schedule (f) Short-Interval scheduling form

Fig. 1: SIS formats

3 The proposed model

The proposed model will allow for the generation of a Short-Interval Schedule
to help in more effectively planning and managing the day-to-day work at the
construction site.  Its main objective is to facilitate the development and the updating
of these schedules.  A proposed model for generating SIS from main schedules is
depicted in Figure 2.

Based on project specific information, activities in the main schedule are broken
down into subactivities and/or assemblies.  This process may be accomplished
manually through user input or automatically through intelligent interpretation of
construction knowledge about activities, assemblies, and work items (components).

An assembly database for the model will be defined and will constitute various
generic construction assemblies and needed construction information.  A component



database will also be defined and will contain information on construction work
items.  Information such as crew description and daily output will be stored in the
components database.

Each activity/subactivity will be associated with one or more assembly.  Each
assembly will comprise of one or more component.  A component code allows
identifying the different components that constitute each assembly and their
corresponding production information.  Durations and percentage contribution of
each component toward execution of each assembly will be calculated, and a mini-
schedule of the assembly is generated.

The model output should include a set of mini-schedules for assemblies
considered as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: The proposed model’s diagram
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Model based construction process management
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Abstract

The purpose of this research was to study how the data management of a main
contractor can be improved, in order to provide better client value and more cost-
efficient production. The research focused on methods for reengineering the
information management using product modelling as an enabling technology. The
methods were tested in pilot tests in which the developed cost and value
engineering prototype application was used.
This paper demonstrates an integration of design and production planning based
on the product model approach. The final outcome is that the main contractor can
utilise information coming from designers as input in its own tendering and cost
estimation applications.
The key methodology used for describing the information management process
throughout the building process life-cycle was IDEF0. The analysis of the current
process (as-is), in the form of an IDEF0 model, helped in identifying the main
problems of current practice. The target process (to-be) definition was based on
product model utilisation and takes into account the possibilities for process
reengineering supported by product data technology. One specific requirement
was deemed important in view of the anticipated developments in the area of data
exchange; the target system should be structured in such a way that it could easily
be adapted to receive data according to the emerging Industry Foundation class
(IFC) core model schemas.
The overall result of the research reported in this paper is that the product model
approach can be used for a substantially reengineered information management
process of a main contractor, especially in design and constructdesign/build type
contracts.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Need for reengineering the information management process
While other industries have been able to achieve very significant

improvements in productivity and quality over the last few decades, the
construction industry seems to have been at a standstill. The industry has not been
able to combine high quality with productivity, customer satisfaction and
flexibility. Competition remains mainly focused on lowest cost and offering
capacity instead of quality, sustainability and customer-perceived value. The
construction industry is, in particular, lagging far behind other industries in using
modern technology as a major catalyst for improving its processes.

The information management methods used in current construction
processes are inadequate. In particular, the traditionally separation of design and
production causes problems in the form of duplication of work, inconsistent
documentation, etc. According to a study carried out in the UK (Latham 1994),
30% of the total building costs should be saved when information problems such
as repeated work, overlapping work, false information, redoing, etc., are solved.
Improved data exchange and the overall managing of the information will be a key
solution to this. These problems can not be solved by more advanced IT tools
alone. Reengineering of the process itself is necessary (Betts 1997).

1.2 IT-tools that support reengineering
Early developments in construction computing provided support for

activities where information was created. Good examples are the use of CAD-
systems for drawing production and spreadsheets for cost calculations. During the
last few years new emerging IT-technologies have increasingly been used to
facilitate information management and transfer in the construction process.
Computer networking, document management systems, the Internet, database
technology and interoperability standards provide examples of such technologies.
The potential of these for data sharing has, however, not been fully utilised in the
construction industry, but has rather been used for exchanging traditional
documents in a digital format.

One promising technology for data exchange and sharing, the commercial
use of which is still in its infancy, but which has been the subject of quite
intensive research during the last decade, is product data technology (for a recent
overview, please see Eastman and Augenbroe 1998). In product models the
information about a product (in our case a building) is stored as information
objects in databases, according to data structures which have been standardised. In
contrast to today’s practice information is stored only once and the needed
documentation is produced from the product model using applications. Many
European research projects, such as CIMSteel (1998), ATLAS (Tolman et al.
1994) and COMBINE (Augenbroe 1994) have developed methods for product
model based information exchange. The development of the fundamental
standards needed for building product data exchange is currently going on both as
formal standardisation through the ISO STEP committee (ISO 1993), and through
active industry participation in the Industry Alliance for Interoperability (IAI
1997), which is developing object-oriented building descriptions, so–called IFCs.



1.3 Aim and objectives of the research
The overall aim of this research was to study how the data management of a

general contractor, who mainly aims at working in design/build projects, can be
improved, in order to provide better client value and more cost-efficient
production. For the client the key issue lies in the information provided for
decision support. For the contractor the major improvements can be foreseen in
the tendering activities as well in cost and value engineering management.

In order to achieve such improvements the operational target was to be able
to manage requirements information, design and production information in an
integrated manner throughout the construction process. In essence, this meant that
the research focused on methods for re-engineering the information management
of the main contractor, using product modeling as major enabling technology.

1.4 The Case company: YIT Corporation
This kind of research proposed, which includes wide scale testing of

changed business processes, can only be possible to carry out in close co-
operation with industrial companies in order to follow the strategic business
targets of the companies and to verify the results in real projects. The research was
carried out as a case study inside Finland’s largest contractor, YIT.

YIT’s Division for Building Construction is the leading contractor for
residential, office and industrial facilities in Finland, with residential buildings
constituting 55 % of its total production. Over 60 % of the production is carried
out in design/build projects.

YIT Building Construction has an internal R&D -department, which focuses
on customer decision supporting systems, quality systems and business process
reengineering supported by enabling IT-technology.

2 Problems of the current information management process

2.1 Analysis supported by process modelling
In this study the construction process used today by the case company  was

analysed throughout the whole life-cycle of the process. The focus was on the
main contractor’s viewpoint and on information and process management, in
particular in design/build type projects. The analysis was carried out through
interviews with experts in the company, through studies of existing project
documentation and internal company guidelines as well as a study of the software
tools currently used in the company. The analysis work was supported by formal
IDEF0 modelling (Marca and McGowan 1987; Laitinen 1998).

2.2 Shortcomings in information exchange
According to the study, the main shortcomings of the information

management methods used by the contractor, either in “bid and construct” or
“design/build” type projects, may be summarised in two main points:

• From the customer’s point of view, the contractor cannot provide sufficient
decision support throughout the process.



• From the contractor’s own point of view; poor information and data
management, especially concerning the integration and sharing of data.

Some major current problems are:

• There are no tools to create enough information in the briefing phase to
adequately support decision making and no capability to use information
from reference projects as cases effectively.

• Hand over and as-built information for users and owners is poor.

• The information exchange between designers and between designers and
suppliers is usually limited to paper drawings and is thus slow.

• The information flow between designer and contractor is based on drawings.
Contractors are not able to efficiently use design information as basic data in
their applications.

• The contractor’s systems do not work together (no internal integration).
Information which has been input into one application cannot be transferred to
other applications.

• In general, the feedback mechanism is poor. There is no upstream feedback
from the use phase to briefing at the start of later construction projects. A
consequence of this is that estimations for life-cycle economy and other
assessments are based on very limited knowledge.

3 The enabling technology – product modelling

3.1 Fundamental elements of product data exchange
 Product data technology can be defined as a set of IT methods, tools and
standards for the development and implementation of applications for the
management, exchange and sharing of product data. In product data exchange
shared data is stored only once, in a product model from which the different
participants in a construction project can retrieve data and to which they can add
data. This is in contrast to the current document-centred approach in which the
same information is often independently stored in several documents, making it
difficult to keep track of changes. Figure 1 presents the conventional versus
product model approaches.

 
3.2 The STEP and IAI standardisation efforts

The central effort in the development of product data technology has been
the international standardisation work in ISO TC184/SC4 Industrial Data
committee. The main result so far has been the so-called STEP-standard, officially
known as ISO 10303 Product data representation and exchange standard. Details
are found in Laitinen (1998).

The International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) is a recently founded
industry effort whose goal is to develop product data models for sharing
information between software tools which are utilised throughout the Building
Industry (IAI 1998). These models (or rather the class definitions that form them)
are called Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). The IAI is a group of over 600 AEC
related companies and organisations located throughout the world.
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DATA STRUCTURE

CONVENTIONAL
DRAWING-ORIENTED
DATA STRUCTURE

All data in original documents.
All data in product model.

Documents are outputs from the product model.

BUILDING PRODUCT MODEL

Scale 1:100
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 Fig. 1: Document-oriented approach versus proposed product model

 (Björk 1995)
 

 After having been started as a relatively independent effort, the IAI has
increasingly taken into use techniques that have earlier been developed within
STEP. Thus the EXPRESS language and the STEP physical file format are used
and there is quite a lot of reuse of models or parts of models. Discussions are also
going on to reach an agreement ensuring that the duplication of effort is
minimised and that the resulting standards – the STEP application protocols and
the core model – and de-facto standards (IFCs) as far as possible are compatible or
even the same.

3.3 Integrating product model data with process information
Since around 1991, a number of researchers have started to look at the

problem of how to provide an infrastructure for integrating the possible future
product models produced by designers with the software applications used by
contractors for cost estimating and scheduling (Froese 1992), (Luiten et al. 1993),
(Luiten 1994), (Fischer and Aalami 1995). The proposed solution has been to
define conceptual schemas defining the relationships between building elements
with the activities that produce them and the resources used. The term
“construction project model” has been used for such schemas.

Currently there are a number of standardisation efforts where generic
construction project models have a significant role to play. In a recent ISO
classification report (ISO 1997) some conceptual schemas on a high level are also
included. In the IAI development work the IFC core model already contains some
generic classes related to construction activities. The project management domain
group within the IAI has also started to develop more detailed models (Froese
1998).



4  The target information management process

4.1 Requirements and aims for the target process
The new proposed information management approach is based on the

application of product model technology, especially for the purposes of cost and
value engineering. The utilisation of the product model covers all phases of the
building project. The aim is to integrate the information of the designers and the
contractor in such a way that the data from the design work can be used as source
data directly, without manual input, for calculating the tender as well as for
production planning (i.e. the information produced by the designers is integrated
with the contractor’s know-how).

There are three main requirements for the target process:

• Provide more information and alternative solutions to the customer and the
other participants within the building construction process.

• Provide more accurate information in earlier phases of the process.
• Utilise information created beforehand (cases) and classified technical

solutions embodying the contractor’s knowledge.

The target process is from a decision support point of view illustrated by
Figure 2, which is based on the approach that key activities are shifting to earlier
phases.

The traditional design process is divided into different phases of design,
starting with briefing and ending with the production of working drawings. In
integrated, model-based design, there is no such clear distinction between the
phases: instead, the phases of the design process constantly interact and
complement each other. The data content of the artefact being designed becomes
more detailed and data accumulates continuously as the process advances. All new
data are produced once only and are used as input data for the next ‘phase’.

 4.2 The high-level view of the target process
The top level of the IDEF0 model for the target construction process

includes only one activity, design and construct building which defines the inputs
and outputs of the entire building project. The second level (A0), shown in Figure
3, is a wider view where the model based construction process approach is
described from the customer’s, contractor’s and building user’s point of view.
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 Fig. 3: Design and construct, to-be (A0)



The activity customer’s procurement process (A1) is, compared to the
current situation, based on more accurate information for decision support coming
from the contractor’s activity Manage design and construction (A2).

The contractor’s activities, Manage design & construction (A2) and
Maintain YIT’s knowledge libraries (A3), are supporting each other better than in
the as-is process. The main inputs for the knowledge libraries are model
information to case library, process documentation and surveyed performance.
The libraries are organised according to the building type (e.g. apartment
buildings, office buildings) so they can be used as cases and as construction
knowledge to control future projects. There are approved YIT-solutions for
systems, production methods and structural details. The evaluation of the
production performance improves the accuracy and reliability of recepies and
methods which are inputs (libraries) for design and construction management and
thus forms the basis for constant/standard work unit scheduling. The feedback
from the activity Use and maintain building (A4) improves the life-cycle
performance knowledge in the YIT-libraries.

 4.3 Manage design and construct
The activity manage design and construct (A2) is shown in Figure 4.
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 Fig. 4: Manage design and construct (A2)
 

The briefing phase, Define brief (A21), results in a space utilisation plan
together with quality requirements, the expression of which in model-based design
is a preliminary architect’s aspect model including quality specifications on a per
space basis. This serves as the basic data for the integrated building product model
to be made in the design phase.

In Do and supervise design (A22), the designers each make their own part of
the product model, which the contractor evaluates and gives feedback on. The
integrated model based design process starts out with the architect’s draft aspect



model, which models the building’s shape, spaces, structural allocations
(enclosing walls, ceiling/roof and floor) and the quality standard. After that, the
structural engineer models the structures on the basis of the architect’s allocations,
possibly suggesting necessary modifications to the architect. Similarly, the
installation designer models the technical conduits and furnishings according to
the architect’s space model.

The building product model grows and becomes more detailed throughout
the design phase. At the Manage C&V engineering (A23) stage, the model
contains all the design data for the building and the basics for design solutions as
well as the planned production methods. After the integrated design phase, the
production model data are used in the production planning and construction
phases.

In the Production planning (A24) phase, data is used for planning time
schedules, purchases and logistics. In this phase especially the knowledge of
quantity and location data of building elements is used. Data specified once need
not be measured again as they can be downloaded from the production model in
the desired form, for example as partial outputs of wall panels or building frame
structures.

The feedback from the phases Construct (A25) and Manage hand over
(A26), serves as a guiding factor for the early activities in upcoming projects.
These are modelled as outputs of the Manage design & construction activities,
and are used as input in the Maintain YIT’s knowledge bases activity. Experience
data is also stored in the case library of modelled projects in YIT’s knowledge
bases. Final output is not only the building ready for use but also an as-built model
for owners and occupants.

4.4 Manage cost and value engineering
The design solution data is analysed and evaluated during Manage C&V

engineering (A23), Figure 5. This phase covers the composition of the production
model using the contractor’s knowledge-based application. Proposals for changes
to guide design work are produced as a result of the process, e.g. changes due to
analysis of alternative solutions like production methods etc. The practical
implementation of the process procedures (mechanism) necessitate the use of
knowledge based engineering techniques (KBE). Data on production engineering
are transferred to other partners in the form of partial models from the production
model as necessary, especially when alternatives are being investigated.

The Analyse the design (A231) activity involves analysing the scope,
efficiency, form and functionality of the design solution, partly based on statistical
methods and comparative data from other, similar projects. Co-operation with the
user would be highly advisable for the assessment of the building’s functionality.

In the Compose production model (A232), the contractor’s know-how is
added to the building product model. Aspect product models transferred by the
neutral model are put together into the building’s product model and then
composed into the contractor’s production model. Default production methods for
the production qualities of the product model’s components are accessed from the
‘case’ library according to the project type. This covers all production knowledge,
methods, recipes, resources, materials and equipment needed to accomplish the
building.



Basic data for the time scheduling application is generated using the
production model, which is used to produce a provisional schedule for the project.
The activity Make schedule and plan construction (A233), includes both the
making of a schedule for the project and the analysis of the construction plan and
especially its constructability. The schedule guides and to some extent restricts
alternative forms of product planning, which helps to control costs. This activity
seeks alternative solutions for production.

In Study alternatives and make proposals for modification (A234), the
economy of the project is determined. The Make alternative calculations (A235),
covers examining the cost impact of the alternative solutions put forward to
designers, for instance concerning the most economical space solution, the most
economical alternative structure in production terms or the cost impact of the
client’s requests for changes.

The determination of comparative calculations, like those of the overall
costs, should be based on the contractor’s own cost database, methods and recipes
as well as the associated real-time input prices, so that costs can be assessed with
precision even at an early phase.

The assessment of life-cycle economy generates a calculation of the costs of
using, maintaining and repairing the building throughout its service life. The
assessment of these costs is based on estimated repair and maintenance at
calculated intervals according to the usage of the spaces.
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 Fig. 5: Manage cost and value engineering, to-be (A23)
 

The final tender and documentation will be produced in Make final tender
for the customer and create decision support (A236). This information forms the
decision base of the analysed alternatives, their impacts and reliable calculations.



Due to the utilisation of the production model it is easy and quick to make
alternative calculations in order to evaluate their impact on the costs and
production. The life-cycle economy evaluations in terms of energy and cost are
possible to do using the same production model and data bank of life-cycle costs.

A comprehensive presentation of the target IDEF0 model, as well as the
current as-is process model, can be found in (Laitinen 1998).

5 Technical solution

 5.1 Choice of basic platform
For the prototype work the Design++ system was chosen as a basic software

platform. Design++ is a knowledge-based engineering (KBE) tool for engineering
and design automation, which supports both engineering decision-making and
drafting tasks (Katajamäki 1991). The underlying data model of Design ++ is a
frame-based representation, which has been quite a popular representation
mechanism used in knowledge-based system. In the earlier versions the core of
Design++ was based on the KEE environment, which has originally been
programmed in the LISP language, but later versions are programmed in C and
C++.

In addition to the knowledge-based core Design++ also incorporates a
commercial CAD-system and a relational data base system. This is because the
CAD-system has a good user interface and good facilities for manipulating the
geometrical aspects of a model, and because a data base system is good for storing
and searching in large repositories of homogeneous data, for instance about
components.

The parts and assemblies used in a model are defined as classes in libraries.
A class must exist in a library before creating an object (instance) of it. Once a
component (object, instance) is created in a model it may have local individual
attribute values that can be modified.

The attributes of classes are defined interactively using tools provided with
the user interface. Rules that are attached to class attributes can be used to capture
the expertise used in the design process.

The library classes are defined in a hierarchy, which is represented
graphically by a tree. A class can be defined broadly and then refined into
successively finer subclasses. Each subclass incorporates, or inherits, all of the
properties of its superclasses and adds its own unique properties. A subclass may
inherit properties from more than one superclass (multiple inheritance).

 5.2 The apartment building product model
The data exchange paradigm of the prototype system (Serén et al. 1996)

complies in general well with the principle of a core model supported by aspect
models, which was presented in section 3. The apartment building product model
is the union of all the model data created by any of the project participants and
which describes the apartment building as a product.

The apartment building core model (ABCM) is that subset of the apartment
building product model in which more than one participant has an interest and



may need to access. An example of data structures included in the ABCM is
shown in Figure 6.
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 Fig. 6: ABCM model: decomposition hierarchy view (Serén et al. 1996)
 

The architect’s aspect model contains all the information in which the
architect is interested. Part of this data is also important for the other participants
(for instance the placement of walls) and belongs consequently to the ABCM.
This part can also be information created by other parties which has relevance for
the architect. Other data, such as the colour of walls, is not relevant for any of the
other participants and belongs to that part of the architect’s aspect model which
doesn’t intersect with the ABCM.

The structural engineer’s aspect model, the building services engineer’s
aspect model and the contractor’s aspect model are defined in a similar way.

The contractor’s production model is the union of the contractor’s aspect
model, which is a subset of the overall building product model, and the relevant
information on recipes and methods (here been called the production knowledge)
needed to produce the building components.

The management of the logical contents of the shared information relies on
the knowledge-based tool used by all the partners, and some solutions are based
on the specific features of this tool. The product models of each partner are
structured according to the common model (ABCM) implemented as standardised
class libraries shared by all partners. The partners are able to specialise these
classes according to their own needs in their applications which deal with the
information belonging to their aspect models. In addition, a basic reference
product composition structure file is used.

 5.3 Data exchange format
Using this meta-model meant that mapping software had to be developed

from the ABCM model to the OOCAD meta-model, and vice versa. Most of the
information contained in the ABCM can be transferred; design rules and
knowledge can not be transferred as such.

Figure 7 is an overview of the mappings included in the data exchange
(from a participant’s aspect model to the core model ABCM and from the core
model to the data exchange model)
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 Fig. 7: Overview of the different mappings
 
 5.4 Network solution for the data exchange

An Internet-based network solution was chosen as the basic infrastructure
for the pilot integration environment. The pilot project was one of the first
attempts in Finland to use the Internet for data exchange in real-life building
projects.

The physical network connections and system administration are based on a
centralised project server, to which the partners have access via Internet
connection services. The individual aspect models of each partner are used locally
and only the common class libraries belong to the ABCM and the data exchange
files are distributed via the server. Typically the partners use modem-based dial-up
connections. The project server is set up with home directories for each partner.
Each partner has full read/write access rights to his own directory and read-only
access to the other directories. The directory system is password-protected.

 5.5 The Cost and value engineering system, COVE
YIT’s production model is created by the so-called “COst and Value

Engineering” system, for which the abbreviation COVE will be used in the
following. This application is based on the corporation’s knowledge of its own
production: structural solutions, production methods and recipes and input price
lists of resources and equipment.

COVE’s own application-specific libraries include the attributes required to
analyse costs and scope data. Eventually life-cycle economy and environment will
be added when that kind of knowledge of building materials and products
becomes available. The COVE libraries are linked with superclass link to the
standard ABCM libraries shared by all participants.

The overall structure of the COVE model complies with the product
structure of the ABCM core-model. In the class specification, an apartment
building and the structures and spaces used in it have for the time being been
taken as the reference point.



In COVE a building is decomposed into a spatial system, a structural system
and an installation system (building services) corresponding to the architect’s
aspect model, the structural engineer’s aspect model and building services
designer’s aspect model, respectively.

For each product structure class, interface functions have been developed for
the creation of components and for specifying and checking attributes through
interface windows. The options in the interface windows are the values of the
production model components’ production attributes, i.e. production knowledge.
The production model components generated in the case of integrated design are
in a similar way given their attribute values.

 5.6 The creation of the production model from the designers’ product
model
In the case where the designers are already using product-modelling tools,

which is not the current practice, the COVE system can use designer’s output data
as input data directly. As described above, the ABCM core-model sections
modelled by the various designers are transferred into the COVE application by
OXF data communications using mapping software.

After the product model has been created or imported it is processed by
adding to it production know-how (to the building elements), either in the form of
default values or by the interactive (through the user interface) selection of
methods individually or for the various types of building elements. After the
inspection of the product model and the addition of production know-how, the
result is a production model that will serve as input data for production
requirements. The production model is created quickly using the information in
the ABCM core-model and with little extra work for the contractor.  The COVE
model can also be created using only a part of the ABCM core-model. For
example, a structural model made by a structural engineer may be used,
augmented with COVE for the spaces. The COVE model of a typical apartment
building is illustrated in Figure 8.

 5.7 The creation of the production model from paper drawings or CAD-
files
The structure of COVE is such that the creation of the production model is

also possible without the imported product model data. In this case the model is
built interactively by the cost analyst through interpretation of paper, or CAD-
drawings (in the format of AutoCad dwg files) emanating from the designers. In
this case the creation of the product model and the production model are
integrated and performed simultaneously.

The modelling of the building may be performed with the help of tools built
into the interface application, to facilitate fast and simple routines for drawing
components and attribute specification. The production model is created solely
through the interface functions; i.e. the model and its components are built up as
the user ‘draws’ the building and its structural elements.

The dependencies between components are clearly defined when they derive
from the product structure hierarchy. This is a ‘part-of’ relationship between
components. Some ‘connected-to’ relationships are also used in the COVE model,
the expression of which is less distinct. Such a dependency may occur, for



example, between spaces and the walls (or similar structures) surrounding it when
space components are created.

The object-oriented nature of the COVE model makes it easier to create and
process a model. When constructing the model, it is possible to use the
components’ copying attribute in such a way that, for example, the load bearing
structures of a high-rise apartment building are modelled in the lowest storey and
copied ‘upwards’ on other, similar storeys. Similarly, the apartments are modelled
on the bottom storey and copied upwards. Also, when making changes to the
attributes of the production model’s components, they propagate to all similar
cases in the model in question.

 
 Fig. 8: User interface and the model with hierarchy in the COVE application
 

Determining the geometry of a component takes most time when it is
derived from an architect’s drawings on paper. In this case it is necessary to
measure the geometrical information of the building elements with a ruler and
enter them in numerical form while creating the components.

Modelling is simplified if the architectural plans are available as CAD-files.
In this instance an architecture layer is formulated from each storey, and this is
used as the base image in AutoCad. In the modelling of the building the
architectural layer is used to ‘draw’ the geometry of the components, a process
that resembles digitising.



6 Discussion

 6.1 Comparison of the results with other published research
Although the results of the analysis of the current process, presented in

section 2, are based on an analysis carried out inside one case company, they are
very much in line with similar results reported by other researchers (Aalami and
Fischer 1998; Froese 1992). The main conclusions are that the current document-
based data exchange offers insufficient support for the customer’s decision
making in early stages and for reuse of already created data later on in the project
management process.

Some visions on how to use product modelling as an enabling technology
for reengineering the processes of individual construction companies have been
published (Yamazaki 1990). The author isn’t aware of other examples of re-
engineered construction company process models, such as the one developed in
this research and presented in section 4, which would have been reported in the
research literature. Although there are a number of on-going R&D projects which
include such modelling in their scope (i.e. the European CONCUR project (Storer
and Los 1997). There are two likely reasons for this; firstly that formalised
techniques like IDEF0 are seldom used by companies in the construction industry,
secondly that companies are unlikely to publish the results of such modelling
efforts.

The architecture of the prototype supporting the re-engineered process
(Section 5), based on a core model supported by aspect models and a production
model, can be compared to models defined by other researchers. In the PreFacto
system (Jägbeck 1996) the generic product data model holds a core of information
needed for managing a construction project. Also in PreFacto the product
description is based on a neutral core model solution influenced by STEP. The
information is imported from design documents and is used as input for creating
PreFacto's own aspect model (a Production Management Model), which is quite
similar in scope to the contractor's production model of this study.

The minimal NICC (Neutral Intelligent CAD Communication) conceptual
schema (Tarandi 1998) specifies the use of concepts for the exchange of computer
interpretable information relating to all parts of buildings. NICC contains building
object shape and type, connectivities, assemblies and graphical representation.
The production aspect is not as pronounced in NICC as in the COVE-application,
which includes production knowledge in terms of methods and recipes.

Luiten and Fisher have tested the usefulness of a conceptual project model
and system architecture as information models for integrated construction
management in the prototype system called SPACECAKE (Luiten and Fischer
1995). The conceptual project model was built up of project classes and their
attributes and relationships. The main finding was the need for the development of
computer interpretable representations of construction knowledge, which complies
well with the direction of this study.



 6.2 Experiences of the YIT staff
The following discussion is based on interviews made with YIT staff after

the pilot projects and after some other test projects, and with staff from design
offices during and after the pilot projects.

The examination of the extent of the building and of the various
characteristic figures is based on the user’s conclusions drawn from the COVE
calculations. The way these characteristic figures are used has so far depended
entirely on the user’s skills and experience. In addition to the easy calculation of
these traditional characteristic figures, COVE enables the calculation of many
characteristic figures, which can be derived from the shape, and the quantities of
various construction elements described in the model. So far there is no
experiential basis for the comparison of these. As the number of models rises, and
as systematically compiled statistical materials accumulate, the possibility arises
of analysing the data on the basis of comparative statistics, which will yield
information on the importance of these characteristic figures to design
management.

The examination of the functionality of a design solution is still performed
through a graphical user interface. In other words, the user examines the designs
with AutoCad images and draws conclusions on the basis of his own knowledge.
It was found that these requirements are difficult to describe as design rules for the
system (Design ++).

A cost estimation produced with the COVE model currently covers about
60% of a full cost estimation. At present, the information generated by the
production model can be used to determine the costs of spaces and structures, but
the costs of technical systems, foundation works and site engineering must for the
moment be determined separately for each project by traditional methods.
Enhancements to the system are essential so that an all-inclusive cost estimation
can be obtained.

It is possible to carry out comparative estimates by generating a transfer file
from a limited set of components, e.g. facade elements or the building frame. In
the initial phase of modelling it is possible to estimate the design by determining a
cost estimation for the loadbearing structure alone. The quantity of the
loadbearing frame and its cost are appropriate points of comparison also for
assessing the scope of design. This feature was found very useful by the staff
involved.

The required design data can be taken from the production model by
inspecting the model from various perspectives, viewing only the needed
components and attributes in isolation. This open product structure was found
very useful in particular to procurement operations, in which the modules required
by the building component trade can be freely demarcated and assembled together.
Precise data on quantities and designs can be appended to tenders, so the
supplier’s quantity estimation is left out and the risks inherent in the supplier’s
tender are reduced as the appended material becomes more accurate.

As a conclusion of the experiences so far the interviews indicated that the
achieved accuracy is acceptable and the savings in time are about 80 %. Also most
mechanical and human errors are avoided and in addition it is always possible to
check the model using visual Auto-Cad images. Alternative design and production
solutions are relatively easy to create and quick to evaluate.



The most probable way in which the COVE application will be used in the
near future is for modelling production models by the contractor’s design
management and estimation staff. Using AutoCad files as a basis for modelling is,
for the time being, a convenient modelling method. Modelling on the basis of
AutoCad image files was in the pilots found to be considerably faster than
working with drawings on the paper. The time taken to precise modelling from
paper drawings can be estimated as two to three times the time taken to model
with AutoCad files (comparisons made in typical housing projects). However, the
most important achievement according to the production planners is that now the
information is in usable form for other activities (production planning, scheduling
etc.) in later phases.

In summary the proposed main contribution of this research is that the
product model approach can be used as the technical means for a substantially
reengineered information management process of a main contractor. Although the
testing is not complete, it goes a longer way into full-scale testing in an industrial
setting than most of the reported building product model research. This type of
applied research is very much needed to provide the "proof-of-concept" of the
utilisation of product models within the construction industry, which is needed to
convince company managers to go ahead and invest in reengineering the way their
companies work.
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IAI AND IFC - STATE-OF-THE-ART
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Abstract

This paper presents the current situation in IAI, the International Alliance for
Interoperability, and the different versions of IFC, the Industry Foundation
Classes. The issues presented in this paper include IFC versions from R1.0 to
R3.0, the current IFC implementations and tools, IAI relations to ISO STEP, the
current organisational structure of IAI and the possible future activities in IAI.
IAI is an open, worldwide organisation preparing an industry standard for
architecture/engineering/construction/facilities management (AEC/FM) software
based on product models. The modelling language is EXPRESS and data
exchange format is the STEP physical file. .

Keywords: IAI, IFC, product data modelling, data standards, data sharing,
AEC/FM, software implementation

1 IFC development chain R1.0 - R1.5 - R1.5.1 - R2.0 - R3.0

1.1 IFC release 1.0
The scope for IFC R1.0 was very limited; it included only five processes for

architectural design, two for HVAC design, two for construction management and
one for facilities management. Final Release 1.0 was published in January 1997.

The total schedule for IFC R1.0 was 16 months, from September 1995 to
January 1997. IAI international “hard” cost was $60K and the estimated member
contribution was $1.6M (See 1998).

The main results of IFC 1.0 were experiences for further IFC development
as well as a pilot implementation for demonstration (demo software), which
presented IFC functionalities. In total 17 companies made IFC R1.0 pilot
implementations.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2157-2168.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



1.2 IFC Release 1.5
The scope of IFC R1.5 incorporated feedback from the implementers, model

architecture improvement, plug-in extensions and improved development tools.
Final Release 1.5 was published in November 1997.

Twenty-seven software vendors participated in the IAI implementation
program in R1.5 development. The total schedule was 10 months, from February
1997 to November 1997. IAI international “hard” cost was $225K and estimated
member contribution was $250K. (See 1998)
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Fig. 1: IFC R1.0 and R1.5 model architecture © Thomas Liebich

The demo implementations of IFC R1.5 showed the need for some
corrections in the model and documentation. The improved version IFC R1.5.1
was developed parallel to IFC R2.0 work; the final version of the model was
published in September 1998, and the last changes to the implementation
guidelines were agreed in November 1998. All early commercial products
supporting IFC will be based on version IFC R1.5.1. At the end of 1998 the total
number of expected implementations with IFC 1.5.1 support was reported to be
41. (Steinmann 1998).

1.3 IFC Release 2.0
IFC R2.0 is the first truly international IFC version, and its development has

been the main activity in IAI since the beginning of 1998 until the end of March
1999. IFC R2.0 will be published in the IAI Summit in Washington April 1999.

The scope of R 2.0 includes architecture extensions, HVAC systems, code
checking, cost estimating, occupancy management for facilities management
(FM), property management, general-purpose networks and external document
references. The schedule was 28 months, from December 1996 to March 1999.
IAI international “hard” cost was $385K and the estimated member contribution
was $2.5M.  (See 1998)



1.4 R3.0 development
Parallel to the IFC R2.0 work, the IAI domain projects have been

developing IFC R3.0. The scope has included more architectural elements, power
and lighting systems, plumbing, structural systems, construction management,
scheduling, temporary construction, more code checking, more facilities
management, maintenance, area measuring, system management and referencing
libraries on the web.

The current schedule is 30 months, from January 1998 to July 2000. The
planned IAI international “hard” cost is $500K and the estimated member
contribution is $5.0M (See 1998).]  The plans are currently under discussion and
will most probably change at the Washington Summit in April 1999.

1997 1998 1999
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

R1.5 Specification
Implementation

Requirements
R2.0 Specification

Implementation
    Proposals Requirements

R3.0 Specification

Fig. 2: IFC release schedule

2 IFC implementation and toolboxes

2.1 Implementation presentations of IFC R1.5
In 1998, several software vendors presented their implementations of IFC

R1.5 in a series of A/E/C and CAD events around the world. The main events
were:

• A/E/C Systems in Chicago, June 1998
• IAI Industry Day in Berlin, June 1998
• Australia Road Show in the InterBuild Trade Show, July 1998
• A/E/C Systems Show in Tokyo, September 1998
• SOLUBAT in Paris, October 1998
• ACS in Frankfurt, November 1998
• Nordic IAI Workshop in Helsinki, November 1998
• UK IAI Workshop in London, December 1998

The following summary of the demonstrations and the participating
companies is provided to give an image of the possibilities in IFC 1.5
implementation.

A/E/C Systems in Chicago in June, 1998 demonstrated two processes. The
first one was presenting architectural design and energy simulation possibilities in
the early design phase by acadGraph, Nemetschek, Autodesk, Olof Granlund and
PNNL. The second process presented architectural and HVAC design and cost
estimation by Keops, Timberline, Muigg, RoCAD and Graphisoft

The A/E/C Systems Show in Tokyo in September, 1998 included two
sequences of presentations from 11 Japanese companies. The first demonstrated
architectural design, structural calculations, cost estimation and visualisation by



Graphisoft Japan, NEC Corporation, Japan Research Institute, KANEMATSU
Electronics, Sumitomo Cement Computers Systems and Dynaware Corporation.
The second presentation included architectural and HVAC design, fire alarm
system and visualisation by Kozo Keikaku Engineering, FUJITSU, Informatix,
Kyushu Institute of Technology, Chuden Computer.

At the Frankfurt ACS in November, 1998, the companies participating in
the software demonstrations were acadGraph, Nemetschek, Graphisoft, Autodesk,
Sofistik, Olof Granlund, RoCAD and Muigg. The show was also a turning point
in IAI because several software vendors - Autodesk, Nemetschek, Graphisoft,
Muigg and Olof Granlund - announced their IFC product releases. Alberti and
NEC had announced their IFO products earlier. At that time, all available products
were based on IFC R1.5 and were meant for test use by end users. The final
products will be based on IFC R1.5.1, and the first ones were available in early
1999.

The Nordic IAI-Workshop in Helsinki in November, 1998 presented
almost the same international demonstration as the ACS in Frankfurt, as well as, a
Finnish project, which is a part of the national Vera programme. The project is
called SPADEX (Spatial Data Exchange) and it is lead by Dr. Jarmo Laitinen
from YIT. It demonstrated an information chain including architectural design
(AIO Group: ARXi), precasted concrete elements (Cadex Software:
ConcreteCAD), thermal simulation (Olof Granlund: SMOG), HVAC design
(Progman: MagiCAD), production planning including cost estimation (YIT and
Design Power Europe: COVE) and IFC model browser and VRML interface
(VTT: ProMoTe).

2.2 Toolboxes, SDAI and other interoperability platforms
Several software vendors have already implemented tools to help IFC-

compliant software development.
Most of the IFC 1.5 demonstration software has used the toolbox from

Concad (See Appendices 1 and 2), which includes library for read and write IFC
files.

CSTB has developed a SDAI platform which can be used in two different
ways: either as a generic STEP platform which can be loaded with any EXPRESS
schema (late binding) or as a dedicated IFC toolbox where the platform is build
with the IFC 1.5 schema and supports the associated algorithmic. This software
implements the ISO 10303 SDAI (Standard Data Access Interface) and is
delivered as an InProc (DLL) ActiveX Automation server; its interface is based on
the C++ late binding of ISO 10303-23. It can be used within various programming
environments including Visual Basic, Visual J++, and Visual C++, on both the
Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0 platform.

Muigg Computer Applications (See Appendices 1 and 2) has published a
tool called Active-IFC, which has Active-X control to retrieve IFC-files. This tool
enables easy Visual Basic interface programming to Active-X supported software,
like MS Excel.

Nemetschek has developed a late binding data sharing platform
(middleware) called o/p/e/n® - Object-oriented Product model Engineering
Network. It is an open IT platform providing integrated support for the modeling
and maintenance of complex products and entire business processes. It is an IT
infrastructure for deploying product data in a distributed environment. The data



model can be changed at run-time. The system can easily be adapted or extended
to fulfill new requirements. O/p/e/n® provides the technology for integrating
different applications that use the same data source. (See Appendices 1 and 2).

VTT has developed a a generic schema and data browser called Promote..
The schema browser generates Java classes and can create reproduced schema as
a plain text and also as a HTML file, as well as browsing the content of
EXPRESS schema in many views. Data browser enables viewing of STEP
product data as an entity hierarchy and as a data content hierarchy-based tree, if it
is supported in the schema. The software supports access to distributed models in
client/server mode over the Internet. The browser can also create virtual reality
models, which can be used as a 3D user interface to product models and related
documents over the Internet. (See Appendices 1 and 2).

2.3 Commercial Software with IFC R1.5.1 interface
One of the problem areas in IFC-compliant software development has been

the compliance testing. IAI has been working on the issue for some time; but the
final requirements and procedures are still unresolved. At the moment it seems
that the first tools for compliance testing will be developed for IFC R2 and there
will be no testing for the IFC R1.5.1 implementations.

The software vendors are usually not openly advertising their release dates
in advance and, because the final implementable version of IFC R1.5.1 was
published in late 1998, the final schedule for commercial software releases is
difficult to forecast. The following list is therefore only a guess by the author. In
1998, Alberti by acadGraph, NcadArk by NEC and SMOG by Olof Granlund
have already published commercial products based on IFC R1.5. Architectural
Desktop by Autodesk and Allplan FT by Nemetschek also has IFC R1.5 interfaces
available for end users, but they are meant for test use only. Graphisoft has
promised that an IFC interface for ArchiCad will be available in summer 1999. At
least these six commercial products, maybe more, will most probably be on the
market at the A/E/C Systems Show in Los Angeles May 1999; but as indicated
earlier, this expectation is based on a personal view of the author, and not facts.

3 Relation to ISO TC184/SC4 STEP

3.1 Liaison status and memorandum of understanding
IAI made a liaison agreement with ISO TC184/SC4 STEP in 1997. The

proposal for a Memorandum of Understanding was formed at the IAI
International Technical Management (ITM) meeting in Nice January, 1998 and
was approved by the STEP Building Construction group in Orlando in February,
1998. IAI International Council approved the documents officially in Copenhagen
in April, 1998; whereas ISO TC184/SC4 did the same in the Bad Aibling in June,
1998.

The objectives of the MoU are to strengthen development efforts for
building construction within ISO TC184/SC4 through technical input and
participation by IAI member companies and to strengthen development of the IFC
within the IAI through technical input and use of appropriate within the purview
of ISO TC184/SC4.



3.2 Joint meeting in Munich August 1998
At the joint IAI ITM/STEP Building Construction meeting in Munich

August, 1998, the following agreements were approved:

• Develop links between IFC and STEP Part 225
• Develop links between IFC and STEP Part 230
• Joint trial interpretation of elements of IFC Core (as STEP Part 106)
• Hold more joint meetings
• Collaborate on the CDS and DXF2 drawing exchange developments
• Review EXPRESS 2 specification
• Investigate the most appropriate approach to standardisation of IFC
• IAI participation in meetings on Technical Architecture in Bad Hennef
• All IAI documents are publicly available except the formal model
• IAI wants to encourage STEP members to review the IFC model. The

IAI International Technical Director  (See Appendix 1) can be contacted
to obtain access to the model

4 Organisational structure of IAI

In 1996 the IAI changed its name from the Industry Alliance for
Interoperability to the International Alliance for Interoperability. Currently, IAI
has nine regional Chapters with more than 600 member companies from 20
countries. The Chapters are Australasia, French speaking, German speaking,
Japan, Korea, Nordic, North America, Singapore and the United Kingdom.

Until the Copenhagen Summit in April, 1998, IAI was on the international
level only as a voluntary co-operation of these regional Chapters. In Copenhagen,
IAI started a process, which is aiming to form an international legal entity at the
April 1999 IAI Washington Summit. In Copenhagen, the organisational Charter
was formed in the model shown in Fig. 3. In Copenhagen, the Executive
Committee included three members and one deputy, at the Paris Summit in
October, 1998; it was expanded to the current five members and two deputies.
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Fig. 3: IAI organisational structure

At the Paris Summit in October, 1998, the structure of technical committees
was changed so that all project leaders were included as members in the
International Technical Management group, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Chapter
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Task Force Task Force

Domain Project Teams

Fig. 4: ITM and other technical committee's © Richard See

5 Future plans after Washington Summit April 1999

The year 1998 has been a period of strong changes in IAI. At the moment
(March 1999), the situation is very open and therefore the view presented here is
the personal view of the author, and not an official statement by IAI. At the time
of presentation of this paper in Vancouver in May, 1999,we all will know which
of these alternatives will come true or if the April, 1999 Washington Summit
found some new solutions.

The funding problems for the IAI have been increasing because of several
reasons. The budget of IAI has always been very limited in relation to the scope of



the venture. The number of members in all Chapters has not increased as the
Chapters have hoped. On the contrary, the expectations of new members were
maybe set too high in the beginning and now the effect can be seen in some
Chapters as frustration, because the software products are not yet on the market.
The decision made at the Copenhagen Summit in April, 1998 fixed the delivery of
IFC R2.0 to April 1999 and although the Specification Task Force has been able
to work on schedule and under budget, a major part of the funding for 1999 will
be already used before April 1999. This means that the funding for the rest of
1999 is much too low compared to the scope of IFC R3.0; and IAI must find new
ways to fund the future work.

The Paris Summit in October, 1998 introduced a project-based funding
model where the international costs based on membership fees would be cut to the
obligatory administration and model integration work, or project funding would
even cover that part. The main problem in this funding model is that the domain
projects for IFC R3.0 have already worked based on the old funding principles. It
seems very difficult to find project funding for the existing projects, and it is also
impossible to ignore the work, which the domain projects have already done for
over a year. In principle, all Chapters agree that in the long run the project funding
must be adopted, but the transition period will be a problem.

The project based funding will enable an approach where companies or
other organisations can fund the projects, which produce the functionalities they
need in their own activities. This kind of funding is always much easier to find
than overall funding for general purposes. The danger of course is that there will
be no general view of development needs in the model and all projects will
concentrate on short-term goals and immediate needs in the funding companies.

At the January, 1999 San Francisco Executive Committee (ExCom)
meeting, a so-called "Quick R3.0" plan was introduced. It basically meant that
immediately after IFC R2.0 announcement, IAI would start the IFC R3.0
development with a new scope. The schedule aimed to a frozen model by
October, 1999, with  full documentation by the end of 1999. The goal of this plan
is that the first IFC R3.0 products could be published by the time of A/E/C
Systems Show 2000. The scope would include core stabilisation, up- and
downward compatibility and very few new functionalities. Most R3.0 projects
would be sifted to IFC R4.0, where the schedule is still open. The main problems
in this model are the implementation support for IFC R2.0 and the possible
frustration in the R3.0 domain projects.

To avoid these problems, the author proposed that after the January, 1999
San Francisco meeting that IAI should work with IFC R2.01 after April 1999 and
continue with IFC R3.0 for the agreed schedule (July 2000) or, if necessary,
lengthen the schedule until October 2000. The scope for IFC R2.01 would include
model improvements based on the early implementation of R2.0, up- and
downward compatibility and core stabilisation. Some new functionalities with
minor impact to the model could be added only if the projects have full funding
including the integration work. In this development model, IFC R2.01 products
could be on the market by the time of A/E/C Systems Show 2000 and IFC R3.0
products at A/E/C Systems Show 2001.

In any case, all members in the IAI technical teams agree on the need for
early commitment and comments from software vendors for model development.
Currently the problem has been that the final review and comments come too late.



Usually that happens when the model is already finalised, which means an
improved or corrected version of each release.

Other open issues are the organisation, especially for the technical team,
procedures for the new project proposals, funding for international work, release
schedules and the final form of the constitution. The Washington IAI Summit in
April, 1999 will be crucial for the future activities in IAI.

6 Concluding remarks

Despite of the current problems, IAI has been a success in many ways:

• Three major releases and one minor one in 3.5 years
• IFC Release 2.0 will be published on schedule and under budget
• Integrated AEC information model - nearly 300 object classes and over

400 object types
• 16 IFC R3.0 domain project requirements nearly complete with much

better requirement specification than in previous releases
• 33 vendors have demonstrated software and evidence that more

applications are coming, four software vendors shipping, five more have
extension modules available, and three more will ship later this year

• Increasing visibility on many levels: research conferences and papers,
press and the most important issue: AEC/FM industry customer
awareness
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Appendix 1: IAI International contacts and IAI related web links

International contact persons:
Council and ExCom Chairman Arto Kiviniemi arto.kiviniemi@vtt.fi
Technical Director Richard See richard.see@ibm.net
Assistant Technical Director Jiri Hietanen

jiri.hietanen@qpartner.com
Business Manager Christopher Groome brt-
groome@dial.pipex.com
Research/Advisory Committee Vladimir Bazjanac V_Bazjanac@lbl.gov
Software Implement.Committee Rasso Steinmann

rasso.steinmann@ibm.net

Web links to IAI Chapters:
International IAI site http://www.interoperability.com/
             or http://iaiweb.lbl.gov/
IAI Australasia Chapter http://www.interoperability.org.au/
IAI French Chapter http://mediaconstruct.cstb.fr/actb.html
IAI German Speaking Chapter http://mtr.opb.de/iai/
IAI Japan Chapter http://www.interoperability.gr.jp/
IAI Korea Chapter http://italab.kyunghee.ac.kr/iai_korea/
IAI Nordic Chapter http://www.vtt.fi/cic/niai/
IAI North American Chapter http://iaiweb.lbl.gov/Chapters/North_America
IAI Singapore Chapter http://www.ncb.gov.sg/ncb/construction/iai/
IAI UK Chapter http://helios.bre.co.uk/iai/

Web links or contacts to software or toolbox vendors:
Autodesk - IFC http://www.autodesk.com/products/ifc/index.htm
Bentley - IFC http://www.bentley.com/news/99q1/iai.htm
Concad - toolbox Bernd Ingenbleek <bernd@concad.de>
CSTB http://www.cstb.fr/
Graphisoft - IFC http://www.graphisoft.com/corporate/press/dxf.html
Muigg http://www.muigg.com/
Nemetschek http://www.nemetschek.com/
Olof Granlund http://www.granlund.fi/
RoCAD http://www.mum.de/produkt/haustec/rocadhaus.htm
Sofistik http://www.sofistik.de/
Timberline http://www.timberline.com/
Visio http://www.visio.com/
VTT - Promote Tero Hemiö <tero.hemio@vtt.fi>



Appendix 2: Software commitments [Steinmann 1999]

It is expected that 41 software vendors will implement IFC Release 1.5.1:

French Speaking Chapter (5):
Batisoft CAD for architects, announced IFC support
BBS SLAMA HVAC
CSTB SDAI toolbox, middleware, IFC 1.5, 1.5.1&2.0 support
KEOPS CAD
XD2 Allsystem Cost estimation

German Speaking Chapter (8):
acadGraph Conceptual design, CAD for architects, IFC 1.5 support
Concad Toolbox, IFC 1.5 & 1.5.1 support
Graphisoft CAD for architects, announced IFC support in 1999
MB CAD for architects
Muigg CAD for architects, Active X-control, IFC 1.5 support
Nemetschek CAD for architects, CAD and FEM for structural

engineers,
structural analysis, FM, IFC 1.5 support,
Middleware, IFC 1.5, 1.5.1&2.0 support

RoCAD HVAC design, IFC support in 1999
SOFiSTiK CAD and FEM for structural engineers, IFC support in

1999

Japan Chapter (11):
Chuden Computer HVAC
Fujitsu CAD for architects
Hitachi Elevator Setting Design
Informatix CAD for architects
Japan Res. Inst. Structural Design
KANEMATSU CAD for architects
Kozo Keikaku CAD for architects
Kyushu Equipment
NEC CAD for architects, IFC 1.5 support
Sumitomo Equipment
Yondenko HVAC

Nordic Chapter (9):
AIO Group Oy CAD for architects and electrical engineers
Cadex Oy CAD for concrete design
Jidea Oy CAD for architects and FM software
Olof Granlund Oy CAD and building services, IFC 1.5&1.5.1 support
Progman Oy CAD for HVAC engineering
Tietovalli Oy Software for HVAC contractors
ToCoMan Oy Software for the main contractors
Viatek Oy FM software
VTT PM browser, JAVA and VRML, IFC 1.5&1.5.1 support



North American Chapter (8):
Autodesk CAD for architects, CAD platform, IFC 1.5 support
Bentley CAD for architects, CAD platform, announced IFC 2.0
CIFE Construction management, scheduling
Marinesoft Thermal calculation
NAOKI FM software

PNNL Energy code compliance checking, IFC 1.5 support
Timberline Cost estimation
Visio Drawing and 2D CAD



INFORMATION EXCHANGE ARCHITECTURES
FOR BUILDING MODELS
Information exchange architectures

C. M. EASTMAN
Design Computing, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA.

Abstract

The work in building product models, beyond the need to develop the appropriate
semantics for representing building data, needs to address the information flow issues
arising from the current procedures of architecture, engineering and construction
practice. Offered here are four scenarios common to building practice and an analysis
of the information flow issues arising from the need to support these scenarios. The
issues arising from such studies are named Information Exchange Architectures. The
study of Information Exchange Architectures is posed as an area requiring much
study if data exchange technologies are to be used in everyday practice.

Keywords: STEP, data exchange, building models. process models

1 Introduction

A growing number of building product models have been developed that
respond to information exchange needs in different aspects of the overall building life
cycle. Here, I am referring to the ISO-STEP building models, including CIMsteel
(CIMsteel 1993), Building Elements Using Explicit Shape Representation (Part 225
1996), Part 106, the Building Construction Core Model (BCCM 1996), COMBINE
(Augenbroe 1995) and also the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) (IAI 1997), which
also used STEP implementation technologies. Most of these modeling efforts have
focussed on the semantics of the data model itself. They have addressed many of the
difficult issues of data modeling, such as the growing levels of detail that must be
addressed throughout the design process, the need to dynamically associate packages
of performance attributes with various objects, often at the instance level, in response

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2139-2156.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



to contextual performance issues. Overall, much progress has been made in
developing practical solutions to the semantic structuring of building product models.
A growing number of these building models are being used, especially CIMsteel and
the IFC.

On the implementation side, most of these models rely on the STEP Standard
Data Access Interface (SDAI) (Part 22 1993) that defines a code library that supports
reading from and writing to a STEP part model. Almost all implementations rely on
exchanges based on one application writing to a file and the second application
reading from that file. This results in the following exchange scenario:

A user extracts from a building application the data in the application that is to
be exchanged with another application. An interface to the application writes
out the data according to an EXPRESS schema. That format is then interpreted
by an interface to a second application that has been paired with the sending
one.  It extracts the data in the neutral format and loads it into second
application, which can now be executed.

For later reference, I call this the Standard Exchange Scenario. The Standard
Exchange Scenario is very general and is defined in terms of data exchange, rather
than information exchange. Yet I believe that this form of exchange has very limited
use within the building life cycle. Effective sharing of building data requires that we
support the processes in which data exchange is embedded. These processes involve
possibly complex information exchanges, beyond the pairwise exchange between two
models. We call these information flows and the environment that goes with them
different Information Exchange Architectures.

Data exchange comes in all scales, from the exchange of a complete project to
just a few variables. Flows may be linear or iterative. There are several dimensions of
a data exchange architecture that are important to different building modeling
contexts. In this paper, I review these different dimensions of data exchange because
they pose important research questions that must be addressed if the significant work
on building models is to be used productively.

These different dimensions can be illustrated by considering different scenarios
involving information exchange in current building processes. There are many
common scenarios. In the following section, four scenarios are presented that detail
some of the information flows encountered in the building life cycle. They are
imaginary, anticipating the time when there is growing use of diverse applications.
Otherwise, they reflect current practices. The scenarios depict different issues arising
in building model information exchange architectures. When we compare the
requirements of these scenarios to the capabilities supported by the current
technology, we can begin to identify the gaps in current data exchange technologies
needed to support different building data exchange contexts.

After these scenarios, their aspects are considered and used to identify
significant research issues needed in the area of Information Exchange Architectures.



2 Information exchange scenarios

2.1 Scenario one: Design coordination
An architectural firm's lead designer has laid out the schematics for a high rise

office building. The firm's associates are working on the service core of the building,
using a variety of applications. An initial layout of the service core was defined,
which is now being refined by the design team members. One associate is detailing
the restrooms, using a restroom design application, another the fire stairs using a
stairwell application and another the elevators, using an application from an elevator
manufacturer. In parallel, other designers are working on the facade, the lobby and
other aspects of the building using various applications. As the designers modify and
detail parts of the existing design, they coordinate with the other people being
affected. This may involve a pairwise exchange ("can you give up three inches on the
south wall of the restroom"?), or a group may form to determine the best solution to
an issue based on their mutual perspectives (where to route plumbing lines). They
collaborate on schedules ("I'll wait to detail the stairs since you are reconsidering the
floor-to-floor height"). As changes are made, they are distributed to the other
designers. If a change is proposed or made that cannot be accommodated by the
others, then these are reviewed with the principal who adjudicates and resolves
conflicts.  This scenario is characterized in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: A data exchange scenario between members of a single design team

In this scenario, the building data is treated as a repository that is shared,
accessed and incrementally updated by the design team. Team members query the
contents of the current design and select the information relevant for their tasks.
Modifications are written back to the repository as incremental updates, changing or
adding details. Updates made to shared data must be communicated to all whose
work is affected. In general, participants need to know who has what data, so that
coordination and the distribution of updates are facilitated. This scenario is very close
to current practice, where all people are using a single CAD system. The main
difference is that the designers are now using heterogeneous design tools.



2.2 Scenario two: Energy consultant advises on design
The architectural firm has employed an energy consultant, in part because the

client is concerned about ecological issues. The consultant is to advise on energy
efficiency and to assess environmental conditions throughout the building. During the
review, she analyzes potential issues of glare, both from lighting and from the
expanse of glass on the south and west facades (among other issues). For the glare
issue, she examines the building layout and typical sky lighting intensity (using data
gathered by herself for this city), the expected interior surface finishes, and internal
lighting. Running the figures through a lighting analysis application, the exterior light
coming in windows is found to be quite high and of high contrast with the internal
lighting. After discussion with the architect, two alternatives are exploredusing
high levels of internal lighting to reduce contrast or reducing the external lighting
level and relying more heavily on local light sources. The architect opts for the latter,
and the consultant examines louvers, overhangs and external sunshades by assessing
their behavior in lighting simulations. She identifies several alternatives for the
architect to select from. He chooses to use exterior louvers integrated into the
building facade. The architect revises the layout and passes it back to the consultant,
who reruns the analyses and tries variations to enhance its benefits for certain days of
the year. This scenario is diagrammed in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: The data exchange scenarion between an architect and energy consultant

In this scenario, the consultant relies on data supplied by the architect, but also
retrieves data from a variety of other sourcesweather information, her own data on
sky conditions, material and finish properties and product information. She integrates
the various data within her own modeling environment to support various simulations
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and analyses. Design alternatives are generated by both the consultant and architect,
that are passed back and forth for analysis and possible design integration.

Fig. 3: The data exchange scenario between two contractors planning parts of
the same job

2.3 Scenario three: Construction scheduling
A project manager for a general contractor is developing a very tight

construction schedule for a large scale building project. In parallel, the sub-contractor
for structural fabrication and erection is developing that company's schedule. In order
to speed construction, the agreed to strategy is to begin finishing the lower floors
while the upper level structure is still being erected. To do this, both organizations
must closely coordinate. Week-by-week site and floor layouts have been printed to
coordinate material stockpiling and the location of work assignments. Both groups
proceed to develop their own detailed schedules independently, based upon an agreed
to general schedule of structural erection and finishing. As both persons proceed, they
communicate daily to resolve issues, assumptions about the other's work and to
resolve differences.

In this scenario, two separate schedules are being planned, based on a shared
high level schedule. Spatial conflicts, material and product specifications and task
dependencies are checked, with conflicts identified and resolved during reviews.

2.4 Scenario four: Pass off of the construction model to the facility
owner/manager
Here, the as-built design is passed from the contractor to the building

owners/managers. The contractor has been paid to revise the architect's drawings, to
reflect changes that were made during construction. The revised drawing files are
then passed to the client organization, which uses a commercial facility management
database to manage its facilities. After the revised drawing files are archived, another
version is abstracted and simplified to obtain the general layout data required by the
facility management package. Additional data is added, such as the enclosed spaces,
organizational boundaries, HVAC control zones and other regions of relevance to
facility management, but not represented in the original model. So that proper
maintenance schedules can be planned for mechanical equipment, specifications from



the mechanical equipment suppliers are added to the model. Equipment specifications
are currently defined in paper manuals, but will eventually move to an electronic
format. Materials used in public spaces are identified so that maintenance schedules
for these spaces can be developed.

Fig. 4: Data exchange scenario from contractor to facility manager

In this scenario, there is a single pass-off of data. The pass-off involves
integration of data from heterogeneous sourcesthe equipment operating and
maintenance manuals. The pass-off is done once for the total project, in one direction.

3 Data exchange architecture needs

These four information exchange scenarios are only a small sample of many
different but common data exchanges regularly undertaken within any building
project. The scenarios presented are not meant to be exotic, but rather typical of the
kinds of task coordination that building models were meant to support.

Upon examination, however, these four scenarios have different information
flows than that provided by the Standard Exchange Scenario, emphasized by the most
STEP technology. By identifying these differences, we begin to articulate a new set
of issues beyond information representation that needs to be addressed in the wider
research on building models.

3.1 Batch exchange or repository with updates
The data flow provided by current exchange capabilities is that one application

sends a dataset and the other one loads the result. The data is not in a repository that
can be added to, modified or deleted by different applications, as depicted in
Scenarios One, Two and Three. There is no mechanism for two or more datasets to be



merged for input to a third application. A related issue is whether building model data
may be generated by multiple applications instead of a single one. Scenarios Two and
Four consist of a merging of several data sources, where the building model is only
one source.

Batch exchanges are relatively straightforward. A dataset is prepared for
exchange by the source application and user. It is received whole by one or more
receiving applications. If a receiver carries earlier data describing the building, it is
overwritten by the new data. Exchanges may be in either or both directions, but they
are all-or-nothingno partial updates are allowed.

If an application is to update an existing model or to merge data from different
models, there must be some means to identify which entity instance is being updated
or extended. Unambiguous object identification is required. A second issue is how to
track those entities that have been changed, so other users of the changed data can be
notified. Thus two additional functional capabilities are required if the building model
is a repository that supports selective extraction and incremental updates.

(1) unique identification: Each object must have a unique identification, so that the
repository copy of the object can be found and updated with a new copy, if
necessary. The Integrated Resources of Part 043 and also the IAI Resource Layer
generate such identifiers, which must be carried by the application. The
requirement for unique identification also places a requirement on the application,
because it must carry object identifiers that can be used in matching against those
read from the repository.

This problem is made more complex when it is realized that building models
carry data at different levels of aggregation. That is, suppose we update the
description of a window. A model may aggregate information about the wall that
includes the windows. It may carry higher levels of aggregation, such as a facade
which is also defined in terms of properties of a window.  Some properties of
spacessuch as lighting level and HVAC loadsare also defined in terms of
windows.

These other descriptions at different levels of aggregation were not defined
initially by the building model itself, because they carry specialized information
about design. Rather they were generated by applications. Thus one update
implies that to complete the impact of the update the same application or other
ones must update the model also. This is an issue of change management, taken
up in issue number three below.

(2) partial updates: If only some of the objects in the repository are read and not
others, bookkeeping must properly interpret the updates. If there are 40 walls on a
floor and an application reads 25 of them, then after execution writes back 22 of
them, what is implied for the 3 missing ones? A mechanism must be provided to
distinguish additions and deletions, as well as modifications. If all the objects read
by an application are flagged, those not written back can be assumed deleted by
the application. If the application writes back new ones without IDs, these can be
assumed to be new ones. Others that are both read and then written back with
matching IDs are interpreted as updates. Some techniques for managing partial



updates have been reported in (Eastman, Jeng et al. 1997).

3.2 Data inspection and selection by the receiver
In current exchange capabilities, the dataset to be exchanged is prepared by the

sender. The sender determines what the receiver will acquire. In the Standard
Exchange Scenario, the receiver cannot directly inspect and select the data needed,
but must communicate with the sender beforehand.  Part of effective use of a building
model used as a repository is that users can browse, query and select what portions of
the building model are to be accessed and transferred to their application for use.

Browsing and querying of a building model need to support the traditional
accessing mechanisms now provided by current CAD tools and standard database
queries (Elmagarid 1992), but integrated in ways not provided by these systems alone
(Jacobsen et al. 1997). Because of the diverse users and needs, multiple accessing
structures are needed. Architects and other users, for example, usually review a
building based on spatial access of the data, as presented by floorplans and other
sections and spatial visualizations of the building. Building specification people
review a building based on the classification structure of building specificationsthe
Construction Specification Institute (CSI) structure in the US accessing entities that
are part of a particular system or that have a particular function. Product suppliers and
consultants today search a set of drawings by functional systems, such as by
mechanical systems, lighting, or communication systems, so as to bid on them. There
needs to be multiple ways to query a building modelno one capability is likely to
be appropriate for the different interest groups.

Building models are typically very large, both in terms of the number of classes
in the model, and also in terms of the number of instances carried within a dataset.
They carry multiple redundant descriptions of some building or design part, needed
for the different applications. Tracking through this structure without powerful query
capabilities will not be acceptable.

The capabilities outlined here are not yet available in production form.
However, aspects are provided by some products of STEP product vendors, such as
those offered by STEP Tools Inc. and EPM Technology. These capabilities require
both language extensions to support high level queries and also application
development tools that include graphical user interfaces. More work needs to be done
to develop such facilities, if building modeling is to be a ready-to-use production tool.
While the 3D modeling of the Boeing 777 and other examples suggest that these
capabilities are being developed in other fields and need only be adapted for use in
building, the truth is more complicated. The visual modeling of the 777 was not tied
to a workable database. In reality, the building industry is more concerned with large
assemblies of 3D objects than most other fields. Product model interfaces with
effective end-user browse and query mechanisms do not exist. They will be needed,
however, if we expect effective use of building models.



3.3 Populating a model involving multiple sources
The data from a building model is often only one part of the information used in

the development of another model. Particularly in the scenario of the energy analyst,
the data regarding buildings, building products, users and local weather conditions
are combined to define another model. From this perspective, building model data is
only one of multiple types needed for most analysis applications. Input data extracted
and reformatted from multiple sources is commonly required, resulting in a custom-
configured dataset.

A simplified diagram of such an environment is shown in Figure 5. The figure
illustrates that a building model is only one information source among several that are
needed to support most building tasks. Most tasks require access to different data:
specifications of installation procedures, building codes, engineering or design
details, user data or programmatic requirements. The building information is only one
part of the information support needed.

Many building-related Web browser technologies have shown the practical and
effective use of general purpose search tools capable of operating on unstructured
data. The implication is that text-based search engines, "rummaging" over Web sites
and digital encoding of reference manuals and other information sources, could
provide one type of effective means to access other kinds of data needed for building-
related tasks.  There is a growing business in developing special purpose Web sites
for particular classes of users, such as architects, engineers and contractors. There are
a number of efforts to use Web crawlers and other off-line search techniques to index
Web sites of interest in a particular domain and provide them in a gateway site.
Surely these technologies will all play a growing role in accessing data in the building
industry and for populating data in domain or application specific building models.

Fig. 5: Composition of models from many data sources

The basic structure of World Wide Web data is a simple encoding language
called HyperText Markup Language (HTML). HTML supports text and graphic
raster formats for transmission and display, using any Web viewing program, such as
Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Explorer. The HTML language and HTML viewers
also support plug-ins. These are add-on applications to the base viewers that support
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other encodings than those native to HTML. And HTML allows other formats to be
encoded within it. Some of the useful plug-ins for building product use include:

Acrobat

Shockwave

!Whip

Softsource

Dr. DWG

VRML (Virtual Reality
Modeling Language)

OliVR

Quicktime

- book-quality formatted text and images in PDF format

- dynamic, animated multimedia

- displays DWG files reformatted as DWF files, supports
hyperlinks

- displays DWG and DWF files reformatted as SVF files,
supports hyperlinks

- displays and supports hyperlinks and redlining of DWG
files

- 3D models, with a real-time viewer

- real-time video with sound

- real-time video with sound

A newer net format is Extensible Markup Language (XML). XML supports the
development of custom formats and appears to have the capability of directly
representing EXPRESS models. It will be worth watching the developments of XML
as a future exchange language, especially for net-based data exchange (Doherty 1998;
Goldfarb and Presod 1998).

This perspective suggests that building product model data, encoded in
EXPRESS of other format, should be available in the same way that all the above
kinds of information are available through a standard Web browser. Some CAD
companies have recognized this direction and have embedded browsers into their
CAD system environment. Some of the software companies selling EXPRESS tools
include HTML and XML related capabilities. This promising direction is just being
initiated and is likely to have a major impact in the future.

However, how is all this data structured and composed? How does it get
composed into a building model? Ideally, one can "dream" of a grab and drop
interface, allowing selection and transfer from various Web sites to a building model.
No tools allowing such exchanges exist today.  Who will help to create them?

3.4 Single view model or multiple views
Existing exchange capabilities emphasize a single, neutral model for holding

building information. However, Scenarios Two and Three point out the regular use of
multiple, parallel but disjoint models in architectural and construction practice. The
scenarios illustrate a simple truth: given current building industry practices, it will not
be common in the foreseeable future to have a single repository that captures all the



information used in building design, in construction, or in building operation. Even
within a single stage, multiple data models are likely to co-exist, given current
business practices and the information needs of different engineering domains. The
different actors, for both technical and professional reasons, do not fully integrate
their results into a single dataset.

The use of multiple models to represent a product is also the premise adopted
by the ISO-STEP organization in their development of application protocols.
Application models, as defined in the STEP architecture, are the same as what are
called aspect models here. If different aspect models, such as CIMsteel, COMBINE
and Part 225, were all used in the same project, some data carried in each aspect
model would be shared and other data would be closely related. There would be a
need to coordinate and possibly run evaluations on the data within pairs of models, or
across all three. The coordination may be carried out in several ways:

- to use one model to initialize the other two
- to update a change made in one model so that the other two are consistent with it
- or to check that the three models are consistent with each other by applying a

third model to resolve conflicts in their data

With multiple models, two particular sources of inconsistencies arise. One
source are the computations during the mapping from one representation to another.
When done manually, mapping errors are common. However, mappings can be
largely automated, as we shall see. The other source of inconsistency results from
incorrect propagation of changes between representations. An example is that, in the
mechanical design, a boiler is relocated, but its structural load and location are not
updated and checked by the structural package. An automatic mechanism is needed to
check that the source entities and target entities of all internal maps are consistent. If
they are not, then the map must be re-executed. Of course, which map to re-execute
and the propagation of this update to others requires wider consideration.

A major emerging line of work in the product modeling community deals with
the derivation of views and with mapping between different product models. The
need for view generation results when one or more applications require data that
involves complex derivations from the base product model. Instead of putting these
derivations into external translators to/from the application, the model can serve a
wider set of needs by embedding them in the model and the resulting exchanges can
be more transparent and robust (Bailey 1996). A related need is to map model
instance data between one product model and another, when the two models
incorporate common information. These needs have resulted in the development of
mapping languages (Verhoef et al 1995). Two pieces of work are particularly
relevant here. EXPRESS-X (and its precedent EXPRESS-V) (ISO 1996; Spooner and
Hardwick 1997) is a schema translation language for both mapping among product
models in EXPRESS (Schenk and Wilson 1994) and between a model and its views.
As an extension to EXPRESS, EXPRESS-X allows the maps to be written entirely in
this product modeling language. EXPRESS-X supports the development of complex
maps, including one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many mappings. It only



supports only one-way mappings, however; that is, it does not support mapping back
to a source, updating existing instances. Another interesting mapping language is
VML (Amor et al 1995). VML specifies maps as bi-directional relations between the
source and target objects. Where applicable, this allows two-way mappings with one
map. Compared to EXPRESS-X, VML allows finer-grained maps, and can better
support incremental update. One weakness with VML is that it is not a full-fledged
programming language; writing complex maps requires the use of linking in code
written in a lower level language.

The research on specialized mapping languages, EXPRESS-X in particular, has
addressed model transformation or updating. The fundamental idea in maps is the
"coercing" of one type into another.  Most computing languages provide some built-
in coercions, for example from variables of type REAL to INTEGER. In C and C++,
coercion is realized by cast operators. A mapping is between two models, a source
and a target. A mapping language allows the definition of very complex coercions.  A
complex coercion is a hierarchical organization of lower level coercions. For
example, from the bottom-up, a point coercion will convert coordinate values from
one scale to another, then from one coordinate system to another, then to a new point
format -- from a vector to individual coordinates, say. Maps thus are built up, from
lower level maps to more aggregated level ones.

From the previous work in mapping languages and work at Georgia Tech, we
identify the following issues regarding development of a general mapping language,
capable of addressing any condition that may be encountered.

(i) Iteration of mapping operations in both directions require instance
identification of source and target, so that the proper instance can be identified
for updating. This allows just the update of the relevant entity and integration
of the update with other data carried by the receiving entity instance(s).

(ii) Maps must deal with conditions where the map is not between one source and
one target instance. Two different kinds of variations exist:

• One source instance may be mapped to multiple target types. This occurs
when a single entity type represents multiple entity types in the receiving
entity. An example might involve a schema having a single regular
polygon structure, defined by a center-point, radius and number of sides,
being mapped to a schema with rectangle, triangle and polygon entities.
Each mapping creates one of multiple possible entity types. The reverse
also may occur, where multiple source types may be mapped to a single
target instance. These are examples of the one-to-many and many-to-one
mappings.

• A source instance incorporating an aggregation structure maps to a
receiving entity class with a different aggregation structure. In this case,
the source entity part-of structure must be converted to a quite different
part-of structure. The example above applies to this case also: a regular
polygon inscribed in a circle has a different aggregation structure from
one defined as a sequence of connected points. In this case, the mapping is



from a set of entities to another set of entities.

(iii) Mappings must deal with updates and also additions and deletions of
instances. That is, one of the models connected by maps may delete or add
entities, in addition to modifying them. Deletion and creation must be part of
the map capabilities. These also must be managed with regard to instance
identities.

(iv) Maps that involve a complex network of relations and not a tree, requiring
multiple traversals of the entity structure. This may include merging several
redundant entities into one or one into many. For example, multiple
coincident polygon vertices in one representation may be defined as a single
vertex in another representation.

No one mapping language has yet realized all these necessary conditions.

A related issue is that the map code, which does the updating from one model to
another, defines dependency relations between the source and target. That is, the
target data was defined through a dependency with the source data. If the source data
changes, their target should receive a new update. A range of capabilities dealing
with this and other types of dependencies has been developed in (Eastman 1996) and
(Eastman, Parker and Jeng 1997).

3.5 Process modeling, planning and coordination
The last issue regarding data exchange architecture is based on the recognition

that data exchange is embedded in the more general flow of work. The energy
consultant needed specific information to undertake her assessment of lighting. Final
layout of the service core in Scenario One could be realized only after other critical
decisions, such as floor-to-floor height, were fixed. Tasks are dependent upon each
other, requiring identification of which tasks and applications are needed to exchange
with which others. Each of the scenarios presented reflect a workflow of design
actions, coordinated between multiple people.  Another general truth is that the
process operating on some data and the product model carrying that data are
interdependent. Modify the processfor example, change building fabrication from
on-site to off-site factory fabricationand the building model may need to change in
response to different information needs.

A necessary component of complex data exchange scenarios, then, especially in
a concurrent multi-user environment, is that there needs to be effective means to
coordinate processes, introduce new ones, and to facilitate this coordination.

Currently, all examples of large-scale integration of computer applications in
building start with a fairly fixed process model, allowing the information flows
between applications to be planned for. CIMsteel has a general, fixed sequence of
exchanges. The COMBINE project developed precedence models, called Project
Windows, that depicted processes represented as Petri-nets. The current VEGA
project is also is addressing process coordination.

Different processes carried out during the building life cycle will have different
requirements for process representation. Some processes, such as building



maintenance, will be scheduled and planned and the process model can be defined
beforehand. Construction scheduling has a well developed set of practices and tools
for process planning during the construction phase, but these change for each project.
There have been some efforts to define a fixed process model for design phase
activities. However, architects frequently make decisions during design that modify
the future processes that are to be undertaken. Processes often change as design
proceeds.

Fig. 6: A process layer is part of a building model, used to coordinate data
exchanges

The recent Ph.D. thesis by Jeng (1998) proposes a multilevel structure for
integrating process modeling for architectural design activities. The different levels
have different associated functions.

1. The top level schedule is static, is based on inter-organization agreements and is
often reflected in contracts. The process plan here is a linear sequence of
processes, whose completion reflects various milestones. Payments and other
organizational events are associated with the completion of processes defined at
this level. The AIA standard contract, for example, outlines a five to seven phase
process plan.

2. The second level is a task allocation level. All the top level activities are
disaggregated to this level. The specific activities typically vary from project to
project but have a general structure that is often defined well in advance (but may
change occasionally). This level maps the overall process to groups or
individuals, who assume responsibility for the activities. The sequencing of
processes may reflect some general types of dependencies, but detailed
interactions are assumed to be resolved at a lower level.

3. The third level of processes are the coordination and collaboration processes. The
activities are dependency driven, being initiated in response to dependencies
identified at the task level. They are adaptive, changing with the structure of the
design. The activities involve communication and exchange of goals and low
level schedules as well as design data. These processes are seldom scheduled in
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current practice.
4. The bottom level are individual atomic activities carried out by individuals. They

are the low level operations that are combined by an individual to accomplish the
task laid out at the second level, augmented by the communication and
collaboration tasks defined at the third level.

This four level structure distinguishes the fixed contractual coordination from
scheduled task assignments that are assumed as responsibilities, separate from a
dynamic coordination and communication level and a bottom level atomic level
carried out by individuals. It offers a functionally defined framework for
distinguishing process planning at different levels of aggregation, each level having
its own functionality.

As an area of intellectual endeavor still in early development, the functionality
supported by process modeling varies greatly. Some of the relevant functionality
associated with process modeling are:

• Static versus dynamic definition of processes: A growing amount of software
supports workflow management of information.  These packages are based on
repetitive and static workflows, requiring compilation and debugging. A few
allow easy adaptation and change.

• Explicit representation of resource allocation: By their nature, process modelers
represent processes. But when processes are allocated to machines or people, then
there is a possible complementary representation of each resource that depicts its
utilization over time.

• Goal tracking: As tasks are segmented and allocated, the goals associated with
those tasks are also decomposed and allocated.

• Change propagation: Processes provide one means to track changes resulting
from dependencies. A change in one activity implies the need to review all later
processes that succeed the changed one.

• Support for task execution: Automating information used in processes can
facilitate:

• automated information distribution to enhance availability and productivity
• review and approval processes
• audit trail of process changes
• resource allocation and management of bottlenecks

Different subsets of these features may be needed for representing the processes
used in various building related tasks. Process modeling is receiving renewed
attention as applications attempt to embed more functionality into process models.
However, process models will need to be part of the work environment where data
exchange is carried out at a distance.



4 Summary

It is fairly clear to anyone looking at the current building models and the tools
now available to support them that there is a large gap still existing between what has
been done and what is still needed.  This paper has attempted to fill in parts of the
gap.

The scenarios presented in Section 2 point out the importance of better
specifying the detailed use and user requirements for data exchange, so that the
exchange technology can be developed to support it. This calls for a human-computer
interaction (HCI) perspective. While HCI is a growing area of study within the
computer science field, there is a general lack of its application to the tasks within the
architecture and building industry. Work is needed in this area to better understand
the detailed structure and flow of information within different types of design,
engineering and construction organizations.

While the EXPRESS language and associated tools have allowed significant
progress to be made in the definition of data models for representing building
information, this paper suggests that the information processing environment needed
to support production activities within the building industry has not been as well
developed. Among the areas needing development are:

• new, richer forms of exchange, including incremental updates, merging the
output of multiple applications  and distribution from one application to several

• exchange architectures that include multiple models which are not merged but
are coordinated regarding their consistency

• better means to track data after it has been exchanged and allowing updates if it
later changes

• coordination of data exchanges using a process model, so that critical
predecessor and successor tasks are identifiable; the process model must be
easily and possibly automatically modifiable

When considered closely against the requirements set forth in the scenarios, it
becomes quite clear that EXPRESS was developed to explicitly support batch level
file exchanges. It was also hoped that these facilities would be sufficient for more
complex forms of exchange. However, clear requirements for more complex
exchanges have not yet been developed.  This is a clear need if we are to progress
with effective data exchange in the building industry.
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MEASURING INFORMATION INTEGRATION IN PROJECT TEAMS
Measuring Information Integration

B. L. ATKIN
Division of Construction Management and Economics, The Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract

Integrated project information is the goal for many clients and their project teams. In
theory, the aim is to use IT to support a seamless electronic process in which data are
entered once and where no manual intervention interrupts the flows across the different
life stages. In practice, IT has been used largely to reinforce existing work patterns that
fragment the team's efforts. So far, IT has delivered limited benefits. A study of
integrated project information has been completed on 11 building projects across four
European countries. Degrees of integration of project information have been measured
and used to derive some measure of the extent to which project teams are bound together
by the use of IT. This paper summarises the 11 case studies, by revealing the extent to
which IT has been successfully applied to support integration. The findings provide
pointers to the future application of IT by project teams. In this regard, the active interest
of the client in the project and its IT infrastructure is emphasised.

Keywords: IT, integration, project information, project teams, process models.

1 Introduction

The use of IT on 11 construction projects has been studied to establish the type of
IT being used and the degree to which information was integrated. This refers to the
extent to which the exchange of information between project participants occurs
seamlessly without any re-keying of data. The combined value of the projects studied
exceeds 2 billion Euros.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2791-2802.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



This paper describes the findings from the 11 project case studies and provides
clues to the more effective use of IT at the project level, where the client's objectives
must be satisfied by the combined efforts of human resources, materials, mechanical
assistance and IT support.

2 Project life stages

All stages in the building life cycle were considered – see below. Comparison was
made on the basis of this structure, taking account of different procurement strategies,
and the extent to which information flow was IT enabled. All 11 projects were believed
to reflect at least good use of IT. The following stages were covered.

1. Inception
2. Briefing
3. Feasibility
4. Concept design
5. Scheme design
6. Detail design
7. Tender documentation
8. Estimating and tendering

9. Evaluation of tenders
10. Off-site fabrication/prefabrication
11. Delivery/logistics
12. Production/assembly
13. Testing, commissioning and hand-

over
14. Operations/facilities management
15. Re-use/demolition

3 Method of study

The study was loosely based on benchmarking methodology (Leibfried and
McNair 1994) and relied principally on interviews with key project participants. It was
agreed that all information flows reported by them should be regarded as necessary to
the projects in question, but that detailed recording of the information was outside the
scope of this study.

Project co-ordinators were interviewed in order to obtain a complete (or as near
complete) picture of the information flows, their frequency and the kind of IT being
used. Each project was visited, on average for two days: first, to get the general
impression of information flows and IT use, and second, to make detailed notes and to
refine the analysis. Further days were spent in preparing and validating the resultant
functional models.

Interviews began by considering the extent to which the list of generic stages
applied to the project. The technique used to assist in the analysis and the subsequent
presentation of the 11 project process models is IDEFØ. This is used to document
activities, their relationships and their associated inputs, controls, outputs and
mechanisms (ICOMs). This was supported by computer software: originally Ai0win, but
subsequently BPwin. Both are based on the US IDEFØ Federal Information Processing
Standard for function modelling.

The basic notation of IDEFØ has however been modified for the purpose of this
study to aid clarity in the analysis and presentation of information. Input and outputs are



shown As-Is, that is, as the actual flows into and out of activities in the way they occur
in reality. Controls and mechanisms have, on the other hand, been simplified so that the
various participants, organisations and authorities that have any bearing on the projects
(and hence the process) are represented as controls; mechanisms remain to cover mostly
IT elements and other tools.

4 The projects

Six of the 11 projects are briefly described below.

4.1 Out-of-town shopping mall
This is one of the largest building projects currently being undertaken in northern

Europe and is being procured under a modified design and build arrangement. The
architect was novated to the construction manager during the latter stages of design. It is
a fast track project, with a large body of design staff and has faced a lot of pressure, not
least in surviving a difficult planning application. Local sensitivities have been a major
factor and constraint for what is said to be the last project of its kind in the region.

4.2 Speculative housing
Innovations in practice, as well as in the use of IT, are reflected in this case study,

the design and construction of a medium sized housing project. A striking feature of this
project is that of a single source of responsibility under the control of a developer-
builder. The adoption of an innovative procurement method took the place of practices
that were long considered in need of change. A good example of this was where
management of the supply chain had to be completely overhauled. Suppliers became
partners in the process and, as part of the new working relationship, were given
electronic access to the project database. This innovation enabled the project team to
eliminate many non-value added activities that otherwise characterise much of
traditional procurement.

4.3 Office complex
Built to support the client's expansion into financial services. The design

commission was won in competition for a scheme that, subsequently, changed
significantly. Although the client could be regarded as informed or expert, that appears
to be true only in the case of its core business. The client was inexperienced and unsure
of requirements. This necessitated a close interaction between the design team and the
client. Changes very late in the day were a feature of this project. The architect was
novated to a management contractor during the later stages of design.

4.4 Public-private partnership detention centre
That was the first of its kind involving the use of several innovative approaches.

Major projects can create many challenges. Complexity and a novel form of
procurement were just two challenges facing the project team on this large building
project for a public–private partnership. Added to this was a diverse and culturally



varied project team. The result was a challenging project. Perhaps for these reasons,
effort was concentrated more on integrating people into effective teams than achieving
the highest practical use of IT.

4.5 Manufacturing facility
This is a major project with a hands on client and is based on a management

contract. Very high levels of services were required, with extensive clean room
technology. The project commenced in November 1996 and suffered a slight setback
through the current economic problems in Southeast Asia. Work on the site was, in fact,
suspended between during the first quarter of 1998. Completion is scheduled for early
1999. The project is welcomed locally as it is expected to provide high levels of
employment within the area.

4.6 Headquarters building, car park and related facilities
For a car manufacturer which is let as four separate contracts. The headquarters

building, a 40,000m2 development, was the subject of an internationally invited design
competition. Considerable effort was expended during the competition phase, which
provided the basis for the subsequent design commission. The client novated the
contract to a developer, with the intention of leasing back the development on
completion. The contractor that took on the design and build contract re-let the
consultancy contracts, although the developer retained the original consultants in an
advisory role. The project reflected a very demanding brief and client and one where the
physical location of the project was bound to cause some difficulties. Procedures were
highly detailed and somewhat complex. The design commission was a joint venture with
partners from two countries.

5 The projects' use of IT

5.1 Out-of-town shopping mall
This project's greatest achievement is probably its control over a large and

intensive work programme, involving a large number of people and organisations. The
construction manager's use of an in house developed system of information, cost and
change management ensured that information flows were controlled and directed to
those who needed them. This was an information management application on a large
scale, with impressive savings demonstrated in the use of IT over traditional means for
communication and the transmission of drawings etc. No organisation was allowed to
fall outside the IT sphere or regime. This meant that even the smallest of contractors and
specialists had to fall into line and enable information flow to be fully electronic. There
could be some criticism of the narrow focus of this IT supported process; whatever it is,
the word focus is highly pertinent. IT was used to get on top of a large problem and
reduce it to more manageable proportions.

On the downside, the project suffered from what appeared to be too protracted a
design phase, where information was developed very incrementally and where some
input (especially those in relation to constructability) occurred late in the day. The



impression was of a project trying hard to keep up. IT made sure that, at the very least,
the process stuck to the schedule.

Fig. 1: Constructability studies are vital, but should not be too late in the process
(The letter (e) after the name of a flow indicates that it was electronic)

5.2 Speculative housing
This project exemplified the concept of integration through a re-engineered process

that used significant IT to achieve lower production costs against demanding time-scales.
The project team was able to report substantial reductions in programme time when
compared with more traditional procurement, including its own previous work.

In overall terms, this developer-builder claimed a near 50% reduction in time spent
on design today, compared with earlier projects. Particular gains arose from the ability to
make changes to the design once only and an ability to communicate them rapidly to
those affected. CAD was a key technology for this developer-builder and one that was
used to build object-oriented models embodying information about the process. The
intention was that these could ultimately be evolved into product models serving the
wider needs of the project team, manufacturers, suppliers, the client and end users.

During the project's design, checks for consistency in detailing and clash avoidance
– especially in the area of engineering services – also meant that prefabricated
components could be manufactured in the belief that few problems would arise on site.
This latter aspect was important since the time spent on site had been compressed to the
point where there could be little tolerance for delays caused by errors and inconsistencies.
Bringing manufacturers and major suppliers into the project during the earliest of stages
helped to co-ordinate work to the extent that the team adopted the goal of zero errors in
component delivery and assembly. Comparison of the use of IT against the earlier manual



process showed that quality, reliability, accessibility and re-usability of information was
significantly better.

In many respects, this project has moved a long way towards the ideal of making
construction more like a manufacturing process. By applying IT to a re-engineered
process, this developer-builder was able to progress towards the goal of integrating
project information, which, under more traditional procurement forms, would have been
very difficult. The developer-builder is intent on extracting further gains, as part of a
culture of continuous improvement, on top of an already significant payback.

5.3 Office complex
The client relied heavily on the architect's traditional plan of work and the IT tools

that supported it. A lack of real pressure for IT use by the client and 'constructor' meant
that more reliance was placed upon the architect's own preferences in regard to the use of
IT. This did not necessarily imply a great or innovative use of the technology. Indeed,
there are elements of the process where streamlining of working practices could have
been achieved had the client and rest of the project team been more IT aware. IT use
supported the control of documentation generally and the production of design
information in particular.

The client was heavily involved in many changes to the design. However, the
absence of a quantity surveyor, as part of the design 'loop', meant that progress in
evolving, developing and refining the design was hindered and was not always as
planned.

Fig. 2: Quantity surveying cost checking function hindered the free flow of
information



5.4 Public-private partnership detention centre
IT was present in many forms – desk top PCs, email and database management –

though there was little linking and sharing of information. That said, the project was
viewed as a success, against a tight time-scale, strict budgetary control and a very
demanding client. The nature of the project, in particular its intended use, meant that
security was an important factor weighing on the project team. The imposition of
rigorous procedures, designed to ensure confidentiality and security on what was also a
politically sensitive project, meant that IT was felt to present too great a risk for the
project team.

Limited electronic exchange did take place between parties, for instance amongst
the designers and with the client body, but even these did not amount to a significant
attempt to integrate information on a project wide basis. The demands of the project were
probably thought to be enough without having to cope with the uncertainty of IT. Even
so, the opportunity to enforce better communications between the various actors through,
for example, projects wide email and drawing exchanges was passed up. Project team
members were acutely aware of the penalty for failure on the project and so anything that
was unproven was unlikely to be adopted. Given that the project was the first to bring the
consortium together, there was probably no obvious basis upon which to implement an
information management strategy.

IT was used in many different ways, but most was in supporting the disparate
working practices of the various participants. As a means for exchanging information, IT
was rejected for the reasons given above. The co-location of project team members
helped team building, but did not necessarily make for an efficient process. Meeting
deadlines and working within budgets are not conclusive proof of an efficient and cost-
effective process. Concentrating attention through the actions of project personnel may
not represent the most efficient use of human resources, but it can get the job done. The
fundamental issue is therefore one of whether or not IT is necessary for integrating the
project team. On the face of it, there is no evidence to support this proposition. However,
there is no evidence either that efforts to integrate project information would have
compromised time, quality or security.

5.5 Manufacturing facility
Activities on this project were planned with IT in mind. All drawings were

produced on CAD and all documents shared electronically between members of the
design team. The client's retained architect, management contractor and the designer each
maintained their own servers and LANs for security purposes. All operated with up to
date versions of office automation tools and CAD software to ensure compatibility.
Limited access was available to areas of all three servers to ease distribution of
information. Drawings and specifications were uploaded to the management contractor’s
server for onward distribution to suppliers and trades contractors (typically on disk).
There was, similarly, a transfer area on the design architect’s server where drawings were
uploaded for distribution. Hard copy documents were still provided in addition to
electronic versions.

Internet email was essential to ensuring connectivity with the client (in Southeast
Asia) and other consultants located elsewhere in the world. The architect maintained



connectivity with head office through an ISDN link to the WAN. Security of data was
paramount.

Fig. 3: A strong degree of information integration between stages

Fig. 4: Even at a very detailed level there can be good integration



5.6 Headquarters building, car park and related facilities
The project office was based in one country, using the software and CAD facilities

available there, and the project was sited in another country. ISDN links were established
to the site in order to exchange data with the local design partner and other members of
the design team. This was also used to send drawings to a print shop near the site. Data
exchange was accomplished by internet email and attachments through the ISDN
connection. Internal email in the main design office was automatically forwarded to the
external system if the project manager was at the site.

90% of the design and electronic document generation on the project took place at
the design office, which had both space and resources. The site office was, on the other
hand, very small during the initial phases of the project and connectivity was maintained
through a modem link to a laptop computer. Later, the site was connected to a LAN in a
new office in the same town as the site.

Fig. 5: Focused involvement of the client and team in design reviews



6 Degrees of integration of project information

Of the 11 projects, the six featured in this paper have their integration index given
below, together with a grading. A figure of 1.00 would indicate total integration.

Table 1: Degrees of integration of project information for the six case study projects

Project Index Grading
1
2
3
4
5
6

0.70
0.82
0.55
0.22
0.70
0.35

Strong degree of integration
High degree of integration
Moderate degree of integration
Low degree of integration
Strong degree of integration
Modest degree of integration

7 Main findings

1. IT is being used to counteract the problems caused by a lack of integrated project-
based work in this fragmented industry, by supporting the electronic exchange of
project information. IT is also being used to support innovative methods of building
procurement and technology procurement – the highest degree of project information
integration is where there is a tendency towards a single source of responsibility for
the project.

2. There is strong evidence to support the view that integrating project information is
greater when there is a physical distance between project participants, for instance
when they are located in different regions. Efforts to effect better communications are
helped by the use of IT. Conversely, use is generally lower where project teams are
co-located – this working arrangement has benefits for teambuilding, but tends to
militate against co-ordination of information and can succeed in building paper
bureaucracies.

3. The extent of IT use and, therefore, the degree of integration is influenced by the
extent to which the client and ‘constructor’ see IT as an important factor in achieving
project success. Everyone in the value chain must be connected through IT. This is
borne out by all projects to a greater or lesser extent. However, the out-of-town
shopping mall illustrates what can happen when the 'constructor' ensures that
everyone is locked into the system. Even the smallest firm is part of the IT regime: no
one is allowed to hinder the smooth, electronic flow of information. Significant time
and cost savings were demonstrated from this approach to IT use.

4. Individual project team members may well be prepared to use IT as much as possible,
but use or commitment can vary significantly. Each actor must be willing to drive
forward the use of IT, if the client is to benefit fully. Where the client appears not to
be overly concerned about the need for IT, the resultant desire for the project team to
use IT appears less pronounced than might otherwise be the case. In a similar way to
the position in 3 above, the client can be instrumental in ensuring that IT is taken very



seriously. In the case of the manufacturing facility project, the client appears to have
driven the process hard and that has meant a serious commitment to IT by everyone.

5. Quantity surveyors, acting as the client's primary consultant on cost, are singled out
for not being properly integrated into the process. There is a case for appointing only
those QSs who can interface electronically with other members of the project team –
most notably the designers. There is considerable potential for delays and bottlenecks
because QSs are still requiring paper based information. Their physical dislocation
from the rest of the design team means that they cannot contribute efficiently to the
evolving design. It is a classic case of reaction, as opposed to pro-action. A number of
projects show that the QS can be left outside the loop of close interaction between the
design disciplines. One reason for this is that the external QS is not employed in a
way that actively supports such interaction. The consequence is that the QS exercises
a limited role.

6. Design is largely a process of progressive and iterative development of information
and detail used to describe the building – the traditional distinctions between the
different stages have become blurred. There is good reason to question the several
traditional stages that constitute 'development of the design'. Collapsing three
traditional stages (concept, scheme and detailed design) into two needs to be
examined. Most project teams tend to operate in a somewhat traditional manner.
Procedures are geared to a plan of work that seems at odds with some of the
objectives and demands of the projects on which it applies. When interviewing
project co-ordinators, it became clear that their thinking was often framed in terms of
the established plan of work. The implications are that innovative methods might be
shoehorned into an inappropriate plan of work. What could appear to be complicated
and carefully detailed procedural elements within the models might well be more a
consequence of an ineffective plan than an efficient problem-solving function. In this
respect, IT has limited potential to streamline and improve the efficiency of the
process.

7. Many examples of best practice exist and are noted mostly by the seamlessness that
results from an IT-enabled process. There is, however, real danger in that what
appears to be a good use of IT might be little more than the reinforcement of a
practice that adds little value for the client. As implied in 6 above, faster information
is not necessarily better information.

8 Conclusions

The research reflected in this paper is based on the detailed analysis of 11
construction projects. From this analysis, it has been possible to develop an impression of
how IT is actually being used and the organisational support and dynamics that enable or
frustrate its deployment. Useful, yet simple, lessons can be learned by clients and
constructors in stimulating greater application of IT in order to realise savings in cost and
time. Before then, there needs to be some refocusing and realignment of the roles and
responsibilities of certain participants in the process. In other words, real gains in
productivity through IT may not necessarily come from more sophisticated IT, but from



participants who are able to apply proven tools and techniques, many of which are low
cost.
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Abstract

This paper describes a technology transfer technique to handle large corpora of
technical information. The paper describes and illustrates a sophisticated Information
Technology tool to interactively browse over 1500 abstracts and full text documents
in the domain of service life and asset management.  The first goal of the project is to
provide full access to this compendium of information in the topic domain.  The
second goal of the project is to illustrate a methodology for data storage, data
retrieval and technology transfer for other technology domains.  The product
described in this paper is a compact disk-read only memory (CD-ROM)-based,
interactive bibliography on service life prediction, durability and asset management.
There are two innovative features of this compendium: (1) a keyphrase index, that
was created automatically using sophisticated indexing tools, and (2) an intuitive,
interactive interface to large volumes of technical information.  The paper describes
the problems of accessing the existing large volumes of data and information related
to service life prediction, durability and asset management, outlines sophisticated IT
tools currently available for indexing and searching large corpora of technical
information, details the interface and background data structure of the SL/AM-IT
(Service Life/Asset Management-Information Technology) methodology and
product, and discusses advantages of such techniques in the domain of service life
and asset management and other similar technical domains.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes a technology transfer technique to handle large corpora of
technical information.  The paper describes and illustrates a sophisticated Information
Technology (IT) tool to interactively browse over 1500 abstracts and full text
documents in the domain of service life and asset management.

The first goal of the project is to provide full access to this compendium of
information in the topic domain.  The second goal of the project is to illustrate a
methodology for data storage, data retrieval and technology transfer for other
domains.

The product described in this paper is a compact disk-read only memory (CD-
ROM)-based, interactive bibliography on service life prediction, durability and asset
management.  There are two innovative features of this compendium: (1) a keyphrase
index, that was created automatically using sophisticated indexing tools, and (2) an
intuitive, interactive interface to large volumes of technical information.  The paper
describes the problems of accessing the existing large volumes of data and
information related to service life prediction and asset management, outlines
sophisticated IT tools currently available for indexing and searching large corpora of
technical information, details the interface and background data structure of the
SL/AM-IT (Service Life/Asset Management-Information Technology) methodology
and product, and discusses advantages of such techniques in the domain of service
life and asset management and other similar technical domains.

2 Problem description

2.1 Background information
There has been considerable research work accumulated in the combined fields

of service life and asset management; however, much of this information is spread
over a wide selection of documents, sources and countries.  In the past 40 years, there
has been considerable effort by researchers to create this compendium of knowledge;
but there is no one central location for the accumulation of this valuable storehouse of
information.  Journals, conference series, monographs, on-line databases, Internet
World Wide Web (WWW) sites and some other CD-ROM are available; however,
for many organizations, these references are difficult to locate and many can be
expensive to acquire, if they can be located in the first place.

The current search tools for locating this information are not standardized, and
many are extremely sophisticated, requiring considerable training to master and
normally expertise in library sciences.  In addition, there are a number of
administrative and legal issues involved in making such information available,
including availability of the source documents and copyright laws.

Clearly, in a mature research domain such as service life prediction, durability
and asset management there is a considerable corpora of technical information, and
there are knowledgeable users who require immediate access to this corpora, and
additionally, many of the copyright owners of the information are public bodies who



promote progressive technology transfer.  All that remains is to provide a mechanism
to publish this corpus, so it is easily accessible to a wide audience of users.

2.2 Technology transfer agenda for CIB and RILEM
The work plan for CIB W080/RILEM 175-SLM (Service life methodologies)

follows closely the developments made in the previous joint CIB/RILEM working
group on "Prediction of service life of building materials and components" (CIB
W080 1999; Jernberg et al. 1997).  It is based on the elaboration of key areas of
knowledge in the service life domain that together provides practitioners with the
necessary tools to guide their decisions.  The five areas include:

1. Information Technologies in Construction: an Integration Tool in service life
prediction

2. Service Life and Durability
3. Selection of Service Life Prediction Methods
4. Understanding Factors Causing Degradation
5. Characterisation of Degradation of Building Materials and Components.

Since 1982, there have been three consecutive joint CIBW80/RILEM
Committees, including 71-PSL, 100-TSL and 140-TSL. In this time, members of
numerous countries participating in the joint activities have done considerable work.
Indeed, this group has been responsible for a series of useful working documents and
related literature published by CIB and RILEM and as well, has co-ordinated the
efforts required to bring about seven international symposia related to durability and
service life issues.  The number of significant contributions collectively presented in
these conference proceedings provide a substantial depth of knowledge to the field.
Full exploitation of this vast body of knowledge for the benefit of manufacturers of
building materials and components, designers, specifiers, constructors, as well as
asset and property managers, requires the development of suitable guides and related
information for use by these various practitioners.

It is the aim of the current CIB W80 Working Commission (WC), working
jointly with RILEM 175 SLM, to help develop the necessary guides, methods and
techniques that will enable practitioners in selecting the appropriate tools to predict
service life.  In fact, many of the future contributions of the WC may very well find a
place within international standards, as the current working commission actively
participates in providing technical expertise to the relevant ISO Working Group
developing a standard on Design Life of Buildings.  To achieve this aim, it is
proposed that existing service life techniques be further developed in the context of
emerging information technologies.  Hence, the focus of the WC is the integration of
existing prediction and service life techniques, tools and methods, using information
technologies being developed for the construction industry.  Furthermore, stochastic
and reliability methods, typically used in the aerospace and automotive industries,
will be reviewed as potential means of addressing particular aspects of service life
prediction (SLP).



2.3 Existing corpora of information
CIB W80/RILEM 175 SLM, and the proceeding WC’s have had an active

program in technology transfer for a number of decades.  For the past 25 years, many
organizations have put their names behind a series of triennial conferences entitled
the Durability of Building Materials and Components (DBMC), including the
National Research Council Canada (Sereda and Litvan 1978), the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (Frohnsdorff and Horner 1981) VTT (Sneck and
Kaarresalo 1984), National University of Singapore (Lee 1987), Building Research
Establishment (Baker et al. 1990), Building Research Institute (Nagataki et al. 1993),
and the Royal Institute of Technology (Sjöström 1996).  In addition, a number of
journals related to this topic have come and gone, including Durability of Building
Materials (Elsevier 1987).  Other congress proceedings related to this topic domain
have also been published, including CIB’s Building Technology, Design and
Production (Sjöström et al. 1983) and RILEM’s Durability of Construction Materials
(Maso 1987).  These publications form the corpora of information for the SL/AM-IT
CD-ROM.

2.4 Copyright issues
Fortunately, the copyright to the described corpora of information is held by a

number of organizations that are interested in making their knowledge more widely
available.  The authors made contact to secure copyright to the abstracts for the
SL/AM-IT CD-ROM either with the proceedings' publishers or host organizations.
In the case of the previous seven DBMC conferences, the host organizations and the
proceeding publishers were only too happy to see their information resurface in
another form, and made their abstracts available.  In the case of 8th DBMC, the
National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) holds the copyright, and as such,
made access to the full text of the documents a possibility.  In the future, it is hoped
that subsequent DBMC conference organizers or publishers of related journals will
make their articles a part of future releases of SL/AM-IT.

2.5 Technology transfer
There are a number of solutions available to address this identified need for

rapid access to corpora of technical information related to the domain of service life
and asset management; some of these are IT-based.  New IT tools and techniques
now make it possible to create sophisticated applications that would have been
extremely expensive to create even a short time ago.  The Internet protocol that is in
common use on the World Wide Web (WWW) is such a tool (Vanier and Turk 1994).
The rapid evolution and universal acceptance of the Internet and the HyperText
Markup Language (HTML), provide opportunities for capturing, storing and
disseminating information of a technical nature, and in particular would be
particularly useful when dealing with the corpora of knowledge on service life and
asset management.  The current implementation of SL/AM-IT is a CD-ROM;
however, owing to the use of HTML in the project, there are plans in place to make
this corpora available on the Internet.



3 Materials and methods

The two goals of the project identified earlier were: (1) to provide full access to
specific corpora of knowledge, and (2) to illustrate the methodology for other
applications and domains.  Two innovative features of SL/AM-IT are: (1) a
keyphrase index, that was created automatically using sophisticated indexing tools,
and (2) an intuitive, interactive interface to large volumes of technical information.
In summary, the system had to be comprehensive, quick and intuitive (user-friendly)
for the users, and it had to be easy-to-construct for the developers.

3.1 Process description
Figure 1 outlines the stages followed to bring the data together for the CD-

ROM.  Starting from the left in Figure 1, the hardcopy documents were scanned using
“off-the-shelf” technology, Optical Character Read (OCR’d) using commercial
software, and proof-read by (human) editors; thus creating electronic copies of the
abstracts and associated information.  The two lead authors, in their role as organizers
of the 8DBMC, had access to the electronic files for all the conference contributions,
so this formed part of the corpora of information for the CD-ROM.

These electronic files were processed, as illustrated in the centre of Figure 1, to
create the electronic indexes required for the database searching.

Fig. 1: Process and implementation

3.1.1 Extractor software
The Institute for Information Technology of the NRCC has developed a

software product that uses the full text version of documents to create keyphrases
(Extractor 1999).  This program was used successfully in a related project (Kosovac
and Vanier 1999), and the authors saw many opportunities for such a technology in
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the storing and dissemination of technical information.  The general theory behind the
“Extractor” methodology is that automated tools can systematically and objectively
create keyphrases from full text documents.  One of the advantages of using this
automatic generation of keyphrases, such as the “Extractor” methodology, is the
objectivity in the selection of keyphrases; normally, authors always have some form
of bias in their selection of keyphrases.  Computer generation of terms is also precise,
repeatable, fast and simple (Turney 1997).  “Extractor” has been successfully
benchmarked against a number of other “indexing” software (Turney 1997).

To create the desired keyphrases for indexing and searching for SL/AM-IT, the
individual abstracts and full text documents from the corpora were individually
indexed using “Extractor”; this produced six keyphrases per document.  This list of
keyphrases was combined with the keyphrases supplied by the authors, and a domain
expert purged the resulting list for duplicates and similar keyphrases.  The resulting
short list formed the “pick list” of keyphrases for the corpora searching.

3.1.2 Title and author lists
Title and author lists were also created for searching; thus allowing the user to

specifically identify authors from the “Master Service Life List”, shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: CD-ROM: Hypertext user interface

3.1.3 Inverted index
A standard inverted index of the text documents forming the corpora of

knowledge was created for rapid searching.  An inverted index creates of table of
terms used in the corpora along side their exact location in the documents.  The user



simply enters the desired term for searching and the contents of the corpora are
quickly scanned.  This type of “search engine” is a standard feature of the Internet.

3.1.4 Portable Document Format (PDF) files
As illustrated in Figure 1, the Portable Document Format (PDF) files for the

8DBMC contributions form part of the corpora of SL/AM-IT.  The text versions of
these documents were also indexed using “Extractor”.

3.2 SL/AM-IT interface
The graphical user interface was designed to provide a number of access points

to the database, including the keyphrase information provided by the author, the
keyphrases provided by Extractor, as well as the inverted index and the full text of the
PDF files.  Features of the user interface are described in the following sections.

3.3 User interface design
Figure 2 illustrates the search input screen for SLAM-IT.  This is a typical

WWW interface using standard HTML. The interface can be used with any number
of Internet browsers, allowing complete portability of the SL/AM-IT data and
interface.  The search options are found at the top of the screen in Figure 2, where the
user can use the inverted index to select specific “free form” terms or the keyphrase
options.

The middle portion of Figure 2 shows the interface where the user can select a
number of keyphrases and/or author names.  In the example shown, the keyphrases
“roofing” and “service life” were selected.  The user can request either “AND’ or
”OR” Boolean operations to be performed; the results of the “AND” operation are
shown in the centre right of Figure 2.  Five articles form the results of searching on
both those keyphrases.  To view the abstract for the first listing entitled “Decision-
Support System for Service Life Asset Management”, the user double-clicks on that
output line and the abstract appears at the bottom of Figure 2.  The three input fields
described above are all scrollable; allowing the user to browse over the data any
number of times until a suitable article is located.  If the full text version of the
document of interest is available on the CD-ROM, then the user clicks on the abstract
to view the PDF file for that article, as shown in Figure 3.

3.4 System design
Figure 4 provides an illustration of the system design for the SL/AM-IT CD-

ROM.  The “Author/keyphrase” lists, shown at the left of Figure 4, have many-to-
many relationships to the “Title Lists”.  That is, there can be many authors and many
keyphrases for each paper, as well as, each author and each keyphrase can appear on
a number of papers.

In the centre of Figure 4, each “Title List” entry points to one abstract citation
(including the listing of the name of the publication, article title, list of authors,
author affiliations, and author-created keyphrases).  There can be PDF full text
documents for some of the abstracts in the “Abstract List”, as shown on the right of
Figure 4.  This software design permits a simple and easy-to-manage mechanism to
locate files using standard HTML protocols.



Fig. 3: Full-text, printable and searchable version of the document

Fig. 4: Data structure
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4 Discussion

The SL/AM-IT CD-ROM meets both goals established in the project; it allows
complete access to large corpora of data and information related to service life and
asset management, and its methodology ] can be modified to suite similar corpora.

The SL/AM-IT CD-ROM addresses many of the search and retrieval problems
identified at the start of the project: (1) it provides a repository for considerable
information in the area of service life prediction and asset management and the
methodology can be used for most corpora of knowledge; (2) the combination of the
keyphrases and the inverted index provides quick and accurate retrieval of
information for both novice and expert users, and (3) because of the portable nature
of the HTML protocol, both CD-ROM and Internet applications are readily available.

“Extractor” provides objective, unbiased keyphrases that can be used by novice
and expert alike for searching of the corpora of knowledge.  The interactive user
interface is simple-to-use and provides both the keyphrase search capabilities as well
as inverted index searching.  In addition, the user interface is easily recognized by,
and is quite familiar to, a large percentage of Internet users.

The system design and data structure are extremely easy to duplicate and to
create for any domain corpora.  All of the software used in the processing can be
purchased commercially, including “Extractor”.  All the files used in the operation
are text files and all the lists were created using standard database techniques and
word processing software.  Although there was considerable manual intervention in
the creation of all these files, many of the operations could be automated.

One of the advantages of this HTML-based system design is the possibility to
continually update the corpora of knowledge in the future by including future DBMC
conference proceedings and other full text documents, alongside full text articles
from previous conferences and related journals, where only abstracts exist currently.

5 Conclusions

This paper describes SL/AM-IT, a technology transfer tool using IT to serve
large corpora of technical information to users.  The two goals were achieved in the
course of this project: (1) provide full access to a compendium of information, and
(2) illustrate a methodology for data storage, data retrieval and technology transfer
for other domains.  There are two innovative features of SL/AM-IT: (1) a keyphrase
index was created automatically using automated indexing tools, and (2) an intuitive,
interactive interface accesses large volumes of information. SL/AM-IT is a valuable
contribution to the service life and asset management, and to CIB W80/RILEM 175-
SLM; it can be seen as a corpora of knowledge to be expanded in the future.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF MASS AND ENERGY FLOW IN EXISTING
BUILDINGS
Mass and energy flow in buildings

H. KLOFT and J.-D. WÖRNER
Institute for Structural Analysis, Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany

Abstract

The effects on the environment through the amounts of building material masses
makes it necessary to direct and reduce the material and energy flow in the building
sector.  A problem arises from the lack of information regarding the material and
energy movement especially in the area of building structures.  In this paper
investigations are presented regarding material and energy flows for existing
residential buildings.  At first residential buildings of varying ages but same type of
construction were examined and compared.  The results give information on the
change of use of building materials in different age groups.  Secondly present-day
residential buildings with different type of construction were investigated.  As results
the diversity of influences of type of construction are shown.  Finally the influence of
service life and durability on the material and energy flows were examined.  The
shown investigations are to assist in closing the information gaps regarding material
and energy flows for buildings.

Keywords: material and energy flow, existing building stock, primary energy
contents, durability, service life

1 Introduction

The continual reduction and use of raw materials and energy is a basic pre-
requisition for the existence of today’s industrial society.  In nature, metabolisms are
closed systems. In contrast, technical processes are characterised by a mainly linear
course.  Though in the past the re-use of materials from demolished buildings was
taken for granted as the obtaining of new building materials was difficult and
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expensive, today ecological reasons force us to close the open process chains of the
industrial production.  In road construction, the flow of materials is already so
developed that hardly any disposal site material is produced.  In comparison, building
construction is mainly characterised by open, i.e. non-recycling processes.  In the
future it will however not be sufficient to increase efforts in returning surplus
building materials into the material circulation cycle.  The complexity of effects on
the environment through technical processes makes it at the same time necessary to
reduce the material and energy input necessary for the construction and use of
buildings.

The directing as well as the reducing of material and energy flow in the building
sector is however encumbered with a number of problems.  An important problem
arises from the lack of information regarding the material movement especially in the
area of building structures.  This is mainly because material flow is only registered at
the commencement in the production of the building materials, and at the end with
the removal of the building waste.  However, the movements taking place between
production and disposal site are largely unknown.  The knowledge concerning this is
however an important assumption to not only develop strategies and planning
instruments to direct and reduce the material and energy flows in building
construction but also in order to fully evaluate buildings in the future with regard to
their influence on their environment.

At the present time, two tendencies can be recognised in the assessment of
material and energy flow in building construction.  On the one side, detailed
investigations at a micro-analytical level are carried out on individual building
materials, on the other, macro-structures are determined such as the existing national
German building stock for example.  Incomplete in comparison are distinct
statements regarding the material composition as well as the reciprocal
interdependence and dimensions of the material and energy flows of individual
buildings.

In the following, the results of investigations are presented regarding material
and energy flows for residential buildings.  The investigations were carried out at the
Institut für Statik der Technischen Universität Darmstadt (Institute for Structural
Analysis at the Darmstadt University of Technology) and were sponsored by the Fritz
and Margot Faudi Foundation.

2 Material and energy contents of residential buildings constructed at
different times

In order to return surplus building materials from building construction into the
material circulation cycle, details regarding their quantitative amounts and their
qualitative composition are of decisive importance.  Working on the assumption of an
average building structure life for residential buildings of 80 - 100 years, building
rubble accumulated at the present time is made up of building materials which were
produced at the beginning of the century.  Within the framework of investigations
carried out at the Institute for Structural Analysis on the „Usage of Building Materials
and the Primary Energy Contents of Residential Buildings Constructed at Different



Times“, 20 residential buildings of varying ages were examined with regard to their
building material and mass composition.  In addition, the primary energy contents of
the building which are represented in the form of construction materials (PEIH) were
determined.  This gives the accumulated primary energy expended in the production
of the construction materials.  The examined residential buildings represent typical
solid-wall type construction, a distinction being made for single-family (EH) and
multi-family (MH) housing.

The results show that the average building material masses for all examined
buildings is 530 kg/m³ gross cubic content (BRI); related to the relevant living areas
this gives an average value of 2550 kg/m² living area (WFL).  The examined single-
family houses are on average some 15 - 25 % heavier than the multi-family houses.
This is mainly due to the construction elements foundations, external walls and roofs.
More than 80 % of the building material masses of the examined residential buildings
can be apportioned to the loadbearing structure, less than 20 % to the finishes. For the
buildings examined here the technical installation can be disregarded as far as mass is
concerned.  The investigations have also shown that more then 90 % of the building
material masses of the examined housing of solid-wall type of construction are of
mineral origin.

The graphic depiction of the used building materials for the investigated
residential buildings related to the age of the buildings in figure 1 shows that the
building material composition changes from one age group to the next. Whereas the
concrete portion has increased since the mid 1920’s, the portion of timber has
decreased to under 5 %.  Although the buildings of the age groups from 1918 to the
present day are mainly examples of the solid-wall type of construction, the portion of
block and brickwork walling decreases in this presentation.  This illustrates the fact
that the increased use of concrete is not only at the expense of the building material
timber but also of block and brickwork walling.

Fig. 1: Usage of building materials of various age groups (mass percentage)
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The building materials clay and slag, which were still often used at the
beginning of this century in timber beam ceiling constructions, have almost
completely disappeared since World War II.  The proportion of the collective group
mortar/plaster/gypsum remains generally stable.  For the examined residential
buildings, the accumulated primary energy necessary to produce the used building
materials (PEIH) amounts to an average of approx. 900 MJ/m³ gross cubic content
(BRI),equivalent to approx. 250 kWh/m³ gross cubic content (BRI).  Here too the
tendency can be seen that multi-family residential buildings considered in the
absolute, show lower primary energy content analogous to the building material
masses.

An interesting finding is depicted in figure 2 showing the relationship between
primary energy contents and building material masses.  The building material masses
and primary energy contents of 5 multi-family houses of similar type of construction
and cubic content of different ages are shown.  It can be seen that newer buildings
with values of around 2 MJ/kg have a higher PEIH/building material masses level than
older buildings (1.6 - 1.8 MJ/kg), the absolute values for the primary energy contents
however can be lower than for buildings of earlier building age groups.

Fig. 2: Related total values of building material mass and primary energy input
for five multi-family houses of various age groups

3 Material and energy contents of residential buildings built to present-day
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but with approximately comparative heating energy values (in accordance with
WSVO 95, the German Thermal Protection Ordinance of 1995) were examined.  For
the investigated buildings, the mean value for the building material masses amounted
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Noticeable deviations from the mean value for the building material masses are
apparent for buildings of timber-frame construction which are much lighter, and also
for some solid-wall buildings which have undergone appreciable mass addition due to
special building measures.  Here one can note the influences of cellars or basement
parking as well as marked enlargements to the building envelope in the form of
dormer windows, bay windows, etc.  Similar deviations to those for the building
material masses can be seen for the primary energy contents.  Here too, this indicates
that heavy buildings have higher primary energy contents and lighter buildings are
more favourable in this context.

Analogous to earlier buildings, it is apparent that even in present-day
construction of solid-wall residential buildings, in the distribution of the building
material masses on the loadbearing construction and finishes, some 80 % of the
building material masses can be apportioned to the loadbearing structure.  In contrast,
clear differences are seen in the percentage distribution of the primary energy contents
on the loadbearing construction and finishes.  The results show that in buildings
constructed to present-day standards there is an appreciable increase of the energy
contents in the materials used for the finishing work.  Whereas some 20 - 30 % of the
energy content applied was necessary for finishing work for earlier building groups,
these values vary today between 30 and 60 %.

Figure 3 shows the depiction of the total values of building material masses and
primary energy contents related to the gross cubic content in a co-ordinate system.

Fig. 3: Related total values of building material mass and primary energy input
for fifteen residential houses with comparative heating energy values
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The depiction of building material masses and primary energy contents reflects
the constructional range of present-day buildings by a great mean variation of the
absolute values. It is nevertheless noticeable that, despite the great mean variation of
the absolute values, there is little mean variation for the PEIH/building material
masses level.  With a correlation of 0.91, the examined buildings show a
PEIH/building material masses level of 2.1 MJ/kg.  An exact observation of the
individual construction groups shown in figure 4 represents that the loadbearing
construction of the investigated buildings gives a very good linear correlation of 0.92
to a straight line with a gradient (PEIH/building material mass level) of 1.47 MJ/kg.

Fig. 4: Related total values of building material mass and primary energy input
for the individual construction groups of fifteen residential houses
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Thermal Protection Ordinance (WSVO-house), a low-energy house and a so-called
passive-solar house have been used as examples.

The materials and energy contents at the time of construction (t = 0) in figure 5
show that for the WSVO-house (house built in accordance with the German Thermal
Protection Ordinance) and the passive-solar house, the PEIH/building material mass
level has risen markedly.  This seems understandable for the passive house, but seems
surprising for the house designed in accordance with the thermal protection
ordinance.  The main reason for the rather high PEIH/building material mass level of
2.59 MJ/kg for the WSVO-house is to be found in the peculiarity of the building
construction: This building is actually a representative of a mixed-type of
construction, with its solid external walls and wooden beam intermediate floor
structure, but the lack of cellar and the otherwise solid floor slab which normally give
a favourable PEIH/building material mass level, here produce an increase of the total
energy level.

Fig. 5: Building material mass and primary energy input for three single-family
houses with different energy concepts compared with the values of fig. 3
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those of the differing energetic standards of the three single-family houses.  The
reason for this is surely that the improvement of the energetic standards are primarily
concentrated on the building materials of the finishing works, and these materials do
not produce a marked increase of the building material mass even with a doubling of
their volume due to their low material density.

Fig. 6: Cumulative building material masses of three single-family houses with
different energy concepts over a period of use of 80 years
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This is, however, not the case regarding the accumulated energy expenditure.  In
the case of the house built in accordance with the German Thermal Protection
Ordinance (WSVO-house) it is shown in figure 7 that the primary energy
consumption for heating and the production of hot water as well as for household
electricity considered over a duration of use of 80 years amounts to almost eighteen
times the energetic input that is required for the production and maintenance of the
building materials.  Even though the primary energy expenditure for the production of
the building materials used for the passive-solar house is almost double that needed
for the building constructed in accordance with the thermal protection ordinance, the
WSVO-house has a five times higher energy consumption in the total assessment
after 80 years compared to the passive-solar house.

Fig. 7: Cumulative total energy expenditure for three single-family houses with
different energy concepts over a period of use of 80 years
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are to be stored, updated and made readily retrievable.  Each building phase in turn is
represented by its own information cycle, which can be split into subordinate modules
as required. Important for each further dividing up of the building phases is the
maintenance of the information cycle as well as the linking together of all modules to
the Central Data Bank.  The data flow must not be only in one direction but there
must be a permanent exchange of data and information during the individual building
phases with the Central Data Bank.

At the present time a computer-assisted working instrument is being developed
by the Institute for Structural Analysis at the Darmstadt University of Technology to
record the material and energy application in the design of new buildings.  A data
bank model will be designed based on the knowledge gained in the carried out
investigations which will permit a computer-aided compilation of the material and
energy contents of buildings.  The aim is to document the material end energy
contents of buildings at the time of their construction with the assistance of  the
developed program, and to continue this later when alteration and renovation
measures are carried out.  A further aim is to apply the developed program as a design
instrument already at the design phase for the conception of resource-optimised
buildings.
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BUILDING DURABILITY - KNOW WHAT YOU KNOW or LETS USE THE
KNOWLEDGE WE ALREADY HAVE, BEFORE WE IMPROVE UPON IT
Building durability

W.H. GUMPERTZ and D.A. RUTILA
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger Inc., Arlington, Massachusetts, USA

Abstract

We encourage the use of our professional experience to get the most of old and new
materials and construction methods to obtain durability in buildings, by better and more
consistent use of knowledge we already have.  Recent experience shows that major
buildings fail in their function after as little as 30 years for disparate reasons.  We
examine some of these reasons by looking at practice of design, contracting and
construction as follows: things designers know or don't know; when contractors build,
do we know enough?; the manufacturer's contribution B or lack thereof; and, how we
organize labor and material.

Keywords: construction, design, durability, materials, service life

1 Introduction

Innovation is great.  Without innovation, the construction industry would still be
dealing with caves and mud huts, and palm fronds.  But innovation also carries risks in
use of new and existing materials and methods.

This paper reports on the use of our professional experience to get the most of
materials and construction methods to obtain durability, by better and more consistent
use of knowledge we already have.  Based on our extensive investigatory experience,
major advances in durability can be achieved by learning why some buildings fail by
malfunction of a concealed, but crucial, component or use of inappropriate technology.

Ideally, a well designed and constructed building should live B with proper
maintenance B for its whole expected (economic) life B without repairs.
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Durability requires, in addition to appropriate selection and use of materials,
maximum degree of flexibility in the physical plant to anticipate new uses.  Recent
experience shows that major buildings fail in their function after as little as 30 years for
disparate reasons.  We examine some of these reasons by looking at our practice of
design, and experience with contracting and construction as follows:

2 Things designers know or don’t know

We expect designers to be knowledgeable about the selection and use of
construction materials, components and equipment through their education and
experience.  Learning must be life long because construction materials, components and
equipment are constantly changing through innovation, success, and failure.

2.1 Choose materials for proportionate durability.  What materials matter in
durability?  What do we know about them?  What don’t we know?
The greater the cost of failure of a building material, the greater its need for

durability, which is defined as life expectancy in the selected environment.  The cost of
failure is all expenses, including consequential damage as well as replacement cost.

Roofing - The cost of a roofing replacement should be modest in a properly
designed building (i.e., where roofing replacement is anticipated in the original design),
but the disruption and damage caused by a sudden and ill-timed roofing failure can
exceed the value of the roofing many times.  Consider the sudden, cold weather
shattering of an unreinforced thermoplastic roofing membrane.  Years ago, we designed
the roofing for a large, golf ball-like structure (50 m diameter) with its roof membrane
covered by reflective, faceted panels that are not waterproofed.  We selected the most
durable membrane that we could identify because we wanted to avoid removing the
panels, and we have not, to the present date.

Structures - Durability of structural systems is critical because everything on or
within the building is affected by failure.  Steel, reinforced concrete, masonry or wood
structures of most buildings are designed to be within a weatherproof envelope. 
Experience shows that the mass of these structures is generally adequate to withstand
occasional leakage when roofs or wall systems fail.  Problems occur when these
structural systems are exposed to weather by design without special consideration, or
when they are exposed to weather through inadequate protection.  Examples include: thin
metal studs used in back-up wall framing of curtain walls where unnoticed leakage
destroys this structural system; reinforced concrete balconies that project beyond the
cladding without reinforcing cover or concrete quality necessary for durability (a coastal
environments adds insult to injury).

Components and Equipment - consider the ventilating equipment installed on the
roof, with a thin sheet metal condensate pan that fails to drain water; we recently found
it less expensive to replace the units than replace just the pan, since the entire unit had
to be disassembled.  These same pans were a source of fungal contamination that was
distributed through ducts; the ducts needed cleaning but several components (variable
air volume boxes) had to be replaced because they were not designed to be cleaned
adequately.



2.2 The mystery of new materials and their applications.  What are they?  What
do we know about them?  What should we know about them?  Why?
Construction has left us with many examples of experiments in new materials and

designs.  We continually come across abandoned technologies, such as:

• Two-ply built-up roofing - Hailed by the slogan, “one plus one equals four” the
industry soon learned that their product was as faulty as their arithmetic.

• (Too) Thin stone veneers - Quarry, fabrication, and finishing technologies allowed
designers the option of large, thin (often less than 3 cm) granite and marble veneers.
Coupled with truss and precast concrete mounts that allowed greater shop fabrication,
thus removing stone setters from building sites, thin veneers were constructed on
many buildings.  Some stones proved dimensionally unstable, or stones failed at
anchors given the local stress.  Today, we continue to pick up the pieces and
remediate these systems.

We prefer to select materials where we know the performance based on years of
experience, but it leaves little room for innovation.  We offer some guidance:

• Determine what is or is not known B Most new materials are “improvements” or
variations on an existing technology.  We try to identify what is the same and what
is different between new and old technologies.  Often, testing the product can answer
some of the questions, but it can be an imperfect quest.  We were asked to predict the
performance of gold leaf on granite.  We found that gold leaf has not historically
been applied to granite, so its durability had not been tested, in the laboratory or in
the field.  We tested samples using standard masonry durability tests, absorption after
24 hour boil, freeze thaw, etc.  We were able to conclude that if you boil the building
and then freeze it, the gold leaf would be durable.  We did not know the real world
affects rain acidity, birds, etc.

• Check the performance history - We commonly hear about the latest European
technology, which always has an impressive European track record.  We have gone
to Europe over the years to evaluate claims and from time to time find truth in some.
Similarly, we are given project references in this country.  When we check on them,
it is amazing how often we find performance problems; clearly most people do not
check references by contacting maintenance personnel.

• Compare the innovation with the alternative - If an innovative material is being used
to save money, compare the consequences of failure to the savings.  If the material
must create an image and there is no alternative, try a different image.

2.3 Compatibility, or how to combine things to make trouble.  What combines with
what to make trouble?  What do we need to know about compatibility?
Compatibility means several things to us.  The simplest is chemical: place many

polymeric materials such as common building sealants in contact with an asphalt product
and the asphalt may bleed “oils” into the polymeric material causing failure.  Or, place
an asphalt product in contact with a coal-tar product and, if both are new, you may see
a sticky oil at the interface as the chemicals combine.  This unintended chemistry causes
many waterproofing materials to fail prematurely.



Compatibility also addresses two or more materials that might be durable, but which
are not be combined in a durable assembly.  Consider damage to single-ply roofs on flat,
one story schools; expansion of gypsum accelerators in stone setting mortar; or corrosion
from copper flashing over aluminum window frames.

2.4 Murphy's Law - or how poorly selected materials are hardest to get to
Defects that are easy and cheap to fix generally get fixed.  More expensive defects

go unrepaired.  We find the following history at many buried plaza decks: design
development B it cannot leak; design - we cannot have a proprietary specification; value
engineering B the specified system is too expensive; construction B the subcontractor can
prepare details in the field; water test - there isn’t time; dispute B it’s too expensive to
fix or argue about so the contractor injects the cracks.

3 When contractors build, do we know enough?

3.1 If everything else fails, read the specifications
Quality matters.  Other things being equal, strict compliance with the design (i.e.,

drawings and specifications) has a direct effect on the quality, and hence durability, of
a building.  We have already discussed the importance of correct design; now how does
the contractor look, from his viewpoint, on the contract documents?

• They should be clear and comprehensive.
• They should be terse and as short as possible, so that field personnel can read them

easily and find pertinent provisions easily.
• They should be free of repetition, in drawings and specifications.
• They should be free of any item that the designer thinks “would be nice to have” but

which he does not plan to enforce.
• They should indicate the degree of freedom for contractor substitutions.
• They should be up-to-date-codes, published standards, and materials.
• A place for everything, and everything in its place: work for each trade should be

identified and put into one location.

There are other requirements, which indirectly affect durability.  Once the contract
documents are of high quality, it is easier for the contractor to enforce high quality
workmanship.  As a matter of experience (and based on Murphy’s law), quality affects
the invisible components to a greater extent; hidden components are frequently the most
important ones, and the most costly and difficult to repair.

What are the most critical, or frequently invisible, weaknesses that affect a
building’s overall durability?  Here are some examples from our experience:

• Wall flashing reversed, to channel rain water into the building.
• Exterior wall panels made with material dissolved by water.
• Through-wall flashing that disappears after some years.
• Artificial roof slates that self-destruct after two years.
• Wood foundation walls that disintegrate below ground level.



• Impregnated plywood sheathing that turns to dust in summer heat.
• Roof insulation that age-shrinks and tears built-up roofing.
• Gym flooring exploding because of the absence of perimeter expansion space.
• Pile foundations that failed due to sulfate attack.

All these defects have one thing in common: they compromise durability, interfere
seriously with the function of the building, and are costly to repair, primarily because of
the difficulty of gaining access to the component requiring service.

3.2 The eye of the farmer makes the corn grow
This old saw from the Midwest farm belt touches on the weakest factor of any

construction work.  Absence of construction supervision causes permanent damage for
temporary gain. Many general contractors (as well as construction managers) “contract
out” all work to subcontractors, and become, in effect, brokers and paper shufflers.  They
assume that all their subcontractors not only know their business, but will follow their
part of the contract documents.  The general contractor “coordinates” the work primarily
by scheduling and processing payment requisitions.  Absence of competent supervision
filters down to the lowest level.  In many of our failure investigations, we start
interviewing the contractor’s management to get the history of the projects.  More often
than not, we are referred to the superintendent, who is not sufficiently familiar with the
job history to help.  We then get referred to the foreman, who wants us to talk with the
mechanics who did the work.  When (and if) we speak to the workers, they refer to the
laborers who mixed the mortar or set other components.

3.3 Value engineering - minimal savings at maximum damage
The idea of value engineering is sound: a contractor may, using his knowledge and

expertise, find a way to save money by changing materials and methods without reducing
quality.  In reality, value engineering proposals are rarely studied for the contingent
effects, and are frequently judged by the owner on money savings, without regard to the
original design.  Examples of defective value engineering are:

• The contractor suggested replacement of metal through-wall flashing with a plastic
product that hardens with time.  The owner derived a $7,000 saving.  When the
plastic flashing hardened and cracked, the resultant water leaks went out of control.
The developer was forced to rebuild at a cost of $25,000,000.

• An owner was persuaded to cover a leaking roofing system with a single-ply material,
instead of removing the wet original system first.  As a result, the steel deck corroded
to the extent that much must be replaced.

• In an office building, money was saved by using a once-through water cooling system
instead of a heat exchanger to separate the deep-well water from the interior system.
 After a few years, all of the unit heaters, and much of the distribution system,
disintegrated because of the high oxygen content of the well water.



Our experience with value engineering decisions has taught us:

• Change proposals rarely receive the attention that the original design received.
• The savings to the owner are not usually commensurate with the risks.
• If a designer’s plans require improvement of components for purposes of saving

money without loss of quality, the designer should make the needed changes to begin
with.  If he/she/it is incapable to do so, the owner needs a better designer.

• Value engineering helps our business, but it is bad for our clients.

3.4 Every craftsman can make the designer and contractor look good - or bad
Close monitoring of the construction work is needed to protect the owners from

poor work, the designer from loss of reputation, and the contractor from legal action.  We
have learned that most mechanics have it in their power to make their employer (and
others) look good or bad.  We have seen, in a matter of minutes, a sloppy worker turn
into a master craftsman when motivated B or competently supervised.  Since most of the
defects caused by poor construction methods are built into the hidden parts of the build-
ing, supervision and motivation are necessary to ensure durability.

3.5 Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? (Who will watch the watchman?)
Some projects require the contractor to provide and pay for all testing, or even for

a quality control program.  The above Latin proverb is appropriate warning that such
procedures constitute a conflict of interest for the supervisors.  Quality supervision
avoids incomplete or even lax monitoring of the work, and protects the owner; it should
be paid for by the owner.

3.6 Guarantees and manufacturer’s inspections
Most owners consider manufacturer’s guarantees paramount in deciding on major

material components for their buildings.  This has an adverse effect on the quality and
durability of the building.  Guarantees mislead, because:

• Guarantees give a false sense of security.  A functioning building is much better.
• A guarantee often limits the owner’s choices, excludes part of the direct and con-

sequential damage from any failure, and subjects him to unfavorable conditions.
Many roofing guarantees require the manufacturer to keep a roof “functioning,” even
if it has failed to keep the building dry.  The owner will get nothing for insulation
damage, loss of content, business disruption, and uncertainty about the future of the
building.  Guarantees are a “license to litigate” or a “parachute warranty” (if your
parachute fails, you get a new one if you bring the old one back).

• Guarantees may relieve the contractor and subcontractors from any sense of
responsibility for a workmanlike performance, or may tempt him to violate the
contract documents, dumping all the blame on the guarantee and its maker.

In many cases our insistence on compliance with the design has been countered by
the argument that the manufacturer has judged the work to be good enough to issue a
guarantee.  In this way, a guarantee has a bias against quality in construction.  We insist
that the owner wants a good building, not a piece of paper.



4 The manufacturer’s contributions - or lack thereof

4.1 We build with materials
We design and build with many materials.  The construction industry is virtually the

only industry where the completed product is unique and never repeated in its original
form.  This limits the opportunity for using experience in testing the product’s
performance.  The whole industry B owners, designers, contractors, and manufacturers
B has to reinvent the wheel for each single project.

Each new product puts the construction team at risk, as does each new combination
of established materials.  Yet we must use innovation, i.e., new materials for buildings,
or we would still reside in grass huts or caves.  How to do that?

4.2 Old materials, new materials, and how do we judge?
Construction materials have changed a great deal, and quickly, even in the last fifty

years. Wood, steel, bricks, concrete were in use for a long time, but their shapes, content,
and utilization have changed considerably.  New materials and/or applications have
arisen, whose integration in the building process have, at times, been problematical. 
Among some of the new materials are plastics, composites, and old materials used in new
ways, such as aluminum, and glass.  Some valuable materials, such as asbestos, have
disappeared because of political pressure.

How have these new materials, and their combinations, performed?  Not always
well enough.  The fragmented industry makes feedback difficult, and the uncontrolled
use of materials and systems has clouded the opportunity to learn from past experience.
 That applies to designers, contractors, and manufacturers.

4.3 How do new products come on the market?
The materials used in the construction of buildings come from a variety of sources.

 In addition to the conventional materials, new products, and new uses of old ones,
originate from the following sources:

• Import of products and ideas from Europe (single-ply roofing, foam concrete).
• Changes in a nonconstruction industry producing byproducts (modified roofing

membranes, microsilica concrete, engineered wood).
• Loss of byproducts used in construction because of industry changes (reduction of

coal-tar pitch because of changes in the steel industry).
• Overcapacity of an existing industry because of technical change (artificial rubber

products by the tire industry; recycled products).
• Development of new technology with old materials (prestressed concrete, new

sealants, curtain walls and windows).
• Results of high technology development in other fields (equipment controls, HVAC

improvements, communications).
• Development within the construction industry (improved flashing technology, wind

testing of windows, wind dynamics).



4.4 How well have the new products performed, and why?
The success of newly introduced materials and systems has been mixed.  Much of

the material failures have to do with the absence of a unified industry with technical and
financial resources to create and finance adequate research.  Government contributions
have been modest and, at times, too politically oriented; one example is the re-use of
existing research facilities left over from nuclear research that are no longer needed.

Industry has gone in the wrong direction, by bringing products to market without
adequate research and testing.  Some industries entering the construction market have
had an inadequate understanding of the specialized conditions in the construction
industry.  In cases where the marketing tail has wagged the technical and research dog,
researchers were over-ruled with disastrous results.  Too often manufacturers have made
owners, designers, and contractors their unknowing and unpaid research departments by
releasing products before research proved efficacy of the product.

National code organizations have, on occasion, been so influenced by industry
representatives that standards included the product of the least capable manufacturer, or
where standards lacked test methods that should have been designed to discover the
product's suitability.  We do not discount the great majority of useful and effective
materials, but we have seen too many failures that have caused poor durability.

5 How we organize labor and material

5.1 How Slim Barnett did it - leadership example; or how else?
The “old fashioned” superintendent (Slim Barnett) was dissatisfied if he did not

jump into concrete as it was being placed to solve some problem.  Others of this breed
feel the same B they want a bit of dirt on their hands as a badge of honor. These leaders
showed the workers their acceptance criteria by demonstration.  They know the
capabilities of workers and the use of materials from experience watching and doing, not
from books.  They schedule by the seat of their pants during their frequent walking tours.

We still see foremen who would have, in the past, become Slim Barnett’s replace-
ment.  These foreman know their trade and their industry well enough to move into the
superintendent’s job with additional experience and training.  They remain hands-on
leaders of their trade, often becoming hands-on owners of a subcontracting company.

5.2 How some modern construction managers do it (by computer) B or how quality
gets swept under the rug
Today’s superintendent is subservient to the construction manager.  The

superintendency is a subclass in the contractor’s organization populated by the staff that
trains for and takes the licensing exam, often provides for job-site safety, and “handles
the field.”  The job is run by construction managers trained in estimating, scheduling, and
financial matters.  The superintendents, active in the field, are second to managers who
are active in the trailer.

 Some construction managers have no personal knowledge of how the building is
assembled at the detail level.  They know the basics because they schedule
subcontractors, stamp shop drawings and follow the money from bid through payment.
But they are not sure how flashing is assembled or how long a detail takes to install.  We



know, because we watch workers, but they do not.  If they want an answer, they look it
up or, more commonly, call their subcontractor.

If the people in charge do not know quality, or poor quality, when they see it, they
cannot provide leadership to the workers by the well placed comment.  Instead, the
workers learn that the bosses do not know.  Quality suffers.

5.3 Where is your plan table?  Without one, you won’t use the drawings
If the plan table is in the trailer, it’s better than nothing, but not much.  One trade

that seems to bring their plan tables to the job with them are the ironwork erection crews.
 Why?  Because they cannot do their work without constant reference to the erection
drawings.  Other trades cannot do their work properly without reference to the shop and
erection drawings, but many try.  We find our search to be a useful gauge of a
contractor’s real thinking - where are the plan tables?

You can ask the same question about any erection detail on the job.  If it is in the
project manager’s trailer to protect their liability, they will need that protection since
anything that gets built is based more on luck than controlled process.  The detail needs
to be at the work, in the hands of the skilled workers.  The occasional reference by the
foreman is the standard of many jobs, but is totally inadequate.  Every group of skilled
workers should be working from a plan table.

5.4 Have you handled that RFI today?
The modern construction manager sits with a staff in a trailer, reviewing RFIs

(request for information), which can be the lazy subcontractor’s substitution for a
shop/erection drawing, or the competent subcontractor’s protection against an inadequate
design.  In the proper place, if a contractor and designer both do an adequate job, the RFI
is a plea for information by the field crew.  Contractors should ask today when they don’t
know, and designers should answer promptly.

5.5 Is it a punch list or post mortem?
We often perform “post mortems” on buildings after a failure.  Sometimes these

investigations are soon after completion and sometimes years later.  In both events, we
find punch list files that predict the future by their focus on the problem that later became
a major issue.  What is most informative is how late in the project major problems were
“discovered” and added to a punch list.

In the US, the standard construction contracts require the contractor to prepare a
"punch list" of incomplete items at the time the contractor believes the project is
substantially complete.  The designer must review this list and add to it, and to assign a
monetary value if money is to be held.  What we find is altogether different.

The contractor rarely inspects the project thoroughly.  Instead, as the designer
realizes that the creation he conceived is about to be left incomplete, he prepares a punch
list because he knows nobody else will do it.  He soon finds the task daunting because
each room needs to be examined, each window, each piece of equipment, etc.  The
hidden faults rarely get on the punch list.

We have no solution, only the benefit of our experience.  We start early, often
encouraging the owner and contractor to consider accepting partial substantial comple-
tion to create mutual benefit.  All contractors must fully participate in the review at the
same level of authority (gets the boss’ attention), fixing little things as we go so they



don’t go on the list.  When the contractor and subcontractor have made no effort on their
own to perform the inspection, we use the list generated as a preliminary device, and
continue the process after some progress is made.

6 Conclusions - how to build durability into your building

6.1 Summary
We have discussed the various influences that affect the creation of a building and

how these elements bear on its durability.  Durability is influenced by every component
of the building's development.  It is also affected by the judicious use of durable materials
that are hard to reach or maintain during the life of the building (Gumpertz and Schwartz
1996).  We have discussed the need of designing and constructing a building with
meticulous attention to

• ! selecting materials and systems that are compatible with each other, that have
at least a reasonable record of performance, that are durable within the designed
lifetime, and that can be maintained and serviced effectively;

• ! building as specified, to obtain the maximum utility from the required materials
and combinations, and with quality workmanship to use present craftsmanship;

• ! utilizing materials that have been researched and tested sufficiently to assure
that they are fit for their intended use;

• ! eliminating trendy and untried methods and materials, especially when they are
difficult to reach after construction, costly to replace, or endanger costly and critical
building contents;

• ! the complexity of buildings with thousands of disparate materials and combina-
tions, assembled by agencies that can have conflicting schedules and interests.

6.2 Conclusions
We have discussed the various components of quality that lead to long-term

satisfaction in a building with reasonable durability.  The choices and methods that we
advocate are fully attainable with present-day technology and construction experience.
 While we strongly favor progress and innovation, we emphasize that constructability,
good work, and maintainability leads to durability.

There are vast reserves in our present building technology, and significant
improvement in building durability can be achieved by the informed use of all aspects
of such technology.  At the moment, we are far from building as well as we know.
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Abstract

The concept of designing for durability (or taking an environmentally responsible
approach to building) is well established; however, research has indicated that the
uptake of such practices is slower than anticipated.  The specification of building
products is important, but an area poorly researched, compared with the initial design
phase.  In an attempt to shed some light on the product selection process, a specifier
was observed as part of a larger investigation into how designers become aware of
building products that are new to them - building product innovations.  The
observations, carried out over a three year period within an architectural office, raised
a number of issues about sustainable product selection, whilst also raising a number
of methodological issues relating to the observation of the specification process.
Analysis of the information identified a number of different pressures to change the
product from various participants in the project, occurring at different stages; from
initial awareness and selection by the specifier, through the competitive tendering
stage, to pressures to change on site, before the product was eventually built into the
building.  The paper concludes by discussing the findings with regard to sustainable
practice and designing for durability - do they indicate good practice or bad habit?
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1 Introduction

The number of building products that are potentially available for selection by
an architect is extensive.  Every year new products are introduced by manufacturers in
response to competition, new regulations and changes in architectural fashion.  In
addition to these 'new' products, there are numerous minor product improvements that
are constantly introduced by manufacturers to prolong their product's life on the
market.  These new products and product improvements, like the established
products, are all dependent upon decision makers in the building industry for their
selection. A process generally referred to in the building industry as 'specification'.

Although the architect's responsibility for building product selection has
declined in recent years, they are still the most influential and important 'specifier' of
products in the British building industry (Barbour Index 1993).  Indeed, architects
have been described as 'licensed specifiers' (Pawley 1990:5), and their influence over
the majority of product selection is well recognised by the building product
manufacturers who bombard architect's offices with their trade literature.  Research
into the selection of building products by architects was carried out by Margaret
Mackinder (1980), who gathered information about detailed design decisions from
diaries filled in by participating architects.  From this she observed that architects
frequently used 'short cuts' based on their own experience in order to save time,
reporting a strong preference for certain materials and components that they had used
previously, drawn from their personal collections of literature; supporting the earlier
observations of Goodey and Matthew (1971).  Indeed, one third of those interviewed
by Mackinder noted that it was office policy to avoid the use of anything new unless
it was unavoidable, preferring to stick to familiar products when specifying.
Although Mackinder's sample acknowledged that new materials and components
needed to be monitored in case there were advantage in terms of cost or performance,
there is little evidence of research into the process by which architects become aware
of  products that are perceived as new to them, 'building product innovations'.

The majority of published literature that has investigated the way in which
architects make decisions has concentrated on the 'design process' with emphasis on
the resulting 'design' (Rowe 1987).  Commonly referred to as 'design methods'
literature it was concerned with creative problem solving and sought to describe the
design process as it should be carried out, rather than how it is carried out.  More
importantly, in the context of this paper, the architect's use of specific building
products or the process through which the designer has passed to reach this decision
is rarely discussed (Leatherbarrow 1993:143).

The larger research project from which this paper is drawn applied the diffusion
of innovations model (Rogers 1995) to the building industry for the first time, with a
focus on the specifier's 'innovation-decision process' and the consideration, selection
and rejection of building products that were perceived as new by the specifier, i.e.
building product innovations (Emmitt 1997).  The case study reported below was
supported by other research (conducted over a three year period), namely a diary of
adoption and an extensive postal questionnaire, itself supporting the earlier work
reported above, and there was no evidence to suggest that the behaviour reported here



was not typical.
Clearly specifiers do adopt building product innovations, but what makes them

look outside the palate of favourite products and engage in an active search for
building product innovations that satisfy particular criteria?  This paper focuses on the
individual specifier's innovation-decision process in an attempt to shed some light on
this question. The case study is concerned with the factors which cause a specifier to
look beyond his palette to building product innovations and the ensuing innovation-
decision process.  The observation is described as a series of distinct steps, which are
then compared and contrasted with the theoretical innovation-decision making model.
It is concerned with a part of the design process, detail design, that has largely been
ignored by the design methods authors and on which little research has been
published.  This is important research, both from the manufacturers viewpoint and
from the viewpoint of those interested in the selection of products that contribute to
an environmentally responsible approach to building, because the majority of
environmentally friendly products will be new to the specifier and thus constitute an
innovation to the individual.

2 Methodology

As noted above, the research reported here formed part of a much larger study
into the diffusion of building product innovations.  The observation of a specifier
working in an architectural office provided an ideal opportunity to observe how often,
and why, a specifier considered the selection of products that he had not used before,
i.e. were not included in his palette of favourite products.  The observation was
conducted in the design office of a well established architectural practice that
concentrated on industrial, commercial and retail developments, approximately 90 per
cent of the work carried out by the firm was new build work, the remainder being
refurbishment projects.  From the associated research (Emmitt 1997) it appeared that
the consideration of product new to the specifier was a rare event, therefore
participant observation appeared to be the only way of observing the process.

There is a problem with this type of research because the observer has to be
present when the events occur.  The objective of the research was to observe a
situation or event that caused a specifier to investigate 'new' products, therefore the
specifier(s) would be self selecting and there was a danger that the critical event may
not occur when the observer was present.  What was significant, was that the
opportunity for observation did not occur for a considerable amount of time because
specifiers in the office continued to select products that were familiar to them, thus
demonstrating that the adoption of building product innovations is a rare event.
Eventually a situation arose that could be observed and recorded for the duration of
the process.  The specifier observed sat next to the author and had the unusual habit
of talking out loud whilst he was working: although this irritated other members of
the office, it made for an ideal subject since the thinking process and the decision-
making process, usually hidden from an observer, was quite transparent.  The
observations recorded below provided an illustration of the specification process
which could be compared with Rogers's (1995) innovation-decision process (reported



in the larger study).

3 A specifier observed

The specifier was allowed two weeks to produce the production information for
four retail units, to be built under one contract by a contractor that the architectural
practice had worked with on previous occasions.  All four units were being built for
specific clients, it was not a speculative development: three of the units were designed
with timber rafters and concrete interlocking tiles for the roof covering, whilst the
fourth unit was to be detailed with a structural metal tray and a profiled steel roof to
suit a client's request.  The specifier's actions are detailed below as a series of steps.

Step 1:  was to detail the three units with the tiled roof, a task that was carried out
quickly because the specifier was familiar with this form of construction.  His
previous project had used a very similar roof construction; indeed the drawings
produced for it were used to gain information for use on the current project, in
addition to information taken from the specifier's own collection of literature.  When
he attempted to detail the metal roof, a form of construction which was unfamiliar to
him, he was unable to draw on his previous experience because he had not worked on
any similar projects, although other specifiers in the office had.  Furthermore, his
palette did not contain any information which would help him; he was forced to look
for products, i.e. actively search for information about building product innovations to
solve his particular need.

Step 2: was to ask other specifiers in the office if they had used a suitable product
recently on other projects; so he first sought peer group recommendation, drawing on
their previous experience.  This step was taken to "save time looking in the library".
The office palette of favourite products did contain a manufacturer's roofing product,
which had been successfully used before, Product A.  This product was new to the
specifier, (although he knew of the manufacturer), i.e. a building product innovation.
He spent approximately ten minutes talking to his colleague about the product,
primarily to gain more information and to establish whether or not the product was
suitable.  He was seeking to reduce his level of uncertainty which is consistent with
Rogers's model.

Step 3: satisfied with the information gathered through interpersonal contact, he then
sought further information about Product A from the office library.  Although trade
literature about this product was contained in the office library it was not
comprehensive enough to solve all of his queries, therefore, he telephoned the
manufacturer to ask for additional literature.  During this telephone conversation the
manufacturer of Product A offered to send a trade representative to the office to assist
with any queries: this was declined by the specifier.  The information was received
three days after the request, (during which time the specifier had been working on
another project).  After reading the information, he decided to specify Product A and
continued with his detail design, thus at this stage the product had been adopted.



However, the following day he discovered a technical problem, specific to the shape
of the roof, which could not be resolved by the literature alone, therefore he
telephoned the manufacturer's technical department for further information.  During
the telephone conversation it became clear that Product A would have to be modified
to resolve his problem, but the manufacturer did not have a 'standard solution'
because they had not considered such a possibility arising.  This resulted in a state of
dissatisfaction on behalf of the specifier, who immediately after the telephone call
went to the office library to search out an alternative.  He did not use the electronic
database or the printed product compendia, he selected entirely from the trade
literature on the shelf (confirmed with specifier).

Step 4: from his search in the library a further three building product innovations
were selected, (the library contained trade literature from ten manufacturers of similar
products).  The specifier telephoned the technical department of all three
manufacturers to question them about their product, and to check whether it could
solve his particular problem.  Product B was discounted because the technical
representative was seen as not knowing his product well enough (described as a
"complete idiot" by the specifier).  Product C was rejected because the company
would only answer technical queries by sending a trade representative to the office;
since the earliest appointment was in seven days time it was unacceptable and the
product was rejected.  Product D was adopted because the technical representative
"knew his stuff" and had offered some practical advice to the specifier which helped
him to complete his detailing quickly.  Approval was then sought from the technical
partner and was granted.  The product and company were referred to by name, both
on the drawings and in the written specification.  This information was then sent to
the quantity surveyor for production of the bills of quantities and also for a cost check
of the design against the original budget.

Step 5: during the three weeks that the quantity surveyor took to complete the bills of
quantities and produce the cost check, which was in excess of the original budget, the
quantity surveyor telephoned the specifier to suggest an alternative (and cheaper)
product to that already specified in order to save money.  The alternative, Product E
was unknown to the specifier, i.e. a further building product innovation had been
introduced to him.  This was immediately rejected because he had invested a lot of
time in solving a particular problem and did not want to go through the process again
with a different product and different fixing details.  He made no attempt to analyse
the information, despite the potential cost savings reported by the quantity surveyor,
and Product D was included in the information sent out to competitive tender.  This
illustrated the contribution made from outside the architect's office during the
specification process, with pressure to change the specified product and also the
introduction of knowledge about additional product innovations, confirming stage 3a.
Furthermore, the effect of time on the process appeared again which is specific to the
specifier and not part of the Rogers model.



Step 6: the lowest sum submitted was accepted by the architect's office and the client.
But the lowest tenderer had also submitted another, lower, contract sum for a revised
specification.  Enclosed with the alternative tender sum was a list of products which
had been specified by the architect's office and a list of cheaper alternatives proposed
by the contractor; twenty three products had been identified, ranging from the facing
bricks and cavity insulation to the ironmongery for the internal doors, plus the steel
roofing system, Product D.  Thus a further innovation had been introduced, Product F.
Individual product costs were not listed, instead a total cost saving had been identified
compared with the original products specified.  The client asked the specifier to
analyse the alternative tender sum and then advise him which to accept.

The proposed alternative, Product F, was unknown to both the specifier and the
office.  Although he wanted to reject the innovation immediately, further information
had to be sought so that a report could be made to the client.  He telephoned the
manufacturer of the product and asked a number of questions about delivery and
guarantees.  The answers raised further issues to be investigated and since he did not
have the time to pursue them he rejected Product F on the strength of the telephone
call.  The architect recommended to the client that the alternative specification be
rejected because the cheaper products were of insufficient quality or were not
acceptable visually, (e.g. the facing brickwork).  The contractor was appointed with
no change to the original contract documents.

Step 7: once the contractor had started building, further attempts to change a number
of products, including Product D, were made by the contractor.  First, the contractor
claimed that the specified product could not be delivered to site on programme (this
was found to be untrue when the architect checked with the manufacturer) and
second, the contractor proposed that Product F be substituted to save money.  Both
requests were denied by the specifier. Product D was delivered to site and built into
the building, thus, after a number of attempts to change it, it was finally adopted.
Information about Product D was added to the specifier's palette.  This provided
evidence of the theoretical stage 4a, specification substitution.

4 Interview with the specifier

When the observation period was complete the specifier was interviewed,
during which questions about the process of specification and his attitude towards
building product innovations were addressed.  Although the specifier described
himself as creative and always looking out for new products he was aware that his
actual behaviour was contrary to this.  He claimed that he was "forced to be
conservative" because of both his own, and the office's, concerns about the possibility
of building product failure.  He described this as a form of risk management, a
technique that relied, primarily, on his own palette of favourite products.

His palette of favourite products had been assembled over a 25 year period in
the building industry from products that he said were "known to perform", (i.e. he
believed that they would not fail).  Some of this information dated back to 1976 (!)
and was still referred to, in spite of the office quality assurance system that forbade



the use of out-of date literature.  Information about a building product innovation
would be added to his palette if a new situation had forced its consideration and if
there were no problems in specifying it or any problems reported from site during or
after construction.  Trade representatives were only seen or spoken to by telephone
when further information was required for a specific project; so communication with
building product manufacturers was always initiated by the specifier.  Two reasons
for looking outside his palette were recorded in the interview, namely technical
substitution and a new situation:
1. Technical substitution: would arise if the product in the specifier's palette was not
suitable for the given situation.  This would result in a search for information about
other products, which may themselves eventually enter the palette.
2. A new situation; would arise if the specifier was engaged on a different building
type to that normally commissioned, resulting in the need to search for different types
of building products (as noted in the example above).

Both of these situations would result in the specifier engaging in an active
search for information.  He also said that he tried to stick to products he had used
previously because the time pressures imposed on him by both the design programme
and the construction programme rarely allowed him any time to investigate
alternatives.  At the time of the observation the specifier was working on three other
jobs, all at different stages, and all with demanding programmes.

The case study did not observe the confirmation stage because during the
monitoring period the specifier did not have an opportunity to specify the product
again.  However, he was asked if he would use the product again to which he replied,
"Yes, if I need to".

5 Discussion

At different stages in the innovation-decision process contributions were made
from outside the architect's office by a number of external contributors, namely the
quantity surveyor and contractor, who influenced the specification process at different
times; important to recognise, since the external contributors have the potential to
resist the adoption of a 'new' product and/or introduce 'new' products to the specifier.
Thus the uptake of environmentally friendly products may be influenced (resisted or
promoted) by other members of the temporary project team.

It was the failure of the specifier's palette of favourite products which led to his
search for information about building product innovations to satisfy a particular need.
So although information about products had previously been communicated to the
office, via trade literature, journal advertisements and listings in the product
compendia, this case study showed that manufacturers were reliant on the specifier
searching it out or becoming aware of the information through a third party, an
external contributor.

The case study was concerned with product innovations which were to be used
on the exterior of the building and would be visible when the building was completed,
which perhaps explains part of the specifier's reticence to change his original
decision.  However, the specifier said that he rarely had time to investigate "new



products" because of the pressures of the building programme and noted that this
aspect of his job, whilst important, had to be balanced against many other duties.
This behaviour was consistent with earlier research that reported the tendency to act
conservatively and rely on products used previously, both to save time and reduce
risk.

We should not be surprised by the specifiers behaviour.  Parallels can also be
drawn with research in the field of medicine.  The behaviour of the specifier observed
above is consistent with diffusion studies in medicine.  Other studies into repeat
prescribing (Harris and Dajda 1996) have shown that medical drugs can be
prescribed, without reference to the doctor and there are comparisons here with the
use of standard details by specifiers to save time - like the patient's drugs, the
products have not been re-assessed, merely applied because they worked successfully
before.  The danger is of course that the situation may not be the same and the both
the patient and the building may not be getting the correct prescription.

So, to the question raised at the start of this paper.  Does the behaviour observed
indicate good practice or bad habit?  The answer to such a question depends to a
certain extent on one's perspective.
1. From the architectural firm's point of view, this behaviour could be seen as good
practice, since it shows effective use of time and risk avoidance techniques (although
the use of out of date trade literature would be seen as bad habit).  As pressures on
time and resources increase there is likely to be greater reliance on standard details,
products and design typologies - the tendency here will be to reinforce conservative
behaviour and reduce the potential for the specification of products new to the office
unless absolutely necessary.
2. From an environmental point of view the use of familiar products and details does
not necessarily mean that all is well.  Many standard details have design faults and
many products prove to be less durable than the manufacturers claimed some time
after they have been used in the building.  Furthermore, the use of new materials that
may be more durable and/or more environmentally friendly is likely to be restricted
by the specifier's behaviour reported above.  For environmentally friendly products to
be specified en mass there needs to be a change in behaviour, which given the
observations discussed above, may be easier to state than actually bring about.
3. From the building product manufacturers perspective.  Those trying to introduce
new products face resistance, whilst those intent on maintaining the status quo will
find some comfort in the research reported above.  For the producers of products that
may have less impact on our environment and longer term durability (not necessarily
linked) life may be tougher than they would like to acknowledge.

From the vast amount of empirical diffusion studies it has been shown that
getting a new idea or product adopted is difficult, and it takes time.  Applied to the
specifier in an architect's office the diffusion model has shown that building is no
different in this regard - change will be slow.  The specifier was designing not just for
the durability of the building but for the durability of the architectural firm, by
limiting his firm's exposure to risk.



6 Conclusion

Rogers (1995) questioned whether it was the need for an innovation, or the
awareness of an innovation, which comes first in the innovation-decision process.
The research has shown that specifiers actively search out building product
innovations only when the need arises, and not before.  The implication here is that
the adoption of 'new' environmentally responsible products may face considerable
resistance; not just from the specifier, but also from the other contributors to the
specification process.

It is this author's view that the specification process must be understood fully.
At different stages in a building's life cycle decisions regarding the selection of
building products are made, both at design stage and during maintenance, repair and
improvement programmes.  At all of these stages the individual specifier (whether an
architect, building surveyor or jobbing builder, will go through the innovation
decision stage when selecting products.  Obviously, the long term durability of the
building will be reliant on, and affected by, the building products actually used.  By
gaining a fuller understanding of the individuals innovation-decision process, both
professional design offices and the building product manufacturers, will be better
equipped to consider the use of materials that can contribute to an environmentally
responsible approach to building.  Then, and only then can the process be managed
and environmental impact of building products be addressed as part of the whole.
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DESIGN FOR DURABILITY - A PRACTICAL APPROACH
Design for durability

E. ROBERTSEN
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Abstract

Today’s building practice has led to a lot of premature failure and lack of durability,
which can cause serious safety, serviceability and functional problems. Traditionally
design for durability has been performed in an empirical, often unstructured manner
based upon implicit durability requirements. A new approach, which ensures that
materials and components are suitable and will perform satisfactorily during the
intended life, is necessary. Service life estimations are complex and information
intensive. In spite of scientific imperfections and lack of information on right format,
there is a need for the practical engineer to start using the accessible knowledge. The
suggested framework for service life based design, construction and management of
building assemblies will ensure that performance requirements are fulfilled during the
design life, allows optimisation of the whole life cost of buildings and permits life
cycle assessments. The service life influence in different phases, from client’s brief till
demolition or major refurbishment, can be assessed in five consecutive stages;
conceptual design, modelling and prediction, engineering stage, construction and in
service period. The target design life must be determined in an early design stage and
will serve as a basis for materials selection, detailed design, execution procedures and
maintenance strategy. After predesign the gradual deterioration induced by the
interaction between alternative materials and the actual surrounding environment can
be estimated. Different approaches can be used for predicting the future behaviour.
Models must be based upon a clear phenomenological understanding of the
degradation process. In the engineering stage materials selection, detailed design and a
quantitative description of products and procedures are executed. In the construction
period key factors for durability will be quality assurance of solutions and execution
procedures including environmental control. The degradation process and thereby the
obtainable service life in terms of performance can in the service period be controlled
through adequate operation-, inspection-, maintenance- and repair activities.

Keywords: service life, durability, design life, modelling, execution, maintenance
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1 Introduction

The construction industry is currently experiencing numerous envelope
problems and premature material breakdown. Failure is often rooted in
misunderstanding of the particular requirements, improper initial design, defective
installation, or a disregard for the need to provide routine and regular maintenance.
Failure or level of service less than expected can result in serious adverse
consequences to building value, operational costs, occupant comfort or environmental
impact. The functional failure rate of building assemblies will often follow a bathtub
curve as illustrated in figure 1. The simple total failure rate may be considered as the
sum value of three imaginary components. The first part is caused by deficiencies in
planning and construction not attended by the quality system. Number of premature
failures will gradually decrease. Another cause of deficiencies is sudden deterioration
caused by random events like fire and earthquake. The probability of such failure can
be seen as constant during the service life, and will not be treated further in this paper.
The third component is the gradual deterioration induced by the interaction between
the material and the outdoor environment combined with in use influence.

Fig. 1: The Bathtub Curve illustrates the probability of failure over time

The envelope of modern buildings is subjected to higher stresses than were
those of earlier buildings. New and increasing demands impose new constraints, which
combined with the increasing variety of materials, systems and assemblies make
construction and prediction of performance considerably complex. Service life can be
defined as the period of time all essential performance characteristics of a properly
maintained item in service exceeds the minimum acceptable values with reasonable
economy. The service life limit can be both technical, economical, functional or
aesthetic. Service life predictions are needed whenever a new material without a
significant performance history or exposure to new environmental exposure is
proposed. Despite the sparse information available it is in many cases possible to make
reliable service life predictions for the progressive degradation of materials,
components and assemblies due to environmental exposure based on sound knowledge
of degradation mechanisms and kinetics of degradative reactions in the actual service
environment. Prediction of service life is however a highly complex issue as it require
detailed information in all life stages. A major problem is that performance- and
service life data are too scarce or on a wrong format to provide adequate input to
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service life analyses. Through a systematic consideration of all factors affecting
serviceability of assemblies, components and materials it is however possible to give a
reliable forecast of service life, required maintenance, and thereby the cost of building
ownership. Collecting and analysing of input data for service life predictions are
expensive and time-consuming activities.

2 Conceptual design life

The service life influence in case of progressive degradation due to the
environmental exposure, can be considered in five consecutive stages;

• 1.Conceptual Design Life
• 2. Predesign, modelling and prediction
• 3. Engineering stage
• 4. Construction period
• 5. In service period
The design life can bee see as the period of use for a product, a component, an

assembly or a construction intended by the designer. The target design life must be
determined in an early design stage and will serve as a basis for materials selection,
detailed design, execution procedures and maintenance strategy. The design life of the
building (DLB) as a whole must be specified according to the actual building category
and main construction system. After a conceptual design phase materials, components
and assemblies are classified in permanent, exchangeable or maintainable parts. The
expenses and difficulties in replacement must be estimated when the different parts are
classified as life long, replaceable or maintainable. For each part the performance
requirements are listed and a target design life for components and assemblies (DLC)
are specified in classes based on functional requirement, cost and accessibility
(ISO/DIS 15686, 1997).

Fig. 2: Schematic illustration of input parameters in design life determination
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Each component is assigned a design life used as a planned time for
replacement or major repair. If the correct predicted damage is less than corresponding
to the performance limit, the required design life can be maintained and the cost of
maintenance and repair can be estimated. The suggested design life of building and
inaccessible or structural components is 10 to 150 years, while major replaceable
components may have a design life (DLC) up to 40 years (ISO/DIS 15686, 1997).
Where replacement is expensive or difficult DLC could be up to 100 years. The
recommended design life for service installations and external cladding is normally 10
to 25 years.

3 Predesign, modelling and prediction

Components and assemblies are given a preliminary design based on the fixed
design life in accordance with the principle of parallel service life, where no layer with
longer design life must be dismantled for maintenance or replacement of another layer.
Based on overall judgement materials limitations are recommended. Material
selections are based upon functional, technical, economical, environmental and
aesthetic requirements. The requirements must be satisfied both initially and during the
design life. Deterioration of building materials often occurs as a result of chemical or
biological processes combined with physical action. Chemical composition and
microstructure of the material thus determines the durability for a given exposure.
Today’s macro level durability design are based on simple «deemed to satisfy rules» on
a structural level. Instead durability can be quantitatively expressed as service life
based on a materials engineering level using simplified service life models, or on more
or less correct micro-level physical/chemical models for degradation and
environmental actions on a materials science level. Different models with unequal
complexity and accuracy are thus available. Appropriate level depends on the intended
service life, degradation mechanism, the severity of the exposure condition,
consequences of failure and accessible knowledge. Among sources of service life data
are historical reference service life data, benchmark level of specifications with
«insured life» and adjustment factors like the HAPM component life manual (HAPM,
1997) and the proposed ISO factorial system, use of expert judgement or different
deterministic or statistical prediction models. The nature and progression of
deterioration mechanisms are of main interest in models for reliable service life
predictions. For mathematical modelling all functional requirements must be expressed
quantitatively in terms of measurable material properties. For high reliability the
service life methodologies must be based upon a clear phenomenological
understanding of the degradation process, and be able to identify degradation
mechanisms which are sensitive in means of that only minor changes in materials or
climate may cause severe damage to the materials. For mathematical modelling on a
material scientific level the following are needed for high reliability;

1. Quantitative expression of functional requirements in terms of quantifiable,
measurable parameters such as stress, strain, area reduction, loss of mass,
temperature, moisture content etc. included limit states for functional level (end of
life criteria)



2. Environmental description in quantitative terms on a micro level as a function of
time

3. Material data included transport coefficients which allow prediction of the time
dependent concentrations and temperatures as a function of depth from the surface

4. Detailed phenomenological understanding of all deterioration mechanisms that may
occur in the specific material-environment combination

5. Knowledge of deterioration rate based upon theoretical considerations, exposure or
empirical data

6. A maintenance strategy plan with service life effects
The service life prediction can partly be based on verifiable data such as

material properties, geometric design and surface treatment, but must also rest on
assumptions of execution level, environmental exposure, in use conditions and effect
of maintenance efforts. Quality assurance must ensure that prediction assumptions are
satisfied during engineering, execution and use if the service life management is to be
credible.

 Fig. 3: Illustration of parameters necessary for service life prediction

Under RILEMS`s direction a general framework for service life prediction
based upon a combination of field investigations and laboratory testing has been
prepared (Masters & Brandt, 1987). In addition to the generic standard methodologies
there is a need for specific guidelines for service life prediction for different building
materials. The deterioration process may occur gradually, with or without delay,
cyclically (as with seasonally effects) or as a stepwise change under extreme
environmental loads or combinations of loads. For some individual deteriorating
mechanisms a number of several different service life models are available, examples
are models for service life estimation for corrosion of reinforcement in concrete and
dose-response functions for different metals. For other mechanisms present knowledge
is too scarce to build models. Knowledge of and ability to characterise the exposure
condition on a microclimate level are today a major obstacle for service life modelling.
In many practical cases materials are exposed simultaneously to different deterioration
factors leading to synergy effects where the combined effect is worse than the sum of
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the effects of the individual mechanisms. Service life models for interactions between
several deterioration mechanisms are modest available.

Service life management in building industry requires easily accessible
mathematical service life models and input data on right format. Description of
degradation given in scientific documents for limited objectives is often rather
complicated to extract. Service life modelling must to some extent rest on previous
experience, collected as standard service life data like the HAPM Component Life
Manual (HAPM, 1997). Collection and analysis of historical life time data are time
consuming since data often are stored in a unstructured way in maintenance sources.
Use of historical data has limitations for practical service life estimations due to
changes in material properties, execution techniques and unknown exposure history. In
service life prediction historical data must be combined with expert judgement based
on knowledge of the underlying failure mechanism.

The service life for a number of presumptive identical parts will vary due to the
variations in material properties and exposure condition (Robertsen, 1996). Depending
on the intended use, recognising the uncertainty’s associated with deterministic testing
and modelling, service life safety factors may be established based on the
consequences of failure. Recognising the stochastic nature of variables in service life
predictions, a probabilistic approach is needed if the uncertainties in the prediction are
to be properly assessed. The service life can then be presented as the intended service
life period where the limit states may, with certain reliability, not be reached within the
design life or as lifetime where the reliability is related to the probability that the
design life is exceeded.

4 Engineering phase

The main objective in the engineering stage is to prepare for safe, functional,
economical and durable constructed facilities in the context of sustainable
development. The prediction of performance, both initially and during the service
period, is an integrated part of the design process. For structural design available
quantitative data enables designers to reach fairly precise conclusions regarding
structural performance. This is not the case with durability. An assessment of service
life is however in most cases possible by equating required performance level to
predicted functional level. Based on the preliminary design and service life estimations
for alternative materials and solutions which meet the functional requirements, both
initially and over time, an economical optimisation can be executed based on life cycle
cost, LCC. In the same way a life cycle assessment, LCA, of the alternative solutions
can be carried out.

The service life is directly related to the design efforts. It is insufficient and
risky to merely copy details from previous projects without considering the
surrounding environment. Prescribed solutions must be based on detailed analysis of
the performance requirements for the actual component as a basis for service life
modelling for the interaction between the material and the exposure condition. In the
engineering stage detailed geometric design and materials specifications are outlined.
Modern materials are designed to satisfy a multitude of specific functions. Individually
their performance characteristics tend to be reasonably predictable, the designers



challenge is thus to predict the behaviour of the complete assembly, both initially and
over time. For each component and assemblies the future maintenance, repair and
replacement needs must be identified, and the impact of any repair and replacement
options upon future performance and service life must be considered.

Building design is a creative process aiming to create optimum solutions by
detailed comparison of alternative possibilities. Also health, environment and security
aspects must be considered, both in the construction period, in the permanent service
stage and under demolition. Connected materials must be chemically and physically
compatible, and detailing, lead-troughs, joints, and tolerances are to be accommodated.
Connections between adjacent parts are often critical to the overall performance for
assemblies. The geometric design must minimise accumulation of moisture and other
degradation factors and permit accessibility for execution, cleaning, maintenance and
replacement. The written specifications and drawings must meet the performance
requirements, be technically, economically and environmentally optimal, in accordance
with national building regulations and must undergo quality assurance.

Fig.  4: Illustration of input necessities for engineering optimisation

5 Construction period

The potential functional levels and service life for the different assemblies are
determined in the engineering stage by material selection, geometric design and chosen
surface treatment. The contractors primary task is to execute the described solutions in
accordance with good workmanship. The functional requirements must be analysed in
order to detect critical points and procedures. The information turnover between
different participants in the consecutive stages in the building process is a key factor in
order to fulfil performance requirements. Execution of complex building assemblies
and connections with expected service life are secured by detailed specifications, use
of formerly well educated personnel and adequate quality assurance. As with design
the result considerably depends on the competence and engagement of persons
involved in the process. As far as possible verified standard solutions and execution
procedures shall be used. The site organisation, management, process equipment,
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project economy and time available will influence on the workmanship level and thus
the functional level for components and assemblies. Satisfactory storage of materials
and protection of manufactured assemblies are necessary to prevent premature
deterioration and damage. While building envelopes are designed to withstand a
particular environment and its attendant conditions, insufficient recognition is given to
the environmental conditions that exist during the construction phase and the effect
they have on the durability of building components. Climatic restrictions and
precautions for different parts have to be listed in the specifications. 

Trough design, modelling, engineering and construction the initial quality and
thus the potential installed service life for components and assemblies are set. If the
potential service life after construction not exceed the design life, precautions are to be
done. This can imply technical improvements as replacement, repair and surface
treatment or economical compensation for future expenditure du to reduced service
life. After completion of the construction work as-built documentation must be added
to the operation, maintenance, repair and replacement plan.

Fig. 5: Illustration of service life influence during construction

6 Use

The effort to obtain optimal performance does not end once a part has been
constructed. After installation strains from environmental exposure, use and internal
incompatibility will gradually reduce the functional level for materials, components
and assemblies. Through adequate operation-, maintenance- and repair activities it is
possible to control the degradation processes and thereby the reduction in functional
level so that the design life can be reached. The challenge is to identify the degree,
quantity and appropriate timing of corrective and remedial action, and the influence of
different actions in terms of service life.

The in-service period can from maintenance perspective be divided into three
phases, as figure 1 illustrates. In the guarantee period building deficiencies are detected
and repaired.  The ordinary in-service period is characterised by planned activities in
accordance with the maintenance strategy plan. Towards the end of the service life
failure frequency, and thereby necessary maintenance efforts will increase. In the
engineering stage a maintenance strategy and a maintenance plan based on preventive
actions and replacements are worked out. In addition minor defects must be repaired.
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Combined planned and response maintenance are essential to ensure satisfactory
performance for the whole design life.

Through the in-service period condition assessment has to be worked out
periodically. Destructive and non-destructive assessment methods must be combined.
The inspection, manual or performed by condition monitoring, may be performed on
demand, at predefined intervals or on a continuos basis. Different concepts have been
used to describe the condition of a system at the time of inspection. Among these are
performance indicators, true condition and health monitoring (Reinertsen, 1997). The
assessed condition is to be compared with the predicted condition at the actual time.
Corrective actions necessary if the service life shall exceed the design life can thus be
foreseen. The service life ends when technical, economic, functional or aesthetic
requirements no longer are fulfilled. The component or assemblies are then to be
downgraded, repaired or demolished.

Fig. 6: Schematic illustration of service life management in the in-service period

7 Conclusions

Building materials and components have finite service lives due to gradually
chemical, physical or biological degradation, which reduce the ability to perform as
required. This gradual deterioration can be modelled and a quantitative service life
predicted. The service life modelling covers only gradual deterioration, not obvious
deficiencies in engineering and execution, nor suddenly destruction. Service life
modelling allows technical and economic optimisation in durability design and permits
life cycle assessment. In this paper the rudiments of an integrated design-, construction
and management strategy to control service life for building component and assemblies
has been suggested. The methodology implies that all factors affecting service life in
programming, design, construction and maintenance phases are systematically
considered. In an early design stage the service life target for each component is set as
a basis for durability design. Reduction in performance is predicted through
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mathematical modelling of the deterioration processes. In the service life period the
real functional level at the time of inspection is to be compared with the predicted
level. The service life can then be controlled by adequate maintenance to exceed the
design life. The new quantitative durability design approach is complex and
information intensive as it requires detailed knowledge of all factors affecting service
life. Despite imperfections in methodologies and available data it is today in many
cases possible to predict service life with reasonable accuracy. If the building industry
starts to use a systematic methodology for service life estimations best practice in
optimising performance criteria will be developed further together with necessary input
data.
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Abstract

Concern within society regarding both environmental & health and safety issues,
has resulted in the introduction of new legislation in Britain.  These regulations
have forced the British paint industry to revise their formulations and develop a
new generation of modern coating systems.
This paper describes the cost model developed for calculating the total life cycle
cost for offshore fabric maintenance painting.  The model compares the difference
of the life cycle cost between fabric maintenance painting using modern coating
technology, with that of traditional coating technology, on a offshore platform
underdeck and jacket.
The results of the study show that the modern coating technology is not only less
harmful to both the natural environment and applicator, but has a significant lower
life cycle cost.

Keywords: environment, fabric maintenance, legislation , life cycle costing model,
offshore coating systems

1 Introduction

There has been increasing pressure in recent years on the UK paint industry
to revise the formulations of coating systems.  This has been caused by a growing
realisation within society of the need to protect both the environment, and the
health and safety of workers.  In response to international obligations, the UK
government has introduced new legislation in the form of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990 (EPA). The emission of Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs) has had a significant impact on industrial coating technology
development because the majority of solvents traditionally used in paints are
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classified as VOCs. VOCs can be defined as
containing compounds which are emitted or evaporated into the atmosphere and
can take part in photochemical reactions in the air” (DOE).
Further impetus towards changes in coating formulations is given by the Control
of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations (COSHH), which requires an
employer to prevent, where reasonably practicable, exposure of employees to
harmful substances.

These environmental and health and safety issues have forced the coatings
industry to develop a new generation of coating systems.  The questions which the
research sought to answer in this paper was whether these new coating systems
would increase the cost for fabric maintenance painting (FMP) of platforms, or
provide a more cost effective solution.  To make such an assessment a comparison
was made between traditional coating technology used in the industry and modern
coating technology, developed as a result of the new regulations.  This comparison
could not be made on capital costs alone because this makes no allowance for
future running costs.  Only by calculating total life cycle costs of both new and
traditional coating systems would the cost implications to fabric maintenance
painting (FMP) become evident.  Unfortunately, since the industry had
traditionally relied on capital costs, no life cycle costing (LCC) model existed for
comparing the coating systems.

The introduction of legislation such as the Control Of Substances Hazardous
to Health (COSHH) Regulations has brought health and safety issues to the
forefront of the industry.  These regulations came into force on the 1st October
1989 aiming to protect people against risks to their health, either immediate or
delayed, from substances hazardous to health arising from a work activity.  Long
(1991) believed that the industry has been reluctant to change despite the fact that
some long-term studies of painters have highlighted a number of possible health
problems amongst which is a greater than normal risk of cancer.

2 The development of new protecive coating technology

          The most important force behind the development of new coating
technology within the industry is the increasing legislative control over the
environment, and health and safety of the work-force (Nielson & Hansen, 1994).
Howe & Wach, (1991) saw other reasons for this rapid development; new
substrates, world-wide competition and the European Single Market have all
played their part.

To reduce VOCs in compliance with environmental regulations, the surface
coating industry is re-examining the production, application, and disposal of
paints. Production facilities and applicators of coatings are introducing pollution
prevention. The future development of protective coatings will, therefore,
concentrate on trying to reduce the use of solvents in the paint formulations. The
main alternatives to the industry are the following:

• Water-based coatings
• High solids coatings
• Powder coatings



• Organic solvent-free liquid coatings
• Radiation cured coatings

Not all of the alternatives will be practicable for each sector of the coatings
industry. With regard to fabric maintenance protection in the offshore industry,
Nielson & Hansen (1994) believes that water-borne and high solids/solvent free
coatings are the most likely alternatives.

The following section of this paper will discuss the cost implications for
fabric maintenance and describes the cost model developed in order to compare
the life cycle cost for fabric maintenance painting using modern coating
technology, with that of traditional coating technology, on a platform under-deck
and jacket.

3 Model development methodology

To develop a Life Cycle Costing model to paint techniques all the pertinent
costs associated with FMP were identified with the collaborator (SALAMIS Ltd).
These costs were divided into two distinct phases, as shown in the life cycle
costing Figure 1 for fabric maintenance painting:

• Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) - The cost of applying the coating system
in the construction yard and repair work required during the hook-up
phase.

• Operational Expenditure (OPEX) - Cost of repairing the coating system
and eventual replacement when it reaches a suitable level of breakdown.

Having identified all pertinent costs associated with the use of industrial
coatings for FMP the next stage would be to determine what the actual costs were.
With the absence of any sufficient or appropriate historical data, estimated data
from various organisations within the industry were used (see Figure 2).

LCC
Analysis

Yard 
contractors

Operators

Licensed
waste disposal

contractors

Paint
contractors

Maintenance
painting

consultants

Paint
Manufacturers

Fig. 2: Data sources for LCC analysis



Fig. 1: Life cycle costing for fabric maintenance painting



The research was restricted to considering the jacket and under-deck. This
area was chosen because it is a large work-scope which is easily definable; it
requires only two different specifications, one for the under-deck and Atmospheric
Zone, and one for the Splash Zone; and that this area is subject to less mechanical
damage than the topsides of the platform.

The basis of comparison was formed by developing generic specifications
for the alternative coating systems.

The specifications were based on the following:

1. Under-deck and Atmospheric Zone of Jacket
Traditional System - Four coat epoxy system (polyurethane topcoat)
Modern System - One coat high build/high solids glass flake epoxy.
2. Splash Zone of Jacket

The individual life cycles of the different coating systems were determined
by paint manufacturers and industry experts, who were asked to predict, based on
a given criteria, in which year, the coating system would have to be repaired and
replaced.  Both the manufacturers and industry experts believed that the modern
coating system would have the longest life cycle.

The methodology for developing the LCC model incorporated the following
steps:

• Outline model developed from pertinent costs
• The timing of the different FMP operations, during the platform's life were

identified for each alternative coating system.
• The current cost of the FMP operations for each coating system were

calculated and inserted into the model at the relevant year.

The costs of the different coating systems were compared by calculating
their Net Present Value (NPV), and ranked in order of preference.

Since FMP is basically an expense item, which has no salvage or
depreciation considerations, few calculations were required to compare the cost of
the traditional and modern coating systems.  The difficulty, however, was
determining which discount rate and platform life to use in the model since both
can have a significant impact on the ranking of the coating systems.  This problem
was overcome by testing the sensitivity of the LCC model results to changes in
these factors.  Samples of the results from the LCC model can be seen in Figures 3
and 4 below.

It is clear from these results that the modern coating systems are
significantly less expensive (i.e. have a lower life cycle cost) on the under-deck
and atmospheric zone.  Further sensitivity analysis indicated that this ranking was
independent of both the discount rate used and platform life.  The results for the
platform were less conclusive, with the modern coating systems only having the
lower life cycle cost once the platform's life exceeded 10 years, irrespective of the
discount rate used.  But the life cycle cost of the splash zone is relatively small in
comparison to the under-deck and atmospheric zone.  Therefore when the two
areas were considered together the results indicated that the modern coating
systems had a lower life cycle cost in comparison with the traditional systems.
This can mainly be attributed to the lower application costs and greater life cycles
of the modern coating systems.



Fig. 3: LCC comparison of coating systems for underdeck and atmospheric
zone, over different platform lives (net discount rate 10%)

Fig. 4: LCC comparison of coating systems for slash zone, over different
platform lives (net discount rate 10%)

Fig. 5: Comparison of weight (tonnes) of VOGs released from fabric
maintenace painting work, over different platform lives – underdeck
and atmospheric zone



Fig. 6: Comparison of weight (tonnes) of VOGs released from fabric
maintenance painting work, over different platform lives – splash
zone

The environmental impact of the alternative coating systems over the life of
the platform was also considered. Using product data information from a paint
manufacturer, the tonnage of VOC released by the coating systems was calculated
for different platform lives (see Figures 5 and 6).  This analysis demonstrates how
VOC emissions are substantially reduced when traditional coating systems are
substituted for modern, high solids based coatings.

Although similar results may not be found for all FMP, this research has
shown that it is possible not only to comply with the new environmental, and
health and safety legislation, but to also reduce the life cycle cost of such work.

4 Conclusions

1. Insufficient historical data can be found in operators and contractors
organisations for the LCC analysis. Thus, the LCC analysis had to rely on
estimated data from a number of different organisations.

2. Paint manufacturers and industry experts both believed that the modern
coating systems would have a longer life cycle than the traditional coating
systems.

3. The modern coating systems used on the Under-deck and Atmospheric Zone
was found to have considerably lower life cycle costs in both CAPEX and
OPEX phases in comparison with traditional system. Furthermore, these
results were independent of either operational life of the platform or the net
discount rate used. In addition, although the results were less conclusive for
the Slash Zone this area is relatively significant.

4. The modern coating systems released considerably less VOC into the
atmosphere over the life cycle of the platform than the traditional systems. A
further benefit found with the modern systems was a reduced risk to the health
and safety of the applicator.

5. The new legislation has lead to manufacturers developing a new generation of
coating systems which are not only less harmful to the environment and
applicator, but also reduce the life cycle cost for FMP of offshore platforms.
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Abstract

While there are examples of ancient wood buildings which have stood the test of
time, there are also examples of new buildings which have suffered deterioration
problems within a few years of construction.  Changes in materials, design and
construction methods have been suggested as the culprits and there has been a
tendency to look for a magic bullet to solve the problem.  Recent work shows that a
number of factors have combined to cause these problems.  The solution has to be
equally multifaceted. Although wood is a very versatile building material, designers
need to bear in mind its biological origin when using it in construction.  Moisture
management is the key and, in the temperate rainforest climate of coastal British
Columbia, controlling rain penetration is critical.  Such control requires defense in
depth which can be summarised as 4 Ds: Deflection, Drainage, Drying and Durable
materials.  In combination, these may provide sufficient capacity to balance the
rainfall load. However, it is necessary to provide over-capacity to allow for imperfect
design and construction and for aging.  Durable wood construction therefore requires
4D thinking in the sense of four-dimensions: three-dimensional detailing, and the
effect of time, the fourth dimension, on long-term performance.

Keywords: Durable, wood, construction, deflection, drainage, drying, durability.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes an approach to defense in depth against rain penetration,
particularly for multi-occupancy residential wood-frame buildings in a temperate cool
wet climate. In Vancouver, there are many examples of wood frame buildings which
are 60 to 80 years old with no signs of moisture problems.  Europe and Japan have
examples centuries old.  Recently, a rash of problems with water leaks in multi-
occupancy buildings in Southwestern British Columbia has raised awareness within
the construction industry of the need to improve the entire process of design,
construction and building operation

In 1995, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) set up the
Building Envelope Research Consortium (BERC) to research technical solutions to
the problem.  A field survey (Morrison Hershfield 1996) confirmed that the major
problem was rain penetration, rather than construction moisture, or air leakage
leading to condensation.  It highlighted a combination of poor, or absent, design
details and poor construction practice, not poor quality materials or lack of
maintenance, as the major areas of concern.  Rain entered at penetrations, not through
the face of the cladding.  Problems occurred on buildings with vinyl and wood siding
as well as stucco-clad walls, but stucco was the dominant cladding type used during
this period. Stucco-clad walls did have more extensive symptoms suggesting that
stucco may have impeded drying of these walls. The survey pointed to window-
surrounds, saddle flashings, balconies and walkway membranes as key areas where
rain was penetrating the envelope.  Buildings with simpler designs performed better.
They had fewer water-trapping features and fewer penetrations where errors in design
and/or construction could lead to water ingress.  East- and South-Facing walls had
more problems than North- or West-facing walls, probably because wind-blown rain
normally comes from the East and South-East in the Vancouver area. The presence
and width of overhangs was correlated with fewer problems.  In general, these
conclusions, based on data, supported those based on observation and experience.
They formed the basis for commencing the localized Best Practice Guide (BPG).

The BPG was funded by CMHC and published in basic form in the fall of 1998.
It contains specific information for wood frame apartment design and construction in
the coastal climate area of BC.  The document is over 200 pages, contains 29 detail
drawings and 6 animated computer files showing sequential application of
components (Morrison Hershfield and RDH Building Engineering Ltd. 1998).

During the discussions of the BPG steering committee it became obvious that
while the complex nature of the problem required a complex set of solutions, a simple
set of basic principles could get the core message across to the construction industry.
It was found that the basic principles for management of rain penetration could be
described in terms of four words beginning with the letter D.



Fig. 1: The four D’s of wall design

2 The Four Ds

Deflection:  Wherever possible rain should be deflected so that it fails to hit the
wall. Wind-blown rain that does impact the wall, should be deflected to drip away
from it. Roof overhangs are the primary rain deflectors.  Siding profiles and flashing
are two design elements which can promote deflection at the wall surface. Pressure-
equalized cavities can also be considered as deflection mechanisms since they
eliminate some of the forces which can promote ingress of water through the cladding
(Morrison Hershfield 1994). Deflection is the first line of defense for the wall system
and this is estimated to be capable of dealing with perhaps >90% of rain incident on a
building in the Vancouver area, given a properly designed deflection system. The
rainfall load on the walls is then reduced to <10%. Sufficient is known about this
phenomenon to design buildings to provide deflection.

Drainage:  If water penetrates the cladding it should be drained out as quickly
as possible.  Research over the years has shown that face-sealed walls will only work
in very special circumstances and therefore the majority of buildings should use a
concealed barrier or drained cavity system (Morrison Hershfield 1992, 1994).  Vinyl
siding and wood siding over battens can provide this drainage path.  There is
considerable discussion as to whether drainage is possible between stucco and the

The Four D's of Wall Design

Deflection

Drainage

Drying

Decay
Resistance

Figure 1



building paper, using one or two layers of paper.  Due to doubts as to the
effectiveness of this system, the City of Vancouver has mandated a 19mm cavity
using battens behind stucco.  Recently, outside the City of Vancouver some
construction has incorporated stucco systems using 4-8mm geomats (drainage
matting) intended to provide enhanced drainage capacity.  Most of the detailing which
was recommended based on the Atlantic moisture studies (Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation 1994) was of the drained-cavity type, however, all of this work
was on wood or vinyl siding, rather than stucco.  Nevertheless, there is a reasonable
knowledge base on drainage.

A properly detailed drainage system can theoretically deal with the remaining
10% of water which might pass the outer cladding barrier. Theoretically this reduces
the load to < 1% which is a reasonable target. It is highly likely that no wall
construction is perfect. Liquid moisture will find a way into the wall and vapor
pressure reversals will occur driving moisture into the wall, therefore a third line of
defense is required.

Drying:  In the event that moisture penetrates or circumvents the cladding and
the moisture barrier (and to deal with initial construction moisture) walls should be
designed to dry to the outside.  Research by Forintek shows that the Vancouver
coastal climate will allow protected and ventilated lumber to reach an equilibrium
moisture content of <19% (Forintek unpublished data).  Thus, wood frame drying to
the exterior may be possible in this climate.  However, systems of wall construction
used in recent years may not provide adequate drying rates in this climate, even if the
ingress of water can be minimized by proper detailing. Previous research provides
analysis tools which predict that vapour migration is insufficient in itself to dry bulk
moisture from walls in short periods in Vancouver (National Research Council,
unpublished data).   Once a piece of wood is infected with the spores of decay fungi,
decay advances at a rate dependent on the temperature and moisture levels in the
wood.   Since temperatures in coastal BC do not fall low enough over the winter to
retard fungal growth until moisture levels decline below the problem level in summer,
moisture levels must be reduced relatively quickly.   How quickly is a matter of some
debate, but it is generally thought that if the moisture level stays in the +30% range,
decay fungi may become established in as little as 3 months.  A project designed to
more accurately define the threshold time at a range of moisture contents and
temperatures which will lead to mould and decay is underway.

Decay Resistance: This could also be termed moisture tolerance or safe storage
of water.  In its natural state wood has a built-in moisture tolerance.  The perishable
sapwood of softwoods has the ability to tolerate moisture contents up to 20% on a
continuous basis without suffering biodegradation. Higher moisture contents can also
be tolerated for shorter time periods (Viitanen 1997a, 1997b). The heartwood of
moderately durable species, such as Douglas fir, may be able to tolerate moisture
contents up to 23%.  Durable wood species, such as western red cedar may be able to
tolerate moisture contents up to 35%. As a result, wood systems have a higher
capability than steel systems to safely store small amounts of water.  A 1.2m x 4.9m
(4ft x 8ft) section of wood frame wall can tolerate around 5kg water (increasing from



12 to 20% mc) without suffering from decay or mould growth.  In a steel frame wall,
5kg water could be trapped as liquid in the track leading to corrosion.  Where the first
three Ds can not reliably maintain wood components continuously below 20%
moisture content (or higher for a only few days at a time) the decay resistance of the
wood must be enhanced.  This is typically done via pressure preservative treatment.
The type and level of treatment required will depend primarily on the severity of the
moisture hazard and the types of wood-destroying organisms in the local area.

Employing these four Ds, could help those involved in design and construction
to ensure the durability of wood buildings.

3 Load/capacity balance throughout the building life cycle

The development of a Best Practice for Wall Design by the BERC necessitated
the consideration of the evolution of the wall from the initiation of the project by the
developer through to the end of the mortgage period and eventually the end of the
useful life of the building.  The life of the building can be considered to comprise
seven stages:

1 Initial concept and preliminary design response to market.
2 Design Development.
3 Construction Documents
4 Construction
5 Initial occupation to five years.
6 Five years to mortgage period of 25-years
7 Twenty-five years to life expectancy of 80 years.

Stages 5, 6 and 7 were separated to accommodate the different effects of aging
over the short and long term.  Planning for success in the functioning of the building
envelope has to consider the activities impacting on the envelope at each stage in the
building’s life. As with structural performance, there are loads which will come into
play at each stage, all working to cause the structure to fail.  In the case of structural
design, these are gravity loads, occupancy loads, wind loads, seismic loads, and
thermal loads.   All have to be accounted for and additional levels of capacity built
into the design of the structure to deal with events based on their likelihood of
occurrence.  In the case of the building envelope design for durability in a rainforest
climate, rainfall could be considered as a load impacting on moisture management
performance.  Additional loads include construction moisture, plumbing leaks, soil
moisture, and humidity resulting from occupant activity, but these are not the subject
of this paper.  For the purpose of rain penetration control, the load can be considered
as the total amount of water falling on a point in space annually.  In the case of
Deflection, capacity is the degree to which that rain is prevented from falling onto the
wall or water on the wall is encouraged to drip away from the wall.  In the case of
Drainage and Drying capacity it is moisture removal in liquid and vapour form, and
in the case of Decay resistance, it is safe storage capacity without component failure.



Each decision in the design and each trade involved in construction affects the
load on, or the capacity of, the system.  The load must be accommodated in the design
of the envelope with sufficient capacity to prevent failure.

4 The Acknowledgement of imperfection in the design, construction and
operation of walls

Failure of the building envelope can be defined as “failure to prevent build-up
and retention of moisture greater than the safe storage capacity of the wall system”, or
“failure to prevent ingress of water into the building interior sufficient to cause
substantial damage to fixtures and fittings”.

The causes of failure are as numerous as the architectural details and the number
of parties involved in the design and construction of the building exterior.  It becomes
a complicated task to trace all the factors. The underlying problem is easier to
identify.   The concept, design, construction, and operation stages of wood frame
envelopes is based an assumed degree of perfection which is impossible to achieve.
The reality is that all these stages of the life of the building have a probability of
perfection less than 1.0 potentially contributing to failure unless this imperfection is
compensated for in the original design.

The total capacity at each point is the sum of the capacities for deflection,
drainage, drying and durability (Figure 2).  The height of the left-hand side of the
column for each stage in the life cycle represents the intended capacity as a
percentage of the load.  The height of the right hand side of the column at each stage
indicates the effective capacity (Figure 2).

Fig. 2: Intended capacity vs effective capacity
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 In the case of stages 1 to 4, this takes into account the probability of perfection
and the impact of less than perfect design or construction in reducing capacity.  In the
case of stages 3 to 7, this takes into account aging and weathering effects in reducing
the capacity of moisture management systems.

5 Using load/capacity balance and probability of perfection to assist decision
making throughout the life of the building
In Figures 3 to 6, the block of shading should be thought of as a series of

histogram columns, one for each stage of the life cycle.  The slope at the top of each
column comprises, in reality, a sequence of small steps.  The degree to which the
capacity exceed the load in Figures 3 to 6 is merely notional and is intended for
illustrative purposes only.

5.1 Stage 1: Initial concept and preliminary design response to market
The marketing strategy for the target consumer group determines or suggests a

look for the project.  Recently in the Vancouver Market this has been a California or
Arizona look.  Typically this look has complex architectural features, flat roofs,
parapet walls, exterior walkways and columns, balconies for every apartment, and
stucco cladding.  The absence of overhangs is also typical, but this is due, in part, to
Vancouver zoning bylaws which include some overhangs in the built area.

Stage 1 is a critical time in the design of the envelope. If the developer chooses
a “heritage” look with generous overhangs then the loads on the wall systems will be
low and the total capacity, even with a lower cost wall will be high.

Figure 3 illustrates a theoretical condition for a true heritage stucco-clad
building, many of which are still performing well in Vancouver after 60 years.  It has
been suggested that these had a greater inherent level of deflection, drainage, drying
and durability than modern buildings.  These buildings certainly had far fewer water-
trapping features and penetrations.

If the design is based on a no-overhang, California look, the probability of
failure will be greatly elevated unless further steps are taken to add deflection at the
surface of the wall.   This will still be possible if the target market is high-end and can
accommodate a drained cavity wall such as strapped cedar siding or brick veneer.
However if it is low-end, as has been the case for most construction in the past 12
years, then a lower-cost cladding such as conventional stucco or vinyl will be chosen.
The reliance is then fully on the cladding and envelope system to deflect the full load
of rainfall. For conventional stucco, drainage and drying will be minimal.   The
overall capacity will therefore be low (Figure 4).   This is the type of construction
which has suffered from moisture leakage and deterioration within 5 years of
completion.  Most of these buildings have had the cladding removed, the decayed
framing replaced with treated wood (increasing decay resistance), a vented cavity
constructed (increasing drainage and drying) and flashing added or remodeled
(increasing deflection).  The cladding may be replaced with stucco on a more rigid
paper-backed lath, or with vinyl siding.  This system is intended to provide sufficient
capacity to deliver the desired service life for the building (Figure 4).
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In areas such as Arizona, where the rainfall is much lower, the conventional
stucco building may well have provided the desired service life without such major
problems and consequent repairs (Figure 5).
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Fig. 5: Moisture load/capacity balance

5.2 Stage 2: Design development
If the California-look development is in a high end market and the design team

recognizes the risks of zero deflection then they could choose to introduce a high
performance cladding system, with high capacity drainage and high efficiency drying.

To illustrate how this might affect the probability of failure these factors are
entered as excess moisture management capacity (Figure 6). At this stage the building
has not reached the stage of working drawings and the extent and quality of the
detailing is not known.   Theoretically the building’s load/capacity balance is greater
than 100 and the likelihood of failure has been reduced to zero. Unfortunately the
process does not stop here with a perfect design.

5.3 Stage 3: Construction documents
Continuing with the example of the California-look, zero overhang high-end

rain-screen stucco, the design moves through the process into working drawings.   At
this point the design could be fully detailed and specified with all the right materials
and arrangements shown on the contract documents.  If this is the case the
load/capacity balance does not change.   If on the other hand the design is minimally
documented and the specifications are not well coordinated leading to incompatible
or incorrect materials choices, the design is compromised and the capacity is reduced.
This is shown by a drop in capacity within the column for stage 3 in Figure 6.

The wall has lost some of the critical design intent in the drainage system and is



now back into the high probability of failure category.  This may seem to be
pessimistic however experience in the field survey (Morrison Hershfield 1996) has
shown that failure to carry through the original design intent was a common cause of
failure.  Incomplete, incorrect or no design details were often accompanied by poor
construction.
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5.4 Stage 4: Construction
During the construction stage the capacity of each moisture management tool

may be enhanced by improvements in design introduced by a knowledgeable site
superintendent or craftsman. This stage also has the potential for the greatest degree
of deviation from the original design intent.  The multiple nature of the trades
working on the envelope and the impetus to control and cut costs during construction
means that the reliability of the moisture management system is always degraded
during the construction phase. This is shown as a drop in capacity for all four
moisture management mechanisms in Figure 6.  Obvious leaks and discontinuities in
the moisture management system will often be corrected within the first 12 months of
operation however the hidden moisture management system in most concealed-barrier
and drained-cavity walls means that 98% of the system cannot be easily observed or
repaired.  In the Vancouver case low volumes of water entering the wall over a long
period of time led to the demise of numerous wall systems within three to ten years.
If the envelope has insufficient capacity to deal with the load, the building will likely
fail within the first five years.



5.5 Stage 5:  Initial occupation to five years
During the first five years, shrinkage and settlement may cause disruption of the

moisture management systems.  Aging and weathering of materials may lead to
further reductions in capacity, for example, differential thermal properties of adjacent
materials may cause cracks to open up.  Deterioration of caulking may also reduce the
capacity for deflection at joints between materials, indicated as a further drop in
deflection capacity in Figure 6.

5.6 Stage 6: Five years to 25-year mortgage period
Planned maintenance activities at the five-year mark may restore some of the

lost capacity in the deflection systems (Figure 6).  It is highly unlikely that drainage,
drying or decay resistance of framing members can be improved without major
structural modifications.  However, small-dimension exterior wood components may
be remedially treated with brush-applied liquids and larger members may have
soluble preservative rods inserted into drilled holes.

Aging and weathering over the 5 to 25 year period will cause further
deterioration in moisture management systems, but major repairs should not be
required (Figure 6).

5.7 Stage 7: Twenty-five years to life expectancy of 80 years
Between 25 and 80 years, it may be necessary to replace the cladding on a

building.  At that time, it may be possible to introduce additional drainage and drying
capacity, if required.  However, with attention to moisture management at an earlier
stage this should not be necessary (Figure 6).  There is also limited opportunity to
provide increased decay resistance, but application of surface-applied preservatives to
framing will not provide the same level of decay resistance as an initial pressure
treatment.

6 Towards a mathematical model for the load/capacity balance

If the load, in terms of annual rainfall, is assumed to remain constant, the
probability of success of the building envelope is a function of the excess of capacity
over load.  The total capacity is the sum of the capacities provided by the four
moisture-management strategies: deflection, drainage, drying and decay resistance.
However, since the intended capacity is typically reduced by imperfect design and
construction, it is necessary to include a capacity reduction term related to the
probability of perfection and the impact of imperfection. Each stage when an attempt
is made to add additional capacity with each moisture management strategy will have
a value for the capacity reduction term and the effective capacity will be the intended
capacity multiplied by the capacity reduction term.  A mathematical model based on
these principles is under consideration. While such a model may well be too
cumbersome for general application, it does serve to illustrate the numerous occasions
where attention to detail, or the lack of it, can positively or negatively impact the
success of a building envelope.



If such a model can be fully developed, the performance of the building
envelope system can be predicted for the life of the building.  In the design phase this
becomes a heads-up warning for the designer, the owner and the builder.  For the
builder in the construction phase it becomes a quality tracking system for
performance management of the sub-trades.  In the property management phase it
becomes a planning tool for the setting of maintenance schedules and the
development of contingency reserves.

The objective of the BERC program is to support the development and
continuous improvement of the Best Practice Guides and Quality Assurance Protocols
through research into the factors which affect the moisture management strategies
defined in the four D’s.

7 Conclusions

Design, construction and operation of wood buildings for durability succeed
through consideration of the 4 Ds of moisture management, relative to the probability
of perfection and the effect of time on long-term performance of moisture
management systems.
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BUILDING DURABLE AND SUSTAINABLE THE DUTCH WAY AND
THE CONSEQUENCES FOR THE HEALTHY INDOOR CLIMATE
Consequences for the healthy indoor climate

M. HAM and A. Van BRONSWIJK
Eindhoven University of  Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract

In the Netherlands durable and sustainable building is a hot issue. Ever since it has
been recognized that neglecting pollution is very costly in the long term and that it
makes sense to reduce the use of fossil energy since this energy has a price tag and
can also be a source of pollution,  in the Netherlands we are trying very hard to
improve ecological building performances.
This improvement does not always mean an improvement for the indoor climate
and hence for the healthy environment for the people for whom after all the
building is being erected.
Going back in history it is very surprising that similar, sometimes identical
mistakes are made throughout the years. In this paper some of these mistakes are
being analyzed and a small theory is developed in order to prevent these -un
healthy, costly- mistakes.

Keywords: Durability, Healthy indoor climate

1 History

When in the end of the 19th century the masses of people began to migrate
from the country-side to the cities a housing problem arouse. In Holland the wood
was already being used for the shipbuilding in the 16th and 17th  century so the
mass of available clay deposed by the rivers soon made brick industry to develop.
The usual method of brick construction consisted of solid brick walls of 200 mm
(8-inch) thickness but sometimes brick walls of only 100 mm (4-inch) were build.

Brick can be seen for the Netherlands as a sort of ideal construction material.
Due to its weight is has a large heat capacity, it can absorb water to a certain
extend and relatively easy many forms can be made.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1924-1928.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



The usual building method was cheap, no cantilevered roofs being used,
walls as thin as possible. In the typical wet climate in Holland with lots of rain this
resulted in water to penetrate into the wall and after long periods of rain the entire
brick wall would become saturated, so the water could reach the inside of the
building and even drop off at the inside, creating a very humid environment in the
building, causing mildew and diseases for the inhabitants to develop.

The solution of this problem was quite simple, as the rain can’t be stopped
and a cantilevered roof was considered too expensive the phenomena of a wet
brick simply was accepted. The 200 mm thick brick wall had to be divided into
two 100 mm thick parts: the outside part acts as the integral water shield
eventually absorbing excess rainwater and letting it drop off at the inside, the
inside part of the wall will stay dry and thus creating a comfortable indoor space.
A small distance of some 50 mm (2-inch) separates the two parts, enabling the
water at the inside of the outer wall to be either drained into the foundation or be
ventilated away. The idea of the cavity wall was born.

Although the theory was known, and so the solution of the problem was
clear, the building tradition was stronger and massive brick walls were still being
build. The un-healthy over humid situation developed so bad that even
government got involved and it was decided by law that dwellings had to be
erected “using cavity brick walls” (Dutch Housing Law 1903)

Using this cavity wall the problem of humidity was solved.

1.1 Recent history
Energy was cheap in the 1950’s and 1960’s so the building style was a direct

result from this situation: a low level of insulation as heating cost were not a
major part of the operating cost of a building. Than suddenly in 1973 the world
finds itself in a energy crisis, fuel prices go up, and as the buildings were not
insulated well suddenly the fuel bill becomes significant.

As a consequence in order to save energy in Holland there is a national call
for “The national hunt for cracks “ as it is thought that these cracks form a major
heat loss. Also large insulation programs are developed. The cavity spacing is
remembered and filled up with insulating material, and within a very short notice
the humidity problems arise again. This insulating material forms a bridge
between the two brick blades and lets the water pass the brick wall.

Today the cavity brick wall still exist, but with a increased spacing allowing
insulation material being placed in the spacing and yet still having enough room
for a 30 mm (1.2 inch) spacing for proper ventilation.

This example shows that all the humidity problems of the 1970’s could have
been prevented by knowing and understanding the history and the specific
characteristics of the cavity wall.

1.2 The healthy indoor climate
Since the basic reason for a building is protecting people from the outside

climate it is necessary to define the situation that can be called a healthy indoor
climate.

As it is obvious that this definition is rather complex and much more than
simply the absence off illness, the following definition by the World Health
Organization (WHO) is generally accepted :

 “Health is the situation of entire physical, mental and social well being”.



The question is how to create this situation and create at the same time a
sustainable and durable living environment. The problem is creating a non-healthy
indoor climate while doing one’s best creating durable and sustainable buildings.

2 Learning from the past

Building durable and sustainable is partly focussed on a limited material use
and a low or non use of materials that are considered to be not indefinitely
available. So as a result of this wish for sustainable and durable building a list is
made with materials to be used in only small quantities or preferably not at all due
to the limited word wide availability.

The cavity wall example given in the introduction is in a way typical for the
problem that arises when new ideas about building are developed without a full
understanding of the behavior of the phenomena, changing the use of materials
because of good intentions without entirely knowing the performance of these
materials can bring similar problems as described in the case of the massive brick
wall. A few other cases will be discussed.

2.1 Case copper
Copper is considered to be a material of limited availability and since the

alternative for copper water pipes is easily and cheap available in the form of
plastic piping, the use of copper can easily be minimized if not excluded.

In every dwelling water supply is necessary. In the old days lead was used,
but some 50 years ago it was discovered that after some time the drinking water
contains small amounts of lead resulting in health problems. So for new projects
the lead is replaced by copper. Also a program is developed to change the existing
lead water piping into copper, this program will take some time and is expected to
be completed for more than 80 % in the Netherlands by the year 2005 (Dutch
Ministry of Housing 1995)

Now the “Durability Wave” comes by and a consideration is to decrease the
use of limited raw materials. Copper is considered to be such a material and soon
the synthetic water piping is developed, and placed in many new housing projects.
However after some time some of the inhabitants show health problems, it appears
that the old copper piping was giving a very slight amount of copper to the water,
just enough to keep the basic necessary amount of copper for the human body at
the right level.

2.2 Case environment
It is commonly known that in Holland we have been fighting the water for

years, in a rather successful way. We can say that there is almost no uncontrolled
wet soil left. This has also lead to the extinction of the malaria mosquito
(Anapheles atroparvus) giving the World Health Organization only as recent as
1970 the reason to declare the Netherlands as a “Malaria safe” country.

Now in order to create the “original” Dutch biosphere environmentalists
recently proposed to give land back to the water and create new swamps.
It should be well considered that if we do so, we will also bring back the perfect
living space for the mosquitoes an thus reintroduce the malaria parasite of the
temperate regions (Plasmodium vivax and Plasmodium malariae).



2.3 Case Birds
In Holland is usual to cover the roofs of dwellings with ceramic or concrete

tiles.  Developments in tiling industry has produced cheap, but yet extremely
accurate, very well fitting tiles giving even the smallest bird no possibility for the
building of nests. Now a new developed product of the tile industry are special
“Bird Tiles” in order to give this bird nesting possibility again. For some people
suffering from allergic asthma this is a very bad development. Both the dust of
birds feathers and the excrements of the mites living in the nests
(Dermatpophagoides Glycypphagus to name a few) are highly allergenic and
penetrate the indoor spaces. In addition blood sucking parasites may be introduced
in bed rooms.

2.4 Case double glazing.
It has been stated before, the traditional house in the Netherlands was very

poorly isolated. In new built houses double glazing and proper roof, wall and floor
isolation has standard nowadays. If in an existing house the single glass is being
replaced by double glass this often will make the building more airtight. If not
properly ventilated this can cause an increase of humidity problems. The purpose
of the double glass is an improvement in thermal isolation. It is sometimes
forgotten that in this case this extra window isolation without extra floor isolation
will result in a lower temperature for the floor, creating on floor level a relatively
higher humidity, and if wall to wall carpet is installed this will create for the
glycyphagus again very good living conditions.

3 Analyses

Unfortunately in all cases mentioned, in the end we can only say: we should
have known.
A new situation/material/system is being created by professional, well trained
specialist.

Yet new aspects not foreseen by these experts do arise. The resulting
problems can only be solved if the consequences for the inhabitants are fully
understood. In all cases it appears that health is a very important aspect.

4 Conclusion

These few examples can be made to a long list with similar items. The
similarity in the cases is that with good sometimes even noble intentions a
decrease of quality is reached and in the end it appears that we could have known
before. In some cases this situation is unacceptable as in some/many cases it can
also be stated that we should have known the consequences of our ideas. The
problem is how to be sure to determine the consequences of the changes. The
beginning of the answer is that analyzing and understanding the wider essence of
our actions beyond the limits of building tradition will bring a wider view on what
we are doing thus being prepared to improve our environment. In the future the
tailored use of expert systems made available with modern ICT (Information an
Communication Technology) should make it possible for architect and building



engineers to have all aspects available when making choices. At Eindhoven
University of Technology we started a cooperation of engineers and health
technologists to construct such expert systems.
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Abstract

The sustainable design of buildings and building components represents a complex
problem and requires the examination of many variables across a number of
disciplines. For contemporary building assets to be truly sustainable, they must be
capable of being supplied at a positive rate whilst ensuring that resource stocks are not
compromised.  Moreover, their delivery and subsequent operation must not
compromise the future quality of the environment.  Such requirements impact all
area’s of future building design and delivery.  Windows and proprietary glazing
systems are principal components in the external envelope of contemporary office
buildings.  As such, an evaluation of the sustainability of window systems is
considered to be of importance in gaining an improved understanding of the
sustainable design of buildings as complete systems.  The evaluation of windows and
proprietary glazing systems must be undertaken on two fronts.  First, it is necessary to
undertake a detailed Life Cycle Assessment of window systems in order to identify
optimum approaches for given circumstances.  Building designers can subsequently
introduce these optimum systems, given the known performance characteristics of
other building elements, having confidence that the environmental impact that is
associated with the specified windows is minimised having taken due consideration of
the functional performance characteristics that are required.  Second, it is necessary to
understand how important optimising the window system is in relation to improving
the overall sustainability of a complete building as it functions as a total system.  This
paper presents work undertaken to produce a detailed Life Cycle Assessment of
window systems in offices and commercial buildings.  Subsequently, a causal path
model is proposed to understand the relative importance of window systems in
determining the overall environmental performance of buildings in relation to other
key building elements and sub- systems.
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1 General sustainability and evaluation issues

There is now a general consensus that buildings and the components that are
used in the assembly of buildings must be sustainable.  There is, however, much
debate and little consensus concerning what does and what does not represent
sustainability.  The interpretations placed on sustainability vary depending upon the
scale of the product that is under scrutiny.  The sustainability of an individual building
component is not considered in the same way as pure sustainable economic
development.  Nevertheless, it seems clear that the sustainability of buildings, and
therefore by implication, the sustainability of building components, requires some
focus upon minimising the energy and resource consumption that is associated with
both their production and use.  Furthermore, attention must be paid to the levels of
pollution that are associated with these activities.  Sustainability, in the context of
buildings and construction activity, has as its primary aim, the reduction of the
environmental impacts that are associated with development. There are a number of
approaches that are appropriate in relation to quantifying the magnitude of
environmental impacts of products. However, in recent years the use of Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) for this purpose has risen to prominence (Field et al. 1994).
Indeed, LCA’s are considered as necessary when sustainability is promoted as a
primary objective (Lawson 1995).  LCA’s involve the systematic analysis of products
and services using a complex input- output model that captures data which are
associated with the entire life cycle of those products or services.  Thus, energy
content in production, use and disposal is investigated together with assessing the
extent of detrimental pollutants that are produced in connection with each of these
three stages.   The approach is robust and rigorous in application to a given product or
service provided that the product or service in question is not greatly complex since
sensible boundaries must be defined in relation to data acquisition.  Obtaining the data
necessary to undertake a robust LCA for a particular window system, for example,
whilst a complex task, is substantially different from obtaining the data required to
perform a valid LCA for a complete building, where hundreds of individual
components and products interact in a complex manner to function as a total system. It
is argued that identifying an optimum product using LCA methods and subsequently
introducing that product into the system of a complete building does not necessarily
mean that the sustainability of that building will improve.  Therefore, it is suggested
that the analyses produced by LCA’s undertaken for individual building products and
components must be extended in order to understand the relationship between those
products and the sustainability of buildings as total systems.

2 The importance of windows and proprietary glazing in sustainable
building design

In recent years improved performance has been demanded from the external
building envelope in relation to thermal control and in relation to the admittance of
daylight (Weir 1998).  The driver for this demand is fundamentally energy related and
has its origins in the fuel crisis of 1973.

Of course, increasing emphasis has continued to be placed upon the need to
conserve world resources and this is the key in sustainability considerations.  The



external building envelope is clearly of central importance in the energy consumption
of buildings since it acts as the primary interchange between external and internal
environments.  In contemporary office or commercial buildings, the window or
proprietary glazing system is a major part of that external building envelope.
Therefore, given the importance of the external envelope in relation to the overall
energy consumption of buildings and given the importance of energy consumption in
connection with sustainable building design, it is clear that on an a priori basis, the
window or proprietary glazing system is of much importance in the sustainable design
of buildings as complete systems.

The energy consumed by contemporary office buildings over a complete life
cycle is influenced by a number of important variables apart from the external
envelope.  These include the location of the building, its orientation, the thermal mass
inherent within the building structure, the level of services that are incorporated, and
the extent to which high technology energy solutions are incorporated within the
building1.  However, the importance of the external building envelope and in
particular, the window, is considered to be significant for the following reasons. First,
glazed area’s typically account for a significant proportion of the external envelope of
contemporary office and commercial buildings.  Second, glazed area’s are the
principal vehicle for the introduction of natural light to the interior of buildings.  This
means that the energy consumption related to the provision of light within office space
can be influenced by the glazed areas in a significant manner.  There are, of course, a
number of methods available to actively interfere with the introduction of natural
daylight into interior building spaces, either to improve this, or to reduce it in
connection with glare. Components that are used in this manner are not themselves
integral to the window or to the glazing system. Nevertheless, the window still acts as
the conduit for the introduction of light, even if some other active manipulation
system is evident.  Third, the window is significant in terms of its substantial
contribution to the overall thermal control properties of the external envelope, both in
relation to the admittance of solar energy (which again can be assisted by technologies
that are not integral to the window or glazing system) and in relation to the heat loss
through the external fabric.

Clearly, the investigation of windows and proprietary glazing systems is of
importance in determining sustainable design methods for buildings as total systems.
Investigation is necessary on two fronts.  First, an LCA undertaken in relation to
alternative available window and glazing systems will provide an important step in
identifying an optimum approach to the provision of glazed area’s in the external
envelope of contemporary office and commercial buildings.

Second, and arguably of greater importance, is the need to investigate the
impact that window systems have upon the overall sustainability of a building when
that building is considered as a complete system rather than simply as the sum of its
elements.
 Understanding how important windows and glazing systems are in terms of the
contribution that they can make to a reduction of the total environmental load imposed

                                                
1 Technologies that may be included to reduce or optimise energy consumption of buildings in

use include; Natural Ventilation, Chilled Ceilings and Floors, Brise soleil, Light shelves, and
Photovoltaic (PV) cells.  Some of these interact directly with the window systems while some
do not.



by a building is argued to be of much importance in securing an understanding of how
the environmental performance of a building as a whole may be optimised.

3 Environmental analysis and life cycle assessment

3.1 The life cycle assessment method
Previously, the evaluation of products in relation to the impact that they have

upon the environment has generally examined four main areas; namely, the energy use
involved in their production, the air pollution involved, the water pollution and finally,
the level of solid waste involved.  Contemporary studies continue to examine these
areas, however, the scope of environmental analyses has been extended.  At the
present time an appropriate assessment may be considered to comprise an analysis of
the environmental effects which are related to; resource consumption; pollution
(waste, emissions and discharges);  and, social and welfare effects. Conventionally,
Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) are used in order to determine the environmental load
of particular products or systems. When one or more products that have the same
functional purpose are investigated using conventional Life Cycle Assessment
methods, the optimal product can be identified as that having the least environmental
load over its entire life cycle whilst still adequately satisfying the identified functional
purpose. LCA has been defined as a systematic inventory and a comprehensive
assessment of the environmental effects (ie. resource consumption, Pollution and
Welfare effects) of two or more alternative activities involving a defined product in a
defined space and time including all steps and associated products involved
throughout their life cycles (Little and Pederson 1993). LCA are now made on the
basis of a standard that is generally accepted; an inventory is made of all the
interference’s with the environment that are caused by or that are associated with a
particular product or system. These are classified in order of their perceived relative
importance (Hammans 1995).  A Life Cycle Assessment is therefore a comparative
evaluation of all aspects of particular products, which must adequately meet a specific
function, in terms of how they relate to the environment.  Furthermore, it is an
analysis of the environmental effects that are associated with all of the complementary
products and processes which are introduced to a particular system (such as a
building) by the selection of the primary product (such as a type of window).

The process of undertaking an environmental Life Cycle Assessment is highly
data intensive and rigorous. The products in question, the associated performance
specifications and the functions require to be analysed to ensure that the investigator is
undertaking a valid study. The Life Cycle Assessment process is not so much
concerned with the comparison of particular products themselves but is rather
concerned with the function that must be realised.

The products are subsequently analysed in an attempt to determine which most
appropriately (in terms of environmental effects) delivers the identified functions. In
typical Life Cycle Assessments, the function may be quantified in terms of the
functional unit of product. Thereafter (in theory at least), the products being assessed
in a given LCA should deliver ‘equal amounts’ of the identified functional unit in
order that a valid comparison is realised. The environmental effects are then assessed
in relation to the delivery of that function.



3.2 Life cycle assessment of window systems
A full Life Cycle Assessment of alternative window systems has been

undertaken; 24 different window constructions were assessed and the results have
been previously published (Weir 1998; Weir and Muneer 1998).  The functional unit
of product in this case was defined as a Joule per window (J/w). To be meaningful the
LCA undertaken considered three principal design criteria that must be delivered in
relation to the basic functional requirements of windows.  The criteria were; thermal
control, sound attenuation and daylighting.  With regard to thermal control, the
assessment took the form of an energy consumption analysis and a comparison of the
convective heat input that is required to maintain thermal comfort conditions. The
thermal analysis allowed for the contribution made by other components incorporated
within the external envelope and the results of the analysis depend in part upon the
level of specification which is evident for each of these.  The various window
constructions are also analysed in connection with their sound attenuation properties.
Finally, a visual analysis in relation to the provision of natural daylighting provides a
methodical approach to assessing the energy consumed by artificial lighting within the
building interior, given that a desired lighting level must be maintained for efficient
task performance.

The window and glazing systems included in the assessment comprised four
single glazed options in addition to various double and triple glazed constructions,
adopting either single or double applications of low emissivity coatings.  Four options
for cavity infill gases were incorporated in the assessment of double and triple glazing
systems; these were, Air, Argon, Krypton and Xenon.

An optimisation model was developed which links the thermal, acoustic and
visual performance of the 24 differing window and glazing constructions.  The outputs
generated from this model may be used to evaluate the optimum window design in
terms of energy consumption and global environmental impact. Optimisation of
energy consumption incorporated analyses of embodied energy, thermal energy
requirements and artificial lighting energy demands over the life cycle of a window;
this was considered to be a period of 20 years.  Global environmental impact
optimisation follows a similar rationale, however, evaluation is based on energy
generation and greenhouse gas production (in particular CO2, SO2 and NOX).

A flowchart for optimisation was developed.  This guides building designers
towards a window and glazing system which offers sufficient sound attenuation,
thermal and visual performance whilst minimising the overall environmental impact
over a 20 year period.

This rigorous LCA allows the designer to select an optimal window system from
a functional performance and from a sustainability point of view, given a particular
cladding approach or a known specification in relation to the remaining components
that are incorporated within the external building envelope.

The boundaries of this LCA were set at the level of the performance of the
windows themselves, as components within the external fabric. Therefore, the
performance of the window was considered in a passive sense and the optimisation
does not allow for active intervention in the performance of the window function such
as may be realised by the introduction of technologies such as brise soleil, light
shelves, reflective mirrors, louvres and such like.

Nevertheless, the model provides a useful tool in attempting to optimise the
environmental performance of conventionally designed office buildings as far as the



passive influence of the window and glazing systems upon the overall environmental
performance of buildings is presently understood.

However, the precise nature of this influence is not well quantified.  The
situation is further complicated when so called ‘environmental buildings’ are
considered.  Such buildings use active technologies to reduce overall energy
requirements and thus to reduce the overall environmental load that they impose.
Buildings which are naturally ventilated, with good thermal mass properties, using
technologies such as light shelves, louvres, brise soleil and photovoltaic (PV) cells,
consume minimal amounts of energy over their operational life cycles.  In such cases
the rationale for the optimisation of building components in relation to LCA results
and environmental performance criteria, is substantially altered, as the relative
importance of different environmental assessment classes, such as embodied energy,
become materially changed.  This means that conventional LCA’s carried out in
relation to individual products and components are not necessarily meaningful when
the building is considered to function as an overall system.

Windows and glazing systems are considered to be of much importance in the
production of buildings that are sustainable.  Understanding how important they are in
relation to the achievement of what may be termed true sustainability in the context of
a complete building system, which fully exploits the types of technologies that have
been briefly discussed, is argued to be of much importance.

Clearly, a priori reasoning would suggest that the window system and glazing
approach are important, in a statistically significant manner, to the overall
improvement of building sustainability (where buildings are understood to behave as
complete systems).  However, this presumption requires to be tested in a rigorous and
sound manner.

4 The need for a further assessment

One approach to making an assessment of the importance of the window system
in reducing the total environmental load imposed by buildings would be to undertake
Life Cycle Assessments for complete buildings.  The importance of the window
system in contributing towards the overall environmental performance of a building
could be subsequently identified, in theory at least.  It is argued that there are,
however, considerable methodological difficulties in undertaking LCA’s for complete
building systems. The product and sub- product chains that are present in even the
most simple contemporary building make the acquisition of data of sufficient veracity
over the eleven accepted environmental classes that are included in the standard
method developed by CML (Centre for the Environment, Leiden, the Netherlands)
difficult. Hence, the completion of a valid and meaningful total building LCA is an
intractable task.  Nevertheless, research effort is presently being focussed on
developing approaches to LCA for complete office buildings which are scientifically
valid, and which overcome these methodological difficulties (Hendriks 1998).  Such
methods are unavailable at the present time.  Regardless, the appropriateness of
applying LCA methodologies to the research problem that has been outlined above,  is
considered to be questionable.

What is required is a method which can relate measures of particular building
materials or component systems to the overall sustainability of complete building



systems.  Quantifying the latter need not necessarily be approached with an LCA
mind- set.  As a starting point, it is suggested that the level of energy consumption
over the operational life of a building may be used as a proxy to estimate its overall
imposed environmental load.  Such a measure would, of course, be incomplete from a
purist standpoint, however, it is considered to be appropriate. The overall
environmental impact is substantially influenced by energy production since this has
obvious effects on primary resource consumption, pollution, and upon social and
biophysical factors.  Clearly, energy production and consumption is not the only
determinant on the overall damage that is inflicted in relation to these areas.
Nevertheless, consensus suggests that the contribution of energy production and use to
the final detrimental affects on these factors, is significant.  Therefore, although there
are limitations, it is argued that an assessment of the level of energy used over the
lifespan of a building is a suitable proxy to estimate the total environmental load
imposed by a building.  This being the case, a measure, quantified in GJ/m2/year, may
be considered to be an appropriate approximation of the environmental burden
associated with a given office building.  A method capable of relating window
specifications to this overall measure is required. The method must be able to quantify
the strength of the causal relationship between the window systems and the overall
environmental result.  Furthermore, it should be able to measure the strength of the
influence of the window system upon overall environmental performance relative to
the strengths of influences that are present between other building sub- systems and
components and the overall environmental result.   Such an evaluation will permit an
improved understanding of how important window systems are in relation to other low
energy technologies and strategies that are presently implemented in attempts to make
buildings more sustainable. It is proposed that path analysis represents a suitable
method for the research objective as defined above.

5 The causal path method

The causal path method provides a robust analytical framework within which
the strength of influence between interrelated variables can be measured and
understood. It provides for the quantitative investigation of postulated causal
influences between a set of interdependent variables (Little  1979; SWCS 1990).  The
method allows the formulation of intuitive ideas concerning which of the causal
influences are significant. A path model is typically specified as a system of
simultaneous regression equations which are assumed to be linear, additive and
recursive (Boyle 1970). Path coefficients, the standardised partial regression
coefficients, are calculated from the regression equations.  These provide an indication
of the relative importance of a given explanatory variable upon the response variables.
The coefficient is usually described in the form, pi,j, where the subscript, j, refers to
the response variable and, i, refers to the regressor whose direct effect upon the
response is measured.  Normally, the path coefficient, Pi,j, explains the proportion of
the standard deviation observed in the response variable, j, for which the regressor
variable, i, is directly responsible. The residual path coefficient measures the
proportion of the standard deviation of j which is explained by unmeasured extraneous
variables.



Prerequisite to the construction of any path diagram is the assumption that the
variables can be placed in a causal ordering. This cannot be decided by empirical
analysis of data; it must be determined from prior theoretical knowledge. The a priori
structure provides the framework for the statistical analysis of data and also for the
interpretation of the results. The fundamental task in applying the path analysis
method is the construction of a path diagram which reflects as closely as possible the
true situation.
6 Defining a causal path model appropriate to the present study

The purpose of the proposed evaluation is to determine how significant the
influence of the window system is in determining the overall environmental load of a
building over its useable life cycle. Subsequently, it is of importance to understand
whether or not changing the specification of window systems will reduce the overall
environmental load of a complete building in a statistically significant manner, giving
due consideration to other energy technologies that may also be present in a given
building.  Therefore, the rationale of the path diagram and the path model to achieve
this evaluation is relatively straightforward.  The window systems, together with a
series of other building sub-systems must be seen as the causal influences that
contribute the total environmental load of the building.  The purpose is to measure the
relative strength of the window systems in relation to other subsystems in contributing
to this environmental result. Put simply, the environmental result (GJ/m2/year) may be
termed the ultimate dependent variable; the building sub-systems and the interactions
between them are the regressor or predictor variables. The path diagram must
subsequently address, or hypothesise how the causal influences from the regressors
are transmitted to the ultimate dependent variable. This is, of course, less than
straightforward since the sub systems within contemporary building projects interact
in a complicated manner that is not yet well understood, thus a degree of
simplification is considered inevitable.

It is logical that window systems will effect the overall environmental load
imposed by buildings via two principal energy variables within their direct sphere of
influence, namely the energy levels required in relation to thermal comfort and
artificial lighting. Mathematical principals in relation to path analysis mean that the
only variables that have to be specified within the path model are those concerning the
window system itself and the sub- systems that interact directly with it. All other sub-
systems that do not interfere directly with the window or glazing system can be
excluded from precise specification within the model without compromising its ability
to measure the size of the influence of the window system upon the overall
environmental load relative to those other systems. The importance of the window
system in determining the overall environmental impact of buildings can be measured
relative to all of the other building sub- systems despite the fact that the models
extensive design means that the exact influences of these other sub systems remain
unmeasured.

7 Specification of a provisional causal path model



The number of variables that could conceivably be specified within a causal
path model having the stated evaluation objective is large. However, the more
parsimonious the model, the more useful the results.



Therefore it is desirable to minimise the number of variables that are included
within the full provisional causal path model. The process of identifying appropriate
variables for inclusion with the evaluation model is ongoing.  At the present time the
variables included within the provisional model are as follows:-

• EL = Total Environmental Load (GJ/m2/year)
• TM = Thermal Mass
• SC = Solar Control Measures
• VS = Ventilation Strategy
• AD = Active Daylighting measures
• PV = Active Energy Technologies (eg. PV Cells)
• TP = Thermal Performance
• VP = Visual Performance
• GS = Window and Glazing Systems.

A provisional path analysis diagram is specified as follows:-

Fig. 1: Provisional causal path model

8 Mathematical Specification

Considering the mathematical specification of path models in the normal
manner, the provisional path model forwarded in Figure 1 can be described as follows.
The dependent variables included in the provisional model may be expected to be
determined by the following linear regression equations.

VP = f{PVP,TM TM + PVP,SC SC + PVP,VS VS +  PVP,AD AD + PVP,GS GS + PVP,E2 E2}(1)

TP = f{PTP,TM TM + PTP,SC SC + PTP,VS VS +  PTP,GS GS + PTP,PV PV + PTP,E3 E3} (2)

GS = f{PGS,VS VS + PGS,E1 E1} (3)

EL = f{ PEL,TP TP + PEL,VP VP + PEL,E4 E4} (4)
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The influence of the window system upon the overall environmental load
imposed by buildings (where this influence is denoted by IGS) is found by:-

IGS = {PTP,GS x PEL,TP} + { PVP,GS x PEL,VP} (5)

Finally, the influence of the other remaining sub systems and components
evident within contemporary buildings upon the overall environmental load (where
this influence is denoted by IO) is found by:-

IO = 1.00 – [{PTP,GS x PEL,TP} + { PVP,GS x PEL,VP}] (6)

9 Conclusion

A Life Cycle Assessment of the environmental impact of alternative window
systems has been undertaken and this provides a useful design tool to improve the
sustainability of buildings at the component level, however, it does not produce a
complete understanding of how important window systems are in relation to
improving the overall sustainability of buildings when they are considered as
complete systems.  It is  considered that an investigation of the significance of
window systems in relation to the overall environmental performance of buildings is
justified. A causal path model is presently under construction to undertake such an
investigation and to simplify, as far as possible, the analysis problem.
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A NATURAL PROGRESSION: NEGLECT TO DECAY
A natural progression: neglect to decay
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Abstract

From the field work undertaken in connection with service life management
practices, and the concern of asset management's contribution to sustainable
cities, it is believed that neglect is a critical issue for both current maintenance
practices and service life modelling.  Further more, the evidence to hand suggest
that there is a relationship between neglect and decay that has important
implications for both the practice of service life design and building durability.  It
is also believed that unless there is a proper understanding of all those
relationships between decay, neglect and durability, it is unlikely that either
service life design or life care management will effectively be able contribute to
the longer term goal of sustainable life management.  Nor will durability greatly
assist those engaged in the maintenance field if they have to continue to struggle
with inadequate or limited budgets as they juggle with what is needed to be spent
to what is afforded.  In fact, budget holders themselves need to also understand
that neglect can seriously impair the life quality of their buildings and in a wider
context, also impact adversely on the construct of sustainable cities.
Nevertheless, it is suggested both through understanding those initiators and
drivers of nature’s powerful break down systems and bringing established
engineering and modelling diagnostic techniques together and applying  break
down analysis to life care operational management would address many of the
current poor building environmental and life care problems.  Concluding, it is
believed by bringing both ISO 14000 and 9000 together with the emerging ISO
15686 that more purposeful goal for sustainable cities and construction could be
set that would address the title of this paper.
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 ‘The various creatures of the universe may meet with many  external obstacles to
their perfect development. but no obstacle can frustrate the development of the
universe itself.”...”If then we work upwards from the primal chaos to ultimate
perfection we must arrive at the nature of the gods’        Cicero

1 Times arrow

The life care of the Built environment poses many serious issues and
challenges for those promoting both sustainable doctrines and strategies, as well
as to those offering life designed buildings or products and materials with or
without a service life label.  But equally, for those that have to manage this built
environment and carry out maintenance on its buildings, find increasingly that
their budgets are being slimmed.  Yet neither are their building stocks getting
younger, nor are their service or life care needs in real time falling and instead,
maintenance arrears continue to grow.  Or in a built environment sense, is time an
illusion? (Coveney and Highfield 1990) or is its neglect a serious omission in the
current beliefs of a sustainable  future?

Indeed, is it wrong not to link durability with that notion of a building,
system component or material and a period of service in use? to time?  Do we
have in fact a time focus in our building designs for their planning or life care or
building replacement?  Finally, is there even a simple profile of the age and
condition or working life of the building typologies that clearly, can be identified
in any city or street set against time and permits one to manage the life care of the
built environment?

Perhaps this built environment life problem may be likened to a symphony
being continuously played.  One musing, ambling, even reflecting upon the birth,
life and death of those apparently static and moving images, that contribute to, or
go to make up its built environment’s buildings, streets, villages, towns and cities.
Here, one can suggest that there is both a natural and unnatural progression to a
largely unknown terminal building life point, where few buildings are ever likely
to escape this final cycle of time > dismission and death.

OK, too many questions? Perhaps, or perhaps not? But silence on life
related issues ranging from building redevelopment and replacement of cities to
their infrastructures endangers both effective development of the construct of a
sustainable modus vivendi and their reinvestment strategies.

So in durability terms, whilst reflecting the passage of changing times in a
theme of mortality, its symphony of life and death continues remorselessly on.  In
short there is an inevitable progression of service life to dismission!

2 An inevitable progression

“thy strong Hours indignant worked their wills,
And beat me down and marred and wasted me”
Tennyson                     Tithonus  Lines 18-19

Inevitably, if one looks long enough, at any built environment, or turns to look
at a large city from any strategic vantage point, and look and listen, one can
imagine indeed see this symphony being played out.  In fact it is not an ode to



sustainability, but instead a tribute to entropy where an accumulation or tide of
service loss and a reflection of neglect can be found.  It is a sound, mixing hope
and despair, of inspirational ripples of designers who have learnt to play the life
game well. Here their designs' experience generations of people life times, and the
quality of material and composition used may give a grace or dignity only marked
by age, loss of fitness, or scarred or pocked marked due to durability deficiencies
an inevitable end.

One might also pick out to the rich sounds, or listened to those strong
sounds and rhythm of new design and construction under way, perhaps being an
expression of vibrancy of newness, even a youthful phase!  But alas only to find
this music being displaced, even drowned out by a creeping darkness of a later
movement, capturing that despair of drabness or neglect as maintenance has
become ignored and decay laying siege settles in.  Listen on, for there is a fourth
movement that springs forth, rippling like a renaissance as repair and restoration
sally forth with a lightness of well, bringing further life to a building or street or
district.  Till the final movement of a sombre foreboding, of that spelling of an
inevitable demise and death of an area, or of building awaiting its end with or
without dignity.  Yet one may either leave, or revisit that vantage point, at a future
point in time, only to see a different urbanscape with a different rendition of the
same symphony of life and death.

In fact, ‘this playing of the symphony of built environment score’ is cycle of
almost an endless disharmony being played out and capturing those struggles to
fight back against decay if only to sustain or keep life quality!  It also a reflection
of that struggle between those urban buildings established from the past and that
current or near threatening or new technology of the future, where the wider
concerns of sustainable developments and cities and constraints, of resources,
waste and unwelcome climatic changes are now appearing upon the urban agenda.

There is in fact in any built environment, a whole series of lives and service
life states.  There is for example, the life of a city, or community and an economic
or physical life of buildings, including their street or city district.  There is also a
specific life of an individual building, which may be sacrificed before its time due
to road widening or new development.  In addition, there is the life also of the
support systems of a city infrastructure ranging from business, to its servicing
utilities. to it.

2.1 Decay
The physical entity of a built environment’s behaviour in any urban or rural

community is in effect dynamic.  Like biological organisms, the respective built
environments may in their time or be threatened by disasters, catastrophic events,
as well as sink into a local decline, due to economic or migrationary changes.
Unlike such organisms however, there is no immediate end date nor a natural
transformation of the built environment’s waste streams that either fits within an
ecological niche, nor in turn sustains other activities..

The life of such built environments nevertheless is a rich mix of lives
ranging from current unknown life design proposals on the ‘drawing board’, to
buildings under construction or being renovated, through to those patched or
repaired, or just ageing, neglected, obsolete or even abandoned.

Some of these buildings, may in fact, survive many generations and
eventually pose other problems like conservation costs.  Nevertheless, at the end
of the day, one is faced with a simple relationship between decay and neglect as



an inevitable part of life.  So building life care management itself inevitably faces
a diverse range of building both material and systems with varying survivorship
and life time qualities and inconsequence there is a need to understand decay.

At the very heart of nature, are very powerful mechanisms or transformers at
work which over varying periods of time break all matter down.  Here, each
transformation pathway has a specific “job to do” so fits a given niche to secure a
total break down of a given attribute or attributes of all organic and inorganic
materials.  So clearly an understanding of the environmental characterisation of
this decay process involved is essential in the pursuit of service life design or its
management, as is the resistance offered or time taken, is a measure of that
material, component, system or building durability quality.

Not only are there dedicated mechanisms or systems to secure this
decomposition, or taking apart, but nature may use several systems together to
hasten or accelerate an in train decaying transformation.  So to try and signal the
importance of this in decay-neglect relationship, Figure 1 is included to indicate
that there are a number of ‘mechanisms or systems’ existing which may be
‘switched on’ in the right conditions.
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Fig. 1: The natural progression break down options

Simply stated, nature’s modus vivendi secures an effective break down
technology to deal with and to sustain, the vigour and renewal of life, including in
the short term for organic waste break down and in a longer time frame also all
inorganic waste break down.  The same is true for building as many of these basic
or principle mechanisms are at work on and within buildings too!  Here, it is the
relevant 'initiation switch' that sets the 'degradation-decay process' in train that
needs to be identified and understood.  Likewise one also needs to understand
those behavioural attributes and their environments that accelerate the rates of
change.  In doing so both would assist manufacturers, designers and asset
management practice in their own pursuit of service life.

2.2 Neglect
Time its self then, brings a new dimension to ‘life ideas’ and understanding

(Landsberg 1975), for example, for a building or component, decay may occur
where the recovery or protection is insufficient for that environment or operating
condition(s).  On further examination however, one may come face to face with a
peculiar dilemma.  Is decay a matter of a natural loss of performance or surface
attribute over time, or is it due to neglect?  Indeed, is decay not but a function of
neglect?  If so, at what point then is this failure not to intervene does itself,
become neglect?



Nevertheless, the marking down of such surface attributes or qualities, or
other imperfections, can also be associated with time served or be seen as part of
the ageing process.  For example, the relationship of a 'pocked marked rendered
building' (pre nineteenth century) hanging on in. or timber decay leaving roofs to
collapse.  But other issues like ground movement to walls (causing cracking and
subsequent instability, through to a falling apart), repeated cycles from frost
attack, or simply wasting away (say as corrosion eats more and more into a steel
fire escape) are specific examples of neglect even though sometimes unexpected
environmental change may ultimately  be ’blamed’.

When one looks again at decay and its simple break down mechanisms or
system, it is clear that they can gradually become more complex, as more
materials with differing service lives and behavioural characteristics are bound
together.  Even so, there must also come a point when the accumulation of poor or
no maintenance, or if one likes ineffective life care can only be attributed to
negligence.

Neglect issues or difficulties are to be found in all classes of buildings and
for someone conscious of that shabby, indeed 'ageing building' or facility look
there will also be at times  both dysfunctional operating and poor people
environments too.  In these situations, serviceability short comings may pose
other serious difficulties ‘in sustaining’ an operating facility to meet its end users
expectations-or needs.

Worse still, in a life care sense, is that problem associated with the wrong
mix of service life materials, or protection or their relationship viz. a viz.
durability characteristics lead to early or regular maintenance or early break down
Finally, one might argue that in this decay-neglect domain, delays in responses for
intervention or remedial needs may also give rise to a loss of durability (or service
loss) which might in turn, lead to eventually a building failure or safety or health
risk elsewhere in a building or its systems.

In fact, there is a whole taxonomy of other terms relevant to the decay-
durability neglect triangle but the ageing facet of buildings even though it may
itself be some what subjective must also be kept in mind.  For durability is that
‘ability of a building and its parts to perform its required function over a period of
time and under the influence of agents’ (BSI. 1992) and is a rich picture term.
But wouldn’t the term ‘service loss’ be more helpful in pursuing life management
or planning a service life design` than decay, or neglect, or durability or
obsolescence etc?!

2.3 Service loss
The relationship of neglect and decay is should now be seen as a critical

matter for service life building and future sustainable cities.  For even a small
break down in a protective system, will provide a ledge for a breakdown process
to be activated.  Indeed, one may argue either by not noticing it, or, if noticing it
then ignoring it, is a level of neglect which may become serious.  But to relate to
either durability or neglect is not enough and it may be more helpful to see the
various ravages of time and neglect manifested in decay etc. as a loss of service.

Such service losses may also be exacerbated through a change in a
building’s environment, for example, arising from misuse, damage, negligence or
excessive wear.  Here the degree of severity of service loss of a given element on
down to a specific component, fitment or surface may its self, range from a minor



blemish, up to being unusable or finally leading to a total or catastrophic failure,
which in turn may impair or threaten a building’s life itself.

But in nature, there is dynamic degradation or a ‘loss of service process’
where ultimately, every thing breaks down.  Inconsequence, it is also reasonable
to expect buildings to age and if one likes, ‘die’ just like any living species or
population!  A line needs to be drawn between those natural processes of ageing
and decay, and that service loss arising from a neglect which may lead to and
accelerate a natural decay process.   In fact this situation can both be speeded up
or slowed down, but seldom reversed (so service loss tends to only grow).

In other cases, service loss or unfitness may be simply attributed to, either a
poor location, or an unacceptable space layout, or quality, or the costs of re-
configuring the building to meet a new standard of fitness is not seen as
‘commercially viable’.  Even a site or area’s commercial potential for re-
development, may hasten the demise of a perfectly serviceable adjoining
buildings in that neighbourhood, or cause others to be abandoned, to later to
become demolished.  So even if technically sound or of robust construction in a
‘reasonable state of repair, if it is unwanted by its building owner or rejected by
tenants it may by default, be deemed unfit or obsolete.

Inevitably in some situations, end users needs or expectations may have to
take second place, as the building life care needs outweigh any financial provision
available  So in many respects then service loss might be more correctly seen as
leading to situations which relate more to serviceability matters too.

3 The eternal triangle

An important relationship may be established between neglect and decay
that has important implications for both the practice of service life design and the
life or the durability quality found, or planned for in the asset and maintenance
domain.  Implications of which also spill over into sustainable matters like the
carbon deficit problem facing governments and waste and resource management
now being legislated for.

Turning now to Figure 2 below, it is suggested that there is in effect an
eternal triangle (durability>neglect>decay) that can be mapped e.g. as shown
through a  quadrant matrix focusing upon the space domain, durability risks,
dependencies and finance.

Whilst decay is a natural process once the break down activator point is
reached the break down actuators swing into action.  So is there also a base line of
‘order’ that one may find? Like in Nature (Kauffman 1993) must go with the
construct of a life, one set at a number of service life levels (for example in Figure
2 from city to joint).  Indeed, the issue is that, decay and durability would be
better presented, if they could be used for evaluating likely failure analysis of
building behaviour changing over time for a building typology as well as for their
individual materials or component matrixes.

Nevertheless, the relationship between the service life and its decay (or as
preferred here service loss) to the time and the specific point of intervention,
(neglect) is in a sense, a resistance to that break down or misuse of that building’s,
system or materials present. For some promoting life design and service life
methodologies this period of time may be seen as a measure of durability.
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Fig. 2: The interdependacies of durability, decay and neglect

Equally, because of the intricacies and problems arising from the variable
mixes of materials and components and exposure systems, Nature’s break down
and the unpredictability of human actions and perceptions (O’Connor 1992)  one
must also come to grasp a sustainable life construct that is conditioned by a course
of future action.

Even so, ultimately, every thing breaks down.  It is nature’s way as a leveller
(e.g. whether through a chemical, biological, physical or mechanical change or
equally in terms of survivorship, or death of a population of a buildings, systems
components or materials).  In that sense, all service losses would also be expected
to have a varying decay rates depending’ upon a site's surrounding climatic cycles,
intensity of prevailing wind, together with that driving rain, air quality and diurnal
cycle.

So one now wonders if the works and potential of CIB W86 Building
Pathology could not be moved with CIB W94 Designing for durability through to
a service life and a life care management framework?  What might also help in
this suggested move, is that certain life methodologies aspects could be drawn
directly from both the electronic and engineering disciplines where research
techniques including fault diagnostics and mathematics well advanced.

As it is already an enormous material science and engineering research
exists (Siemes 1997: Bamford 1998) and such a research base could with some
reinterpretation, be  developed for a fuller service life planning (Bourke and
Davies 1997).  For example, building services might benefit in 'reliability
engineering terms', manufacturers components 'populations from survivorship
studies together with service life predictions and single material constructions
from durability studies.



4 A constructed life

Fitness and durability clearly have a close relationship but more realistically
in the life craft and designing for durability or in order to secure product
improvement, one would need to also bring as has already been signalled
serviceability together with service life planning.  This in turn would permit
durability and the operational problems to be reviewed as a service loss, so that
the relevant dependencies in a given configuration of any building’s service lives
in the environment are afforded their life with care needs.

 Perhaps the real environmental challenge now is to design life manageable
buildings that are more closely matched to the properties of their materials and
systems lives used in a  competitive but regulatory world.  But guidance is also
called for here too!

Yet significant encouragement can now be seen from three ISO standards
which can be linked to advantage to help develop a whole life framework to both
respond to the environmental challenge made and deliver life buildings (Figure 3).
Here, quality and environmental systems are coming together so one ‘business
resultant’ should be service life design based upon durability which would in turn
become part of the Business Excellence thinking and practices next century.

Management and service life design wih a durability focus   
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FIG 3:

The difficulty of predicting for the diverse range and configuration in a
building and probability of service loss times to failure whilst frustrating and
largely impractical, ignores the tremendous strides being made.

Clearly, service life is a fundamental construct for both those that prepare
life designs and life care plans, as well as those that manage the existing portfolio
stocks of buildings.  So it is also proposed that a service life assessment audit
framework like Table 1 is developed.

In turn this would encourage appraisal of both a building development’s
supply chain and its waste streams as well as bringing both decay and neglect into
an operational and strategic analysis.

Whilst space is restricted here, it is still hoped that Table 1 can prompt one
to work from top down and bottom up and left to right to also secure a sustainable
audit outcome set within the service life serviceability relationship and tenets of
this paper.  By doing and securing a design life that permits the neglect aspects to
be largely removed will in turn contribute to limiting those unwanted CO2
emissions and also bringing the works of CIB 80, TSL 140 and CIB W70 to a
wider legislative and practitioner and manufacturer audience.

Fig. 3:Management and service life design with a durability focus



Table 1 may also be linked to advantage, with service life practice (Wyatt
and Luchini 1999) and encourage both the whole development envisaged in ISO
15686 and secure its effective implementation  so as to also promote a notion of
sustainable cities life care practice.

Table 1: The sustainable life care and planning audit assessment grid

Sustainable cities buildings

material resource base drawn upon or changed
ecological organic  inorganic

renewable non renewable
break down technology degradable non degradable
designed asset bldg etc. life cycle assessment

cause and effect analysis CO2 / NOX -ve +ve
neglect drivers waste stream

decay pathway
service life durability service loss

performance settings
reliability probability

specification dependability events
serviceable accessible detail quality

neglect able interfaces assessment
clean able

material resource base embodied energy workmanship
obsolescence repairable

space reusable replaceable
recoverable non recoverable

budget for life inter dependability waste -ve CO2 accounts
intervention costs eco- points

replacement cycle replacement costs
risk evaluation affordable

service life plan
service life profile

life care procedures
Service Life Operational  Management

6 Conclusion

Concluding, it believed that it is incumbent on those developing the service
life framework to demonstrate the place neglect and decay have and their adverse
impact upon the supply chain for tomorrow's sustainable practices.  Indeed, what
price is sustainability if the symphony of life and death of the built environments
does not become part of the life characterisation and durability-service life model?

Equally, each age must come and hear or rewrite a different interpretation of
this life decay- composition, or simply reinterpret their built environment’s life
symphony obsolescence, neglect decay, building failures and death of building as
one technology displaces another.  Nevertheless decay and neglect will remind



one of both mortality and the imperfect state of development of service life or
reliability engineering.  Decay beckons, but neglect threatens.
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Abstract

No holistic life care methodology currently addresses life design, building
maintenance or asset management service loss problems.  But this is likely to
change through the promotion and adoption of a service life practice as those
securing and maintaining the life quality of building and building stocks
understand the benefit from adopting service life planning and reliability
engineering methodologies in design.  Such changes may be accelerated due to
the sustainable agenda pressures and the need to reduce building ownership
costs arising from poor designed or building life quality.  Nevertheless,
designing and managing buildings on a life time basis requires a proper
understanding of the design service life relationships among the various
materials, elements and the building as a whole.  It also requires a proper grasp
of how service life may be used in life care as a management and life care
planning tool.  Further, service life may have a significant impact upon future
life designed buildings and should be seen as the corner stone of asset
management seeking more certain ownership costs.  Asset and portfolio
managers themselves need to also understand how they can make a significant
contribution to sustainable practices for both their existing and new building
and to promote a continuous product quality improvement.  Finally, the time
has come for design and life care management to address their service lives and
to evolve a sustainable service life future.

Key words Durability, service life, service life mapping, performance auditing,
life care management, sustainable building.
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1 Introduction

It is no longer a matter of passing interest but now necessity to identify a
built environment that fits within the constraint of both being environmentally
compatible and sustainable.  In consequence, it is to those that  own, use and
manage buildings that society may now have to turn to in order secure those
changes necessary to secure an effective life time management of buildings and
their built environments.

Yet, in the very striving for this effective building life time management, (or
life care), there is a need to also appreciate the dynamic nature of change in
society and its needs to meet changing requirements.  Such requirements that
might even threaten a building itself as well as destroy beliefs of enduring or
sustainable building stocks.  That is unless one can manage buildings through
securing a strong service life practice by adopting appropriate business practice
responses to both innovation (Baden-Fuller et al 1996) and best practice (or
improvement through benchmarking (Zaire 1996)) and the life audit function

This service life focus or prediction and its planning is not new, but BRE’s
work (Bourke and Davies 1997) must be seen as timely focus in promoting this
area more widely. Especially now, as those maintaining, upgrading or changing
the built environment are likely themselves to face a form of carbon tax penalties
via higher energy costs, (as their Governments tackle global warming whilst at
the same time promoting sustainable practice).  Finally, landfill constraints and
rising waste disposal charges made on the basis of ‘the polluter must pay’ may
also encourage a service life view as sustainable building becomes increasingly a
legal enactment.

Such changes should not now be in doubt.  But to really change, it is
believed that there is now the need to shake off the old image of building
maintenance and instead, talk about service life, serviceability and life care
management.  So one may have to begin with a view design for life' and in doing
so understand those material lives chosen have a service loss risk.  For example
Figure 1 below, indicates how one may contexturalise this approach which in
turn, may be seen as part of a building's facility or functionality  linking its
service life with its service loss and dependency upon the life care management
practised.

life care management

service life profile

service
loss

serviceability

life cost

service life design
service life planned

life care plan

functionality

space

service
life

facility

Building

dismission

Fig. 1: Service life design and life care linkage



In fact, it is often those responses in life care that dictate the life and
sustainable quality of what has been designed and built. So where an inadequate
life care management strategy persists, not only will maintenance arrears or
service losses grow, but their overall accumulative life on-costs (or cost of
ownership) may be seen to become crippling to a business or non private
enterprise like public sector housing, state schools or hospitals.  Equally, if a
building design is itself flawed, or the wrong life care choice has been made for
economy and not on the basis of a full life cost, then there is every possibility that
service losses will also grow with the likelihood of that building or its sub-
systems or facilities themselves may become unserviceable.

So design and life care management practices should be brought closer
together so that they can both contribute to developing a whole life design vivendi
(Luchini and Wyatt 1999) and to also improve building serviceability, the life
quality of buildings and the facilities existing.

Finally, because of inevitable changes in organisation’s life, the need to
avoid a sense or loss of functionality has only a limited amount to do with life
care and more to do with obsolescence.  Nevertheless, as Figure 1 implies, the
relationships between dismission and service life planning should come to form a
common understanding for life care management.

2 Service life

Service life has been defined as that, “period of time after installation during
which a building or its parts meet or exceed the performance requirements” (ISO
15686 1998).  But such a building life is significantly dependant upon its external
and internal environments as well the life care practised.

So how long should a building be sustained and by inference its constituent
parts before it is itself replaced?  Or does a building have a life whilst its
constituent parts may 'come and go' within shorter periods of time or service life?

In fact it is doubtful today if there is such ‘a thing’ as a rational building life
or many exemplars, of sustainable life buildings. We do have however, a growing
understanding of durability and service life conditions, but we now need to take
stock and ask where are we going with service life practice?

From the past, with its limited range of materials, a building would continue
to be used until it fell down, or was rebuilt, or simply patched, mended, or altered
etc. Here one may observe, those buildings altered or unaltered that have survived
and their materials durability.  But today, buildings are now more complex and
diverse in size, form and function and use a wider range of materials with obvious
differing durabilties (service lives) and life costs!

So, where a building life period is used, it has tended to be largely based on
loan repayment, for example in the public sector, or a notional 10-20 or even 25
year period for commercial schemes with or without a ‘collateral warranty’ or
finally a notional 30-35 year period for PFI Projects and Housing Association
insurance.

What of tomorrow?  Possibly managing carbon dioxide deficits, resource
depletion and waste management, may be on the asset and design life agenda as
they share a common link with the service life!  This link may well be the way to
move the past and the present into a common future of building life design, life
care and asset management.



3 Service life mapping states

By building life, one means (in this paper) “that period which initially one
may call the first life used in any project undertaking” (i.e. the commissioned
design life laid down from the client brief or agreed or designed project life.  So if
at a future data the building is modified, there would be a need to re calibrated the
original building life!  This may lead to a clumsy methodology, but to really
reflect the nature of such building change, it is believed that there are three broad
periods of time or states in all building's life irrespective of how often they are
altered or changed as intimated in Table 1.

Table 1: A proposed building life span break down matrix grouping

Permanent Life Span
Elements

Semi -Permanent Life
Span Systems

Short Lived Life
Span Interiors

Roof Structure Static Mechanical Service Fit outs
Wall Element Static Electrical Services Floor Coverings
Floor Element Plant and Equipment Boilers

Lifts
Wall Coverings>

Ceiling Systems
Stair Element Treads
Service Core Partitioning Systems ><
Plant Room Window Systems Seals Mastics
Basement Structure High Class Joinery Paint Systems
Foundation System Door -Systems Coatings
Sewer and Drainage – systems external works

Here firstly, there is the long life status or life period.  On reflection long
life elements, like a building frame may have a potential life that could well
extend centuries into a future and be part of that sustainable city’s built
environment that should have been developed by then.  For example, a steel
frame, despite being seen as a high embodied energy material may because of its
inherent durability, evolving jointing and protection systems, can be so designed
so that it can be used in more than one building, or on more than one site.  In that
sense, one might prior to the dismission stage, see this long life period as being a
permanent life and in consequence be used to form a core or foundation to both
building sustainability and building a service life practices.

Secondly, a building’s construction may be made up of many components
often of lesser life durations than long life, but still seen as having a medium life
span.  Such examples may include low pressure water systems, envelope and
window or rain water systems.  In that sense, one might see their status as being
of a semi-permanent nature or of life span of a lesser life than the permanent part
described above but still nevertheless significant!

Of course, either because of both the nature of tenancy or organisational
changes or fashion responses or obsolescence as well as durability and service life
reasons one might find short lived materials, components or systems used
remaining in most buildings.  Typical examples may range from building fit outs,
surface, protective or jointing systems, through to problems affecting surface life
cleanliness.



Nevertheless, building life at this point in time is not able to demonstrate a
precise approach to life engineering like that found in the fields of electronics and
the aero space industries.  But, that is only a question of time.

Mean while one may come to see that a building has, or will have a range or
mix of lives or service lives!  So appropriate approaches need to be adopted for
designing for life.  Firstly,  for example, one might consider identifying and
addressing the long life parts of a building (LL) with an engineering approach i.e.
limit states.  Secondly, where there is a mix of components or materials,
particularly those with a shorter to medium life times (ML) a factorial approach
might be taken.

Better still, in terms of a population of manufacturers components, one
might consider,  especially in terms of sustainable practices, adopting a stochastic
(or some other survivorship methodology) as well as using a reference service
life. Having said that one needs to also recognise the convenience at this point in
time of the factorial approach.

4 Life design

Whether viewing building permanency as a life focused way or approach to
service life thinking, remains to be seen.  But even a broad based building
morphology and breakdown analysis of its material mixes of permanencies could
help service life planning.  It could also be used to evaluate many existing
buildings and building stock based upon the recognition of a given building’s
typology’s sub-systems, element or configurations.  Such approaches would also
facilitate life care and improved design management practices.

Table 2: Reference service life matrix states

Permanent Life
State

Seem-
Permanent Life
State

Short Lived
Life State

Comments

LL LL LL ML LL LL SL LL LL LL may be assigned a matrix
ratio value of 1

LL LL ML ML LL ML SL LL ML
LL LL SL ML LL SL SL LL SL The greater the variance
LL ML LL ML ML LL SL ML LL from LL to SL or SL to LL
LL ML ML ML ML ML SL ML ML the more important is the
LL ML SL ML ML SL SL ML SL whole life cost analysis
LL SL LL ML SL LL SL SL LL
LL SL ML ML SL ML SL SL ML
LL SL SL ML SL SL SL SL SL ML & SL will be some

decimal part of LL

Returning to Table 1 (with the three states identified), one may now refine it
further by bringing both service life and durability to a common reference point.
So let the building's permanent state represent a long life (LL), its semi-
permanent state or life (ML) and their short lived remains (SL).  In consequence
one can develop a life based reference matrix as shown in Table 2 above to a level
of detail appropriate.



What one is suggesting then, is that, if any constituent part of a building or
its sub-system has a lesser permanent life status than the part it forms e.g. as a
value or ratio shown of 1, then that part could result in either costly or unplanned
or unexpected maintenance problems.  (It is proposed to explore the implications
of this further for service life practice in a future paper).

In service life planning, one would then seek to both optimise cost and mix
of service life strategies. to.  So where a SL or ML state exists beyond an LL
state, or SL state occurs before an LL, or ML state, clearly the life cost
implications etc. must be appraised and any adverse impact in prioritization of
maintenance addressed (Johnson 1999).  There is also that opportunity to extend
the 'first life' through adopting an upgrading or restructuring strategies set within
a service life context and its associated  embodied energy and CO2 tied up in
existing building lives and new service lives.

5 Service life design planning

Gradually one may move both life design and life care management
forward. Indeed, to life engineer using those properties of the materials
irrespective of what form they appear in more fully.  Whilst at the same time
ensuring the right service life ratio is had.  In short this approach characterises
new possibilities (Pardee 1996) and whole life cost development will no doubt be
a normal sustainable expectation.

Clearly there is a need to have a clear grasp of both the design process and
life care and those problems in preparing a service life scope or life plan.  Also it
is not just the problem at the moment of not having all the manufacturer’s service
life data to hand, but also understanding (as our research has shown) the
significant service loss variation one may find for the same component used in the
same building!

Ideally, the value of each building element, system or their material would
match the ‘building life’ or cycle periods of that building within a defined
serviceability and replacement life cycle.

Likewise, the established full life cost of both the operational and
dismission ownership would have to be determined to.  One must likewise be
mentally alert to  issues relating to detailing, sequencing and quality control that
can frustrate a service life intent and come to understand how  such building
analysis of these break downs may have varying permanency and service life
needs.  It is here that asset managers have a specific contribution to make drawn
from their life care practices.

Other service life practice issues might also be addressed through the use of
appropriate tally sheet, checklist, or ‘aide de memoir’, for example, Table 3 might
help in a design review or evaluation or validation of an existing external roof or
wall envelope design prior to replacement.  Likewise a performance audit or
environmental life evaluation might be carried out, say for a building facade,
where the life design quality, the site location and its surrounding and climatic
cycles faced may face varying intensity of prevailing wind and eddies, driving
rain, air quality and diurnal cycles.  Here differing service losses for the same
component on differing elevations etc. may result!



Table 3: Aide de memoir characterisation audit

Location
Matrix

Environmental Audit Serviceability
Audit

System/Element  Macro Level Micro Level Meso Level

Component
Materials

Risk of failure
Loss
implications

Component
Materials

Risk of failure
Loss
implications

Component
Materials

Risk of failure
Loss
implications

Whilst a significant basis of reliability engineering and measurement can be
drawn upon, the serviceability design and audit quality needs to be critically
broken down into manageable stages so that the respective systems or element are
understood in their life in context.  In fact, the service loss appraisal could  be
developed through an Ishikawa Fault tree analysis, appraising those critical
aspects of a service life, or service life profile and balancing any significant
service loss threat with remediation or service repair options or replacement times
within a life costing.

6 The building life development

One must now begin to draw this paper to a close but also indicate the
relationship for both service life practice and the building.  In doing so it should
become clear that the service life forms an important building block and
contributor to a buildings life care and future sustainable and life care
management.

So turning to Figure 2 (over) 'a building's service life and serviceability
framework' there is a need to think in terms of an initial target service life.  This
target service life begins with a broad outline mapping the design concepts LL
and ML areas.  As more detail comes to hand during the development of the
design becomes increasingly refined and gradually giving away to balanced life
ratios viz. a viz. Tables 1 and 2.  So an accepted service life profile can be
developed and by the same token also audited or used to manage or plan for life
care needs.

In following Fig. 2, it should be clear differing mixes of systems, products
and materials brought together in a changing environment will inevitably result in
differing rates of service loss.  So in a life care sense, one must develop the
project’s or building’s service life profile to assist those managing buildings after
hand over. Nevertheless, the possibilities of service life whether in design or
management are seen  as a positive way forward for asset management and
sustainable development.



Fig. 2: Service Life and serviceability briefing framework
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Likewise life care needs and associated costs of ownership or environmental
degradation will inevitably vary.  So one needs to decide how much attention to
life designing one should or can afford.

Finally, one could suggest the use of survivorship rates for given
components, assemblies and controls will increasingly bring precision to securing
the corner stone of service life practices.  This will come to be seen as important
once product improvement is encouraged and service lives form part of life
performance and performance auditing.

7 Life care

Adopting service life planning and service life as practice would improve
and enable an audit framework to draw on asset and portfolio management
experiences. Such experiences should however also be seen in the context of
service life planning.  Life care in fact begins before the design appears on the
drawing board or in the CAD laptop and ends after the last of the original supply
chain’s waste stream is removed from the site (Wyatt and Soronis 1998).

Table 4: Life care audit scope

Activity Stage Notes
Life  management Procure new or replace,

repair or service
Neglect profile risk
assessment
Cost breakdown analysis

Life care practice Servicing intervals and
check lists

Preventive action
Curative action

Life and process safety Life safety evaluation Access repair replace ease
etc.

Service life audit Life care review
Risk assessment for service
loss

Life care action plan

Elemental
Component matrix analysis
Jointing  or joining system
Protective system
Material-and systems
durability of the building
services
Controls

Commissioning-
decommissioning

Review of life care
requirements and
management action plan

Life care manuals
Service life handbook
Check lists

Servicing Routine and dedicated Cleaning, surface upgrades

Like the earlier tables and figures, there is an implied hierarchical nature in
service life planning and its dependencies  The importance, however, of this
section is simply that if one wants to engineer life costed building, one needs to



move the life care world into contributing, for example identifying those areas for
improving reliability.  In turn, one would begin to help develop the quality of
reference service life data and encourage manufacturers as well as designers and
those concerned in life care, to work together, to form improved product life
quality management.

Simply, life care management, has an important part to play is securing
service life practice and should encourage a continuous building life improvement
cycle.  One that would lead to both reliable and cost effective operational, a whole
life crafted building and form a sustainable life building where durability and
service life eco point relationship form part of the whole life assessment.

8 Conclusion

It has become clear, that designing for durability has an immensely
important contribution to make to both the work of CIB W94 and CIB W80 as
well as ISO task groups responsible for developing the Design Life of Building
Standard.

Whilst there is a complex but important relationship between the building
performance the designer may have pre-defined and the level of reliability
achieved one cannot guarantee a building’s future life.  Nevertheless one can be
prudent and accept the place of a service life in asset management and improve
life care.

Concluding, it is now believed, that service life and its practice will come to
form and be seen as the corner stone of building asset management’s life care.  So
adopting the service life approach that reflects materials, components and systems
service loss and durability would help to improve cost certainty of building
ownership and begin to address the challenges posed in striving for sustainable
cities and buildings.
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Abstract

The Dynamic Buffer Zone (DBZ) is not a new concept for retrofitting problem
buildings. The implementation of this approach was performed on an existing high
humidity facility,  with an exterior glass and aluminium curtainwall cladding, to
eliminate  the problem of icicles which formed on the exterior cladding.  The icicles
created a safety concern when they fell from the facade.  Another case study will also
be presented for the retrofit of the DBZ in a historic masonry building to eliminate
condensation problems.

Keywords: Building envelope, condensation, air barrier, rain screen, dynamic buffer
zone, mechanical pressurization.

1 Introduction

There has been much discussion since the 1950’s regarding how to provide a
separation between interior and exterior environments in the cold Canadian climate.
Part 5 of the 1985 National Building Code, “Wind, Water and Vapour Protection”,
has outlined the minimum requirements for this separation.  Section 5.3.1. discusses
air barriers and their location in the building envelope.  Reducing air leakage by
incorporating a continuous air barrier in the building envelope design is fundamental
in the successful performance and durability of the building envelope.  There are a
variety of approaches which have been used to achieve airtightness in the building
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envelope, with some being more successful at fulfilling this requirement than others.
Part 5 does not restrict approaches to airtightness, but states that “the assembly shall
be designed to provide an effective barrier to air exfiltration and infiltration, at a
location that will prevent condensation within the assembly……”.

Condensation and moisture build-up within the building envelope may cause the
materials which make up the construction to deteriorate prematurely.  Such moisture
can also promote the growth of molds which can pose a health risk.  Dripping water,
icicles and staining appearing on or from claddings may be the first visible signs of
moisture problems within the wall fabric.  Wetting of the cladding and then freezing
temperatures may result in spawling problems of claddings .

The physics of condensation within the building envelope is quite complex and
quantification of the phenomenon using mathematical computer models is the subject
of some research today.  The basic factors which affect the process have been known
for some time and include but are not restricted to the following: indoor and outdoor
temperatures, material properties such as air and vapour permeability, building
envelope construction details, indoor relative humidity and indoor/outdoor air
pressure differences.  Condensation on or within the building envelope occurs when
water vapour is transported to a location that is at or below the dewpoint temperature.

Early researchers believed that the primary driving force in this transport was
diffusion, a process dependent on vapour concentration differences and materials’
resistance to vapour flow.  This idea spawned the use of a ‘vapour barrier’ in the
building envelope.  Researchers now realize that while vapour diffusion can be a
factor in some situations, the major reason for the amount of condensation in the
construction of walls during the colder seasons is the outbound mass flow of
moisture-laden air through the building envelope due to air leakage.

There are three separate air pressure loads across the building envelope which
cause air leakage.  Wind, stack or chimney effect and mechanical pressurization have
been documented in papers and the Canadian Building Digests produced by the
National Research Council of Canada (NRC).  William Rose provided an excellent
summary of the history of condensation problems and ventilation requirements in
attics in a paper presented to Thermal Envelope VI Conference (Rose 1995).

Problems still may occur in some buildings having high relative humidity where
even a small amount of air could result in moisture being transported into the building
envelope construction.  Older buildings where the interior environment is changed to
provide humidity may also experience problems they never had.  The Dynamic Buffer
Zone (DBZ) concept can extend the durability of the building envelope for these types
of situations.

First we should look at some of the history behind the problem of condensation
and how the use of mechanical pressurization was viewed by the researchers.  To do
that I will provide excerpts  from William Rose’s paper (Rose 1995).

The first explicit statement that air leakage could be a major factor in building
envelope condensation problems may have been by Neil Hutcheon of NRC, in 1950,
in an unpublished report concerning a condensation problem at a Saskatchewan



hospital.  Hutcheon noted frost accumulation 10 times greater than predicted by
normal vapour transmission and concluded, “It seems necessary to assume some
other mechanism for vapour migration than the usual one of vapour diffusion under
vapour pressure differences, to explain the rate of moisture transmission.  It is
possible that leakage of warm, moist inside air outward and upward, carrying water
vapour can account for this.” (Rose 1995).  Hutcheon also discussed air leakage as an
important mechanism for moisture transport, as distinct from vapour diffusion, in a
paper for ASHAE in 1958 (Hutcheon 1958).  With regards to pressure differences
induced by building mechanical systems, Grant Wilson of NRC stated in 1961,
“Buildings are sometimes pressurized by a substantial excess of supply over exhaust
air.  The purpose of such pressurization is to reduce infiltration, presumably to
overcome drafts and prevent the entry of dust.”  “(Mechanical) pressurization
magnifies condensation problems that result from exfiltration of air and the practice
is of doubtful merit in most Canadian climates.  Instead, more attention should be
given to increasing the air-tightness of the warm side of buildings.  In general,
humidified buildings should not be pressurized, and provision of a small suction in
such buildings might be advantageous if condensation problems are anticipated.”
(Wilson 1961).  Thus even early on it was evident to researchers that mechanical
systems might be used to reduce or eliminate condensation problems due to air
leakage.

In 1965 in a paper entitled ‘Moisture Accumulations in Roof Spaces Under
Extreme Winter Conditions’, presented to the RILEM/CI Symposium on Moisture
Problems in Buildings, Dickens and Hutcheon identify air leakage as a mechanism of
moisture accumulation.  They go on to describe some of the mechanical ventilation of
roof spaces to avoid condensation problems.  “The building had experienced severe
condensation problems prior to the installation of fans which were used initially to
dry out the wet roof structure.  The fans were also kept running the following winter
to counteract air leakage into the roof space from the heated area by slightly
pressurizing the space…. Ideally the pressure should be sufficient to prevent air flow
into the roof space from below without causing significant reverse flow of cold air
into the building.”  (Dickens and Hutcheon 1965).

In another paper presented at the same 1965 symposium, Trygve Isaksen from
the Norwegian Building Research Institute identified air leakage as a cause of
condensation within roof spaces and offered three possible solutions to the problem in
a flat wooden roof.  He states: “A cheaper solution is to use a small medium pressure
fan to blow in cold air above the insulation in the existing roof, creating a super
pressure in the air space to prevent air leakage from beneath.” (Isaksen 1965).

Both papers pointed out that one method of preventing humid interior air from
leaking into an air space within the building envelope was to pressurize the space
with outside air by mechanical means.

Kerby Garden wrote in 1966, in a Canadian Building Digest concerning
swimming pools: “The best enclosure design may be one in which the exterior
enclosure elements are not exposed to the severe environment of the swimming pool



space.  This can be accomplished by incorporating a heated space between the
interior surfaces and the main enclosing elements and ventilating it with low
humidity air.  In this case the inner layers of materials will be required to resist the
passage of air and vapour, but will not be subjected to a temperature gradient.  Any
moisture that might leak into the space will not raise the humidity appreciably
because it will be removed by the ventilation process.  This space can be as little as is
required for proper air movement or it can be wide enough to perform as a
corridor.” (Garden 1966).

Here the concept of a buffer zone between the humid interior and the exterior
envelope is introduced.  The buffer zone is ventilated with low humidity warm air
which flushes away any moisture that might leak into it.  The idea of pressurizing this
space to prevent air leakage was not discussed.  The use of a buffer zone to prevent
condensation in high humidity buildings had actually been used in practice before this
time.  For example, Ernest Cormier an architect working in eastern Canada in the
1950’s and 60’s, had used heated air between single lites of glass in a Government
Printing Office to prevent condensation (Handegord 1998).

When the idea of a conditioned buffer zone was combined with the idea of
mechanical pressurization to prevent air leakage the result is what is now termed the
Dynamic Buffer Zone (DBZ).

The first description of the DBZ may be in the book ‘Building Science for a
Cold Climate’ (Hutcheon and Handegord 1983).  “When the insulation is located
between two impermeable layers it becomes possible, in principle at least, to control
air and vapour flow in walls and roofs by pressurizing this intermediate space
mechanically using dry air.  The impermeable layers may have to have a high degree
of airtightness to avoid loss of energy by leakage.  This approach is attractive in
extreme situations such as high-humidity textile mills and swimming pool buildings
where heated, ventilated air under pressure is needed and can be supplied by way of
the intermediate space.”  The fact that the authors say, “at least in principle,”
suggests that few built examples were available at that time.

2 Dynamic Buffer Zone -- (DBZ)

While the code requires air tightness in building envelope assemblies subjected
to a temperature differential, a differential in water vapour pressure and a differential
in air pressure, the high degree of airtightness required to eliminate or at least control
condensation problems in some humidified buildings may not be possible.  This is
true in existing building retrofits, the repair of building envelope failures, and even in
some cases of new construction.

The Dynamic Buffer Zone concept introduces, between the inner and outer
surfaces of the building envelope, heated cold outside air containing little moisture.
The DBZ concept attempts to eliminate air leakage into the building envelope by
pressurizing this area.  It is not intended to ventilate this space to dry it out.  Heating



of the outside air is only necessary to a degree where inner surfaces will not become
excessively cold, and where infiltration through imperfections in the inner surface
will not result in condensation.  Such infiltration of cold air could result in
condensation on cooled surfaces, freezing of pipes and comfort problems.  The DBZ
air temperature is much closer to that of the interior.  This can in turn reduce stack
effect in the cavity and reduce air infiltration through the wall at lower elevations.

Obviously a certain degree of air tightness is necessary in both the inner and
outer surfaces of the wall to maintain positive pressure within the air space between
them without presenting other problems of noise and excessive cost.

In tests on buildings in Ottawa, it was found that the exterior mass masonry and
interior finish lath and plaster were sufficiently air tight to achieve the pressures
required (Quirouette 1977).  By contrast the retrofit of a hospital aluminium and glass
curtainwall to be described further in this paper required extensive sealing of the
exterior and some interior sealing to achieve the required air tightness.

The fans which operate the DBZ should be fully automated to see economies in
the design and to control the system performance during changes in weather
conditions.  One control strategy is to initiate the operation of the system based on
outside air temperature while another is to activate the system when the moisture
content of the air in the buffer zone increases to above outside levels.  The writer
prefers the temperature approach because temperature is easier to monitor.

In 1986, based on discussions with Kerby Garden, Alberta Public Works
eliminated severe condensation problems within the terra cotta dome of the Alberta
Legislature Building by pressurizing the air space below the terra cotta with heated
dry exterior air.  This was a direct application of the DBZ concept (Ogle et. al 1995).

In 1996 and 1997 building envelope consultants Michel Perreault and Rick
Quirouette implemented the DBZ in several heritage masonry buildings that were
being renovated, including new operating conditions with high interior humidities
which potentially place the masonry in peril.  Pressure, temperature and humidity data
were obtained from test sections of the walls and control strategies for the mechanical
system were devised (McGrath and Perreault 1996) and (Quirouette 1997).

3 Case studies

3.1 Case study No. 1 Alberta Legislature Building (1986)
In the early 1980’s it was noted that the terra cotta tile dome of the Alberta

Legislature had, in one of the 8 segments, bulged from its original curved plane.  One
of the concerns addressed in the subsequent structural and building envelope studies
was the severe condensation that was occurring on the inner surfaces of steel and terra
cotta book tiles.

The dome is approximately 55 feet in diameter and is composed of an outer
terra cotta decorative or finish tile and an inner book tile supported on a steel frame.



From the same steel frame, an inner dome is suspended, creating a large attic space.
Leakage of humid interior air through a stairwell access and through the construction
was resolved by limited air sealing of the known air leakage problem locations and
implementation of the DBZ concept (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Typical winter conditions in the dome before and after repairs.
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A 500 cfm fan, was used to extract cold exterior air from the cupola at the top of
the dome.  The air was ducted into the attic space and around the attic space. A glycol
heat pump was used to heat the air being introduced.  Two heaters with a 40 kW total
output were installed in addition to augment the air temperature when necessary. The
fan pressurized the attic space to about 30 Pa. during cold conditions, while the
heaters maintained the space at a minimum of 5°C.

The DBZ eliminated the condensation problem without affecting the aesthetics
of the stabilized terra cotta dome.  Actual measurements of typical conditions within
the
attic during a winter day before and after implementation of the DBZ are noted in
Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Typical winter conditions in the dome before and after repairs



3.2 Case study No. 2:  Aluminium and glass curtainwall Alberta (1997 - 98)
The interior environment of this problem building was operated at a positive

pressure relative to the exterior, of about 40 Pa and a relative humidity at
approximately 35% during the winter.  Operational requirements dictated that these
operating conditions could not be changed.

The construction of the building envelope consisted of a finished inner wall of
drywall, metal furring, cast-in-place concrete (CIP) or concrete block.  Openings
within the CIP concrete portions of wall were created for the installation of double
glazed sealed units in aluminium frames.  Adhered to the exterior of the CIP concrete
and concrete block was a peel and stick membrane.  The intent of this design was for
the membrane and backup wall to provide a continuous air barrier system.  Rigid
insulation was mechanically fastened tight to the membrane.  The exterior curtainwall
cladding consisted of a single lite of vision glass or single lite of opaque glass flush
glazed, in a so-called “open rainscreen” aluminium frame.  The cladding was
designed to provide aesthetic feature horizontal covercaps, and a uniform reflective
appearance from the exterior.  It was only designed to shed and drain rainwater, not to
provide any air tightness.

In the first winter of operation condensation appeared on the inner surface of the
exterior vision lites of glazing and icicles formed on the exterior of the covercaps and
glass.  During periods of warm weather or when the sun created enough heat to
reduce the adhesion of the ice on the metal and glass of the exterior, large pieces
would depart the facade and ricochet off lower horizontal covercaps away from the
building facade.  This created a significant safety hazard to pedestrians within a zone
of 9’-0” (2.74 m) from the building perimeter.

The cause of the condensation was determined during the installation of the
DBZ, to be flaws in the membrane system between the cast-in-place concrete and the
window frame (Figure 2).  This allowed highly humidified air to escape into the cold
cavity space between the membrane and the exterior glass and aluminium curtainwall
where it condensed.  During warming periods water would drain to the exterior
through weeping provisions provide in the aluminium curtainwall framing. Under
cold conditions the water would form icicles on the cold exterior surfaces.
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Figure 2. Head detail between vertical mullions of vision windows.
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During the winter of 1997-98 a 6000 sq. ft. full scale test section of the wall was
selected to be converted to a DBZ to determine if this concept could alleviate the
safety issue. Two masonry clad stairwells isolated the test area from the other areas of
glass and aluminium cladding.

The test section of wall was scaffolded on the exterior to facilitate the sealing of
the exterior glass and aluminium curtainwall framing and for the cladding to be air
sealed back to the original air barrier system of the building.  Construction took place
from November to January.  The scaffold was tarped and the work platforms heated.
The various details necessary to provide this air tightness were complicated by the
existing aluminium framing system configuration and provided the design team and
the retrofit contractor with several challenging issues.  Removal of the opaque
spandrel glazing was necessary to modify the vertical aluminium tubes and flashings
of the original system.  The vertical tubes were used as air ducts.  Holes cut into the
tube walls of these allowed for horizontal air distribution.  The gaps between
aluminium sections were bridged with galvanized sheet metal to provide support for
the installation of a high temperature peel and stick membrane that provided the seal.
The design only required that sufficient air tightness be achieved in the exterior
cladding so that an air pressure could be created in the cavity.

The existing configuration of the physical plant central air system of the
allowed the design team to install a new small duct prior to the humidification section
of the unit.  This provided filtered preheated air for the DBZ system with a low
moisture content.  A VAV box and an additional heating coil were installed in the
ductwork to control the flow rate in the DBZ and provide additional heating of the air
if it was necessary (to date no additional heating has been required).  The insulated

Fig. 2: Head detail between vertical millions of visions windows



ducting was installed from inside the penthouse, across the roof, to a new horizontal
parapet duct that was designed to distribute the air at the top of the test section of wall
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Parapet duct detail.

Since the central air system produces a high static pressure (in the range of
1500 Pa to 2500 Pa), a pressure reducing damper (blast gate) was installed between
the central air system and the VAV box.  This damper was adjusted to reduce the
supply air stream static pressure to a maximum of around 70 Pa. A safety sensor was
installed near the top of the wall cavity.  If a static pressure above 120 Pa occurs the
controls automatically shut off flow at the VAV box and an alarm is sent to the
building operator.

The new DBZ ventilation control devices were tied into the existing Direct
Digital Control (DDC) building automation system to ensure accurate control.  The
VAV box flow rate modulates according to a DDC control loop that references to a
static sensor located in the wall cavity near the bottom of the DBZ wall.  The sensor
measures the differential pressure of the cavity with respect to the adjacent interior
building space.  The box flow rate modulates to maintain a pressure at a minimum
differential pressure setpoint of +20 Pa.

This was a pilot project and the first installation to the design teams knowledge,
of the DBZ concept for a curtainwall cladding. To foster a successful outcome
additional stand-alone monitoring stations were installed within the vertical height of
the wall, plus one on the exterior.  The exterior monitor senses the outdoor
conditions.  The three wall monitoring stations sense temperature and humidity, and
measure the differential pressure between the wall cavity and the interior space.  One

Fig. 3: Parapet duct detail



of the stations also monitors the differential pressure between the outdoor air and
interior of the building.

Fig. 4: Cavity monitoring of DBZ

Monitoring is performed by portable ACR brand dataloggers configured to take
samples four times per hour, for a maximum of around 90 days of continuous data.
Datalogger information is downloaded onto a portable laptop PC without interfering
with the data acquisition process underway.  Data can then be graphed and analized to
review the system’s performance and fine tune its operation.

Data from the monitoring system clearly shows that the approach implemented
does work (Figure 4).  The visible (more real) proof is that condensation is not
appearing in the vision areas of the wall and no icicles are forming.  Monitoring of the
wall is continuing.  The cost of operating the system is estimated at less than $300
CAN per year.

4 Summary

While the approach of creating air tight building envelopes has advanced, the
ability to achieve high enough levels of airtightness in high humidity buildings may
not always be possible, particularly in retrofit situations.  Condensation within the
building envelope can be detrimental to the wall components’ durability. Health and
safety issues are significant and cannot be ignored any longer.



To date the idea of altering interstitial wall pressures by mechanical means to
control exfiltration has largely been overlooked.  Some early researchers did suggest
mechanically induced pressure or ventilation of air spaces within the envelope as a
means of solving condensation problems.  However, it is only fairly recently that the
pressurization of wall cavities using dry exterior tempered air has been used.  The
Dynamic Buffer Zone technique has now been implemented successfully on several
buildings.

The two case studies presented of existing buildings with building envelope
problems have shown that durability and performance of the building envelope can be
enhanced by implementation of the DBZ.
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DOCUMENTATION OF CORRECT USE OF WOOD PROTECTION BY
DESIGN
Wood protection by design

M. VESTERGAARD
Wood Technology, Danish Technological Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark

Abstract

This paper describes a research project which documents that correct use of wood pro-
tection by design in combination with natural durable wood to some extent can substi-
tute chemical treated wood.  The research project consists of both laboratory and full-
scale field tests and is conducted by the Danish Technological Institute and the Danish
Building Research Institute.

Keywords: Wood protection by design, durability, tests.

1 Introduction

In the European Union (EU) 6 to 6.5 million m3 wood (durability class 4 and
class 5, EN 350 and EN 460, see appendix A) is impregnated with chemical agents on a
yearly basis.  A very significant part of the impregnated wood is used in the construc-
tion industry.  This wood is primarily treated against biodegradation.  However, chemi-
cal treated wood constitutes an environmental problem which applies to both produc-
tion, use and disposal after end use. These problems are dealt with in different ways by
the European countries.

In Denmark for instance the awareness of these environmental problems has
caused the Danish authorities, Danish Environmental Protection Agency (Danish
EPA), to introduce stricter regulations in recent years for wood treated against biodeg-
radation.  E.g. has the production and use of arsenic-containing wood inclusive CCA
treated wood been prohibited.

Wood is a popular building material because it is friendly to the environment, i.e.
wood is CO2 neutral and renewable.  Adding chemicals to preserve wood is in conflict
with this “clean” image but on the other hand a reasonable durability is requested by
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consumers and the construction industry.  Therefore there is a need to develop or redis-
cover alternative preservation methods.

When used on the exterior of houses and for other outdoor constructions such as
noise barriers wood can alternatively be protected by designing the constructions in
such a way that the wood does not accumulate moisture.  This is called wood protec-
tion by design.  A combination of using this method and wood with adequate natural
durability will decrease the use of wood treated with chemicals.

No complete documentation has yet been prepared on the efficiency of wood
protection by design nor on the natural durability of wood above ground.  This was
confirmed in a literature review Wood protection by design against biological deterio-
ration - a pre-project  which was carried out by the Danish Technological Institute
with support from the Danish EPA in 1995.  In the pre-project 1200 references were
reviewed showing some documentation but not in a complete form.  Following this
(1996-1998), a research project co-funded by the Danish EPA, Nordic Industrial
Fund/Nordic Wood and the EU to document the efficiency of wood protection by de-
sign has been carried out.  The project which included both laboratory and full-scale
tests was conducted by the Danish Technological Institute and the Danish Building
Research Institute.  This paper presents the main results of the research project.

2 Identification of design parameters for wood protection by design

The first step of the research project was to identify parameters which have influ-
ence on the service life of wood in outdoor constructions.  In the selection process the
efficiency of the parameter itself, how easy it is to build-in in a construction for both
designer and builder and traditional workmanship used in the past were taken into con-
sideration.  The following design parameters were selected:

• Wood species/wood types.  Heartwood of the softwood species with red heart-
wood such as western red cedar, larch, douglas fir and pine, and heartwood of
oak and to some extent spruce are expected to have properties which make them
suitable in above ground situations as alternatives to chemical treated wood.

• Orientation/kerfing.  Turning the inside face (face near the pith of the log)
against the weathering and/or kerfing of the wood on the outside face (face fur-
ther from the pith of the log) is expected to reduce cracks and scratches of the
surface.

• End sealing.  The absorption of water is much faster through the end surfaces
than through the side surfaces.  Using suitable end sealing products is expected to
reduce water absorption.

• Vertical/horizontal exposure.  Determining which orientation of a siding, hori-
zontal or vertical, provides the longest service life.

• Surface treatment.  Rainwater combined with sun will cause wood to decay.
Using more or less efficient paints, oils and cutting methods
(bandsawing/planning) is expected to make the wood resistant to water intake
and decrease the rate of deterioration.



• Fixing method.  Different methods of fixing wood are used.  Nails, screws and
gun nails made from different metals, e.g. iron, galvanised iron and stainless
steel, have different durability.  It is expected that the durability of the fixing also
depends on the wood species.

• Overhang.  Deep overhangs on buildings protect the wood sidings/panels from
the rain.  Determining the importance of the depth of the overhang in relation to
service life will give valuable information to the designer.

• Design of drip caps.  Different designs of drip caps are used, e.g. above and un-
der windows, some more efficient than others.  Determining which parameters
are important for designing the drip caps will improve the constructions in rela-
tion to service life.

3 Test programme

Documentation of wood and wood constructions´ service life demands long term
natural exposure but in this project accelerated testing was used due to lack of time.
The effect of the design parameters was  measured by exposing them to a significantly
harder climate than they would normally be exposed to.  These tests took place in labo-
ratories.  Details and documented test results of the laboratory tests are described in a
separate paper, Protection of wood by design, by Danish Building Research Institute.
However, not all design details were suitable for laboratory tests and the results also
had to be verified therefore full-scale field tests with the same test parameters were
conducted.

4 Laboratory tests

4.1 Driving rain chamber

4.1.1 Materials and methods
In a driving rain chamber the protecting effect of different types of painted drip

caps was tested. The test parameters were: slope, depth and design of the drip notch.

4.1.2 Test results
The test showed that a drip cap is essential but the design of the notch is of little

importance.  Figure 1 shows the most efficient of the tested profiles.



Fig. 1: Drip cap profiles

4.2 “The four seasons”, climate simulator

4.2.1 Materials and methods
In “the four seasons”, a climate simulator, tests were made to evaluate a number

of selected test parameters.  The test specimen dimensions were 19 x 85 x 361 mm.
The samples were exposed to artificial ageing in the form of cyclic exposure to heat,
UV radiation, rain, frost and thaw.  Six wood species as well as various surface treat-
ments and orientations etc. were tested.  See table 1.

The following test methods were used to evaluate the tested parameters:
• Continuous moisture and temperature measurements of selected test specimens.
• Moisture content based on weight and cupping of all the test specimens were

determined at certain intervals.
• Cracks were measured and photographed.
• CT scan (Computerised Axial Tomography).
• Density, growth rings and fungus attack were also taken into consideration when

evaluating the test results.

4.2.2 Test results
The results were as follows:

• European larch and WRC (Danish origin) are considered to have the longest
service life of the eight wood species tested due to little moisture absorption,
maintained geometric stability, and a minimum of cracking.

• Orientation of the test specimens proved to be important, i.e. the inside face
showed smaller and less cracks than the outside face.  A cracked surface will
more easily absorb and accumulate water.

• Kerfing the test specimens resulted in less cupping (maintained geometric stabil-
ity) and minimised the number of and the width of cracks.

• A CT scan showed that end-sealing minimises moisture accumulation.
• Samples treated with linseed oil and wood oil absorbed slightly less water than

samples not treated.
• It was not been possible to establish any difference between the various fixings

tested nor determine whether horizontal or vertical exposure give a longer service
life.



Table 1:  Design parameters, number of tests, and test variables

Design parameter Specimens Test variables
Wood species/types 64 Heartwood:

European oak, Quercus robur
European larch, Larix decidua
Douglas fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii
WRC (Danish origin), Thuja plicata
Scots pine, Pinus silvestris
Norway spruce, Picea abies
Sapwood:
Scots pine, Pinus silvestris
Norway spruce, Picea abies

Orientation/kerfing
(Scots pine/sapwood)

32 Inside/outside face orientation
With or without kerf

End sealing
(Scots pine/sapwood)

32 Paints, glues and reference specimens with-
out sealing

Vertical/horizontal exposure
(Norway spruce and Scots pine/both
sapwood)

32 Vertical/horizontal orientation
of panels

Surface treatment
(Norway spruce and Scots pine/both
sapwood, European oak and WRC
[Danish origin]/both heartwood)

64 Bandsawn
Planned
Reference paint
Linseed oil
Wood oil

Fixing method
(Norway spruce/sapwood)

32 Dowels (wood)
Screws (stainless steel)
Nails (galvanised iron)
Gun nails (stainless steel)

Total 288

4.3 Large climate simulator

4.3.1 Materials and methods
On the basis of the results from the laboratory tests described in paragraphs 4.1

and 4.2 and to verify these, a full-scale laboratory test was carried out.  An exterior
wall unit measuring 2900 x 3200 mm with bevel siding made out of larch (European
and Siberian origins) and WRC (Danish and Canadian origins) was tested in a large
climate simulator.  The test specimen (bevel siding) dimensions were 17.5 x 135 x
500-3000 mm.  In order to test various window details and ways of building-in win-
dows, two windows (600 x 1200 mm) were fixed in the unit.  Table 2 shows design
parameters and test variables.  The wall unit was tested for six months in climate cy-
cles exposed to heat, UV radiation, rain, frost and thaw.

The following test methods were used to evaluate the tested parameters:
• Continuous moisture and temperature measurements of selected test specimens.
• Moisture content based on weight.
• Cupping was registered on all test specimens.
• Cracks were measured and photographed.



• Gaps between the sidings.
• Water repellence was tested.
• Density, growth rings, fungus attack and a general visual evaluation were also

taken into consideration when evaluating the test results.

Table 2:  Design parameters and test variables

Design parameter Test variables
Wood species/types Heartwood:

Larch (European origin), Larix decidua
Larch (Siberian origin), Larix siberica
WRC (Danish origin), Thuja plicata
WRC (Canadian origin, virgin wood),
Thuja plicata

Orientation Inside/outside face orientation
Surface treatment No treatment

Wood oil
Fixing method Nails (galvanised iron)

Gun nails (stainless steel)
Fixing distance from cross-cut
end of siding

20 mm
50 mm
100 mm
150 mm

Window details Drip caps
Joints
Etc.

4.3.2 Test results
The results were as follows:

• The tests showed no significant difference between the wood species with regard
to service life: showed same percentage of moisture absorption, and equal geo-
metric stability and magnitude of cracks.

• Turning the inside face against the weathering versus the outside face resulted in
smaller and less cracks.  However, this was not significant.

• The bevel siding treated with wood oil proved to be water repellent compared to
the non-treated siding.

• It has not been possible to establish any difference between the various fixings
tested.

• A fixing distance from the cross-cut end of siding of 20 mm showed damaging
cracks. A distance of 50 mm and more did not show cracks of significance.

• The design of the window details tested proved to be adequate.



5  Full-scale field tests

5.1 Test wall

5.1.1 Materials and methods
On the basis of the results from the laboratory tests described in paragraph 4 and

to verify these a full-scale field test was carried out on Danish Technological Institute’s
field test area (12° east, 55° north).  A rack with two walls measuring 2500 x 15000
mm facing north and south was constructed in an open outdoor space. The test speci-
men (panel) dimensions were 25 x 100 x 1200-1500 mm.  Table 3 shows design
parameters and test variables.  The walls were finished March 1, 1998, and test read-
ings will continue as long as they provide valuable information.

The following test methods are/will be used to evaluate the tested parameters:

• Continuous moisture and temperature measurements of selected test specimens.
• Moisture content based on weight.
• Cup and crack registration.
• Photography.
• Gaps between the sidings.
• Water repellence.
• CT scan.
• Density, growth rings, fungus attack and a general visual evaluation will also be

taken into consideration when evaluating the test results.

5.1.2 Test results
The results are few and preliminary due to the short test period.  However, there

is already a very clear effect of the overhang.
Where surface treatment has been used and there is no overhang the natural wood

colour is preserved.  And where there is neither overhang nor surface treatment the
wood has turned grey. Corroded galvanised iron fixings have caused rain water run-off
stains, especially on the WRC.  Blue stains have been observed on sapwood of Norway
spruce and Scots pine.

5.2 Noise barriers
Based on the results from the laboratory tests the Danish Road Directorate has

been advised in connection with the construction of wooden noise barriers to use non-
impregnated wood and wood protection by design.  Subsequently, approximately 8 km
wooden noise barriers have been constructed at various locations in 1997-98 and more
are on the drawing board.  The Danish Technological Institute has been involved in the
construction of all these noise barriers and the results from the research project have
been incorporated.  However, some of the noise barriers are used as real life situation
field tests as different wood species, end sealing products, surface treatments, and fix-
ing methods have been used in the different noise barriers in order to prove which are
the most suitable for the purpose.  Examples are given below.



Table 3:  Design parameters and test variables

Design parameter Test variables
Wood species/types Heartwood:

Larch (European origin), Larix decidua
Larch (Siberian origin), Larix siberica
Douglas fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii
WRC (Danish origin), Thuja plicata
WRC (Canadian origin, virgin wood),
Thuja plicata
Scots pine, Pinus silvestris
Norway spruce, Picea abies
Sapwood:
Scots pine, Pinus silvestris
Norway spruce, Picea abies
Reference:
Chemical treated Scots pine (commer-
cial)

Orientation/kerfing Inside/outside face orientation
With or without kerf

End sealing Paints, glues and reference specimens
without sealing

Vertical/horizontal exposure Vertical/horizontal orientation
of panels

Surface treatment No treatment
Wood oil

Fixing method Screws (stainless steel)
Nails (galvanised iron)
Gun nails (stainless steel)

Fixing distance from cross-cut end of
siding

20 mm
50 mm
100 mm
150 mm

Overhang None
500 mm
1000 mm

5.2.1 Buddinge noise barrier
The noise barrier is built on freeway 3 near Copenhagen and measures 1180 m

with a height of 2.7 m.  The wood species used are: European larch, Norway spruce,
European oak, WRC (Danish origin) and douglas fir.  The siding is both horizontal and
vertical, a glue is used as end sealing, surface treated with wood oil and stainless gun
nails are used as fixings.

5.2.2 Naestved noise barrier
The noise barrier is built on a freeway 100 km from Copenhagen near Naestved

and measures 1420 m with a height of 2.8 m.  The materials used are: larch (European)
and chemical treated wood (Scots pine).  It is surface treated with a coloured wood oil,
a glue is used as end sealing and galvanised gun nails are used as fixings.



Fig. 2: Buddinge noise barrier

Fig. 3: Naestved noise barrier



6 Concluding remarks

The test results show that it is possible to some extent to substitute chemical
treated wood with a combination of wood with adequate natural durability and wood
protection by design.  The field tests will in the future give more reliable and more
powerful information to be used by designers and builders.  But there is a need for
education of builders and designers in this area to upgrade wooden outdoor construc-
tions.
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Appendix A:

Natural durability to wood-destroying fungi according to EN 350 and EN 460

Wood-destroying fungi - Guidance on the durability classes of wood species for use in hazard
classes
Hazard class Durability class

1
Very durable

2
Durable

3
Moderately
durable

4
Slightly
durable

5
Not durable

1 Above ground,
corvered (dry) o o o o o

2 Above ground,
covered (risk of
wetting)

o o o (o) (o)

3 Above ground, not
covered o o (o) (o) - (x) (o) - (x)

4 In contact with
ground or fresh
water

o (o) (x) x x

5 In salt water o (x) (x) x x

Key
o Natural durability sufficient.
(o) Natural durability is normally sufficient, but for certain end uses treatment may

be advisable.
(o) - (x) Natural durability may be sufficient, but depending on the wood species, its

permeability and end use, preservative treatment may be necessary.
(x) Preservative treatment is normally advisable, but for certain end uses natural

durability may be sufficient.
x Preservative treatment necessary.
Note: Sapwood of all wood species should be regarded as durability class 5.



DURABLE CONCRETE THROUGH SKIN TREATMENT WITH CPF
Durable concrete through skin treatment with CPF
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Abstract

A good protective outer layer for concrete structures may be obtained with CPF-
Controlled Permeability Formwork.  A study of various CPF systems was carried
out to ascertain the benefits of CPF compared to concrete cast with traditional
Portuguese formwork.  Various tests were carried out, such as surface hardness,
absorption by capillarity, water penetration, accelerated carbonation, accelerated
chloride ion diffusion, abrasion and mercury porosimetry tests with assessment of
porosity values and pore size distribution curves.  All results lead to the conclusion
of the beneficial use of CPF systems to obtain an optimum skin cover over the
reinforcement.

Keywords: Concrete, durability, Controlled Permeability Formwork-CPF, tests.

1       Introduction

Durability of concrete structures depends on a well compacted strong concrete
skin with low permeability, low diffusivity, no cracking, an adequate thickness over
the reinforcement and, of course, on the environmental actions on the structures.  A
good protective outer layer of concrete structures may be obtained in many ways
such as simplicity in design, adequate mix with low water/binder ratio, adequate
binder, good compaction and sufficient curing. Controlled Permeability formwork
(CPF) is also a solution to obtain a good protective outer layer of the concrete, Fig.1.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 453-462.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Fig 1: Enhanced durability using CPF

 CPF consists of using a textile
liner on the formwork, allowing
air bubbles and surplus water to
drain out, but retaining cement
particles. This enables the water-
cement ratio of the outer layer to
become very low and the
concrete to hydrate to a very
dense surface skin as the filter
makes enough water available at
the right time to activate
optimum hydration.

 Fig 2: How CPF works during compaction
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A study of various CPF systems was carried out to ascertain the benefits of
CPF compared to concrete cast with traditional portuguese formwork. Traditional
portuguese formwork is made of pine wood boards attached to each other.   The
influence of the use of various systems of CPF on two brands of concrete was also
evaluated.

The research programme involved various tests namely surface hardness,
absorption by capillarity, water penetration, mercury porosity tests with assessment
of porosity values and pore size distribution, accelerated carbonation, chloride ion
diffusion and abrasion tests.

Two concrete mixes were used for this research programme, as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Concrete composition

Kg/m3 Mix 1 Mix 2
Cement Type II 32,5
Coarse aggregate 15/25
Fine aggregate 5/15
Coarse sand
Fine sand
Water
W/C

250
587
391
587
391
183
0.73

420
796
89
796
89
184
0.44

Several concrete walls of 100 × 100 × 20 cm3 were cast and each divided into
vertical strips corresponding to different types of formwork.  The types of
formwork considered were traditional formwork, with no treatment, which was
considered the control formwork type and two CPF formwork systems:

• CPF:T, a system in which the filter/drain (Terram) was tensioned over
traditonal formwork and

• CPF:Z, in which the filter/drain, Zemdrain MD1 (DuPont), that needs no
tensioning was simply attached to traditional formwork.

2 Tests

2.1 Surface hardness
Schmidt-hammer tests were carried out 28 days after casting and results

obtained for the strips of concrete cast with CPF systems were 53 to 102 % higher
compared to the same concrete cast with traditional formwork (pr EN/ISO 8045
was followed, to carry out these tests).

When these tests were completed caps were drawn out from each wall and
used for the remaining tests.

2.2     Absorption tests
Absorption tests consisted of dipping pre-dried cores a few millimetres into

water (75mm diameter) and weighing them at intervals until maximum absorption.



The cores were prepared so that water would only be absorbed through the
surface corresponding to the formwork as a 10mm ring of epoxy resin had been
applied to the cylindrical surface next to the formwork face, Fig.3.

 Fig. 3: Absorption by capillarity tests

The water absorption, in grams per square unit of formwork face area, was
evaluated at time intervals starting from the moment of dipping the cores.  This

enabled plotting an absorption curve for each core (g/cm² versus t hours( ) ).

Various absorption parameters were calculated and compared  such as Initial
Absorption (1 hour), which was estimated to be 59 % to 83 % lower in CPF
concrete compared to the same concrete cast  traditionally and  the Absorption
Coefficient S , calculated at 4 hours of testing which was 62 % to 89 % lower in
CPF concrete compared to traditionally cast concrete.

2.3    Water penetration tests
For Water Penetration tests UNE-83-309-90 (24 hours of pre-drying) was

followed in general.  For 150 mm diameter × 200 mm length cores, a reduction of
49 % to 95 % of the average penetration depth was observed, comparing the same
concrete obtained with CPF systems and traditional formwork.   For 75 mm
diameter × 100mm length cores, the range of reduction was 73 % to 81 %.

2.4     Accelerated carbonation tests
Accelerated Carbonation tests were carried out using chambers with 5 %

carbon dioxide and Relative Humidity (RH) of approximately 65 %, where 75 mm
diameter cores were kept for at least 3 months.  These cores were previously
coated with epoxy resin on all surfaces, except the ones corresponding to
formwork. Some results are shown in Fig.4.  Reduction of the depth of carbonation
was observed to be 66 % to 99 % lower in CPF concrete compared to the same
concrete cast traditionally.
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Fig. 4: Accelerated carbonation depths for cores from various test-walls

2.5     Abrasion tests
Abrasion tests were conducted on an Amsler-Laffon testing machine and

abrasion was 3 % to 14 % lower in CPF concrete compared to  the same concrete
cast traditionally.  These tests were technically very difficult to carry out when
using formwork made of pine wood boards, the surface is rough and it has to be
levelled out before.

2.6    Chloride ion penetration
For Chloride Ion  penetration tests cores coated with epoxy resin on all

surfaces except the ones corresponding to formwork, were alternately immersed (3
or 4 days) in a highly concentrated NaCl solution (15%) and dried in a ventilated
oven at 40º C, 3 or 4 days, during a total of at least 53 days.  Then, for each core,
concrete dust was drilled out from at least four holes at step-depths of 1cm and the
chloride ion concentration was analysed chemically.  This enabled determining the
chloride ion concentration cross section for each core.  Examples are shown in
Fig.5.

traditional

CPF-T

CPF-Z



Fig. 5: Chloride Ion  penetration cross-sections for three cores cast
traditionally (further back), three cast with CPF:T (middle) and three
cast with CPF:Z (front), of brand 1 concrete

Applying the Diffusion theory it is possible to estimate D , the diffusion
coefficient and Cs , the surface chloride ion concentration using a solution for
Fick´s 2nd Law.  D  was observed to be 38 % to 92 % lower in CPF concrete
compared to the same concrete cast with traditional formwork. Cs  was 34 % to 73
% lower on CPF concrete compared to traditional.

2.7    Mercury porosimetry tests
Mercury poresimetry tests consist of using a special equipment called a

Porosimeter, where a sample, in this case of concrete, is introduced.  The sample is
surrounded by mercury and submitted to growing pressure (p) which can be related
to the corresponding minimum pore diameter (d) of the pore structure which is
mercury penetrated.  Poresimetry tests enable the assessment of porosity values,
and also provide pore size distribution curves.  These tests were carried out in two
phases, the first corresponding to tests carried out on the top 4 mm layer and the
second phase on the underlayers at 4 mm step depths up to a maximum, depth of
20 mm.

Cores, 20 mm diameter, were drilled out from the concrete walls at the same
level in each vertical strip corresponding to each formwork type. These cores were
then sawn into approximately 4 mm slices.  Porosity values of the top 4 mm layer,
according to formwork type, are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Average porosity values in the top 4 mm layer

Average porosity valueConcrete
brand

Wall Number of
samples traditional CPF-T CPF-Z

1 B 2+2+2 13.0% 7.6% 8.4%
A 5+6 11.6% 5.7% no tests2
C 10+8+10 11.3% 7.7% 7.6%

The porosity values in the top 4 mm layer are 32% to 51% lower in CPF
concrete compared to the same concrete cast traditionally.  Some pore size
distribution curves for brand 2, top 4 mm concrete layer, are shown in Fig. 6 for
wall A, and Fig. 7 for wall C.
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Fig. 6: Some pore size distribution curves for brand 2 top 4 mm concrete layer
for wall A



The distribution curves can be analysed with special focus on the capillary
pores with diameters approximately between 60 nm (1 nm = 1×10-9) to just over
104 nm (Setzer, 1995). These are the relevant pores in terms of durability because
macropores, which result from mixing, compaction and aggregate size distribution,
usually are not connected to the pore system and micropores are too small
concerning fluid transport.

Analysing Fig. 6 and comparing CPF:T curves with traditional cast concrete
curves (trad.), there is a significant reduction in the quantity of capillary pores.  In
fact the modal value , around 90 nm for all trad. curves, reduces to about 15 nm
when considering corresponding CPF:T curves.  Therefore, it seems obvious that
when CPF:T is used, there is a clear reduction of relevant pores in terms of
durability as the pore distribution curves appear to “move” in the direction of
smaller pores.  This phenomena is similar to that observed by Prof. Hilsdorf when
comparing concrete with reducing water/binder ratio (Hilsdorf, 1989).

Fig. 7: Some pore size distribution curves for brand 2 top concrete layer for
wall C



Comparing in the same manner CPF:T and CPF:Z curves with traditional
cast concrete curves (trad.), by analysing Fig. 7 there is also a significant reduction
of the quantity of capillary pores.

Porosimetry tests were also carried out deeper down into concrete at depth
steps of 4mm, up to a maximum of 20mm. In general, porosity values(TPV) were
smaller for concrete cast with CPF compared to the same concrete cast
traditionally.  Fig.8 shows an example for wall C.
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Fig. 8: TPV values versus depth of 4mm slice

3 Conclusions

All results, presented in Table 3 , lead to the conclusion that  the CPF
systems considered do enhance durability mainly in terms of chloride ion
penetration and carbonation.  Mercury porosity tests confirmed the enormous
difference of the pore system of the outer layer of concrete cast traditionally and
with CPF systems, thus  leading to the conclusion of its beneficial use in works
where an optimum quality of the cover to the reinforcement may be crucial in
terms of fulfilment of the design life of the structure.

Table 3: Improvement  on durability properties comparing concrete cast with
CPF systems and the same concrete cast traditionally

Test Improvement
Surface Hardness
Absorption tests
 Initial Absorption (1 hour)
Absorption Coefficient S , 4 hours
Water Penetration depth
Accelerated carbonation
Abrasion tests
Chloride Ion penetration
           D   Diffusion Coefficient
           Cs  Surface chloride ion concentration
 Porosity (top 4mm layer)

Increase 53 to 102%

Reduction 59 to 83%
Reduction 62 to 89%
Reduction 49 to 95%
Reduction 66 to 99%
Reduction 3 to 14%

Reduction 38 to 92%
Reduction 34 to 73%
Reduction 32 to 51%
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EFFECT OF MATRIX PROPORTIONS AND CURING TEMPERATURE ON
THE PHYSICAL, MECHANICAL AND DURABILITY PROPERTIES OF
LIME-NATURAL POZZOLAN PASTE.
Characteristics of lime-pozzolan paste
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Abstract

This paper deals with the effect of curing temperature and matrix proportions on the
properties of lime –natural pozzolan pastes. The results indicate that the 70°C curing
gives the maximum compressive strength for pastes with a lime/pozzolan ratio of
35% and water content 45%. Curing at elevated temperature has a great accelerating
effect on the pastes. The increase in water content causes a reduction in mechanical
strengths. The setting time of pastes increases with an increase in lime and water
content, ranging from 37 to 70 hours. X-ray diffraction analysis indicates that calcium
silicate (Ca3SiO5) and gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) are the hydration products in the lime-
pozzolan pastes. There is no considerable difference between the volcanic tuff and
paste in the case of pore structure. The most important change in the paste takes place
in the fraction of the larger pores (larger than 0.1 µm of radius), that shows a
significant reduction. The 70°C cured pastes with lime/pozzolan ratios of 35% and
40% and water content 45% exhibit excellent frost resistance. The results of
statistical analyses show a clear correlation between matrix proportions, curing
temperature and mechanical strengths. The proposed quadratic equations are found to
be an accurate representation of these relations.

Keywords: Hydration products, lime-pozzolan paste, mechanical strengths, pore
structure, frost resistance.

1 Introduction

Pozzolans are natural or artificial materials that contain silica and alumina.
These materials have been used to obtain hydraulic binders for over a thousand years.
The first natural pozzolans to be used in building construction were the volcanic
deposits. These materials, when finely ground and mixed with lime, sand and water
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yielded mortars of superior strength, which also resisted deterioration in fresh or salt
water (Malinowski and Garfinkel 1991; ACI Committee 232 1994; Massazza 1993;
Larew   1976).  The use of lime-pozzolan mortars for cementitious purposes declined
gradually because of their relatively slow setting and hardening characteristics, after
the invention of portland cement. But compared with the production and use of
portland cement, these materials contribute to cost and energy savings. For these
reasons, lime-pozzolan mortars are still commonly used in some developing countries
(Coad 1974). However, the production of this type of building material is a time
consuming process, since the rate of strength development of lime-pozzolan mortars
cured at room temperature is very low. The solution to the problem of increasing the
early strength of lime-pozzolan mortar was obtained by accelerating the pozzolanic
reaction between pozzolan and lime. In a study, (Takemoto and Uchikawa 1980), it
was reported that the reaction rate of pozzolanic materials is proportional to the
specific surface area squared. Increasing fineness of pozzolan increased the early
strength of mortar (Dhir et al. 1986; Giergiczny and Werynska 1989; Watt and
Thorne 1966). Recent studies have indicated that the pozzolanic reactions can be
accelerated by temperature (Lea 1974; Day 1992 ; Shi and Day 1993a) and by the
presence of chemical admixtures, such as alkalis and sulphates (Shi and Day
1993b,1994; Shi et al 1994) . It has been found that the strength of lime-pozzolan
mortars increases as the curing temperature rises, but different pozzolans show
different responses to temperature rise (Alexandar and Wardlaw 1955).

In this study, the effect of matrix proportions (lime/pozzolan,
water/lime+pozzolan), and curing temperature on the physical, mechanical and
durability properties of lime-natural pozzolan pastes is investigated. The
microstructure of pastes is also examined. A statistical correlation is found between
matrix proportions, curing temperature and mechanical strengths.

2 Materials and method

Volcanic tuff in the area around Konya was used in the production of lime-
pozzolan pastes. Its chemical composition is given in table 1. Volcanic tuff consists
of glassy particles of variable silica (SiO2), alumina (Al2O3) and iron oxide (Fe2O3)
content. The most abundant phase is silica. The Al2O3+Fe2O3+SiO2 proportion
affecting the pozzolanic activity within the material is 81.6 % that goes beyond the
limit of 70 % determined in  TS 25 (Trass). Thus, the material differs between neutral
and acid rocks and is classified in the group of dacite. The pozzolan was ground in a
small ball mill to certain fineness. Its specific surface area is 4875 cm2/g. The density
of volcanic tuff is 1.26 g/cm3. The proportion of bulk water absorption in volcanic
tuffs ranges between 30.4- 44.75 %. The capillary coefficient in the volcanic tuffs
varies from 0.0597 - 0.0678 cm/√min.



Table 1: Chemical compositions of volcanic tuff and lime

Chemical comp. (%)
Material

SiO2 Fe2O3 Al2O3 CaO MgO Na2O TiO2 K2O SO4 LOI
Vol.tuff 68.4 11.15 2.05 0.35 0.03 0.28 0.37 2.2 4.58 10.5
Lime - - 2.84 92 4.01 - - - - -

A commercial hydrated high calcium lime was used in the pozzolanic reactivity
test. The lime composition used in this investigation is also given in Table 1. The
density of lime is 2.25 g/cm3. The pozzolanic activity test appropriate to TS 25 with
SiO2 sand arranged according to the granulometry of TS 819 (Standard sand for
RILEM-CENBUREAU) was made. The valency for compressive strength after 7
days was found as a minimum 20.34 MPa , as a maximum it was 29.5 MPa. Whereas,
minimum value recommended in the TS 25 is 4 MPa for compressive strength. The
lime in amounts of 30 to 40% of the weight of the pozzolan was used. For each lime
content, the water/(Lime+pozzolan) ratio was changed from 45 to 55%. These
parameters were determined from an extensive series of optimisation tests. Mixing
and sample preparation were performed at room temperature. The samples were
produced in 4×4×16 cm steel moulds. In the production of samples, a plastic bag
(polyethylene) was used for the nonevaporation of water vapour according to TS 25.
The heat of etuve was accepted 20°C at the beginning and the heat was risen
gradually 20°C per hour. Specimens in the plastic bag were stored under 90 %
relative humidity (RH), at 20±2°C for a period of 1 day and then cured in different
etuve having temperatures of 50,60,70±2°C for six days. Three samples were taken
out four hours before the testing time to cool. The samples were tested in
compression and in flexure after 7 days. The strength results given are an average of
the three specimens. The average coefficient of variation of these results is less than
10 %. The samples were also tested for porosity, setting time, capillary coefficient,
freeze/thaw and mineralogical composition and microstructure characteristics.
Freeze/thaw tests were conducted according to TS 699 (Methods of Testing for
Natural Building Stones). A cycle consists of thawing the sample for 4 hours in water
at 20°C followed by 4 hours freezing at -20°C.

In the mineralogical analysis, the pastes were cast into the cylinder mould (25
mm diameter and 50 mm high) and cured as previously mentioned. The cylinder was
cut into small fragments and then dried in an oven at 105°C. The dried fragments
were ground and tested using a Philips X-Ray Diffractometer. Hydration products
were identified with the help of the characteristics of peak intensity. The pore
structure of lime-pozzolan pastes was analysed by using mercury intrusion technique.
The mercury porosimeter used was a Micromeritics Autopore II 9220.  Samples with
a weight between 0.758-1.137 g were used, making two tests for each sample.



3 Results and discussion

3.1 Setting time
Setting times of the lime-natural pozzolan pastes were determined by the vicat

needle. The tests were carried out at 20°C temperature and 90% relative humidity.
The effect of matrix proportions on the setting time of pastes is shown in Table 2. In
general, the pastes exhibit a long setting time. This may be attributed to the slow
pozzolanic reaction between volcanic tuff and lime. The increase in water and lime
content increases the setting time from approximately 37 to 70 hours. At 35%
lime/pozzolan ratio, there is no significant increase in the setting time that ranges
from 37-39 hours. However, considerable retardation in setting time can be expected
for these pastes with a water content higher than 50 %.

Table 2: Setting times and mechanical strengths of lime-pozzolana pastes

Curing temperature (°C)
Matrix Ratios

50 60 70
Lime
Pozz.
(%)

Water
content

(%)

Setting
Time

(hours)
Compressive

strength
(MPa)

Flexural
strength
(MPa)

Compressive
strength
(MPa)

Flexural
strength
(MPa)

Compressive
strength
(MPa)

Flexural
strength
(MPa)

30 45 37 20.45 1.67 23.72 1.78 24.55 2.75
50 43 18.37 1.29 21.65 1.58 22.87 1.86
55 62 15.43 0.98 18.45 1.35 19.42 1.47

35 45 39 22.87 1.83 27.32 1.97 30.5 2.98
50 52 18.53 1.37 22.47 1.41 25.11 1.95
55 65 14.24 1.09 17.48 1.18 19.46 1.54

40 45 46 20.42 1.55 24.86 1.32 25.64 1.89
50 57 17.51 1.01 21.54 1.12 22.72 1.21
55 70 15.65 0.92 17.32 0.97 17.79 3.05

3.2 The effect of curing temperature and matrix proportions on the strength
of lime-pozzolan pastes
The strength of pastes cured at 50,60 and 70°C is given in Table 2. In general,

the load-bearing capacity of pastes increases slightly with the curing temperature
between 50 and 70°C. Curing at 60°C increases the 7 days compressive strengths of
the pastes by 15-22% relative to curing at 50°C.  However, the marked effect of the
curing temperature on the mechanical strengths of the pastes is recognised at 70°C.
Curing at this temperature gives a maximum compressive strength (30.5 MPa) for the
pastes with a lime/pozzolan ratio of 35% and water content 45%. From the result in
Table 2, it is found that matrix ratios affect and modify the mechanical strengths of
the pastes. The increase in water content of the paste (having a lime/pozzolan ratio of
30%) from 45% to 55% causes a reduction in mechanical behaviour, the magnitude
of the decline being largely dependent upon the quantity of water in the mixture. This
trend is also valid for the pastes with lime /pozzolan ratios of 35 and 40%. However,
the effect of the lime content on the mechanical strength of the pastes is quite
different. The compressive strength of the pastes reaches the maximum at a lime
content of 35% and then tends to decrease slightly with increasing lime content.

The effect of curing temperature on early strength is also assessed. The 20°C
curing temperature is insufficient to produce 1day strength in the pastes, but at



120°C, 10 hours later, the strength of pastes is about equal to the paste cured at 70 °C
for 6 days. As a result, curing at elevated temperature has a great accelerating effect
on the lime-pozzolan pastes.

Figure1 shows the mechanical strengths of ground pozzolan autoclaved with
various proportions of hydrated lime at 120°C for 5 and 10 hours. The pozzolan fully
reacts with 35% lime after at least 10 hours at 120°C like fly ash, quartz and other
siliceous materials that consume large quantities of lime. The optimum amount of
lime activator is found to be 35%, resulting in high strengths. When higher contents
of lime are added, strengths decrease.

The relationship between matrix proportions of the pastes, curing temperatures
and  flexural strength is given in table 2. The data show a similar type of behaviour to
that observed in the case of compressive strength with one exception. The sample
with 40% lime content , 55% water content , cured at 70°C shows the highest flexural
strength of all samples when one would expect that the high water content would
result a lower flexural strength. This is also supported by the capillary coefficient
results in Table 6. This apparent contradiction is somewhat difficult to explain at the
present time, but can probably be attributed either to a particular structure formed
during curing or more simply, to experimental mistakes.

In an attempt to formulate the statistical relationships among mechanical
behaviour, matrix proportions and curing temperature, data was analysed to generate
predictive equations. A statistical analysis system was used to develop regression
equations. Figures 2 through 4 present the results of statistical analyses where the
mechanical behaviour of lime-pozzolan mortars is plotted against curing temperature
and matrix proportions respectively. The proposed equations with their statistical
relevance are also shown. The most suitable regression equations are found to be of
quadratic form. The correlation coefficients (r2) indicate that there is a significant
correlation between mechanical behaviour, matrix proportions and curing
temperature. As a result, both matrix ratios and curing temperature can be properly
utilised to describe the mechanical behaviour of lime-pozzolan paste

Fig. 1: Relationship between compressive strength and percentage of lime added
to ground pozzolan for various periods of autoclaving at 120 °°C
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Fig. 2: Effect of lime content on strength of pastes with 45 % water content

Fig. 3: Effect of water content on strength of pastes with 30 % lime content

Fig. 4: Effect of curing temperature on strength of pastes with 30 % lime content
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3.3 XRD analysis
In the mineralogical analysis made with the X-Ray Difractometer, a high

proportion of jarosite, a low proportion of quartz, opal cristobalit and opal amorph
were found in the volcanic tuff (Table 4.) Even if there is a composition in the lime-
pozzolan paste similar to the volcanic tuff, new formations resulting from a chemical
reaction take place. In the lime-pozzolan paste, proportions of jarosite, quartz, opal
cristobalit, and opal amorph change and turn into calcium silicate and gypsum.

3.4 Pore structure
The pore size distribution and other parameters related to the pore system of the

pastes and volcanic tuff were obtained by using mercury intrusion technique. The
tests were carried out on the paste with a lime/pozzolan ratio of 35% and water
content 45%, and the volcanic tuff. Figure 5 shows the pore size distribution curves.

Table 4: The results of XRD analysis

Volcanic tuff Lime-pozzolan paste
Jarosit  % 60-70  KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 Jarosit (low proportion)
Opal cristobalite  %15-20 SiO2 Opal cristobalite (low proportion)
Quartz  %5-10  SiO2 Quartz (same proportion)
Opal amorph %10-20   SiO2.nH2O Opal amorph (low proportion)

Gypsum    CaSO4.2H2O  (hydration product)
Calcium silicate Ca3SiO5 (hydration product)

The volcanic tuff has a considerable quantity (70 %) of pores with size larger
than 0.02µm. More than 50% of the available pore space consists of pores with radius
between 0.02 µm and 6 µm. The volcanic tuff contains only about 8.5 % large pores
(> 6µm). There are pores of an approximate diameter of 0.01 µm throughout this type
of material. There is no considerable difference when comparing the results obtained
for the volcanic tuff and lime-pozzolan paste either in the case of the porosity, total
intrusion volume or average diameter of pores (Table 5). The most important change
in the paste takes place in the fraction of the larger pores (larger than 0.1 µm of
radius), that shows a significant reduction. The porosities and capillary coefficients of
lime-pozzolan paste are given in Table 6. The minimum porosity of the paste is
determined to be about 43.5 %.  Increasing the lime content at constant ratio of water/
lime+pozzolan does not change the porosity significantly as measured by water
absorption. For pastes in which lime content is kept constant and the water content is
increased the porosity is increased. On the other hand the porosity of the pastes is
only slightly affected by the variation of the curing temperature, but tends to be
linearly increasing with increasing curing temperature. Capillary coefficient results
listed in Table 6 indicate a similar trend to that observed in the case of porosity. In
general, the capillary coefficient of pastes increases with an increase in curing
temperature. However, a different trend of capillary coefficients is observed for the
pastes with a lime/pozzolan ratio of 30%. The capillary coefficient of these pastes
attains to the maximum at a curing temperature of 60°C, and then decreases
remarkably with rising curing temperature.



Fig. 5: Pore size distribution of paste and volcanic tuff

Table 5: Pore system values

Material Total intrusion volume (ml / g) Average pore diameter (µm) Porosity  (%)
Volcanic tuff 0.3354 0.011 43.37
Lime-pozz. paste 0.2965 0.009 39.7

Table 6: Porosities and capillary coefficients of lime-pozzolan pastes

Matrix ratios Curing Temperature (°C)
50 60 70

Lime
Pozz.
(%)

Water
content

(%)

Porosity
(%)

Capillary
coefficients
cm /√ min.

Porosity
(%)

Capillary
coefficients
cm /√ min.

Porosity
(%)

Capillary
coefficients
cm /√ min.

30 45 44.7 0.0325 45.5 0.0385 46.8 0.0155
50 50.6 0.0414 51.7 0.0495 53.4 0.0273
55 54.8 0.0487 55.9 0.0543 57.5 0.0308

35 45 43.5 0.0324 44.8 0.0379 45.5 0.0266
50 51.6 0.0445 52.7 0.0456 53.8 0.0577
55 56.9 0.0549 57.4 0.0524 58.1 0.0692

40 45 45.3 0.0367 46.2 0.0463 47.4 0.0626
50 51.5 0.0532 52.6 0.0748 53.8 0.0893
55 54.3 0.0645 55.8 0.0985 56.7 0.0756

3.5 Durability
The durability of lime-pozzolan pastes was examined by determining its frost

resistance. The test procedure consists of freezing in air and thawing in water. The
samples were examined after about every 5 freeze-thaw cycles. The scaled-off
particles and internal cracking clearly visible on the surface were also noted. The test
was terminated after 25 freeze-thaw cycles. Durability of the exposed lime-pozzolan
paste was determined from strength of the test prisms before and after the freeze-thaw
cycling. The damage was evaluated in terms of decrease in compressive strength. The
results of these tests are given in Table 7 and 8.

In general, the pastes cured at 70°C perform very well during the scaling tests.
This is particularly true for those with lime/pozzolan ratios of 35 and 40% and water
content of 45%, which show almost no deterioration after 25 cycles of freezing and
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thawing. However, strength tests done after exposure indicate that there is a 15%
reduction in compressive strength. On the other hand, the scaling resistance of pastes
cured at 50 and 60 °C can be quite close to that of 70°C cured paste. This is clear
from the test results for the pastes with 30 and 40% lime/pozzolan ratios and water
contents of 45 and 50%. These pastes retain in excess of 67% of their strengths. As
indicated in Table 7, some samples at 5 cycles show signs of internal cracking. This
phenomenon only occurs in pastes with relatively low curing temperature. At 20
cycles, significant deterioration is observed in these samples. Some of the samples
with a water content of 55% suddenly disintegrate at 25 freeze-thaw cycles. However,
decreasing the water content from 55 to 45% positively influences all aspects of
freeze-thaw behaviour of the pastes. This effect is much more pronounced on the
pastes cured at 70°C.  The ability of these pastes to retain their strengths is somewhat
better than that of pastes cured at low temperature.

4 Conclusions

An experimental program was performed to examine the effect of curing
temperature and matrix proportions on the strength of lime-natural pozzolan paste.
The findings from this investigation are summarised as follows

Table 7: Durabilities of lime-pozzolan pastes after 25 freeze and thaw cycles

Curing
temperature

Lime
Pozz.

Water
content

Number
of  cycles

(°C) (%) (%) 5 10 15 20 25
50 30 45 + + + + -

50 + + + - -
55 - * 0 φ φ

35 45 + + + + -
50 + + + - *
55 + - * 0 φ

40 45 + + + + -
50 + + + - *
55 + - * 0 φ

60 30 45 + + + + -
50 + + + - -
55 + + + - *

35 45 + + + + -
50 + + - * φ
55 + - * 0 φ

40 45 + + + + -
50 + + + - *
55 + - * 0 φ

70 30 45 + + + + -
50 + + + + -
55 + - * 0 φ

35 45 + + + + +
50 + + + - *
55 + + - * 0

40 45 + + + + +
50 + + + - -
55 + - * 0 φ

+ Sound                      - internal cracking                               φ Crumbling
0 Scaling                    * internal cracking and scaling



Table 8: Relative strengths of lime-pozzolan pastes

Matrix
ratios

Curing
temperature  (°C)

Lime
Pozz.

Water
content

50 60 70

(%) (%) σa / σb
*

30 45 0.70 0.71 0.72
50 0.68 0.74 0.75
55 - 0.62 -

35 45 0.74 0.69 0.85
50 0.64 - 0.62
55 - - 0.56

40 45 0.71 0.72 0.84
50 0.67 0.69 0.74
55 - - -

* σa / σb express the ratio of strengths after and before freeze and thaw cycles.

1) The effect of curing temperature differences (50-70°C) on strength yields similar
results. However, curing at elevated temperature (120°C) has a great accelerating
effect on the lime-pozzolan pastes.

2) The increase in water content from 45% to 55% causes a reduction in mechanical
strengths, the magnitude of the decline being largely dependent upon the quantity
of water in the mixture.

3) The setting time of pastes increases with an increase in lime and water content,
ranging from 37 to 70 hours.

4) There is a strong statistical relationship between curing temperature and
mechanical strength of pastes. Moreover, test results show a clear correlation
between matrix proportions and mechanical behaviour. The proposed quadratic
equations are found to be an accurate representation of these relations.

5) The pore structure of lime-pozzolan paste is basically formed by pores with size
lower than 0.1µm.

6) The identified hydration products in the lime-pozzolan pastes are calcium silicate
and gypsum.

7) The 70°C cured pastes with lime/pozzolan ratios of 35 % and 40 % and water
content 45 % show excellent frost resistance. However, strength tests done after
exposure indicate that there is a 15 % reduction in compressive strength.
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CHARACTERISING CHLORIDE PENETRATION RESISTANCE OF
CONCRETE
Chloride penetration resistance of concrete
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Abstract

Concrete in coastal and marine environments can be subjected to a number of
deterioration mechanisms.  They include carbonation and/or chloride-induced steel
corrosion and sulphate attack.  Recent emphasis has been given to the premature
deterioration caused by steel corrosion.  Performance requirements are generally
based on factors that reflect the resistance of concrete to chloride penetration.  The
interactions between different deterioration mechanisms are discussed.  In most cases,
chloride-induced corrosion is believed to be the prime deterioration mechanism.  This
is because conditions, that favour a rapid carbonation and chloride penetration, rarely
coexist. The expansion of concrete by sulphate ions in seawater is retarded owing to
the concomitant presence of chlorides.  A number of established and emerging
methods used in comparing the resistance of concrete to chloride penetration are
discussed.  It has been found that there are great limitations on the suitability of a
range of indirect methods used.  The merits of assessing the chloride penetration
profile, diffusion coefficient, and accelerated methods based on the ASTM C1202
and its modification are presented.  Australian data presented clearly highlight the
benefits of the use of a range of supplementary cementing materials (SCM) in
improving the resistance of concretes to chloride penetration.

Keywords:  Chloride penetration, carbonation, sulphate attack, diffusion, sorptivity,
total charge passed (ASTM C1202), supplementary cementing material (SCM)
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1 Introduction

All major urban developments in Australia occur along its extensive coastline.
With concrete being the most commonly used construction materials, the
performance of concrete in marine environments is critical to the durability of a great
proportion of infrastructures in Australia.  Chloride-induced corrosion is considered
to be the main deterioration mechanisms affecting the durability of concrete
structures in coastal and marine environments.  This is so despite the fact that both
carbonation and sulphate attack can each coexists with the chloride-related
deterioration.

Corrosion is initiated when there is damage to the passivated layer of steel
reinforcement due to the availability of sufficient chloride ions at the steel/concrete
interface; and/or there is a loss of alkalinity of surrounding concrete due to reaction of
carbon dioxide with various hydrates in the hardened concrete (carbonation).

1.1 Chloride-carbonation interactions
The coexistence of carbonation and chloride penetration in concrete is generally

rare in practice.  However, their combined effect could lead to a rapid deterioration.
Earlier work by Roper and Baweja (1991) and subsequent research at CSIRO found
that the presence of chloride ions in carbonated concrete resulted in very high
corrosion rate of the embedded steel reinforcement.  The corrosion rates were of an
order of magnitude higher than for carbonated concrete in the presence of water.  In a
number of field investigations reported by Sirivivatnanon et al. (1996) and Driscoll et
al. (1997), no significant carbonation depths were found in concretes exposed to the
atmospheric, tidal or submerged zones for marine structures.  Current investigation of
a salt water swimming pool in Wollongong reveals carbonation in parts of the
concrete columns.  These columns are part of the grandstand structure of the pool.
They showed a carbonation depth of 10 mm after 60 years of exposure to the
atmosphere at this beachfront location.  A concrete cover much greater than 10 mm is
usually specified for concrete exposed to such an environment.  It is well established
that the rate of carbonation is slow at extreme relative humidity conditions.  Concrete
exposed to marine conditions is usually subjected to a high relative humidity and
hence a very low carbonation rate is expected.  Carbonation/chloride interactions are
therefore expected to be applicable to limited and very special circumstances.  It is
therefore not surprising that chloride penetration has been the main focus of
engineers’ attention in dealing with steel corrosion of structures in coastal and marine
environments.

1.2 Chloride sulphate interactions
In the past, sulphate resistance cement was commonly specified for concrete in

marine structures.  Nowadays, it is generally believed that deterioration of concrete
matrix due to sulphate attack occurs at a much lower rate than the adverse effect from
steel corrosion.

Mehta (1986) gave a comprehensive review of physical and chemical processes
involved in the sulphate attack which manifests itself in the form of expansion-
cracking, or progressive loss of strength, or both.  In the physical processes, the



permeability of concrete plays a very important role in determining the severity of
sulphate attack.  The attack is limited to the surface and is usually of no consequence
when the concrete has low permeability.  Lea (1970) and Biczok (1980) confirmed
that the expansion of concrete by sulphate ions in seawater is retarded owing to the
concomitant presence of chlorides.  The rate of diffusion of chloride ions, being much
higher than that of the sulphate ions, allow the chloride ions to permeate through the
concrete surface much faster than the sulphate ions.  Chlorides permeating into the
concrete react with C3A to form calcium chloroaluminate hydrate (Friedel’s salt),
and, as a result, the quantity of C3A available for the sulphate ions to react and form
either gypsum or expansive ettringite is reduced.  Al-Amoudi et al. (1995) confirmed
that the presence of chloride ions in the sulphate environment mitigated the sulphate
attack in plain and blended cements.

2 Quantifying chloride penetration resistance

There are a number of approaches to quantify the chloride penetration resistance
of concrete.  They include the determination of chloride penetration after exposure in
a chloride solution or seawater.  The concrete used can be samples prepared in a
laboratory mix or cores taken from the field.  Numerous types of exposure conditions
have been used including a simple ponding (partial- or full-immersion) or a simulated
tidal exposure (wetting and drying) or actual field exposures.  The mediums used are
either sodium chloride solutions of different concentrations, synthetic ocean water or
the actual medium in the field.  There are also accelerated methods that may involve
the use of a number of mediums and accelerating regimes.

2.1 Direct method of assessment
The most commonly used methods of assessment are:

• determination of chloride front with silver nitrate indicator,
• chloride penetration profile from analysis of chloride ions of samples taken at

different depths from the exposed surface, and
• migration tests involving the measurement of chloride level of the solution in

the receiving chamber opposite the source chamber.
The silver nitrate indicator appears to be the simplest method for determination

of the depth of chloride penetration into concrete.  It has been reported by Otsuki et
al. (1992) that by spraying a 0.1 N AgNO3 solution on freshly broken concrete
sample, the presence of chloride, from a minimum concentration at 0.15% by mass of
cement, can be detected by the change in the colour of the spayed surface.

Determination of chloride profile is possibly the most popular tool used to
assess the chloride resistance of concrete both qualitatively and quantitatively.  In
qualitative terms, comparisons are made after a similar exposure period of various
concrete samples.  If it is assumed that diffusion is the main transportation
mechanism of chloride into the concrete.  Then according to Fick’s second law, a
diffusion coefficient can be calculated by fitting an error function to the measured
chloride profile.  It must be noted however that a chloride diffusion coefficient,
determined from a measured chloride profile, is not unique in value.  The coefficient
is termed an ‘apparent chloride diffusion coefficient – Da’.  It can vary significantly
with the periods of exposure.  This will be further discussed.



Many researchers have successfully developed ‘migration’ or ‘concentration
difference diffusion’ testing techniques to measure the steady-state chloride
diffusivity of concrete.  The chloride concentration gradient, obtained from the
measured concentrations of the source and receiving chambers, enables the
calculation of diffusion coefficient.  Some of these techniques are described by
Dhir et al. (1990) and Gjørv (1996).  Andrade and Sanjuán (1994) outlined an
experimental procedure for the calculation of chloride diffusion coefficients in
concrete from migration tests.  They based on the theoretical approach using the
Nernst-Planck equation which models mass transport in electrolytes and the Nernst-
Einstein equation using electrolyte equivalent conductivity as the main parameter.

2.2 Indirect method of assessment
A number of indirect and accelerated methods have also been used to indicate

the performance of concrete in marine exposures.  They are:
• water permeability (German Standard DIN 1048 Part 5),
• compressive strength and water-to-binder ratio (Australian Standard AS 3600),
• Rapid chloride permeability (AASHTO 277-83) or ‘Electrical indication of

concrete’s ability to resist chloride ion penetration’ (ASTM C1202) or
‘conductivity’ or ‘charge passed’
In Australia, the standard for concrete structures AS 3600 uses a range of

strength grades and cover thicknesses as key requirements for durability.  The
commentary to AS 3600 also recommends a maximum water-to-cement ratio for each
strength grade.  In other specifications, a mix of prescriptive and performance-based
requirements is being introduced in the last few years.  Accelerated electrical
techniques such as the measurement of total charge passed according to
ASTM C 1202 have also been used.  The relevance of ASTM C 1202 method to the
resistance of concrete to chloride penetration has recently been reviewed by Cao et al.
(1996).  Water permeability is also strongly advocated by a number of researchers.  In
terms of the performance-based specification of HPC, it has been found by
Sirivivatnanon and Cao (1998)17 that the total charge passed method, such as the
ASTM C1202 or the CSIRO-modified method, is one most promising method for
coastal and marine structures.

3 Characterising chloride penetration resistance

The resistance to chloride-induced corrosion largely controls the durability
performance of most reinforced concrete in coastal and marine environment.  It has
also been widely found that those parts of the structure exposed to the tidal and splash
zone are the most vulnerable.  Chloride-induced corrosion mechanism can be
represented by a simple model of initiation (chloride penetration and depassivation of
steel) and propagation.  Many engineers have associated the service life mainly with
the initiation stage as it represents a time span before costly procedures are required
to lengthen the service life of a concrete structure.

In gauging the initiation period, the resistance of concrete to chloride
penetration and the chloride threshold for depassivation of steel reinforcement are
both important.  It is the first of these two factors, which has been widely used as an
indicator of the relative performance of concrete.  There has been no consensus on the



chloride threshold for depassivation.  Earlier CSIRO work reported by Cao et al.
(1988) found the threshold to vary depending on the type of cement and curing.  The
findings contradicted claims that a lower threshold was expected for blended cements
due to reduction of the OH- concentration.

3.1 Diffusion of non-ionic solution
Fick’s first law of diffusion or steady state diffusion law

J = -De δC/δx (1)
Measurement of the diffusion coefficient involves the concentration difference

at any two particular planes at x and x+dx.  The coefficient represents the net chloride
flow through concrete.  It is referred to as an effective diffusion coefficient De.

Fick’s second law of diffusion or transient state diffusion law is given as:

δCt (x,t) /δt = - Da δ2Ct (x,t) /δx2 (2)
where Ct denotes the total concentration of chloride ions, and Da assumed

constant.  The solution for a semi-infinite medium with initial conditions of Ct

(x>0,0)=0 and boundary condition Ct (0,t) = Cs = constant is described by:

( )tDxerfcCtxC ast ×= 2//),( (3)

where erfc denotes the complementary error function.  This solution is
applicable for the unsteady flow condition where the fluid properties at any point may
change with time.

3.2 Ionic diffusion
The equations (1) to (3) are valid only for an undissociated diffusant.  In an

ionic solution such as chloride solution, they do not strictly apply.  It has been shown
by Chatterji (1994a, 1994b) that Fick’s laws of diffusion need modifications before
they could be applied to cement based materials.

3.3 An engineering solution
In practice, an apparent diffusion coefficient, calculated from equation (3), is

commonly used to characterise a particular chloride profile.  Three approximations
are assumed.  Firstly the chloride profile of the concrete examined is assumed to be
obtained from an unsteady state conditions.  Secondly the ionic nature of the chloride
in seawater is ignored and treated as undissociated molecules.  Thirdly, the chloride
profile is often based on the determination of water-soluble chloride.  Da obtained
with this approximation can be adequately used to characterise the profile but cannot
be directly used to predict service life.

The total concentration is measured as acid-soluble chloride ions.  Da therefore
takes into account the chemical reactions within the concrete.  For example, chloride
ions may react with the C3A to form calcium chloro-aluminates. The reaction or
adsorption of chlorides by cement pastes is considered by Andrade (1993) to be of
minor influence although a number of researchers such as Tritthart (1989) and
Hachani et al.(1991) do take it into account. The free chloride ion, measured as water-
soluble chloride, is however recognised to be responsible for the degradation of
concrete.  The use of water-soluble chloride as total chloride is therefore a convenient
approximation adopted for much of the work by the CSIRO.



3.4 Dependency of Da to exposure periods and maturity of concrete
In gauging the appropriate level of Da for High Performance concrete (HPC), it

must be recognised that in practice Da is not unique for particular concrete.  Firstly,
Da does vary with the maturity of the concrete.  Secondly, for concrete of constant
maturity, Da is also dependent on the time of exposure to a chloride solution.  This is
possibly because of the application of diffusion measurement of non-ionic solution to
an ionic diffusion.

Gjorv et al. (1994) found the apparent diffusivity obtained from three years
exposure of concrete samples to seawater to be significantly lower than (about one
half to one third) the same obtained from specimens exposed for one year.  Dhir et al.
(1991) demonstrated that steady-state conditions were not achieved during laboratory
penetration tests.  The apparent diffusion coefficients obtained from different
exposure periods of a range of concretes were shown to reduce with increasing
exposure periods.  They also found that diffusion coefficients D obtained from a
concentration difference (CD) diffusion test of the same concrete were consistently
lower than all the Da and represented the steady-state condition.

In recent field investigations, reported by Sirivivatnanon et al. (1996) and
Driscoll et al. (1997), of the resistance of concretes against chloride penetration up to
30 years, uncontaminated and mature samples were taken and exposed to 3% NaCl
solution for different periods.  The results revealed the dependence of Da to the
exposure periods as shown in Table 1 and 2.  Longer exposure results in a reduction
of the apparent chloride diffusion coefficient for concrete of the same maturity (25-30
years).  The extremely low Da found from chloride profiles of the in-situ concrete
cover is the result of the very long exposure (25-30 years) as well as the continued
hydration of the concrete.  It is therefore important that Da derived from a long and
similar length of exposure period is used in comparing the performance of different
concretes.

Table 1:Apparent chloride diffusion coefficients of Munmorah fly ash (FA) and
portland cement (PC) concretes.  Sirivivatnanon et al (1996)

Type of Location
Apparent Chloride Diffusion Coefficient (10 -12 m2/s)

of 30 years old concrete after different exposure
periods

Concrete (date of
sampling )

28 days 100 days 30 years

FA M (Mon 12) 10.0 5.95 0.314
concrete W (Wed 14) 13.2 12.8 1.05
PC F (Fri 16) 25.4 8.6 0.232
concrete T (Tue 20) 39.6 27.4 0.194



Table 2: Apparent chloride diffusion coefficients of Iluka concretes. Driscoll et al
(1997)

Type of Location
Apparent Chloride Diffusion Coefficient (10 -12 m2/s)

of 25 years old concrete after different exposure
periods

Concrete Structural Pile 28 day 100 day 25 year
Portland No. 1 6.88 - 1.30
cement No. 2 12.2 - 1.29
concrete No. 4 4.36 - 1.14

Average 7.81 - 1.24

4 Binder affects chloride penetration resistance

In a major experimental program conducted at the CSIRO, a range of structural
concretes was designed from four common binders and a water reducing agent.
These binders are designated as follows:
• GP a General Purpose cement
• FA a 30 wt.% fly ash blend
• SF a 7 wt.% silica fume blend
• HS a 65 wt.% ground granulated blast furnace slag blended cement

Concrete of nominal strength grades of 20, 40 and 50 were manufactured in a
laboratory to give a slump of 75±25 mm.  Standard 100-mm diameter cylinders were
wet cured for 28 days for compressive strength determination.  Other samples were
subjected to 7 days of sealed curing in plastic sheet and subsequently stored in a
standard laboratory condition until the age of testing.  Circular disc samples were
prepared from standard 100 mm diameter cylinders for the determination of total
charge passed according to ASTM C 1202.

A set of 100 mm diameter x 50 mm height discs, epoxy coated on all except one
exposed circular surface, were fully immersed in 3% NaCl solution at the age of 28
days for a full immersion period of one year before incremental drilling. The powder
samples were analysed for water soluble chloride ion content by ion chromatography.

4.1 Binder independence
Because of the variation of Da with exposure periods, values obtained from a

longer exposure period, in this case for one year, are preferred in gauging the likely
long-term performance of the concretes as shown in Figures 1-3.

For each binder, the influence of mix design, as reflected in the compressive
strength and water-to-binder ratio, on the resistance to chloride penetration of
concrete is evident.  Higher strength or lower water-to-binder ratio resulted in better
concrete.  For concretes with the same strength or water-to-binder ratio or total charge
passed, it is quite clear that Da is highly dependent on the type of binder.

In considering the use of compressive strength, water-to-binder ratio and total
charge passed as performance indicator for chloride resistance, the binder dependency
of the each of these properties should be closely examined.  As compressive strength
is a measure of the physical resistance of concrete to external force, no improvement



can be foreseen.  Some improvement can possibly be made to the water-to-binder
ratio by the introduction of equivalent cementing factors for different supplementary
cementing materials.  The total charge passed (ASTM C 1202) method can be further
improved as reported by Cao et al.(1996).  The modification involved performing an
additional test using curing water as electrolyte.  The difference in the total charges
passed obtained between the standard test and test performed in water is used as an
indicator for concrete quality.  By using the modified method, improvements in the
relationship to chloride penetration were evident.
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5 Discussion

The major mechanisms of deterioration of concrete in coastal and marine
environments and their interaction have been examined.  Chloride-induced corrosion
has been singled out as the prime deterioration mechanism.  In some special
circumstances, carbonation/chloride or sulphate attack could be more prevalent.  One
possible scenario is the use of concrete culverts in arid areas of Australia where
carbonation rate can be quite high.  Subsequent rise of the saline water from the soil
could result in severe chloride-induced corrosion of the reinforcing steel.
Recognition of these possible mechanisms is important in the prevention and solving
of premature deterioration.

A range of direct and indirect methods is being used to quantify the chloride
penetration resistance of concrete.  Chloride profile and the charge passed (ASTM
C1202) are the most popular direct and indirect methods respectively.  This is
possibly due to their practicality, which outweighs their shortfalls.  An examination of
chloride profile renders a visual sense of chloride ingress from its source into the
concrete, and its relationship with the steel reinforcement.  With some
approximations, the profile can be characterised by an apparent diffusion coefficient
Da.  Da is then used to project the build-up of chloride ions with time.  Various
diffusion models are used to predict the service life of concrete structures in marine
environments.

The ‘charge passed’ or ‘AASHTO’ test is popular because of the very short
time required to conduct the test as well as a good repeatability.  With a similar test of
an accompany sample in curing water, as those suggested by Cao et al. (1996), the
modified method is proven to be more chloride-ion specific and hence less binder
dependent.

A number of indirect methods such as compressive strength, sorptivity and
volume of permeable void have been shown by Sirivivatnanon and Cao (1998) to be
valuable techniques but there are also significant limitations in their use.

An apparent chloride diffusion coefficient Da is a useful parameter to
characterise a chloride profile.  It is important to recognise that the determination of
Da from Fick’s second law was only possible mathematically because many
simplifications were adopted.  Nevertheless, Da can be successfully used to study how
various binders modify the chloride penetration resistance of concretes.  The
importance of increasing the length of exposure to the accuracy of estimating long-
term Da was demonstrated.  There is, of course, practical limitation of the length of
this exposure.  Hence, Da obtained from one-year exposure were used to characterise
the resistance of various concretes in this paper.

If the resistance to chloride penetration of various concretes is compared based
on equal compressive strength, it is easily seen from Figure 1 that fly ash and silica
fume concrete will give the best performance.  Concretes manufactured from a
general purpose (GP) and high slag (HS) cement resulted in higher Da .  If concretes
are compared based on equal water to cement ratio (Figure 2) in the common range of
0.35 to 0.50, there appeared to be very little difference in all four concretes with the
exception of the high slag cement concrete.  The HS concrete showed noticeably
higher Da than the rest of binders.  Finally if comparison is based on concretes of



equal charge passed, as shown in Figure 3, the chloride penetration resistance of each
concrete varied significantly.  SF and FA concrete are extremely sensitive to the
charge passed in the 2000-3000 coulomb and 3500-4500 coulomb ranges
respectively.  In the more common 1000-2000 coulomb range, both FA and SF
concretes gave lower Da than GP and HS concretes.

6 Conclusion

Chloride-induced corrosion is the prime deterioration factor affecting the
durability performance of concrete structures in coastal and marine environments.
The resistance of concrete to chloride penetration is well characterised by its chloride
profile obtained after a reasonable length of exposure to NaCl solution or synthetic
ocean water. Concrete mix design parameters and the type of binder can greatly
influence the resistance of concrete to chloride penetration.  Based on equal 28-day
compressive strength, all structural concrete manufactured from fly ash, slag or silica
fume out-performs the GP concrete.  Based on equal water to cement ratio in the
range of 0.30 to 0.45, the FA, SF and GP concretes are likely to give lower Da then
HS concrete.  There is a high level of binder dependency if concrete is judged based
on equal charge passed (ASTM C1202).
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IMPROVING THE DURABILITY OF FLAT ROOF CONSTRUCTIONS
Durability of flat roof construction

C. RUDBECK, S. SVENDSEN
Technical University of Denmark, Department of Buildings and Energy, Lyngby,
Denmark

Abstract

Flat roof constructions are mainly used on commercial, institutional and industrial
buildings, where insulation is placed on top of the load-bearing deck and then covered
with a roof membrane. Through time, there is a risk that the membrane will allow
water passage as holes might form due to weathering effects or physical loads. Water
will then enter the insulation, and as a vapor retarder is normally found below the
insulation thus trapping the water in the insulation, the leak can remain undetected for
a long period. When the leak is finally discovered, the insulation has to be discharged
as there is no easy method of drying it.
To be able to dry the insulation, and thereby regain the functional requirements of the
roofing system, two new solutions for insulating flat roofs with existing materials are
proposed for high density mineral wool and expanded polystyrene. Monitoring
equipment are part of the system, thereby making it easier to detect leaks faster. When
a leak is detected, the membrane is repaired locally. In order to remove water which
has already entered the insulation, an air gap or a system of air channels between the
deck and the insulation is subjected to forced ventilation with outdoor air. When the
water is removed, the ventilation is stopped, and the roofing construction can continue
to function as intended.
Roofing systems where trapped moisture can be removed are cost-effective compared
to traditional roofing insulation systems, and as leakage can be treated, they have a
longer life span reducing the overall cost. Furthermore systems, where moisture can
be removed, offer a high probability that the thermal conductivity remains at its
designed value through the entire life of the roofing system. If the roofing membrane
should fail, the insulation can be dried and the thermal conductivity will return to its
original value instead of a much higher value found in traditionally insulated
constructions.

Keywords: flat roof, moisture, durability, cost-effective, ventilated air gap
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1 Introduction

Flat roof constructions are commonly used throughout a majority of the
industrialized world, but are often suffering from excessive moisture content and
therefore in need of renovation. In recent years, the reputation of flat roofs has
changed to the poorer, changing a large portion of roofs on small buildings from flat
to sloped roofs. Commercial buildings, storage buildings etc., with large roof areas
are still being renovated, but not with sloped roofs as these are difficult to construct
on large buildings.

Problems in roofs related to moisture are seldom caused by vapor transport from
the building below. Instead water, which is either trapped during the construction
phase or originating from rain ingress through leaks, plays a major role in the
deterioration process. As the membranes on each side of the insulation are very tight,
water is trapped inside the insulation. The result is a higher energy demand for the
building below as the thermal conductivity of the insulation is increased (ISO 1997).
In light weight structures the energy demand can increase even more as latent heat
transfer plays an important role (Rode and Rudbeck 1998). Latent heat can increase
the annual heat demand by up to 15% in some locations by having just 0.5% (mass)
water content in the insulation. As water can accumulate in the roof construction
without the occupants’ knowledge, it might take several years before leaks are
discovered and renovation of the roof construction is initiated.

Another approach to incoorporate drying capabilities in a roof construction is by
using a water permeable vapor retarder (IEA 1996a). Water is then transported from
the insulation and through the vapor retarder. However, a disadvantage with this
approach is that the first sign of a leaky roof membrane is when water is dripping
from the ceiling in the room below.

The straightforward solution is to repair the leak in the roof membrane and dry
the insulation. However, as the insulation lies between two tight membranes, this
solution is not possible. Instead renovation is performed either by adding a new layer
of insulation and a new roof membrane on top of the old roof membrane, or by
removing the old roof membrane and insulation and replace it with a new roof
membrane and insulation. Both of these methods cure the symptoms of the roof, but
do not take care of the illness as the new roof will fail in the same manner after some
years. In order to solve the problem there is a need for new techniques for insulation
of roofs. If the insulation could be dried after a leak has been detected and repaired,
the service life of the roof construction could be extended, which would improve the
total economy of the roofing system. The fundamental principle of flat roof
constructions is that they should be constructed acknowledging that they will leak at
some point in time. Whereas we currently construct roofs with a high safety against
leaks we need to combine it with the roofs being prepared for reparations and service.



2 Requirements for a roofing system with improved durability

As stated, the problems with the current flat roof constructions are not that they
fail, as every construction will do that sooner or later, but that they fail in such a way
that they are not easy and cost-effective to repair. Leaks in the roof membrane can be
found by infrared scanning or other measures. However, drying of the existing
insulation layer is almost impossible as moisture is trapped between two moisture
barriers; the roof membrane and the vapor retarder. To improve the drying of
insulation, experiments have been conducted on roofs where vents were installed.
Time to dry fibrous glass boards was reported in Tobiasson et al. (1983) and ranged
from 13 years to 120 years depending on the vent type. The conclusion stated in
Trechsel (1994) was that “... it does not appear possible to dry out wet insulation in
compact roofing system in a reasonable amount of time by venting”.

To improve the durability of the roofing system, it is therefore obvious that the
drying capability should receive attention, without compromising its other properties
(e.g. strength, price, thermal resistance). As drying by venting the roof was out of the
question, other methods had to be looked into.

One of the drawbacks with the installation of vents is that they have to be
situated quite close in order to be able to remove moisture. Even though air can be
transported through fibrous insulation materials, the air velocity is significantly lower
than the air velocity in an air gap of the same dimensions. So if the drying of
insulation could be performed through air gaps the speed of evaporation would
probably increase. The best location for the air gap, as far as drying potential is
concerned, is in the interface between the deck and the insulation. Gravity will force
liquid water down to this point in the construction, and it is also the warmest place in
the construction, giving the largest potential for drying.

Besides the drying capabilities of the insulation layer in the roofing system,
there is also a need for a moisture indicator in the roof. If water enters the roof
construction, it is not guaranteed that the leak will be discovered before water enters
the building below, making the leak obvious. Regular infrared or capacitive scans of
the roof construction make it possible to discover leaks in the membrane quite early,
but are seldom cost-effective as preventive measures. A method which would report
water in the roof construction almost right away, is to drill holes in the deck and allow
water to enter the building below. In case the roof membrane leaked, it would be
obvious and repairs could be performed. However, from the occupants’ point of view,
water inside the building is something which should be avoided as the damage might
be very costly (e.g. in case of water in computer installations or processing
equipment). Instead moisture sensors should be implemented in the roof construction
so the performance of the roof can be monitored through time. The monitoring should
cover the entire area, but should still be low cost and easy to implement.



3 Development of roofing systems with improved durability

To improve the durability of roofing systems, new designs are suggested where
moisture can be removed from the insulation in case of built-in moisture or leaks  in
the roof membrane.

3.1 Roofing insulation based on expanded polystyrene (EPS)
The roofing system consists of a vapor retarder with an imbedded moisture

sensor, EPS insulation panels and a roofing membrane. To obtain a sloped roof, the
thickness of the insulation panels is varied. During the production of the insulation
panels, grooves are created in the down facing side of the insulation. The grooves are
created in the lowest 60 mm slab of the insulation. The downside of the insulation is
shown on figure 1.

Fig. 1: Downside of roofing element in EPS based system

During installation the roof is subdivided into smaller segments, e.g. 10 x 10
meters. Surrounding these segments, distribution channels for ventilation air are
created. The insulation panels are oriented so the grooves are connected with the
distribution channels. To increase the drying rate, air from the outdoor climate is
forced through the distribution channels and the grooves in the insulation panels. The
air flow is supplied by a ventilation unit which is installed in the segment where the
high water content is detected. During the construction of the roofing system, vertical
ducts for the ventilators are established in the insulation. These ducts are sealed at the
top until needed. An overview from the downside of the insulation system, showing
the grooves, the distribution channels and ventilation units is shown on figure 2.

Based on information from the imbedded moisture sensors, the leak in the roof
membrane is found and repaired. A ventilation unit in placed is one corner of the
segment containing water while the air inlet is placed in the diagonal corner. When
the moisture content in the insulation is sufficiently low, the ventilation unit is
removed and the caps at the the air inlet and outlet is closed. An air inlet with a closed
cap is shown on figure 3. The air inlet is a pipe (100 mm in diameter) which is placed
in a 60 x 60 cm insulation element during the construction. The grooves which are
created in the insulation element is shown in detail on figure 2. Besides drying the
insulation in case of leaks the method can also be used as a moisture control as the
insulation can be dried once in a while.



Fig. 2: Downside of roofing insulation based on expanded polystyrene

c

Fig. 3: Air inlet with closed cap for EPS based roofing insulation system

3.2 Roofing system based on high-density mineral wool
Instead of using EPS insulation as described in section 3.1, high density mineral

wool can be used in a similar roofing system. As mineral wool is more permeable
than EPS insulation, moisture transport is faster, making it possible to enlarge the
distance between the grooves while obtaining the same drying rate.

3.3 Moisture indicator for roofing systems
An important property for a moisture indicator in a roofing system is to signal

when and where moisture has entered the roof construction. Inspection is not a good
solution as it is time consuming and not continous.

As an alternative, moisture sensors can be embedded in the vapor retarder,
which is normally placed between the deck and the insulation system. Due to gravity,
some of the rain which penetrates the roof membrane will locate itself on the vapor
retarder as the insulation material is very water permeable. If water is detected on the
vapor retarder, the building client should be alarmed in order to have the problem
fixed.



The moisture indicator is based on measurements of resistance between two thin
metal wires. Besides detecting if excessive moisture is present, the moisture indicator
can also give a rough estimate of the location of the water. Production of the moisture
indicators is done in 10 cm wide bands, and these can be placed in a regular pattern
across the roof or at places of special interest, e.g. near gutters.

4 Results from simulations of roofing systems

The performance of the roofing systems in comparison with traditional roofing
systems was examined by a series of simulations and calculations.

4.1 Roofing system based on expanded polystyrene
By creating grooves in the insulation panels, which are used when the roof

should be dried, the thermal property of the roofing system is changed. Even though
the grooves are unventilated, the thermal resistance is lower than that of still air,
mainly due to convection and thermal radiation in the groove. A calculation of the
thermal resistance for the insulation layer followed by a comparison with similar
values for traditional insulation systems are shown in table 1. The dimension of one
groove is 30x50 mm (height x width) and these are established for every 100 mm in
the insulation panels width. For traditional roofing systems, two values are given for
the thermal resistance of the insulation layer. One where the insulation is dry (thermal
conductivity 0.039 W/mK) and one with 10% dry weight water content in the
insulation (thermal conductivity 0.050 W/mK according to (ISO 1997)). In the
calculation of thermal resistance for the traditional roofing system the insulation
thickness is 195 mm which is the average insulation thickness used according to the
Danish Building Code (1995). As insulation material is removed to create the grooves
in the new roofing system, the thermal resistance should be lower. However, it is
possible to, during the fabrication process, add the removed insulation at the top of
the insulation layer. This increases the insulation thickness to 210 mm without using
extra material and without waste of raw material.

Table 1: Thermal resistance of insulation layer in different roofing systems

Roofing system Thermal resistance (m2K/W)
Traditional roofing system (dry insulation) 5.0
Traditional roofing system (wet insulation) 3.9
New roofing system 5.0

By creating grooves in the insulation layer the thermal resistance of the new
insulation system is equal to the reference case with dry insulation, but higher than the
reference case with wet insulation. Moisture content in traditional roofing systems
might even be higher than estimated in these calculations, and the thermal resistance
will then be even lower.



To have a high drying rate for the insulation system, a good air distribution is
needed. Due to the large dimensions of the distribution channels, the pressure drop is
low and air is distributed well. From the air intake through the distribution channels
and grooves to the fan, the total air-pressure difference is estimated to be below 50 Pa.
Such an over-pressure can easily be supplied by a standard roof ventilation unit which
can supply the needed air flow.

The drying rate of the system, compared with a traditional roofing system based
on EPS, was examined by a series of simulations using a heat and moisture transfer
model (Pedersen 1990) which has been validated in e.g. (IEA 1996). The
constructions consist of modified bitumen as roof membrane, 195 mm EPS insulation
and a 0.15 mm PE vapor retarder on top of the supporting concrete deck. Initially the
average water content in the EPS was 10 mass-% to simulate water having penetrated
the roof membrane. The exact water distribution through the EPS was decided by
transferring results from a series of simulations on a model consisting of a layer of
EPS located between two extremely vapor-tight surfaces. Indoor temperature
conditions for both models ranged from 21°C to 23°C and the relative humidity was
between 40% and 60%. As outdoor conditions the Danish Test Reference Year (Lund
1985) was used. Simulations started on 1st January year 1 and continued until 31th
December year 3. Forced ventilation was performed through the grooves at the
bottom of the EPS layer with an average air velocity of 0.2 m/s. The average air
velocity in the distribution channels during the simulation period was 1.5 m/s. The
forced ventilation was stopped after 60 days.

The effect of drying the insulation by ventilation can be seen on figure 5 with
the average moisture content in the EPS insulation for a reference case and the newly
developed system.
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Fig. 4: Average moisture content in EPS in reference roof and new system

During the first 60 days the new EPS system is dried out due to the forced
ventilation at the buttom of the insulation layer. As the drying is stopped, the moisture
content in the insulation starts to increase due to diffusion of water vapor from the
room below. After some years the moisture content in the insulation will be
considered too high and drying will be initiated. Figure 4 also shows that the moisture



content decreases in the traditional EPS insulation system. which is due to diffusion
through the vapor retarder and the roofing membrane. However, this is under the
assumption that no leaks develope in either the vapor retarder or the roof membrane.

Unfortunately, no measurements have been performed in the laboratory to
validate these theoretical calculations. Such measurements are expected to be initiated
in the near future.

4.2 Roofing system based on high-density mineral wool
The principles in the roofing system based on high-density mineral wool are the

same as the roofing system based on expanded polystyrene. As the permeability is
higher for mineral wool than for EPS, moisture transport is faster and it is therefore
expected that an insulation system based on the described principles with high-density
mineral wool will have a higher drying rate.

5 Discussion of results

From a theoretical point of view both the system which is based on grooves in
the insulation and the system based on roofing cassettes seem functional. Results
from calculations of drying for both systems show that drying is found, and therefore
that the insulation can return to its initial dry state making an expensive replacement
of the insulation unnecessary.

During dry conditions the thermal resistance of the systems is lower than that of
traditional systems. The reason for the extra heat transfer is the convection in the air
gaps. It is therefore important that the air inlet and outlet are closed under normal
conditions to avoid extra heat transfer due to extra convection.

For both roofing systems, the air movement has been investigated as air acts as
the carrier of the excessive moisture. The investigations are only performed on a
theoretical level as no experimental data exists.

The lack of experimental data is also the reason for the theoretical assessment of
the potential drying rate for both systems.

6 Conclusion

Many flat roof constructions run the risk of having the insulation replaced as
water is trapped in the insulation between the vapor retarder and the roof membrane
resulting in a higher energy loss. The drying of the insulation in such constructions is
very difficult and often the only available option is to remove the insulation or add
dry insulation on top of the wet layer. To avoid such replacement a series of new
roofing systems has been developed for expanded polystyrene, low-density mineral
wool and high-density mineral wool. These were developed so repair should be easy
and cost-effective in case water enters the insulation. The principle in the developed
roofing systems is that air is forced through a gap below the insulation, thereby
removing moisture. In the systems based on high-density mineral wool and expanded
polystyrene, grooves are created in the insulation, while the system based on low-



density mineral wool is using roofing cassettes to establish the air gap.
Another way of improving the roofing system is by decreasing the time from the

first water intrusion in the roof construction until the leak is discovered and repaired.
This is ensured by using a newly developed moisture sensor which is embedded in the
vapor retarder or made in narrow strips which are placed on top of the vapor retarder.
By using the moisture sensor the leak in the roof membrane can be pinpointed and
sealed and the insulation dried.

Each of the developed systems has been examined with regard to thermal
resistance, drying rate, air distribution and economy. These examinations have not yet
been supported by field data, but will be so in the near future.
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CONCRETE, THE DURABLE BUILDING MATERIAL
Concrete should last

M. R. SHIRLAW
Canadian Portland Cement Association, Ottawa, Canada

Abstract

When the decision was made to construct the huge gravity base structure for the
Hibernia oil extraction project off the coast of Newfoundland, the construction
material that was chosen was concrete.  Further, the material of choice for the
Confederation Bridge was concrete.  In another totally different vein, the paving
material for the recently constructed Highway 407 around Toronto was also selected
to be concrete. These three projects, widely different in character and function, all
had the same underlying specification...a need to satisfy long term performance
criteria.  The watchword is DURABILITY.
Concrete is recognized as a material which can be made to last, whether it has to face
pack ice pressures, pounding waves, freezing and thawing conditions or heavy
vehicular traffic.  However, there have been known cases where concrete systems
have deteriorated prematurely.  Parking structures represent a well known example,
where inappropriate material specifications, design criteria and construction practices
often combined to compromise long term resistance to freeze/thaw exposure and de-
icing salt corrosion. Stucco cladding systems represent another area where less than
ideal material specifications, detailing and construction practices have combined to
cause unacceptable performance consequences. Recognizing serviceability criteria,
any concrete mix can be proportioned to provide the necessary properties in both the
fresh and hardened states to perform satisfactorily.  Durability is the watchword.
Long term performance of any concrete related construction can be successfully
achieved through careful attention to material specifications, application and details.

Keywords: concrete, durability, portland cement, stucco, weather resistance.
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1 Introduction

It is the intention of this paper to show that concrete is one of the most durable
building materials available to mankind.  This ability to resist deterioration from the
harshness of the surrounding environment is a property of not only cast in place or
precast concrete but of all concrete products that are made with portland cement.
Such products include concrete masonry units (concrete blocks, bricks and paving
stones),  mortars, grouts (means to achieve soil and waste stabilization), roller
compacted paving and building cladding options, such as rendering and stucco.

It cannot be denied that many structures have been built, especially within our
lifetime, which have not performed in a manner consistent with the premise of long
life.  This paper looks at the more common failures with regard to durability,
examines what went wrong and makes suggestions to avoid their recurrence in the
future.  Included in the review of indicated improvements to ensure the integrity of
concrete systems with regard to durability is a look at recent developments in the
field of high performance concrete along with practical applications.

2 Examples of durable concrete structures

Although portland cement as we know it dates back only to 1824 when Joseph
Aspdin obtained a patent for his product, there are examples in the world of concretes
made with other forms of hydraulic cements which were built long before this date
and which still survive today.  One of the best examples is the domed roof of the
Pantheon in Rome, which was constructed over 1800 years ago.  Its arched span on
concrete ribs measures 43.3 metres, not an insignificant structure for any age.  The
structure is still standing today.  The concrete contained a cement made from a
mixture of ground lime and volcanic ash found near Pozzuoli, Italy, from which the
name pozzolanic cement is derived.

There are innumerable other examples in the world today of concrete structures
that have successfully withstood the ravages of time.

In 1908, Thomas Edison took out a patent for a system of cast-iron moulds for a
monolithic concrete house.  Edison’s system made it possible to form walls, floors,
stairways, roof, bath and laundry tubs and conduits for electric and water services in
one single casting operation.  His house is still in existence.

In Winnipeg, the construction of concrete paving for streets also began in 1908.
While many of these have been resurfaced and now function as rigid bases, there is
one example of one of these early streets in a residential neighbourhood is still
exposed and performs satisfactorily.  There are many other concrete streets in
Winnipeg that were built in the early and mid fifties that are still performing well
without resurfacing.

These are only a few examples that illustrate the point that concrete can be
made to be durable.  There is no reason today that all concrete should not be made to
last.



3 Present day durable structures

Turning to the present day, we recognize many significant structures for which
durability, as a vital property, was incorporated in the design.

The Confederation Bridge, linking Prince Edward Island with New Brunswick
is an excellent example.  As a design-build-operate-transfer contract, the onus was on
the contractor to develop the most economical structure possible, not only in
consideration of the initial capital cost, but also from the point of view of long term
maintenance.  Attention was given to known factors affecting corrosion of reinforced
and post-tensioned concrete:

• chlorides
• concrete alkalinity
• oxygen availability
• concrete resistivity

In consideration of these factors, it was concluded that the most effective way to
protect the structure against corrosion would be to use a High Performance Concrete
in combination with adequate cover.

Other considerations, although nevertheless leading to an assurance of
durability, led to the choice of High Performance Concrete for the Hibernia Gravity
Base Structure.  The caisson’s exterior walls form an ice shield 1.4 metres thick that
is designed to absorb iceberg impact.  The internal walls form a system of enclosed
cells of which some were designed for the storage of oil.  It is vital that the base slab
and interior walls of the structure remain completely watertight, so crack control was
a major factor in the design.

Durability, in terms of wear resistance in addition to freeze/thaw resistance, was
a major factor in the selection of concrete for the paving material for the recently
built Highway 407 across the city of Toronto.

4 Recognized inadequacies

There has been a justifiably large amount of concern in recent years about
crumbling infrastructure.  No construction material has been immune to this
unsightly, potentially dangerous and financially burdensome phenomenon, and
concrete is recognized to have performed poorly in many cited instances.  It may
seem paradoxical to claim that concrete can be one of the world’s most durable
construction materials when we know that the world is replete with examples of
dismally distressing failures.

Parking garages probably represent the prime example of unsatisfactory
performance of concrete construction.  There is no need to discuss the immense costs
that have been associated with parking garage repairs over the past several years.
Our concern here is why this problem had to happen in the first place.  Because of the
immensity of the problem, enough investigative work has been documented over the



years so that improvements in design and construction techniques could be prescribed
in the relevant CSA Standards.  The single cause of the problem is the liberal use of
salt on roads and city streets.  Migration of chloride ions into reinforced concrete
does not create a healthy environment for material stability.  CSA Standard S413
addresses this reality in parking structure design by offering a choice of protective
treatments, including increased cover to the top reinforcement, to ensure long term
serviceability of the structural system.

Highway bridge structures have also been recognized to have suffered undue
early deterioration, chiefly as a direct result of chloride induced corrosion.  The
liberal use of de-icing salts has generated a monumental repair bill.  But here again,
an understanding of the chemical processes leading to corrosion has brought about
improvements not only in design and construction, but in the materials from which
the structural concrete is made.

In both bridge construction and parking garage construction, High Performance
Concrete is becoming increasingly accepted.  Its improved water-tightness forms an
effective barrier to the ingress of salt laden water.  In many cases, the increased cost
is offset by associated savings, either through the reduction of structural material
quantities or through the use of less stringent protective measures.

In the above discussion, the concern has been focussed mainly on de-icing salts
and the inevitable chloride ion.  There are other corrosion inducing concerns,
however, that have come to the forefront in recent years and which also have been
addressed.  Chiefly among these is the phenomenon of alkali-aggregate reactivity and
the associated delayed ettringite formation.  Further discussion on this subject appears
in the next section of this paper.

5 Durability requirements

Durability refers to the ability of concrete to resist deterioration from the
environment or service in which it is placed.  Properly designed concrete should
endure without significant distress throughout its service life.

In order to ensure that concrete will be durable, attention has to be paid to a
number of important issues.  Design Codes and Standards include provisions
specifying limitations regarding water/cement ratio and percentage of air-entrainment
for various degrees of exposure.  Other provisions include requirements for chloride
content, cover to reinforcement, curing period and protective measures during
construction.  These documents, however, do not provide guidance on minimum
cement or cementitious materials contents for various anticipated uses.  It is a well
known fact that richer concrete mixes are more durable than leaner mixes.

Recommendations for durability and scale resistance include:

• A slump of 80mm or less
• A cementing materials content of 335 kg/m3 or more
• Proper finishing after bleed water has evaporated
• Adequate drainage with a slope of 1% or more



• Minimum 7 days moist curing at 10° C
• A minimum 30 days drying before exposure to freezing.

The addition of blast-furnace slag, silica fume, or fly-ash may have a negative
effect on the de-icer scaling resistance of concrete when a major part of the portland
cement is replaced by these supplementary cementing materials.  Percentage limits
are specified in CSA Standard A23.1-94 in an attempt to prevent deterioration in
service.  When combinations of portland cement and supplementary cementing
materials are used, the concrete should be tested to confirm adequate durability.

5.1 Air entrainment
The percentage and distribution of entrained air in the mix is an important

factor in assuring durability against freeze/thaw deterioration.  Tests are conducted in
the field on the plastic concrete to verify the percentage of entrainment and laboratory
procedures are carried out on hardened concrete to assure that the air-void system is
appropriate for the particular environment.

5.2 Chloride content
Concern with chloride-induced corrosion of reinforcing steel has led to the need

to monitor and limit the chloride content of reinforced concrete.  Limits are
established on the water-soluble chloride-ion content of hardened reinforced concrete.
It is important to note that the test method determines the total water-soluble ion
content of the concrete, including those locked into the aggregates.  In cases where
chloride in the aggregates is suspected, separate testing of the aggregates would be
required and a correction made to the total content to determine the actual amount of
free chloride ions.

5.3 Alkali-aggregate reactivity
Alkali-aggregate reactivity is a type of concrete deterioration due to a reaction

between the active mineral constituents of some aggregates and the sodium and
potassium alkaline components in the concrete mix, which are usually present in the
portland cement..

All natural rocks react with the cement paste to a certain extent which is
generally beneficial as this contributes to good bond between the paste and the
aggregate.  However, in some instances the reaction can result in excessive expansion
and cracking of concrete that is exposed to moisture.  This cracking leads to a
reduction in strength while at the same time allowing an increase in potential
saturation with its inherent reduced freeze/thaw durability.

A thorough discussion on the causes and effects of alkali-aggregate reactivity is
beyond the scope of this paper.  Nevertheless, it must be appreciated that the risk of
sudden structural failure in concrete due to alkali-aggregate reactivity is almost non-
existent.  In fact, much of the concrete in Canada that was made with reactive
aggregate remains in service.  However, the resulting formation of cracks may
interfere with serviceability through ingress of moisture and/or salts leading to other
forms of deterioration.  There is an excellent set of guidelines on the subject in
Appendix B of CSA Standard A23.1, Concrete Materials and Methods of Concrete



Construction.  This provides information on testing of aggregates for reactivity, a
listing of known potentially problematic aggregate sources in Canada and measures
to mitigate alkali-aggregate reactivity.  These measures take the form of chemical and
mortar bar tests on suspect aggregate supplies and the reduction, if necessary, of the
total alkali content of the concrete mix by the partial replacement of the portland
cement by suitable supplementary cementing materials.  Today, selective quarrying
meets the principles laid down in these guidelines.

6 Stucco

No discussion on the durability of cement based construction materials would
be complete without a serious look at stucco cladding systems.

There is a very serious misunderstanding that has developed in recent years
concerning the performance of stucco cladding systems in multi-family residential
construction, particularly in West Coast locations.  In fact, the serviceability of
portland cement stucco has been proof-tested through long use in extreme
environments.  But, as with any other construction material, failure to follow
specifications or to use acceptable construction practices will inevitably compromise
the weather resisting capabilities of any building system.

In addition to the stucco material and the way in which it is applied, building
details have a definite influence over subsequent performance.  Of particular concern
in this regard is the modern tendency to minimize roof overhangs which are vitally
effective in shedding roof accumulated runoff away from exterior wall surfaces.

6.1 Admixtures
Admixtures in stucco mixes should not be used indiscriminately because they

generally are not needed and are often detrimental to subsequent performance.  Of
special concern are forms of plasticizers that are not recognized by industry
established specifications.  Stucco mixes are very sensitive to admixtures.  The
absorptive property of the substrate also has a marked influence over the
effectiveness of an admixture.

Commonly acceptable admixtures include:

• air-entraining admixtures
• accelerators
• bonding agents
• colouring pigments

Unacceptable admixtures include:

• antifreeze compounds
• water repellents
• detergents



6.2 Application
Care and attention has to be exercised in preparing the substrate for stucco. In

sheathed frame construction, waterproof building paper or felt should always be
placed over the sheathing followed by the metal reinforcement, which should be
attached to the supports rather than to the sheathing.  Attention has to be paid to
accommodating building movements through correctly located control joints to avoid
inducing internal stresses that can lead to cracking.  This includes paying attention to
details at windows and door openings as this is crucial for successful performance.

If prepared and applied properly, portland cement stucco should form an
excellent weather resistant exterior wall covering that should perform satisfactorily in
a wet climate.

7 High performance concrete

This is a term usually used to describe concretes made with carefully selected
high quality ingredients, optimized mixture designs, and which are batched, mixed,
placed, compacted and cured to the highest industry standards.  Typically such
concretes will have low water/cementing materials ratios which impart a degree of
superiority to the following desireable in-place properties:

• High strength
• Abrasion resistance
• Low permeability
• Low absorption
• Low diffusion coefficient
• High resistivity
• Resistance to chemical attack
• High modulus of elasticity
• High resistance to freeze/thaw damage
• Volume stability
• Inhibition of bacterial growth

From this list it can be seen that the emphasis for many applications may not
necessarily lie in compressive strength, but rather on other properties having more
relevance to the particular application.

Earlier in this paper we were introduced to a few outstanding examples of
successful applications of high performance concrete.  This material is clearly a great
improvement over previous formulations of high quality concrete, made possible by
the use of modern admixtures and supplementary cementing materials.  It is a pity
that the construction industry in general is inhibited by the traditional first cost
approach to assessment of viability rather than a more rational long term approach
based on a reliable life-cycle cost analysis.  Ultimately, the superior qualities of high
performance concrete, especially in regard to durability, will lead to its wider
acceptance.



8 Conclusion

Durability refers to the ability of a concrete based material to resist deterioration
from the environment or from the service in which it is placed.  Any portland cement
based construction material can be proportioned to provide necessary properties in
both the fresh and hardened states to perform satisfactorily for its expected service
life.

This paper has presented examples of concrete applications that have
successfully withstood the ravages of time.  It has also looked at recent concrete
construction projects  for which durability was a major consideration in the design
and measures were taken to specifically ensure that these particular structures would
experience a long, trouble free life.
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DESIGN OF CONCRETE TO RESIST CARBONATION
Rate of carbonation of concrete
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Abstract

The rate of carbonation in concrete is influenced by both its physical properties and
exposure conditions.  Therefore, service life prediction of reinforced concrete
structures in an environment where carbonation is a probable cause of corrosion of
steel in concrete may be made in terms of both the physical properties and the
exposure conditions.  Investigations in the past have quantified the effect of ambient
relative humidity on the rate of carbonation in concrete.  Therefore, some attempts
have been made to include an environmental stress factor in models to predict the
service life of concrete subjected to carbonation.  However, when it is the question of
service life design of concrete to resist carbonation induced deterioration, a definite
procedure is not available at present.  This is primarily due to a lack of consensus on
parameters to be used for the design.  This has prompted the authors to study the
relationships which could be used to design concrete for its intended service life when
carbonation is a likely cause of deterioration.

Keywords:  Air permeability, accelerated carbonation test, carbonation, carbonation
rate, compressive strength, durability, service life design.

1 Introduction

Corrosion of reinforcing steel is one of the most critical limit states affecting the
durability of reinforced concrete structures.  There are a wide range of factors, some
internal and some external that create conditions favourable for corroson to initiate
and propagate.  One of these causes is carbonation.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 423-435.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Carbonation is the result of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere diffusing into
concrete and converting calcium hydroxide and other cement hydrates into insoluble
carbonates.  This results in a reduction in the pH of the concrete and corrosion of steel
in the case of reinforced concrete (Parrott, 1987).  Out of 271 cases of deterioration of
various types of reinforced concrete structures reviewed in a recent project (British
Cement Association, 1997), 46 cases have been due to carbonation induced corrosion
of reinforcement.  Amongst the 76 cases of buildings reviewed, 33 cases deteriorated
due to the effect of carbonation.  Therefore, the rate at which carbonation proceeds is
important in order to estimate the service life of reinforced concrete structures.

The rate of carbonation can be determined by monitoring the depth of
carbonation over a period of time (Kropp and Hilsdorf, 1995; Schiessl, 1988).  It
generally follows a formula of the form:

dc = K√t
where dc = depth of carbonation

K = rate of carbonation, a constant
t = duration of exposure.

This relationship has been derived from Fick’s first law of diffusion and the amount
of carbon dioxide required to carbonate the alkaline components in the concrete
(Kropp and Hilsdorf, 1995).  Although the diffusion coefficient of carbon dioxide
through the concrete is assumed to be constant, in order to arrive at the above
expression, the constant in the expression encompasses several factors in the
carbonation process.  These factors are mix proportions, curing regime and age (both
providing information on the degree of hydration), material characteristics which
control the transport properties, environmental conditions and degree of exposure to
carbon dioxide.  As a result, the rate of carbonation changes for different concretes
and set of conditions to which the concrete is exposed.

The rate of carbonation is obtained from the slope of a plot of carbonation depth
against square root of exposure duration (Loo et al, 1994).  The main factor that has
been found to influence the rate of carbonation is water-cement ratio (Parrott, 1987).
As an increase in water-cement ratio increases the porosity and permeability of
concrete, this in turn increases the rate of carbonation (Hobbs, 1988).  The effect of
other mix parameters on the rate of carbonation is not clear in the literature.
Therefore, with the present level of knowledge, it is difficult to design concrete for a
specific degree of carbonation resistance.  In order to deal with this, a detailed
experimental programme was carried out by the authors.  The results from this
investigation are reported and discussed in this paper.

2 Experimental programme

2.1 Test variables
The experimental programme consisted of testing 17 different concrete mixes.

Table 1 presents the mix variables and the mass per unit volume of cement, fine
aggregate, coarse aggregate and water for the seventeen mixes.  The mix



combinations were decided after carrying out trials to check for their viability, i.e. to
eliminate honeycombing and segregation.  As shown in Table 1, a fine aggregate-
coarse aggregate ratio of 0.5 was used in this test series.  However, further work is in
progress to study the effect of two other levels of fine aggregate-coarse aggregate
ratio.

Table 1: Experimental variables amd mass per unit volume of constituents

W/C
by mass

A/C
by mass

Cement
content

(kg/m3)

Fine
aggregate
content
(kg/m3)

Coarse
aggregate
content
(kg/m3)

Water
content

(kg/m3)
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.7

3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8

563
533
468
448
429
400
387
374
360
340
328
319
302
295
287
266
260

563
533
624
595
572
667
645
619
600
679
657
637
705
688
669
710
694

1125
1066
1248
1190
1145
1333
1290
1238
1200
1359
1314
1274
1410
1377
1377
1419
1388

225
267
187
223
258
160
194
223
252
170
197
223
151
177
201
160
182

Note: Fine aggregate-coarse aggregate ratio = 0.5

2.2 Materials used
Class 42.5N Portland Cement (British Standards Institution, 1991), medium

graded natural sand (British Standards Institution, 1992) and crushed basalt 20 mm
and 10 mm sizes in the ratio 1:1 were used for all mixes.  In order to control the
moisture condition of the aggregates, all aggregates were oven-dried at a temperature
of 40 0C and allowed to cool for at least 1 day.  The saturated surface-dry 30 minute
water absorption values (British Standards Institution, 1975) were also measured.
These allowed a corrected water quantity to be calculated when batching the materials
to ensure that the aggregate in the concrete was in a saturated and surface-dry
condition.  Tap water at a temperature of approximately 20 0C was used for all mixes.



2.3 Manufacture of test specimens
Four 250x250x100 mm slabs and three 100 mm cubes were cast using each

mix.  For each mix the required quantities were batched by mass and then mixed
together using a pan mixer in accordance with BS 1881: Part 125: 1986 (British
Standards Institution, 1986).  The test specimens were cast in two layers and
compacted using a vibrating table.  Full compaction was considered to have been
achieved when air bubbles stopped appearing on the concrete surface.  After
vibrating, the concrete surface was ‘rubbed-up’ smooth using a metal float and
covered with a polythene sheet to prevent evaporation of water from the concrete.

2.4 Curing, conditioning and preparation of test specimens
Approximately 6 hours after the concrete had been cast the moulds were

covered with damp hessian.  The moulds were stripped next day and the hardened
concrete samples were placed in a constant temperature (20 0C) water bath, where it
remained for 3 days.  These were then wrapped in polythene sheet and transferred into
a storage laboratory kept at a constant temperature of 18 0C (± 2 0C) and a relative
humidity of 60% (± 5%).  When the specimens were 28 days old, four 50 mm
diameter cores and one 100 mm core were cut from each of the four slabs.  The cores
were then surface dried and the curved surface of each core was coated with
Sikaguard, 680 ICOSIT Concrete Cosmetic Acrylic paint.  These were then saturated
by following an incremental immersion approach and then placed in a drying cabinet
at a constant temperature of 40 0C and a relative humidity of 20%.  The reason for
this was to remove moisture from the surface of the concrete in order to eliminate the
effect of moisture on the permeability results and to obtain a mean relative humidity
of about 65% in the near surface concrete up to a depth of about 30 mm.  The cores
remained in the drying cabinet for a period of 14 days and were then transferred to a
testing laboratory kept at a constant temperature of 20 0C (± 0.5 0C) and a relative
humidity of 50% (± 5%).  After being here for 1 day they were tested.

2.5 Test methods
The three 100 mm cubes were tested at the age of 28 days to determine the

concrete compressive strength (British Standards Institution, 1983).  The four 100
mm diameter cores were tested for air permeability by using the Autoclam
Permeability System (Basheer et. al., 1994) at the end of the conditioning regime.
Both the 100 mm and 50 mm diameter cores were then placed in the carbonation
chamber.

The carbonation test was carried out at a carbon dioxide concentration of 5% (±
0.2%) in an environment of 65% (± 1%) relative humidity and 20 0C (± 1 0C).  The
depth of carbonation was measured at the start of the test and thereafter each week up
to 3 weeks exposure in the chamber.  At these times, four cores from each mix were
removed from the chamber and the depth of carbonation was determined by splitting
the core longitudinally and spraying the split surface with a 1% phenolphthalein
indicator solution.  After 24 hours the depth of carbonation was measured at three
locations at right angles to the exposed surface to an accuracy of 0.5 mm in



accordance with RILEM recommendations in report CPC-18 (RILEM, 1988).  An
average of the three readings from the four cores was reported as the depth of
carbonation after each week’s exposure in the chamber.  These values were plotted
against squre root of the duration of exposure and the rate of carbonation was
determined for each mix.

At the end of the carbonation test, the 100 mm cores were tested for air
permeability and sorptivity, by using the Autoclam Permeability System.

3 Methods of analysis

Two approaches were used to analyse the data.  The first attempt was to identify
the trends and relationships between the rate of carbonation and both mix parameters
and the physical properties.  However, no attempt was made to ‘quantify’ the
influence of each of the mix parameters on the measured properties.  The second
approach was to quantify the effects of the mix parameters, so that the resulting
information could be used for the development of the new mix design for carbonation
resistance of normal Portland cement concretes.  The data were analysed by using the
Muliple Linear Regression (MLR) method and nomograms were developed to satisfy
this objective.

The main aim of MLR in general was to develop empirical prediction models.
Therefore, at the end of this analysis, as well as quantifying the contribution of each
of the mix parameters, there were also prediction models for each of the measured
properties and ultimately it was possible to use these as the basis for a new mix
design procedure.  The main steps involved in this overall procedure were as follows:
(i) Testing normality of experimental data.
(ii) Developing MLR models.
(iii) Quantify the contribution of mix parameters on measured properties.
(iv) Develop prediction models.

A computer package, ‘STATVIEW’ was used for the anlaysis of the data.  The
compressive strength, sorptivity and rate of carbonation results followed a normal
distribution reasonably well without applying any transformation to the data,
however, a logarithmic transformation was required for the air permeability data.

The MLR models were developed for both ‘mass ratio’ (i.e. water-cement ratio
and aggregate-cement ratio) and ‘mass/unit volume’ (i.e. cement content, fine
aggregate content, coarse aggregate content and water content, all in kg/m3).  In
addition, a predictive model for rate of carbonation based on compressive strength, air
permeability and sorptivity was developed.  Before developing the MLR models, the
correlation between rate of carbonation and each of the variables used in the analysis
was determined.  This is reported in Table 2.  Then, starting with the variable which
had the highest correlation, the analysis for the development of the MLR model was
carried out.  Table 3 presents the improvement of the model with the addition of each
variable in the MLR models.  The MLR analysis resulted in the following empirical
models (note that additive models were developed in all cases):



RoC = β0 + β1(W/C) + β2(A/C) + εi (mass ratio)
RoC = α0 + α1(CC) + α2(FAC) + α3(CAC) + α4(WC) + εi (mass/unit volume)
RoC = γ0 + γ1(Fcu) + γ2(API) + γ3(SI) + εi (properties)

where RoC = Rate of carbonation
           β0, α0 and γ0 = intercept
           β1 and β2 or α1, α2 and α3 or γ1, γ2 and γ3

= multipliers for the independent or explanatory variables
         εi = random error associated with the variate

Table 4 presents the intercepts and multipliers for the MLR models for rate of
carbonation.

Table 2: Correlation between rate of carbonation and variables used in the
analysis

Description Variable Coeff. of determination, R2

Mass ratio

Mass/unit volume

Properties of concrete

W/C
A/C

Cement content, CC
Water cotent, WC
Fine agg. content, FAC
Coarse agg. content, CAC

Compressive strength, Fcu
Air permeability, API
Sorptivity, SI

0.829
0.192

0.275
0.092
0.01
0.014

0.792
0.429
0.642

Table 3:  Development of MLR models for rate of carbonation

Type of MLR
model

Variables included Explained
(%)

Improvement
(%)

Unexplained
(%)

Coeff. of
multiple
determination
R2

Mass ratio

Mass/unit
volume

Physical
properties

W/C
A/C

CC
CC+WC
CC+WC+CAC
CC+WC+CAC+FAC

Fcu
Fcu+SI
Fcu+SI+API

82.92
83.80

27.48
79.69
79.70
82.51

79.19
79.93
80.10

+0.88

+52.21
+0.01
+2.81

+0.74
+0.17

17.08
19.20

72.52
20.31
20.30
17.49

20.81
20.07
19.90

0.838

0.825

0.801



Table 4: Intercepts and multipliers for the MLR models for rate of carbonation

Type of MLR
model

Explanatory variables Intercept Multiplier Coeff. of
multiple
determination,
R2

Mass ratio

Mass/unit
volume

Physical
properties

W/C
A/C

CC
CC+WC
CC+WC+CAC
CC+WC+CAC+FAC

Fcu
Fcu+SI
Fcu+SI+API

-7.567

-164.74

12.18

26.225
-0.206

0.0553
0.3274
0.3535
-0.033

-0.157
0.735
1.280

0.838

0.825

0.801

4 Discussion of results

4.1 Influence of mix parameters on rate of carbonation
Figure 1 shows the rate of carbonation for different water-cement ratios and

aggregate-cement ratios for a constant fine aggregate-coarse aggregate ratio of 0.5.  It
can be seen that the effect of water-cement ratio is to increase the depth of
carbonation for all the aggregate-cement ratios.  Generally this effect increased
towards higher aggregate-cement ratios.  Apart from experimental variation, the rate
of carbonation remained almost constant at different aggregate-cement ratios for all
water-cement ratios.  The increase in the rate of carbonation due to the increase in
water-cement ratio can be related to increased porosity and carbon dioxide transport.
This result was reported in several publications (Parrott, 1987; Hobbs, 1988).  The
effect of aggregate-cement ratio observed here appears to be in contradiction to
results reported by other researchers (Papadakis et. al., 1991), that there was an
increase in depth of carbonation due to an increase in aggregate-cement ratio.
However, the data obtained from the literature was for concretes for which the water-
cement ratio increased when the aggregate-cement ratio increased.  As the trend
reported in figure 1, was repeated at four different water-cement ratios, it is justifiable
to conclude that there is no significant effect due to an increase in aggregate-cement
ratio on the rate of carbonation.
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Fig. 1: The effect of water-cement ratio and aggregate-cement ratio on rate of
carbonation

The dotted line in Figure 1 shows the overall effect of water-cement ratio on the
rate of carbonation.  At each of the water-cement ratios, the effect of aggregate-
cement ratio is not very significant.  The spread is mainly due to the water-cement
ratio and this alone explained about 83% variation in rate of carbonation (Table 3).
There was only a marginal improvement in the MLR models by the addition of
aggregate-cement ratio (0.88%).

The dependence of rate of carbonation on mass/unit volume can be seen in
Table 3.  Both cement and water content together (i.e. W/C effect) contributed to
about 80% variation of the rate of carbonation.  Other factors, such as the amount of
fine aggregate and coarse aggregate in the mix, have no significant effect on the rate
of carbonation.  When the results of mixes with fine aggregate-coarse aggregate ratio
of 0.3 and 0.7 are available, this analysis will be repeated and the true effect of both
these variables quantified.

Figure 2 reports the effect of water cement ratio and cement content on rate of
carbonation.  For each aggregate-cement ratio, the cement content varied slightly
when the water-cement ratio was changed.  However, the main effect that can be seen
in this Figure is that the main variation in rate of carbonation is due to the change in
water-cement ratio.  For the whole range of cement content tested, the rate of
carbonation decreased marginally with an increase in cement content.  However, this
cannot be considered as overly significant.  Another trend which can be obtained is
that, for a given water-cement ratio, the increase in aggregate-cement ratio resulted in
a significant decrease in cement content and this, in turn, decreased the rate of



carbonation (shown as dotted lines in Figure 2).  However, there was kink in the trend
for all water-cement ratios.  The information available at present cannot explain the
reason for this sudden jump in the trend.  The reduction in rate of carbonation is
considered to be due to the reduction in calcium oxide with the decrease in cement
content (Papadakis, 1991).
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Fig. 2: Effect of w/c ratio and cement content on rate of carbonation

4.2 Dependence of rate of carbonation on measured properties of concrete
The depth of carbonation is correlated with compressive strength, air

permeability and sorptivity in Figures 3, 4 and 5 respectively.  In Figure 3, there is a
very good correlation between the rate of carbonation and the cube compressive
strength, as indicated by a value of 0.823 for the coefficient of determination.  This
accounted for about 79% of the variability in the MLR model (Table 3).  (Note that an
exponential relationship is presented in Figure 3, however, the regression coefficient
in Table 3 is for the linear regression analysis.)
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Fig. 3: Dependence of rate of carbonation on cube compressive strength

The correlation between the rate of carbonation and both the air permeability
and the sorptivity in Figures 4 and 5 is not as good as that obtained for compressive
strength.  The effect of both conditioning and mix parameters on permeation
properties differs from that on cube compressive strength.  As the effect of these are
not studied in this investigation, only general trends are given emphasis at present.
The improvement of the MLR model in Table 3 with the addition of both the
sorptivity and air permeability is insignificant when comparing this with the effect of
compressive strength alone.

4.3 Development of design curves
The above discussion would suggest that in order to design normal Portland

cement concrete mixes for carbonation resistance, a simplified approach is to control
the water-cement ratio.  However, it should be noted that this needs to be verified for
various aggregate grading and types of aggregate.  It is known that the water-cement
ratio controls the compressive strength of normal Portland cement concretes.  As a
consequence, if concrete is designed for a specified compressive strength, an estimate
of resistance to carbonation may be made.
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Fig. 5: Dependence of rate of carbonation on sorptivity index

If service life design of concrete to resist carbonation is required, the MLR
models in Table 4 could be used.  Figure 6 illustrates the prediction model for rate of
carbonation on the basis of water-cement ratio and aggregate-cement ratio.
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Figure 6 would suggest that, if the findings based on accelerated carbonation
testing can be validated for normal exposure conditions, the rate of carbonation can
be used to determine the mix proportions which would ensure a specified service life
of reinforced concrete.  This is because, for a given depth of cover, the rate of
carbonation could provide the time before which carbonation reaches the
reinforcement.  Further research in this area is in progress at present at Queen’s and it
is expected that a suitable procedure for the service life design of concrete for
carbonation resistance can be developed.

5 Conclusions

On the basis of the results presented in this paper, the following conclusions
have been reached.
i) The rate of carbonation of normal Portland cement concrete is primarily

influenced by the water-cement ratio and other factors have only a marginal
effect.  Therefore, concrete can be designed to have a specific carbonation
resistance based entirely on the water-cement ratio.  However, this should be
verified for different types of and gradings of aggregate.

ii) The rate of carbonation from accelerated carbonation testing can be used for
the service life design of concrete in an environment where carbonation is a
probable cause of deterioration.  However, there is a need to relate the results



of the accelerated test to those of natural exposure trials before this approach
can be used.
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IMPROVEMENT OF TRADITIONAL BUILDING MATERIALS AND
TECHNIQUES
Traditional knowledge on materials durability

A.B. NGOWI
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Botswana, Botswana

Abstract

The pre-industrial societies built their shelters using materials that were locally
available.  Time was the only means of testing the characteristics of the materials.
However, the materials and building solutions that passed the test of time were
disseminated throughout the community and were passed from one generation to
another through participation in building activities.  This ensured dissemination of
good practices and created possibilities for improvement.  The contemporary
societies, on the other hand, have made tremendous breakthroughs in the
improvement of strength and durability of materials and structures built using
them.  While some societies have been able to improve the durability of their
building materials and use them to build structures whose life spans can be
measured in centuries, other societies are still using the materials in their primitive
form with the resulting structures lasting only a few years.  Therefore, while the
durability of most building materials has improved substantially, the resulting
benefits have not reached the majority of the needy societies in the world.
Referring to the excellent durability that has been achieved in the modern masonry
structures as an example and a case study in Botswana, this paper argues that the
only way that the breakthroughs so far achieved in the durability of building
materials can be disseminated to the needy societies is by gradually incorporating
appropriate elements from the modern practices to the traditional practices in the
context of the later.  In this way, the skills that have been learned “by doing” will
be improved gradually instead of replacing them radically with skills that should
be learned from training institutions.  The paper concludes by advocating learning
from tradition on how to disseminate new findings on building materials for
sustainable design.

Keywords: Building materials, contemporary building practices, durability of
materials, sustainable design, traditional building practices.
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1 Introduction

In the traditional societies, man depended on natural sources of energy and
available local materials in forming his habitat according to his physiological
needs.  Over many centuries, people everywhere appear to have learned to interact
with their climate, which shapes the rhythm of their lives as well as their habitat.
Thus, using the locally available materials, they built houses that were more or
less satisfactory in providing them with the microclimate they needed.  The
successful solutions to the problems of climate did not result from deliberate
scientific reasoning.  They grew out of countless experiments and the experiences
of generations of builders who continued to use what worked and rejected what
did not.  They were passed on from one generation to another in the form of
traditional, rigid and apparently arbitrary rules for selecting sites, orienting the
building, and choosing the materials, building method and design (Mead, 1964;
Fathy, 1986).  In the traditional construction there was a clear understanding of
how the processes of designing, building and operating affect each other, the users
and the environment.

While stone is the oldest, most abundant raw building material for both
prehistoric and civilized people, brick is the oldest manufactured building material
invented by traditional societies.  The simplicity, strength and durability of these
materials gave them a dominant place in the history of buildings.  The small sizes
of stone which were made possible by the invention of appropriate cutting tools,
and mud bricks, lead to the development of masonry arches and domes which
overcame the limitations of spanning long distances (Bowyer, 1973; Beall, 1993).

The Industrial Revolution ushered in innovations in structural building
practices based primarily on the classical designs of earlier cultures.  The new
structural forms, the invention of Portland cement and the development of an
efficient steel production process shifted the emphasis from stone and bricks to
iron, steel and concrete construction.  Moreover, there was a general shift in
technological innovation, and skeleton frame construction began to replace load-
bearing masonry.  However, over years, laboratory and field tests have identified
and defined the physical properties of masonry and verified its excellent
performance in fire control, sound transmission, sound attenuation and thermal
resistance (Beall, 1993).

Today, masonry construction includes not only quarried stone and clay brick
but other manufactured products such as concrete block, cast stone, structural clay
tile, terra cotta and glass block.  Contemporary masonry is also very different from
the traditional construction in terms of structural behaviour.  Contemporary
masonry buildings are thinner, lighter weight, more efficient structural systems
and veneers than in the past.  In spite of all the achievements in masonry
construction, majority of the people in developing countries who depend on earth
as their only building material are still using it in its primitive form.

Against this background, this paper discusses the virtues of the traditional
construction regarding the durability of building materials and by reviewing the
development of soil brick construction in Botswana the paper proposes a
framework with which important findings can be disseminated for wider use.



2 Virtues of traditional construction

Traditional construction methods have been able to produce affordable and
relevant structures because they developed from their place and inhabitants, the
“genius loci”, climate, geomophological situation, available materials, hazards,
needs for comfort and protection, skills and socio-cultural values and ethnic
context and the economic system.

In the traditional European societies, the master mason or master carpenter
headed a construction team and he saw the project from a broad picture as well as
in detail given the fact that he had administrative skills based on thorough and
comprehensive knowledge of the work.  He was responsible for procuring
materials given his knowledge and experience on the durability of the materials,
their sources, cost and the methods of installing them.  Knowledge about selection
of materials based especially on their durability was passed to all members of the
construction team who were in different categories of craftsmen, apprentices or
labourers (Galernter, 1995).

In the traditional African societies, construction was an activity for all
members of the community.  Everyone, including children had a role to play, and
through participation, the building skills were passed down from one generation to
another.  In some parts of Africa, particularly in West Africa, there were families
of builders responsible for all the building activities in their communities (Curtin,
1968).  Building skills were passed down the generations among the members of
these families only.  Knowledge about durable building trees that could, for
instance, be used for building purposes was passed to children as they
accompanied their parents to collect them from the bush.  Similarly, methods of
making sun-dried bricks in such a way that they attain relatively high durability
were explained to the members of the community during their participation in
these activities.  Thus, whatever knowledge was available, particularly on building
materials, it was passed to the members of the community and ultimately to
subsequent generations (Kenyatta, 1938; Schapera, 1943; Larsson, 1990; Ngowi,
1997 a).

In the contemporary societies, on the other hand, the construction industry
has been split into a maze of specialized roles.  The design and construction roles
which were successfully undertaken by the master builder in consultation with his
client in the traditional European societies or by the members of the community in
the traditional African societies, are now often handled by different organizations
whose imperatives are not necessarily the same (Ngowi, 1998).  The knowledge
on the durability of building materials and construction methods, which was
common or at least readily accessible, is now restricted to a few materials
specialists.  Although this specialization has proved itself invaluable in the pursuit
of efficiency, its narrow short-range focus, in the absence of a complimentary
organic approach, has meant that the breakthroughs that have so far been made on
the durability of building materials has not reached the people who need it most.
The contemporary societies have certainly something to learn from the traditional
construction practices regarding the dissemination of new knowledge on the
durability of materials and construction methods to a wider public.



3 Construction using bricks

This section reviews the development of soil brick construction in Botswana
as one of building materials whose durability has been successfully improved, and
proposes a framework with which important findings can be disseminated for
wider use.

The use of bricks for construction dates back to about eight centuries ago.
Unlike the stone which occurs naturally and whose suitable deposits are widely
scattered, bricks can be manufactured using most types of soil if proper
procedures are followed.   At first, man found that the most convenient method for
constructing earth walls was by pressing mud or clay into conveniently sized
lumps and, after air or sun drying, to lay them in walls set in mud mortar.  This
type of brick is commonly known as “adobe”, which is a Spanish word signifying
an unburnt brick dried in the sun.  Other types of traditional earth construction use
rammed earth and pressed earth blocks (Middleton, 1987; Beall, 1964).

However, like building stone, brick must combine properties of durability,
low porosity and structural strength with attractive appearance.  Many bricks are
produced which satisfy one or all of these requirements, but there are three basic
varieties: commons are suitable for general building purposes, but are not
particularly attractive; facings are specially made for their attractive appearance
which is achieved by variations in colour and surface texture; engineering bricks
have high strength and low absorption.  Each brick needs to have a constant shape
and size to simplify bricklaying.

Many kinds of clay material are suitable for making bricks.  The material
may be pure plastic clay formed from the decay of igneous rock or shale, or it may
be alluvium incorporating sand and silt.  Four different types of kilns are available
for the production of clay bricks: tunnel kiln, continuous chamber kiln,
intermittent chamber kiln and the clamp.  The main technical aspects of kiln
choice are the characteristics of the clay, the scale of output and the available
fuels.  The choice in these respects is more critical for more sophisticated types of
kiln, especially the tunnel kiln, which is by far the most complex of the four
(Keddie, 1980).  The principle alternative fuels used to fire the kilns are oil, coal
and wood.  With the dwindling supply of wood in most developing countries and
the escalating costs of coal and oil, coupled with unavailability of adequate
numbers of skilled and experienced staff, brick production in these countries has
remained an expensive undertaking.

4 Soil brick construction in Botswana

Originally, the traditional Tswana house was based on wattle-and-daub
construction in which poles were used as structural frame for the walls and for
support of the roof (Frescura, 1985).  However, the movement of the Tswana
people from areas containing ample supply of building trees to areas with less
supply, coupled with increase in population lead to abandonment of wattle-and-
daub construction and shifted to mud brick walls.  Mud brick construction
involves manual moulding of the bricks in wooden moulds, after which they are
sun-dried before they are used for construction.  The walls are constructed by



laying the bricks in a bed of cow dung-mud mixture, which is also used to fill the
vertical joints and for plastering the walls.  Sometimes, sand-cement mortar is
used to plaster the walls.  Traditionally, the moulding of the bricks, construction
of the walls and plastering is done by women.

Although the contemporary types of bricks mentioned earlier, i.e., commons,
facings and engineering bricks are available in the formal building materials
market, their prices are beyond the reach of the majority of the people living in the
rural areas.  Also, the skills used to construct the traditional house are not suitable
for the contemporary brick.  In other words, one has to purchase the materials and
hire a trained bricklayer when constructing using the contemporary brick, and this
makes the houses expensive.  For this reason, the majority of the rural population
in Botswana has continued relying on the traditional practice for shelter provision.

However, the traditional house has raised a number of complaints from users
who are forced to carry out constant annual maintenance.  A study in two major
villages in Botswana namely Mahalapye and Tsabong, found that the main
problem with the traditional house is concerned with the low durability of the
walls due to the effects of rainwater (Ngowi, 1997 b).  In order to determine an
effective method for improving the wall material, soil samples from the two
villages were collected and experimented with various stabilizers.  It was
established that, the addition of 5% cement by weight to the soil, produced bricks
which could withstand the effects of moisture and made water-resistant rendering
(Ngowi, 1997 b).  The results of this experiment closely matched the findings of a
similar experiment that was carried out in the Building Department at the
University of the Witwatersrand (Morris and Blight, 1996).

A follow-up study carried out in one of the villages (Tsabong) involved the
production of cement stabilized bricks which were used to construct two
experimental houses using the traditional skills and labour organization (Ngowi,
1997 c).  Three specific measures were taken when constructing the experimental
houses:

1. The foundations were set 300 mm below the normal ground level as
compared with an average of 100 mm in the traditional construction.  The
ground surrounding the houses was properly graded to facilitate quick
drainage.

2. No rendering was applied to the brick wall.  This was done to enable
observation of the effects of rainwater on the wall.

3. It was ensured that a house constructed at the same time using unstabilized
soil bricks was identified.  This would eventually act as a “control” for
comparison purposes.

On their completion, the experimental houses were occupied just like the
traditional ones without treating them with special care.  Their performances,
therefore, reflected the real situation.

The following section reports on a study of the performance of the
experimental houses and the reactions of the villagers towards the houses two
years after their construction.



4.1 The performance of the experimental houses
The assessment of the performance of the experimental houses was based on

a comparison with the “control” which was constructed at the same time using
unstabilized soil bricks.  Although the control was constructed several metres
away from the experimental houses on a different plot, it was assumed for all
practical purposes to be subjected to similar environmental effects.  Also for
practical purposes, only the problems affecting the traditional house as seen from
the eyes of the user were investigated.  These problems included (Ngowi, 1997 b):

1. Undermining of the base of the wall by floodwater.
2. Cracking of the walls and renderings.
3. Water absorption by the wall material when it rains, leading to increased

weight and lowering of strength.
4. Separation of the rendering in the form of large panels which eventually fell

down.

While the owner of the control said that problem number 1, i.e. undermining
of the base of the wall by flood water had affected the structure each time it
rained, the owners of the experimental houses said that they never experienced
this problem.  Personal observations established that, just outside the base of the
walls of the experimental houses were flowerbeds, which indicated that the area is
never tempered with floodwater.  On the other hand, the base of the walls of the
control was protected using a 200 mm high plinth, which the owner said is
partially washed away each time it rains heavily.

Several cracks were observed on the rendering of the control, but the owner
said that no maintenance had been carried out to specifically correct cracking
since the house was constructed.  No cracks were visible on the experimental
houses.

The surface of the rendering of the control showed large notches and scars,
which were visibly caused by driving rains.  The surface of the walls of
experimental houses showed some minor indents and closer examination showed
that these might have been caused by presence of large particles in the bricks,
which could not withstand the impact of rain and were therefore dislodged.

There was no evidence in the experimental houses to show that the walls had
absorbed rainwater.  However, the rendering on the control showed uneven
surface, which was likely caused by absorption of rainwater and subsequent
drying.  A combination of cracking and water absorption resulted in some loose
portions on the rendering, which on further wetting might fall off.

In general, the owners of the experimental houses said that they were quite
satisfied with the performance of the houses and had so far not carried out any
maintenance, while the owner of the control complained of the usual constant
maintenance.  It can, therefore, be argued that the contemporary practice of
cement stabilization has benefited the traditional earth construction technology.

4.2 Reaction of the villagers towards the experimental houses
Interviewing the owners of each of the 42 households in Kgosing ward

(administrative subdivision of a village), where the experimental houses were
constructed assessed the reactions of the villagers.  A visit was made to each



household in the ward and after introducing the purpose of the visit the following
questions were asked:

1.  Would you like to own a house similar to the experimental houses?  If yes,
why?

2.  The experimental houses have been here for two years, but you do not seem
to have built similar house.  What is the problem?

3.  What do you think should be done in order to spread construction of such
houses more widely?

Question one established that the owners of 36 households who own
traditional houses would like to own a house similar to the experimental one
because they are affordable and yet do not require regular maintenance.  In the
remaining six households, there was at least one house in each plot constructed
using contemporary materials, and the owners said that they would prefer those
houses to the experimental ones.  It was interesting to note that all the
interviewees were familiar with the cost and procedures used to construct the
experimental houses and were all aware of their superior performance compared
with the traditional house.  Most of this information was said to have been
obtained from ward meetings during which ward leaders discussed the virtue of
the experimental houses.

Question two established that the 36 respondents who showed interest in the
experimental houses had not constructed similar types because they still had sound
traditional houses, which had not reached replacement stage.  They all indicated
that they would replace their traditional houses with houses similar to the
experimental ones when time comes.

Question three established three important ways in which the villagers think
could be used to spread the use of stabilized soil construction more widely.  One
proposal, which was mentioned by 30 of the 42 interviewees, is that the
government needs to show the villagers that it approves of such houses by
constructing similar ones for her employees.  Since the government has
representation in each ward in the country, such a move was said to be the most
effective means for wider dissemination of the method.  Another method, which
was pointed out by 25 interviewees, is to establish a brigade of builders who will
offer guidance to each household that needs to construct a new house.  The
members of the brigade would undergo a thorough training to ensure that they are
conversant with all aspects of stabilized brick construction, and would then offer
on–the-spot advice when called upon.  A third method which was mentioned by
21 interviewees, particularly women, is that in line with the traditional procedures,
workshops need to be conducted regularly in which members of the community,
particularly, women would participate and get training on how to construct using
stabilized soil bricks.

Based on these responses, it can be concluded that the villagers accept the
experimental houses as a solution to the constant maintenance requirement on the
traditional structures.  The responses also indicate that, given opportunity, the
villagers would construct similar houses to replace the traditional ones currently in
use.  The villagers also expressed their strong belief that the government is in a
strong position to make the proposal of using stabilized bricks for construction



successful.  This is because the government has representation in all the village
wards in the country, and by adopting such structures for her employees, the
villagers will be assured of the viability of the proposal.

4.3 A proposed framework for promotion of stabilized soil brick
construction
With the experience of working with the people of Tsabong and Mahalapye

villages, and the responses of the interview conducted in Kgosing ward of
Tsabong village, the following framework is proposed as the way of promoting
stabilized soil brick construction for wider use:

1. Adequate education of the causes of the problems of the traditional houses
should be given to the villagers, and how stabilized soil brick construction
may overcome these problems.  This education could be carried out at the
ward/village level using the existing institutional structures.

2. Device simple procedures for the production of the stabilized bricks and
construction of houses based on local traditions.  Simple procedures for
selection, preparation, manufacturing, stacking and drying of the bricks as
proposed by CRATERRE (1987) could form the basis of instructions for the
production of the bricks.  Also, the use of volume instead of weight batching
might be one way of ensuring compliance with the right amount of cement
for stabilization purposes.

3. Community management at the village level should strive to encourage
members of the community to use the stabilized brick by adopting it for use
in community buildings.  It has been shown (Ngowi, 1997 d) that such
community-managed facilities enjoy the support of all the members of the
community.

4. Members of the communities that might benefit from the innovations need
to be encouraged to visit the experimental houses and see the virtues of
these structures for themselves.  This can be done by organizing specific
visit from these communities with the aim of learning about stabilized soil
construction.

5 Conclusions

This paper has attempted to discuss the virtues of traditional construction
regarding the durability of building materials.  It then gave a general review of the
development of masonry construction from the prehistoric times till now and how
innovations in this type of construction could be disseminated for wider use,
especially in the needy communities.

The history of stone and brick as the oldest natural and manufactured
materials respectively, showed that despite the introduction of more versatile
materials such as steel and concrete, and the shift from masonry load-bearing
walls to framed structures, they remain the main materials used in the developing
countries.  The brick has also undergone extensive innovations, which have
enabled it to be used in very low cost houses as well as high cost structures.  The
use of brick construction in Botswana dates back to the 1930s, and has



traditionally been used in the sun-dried form, which is laid by women using cow
dung-soil mixture.  The traditional structure is greatly affected by weather
conditions, particularly rainfall, and investigations established that cement
stabilization might minimize or completely eliminate the problem.

Experimental houses constructed using cement stabilized bricks showed
satisfactory performance two years after construction, but the main issue now is
how to disseminate the findings for wider use.  A framework for this purpose has
been proposed.

It was, therefore, seen that although the contemporary construction has made
tremendous improvements on the durability of building materials, it has a lot to
learn from traditional construction on how to disseminate new knowledge on
building materials and methods.
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Abstract

In the past decade, the use of high performance concrete for the construction of
structures exposed to severe freeze/thaw and corrosion environments has become
commonplace.  The use of silica fume, high-range water reducing agents, corrosion
inhibitors and other materials have become quite commonplace, as durability of
concrete components becomes more and more important in the proportioning of
concrete mixtures for structural design.  Unfortunately, this familiarity of the industry
to these materials has led to problems in their execution.  Through the use of case
studies, this paper explores the difficulties that can arise during the execution of high
performance concrete designs.  Case studies are presented which deal with problems
encountered during or after construction, which affect the long-term performance of
building systems.  In the major case study presented, the life cycle implications of
deviation from the design are discussed in terms of reduced resistance to abrasion and
chloride ion ingress.  Quantitative as well as qualitative analyses are both employed
to describe the loss in structure lifetimes.  This paper addresses contractor experience,
pre-qualification, pre-construction testing and ongoing quality assurance and the
significance of each of these attributes in the construction of durable buildings.
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1 Introduction

In recent times, we have asked more of the concretes that are used in building
construction.  Initially, this started with concretes of high strength and rapidly
developed to concretes that had other properties which were desirable, and which
were well outside of the range normally encountered.  Extensive research on the use
of mineral and chemical admixtures, cement chemistry and construction practices has
resulted in an arsenal of high performance concretes (HPC) to address the needs of
designers, owners, maintainers and operators of concrete structures in achieving
performance of concrete structures for various applications.

Unfortunately, the construction process does not end with the specification and
mixture proportioning.  During construction, deviations from the specifications or
failure to pay attention to routine quality control and/or the specific requirements for
these high performance concretes can affect the long-term performance of the
structure.  The lack of sufficient quality assurance testing can also lead to problems in
the execution of the construction.

The purpose of this paper is to use case studies to illustrate how problems can
arise in high performance concrete construction projects.  Where applicable, and
where mathematical models exist, the impact of these observed conditions on the life
cycle of the structure is reported.  Where mathematical models do not exist, a
qualitative estimate of the decrease of lifetime is given.  Not every case is a fault due
to construction practices.  Errors in testing are discussed as well, in that they are
treated with some degree of severity at the time the tests are performed.  While not
necessarily having an impact on the life cycle of the structure, they do point out one
of the problems of quality control of high performance concretes, specifically that
methods used for testing ordinary concrete may not be adequate to test modern HPC.

2 Case studies

2.1 Case I.  Parking structure in North America
In early 1996, an addition was made to an existing five-story parking structure.

This addition consisted of placement of three additional floors.  The parking structure
is a cast-in-place concrete frame, with post-tensioned slabs.

The concrete specification required the concrete to be; purposefully
air-entrained; to replace cement with silica fume at a replacement level of 7 percent;
to contain a corrosion inhibitor; to contain a water-reducing agent to have; a
water/cement ratio of 0.35; and to contain a high range water-reducing agent to get
the material in place.  No submittal requirements based on any measure of
performance of this concrete were requested, which the designers intended to resist
the penetration of chloride ion.

During construction the lower five floors of the structure remained in service.
Shortly before the structure was completed, it was noted that a distinctive "wave"
pattern was evident in most of the concrete slabs.  These waves appeared to coincide
with the location of reinforcing steel within the concrete.  Further examination
indicated that at numerous locations where the bars terminated in the slab, the bars



moved to such an extent that they were exposed at their ends.  A coring and testing
program was undertaken to determine the cause(s) of the unusual surface condition
that was observed and a review of the construction documents was made to
supplement this study.

Fieldwork indicated that the crests of the "waves" were located between the
reinforcing steel bars and that the troughs were located immediately above the
reinforcing steel.  Anecdotal evidence indicated that during operation of the garage,
there was significant vibration of the addition, which was easily detected by standing
still on the slab.

The air-void content and characteristics were determined both for cores
extracted from the structure as well as cylinders obtained for the purpose of routine
strength quality control.  Additionally, rapid chloride permeability was determined on
cores overlying and away from the reinforcing steel.  The results of typical tests are
presented in Table 1.  The RCP values were, on average, about 88 percent higher for
the concrete above the steel rebars.

Table 1: Rapid chloride permeability above and away from reinforcement

Test Area Number Rapid Chloride Permeability (Coulombs)
Above Steel Away From Steel

1 1985 940
2 1508 647
3 1381 1039
4 1166 750

Mean 1510 844

The air void analysis showed that while the total air content did not change
significantly between the concrete over the top of, and between, the reinforcing steel
bars, there was a marked changed in the air void characteristics. Typical pairs of
results representing concrete separated by a few inches, above and between the
reinforcing steel, are presented in Table 2 along with data obtained from a cylinder
taken at the time of placement for routine quality control testing.

Although both air void systems are consistent with our understanding of what is
required for frost resistant concrete, it is apparent that the significant change in total
air void content, bubble size and spacing was due to the additional vibration which
was caused by the movement of steel bars while the concrete was still plastic,
resulting in a coarsening of the air void structure and reduction in the air content in
the concrete around the bars.  This was supported by petrographic examination,
which indicated the presence of bleed water pockets below the reinforcing steel and
aggregate around the steel.

The final piece of the “puzzle” was the examination of cylinders that had not
been placed into the structure, but rather, retrieved from the site for routine quality
control testing.  These cylinders had not undergone the additional vibration given by
the steel within the structure, and were found to contain an air void content in excess
of 14 percent.



Table 2: Air void characteristics of concrete above and away from
reinforcement

Test Area Number Air Void Property Above Steel Away From Steel
ASTM C457

Air Content, % 9.9 11.2
1 Specific Surface, mm 14.96 14.57

Spacing Factor, mm 0.19 0.17
Air Content, % 8.7 10.8

2 Specific Surface, mm 20.67 24.61
Spacing Factor, mm 0.15 0.13

Air Content, % 8.4 12
3 Specific Surface, mm 21.26 23.62

Spacing Factor, mm 0.13 0.09
Air Content, % 8.3 9.4

4 Specific Surface, mm 15.16 17.13
Spacing Factor, mm 0.19 0.17

Air Content, % 14.2
Test Cylinder Specific Surface, mm 17.72

Spacing Factor, mm 0.15

Additionally, the air void system was noted to be extremely dispersed, with a
high specific surface and a small spacing factor.  Based on the petrographic
examination, many of the voids were seen to be sufficiently small that surface tension
would have prevented them from being detected using the conventional pressure
meter specified in the documents and commonly used to test air void content of
plastic concrete (Hover 1988).

Although rapid chloride permeability provides a qualitative description of the
ability of chloride to penetrate into the concrete, a relationship can be developed
between diffusivity and the resistivity of concretes (Northwood and MacDonald
1994).  Using this correlation, the mean diffusivity for concretes above and some
distance away from the reinforcing steel was calculated and is presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Estimated diffusivity based upon average rapid chloride
permeability values (Table 1)

Location RCP Value Estimated Diffusivity
Coulombs x10^-13 m^2 / sec

Above Steel 1510 90
Away From Steel 844 8.7

This diffusivity can be used to predict the penetration of chloride ion into the
concrete (Hooton and McGrath 1995).  If we assume that the clear concrete cover to
the reinforcement is 50 mm, a surface chloride ion content of 400 ppm and that the
chloride ion content required to initiate corrosion of reinforcing steel is 0.025 percent



by weight of concrete.  The predicted chloride ion profiles and the time to reach the
threshold level can be calculated.  The calculated chloride ion content at the 50 mm
depth (the specified cover depth) is presented in Figure 1 as a function of exposure
time (years) and location.

For the concrete above the steel rebars, the chloride ion threshold level for
initiation of corrosion would be reached in approximately 20 years, where as similar
levels of chloride ion would not be reached for 100 to 200 years in the concrete away
from the steel rebar. In addition, the high measured air void content of the concrete
surface has lead to concerns over the abrasion resistance of the upper surface of the
concrete.

Predicted Chloride Ion Concentration at 50 mm
(At depth of Reinforcement)
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Fig. 1: Predicted chloride ion profile based on Fickian diffusion

2.1.1 Summary
In summary, the interaction and use of numerous admixtures created a very high

air content concrete with very fine bubbles that could not be detected with a pressure
type air meter.  The construction details and operation of the parking structure during
construction resulted in additional consolidation over the reinforcing steel that
reduced the ability of the concrete to resist penetration of chlorides.  This
significantly reduced the expected lifetime of the structure.

2.2 Case II.  Parking structure in North America
This case study discusses both the impact of the failure to perform quality

assurance testing to measure compliance with the performance based specifications,
and reliance on indirect measurements of these important properties.

A parking structure was constructed in the late 1980's in North America using
concrete containing 8 percent silica fume.  The project specifications required that the
mix proportion submittal include Rapid Chloride Permeability (RCP) as measured by
AASHTO T 277, indicating the result should be below 1000 coulombs passed.  The
ready mix producer used a laboratory pan mixer to design the concrete mixture and
submitted results of RCP testing performed by an independent testing lab as required



by the specification.
The mixture proportions were approved for construction.  Quality control

testing at the job site consisted of slump and air contents of the plastic concrete and
compressive strength of the cylinders cast on site at 7, 28 and 56 days.  This testing
was done and no problems were encountered.

Approximately 3 to 4 years after the structure had been put into service a
number of cracks were noted in the suspended slabs.  Further investigation resulted in
the discovery of corrosion of the embedded reinforcing steel at cover depths of up to
25 mm.  A petrographic study of the concrete was undertaken which involved optical
microscopy as well as testing cores obtained from the project.  This study revealed
that the concrete had a RCP value over 1500 coulombs.  This did not meet the project
submittal requirements.  The optical petrography clearly indicated the underlying
reasons for the deviation between the submittal and the concrete delivered to the site.
The concrete used in construction of the garage contained silica fume at the
appropriate proportion, however, that silica fume was found not to be dispersed
throughout the matrix.  As a result, although there was an increase in strength, the
microstructure had not been modified such that the concrete was as resistant to
chlorides as it would have been had the silica fume been dispersed,
i.e. RCP < 1,000 coulombs.

As a preventative measure, a coating was placed on the silica fume structure
that had not originally been intended to be used to bolster the system’s resistance to
the penetration of chloride ions.

2.3 Case III.  Poor testing practice
This case study discusses the impact of the method of curing of samples on the

results obtained, and indicates that testing practices themselves can be the source of
perceived problems.

A parking structure was under construction in the upper Midwest in 1997.  The
project requirements of the concrete were that it contain 8 percent silica fume, have a
compressive strength of 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi), and be air-entrained.  Construction
commenced early in the spring and proceeded throughout the hot summer months.  A
compressive strength problem was noted with the concrete commencing
approximately mid-June.  The 56-day strength of 10,000 psi was not being met, and
there were concerns with the 7- and 28-day results of concretes, which had been cast
later.  A review was made of the test data, indicating that the majority of the concrete
placed after approximately the first week of May was showing problems with respect
to strength.  After holding a meeting on site, involving not only the construction
team, but the design team and the financial backers of the project as well, it was
determined that a coring program should be undertaken to determine the actual
strength of the concrete in the structure.  At the same time, an engineering study was
undertaken of the concrete samples.

The results of the coring indicated that the in-situ concrete had an average
strength over 80 MPa and that no cores were taken which fell below the minimum
specified 56-day strength.  The engineering study indicated that there was extensive
microcracking occurring within the cylinders, which was not visible within the cores
obtained from the structure.  A review of site conditions indicated that while the
concrete cylinders had been stored out of direct sunlight, there had been no control
over their temperature.  Testing practices were changed to include curing the silica



fume modified cylinders directly in water tanks.  Immediately, an increase in strength
of compressive strength cylinders was noted, and the alarm that had been generated
by the testing laboratory reports began to dissipate.

Clearly, when handling high performance concrete, problems can arise from all
aspects of ordinary practice, and are not limited solely to those aspects that are
associated with the real problems.

2.4 Case IV.  Problems with air entrained concrete
This case study discusses the use of admixtures and their interactions.  Repairs

were undertaken to a large structure exposed to freezing and thawing in the saturated
condition. The project specifications required a thin concrete overlay on existing
pavement slabs.  A number of admixtures were used, including an air-entraining
agent, a water reducing agent, a super plasticizer, and others.  The concrete was
required to be delivered throughout the summer months in the hot weather at a
temperature of no greater than 60 degrees Fahrenheit.  As a result, some of the
mixing water was added as ice and liquid nitrogen was used to cool the concrete
mixture itself.

During trial batching, it was noted that two of the admixtures were interfering
with each other.  Specifically, the air void content of the concrete was difficult to
maintain.  In the end, a triple dose of air-entraining agent was required to meet the
total air content specifications.

During construction, it was noted that air void contents at the job site were
becoming very high.  In response, the ready mix supplier reduced the air content by
cutting back on the admixture dosage rate of air-entraining agent.  This process
continued until the ready mix supplier was not adding any air-entraining agent, and
the concrete at site was still maintaining total air void content between 4 to 7 percent.

When the structure was put into service over the winter, the surfaces scaled
completely.  Engineering evaluation indicated that the total air content of the concrete
had been 4 to 7 percent, as measured by pressure meters.  The air void system was
extremely coarse, with an L-bar in excess of 600 micrometers.  The existing overlays
had to be removed, and replaced with conforming materials.

In this case, the lack of clear air void structure characteristics in the
specification and the lack of understanding on part of the ready mix supplier, lead to
the observed failure.

2.5 Case V.  Scaling resistance
In the spring of 1997, a large number of concrete flatwork durability problems

were noted to be occurring in the upper Midwest.  The extent and frequency of this
damage was on an unprecedented scale and was being blamed on the use of “foreign”
cements, on the use of fly ash, and on a winter which was said to be the “worst ever”
for concrete.

In response to the numerous complaints, the Aggregate and Ready Mix
Association of Minnesota sponsored a study that was performed by Dr. Mark Snyder
of the University of Minnesota (Snyder 1998).  This study was supplemented by work
done by one of the authors (K.A. MacDonald) and by Mr. Richard Stehley of
American Engineering and Testing.  A number of core samples were solicited from
the ready mix producers in Minnesota and were to be selected to represent typical
conditions.  A petrographic analysis of these cores was performed and the underlying



reason or reasons for the damage were determined.
It could be suggested that concrete flatwork exposed in Minnesota is high

performance concrete, because it is required to resist extreme freeze/thaw conditions.
The results of the Aggregate and Ready Mix Association of Minnesota study were
illuminating.  Over 70 percent of the concretes examined had problems with the air
void system.  Forty-eight percent of these had been overworked, and showed a low
air void content and poor bubble size distribution at the surface only, however, 21
percent had low or no air entrainment.  Additionally, 40 percent of the samples had a
water/cement ratio in excess of 0.45.  The complete tabulation of the controllable
factors affecting performance in the ARM study is presented in Table 4.

The ARM study concluded that there were numerous factors that led to the
observed problems.  While the severe winter conditions, combined with a very dry
summer, had singled out marginal concretes, the main conclusions were that; the
concretes had been constructed using aggregate which included non-durable particles,
which unfortunately are unavoidable in some cases in Minnesota; had used
inappropriate mix designs with water to cementitious ratio higher than 0.45 and low
cementitious contents and in some cases, had poor air void structures; and had been
subject to poor finishing and to inadequate curing.  Recommendations from this
report were that water/cement ratios be lowered, air contents be increased, curing
practices and finishing practices be improved and understanding of the role of
aggregate in surface distress should be developed.

Table 4: Controllable factors affecting performance in ARM study
(Snyder 1998)

Contributing Factor Percent of Samples
Air Entrainment Problems 70
     Low air at surface only 48
     Low air throughout sample 15
     Non air entrained 6
Finishing Problems 61
Inadequate curing 61
Low Cement Content 55
Long Transit Time 42
High Water/Cement Ratio 39
Non Durable Aggregate 30
Deicing Chemicals 6
Poor Jointing 3
ASR 3



3 Conclusions

Through the use of case studies, we have identified problems that occur during
construction that can have an impact on the lifetime of the structure.  These problems
are independent of the designs, which in every case were adequate for the
environmental exposure.  It is important to remember that the execution of high
performance concrete structures does not end with preparation of specifications, but
is necessary to be followed through the construction process to result in durable
structures that will perform as expected.
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QUALITY CONTROL WITH THE ASSURANCE OF NORMATIVE
PRECISION OF GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS IN ERECTION OF
ONE-STOREY FRAMED BUILDINGS
Quality control of one-storey framed buildings

J.PARASONIS
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, Lithuania

Abstract

The reliability of buildings and constructions depends on many factors, including
the precision of geometrical parameters of the bearing structures. Already in the
stage of design, it is necessary to be able to assess the influence of possible
inaccuracies of geometrical parameters on the reliability of bearing structure and
the whole building. Over 15,000 control measurements were performed in various
towns of the Republic of Lithuania during the erection of one-storey industrial
buildings from precast reinforced concrete structures. Using methods of
mathematical statistics, the received data have been processed according to
separate of geometrical precision parameters in the erection of structures.
Statistical data have been accumulated on separate geometrical parameters. The
results indicate that actual discrepancies of separate geometrical parameters
exceeded permissible norms from 6 to 17 times.
Successful maintenance of buildings with such discrepancies means that the
requirements of norms are neither connected with reliable performance of frames
of the investigated buildings or with execution possibilities of erection
technology. After the investigation of technological processes used in the
execution of erection work and of their geodesic provision, it became obvious that
certain quality control organization and execution elements need improvement
and that the norms of permissible discrepancies are unfounded.
Based on actual distribution of geometrical parameters, on the results of frame
element calculations and on calculated maximum permissible values
eccentricities, recommended normative discrepancy values of geometrical
parameters are presented. The observance of these normative discrepancy values
assures that the load of superstructure is applied to columns and their foundations
with eccentricities equal or less than maximum permissible ones calculated based
on the strength of structures.

Keywords: concrete elements control measurements, erection, precision of
geometrical parameters, reliability of building, limits of deviations.
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1 Introduction

The reliability of buildings and constructions depends on many factors. First
of all, when designing, it is necessary to be able to realise fully and properly the
performance of the building appropreate by choosing a corresponding calculation
scheme. The actual performance of a bearing structure will always differ from the
project-defined one because it is impossible to reach full accordance of a
calculated scheme with real performance of a structure. The more so, that joints
and loads of separate elements in a calculation scheme are deliberately simplified.
Statistical nature of stress-strain properties of building materials and load values
also, in its turn, exerts influence on actual performance of bearing structures.
Besides, actual performance of a bearing structure is also influenced by the
precision of its own geometrical parameters. It is meant that all geometrical
dimensions of structures, i.e. their designed geometrical dimensions are
established during the designing, however during production, owing to the
imperfection of technology, it is impossible to precisely ensure the designed
dimensions. So, the actual dimensions differ from the designed ones. Similar
process is going on during the erection of buildings and constructions from
prefabricated elements: to mount a bearing structure without any deviations, i.e.
strictly in project-defined position it is possible only by chance or by wasting a lot
of labour and time for the purpose. Therefore, the actual position of bearing
structures in a building as well as the geometry of their mutual joints differs from
the designed values. It is necessary, therefore, already in the design stage to be
able to assess the influence of possible inaccuracies of geometrical parameters to
the reliability of bearing structures and the building or construction on the whole.
This paper looks into problems linked with reliability assurance during the
erection.

Construction norms regulating the precision of geometric parameters in
erection of bearing structures contain permissible deviations for separate
geometrical parameters. But the practice of construction shows that the limits of
deviations are exceeded. For instance, we have investigated the precision of
geometrical parameters of one-storey industrial buildings' frames achieved during
their erection from prefabricated concrete elements (Parasonis 1991). Having
performed over 15 thousand control measurements on objects located in various
towns of Lithuania, we found a great difference between the actual and normative
precision of geometrical parameters. Part of the investigation results is presented
in the figure. Actual deviations of separate geometrical parameters exceeded the
permissible ones from 6 to 17 times. As the control measurements were carried
out on objects under construction as well on objects in use, successful
maintenance of the latter means that the values of permissible deviations are not
connected with reliable performance of frames of the investigated buildings. On
the other hand, a rather high specific weight (45-80%) of control measurement
results, exceeding the permissible deviations, means that the requirements of the
norms are neither connected with the possibilities of erection technology. Such
practical state of designing, construction and maintenance of one-storey industrial
buildings needed a thorough and detailed investigation (Parasonis 1995).



Fig. 1: Column deviations from building axes in
lower section in traverse direction of the
building

Fig. 2: The same, but in longitudinal direction of
the building

Fig. 3: Column deviations form building axes in
upper section in traverse direction of the
building

Fig. 4: The same, but in longitudinal direction of
the building

Fig. 5: Deviations of supporting lengths of truss
structures on inner rows of column

Fig. 6: The same, but on outer rows of column



Fig. 7: Deviations of span ends between truss
structures

Fig. 8: Deviations of cross-section dimensions of
columns

Fig. 9: Deviations of longitudinal axes of truss
structures from the axes supports

Fig. 10: Cross-section width deviations of truss
structures
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We have investigated execution processes of erection technology and their
geodesic provision and also analysed the requirements of normative documents
regulating the erection works and found that various requirements of normative
documents are not coordinated among themselves and that a number of elements
of geodesic provision of erection works need improvement (Parasonis 1991).

It has been established that the main cause of inferior quality of construction
production is the lack of operational site inspection. Even the requirements of
normative documents set for erection works are oriented for the fixation of the
final result. Geodesic execution surveys are made up upon the completion of
building erection. Practical use of such surveys consists only in the fact that
without them the customer won’t accept the building for maintenance. That's why
they are drawn up formally, and the entered data in most cases does not
correspond to reality (Parasonis 1991). This, of course, does not mean that
erection works are carried out by eye, i.e. without using the necessary geodetic
instruments, but the results of control measurements mentioned above indicate
that geodesic provision of erection works is unsatisfactory and the technology of
their execution is imperfect.

In order to avert the effects caused by the shortcomings of erection
technology and its geodesic provision, new state norms (RSN 1990) have been
prepared after the completion of the investigation. The principal emphasis of the
norms is laid on the execution of site operational inspection and on keeping of
documentation necessary for this stage of works. It was necessary to determine the
parameters of geometrical precision to be checked and criteria for their assessment
in a concrete stage of erection works (separately: 1 - for the mounting of elements
in project-defined position and their temporary fastening; 2 - for final fastening of
elements in project-defined position). The geodesic execution surveys according
to the requirements of the new republican norms are to be drawn up during site
operational inspection and later, when handing over the object for maintenance,
presented to the customer. This considerably changed the situation for the sake of
quality because the geodesic check-up is performed during site operational
inspection with simultaneous entering of the results into the geodesic execution
surveys. This calls forth to achieve the necessary precision of geometrical
parameters during the erection process; not just fixing of the actual situation at the
final stage of construction when any alterations are either impossible or they call
for considerable expenditures. In other words, precision assurance of geometrical
parameters during erection has become a controllable process.

It became clear during the investigation that the precision of geometrical
parameters also greatly depends on the methods of geodesic works. It turned out to
be that the settled technology of geodesic provision for erection works linked the
precision of many parameters with the axes of the building. This can be justified
for substructure works, but in erection of superstructure of a building it often leads
to the accumulation of errors. For example, when in erection of a column, its base
is aligned with the axes of the building, then, owing to inaccuracies in the
construction of foundations, they are loaded with certain eccentricities. Later,
when erecting truss elements and again trying to align their longitudinal axes with
the axes of the building, the truss elements, due to inaccuracies in the erection of
foundations and columns, are shifted from the axes of columns, so the roofing
loads are transferred to the columns with additional eccentricities. It is obvious
that, first of all, it is necessary to try to carry out the substructure operations as



accurately as possible, especially when mounting the foundations. But then, when
erecting the columns, it is necessary to align their axes with the axes of
foundations, but not with the axes of the building. Later on, the axes of the truss
elements should also be aligned with geometrical axes of columns, but not with
the axes of the building. The mentioned peculiarities found their reflection in the
new state norms (RSN 1990).

However, in order to assure the reliability of a building in stage of its
erection, it is very important to have sound values of permissible deviations. They
must be linked with carrying capability of the structures and with technological
precision of the erection process. Apparently, the lack of corresponding actual
data is the reason that this aspect has not been taken into consideration before.

The assessment of assurance reliability of limit deviations stated in the
norms regulating the execution of erection works by comparing them with actual
distributions of geometrical parameters achieved in erection indicated that
assurance reliability of random eccentricities caused by roofing load on columns
as well as of random eccentricity values transferred to foundations in most cases is
very low. The application of the above-mentioned organizational and
methdological means gives a noticeable increase of reliability, but in case of
columns it often remains rather small.
In the investigated cases, i.e. for roofing load effects on columns (or for the
alignment of reference points of permissible deviation when mounting truss
structures on columns) as well as for the transfer of loads to foundations (or for
the alignment of reference points of permissible deviation in lower section of
columns and vertical deflections of columns in their upper section), it is possible
to make use of the relationships defining how a random point ( 22 ~,~

yx OO ee ) can get

into a certain limited zone on the plane. These relationships are known from the
two-dimensional normal distribution law of the probability theory.

The analysis of actual distributions of geometrical parameters (Parasonis
1995) shows that the parameters of truss element mounting on columns are near to
ellipse and the parameters of column erection - near to circle. We suggest,
therefore, to use corresponding relationships for the determination of permissible
discrepancies:
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If the semiaxes of the ellipse are proportional to the values of root-mean-
square discrepancies and its centre coincides with the origin of coordinates (i.e.
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Logarithming expression (2) and (3), we correspondingly receive:
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By choosing probability (P), expressing the probability for a random point
( 22 ~,~

yx OO ee ) to get into the ellipse or the circle, the values of k and e can be found

from (4) and (5). And then, the limit values of permissible eccentricities can be
received by using the actual values of root-mean-square discrepancy (Parasonis
1991).

Basing oneself on the data of actual distribution of geometrical parameters,
the results of frame element calculations and calculated values of permissible limit
eccentricities were calculated and entered into Table 1. Recommended Normative
Values of Limit Deviations of Geometrical Parameters in Erection. These values
define the reliability of columns and foundations. If the values of limit deviations
presented in Table 1 are not exceeded, then roofing loads to columns and column
loads to foundations are transferred with eccentricities which are equal or less than
the permissible limit ones. The values of permissible limit eccentricities were
calculated based on bearing strength of structures.

Table 1: Recommended normative values of limit deviations of geometrical
parameters in erection

Parameters Limit Values of Deviations (mm) for Certain Existing
Reliability of Eccentricity Values before and after the
Implementation of the System of Precision Assurance Means

0.985 0.96
before after before after

1 2 3 4 5
Alignment of reference
points of foundation
trenches with the axes of
the building

34 20 30 18

1 2 3 4 5
Alignment of geometrical
column axes in lower
section with geometrical
axes of foundation
trenches

34 14 30 10

Deviations of
geometrical axes of
columns from vertical
line at the upper section

10 5 8 5

Symmetry deviations of
supporting lengths of
truss (subtruss) elements
in span direction on inner
rows of columns

40 20 30 15

Deviations of
longitudinal axes of truss
(subtruss) elements from
the axes of supporting
lands

10 5 10 5
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OPTIMISATION OF THE LIFE SPAN OF BUILDING COMPONENTS
Life span optimisation
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Abstract

The optimal life span of a building component depends on a full-cost analysis,
including environmental consequences at the moment of new construction and
demolition. Balancing of various cost consequences and the comparison of
competing technical solutions needs a transformation on an annual basis. Reducing
annual costs may be effectuated by lengthening of the life span by introduction of
flexibility; i.e. reuse of components in different positions. This needs a split up of
adaptation into decomposition and installation costs. The choice out of technical
solutions is only possible when a functional demand period scenario is available
for the services to be generated by the building as a set of technical solutions.

Keywords: Demand definition, open building, economic life span, choice criterion

1 Introduction

In the development of building components, the focus is primarily on
minimisation of total costs (incl. environmental consequences) over the technical
life span. However, the usable period often is much shorter, resulting in relatively
higher costs. Since the competing solutions (out of which has to be chosen) have
different life spans, the time factor in comparison should be clear; i.e. the same
period of comparison.

The usable period most of the time is determined by the demand for the
services for which the component will be used. Materials and components can be
used as a technical solution in an exploitation process in which a heterogeneous
flow of services will be generated. This can be realised by means of flexibility of a
building as a set of technical solutions. The usable life can be extended, resulting
in relatively diminished cost consequences.
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Focus in this paper will be on the dimension time in demand definition and
the factors which have to be clear to result in a full-cost analysis and information
needed to decide about the use of flexibility.

2 Optimal life span

Life spans of buildings or building components often are overestimated
(Tempelmans Plat 1982) and as a consequence they are demolished (not as an
exception) before half of the potential service life (Wyatt 1994). On the other
hand, individual investors have a very short period of (financial) interest
(Tempelmans Plat 1986) not taking any extension of a life span by reuse or
recycling into account (Hill et al. 1994).

The criterion for an optimal life span has to be defined, as well as the
information needed as a basis for decision-making. Figure 1 illustrates that several
technical solutions in general are available to fulfil the individual or market
demand for services. The solutions may differ substantially in life span but supply
(usually in co-operation with other components) the same services according to
well-defined performances. (Tempelmans Plat 1998)

The economic life span is by definition equal to or shorter than the technical
life span, but usually equal to the demand period. In some cases the technical
solution will be replaced identically in order to fulfil demand over the functional
demand period. This functional demand period may equal to the individual
demand period in case of very specific demand or to the market demand period
when subsequent users may be expected to benefit from the supply of the flow of
services.

Fig. 1: Economic life span as optimum between functional demand period and
technical life span of the most appropriate technical solution

All costs to be taken into account to decide about the technical solution as
well as the appropriate economic life span have to be defined and made
comparable.

individual
demand period

individual
demand period

technical
life span

technical
life span

technical
life span

economic life span

market demand period



3 Full-cost consequences

The sacrifice to have a technical solution or the resulting services available
over the estimated life span is usually measured in monetary terms. We have to
deal with full-cost and real-cost-prices (Hill and Bowen 1997) in order to decide
about a choice which really minimises the environmental consequences.

By real-cost-prices is meant that prices really reflect scarcity. So, the long-
term effect of, e.g., using exhaustible resources should be incorporated in the price
to be paid at the moment of use of the source. Only in this way all consequences of
the choice for a technical solution are comparable at the moment of decision-
making.

All cost consequences of the use of a technical solution over the life span
have to be taken into account. This means that the disposal costs at the end of the
life span have to be calculated in order to return to the original situation. This
concerns final demolition of the building - to have the land freely available again -
and the demolition of the components as part of an adaptation activity. In order to
have the space available for new partitioning walls and installations, a situation as
in new construction has to be created. Disposal costs have to be allocated to the
period in which the component is used.

The full-cost picture should take new construction, maintenance and
demolition on the level of components into account in a balanced way (figure 2).

All demolition consequences have to be paid for by the user of the
component - or the services generated over the economic life span - taking reuse
into account. Reuse of the component in another position will lengthen the
depreciation period, while recycling may diminish the disposal cost.

Fig. 2: Costs concerning a solution in balance over life span

4 Decomposition scenario

A building is a set of technical solutions, generating a changing set of
services over its total life span, depending on the frequency and level of adaptation
activities. Since the production of a changing set of services needs a changing set
of solutions, we have to deal with a variety of life spans of components. For each
life span the costs of the components have to be allocated to the services
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Fig 2. Costs concerning a solution in balance over life span



concerned. Since the demolition cost as part of an adaptation activity will be (in
the future even more) substantial, they have to be estimated carefully, although
they may appear only after a period of fifteen years or more.

It will be difficult - or maybe impossible - to predict all adaptation activities
over the life span of a building (figure 3) . The future demand for services depends
on the market and the underlying primary processes. Since a forecast about the
market over a period of more than ten years is hardly possible, the adaptation is
likewise difficult to foresee.

When we have split up the adaptation activity in the decomposition part
(demolition) and a composition part (like in new construction circumstances) we
can split up likewise the prediction of activities in two parts. The decomposition
has to be taken into account at the moment of investment in a component, while
the replacement installation only has to be decided at the moment of adaptation.

A replacement scenario is not needed, a decomposition scenario (figure 4)
will be sufficient for a full-cost picture. (Tempelmans Plat 1985)

Fig. 3:Momemts of future adoptations to be taken in account

5 Financial decision quantity

The three main types of costs concerning a component (investment,
maintenance and demolition) have to be taken into account. This means that they
have to be added up to find the total costs of a component and the costs of
competing components have to be made comparable. Since the cash flows take
place at various moments in time and the life spans of alternative components
usually are different, time has to be taken into account in the decision quantity.

All future expenditures (maintenance and demolition) can be discounted to
the moment of initial investment or of decision-making. However, the total
discounted costs of alternative components can’t be compared since they usually
concern different economic life spans. When all costs are recalculated on an
annual basis (by use of the annuity calculation (Tempelmans Plat 1995) the various
annual cost parts may be added up (figure 5), while for different life spans the
annual costs (of the services) may be compared.
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6 Lengthening of life span

The full-cost consequences may be diminished by technical innovations.
However, since for decision-making the life cycle cost consequences (in monetary
terms) will be transformed on an annual basis, we have to find out in which way
the time element can be influenced in order to diminish the annual costs.

Fig. 4: Full-cost analysis needs a decomposition scenario;
Not a replacement scenario
_______  investments in components in use
----------- expected investment in replacing components

Components of a building will be used in the initial position over a more or
less well-defined period. Short periods result in high annual costs, while a miss-
forecast regarding long life spans only has marginal consequences. So, it may be
cost-effective to reuse a component. Reuse of the component results in a
lengthened depreciation period, which may compensate for a higher initial
investment to facilitate the future decomposition, avoiding the destruction of the
reusable component and components of which the usable period in the initial
position has not been expired yet. Connecting components may have to be
introduced (Hermans 1995).

Recycling of materials serves as well the goal of reducing the negative
environmental cost consequences influences the process of the production of the
components, not the economic life span of the component as such.

On the contrary, reuse of components may make relatively high initially
environmental consequences acceptable (after recalculation on an annual basis)
thus relating costs to services instead of relating them to the production of
components. Recycling is additional and does not reduce the need for reuse of
components.

7 Open building: demand definition

A large range of technical innovations to avoid negative environmental
consequences is available: use of less polluting materials, energy saving solutions
and flexible (pre)fabrication systems. However, since we have introduced the
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recalculation of the (full)cost consequences on an annual basis, the economic life
span should be known in order to find the annual cost as basis for decision-
making. Only on the basis of a functional demand period scenario a choice out of
technical solutions can be made.

Fig. 5: Anual costs of a component: the three cost components calculated as
an average over the economic life span

This demand scenario partly concerns individual user’s demand for specific
services and partly demand for services to be used by succeeding users of a
building: the market demand. As a consequence of this split up in types of
demand, variability at the moment of new construction decision-making is
supported, as well as flexibility over the life span of the building.

The technical solutions to make variability and flexibility possible is the
counterpart of support-infill, with focus basically on the responsibility of the
individual user and the society for the built environment. Open Building deals with
both sides with focus on demand definition (Ruokolainen and Tempelmans Plat
1998).

8 Limitation of flexibility

As stated before, efficient reuse of components after decomposition is only
possible when a decomposition scenario is available. However, such a scenario
does not have to be available for all components separately and in detail.
Adaptation usually concerns a group of components, depending on the level of
adaptation. Adaptation may concern upgrading, renovation or refurbishment.

According to the level of adaptation, the building (or the built environment)
may be split up in component groups as illustrated in figure 6. Variability is
supported by the installation of ‘individual’ components in a late stage of the
construction process, while flexibility demands for a late installation of
components with a short life span (Tempelmans Plat 1993).
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Fig. 6: The built environment split up into component groups installed
independently (variability) and replaced with differing frequencies
(flexiblity)

We have to be aware of the fact that late installation does not by definition
result in easy decomposition and replacement in the future. It depends on the
connecting components. Developers of industrialised production systems of
components should take this into account.

9 Conclusions

Focusing on minimisation of costs at moments of new construction and of
demolition separately is not always efficient. The following points have to be
taken into account during in the process of choosing technical solutions for a
building.

The cost consequences (full-cost including all environmental consequences)
have to be transformed into annual costs on the basis of the economic life span. In
this way the various cost elements can be balanced and competing solutions can be
compared.

Since disposal costs are (increasingly) substantial, a decomposition scenario
should be available in order to be able to allocate disposal costs to the user of the
components to be demolished.

Use of flexibility may lengthen the life span of a component, resulting in
decreasing depreciation costs and spreading environmental consequences over a
longer period. A decomposition scenario is needed for this purpose as well.
Variability at the moment of new construction does not facilitate by definition the
flexibility, since the order of replacement has to be the reverse of the order of
construction. Still the connection should avoid destruction of the components.

The collection of information about the demand period for services to be
generated by building components is poor. As a consequence the basis for a good
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choice out of solutions is not available, likewise the appropriate development-push
is lacking.
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF INSULATION
The environmental impact of insulation
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Abstract

The use of thicker insulation material, e.g.  in exterior wall constructions will result in
a higher environmental impact during the production phase of a building life cycle.
However, a higher thermal resistance means less energy consumption during the
operational life span of the building. This decreases the environmental impact of the
energy production (natural gas or oil). The result is an environmentally optimal
thickness (EOT). Principally speaking, this EOT will be different for every insulation
material, depending on the ruling environmental effect. It was found that the resulting
functions of the total effect-thickness relations are rather “flat” near the optimum.
This means that economics also play an important role when determining the
environmentally optimal thickness. Furthermore the performance of the insulation
materials in their application must be taken into account.
Results of a comparative research study are given in the paper.

Keywords: energy consumption, environmentally optimal thickness, insulation,
polyurethane foam, mineral wool, insulation performance, LCA.

1 Introduction

The LCA methodology that was used for this study was developed by CML
(Center for Environment, Leiden, The Netherlands) and currently runs on the
computer program SimaPro, developed by Pré Consultants (Amersfoort, The
Netherlands).

The environmental classes used in the CML method are: eutrophication, ozone
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depletion potential, ecotoxicity (aquatic), ecotoxicity (terrestrial), energy
consumption, greenhouse effect, acidification, solid emissions (waste), summer smog,
human toxicity and exhaustion of earth’s resources.

Life cycle assessment of building components is a relatively young science.
This means quite a few aspects (e.g. allocation methods, system bounderies) have not
been (internationally) standardized. As a result of this lack of standardization, several
studies can not be easily compared. Another problem is the enormous discrepancy in
process data, used for LCA calculations. Therefore results of studies and conclusions
must merely be considered as indications. This is also true for the information in this
paper.

LCA is the scientific method used to determine the environmental impact of
different products, processes and waste scenarios. The method is based on the fact
that all the relevant (production) processes use (raw) materials and energy and
produce emissions and waste.

But it is of course impossible to compare the literally thousand different
emissions from, for instance, two different production processes. Therefore, so called
environmental classes are introduced and computer programs have been developed to
cope with his huge amount of calculations that have to be done.

In this paper the results of LCA calculations of some insulation materials are
given. The study takes into account the production phase and the waste scenarios, as
well as the effect of thicker insulation to energy conservation.

2 Previous work

Several attempts have been made to develop a consistent LCA method. Most of
this work can be classified as case studies. More general publications were produced
by Guinée et al [1992] and Kortman et al [1994].

At the moment an ambitious project is being undertaken by IVAM Amsterdam,
TNO-MEP, Intron and the Eindhoven University of Technology to reach a general
agreement on how to perform LCA studies following a standardised format. This
standard format will be used in the MOLCA project (Model for Office Life Cycle
Assessment). With this model it must be possible to assess the environmental impact
of complete office buildings. Introductionary studies have been done by Hendriks and
De Hoog [1998, 1998].

3 Classification and normalisation

The core of a LCA study consists of two steps: classification and normalisation.
The classification step is necessary to allocate a certain emission to the right

environmental category. For example, CO2 emission contributes to the greenhouse
effect, which means that in the classification step CO2 is allocated there. But CH4

(methane gas or mining gas) for instance also contributes to the greenhouse effect,



even eleven times stronger than CO2. To solve this problem the individual
classification factors of many substances have to be defined. This has been done
(mostly by CML) for many substances in every environmental category, as mentioned
in the introduction. Many substances contribute to more than one environmental
class. Finally it must be mentioned that the actual classification factor of a certain
substance also can depend on the way it is being emitted. For example the
classification of cadmium in the category human toxicity is 580 airborne and 2.9
waterborne.

In the normalisation step of the LCA, environmental impacts are related to the
average contribution of each individual inhabitant in a certain region. This region
could be the whole world, one country or a continent like Europe. The normalised
effect score is obtained by dividing the actual effect score (in kg) by the yearly
emission per inhabitant (kg.yr-1).

In case of comparison normalised effect scores must be used with great care
because all sorts of different sets of normalisation factors may be used. The CML
method currently uses whole world normalisation scores.

4 Effect of insulation

A common misunderstanding is that energy consumption depends linearly on
the thickness of the insulation. In reality the relation between thermal resistance (Rm-
value) and energy consumption is not linear. This is caused by the transmission losses
being proportional to the U-value, which is reciprocal to the Rm-value. This is shown
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Relation between thickness, U-value and Rm-value of insulation material
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Insulation thickness [mm]
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Figure 1 shows that with increasing insulation thickness the U-value decreases
less and less. This means that also the saving on energy consumption becomes less
meaningful. The result is that eventually the saving on environmental pollution
(because of less energy consumption) with increasing insulation thickness hardly
increases. In other words: the total sum of the environmental pollution caused by the
production of insulation and by the energy production/consumption must reach a
minimum somewhere. “Somewhere” means: at a certain insulation thickness. This
thickness is called the Environmentally Optimal Thickness (EOT).

Several studies [Hendriks, 1998] have been made to determine the EOT for
established insulation materials such as polyurethane foam (PUR), expanded
polystyrene (EPS) and mineral wool (MWR).

These studies show that for each material there is a “ruling environmental
effect”.

5 Cumulated environmental impact

Figure 2 gives the results for polyurethane foam for the environmental effect
“human toxicity”. The used waste scenario is 10% landfill and 90% incineration
without energy recovery. If energy recovery is taken into account the equilibrium lies
around a thermal resistance Rm = 6.5. The relation with the EOT is given with

Rm = 
λ
d

, 

where d = thickness and
8 = coëfficient of thermal conductivity
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Fig. 2: Cumulated environmental impact of polyurethane foam (PUR)
(Application in facade construction)



Depending on the assumed lifetime of the building (25 years or 50 years) the
EOT, related to the thermal resistance (Rm) varies from about 4.25 m2K/W to about 6
m2K/W.

For mineral wool this is given in figure 3. This result is based on a waste
scenario of 90% mechanical recycling.
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Fig. 3: Cumulated environmental impact of mineral wool (MWR, with recycling)
(Application in facade construction)

Here the ruling environmental effect is solid emissions. As already mentioned
for polyurethane foam the effect of recycling is substantial. In the case of
polyurethane foam the recycling refers to incineration with energy recovery. For
mineral wool recycling means mechanical recycling. There are only very few
producers using this technology. If  standard process data for mineral wool are used,
this means a waste scenario without recycling, the equilibrium thermal resistance is
much lower. This is shown in Figure 4.
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6 Environmentally Optimal Thickness (EOT)

Both figure 2 and 3 show that the graph for the total sum of environmental
effect is very “flat” left and right from the EOT. This means that from an economical
point of view it is not very interesting to try to reach the EOT. It seems that an R-
value of 3.5 to 4.0 may be the optimal economical and ecological value; if we assume
a proper recycling scenario. This means that with respect to the thermal resistance  the
choice of type of insulation material is quite irrelevant. The actual EOT then is only
dependent on the coefficient of thermal conductivity (8-value) of the insulation
material. That means that the EOT for polyurethane foam (8= 0,026 W m-1 k-1) is
about 90 mm and for mineral wool, (8=0,040) about 140 mm.

7 Conclusions

1. At first instance the increase of insulation thickness will lead to a decrease of
the environmental pollution. However this effect becomes less and less with
increasing thickness. An environmentally optimal thickness can be determined.

2. The environmentally optimal thermal resistance is strongly dependent on the
waste scenario.

3. The economically and environmentally optimal thermal resistance is hardly
dependent on the choice of insulation material and lies between 3.5 and 4.5
m2K/W, depending on the expected life time of the building.

4. Provided that a proper recycling scenario is available the economically and
environmentally optimal thickness for polyurethane foam and mineral wool, as
applied in a facade construction is about 90 mm and 140 mm respectively.
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SLAB FORMWORK DESIGN USING GENETIC ALGORITHM
Formwork design using GA
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Abstract

A method to design cost-optimum slab formwork components is proposed in this
paper.  Genetic Algorithms (GAs), a technique based on the principles of natural
selection and evolution, is applied to solve the optimisation problem.  GAs search
from a population of possible solutions limited by a set of constraints.  The cost of
form components and labor involved, were considered for the formulation of the
objective function of the optimisation problem.  The bending moment, shear,
maximum deflection, imposed ACI code provisions, etc., were used as constraints
for the optimisation problem.  Application of GA to the formwork design problem
provides optimum design parameters such as the optimum cross section for form
members, optimum spacing of form members, etc., while minimising the total
cost.  Formwork made either from wood, wood-metal composite or metal alone
can be designed using the proposed technique.  The paper presents the case of
general formwork design, however, the method as a whole readily applies to the
design of formwok for elevated slabs and high rise concrete elements.

Keywords: Formwork design, genetic algorithm, optimisation, construction cost

1 Introduction

Slab formwork holds and provides support for freshly placed concrete
through a framework of sheathing, joists, stringers and shores (Fig. 1).  Sheathing
is in the form of sheets of plywood, while joists, stringers and shores act like
beams and columns.  Sheathing retains both the concrete and applied loads while
supporting the members comprising of joists, stringers and shores, which holds
the sheathing in place.  Joists and stringers act horizontally while shores act
vertically.  Stringers are supported on shores while joists are supported on
stringers.
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The essential requirements for good formwork are quality, safety and
economy (Speigel & Limbrummer, 1992).  Formwork should be designed
accurately, erected and kept rigid and tightly jointed with proper finish.  Economy
requires the form to be simple, easy to handle, standardised and reusable. Safety
requires the formwork to be strong and sound, as formwork failure is a major
cause for accidents during construction.

Shore

Stringer
SheathingJoist

Fig. 1: Parts of a typical slab formwork

The formwork labor and material cost is estimated to be approximately 30%
of the concrete slab cost (Senousi & Ansari, 1996) as shown in Fig. 2.  The
formwork material cost accounts for about 12% of the total formcost (Hanna &
Senousi, 1997).  Minimising the formwork cost helps to reduce the overall
construction cost.  In this research, a genetic-algorithm-based optimisation
technique is proposed to design the optimum section of joist, stringer and shore
along with their spacing.
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Fig. 2: Typical cost breakdown for concrete slabs

Traditionally slab forms are designed based on developed design tables,
taking into consideration the strength of forms to resist the failure and stiffness to
avoid deflection.  Christian (1987) proposed an integrated microcomputer package
for formwork design based on published data obtained from empirical guidelines
and recommendations given in Hover (1981) and Peurifoy (1976).  Ringwald
(1985) proposed a set of design curves for specific wood type, for which safe
formwork design values namely size and spacing of members can be inferred
while Senousi and Al-Ansari (1996) proposed a computer program for the design



of slab formwork components.  In these works, the design process does not
evaluate all possible solutions to find an optimum formwork design while some of
them are even based on empirical grounds.  Selecting the sizes and spacing of
form members empirically can be very unsatisfactory, uneconomic, and even
dangerous.  Any under-designing can result in ultimate failure of the forms while
over-designing can result in excessive cost.  Further, selecting one of the near
optimum solutions might not give the complete cost advantage required, as there
can be a precise optimum design combination (size and spacing) available
somewhere in the solution space.

An Artificial Intelligence (AI) based optimisation procedure to design the
formwork components is introduced in this paper.  The cost for each of the form
components is minimised while maintaining the safety of the formwork.  Using
this formulation, an optimal solution is evolved by the Genetic Algorithm from a
set of points limited by the given constraints.

2 Formwork

Design of construction formwork involves a step-by-step analysis of
sheathing and framing members.  The sequence of these design steps depends in
large measure on the overall plan of the job.  Formulas for shear, bending moment
and deflection are traditionally used in designing and limiting the spacing of form
members.  Design should be such that the formwork should support all the loads
applied on it without excessive deflection or collapse leading to accidents.  A
typical structural formwork system that supports the freshly placed concrete for an
elevated slab construction is as shown in Figure 1.  The procedure used in this
paper for the formwork design is based on the standard equations available for
structural design contained in the ACI formwork standard, explained further by
Hurd (1989).

2.1 Load on the form members
Loads applied on the forms are of two categories: (a) Vertical loads such as

the weight of the concrete, the reinforcing steel, the forms themselves as well as
the construction live loads, and (b) lateral loads including the externally applied
loads and the internally applied loads.  The current formwork design
specifications are based on allowable stresses developed due to these loads, as
specified by Hurd (1989).

Form members are designed to bear the effects of imposed loads.  Major slab
formwork loads include dead load, live load, wind load and equipment impact
load.  Normally, weight of ordinary concrete including the reinforcement is taken
as 150 lb/ft3.  Weight of formwork usually comes to about 3 - 15 psf which is
usually neglected.  Live load comprises of the weight of workmen, construction
equipment and storage materials along with impact load of 50 psf.  Recently,
Karshenas and Heinrich (1994) performed an investigation on the impact loads
associated with the crane-and-bucket method of concrete placement.  They show
that, for bigger slabs (30 cm or thicker), designing the formwork for the weight of
slab plus 50 psf of impact load is not very safe where the effective impact load is
higher than the design loads specified by ACI 347R-88.  Pouring 1.5m3 (2 cu yd)
of concrete from 1.5 m height is an extreme situation, but according to a number



of field superintendents, it is a probable event.  For slab thickness less than 30 cm,
(e.g., 20 cm, 12.5 cm, etc.) 50 psf is found to be within the range of design loads
specified by ACI 347R-88.  For the current problem, 50 psf live load based on a
fairly conservative estimate of likely field situations is adopted as an example.  A
potential user can modify these design limits according to their standards without
affecting the optimisation process.  Loads in this study are defined as follows:

Design load = Dead load + Live load (1)

Dead load of concrete and steel = 
t

12
150×  psf (2)

where “t” is the thickness of the slab.
Neglecting the weight of forms, and taking minimum recommended live

load as  50 psf,  the total load = 
t

12
150×  + 50 psf (3)

2.2 Stress on form members
Bending members like sheathing, joists and stringers, are considered as

uniformly loaded and supported on three or more spans.  They are analysed for
bending moment, shear and deflection.  Shoring is analysed for compressive loads
and also for the bearing stresses developed at supports.  The traditional stress
equations as specified by Hurd (1989) are used for the formulation of constraints.

Wood has the property of being able to support excessive loads for short
periods of time.  So normal allowable stresses can be increased by 25% as
formworks are temporary structures and the loads are of short duration. Further
the loads reach a peak during pouring activity and rapidly fall off as concrete
hardens.  Partially seasoned wood is normally used for the sheathing.  Partially
seasoned wood has a moisture content of more than 19% and hence allowable
stresses must be decreased by a factor of 0.86 for bending, 0.97 for horizontal
shear and modulus of elasticity.

3 Design methodology

In a beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load (w) (lb/ft), expressions
can be derived for the maximum allowable span length by equating the allowable
unit stresses to the maximum unit stresses developed.  The moment expressions
are for maximum positive or negative moment.  The limiting deflection is
normally taken as 1/360th of the Allowable Span (l) (Hurd, 1989).

For a beam uniformly loaded and continuous over three or more spans, the
following expressions are used for the design:

Max bending moment (M) = 
wl
120

2

(4)

Resisting bending moment (M) = f × S (5)

where,  f = calculated unit stress in bending (psi), w = uniform load (lb/ft),
S = section modulus (in3),
M = maximum bending moment (in.-lb.), and l = spacing
From (1) through (5),



Maximum spacing (l) = 10.95 
fS

w
(6)

Calculated unit Shear stress (H) = 
1.5V

A
(7)

Max horizontal shear (V) = 0.6wl (8)

From (7) and (8),

Maximum spacing (l) = 
Hbh

0.9w
(9)

Neglecting loads within a distance (h) from supports,

Calculated unit Shear stress (H) = 
0.9w

bh
l

2h
12−



 (10)

Max horizontal shear (V) = 0.6w l
2h
12−



 (11)

From (10) and (11),

Maximum spacing (l) = 12
Hbh

0.9w
+

2h

12




 (12)

Where, V = maximum shear (lb), H = calculated unit stress in shear (psi),
b = width of form member, h = breadth of form member

Forms must be designed so that the members will not deflect beyond certain
maximum values to avoid the formation of bulges and cracks.  Deflection is a
governing factor where the depth of the member is relatively small compared to its
span.  Hence for sheathing, deflection will be the governing factor while for joists
and stingers the bending and shear are often the governing factors.

Deflection = 
w

12

l

145EI

4

× (13)

Allowable deflection = l/360 (14)

from Eq. (13) and Eq. (14),

Maximum allowable span (l) = 1.69 
EI

w
3 (15)

Where, E = modulus of elasticity (psi), I = moment of inertia (in4)

Compression (both parallel and perpendicular to the grain) = fcomp = 
P

A
;

where, fcomp = calculated unit stress in compression (parallel or perpendicular to
the grain) (psi), P = concentrated load (lb.), and A = cross-sectional area (in2).

Consider a strip of sheathing of the specified thickness and 12 inch in width
for this illustration.  Based on Eq. (1) through Eq. (15), the allowable joist spacing
based on bending stress, shear, and deflection consideration can be computed.
The lowest of the computed values will finally determine the maximum spacing of
the joists. Once the spacing is computed, the required quantity of each form



member can be obtained.  It should be noted that for the joist design, the values of
f, S, E, and I in Eq (3 to 15) are the values that correspond to the sheathing
material.  Extreme fibre bending values were scaled by a factor 0.86, to account
for the moisture content and by 1.25 for load duration consideration for this
illustration.  Douglas Fir Leech Lumber is assumed to be used for the form
members and the corresponding extreme fibre bending value was used for the
design computation.

Based on the computed joist spacing, the joist itself is analysed to determine
its maximum allowable span.  Joists are assumed to be continuous over three or
more spans.  Each joist must support the load from the sheathing halfway over to
the adjacent joist on either side.  Therefore the width of the load carried by the
joist is equal to the spacing of the joists.  The selected joist span becomes the
spacing of the stringers.  Based on the obtained stringer spacing, the process is
repeated to determine the maximum stringer span which is the distance between
the vertical supports (shores).  Joist loads will be acting on the stringer as a series
of concentrated loads but for the sake of simplicity the load is treated as a
uniformly distributed load.  Once the distance between the vertical supports
(shores) is obtained, the load to be carried by each shore should be less than the
safe working load available for the shores which can be calculated as the product
of shore spacing, stringer spacing, and design load. A steel shore was assumed for
this illustration.

3.1 Check for bearing stresses
The bearing stresses produced when one member rests upon another are

critical in the design of formwork.  The members must have sufficient area of
bearing on their supports to prevent crushing of the grain.  Otherwise the
formwork will settle out of position or have undesirable cracks and openings.
These stresses need to be analysed wherever joists rest on stringers, and where
stringers rest on shores.  The bearing forces applied to the horizontal timber
member cause compression perpendicular to grain.  The allowable stresses for
compression perpendicular to the grain are lower than those for compression
parallel to grain.  The calculated stringer span is checked against the capacity of
the shores used to support the stringers.  The load on each shore is computed as
the product of shore spacing and the load per foot of the stringer.  Thus the
maximum shore spacing is limited to the lower span length as governed by the
stringer strength or shore strength.  Stringer bearing on shore also should be kept
below the short term compression perpendicular to grain. Stringer bearing on
shore is computed as the ratio between the total load on shore to the bearing area.

It is also necessary to check the bearing at the point where each joist rests on
the stringer.  This is done by comparing the resulting stress with the allowable unit
stress in compression perpendicular to grain.  Joist bearing on stringer should be
kept below the short-term compression perpendicular to grain. Joist bearing on
stringer is computed as the ratio between the total stringer load to the
corresponding bearing area.



4 Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithms (GAs) is a computerised search method based on the
ideas of genetics and natural selection proposed by Holland (1975).  They use
random techniques but exploit information from the past experience to evolve
solutions to real world problems, once they are appropriately encoded.  GAs have
been demonstrated to be robust heuristic search techniques that are capable of
rapid identification of optimal design options whilst avoiding convergence on
local optima.  Even though GAs are not guaranteed to find the global optimum
solution to a problem within finite time, they are generally proved valuable at
finding near optimal solutions to problems that were previously considered too
large or complicated to solve within reasonable amount of time.  This adaptive
search technique, which has powerful non-linear processing capabilities, can be
used for solving multi-dimensional optimisation problems with discrete variables
and discontinuous functions.  However GAs are computationally expensive and
will usually be outperformed when specialised algorithms for a problem exist.

GAs work with a population of individuals each representing a possible
solution to a given problem.  Each candidate solution is represented as a string of
bits (a set of binary/character strings) analogous to chromosomes and genes in
evolution theory.  GAs assign a fitness score to each individual based on the
quality of the solution it represents and highly fit individuals are reproduced by
breeding with other individuals.  New populations are continuously evolved over
generations.  During the evolution process the quality of the population increases,
hopefully leading to an optimal solution.  Finally the population will converge to
an optimal solution to the coded problem.

A fitness function is necessary for each problem to be solved by GAs.
Fitness is determined by an objective function or subjective judgement. Objective
function provides a measure of performance with respect to a particular set of
parameters.  Fitness function transforms that measure of performance into an
allocation of reproductive opportunities.  Fitness function is generally used to map
individual bit strings into a positive number which is called the individual's
fitness.  Probability that an individual in the current population is propagated to
the future generation is proportional to its fitness.  Survival-of-the fittest method
adopted by GA selects new strings from the old population randomly, but biased
by their fitness.

Reproduction operators of GAs provides a means to weed out the bad and to
generate new and better set of solutions during every iteration.  Desirable
characteristics of the parents are inherited by off springs during the reproduction
phase by combining the best characteristics of both parents.  The main
reproductive operators are: (a) selection, (b) crossover, and (c) mutation.  In the
selection phase, individuals are selected from the population and recombined to
generate new offspring.  The objective of selection procedure is to give
exponentially increasing trials to the fittest individuals; thereby, less fit
individuals are eradicated and individuals of higher quality are selected and
rewarded by letting them reproduce more often.  Crossover is a reproduction
process by which the bit-strings of two fit parent individuals combine to produce
two child individuals.  Single point crossover is usually performed by swapping
the fragments between two parents at a random point along the bit string.



Crossover is generally applied to randomly paired strings with a moderate to high
probability denoted Pc(usually the value of  Pc falls between 0.6 and 1).  Mutation
is another reproductive operator that provides a theoretical guarantee that no bit
value is ever permanently fixed in all strings.  Mutation introduces random
modifications and hence induces a random walk through the search space.  During
mutation, a portion of the new individuals will be flipped to generate a new bit.
This is a critical operator that prevents the GAs from being stuck at good but non-
optimal solutions.  Mutation is done with a low probability denoted by Pm (usually
applied with less than 1% probability).  Mutation helps to maintain diversity
within population and restrain any premature convergence.

The first generation in the GA process is a population of randomly generated
individuals.  From there on, the genetic operations, in concert with the fitness
measure, operate to improve the initial population.  Fig. 3 shows the steps
involved in a typical GA implementation.  Introduction to GA can be found in
Austin (1990), Beasley et. al (1993) and Whitley (1993).  Tabtabai and Alex
(1997, 1998a 1998b 1998c and 1999) present the utility of GA to various
construction management optimisation problems.

5 Formwork optimisation procedure using genetic algorithm

The formulation and solution procedures adopted for the formwork
optimisation problem in this paper, have the following major steps:

a) Identify the solution structure of the optimisation problem,
b) Code the solution in the form of strings,
c) Define the objective function to be optimised,
d) Define the GA operators and stopping criteria,
e) Evolve solutions until the stopping criteria are met, and
f) Decode the evolved solution strings into the optimum solution.

Figure 3 illustrates the complete GA application methodology, which is
analogous to the evolution strategy found in nature.

Start with an initial
time

Initialise a random
population of

individuals

Evaluate fitness
of all individuals

of population

Test for
termination

criterion
(time, fitness, etc.)

Evaluate it's new
fitness

Select the
survivors from
actual fitness

End of GA.

While
not

Done

Crossover Selection

While
Done

Recombine the
“genes” of

selected parents.

Select a sub-
population for

offspring production

M utation

Perturb the mated
population

stochastically

Increase the time
counter

Fig. 3: A typical genetic algorithm optimization process



The objective function for the optimisation problem can be formulated as:
C= N1 × C1 + N2 × C2 + N3 × C3 + N4 × C4 + A × t × C5 (16)
in which,
N1= No. of sheathing, C1 = Unit cost of sheathing,
N2 = No. of joist, C2 = Unit cost of joist,
N3 = No. of stringers, C3 = Unit cost of stringers,
N4 = No. of shores, C4 = Unit cost of shores,
A = Area of slab, C5= Unit labor cost for unit volume of concrete
t = thickness of slab

5.1 Implementation
The values for GA control parameters, namely probability of crossover (Pc),

probability of mutation (Pm) and number of generations (Ngen), were selected
based on values reported by other researchers in various optimisation problems.
The elitist strategy, which always allows the best string in each generation to
survive in the next generation, is employed.  GA implementation was performed
using GeneHunter™, a commercially available genetic algorithm add-on software
from Ward System, Inc., for the Microsoft Excel™ spreadsheet.  A
microcomputer (IBM compatible Pentium-class, 16 MB Ram, 100 MHz machine),
was chosen as the hardware platform to run the evolution process outlined in Fig.
3.  This set-up was found to be simple, adequately efficient, and cost effective.
Moreover, microcomputers of above minimum configuration are commonly
available in most medium to large construction offices.

The design problem is first represented in the spreadsheet.  The inputs
required from the designer are first represented under various sections namely;

• structural inputs (length of slab (m), thickness of slab (cm), breadth of slab
(m)),

• sheathing inputs (sheathing thickness (mm), sheathing width (breadth) (m),
sheathing length (m), bending stress (MPa), young's modulus (GPa), shear
stress (MPa)),

• joist & stringer inputs (bending stress (MPa), young's modulus (GPa), shear
stress (MPa), compression perpendicular to the grain (MPa)), and

• shore inputs (bending stress (MPa), young's modulus (GPa), shear stress
(MPa), end plate dimensions (cm), shore capacity (KN)).

Individual cells are designated for the entry of these input variables.  Once
the input variables are specified in the spreadsheet, a new set of cells are
designated for the output variables, namely the breadth of joist, height of joist,
breadth of stringer, and height of stringer measured in appropriate units.  During
the optimisation process, GA considers a set of joist and stringer sizes for each
iteration.  The evolved shore and stringer sizes are used to compute the allowable
spacing using Eq (6), Eq (12), and Eq (15).  The minimum of this value is then
selected as the spacing for members.  The spacing of shore, stringer, and joist are
limited by considering the stringer bearing on shore, joist bearing on stringer, and
load carrying capacity of each shore.  The load carrying capacity of steel shore is
assumed as 22.2KN.  The expected reuse was taken as 3 for sheathing, joist and
stringer and 25 for the steel shores as practised in the local industry.  The number



of reuses can be judged based on the care exerted by the form handlers during the
dismantling, erecting and storage of formwork.  The type of form components,
unit material costs, unit labor costs, and the potential reuses of the slab form
components were assumed in this problem.

During successive evolution, GA attempts to evolve the optimum
dimensions for these members that will eventually result in minimum total cost.
For this example, a population of 100 individual solutions has been considered
during each evolution.  From the initial population the worst solutions were
discarded while the best solutions were combined with each other by crossover,
thus creating a new population.  The probability of crossover used for the problem
was 0.9 (Pc = 0.9).  A 1-point crossover was used for the current problem.
Occasionally a gene will be altered to produce a mutation.  The probability of
mutation adopted for the current problem was 0.01 (Pm = 0.01).  Fitness of the
current population was determined by the GA and the above steps were repeated
on the current population until the subsequent adaptation created a more fit
solution.  The entire genetic algorithm process continues through many
generations until the best solution is good enough to become the required solution
decided based on the iteration time and the rate of change of objective function.

The total cost of the formwork was derived from the number and spacing of
each individual formwork component used for the construction of the facility.
Optimisation process using GA was carried out for various slab sizes.  The
material properties of each component, the unit cost of each component,
deflection limits, and the slab dimensions were required to be input by the user.
During the evolution process, the GA evaluates different dimensions of each
formwork component, which will satisfy the design constraints, till the
combination that gives the minimum cost is reached.  Different sizes of joists and
stringers have been evaluated by the program to find out the optimum dimensions
resulting in overall minimum formwork cost.

For a standard slab carrying standard load with thickness ranging from 10
cm to 15 cm, based on the constrains set, GA yields an optimum section of 5 cm
by 5 cm joist and 5 cm by 20 cm stringer.  For a slab thickness of 10 cm, 45 cm
spacing is found to be adequate for the joist, while stringer and the shore need to
be spaced at 58 cm and 220 cm respectively.  With the increase in the thickness of
slab to 15 cm, the dead load of slab increases and the spacing becomes 43 cm., 55
cm., and 210 cm, for the joist, stringer and shore respectively.  When the slab size
increases, the joist size remains the same but the stringer size varied to 5 cm by 20
cm.  The spacing for the 10 cm thick slabs are 45 cm for joist, 60 cm for stringer,
and 200 cm for shores.  For the slab of thickness of 15 cm the joist and stringer
spacing remains the same but the shore spacing decreases to 190 cm.  The
computed formwork design parameters were found to be safe and economical.
The above problem was presented as an illustration about the use of GA for
formwork design.  However, a comparison between the design options based on
traditional methods and use of practical design constraints will provide more
confidence in these results.



6 Summary

The formwork should be designed such that the system is both safe and
economical.  Improper formwork design is one of the major causes of concrete
construction failure.  In the traditional formwork design procedure, the section is
kept constant by the designer and the spacing is calculated based on bending,
shear and deflection limits without specific consideration to the involved cost.
The spacing that satisfy the constraints are considered acceptable, which might not
necessarily give the optimum minimum cost. A new approach to design the
concrete slab formwork using Genetic Algorithm is proposed in this paper.  The
objective is to design the formwork in a most economical way with maximum
functionality.
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THE ADOPTION OF HONG KONG’S ECO-LABELLING SCHEME FOR
BUILDINGS
Hong Kong building environmental assessment method

H. A. DAVIES
Department of Building and Real Estate, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong
Kong

Abstract

The Hong Kong Real Estate Developers Organisation have established a voluntary
eco-labelling scheme for buildings in Hong Kong  known as HK-BEAM (Hong Kong
Building Environmental Assessment Method). It’s use is as a tool to assess
environmental impacts caused by buildings.  It aims to encourage the adoption of
more environmentally friendly building design.  The assessment covers global, local
and indoor issues.  This paper reviews the benefits and difficulties of adopting this
labelling scheme and highlights those areas where further work is needed to set
international standards for the use of sustainable materials and increase the uptake of
energy efficiency in building design and operation.

Keywords:  Eco-labelling, building assessment method, life-cycle costing

1 Introduction

Developers in Hong Kong are taking a pro-active stance towards limiting the
environmental impact of buildings in Hong Kong. The rapid building cycles in Hong
Kong of demolition and construction generate large impacts on the environment from
construction waste and use of resources.  Building occupation itself can contribute to
problems of global warming from the generation and high usage of energy.  The
Hong Kong Building Environmental Assessment Method (HK-BEAM) is a voluntary
method for assessing the environmental impact of new or existing air-conditioned
commercial buildings.  The scheme has been funded by the Real Estate Developers
Association of Hong Kong and is operated by the Centre for Environmental

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1993-2001.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Technology Ltd. (CET) the executive arm of the Private Sector Committee on the
Environment.  It is based on the UK’s Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) for offices (Prior, 1993) with
suitable adaptations made for the conditions particular to Hong Kong.  BREEAM was
launched in 1990 as the first “green” labelling scheme for the housing market in the
UK.  It has been expanded to cover a range of commercial, retail and industrial
buildings and one quarter of all UK office buildings are now assessed.  To date in
Hong Kong, 4 new office buildings and 6 existing buildings have been assessed under
HK-BEAM.  Schemes like BREEAM and HK-BEAM can be regarded as types of
eco-labelling for buildings.

What is the purpose of eco-labelling schemes?  They are often market led
initiatives to encourage more environmentally friendly building design and energy
efficiency in use.  But how useful are eco-labelling schemes such as HK-BEAM at
evaluating environmental performance?  Do they cover enough issues?  Are they
attractive enough to make people want to voluntarily use them? Can they have an
effect on the long term performance of buildings in the environment?

This paper examines the HK-BEAM scheme and summarises its objectives.
One “excellent” rated case study is detailed.  As a first step in answering some of the
questions raised above as to their purpose and value, a review of the items included in
HK-BEAM follows. A second part of this critique will look at extension of the eco-
labelling scheme and alternative building environmental performance assessment
methods.

2 Review of HK-BEAM

HK –BEAM is one of a growing number of schemes being introduced to
increase market awareness of green issues. Companies are increasingly recognising
that good environmental sense is also good business sense.  Energy efficiency saves
running costs, waste minimisation uses less resources, clean production avoids
pollution rather than needing time, money and resources for cleaning up afterwards.

2.1 HK-BEAM has a number of objectives:
• To reduce the long term impact that buildings have on the environment;
• To raise the awareness of the large contribution which buildings make to global

warming, acid rain, and depletion of the ozone layer as well as local
environmental issues;

• To promote and encourage energy efficient buildings and building service
systems and equipment;

• To reduce the unsustainable use of increasingly scarce resources such as water,
timber and natural materials;

• To improve the quality of the indoor environment and hence the health and well-
being of the occupants;

• To provide recognition for buildings where the environmental impact has been
reduced;



• To set targets and standards which are independently assessed and so help
minimise false claims or distortions;

• To enable developers, operators and users to respond to a  demand for buildings
which have less impact on the environment and to help stimulate such a market.
The scheme gives recognition for enhanced environmental performance in the

design, operation and maintenance of buildings.  Certification to HK-BEAM is
completely voluntary and undertaken by independent specialists. Fifty six “best
practice” environmental criteria are defined for a range of design and management
issues.  Premises are assessed against the criteria and ‘credits’ awarded where the
criteria are satisfied.  The results of the assessment are presented on the HK-BEAM
certificate as a rating of Fair, Good, Very Good or Excellent, according to the number
of credits achieved.

Table 1: Issues covered in HK-BEAM

Global Issues Local Issues Indoor Issues
Purchasing policies Electricity maximum demand Operation and maintenance
Energy efficiency programme Water conservation Metering and monitoring
Electricity consumption Legionnaires disease from wet

cooling towers
Biological contamination

Ozone depletion Vehicular access Indoor air quality
Storage for recyclable materials Transport and pedestrian access Hazardous materials

External noise Radon
Lighting
Indoor noise

The global, local and indoor issues are expanded and fully detailed in the following
tables:

Table 2: HK-BEAM’s requirement of the “Global Issues and Use of Resources”

Global Issues and Use of Resources
Parameters Possible

Credits
Credit Requirement

Electrical energy
consumption

13 • Design of low Overall Thermal Transfer Value (OTTV)
• The use of energy efficient lighting
• Demonstration of low lighting load
• The use of heat recovery system
• Confirmation of low air conditioning load

Ozone depletion 4 • Specification of low ozone-depletion potential refrigerants
• Implementation of refrigerant leakage programme

Use of timber 3 • Specification of durable and reusable formwork system
• Utilisation of sustainable timber

Storage for
recycling materials

1 • Design of separate storage space

For existing offices, 3 other parameters (overall environmental policy, environmental purchasing policy and energy efficiency
programme) can be given credits, but parameter of “use of timber” is not required.



Table 3: HK BEAM’s requirement of the “Local Issues”

Local Issues
Parameters Possible

Credits
Credit Requirement

Electricity maximum
demand

3 • Demonstration of low peak-electric demand

Water conservation
and wastewater
discharge

3 • Adoption of separate water meters, flow controls and
automation of water flows

Recycled materials 2 • Specification of 50% or more recycled materials
• Separation of waste on site

Legionnaires’
Disease

1 • The use of wet cooling towers by the Code of Practice -
Prevention of Legionnaires Disease

Noise from the
building

2 • Design not to exceed more than 5dB from the nearest
noise sensitive receiver

For existing offices, 2 other parameters (transport and pedestrian access, and vehicular access for servicing and waste
disposal) can be given credits, but parameters of “recycled materials” and “wastewater discharge” are not required.

Table 4: HK-BEAM’s requirement of the “Indoor Issues”

Indoor Issues
Parameters Possible

Credit
Credit Requirement

Metering and
monitoring
equipment

4 • Installation of separate electricity meters

HVAC system
commissioning

3 • Specification of air, water and HVAC systems in
accordance with the CIBSE and BSRIA guidelines

Operations and
maintenance

2 • Set up operations and maintenance manual
• Demonstration of proper management

Biological
contamination

1 • In compliance with the Code of Practice – Prevention of
Legionnaires Disease

Indoor air quality 4 • Specification of ventilation rate in accordance with CIBSE
or ASHRAE guidelines

Hazardous materials 1 • Specification of formaldehyde emissions in accordance
with the British Standard

• Adoption of unleaded paints
• The use of pre-treated timbers

Lighting 3 • Fitting of high-frequency ballasts lighting
• In compliance with CIBSE guidelines on illumination
• Demonstration of good daylight factor

Indoor noise 2 • Demonstration of external and internal noise levels in
accordance with the British Standard

For existing offices, 4 other parameters(building maintenance, operation and maintenance of building services systems, mineral
fibres and radon) can be given credits, but parameters  of “HVAC system commissioning” and “hazardous materials” are not
required.



The first building to achieve an ‘excellent’ rating under HK-BEAM  is a 25
storey plus 5 basement storey, Grade A office building (Lincoln House) completed in
April 1998 with a GFA of 31,688 sq. m.  Some of the special features that allowed it
to be rated as ‘excellent’ are detailed in Table 4.

Table 5: Special features of Lincoln House

• OTTV of 17.97W/sq.m, half of statutory value
• No incandescent lamps used in general areas of building
• Heat recovery used to pre-cool the supply air by the exhaust air
• Adequate provision of monitoring equipment items such as temperature

sensors, flow meters provided for major A/C equipment
• Proper testing and commissioning for major HVAC systems to ensure

efficient operation of the systems

ENERGY

• Maximum use of daylighting to minimise electric lighting
• Separate exhaust air duct dedicated for connection of building tenants’

ventilation system to allow direct exhausting of tobacco smoke and
other types of indoor air pollution

• No lead primers or paints; MDF with minimum formaldehyde
emissions; no preserved timber

INDOOR AIR
QUALITY

• Use of preservative fluids on site limited to essential operations
TRANSPORT • Covered pedestrian access provided to encourage use of public transport

• Loading and unloading areas segregated from pedestrian access routes
• Only the minimum number of carparking spaces provided to discourage

driving to work
• Separate space provided for collection of waste paper and other

recyclable materials
WASTE

• New materials in permanent works all contain over 50% of waste, by-
product or recycled materials

• Non-CFC refrigerant used for chiller plantOZONE
PROTECTION • Automatic refrigerant leak detection system used for early warning

• Refrigerant recovery equipment for use during servicing
• Corrugated steel sheeting or recycled composite fibreboard used for

hoardings
• Durable and reusable timber formwork used
• Solid timbers for permanent works are specified to be from sustainable

sources and contractors must provide proof of origin of timber used

TIMBER

• Recommendations of the same made to tenants for fitting out

The construction of Lincoln House was ‘championed’ by one of the members
of the Real Estate Developers Association that funded the development of HK-
BEAM.  It provides a model of what is possible for other developers.  However, the
benefits of this rating scheme as a marketing tool have yet to be proven in Hong
Kong. There has been limited uptake to date of the HK-BEAM initiative by
developer’s in Hong Kong.  Ten buildings have been rated and Lincoln House has
few tenants to date – most probably a result of the current economic recession in
Hong Kong. Environmental consciousness has a low priority in much of Hong Kong
development.  The government is taking action and the Planning, Environment and
Lands Branch (1996) has emphasised the need to “raise public awareness of the



environment and the impact our daily lives make upon it” so that the territory’s
development can be better sustained.  Hong Kong is making progress.  It may be
possible to identify the benefits of eco-labelling in Hong Kong, as they have been in
the UK, where a survey by Bhatti and Sarno (1996) identified that 12% of people put
‘high standard of energy efficiency’ as their top priority when buying new homes.
This result is attributed to the longer term introduction and increasing use of energy
rating of new homes and eco-labelling systems available having an effect on demand.
However, at present, Hong Kong is still characterised by patterns of excessive
consumption.  Are there limitations to the eco-labelling techniques that could be
improved so that the scheme becomes more useful and attractive or are there other
techniques to explore?

3 Limitations of green-labelling schemes

HK-BEAM, whilst being a useful marketing tool and raising awareness of
environmental issues, has some limitations.  The choice of credits could be seen as
limited and require up-grading even within the short time-span of it’s introduction.
For example, a company that complies with the requirements of an Environmental
Impact Assessment could feel entitled to the award of credits for its efforts at limiting
environmental impacts during construction.  The potential for expanding the list is
large with currently no international agreement on what must and could be included
in these kind of assessments. Environmental impacts come from construction,
utilisation and maintenance and demolition.  Further criteria in HK-BEAM should
therefore address these impacts.

There are also questions of quantifying some of the qualitative measures.  The
current assessment scheme requires both quantitative and qualitative  measures to be
rated.  Are some credits not more important than others?  How can you compare an
essential health risk like Legionnaire’s disease against space for storage of
recyclables? How much does a pedestrian access cost and how much is it worth?
How beneficial is it an encouraging the use of public transport?  Difficult to answer
questions – but Hong Kong developers want to be able to put monetary values on
everything to justify the cost of any measures they take and the extra cost of
upgrading to try and achieve further credits.

HK-BEAM suffers from a number of criticisms that have been levelled at it’s
parent scheme – BREEAM.  Although BREEAM has been praised as a valuable
marketing tool for the property industry, some have criticised it as a layer of
bureaucracy (Macneil, 1995).  Additionally, BREEAM is not based on a full life-
cycle analysis for buildings.  A building that has poor energy consumption can still
achieve a high score through other factors (Curwell, 1996).

A serious limitation of green-labelling schemes is their non-accounting for the
amount of embodied energy.  The period over which the building is to be used  is of
key importance in determining the relative significance of the energy that goes into
the production of a building’s constituent materials and components, and the energy
used in the building during occupation.  Whilst energy-in-use costs are being reduced



by the use of thermally efficient materials, these materials are often more energy-
intensive to produce and increase the embodied energy content of buildings.  If a
building has a “short life”, then the effect is to increase the relative significance of
embodied energy costs compared to energy consumed in use (Connaughton, 1992).
In Hong Kong, major refurbishment cycles can be as short as 5 years and building
replacement cycles 15 to 20 years.  The embodied energy of these buildings may be
as high if not higher than the energy used in occupying them over their actual life
spans.  Reducing energy running costs is therefore of limited value in relation to the
overall value of energy used in the materials comprising the building stock.

5 The significance of embodied energy in building materials

As an example of the significance of embodied energy, about 10% of the
UK’s annual energy consumption is used in the production of building materials
(Digest of UK Energy Statistics).  The building materials industry is relatively energy
intensive.  This is because building materials are generally high volume, low-value
products.

There is difficulty in comparing materials without common units of
measurement – generally monetary value of output is available, but it may not include
the same measured energy inputs.  What energy inputs should be included?  Should
‘indirect’ energy requirements of materials and machinery used in the process of
manufacturing building materials be included and what about the costs of raw
material extraction and transport?  Research by Stein et al (1981) has identified 5
“key” materials as accounting for over 50% of the total embodied energy of new
buildings (steel and iron 23%, concrete 14%, timber and wood 9%, bricks and clay
5%, cement 2%).  Government and developers interested in reducing environmental
impacts and reducing energy consumption could focus on opportunities for
minimising material use or substitute lower energy-value materials.

The direct energy consumed in the production of a building is a relatively low
proportion of the total energy and has been estimated as 17% for the USA (Stein et al
1981).  This is because construction is largely a labour intensive process involving
the assembly of already manufactured or processed materials.

Construction is thus a highly energy consuming industry – but the proportions
of energy used to produce the materials, to construct the buildings and to run and
maintain them will vary according to the life span of each building.  Short life spans
will mean embodied energy values will be relatively higher.  Short life spans will also
mean that environmental impacts from construction work will be more significant.
The combination of these issues can only be sensibly resolved through life-cycle
analysis.



6 Life-cycle analysis

Life-cycle analysis offers greater potential for assessing the environmental
impacts that occur throughout the life-cycle of a building.  A building requires inputs
of fuels, raw materials, water and land.  It creates outputs of a variety of pollutants to
air, water, land and noise.  The processes inbetween involve extraction of raw
materials and their conversion to construction products.  The construction process
itself, transportation, the use and maintenance of buildings, demolition and waste
management again require materials and energy (Krogh and Hansen, 1994).

The difficulties lie with being able to quantify the relative inputs of materials
and energy and the environmental impacts that make up the total life-span of a
building.  Without such quantitative data and weights we have no real basis to assess
building environmental performance at the decision and policy level (Levin, 1997).
Progress is being made – expected life-spans of building materials and components
have been estimated (NBA, 1985) and Haseltine (1975) has calculated the energy
intensities of several different construction forms.  It is also possible to select
environmentally preferable building materials to improve a building’s environmental
performance (CET, 1995).  Further work of this nature is required to make life-cycle
analysis a practical option.
 

7 Conclusions

Demands for sustainable buildings are likely to grow.  This presents
opportunities for the construction industry.  HK-BEAM provides an excellent
management tool for prioritising and communicating real improvements in the
performance of buildings, resulting in cost savings through the more efficient use of
energy and resources, increased occupant’s satisfaction through an improved indoor
environment, recognition for good management practices, increased marketability
and the further enhancement of the corporate profile.

However, it has limitations in that it assesses a limited number of issues.  It
does not consider environmental impacts during construction and makes no attempt
to allow for the costs of embodied energy in building materials.  It therefore offers
only limited analysis of the total environmental impact of a building over it’s life-
span.

A systematic, standardised assessment tool to evaluate the total environmental
impact of a building is still urgently required.  One such method is that offered by
life-cycle analysis.  However, this again has limitations since at present there are
difficulties in calculating the total energy costs and environmental impacts over the
life of a building.
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PRODUCT FEATURES THAT INFLUENCE THE END OF A BUILDING
Product that influence buildings
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Abstract

In the Netherlands, 14 million tons of demolition and construction wastes are produced
every year, of which about 80 percent is recycled on a material level, as rubble used for
road subbases. The government however, prefers product reuse above material-reuse or
landfill and incineration. Yet, there is no tool which would allow a decision maker to
make a considered choice for the most Eco-efficient end-of-life scenario for a building
product. The end of life of a building is defined as the last phase of the lifecycle of a
building and can be subdivided in the following stages: demolition/ disassembly;
transport; sorting, cleaning, repairing and storage of products and materials; landfill,
incineration, material recycling and product reuse. These various options for the end of
the life of a building are called End of Life Scenarios (ELS).
Optimizing for the end of life of a building has its consequences for the design
process. When an architect tries to design for a certain ELS, he must choose the ap-
propriate products and optimize the connections between those products. Suppose,
an architect wants to design a building that can easily be disassembled and that con-
sists of building products most of which are suitable for reuse. Of course he does not
want to reach this aim at any price. He seeks a balance between environmental profit
and the life cycle costs of a design, the costs that have to be made for the end of life of
a building.
To handle this problem we will not concentrate on the whole building, but at
components of the building: the building products. This research project aims to
develop a tool to assess both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the end of life
of a building product that effect the product’s environmental impact and life cycle
costs. This article describes product features that influence the end of life of a
building product. A case study of an office building that has a very short lifetime of
twenty years, designed for disassembly and recycling, illustrates the first results of
this analyze tool.

Keywords: Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), environmental impact, end-of-life scenario,
life cycle costs (LCC), design for dismantling, design for durability, demolition, product
reuse, material recycling, BELCANTO.
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1 Introduction

A few decades ago a lot of attention was paid towards flexible and dismantable
buildings [Reinhardt and Bouvy 1985]. The promoters of this trend assumed that this
flexibility is a great benefit for the users of the building, but unfortunately it never
became common, and the attention decreased. Nowadays, at least in the Netherlands, the
building industry is again interested in dismantable buildings. Congresses and a
considerable grant from the government for demonstration projects, show the importance
of this trend.

Although it is still not very common, the design of a dismantable house should be
no problem, because there are a lot of building products you can combine to create a
dismantable building. The flexibility of this building will become greater and the
possibilities to reuse the building products will also become greater. The building
industry considers the dismantability, next to the flexibility, as a possible solution for
environmental problems [Congress Industrial Flexible and Demountable building, 1998].
However, the question is whether reuse of building products is the best alternative for
creating less pressure on our environment? Is reuse of products better than other possible
scenario's, like recycling of materials, landfill or incineration, in general or just in a few
specific cases? In this paper we also describe the product features that influence these
scenario's, using a case study that serves as a handle.

2 Evaluation of End-of-life scenario's (ELSs) with BELCANTO

The four scenario's mentioned in the last section, reuse of products, recycling of
materials, landfill and incineration are defined as End-of-life Scenario's (ELSs). A way to
determine the best possible end-of-life scenario of a building is to use a Life Cycle
Assessment method (LCA). At the moment, a lot of methods are available, computerized
or not, that help us make a considerate choice [Guequierre et al 1998].

However, until now LCA's concentrate primarily on the production and use of
products. The end of life of building-products is still underexposed and a lot of data of
demolishing and dismantling are still missing. But this lack of data is not the only
problem; it is also very difficult to allocate environmental load to the first and second life
of a product. For example, if concrete is used in a building, it is possible to allocate the
energy used for breaking the concrete to the first life, as well as to the second life of the
material as road subbase. These are complicated issues that have to be addressed before a
considerate choice can be made between various ELSs for building products.

Another limitation of the actual LCA's is that not all aspects that have their
influence on reusability or recyclability are integrated in the LCA's. For example, product
features, like connections with other products, remaining lifespan, ergonomics and
safety, have influence, but are not systematically used in decision making.

To conclude, a tool for an architect, or a building product developer, or a research-
er is missing, to support the choice between reuse of products, recycling of materials,
landfill or incinerating as the end-of-life scenario of a certain building product. Recently,
we suggested a possible design for such a decision support system [Guequierre et al.
1998]. Figure 1 shows a scheme of this system, called BELCANTO (Building End of



Fig. 1: Scheme of the decision support system BELCANTO

Life Cycle Analyze Tool). The output of BELCANTO will be at least the environmental
load of a building product. However, decision makers need also economic aspects, thus
the life-cycle costs of the various ELSs must also be part of the output. Furthermore,
some qualitative deliberations, like the ease of dismantling, are added to the output. The
input of BELCANTO will be a building product. We described several product features
that are relevant for the decision support system and in fact these features are the input of
BELCANTO [Guequierre et al. 1998].

3 Office XX: a case study

The purpose of this case study is to illustrate how the various product features
influence the environmental load and life cycle costs of ELSs. We choose 'Office XX' as
an example because:
1. The office is designed to be dismantled after 20 years and the building products

can be reused again or the materials can be recycled. This building has therefore
the possibility to examine all ELSs for each building product in contrast to other
offices: they are made quite often from in situ concrete which can only be recycled
on a material level and can not be reused as a product;

2. the office is rather small, 2000 m2, and has a limited number of elements (about 60
different types).

3.1 Office XX
Post Ter Avest architects in Rotterdam got the idea to build an office with a life-

span of only 20 years in summer of 1996. They decided to drop the idea that building for
eternity was the best solution to build in an environmentally friendly way, and they are
convinced that it is possible to build an office that combines the trend of the short econo-
mical lifespan of an office with the trend of making sustainable buildings. They decided
to gear the lifespan of building products to the economical lifespan of a building. The
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idea is that the building should decay after 19,5 years and collapses after 20 years.
The financier of this building, Wereldhaven N.V., has several reasons to invest in

this project. The main reason is the responsibility towards the environment, but of course
there are less noble motives to join the projects. Most office buildings must be refurbish-
ed after only 20 years because of the wishes of a new tenant. Refurbishment is very
expensive, and is a large operation, because office buildings are rarely designed to be
dismantled. Besides these refurbishing costs, they also expect that costs for dumping
demolition and construction waste will rise in the future.

Another reason to invest in this project are the additional advantages, like the
energy saving by adapting the façade structure in an other building, and the experience
with sustainable building.

3.2 Design process
A team, consisting of employees of the constructor, the architect, the Eindhoven

University of Technology (concerning the installation), and the contractor designed the
office. The design team met several times during the development of Office XX to
discuss design solutions and costs. Design strategies of the design team are:
1. The building should be flexible and removable, producers of building products

were asked to give a guarantee that the product can be recycled afterwards;
2. The design is divided in two levels, 'support' and 'fill-in';
3. The choice of materials is harmonized as much as possible with the life cycle of the

building (20 years).

3.3 Description of the building
The office with a surface of 2000 square meter is designed for 160 employees.It is

divided in two floors of 1000 square meter (Figure 2). In the middle of the rectangle is
the entrance; at both ends are stairs. In the middle of each half, 30 square meters are
reserved for sanitary units and installations.

The main construction of XX is a skeleton of columns and beams made of multi-
layered, glued pinewood (Swedlan). The very strong wood, combined with steel cables at
the bottom of the beams makes a slim construction with a great span (5x6 m.). The
ground floor is made of concrete, the first floor is made of pine beams and underlayment
and filled with sand for noise reduction.

The façade is entirely three-layered glass and forms together with a curtain a
climate façade. The curtain is a screen, gradually changing in transparency, attached to
cylinders at the floor and ceiling, and can be rolled in such way that the transparency is
adjusted to the sunlight. All measures on energy saving like the three-layered glass and
the climate façade result in a very energy efficient building. A recent study on

Fig. 2: Office XX



environmental aspects shows that the total environmental load of this building, compared
with a 'normal' office, is about 40 % lower, due to saving energy [Knapen et al.1998].

4 Product features related to End of life scenarios

This section discusses various product features that influence the scenarios at the
end of the life of a building. We distinguish three ELSs: reuse of the product, recycling of
materials and landfill/incineration.

4.1 Reuse of product
The reuse of a product requires that the product is as undamaged as possible. This

requires a careful way of disassembling and a well-considered way of design and
construction of a building. Important stages in the reuse of products are shown in Table
1: demolition/dismantling, transport, repair and the actual reuse.

Table 1: Overview of product features that influence life cycle costs and life cycle
analysis and reusability for reusing building products

ELS INPUT BELCANTO OUTPUT BELCANTO

Reuse of
products

Product features LCC
(guilder)

LCA
(ecopoints)

Reusability
(qualitative)

• connection to other
components

dismantling costs energy costs, emissions ease of dismantling

• ergonomics and safety - - working conditions

Demolition/
Dismantling

• percentage drop-out costs a piece ecopoints a piece -
Transport • size and weight transport costs ecopoints for transport -

• connection to other
components

damage, and thus costs
for repair

- -

• percentage repair costs a piece ecopoints a piece -

Repair

• sort of repair repair costs energy, material -
• remaining lifespan price performance

relation
ecopoints-performance
relation

-

• reliability - - applicability in new
building

• out dated product - - utility in future
• quantity - - probability of reuse
• economical profit saving costs not using

a new product
- -

Reuse

• environmental profit - not using a new
product

-

Sum total costs reuse of
product

total environmental
load reuse of product

qualitative judgement
reusability of product

•• Connection to other components
We suggest there are three types of connection: fixed, half-fixed, and non-fixed. Fixed
connections can be divided into two types: chemical fixed connections like glue, cement,
PU foam, and solder, or mechanical fixed connections like clicking. Characteristics of
this type of connection are that either the product is damaged by the connection, or the



product is covered with the material used for the connection. In either case, the product
has to be cleaned or repaired before reuse is possible.

Half-fixed connections are connections that can be disconnected, but not as easily
as non-fixed connections. An example of this type of connections is when nails are used,
or screws are rusted. It is not certain that the product is intact after disconnection. A
percentage will be damaged, dependent on the type of connection. The connection itself
will most likely to be damaged as well.

Table 2: Analysis of connections of three product of XX

Non-fixed connections are easy to undo. Examples of this type of connection are
screwed connections that are not rusted and click-connections that can be unclicked
(mechanical non-fixed connections). The connection is not damaged and can be reused.
[Timmermans 1985].
In table 2 connections of office XX are analyzed. The concrete hollow core slabs of the
ground floor are connected to other building products in a fixed way. Product reuse will
be less attractive because it is difficult to loosen them from other products and more
damage will occur. The window frames of the ground floor are connected in a non-fixed
way to many other building products. It will take considerable amount of time to
disconnect these building products (high life cycle costs), but it is possible to remove
them undamaged (less environmental impact).
•• Dismantling versus demolishing

XX is a rather dismantable building; only a few building products can not be
removed in an easy way and have to be demolished. Dismantling has some advantages in
comparison with demolishing; e.g. dust and noise can be avoided. When the dismantling
of XX is done in a careful way, safety and ergonomics should be no problem.

Disassembling buildings to obtain building products requires more work than
demolishing buildings and this work must be done in a safe and healthy way, because it
concerns human activity. During disassembly, large and generally heavy objects have to
be moved. Since this is accurate work, people will be close to these objects and will run
the risk of becoming injured. Furthermore workers may get ill by prolonged exposure to

       type of fixed connection half-fixed non fixed connection
       connection chemical mechanical extra part for form-connection

connection

element
floor element other concrete
(concrete floor elements
hollow core collumn support
slab) (poured with

concrete)
span bar cross bars wooden beam
construction (16 pins) column
(steel)
window frames other window other window
ground floor frames, with frames, ground floor

connection slat floor element
first floor
aluminium profiles

difficult to dismantle easy to dismantle



noise and dust, caused through for example, sawing stones.

•• Percentage unusable
The very large threefold glass panes of XX run the risk of breaking and it is

obvious that during dismantling a higher percentage of the panes will be destroyed in
comparison with wooden columns. When columns are damaged, it is plausible that the
damage can be repaired, and the percentage that is unusable is negligible. A higher
percentage of not reusable products causes a higher price a piece, both economically and
environmentally.
•• Size and weight

The size and weight of products determine the costs of transport and the environ-
mental load. The larger the products, the less fit in a truck or in other ways of transport.
• Percentage repair/sort of repair

Some products will need repair after dismantling before they can be reused in a
new building. There are two reasons: the product cannot fulfill its function anymore or
the appearance of the product is not satisfying anymore.

Concrete hollow core slabs of XX illustrate the first reason: they cannot function
anymore if the concrete coat is damaged and the reinforcing steel is exposed to the
elements. The concrete coat has to be repaired before reuse. The second reason will
occur more often, especially when building products are visible for the user. A good
example from XX is the wooden stairs. The stairs must be repainted before reuse. Repair
needs material and energy, which causes costs and environmental load.
• Remaining lifespan

The lifespan of a product depends on external aspects like climate, its use, and
environment, and on inherent aspects like material qualities, design details and quality of
the building process [Huffmeijer 1995]. For any reuse of a product, it is essential to know
its remaining lifespan.

If we look at office XX, we see that many building products last much longer than
the 20-year lifecycle of the building. For example: concrete elements: 75 years, alumin-
um gutter: 25 years, wooden floor elements filled with sand: 75 years, wooden columns
75 years, spine window frames: 40 years [Huffmeijer 1995]. It is hard to find a building
part that will last for only 20 years in office XX. To conclude: the building will not col-
lapse after 20 years, but it can be dismantled and most building products could be part of
a new office, excluding the aluminum gutter that has a short remaining lifespan (5 years).

Another mechanism we have to take into account is the dependency of the lifespan
of the product on the lifecycle of the building. If a building product lasts for 18 years, it is
plausible that this product will not be replaced before the building is demolished after 20
years. The product will be repaired, or accepted in an inferior condition until the building
is demolished.
•• Reliability
Besides a shorter remaining lifetime, an older product also has a greater risk of failure.
The risk of failure is assumed to be normal distributed and the standard deviation is one
sixth of the average lifespan [Huffmeijer1995]. Suppose this is true, table 3 shows us the
results of three building products of XX: the cumulative chance on failure and replace-
ment in the first lifecycle of the building (0-20 years) and in the first and second lifecycle
of the building (0-40 years).



Table 3 confirms the idea that it is not wise to reuse the aluminum gutter. But
more surprisingly, the chance of failure of the window frames is also high: 50 %. That is
easy to explain: if a lifespan of a product is normally distributed, half of the products has
a lifespan shorter than the average of 40 years, the other half has a lifespan more than 40
years. Of course, if the window frames are maintained, more than 50 percent will last the
required 40 years. This way of calculating is inaccurate, using the standard deviation of
one sixth of the average lifespan. It is better for the final model of BELCANTO to use a
more refined method; but as an approximation this calculation is nevertheless illustrative.

Table 3: Chance of failure for tree building products of XX

life cycle
of
building

average
lifespan
of
product
(x)

standard
deviation
(1/6* x)

Cumulative
chance of failure
in first lifecycle
building

P(x < 20)

cumulative
chance of failure
in first and
second lifecycle
building
P(x < 40)

aluminum gutter 20 25 4,17 0,11507 0,99984
spine window
frames

20 40 6,67 0,00135 0,50000

concrete
element

20 75 12,50 0,00001 0,00256

•• Out-dated products
Some products will be of no use in the future. A good example is single pane glass.

Nowadays, it is not allowed anymore, and only double-glazing is applied. If this trend
continues, even double-glazing may not be sufficient in the future. Similar problems
occur with installation products. All products that have a function in the energy balance
of a building (installation and insulation) have a reasonable chance of becoming outdated
sooner or later.

The threefold-glazing of office XX anticipates on future demands for energy use.
Among other things, these threefold-glazing create a low energy need because of the high
thermal isolation. Therefore this building part will not be out-dated in the near future.
•• Quantity

In office XX, 84 window frames of the same size are used on the ground floor. A
possibility is to reuse these windows again in an office or other large building. However
the window frames are rather large (2 x 2,5 m.), it is also possible to reuse these 84 same
window-frames in a housing project and use two or three windows at the ground floor of
each house.

The quantity of equal building products will influence the reusability. The larger
the number, the more chance there is on reuse in a new building. Nowadays, a building
with different sizes of window frames will not be accepted, but in the future this may be
the case, when raw materials become scarce.



•• Economical profit
Until now we have only talked about costs, but reusing a building product brings

also something in return. If we build an office in 20 years, we can reuse the product that
is used for the first 20 years, and there will be no need to buy a new product.

Of course we cannot know at this moment the value of a product that will be
bought in the year 2020. To find the economical value of the new product, and thus the
environmental profit of the now used product, we relate the economical profit to the price
of a product bought now, possibly proportionally decreased with the already used
lifetime. In later research we will pay more attention to this aspect.
•• Environmental profit

The same story is valid for the environmental profit. With LCA we can calculate
the environmental load of the product. If we use this product again in the year 2020, we
don't have to make a new product and therefore save materials and energy and diminish
the environmental load. Of course, one can discuss if this is a right starting-point,
because one should calculate with the environmental value of a product that will replace
the old one in twenty years. Besides, if energy is saved with a new product, we can say
that using the old product causes also an environmental loss. But, although this would be
the most honorable way, it is not realistic. It is not possible to look in the future for such
detailed information. Therefore we suggest to relate the environmental profit to the
environmental value of the product now used in a building. This also will be discussed in
later research.

4.2 Recycling of materials
Recycling of materials involves fewer demands in comparison with reuse of

products as described above. Furthermore, connections between materials are now more
important than the connections between products. An example: products that are
connected in a fixed way can be recycled without problems when the products and the
connection are made of the same material.

Table 4 gives an overview of the product features that influence the recyclability of
building products. Because we described many product features before in the ELS 'reuse
of products', we will concentrate on the product features that are different: connection to
other materials, quality of the material, recycling process, and the quality of the recycled
material.
•• Connection to other materials

The fixed connections between the concrete hollow core slabs of XX, what
caused problems for the reuse of the product, are for recycling of the material no
problem: The concrete can be demolished and reused for road subbases. The window
frames that are connected with a slat, will be damaged when the window frames are
disconnected. When we look at reusing the material on a low level, as chipwood, the
damaging will cause no problems, but if we want to reuse the beams of the window
frames, the material damage obstructs the recycling.

The connection between materials can be categorized in the same way as
described earlier in this article.



Table 4: Product features that influence life cycle costs, environmental load, and
recyclebility for the end of life scenario 'recycling materials'

ELS INPUT BELCANTO OUTPUT BELCANTO

 Recycling of
material

Product features LCC
(guilder)

LCA
(ecopoints)

Recyclebility
(qualitative)

• connection to other
materials

dismantling costs energy costs, emissions ease of dismantling

• ergonomics and safety - - working conditions
dismantling

Demolition/
Dismantling

• quality of the material,
recycling possible?

costs each kg ecopoints each kg -

Transport • volume and weight transport costs ecopoints for transport -
Cleaning • connection to other

materials
pollution and thus costs
for cleaning material

- -

• recycling process costs for recycling
process

ecopoints for energy
costs, pollution

-

• quality of recycled
material

devaluation of material
in price

environmental loss -

• economical profit saving costs not using
new material

- -

Recycling

• environmental profit - less load on the
environment not using
new material

-

Sum total costs recycling of
materials

total environmental
load recycling of
materials

qualitative
judgement
recyclebility of
materials

• Quality of the material
Since window frames can be recycled in two ways - reusing the beams (parts) and

reusing the reduced wood in chipwood - the quality of the wood after 20 years use deter-
mines the way of recycling. If the beams are rotten, only the last possibility remains. The
quality of the material is not only determined by aging but also by pollution. In case of
reusing recycled concrete aggregates for new concrete, e.g. remains of wood and gypsum
may potentially deteriorate concrete quality. Steel recycling is effected less by pollution,
since most of the pollution here (e.g. paint) will be removed in the recycling process.
•• Recycling process

The recycling process also influences life cycle costs and environmental load. For
some materials, like wood, there are more possible ways of recycling. Other materials
can be recycled in just one way; for example, concrete can only be recycled as aggregate
and used in roads or new concrete, saving in both cases gravel.
•• Quality of the recycled material

Some materials may be recycled over and over without a significant quality loss,
e.g. steel, while others may be recycled only once, or a few times at most, e.g. plastics. In
some cases 100 % of recycled material is reused in the new material, in other cases only
smaller percentages may be applied.



4.3 Landfill and Incineration
There are only a few product features that influence the output of BELCANTO

(Table 5). The most important feature is the used material for the product. If it is
combustible it can be dumped on a landfill or it can be incinerated. If it is not
combustible only landfill is an option. But the sort of material influences the output of
BELCANTO also in another way, some materials are extremely hazardous for the
environment when they are burnt, like PVC, or dumped, like lead.

Table 5: Influence of product features on landfill and incineration

ELS INPUT BELCANTO OUTPUT BELCANTO

Landfill/
Incineration

Product features LCC
(guilder)

LCA
(ecopoints)

Possibility of
dumping,
incineration
(qualitative)

Demolition/
Dismantling

• type of material
combustable or not
combustable

costs for seperation energy needed and
emissions released

-

Transport • volume and weight transport costs ecopoints for transport -
• volume and weight costs for landfill,

incineration
environmental costs for
landfill or incineration

-

• type of material costs for landfill,
incineration

environmental costs for
landfill or incineration

risk for health of
people

• economical profit generation of energy in
case of incineration

- -

Landfill/
Incineration

• environmental profit - generation of energy in
case of incineration,
emissions in both cases

-

Sum total costs landfill or
incineration

total environmental
load landfill or
incineration

qualitative judgement
incineration, landfill
of materials

5 Conclusion

A case study, like office XX, helped us to describe all the product features that
influence the output of BELCANTO; environmental load, life cycle costs and the
suitability for a certain ELS. It was indeed a good choice to choose XX for its
dismantability, because only a few products can not be reused a second time, and it was
in this way possible to look at different scenarios of the end of life of a building

XX is designed to be dismantled after 20 years and this is indeed possible. The
attempt to gear the lifespan of products to the life cycle of the office is less successful;
most building products that are used have a lifespan that is much longer than 20 years.

Although we described in this article the important product features carefully, there
are still some product features that have to be examined more in detail, like
environmental and economic profit.
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Abstract

Initial development of the National Master Specification (NMS) of Canada began in
the late 1960's to avoid duplication by the federal government departments involved
in construction. Through collaboration with private sector specification writing
organizations, this document is now national in scope and accepted as the primary
master construction specification by the Canadian construction industry. Canadian
federal government regulations required that all departments undertake proactive and
verifiable steps towards sustainable development. Six areas were identified as having
the greatest environmental impact, and therefore, the highest priorities in the
“greening” process. The criteria used to determine the environmentally responsible
choices that have been added to the NMS are based on consideration of life-cycle
assessment and environmentally responsible design. The communication and
awareness heightening methods used to assist in decision making, relative to the
"greenness" of available options, are discussed in this paper. The paper details the
action plan implemented to integrate sustainable development and durability
principles and elaborates on the future application of the greened NMS in the
construction practices specified by Public Works and Government Services Canada
(PWGSC).

Keywords: green specifications, national strategy, sustainability, environmental
design

1 Introduction

In the late 1960s, the Canadian federal government departments involved in
construction decided to amalgamate their individual master construction
specifications into a single document, as the Government Master Specification

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2002-2011.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



(GMS).  The document was used by all federal government departments and by all
architectural and engineering consultants working for the federal government.
Positive pressure from the private sector as well as the great success, acceptance and
quality of the document, lead to it becoming considerably more national in scope by
the mid-seventies.

Thanks largely to the involvement of the private sector, primarily Construction
Specifications Canada (CSC) and their predecessor, the GMS had evolved after
several years, into the document that we now know as the National Master
Specification (NMS).

As well as reducing the duplication of effort, the NMS was also seen by the
federal government as a unique tool for transferring technology and government
policy.  It is still used extensively for this purpose today.

1.1 NMS framework
The NMS is generic in nature.  It does not identify manufacturers by name,

trademark or brand name.  It is commonly referred to as a “delete master”; providing,
as choices, the characteristics and criteria of all materials, products, systems,
assemblies and procedures used in the construction industry.  This allows
specification writers to delete the choices not relevant to specific projects.

The NMS, available in English and French, is accepted as the primary master
construction specification by the Canadian construction industry and has over 650
sections covering virtually all aspects of construction (16 divisions of MasterFormat
©1).

Division 1 Sections of the NMS address administrative and procedural aspects
of construction and construction control.  Divisions 2 through 16 deal with the
technical issues and are material, product or process specific.  For example, a
Division 1 section related to shop drawings explains how shop drawings should be
submitted, their size and how many copies are required, whereas, the technical
section for, say, doors would outline the requirements that should be included on the
shop drawing such as hardware locations.

2 Objectives of greening exercise

Most people desire the "greening" of regular aspects and procedures of their
lives.  By taking more care to perform all facets of construction and maintenance in
as environmentally prudent a way as possible, this desire may become a reality.
Direction is needed to identify the materials, products, components, systems,
assemblies and procedures that are perceived to be the least harmful or potentially
beneficial to the environmental wellbeing.  It is the Government of Canada's role, as
environmental custodian for its citizens, to see that adequate measures are taken to
attain that wellbeing.  The NMS is an invaluable information dissemination tool
toward this objective.

The long term selection of appropriate materials and application of sound

                                                
1MasterFormat© is a North American construction industry formatting document jointly owned and
published by Construction Specifications Canada (CSC) and the Construction Specifications Institute
(CSI) in the United States.



practices and procedures will together lead to greener, more durable facilities and the
sustainability of the environment as a whole.  Building tenants will enjoy healthier
working environments.  Society will benefit from clean air, clean water, usable land
and resources for future generations.

2.1 Partnership with construction specifications Canada
When the GMS became the NMS in the mid-seventies, Construction

Specifications Canada (CSC) was the main private sector organization that had input
into the document.  They were, and to some extent still are, the main “window of
opportunity” for private sector specifiers to effect change in NMS sections.  CSC had
a parallel organization with co-ordinators and reviewers of NMS sections to assist in
the development of the NMS to meet the needs of the private as well as the public
sectors.  Today, now that the NMS is more fully developed, CSC works in
conjunction with the NMS Secretariat through the CSC Technical Studies
Committee.

2.2 Government impetus

2.2.1 Legal requirements
Sustainable development, defined as “development that meets the needs of the

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs”(United Nations 1988), has become a key goal of the public policy of the
federal government both domestically and internationally over the last decade.

Amendments to the Auditor General Act on December 15, 1995 (Canada
Gazette 1995) required each federal government department to table a Sustainable
Development Strategy (SDS) prior to December 31, 1997.  PWGSC and other
departments, fulfilled this requirement on schedule and the PWGSC plan is available
to the public (PWGSC 1997) (http://www.pwgsc.gc.ca/comm/sds).  In order to create
a proactive atmosphere with a verifiable indication of progress, the responsible
Ministers are required to update their SDS every three years and report annually on
their progress towards sustainable development.

2.2.2 PWGSC's sustainable development strategies
To provide adequate detail for PWGSC's corporate response to the legislated

requirement, the various departmental branches developed organization specific
sustainability documents.  The Real Property Services Branch (RPSB) of PWGSC
developed an SDS that sets out the goals, objectives and actions required to integrate
the strategies into policy and operations (PWGSC 1996b).  The RPSB strategy forms
an integral part of the overall SDS for PWGSC.

The SDS of the Real Property Services Branch identified several areas of
paramount concern. They were:

• Toxic or hazardous substances and waste management;
• Ozone depleting substances;
• Non-hazardous solid waste management;
• Energy and water efficiency in facilities;
• Contaminated sites management; and
• Land and marine/fresh water activity management.



The staff at the National Master Specification in turn established where the
NMS could be used as an effective tool to implement the SDS objectives.  They
developed an action plan that directly supported the integration of the RPSB
sustainable development principles into its policies and operations (PWGSC 1998).

The connection between moral obligations to the Canadian public, the 1995
Auditor General's Report through to the "greening" process and the updating of the
PWGSC SDS is depicted in Figure 1.

3 Greening methodology

By addressing the sustainability issues, the NMS provides a tool that supports
RPSB and facilitates in the integration of a comprehensive environmental
management system.  This will assist RPSB in demonstrating due diligence, and will
ensure that environmental performance is achieved and sustained according to
established objectives.  Considerable work had already begun on "greening" efforts
but the legal requirements of the Auditor General's Report (Canada Gazette 1995)
gave a heightened significance and corporate support to the undertaking.

Fig. 1: Towards sustainable development objectives

3.1 Revision of the NMS
The environmental group at PWGSC undertook a study to determine which

sections of the NMS were most environmentally sensitive (PWGSC 1995).  This
exercise produced a list of all NMS sections and their priority for the “greening”
process.  The highest priority was given to those sections covering subject matter that
was the most environmentally threatening.

The RPSB SDS was further examined in detail to see which sections of the
NMS could be updated to meet the sustainable development requirements as well as
to identify gaps in the coverage of the NMS for sustainable development purposes.

In each of the identified sections, various options in material, construction or
demolition practice were proposed and given the designation of an "environmentally
responsible choice".  The NMS Secretariat contracted various environmental
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consultants to address the most significant items as quickly as possible.  The criteria
used by the NMS to determine the environmentally responsible choices which have
been added to the NMS are based, for the most part, on life cycle assessment and
environmental design principals (CSA Z760-94 1994; CSA Z762-95 1995).  Once the
most environmentally sensitive sections had been taken care of, the “greening” of the
remaining sections was rolled into the regular update process.  With the planned
review and update schedule, all sections of the NMS will be “greened” by 2001.

The NMS has over 650 sections that are updated on a continuous three-year
cycle.  That means that any section that is updated and published in 1999 will come
up for review and re-publication in 2002.  The NMS Secretariat does not view the
"greening" of a section as ever being completed.  As with the other technical aspects
of any section, the environmental aspects continue to change as technologies
advance.  Hence the need for a continuous three-year updating cycle.

The interaction of the "greening" schedule and the NMS review and updating
cycle is illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: NMS fully "greened" by 2001

3.2 Application of assessment criteria
Although the goal is to “green” all of the NMS sections, emphasis was placed

upon addressing the six areas identified in the RPS SDS (Section 2.2.2) and the NMS
sections that could immediately be targeted for action.

The NMS database of sections was scrutinized to decide on the most effective
way to improve these areas.

3.2.1 Toxic or hazardous substances and waste management
There were several places in the NMS where this was addressed.  General

actions included the development of:

• A new Division 1 section for the removal and disposal of hazardous materials;
• A new Division 1 section for the removal and disposal of toxic materials; and
• A new technical section for the removal and disposal of hazardous materials.
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Three existing sections dealing exclusively with asbestos abatement were
updated to include the most current practices, codes and regulations for the asbestos
abatement industry.

A new technical section was developed for the storage, safety and management
of polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) materials.  Specifically, this section addresses:
decontamination requirements for reuse and recycling of PCB transformers; storage
site management; leak and spill safety and labeling.  The decontamination
information was obtained from Canadian PCB decontamination standards (CCME
1995) and the storage site management information came from the Canadian
environmental legislation (CEPA 1988).  Also, 20 existing sections within the NMS
were updated to include information advising against the selection of PCB containing
products.

The two sections that deal with the installation of aboveground and
underground storage tanks were updated to reflect more environmentally responsible
practices.  Additions have been made throughout both sections encouraging
maximum leak and spill protection.  The national fire protection code (NFC 1995)
and the codes of practice for storage tanks (CCME 1993, 1994) were the primary
references used for this initiative.  A new section was also written for the removal of
underground storage tanks.  The new section outlines the basic procedures that must
be followed when removing underground storage tanks, including government
regulations, safety requirements and licensing.

3.2.2 Ozone depleting substances
Seventeen sections of the NMS were identified as having an impact on ozone

depletion.  These were reviewed by specialists in that field and updated with more
environmentally responsible choices and practices.

3.2.3 Non-hazardous solid waste management
The existing sections that tackle construction related demolition were updated

and two new NMS sections were developed to deal with deconstruction and
dismantling.  The first new section was a Division 1 section addressing the
administrative and procedural aspects of deconstruction and dismantling, and the
second new section was a Division 2 section addressing the more technical aspects of
deconstruction and dismantling.

One other important initiative that was undertaken by NMS staff in this area
was the negotiations that took place with the committee that was updating
SectionFormat © 2.  A new article heading in Part 1 of SectionFormat © entitled
“Waste Management and Disposal” was included in the updated version of the format
document.  The addition of this heading has far reaching consequences.  The NMS
(and every other master construction specification) now has a consistent place to
address this problem in every specification section.

As a result of this new article in SectionFormat ©, the NMS has produced a
new Division 1 section and is in the process of including a Waste Management and
Disposal article in each and every technical section in Divisions 2 through 16.  An

                                                
2SectionFormat© is a North American specifications formatting document jointly owned and
published by Construction Specifications Canada (CSC) and the Construction Specifications Institute
(CSI) in the United States.



extract from the NMS, that addresses some of the waste management issues for
concrete for bridge decks is presented in Figure 3 (PWGSC NMS 1999).

3.4 WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Prior to concrete pours, designate locations or uses for
excess concrete. .1   Use excess concrete for: [additional
paving] , [post footing anchorage] , [swale rip-rap
reinforcing] , [mud slab] , [flowable fill] , [footing
bottom] , [retaining wall footing ballast] , [storm structure
covers] , [underground utility pipe kickers] , [storm pipe
flared end section] , [toe wash protection] , [shoulder and
toe outfall restraints for temporary erosion pipes.]

SPEC NOTE—ENVIRONMENT:—  Prior to concrete
pours, designate a location for cleaning out concrete
trucks. Options include: company owned site for such a
purpose (meeting all federal, provincial and regional
environmental standards), or a remote area of the site to
be paved later in project.

Fig. 3: Extract from the NMS Division 3 Section 03301

3.2.4 Energy and water efficiency in facilities
Twenty-eight existing sections of the NMS were identified as having a direct

effect on energy conservation through the use of energy efficient products, equipment
and practices, and were updated with information outlining more environmentally
responsible choices.  This mainly targeted products and equipment that use energy
such as electricity, gas or oil directly.

3.2.5 Contaminated sites management
The existing NMS database of sections did not address the problems associated

with contaminated sites.  A new Division 1 section was developed to address the
administrative and procedural aspects associated with contaminated sites.  Two
technical sections were developed to deal with particulars of contaminated site
management.  The first deals specifically with hydrocarbon contamination issues and
the other with various forms of site contamination.

3.2.6 Land and marine/fresh water activities management
Four existing NMS sections were identified as having an impact on wastewater

management.  These sections were reviewed and updated to include the most current
environmentally responsible choices and practices.  Six existing sections relating
directly to marine activities were reviewed and updated.  These sections touch-on
materials and procedures for dredging channel excavation, pontoons and other
mooring devices, and the preservation of waterways.



4 Communications and awareness

The NMS includes information aimed directly at specification writers to assist
them in making informed and correct decisions about the various choices and options
available to them in the master specification when they are preparing their project
specific contract documents.  Further work has attempted to convey sustainable
design issues to the architectural community (PWGSC 1996a).

The most difficult thing in an initiative such as has been undertaken by the
NMS staff is how to communicate to the rest of the construction industry exactly
what is being done.  The NMS staff has approached this in several different ways.

4.1 NMS structure
The vehicle that the NMS uses to highlight information for specification writers

is called a SPEC NOTE.  Each paragraph that contains an environmentally
responsible choice is further highlighted with "SPEC NOTE ENVIRONMENT" (as
in the example of Section 3.2.3 Fig. 3.).

Although the NMS is not intended to influence the design, it is sometimes used
as an aid to making design decisions.  This is most likely to happen when the
designer is also the specifier and has a limited technical knowledge on a particular
subject matter.  In such instances, the tendency is for the specifier to select the first of
multiple options that may be available.

Since the NMS staff are well aware of this phenomenon, if one of the options is
preferable and more commonly used, that option is generally placed first in the list.
This is not a rule and usually does not apply to choices that involve measured
dimensions or quantities.

4.2 Workshops and presentations
There have been workshops for federal government people from across the

country that are involved with writing construction specifications and contract
documents.  A cross-country tour to all regions of PWGSC presented the RPS SDS
and the “greening” of the NMS.  In the fall of 1997, the NMS Secretariat held an
Environmental Update Forum and meetings with interested private sector groups,
particularly trade and manufacturers’ associations.  The purpose of this forum was to
inform the Canadian construction industry about recent changes to the NMS and to
initiate constructive dialogue between the NMS and the rest of the Canadian
construction industry.  This proved to be an enormous success and resulted in the
NMS Secretariat receiving increased assistance from various Canadian construction
associations and organizations.

4.3 Dissemination
The Federal Government does not sell the NMS directly, but distributes the

document through three private sector publishers, one of which is CSC.  The other
two publishers are the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada (RAIC) and the
Electronic Tender Network Inc. .  Of the three, CSC has the largest volume of sales
of the NMS.  The publishers take the raw intellectual data in Standard General Mark-
up Language (SGML) and convert it for use with conventional word processing
software.  Each publisher may, with the approval of the NMS Secretariat, add
enhancements to assist specifiers in the editing process.



The most important tool that has been used to communicate this information is
the NMS itself.  The NMS staff has encouraged as many public and private sector
groups and individuals to become involved in the NMS review and update process.
The NMS staff has received “buy-in” to the whole review and update process from
most of the Canadian construction industry.

5 Future impact and improvements

The PWGSC Project Delivery System (PDS) (PWC 1989) outlines standard
procedures that are to be followed for effective execution of a construction project.
The PDS details the methods to be used from the conceptual phase of a project
through to the commissioning of any facility.  These procedures are not in themselves
unique.  Their significance lies in the potential impact on the "greening" process and
the long-term effects upon the environmental friendliness of the PWGSC asset base.
Since the PDS stipulates that the NMS be used to specify products and processes, the
"greening" of our construction practice is dependent upon the successful "greening"
and dissemination of the NMS.  PWGSC is currently studying the potential effects,
and suitable timing, of routinely using environmental specialists or specifiers at
designated stages of a project's execution.

As the PWGSC SDSs evolve, with the updating every 3 years, there will be
changes to the structure and content of the NMS.  The document is living and is
required to respond to the changes in the public's desire for sustainability in much the
same way it adapts to technological advancement.

6 Conclusions

The “buy-in” of the process for “greening” of the NMS has shown that the
Canadian construction industry as a whole is making a concerted effort to develop a
construction contract documents tool.

The greened NMS embodies the principles of sustainable development and can
be integrated not only into the operations of federal government buildings, but for
buildings owned and operated by other governments and private sector entities.

Participation in this initiative by the private sector has enhanced the outcome
and highlights the opportunities for achieving more sustainable building practices in
the future.
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Abstract

Sustainability of buildings depends not only on the design for durability and
flexibility but also upon the efficient use of resources for their creation.
Unfortunately, most buildings constructed in Canada over the past 40 years were
designed and built with a view to obsolescence. Many of the constituent components
and basic building materials of these buildings may be capable of providing extended
service life or be put to new usage.  The challenge is to identify and harvest the
durable components in an efficient and economical manner.  The Federal
Government of Canada is pursuing this goal through several projects.  An example of
the potential benefits of building dismantling practices was provided by a renovation
of three floors of the Federal Building in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.  This paper
describes the material diversion practices and examines the direct economic impact of
the de-construction process upon this project.  The paper further discusses the
potential economic advantages to be realized through implementation of similar
procedures in other locales.

Keywords:  sustainability, dismantling, reuse, recycling, economic impact, de-
construction

1 Introduction

Much of the world's population considers "use and dispose" to be standard
operating mode and the construction industry has typically followed suit.  There is
considerable world -wide investigation into the reuse of certain industrial by-products
to improve material or system performance, reduce costs and lessen environmental
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impact.  The recycling of construction materials is expanding very rapidly.
Traditionally, the environmental benefits of using recycled materials are considered
to be significantly greater and less tangible than the potential economic advantages.
This is particularly true if material or component reuse implies a reduced technical
performance.  In countries where landfill or materials are scarce the economic
advantages of recycling is considerably heightened and various technologies have
evolved to reduce construction waste and minimise resource consumption
(Tomosawa et al.1998; Pietersen et al. 1998).  Even in countries without spatial and
resource limitations there are increasing fees for waste disposal; haulage, tipping as
well as direct taxes and an increasing desire to manage construction waste (Miller
1998; Wilson et al. 1998).  With the reuse or redirection, comes the need to establish
standards for the required material quality as well as the conditions governing
application.  Some efforts have been made to track the use and recoverability of
building materials (John and Tinker 1998, Dal Zio et al. 1998) and there is extensive
documentation on the performance implications of using supplementary cementious
materials and recycled aggregates (Sagoe-Crentsil and Brown 1998; Molin 1998).

2 Government of Canada - Greening of Government initiatives

In response to international undertakings (United Nations 1988) the Federal
Government of Canada launched “The Green Plan: A National Challenge”
(Environment Canada 1990).  This initiative has informed Canadians of the serious
environmental problems facing the country and the world and the federal programs,
laws, and other actions in place to address these issues.

The Bruntland Commission defined sustainable development as “development
which meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs” (United Nations 1988).  The Green Plan
(Environment Canada 1990) introduced this concept into government policies and
activities and resulted in environmental goals for Canada.  Among the general goals
are a commitment to clean air, water and land; the sustainable use of renewable
resources; and the proper management of our own house.  Committing to lead the
country, the Green Plan states:

    “The Government can lead by advocating; it can lead by legislating;
and it can lead through its programs.  But, first and foremost, the federal
government can lead by doing.”

2.1 Amendments to the Auditor Generals Act
In 1995, the federal government introduced the “Greening Government” policy

(Environment Canada 1995a,1995b) that built on the Green Plan by more fully
integrating the concept of sustainable development into the government’s activities
and ensure that all departments shared in achieving the environmental goals.  Integral
to Greening Government were amendments to the Auditor Generals Act (Canada
Gazette 1995) creating the Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable
Development and required all departments to produce a Sustainable Development



Strategy (SDS) by December 31, 1997.  Public Works and Government Services
Canada (PWGSC) submitted its SDS on Earth Day in April 1997 (PWGSC 1997)
(http://www.pwgsc.gc.ca/comm/sds).

2.2 PWGSC's Sustainable Development Strategy
There are eight major areas identified in PWGSC’s SDS, and among these is the

Waste Management Strategy.  On this specific issue the general goal of the Green
Plan has been transformed into the firm target of reducing the amount of material
going to landfills by 50% relative to 1988 levels by the year 2000.  Current PWGSC
figures indicate that, department wide, 44% of material is recovered from the waste
stream with even higher figures recorded for specific types of waste (i.e., office
paper) or specific geographic areas (i.e., the National Capital Area).  These results
have largely been achieved without a directed effort towards the reduction of waste
generated by construction, renovation or demolition (CRD) projects.  While the
Green Plan target will be met solely on the basis of office waste management, the
application of waste reduction to construction projects will be necessary to meet
further waste reduction targets and is the only responsible approach for the SDS.

PWGSC has begun to incorporate sustainable development in construction,
renovation and demolition into specification practices and ordinary operating
procedures (Dunbar and Kyle 1998).  Under PWGSC’s Environmental Management
System (EMS) waste management is a priority; a program was developed to enhance
techniques and tools to manage construction and demolition waste.  Under the EMS,
progress is monitored and reported so that continuous improvement can be made.

2.3 CRD waste management projects
Recent work that demonstrates PWGSC commitment and approach to CRD

waste management includes projects from coast to coast.  These projects include
military base reductions and closures and office building renovations.  From east to
west, these projects are:

• Closure of the former US Navy Base at Argentia, Newfoundland.
• Planned renovation of the Dominion Building, Charlottetown, P.E.I
• Green Floors, Sir William Logan Building, Ottawa, Ontario.
• Renovation of the East Memorial Building, Ottawa, Ontario.
• Canadian Forces Base - Uplands, Ottawa, Ontario.
• Federal Building, Winnipeg, Manitoba.  This project is the subject of the

detailed review included in this paper.
• Two other buildings in Winnipeg.
• Canadian Forces Base - Esquimalt, British Columbia.

3 Case study - Winnipeg Federal Building

The Federal Building at 269 Main Street in Winnipeg Manitoba is a heritage
building of steel and reinforced concrete frame construction with a partial exterior
bearing wall of facing stone, built in 1938.  The renovation project included the



refurbishment of the entire 4th and 5th floors and part of the 3rd floor for a total of
about 3,000 m2.  The renovation did not involve any exterior work and is typical of
the type of work the department expects to be concentrating on in the near future.

The areas renovated were of mixed office construction of various vintages.
Portions of the areas were constructed of terracotta brick and plaster walls with
marble base boards and other areas were built with more current metal stud walls and
vinyl covered gypsum board panels.  Mechanical and electrical services were
provided above a hung ceiling of acoustic tiles.  Heritage features included a number
of solid wood panel doors from the original construction.  The elevator lobbies,
which were hidden behind later construction, were refurbished.  The most notable
feature of the renovation is the change from a floor plan with numerous enclosed
offices to an open concept with adjustable workstations, few enclosed offices and
small meeting rooms.  The renovated areas were entirely gutted.  The extent of the
typical floor renovation is illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1 Special considerations
Besides the examination of waste diversion and de-construction techniques, the

objectives of this study included a comparison of a number of waste management
approaches and to heighten awareness of the concept to PWGSC’s staff as well as the
professional and contracting communities.  Through the experience in the cases
discussed in Section 2.3, PWGSC has demonstrated that these concepts take hold
most effectively when they are demonstrated within the local community.  Local
conditions have a critical influence on the effectiveness of the approach, as do the
individuals involved.  In order for such a different tact to gain appreciation and
acceptance, it must be seen as workable within the local conditions.

Fig. 1: Architect’s plan of 4th floor - demolition (upper right) and renovations
(lower left)



It was also considered important that the experience gained on other projects is
extended to all the regions of the department; relevant experiences must be shared.

Heightening awareness of dismantling possibilities implies not only an
adjustment on the part of the federal government but also on the part of the design
consultants and construction contractors.  The greatest opportunities lie with
renovation projects.  The design team(s) should be aware of the opportunities to
recover and reuse material that will be generated by the removal of the existing
facilities.  If feasible and upon meeting performance requirements, reused material
should be incorporated into the new facilities.  When designing the new facilities, the
design team should also be aware that at some point in the future another renovation
of the space is likely. Therefore, the space should be designed with the potential to be
dismantled, with the highest proportion possible of the materials available for reuse
with minimal damage.

The construction contracting companies are also going to have to take a new
approach for improved waste management to work.  These companies must see the
benefits and value of materials recovery.  This means that the owner/investor, and
their representatives, the architects and engineers, will have to share in the risks as
well as the benefits.  Contractors will have to be given sufficient information to make
reasonable bids or given the time and opportunity to gather the information
themselves.  They must also be allowed the time necessary to carry out the
dismantling of the space in question and to train their staff adequately in the
principles and techniques involved.

3.2 Material waste audit procedures
The waste management consultant supplied a comprehensive and effective

waste audit and management system, used for the Winnipeg Federal Building
renovation.  This system is a comprehensive and effective waste management system.
It consists of audits of the construction, renovation or demolition site, an evaluation
of the material recovery options through reuse or recycling, as well as a strategy or
work plan on how to achieve the most effective and efficient result.

The three principal stages of the implemented CRD waste management system,
their components and interactions are depicted in Figure 2.

The primary environmental benefit comes from the diversion of significant
quantities of valuable resources away from landfills; thereby diminishing the need for
new landfills and all the environmental issues that are associated with them.  These
environmental issues include the loss of valuable land, generally close to urban
centres and the reduction of the associated toxic and non-toxic waste products.
Second, the resources represented by the construction materials are not lost to
potential further use.  The objective here is to achieve as high a percentage as
possible of materials diverted.  The best possible end point is realized when the
percent reused approaches the percent diverted, as it is always preferable to reuse a
product rather than recycling it.

The results of the waste management Work Plan, in the form of materials
tracking, are summarized in Table 1.



Fig. 2: Principal stages of the CRD waste management system

Table 1: Materials tracking summary

Material Description % of Total
Weight

% Landfilled % Reused % Recycled

Masonry 48.17 0.00 - 100.00
Wood 0.33 14.97 79.68 5.35
Doors & Windows 2.47 0.00 11.79 88.21
Finishes 41.21 8.09 35.36 56.55
Specialties 0.07 0.00 0.00 100.00
Mechanical 3.26 0.00 68.05 31.95
Electrical 4.49 3.78 59.66 36.56
Totals 100.00 3.55 20.02 76.43

3.3 Special procedural considerations/requirements
The waste management system has different requirements from the more

common demolish, haul and dump approach.  The planning and scheduling
requirements are considerably greater.  For projects with tight time lines, a full waste
management program is almost impossible to complete because of this increased
planning requirement.  Even in projects with a less stringent schedule, the waste
management portion must be carefully examined to ensure it does not adversely
affect the project’s critical path.  There is little historical experience on which to base
an estimate of the scheduling adjustments necessary.  Even on this relatively small
project, conflicts between demolition and renovation led to some materials being
moved and stockpiled three times before they were reused.  This increases overall

Work Plan

Relates Local Market Audit with Used
Materials Audit
• Determine expected levels (material

types & quantities) of reuse, recycle
and landfill

• Scheduling
• On-site storage requirements
• Site segregation for control of

contamination
• Staff education requirements
• Contracts and acceptance

procedures for off-site reuse
materials

• Identify materials that provide most
benefit
• environmental
• economic

• additional cost of planning
and execution

• reduced haulage and tipping
fees

• resale of material

Local Market Audit

Determine potential post-demolition
material destinations
• reuse on-site
• used building materials stores
• charitable organizations
• recycling services
• scrap dealers

Used Materials Audit

Estimate of types and quantities of
dismantled construction products
Eg. Typical material types are:
• masonry
• wood / timber
• insulation
• finishes
• specialty materials
• mechanical
• plumbing & electrical



project costs.  It is however almost impossible to predict by how much, because of
the unknowns involved in the interaction between demolish/dismantle and reconstruct
tasks.

The contractor selection criteria will also be more stringent and the demolition
contract may well be separate from the renovation construction contract.  The
contractor carrying out the de-construction must at least demonstrate an appreciation
for the objectives of the waste audit and work plan and an ability to implement it.
Preferably the contractor will have experience with a full management plan but this is
not common at the moment.

Since the materials that are being removed are now considered to be of value,
security issues are more important.  This is significant in relation to ensuring that the
materials are not damaged during their removal or storage as opposed to protecting
them from theft.  Carelessness on the job site can easily result in destruction or
diminished value of these materials.  Another area of possible loss of value is the
contamination of reusable or recyclable material at the waste bins.  A material that
has value as a single recyclable product immediately looses that value with any
degree of contamination.  Consequently, one of the main goals of worker education is
to emphasize that the separate bins for separate material types must be respected.
Ensuring that the bins are clearly marked greatly aids this goal.  Care must also be
taken to ensure that the bins are secure and that incidental contamination does not
take place by unauthorized dumping by the general public.

Finally, to ensure that the value of the dismantling approach can be
demonstrated, a system of tracking the destination of the various products derived
from the process need to be established.  For materials reused on-site this means
estimating the avoided costs of disposal (haulage and tipping fees) as well as the
value of the materials that did not have to be purchased.  If materials are sold for
reuse, this revenue should be added instead of the avoided cost of purchased material.
For recycled materials again this value includes the avoided disposal costs, plus any
revenue realized, less haulage charges, if any.  The disposal costs of material that is
actually landfilled will have to be added.  These expenses and revenues can be
tracked through retaining copies of sales receipts, transport weigh bills, and tipping
fee receipts.  Unfortunately, this is not standard practice during demolition work and
requires diligence during this phase.  Under tight time lines that are already being
stretched during demolition, these items are frequently overlooked and the
information necessary to analyze the cost effectiveness of the dismantling process
relative to standard practice is lost.  This was partially the case in the Winnipeg
Federal Building case; some information was available but not enough to make a
valid comparison.  The project manager estimated that the overall costs of the
dismantling approach resulted in 10 to 15% higher costs.

3.4 Experience gained
This renovation project has provided some useful lessons relative to successful

de-construction.  This section summarizes them briefly.

1. Planning must start early and include all those involved in the project.  The
waste management approach and required skills differ from the current practice;



additional information and education is required.
2. Dismantling, or de-construction, takes a significantly longer time than

demolition and must be accounted for in a revised project schedule.
3. Economic data must be collected in as consistent a manner as possible.  In order

to obtain a definitive statement about the relative economic costs and benefits of
waste management the whole economic picture must be seen.  Some suggested
reasons for the inability to collect sound financial data for this project are:

• the "newness" of the system to those implementing it;
• a proprietorial attitude of contractors to cost data; and
• inadequate resources to effectively supervise the work and ensure that

the tracking is taking place.
4. Inconsistency on policy issues and lack of communication between and within

various levels of government contributes to the difficulties of solid waste
management.  Low tipping fees, acceptance of all types of non-hazardous waste
(regardless of their environmental impacts) and restrictive policies on site
management or the disposal of materials with economic value (i.e., forbidding
on-site sale of recovered materials) act as disincentives.

5. The benefits of non-hazardous solid waste management of CRD projects are
real.  Reduced hauling and tipping fees and possibly revenues from the sale of
materials are amongst the firm benefits.  There are the less tangible benefits,
usually relate to environmental protection.

6. Transportation is a controlling issue in the solid waste management of
construction materials.  Because recovered materials, whether for reuse or
recycle, command only a fraction of the value of new materials, generally less
than 20%, they cannot tolerate transport for great distances.  The reuse and
recycling of construction materials is highly sensitive to local conditions and the
development of the local infrastructure.

4 Assessment of the existing infrastructure capabilities in Winnipeg

The issue of local infrastructure is of such importance that it formed a basic
element of a recent Canada wide study of solid waste management (CCA 1998).  The
study, a survey of obstacles and opportunities in seven urban areas, including
Winnipeg, focused on several issues but clearly identified local infrastructure as a
controlling feature.

Winnipeg’s infrastructure was found to be “limited”.  There are only three
“retail” outlets dealing in used construction materials, one general contractor who
incorporates material salvaging in projects and uses this as a source of product
inventory.  Some contractors do limited recycling of concrete and asphalt.

This limited infrastructure is partially a result of an abundance of landfill
capacity, estimated at more than a hundred years with tipping fees at $40.00/ton and a
relatively static population base.

The Project Manager of the Winnipeg project was unable to negotiate the sale
of any of the materials removed on the project.  For this reason much of the reusable
material was donated to a local charitable organization, passed to employees working



in the building and used to assist in restorations following the destructive Red River
flooding in the spring of 1997.  The contractor also re-deployed several of the door-
and-sidelight assemblies on another project.

5 Projected economic impact in other locales

The local circumstances are a fundamental aspect of the relative success of a
waste management project and it is worthwhile to examine this aspect in the context
of other locales, at least in a hypothetical sense.  A brief comparison for this
Winnipeg project and what might be expected in five other Canadian cities, as
reflected in data from the CCA study (CCA 1998), is summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: CRD waste management costs and issues for six cities

City Regulatory System
Labour
($ / hr)

Transport
($ / tonne)

Tipping
Fees
($ /

tonne)

Landfill
Capacity
(years)

Used Building
Materials  &
Recycle
Facilities

Vancouver Landfill
Restrictions

14 125 > 40 50 plus Well Developed

Calgary Absent 10 20 < 30 Not
available

Limited to
Adequate

Winnipeg Absent 17 80 40 100 plus Limited
Hamilton 3Rs Regulations 16 35 > 40 50 plus Well Developed
Quebec Absent 17 60 < 20 ~50 Highly Limited
Halifax Regional Solid

Waste Management
10 50 30 - 100 Not

available
Moderate &
Developing

A precise analysis of the economic factors affecting CRD non-hazardous solid
waste management in the selected cities requires more accurate data than was
available for this study.  However, a general impression of the relative economic
effectiveness can be determined using information that reflects the local
circumstances, as summarized in Table 2, and cost estimates for the materials
removed from the renovated floors of the Winnipeg Federal Building.  The analysis
must also depend on an assumption that where infrastructure is well developed all the
material removed for disposal by resale or recycling will, in fact, be disposed of in
this manner.  A further assumption is that materials disposed of by sale for reuse will
generate revenue at 15% of their estimated list cost and those disposed of by
recycling will generate revenue of 5% of their estimated list cost.  Given these
conditions and assumptions, the relative economic effect of implementing a waste
management program versus a more traditional demolition of office interior space as
represented by renovation of 3rd, 4th & 5th Floors of the Winnipeg Federal Building
can be approximated.  The first comparison of interest is a cost estimate of a
“standard” demolition of the subject floors in each of the selected cities.  This
comparison is based on the assumption that all materials that are removed are treated
as general waste and transported to a landfill for disposal. These results are
summarized below in Table 3.



Table 3: Estimated project costs of “Standard” demolition for six cities

City
Labour

($K)
Trans. + Tip.

($K)
Scrap Revenue

($K)
Total
($K)

Vancouver 13.9 94.3 -1.8 106.4
Calgary 9.9 28.6 -1.7 36.8
Winnipeg 16.8 68.6 -1.6 83.8
Hamilton 15.8 42.9 -2.3 56.4
Quebec 16.8 45.7 -2.3 60.2
Halifax 9.9 65.7 -1.6 74.0

The “Labour” represents an estimated 168 person-days (8 hours/day) required
to complete the demolition, “Trans. + Tip.” represents transportation costs and
tipping fees, “Scrap Revenue” is the estimate of revenue from the sale of scrap metals
and “Total” is the net total cost.

A variation between cities is obvious, from a low of $37k in Calgary to $106k
in Vancouver.  The reason for this variation is clearly related to transportation costs
and tipping fees at landfills.  The variation in labour costs is less than $9k and over all
is a relatively small portion of the costs and in the case of scrap revenue; the
difference is only $0.7k and is an even smaller portion of costs.

When the concept of dismantling or de-construction is applied to this project
and then extrapolated to the six cities of this study, the contrasts become even more
dramatic.  Projects that take place in urban areas that have well-established
infrastructures to support 3Rs (reduce, reuse and recycle) dismantling can benefit to
an even greater degree.  This has been summarized in Table 4.

Table 4: Estimated project revenues and costs of 3Rs de-construction for six
cities

Value of Material ($K)
City

Reuse On-site Reuse Recycled

Trans. +
Tip. Fees

($K)

Add. Mgmt. +
Labour

($K)

Net
($K)

Vancouver 70.5 24.2 19.1 -1.4 -12.8 99.7
Calgary 70.5 0.0 13.4 -2.8 -12.8 68.4
Winnipeg 70.5 14.6 20.7 -3.0 -12.8 90.1
Hamilton 70.5 22.8 18.7 -1.6 -12.8 97.6
Quebec 70.5 0.0 13.6 -4.1 -12.8 67.2
Halifax 70.5 25.3 14.2 -2.8 -12.8 94.5

Merging Tables 3 and 4 combines the cost elements of the “Standard” labour,
additional management and labour, the avoided transportation and tipping fees and
the required transportation and tipping fees for the approximately 4% residual solid
waste. The result gives a general impression of the net benefit of proceeding on a 3Rs
Waste Management dismantling approach as opposed to the “Standard” demolition
approach for this case study project in these same six cities.  The net benefit for each
location is presented in Table 5.



Table 5: Project net benefit of 3Rs waste management for six cities

Value of Material ($K)

City Reuse
On-site

Reuse Recycled

Avoided
Trans. +
Tip. Fees

($K)

Trans.
+ Tip.
Fees

($K)

“Standard
Labour”

($K)

Add.
Mgmt.

+
Labour

($K)

Net

($K)
Vancouver 70.5 24.2 19.1 92.9 -1.4 -13.9 -12.8 178.6
Calgary 70.5 0.0 13.4 25.8 -2.8 -9.9 -12.8 84.2
Winnipeg 70.5 14.6 20.7 65.5 -3.0 -16.8 -12.8 138.7
Hamilton 70.5 22.8 18.7 41.3 -1.6 -15.8 -12.8 123.1
Quebec 70.5 0.0 13.6 41.6 -4.1 -16.8 -12.8 92.0
Halifax 70.5 25.3 14.2 63.0 -2.8 -9.9 -12.8 147.5

6 Conclusions

The de-construction project of the Federal Building in Winnipeg was a success
from an environmental aspect and also in consideration of the economic benefits.

Projections to other cities indicate that the proposed de-construction approach
will be of economic advantage in all examined locales despite there being
considerable variation in the magnitude of that benefit.

7 Recommendations

For renovation projects, of a comparable scope to that examined in this study,
de-construction should be considered a viable alternative to the traditional demolition
and dispose phase of project execution.

Several suggested improvements to the implemented system should be included
in the execution of future de-construction projects and particular care should be taken
to record the economic performance factors.
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DESIGNING FOR DISASSEMBLY TO EXTEND SERVICE LIFE AND
INCREASE SUSTAINABILITY
Architectural disassembly

P. CROWTHER
School of Architecture Interior and Industrial Design, Queensland University of
Technology, Brisbane, Australia.

Abstract

The dominant life cycle model of building materials and components is a linear
system, which ends in demolition and disposal.  If however, the act of demolition is
replaced with the act of disassembly, more materials and components can be reused
and recycled.  This suggests a different life cycle model, one that accommodates an
increase in service life.  To achieve extended service life designers must design
buildings for disassembly to facilitate the new steps in the life cycle and encourage the
reuse and recycling of materials and components.  Experience gained in the industrial
design field and knowledge from attempts at creating disassemblable buildings can be
used to create a set of guidelines for design for disassembly.  Such a set of guidelines
could be implemented to extend service life and improve environmental sustainability.

Keywords:  disassembly, life cycle assessment, recycling, reuse, service life,
sustainability

1 Introduction

Different parts of buildings have different life expectancies.  This may be caused
by the physical breakdown of the materials or components, but is more usually caused
by a cultural or social change to which the building can no longer respond (Crowther
1998).  As a result, while the structure of the building may have a service life of up to
sixty years, the cladding of the building may only be suitable for twenty years.
Similarly, services may only be adequate for fifteen years, and the interior fitout may
be changed as frequently as every three years (Brand 1994).  These different service
lives do not generally however have a relationship to the actual physical serviceable
life of the materials and components used.  It is quite usual for ‘temporary’ parts of
buildings to be fixed in permanently, preventing easy disassembly.  At the end of the

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1983-1992.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



material’s or component’s service life there is usually little option but for demolition
with the associated waste disposal in landfills.

If buildings were designed for disassembly the alarmingly high rates of waste
disposal from demolition could be avoided.  Despite the potential economic and
environmental benefits of disassembly, the practice has not been widely accepted in
the construction industry.  Overcoming the problems of designing for disassembly
could result in an increase in the service life of materials and an improvement in
environmental sustainability.

2 Existing model

A life cycle assessment of a building involves making an environmental
assessment of all of the impacts that the project has at each of the stages of the
building’s life cycle.  The commonly used model of life cycle assessment for materials
and energy is based on a linear model of the building over time.  This linear model of
the building’s life treats the project as a once through system in which the building
progresses through a number of stages from inception, through design, construction,
operation and maintenance, refurbishment, and finally to demolition.  Similarly the
model of the life cycle of materials is treated as a once through system passing from
raw materials extraction, through materials processing, assembly and construction,
operation, and finally to demolition (figure 1).  This life cycle model is often referred
to as a ‘cradle to grave’ model, where an assessment is made of all the impacts from
the materials birth to its death (Yeang 1995) (Hansen et al. 1994).

In performing a life cycle assessment, each of the stages of the life cycle is
assessed for the potential environmental impacts at that stage.  These impacts will
relate to the inputs and outputs to and from the system and may include, but not be
limited to, natural resource depletion, energy use, pollution and waste production,



species and habitat loss, human health, and social issues.  In particular these impacts
typically include:

• depletion of scarce and non-renewable fuels such as oil and natural gas
• depletion of scarce materials such as exotic hardwood timbers
• depletion and contamination of scarce water supplies
• depletion and pollution of scarce farming land for non farming purposes
• generation of CO2, CFC, and other airborne pollutants
• destruction of rare native plant species
• destruction of native animal habitat such as rainforests
• creation of health risks in the use and disposal of toxic materials
• creation of occupational health risks through biological and  chemical pollutants
• contamination of the natural and built environment through pollution generation

and waste disposal

If impacts are plotted against the stages of the buildings life cycle, a matrix is
generated that can be use in making a life cycle assessment (figure 2).

If such a matrix is created for a generic building project, within the dominant
mode of operation of the construction industry in industrialised countries, there will be
negative impacts at all stages of the life cycle and in most areas of environmental
impact.  There are some areas though, that will repeatedly show up as sources of major
potential problems.  For example at the stage of natural resource extraction there are
usually major impacts in the areas of resource depletion and species and habitat loss.
At the stage of processing resources into materials there is usually a major energy use
impact.  Similarly during the stages of construction and use there is a major input of
energy.  At the far end of the life cycle the building reaches the stages of demolition
and disposal.  At this point there are usually major social impacts and problems of



waste and pollution generation.  Some of these obvious impacts may however be
avoidable.

While within current building industry practice the act of demolition does
generate some material for reuse and recycling, the majority of materials are simply
dumped as waste.  In Australia there is an established industry dealing in reused and
recycled building materials from residential building demolition.  As much as 90% of
materials and fittings are often reused or recycled.  These practices are not however
transferred to the commercial building industry where as little as 11% of demolition
material is recovered for reuse.  Up to 58% of the demolished material is salvaged for
reprocessing, and the remainder is simply dumped into landfills (Salomonsson and
MacSporran 1994).

In 1989 Australians disposed of almost two million tons of construction and
demolition waste in landfills (Salomonsson and MacSporran 1994).  In Canada the
annual quantity of construction and demolition waste is approximately four and a half
million tonnes and in Europe the quantities of demolition waste are measured in the
tens of millions of tonnes per year (Christensen 1994) (Environmental Resources
Limited 1980).

As well as these issues of waste and pollution generation there is the loss of the
embodied energy that was used at the stages of natural resource extraction and
materials processing.  When the embodied energy of the demolition waste is assessed,
as much as 45% of the building’s embodied energy ends up lost into landfills (Tucker
et al. 1994).  While the calculation of embodied energy is only relevant for each
particular project, there are general studies that show that the embodied energy in a
residential building is equivalent to approximately ten years of operational energy.
Similarly the embodied energy of a commercial building is equivalent to forty to fifty
years of operational energy (Doyle 1994) (Treloar 1993).  Given the alarmingly short
life span of many commercial buildings, as short as thirty to fifty years, demolition
then represents a loss of as much as 25% of the buildings total construction and
operational energy use.

Embodied energy figures can also be compared with total national energy use
figures.  For example in the United States of America the building construction
industry, including the energy embodied in building materials and components,
represents approximately 6% of the nation’s annual energy use (Hannon et al. 1978).
The embodied energy lost in demolition therefore represents approximately 2.7% of
the nation’s total annual energy use, and a similar amount of embodied energy is lost
in recycling and reprocessing materials rather than reusing them.

3 Alternative model

While this scenario of construction and demolition sees materials being used in a
cradle to grave method, it is not the only model of life cycle.  This cradle to grave
model has the human analogy of birth and death, but it is a very limiting one for
building materials and components.  Human life is not a cycle but a linear chain of
events.  Similarly the common model of a materials life cycle is a linear chain of
events with a beginning and an end.  This concept of boundaries in time is actually not
an appropriate representation of the life cycle of materials which do not travel a linear
path but do in fact follow a true cycle of life in which they may have many



incarnations within the built environment.  Unlike humans, materials and components
can be reused, remanufactured, recycled and reconfigured.  Indeed many materials
may never actually reach the grave.

Any assessment of the environmental impacts of a building material or
component must take into consideration this notion that a material or component may
pass through certain stages more than once.

If we recognise the potential for a true cycle of life, it is possible to divert the
flow of materials from disposal and save the energy embodied in them by avoiding the
strategy of demolition and disposal.  If we add an alternative act of disassembly, a new
model of a closed-circuit cyclical system can be created (figure 3).  This new model
incorporates a number of more environmentally attractive options that should reduce
the quantity of waste and pollution generation, and reduce the loss of embodied
energy, while extending the service life of materials and components.



Industrial and product design practice has already recognised the potential for
disassembly of components and materials for reuse and recycling.  Many automobile
manufacturers and computer manufacturers have an established program of product
retrieval for disassembly (Rosenberg 1992).  A study of the existing practice of
designing for disassembly in industrial design reveals a number of new stages in the
life cycle of materials and components (Dowie and Simon 1994).  Similarly, a study of
existing and historic examples of buildings that have been disassembled for reuse,
reveal a number of new stages in the life cycle of building materials and components.
In order to successfully achieve these new stages in the life cycle it is necessary to alter
the way in which a building is designed.  Based on a study of these architectural
examples of disassemblable buildings, it is also possible to establish a number of
design guidelines that can assist in the design of buildings for disassembly (Crowther
1998).

Firstly, the act of disassembly itself as an alternative to demolition.  This
involves the deconstruction of the building, or parts of it, in what is basically a reversal
of the construction process.  Some of the design guidelines that will assist in this
process are:

• provide access to all parts of the building that are disassemblable to facilitate
easy manoeuvring of components during maintenance and disassembly

• standardise the number of types materials and components to make disassembly
quicker and more efficient

• use a minimum number of connections to allow easy and quick disconnection
• create separation of building structure, envelope and internal walls by using

separate construction systems
• use an open system of construction rather than a closed system that would limit

combinations of arrangement in future alterations
• reduce the number of different types of connections to reduce the number of

different operations required
• use standard building practice appropriate to the location so that tools for

disassembly are readily available
• use mechanical connections, not chemical connection
• provide identification of all points and methods of disassembly
• design components and materials to a size that is appropriate for the intended

means of handling during disassembly
• allow for a hierarchy of disassembly related to component service life and the

expected time till obsolescence
• allow for parallel disassembly, not sequential disassembly so that individual

parts may be removed without disruption to other parts
• provide a manual on the total disassembly of the building to ensure that

knowledge of the building is preserved.

Next, salvaged materials and components must be sorted.  This will generate
components for reuse, materials for recycling, and some waste for disposal. In order to
better facilitate this process of sorting there are a number of guidelines that can be
followed:



• provide a permanent means of identification of material and component using
standard international identification markings to help avoid contamination in
recycling

• minimise the number of different types of materials and components to reduce
sorting time

• avoid hazardous and toxic materials that may make disassembly dangerous or
create contaminants in recycling

Finally, there may be a requirement to recondition or remanufacture the
component to return it to the expected performance standards.  This may typically
include the replacing of parts or surfaces that have suffered excessive wear and the
reshaping of deformed components and parts.  Some of the guidelines to assist in this
process are:

• reduce the number of wearing parts that may need to be serviced
• use sacrificial materials and components where wear is unavoidable and allow

for their easy disassembly from the whole
• design to avoid permanent deformation during assembly, use and disassembly
• make components and materials modular and standard to improve compatibility

with other components

There will also be other minor stages in this new system such as extra
transportation and storage of the salvaged materials.

If we now look at a life cycle assessment using this new life cycle model we can
identify any new areas of environmental impact that the new stages are likely to create.
At the disassembly stage the major impact should be in the area of energy use.
Depending on the extent to which the building is disassembled, the process may use
almost as much energy as the assembly process.  This energy use may have major
problems of CO2 and other pollution creation if it is generated using non-renewable
resources such as the burning of coal and oil.  All other negative impacts at this stage
should be minor.  At the stage of sorting there may be some generation of waste for
disposal but this will obviously be considerably less than a demolition strategy will
generate.  Finally the process of reconditioning and remanufacture has the potential to
use energy and resources but at a greatly reduced rate compared to the manufacture of
new components.

Of most interest though are the negative environmental impacts that can be
avoided using this strategy of disassembly.  The life cycle assessment matrix for a
disassembly strategy shows those major impacts that can be taken out of the cycle of
materials (figure 4).  At the natural resource extraction stage the impacts of resource
depletion and species and habitat loss can be avoided or at least reduced.  At the stage
of processing resources into materials there is a potential major saving of energy use.
Depending on the scale to which buildings and components are disassembled, there
may be a significant saving of energy in the reassembly process.  At the other end of
the life cycle, the waste and pollution created by disposal of waste can be avoided or
reduced, and finally the negative social impact of demolition may be avoided.  These
reductions in negative environmental impacts may add up to an overall improvement
in the environmental sustainability of the built environment.



4 Conclusion

The common model of life cycle assessment, based on a cradle to grave concept
of life, which is not a cycle at all, is not an appropriate way of representing the real life
pattern of materials and components.  This model sees materials and component
created, used once, and disposed of.  Materials however may be reused and recycled
repeatedly avoiding the grave and extending service life.  A more appropriate model
recognises the act of disassembly as a strategic part of the life cycle that can help to
achieve improved economic and environmental performance.

While the problems of disassembly have not been extensively investigated in the
building industry, there are some important examples of buildings where there is a
developed understanding of the principles of design for disassembly to improve reuse
and recycling.  This is generally performed for its economic savings, there are however
also considerable environmental benefits.  These include:

• a reduction in the energy used to process and manufacture the materials
• a reduction in the depletion of natural resources
• a reduction in the volumes of waste going to landfills and incineration
• a reduction in pollutants entering the environment



• an extension of service life to reduce embodied energy impact

Where the process of disassembly has been successfully incorporated into the
life cycle of some products, the life cycle becomes a closed-circuit system in which the
materials or components may pass through the system repeatedly.  A life cycle
assessment model that incorporates the stages of a disassembly strategy can highlight
the environmental advantages of designing for disassembly, showing how it can extend
service life and thereby improve sustainability.

While the guidelines presented here are in no way a complete list, it is hoped that
this research will point towards a different way of approaching the use of materials and
components, a way that recognises that they have multiple lives that may be measured
on a different scale to human life.  Further research on this topic is hoped to expand on
these guidelines and to confirm the quantitative environmental benefits of
implementing them in a design for disassembly strategy.
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A systematic vivendi for design
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Abstract

In order to design for life a revised design and life care management procedural and
decision framework needs to be developed upon building serviceability and the service
life, not only to design for life but also to manage the designed service life through its
life care plan. This would change the very nature and future of asset management.  If
such a practice was accepted, it would also place a new responsibility on those in
charge of drawing up, or setting legal standards or regulatory controls, as well as those
manufacturing building materials or components, or funding, insuring, procuring or
maintaining buildings and above all the client and their design team. There would be
then, the possibility of buildings and their constituent parts being designed and
managed on their respective service lives and taken in and out of service, or dis-
assembled or reused according to their serviceability and economic merits.  Such
practices would contribute to an extended building product life quality and life crafted
and managed designs that could be under written as an insured life.  In consequence,
both design and service life methodologies need to be shaped to meet this new
common but defined design service life practice. A change that will also include the
service life and the life cycle assessment of the supply chains and building they will be
located in.  Adopting such an approach would also secure that whole life costed
practice that would sit comfortably within the construct of the sustainable city.  The
new vivendi is intended to contribute to sustainable development and asset
management as well.

Keywords:  Design life, durability, life care, performance audit, service life planning
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1 Introduction

Inevitably once designed, buildings become altered and often under go
successive fit outs before finally being replaced to meet a changing society or
organisational needs. During such buildings life times their respective occupying
organisations end users may have cause to grumble over poor quality, or fitness or
serviceability quality short comings but, at the same time, put up with such discomforts
or dissatisfactions and live with them or simply up root and move on.  Yet asset
management has a critical role in all this, to both secure and maintain a cost effective
operational environment.  But until recently, asset management has largely been
ineffective in either procuring service life based constructions or in identifying and
recording their whole life costs of ownership let alone press for product improvement
(with obvious poor results in terms of sustainability).

Why?  Is it because each new design tends to be undertaken largely as if it were a
prototype?  It might also be observed that a design team in any event may never know
themselves, how their designs have been modified or behaved over time, nor even
know the associated life cost of ownership's or indeed if their design had ever failed.
There is also the reminder, that in some instances, an earlier desire to either limit
construction costs or optimise upon an investment return may have even resulted in
some buildings or their sub-systems becoming too expensive to maintain.

The net result is that building service life problems and failure costs continue on
a wide scale and the experiences of those involved in, or responsible for maintenance
or asset management, may never be properly captured, or used to improve future
building reliability.

In a portfolio sense there is that spectre of an unwelcome building asset or a
frustration arising from an under funded re-investment into its life care.  As a result,
the asset management field is faced with managing as best as it can those outcomes of
a wide range of client and developers respective value systems.  Unhappily, though,
tensioned between what was perceived as either acceptable or proffered as affordable
and in the longer run, unlikely to be sustainable without a significant change in asset
life and investment management practices.

New and existing buildings may in the near future be also constrained by an
upper energy or CO2 delimiter, or carbon tax or on the basis 'the polluter must pay
principle' in disposing of their waste streams.  Such costs could threaten essential
future maintenance or building stock replacement works.

In fact, too little focus on either a building's serviceability, or the management of
its service life (i.e. the service lives of its parts and elements) is given, nor is there
much evidence of a serious life care replacement practice that optimises on the
durability properties of the supply chains specified or used.

In short, in spite of the quality initiatives of the 80's and 90's (unlike many of the
processed engineered products) building as a ‘life time product’ appears not to enjoy
an assured quality improvement culture. Despite changes in procurement practices, the
need to secure and maintain a sustainable building life remains.



2 A life modus vivendi

Nevertheless, all is not gloom, for one can recognise the growing research
contribution for example, emerging from computer based product modelling protocols
and building design expert systems (Scherer 1995). On such a basis, it proposed that a
revised design framework should evolve based upon such developments and in turn,
follow on to embrace the tenets of the ISO standards 14000, 9000, and 15686 (the
latter now in course of preparation).

These ISO standards should in turn be under pinned by the auditing sense of ISO
10011, as well as relevant national regulatory standards to form part of a client's
business management system based upon their 'best practice' ethos.  One is really
seeking to secure a designed life culture in the client business model that in effect
secures that possibility of building life time quality. (Wyatt 1998a).

It is also important, to both understand and respond to the construct of a service
life (Nireki 1996).  Nevertheless, service lives also have to be interpreted by all those
who subsequently design, specify, and have to maintain a building.  In consequence,
life designing should be centred around and begin with a business plan agenda that can
support a building or portfolio, in such a way, that it would neither weaken the
building or asset management decisions, nor reduce their life quality.

Asset management then might be appraised upon the basis of a life time status,
within managing a material's durability within those respective environmental
delimiters set (Noren et al. 1998) and the space and serviceability quality found.  On
that basis, until a better approach is found, it is proposed that the traditional design
process model is re-structured or redefined to inorporate new stages.  This means
moving the design process on to be a life based characterisation where the design life
system boundaries would be identified in a common decision making framework.  In
turn, this would form the basis for developing from a pre briefing stage the building
performance and life scoping together with the necessary funding and management of
the life costs of building ownership within some defined forecasted range.

3 Pre-briefing for service life

To improve the building's life focus, the pre-briefing stage should be formally
brought to the design brief and embrace the areas shown in Figure 1.

Accepting a pre-briefing stage should promote a more measured response from
within the client's own organisation experiences.  It would also take pressure away
from the client's project team from taking over too early in the design process and
forcing changes that might not always be helpful in that design's shaping.  It might also
identify within the client business environment possible future threats or problems.

This pre-brief activity should essentially concentrate upon outcomes aiming to
quantify the likely design life and post occupational needs and, at the same time, to
improve the formal briefing quality.  In effect, this move should reduce a project's time
scale, encourage more realistic treatment of the life time funding provision(s) and
move the procurement culture away from the first cost and claimed valued engineering
to life engineering within a defined whole life cost.

In addition, during this pre-briefing, the portfolio dismission staging (including



all its waste streams as well as possible restrictions in redevelopment in any future
'sustainable cities' planning authority's Agenda 21 initiatives) should also be addressed.
Especially, for those areas where this may prove punitive, if sustainable tenets are
enforced at some vulnerable time in the future of the trading organisation.

The portfolio, organisational and client end user needs would be better served, if
they were reflected in a formal life quality framework that fitted within the client's
business excellence plan and practice (Wyatt 1998b).

Pre-Briefing for Service Life

Fig. 1: Internal organisation’s pre-briefing activity

Concluding, it is suggested that the pre-briefing stage should reflect the
serviceability quality of the client's portfolio, including any poor life quality buildings,
and have a review in the end. Outcome of the pre-briefing are the building’s design life
and the global budget and rate to spend.

4 Briefing for service life

Generally, it is believed that an appropriate life based philosophy should exist
with definable key attributes of a life design based upon performance and service life
scoped in such a way that ensures design teams can respond to the brief set.  Attention
should also be given to:

• the design life data and methodologies used
• the service life data available, its quality and reliability
• servicing and replacement matters



• equipment appraisal including access and mean time to failure or replacement
• life care approaches and provision to be made
• the whole life costing methodology developed and the life care funding
• service life planning (including a life time functional-serviceability analysis)
• the level and service life profiling within its life cycle assessment of those

materials, components and the final building configurations planned or specified.

In scoping and developing the 'building life' target set, many practical decisions
have to be made at the initial design, subsequent detailed design(s), the construction
and for both the post operational and maintenance management life times. Indeed,
there is a need to bring these stages that shape a 'life design' into common whole life
appraisal framework, which has in part been illustrated in figure 2 below and in the
other figures 1-3 and 4 and Table 1 included in this paper.

The briefing for service life is necessary to get such a framework under way also
having in mind the likely management scenarios of a building's life and end of life
stages including its waste disposal and possible site reinstatement requirements (Wyatt
and Soronis 1998).  In effect, those parties that set the life time agenda should identify
the audit extent and stages and the level of transparency called for, including validating
and verifying defined subsequent actions planned, or taken.

Briefing for Service Life

Fig. 2: Service life and serviceability briefing framework



It is also important to understand that some parts of a building may fail or age
before others yet such experiences may not have been recorded or have been
outsourced in changing facility and asset management practices.  Nevertheless there
are some organisations (like hospital and housing trusts) that have detailed guidance on
maintenance experiences and operational service intervals which might provide service
life data. At the time of preparing this paper, such information, is not widely available.

 It is noted however, that some services engineering manufactures have detailed
performance and reliability data that might be hunted out.  Alas generally until
published tables of service lives  of components etc. begin to appear say from
manufacturers or test houses or insurers, in this fast developing field one must move
upon the best evidence provided.  Outcome of the briefing stage should be the building
service life and life care specification together with the global cost budget and rate of
spend consistent with the design life as well as the cost budget and rate of spend
resulted from the pre-briefing stage.

5 The life design agenda

Apart from the emphasis of promoting and moving portfolio and asset
management to an appropriate reflection in service life design, the product component
and material service life development is also important. For it is here one would stress
a systematic approach needs to be managed in order to secure a design vivendi that can
respond to a range of service life methodologies or secure an appropriate life design
agenda response. In preparing this life design agenda, it should also be made clear, that
it is not always possible to find ideal solutions.

In fact, in establishing the building life as well as its constituent parts within
changing services engineering technology and reliability development, life time
operating costs value judgements are inevitable.

So it is suggested that a whole life agenda needs to be set down perhaps based
upon something of the sense of Table 1 below. Here, one should read this table for the
decision stages shown, moving systematically from left to right and top to bottom.  In
doing so, taking the sequence of design, construct, operate activities into the full design
development and subsequent operational and asset management life care stages.

Finally, the design agenda must also draw attention to the need to consider the
life care and dismission of the building proposal and its systems, materials and
components set within a reliability or durability of key service lives.

6 Design

Whilst the building design phase is well understood, it is still believed that
designing for life requires some additional changes if appropriate designed life
buildings are to become a normal practice.  Here, for example, recognising the
importance of the asset management practitioner or product manufacturer's
contribution in service life development or manufacturer as a provider of service life
data.



Table 1: A systematic vivendi for design for durability or whole life model

Project Development Design Development Life Care Development

Procurement Management

Supply Chain Management

Concept

Design Life and Reliability
Engineering

Resource Evaluation>LCA

Serviceability

Design

Building Life Agenda

Life cycle assessment and
Procurement cradle to grave
modus vivendi

Concept Design

Designed Life Value Chain

Whole life model costing

Conformance Audit

Product quality plan

Performance Life Audit

Life scoped Brief

Product Management

Life Care Audit

Detailed Design

Service Planning for the
Building’s life environ-
mental internal and external
fitness for purpose

Life care management

Operational Phase

In turn, this leaves the design team to focus upon their tasks including
developing a defined life detailed building and optimising upon those service life and
durability characteristics of the supply chains used or they plan to use.  Indeed, Figure
3 intimates the scope of this stage and some of the decision sub routines that are
believed to be necessary to be included in what is briefly set down here.

The service life figure has to be established on the most reliable data estimates
available, so the attraction which the factorial approach has in service life planning
(ISO 15686 Part 1 1998), especially for the non based engineering disciplines, is
understandable.  Nevertheless value judgements are inevitable here and how far one
might take then.  Yes but a start can be made, though one must not loose sight of
durability research nor the engineering and statistical contribution!

Ideally, the value of each building element would match the building life or
service life profiles, or cycle periods of that building life matrix.  Here the component,
or services assembly break down would have the defined serviceability and
replacement life cycle(s) called for and a broad life cost agreed.  The mean time to
failure for services and the various building engineered systems as well, would be
determined using an appropriate service life prediction methodology.  One would, in
the absence of a single service life design, accept the need for a mix of lives in any
given building or system but focused upon their respective life cycle assessments (Cole
1996).



The Design for Service Life

Fig. 3: Developing the service life design

The design team should use their crystal ball and anticipate how their building
may respond over the planned design agenda life time, including ageing with
appropriate dignity, and how their building might be upgraded or retired to continue on
elsewhere. Here durability should be seen like a life palette of 'service life paints'
where the designer becomes a life artist with that ability to paint life and design blend,
using old or used materials and components especially where shorter service life is
required and to, in turn, blend new materials to meet any given service life profile.  In
consequence, the modus vivendi for the design life, should establish, reflect and bring
together a broad based hierarchy of common groupings of life durations associated
with the given design, element or system or trade life care package as the case may be.

The building's life frame should also be set down in some decision tree format in
a systematic way so that those who are involved in the design or life care management
have a common life performance scope to move on or work from. Designers must also
understand those issues of value and costs and the implications of short term pay back
periods in life cycle costing and know how to prepare or develop life care plans.

7 Pre-construction briefing

If sustainable or life buildings are to be achieved, however, the pre-construction
stage must also form an integral part of the life design and life planning process. So the
pre-construction life briefing needs to be given serious attention.



Pre-Construction Briefing

Fig. 4: Pre-construction briefing and design upgrade

As Figure 4 indicates, on the basis of the approved final and detailed design this
stage requires a proper grasp of the whole life management including the preparation
of the life care plan and the conformance requirements called for in the operational
phase.  At the same time, the relevant parties would need to be directed to appraise the
consequences of service loss of the durability life properties of the materials and
components used or to be specified and the building's systems reliability.

8 Performance design reviews

In a quality management system sense the objectives for the design reviews are
already established. Nevertheless, to evaluate and validate the transparency of the
service life planning, it must itself be based upon the objective evidence made
available. Such evidence, must be capable of independent verification or validation, as
the case may be.  In some instances, those involved in asset management may well
contribute from their experiences from across the building portfolio or help improve
the life design by acting in an auditing role.

To do so, may mean that the timing and completeness of the terms of reference
for the service life planning auditing may have to take place at a number of levels and
at several times.  Equally, in a legal sense, clients should not however, expect an open
season, nor those who act for them.  Life design, is not an exact science nor game and
some caution must be exercised in the early projects until the databases are sound and
experience is gained by all those involved. A learning curve culture will expedite the
development of service life design.



Moving on.  The operational audit should be such, that the client will know those
critical benchmarks and costs for sustaining that life design developed.

At the same time, the trade and design packages should be reviewed within the
performance audit for those critical impacts that might threaten that life's design. Here,
one might audit the structure, envelopes or performance levels set or review the static
systems of the service engineering including their life care planning for access,
maintenance etc.  Inevitably the extent and detail of the audit activity may range from a
broad brush evaluation of a development proposal or concept, down to a given system's
life or an elements constituent parts within any stated project or whole life cycle.

The frequency of the design life audit reviews should be established and where
relevant, project and product mile stones or agreed bench marks used.

To that end, the established quality management system field should be adopted
or modified to suit the way an organisation practices in this field.

Further an attempt to develop within the project quality plan a product quality
life care plan might be considered now or be made if were to become part of ISO
15686 or ISO 9000.

9 Conclusion

There must be an understanding that the design vivendi proposed applies equally
to new and existing buildings.  It should also be clear of the importance of the client
and their philosophy and practices to promote life procurement and maintain
sustainable life construction. But the need to restructure the design process as
intimated in Figures 1-4. must also be in place.

Again both clients and their funders need to find ways to develop life funded,
designed and life care managed buildings. Further asset management may need to seek
an extended future role, to embrace recovery management and present a view of
extending the life of their building through a judicious mix of improving building
space management, serviceability and recycling (Wyatt and Gilleard 1994).  It is
perhaps to those who manage the building stock or asset portfolio and their teams that
one should now turn and plead, that they spend quality time in establishing the
necessary information that has a significance for life time design, serviceability and
improved life care management of their buildings.  In a sustainable life sense, one must
also include the designed life cycle assessment review for both the incoming and laid
up supply chains and their likely waste streams.

Concluding, adopting a 'design for durability' approach should encourage client
organisations and their design and project teams to improve the reliability and whole
life cost management of their buildings.  But, the major players may well tun out to be
those involved in life care and building life management and those that fund or insure
buildings underpinned by this new vivendi for design for durability with manufacturers
offering service life products.
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Abstract

ISO Technical Committee TC 59, Building Construction, is an international standards
committee dealing with general rules for performance requirements for buildings. SC14,
Design Life, is the subcommittee of TC59 that deals with standardisation of the principles
and processes that apply when planning the design life of construction works. The standard
being drafted by SC14 will serve designers, owners, potential buyers/investors, educators,
students, and others.  It points out that, while it is difficult to make precise estimates of
service lives, the discipline of making estimates based on the principles presented can help
avoid unexpected failures. This paper reviews the current work within SC14 and draws
attention to issues and research needs yet to be addressed by the working groups drafting the
parts of the design life standard.

Keywords: Buildings, building materials, constructed facilities, durability, service life,
standardisation, standards, sustainable building, life cycle cost, performance concept.

1 Introduction

Durability and service life of building materials and products is an area of research
and development (R&D) that has gained increasing attention over the last decade. There are
several reasons for this including the continuing concern for quality and safety in buildings
and a growth in concern for resource conservation in the building and construction sector
with attention to the issues of life-cycle costing (LCC), life-cycle analysis (LCA), and
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optimisation of maintenance programmes.  From a research point of view, service life
prediction is now a recognised scientific activity with fairly uniform methodologies available
to help guide the R&D work. Service life prediction is also recognised as being important
for engineering applications.

2 International collaboration in service life research in CIB and RILEM

Durability and service life prediction of building materials and products is a multi-
disciplinary research field.  Based on materials science, it involves building technologies and
building physics, and also meteorology and environmental research. Modern information
technologies such as geographical information systems (GIS) are essential to the modelling
of performance of building materials and components over time, characterisation of
degradation environments, and user-friendly presentation of service life data.

At the suggestion of two of us (CS and GJF), a joint CIB/RILEM research co-
operation on service life prediction was started in 1982; (CIB is the International Council for
Building Research Studies and Documentation, and RILEM is the International Union for
Research and Testing Laboratories for Materials and Structures). It was aimed at establishing
generic methodologies for assessing the service life of building products and buildings,
thereby unifying the field from a methodological point of view and creating a basis for
quality assurance as it relates to service life in constructed facilities.

From the beginning, the intention was to establish a basis for standardisation in the
area. In the first period, 1982 – 86, the work focused on describing the state-of-the-art and
establishing a generic methodology for service life prediction. In 1989, the generic
methodology was accepted as a RILEM Technical Recommendation (Masters and Brandt
1989) and it is now under standardisation by ISO (ISO /TC59/SC14, Part 2, 1998).  In the
next period, 1987 – 89, the CIB/RILEM joint work focused on methodologies for the
feedback of durability data from practice by inspection of buildings (Sjöström 1990), (Brandt
1990).  In the 1990 - 96 period, the work concentrated on further development of the
methodologies (Sjöström 1994). The results have been reported in a number of reports and
papers and it is intended to compile these publications into a handbook (Jernberg et al. 1993).
 The present work programme, 1997 – 99, continues the detailing of the methodologies with
a focus on information technologies (Jernberg et al. 1993).

3 History of ISO TC59/SC14, design life

The standardisation activity started in 1993 when, at a meeting of ISO TC59 in
Atlanta, the working group, ISO TC59/SC3/WG9, Design Life of Buildings, was established.
 There was a significant European initiative behind this action as a result of the setting up of
the Eurocare umbrella project under the European research programme, EUREKA.  The
strategic goal of Eurocare is to increase the service life of the built environment and decrease
yearly life-cycle costs for conservation, restoration and maintenance. Eurocare was among
the first to adopt the service life prediction methodology established by CIB and RILEM. In
1991, the three organisations – Eurocare, CIB and RILEM -- took the initiative of discussing



the methodology and its standardisation with the Commission of the European Communities
and the European Standards Organization (CEN).  The methodology was accepted as a
guiding concept regarding durability of building products that should be of help in
implementing the European Community’s Construction Products Directive (CPD).  ISO
TC59/SC3/WG9 was the result of a CEN/BTS-1 request to ISO and a subsequent proposal
from ASTM (the American Society for Testing and Materials) through ANSI (the American
National Standards Institute); it benefitted from the Vienna Agreement on co-operation
between CEN and ISO.  Recently, in 1997, in recognition of its high level of productive
activity, SC3/WG9 was elevated to subcommittee status as ISO TC59/SC14, Design Life.
Apart from the service life prediction methodology document (i.e., the RILEM Technical
Recommendation), the basic documents available to assist the early standardization work
were some national standards and codes of practice -- specifically, the British Guide to
Durability of Buildings and Building Elements, Products and Components (1992); the
Japanese Principal Guide for Service Life Planning of Buildings (1993); and the Canadian
Guideline on Durability in Buildings (1994).

4 Status of the work of ISO TC59/SC14, design life

The first part of the proposed ISO standard (ISO/TC59/SC14 Part 1, 1998) has been
described by Browne and Soronis (1996). It gives guidance for building designers on the
service life planning of buildings.  It is expected to be approved as a DIS (Draft International
Standard) early in 1999. The voting on the document’s DIS status will be completed in
December 1998.  Part 2 of the standard: Service Life Prediction Principles (ISO/TC59/SC14
Part 2, 1998) is also expected to become an ISO/DIS early in 1999.  Subsequent parts of the
standard will focus on Auditing, Maintenance, Life Cycle Costing, and Data Formats. In
addition, a work item for guidelines for the inclusion in the standard of matters relating to
LCA has been initiated.  A vision of  the standards that need to be developed over the long
term has been provided by Frohnsdorff and Martin (1996).

The standardisation activities in ISO TC59/SC14 are strongly supported by the work
of the joint CIB W80/RILEM 175-SLM Committee on Service Life Prediction, with SC14
being seen as the primary customer for the products of the committee.

5 Prenormative research needs

The following R&D areas are crucial for the future implementation of the ISO
standard:

• Performance analysis. A systematic, internationally-accepted methodology for preparing
lists of performance requirements for important types of construction products is
urgently needed.

• Characterisation, mapping, classification, and development of databases of
environmental degradation factors. Reliable and comprehensive environmental data
suitable for use in service life predictions are needed for all regions of the world. The



environmental degradation factors should be classified, mapped and presented by GIS
in a user-friendly form; (ISO 9223:1992 provides a standard classification system for
corrosivity of environments for some metals that might be used as a model). To meet the
need for data, a network of standardised, well-instrumented field test sites in various
climatic and environmental zones should be established. The sites in such a network
should be linked together to provide reliable and comprehensive environmental data. A
basis for a network exists through the United Nations ECE International Co-operative
Programme for Materials; the Programme has operated a well-monitored network of
approximately 40 test sites throughout Europe and North America for the last ten years.
The present monitoring programme is only scheduled to run until 2001. A number of co-
operative initiatives are based on, and connect to, the UN/ECE Programme and focus on
areas such as corrosion mapping, air quality, and cost-benefit analysis.

• Identification and modelling of degradation mechanisms and dose/response functions.
The lack of knowledge of exposure/degradation environments and of dose/response
functions relating the response of materials and components to the environment are major
barriers to reliable service life predictions. In the environmental research area, knowledge
and data that have been generated over the years have been used in cost-benefit analyses
of the degradation of the built environment and as input to policy decisions on abatement
strategies.  However, much more data will be needed before service life predictions can
become a routine aid to designers and others.  The considerable body of data on exposure
conditions that now exists includes European data on the macro and meso levels, and
dose/response functions have been established for a number of important building
materials (Haagenrud and Henriksen 1996).  A major task will be the transition from
knowledge based on dose/response functions to predictions of service life and
performance over time for real buildings and other constructions. Building inventories
and testing under in-use conditions are needed in this process to refine and further
develop the knowledge base. Dose/response functions should be validated in the micro
environment of buildings.

• Development of long-term and short-term test facilities and programmes.  Special
laboratory facilities are needed for studies of factors affecting the mechanisms and rates
of degradation of materials and components, and development of relevant test methods
where needed. These include environmental chambers of various types in which
materials can be exposed to various combinations of closely-controlled conditions in
applying the service life prediction methodology.  It should be noted that, contrary to the
widely-accepted notion, appropriately-selected reproducible laboratory conditions, not
irreproducible outdoor exposures, must ultimately become the standard of reference for
service life predictions.  Dose-response functions based on laboratory data may then be
combined with knowledge of typical environmental conditions at a site to make service
life predictions for materials that are to be used at that site.   Protocols for relating the
results of artificial aging to those of natural weathering must be developed.

• Life-Cycle Cost and Life-Cycle Assessment models. Research is needed on life-cycle cost
models to connect service life of materials and components to the economic performance
of the building during its whole working life. It is internationally accepted that the rapidly
growing interest in life-cycle assessment of building products will require reliable service
life data if LCA is to be most useful (Soronis and Makenya 1998).



• Information Technologies (IT). It is essential that IT systems be developed to facilitate
incorporation of the service life prediction methodology into the building design process.
The systems must be user-friendly computer-integrated knowledge systems consisting
of databases, simulation models, and knowledge-based expert systems established
according to standard guidelines; GIS-based information systems would be included
(Haagenrud and Henriksen 1996).  It is to be expected that most of the laboratory data
for materials and components in the knowledge systems, and much of the material
degradation data from test sites and actual buildings, will eventually be provided by the
manufacturers of the materials and components.

6 Some concluding remarks concerning implementation of service life planning
standards

The development and implementation of service life planning standards are complex
tasks that should be considered together.  The following remarks relate to implementation
and further development of the ISO service life planning standard:

• There is sufficient knowledge and data to show that standardisation regarding prediction
of service life in the built environment is a realistic, though challenging, goal; however,
much more data will be needed to obtain the full benefits from the standard.

• In some cases, modelling and mapping of environments and the response of materials (in
a building assembly) to exposure in an exterior environment are possible using available
tools and data.

• International efforts are needed to provide the data and knowledge that will benefit all
regions of the world by increasing the service life of the built environment and
decreasing life-cycle costs.

• Service life research is interdisciplinary and some of the necessary knowledge and tools,
such as materials science, environmental characterization, and information technologies,
lie outside the traditional building sciences; R&D programmes must be organised
accordingly.

• Most of the research needs relaying to service life prediction and planning are of a
prenormative character; encouragement of prenaormative research is vital.

• It is necessary to ensure that the ISO standard on design life and service life prediction
is consistent with the life-cycle analysis standards in the ISO 1440 series.
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SERVICE LIFE PERFORMANCE AUDIT: MEETING CLIENT
REQUIREMENTS FOR DURABLE BUILDINGS
Service life performance audit
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Abstract

Construction projects are traditionally costed on the basis of initial capital cost.
The privatisation of infrastructure providers, use of private finance for public
sector construction projects and ever-tighter constraints on public spending
demand the prediction of the overall cost of a project over its whole working life.
Until very recently there has been no standard methodology for approaching this
problem.  ISO/TC59, Building Construction, is developing ISO 15686, a new
multi-part International Standard on service life planning for buildings.  Part 1 of
the standard provides guidance on defining service life requirements during
design, and describes two approaches to service life prediction.  Part 3 of the
standard provides a methodology for evaluating the ability of the design to meet
the performance requirements of the client over the whole life of the structure,
known as a performance audit.  This paper describes the philosophy of the
performance audit and illustrates how the concepts have been successfully
implemented in the UK by a major public sector client and a latent defects insurer.

Keywords: Audit, durability, performance over time, service life, standards.

1 Introduction

In October 1993 an ISO Working Group (ISO/TC59/SC3/WG9) began work
on a new multi-part International Standard on service life planning for buildings.
This group has since been elevated to ISO Subcommittee SC14, with separate
Working Groups responsible for developing the individual parts of the standard.
It is intended that ISO 15686: Buildings - Service Life Planning will be published
in five parts as follows:
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• Part 1: General principles
• Part 2: Service life prediction principles
• Part 3: Performance audit
• Part 4: Data requirements, data formatting procedures and data inputs
• Part 5: Life cycle costing and maintenance

A sixth part, on the integration of life cycle assessment techniques in the
service life planning of buildings, is also proposed.

At the time of writing this paper, Part 1 was available as a Draft
International Standard.  The remaining parts were at various stages of drafting.
The complete standard is not expected to be available before 2001.  The author of
this paper is currently employed as drafting consultant to the British Standards
committee responsible for drafting Part 3 of the new standard.

A major impetus for the drafting of ISO 15686 has been concern over the
construction industry's need to control the cost of building ownership (Cain 1998).
As much as 90% of the whole life cost of a building is typically determined during
the design stage.  Over a 40 year life, maintenance and repair typically account for
more than twice the initial capital cost of a building (Flanagan et al 1989).  Ever
tightening constraints on public spending, the privatisation of infrastructure
providers, and the increasing use of private finance for public sector construction
projects demand the optimisation of the overall costs of a project over its whole
working life.  ISO 15686 is intended to address the growing demand for a standard
methodology for approaching this problem.

Service life planning aims to reduce the costs of building ownership by
optimising the service life performance of the building and the components and
materials from which it is constructed.  An assessment of how long each part of
the building is required to last, helps inform decisions on the most appropriate
specification and detailing.  When the service lives of the building and its parts are
known, maintenance planning, life cycle costing and value engineering techniques
can be applied to optimise performance.

Part 1 of ISO 15686 introduces the general principles of service life planning
and provides a methodology for defining service life requirements during design.
Two approaches to service life prediction, one based on deterioration rates and test
data, and one on the factoring of a reference service life, are also described.
Further guidance on the testing methodology is provided in Part 2 of the standard.
The use of the factor method of service life prediction has been discussed in detail
elsewhere (Hovde 1998; Bourke & Davies 1997; Architectural Institute of Japan
1993).  This paper is concerned with Part 3 of the standard, 'Performance audit',
which provides a methodology for evaluating the ability of the design to meet the
performance requirements of the client over the whole life of the building.

2 Overview of ISO 15686-3

The performance audit is an important part of the service life planning of
buildings.  Parts 1 and 2 of ISO 15686 explain the principles of designing an
appropriate service life for different types of building and building component,
including how to use test data and experience to assess how long buildings and
parts of buildings are likely to last.  The performance audit provides a means of



ensuring, as far as possible, that the principles and recommendations of Parts 1
and 2 have been put into practice, i.e. that the required service life performance is
defined and achieved.

Auditing is a key management tool for ensuring that stated objectives have
been met.  Comprehensive procedures have been established for auditing quality
(ISO 9000 and 10000 series) and for environmental auditing (ISO 14000 series).
Many of the principles and techniques used in quality and environmental auditing,
including the underlying requirement to check, record and verify, are equally
applicable to a service life performance audit.

The performance audit described in Part 3 of ISO 15686 is fundamentally a
two stage process, to which additional audit stages may be added if required.  The
first audit stage focuses on the briefing and outline design stages of a project, to
verify that client requirements for performance over time have been identified and
clearly stated.  The concept of a design life brief as a means of communicating
these requirements to the design team is introduced, along with auditing
procedures for assessing its adequacy as a basis for detailed design.  The design
life brief identifies the service life performance targets against which the detailed
design will later be audited.  It should form part of the overall project briefing
process.

The second stage of the audit process comprises the detailed design audit,
which is undertaken once detailed drawings and specifications have been
completed, but before the start of construction.  The purposes of the audit are:

a) to assess whether the design satisfies the service life performance
requirements set out in the design life brief, and;

b) to ensure that adequate information on installation, commissioning and
future maintenance is available for those involved in the construction
and future operation of the building.

The audit includes an assessment of the service lives and maintenance
requirements of key building components and of the adequacy of installation,
commissioning and maintenance instructions.

In addition to the two audit stages described above, further audits may be
carried out to ensure that the implementation stages of the project (i.e.
construction and commissioning) and future maintenance, refurbishment and
alteration activities are adequate to achieve the requirements of the design life
brief.

The main topics covered in ISO 15685-3 are summarised in Figure 1 below,
which is reproduced from the standard.

3 Audit of the design life brief

The design life brief sets out the client’s requirements for the service life
performance of the building, including any specific component design lives,
maintenance requirements or requirements relating to future refurbishment,
decommissioning and/or demolition.  It is developed during the initial briefing and
outline design stages of a project as part of the overall briefing process, and is
intended to provide the design team with a clear statement as to the required
performance over time of the building.  The design life brief should include any
specific client requirements for:



Fig. 1: Overview of ISO 15686-3: Performance audit

• Design life of the building;
• Design lives of specific components, materials and assemblies;
• Reliability of mechanical and electrical plant;
• Future maintenance of the building or specific components;
• Accessibility of specific components;
• Commissioning, maintenance, refurbishment, demolition and disposal.

Information should also be provided on the site conditions, intended use of
the building, any specific environmental conditions to be considered (e.g. unusual
temperature extremes within the building), procurement method and programme,
and the intended management and maintenance regimes for the building.

An audit should be undertaken of the completed design life brief to verify its
adequacy as a basis for detailed design.  The auditor should report on any
deficiencies, such as information that is inadequate, missing or incomplete,
contradictory, or unsupported by reliable data.  It is then the responsibility of the
client and the design team to address any deficiencies in the brief before the
detailed design stage commences.

4 Detailed design audit

The detailed design audit is undertaken to assess whether the design
conforms to the design life brief, and whether adequate information on installation
and commissioning is provided for those involved in the construction phase.  The
audit alerts the client as to any aspects of the design which do not comply with the
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stated service life performance requirements, or which may prevent the building or
its constituent parts from achieving those requirements.  These might include:
• Components, materials or systems whose predicted service life is less than the

design life stated in the design life brief;
• Assessed maintenance requirements for the building or its constituent parts

that exceed those stated in the design life brief;
• Inadequacies in the installation instructions which might detract from the

service life performance of components, materials or systems (eg information
which is incomplete, incorrect, unclear or ambiguous).

The audit may also include an evaluation of available information on the
future maintenance, refurbishment, adaptation, decommissioning and/or
demolition of the building.

As with the audit of the design life brief, any non-conformities or issues
requiring further clarification are reported to the client for detailed consideration
in conjunction with the design team.  Appropriate responses, which might include
revisions to the specification and/or installation instructions, provision of
additional information, or revision of the design life brief, are fed back to the
auditor for further consideration.

5 Further audits

ISO 15686-3 describes a number of additional audits which may be
undertaken to ensure that the building is constructed, maintained, repaired,
decommissioned, and demolished in accordance with the client’s service life
performance requirements as set out in the design life brief.  These additional
audits differ from those described above in that they are concerned with
construction activities rather than design development.  Typical issues identified
during an audit might include:
• Design or specification changes made on site (eg substitution of alternative

components or materials);
• Failure to achieve an appropriate standard of workmanship;
• Inadequate storage or protection of components, materials, or work in

progress;
• Failure to install components in accordance with manufacturers’ instructions;
• Failure to carry out maintenance at the required intervals.

As with the design audits, the objective is to identify any deficiencies in the
activities being audited that may detract from the service life performance of the
building or its constituent parts.

6 The need for a performance audit

Construction clients are increasingly emphasising their need for reliable
predictions of lifetime costs of ownership and for reliable performance over time
from their buildings (Cain 1998; Egan 1998; Flanagan 1998).  They increasingly
regard buildings as factors of production that must meet similar performance
targets to their other investments.  They point to the widespread application of
service life prediction and whole life costing methodology in the development of



capital intensive manufacturing and process facilities and seek to apply the
discipline to the construction and operation of their facilities.

The service life performance audit is undertaken to provide an assurance that
the principles of service life planning described in Part 1 of ISO 15686 have been
properly implemented, and, as far as possible, that the building, as designed and
constructed, will achieve the required performance over time.  The specific
objectives of the performance audit will depend upon the requirements of the
client (who may be the building owner or occupier, the funding agency, insurer,
designer or constructor), and the stage in the project life cycle at which the audit is
undertaken.

In the UK it has been found that more than 50% of building failures can be
traced back to the brief and to information passed to the contractor in the detailed
design documentation.  Other failures result from missing or incomplete
information, leading to ill-considered decisions on site, and from design changes
during the construction stage.  Failures can also result from inadequate checks
when the building is commissioned, and from inadequate instructions to those
responsible for the building's maintenance.  The performance audit is intended to
identify such deficiencies, wherever possible at the design stage where they can be
rectified with minimal cost and disruption.

Auditing procedures similar to those described in this paper are currently in
practical use in the UK by a number of organisations including:
• Insurers, to reduce the incidence of defects in social housing schemes;
• Consultants, to optimise the whole life costs of proposed buildings (Moss

1998a);
• Major clients, to verify the service life performance assumptions in

contractors' whole life cost models (Cain et al 1998).

7 Case study 1: Social housing latent defects insurance scheme

Auditing procedures similar to those defined in the new standard have been
used successfully by UK latent defects insurers for the past eight years, as a risk
management tool to reduce the incidence of defects in social housing projects
(Holmes & Wornell 1995; Bourke 1996).  Housing Association Property Mutual
(HAPM) insures new and refurbished housing schemes against latent defects and
premature component failure.  When the insurance scheme was set up in 1990,
actuarial calculations found the cost of insurance to be prohibitively high due to
the high historic incidence of defects in social housing developments.  A technical
auditing process was developed, with the aim of reducing the incidence of defects
caused by defective design or construction by at least 50%, thus reducing
significantly the insurance premiums.

The design audits are carried out by a team of auditors with the aid of a
sophisticated computerised system.  The system contains many hundreds of
statements, covering the most commonly occurring defects and design
deficiencies, grouped according to subject.  The auditors inspect the project
drawings and specifications and select the most appropriate statement for the issue
in question.  Exceptions reports are then generated, which list all identified
deficiencies or areas requiring further clarification or information.  Site audits are



undertaken by way of a similar process.  Any significant deficiencies that are not
adequately addressed by the client and/or design team are likely to be excluded
from the insurance cover.

As a result of the auditing process, a significant number of design and
construction deficiencies have been identified and rectified, thus preventing
premature failures during the life of the buildings.  Such deficiencies have
included poor detailing between adjacent components, failure to provide adequate
fixings or provision for movement, use of incompatible materials, inadequate
protection of vulnerable materials, and inappropriate specification of materials.
By December 1998, in excess of 85,000 housing units had been audited under the
HAPM scheme.  Analysis of feedback data from insurance claims has enabled the
audit system to be refined and better targeted to actual problem areas.  It has also
provided guidance to Government Departments on the most commonly occurring
design and workmanship deficiencies.

8 Case study 2: UK Ministry of Defence

Service life performance auditing is a key component of the new
procurement process currently being developed by the UK Ministry of Defence
(Cain et al 1998).  Based on the principles of supply chain management which are
widely used in petrochemical and aerospace industries, the initiative brings
together designers, suppliers, manufacturers, constructors and clients as partners at
an early stage in the procurement process in order to optimise on costs and
performance.  For each project, a whole life cost model is developed and the
contractors’ service life and maintenance assumptions are subjected to
independent audit and validation.  Independent third party technical audits are also
carried out at key stages in the project to ensure that the design and construction
activities meet the client’s requirements for performance over time, and to identify
any potential causes of building defects or premature component failures.

In the absence of existing published guidance on service life performance
auditing, the Ministry of Defence commissioned durability specialists and HAPM
technical auditors, Building Performance Group Ltd. to develop a flexible audit
methodology for use by first or third party auditors.  Published in December 1998,
‘Technical audit of building and component durability’ (Moss 1998b) provides
clear, practical guidance on carrying out technical audits and sets out many of the
principles which have since informed the ISO drafting work.

9 Conclusions

This paper has introduced the concept of a service life performance audit,
which is the subject of part 3 of a new International standard on the service life
planning of buildings.  Part 1 of ISO 15686 is concerned with defining service life
performance requirements and with assessing the service lives of components and
materials in specific situations.  Part 3 will provide a means of assessing whether
the defined service life performance requirements have been adequately addressed
by the design, and whether the building, as constructed, maintained and operated,
will perform as required.  Auditing is a well-established and accepted



management activity, with well-defined procedures for assessing quality and
environmental performance.  This paper has demonstrated how auditing principles
can be applied to the performance over time of buildings and their constituent
parts.

It should be noted that Part 3 of ISO 15686 is currently under development
and that this paper is based on the first working draft.  The drafting consultants
would welcome any comments or feedback on the principles set out in this paper,
and on the application of service life performance auditing in practice.  Interested
parties should contact Gary Moss at Building Performance Group Ltd., (email:
g.moss@bpg-uk.com).
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ESTIMATING SERVICE LIVES USING THE FACTOR METHOD FOR
USE IN WHOLE LIFE COSTING
Estimating service life
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Abstract

Construction projects have traditionally been costed on the basis of the initial
capital cost.  The privatisation of many infrastructure providers, the use of private
equity to finance construction projects for the public sector and ever-tighter
constraints on public spending have generated demands in the UK to predict the
overall cost of a project over its whole working life.  This concern extends to
demands for predictable building service lives and costs of ownership. Until very
recently there have been no standard methodologies for approaching this problem.
This paper explores the concepts included in whole life costing, in particular that
of factored estimates of service life, and reports on the current commercial and
practical issues driving adoption of whole life cost procurement of construction
works.

Keywords:  Factor method, service life estimates, whole life costs, standards,
construction procurement, risk.

1 Introduction

Construction projects have traditionally been costed and funded on the basis
of the initial capital cost.   Privatisation of many infrastructure providers, use of
private equity to finance construction projects for the public sector and ever-
tighter constraints on public spending have generated demands in the UK and
elsewhere to predict the overall cost of a project over its whole working life.  This
concern extends to demands for predictable costs of ownership.  Until very
recently there have been no standard methodologies for approaching this problem.

ISO TC59 SC14, Service life planning, is developing an International
Standard, ISO 15686, Service Life Planning of Buildings. The first part is entitled
“General Principles”. It provides a methodology for defining service life
requirements during design and a basis for evaluating the ability of the design to
meet the design life requirements of the client. In combination with part 5,
Maintenance and Life Cycle Costing, (currently under development), this will give
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a methodology for evaluating whole life costs, enabling designers or clients to
address whole life cost issues and to estimate costs of ownership of a proposed
project at an early stage of design.

Part 2 of the standard provides a generic methodology for predictions of
component life based on known performance and rate of deterioration under
proposed service conditions; part 3 addresses auditing of service life plans; part 4
covers data formatting and reporting and part 6 addresses sustainability in relation
to service life planning.

This paper explores the concepts of whole life costing and estimation of
service life,  and reports on current commercial and practical issues driving
adoption of whole life cost procurement of construction works.

2 Estimating service lives - ISO 15686 factored estimates

The Standard describes two approaches to the prediction of service life.
Ideally, service life should be predicted from the known performance and rate of
deterioration of the building and its components under the proposed service
conditions.  A generic methodology for such predictions is given in Part 2 of the
Standard.  However, the information required to make such a detailed prediction
may not be available.  In such cases, a method of estimating the service life, taking
account of the available data, is available.  This method is known as the Factor
Method.

2.1 Reasoning behind the factor method of estimating service lives
The Factor Method is based on a concept developed by the Architectural

Institute of Japan (AIJ, 1993) and Construction Audit Ltd (CAL, 1992). It is
intended as a means of estimating expected service life when more accurate
scientific prediction is not possible.  It seeks to provide a common framework for
developing estimates of service life in the absence of more reliable data. It is
therefore an attempt to break out of the cycle of lack of data inhibiting service life
prediction and lack of service life prediction suppressing demand for data, first
proposed by Heller (Heller 1968).

A discussion paper by BRE (Bourke & Davies, 1997) gives details of the
theoretical basis for the system, emphasising that the priority was to produce a
simple system which could be readily adopted in advance of substantial extensions
to the admittedly limited knowledge base on long-term performance of
components. The proposed system has been modified in the light of comments
from the international committee steering development of the standard, and
comments from both academic and industry reviewers within the UK.

The adoption of the approach was considered to offer a means of forming a
considered and objective assessment of alternative options or design solutions, but
it was recognised that the performance assessment offered would not be wholly
reliable. Since that date further commentary on the method has been offered, and
several issues have been raised as potential changes or modifications to the
approach. In particular, a paper by Hovde (1998) indicates proposed areas to
improve reliability and user-friendliness, and a paper by Hed (1998) gives details
of a project where the method was assessed.



Comments have indicated some unease with the factor method as set out in
the draft ISO.  Concerns include the misapprehension that the method provides a
single value answer, rather than a range or distribution; the element of individual
subjective judgement in assessing values for factors, and the possibility of
providing misleading results. Each of these criticisms has value, and the method
needs to be used with due attention to the changing state of the art of service life
prediction. The standard demonstrates why urgent production of a simple working
methodology, which recognised the limited knowledge base, dictated certain
features of the approach. Criticisms have not prevented its fairly rapid adoption
within the context of whole life costing of construction.   Indeed, whilst the
method has limitations, no other more suitable method of estimation has been
proposed for use in the absence of accurate data.

2.2 Elements within factored estimates
There are three critical elements within a factored estimate: the required

design life, the reference service life and the factors used to amend the reference
service. If the estimate exceeds the required design life required then the proposed
design meets the performance required.

The three elements in the estimating process are as follows:

2.1.1 Required Design Life
The required design life is the length of time for which the component is

expected to remain serviceable, and is derived from the overall design.  It is based
on the client’s requirements.

2.1.2 Reference service life
The reference service life (RSLC) is the period in years that the component

or assembly can normally be expected to last under specified service conditions.
The Standard gives various sources for the basis of this assessment - but no
schedule of reference service lives is provided - it was considered impossible to
identify on an international basis what the normal anticipated performance would
be. National schedules have been suggested as a possible route forward, and at
least one standards committee in the UK has proposed a set of reference service
lives for windows and associated sub-components.   There are also commercially
produced lists of expected service life for some components in particular building
types, such as the Component Life Manual (CAL, 1992)

2.1.3 Modifying factors
The modifying factors represent deviations from the specified service

conditions used to identify the reference service life - they cover materials, design,
sitework, the environment, operating characteristics and maintenance. They are
used to modify the reference service life by compound multiplication, as follows:



     ESLC = RSLC x A x B x C x D x E x F

Where:  ESLC = Estimated service life of component
RSLC = Reference service life of component
A = Material / Component factor
B = Design factor
C = Workmanship factor
D = Internal Environment factor
E = External Environment factor
F = In-use factor
G = Maintenance factor

Two particular aspects of the factors need to be stressed.  First, there is no
pre-defined set of factors.  The user of the method needs to consider the particular
circumstances of the project and decide the most appropriate factors for those
circumstances.  For example, the factor applied to placement of in-situ concrete in
the Arabian desert in summer will be considerably different from that applied to
take account of driving rain in Scotland.  The method requires intelligent
application if the old computing adage is to be avoided:  garbage in, garbage out!

The method therefore provides a structured method for identifying and
evaluating the factors which will increase or reduce the performance of the
component or product under the likely service conditions.  It is a method which
needs to be applied by suitably experienced designers: it is not appropriate for
slavish application of preset figures, but for careful and considered application to
well defined problems by suitable professionals.  Where there is insufficient data
for firm prediction of service life this approach provides a reliable and structured
method for estimating the service life.  Where clients are insisting on a design
with a whole life cost model such an estimate is essential.

3 Whole life costing definitions – how does it compare with life cycle
costing?

Once it is established that a design option exceeds the required service life, it
must be established whether it is the optimum option or not on the basis of
predicted whole life costs. Whole life costing (WLC) provides a “rationale for
choice in circumstances where there are alternative means of achieving a given
object, and where those alternatives differ not only in their initial costs, but also in
subsequent operational costs” (Seeley, 1996). It is not a new approach in industry
and has up until recently often been called Life Cycle Costing (LCC). The
difference lies in the fact that WLC seeks to consider the whole building life and
not just the period of commercial interest.

Essentially WLC is a means of comparing options and their associated cost
and income streams over a period of time. An alternative definition on
maintenance management (BSI, 1993) stresses that it is “for the purpose of
making decisions”. The decisions involve considering future events which can be
very diverse e.g. how long the building will be needed and what the long term
local climate will be like. There is a lot of uncertainty in the results but they do
provide a method of choosing between alternatives on the basis of what we know



now, and what we expect the future will bring. Uncertainties are common to many
of the factors, and where one approach is more prone to uncertainty than another
there is nothing to prevent this uncertainty being expressed in the final results.
Estimates should always be subjected to some straightforward sensitivity analysis.

3.1 Who uses whole life costing ?
Whole life cost procurement in construction has been strongly advocated in

the UK by long-term building owners and clients in recent years. This includes the
12 major UK construction clients (CRT, 1997), and by the association of most
major construction clients in their statement of procurement policies (CCF, 1998).
Clients who own and manage buildings long-term want to know their cost of
ownership before being committed to a particular building or design alternative.
“Avoidance of unpleasant surprises is everything” as the Construction Clients
Forum state.

Recently various contractual procurement initiatives have been instituted in
the UK, all of which shift long term costs of running built assets from the public
to the private sector - for example the Private Finance Initiative (PFI), Public
Private Partnerships (PPP), Design, Build, Finance, Operate (DBFO)
arrangements etc. These are driving the adoption of WLC by constructors and
designers.

A recent survey undertaken by BRE for UK government Department of the
Environment Transport and Regions (DETR) indicates that whole life costing is
currently used extensively only in PFI projects, and in public procurement
projects, and is most frequently undertaken at the early stages of procurement.
The major barriers to adoption are cited as the lack of methodology and
insufficient data.  Other work shows widespread interest in the approach amongst
clients and more forward thinking parts of the construction supply chain.  The
draft ISO standard provides a methodology: the factor method provides a means of
estimating service life.  Those clients who require greater rigour in their
predictions and whole life cost models will need to apply pressure on the supply
side of the industry to begin to develop accurate service life data to support whole
life costing.

3.2 What is it used for?
Once the life has been estimated, it is possible to assess the various costs

that will apply during the service life of the building, including capital or initial
cost, maintenance costs and, when appropriate, replacement costs.  All the costs
associated with the specific option are then added together to give a total cost,
with future costs discounted to give a present value.  The various options can then
be compared on whole life cost grounds.  Again, if the process has been
completed in a transparent way, it is possible to compare the uncertainties
applying to the various options. Part 5 of draft ISO standard aims to address these
issues.

3.2.1 Which costs are considered?
Costs to be taken into account include initial capital or procurement costs,

opportunity costs and future costs, maintenance or replacement. Only options,
which meet the performance requirements for the built asset should be considered:
those with lower costs over the period will be preferred.



Initial costs include design, construction and installation, purchase or
leasing, fees and charges.

Future costs include all operating costs, such as rent, rates, cleaning,
inspection, maintenance, repair, replacements / renewals, energy and utilities use,
dismantling, disposal, security and management over the life of the built asset.
Loss of revenue may also need to be taken into account – reflecting the non-
availability of the revenue-generating building during maintenance work for
example.

The timing of future costs must be taken into account in the comparison of
options. Future cost flows are discounted by a rate that relates present and future
money values – which may include an allowance for inflationary changes.
Opportunity costs represent the cost of not having the money available for
alternative investments (which would earn money) or the interest payable on loans
to finance work.

To convert real costs to discounted (present day) equivalents a discount
rate(f) is applied as follows:

1
f       =    ---------
           (1 + d)n

and   d = the discount rate per annum
n = the number of years between the base date and the occurrence of

the cost

3.3 The essential features of whole life costing
There are several important elements to WLC calculations, and if they are

incorrectly assessed the results will be misleading.

3.3.1 Discount rates and inflation
The discount rate is used to represent the present value of a future income

stream or cost. It is specific to the client, and includes the degree of risk return
required in a commercial context, or the rate of  interest payable where loans are
required to finance the construction work.  If it is set too high, future costs will
appear insignificant and will be favoured by the calculation. If it is set too low,
capital costs will  discouraged, but high operational costs may result. Similarly,
sometimes inflation is taken into account in the discount rate, and if rates are
substantially different in practice the calculation may lead to inappropriate
choices.

3.3.2 Allowances for tax
The tax regime within which the building owner is operating may

determine which future costs are allowable for tax – for example capital
allowances are currently allowable on new industrial buildings, hotels, industrial
and commercial buildings in Enterprise Zones, agricultural buildings and small
workshops. Many items of plant and equipment and leased plant are available for
allowances, and sometimes associated builders work is also permissible. These
allowances also vary depending on the financial situation of the building owner –
whether there is a taxable profit against which allowances can be claimed or not.



For major projects specific guidance should be sought on the assumptions
made in the calculation, and the applicable rules at the time.

3.3.3 Obsolescence
A building or component may be functional and yet be obsolete, inefficient

or unwanted. It is notoriously difficult to assess when or how obsolescence will
strike – but changing land values on which the building stands, changing
information technology cabling requirements and changing safety requirements
have all contributed to render certain buildings obsolete. At present, it is fair to
state that rapid technological progress in building services equipment and high
fuel costs mean that WLC calculations should assume limited lives for such
components.

3.3.4 Building / component life
The period during which the building or component is assessed is an

important variable – the building life being considered makes a big difference,
because certain major components (such as roof coverings)  require replacement at
varying intervals. An increase in the required service life of the building of just
five years may mean that a major unplanned expenditure is incurred, or conversely
if the building is required for a shorter period than planned then high cost, low
maintenance options may prove cost-ineffective. Data on the future performance
of components are not always readily accessible, and often depend on estimates
from accelerated tests. Where a long service life is essential it may be pay to be
cautious, and select tried and trusted options. Innovative solutions may however
offer good value for money, if the assumptions made are borne out in practice.

Different organisations will have different expectations of building life – and
the client may have a limited foreseeable use for the building. Not all clients want
or need their buildings to last 60 or 100 years. At the end of a relatively short
building life the residual value and/or demolition costs may be significant factors.

3.3.5 Managing uncertainty within the factor method.
Given the accuracy of the information used in this process it is essential to

assess the impact of changes in the key assumptions by carrying out a sensitivity
analysis.  This will establish the degrees of uncertainty in the estimates of service
life and, therefore in the whole life costs.  The sensitivity analysis can be
undertaken to test the impact of different building lives, factors, discount rates and
even maintenance costs or replacement costs.  Table 1 sets out an example of the
sensitivity analysis that might be undertaken to consider the whole life
implications of three options available during design or specification. Option 1
considers refurbishment of an existing component, option 2 and 3 considers two
quality levels of replacement components.



Table 1: Example of WLC sensitivity analysis

Capital Costs

Option 1 = £203,000
Option 2 = £1,164,900
Option 3 = £1, 262, 100

Discount rate Service Life Net Present Values

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3
6% 20 1,859,000 1,593,000 1,262,100

40 2,444,420 1,762,522 2,040,091
8% 20 1,614,000 1,515,000 1,721,100

40 1,960,950 1,607,896 1,843,068
10% 20 1,423,000 1,451,000 1,638,100

40 1,632,562 1,505,721 1,709,146

3.4 Improving the balance between capital and operational costs
A key aim of whole life costing is to identify the optimum balance between

capital and operational costs. The ratio of operating costs to initial or capital costs
varies between building types, and on the selected discount rate and life of the
building. However, it is higher than generally considered, and savings in this area
are well worth pursuing. Estimated ratios of capital to operating costs can be as
high as 1:10 on some UK projects.

4 Conclusions

The prediction of whole life costs of buildings is becoming increasingly
important, for economic and environmental reasons.  The Factor method has been
developed as a tool to support such prediction in cases where there is a lack of
adequate or reliable quantitative data.  It can assist in the development of whole
life cost models, and can help to overcome the lack of data.  It must be used with
care and understanding of the method and the project under consideration, but is a
useful tool to enable constructors to better meet client needs in the early part of the
next millennium.
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Abstract

The interaction between synthetic pastes of hydrated phases of Portland cement and
the SO2 in a controlled atmosphere has been studied.  Tests were carried out in a
simulation chamber in the following work conditions: 0.3 ppm SO2 concentration,
temperature 25 °C and 95% relative humidity for 6 and 12 months.
The results obtained show that the sulphation process of pastes occurs in competition
with the carbonation process, depending on the mineralogical and microstructural
characteristics of the pastes.

Keywords: cement paste, calcium silicate, calcium aluminate, environment
degradation, sulphation, chamber test, carbonation.

1 Introduction

The project "Environmental Deterioration of Ancient and Modern Hydraulic
Mortars (EDAMM)" has identified the problem of durability on old hydraulic mortars
in the built heritage.  In addition, restoration works on buildings during this and the
previous century have been performed with hydraulic mortars using cement and
hydraulic lime as a binder (ICCROM, 1981).  These mortars are currently suffering
degradation (Zappia et al., 1994).  Thus, among other objectives, the EDAMM project
aims at understanding the decay mechanisms due to environmental action in hydraulic
mortars used in historic masonry.  The project also attempts to improve the scientific
understanding of the parameters of mortars responsible for the type and speed of
degradation due to atmospheric deposition.  With this in mind, the sulphation process
was simulated on different types of hydraulic mortars in a laboratory chamber.
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The present contribution focuses on the environmental sulphation process studied
on paste specimens of synthetic hydrated Portland cement (HOPC) and its single
components expressively prepared.

2 Experimental section

Portland cement components (C3S, C3A and C4AF) were synthesized using pure
chemical reagents.  Stoichiometric amounts of the reagents were weighed and the
mixtures ground and homogenised using an ethanol dispersive medium.  The mixtures
were heated at 1500 ºC until the reactions were complete; the purity of the obtained
products was confirmed by means of x-ray diffraction.

Five different binders were prepared using the synthetic compounds and mixed
with water; the pastes were poured into 10x10x5 mm prismatic moulds.  The
experimental conditions during the preparation of pastes and curing of prisms are
reported in Table 1.   20 prisms per binder were cured at the indicated conditions long
enough to allow their complete hydration.

A characterisation of the specimens before the exposure tests was performed by
means of microstructural, mineralogical and chemical analyses.

Simulation experiments were carried out in a flow chamber at controlled
temperature, relative humidity and SO2 concentration.  The paste specimens of
synthetic hydrated Portland cement (HOPC) and its single components were exposed
for a period of 6 and 12 months in air with 0.3 ppm SO2 as pollutant and 0.50 l min-1

flow gas velocity, at 25 °C temperature and 95% relative humidity.
To ensure that the sulphation reactions would occur only on the exposed surface

of the samples, a passivation treatment was applied to the samples by means of a
graphite paint on the 5 non-exposed faces.

After 6 and 12 months, the specimens were removed from the simulation
chamber, cleaned by removing the passivating graphite paint and preserved in an inert
atmosphere.  Pore structure identification, the determination of SO2 effects and
mineralogical investigation were subsequently carried out by means of mercury
intrusion porosimeter (MIP), specific surface (BET), ion chromatography (IC), X-ray
diffraction (XRD), infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermal analyses (DTA-TGA) and
electron microscopy (SEM-EDX and TEM).

3 Results and discussion

3.1  Pore structure
The evolution of the total porosity in the non-exposed and exposed specimens,

measured by MIP, is presented in Table 2, alongside the BET specific surface.
In order to define the pore sizes, the evolution of the pore size distribution was

studied as a function of time.  The results are presented in Tables 3 and 4.  For each
type of paste, the pore volume between a lower and an upper diameter is reported for
the following time intervals: before exposure (0m), after 6 months (6m) and after 12
months exposure (12m).



Table 1:  Samples prepared for the exposure tests

Sample Binder type Reaction products
Water/
solid
(wt.)

Curing conditions

P1 C3S C-S-H (I) + CH 0.45 21ºC;  100% RH.

P2 C3S + 25%SiO2 (gel) C-S-H (I) + C-S-H (II) 0.77 21ºC; 100% RH*

P3 C3A C3AH6 0.6 21ºC; 100% R.

P5 C4AF C3(A,F)H6 0.3 21ºC; 100% RH

P6
C3S + 12%C3A + 12%C4AF

+ 6%CaSO4·2H2O
C-S-H + CH + Ett 0.5 21ºC; 100% RH

*  first week at 40ºC and 100% RH

Table 2:  Total porosity and BET specific surface of the exposed and non exposed
pastes

Analysis
Exp.time
(months)

P1 P2 P3 P5 P6

0 0.094 0.294 0.241 0.062 0.111

6 0.058 0.270 0.219 0.059 0.071
Total porosity

(cm3 g-1)
12* 0.069 0.205 0.162 0.061 0.073

0 9.371 12.586 0.730** 2.969 7.953BET area

(m2 g-1) 12 6.673 40.830 3.228 5.063 8.576

*   Average of two values
**  At 6 months: 2.535 m2 g-1

The general tendency is a decrease in the total porosity of the tested specimens
after 12 months.   Pastes P1, P2, P3  and  P6 undergo  a  very  conspicuous drop  in
porosity (approximately 27%, 30.5%, 33% and 34.5%, respectively).  For paste P5, the
decrease is limited to 1%.

Concerning paste P1, the MIP test showed a concentration of the pores in the
range of 0.01-0.05 µm.  During exposure, a progressive pore refinement was observed.
This refinement was reflected in the decrease in total porosity, as well as in the total
volume of pores in the 0.01-0.05 µm pore fraction.  There is a very marked
concentration of pores below 0.05 µm, whereas the volume of pores higher than this
diameter is very small.

The much higher porosity of paste P2 can be explained by the higher water
content of the sample.  Moreover, the pore size distribution of pastes made with silicate
mixture is not concentrated around a specific range, but presents a distribution
covering all ranges of pore sizes.  On comparing the pore size distribution of the non-
exposed sample and the samples exposed for 12 months, one observes a progressive
drop in the volume of pores with a diameter above 0.05 µm.  Simultaneously, the
volume of pores below 0.05 µm increases.  This tendency is not followed by all



fractions of pores of the specimen tested after 6-month exposure; it appears that an
increase in the pore volume of diameter ranging between 1.0-2.0 µm and 0.8-1.0 µm
has taken place, while the volume of pores with diameter between 0.01-0.05 µm has
decreased.

Table 3: Pore size distribution (cm3 g-1) of the silicate pastes and of the HOPC
paste

diameter P1 P2 P6
(µµm) 0m 6m 12m 0m 6m 12m 0m 6m 12m

<0.01 0.012 0.012 0.011 0.015 0.026 0.038 0.004 0.000 0.014
0.01-0.05 0.048 0.032 0.034 0.047 0.040 0.056 0.029 0.021 0.027
0.05-0.1 0.009 0.002 0.004 0.034 0.011 0.004 0.031 0.017 0.012
0.1-0.2 0.006 0.001 0.003 0.032 0.021 0.006 0.027 0.013 0.010
0.2-0.4 0.004 0.001 0.002 0.045 0.035 0.018 0.009 0.010 0.005
0.4-0.6 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.033 0.026 0.020 0.002 0.003 0.001
0.6-0.8 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.024 0.021 0.018 0.001 0.002 0.000
0.8-1.0 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.020 0.026 0.017 0.001 0.001 0.000
1.0-2.0 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.024 0.053 0.017 0.002 0.001 0.000
2.0-4.0 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.008 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.000
4.0-10.0 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000
>10.0 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.011 0.006 0.007 0.002 0.001 0.002

Table 4: Pore size distribution (cm3 g-1) of the aluminate and aluminoferritic pastes

diameter P3 P5
(µµm) 0m 6m 12m 0m 6m 12m

<0.01 0.004 0.001 0.007 0.011 0.008 0.007
0.01-0.05 0.008 0.010 0.009 0.022 0.019 0.016
0.05-0.1 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.007 0.014 0.015
0.1-0.2 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.009 0.001 0.003
0.2-0.4 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.007 0.001 0.004
0.4-0.6 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.003
0.6-0.8 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.006 0.002
0.8-1.0 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.002 0.002
1.0-2.0 0.022 0.017 0.018 0.000 0.000 0.003
2.0-4.0 0.068 0.033 0.077 0.000 0.000 0.001
4.0-10.0 0.129 0.134 0.033 0.000 0.000 0.000
>10.0 0.002 0.009 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.004

Concerning paste P3, the MIP results showed a high total porosity, of the same
order of magnitude as paste P2.  However, the pore size distribution is very different.
A concentration of pores in the 4.0-10.0 µm diameter range was measured, which
remained practically unaltered after 6-month exposure.  During this period, the pores
ranging between 2.0-4.0 µm seem to have been more affected and a significant drop
has taken place.  In the next 6 months of exposure, a sharp decrease in the pores
between 4.0-10.0 µm was measured.  The increase in the volume of pores in the 2.0-
4.0 µm range and the simultaneous decrease of that in the 4.0-10.0 µm range highlight
the progressive refinement of the pore structure.  The other pore categories remain
practically constant in volume with time.  The pore size distribution, together with the
aspect of the specimen (which seemed fragile and had a smooth, easily scratched



surface) suggests the hypothesis that the specimen had failed during testing.  Whatever
the case, it seems that a certain refinement has taken place.

The total porosity of paste P5 exhibited the lowest values of all tested pastes.  It
also seems that no important change in the total porosity volume took place.  A drop in
the latter was measured after 6 months of exposure, but the average results after 12
months indicated no significant change.  In the case of P5, pores were concentrated in
the range of diameters below 0.6 µm.  A comparison between the non-exposed and the
12-month exposed specimen show that a progressive refinement in the pore ranges of
0.2-0.4 µm, 0.1-0.2 µm, 0.01-0.05 µm and lower than 0.01 µm had taken place.  The
refinement of the first two pore categories could explain the increased volume of pores
around 0.05-0.01 µm.  On the other hand, the pore volume occupied by pores bigger
than 0.6 µm seems also to increase with time.

Table 5: Soluble sulphite and sulphate concentrations (µg g-1) measured in the
pastes non-exposed (0 m) and exposed for 6 and 12 months at 0.3
ppm SO2

Sample 0 m 0 m 6 m 6 m 12 m          12 m               12 m

SO3
= SO4

= SO3
= SO4

= SO3
= SO4

= SO3
=/SO4

=

P1 - 32 83 28 143 208 0.7

P2 - 44 70 66 171 196 0.9

P3 - 9 31 32 122 628 0.2

P5 - 3 11 41 84 332 0.2

P6 - 3063 47 2387 183 3046 0.06

The total porosity of the non-exposed paste P6 is 0.111 cm3 g-1.  A drop in the
total porosity is also observed within the first 6 months of exposure, after which
porosity seems to stabilise.  The pores are distributed mainly in the range below 0.4-0.6 
µm.  In this area, a decrease in the pore volume of all pore categories is observed
among the non-exposed and the 12 months exposed specimens, with the exception of
pores with a diameter smaller than 0.01 µm.  The volume of the latter increases sharply
with time.  Some porosity seems to remain in the higher pore ranges (over 0.6 µm).

Specific surface BET increases in all samples, except in P1, with esposure time.
P2 shows the most important changes.

3.2 Chemical analyses
The samples, non-exposed as well as exposed, were analysed by means of ion

chromatography (Dionex 4500i) to quantify the SO3
= and SO4

= water soluble contents,
using a methodology specifically set-up (Gobbi et al., 1998).  The data are reported in
Table 5.  The SO4

= values at 6 and 12 months are reported after the subtraction of the
SO4

= amount of the non-exposed samples;  the SO3
=/SO4

= ratio is also shown.
In all samples a significant increase in the SO4

= concentration can be observed,
along with considerable quantities of sulphite.  Furthermore the single pastes show a



higher relative reactivity in the period between 6-12 months, while the HOPC sample
shows the highest reactivity in the first 6-month exposure period.

The evaluation of the SO3
= content and trend permits the identification of the

sulphation mechanism.  The presence of sulphite indicates that sulphation occurs
through two mechanisms: 1) the formation of sulphite as an intermediate product,
followed by its oxidation into sulphate and 2) the direct formation of sulphate.  The
SO3

=/SO4
= ratio with values >1 highlights the prevalence of a sulphation mechanism

where sulphite formation is an intermediate stage preceding oxidation, while values <1
indicate the prevalence of a direct sulphation mechanism, generally enhanced by the
presence of catalysts.  The SO3

=/SO4
= ratio reported in Table 5 indicates that in all

pastes and particularly in the HOPC sample, with a ratio of one order of magnitude
lower than in others pastes, mechanism 2 prevails, i.e. direct sulphation.

In order to determine the total amount of SO2 reacting with the samples, the total
(soluble and insoluble) sulphate was quantified after 12 months using a special
technique set up in our laboratories (Gobbi et al., 1995).  This methodology involves
the complete solubilisation of the sample by treatment with strong cation resin with H
cycle, which produces the oxidation into sulphate of any sulphite present; the
quantification of total SO4

= is then performed by means of ion chromatography.
On the basis of the results reported in Table 5, the total S-soluble species were

evaluated as SO4
= soluble by expressing SO3

= as equivalent SO4
= concentration, as

follows:

SO4
= (sol) =  SO4

= + [ SO3
= expressed as equivalent SO4

=]                         (1)

The total SO4
= data permit the calculation of the insoluble SO4

= by the following
relationship:

SO4
= (insol) =  SO4

= (tot) - SO4
= (sol)             (2)

In Fig. 1, total, soluble and insoluble SO4
= is reported for the 5 exposed pastes

after the subtraction of the SO4
= found in the non-exposed paste.

The results indicate that sulphation is more intense for HOPC (sample P6) than
for its single components.  In fact, P6 sample shows the highest value of total SO4

=.
The soluble SO4

= value is also highest in P6, while P3 presents the highest value of
insoluble SO4

=.

3.3 Mineralogical and microstructural characterisation
The main effect observed in the exposed P1 and P2 samples is their partial

carbonation: calcite and calcite plus vaterite were respectively identified in P1 and P2
by XRD and FTIR.  A CaCO3 concentration of ≅25% for P1 and ≅59% for P2 was
measured by TGA.  SEM-EDX analyses show that the morphology of the exposed
samples changes slightly when compared to non-exposed samples and that some
sulphur was also found in the 12-month samples.

The increase in volume generated by the portlandite carbonation explains not
only the drop in total porosity, but also the decrease in pores of the 0.01-0.05 µm pore
fraction.  It also justifies the BET specific surface reduction (Table 2).  The sulphation
of both samples is low (Fig. 1) and the carbonation process prevails due to the low
product of solubility of CaCO3 in relation to that of calcium sulphite or sulphate.

The FTIR spectra of sample P2 (Fig. 2) show a displacement toward higher
frequencies of the band due to stretching vibrations of the Si-O bonds of the C-S-H gel.



This displacement is more intense when the exposure time increases, and it might be
due to the decomposition of the C-S-H gel because of a carbonation process. An
intense decrease in the combined water is observed by TGA, confirming the partial
destruction of the C-S-H gel observed by FTIR.  The result is that CaCO3 formation
reduces the total porosity and also the amount of large pores.  Simultaneously, C-S-H
gel decomposition releases a very fine SiO2 gel, which increases the BET specific
surface and the amount of the smallest pores.

Fig. 1: Total, soluble and insoluble SO4
= formed on the pastes exposed 12 months

at 0.3 ppm SO2

Fig. 2: FTIR spectrum of P2 paste at 0, 6 and 12 months of 0.3 ppm SO2 exposure
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XRD, TGA and FTIR results show no new compounds in samples P3 and P5
after exposure.  However, important differences were detected by SEM-microstructural
analysis in P3: at 6-month exposure and especially at 12 months, the characteristic
morphology of the cubic hydrate (C3AH6) disappeared.  P3 was also studied by TEM:
microanalysis and electron-diffraction were applied.  The sample turned out to be
basically formed of two types of compounds: the most abundant is a calcium aluminate
hydrate (C3AH6), whose crystals present no defined morphology; the other is a calcium
sulphoaluminate hydrate.  The morphology and analyses of these crystals (needle-
shaped crystals) indicate that some ettringite has formed (Fig. 3).  The size of ettringite
crystals in P3 after 12 months of exposure is very small (∼10-15 nm) and the amount
low (∼1% wt., considering that all the insoluble sulphates would be ettringite).  These
are the reasons for which ettringite could not be detected using traditional tools (XRD
and SEM).

No important changes in P5 morphology (after 6 or 12 months of exposure) were
observed by SEM-microstructural analysis.  According to SEM-EDX and TEM-EDX
results, traces of sulphur at the sample surface were found, but no ettringite or mono-
sulphoaluminate were present.  This sample is the least porous and least reactive with
SO2 (Fig. 1).  After 12 months of exposure, the maximum amount of gypsum and
ettringite that could form (assuming all soluble and insoluble SO4

= is in the form of
gypsum and ettringite, respectively) is: gypsum ∼0.07% wt. and ettringite ∼0.1% wt.
The low reactivity justifies the absence of microstructural changes in P5 after the
exposure tests.  No carbonation process was observed during exposure tests, while
sulphation processes of different intensity occur in P3 and P5.

P6 contained C-S-H gel, portlandite and ettringite at the beginning of exposure
tests.  During the test, P6 underwent both carbonation and sulphation processes; calcite
and vaterite were identified by XRD and FTIR, while calcium mono-sulphoaluminate
hydrate salt was also identified by XRD and TEM-EDX.  Low amounts of Friedel's salt
was seen by TEM.  TGA data reveal that the 12-month exposed samples contained a
higher percentage of CaCO3 and a lower % of portlandite, compared with the non-
exposed sample.  Through FTIR studies, a progressive modification of bands due to the
decomposition of the C-S-H gel was observed as a function of time.  This modification
might be due to the decomposition of the C-S-H gel because of carbonation and
sulphation effects.  Important changes in the morphology of  P6 were observed by
SEM.  The samples at 6 and 12 months of SO2 exposure presented an external layer.
Some particles very rich in sulphur (which could be gypsum or some other amorphous
calcium sulphates) were observed.  The carbonation process justifies the porosity and
BET specific surface evolution.

P6 is the most reactive sample with SO2 (Fig. 1), although it is neither the most
porous, nor the one with the highest specific surface.  This behavior can be justified by
the simultaneous precipitation of mono-sulphoaluminate and calcite.  It appears to
subtract Ca++, Al/Fe(OH)4

-, CO3
- ions to the solution, filling the porous system.  On the

one hand, it involves new dissolution and a higher production of SO3
= and SO4

= in the
sample, while, on the other, it also involves new dissolution of material in order to
generate Ca++ and Al/Fe(OH)4

- ions for re-establishing the equilibrium.



Fig. 3: TEM micrographs of P3 sample showing small crystals of ettringite

4 Conclusion

The results obtained from the SO2 exposure tests on synthetic hydrated Portland
cement (HOPC) and its single components showed that:
i)  The total porosity markedly decreases in all samples (≅31%), with the exception of

P5 (1%), due to its low water/solid ratio.  Moreover, a pore refinement is observed
in all the samples, becoming increasingly marked with the increase of exposure
time.  The decrease in the total porosity as well as the pore refinement are both
caused by the deposition of substances in the pores due to reprecipitation or
formation of new species through chemical reactions.

ii) P6 and P3 samples show the highest reactivity with SO2, with a concentration of
SO4

= (tot) of 3957 and 3270 µg/g, respectively, while P1 and P2 have the lowest
reactivity  (352 and 284 µg/g, respectively).  Reactivity to SO2 in environments with
normal amounts of CO2, is much more influenced by the chemical composition of
the sample than by microstructure (porosity and specific surface).  The presence of
CO2 does not enhance the reaction between calcium silicate hydrates and SO2

because of the precipitation of CaCO3.  This insoluble salt captures Ca++ ions from
the solution and consequently does not allow calcium sulphites and/or calcium
sulphates to precipitate.  When aluminates are present in the system, calcium
sulphoaluminate is formed, which captures the SO4

= from the solution and favours
new dissolution of SO2.  The sulphur species formed on the samples during the SO2

exposure have been found to be partially soluble and partially insoluble.



iii) In all of the exposed samples, the soluble S-species were found as sulphites and
sulphates.  The amount of SO3

= and SO4
= is particularly high in P6 and P3.  The

presence of sulphite and the SO3
=/SO4

= ratio (always <1) indicate that two
sulphation mechanisms occur:  1) formation of sulphite as intermediate product
followed by its oxidation into sulphate, and 2) the direct formation of sulphate.  The
second mechanism prevails, particularly in sample P6.  Furthermore, all the samples
show a high SO3

= and SO4
= trend in the period between 6 and 12 months; P6 shows

the highest increase in the formation of soluble species during the first 6-month
exposure.

iv) In all of the exposed samples, the insoluble S-species were quantified as
SO4

=(insol), which was absent in samples P1 and P2, has the highest concentration
in P3 (2493 µg/g) and is relatively low in P6 (601 µg/g).  On P3 the insoluble S-
species were identified as ettringite by TEM.  The higher concentration of ettringite
in P3 is explained by its chemical composition: P3 contains, in fact, the highest
concentration of Al (i.e. 20%).  The small amount of ettringite found in P6, despite
the presence of a high SO4

= (sol) amount (i.e. 3266 µg/g), may be due to the mass
action law: P6 already has a large quantity of ettringite in the non-exposed P6 (i.e.
26985 µg/g), because of the gypsum (6%) present in the original components.

v) The C-S-H decomposition, evidenced by FTIR analyses, highlights a competition
between the carbonation and sulphation processes.  In P1 and P2, carbonation
prevails, with a concentration of CaCO3 of 25 and 59%, respectively.  In P3, P5 and
P6 sulphation prevails, although in the latter a certain amount of CaCO3 was also
found.

vi)These results, showing that sulphation reaction occurs on Portland cement
components due to the deposition of atmospheric SO2, are particularly important as
cement mortars have been used in 19th and 20th century monuments as well as in
restoration works.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR DURABILITY AND ON-GOING PERFORMANCE
IN CANADA’S OBJECTIVE-BASED CONSTRUCTION CODES
Durability and Canada’s objective-based construction codes
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Council Canada, Ottawa, Canada

Abstract

The paper describes the nature of objective-based codes, and describes how
performance, prescriptive and functional requirements fit into the structure of
Canada’s new objective-based construction codes.
Canada’s national model codes have for some time included a variety of requirements
related to durability and on-going performance.  The paper differentiates between the
concepts of durability, service life and on-going performance, and indicates how these
may be addressed in codes.
The paper reviews a number of approaches for incorporating durability and on-going
performance requirements into the objective-based code structure and provides
examples of the approach that has been accepted to date.  The paper looks ahead to
the possible development of more specific durability-related provisions.

Keywords: acceptable solutions, building codes, deterioration, durability, failure,
functional requirements, objectives, objective-based codes, performance, service life

1 Introduction – background, present, future

The suitability of addressing durability in the National Building Code of
Canada (NBCC) and the issues to be considered in drafting durability-related
requirements have been discussed (CCBFC 1995a, Chown 1996).  The NBCC and
Canada’s other national model codes are in the process of evolving into objective-
based codes.  This evolution has raised questions as to how provisions related to
durability and on-going performance will be incorporated into the objective-based
structures.  This paper describes what an objective based code is, outlines options for

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1527-1536.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



including provisions related to durability and on-going performance, identifies the
direction that has been adopted, provides an example of code provisions as they may
appear in the objective-based NBCC, and describes opportunities for further
development of provisions related to durability and on-going performance.

2 Objective-based codes

Objective-based codes are simply codes whose provisions are related to a
hierarchical structure of objectives.  The complete code structure consists of four
types of elements: objectives, functional requirements, quantitative performance
criteria and acceptable solutions (see Figure 1.)

2.1 Root and consequential objectives
All regulations have objectives that they are seeking to achieve.  In the case of

the NBCC, the two most widely recognized and accepted root objectives relate to the
provision of healthy and safe conditions for building users.  To address these
objectives, one may identify a number of consequential objectives.

In the example illustrated in Figure 1, minimizing the risk of unsafe
conditions requires protection from fire and structural failure.  To minimize the
likelihood of structural failure, adequate initial strength and resistance to deterioration
are consequential objectives.  To reduce the likelihood of inadequate initial strength,
the structure must be designed to resist all dead and live loads that might be imposed.

2.2 Functional requirements and quantitative performance criteria
At the bottom of the hierarchy, the objectives become sufficiently specific that

they address particular building elements and provide criteria.  These objectives are
referred to as functional requirements.  In theory, these may be qualitative or
quantitative.  For example, to resist all of the loads that might be expected to be
imposed on a floor, a functional requirement might state:

Floors in residential spaces shall be designed to resist expected live loads imposed by
occupants, furnishings and appliances.

The same functional requirement might be stated so as to include a quantitative
limit:

Floors in residential spaces shall be designed to resist 1.9 kPa.

In the Canadian objective-based construction codes, all functional
requirements will be stated in qualitative terms.  This is intended to minimize the
need to revise these requirements over time as new knowledge is developed that
might result in changes to quantitative criteria.  Related quantitative performance
criteria (QPC) are then included as separate elements in the code structure.
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Fig. 1: Example of hierarchy of objectives with related functional requirements
and acceptable solutions

2.3 Acceptable solutions
To comply with a functional requirement and its related QPC, a variety of

solutions may be developed.  These are referred to as acceptable solutions and may be
performance- or prescriptive-based.  Figure 2 lists possible acceptable solutions to a
functional requirement concerned with protection from corrosion, illustrating a
continuum from performance to prescriptive.  Consequently, an objective-based code
is not a solely performance-based code or a prescriptive-based code, but allows for
the development of numerous solutions, described in performance or prescriptive
terms, to meet the functional requirements and achieve the stated objectives.



Performance • treat component as necessary to ensure acceptable performance over
the service live of the assembly in which the component is a part.

• treat component to limit rate of material loss to Y % by mass over the
service live of the assembly in which the component is a part.

• treat component to limit rate of material loss to X g/kg over 5 years
• apply galvanizing to component to limit rate of material loss to

X g/kg over 5 years
Prescriptive • apply 305 g galvanizing per m2 surface area of component

Fig. 2: Example of continuum of acceptable solutions from performance to
prescriptive

Construction that satisfies the provisions of the current codes represent one set
of acceptable solutions.  For example, the prescriptive requirements currently
provided in the NBCC for wood-frame construction of floors would constitute an
acceptable solution for fulfilling the functional requirements provided above.
Alternative solutions may also be provided by various consensus-based standards.

3 Code provisions for durability and on-going performance

The NBCC has over time included a variety of durability-related requirements
and it is agreed that “... requirements for quality and durability that affect health and
safety are appropriate” (CCBFC 1995a).  It has been agreed that “durability is a factor
appropriate for codes provided the concern is related to the objectives of the particular
code and any requirements are clear, explicit and enforceable at the time of
construction” (CCBFC 1996).  In the context of construction codes, it is important to
differentiate between durability, service life and on-going performance.

3.1 Durability
For the purpose of this paper, durability of a building material, component,

assembly or system is defined as that element’s

ability, at a single point in time and measured in terms of time, to resist or
accommodate agents and mechanisms of deterioration in the service environment, and
thereby perform the required functions.

Durability depends on initial properties and rate of deterioration in a
particular service environment; that is, on initial performance and the rate of
deterioration of performance in the service environment.  As durability reflects a
snapshot in time, it can be considered independent of maintenance.  Carrying out
maintenance will alter the properties of the building element or its service
environment; consequently, durability after maintenance will be different from that
before maintenance. (See Figure 3.)
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Fig. 3: Durability, deterioration and service life (Chown and Oleszkiewicz 1997)

3.2 Service life
Durability and maintenance together determine service life.

Service life is the period after installation during which all properties of a material,
component, assembly or system essential to its required functions meet or exceed
minimum acceptable levels without major costs or disruption for major maintenance,
repair or replacement.

That is, service life depends on maintenance and the resources necessary to
carry out that maintenance.  When cost for maintenance or repair exceeds an
acceptable level or when replacement is required, service life has ended.

In a building clad with face-sealed precast concrete panels, deterioration of
sealant between the panels will allow water entry.  Where this indicates performance
below the limit state, the cladding system, in effect, fails.  Although the sealant has
reached the end of its service life, likely the whole cladding system has not.  If the
sealant can be replaced for reasonable cost, the assembly will continue to function.

Obsolescence, or physical damage or deterioration of the cladding components
themselves, may require, to re-establish performance, expenditure of resources that
exceeds a certain limit.  At this point, the end of the service life of the cladding has
been reached.  If resources are expended to repair or replace the cladding components,
the cladding system would acquire a new service life.

3.3 Addressing durability in building codes
Durability, because it refers to the characteristics of an element at a particular

point in time and the expected deterioration curve after that time, may be addressed
relatively easily in building codes, such as the NBCC, that only comes into force up
until and at the time of hand-over of the building.  It may, for example, be expressed
prescriptively in terms of material properties required when the element is installed in
a particular assembly or exposed to a particular climate.



3.4 Addressing service life and on-going performance in codes
Service life, as it depends on maintenance, is difficult to address in a building

code.  It may be addressed in regulations that consider on-going operation of a
building and its elements.  The National Fire Code of Canada (NFCC) (CCBFC
1995b) is an example of a code that addresses on-going performance with respect to
fire safety.

In the code context, the concern is not with service life per se but rather with
on-going performance.  Service life is related to the resources required for
maintenance, but resources are not a primary concern of most codes.  The NFCC is
not concerned with whether on-going performance is provided by a single durable
element with a long life or by an element that is maintained, repaired or replaced
regularly.

Regardless of the above, there are instances where the term service life
appears in the NBCC.  The NBCC does not, however, identify accepted means of
establishing service life, and design service life need not recorded in design
documents.

4 Durability and on-going performance in an objective structure

Because the development of the objective hierarchy for Canada’s national
model codes is in progress, it is not possible to describe how any one requirement or a
set of requirements will be addressed in the final objective-based documents.  A
number of options for fitting objectives and provisions related to durability and on-
going performance into the structure have been discussed.

4.1 Durability and on-going performance as root objectives
Including durability and on-going performance as root objectives, along with

health and safety for example, would suggest that durability and on-going
performance are objectives in of themselves and are unrelated to the other identified
root objectives.  This reflects some public expectations but, as noted, is inconsistent
with the decisions related to the strategic development of the national model codes
(CCBFC 1996).

4.2 Durability and on-going performance as third dimension to the objective
structure
Looking upward through the objective hierarchy from some lower level in the

structure, development of the hierarchy is based on answering the question “why?”
Durability addresses the question of “how long?” An argument was made that
durability can be related to each and every root and consequential objective in the
hierarchy.  To reflect this, durability could be addressed in a structure that is separate
from but parallel to the basic objective tree, or as a parameter that may be attached to
every node in the hierarchy.  This is theoretically valid but implies an unnecessary
degree of complexity.  In reality, the issues of durability and on-going performance
need only be addressed explicitly at certain levels in the hierarchy.



4.3 Durability and on-going performance within the objective structure
Preliminary efforts to link root objectives with code requirements indicate that

the NBCC and NFCC address durability and on-going performance at various levels.
In some cases, the existing code provisions directly address the subject.  In other
instances, the relationship between the provision and durability or on-going
performance only becomes evident higher in the objective tree.

The following present small slices of the objective-based hierarchies of the
NBCC and NFCC to illustrate how durability and on-going performance might be
included in those hierarchies.  References to durability, deterioration, service life and
on-going performance are in bold type to highlight the various levels at which the
issue may be addressed.  It is important to note that the current codes do not
necessarily provide QPC or acceptable solutions in all cases.  This issue is discussed
further under Opportunities and Challenges below.

CURRENT CODE PROVISION

NBCC 6.2.9.2. Insulation and Coverings
1) Insulation and coverings on pipes shall be composed of material which will

withstand deterioration from softening, melting, mildew and mould at the operating
temperature of the system.

OBJECTIVE PROGRESSION 1
• provide HEALTHY CONDITIONS for building users

• protect users from inadequate air quality
• protect users from inadequate thermal conditions

• ...due to premature failure of the heating or cooling system
Functional requirement
• 6.2.9.2.(1) Insulation and coverings on heating and cooling pipes shall be

resistant to thermal and biological deterioration.
Quantitative performance criteria
• (undefined)
Acceptable solution
• (undefined)

OBJECTIVE PROGRESSION 2
• provide SAFE CONDITIONS for building users

• protect users from injury due to fire
• protect users from injury due to structural failure
• reduce probability of user injury due to burning

• ...due to premature failure of protective material over exposed hot
elements

Functional requirement
• 6.2.9.2.(1) Insulation and coverings on heating and cooling pipes shall be

resistant to thermal and biological deterioration.
Quantitative performance criteria
• (undefined)
Acceptable solution
• (undefined)



CURRENT CODE PROVISION

NBCC 9.20.9.5. Ties for Masonry Veneer
1) Masonry veneer 75 mm or more in thickness and resting on a bearing

support shall be tied to masonry back-up or to wood framing members with straps
that are a) corrosion-resistant, ….
Objectives
• provide SAFE CONDITIONS for building users

• protect users from injury due to fire
• protect users from injury due to structural failure

• ...structural failure resulting from inadequate strength
• ...structural failure resulting from excessive rate of deterioration

• ... excessive rate of deterioration due to corrosion
• control temperatures in the assembly
• control moisture levels in the assembly
• provide protection of corrosion-prone materials

Functional Requirement
• 9.20.9.5.(1)(a) Masonry ties shall be corrosion resistant.
Quantitative performance criteria
• (undefined)
Acceptable solution (or part thereof)
• 9.20.16.1. Corrosion Resistance of Connectors, Table 9.20.16.1. provides

minimum prescriptive galvanizing criteria.

CURRENT CODE PROVISION

NFCC 2.3.2.2. Flame Retardant Treatment
1) Flame retardant treatments shall be renewed as often as required to ensure

that the material will pass the match flame test in NFPA 701, “Fire Tests for Flame-
Resistant Textiles and Films.”
Objectives
• provide SAFE CONDITIONS for building users

• protect users from injury due to structural failure
• protect users from injury due to fire

• ...due to combustion of fabrics
• ... due to deterioration of flame retardants

Functional Requirement
• 2.3.2.2.(1)  Flame retardant treatment shall be renewed to ensure on-going

performance.
Quantitative performance criteria
• per NFPA 701
Acceptable solution
• 2.3.2.2.(1) Testing in accordance with NFPA 701.

5 Presentation of information in an objective-based code

Organizing objective-based code material to reflect its logical structure is
relatively simple in electronic form but extremely cumbersome in hardcopy.
Consequently, the codes will be organized with respect to the subjects addressed,
similar to the existing documents.

The following provides one possible presentation of an excerpt from the
objective-based NBCC.  This excerpt provides information related to controlling heat
loss, including potential consequences for deterioration.  Information is provided on



the application of the provisions, the objectives and the functional requirements.
QPC and accepted solutions are not included in this excerpt.  Accepted solutions
would include sources of climate data, accepted calculation procedures, prescriptive
installation provisions, and referenced material and installation standards.

5.1. Heat transfer control
5.1.1. Exposure to intended temperature

differential
Application
This Subsection applies to building components
or assemblies that will be subjected to an intended
temperature differential, except where it can be
shown that the effects of the temperature
differential will not adversely affect achieving the
Objectives of this Subsection.
Objectives
The Objectives of this Subsection are
1) Health

a) To reduce the likelihood of unacceptable
interior air or surface temperature
fluctuations due to inadequate control of
heat transfer through environmental
separators

b) To reduce the likelihood of harmful indoor
air pollution from biological growth or
from materials becoming unstable due to
wetting from condensation of moisture
from interior spaces

c) To reduce the likelihood of premature
failure of environmental separators caused
by deterioration due condensation of
moisture from interior spaces.

d) To reduce the likelihood that the means of
heat transfer control presents a health
hazard

2) Safety
a) To reduce the likelihood of injury from the

loss of integrity of building components
due to deterioration caused by
condensation of moisture from interior
spaces

b) To reduce the likelihood that the means of
heat transfer control presents a safety
hazard

Requirements
A.5.1.1-R-1
Building components or assemblies identified in
Application shall be designed and built to provide
sufficient resistance to heat transfer,
a) in conjunction with systems installed for
space conditioning, to meet the interior design
thermal conditions for the intended occupancy
(Objective 1a)
c) to reduce the likelihood of surface
condensation on the warm side of the component
or assembly to a degree that will not initiate
deterioration, (Objectives 1b, 2a)
b) in conjunction with other materials or
components in the assembly, to reduce the
likelihood of condensation within the component
or assembly to a degree that will not initiate
deterioration, (Objectives 1b, 2a)
A.5.2.1-R-2
Building materials, components, assemblies or
systems installed to control air transfer shall be
(Objectives 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 2a, 2b)
a) compatible with adjoining materials,
b) resistant to any mechanisms of deterioration
which would be reasonably expected given the
nature, function and exposure of the building
element.
A.5.2.1-R-3
Building materials, components, assemblies or
systems installed to control air transfer shall not
substantially contribute to the pollution of indoor
air (Objective 1d)
A.5.2.1-R-4
Building materials, components, assemblies or
systems installed to control air transfer shall not
create a safety hazard (Objective 2b)



6 Opportunities and challenges

Because an objective-based code permits a large number of acceptable solutions
to meet its objectives, there are numerous means of providing for durability and on-
going performance that are not currently specified in the NBCC or NFCC.
Furthermore, as noted above, there are instances where the current documents do not
provide any QPC or acceptable solutions for some functional requirements.  The
development of the objective-based codes opens the doors to the development of
these criteria and alternative solutions.

Where prescriptive acceptable solutions are included in the current codes, the
degrees of durability and on-going performance provided by these provisions are
largely unknown.  The first challenge in these instances is to determine what are the
currently acceptable levels of durability and on-going performance; that is, what are
the QPC.  Once these are defined, there is a basis for determining whether proposed
acceptable solutions will fulfill the functional requirements and the related
objective(s).  Whether acceptable solutions are incorporated directly into the codes or
are included by reference, it is vital that they address all the necessary requirements
and objectives.

The transition to objective-based codes is providing an opportunity to review all
of the current code provisions and to identify areas where rationalization and further
information are needed to assist in their on-going development.
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SERVICE LIFE PLANNING OF BUILDING COMPONENTS
Service life planning of building components

G. HED
Materials Technology Division, Centre for Built Environment, KTH (Royal Institute of
Technology), Gävle, Sweden

Abstract

Service life planning of building components was studied for a whole building in an
R&D project, carried out at the Centre of Built Environment, Gävle, Sweden. The
study was connected to a demonstration construction scheme and was integrated in the
design and construction of a building.  The study was performed in accordance with
the draft standard ISO/DIS 15686.1 Buildings: Service life planning, and one aim was
to test, evaluate and give input to further development of the standard.  To make an
estimation of a component’s service life, the requirements, degradation environment
and performance have to be considered.  This paper will discuss this approach and
discuss how available service life data can be collected and evaluated.  Examples of
service-life predictions are also shown.

Keywords: Service life planning, service life predictions, degradation environment,
degradation agents, degradation mechanisms.

1 Introduction

This paper describes the use of a methodology for service life planning of
building components and materials. The work was carried out on an actual building
project, a four-storey apartment house in Gävle, Sweden.  The service life planning is
carried out in accordance with the draft standard ISO/DIS 15686.1 Buildings: Service
Life Planning, part 1: General Principles (ISO 1998). The standard defines how to find
out whether an estimated service life (ESLC) meets or exceeds a desired service life
(DLC, design life of component).  This paper is a continuation of (Hed 1998) where
the early stage of the service life planning is described. Background and preparatory
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work of the ISO standard are presented by (Caluwerts 1996) and (Soronis 1998).
To perform the service life planning the following aspects of a component should

be considered:

• requirements of the component and its design life
• type and intensity of degradation agents
• performance – the reaction of materials to degradation agents.

An ideal situation is that data are available on all of the three aspects and that the
data are accurate and well defined. But that is not always the situation today; very few
service-life data are available. Data that are at hand will be used in the estimations
although they may not be as accurate as desired.  This is accepted in the project and
this shortage will be used to point out further research.  Results of estimations are
shown as examples.

2 Method of service life design

2.1 Performance requirements
It is essential to describe the function and the requirements of every component

since the service life of a component is reached when these requirements are not met.
The same approach applies for all parts of the building such as structure, building
envelope, services, complements etc.  When establishing the requirements of a
component it is essential to define the level of the component on which the function of
the component should be described (see Table 1).

Table 1: Level of component

Level Example

Building Assembly Facade including rendering, windows, ventilation openings,
fixings, flashing etc.

Component Facade rendering
Material Top coating
Molecule Chemical composition of top coating

The next step is to describe the performance requirements.  The requirements can
be of the type either/or such as a non-acceptance of a water leakage or a degradation
such as a maximum reduction of a paint-thickness due to weathering agents (see Table
4).  At this stage the design life of the components (DLC) are set.  As governing user
requirements, the six essential requirements in the European Union Construction
Product Directive, CPD are employed (Caluwerts1996).

2.2 Degradation agents – degradation environment
Degradation agent is defined in ISO/DIS 15686-1 as: “Whatever acts on a

building or its parts to adversely affect its performance, e.g., person, water, load, heat.”
This means that wear for a flooring material and use such as opening and shutting of a
window are also degrading agents.  Degradation environment is the combined action of
different agents that act on a material.  The degradation agents originating from the
atmosphere can be classified in four levels, see table 2 (Haagenrud 1997).



Table 2: Levels of degradation agent originating from the atmosphere

Level Example

Macro Global: Sweden, Northern Europe
Meso City, community: Gävle
Local Location in city: Kvarteret Diligensen (block in actual building project).
Micro Actual location of a component on the building.

At the meso-level, climate data can be obtained: wind speed, predominant wind-
direction, driving rain, temperature characteristics, relative humidity etc.  In Table 3,
air pollution characteristics are described for the site of the building on a meso/local
level. Subsequently these data will be interpreted to a micro-level, which is dependent
on the component location on the building and also the building material itself.

Table 3: Air pollution characteristics for Gävle, Sweden, (Meso)

UN ECE ICP ISO 9223-9226
Agent Category
TOW 3300 hours/year T4 2500-5500 hours/year
SO2 5-10 µg/m3 P0 ≤10 µg/m3

NOx 30-65 µg/m3

Cl - S0 ≤3 mg/m3/day

2.3 Performance over time data
To estimate the service life at last, it is necessary to describe how materials or

components react to different agents. Different ways of attaining this are discussed in
this section.
• Degradation mechanisms
• Dose response functions
• Evaluation of test results
• Systematic observations on the built environment
• Observations on the built environment

The service life can be obtained by performing calculations based the
degradation mechanism of a material, where the mechanism can be described on a
molecule or a micro level.  A typical example of this is when colour changes are
explained on an atomic level.  Another example is the theory of frost heave to explain
degradation of rendering.  In this case the requirements either have to be formulated in
terms of the theory or the results have to be interpreted into other (visible) terms.

Another approach uses dose-response functions where (typically) loss of material
is measured and the environment monitored, often for a number of years at different
exposure sites.  The observations are subsequently correlated into formulas, which can
be used to calculate the loss of material for other degrading environments.  A dose
response function can be of the type M=A1*A2*bt, where M is loss of material, A1, A2

and b are dependent on material properties or the environment and t is time. If M= M0,
where M0 is a specific value, the time corresponding to this loss of material is the
service life.

Conclusions might also be drawn from tests carried out by component
manufacturers.  Examples are flooring abrasion tests, mechanical function tests of



doors, tests of frost resistance, acid resistance, fungi resistance etc.  Performed
systematic inspections on the built environment can also be used for estimations,
(Tolstoy 1989) and (Sjöström 1990).  Information is also available from some
insurance companies; one example might be the HAPM Component Life Manual
(HAPM 1992).

A considerable amount of service life data are available where the requirements,
the degradation environment or the performance are poorly described. These data are
often based on observations on the built environment, but are not systematic.

To obtain performance over time data seems to be the most difficult part of the
process. It is easier to formulate requirements and describe degradation agents than to
calculate the effect or formulate a theory, which also has to be tested for validation.

A general methodology for service life predictions is described in
ISO/DIS 15686-2 (ISO 1999).  A test program carried out according to that procedure
will produce a quality assured predicted service life based on specific conditions.  To
date few values are available, which are gained with the method in its entirety.
However, the knowledge will increase as the methodology is further used in R&D
projects and programmes.

2.4 Factor method
A predicted service life as obtained according to the methodology [ISO 1999] or

from other sources of information should be used in the design as a reference value in
order to estimate the service life of a component. If the design conditions are the same
or substantially similar to the reference conditions, the reference value can be used
directly as estimation. But what to do if the conditions deviate from the reference
conditions? ISO/DIS 15686-1 suggest a factor method (discussion see Hovde 1998).
The service life of a component is estimated by using the formula

ESLC = RSLC x A x B x C x  D x  E x F x G (1)

ESLS = Estimated service life of component
RSLC = Reference service life of a component.

The modifying Factors A to G reflects the deviations from the conditions from
which the RSLC derives.

• A Quality of components
• B Design level
• C Work execution level
• D Indoor environment
• E Outdoor environment
• F In-use conditions
• G Maintenance level.

3 Results

Worked examples of service life estimations are shown in Table 4.  Of
significance is the facade rendering seems to have a longer service life than the
flashing.  This leads to the conclusion that either a maintenance program or a material
change needs to be done for the flashing.



Table 4:  Examples of results of service life estimations

Component Performance Performance criterion DLC Degrading agent Estimation of service life Comment
Exterior door,
SWEDOOR
Hinges, lock Mechanical function.

Open, shut and
locking of door.

Non-acceptance of
malfunction

60 Open shut 10 times a day
(200 000 times)

Life expectancy 60 years
with maintenance

Tests performed by
manufacturer
Feedback from experience

Draught stripping Air-tightness Non-acceptance of
malfunction

30 Weathering, use Maintenance interval 30
years

See above

Paint Protection of
substrate

Protection ability
(reduction of thickness,
cracking adhesion etc.)

10 Weathering Maintenance interval 10
years

See above

Paint Aesthetic, colour
changes

According to standards
(reference pictures)

10 Weathering Maintenance interval 10
years

See above

Flashing,
(Figure 1,2)
coil coated steel

Weather protection,
covering of joints

Non-acceptance of
malfunction

60 Weathering

Front coating
(Plastisol)

Protection of
substrate

Protection ability
(blistering, cracking
adhesion loss)

30 Weathering 10 years, maintenance
interval

(Sjöström 1990)

Front coating Aesthetic, colour
changes

According to standards
(reference pictures)

30 Weathering 10 years, maintenance
interval

(Sjöström 1990)

Zink Loss of material 20 µm 30 Weathering (air pollution) Service life 25 years (no
coating)

Dose/response calculation
(Haagenrud 1997)
UN ECE ICP

Continued.



Component Performance Performance criterion DLC Degrading agent Estimation of service life Comment
Concrete
Outdoor exposed

Carbonation Carbonation depth 20
mm

60 Outdoor exposed Service life more than 100
years

Calculation from (Sarja
1996)
Concrete K40

Rendering on
facade – STO Vario
(figure 4)

Weather protection Non acceptance of
malfunction

60

Finishing coat
Type: Water
repellent, organic
plaster

Aesthetic, colour
changes

Some acceptance of
colour changes.

20 Weathering (air pollution,
UV-radiation etc.)
growth of algae

Washing every 15 to 20
years

Feedback from experience
Observations on
maintenance intervals

Finishing coat Protection of render
and heat insulation

Non acceptance 30 Weathering Service life 60 years Feedback from experience
Observations on
maintenance intervals
Laboratory testing

Rendering Frost damage Total degradation in
spots

60 Critical moisture contents,
freezing temperature.

At least 60 years,
dependent of coating

See above

Rendering Cracking, general Non visible w=0.2 mm 60 Shrink of underlying
material

At least 60 years See above

Rendering Cracking in
structural joints

Non visible w=0.2 mm 60 Movements of structure At least 60 years See above

Fibre-cement
board
TEPRO Minerit
facade board

Aesthetic Non acceptance of
ageing, (cracking,
flaking etc.)

30 Weathering (in nordic
conditions)

Life expectancy more than
30 years.

Feedback from
experience, observations
on maintenance intervals,
Accelerated ageing tests

Roofing concrete
slates  (Benders)
(figure 3)

Weather protection Non acceptance of
malfunction

60 Weathering (rain,
freezing, UV-radiation
etc.)

At least 60 years Feedback from experience
Observations on
maintenance intervals
Laboratory testing



   

                                             

                                          

                                              

Figure 4.
Exterior wall
1 Finishing coat
2 Primer
3 Rendering
4 Reinforcement
5 EPS heat insulation
6 Mechanical fixing
7 Concrete structure

Figure 1. Flashing, coil coated steel, 1: gutters, 2: barge boards,
3: window edge flashing

Figure 2.  The basic build-up of
coil-coated sheet metal.
1. Front coating
2. Primer
3. Pre-treatment
4. Zn or Al/Zn (typical 0,6 mm)
5. Steel or aluminium
6. Zn or Al/Zn
7. Pre-treatment
8. Back coating

Figure 3.
Roof concrete slates
1 Concrete slate
2 Wood battens
3 Roofing underlay, roofing
felt
3 Tongued and grooved
board



4 Discussion of service life planning

4.1 Customers demands
In a discussions with representatives of designers, house owners and building

management they claim that active service life planning is preferable to today's
maintenance programs, which are applied to the building after it has been built.

4.2 Reference service life
A problem is that there are still few tests performed of material and component

service life, comprising all the aspects required of the building component when it is
in operation in the building, i.e. following the service life prediction methodology
[ISO 1999]. A lot of tests are done to explore the degree of frost-resistance, acid-
resistance, water repellence, fungi repellence etc. In this work though, the results of
such tests have to be considered, as they might be the only available.

The accuracy of the estimated service life is of course suffering from this fact,
so one has to discuss if it is worth the effort of doing the estimations or not. If the
goal is to find a precise value it is clear that the goal not is reached. But if the goal is
to improve the general situation in service life planning the answer is yes.

4.3 Factor method
The factor method in ISO/DIS 15686-1 is meant to be a tool to improve the

estimation of the service life. It was found in the project that this method did not
improve service life estimations. This opinion is summarised in the following.

Uncertainty of RSLC and values of Factors — The factorial formula (1)
comprises in the right side of a reference value (RSLC) and the adjusting Factors, A
to G.  If the reference value can not be determined accurately it is not appropriate to
adjust these values with a set of uncertain Factors.

Uncertainty of the effect by combination of Factors — The method does not
support the thoughts that one needs knowledge of cause and effect to estimate the
service life. The estimation will be based on uncontrollable occurrences, which can
act independently of each other.

5 Conclusions

Service life planning for building components was performed for a whole
building. Estimations of service life were based on available data, which have been
arranged and evaluated for this purpose.  Data were gathered from test-results,
interviews, research reports, handbooks.  The standard ISO/DIS 15686-1, Buildings:
Service Life Planning serves its purpose well by giving a methodology in the work
and giving definitions to different items.  One observation though is that the Factor
method in the standard did not improve the estimations of the service life of a
component.

Service life planning is a tool to improve the quality of a building and can be
used both in a specific case, as here, and in general estimations of the building stock.
All service life estimations should be based on the requirements, degradation
environment and performance of a component.



To improve the possibilities to perform an adequate service life planning the
following areas of research are suggested:
• Test methods with the aim to predict service life need to be developed.
• In general, computer calculation methods based on the degradation mechanisms

need to be developed.
• Service life data need to be collected and be made available to customers

through databases, which also should be coupled to design software.
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RELIABILITY AND WHOLE LIFE PERFORMANCE: INTEGRATING
THE SUPPLY CHAIN
Reliability and whole life performance

E. V. BARTLETT and M. R. CLIFT
Centre for Whole Life Performance, Building Research Establishment, UK

Abstract

This paper will discuss how research into building component service life and
other whole life performance issues has led to the use of reliability engineering
techniques. The UK construction industry has been looking at adopting a
framework that allows the supply chain to consider service life, whole life cost
and building component performance and environmental data during procurement
and throughout the building’s life. Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) is one
possible framework developed for defence procurement that also includes these
reliability techniques, and also allows whole life performance and cost issues to be
integral. The paper will feature some of these techniques including Reliability
Centred Maintenance and Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA). The paper will also summarise recent research carried out in the UK
that has examined the application of ILS to construction, and proposes an adapted
framework that could allow the further development of ILS into a working model
in construction (ILSC).

Keywords: Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis, Integrated Logistics
Support, maintenance, reliability, service life, supply chain, standards, whole life
cost & performance

1 Introduction

Research into building services component service life and other whole life
performance issues has led to the use of reliability engineering techniques. This
adoption of cross-industry global techniques has created a shift in the way we look
at buildings. We are encouraged to see buildings as products. There is a paradox
here as buildings are seldom identical. The use of ‘product’ technology and
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procurement methods however can certainly be applied in order to meet cost
reduction metrics being sought. Clients are also starting to demand demonstrated
real value and performance together with benchmarks. For this we require some
level of common framework. The construction industry has been looking at
adopting a framework that allows the supply chain to consider service life, whole
life cost and building component performance data during procurement and
throughout the building’s life.

There has been much work in this area and the best method for handling of
performance and costs-in-use data has been debated strongly in recent years.
Research carried out by BRE into this area under the UK LINK Construction
Maintenance and Refurbishment programme with strong industry support came to
the conclusion that the key to its success, was the implementation of ‘Building
Data Spine’ or ‘BDS’ (Clift and Butler 1995). Huge amounts of data are required
to model performance throughout the whole life of a building and an extremely
robust and tested model is required. Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) is one
possible model that provides a framework that could incorporate this level of
sophisticated data. ILS developed for defence procurement with reliability
techniques at its core, allows whole life performance and cost issues to be integral.
This approach would also complement the current movement in service life
planning of buildings in relation to British Standards (BSI 1997) and International
Standard ISO 15686.

2 What is ILS?

Integrated logistical support (ILS) mechanisms have been adopted within
defence applications as a means of bringing together and managing the processes
associated with the important resources involved in carrying out a project from
inception to disposal. Recent research carried out by BRE for the UK government
indicated ILS as being one example of successful whole life costing strategies in
defence industries world-wide (Clift & Bourke 1999). In the US navy ILS was
adopted to respond to the shrinking budget and the maintenance of complex ships,
which must be retained in a state of readiness at all times.  The planned life
expectancy of ships has gone up from 20 to 40 years. The US navy has responded
by developing maintenance programmes such as Planned Maintenance System
(PMS) and Current Ship’s Maintenance Project (CSMP) to optimise readiness,
modernisation and planned replacements of obsolete equipment. Associated
initiatives include Computer aided acquisition and logistical support (CALS) to
integrate and use automated technical information for weapon system design,
manufacture and support.  The concepts underlying all these military procurement
initiatives can be summed up as “build a little, test a little, learn a lot” (Clift &
Bourke 1999). This can be contrasted with the construction industry – which has
rarely developed designs from prototypes into standard, tried and tested solutions.

Within the UK, both reliability and maintainability assessment procedures
have been adopted as Defence Standards, following on from work within NATO
on their standards (STANAGs). Exploration of the need for guidance in setting
reliability requirements for military equipment has led to advances in this area.
Decision support programmes have been developed for modelling development



costs (CORD), in-service costs (COUP) and whole life reliability models
(DOCTOR: Wheatcroft 1985) which describes a suite of three reliability cost
models for armoured fighting vehicles, together with the results of example
applications

While the guidance is targeted towards equipment and moving plant, many
of the principles described are transferable to construction. The military models
and process maps were developed in respect of plant or equipment within a
military context, but there is scope for technology transfer to construction
processes and decision-making. These techniques may also foster the partnering
and supply chain management approach, which the industry is encouraging.

ILS in its current format has four core activities within the framework that
are applied throughout a product’s whole life (‘cradle to grave’):

1. Establishment of supply chain support status (develop, deliver, maintain, or
terminate)

2. ILS support analysis - combines component reliability and failure analysis
with the provision of maintenance requirements (e.g. Failure modes effect and
criticality analysis, Reliability Centred maintenance)

3. Whole-life costing analysis
4. Other Integrated supply support procedures relevant to administration and

human issues (e.g. documentation, ordering, invoicing, handling, skill
requirements, training, testing etc.)

ILS also requires a plan, or an ‘integrated logistics support plan’ (UK MOD
1996), which is developed at design stage and remains in place throughout the life
of the product. This optimises the reliability and maintainability (R&M) of the
product in conjunction with the ‘engineering support’ or maintaining organisation.
The plan addresses all lines and depths of maintenance as a coherent whole, which
takes account of factors such as:

• The preventive maintenance requirements of the equipment in all
environments in which it may be used or stored;

• The probable pattern of corrective maintenance operations;
• The maintenance opportunities arising in normal operations in order to

schedule preventive maintenance into non-operational periods whenever
possible.

• The spares and materials required supporting the predicted maintenance
requirements;

• The maintenance logistic system;
• The test equipment and tools required for handling, maintenance and repair;

sub-dividing these into special items, which will be provided by the equipment
manufacturer, and the common tools and test equipment which will be
provided by the maintenance organisation;

• The maintenance and repair information which will be needed by the
maintenance organisation and the required format;

• The maintenance skills of personnel which will be needed by the maintenance
organisation and what training will be required.



These reliability techniques and maintenance strategies that are part of ILS
may be summarised as follows:

Fig. 1: Integrated logistics support analysis (UK MoD 1996)

As stated previously ILS has reliability engineering techniques at its core. The
benefits of reliability engineering in construction have been demonstrated in
relation to the assessment of building services component service life (Bartlett &
Simpson 1998). Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) detailed above is a
disciplined logic, or methodology, which is used to identify and implement
preventive maintenance, tasks in order that the equipment attains its inherent
reliability at minimum cost (UK MoD 1996). It is commonly used in the asset
management of complex buildings involving large amounts of services
components. RCM requires the identification of significant items; classified on the
consequences of their failure; will failure affect safety, or have a significant
impact on operations or economics. RCM demands the identification of the
engineering causes for each functional failure, which may be accomplished by an
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FMECA. Each engineering failure mode, for significant items, is to be analysed to
determine if a technically feasible and effective maintenance task can be
scheduled to safeguard the function of the item. If no task can be scheduled, then
the equipment should be re-designed.

3 Recent related research & development

3.1 BRE research
A new approach to the assessment of the performance and costs-in-use of

buildings was promoted by a BRE report (Clift & Butler 1995) which highlighted
the need for a Building Data Spine as discussed in the introduction. Following on
from this research work was carried out in the UK under the Partners in
Technology (PiT) programme. This project team involved a major UK
commercial organisation, an ILS software company, University of Reading, and
BRE (University of Reading 1998). The aim of the project was to develop
Integrated Logistic Support for Construction (ILSC) procurement, to achieve real
cost reduction & improve operational performance (add value to client's business).
This project introduced some of the key aspects of ‘supportability’ in the
construction industry context (Fairey & Garnett 1998). The objectives were to:

• Identify and define the strategy of Integrated Logistic Support for Construction
(ILSC).

• Determine how the methodology of ILSC can be used to reduce risk, improve
the procurement process and optimise whole life costs.

• Determine how ILSC can achieve designs influenced by whole life cost,
buildability, health and safety, operating and maintenance planning.

• Define standards for the use of ILSC within the construction industry.
• Define, develop and validate software, based upon a commercially available

database customised to support ILSC.

Cultural changes were also addressed in order to ensure ILSC could add real
value to construction, minimising client risk and ensuring efficient design on a
whole life basis and thus fitness for purpose. This has yet to proven on a large
scale and further development is needed to encourage client adoption of the
approach. This is partly due to the fact that additional work is required to make
ILS building specific and not an adaptation of a framework and software used in
defence procurement in general. The project looked to use existing construction
principles and existing software rather than develop expensive bespoke systems
(Fairey & Garnett 1998).  Successful case study applications of ILSC to lifts and
package handling facilities in airports were carried out as part of the study.

In addition to this research, BRE carried out a project entitled ‘Computerised
Exchange of Information in Construction Industry’ (Wix & Bloomfield 1995)
which looked at CALS (Continuous Acquisition and Life Cycle Support) and its
relevance to the UK construction industry. The report prepared for UK DETR
found that further efforts should be made to establish ‘de facto’ standards for life
cycle data exchange and sharing. The CALS approach is essential in providing the
typical IT backup for ILS and is concentrated on the software provision. It does



not however, provide a readily adaptable solution that is construction based. This
possibly explains the lack of take-up of the approach at present. Further research
is certainly needed in this area.

3.2 Other relevant research

Research at The Bartlett College (Young et al 1996) compared
refurbishment in shipping and construction and identified substantial similarities
and a number of transferable tools and techniques of benefit to both industrial
sectors. This study did not specifically focus on whole life costs but emphasised
the possibility of transferring ILS from defence to the construction sector. The
University of Dundee (El-Haram et al 1998) has recently looked at the application
of ILS to the development of cost-effective maintenance strategies for existing
housing building stock. The project was funded under the UK EPSRC research
program. The aim of the project was to determine the potential for applying ILS to
the design of optimum support strategies, which would minimise the cost of
maintaining existing building stock. This project came up with some interesting
conclusions stating that there is considerable potential for the application of ILS to
existing building stock. It was claimed that if the results of the study were
replicated across all the UK publicly owned residential property, there would be a
national annual saving of £250m or 18.5% (El-Haram et al 1998).

The developing series of standards on service life planning (ISO 15686)
mentioned earlier includes parts on general principles, data requirements,
maintenance and life cycle costing, and is also relevant in the context of ILSC.
The application of this guidance could usefully take place with an ILSC
framework.

4 ILSC – A proposed model & future research needs

It is noticeable that research carried out so far has been related to particular
building types with ILSC being successfully applied to a number of M&E
components and social housing. There is potential to adapt the framework for
other building types and components. Using the UK Ministry of Defence (UK
MoD 1994) framework as a base, a model is proposed in figure 2. There is scope
for further research and robust testing of the model with it forming the basis of an
ILSC toolkit that could be used throughout a building whole life cycle.



PROCUREMENT IN-SERVICE

Fig. 2: Integrated Logistics Support Framework for Construction (adapted from UK MoD 1994)
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5 Conclusion

ILSC is a framework that can integrate whole life cost data and performance data
in one model. The framework and the process as a whole appear to fit in with
international developments in service life planning. It is apparent however, that much
of the work in ILS has been focused on the Information Technology implications of the
framework. Questions need to be answered in future research in relation to the level of
sophistication of buildings compared to defence products. Mapping of the similarities
and differences of buildings compared to defence products is required. The level of IT
use in ILSC will either force the change or make it too complex. Benefits of applying
ILSC to certain building types have been demonstrated. The key to further
development and successful use will depend on greater cross transfer of the technology
to other building types over different stages of the building life cycle.
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Abstract

Life cycle assessment (LCA) permits a holistic design supply chain management
methodology.  However, its introduction requires a fundamental review of the design
agenda and the client supplier interface.  Life cycle assessment (LCA) should be seen
in terms of the strategic domain of each supply chain that goes to make up a building
and the extent design agenda which embraces and secures environmentally
acceptable, serviceable and life balanced buildings.  The new ISO 15686 “Guide for
Service Life of Buildings” (in the course of preparation) will provide a basis to
promote a client culture for a design practice that includes guidance on supply chain
of the whole life cycle assessment and auditing.  Connecting the principles of LCA in
this standard, it is believed that all relevant stakeholders should develop design
agendas that encourage a life resource management through a defined reference
period.

Keywords:  Environmental supply chain audit, gate keeper, life audit, life cycle
assessment, serviceability, standards, supply chain management.

1 Introduction

Today, the International Standards Organisation (ISO) community and world
wide research activity is increasingly focusing upon developing sustainable
development models, procedures and standards that can assist those who carry on
business activities and processes in the built environment.  Environmental
management standards (Soronis 1997) provide organisations throughout the world
with a framework, which helps to focus attention on process business activities and
encourage acceptable environmental practices.

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 1929-1938.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



Whilst the opportunity to adopt a partial to full fledged life cycle assessment
exists, (Eaton and Amato 1997; Erlandsson M. 1998), LCA has not yet become an
integral part of the built environment decision-making process.  Discussion, however,
is under way to produce ‘sustainable development’ standards that will contribute to
the design-construct-maintain phases in the built environment, especially life cycle
assessment (Soronis and Makenya 1998).  Here, where product life cycle assessment
(ISO 14040 1996) has been developed, (especially in the Scandinavian countries),
marked product and process improvement in the ‘manufacturing domain’ (Cemetata
1998) has occurred.

The principal Stakeholders and their design teams should now both recognise
their supply chain management responsibilities and the central role in adopting LCA
management, a responsibility that is beyond the current practices of the ISO 14040
series, and seeks to move their building programmes to a life framework.  The
problem  (especially for those designing, building, developing and managing building
portfolios) is how to implement a sustainable life practice, without being overly
altruistic.  In consequence, this paper sets out to review LCA and how it might be
developed to become an integral part of the design agenda and supply chain
management.

2 Life cycle assessment

Life cycle assessment (LCA) may be defined as “a procedure for evaluating the
environmental impacts of a product, process or activity throughout its whole life
cycle”.

In that sense, LCA permits the evaluating of the consequences of the built
environment demands upon nature in terms of exploiting those resources disturbed,
marshalled, used, retained or discharged to landfill sites over time.  In doing so,
permitting the use of several measures including waste streams, gas emissions
including CO2 and embodied energy.

By inference, one is in effect setting out to determine the consequences of a
course of action, from bringing a given material or component supply chain together
in order to form a building to quantifying the environmental impact of decomposing
that building into its probable waste streams and disposing of them over a defined
period or periods of time.  What some have in fact called the ‘cradle to grave’ cycle.

The cradle to grave time span can in fact be broken down into stages so that the
material supply chain can be effectively appraised.  It should be clear then that the
built environment LCA details need to be understood in context of these stages, 2.1 to
2.7 below.

2.1 The supply chain processing phase
It is the exploiting of the natural resource base that conjures up environmental

concerns and perceptions of the growing crisis of land fill constraints.  In both
respects, the principle stakeholders (the material producers and their end user
developers) must understand the implications of their supply chain’s life cycle and its
impact upon a range of environments.  In terms of material extraction and



manufacture, the provider stakeholder utilises the following  supply chain factors:

• Factor  1: ‘Exploiting’ a discovered resource domain.  Here, natural ecological
states, habitats and bio domains, that used to change in nature’s time scales, are
likely to be destroyed or changed dramatically for the worse in short periods of
humankind activities.

• Factor 2: Exploiting or winning of the natural resource from its origin, often
moving the resource to a processing location where conversion takes place to
produce higher value materials or products.  Alternatively, the extracted material-
product is dispatched directly to an interim holding point (e.g. aggregate or sand
merchant) or construction site.

• Factor 3: Having transported material to a capital invested fixed place processing
centre like a factory or fabrication yard, here the material will become a designed
product ready to be distributed, e.g. to stockists or direct to a given project site.

In a simple sense, one is talking about the supply chains or streams that permit
the building activity to take place, anywhere and at almost any time on the planet.  At
the same time, concerns over greenhouse gas emissions from the principle
stakeholders’ activities’ processes and subsequent distribution vehicle gas emissions,
coupled with the scarring and damage of bio domains, do force both the provider and
specifier to consider the impact levels of tolerance of their actions. It is, however, the
client’s building design agenda that may be seen as a key that forms the basis for the
pursuit of environmental or sustainable building.

2.2 The design specifying phase
One may come to a considered view and say that it is here that the whole

environmental failure of LCA occurs.  Why?  Because if the designer’s design
requires materials or components that contribute to the damage of a bio-domain, or a
built environment suffers from that proposal, then the design brief’s outcome is not
environmentally compatible.  The act of design and specifying might be seen as the
‘actuator’ that sets the damage parameters prior to building.  It is therefore believed
that LCA has an important part to play here in shaping future design agendas and
briefs.  In that sense moving to a life design:

• Factor 4:  Design decision may be influenced by the construct of ‘durability or
service life quality concerns’, or by a value judgement of acceptability against
some performance-time cost based criteria.

At the same time, Stage 2.6 should become linked with or part of Stage 2.1, and
recovery management anticipated both for an existing building standing and for the
cannibalisation of its constituent parts.  In that sense, the whole life resource
management of a supply chain is shaped by the designer and their ability to blend the
service lives before them (i.e. both new and used products and materials), as well as
the more conventional measures concerning embodied energy and CO2 calculations.



2.3 Construction phase

• Factor  5:  This is the tangible outcome of the client brief and its execution - and
of course where the supply chain is activated in a just in time or ´JIT´ culture.
Once work commences on site, environmental degradation and changes in the
forest, hillside or in the ground, as materials and components flow to site in
response to a material call off, are confirmed.  The extent of the subsequent
adverse impact depends upon the sustainable design quality.  This impact can be
reduced through re-crafting of existing buildings or reusing material and
components.

In practice, the specifier’s decision may well be changed during the project’s
planning and construction phase, as alternative suppliers at a lower cost are found, or
packages are re-negotiated for a so-called value engineered solution.  The key nature
of this phase is that the supply chains are set in motion, materials and components
marshalled and brought to their fixed point in the building project.

2.4 Life phase of the building
The respective ranges of materials and products, or incoming supply chains,

become laminated into the building to form its construction.   The client or building
owner may wish to focus upon securing serviceability in the whole building stock,
while the designer should maintain life buildability and good detailing in all project
cycles.

• Factor 6: This stage that is undoubtedly the best understood LCA stage - in that
sense one is familiar with the issues of maintenance and energy management,
adaptation, retrofitting etc.

It is almost certain too, that the product’s life of the formalised manufacturer’s
LCA work may become negated e.g. due to poor design life quality, end user or
owners abuse, or simply neglect, or a change in expectation or demands, rendering the
facility or system obsolete.  In that sense, these are problems in any whole life
assessment, nevertheless a design life agenda could flag up through on a ´what if´
scenario basis!

2.5 Decommissioning
Whatever LCA benchmark is agreed upon, or used, it is inevitable that

environmental standards will continue to change over periods of time. In
consequence, design agenda should seek to minimise waste stream and seek to
recover for reuse.  The design agenda then would need to set the frame for re-
configuration management.

• Factor 7:  The LCA model adopted for dealing with existing buildings should be
formalised and include the decommissioning stages. Here, the polluter’s
responsibility  to pay principle has to be considered (as this is increasingly
enshrined in legislation and case law).  Such options or actions may impact upon



both the clients building agenda and their brief or design agenda.

2.6 Dispersal and disposal
If no further use can be secured within the economic time frame of the building,

and accepting the impact of rising landfill taxes and transportation costs, there may
be, in the LCA model, need to develop new technologies for reprocessing or
reclaiming used materials and components.  In that sense, then, the outbound analysis
may become an issue at either the performance scope or brief stage. This can be
achieved by encouraging a responsive client, utilising an effective waste stream and
recovery management.  A strategy that may be supported by the emerging ISO 15686
Part 6 on LCA.

• Factor 8: The decommissioning phase, the serviceability status and option for
alternative uses may become part of the design study.  Likewise, inventory
analysis of the in bound supply chain and options for local reuse, or alternatively
insitu reuse as well or selling on the remaining service life, may be carried out.

2.7 Site reinstatement
The LCA would be expected to appraise the whole life of the design and likely

rebuilding or future site use.  In some instances, this evaluation may result in re-
engineering or re-configuring substructure work and underground utility runs etc.

• Factor 9:  In terms of LCA, the whole life cost must also include returning the
site to a ‘no worse condition than prior to development’.

3 Life cycle gates

Because of the act of specifying and -or developing a concept into life, LCA
building appraisal needs a context in order to set out the sustainable framework that
reasonably can be delivered.  Adopting then a LCA approach poses an ownership
problem, and to overcome this it is suggested that one should focus upon the time
related domains. In doing so, adopting the simple construct of the gate and gatekeeper
(Wyatt 1995).

So the key time gates proposed in a LCA and or resource management sense are
then:  the cradle, cradle to gate, gate to gate or in service life period, gate to
graveyard, the graveyard.  So, LCA might be more conveniently represented in terms
of the following key stages:

• Stage one:  Exploration, discovery exploitation, the bio-domain and ecological
gate assessment i.e. pre-extraction and extracting to the exit- processing gate.

• Stage two:  The in bound processing activity of the secured supply chain to be
placed at the project gate.

• Stage three:   Product life gate.
• Stage four: The exit gate to the terminal gate can both be complex, with

recovery and reuse of materials and components through to building space



recovery and reconfiguration management.  Here, decommissioning and re-
commissioning may be linked.  Further developments in unexpired service life
may influence the decision of recovery at more than one level, as some
manufacturers may decide to retain their materials e.g. steel frames or refurbish
used components etc.

• Stage five:  In this approach then the design agenda may embrace say through a
performance based approach, the stage or stages their sustainable design will
address.  In that sense one now moves onto the gatekeeper again (Wyatt 1995).

4 Gatekeeper issues

Whilst the LCA built environment application may remain uncertain, it should
be clear, however, that LCA is a methodical way of describing the presumed
environmental impact for any one or more of the above stages identified (Lippiat
1998).

In consequence, the importance of introducing break point needs or control
gates should be both accepted and acknowledged.  In effect, these control gates have
to be acknowledged, owned and managed if environmental impact assessments are to
play a sustainable input in the way we are to build.  Or indeed, to take care of what
we have and replace the built environments, one must become clear in the context of
the whole life building cycle activity, the building life and its supply chain domain.

In a sense then, one is looking at those who have a gate-keeping role to perform
their duty in an accountable and responsible way.  In consequence, deterring the
design agenda would appear central to the built environment’s own LCA, and the
design brief must reflect the level of sustainable responsibility to the supply chain and
its service lives arriving at the project’s site gate.  Indeed, the whole design agenda, in
a sustainable sense, needs an urgent review and a whole LCA and Design Life guide
prepared for all future project and design briefings.

5 The design agenda

As already implied above, central to that sustainable practice is the need to
recognise the crucial role of the design life agenda, as the individual manufacturer’s
LCA only presents a part of the building impact upon the environment.  The design
agenda needs to reflect the terms of reference for the system boundary of the stages or
phases identified above, especially where organisations are practising  ISO 14000 and
an effective EMS (environmental management system), for this must include their
buildings and operational life building costs. In addition, both the probabilities of
critical events being anticipated over long periods of time and the threat of
obsolescence should not be trivialised nor ignored.

But in terms of the building owner, these areas may take on a serious future
cost, if a carbon tax is introduced and/or site reinstatement an “environmental law”
(regional or national).  Or a delimiter is set- as to how much embodied energy can be
disposed of.



The skills and judgement must in fact come from the designer integrating a
design management that is ecologically sound and that, in a building life sense,
optimises the life bearing properties of both the material supply chains as well as the
existing built environment infrastructure and building stock. The design team, in all
LCA-concepts, has to take into consideration the following aspects:

• Define their system boundary of the building’s supply chain of material and
components and accept the producer’s LCA.

• Agree upon both precisions of the criteria and accuracy of the measurement
used.

• Establishing the control domain and system gates for their own proposed
laminations and service lives.

• Establish their buildings own gate keeper’s domain including stages E and F
(figure 1) which may not have been part of the normal design brief of the past.

A-The Supply Chain Processing Stage

 B-The Design Specifiying Stage
 C- Construction Stage

 D- Life Stages of Building;
 E- Decommissioning

F- Dispersal - Recovery-
Disposal Stages;

 G- Site Reinstatement.

DESIGN

ISO 15686

Fig. 1: The LCA (life cycle assessment) design domain

6 The design agenda stage

Designing for sustainable building runs the danger of being carried out on an ad
hoc basis without LCA being an integral part of the design process.  But LCA must be
suitably scoped within a framework that leads to a consistency and a realistic
application.  At the same time, we must consider how we can access and replace parts
of existing building systems, components and materials.  The decommissioning stage
has to include aspects on how to remove components without damage and how those
components  can be reused or recycled.



Table 1: LCA-stages and the gate control domain

         LCA Stages Gate Control Domain Key Holder
A      The Supply Chain
         Processing Stage

The cradle to gate Manufacturing supply chain
processor-and providers

B      The Design Specifying Stage Design Appraisal

C      Construction Stage

D      Life Stages of Building Gate to Gate or in
service period

Asset
and Facilities  Management

E       Decommissioning

F       Dispersal - Recovery-
         Disposal Stages
         Final Rest Place

Gate to graveyard

The grave yard

Recovery Management

G      Site Reinstatement A cradle for
future building or return
to nature

Owner

The framework’s life cycle assessment‘s design agenda characterisation needs
to be better understood, as it appears there is a degree of unthinking or discounted
stewardship.  There is then a case now to focus on moving from the project focus to a
product focus.  In doing so, recognising the design team is in effect, without patrons,
the building product champions (Wyatt 1995).  In consequence, it may well now be
the time to develop a design agenda framework which addresses the broken gate
system shown in Table 1.

So the whole life- supply chain objectives would be then to secure a building or
product, design or construction life, which in a LCA sense would also include:

• Focusing on being project specific product and building disposal matters
Identifying the criteria-environmental and design or service life reference audit
stages intent.

•    A suggested programme for each LCA cradle to project gate material group or
  system appraisal.
•  In operational gate to audit life documentation needs as well as for stages E and

F in Table 1.
• Guidance on formulating the sustainable development performance

specification and design audit stages e.g. concept, packages, commissioning as
well as life care planning requirements etc.

• Guidance of recovery an existing building rather than build new whilst at the
same time pressing ahead with the open building system under development.



7 Conclusions

Materials and components are for life.  A view, which will impinge directly
upon the design agenda and those that supply the built environment with material
components and design, construction and life care services.  Indeed, an inherited
liability until such time as it can be replaced within the context of any CO2 delimiters
set within a future date.  The LCA (life cycle assessment) model may be best seen
assume form of systematic process frameworks with a sustainability feelings but
avoided like the other terms like green and sustainable.  Further, one can consider
LCA characterisation responding to:

• Non-renewable resources depletion including environmentally damaging
extraction developing or recovery processes which lead to ecological damage or
loss of diversity of natural habitats.

• Recovery management or use of previously used materials or components.
• Conservation in that sense of managing the durability of an existing building

stock.
• Service loss and recovery of such loss.
• The loss of serviceability in an asset management sense to improve briefing on

life care scoping.
• Service life as a central design issue in a sustainable construction sense.
• Embodiment within a C02 and associated negative gas releases on cost to the

environment.

The challenge then will be for designers, however, to translate the desirable
LCA objectives into workable solutions as the gatekeeper at their project gate and the
one that waves farewell to the life of their new creation.  In consequence it is perhaps
best to address LCA at two distinct levels:

• Level 1: At the macro level where the industrial relational architecture can evolve
and attention to renewable and non-renewable resources can be closely appraised.

• Level 2: At the product level, always considering the deconstruction and think
how we can reuse products and materials to secure a recycling chain reaction.

Supply chain management becomes central in all building designs.  What is now
hoped for is that one of the parts proposed for the ISO 15686 now under development
will address the LCA relationship to contribute to the pursuit of life design.  In doing
so, seeking to: “provide guidelines to encourage the use of service life planning to
meet the design life of the building, taking into account LCA of the respective
incoming and out going supply chains in any building being designed for, or being
removed from, the built environment”.

According to ISO 15686, Service Life Planning of Buildings means selection of
materials and building components by optimising their service lives to meet the
client´s performance requirements for the building design (including cost
performance). By using LCA- analysis in service life planning of buildings, the
designer can optimise the service lives of the materials and components not only by a



common business economic/ technical optimisation, but also by taking into
consideration environmental aspects as e.g. recycling of materials, impacts on the
environment, energy and mass consumption etc.  For example, the designer can
choose less durable materials with sometimes higher initial costs and still have an
optimal design (by taking into consideration environmental aspects).  The opposite
statement is also very important in all LCA-analysis:  LCA involves consideration of
durability and service life planning of buildings and building components.  Thus, it is
impossible to find the LCA-optimum without involving service life planning
techniques in all building designs.
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SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION FOR FLOOR COVERINGS
Service life prediction for floor coverings

J. PAULSEN
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Abstract

A Life Cycle Assessment on floor coverings in the public and service sector
is under progress in Sweden, with emphasis on the usage phase. The result is
sensitive to the predicted service life and it is highly desirable with a good
estimate of the actual service life. But, service life prediction for a specific
type of floor covering has shown difficult. However, an important topic is to
detect the relation between the type of service life and the type of premise
where the floor covering is installed. Five different types of service life are
suggested, and further, it is suggested that technically and aesthetically
requirement play an important role, strongly influenced by the economy. The
public and service sector is also divided into five different types of premises
and related to the different types of service life. It is showed that the
prediction of service life for floor coverings can not be done with data on
floor coverings only. Further information is required concerning maintenance
methods and building related data. No intentions have been made to estimate
the length of the different service life.

Keywords: Floor coverings, Service life, Public sector, Life cycle assessment,
Usage phase, Swedish building stock

1 Introduction

To predict the service life for a specific type of floor covering has shown to
be difficult. When a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) has to be carried out on floor
coverings with emphasis on the usage phase, one important factor is the length of
the service life (Paulsen, 1998). Earlier case studies on floor coverings have
shown that there are difficulties in estimating this factor (Jönsson 1994, Pottring
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1993, Lundblad 1994, Günther&Langowski 1997). Rough estimates have been
used. Common for those case studies is that the emphasis has been on the
production stage and the waste treatment stage. The usage phase has been
excluded or only briefly handled. Further, the emphasis has been on the floor
covering as a material regardless of where it is placed.

A case study on floor coverings in the public and service sector in Sweden
is under progress (Paulsen 1998). It is an attempt to carry out an LCA with
emphasis on the usage phase. The result is sensitive to the predicted service life
and it is highly desirable with a more sophisticated estimate.

Common for the floor coverings in the public and service sector is that
professional cleaning companies maintain them to a large extent.

The aim of this paper is to define different types of service life for floor
coverings in the Swedish building stock. Further, focus is on the premises in the
public and service sector. Here the economy plays an important role and an
attempt is done to describe the interrelation between the different types of service
life with focus on the economy. No intention has been made to estimate the length
of the different types of service life.

2 Types of service life for floor coverings in Sweden

To determine the service life for a floor covering, it is necessary to define
the different types of service life times. In this paper, five different types of
service life are suggested for the public and service sector (Lidström 1998,
Paulsen 1998). However, the same types of service life can be used for other parts
of the building stock:

1. Technical (functional) service life
2. Aesthetic service life, (type 1)
3. Aesthetic service life, (type 2)
4. Economic service life
5. Ecological service life

For the same application, these five service life can differ widely. One major
problem is to decide which one determines the actually service life for the floor
covering. In the following, a short description of the different service life is given.

2.1 Technical service life
The technical service life can be seen as the maximum service life for a

floor covering. In the definition of this service life it is understood that it can not
be exceeded without serious consequences. The technical service life depends on
the functional demands on the floor covering. Normally, different kinds of
properties and demands for a floor covering are set in relation to the actual type of
premises. Demands can for example be set concerning cleanability and
slipperiness etc.



2.2 Aesthetic service life, type 1
The aesthetic service life is to a large extent dependent on the form of

activity in the premises in combination with trends and fashion at the current time.
The choice of aesthetic service life is based on a subjective valuation and thereby
depending on individual opinions. No rules or guidelines exist to estimate the
aesthetic service life. One theory is that the change of floor coverings in certain
types of premises is following the change of tenant. This normally occurs when a
new tenant wants to set his/her own personal expression in the premises.

2.3 Aesthetic service life, type 2 (Upgrading service life)
The upgrading service life is not a common concept but a preliminary

definition to cover a situation where the floor covering is replaced because of a
larger upgrading of the premises, involving more than one actor. For example, if a
department store is upgraded, the floor covering is also upgraded or replaced to
make an attractive environment together with the rest of the premises. It can be
discussed if it shall be regarded as an aesthetic service life, but in this case the
service life is decided independent of the condition of the floor covering
(Lidström 1998).

2.4 Economical service life
The economical service life is a monetary relation between the costs for

maintenance at the current time and the cost for replacement of a new floor
covering with reduced maintenance cost. The economical service life only exist
under the assumption that maintenance cost increases in time because the floor
demands an increasing maintenance with age, or because new and cheaper
maintenance methods are developed which are not applicable on the current type
of floor covering. There also exists a relation between the economic and aesthetic
service life, which will be described later.

2.5 Ecological service life
The ecological service life is determined in the similar way as the

economical service life, but with emphasis on the environmental factors such as
energy use, global warming and acidification. One major problem is that the
environmental impacts are a multi dimensional parameter, which is very difficult
to normalize. Even the individual environmental impacts are normally hard to
estimate in the present-day situation due to lack of data.

3 Dividing the premises into different types (regarding the Swedish
building stock)

The Swedish building stock comprises approximately 647 million m2 of
floor covering. See table 1 (Bejrum 1997).



Table 1: Swedish building stock 1995

No Type of building Surface
(Million m2)

Share
(%)

1 Houses 226 35
2 Multiple-flat buildings 154 24
3 Industry 110 17
4 Public buildings, administration 85 13
5 Offices, stores, hotels 72 11

Total 647 100

The largest group of buildings is dwelling houses (type 1 and 2 in table 1).
Here, it is very hard to categorize the aspects or valuations, which is fundamental
for the determination of the service life. The actors in this group are non-
homogenous, with a broad range of individual opinions about requirements on
performances concerning floor coverings.

For the industrial sector (type 3 in table 1), it can be expected that the
requirements are high on the technical performance while the aesthetic aspects
have a lower priority.

In the public and service sector (type 4 and 5 in table 1), large expenses are
connected with the maintenance compared to buying and installation of new floor
coverings. Here it can be expected that the economical service life have a
dominant influence. Table 2 shows Swedish trade figures (1995) for floor
coverings to illustrate the investment costs (GBR 1996).

Table 2: Investment costs (incl. installation) for 23 million m2 floor coverings

Trade in Sweden 1995
(million SEK)

Average costs per m2

(SEK)
Resilient floor coverings 3,000 130
Installation 700 30
Total 3,700 160

In Sweden, the maintained surface for the public and service sector was 150
million m2 floor covering in 1996. The costs for cleaning were 17,000 million
SEK. (SG 1997). A good estimate is that around 70% of the cleaning costs are
related to the floor covering. This gives an average cost of approximately 80 SEK
per m2 a year. In relation to the investment cost for a new floor covering, the
maintenance costs are considerable. In other words it can be said, “It is quite
cheap to buy a floor covering, but expensive to own it” (Forslöw 1989).

The public and service sectors (type 4 and 5 in table 1) represent
approximately 24% of the Swedish building stock. Unfortunately, no inventory
data exists concerning the areas for a further sub grouping into premise types
(Laurila 1998). However it is desirable to make a new grouping for these premises
and their relation to the type of decisive service life to support the LCA study
mentioned earlier (Paulsen 1998). A suggestion is given in table 3 (Lidström
1998; Franzén 1998).



Table 3: Type of service life related to type of premise in the public and
service sector

Type of premises Type of service life Area in million m2

Schools Technical No data
Department stores Aesthetic type 2 No data
Hospitals Technical No data
Offices (private) Aesthetic type 1 No data
Offices (public) Technical No data
Total (approximately) ---- 150

4 Interrelation between the different types of service life times

It is doubtful if the different types of service life times can be considered as
independent of each other. For premises in the public and service sector, it has
earlier been suggested that the economy is a very dominant factor. For these types
of premises it would be interesting to discuss the interrelation between the
different kinds of service life.

In figure 1, a suggestion is given to describe how the economy influences
the different types of service life in the public and service sector.

Fig. 1: Economic influence on service life

As illustrated in figure 1, the economic service life can be expected to play
an important role.

For schools, hospitals and public offices, the technical service life can be
considered as the determining factor. However, the economy plays a considerable
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role because one of the most important technical demands on this kind of floor
covering is that it is easy to clean. Indirectly, this is an economic demand, because
the costs for cleaning are strongly dependent on the time required for cleaning the
surface. Parallel to economic aspects, the ecologically aspects can be considered.
Unfortunately the foundation for this is not yet properly developed concerning the
usage phase (Paulsen 1998).

For private offices and hotels, the aesthetic service life (type 1) normally
can be considered as the determining factor. Nevertheless, this can also be
considered as an indirect economical service life. In this kind of premise, the
image is an important function for the floor covering. The aesthetic service life
(type 1) can be set in relation to the market value of the premise. If the floor
covering does not satisfy the customer's demands on aesthetics, the premises no
longer preserve the possible market value, and thereby the aesthetic service life
for the floor covering can indirectly be seen as an economical service life. The
aesthetic service life could be assumed to be strongly connected to the change of
tenant.

Service life in department stores can be more complicated to determine. In
this paper the service life is suggested to be dependent on aesthetic aspects.
Similar to the private offices and hotels, the aesthetics is an important function for
the floor covering. Also there is a strong interrelation with economic aspects. The
premises have to be attractive for the tenants. However, here the situation differs
from hotels and private offices in an important issue: in a department store,
several actors have to accept an aesthetic level, which is acceptable for the
majority.

As suggested here, it seems possible that the service life is dependent on a
common decision by several actors, with primary focus on the premises as a
whole and not only the state of the floor covering.

For the premises with the two described types of aesthetic service life, it
seems difficult to express ecological aspects parallel to the economic aspects. In
that case, the value should lay in the value of an environmental profile for the
tenant in the premises.

5 Factors influencing the service life in the public and service sector

As earlier mentioned, different types of service life can be related to
different types of premises in the public and service sector. Important topics are
technical and aesthetic demands, influenced directly or indirectly by the economy.
However, both technical and aesthetic performances are further influenced by
other factors (GBR recommendations 1996). Three main factors are properties of
the floor covering, maintenance methods and building related factors. Those will
be described further in the following.



5.1 Floor covering related factors

5.1.1 Technical product properties
Different kinds of floor covering have different kinds of properties

concerning the wear-layer thickness, resistance to wearing, etc. which all give
information about circumstances affecting the life time. The main part of floor
covering types can be divided into different types of wear classes, with
information about appropriate type of premises.

By installation of a material (floor covering) with a higher wear-class than
the premise demands, the service life can be extended (and vice versa).

5.1.2 Upgrading
Some kinds of floor covering can be upgraded, when the wear has destroyed

the technical or aesthetic function. Wood and linoleum floorings can be grinded
and surface treated. Polyurethane (PUR) layers on plastic coverings can be
renovated and pieces of coverings can be replaced. In that way, a floor covering
can achieve a considerable extension of the service life.

5.2 Maintenance
Correct care and maintenance, are prerequisites for a long service life for the

floor covering. Incorrect maintenance can damage the floor covering in only a few
months. Further, the periodical maintenance can protect the floor covering against
wearing, and reduce the frequent cleaning costs.

5.3 Building related factors

5.3.1 Location in the building
On ground level the wear of floor covering is larger than higher up in the

building, which demands a hardwearing floor covering and more intensive care.
The wear on floor coverings also varies considerably over the floor surface. In
door openings and walk-traffic intensive areas, the wear is much larger than e.g.
in corners.

5.3.2 Design of the entrance
Correct performance of wipe-off zone in the entrance is a very important

factor concerning the service life for floor coverings.

5.3.3 Traffic intensity and type of load
In an office building the service life of a floor covering is shorter in a

corridor than inside an office, if the same type of covering is used in both places.

5.3.4 Geographical location of the building
The geographical location of the building also plays an important role. The

outdoor environment will to a large extend influence the amount and type of dirt
in the building. However, here it is important to analyze this topic in combination
with the design of the entrance.



6 Discussion and conclusions

As described above, it is almost impossible to predict the service life of a
floor covering only considering the floor materials. Nevertheless, when the
application is known the range of information increase and a better estimate can
be done.

This paper suggests several relations between the required type of service
life for floor coverings and the type of premise. For premises in the service and
public sector, the economic aspects can be expected to have a strong influence
when attempts are done to predict the service life. This is due to the fact that the
maintenance costs are very high compared to the investment costs for new floor
coverings. The maintenance costs are approximately higher for two years of
maintenance than the investment costs for a new floor covering.

Technical requirements often reflect the demands on low maintenance costs,
and aesthetic demands often reflect the premises economical market value.
Ecological service life for floor coverings can theoretically be calculated and
regarded similar to the economical aspects for floor covering, but the foundation
has not yet been properly developed.
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IN-SITU ASSESSMENT OF CORROSION INDUCED DAMAGE OF THE
DICKSON BRIDGE DECK
Corrosion damage in Dickson bridge
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Abstract

The assessment of corrosion induced damage in the Dickson bridge deck was part of
a collaborative research program between McGill University and The Queen’s
University of Belfast, along with some industrial partners.  This program was aimed
at identifying the causes of deterioration, and investigate suitable in-situ test
techniques for predicting corrosion.  This paper describes the results of the detailed
tests are presented summarily.  The chloride content at the level of steel was found to
be very high and hence the main cause of steel corrosion.  The analysis results
showed that the concrete strength is not a suitable means of predicting deterioration,
however permeability, resistivity or diffusivity of the concrete and its exposure to salt
are more likely to provide a useful guide to chloride induced corrosion.

Keywords: In-situ testing, steel corrosion, assessment, diffusivity, permeability.

1 Introduction

This paper reports on a corrosion survey of a 39-year old reinforced concrete
bridge subjected to a severe environment.  Construction of the Dickson bridge was
completed in 1959 at a cost of under a million dollars in a heavily industrial zone as a
grade separation over the CN rail tracks in the east end of Montreal.  The bridge
consists of three sections, with the north and south sections consisting of reinforced
concrete deck on concrete beams and girders on concrete column piers and the central
section consisting of reinforced concrete deck on steel girders on steel column piers.
The City of Montreal decommissioned the bridge in 1994 due to the extensive
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deterioration of the bridge deck, and it was made available in late 1996 for
investigation of the causes of deterioration and for developing a detailed data bank of
the various parameters influencing corrosion of the reinforcing steel.

2 Objectives and methodology of investigation

The primary objectives of the testing programme were as follows: (a) to assess
the corrosion induced damage in the concrete deck in the northern part of the bridge,
(b) to identify the causes of the observed deterioration, and (c) to investigate suitable
test techniques for predicting corrosion.

A range of test methods was used.  These are methods that either are related to
the mechanisms causing the corrosion or properties indicative of the probability of
corrosion.  The susceptibility to deterioration is governed by the material
characteristics and the exposure parameters, while the damage is measured using the
available techniques.  Hence, the first part of the investigation emphasized methods
for assessing the probable damage to the concrete structure.  A thorough visual
inspection included detection of delamination by tapping the surface with a hammer,
and the location of the reinforcement and the depth of the concrete cover using a
covermeter.  The extent and rate of corrosion of the reinforcing steel were measured
using the half-cell potential and linear polarization, respectively.  The chloride
content at the level of the reinforcement was determined using the acid-soluble
chloride technique while the depth of carbonation was measured using the
phenolphthalein test. The second half of the investigation evaluated the properties of
concrete, such as its compressive strength (from drilled cores) and durability
characteristics, namely the permeability, diffusivity and resistivity of the concrete.
The permeability was measured using the Autoclam permeability system while the
diffusivity was determined both from the chloride profiles and by using a recently
developed in-situ chloride migration test (Basheer 1992; Basheer et al. 1995).  The
electrical resistivity was then evaluated using the Wenner four probe apparatus.

A summary of the field test results is presented along with the condition of the
bridge as evaluated.  Full details of this investigation are presented by Fazio (1999),
Mc Cafferty (1998), and Andrews (1999).

3 Description of the condition of the bridge from field test results

The bridge deck was inspected for the varying levels of concrete deterioration
related to the different degrees of corrosion of the steel reinforcement.  Presence of
rust stains, spalling of the concrete cover, exposure of the reinforcing steel, and loss
of the steel cross-sectional area were noted at several locations.  This was noticed
mostly towards the crest of the bridge.  The west side of the bridge deck showed more
damage, especially on the underside of the bridge deck.  The expansion joints situated
at grid locations 37 m and 127m (Fig. 1) were found to be leaking and there were
signs of run down from the bridge deck to the underside of the deck.



The basic descriptive statistics of all the experimental data are summarized in
Table 1. The findings show a large variance in some of the parameters such as the
apparent chloride diffusivity coefficient (Da), and the coefficient of permeability (kw)
(Table 1, COV 1). Therefore, before undertaking any regression analysis of the
various parameters involved, the distribution of the data of each variable was
examined for signs of normality, outliers and skewness. The COV of this analysis is
included in Table 1 (COV 2). Appropriate transformations were applied to the
parameters when the COV was large in order to improve the agreement with
normality (Table 1, COV 3).

Table 1: Results of experimental data

Analysis 1
Phenomenon No. of

Readings
Max
Value

Min
Value

Mean
Value

COV
1

COV
2

COV
3

Half-cell survey (mV) 2484 -44 -750 -407 0.23 - -
Open circuit potential (mV) 137 -123 -700 -444 0.33 - -
Corrosion rate (µm/year) 137 130 4 52 0.55 0.48 0.16
Delamination 140 - - - - - -
Concrete cover thickness (mm) 137 90 1 35 0.48 0.45 -
Percentage chloride at steel level 35 2.20% 0.07% 0.73% 0.72 0.60 -
Apparent diffusion coefficient (cm2/s) 32 51.6X10-9 1.4X10-9 9.3X10-9 1.02 0.62 0.40
In-situ migration coefficient (cm2/s) 35 13.5X10-8 1.6X10-8 6.3X10-8 0.48 0.46 0.30
Electrical resistivity (kΩcm) 137 27 1 6 0.72 0.43 0.35
Coefficient of permeability (m/s) 34 84.2X10-14 1.8X10-14 16.3X10-14 1.18 0.76 0.37
Compressive strength, (MPa) 34 48 10 27 0.36 - -

3.1 Corrosion potential
A contour map of the entire north portion of the bridge is shown in Fig. 1 in

which the potential ranges (ASTM C876, 1991) are indicated with different shades.
The potential survey was undertaken over a grid of one meter by one meter.  Table 2
lists the number of readings in each potential range, and the percentage distribution of
these readings.  The potential measurements indicated active corrosion of embedded
reinforcement in most of the deck.  Fifty-one percent of the readings suggest that
there is a 50% to 90% risk of corrosion, while 25% of the readings suggest that the
risk of corrosion is more than 90%.  The low values of potential are concentrated in
the first 33 rows of the grid (grid lines 0 to 33 m).  The half-cell potential gradients
are quite pronounced (Fig. 1).  The very steep half-cell potential gradients indicate
extensive pitting corrosion at local anodes.  This is common for structures
contaminated by deicing salts. The potential become more negative as the moisture
content of the concrete varies, but it’s important to realize that it does not influence
the potential contours (Vassie, 1991).  The relative humidity (RH) was observed to be
quite consistent throughout the bridge and high in value.   The RH at depths 10 mm
and 25 mm from the concrete top surface were found to be on the average 85% and
90%, respectively.  The west side of the bridge has a larger number of readings in the
range of -500 mV and algebraically smaller potential values.  The results show that
the west side is deteriorating more than the east side (Table 2).
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Fig. 1: Half-cell potential survey of the northern portion of the bridge deck



Table 2: Distribution of test results

Phenomenon Criteria Whole deck (%) East side (%) West side (%)
Above –500 mV 25 (42) 19 (35) 34 (47)
-350 to –500 mV 51 (31) 52 (31) 50 (32)
-200 to –350 mV 22 (21) 27 (23) 14 (19)

Half-cell
(Open circuit
potential)

Below –200 mV 2 (6) 2 (11) 2 (1)
Below 1µm/year - - -
1 to 10 µm/year 1 3 -
10 to 45 µm/year 47 52 43
45 to 100 µm/year 44 37 50

Corrosion rate

100 to 1000 µm/year 7 8 7
Delaminated 53 34 71
Non-delaminated 47 46 29

Below 25 mm 29 37 22
25 to 40 mm 30 26 33
40 to 50 mm 26 18 32

Concrete cover
thickness

Above 50 mm 15 18 13
Below 0.2% 17 29 6
0.2 to 0.4% 11 18 6
0.4 to 0.6% 17 12 22

Chloride content
at steel level

Above 0.6% 54 41 67
Below 0.3X10-8 cm2/s 19 25 13
0.3 to 1.3X10-8 cm2/s 59 56 63
1.3 to 2.3X10-8 cm2/s 16 19 13

Apparent
diffusion
coefficient

Above 2.3X10-8 cm2/s 2 0 13
Below 3.0X10-8 cm2/s 11 12 11
3.0 to 6.0X10-8 cm2/s 37 53 22
6.0 to 9.0X10-8 cm2/s 29 18 39

In-situ chloride
migration
coefficient

Above 9.0X10-8 cm2/s 23 18 28
Below 5 kΩcm 52 52 51
5 to 10 kΩcm 31 25 36
10 to 20 kΩcm 15 18 13

Electrical
resistivity of
concrete

Above 20 kΩcm 2 4 0
Below 10.0X10-14 m/s 56 50 61
10.0 to 20.0X10-14 m/s 21 25 17
20.0 to 30.0X10-14 m/s 9 13 6

Coefficient of
permeability of
concrete

Above 30.0X10-14 m/s 15 13 17
Below 20 MPa 29 31 28
20  to 30 MPa 29 31 28
30  to 40 MPa 29 31 28

Concrete
compressive
strength

Above 40 MPa 12 6 17

The half-cell potential readings were used to select thirty-five sites, measuring
approximately 1 m by 2 m, for further detailed analysis.  These sites corresponded to
positions of highest and lowest potentials and the steepest potential gradients.  A
contour map was not possible to be plotted for the open circuit potential (from linear
polarization test) as the readings were taken at 137 discrete locations (4 readings per
site) and not at equal intervals.  Forty-two percent of the readings are smaller than
-500 mV and they predominate the top portion of the grid from grid locations 70 m to
127 m (Fig. 2(a)).  Again, the west side of the bridge deck displayed a greater
percentage of readings in this range compared to the east side (Table 2), which is in
agreement with the results of the half-cell potential survey.



3.2 Corrosion rate
The corrosion rate is considered to be a quantitative measure of the amount of

steel turning into oxide thus causing a reduction in the rebar diameter.  Using
Faraday’s equation, corrosion current density was converted into metal section loss,
that is into reduction of the average rebar diameter.  The corrosion rates are plotted in
Fig. 2(b) and show 91% of the readings indicate a high risk of corrosion based on a
broad criteria for corrosion developed from the field and laboratory investigations
with the sensor controlled guard ring device (Millard 1993).  Similar results are
depicted on the east and west sides of the bridge.  However, it was also observed that
52% of the readings lie between 10 and 45 µm/year, and 37% between 45 and 100
µm/year for the east side, and only 43% and 50%, respectively, in the west side
(Table 2).  As a whole, the rebar corrosion rates for the west side are higher.  The
readings of the bottom half of the grid are lower than the values for the top half (Fig.
2(b)).

3.3 Delamination
The horizontal cracks were detected by a hollow sound when the surface was

hit with a hammer.  Figure 2(c) shows the delamination results of the 140 selected
areas (4 readings per site) throughout the northern part of the bridge.  The
delamination was very extensive, with half of these areas being delaminated.   These
are mostly located from grid locations 70 m to 128 m.  The non-delaminated areas are
concentrated in the first 40 meters of the grid.  Seventy-one percent of the west side
areas are delaminated while only 34% of the selected areas in the east side sites are
delaminated (Table 2).

3.4 Concrete cover to steel
The concrete cover thickness was determined using the covermeter at the same

locations where the corrosion rate was measured.  Table 2 indicates that 29% of the
readings are smaller than 25 mm, which was the cover thickness specified in the
original design.  At many locations the cover was found to be inadequate.  Extreme
values as low as only 1 mm in thickness were observed near the bottom portion of the
grid (Fig. 2(d)).

3.5 Chloride percentage at steel level
Acid soluble chloride contents were measured using a chloride ion specific ion

electrode (Herald et al. 1992). The threshold acid-soluble chloride content value
(percent by weight of cement) reported by the ACI Committee 222 (1985) is 0.2%.
The high values found in the bridge deck are due to the ingress of chlorides from the
use of deicing salts during the winter period. From the profiles, it can be shown that
83% of the data lies above the 0.2% threshold value.  The higher chloride percentages
are concentrated more on the west side of the bridge as shown in Fig. 2(e) and Table
2.  Figure 2(e) shows that the low chloride values are mostly in the bottom portion of
the grid.
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Fig. 2: Visual presentation of experimental data results



3.6 Diffusivity of concrete

3.6.1 Apparent chloride diffusion coefficient
The apparent chloride diffusion coefficient (Da) values calculated from the

chloride profiles have a COV of 1.20, indicating great variance in the results.  The
error function solution to Fick’s second law of diffusion is commonly used to
determine Da from chloride profiles. Many researchers have investigated diffusivity
and obtained widely varying results, as the Da value is influenced by several factors
such as chloride concentration, exposure duration, ambient temperature and degree of
saturation of the concrete as well as the material properties, making it difficult to
compare different published works.  Regardless of the present state-of-the-art, the
data can be compared on a relative basis within itself. The Da values are plotted (Fig.
2(f)) using the ranges listed in Table 2. It is observed that the values of Da lie mostly
in the range 0.3 to 1.3X10-8 cm2/sec and it is distributed evenly between the west and
the east side.

3.6.2 In-situ chloride migration coefficient
This variance in the in-situ chloride migration coefficient, Dmig, is lower than

that for Da, indicating that on site the former is a more appropriate parameter to
measure the diffusivity of the concrete.  This phenomenon is being investigated
presently at Queen’s University.  However, compared to Andrews’ (1999) results
from tests at Queen’s University, the values obtained for the bridge were much higher
because of the exposure conditions, however, they can be analyzed on a relative basis
(by comparison within the measured values).  The Dmig values are plotted in Fig. 2(g)
using the ranges used in Table 2.  It is noted that a very high percentage of the results
smaller than 3.0X10-8 cm2/sec exist on the east side, showing that the in-situ chloride
migration coefficient values are higher in the west side of the bridge.

3.7 Electrical resistivity of concrete
Figure 2(h) illustrates the electrical measurements using the ranges described by

Millard (1991).  Fifty-two percent of the values lie in the very high probable rates of
corrosion activity (Table 2).  It is evenly distributed among the east and west sides of
the bridge, and larger concentration values were observed near the top portion of the
grid.

3.8 Coefficient of permeability
There is considerable variability in the coefficient of permeability results (kw).

A direct comparison with the data developed at Queen’s University was not possible
as the tests by Basheer (1992) and others used dry concrete.  As the ambient relative
humidity was quite high (average of 90%) and the concrete could not be dried to a
constant moisture content, a steady state of flow during the permeability test was
achieved by ponding water in the ring for 48 hours prior to testing.  Montgomery and
Adams (1985) undertook some work using ponded specimens, however, they used a
pressure of 1.76 bars which is much larger than the value used in this investigation
(0.5 bar).  The kw values obtained in this investigation were very small, which



indicated that the concrete is not permeable, however, it must be noted that the water
pressure applied during test was only 0.5 bar.  This pressure is lower than the surface
tensional forces in capillary pores filled water hence no significant amount of water is
able to penetrate through the saturated concrete.  The permeability results should be
considered with caution because the environmental conditions (RH) at the time of
testing can significantly influence the results.  The permeability values are plotted in
Fig. 2(i) using the ranges listed in Table 2.  It is noted that 56% of the values are
under 10.0X10-14 m/s, and no particular trend is observed between the west and the
east sides of the deck.

3.9 Compressive strength
The concrete compressive strength determined using 75 mm diameter cores

varied from 10 to 48MPa with a mean value of 27MPa and a COV of 0.36 (Table 1).
The specified concrete strength was 28MPa. It is noted that 58% of the strength
values were below 30MPa (Table 2).  The low values of strength are concentrated
near the top portion of the grid and they are evenly distributed between the east and
the west sides of the deck (Fig. 2(j)); the values near the bottom grid range between
40 and 60MPa.

4 Discussion and conclusions

Overall, all of the methods that assess damage, such as potential, corrosion rate,
delamination, concrete cover and chloride content indicate that the risk of corrosion
in the top portion of the grid is high.  Areas of high chloride content generally
coincided with locations of significant reinforcement corrosion.  Below the expansion
joint (grid location 36 m), the damage is less.  In addition, the damage is more
pronounced in the west side of the deck.

The areas of high diffusivity, and low resistivity and strength, coincided with
the locations of significant reinforcement corrosion.  Thus, the early evaluation of the
properties of the near-surface concrete, along with the knowledge of exposure to salt
may provide useful indications of the likely future deterioration of the concrete.
Although the various assessment methods were indicative of the magnitude of
corrosion damage, they cannot detect the susceptibility to corrosion.  Many concrete
structures built in the 1960s and 1970s are now showing significant signs of
deterioration.  The Dickson bridge is a typical example.  Measurement of the strength
and workability is not sufficient to prevent the occurrence of these problems.  It is
evident, therefore, that some other property of concrete, which is more closely related
to corrosion, needs to be monitored to effectively overcome this problem.
Permeability, diffusivity and resistivity are such properties which have been found by
many researchers and confirmed in this investigation to give much more useful
information on the likely durability of concrete.  Therefore methods to predict
durability should be included in inspections of the bridge stock.  The reliability of the
test methods used in this investigation is discussed by Fazio (1999).  No single test
method will detect or predict the damage, however, when a combination of test



methods is used, it is unlikely that any centre of deterioration will get missed.  A
multivariable statistical analysis is the most appropriate way of quantifying and
correlating the results of the various tests.  Both methods (measuring damage, and
measuring material properties and exposure parameters) have been used to predict the
corrosion rate of this particular structure.  More details are presented by Fazio (1999).

The overall project efforts in this study were directed to gain hands-on
knowledge and experience with the in-situ durability tests.  The results are consistent
and these in-situ testing techniques are promising, and the main challenge is for
practicing engineers to work in tandem with those involved in relevant research.
Thus, practicing engineers, and especially those in the industry involved in testing,
are encouraged to increase the use of in-situ testing for durability so as to build up an
essential pool of knowledge and experience. This will ultimately lead to the
realization of the full potential for in-situ test methods.
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Abstract

A series of penetration resistance tests (PRT) were conducted in the laboratory on
concrete specimens to determine the in-situ characteristic strength of concrete.
This was carried out in conjunction with core tests and cube compressive tests. It
was found that the PRT and core tests tend to provide respectively an upper and
lower bound estimate of the cube compressive strength. Major influencing factors
including coarse aggregate content, proximity to reinforcement and carbonation
that affect these two tests are reviewed and a method for the selection of an
appropriate bias factor for each of the tests is proposed based on experimental
studies carried out.

Keywords: appraisal, concrete, core tests, in-situ strength, non-destructive testing,
penetration, retrofit, ultrasonic pulse velocity.

1 Introduction

Maintenance and upgrading of old RC structures are necessary for various
reasons. Before any remedial action could be taken structural appraisal is
essential. Such appraisal usually involve a process in which a structure is assessed
by carrying out various tests to evaluate its existing condition to provide a basis
for the recommendation of appropriate remedial measures to restore structural
integrity, if necessary. NDT methods are usually fast and reasonably reliable.
Hence, they are commonly used for structural assessment in conjunction with
testing of cored concrete samples.

One method currently used in Singapore is the penetration resistance tests
(PRT). This test (Bungey 1982, 1989) involves driving a 75mm specially
designed steel probe into the concrete with a standardised explosive cartridge, and
the standards are set out in (ASTM C803 1996). The principal physical limitations
of this method are the need for adequate edge distance and probe spacing as well

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 222-230.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



as the requirement that a member thickness of at least twice the anticipated
penetration is required. The effect caused by the presence of reinforcement in
close proximity to a probe being driven is uncertain, and a minimum clearance of
50mm between probes and reinforcing bars has been recommended (Bungey
1982, 1989). The coarse aggregate content present in the mix will also contribute
to a change in resistance against penetration of the probe. It is possible to correlate
the PRT to the compressive strength of concrete provided that appropriate
consideration is given to the influencing factors. (Lee et al. 1989) correlated the
PRT with the compressive strength of concrete of a number of concrete mixes in
an earlier study.

A more direct method of obtaining an estimate of the in-situ compressive
concrete strength of an existing structure is to drill cylindrical cores for testing in
compression. Standards are available in most countries describing the procedures
for trimming, testing and to a lesser extent interpretation of core strengths (BS
1881 Part 120 1983; ASTM C42 1994; ACI 318 1995). When assessing the in-
situ strength of concrete by coring, the following factors, viz., reduction of
strength due to coring process, effect of state of stress, shrinkage and sustained
loading effects, and the difficulty in strength evaluation based usually on a very
limited number of core samples, have to be considered.

Although the need for in-situ measurements is clear, some of the features
and especially the limitations of available test methods may result in unreliable
values being used in structural appraisal. The objective of this investigation was to
study some of the factors affecting the penetration resistance and core tests on
concrete specimens. In particular, the following influencing factors affecting
penetration resistance tests, namely, effect of age, effect of coarse aggregate
content, effect of proximity of reinforcing bars and effect of carbonation are
investigated.

2 Experimental programme

2.1 Materials used
Ordinary Portland cement, river sand, crushed granite aggregates of sizes

ranging from 0 to 20mm were used. Steel bars consisted of high yield steel (fy =
460 MPa) and links consisted of hot rolled mild steel (fy = 250 MPa) were used in
the reinforced concrete specimens. Four mix proportions were chosen (Mix 1,
Mix 2, Mix 3 and Mix 4), consisting of cement: fine aggregates: coarse
aggregates: water, viz., 1.0:2.5:2.66:0.65, 1.0:2.50:3.16:0.65, 1.0:2.50:3.72:0.65
and 1.0:3.22:3.22:0.70.

2.2 Test specimens
The specimens were divided into six series (A to F). In Series A, three mix

proportions were used to study the effect of coarse aggregate content on PRT
measurements. For each mix, four 300mm cuboid blocks were cast, accompanied
by twelve 150mm cubes. Two methods of discharging the probe in the low-power
range, were also investigated. The two discharging methods I and II were
conducted on the specimens at ages of 3 and 28 days. In Method I, a standard
adaptor is cushioned by 50mm air-gap from the charge, while, Method II uses
another adaptor in direct contact with the charge as described (Ngui 1992). Coring
was not carried out in this series.



Series B and C were conducted to study the effect of size and proximity of
reinforcement on PRT. In addition to penetration resistance tests, core tests were
carried out on the same specimens to establish a relationship between the tests. A
mix containing a coarse aggregate content of 0.42% by volume, was used to cast
both the series. Series B comprises 4 specimens, 600mm long and 300mm in
cross-section. Series C consists of two specimens, 700mm long and 400mm in
cross-section. The specimens were subjected to PRT (using Method I low-power
technique) and cores drilled and tested at 3 days. UPV measurements and PRT
were taken at the same location to check for consistency of pulse velocities.

Series D and E using a coarse aggregate content of 0.42% by volume, were
used to study the effect of proximity and neighbouring bars on PRT
measurements. Tests carried out were similar to those on Series B and C, at 28
days using Method II in the low-power range of PRT. Tests were also carried out
at 21 days using Method II on specimens in Series D.

In Series F, the effect of carbonation on PRT was studied. Three cubes of
size 200mm were used. The blocks were placed in an environmental chamber
with the environment within maintained at a relative humidity and temperature of
70% and 20°C, respectively. The concentration of carbon dioxide gas present in
the chamber was maintained at 7% by volume. Accompanying specimens were
also left at ambient conditions in the laboratory (28°C and 82% R.H). All the
specimens were tested at 63 days. The specimens were weighed and UPV
measurements were taken across the PRT locations prior to testing to ensure
consistency.

2.3 Specimen preparation
Six cubes were cast for each mix to determine the compressive strength of

concrete. Two 300mm size cuboid blocks were also cast for each mix to measure
the penetration resistance of plain concrete. In each block, a 100mm diameter core
was drilled vertically with respect to the casting surface right through the block.
The core was then trimmed to obtain two cores, each measuring 100mm in length.
The specimens were demoulded after one day and air cured in the laboratory till
the age of testing. All specimens were tested dry at 3 and 28 days. In Series D, an
additional block was cast to conduct PRT test at 21 days.

Cubes, cylinders and core samples obtained from specimens and blocks,
were weighed and subjected to UPV tests to check for consistency and for the
presence of voids in the concrete before testing. UPV measurements were also
taken across PRT locations on blocks and reinforced specimens.

3 Experimental results and discussion

The UPV measurements made on reinforced specimens, blocks, standard
cubes and cores did not show any sign of major voids or cracks. Typical average
pulse velocity readings for Mix 1 and 3 at 3 and 28 days ranged from 3.37 to 3.69
km/s and 3.75 to 4.01 km/s respectively. The difference between the maximum
and minimum depth of penetration of probes in each series of tests on blocks,
cylinders and specimens averaged about 3mm. Thus, reflecting the consistency of
the results obtained using the penetration resistance tests. Generally, tests carried
out 3 days after casting indicated a greater variation in probe penetration than



those carried out at 28 days. However, the difference is not significant enough to
affect the overall results.

3.1 Penetration resistance test results

3.1.1 Effect of coarse aggregate content

The influence of coarse aggregate (CA) content on penetration resistance
test is more significant in young concrete. From Fig. 1, it is seen that by
decreasing the coarse aggregate content, the depth of probe penetration is
increased. For a given method, at 28 days, the different amounts of coarse
aggregate in the three mixes did not cause any significant change in the estimated
cube strength obtained by PRT. This could be due to an improved bond at the
aggregate matrix interface. Fig. 1 also shows that by using PRT to estimate the
strength of concrete at a younger age, corrections have to be made especially in
Method II for lower CA content. The increase in depth of penetration of the probe
is probably due to the less developed bond at the aggregate/matrix interface at a
younger age. A decrease in the energy of the probe as it leaves the driver is
evident when Method I is employed. The absence of an air gap in Method II
allowed the probe to be driven further into the concrete.

3.1.2 Effect of proximity of reinforcement

Fig. 2 shows the effect of proximity of reinforcement on PRT. A minimum
spacing of 175mm has been suggested (ASTM C803 1996) between probes and
hence, the zone of influence of the probe being driven into a concrete mass is thus
expected to radiate a distance 87.5mm from the centre of the probe. (Nasser and
Al-Manaseer 1987) reported that as long as the nearest steel bars in concrete are
located outside this zone of influence, the presence of steel bars in concrete did
not affect the probe penetration. This is also reflected in Fig. 2 which indicates
that probes driven at a distance of 75mm or more from the nearest reinforcement
bar tend to provide a similar estimate of the cube strength. In general,
overestimation of the concrete strength was evident by PRT when probes were
driven 90mm or less and 50mm or less from the nearest bar respectively, when
specimens tested by Method I and Method II.

3.1.3 Effect of carbonation

(Nasser and Al-Manaseer 1987) reported that there is no effect of
carbonation on PRT. However, the limited number of penetration resistance tests
conducted on 200mm cubical blocks indicate a significant decrease in probe
penetration as the depth of carbonation increases (Fig. 3). This could be due to the
fact that carbonation affects the surface zones of the concrete only. If the depth of
carbonation is significant compared to the penetration depth then the penetration
depth of the probe decreases.

3.1.4 Velocity tests on probes

Some results on the actual velocity of the probes as it leaves the driver is
summarised briefly (Tan 1996). Two different Windsor probe driver units were
used and the velocity of the probes measured were reported in Table 1. From
Table 1, it is observed that there is no significant difference in the average
velocities of probes discharged by the two driver units although they were
purchased ten years apart. The first unit is of a model not in current production



and has been in use for about ten years. Method A used in measuring the
discharge velocity of the probe, the two driver units have the same average
discharge velocity. However, the new driver exhibited a slightly higher coefficient
of variation when compared to the old driver. It is also observed that the average
probe velocity measured ranged between 180 m/s and 187 m/s, which more or less
confirms with the manufacturer’s claim that this average is 183m/s. However,
actual velocities measured can be as low as 166.7 m/s or as high as 201.7 m/s.

Table 1: Velocities of the probe

Type of experiments Average velocity
(m/s)

Coefficient of variation
(%)

Method A - old driver   (Tan 1996)
Method B - new driver  (Tan 1996)
Method C - new driver  (Tan 1994)
Method D - new driver  (Lee 1995)

185.0
185.0
179.8
187.0

2.6
3.0
3.4
3.7

3.2 Core test results
The average compressive strength of cores drilled from corresponding

specimens cast using the same mix were generally 10 to 40% lower than that
obtained by crushing 150mm cubes. This could be caused by some of the factors
discussed earlier namely the limited number of core samples and the damage
caused during coring process.

3.2.1 Effect of coarse aggregate content

Fig. 4 shows that the coarse aggregate (CA) content of concrete block
specimens from which cores were extracted affects the ratio of the estimated cube
strength to the actual cube strength at both 3 and 28 day strengths. The ratio is
significantly low for all the mixes at 3 days. This may be due to weaker bond at
the aggregate matrix interface at 3 days resulting in more damage caused by
coring.

4 Analysis of test data

4.1 Interpretation of penetration resistance and core test results
The data obtained from core tests and penetration tests can be used to

estimate the characteristic strength, taken for the present study to be mean minus
1.64 times standard deviation. Since, the factors contributing to the statistical
variation in the core tests and penetration resistance tests are different, their
combined results are not cohesive, even, when testing specimens cast using the
same batch of concrete. Hence, there is a need to calculate the characteristic
strength obtained from cores and that from probes independently. The actual
characteristic strength fk, may be derived from the individual characteristic
strengths from cores and probes by multiplying the latter by bias factors for cores
and PRT respectively. For the present study, these factors are assumed constant.

vc fck ≈ fk  (1)

vp fpk ≈ fk  (2)
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Fig. 2: Effect of proximity of reinforcement on PRT
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Fig. 4: Effect of volume of coarse aggregate on cores



           Where, vc and vp are constant bias factors. If fk is underestimated by the core
results and overestimated by the probe results, then,

fck < fk < fpk         (3)

thus

  1.0 < vc < fpk/fck  (4)

  fck/fpk < vp < 1.0  (5)

Bayesian statistical approach was employed to provide a range of bias
factors for strength estimation, obtained from PRT and core test. The steps
involved are as follows:
1. The characteristic strength from corresponding cubes was obtained and

compared with the uncorrected characteristic strength from cores and PRT.
2. The maximum and minimum ranges of bias factors were also obtained. By

predicting a range of bias factors limited by factors affecting both PRT and
cores, an estimated range of characteristic cube strength is obtained. Since the
characteristic strength obtained from cubes is known then the actual bias
factors (assumed constant) for PRT and cores can be determined.

Bias factors and characteristic strength of specimens tested is reported in
Table 2. All these values obtained using low-power method I are within the
expected range of bias factors reported in an earlier study (Lee et. al. 1989).
Observing the bias factors obtained using low-power method II, it is assumed that
the bias factor for PRT should be less than 1.0.

Table 2: Bias factors and characteristic strength for specimens tested.

Test specimen Method of
driving

Age vc vp fk

(MPa)
Mix 1
Mix 2
Mix 3
Mix 3
Mix 1
Mix 2

Low-power I
Low-power I
Low-power I
Low-power I
Low-power II
Low-power II

28 days
28 days
3 days

28 days
28 days
28 days

1.47
1.20
1.33
1.14
1.29
1.35

0.90
0.89
0.88
.087
0.99
1.00

23.7
26.9
18.3
27.8
20.3
27.3

5 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this investigation:
1. An increase in coarse aggregate content increases the ratio of estimated cube

compressive strength from PRT to actual cube strength.
2. The presence of reinforcement may affect the depth of probe penetration

depending on the proximity of probe location to the nearest reinforcing bar. It
was observed that the presence of reinforcing bars within the proximity of
50mm generally cause an overestimation of the in-situ cube compressive
strength using PRT.

3. An increase in the depth of carbonation in concrete decreases the depth of
probe penetration.



4. An increase in coarse aggregate content increases the ratio of estimated cube
compressive strength from cores to actual cube strength.

5. The estimation of in-situ characteristic cube strength of concrete can be
correlated with PRT and core test results using the Bayesian statistical
approach. However, the nature of influencing factors need to be identified and
the selection of the appropriate overall bias factor for each situation need to be
systematically explored so that specific guidelines may be proposed to aid
engineers engaged in this field of work.
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Abstract

A sustainable development is becoming an important part of future city planning and
the built environment in general, which requires multidisciplinary work and closer
co-operation of disciplines involved. Three main disciplines that need to work
together are civil engineering, architecture and urban planning. Regarding the built
environment these disciplines interact on many levels. In this paper we will analyse
the roles of these disciplines and accentuate the crossroads in decision making that
are of vital importance for achieving a sustainable city. A sustainable city is a city
where the history and future are interwoven into present, rather than building cities to
be used only by one generation with nothing left for the future. Therefore,
adaptability and flexibility are the key issues for a sustainable future of our built
environment.

Keywords: Sustainable development, multidisciplinary work, adaptability, flexibility

1 Introduction

In the last decade there is a growing concern regarding environmental problems
which was discussed in the latest meeting at the United Nations (UN) – World
Commission on the Environment and Development. In the Brundtland Report, it was
stated that the building industry is the greatest consumer of the world’s natural
resources and energy as well as the greatest waste producer [DIOC96]. For example:

• 50% of material resources taken from nature are building related
• over 50% of national waste production comes from the building sector

Durability of Building Materials and Components 8.  (1999) Edited by M.A. Lacasse
and D.J. Vanier.  Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa ON, K1A 0R6,
Canada, pp. 2012-2020.
 National Research Council Canada 1999



• 40% of the energy consumption in Europe is building related [Anink96]

Higher ecological efficiency could be achieved by prolonging the life cycle of
the building and its components. The future development in general should be
directed towards reusing, recycling and waste reduction (3 R’s). Re-assembly is a
precondition for the 3 R’s. That means that the way of constructing is a key for
flexibility and therefore sustainability as well.

“Sustainable development is development which meets the needs of the current
generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs” [Brundtland96].

To achieve sustainable development the different disciplines that are involved
in the building process should have sustainability as a starting point at all levels of the
decision making. In earlier times, rather strict hierarchies were present, while today a
networking concept [Jong98] is more appropriate. In contrary to the hierarchical
decision-making, the networking provides an opportunity for more efficient
integration of knowledge from diverse disciplines in early design phase. The direct
feedback from the disciplines involved provides an optimal design solution and in
such way reduces the problems in later stages of the building process.

For the built environment three main aspects can be distinguished:

1. Sustainable Planning
2. Sustainable Design
3. Sustainable Exploitation

It is obvious that sustainable planning has as a final goal sustainable design and
exploitation, otherwise the word "sustainable" would not be justified. To further
demystify and redefine the definition of sustainability, the following definition is
given:

Sustainable development is such development that through its planning
provides such design solutions that will enable its continuous exploitation in the
future (Fig.1).

Fig. 1: Sustainable built environment

The following chapters will provide a closer insight of these three aspects and
parties/processes involved.



2 Sustainable planning

A city is a self-contained system, fulfilling many functions at the same time.
These functions are common all around the world (Table 1). A city is seen as a social,
cultural and economic centre, or having in mind already existing cities we could say:

"... existing built form embodies historical, social, economic and cultural
values" [Jenks96].

Table 1: City components and functions

No. Functions City components
1. private and communal needs buildings
2. mobility street, roads, railways, etc.
3. service infrastructure telecommunication, water pipes, etc.
4. etc. social activities squares, parks, etc.

In order to give some guidelines for a logical organisation of the above-
mentioned components, many discussion and debates are held which involve
different disciplines. At this stage a global framework for regional development is
sketched.

Four groups are most active at this level, namely:

• regional planner
• environmentalist
• politician
• economist

Their main role is to form a vision for the future development that is based on
predictions regarding population growth, economy, politics, having at the same time
in mind the environmental consequences.

The word “planning” perhaps has a too strong suggestion since it seems to be
something that is arranged through the last detail. But it is exactly at this level of
decision making that the planning is the most vague and only indicate possible
outcomes. The decisions made should represent concepts to be incorporated in later
stages. More concisely, it is a planning of future concepts and ideas that is based on
today's demand and awareness of the consequences for the future. Such concepts that
are today being discussed and that have great influence on future actions and
developments are:

• towards more compact cities and multi-layered ground utilisation (intensifying
ground usage where it is most precious - in the city centres)

• underground as an important component of future planning
• greater flexibility of built structure
• recycle and reuse of building components and reduced production of building

waste



• environmental responsibility of planners, designers and users, etc.

According to the book "The Compact City - A Sustainable Urban Form?" it is
impossible to state that there is one city form which is more sustainable than the
other, since it is very much location and culture dependent. From this we could
conclude that sustainability means a variety of forms. It is also stated that the success
of sustainability greatly depends on the policy making. There is a need for common
global goals that would lead towards sustainable solutions, but on the local level,
there should be enough flexibility left to interpret these global solutions according to
the local requirements [Jenks96]. The success of sustainability depends on its
technical and psychological qualities.

Once there is an initiative for realization of a project, multidisciplinary planning
should take place. The concept of this cycle is illustrated in the following figure,
showing on one side processes and on the other side involved parties (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2: Planning processes and parties involved

2.1. Open planning
Unpredictable fluctuation in market economy demonstrates that the market

itself is in a state of transformation. Investors are less willing to risk developing huge
projects that take few years to complete. Therefore, they prefer to invest in
developing only a segment, rather than the whole project [Friedman97].

Adaptability to changing market trends, thus more user oriented planning, has
become extremely important today. Instead of designing urban subdivisions and
commit their developers to long and costly change process later, one could propose
an approach that would allow changes with reduced interventions at the later stage.
OBOM research group at TU Delft is developing such an approach.
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• it recognises hierarchical order in decision making process between
independent levels of decision making

• it allows flexibility and freedom in the design of independent levels in a
manner, which reflects the technological developments and the needs of society
at that time

• it recognises different life cycles for different levels in the built environment
• it distinguishes three main levels being: tissue, support and infill. They are

separated but yet well co-ordinated [Durmisevic98]

3 Sustainable design

"The process of architectural design aims to define a physical form that will
achieve certain functional and behavioural objectives in a particular context"
[Carrara94].

In other words, the act of architecture is putting building elements together
while creating one integrated whole. Therefore, we could say that the main roll of the
designer is to define this process. It is important to realise that the fundamental
changes needed to obtain sustainable environment, thus sustainable building, are
related to the materialisation and realisation of the building process.

To achieve a building's physical integration has become increasingly complex
since architecture should incorporate many disciplines in order to satisfy toady’s
requirements. Previously, the architecture had its own rules. It was easy to build
considering that there was less choice regarding used materials (mainly wood, brick
and stone). Today, after the hyper-development of our society based on technological
boom, the design process has undergone enormous transformation. Buildings are not
conceived of few materials any more, but with specialised products (produced on
production lines) which have to satisfy high requirements of our modern life styles.
Architecture is therefore not independent any more, but it relies on many different
building specialists and partners during the design and building process (Fig. 3). It
has to be practical in relation with other disciplines, since current transformations of
our society are forcing architects to deal with:

• changes that have taken place in the nature of the materials
• increased speed of the construction caused by industrialisation of architecture
• climate changes
• life-style changes

Furthermore, all above-mentioned issues are related to the global question of
sustainability, which is becoming a moral issue today.



Fig. 3: Integrated design, based on concurrent engineering

Sustainable design has to provide two aspects:

• sustainable aesthetic quality (psychological aspect)
• sustainable technique

The conventional approach to sustainable construction is usually related to
long-lasting buildings, whose life cycle should be at least 70 years. On the other hand
the economic duration of certain phases in the use of the building is generally shorter
than the technical life span of most of its components. Unlike the conventional
approach to durable constructions, which is focused on durability of buildings and
their materials, one could suggest a new approach that is focused on short life cycle
of different phases of use of the building. Every new phase of the building use
implies new requirements and spatial organisation, hence changes. In order to provide
the sustainability of new buildings, we can't approach architecture in the same static
way as we did before. The life cycle of the building has to be extended, which can be
achieved only by extending its possibility to accommodate different functions. Such
an approach is related to the materialisation and realisation process, which has direct
consequences for building behaviour in the future.

This means that during the design process, the exploitation and transformation
of the building should be considered seriously (fig. 4).

The Fig. 4 illustrates the life cycle of a building in context of sustainable
design, which depends on repetitive sequences (from materialisation to
transformation design). From the relations drawn in this diagram it is obvious that the
number of different phases in building use depends on materialisation of a building
and weather it will provide proper technical solution for every new requirement.
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Fig. 4: Building life cycle

Around the year 2000 more people will be living in polluted cities than in the
countryside [Horden98]. That means that more than 50% of the entire population will
live in a man-made environment and these percentages will increase even more.

Sustainability of our environment could be achieved only through its flexibility
and adaptability to future changes, wherein design process and materialisation play
the most important roll. Unlike the traditional “time consuming” planing process
were all disciplines were working independently, flexibility involves interaction and
networking between different disciplines in order to reach optimal solutions.

Aside from flexibility of planning, sustainable design should be focused on
juxtaposition of the materials and functions of building parts at joints. The interface
between components plays a crucial role in re-assembly, which is an ultimate form of
recycling and reusing. In that respect the development towards systematisation and
modulation of building parts into subsystems presents the way to achieve more
effective buildings with controlled use of energy, raw materials and less man-power
[Horden98].

4 Sustainable exploitation

Sustainable exploitation means having a building adaptable to future
requirements, which is provided through minimum:

• energy use
• raw material use
•   waste produced
•   time invested



•   maintenance

In the past buildings were design only to satisfy the function required at that
exact time. This traditional approach to the design usually implied total demolition at
the end of the building life cycle.
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Sustainable design should provide possibility to reuse building components or
recycle elements when the building reaches the end of its life cycle. That will happen
when there is no suitable technical solution or economic justification for changes
based on new requirements. The same will happen if there is no new requirement at
all. In that sense a sustainable design is achieved. This is illustrated in the figure
above (Fig. 5).

5 Conclusion

Environmental concern was the main initiator for sustainable development,
since building sector is one of the major contributors to global pollution, raw material
and energy consumption. This should therefore initiate changes at all planning levels
(city level, building level and exploitation) in order to reduce the negative
environmental impact of the built environment. Planning should provide maximum
freedom on all levels of decision making, which can be obtained through sustainable
materialisation. This would in the end provide durable exploitation.
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Abstract

While technical advances are the main drivers in the adoption of Information
Technology (IT) in the construction industry, such advances can only be incorporated
through a due appreciation of the structures of the industry. Earlier work has shown
how the organisational structure of the industry is in large part determined by the
nature of the economic and financial exchanges which takes place. New IT initiatives
succeed to the degree to which they are congruent with those financial exchanges. In
short, economic benefits must accrue. This in turn begs the questions: who benefits,
and how are the benefits to be distributed amongst the various parties? The answers
to these questions provide the basis for establishing a successful implementation. This
short-term 'economic benefits' argument does not, however, preclude a more
substantial organisational shift at some later point. In this paper we provide an
analysis of the economic structure of the construction industry in Saudi Arabia, and in
particular the degree to which IT has established itself in that industrial sector. The
Saudi Arabian Construction industry is one of the largest in the world, being devoted
to the provision of a large-scale infrastructure. However, in many of its characteristics
it is unique. It is these elements of uniqueness which make this particular industry
interesting: the uniqueness poses new problems for the developers of novel and
innovative IT construction systems. Yet despite these aggregate figures and anecdotal
facts the small-scale nature of the construction industry has been poorly researched
and documented. The analysis of the economic and organisational structure of the
Saudi Arabian IT construction industry provided in this paper provides the fine-
grained matrix within which new IT systems can be built. The paper describes an
ongoing study of the Saudi Arabian construction industry. It draws together existing
facts on the industry and new ones which are being elicited though a large survey of
the industry. Finally, it is envisioned that tentative conclusions will be provided on
the economic and organisational structure of the industry.

Keywords:  Information Technology, Internet, EDI, Construction Industry, Saudi
Arabia.
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1 Introduction

The nature of the construction industry is such that virtual enterprises (VEs) are
made up of members of the project team working jointly on the design and
construction of a facility. A typical project involves the participation of different
stakeholders such as the client, architect, structural engineer, building services
engineer, quantity surveyor, main contractor, sub-contractor, materials suppliers, and
other specialists. Therefore, it can be argued that each project can be considered to be
a virtual enterprise and the participating construction companies, which are
geographically and functionally distributed, can be considered to be the business units
(O'Brien and Al-Biqami 1998).

The application of the virtual enterprise strategy can be seen as a promising
approach, since it offers construction firms the opportunity to perform their business
without loosing their flexibility and their economic independence within traditional
and very rigid co-operations.

The successful application of the virtual enterprise strategy relies on the
existence of an appropriate IT infrastructure. This paper focuses on a more specific
analysis of the IT infrastructure in Saudi Arabia in a particular industry, the
construction industry. We provide an analysis of the economic structure of the
construction industry in Saudi Arabia, and in particular the degree to which IT has
established itself in that industrial sector. The analysis of the economic and
organisational structure of the Saudi Arabian IT construction industry provided in this
paper provides the fine-grained matrix within which new IT systems can be built. The
paper describes an ongoing study of the Saudi Arabian construction industry. It draws
together existing facts on the industry and new ones which are being elicited through
a large survey of the industry.  Other surveys are ongoing at the time of writing the
most interesting being the IT Barometer in Scandinavia (Howard et al, 1998).

2 Saudi Arabian construction industry

Saudi Arabia has experienced a construction boom of unprecedented volume
during the past two decades, as the country’s infrastructure has undergone rapid
expansion (including erection of new cities, airports, public and private buildings,
highways, etc.) attracting construction professionals from all over the world. The
development of the Saudi Arabian construction industry was synonymous with the
rapid growth of the domestic economy, which was fuelled by enormous oil revenues.
The construction sector is one of the most important contributors to the gross
domestic product (GDP) accounting for about 9% of its total value (Ministry of
Planning 1991). Companies of all size, involved in this important sector, were
established during this rapid growth period.
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In Saudi Arabia, the government (Figure 1) is the major source of construction
expenditure, accounting for approximately 67% of the nation’s construction industry
volume (Bubshait 1992). During the second (1975-80), third (1980-85), fourth (1985-
90) and fifth (1990-95) Development Plans, the construction industry received 48.7%
(SR 295 Billions), 54.9% (SR 674 Billions), 28.2% (SR 231 Billions), and 30.4% (SR
108 Billions) respectively, of the total Governmental expenditure (3.75 SR = 1 US$)
(Ministry of Planning 1991).

Fig. 1: Governmental actual expenditure on projects during the development
plans (from 1970-1995)

A study conducted last year by Riyadh Chambers of Commerce and Industry
(Riyadh Chambers of Commerce and Industry 1997) has attempted to estimate the
amount of private and public sector projects to be generated in the coming years. The
private sector is expected to generate about $50 billion worth of construction projects
between 1997 and 2006. The study estimates that the private sector will be
responsible for about 70% of new contracts over the next 10 years, which is seen as a
considerable increase from the previously estimated contribution of 43%.

The public sector contribution to construction contracts is expected to diminish
over the coming years, as its share drops from 57% to 30%. However, the
government role will still concentrate on operation and maintenance projects, where it
is estimated that the value of new construction projects will be worth about $63.8
billions, of which $24.3 billions will be allocated for operation and maintenance, and
$39.5 billions for new projects.

Also the construction industry in Saudi Arabia employs 15% of the total labour
force and uses 14% of the total energy consumption in the country (Al-Jarallah 1983).

As can be seen, the Saudi Arabian construction industry is one of the largest in
the world, being devoted to the provision of a large-scale infrastructure. However, in
many of its characteristics it is unique. It is these elements of uniqueness which make
this particular industry interesting: the uniqueness poses new problems for the
developers of novel and innovative IT construction tools. Yet despite these aggregate



figures and anecdotal facts the small-scale nature of the construction industry has
been poorly researched and documented.

3 IT and construction industry in Saudi Arabia

The construction industry in Saudi Arabia has been slow to employ IT. There
appear to be no official statistics or comprehensive studies on IT use in the Saudi
construction industry. To this point, there has only been a limited survey carried out
by Shash and Al-Amir (1997). This survey focussed on the extent of computer use
and their applications in construction contractor firms in Saudi Arabia. The findings
indicate that computers are not widely used by construction contractors, especially in
relation to those who are classified as small and medium-sized contractors. The use of
computers is directly proportional to the size of the contractor firm. While, all large
contractors use computers, only 41% and 62% of small and medium-sized contractors
use them. When computers are used, they are limited to administrative operations
such as accounting and databases.

The capability of information technology commonly used by business and the
public has changed significantly. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), the Internet and
the World Wide Web (WWW) have had a significant impact and most industries are
evaluating how to avail themselves of the opportunities they offer. While, the last
survey of large construction firms “Building on IT for Quality Survey” in 1993
conducted by CICA and KPMG (1993) did not even include the Internet, by 1996, a
significant number of firms in construction were connected; 25% of UK architects
were connected in 1997 with a further 15% intending to open an account (Barbour
Index plc 1997).

According to the Barbour Report (1997), about 75% of the industry’s
professionals have a PC as their workstation, 50% use CD-ROM and 25% have
access to the Internet. The report suggests that the take-up of the Internet has doubled
form 1996 to 1997 and about 50% of manufacturers have stated that they will publish
some or most of their product information on the Internet’s World Wide Web.

As indicated above, the feeling is that a good proportion of the Saudi Arabian
construction industry is not keeping up with the developments in the use of IT.
However, identifying the Saudi construction industry’s slowness in adopting IT is
only a first step. It is necessary for our study to carry out a comprehensive survey on
the use and future development of IT in the Saudi construction industry.

4 Survey description

The survey questionnaire was structured to encourage the relevant organisations
to participate in the study; to help them to provide the necessary information easily.

To encourage potential survey participants response, a cover letter was included
with each mailed survey. Such letters were signed by both authors. Also, the
questionnaires were produced in both English and Arabic languages to suit the needs
of the construction community in Saudi Arabia which adopts Arabic as the official



language but relies heavily on English as the technical language and the language
widely spoken by the dominant expatriate component of construction manpower.

The questionnaires were distributed by post to over 500 organisations within the
Saudi Arabian construction industry early in October 1998. The organisations’ names
and addresses were selected randomly from:

1. The Directory of Engineering and Consulting Offices issued by Engineering
Committee, a professional-like association established by the Council of Saudi
Chambers of Commerce and Industry in the early 1980s to enhance the
engineering profession in the country.

2. The Directory of Classified Contractors prepared by the Contractors
Classification Deputy in the Ministry of Public Works and Housing (MPWH).

3. Trade Directory for the Eastern Province prepared by the Chambers of
Commerce and Industry for the Eastern Province. This directory includes
information concerning 12000 establishments from all sectors, including
construction sector, registered as members in the chamber.

The scope of the survey included all participants involved in the industry since
the communication technology will eventually tie them all together. Therefore, it was
decided that no specific targeting should take place on the basis of organisation type.
There is no geographical restriction on the selection of participating organisations –
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is divided into five regions: East, West, South, North
and Central. The survey was sent to top management to assess current use of
information and communication technology in their organisation.

The questionnaire established by O’Brien and Al-Soufi (1994) laid the
foundation for the development of the study questionnaire. An intensive literature
review coupled with comprehensive awareness of the characteristics of the Saudi
construction helped to modify and restructure the survey to suit the Saudi
construction industry.

The survey was divided into eight sections. The first section contained
questions seeking information on the characteristics of the firm, such as size, capacity
and type of work performed. The second section contained questions seeking
information regarding hardware and software platforms used by the organisation. In
the third section, the survey enquired about communication technology that exists
within the organisation and asked questions pertaining to the communication between
organisations. The fourth and fifth sections asked about the technology used,
particularly the Internet and EDI, and the types of data exchanged. The sixth section
enquired about computer applications used in the organisation and how they are
rated. In section seven, a list of suggestions was offered as to why computer use
would be hindered. The last part of the questionnaire was included to encourage
respondents to participate in the survey by allowing them to supply their names and
address in case they were interested in receiving a copy of the survey results.



5 Characteristics of survey respondents

The response rate to the survey was approximately 10% (46/500). Of responses
received, the majority came from building contractors (See Figure 2). The categories
of A&E joint practice and manufacturer exhibited as similar response rate at 15.2%
and 13%. The remaining categories of consultant, suppliers and engineering all fell
below 11%. As far as can be established all the respondents were Saudi Arabian
organisations; 12.7% of them engaged in partnerships with overseas firms.

Fig. 2: Type of participating construction organisations

In order to comprehend and analyse the use of information technology in the
construction industry in Saudi Arabia, the relevant organisations (See Figure 2) were
classified into small, medium and large sizes in relation to their annual turnover.

For the purpose of our study, the construction organisation size is determined
according to the following:

1. An organisation is defined as small if its annual turnover is SR20 millions or less.
2. An organisation is defined as medium if its annual turnover is greater than SR20

millions but less than SR50 millions.
3. An organisation is defined as large if its annual turnover is greater than SR50

millions.

This classification is in line with the classification of contractors by the
Chambers of Commerce and Industry and the Directory of Construction Contractors
in Saudi Arabia. The application of our classification system can be seen in Figure 3.
According to our figures, approximately 45% of the participating organisations can
be classified as small. Medium-sized organisations accounted for 26.1% while large
organisations constitute of 19.6 % (8.7% of respondent were unwilling to provide
their annual turnover).
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Fig. 3: Construction organisations group distribution

Also the survey attempted to compare the construction organisation’s annual
turnover with its annual spending on IT. Approximately, 64% of the large
organisations and 36.4% of medium organisations spend more than SR100,000 every
year, while the small size organisations that have less than SR5 millions annual
turnover, spend less than SR1000 every year.

6 Extent of information and communication technology use

The vast majority of respondents to the survey have computers in their
organisations. Of construction organisations who do utilise computer, most have PCs
(95.7%). A quarter of this figure reported that to have over 50 PCs in their
workplaces.

The survey also attempted to determine where computers are located. The
physical distribution of computers is a key element in determining the character of
internal communication. According to our figures, the vast majority of organisations
have their computers located in a main office (93.5%) (See Figure 4). Approximately,
40% also have computers at district offices.

Fig. 4: Computer locations
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The most interesting figure, however, is the high-use of computers on-project
site (37%). This figure reflects the high computer use of large organisations. 40% of
large construction organisations have computers on-project site (See Figure 5). This
is most likely due to the ability of large organisations to invest in the computers use
based on their high annual turnover.

Fig. 5: Computers on-project site and organisations’ annual turnover

The survey also examined the level of computer networking within the relevant
organisations (See Figure 6). The survey revealed that 25% of respondents had all
their computers connected together via Local Area Network (LAN), while 22.7% had
some LAN infrastructure. Most importantly, 52.3% had no communication
infrastructure at all.

Fig. 6: LAN usage

As for connection between computers in different locations (See Figure 7),
4.8% used Wide Area Network (WAN), while 28.6% utilised modem and telephone
lines to exchange data within the same organisation. However, approximately, 67%
had no means of communication whatsoever.
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Fig. 7: Inter-organisation communication media

The study also addresses communication between different construction
organisations (See Figure 8). 76.7% of respondent organisations had no means of
connection with other organisations at all (the remaining 23.3% were connected with
other organisations).

Of those that were connected, 16.7% used modem and telephone lines, 25%
used EDI and 58.3 used alternate methods such as the Internet.

Fig. 8: Communication between different construction organisations
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respondents that do not currently have Internet access, current trends indicate that
Internet connection is a priority given the fact that Internet is only now being
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introduced in Saudi Arabia.
As such, Figure 9 demonstrates that 63.7% of respondents intend to become

connected within the next year.

Fig. 9: Construction organisations intend to become connected to the internet

Of the 18.2% that are not planning to make connection, 75% of these state that
their business does not require Internet access. The remaining 25% cite lack of
expertise as the main reason for not planning to have Internet connection.

Finally, the survey also examined organisation awareness of the EDI.
Shockingly, just over 40% of respondents had never heard of EDI technology. In
contrast only 8.7% of organisations had implemented it (See Figure 10)

Fig. 10: Construction organisations and EDI awareness
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7 Conclusion

This paper has provided a description of the current state of IT and
communications in the Saudi Arabian construction industry. The paper first
considered the overall and general knowledge that exists, where as the latter part has
presented some preliminary results from a survey conducted in October 1998. This
survey is probably as current as it can be – questionnaires are still being returned at
the time of writing (December, 1998). While the figures have yet to be analysed in
detailed, the survey has provided some striking results. Saudi Arabian construction
companies are reasonably well advanced with regards to the use of PCs on their
construction sites. Yet at the same time the communication structure appears to be
poor. The widespread ignorance about EDI does not suggest a bright future for E-
Commerce. Yet at the same time the awareness of the Internet suggests exactly the
opposite. Indeed, the timing of the survey has been fortuitous. While there is, as yet,
no Internet provided within Saudi Arabia – and consequently there is little use – a
large proportion of the survey respondents are ready to embrace the technology. But
given the relative lack of awareness of EDI it is unclear what use the Internet will be
put to. One suspects though this is only a hypothesis, that the “hype” associated with
the Internet outweighs the future practical uses, and that companies are embracing it
with little thought. Certainly, EDI is more mundane, indeed boring, yet from a
business perspective it is of much greater immediate use. A further survey two years
from now would make interesting reading.
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TENETS OF SUSTAINABLE ROOFING
Tenets of sustainable roofing
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Abstract

There is a genuine interest among enlightened building owners and roof system
designers in adopting environmental objectives.  In many countries a whole
generation has grown up in a culture sympathetic and supportive to ‘green’ issues and
many colleges and universities include environmental studies as part of their normal
course work.  The challenge facing the roofing industry and the CIBW.83/RILEM
166 RMS Committee, of which the authors are co-chairman is to translate this interest
and good will into practical guidelines which will lead to improvements in the long
term performance of roofs, within a given financial budget.
Defining Sustainable Roofing as: “A roof system that is designed, constructed,
maintained, rehabilitated and demolished with an emphasis throughout its life cycle
on using natural resources efficiently and preserving the global environment,” this
paper addresses life cycle analysis issues across each step in the life of a product:
from raw material extraction or processing, production, packaging, transportation,
design, installation, service life, reuse, recover or tear-off, and its ultimate disposal
and is illustrated in a cradle to grave model.
Practical guidelines or ‘tenets for sustainable roof systems’ are developed and
systemized under the basic principles of ‘Minimizing the Burden on the
Environment,’ ‘Conserving Energy,’ and ‘Extending Roof Lifespan.’  These tenets
are produced in a form that will be of practical everyday use for designers, suppliers,
and contractors.  Examples of sustainable roof design from around the world with
optimal service life goals are given.

Keywords: durability, life cycle analysis, sustainable development, sustainable roof
system design, sustainable roofing
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1 Introduction

The International Conference on Climate Change held during 1997 in Kyoto,
challenged governments to improve on their national environmental performance in
terms of reducing both pollution and energy demand.  To work towards these
desirable goals, the concept of ‘sustainable development’ is being actively promoted
in the construction and property industries in some countries.

There is a genuine interest among enlightened building owners and specifiers in
adopting environmental objectives, as has been found from the numbers of enquiries
arising from articles published in specifier magazines.  This has been recognized by a
few manufacturers who now promote their products’ green attributes in marketing
campaigns.  In many countries, a young generation has grown up in a culture
sympathetic to ‘green’ issues, and today many colleges and universities include
environmental studies as part of their normal coursework.

The challenge facing the roofing industry is to translate this interest and goodwill
into practical guidelines, which will lead to improvements in the long term
performance of roofs, within a given financial budget.  The purpose of this paper is to
educate the roofing industry in regards to sustainable roofing, and to identify the
underlying principles, or tenets, and thus offer practical guidelines.

2 Background to the work of CIB/RILEM

The CIB W.83/RILEM 166 RMS Joint Committee on Roofing Materials and
Systems is a voluntary and independent group of recognized experts and roofing
specialists from almost 20 countries, who meet on average once a year to exchange
results and findings of international research and studies into low slope membrane
roofing. The committees are set up for fixed five year periods, during which a specific
and relevant topic is examined by a Task Group.

The CIB is the International Council for Building Research Studies and
Documentation, and the RILEM is the International Union of Testing and Research
Laboratories for Material and Structures.

Task Group 2 first met in Brussels in May, 1996, and was established to examine
the issue of sustainable roofing.  The scope of the work is to “determine the current
state-of-the-art of design, application and maintenance practices throughout the world
in the field of environmentally-friendly low-sloped flexible membrane roofing
systems, and to publish a Final Report during the year 2000.”

This paper expresses the views of the co-chairmen, which is a recapitulation of
the committee’s three years of work.  It is hoped that by bringing the work of the Task
Group to a wider audience and seeking a broader input, then the Final Report will
carry greater authority as we work towards adopting more sustainable roofing systems
in the twenty-first century.



3 Current views of specifiers

Until a few years ago, the term ‘sustainability’ was not part of the vocabulary of
an architect or engineer.  Today, however, it is one of the more important concepts in
the design process.  A recent survey of American architects and engineers revealed
that, while 60% of the respondents consider that sustainability and environmental
issues are important, only 35% understand the concept of sustainability and even
fewer can define it. (Hutchinson and Roberts 1998)

An architect is often involved from the early conception of a project and later
through all its phases of development.  Sustainability should be accounted for over
the entire lifespan of the building, and this whole-system-thinking stresses the
importance of inter-relationships, consequences and feed-back loops.  It is a process
which manifests itself in the sum of its parts rather than the individual components.
However, the search of literature available to specifiers has found that most of the
documents produced are product based, which contradicts the whole system approach
in considering the long-term performance of all of the components combined.

There is a belief amongst some specifiers that sustainable development can be
compatible with economic growth.  For example, in many countries, the increased
costs of disposing of waste in landfill sites is providing a real incentive to reduce the
volumes of bulk waste produced.

Expecting designers to undertake a separate environmental audit is considered to
be unrealistic.  If another design procedure or ‘paper exercise’ were to be imposed,
similar to the introduction of a rigorous quality procedure, then the industry could
become over-burdened with paperwork, losing sight of the real issues and ultimately
becoming counter-productive.  At best, it is to be hoped that designers keep in mind
the key issues, which are often no more than common sense and best practice.

Today in many countries, the topic of sustainability is not high on the agenda.
Instead, it is economics that remains the key issue with the lowest cost being the
principal factor in design decisions.

4 Definitions of sustainability

Constructing a definition of ‘sustainability’ that can transcend languages is
difficult.  In 1987, the Brundtland Report was presented to the United Nations
Commission on the Environment and Development and it defined ‘sustainable
development’ as:

“Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (Anon 1997)

Later in 1994, the First International Conference on Sustainable Construction was
held in Florida, USA, where the attendees defined the term ‘sustainable
construction’ as:



“The creation and maintenance of a healthy built environment based on
ecologically sound principles and resource efficiency.” (Anon 1997)

The Task Group has looked at the roofing element of a building and after
considerable discussion, it was thought that the following definition used in the
introduction of the “Proceedings of the Sustainable Low-Slope Roofing Workshop”
(Desjarlais 1996) held at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the USA in October
1996, offered a good working definition of what is currently understood to be a
‘sustainable roof’:

“A roofing system that is designed, constructed, maintained, rehabilitated
and demolished with an emphasis throughout its life cycle on using natural
resources efficiently and preserving the global environment.”

These concepts are difficult, not only to implement but to comprehend.  Their
value lies in their far reaching scope.  Sustainable development supposes that
construction methods and their relationship with the environment, life cycle analysis
and environmental quality must all be taken into account.  Consequently, it is an all-
encompassing concept that provides a stable framework for new design methods.  Put
simply, it is about taking ‘the long view.’

Life cycle analysis involves an examination of each step in the life of matter: from
raw material extraction or processing; production; packaging; transportation; design;
installation; service life; reuse, recover or tear-off; and ultimately disposal.  This is
typically illustrated in a ‘Cradle-to-Grave’ model.

At each stage (of the model) various environmental attributes can be defined in
terms of energy demand, CO2 emission, types and quantities of pollutants, volume of
waste, and other parameters.  The final ‘score’ is related to the number of years
service that the roof gives, which will not be known at the design stage, but can be no
more than a best estimate based on published data, assuming good standards of
workmanship and maintenance.  Another difficulty is in weighting the various
environmental data.  This raises questions such as: How important is it to reduce CO2

emissions?  What is the impact of transportation?  What types of pollutants are
hazardous and in what concentrations do they become harmful to health?

5 The complexity of the problem

In assessing the environmental performance of a roofing system at a building
design stage, it is important to take a holistic approach and to consider the whole
picture.  Studies are underway assessing the life costing of a construction product in
terms of its embodied energy, CO2 emissions and other parameters.  One such
initiative is the BREEAM project in the U.K. (Krogh et al. 1997).  In Denmark, a
report has been produced, which seeks to identify which parameters are important for
environmental assessments and a start has been made collecting standard data.  The
Task Group is aware of other initiatives, and is keen to learn of their progress so that
lessons can be learnt for benefit of the whole.

One of the difficulties faced by this type of exercise is that the available
information is largely product data from laboratory testing.  In the real world, the



standards of workmanship in assembling the individual components are not perfect,
and the subsequent long-term maintenance is often poor.  Concerns about the
manufacture of one component of a roof system are only a small part of the whole
picture when the in-service performance and ultimate replacement of the roof is
considered.

It is recognized that once built, a building and its roof will have a life of its own.
As properties are bought and sold, the occupants change; altering, extending or
rebuilding to suit their own individual needs and in a manner that cannot be predicted.
This was well illustrated by Stewart Brand in his book entitled ‘How Buildings Learn:
What happens to them after they’re built’ (Brand 1994).  This unknown future adds
another variable to be assessed at the design stage.

Sometimes what may be good environmental advice for one country or region,
may not be appropriate in a neighboring district.  For example, in France the risk of
flooding to low lying urban areas near the banks of major rivers caused by widespread
development is a concern.  A municipal directive has been issued that all new
buildings should store rainwater on their flat roofs, thus reducing the rate of
stormwater run-off into the underground drains and rivers.  This trend to slow down
rainwater run-off from roofs is contrary to trends in other countries, which are to
increase roof slope and improve drainage. (Chaize 1995)

While environmental studies and debates have laudable goals, it is basic practical
advice on sustainable development that is sought by designers and contractors alike.
The Task Group has identified three key areas where improvements could be
identified:

• to minimize the burden on the environment, being responsible stewards of the
earth’s resources.

• to conserve energy, recognizing savings by improving thermal efficiency of roofs.
• to prolong the life of roofs.

6 The ‘Tenets of sustainable roofing’

Arising from discussions within the Task Group it was suggested that it would be
helpful to draft a summary of what appears to be best practice for sustainable roofing,
based on published reports, technical papers and the experience of the members.  It is
considered important that this summary should be in a form, which would be of
practical everyday use for designers, suppliers and contractors alike, ideally on one
page and widely circulated.

These basic principles or ‘tenets’ of sustainable roofing have been brought
together by the Task Group.  The second draft for public comment is given in Figure
1.  These tenets are applicable to membrane roofing systems on permanent buildings
and have been broadly grouped under three sub-headings: minimizing the burden on
the environment; conserving energy; and extending the life of a roof.



Fig. 1: Tenets of Sustainable Roofing

TENETS OF SUSTAINABLE ROOFING

MINIMIZE THE BURDEN ON THE ENVIRONMENT
1a. Use recycled or recyclable products wherever logical.
1b. Consider the use of products made from raw materials whose extraction is not

damaging to the environment, and are thus less invasive.
Adopt systems and working practices that reduce materials wastage.
Select products that minimize health risks during the life of the roof.
Avoid products that are disposed of in hazardous waste tips.
Recognize regional climatic and geographical factors, such as the control of rainwater

disposal.
Promote the use of ‘green roofs’ supporting vegetation, especially on city centre roofs.

CONSERVE ENERGY
Optimize the real thermal performance, recognizing that over the lifetime of a building

thermal insulation can greatly reduce heating or cooling costs.
Keep the thermal insulation dry, to maintain thermal performance and improve

durability of the roof.
9a. Use local labor, materials and services wherever practical to reduce transportation.
9b. Recognize that embodied energy calculations are a useful tool for comparing

alternative constructions.
9c. Consider the roof surfacing, texture and color with regard to geographical location

and affect on energy performance.

EXTEND ROOF LIFESPAN
10. Adopt a responsible approach to design, recognizing the value of the robust roof.
2. Employ designers, suppliers and contractors who are adequately trained and have

appropriate skills.
3. Provide positive drainage to reduce long-term ponding.
4. Minimize the number of service penetrations or holes through the roof.
5. Adopt prefabricated components, if they simplify site assembly.
6. Inspect roofing works in progress, using appropriate quality systems and take

corrective action as necessary.
7. Control access onto completed roofs to reduce puncture damage, providing defined

walkways and temporary protection.
8. Adopt preventative maintenance, with periodic inspection and timely repairs.
9. Consider ballasted or mechanically fixed roof systems, to ease the sorting and

salvage of materials at the end of the life of the roof.

Fig. 1:Tenets of sustainable roofing



These tenets are applicable to membrane roofing systems on permanent buildings and
are not fixed and irrevocable.  It is expected that as our understanding develops of
how roofs perform and how they affect the global environment, then the tenets would
also evolve.  It is important that the summary is kept short, to no more than one page,
otherwise the busy designer will not use it.  A final report will be published in
October, 2000.

On their own, each tenet could be considered to be over simplistic and no more
than common sense.  However, when they are considered as a whole, they make a
contribution to promoting good practice in the design, construction and maintenance
of membrane roofing systems.

The exercise is also beneficial in helping to focus future development on relevant
issues.  For example, in the U.K., there is a general lack of awareness of the fact that
entrapped water affects the thermal performance of most common insulations.  By
highlighting this fact, attention can be given to improving site practice and
maintenance, ultimately resulting in a reduction in the heat loss through the roof and
long-term savings of energy.

7 Tenet substantiation

It is important that these tenets are based upon accredited work and sound
principles. Figure 2 contains an example of a written justification for one of the
individual tenets and refer to published texts.  It may be that there are further tenets to
add to the list or, alternatively, there may be some that do not deserve inclusion in the
final draft.  From the discussions both before and during this Congress, this list of
‘tenets of sustainable roofing’ will be updated and circulated to those who express an
interest in the topic.

8 Examples

Classic examples of sustainable roofing began millenniums ago.
Thatch, slate, and stone shingle tile all exemplify many of the tenets of sustainable
roofing.  Modern day examples are present as well.  Legat Architects in Chicago,
Illinois, takes into consideration all the tenets when designing roof systems, minimum
R values, and 20 year service lives are company goals.  Educating clients into the
benefits of sustainable roofs has proven helpful and creates a mutual trust and gain
(See Figure 3a, b, c and Figure 4).



Tenet: No.12

Tenet: Provide positive drainage to reduce long term ponding.
Why Should this Tenet be Included: An area where designers and

contractors alike can contribute to improving the environmental impact is to
build and maintain roofs to have a long service life.

Extending the lifespan of a roof is desirable from the environmental
perspective as it results in a better use of raw materials and reduces the
volume of bulk waste ultimately to be dumped in landfill sites.

Roof systems that have positive drainage last longer than those with long
term ponding. Removing the water from the roof surface as quickly as
possible has a multitude of benefits: eliminates the buildings of debris and
affluents in the ponding water, material that could attach the membrane,
should leaks arise, the amount of water infiltration is minimized, the potential
for bacteria growth is minimized or eliminated and promotes good roof
system design.

A totally flat membrane roof relies on a perfect standard of workmanship
and regular active maintenance to keep it watertight. In the real world this
rarely happens. In the interests of building roofs that last longer giving
economic benefits to the building owner and environmental benefits to all, it
is good practice to adopt positive roof drainage wherever possible.
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Fig. 2: Justification of Tenet 12
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Fig. 3: Still in use today, thatch and stone shingle roof systems are historical
examples of roof systems that embody many of the tenets of sustainable
roofing



Fig. 4: Successful roof systems designed for twenty-year plus service lives in
alignment with the tenets of sustainable roofing are currents being
designed and constructed

9 Conclusion

As we enter the twenty-first century, the ideals of sustainable architecture will
manifest themselves via codes, owner mandate and regulation. Obtaining a
sustainable roof system can be achieved by adhering to the straight forward approach
adopting tenets where possible. Construction techniques and materials will evolve,
and with them the tenets of sustainable roofing and the concept of designing for the
long term. Those who take an active role in this endeavor and embrace the concepts
of sustainable roofing will be ready for the environmental challenges of the twenty-
first century.
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